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PREFACE

F the merit of a Work may be estimated from the universality of its reception,
Plutarch's Lives have a claim to the first honours of Literature. No book has
been more generally sought after, or read with greater avidity. It was one of the
first that were brought out of the retreats of the learned, and translated into the
modern languages. Amiot, Abbe of Bellozane, published a French translation of it
in the reign of Henry the Second; and from that work it was translated into En
glish, in the time of Queen Elizabeth.

It is said by those who are not willing to allow Shakspeare much learning, that
he availed himself of the last-mentioned translation; but they seem to forget that,
in order to support their arguments of this kind, it is necessary for them to

Erove that Plato too was translated into English at the same time; for the cele- rated soliloquy, " To be, or not to be," is taken almost verbatim, from that phi-
losopher ; yet we have never found that Plato was translated in those times

Amiot was a man of great industry and considerable learning. He sought dil-
igently in the libraries of Rome and Venice for those Lives of Plutarch which are
.ost; and though his search was unsuccessful, it had this good effect, that, by
meeting with a variety of manuscripts, and comparing them with the printed
copies, he was enabled in many places to rectify the text. This was a very es-
sential circumstance; for few ancient writers nad suffered more than Plutarch
from the carelessness of printers and transcribers; and, with all his merit, it was
his fate, for a long time, to find no able restorer. The Schoolmen despised hia
Greek, because it had not the purity of Xenophon,nor the attic terseness of Aris-
tophanes; and, on that account, very unreasonably bestowed their labours on those
that wanted them less. Amiot's Translation was published in the year 1558; but
no reputable edition of the Greek text of Plutarch appeared till that of Paris in
1624. The above-mentioned translation, however, though drawn from an imper-
fect text, passed through many editions, and was still read, till Dacier, under bet-
ter auspices, and in better times, attempted a new one ; which he executed with
great elegance, and tolerable accuracy. The text he followed was not so correct
as might nave been wished; for the London edition of Plutarch was not then pub-
lished. However, the French language being at that time in great perfection,
and the fashionable language of almost every court in Europe, Dacier's transla-
tion came not only into the libraries but into the hands of men. Plutarch was uni-
versally read, and no book in those times had a more extensive sale, or went
through a greater number of impressions. The translator had, indeed, acquitted
himself, in one respect, with great happiness. His book was not found to be
French Greek. He had carefully followed that rule, which no translator ought
ever to lose sight of, the great rule of humouring the genius, and maintaining the
structure of his own language. For this purpose he frequently broke the long
and embarrassed periods of the Greek; and by dividing and shortening them in
his translation, he gave them greater perspicuity and more easy movement. Yet
still he was faithful to his original; and where he did not mistake him, which in-
deed he seldom did, conveyed his ideas with clearness, though not without ver-
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boshy. His translation had another distinguished advantage. He enriched it
with a variety of explanatory notes. There are so many readers who have no
competent acquaintance with the customs of antiquity, the laws of the ancient
states, the ceremonies of their religion, and the remoter and minuter parts of their
history and genealogy, that to have an account of these matters ever before th«
eye, and to travel with a guide who is ready to describe to us every object we are
unacquainted with, is a privilege equally convenient and agreeable. But here the
annotator ought to have stopped. Satisfied with removing the difficulties usually
arising in the circumstances above-mentioned, he should not have swelled his
pages with idle declamations on trite morals and obvious sentiments. Amiot'i
margins, indeed, are every where crowded with such. In those times they fol-
lowed the method of the old Divines, which was to make practical improvements
of every matter; hut it is somewhat strange that Dacier, who wrote in a more
enlightened age, should fall into that beaten track of insipid moralizing, and be at
pains to say what every one must know. Perhaps, as the commentator of Plu-
tarch, he considered himself as a kind of travelling companion to the reader; and
agreeably to the manners of his country, he meant to shew his politeness by never
holding his peace. The apology he makes for deducing and detailing these flat
precepts, is the view of instructing younger minds. He bad not philosophy
enough to consider, that to anticipate the conclusions of such minds, in their pur-
suit of history and characters, is to prevent their proper effect. When examples
are placed before them, they will not fail to make right inferences; but if those
are made for them, the didactic air of information destroys their influence.

After the old English translation of Plutarch, which was professedly taken from
Amiot's French, no other appeared till the time of Dryden. That great man, who
is never to be mentioned without pity and admiration, was prevailed upon, by
his necessities, to head a company of translators; and to lend the sanction of his

florious name to a translation of Plutarch, written, as he himself acknowledges, y almost as many hands as there were lives. That this motley work was full of
errors, inequalities, and inconsistencies, is not in the least to be wondered at. Of
such a variety of translators, it would have been very singular if some had not
failed in learning, and some in language. The truth is, that the greatest part of
them were deficient in both. Indeed, their task was not easy. To translate Plu-
tarch under any circumstances could require no ordinary skill in the language and
antiquities of Greece: but to attempt it whilst the text was in a depraved state;
unsettled and unrectified ; abounding with errors, misnomers, and transpositions;
this required much greater abilities than fell to the lot of that body of translators
in general. It appears, however, from the execution of their undertaking, that
they gave themselves no great concern about the difficulties that attended it. Some
few blundered at the Greek ; some drew from the Scholiast's Latin; and others,
more humble, trod scrupulously in the paces of Amiot. Thus copying the idioms
of different languages, they proceeded like the workmen at Babel, and fell into a
confusion of tongues, while they attempted to speak the same. But the diversities
of style were not the greatest fault of this strange translation. It was full of the
grossest errors. Ignorance on the one hand,and hastiness or negligence on the other,
had filled it with absurdities in every life, and inaccuracies in almost every page.
The language, in general, was insupportably tame, tedious, and embarrassed.
The periods had no harmony; the phraseology had no elegance, no spirit, no pre
cision. Yet this is the last translation of Plutarch's Lives that has appeared in the
English language, and the only one that is now read.

It must be owned, that when Dacier's translation came abroad, the proprietor
of Dryden's copy endeavoured to repair it. But how was this done? Not by the
application of learned men, who might have rectified the errors by consulting the
original, but by a mean recourse to the labours of Dacier. Where the French
translator had differed from the English, the opinions of the latter were religiously
given up ; and sometimes a period, and sometimes a page, were translated anew
from Dacier; while in due compliment to him, the idiom of his language, and
every taur d'expression were most scrupulously preserved. Nay, the editors of
that edition, which was published in 1727, did more. They not only paid Dacier
the compliment of mixing his French with their English, but while tney borrowed
his notes, they adopted even the most frivolous and superfluous comments that
escaped his pen
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Thus the English Plutarch's Lives, at first so heterogeneous and absurd, re-
ceived but little benefit from this whimsical reparation. Dacier's best notes were,
indeed, of some value; but the patchwork alterations the editors had drawn from
bis translation, made their book appear still like Otway's Old Woman, whose
gown of many colours spoke

variety of wretchedness.

This translation continued in the same form upwards of thirty years. But in
the year 1758 the proprietor engaged a gentleman of abilities, very different from
those who had formerly been employed, to give it a second purgation. He suc-
ceeded as well as it was possible lor any man of the best judgment and learning to
succeed, in an attempt of that nature. That is to say, he rectified a multitude of
errors, and in many places endeavoured to mend the miserable language. Two
of the Lives he translated anew; and this he executed in such a manner, that, had
he done the whole, the present translators would never have thought of the under-
taking. But two Lives out of fifty made a very small part of this great work;
and though he rectified many errors in the old translation, yet, where almost
every thing was error, it is no wonder if many escaped him. This was, indeed,
the case. In the course of our Notes we had remarked a great number; but, ap-
prehensive that such a continual attention to the faults of a former translation might
appear invidious, we expunged a greater part of the remarks, and suffered such
only to remain as might testify the propriety of our present undertaking. Be-
sides, though the ingenious reviser of the edition of 1758 might repair the language
where it was most palpably deficient, it was impossible for him to alter the cast
and complexion of the whole. It would still retain its inequalities, its tameness, and
heavy march; its mixture of idioms, and the irksome train of far-connected pe-
riods. These it still retains; and, after all the operations it has gone through,
remains

Like some patcb'd doghole eked with ends of wail!

In this view of things, the necessity of a new translation is obvious; and the
hazard does not appear to be great. With such competitors for the public favour
the contest has neither glory nor danger attending it. But the labour and atten-
tion necessary, as well to secure as to obtain that favour, neither are, nor ought to
be, less : And with whatever success the present translators may be thought to
have executed their undertaking, they will always at least have the merit of a dil-
igent desire to discharge this public duty faithfully.

Where the text of Plutarch appeared to them erroneous, they have spared no
pains, and neglected no means in their power, to rectify it.

Sensible that the great art of a translator is to prevent the peculiarities of his
Author's language from stealing into his own, they have been particularly attentive
to this point, and have generally endeavoured to keep their English unmixed with
Greek. At the same time it must be observed, that there is frequently a great
similarity in the structure of the two languages; yet that resemblance, in some
instances, makes it the more necessary to guard against it on the whole. This
care is of the greater consequence, because Plutarch s Lives generally pass through
the hands of young people, who ought to read their own language in its native pu-
rity, unmixed and untainted with the idioms of different tongues. For their sakes
too, as well as for the sake of readers of a different class, we have omitted some
passages in the text, and have only signified the omission by asterisms. Some,
perhaps, may censure us for taking too great a liberty with our Author in this
circumstance : However, we must beg leave in that instance to abide by our own
opinion; and sure we are, that we should have censured no translator for the same.
Could every thing of that kind have been omitted, we should have been still less
dissatisfied; but sometimes the chain of the narrative would not admit of it, and
the disagreeable parts were to be got over with as much decency as possible.

In the descriptions of battles, camps and sieges, it is more than probable that we
may sometimes be mistaken in the military terms. We have endeavoured, how-
ever, to be as accurate in this respect as possible, and to acquaint ourselves with
this kind of knowledge as well as our situations would permit; but we will not
promise the reader that we have always succeeded. Where something seemed
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to have fallen out of the text, or where the ellipsis was too violent for the forms ot
our language, we have not scrupled to maintain the tenor of the narrative, or the
chain of reason, by such little insertions as appeared to be necessary for the pur-
pose. These short insertions we at first put between hooks; but as that deformed
the page, without answering any material purpose, we soon rejected it.

Such are the liberties we have taken with Plutarch; and the learned, we flatter
ourselves, will not think them too great. Yet there is one more, which, if we
could have presumed upon it, would have made his book infinitely more uniform
and agreeable. We often wished to throw out of the text into the notes those te-
dious and digressive comments that spoil the beauty and order of his narrative,
mortify the expectation, frequently, when it is most essentially interested, and
destroy the natural influence of his story, by turning the attention into a differ
ent channel. What, for instance, can be more irksome and impertinent than a
long dissertation on a point of natural philosophy starting up at the very crisis of
some important action ? Every reader of Plutarch must have felt the pain of
these unseasonable digressions] but we could not, upon our own pleasure or au-
thority, remove them.

In the Notes we have prosecuted these several intentions. We have endeav
cured to bring the English reader acquainted with the Greek aud Roman An
tiquities ; where Plutarch had ommitted any thing remarkable in the Lives, to
supply it from other authors, and to make his book in some measure a general
history of the periods under his pen. In the notes too we have assigned reasons
for it, where we have differed from the former translators.

This part of our work is neither wholly borrowed, nor altogether original.
Where Dacier or other annotators offered us any thing to the purpose, we have
not scrupled to make use of it; and, to avoid the endless trouble of citations, we
make this acknowledgement once for all. The number of original notes the
learned reader will find to be very considerable : But there are not so many notes
of any kind in the latter part of the work ; because the manners and customs, the
religious ceremonies, laws, state-offices, and forms of government, among the an-
cients, being explained in the first Lives, much did not remain for the business of
information.

Four of Plutarch's Parallels are supposed to be lost: Those of Themistocles
and Camillus j Pyrrhus and Marius ; Phocion and Cato; Alexander and Caesar.
These Dacier supplies by others of his own composition; but so different from
those of Plutarch, that they have little right to be incorporated with his Works.

The necessary Chronological Tables, together with the Tables of Money,
Weights and Measures, and a copious Index, have been provided for this transla-
tion ; of which we may truly say, that it wants no other advantages than such ai
the Translators had not power to give.
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UFE OF PLUTARCH.

AS, in the progress of life, we first pass through scenes of innocence, peace, and fancy, and
afterwards encounter the vices and disorders of society ; so we shall here amuse ourselves a
while iirtfie~peaceful solitude of the philosopher, before we proceed to those more animated, but
less pleasing objects he describes.

Nor will the view of a philosopher's life be less instructive than his labours. If the latter teach
us how great vices, accompanied with great abilities, may tend to the ruin of a state ;-if they in«
form us how Ambition attended with magnanimity, how Avarice directed by political sagacity,
how Envy and Revenge, armed with personal valour and popular support, will destroy the most
"acred establishments, and break through every barrier of human repose and safety ; the former
will convince us that equanimity is more desirable than the highest privileges of mind, and that
the most distinguished situations in life, are less to be envied than those quiet allotments,where
science is the support of Virtue.

Pindar and Epaminondas had, long before Plutarch's time, redeemed, in some measure, the
credit of Bceotia, and rescued the inhabitants of that country from the proverbial imputation
of stupidity. When Plutarch appeared, he confirmed the reputation it had recovered. He
shewed that genius is not the growth of any particular soil ; and that its cultivation requires
no peculiar qualities of climate.

Chzronea, a town in Bcpotia, between Phocis and Attica, had the honour to give him birth.
This place was remarkable for nothing but the lameness and servility of its inhabitants, whom
Antony's soldiers made beasts of burthen, and obliged to carry their corn upon their shoulders
to the coast. As it lay between two seas, and was partly shut up by mountains, the air, of
course, was heavy, and truly Breotian. But situations as little favoured by nature as Chironea
have given birth to the greatest men; of which the celebrated Locke and many others are in-
stances.

Plutarch himself acknowledges the stupidity of the Boeotians in general ; but he imputes it
rather to their diet than to their air : for, in his treatise on Animal Food, he intimates, that a grosl
indulgence in that article, which was usual with his countrymen, contributes greatly to obscure
the intellectual faculties.

It is not easy to ascertain in what year he was bom. Ruauld places it about the middle of
the reign of Claudius ; others, towards the end of it. The following circumstance is the only
foundation they have for their conjectures.

Plutarch says, that he studied Philosophy under Ammonius, at Delphi, when Nero made hil
progress into Greece. This, we know, was in the t welfth year of that Emperor's reign, in the con-
sulship of Paulinus Suetonius and Pontius Telesinua, the second year of the Olympiad 211, and
the sixty-sixth of the Christian ^Era. Dacier observes that Plutarch must have been seventeen
or eighteen at least, when he was engaged in the abstruse studies of philosophy ; and he, therefore,
fixes his birth about live or six years before the death of Claudius. This, however, is bare sup-
position ; and that, in our opinion, not of the most probable kind. The youth of Greece studied
under the philosophers very early ; for their works, with those of the poets and rhetoricians,
formed their chief course of discipline.

But to determine whether he was born under the reign of Claudius, or in the early part of
Nero's reign, (which we the rather believe, as he says himself, that he was very young when
Nero entered Greece :) to make it clearly understood, whether he studied at Delphi at ten, or at
eighteen years of age, is of much less consequence, than it is to know by what means, and under
what auspices, he acquired that humane and rational philosophy which is distinguished in his works.

Ammonius was his preceptor; but of him 7/e know little more than what his scholar has
accidentally let fall concerning him. He mentions a singular instance of his manner of correct-
ing his pupils.

" Our master (says he) having one day observed that we had indulged ourselves too luxuriously
at dinner, at his afternoon lecture, ordered his freedman to give his own son the discipline of
the whip, in our presence; signifying, at the same time, that he suffered this punishment, be-
cause he could not eat his victuals without sauce. The philosopher all the while had his eye
upon us, and we knew well for whom this example of punishment was intended." This cir-
cumstance shows, at least, that Ammonius was not of the school of Epicurus. The severity of
his discipline, indeed, seems rather of the Stoic cast ; but it is most probable, that he belonged
to the Academicians ; for their schools, at that time, had the greatest reputation in Greece.

It was a happy circumstance in the discipline of those schools, that the parent only had the
power of corporal punishment: the rod and the ferula were snatched from the hand of the
petty tyrant: his office alone was to inform the mind : he had no authority to dastardize the
spirit : he had no power to extinguish the generous flame of freedom, or to break down the
noble independency of soul, by the slavish, debasing, and degrading application of the rod.
This mode of punii'imcnt in our public schools, is one of the worst remains of barbarism that
prevails among us. Sensible minds, however volatile and inattentive n early years, may b»
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drawn to their July by many means, which shame, and fears of a more liberal nature than those
of corporal punishment, will supply. Where there is but little sensibility, the effect which that
mode of punishment produces is not more happy. It destroys that little : though it should be
the first care and labour of the preceptor to increase it. To beat the body is to debase the mind.
Nothing so soon, or so totally abolishes the sense of shame ; and yet that sense is at once the
best preservative of virtue, and the greatest incentive to every species of excellence.

Another principal advantage, which the ancient mode of the Greek education gave its pupils,
was their early access to every branch of philosophical learning. They did not, like us, employ
their youth in the acquisition of words : they were engaged in pursuits of a higher nature; in
acquiring the knowledge of things. They did not, like us, spend seven or ten years of scholastic
Inbour in making a general acquaintance with two dead languages. Those years were employed
in the study of nature, and in gaining the elements of philosophical knowledge from her original
economy and laws. Hence all that Dacier has observed concerning the probability of Plutarch's
being seventeen or eighteen years of age when he studied under Ammonius, is without the least
weight.

The way to mathematical and philosophical knowledge was, indeed much more easy among
the ancient Greeks, than it can ever be with us. Those, and every other science, are bound up
in terms, which we can never understand precisely, till we become acquainted with the lan-
guages from which they are derived. Plutarch, when he learned the Roman language, which
was not till he was somewhat advanced in life, observed that he got the knowledge of words
from his knowledge of things. But we he under the necessity of reversing his method ; and before
we can arrive at the knowledge of things, we must first labour to obtain the knowledge of words.

However, though the Greeks had access to science without the acquisition of other languages,
they were, nevertheless, sufficiently attentive to the cultivation of their own. Philology, after
the mathematics and philosophy, was one of their principal studies ; and they applied themselves
considerably to critical investigation.

A proof of this we find in that Dissertation which Plutarch hath given us on the word ",
engraved on the Temple of Apollo at Delphi. In this tract he introduces the scholastic dis-
putes, wherein he makes a principal figure. After giving us the various significations which
others assigned to tins word, he adds hia own idea of it; and that is of some consequence to
us, because it shews us that he was not a pqlytheist. "" says he, Thou art! as if it were
" " ", Thou art one. I mean not in the aggregate sense, as we say, one army or one body of
men composed of many individuals ; but that which exists distinctly must necessarily be ono ;
and the very idea of being implies individuality. One is that which is a simple Being, free from
mixture and composition. To be one, therefore, in this sense, is consistent only with a nature
entire in its first principle, and incapable of alteration or decay."

So far we are perfectly satisfied with Plutarch's creed, but not with his criticism. To sup-
pose that the word " should signify the existence of one God only, is to hazard too much upon
conjecture ; and the whole tenor of the heathen theology makes against it.

Nor can we be better pleased with the other interpretations of this celebrated word. We can
never suppose, that it barely signified {/'; intimating thereby, that the business of those who
visited the temple was enquiry, and that they came to ask the Deity t/ such events should come to
pass. This construction is too much forced ; and it would do as well, or even better, were the
11 interpreted, if you make large presents to the God, if you pay the priest.

Were not this inscription an object of attention among the learned, we should not at this dia
tant period of time, have thought it worth mentioning, otherwise, than as it gives us an idea
of one branch of Plutarch's education. But as a single word, inscribed on the Temple of Apollo
at Delphi, cannot but be matter of curiosity with those who carry their enquiries into remote
antiquity, we shall not scruple to add one more to the other conjectures concerning it.

W« will suppose then, that the " was here used, in the Ionic dialect, for i'», I wish.
This perfectly expressed the state of mind of all that entered the temple on the business of
consultation ; and it might be no less emphatical in the Greek than Virgil's Quanquam O!
was in the Latin. If we carry this conjecture farther, and think it probable, that this word
might, as the initial word of a celebrated line in the third book of the Odyssey, stand there to
iigmfy the whole line, we shall reach a degree of probability almost bordering on certainty.
The verse we allude to is this:

£i VUA i/joi yiffftfuSi ^t't &vv*/*t* grapxSdiv*

" O that the Gods would empower me to obtain my wishes!" What prayer more proper on
entering the temple of the Gods, particularly with the view of consulting them on the events of life.

If it should be thought that the initial word is insufficient to represent a whole verse, wo
nave to answer, that it was agreeable to the custom of the ancients. They not only conveyed
the sense of particular verses by their initial words, but frequently of large passages by the
quotation of a single line, or even of half a line ; some instances of which occur in the follow-
ing Lives. The rrason of this is obvious. The works of their best poets were almost uni-
versally committed to memory ; and the smallest quotation was sufficient to convey the sense
of a whole passage.

These observations are matters of mere curiosity, mdeed ; but they have had their use : for
they have naturally pointed out to us another instance of the excellence of that education whick
formed our young philosopher.

This was the improvement of memory, by means of exercise
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Mr. Locke has justly, though obviously enough, observed, that nothing «o muen strengtnem
thii faculty as the employment of it.

The Greek mode of education must have had a wonderful effect in this case. The COB-
linual exercise of the memory, in laying up the treasures of their poets, the precepts of their
philosophers, and the problems of their mathematicians, must have given it that mechanical
power of retention, which nothing could easily escape. Thus Pliny * tells of a Greek called
Charmiclas. who could repeat from memory the contents of the largest library

The advantages Plutarch derived from this exercise appear in every part of his works. A«
the writings of poets lived in his memory, they were ready for use and application en every
apposite occasion. They were always at hand, cither to confirm the sentiments and justify the
principles of his heroes, to support bis own, or to illustrate both.

By the aid of a cultivated memory too, he was enabled to write a number of cotempprary
Laves, and to assign to each such a portion of business in the general transactions of the times,
as might be sufficient to delineate the character, without repeated details of the same actions
and negotiations. This made a very difficult part of his work ; and he acquitted himself here
with great management and address. Sometimes, indeed, he has repeated the same circum-
stances in cotemporary lives ; but it was hardly avoidable. The great wonder is, that he haa
done it so seldom.

But though an improved memory might, in this respect, be of service to him, as undoubtedly
it was, there were others in which it was rather a disadvantage. By trusting too much to it,
he has fallen into inaccuracies and inconsistencies, where he was professedly drawing from
preceding writers; and we have often been obliged to rectify his mistakes, by consulting those
authors, because he would not be at the pains to consult them nimself.

If Plutarch might properly be said to belong to any sect of philosophers, his education, the
rationality of his principles, and the modesty of his doctrines, would incline us to place him
with tlie latter academy. At least, when he left his master Ammonius, and came into society,
it is more than probable, that he ranked particularly with that sect.

His writings, however, furnish us with many reasons for thinking, that he afterwards became
a citizen of the philosophical world. He appears to have examined every sect with a calm and
unprejudiced attention ; to have selected what he found of use for the purposes of virtue and
happiness ; and to have left the rest for the portion of those whose narrowness of mind could
think either science or felicity confined to any denomination of men.

From the Academicians he took their modesty of opinion, and left them their original scepti-
cism : he borrowed their rational theology, and gave up to them, in a great measure, their
metaphysical refinements, together with their vain, though seductive, enthusiasm.

With the Peripatetics, he walked in search of natural science, and of logic ; but, satisfied with
whatever practical knowledge might be acquired, he left them to dream over the hypothetical
part of the former, and to chase the shadows of reason through the mazes of the latter.

To the Stoics, he was indebted for the belief of a particular Providence ; but he could not
enter into their idea of future rewards and punishments. He knew not how to reconcile the
present agency of the Supreme Being with his judicial character hereafter; though Theodoret
tells us. that he had heard of the Christian religion, and inserted several of its mysteries in his
works.f From the Stoics too, he borrowed the doctrine of fortitude : but he rejected the un-
natural foundation on which they erected that virtue. He went back to Socrates for principles
whereon to rest it.

With the Epicureans he does not seem to have had much intercourse, though the accom-
modating philosophy of Aristippus entered frequently into his politics, and sometimes into the
general economy of his life. In the little states of Greece, that philosophy had not much to
do ; but had it been adopted in the more violent measures of the Roman Administration, our
celebrated Biographer would not have had such scenes of blood and ruin to describe ; for emu-
lation, prejudice, and opposition, upon whatever principles they might plead their apology, first
struck out the fire that laid the commonwealth in ashes. If Plutarch borrowed any thing more
from Epicurus, it was his rational idea of enjoyment. That such was his idea, is more than
probable ; for it is impossible to believe the tales that the Heathen bigots have told of him, or
to suppose that the cultivated mind of a philosopher should pursue its happiness out of the tem-
perate order of nature. His irreligious opinions he left to him, as he had left to the other sect*
their vanities and absurdities.

But when we bring him to the school of Pythagoras, what idea shall we entertain of him?
Phall we consider him any longer as an Academician, or as a citizen of the philosophical world?
Naturally benevolent and humane, he finds a system of divinity and philosophy perfectly adapted
to his natural sentiments. The whole animal creation he had originally looked upon with an
inetinctive tenderness ; but when the amiable Pythagoras, the priest of Nature, in defence of the
common privileges of her creatures, had called religion into their cause ;-when he nought to
"often the cruelty that man had exercised against them, by the honest art of insinuating the doc-
trine of transmigration, how could the humane and benevolent PluUrch refuse to serve under
this priest of Nature? It was impossible. He adopted the doctrine of the Metempsychosis.
He entered into the merciful scheme of Pythagoras, and, like him, diverted the cruelty of the
human species, by appealing to the selfish qualities of their nature, by subduing their pride,

" Hist. Nat bb. vii. cap. 24.
t Nothing of Plutarch's is DOW extant, from which we cu infer, that he wu tMjuainted with the Chrutiij

religion.
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and exciting their sympathy, while he shewed them that their future existence might be the con-
dition of a reptile.

This spirit and disposition break strongly from him in his observations on the elder Cato. And
aa nothing can exhibit a mure lively picture of him than these paintings of his own, we shall
not scruple to introduce them here : " For my part, I cannot but charge his using his servants
like so many beasta of burden, and turning them off, or selling them when they grew old, to the
account of a mean and ungenerous spirit which thinks that the sole tie between man and man
is interest or necessity. But goodness moves in a larger sphere than justice. The obligation!
of law and equity reach only to mankind, but kindness and beneficence should be extended to
creatures of every species ; and these still flow from the breast of a well-natured man, as streams
that issue from the hying fountain. A good man will take care of his horses and dogs, cot only
while they are young, but when old and past service. Thus the people of Athens, when they
had finished the Temple called Hecatompedon, set at liberty the beasts of burden that had been
chiefly employed in the work, suffering them to pasture at large, free from any other service
It is said, that one of these afterwards came of its own accord to work, and, putting itself at
the head of the labouring cattle, inarched before them to the citadel. This pleased the people,
and they made a decree, that it should be kept at the public charge so long as it lived. The
graves of Cimon's mares, with which he thrice conquered at the Olympic games, are still to be
Been near his own tomb. Many have shewn particular marks of regard, in burying the dogs
which they had cherished and been fond of ; and amongst the rest, Xantippus of old, whose
dog swam by the side of his galley to Salamis, when the Athenians were forced to abandon
their city, and was afterward buried by him upon a promontory, which to this day is called the
Dog's Grave. We certainly ought not to treat living creatures like shoes or household goods,
which, when worn out with use, we throw away ; and were it only to leam benevolence to
humankind, we should be merciful to other creatures. For my own part, I would not sell even
an old ox that had laboured for me ; much less would I remove, for the sake of a Little money,
a man grown old in my service, from his usual lodgings and diet ; for to him, poor man ! it
would be as bad as banishment, since he could be of no more use to the buyer than he was to
the seller. But Cato, as if he took a pride in these things, tells us, that when consul, he left
his war-horse in Spain, to save the public the charge of his conveyance. Whether such things
as these are instances of greatness or littleness of soul, let the reader judge for himself."

What an amiable idea of our benevolent philosopher ! How worthy the instructions of the
priest of Nature! How honourable to that great master of truth and universal science, whose
sentiments were decisive in every doubtful matter, and whose maxims were received with silent
conviction! *

Wherefore should we wonder to find Plutarch more particularly attached to the opinions of
this great man ? Whether we consider the immensity of his erudition, or the benevolence of
his system, the motives for that attachment were equally powerful. Pythagoras had collected
all the stores of human learning, and had reduced them into one rational and useful body of
science. Like our glorious Bacon, he led Philosophy forth from the jargon of schools, and the
fopperies of sects. He made her what she was originally designed to be, the handmaid of Na
ture! friendly to her creatures, and faithful to her laws. Whatever knowledge could be gained
by human industry, by the most extensive inquiry and observation, he had every means and op
portunity to obtain. The priests of Egypt unfolded to him their mysteries and their learning:
they led him through the records of the remotest antiquity, and opened all those stores of science
that had been amassing through a multitude of ages. The Magi of Persia co-operated with
the priests of Egypt in the instruction of this wonderful philosopher. They taught him those
higher parts of science, by which they were themselves so much distinguished, astronomy and
the system of the universe. The laws of moral life, and the institutions of civil societies, with
their several excellencies and defects, he learned from the various states and establishments of
Greece. Thus accomplished, when he came to dispute in the Olympic contests, he was considered
as a prodigy of wisdom and learning: but when the choice of his title was left to him, he modestly
declined the appellation of a wise man, and was contented only to be called a lover of wisdom.^

Shall not Plutarch, then, meet with all imaginable indulgence, if, in his veneration for this
great man, he not only adopted the nobler parts of his philosophy, but (what he had avoided with
regard to the other sects) followed him too in his errors.' Such, in particular, was his doctrine
of dreams', to which our biographer, we must confess, has paid too much attention. Yet, ab-
solutely to condemn him for this, would, perhaps, be hazarding as much as totally to defend
him. We must acknowledge, with the elder Pliny, Si exemplis agatur, prqfecto pariajiant;{
or, in the language of honest Sir Robert de Coverly, " Much may be said on both sides.*
However, if Pliny, whose complaisance for the credit of the marvellous in particular was verj
great, could be doubtful about this matter, we of little faith may be allowed to be more so. Yet
Plutarch, in his Treatise on Oracles, has maintained his doctrine by such powerful testimonies,
that if any regard is to be paid to his veracity, some attention should be given to his opinion.
We shall therefore leave the point, where Mr. Addison thought proper to leave a more improba-
ble doctrine, in suspense.

When Zeno consulted the oracle in what manner he should live, the answer was, that he
Should inquire of the dead. Assiduous and indefatigable application to reading made a con
siderable part of the Greek education ; and in this our biographer seems to have exerted the
greatest industry. The number of books he has quoted, to which ne has referred, and from

" V«l. Max. lib. viii. cap. IS. » Val. Max. b. riii. cap. 7. I Hut. Nat. lib. ». rao. 75.
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which h« has "written, seems almosl incredible, when it is considered that the art of printing
was not known in bis time, and that the purchase of manuscripts was difficult and dear.

His family, indeed, was not without wealth. In his Symposiacs, he tella us, that it was
Ancient in Chaeronea; and that his ancestors had been invested with the most considerable
offices in the magistracy. He mentions in particular his great-grandfather Nicarcbus, whom
he had the happiness of knowing; and relates, from his authority, the misfortunes of his fellow-
citizens, under the severe discipline of Antony's soldiers.

His grandfather Lamprias, he tells us, was a man of great eloquence, and of a brilliant
imagination. He was distinguished by his merit as a convivial companion; and was one of
those happy mortals, who, when they sacrifice to Bacchus, are favoured by Mercury. Hi*
good-humour and pleasantry increased with his cups ; and he used to say, that wine had the
same effect upon him, that fire has on incense, which causes the finest and richest essences to
evaporate.

Plutarch has mentioned his father likewise ; but has not given us his name in any of those
writings that are come down to us. However, he has borne honourable testimony to his mem-
ory jfijr he tells us, that he was a learned and a virtuous man, well acquainted with the phi-
losophy and theology of his time, and conversant with the works of the poets. Plutarch, in
his Political Precepts, mentions an instance of his father's discretion, which does him great
honour. "I remember," says he, "that I was sent, when a very young man, along with another
citizen of Chxronea, on an embassy to the proconsul. My colleague being, by some accident,
obliged to stop in the way, I proceeded without him, and executed our commission. Upon
my return to Chaeronea, when I was to give an account in public of my negociation, my father
look me aside, and said, my son, take care that in the account you are to about to give, you do
not mention yourself distinctly, but jointly with your colleague. Say not, / went, I spake, 1
executed ; bat we went, vie spake, we executed. Thus, though your colleague was incapa-
ble of attending you, he will share in the honor of your success, as well as in that of youi
appointment ; and you will avoid that envy which necessarily follows all arrogated merit."

Plutarch had two brothers, whose names were Timon and Lamprias. These were his asso.
ciates in study and amusement; and he always speaks of them with pleasure and affection.
Of Timon in particular he says, "Though Fortune has, on many occasions, been favourable to
me, yet I have no obligations to her so great as the enjoyment of my brother Timon's invaria-
ble friendship and kindness." Lamprias too he mentions as inheriting the lively disposition
and good-humour of his grandfather, who bore the same name.

Some writers have asserted that Plutarch passed into Egypt. Others allege, that there IB no
authority for that assertion ; and it is true, that we have no written record concerning it.
Nevertheless, we incline to believe that he did travel into that country ; and we found our
Opinion on the following grounds. In the first place, this tour was a part of liberal education
among the Greeks ; and Plutarch, being descended from a family of distinction, was therefore
likely to enjoy such a privilege. In the next place, his treatise of Isis and Osiris shews that
he bad a more than common knowledge of the religious mysteries of the Egyptians ; and it ia
therefore highly probable, that he obtained this knowledge by being conversant amongst them.
To have written a treatise on so abstruse a subject, without some more eminent advantages
than other writers might afford him, could not have been agreeable to the genius, or consist' nt
with the modesty of Plutarch.

However, supposing it doubtful whether he passed into Egypt, there is no doubt at all thai
he travelled into Italy. Upon what occasion he visited that country, it is not quite so certain ;
but he probably went to Rome in a public capacity, on the business of the Chsroneans. For,
in the life of Demosthenes, he tells us, that he had no leisure in his journey to Italy to learn
the Latin language, on the account of public business.

As the passage here referred to affords us further matter of speculation for the life of
Plutarch, we shall give it as we find it. "An author who would write a history of events which
happened in a foreign country, and cannot be come at in his own, as he has his materials to
collect from a variety of books, dispersed in different libraries, his first care should be to take
np his residence in some populous town which has an ambition for literature. There he will
meet with many curious and valuable books ; and the particulars that are wanting in writers,
he may, upon inquiry, be supplied with, by those who have laid them up in the faithful reposi-
tory of memory. This will prevent his work from being defective in any material point. AM
to myself, I live in a little town ; and I choose to live there, lest it should become still less.
When I was in Rome, and other parts of Italy, I had not leisure to study the Latin tongue,
on account of the public commissions with which I was charged, and the number of people
who came to be instructed by me in philosophy. It was not, therefore, till a late period in
life that I began to read the Roman authors."

From this short account, we may collect, with tolerable certainty, the following circum-
stances :

In the first place, Plutarch tells us, that while he was resident in Rome, public business
tnd lectures in philosophy left him no time far learning the Latin language ; and yet, a little
before, he had observed, that those who write a history of foreign characters and events, ought
to be conversant with the historians of that country where the character existed, and the scene
ia laid : but he acknowledges, that he did not learn the Latin language till he was late in life,
because, when at Rome, he had not time for that purpose.

We may, therefore, conclude, that h« wote his Morals at Rome, and his Lives at Chxrone*
For the composition of the former, the ka. Vledge of the Roman language was not necessary "
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the Greek tongue was then generally understood in Home : and he had no necessity for making
n»e of any other, when he delivered his lectures of philosophy to the people. Those lecture*,
it is more than probable, made up that collection of Morale which is come down to us.

Though he could not avail himself of the Roman historians, in the great purpose of writitg
his Lives, for want of a competent acquaintance with the language in which they wrote ; yet,
by conversing with the principal citizens in the Greek tongue, he must have collected many
essential circumstances, and anecdotes of characters and events, that promoted his design, and
enriched the plan of his work. The treasures he acquired of this kind he secured by mean*
of a common-place book, which he constantly carried about with him : and a« it appears that
he was at Rome, and in other parts of Italy, from the beginning of Vespasian's reign to the
end of Trajan's, he must have had sufficient time and opportunity to procure materials of every
kind ; for this was a period of almost forty years.

We shall the more readily enter into the belief that Plutarch collected his materials chiefly
from conversation, when we consider in what manner, and on what subjects, the ancients used
to converse. The discourse of people of education and distinction in those days was some-
what different from that of ours. It was not on the powers or pedigree of a horse : it was not
a match of travelling between geese and turkeys ; it was not on a race of maggots, started
against each other on the table, when they first came to daylight from the shell of a filbert : it
was not by what part you may suspend a spaniel the longest without making him whine : it
was not on the exquisite finesse, and the highest manoeuvres of play. The old Romans had
oo ambition for attainments of this nature. They had no such masters in science as Heber
and Hoyle. The taste of their day did not run so high. The powers of poetry and philosophy,
the economy of human life and manners, the cultivation of the intellectual faculties, the
enlargement of the mind, historical and political discussions on the events of their country ;-
these, and such subjects as these, made the principal part of their conversation. Of thii
Plutarch has given us at once a proof and a specimen, in what he calls his Symposiacs, or, as
our Selden calls it, his Table-Talk. From such conversations as these, then, we cannot
wonder that he was able to collect such treasures as were necessary for the maintenance of his
biographical undertaking.

In the sequel of the last quoted passage, we find another argument which confirms us in the
opinion that Plutarch's knowledge of the Roman history was chiefly of colloquial acquisition.
"My method of learning the Roman language," says he, "may seem strange : and yet it is
very true. I did not so much gain the knowledge of things by the words, as words by the
knowledge I had of things." This plainly implies, that he was previously acquainted with the
events described in the language he was learning.

It must be owned that the Roman History had been already written in Greek, by Polybius;
and that, indeed, somewhat invalidates the last-mentioned argument Nevertheless, it has
"till sufficient evidence for its support. There are a thousand circumstances in Plutarch'i
Lives, which could not be collected from Polybius ; and it is clear to us, that he did not make
touch use of his Latin reading.

He acknowledges that he did not apply himself to the acquisition of that language till he
was far advanced in life : possibly it might be about the latter part of the reign of Trajan,
whose kind disposition towards his country, rendered the weight of public and political business
easy to him.

But whenever he might begin to learn the language of Rome, it is certain that he made no
great progress in it. This appears as well from the little comments he has occasionally given
us on certain Latin words, as from some passages in his Lives, where he has professedly fol
lowed the Latin historians, and yet followed them in an uncertain and erroneous manner.

That he wrote the Lives of Demosthenes and Cicero at Chsronea, it is clear from his own
ccount ; and it is more than probable too, that the rest of his Lives were written in that

retirement ; for if while he was at Rome, he could scarcely find time to learn the language, it
it hardly to be supposed that he could do more than lay up materials for composition.

A circumstance arises here, which confirms to us an opinion we have long entertained, that the
Book of Apopthegms, which is said to have been written by Plutarch, is *eally not has work.
This book is dedicated to Trajan ; and the dedicator assuming the na,me and character of
Plutarch, says, he had, before this, written the Lives of illustrious Men : but Plutarch wrote
those Lives at Charonea ; and he did not retire to Chsronea till after the death of Trajan.

There are other proofs, if others were necessary, to shew that this work was supposititious.
For, in this dedication to Trajan, not the least mention is made of Plutarch's having been hi* I
preceptor, of his being raised by him to the consular dignity, or of his being appointed governor
of Illyria. Dacier, observing this, has drawn a wrong conclusion from it, and, contrary to the
arsertion of Suidas, will have it, that Plutarch was neither preceptor to Trajan, nor honoured
with any appointments under him. Had it occurred to him that the Book of Apopthegma
could not be Plutarch's book, but that it was merely an extract made from his real works, by
some industrious grammarian, he would not have been under the necessity of hazarding so
much against the received opinion of his connexions with Trajan ; nor would he have found it
necessary to allow him so little credit to his letter addressed to that emperor, which we have
upon record. The letter is as follows :

PLUTARCH TO TRAJAN.

"I AM sensible that you sought not the empire. Your natural modesty would not suffer you
to apply for a distinction to which you were always entitled by the excellency of your mannera
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That modesty, howevet, makes you still more worthy of those honours you had no ambition
to solicit. Should your future government prove in any degree answerable to your former
menu I shall have reason to congratulate both your virtue aiid my own good fortune on th«
great event. But if otherwise, you have exposed yourself to danger, and me to obloquy ; for
Rome will never endure an emperor unworthy of her ; and the faults of the scholar will bo
imputed to the master. Seneca is reproached, and his fame still suffers, for the vices of Nero ;
the reputation of QuintiLian \a hurt by the ill conduct of his scholars ; and even Socrates la
accused of negligence in the education of Alcibiades. Of you, however, I have better hopes,
and flatter myself that your administration will do honour to your virtues. Only continue to
be what you are. Let your government commence in your breast ; and lay the foundation of
it in the command of your passions. If you make virtue the rule of your conduct, and the
end of your actions, every thing will proceed in harmony and order. I have explained to you
the spirit of those laws and constitutions that were established by your predecessors ; and you
have nothing to do bvjt to cany them into execution. If this should be the case, I shall have
the glory of having formed an emperor to virtue ; but if otherwise, let this letter remain a
testimony with succeeding ages, that you did not ruin the Roman empire under pretence of
the counsels or the authority of Plutarch."

Why Dacier should think that this letter is neither worthy of the pen, nor written in the
manner of Plutarch, it is not easy to conceive : for it has all the spirit, the manly freedom,
and the sentimental turn of that philosopher.

We shall find it no very difficult matter to account for his connections with Trajan, if we
attend to the manner in which he lived, and to the reception he met with in Rome. During
his residence in that city, his bouse was the resort of the principal citizens. All that were
distinguished by their rank, taste, learning, or politeness, sought his conversation, and attended
his lectures. The study of the Greek language and philosophy were, at that time, the greatest
pursuits of the Roman nobility, and even the emperors honoured the most celebrated profes-
sors with their presence and support. Plutarch, in his Treatise on Cariosity, has introduced
a circumstance, -which places the attention that was paid to his lectures in a very strong light.
"It once happened," says he, "that when I was speaking in public at Rome, Arulenus Rusti-
CUB, the same whom Domitian, through envy of his growing reputation, afterwards put to
death, was one of my hearers. When I was in the middle of my discourse, a soldier came in, and
brought him a letter from the emperor. Upon this, there was a general silence through the
audience, and I stopped to give him time to peruse this letter ; but he would not suffer it j nor
did he open the letter till I had finished my lecture and the audience was dispersed."

To understand the importance of this compliment, it will be necessary to consider the
quality and character of the person who paid it. Arulenus was one of the greatest men in
Rome ; distinguished as well by the lustre of bis family, as by an honourable ambition and
thirst of glory. He wag tnbune of the people when Nero caused Paetus and Soranus to be
capitally condemned by a decree of the senate. When Soranus was deliberating with hia
friends, whether he should attempt or give up his defence, Arulenus had the spirit to propose
an opposition to the decree of the senate, in his capacity of tribune ; and he would have
carried it into execution, had he not been over-ruled by Pztus, who remonstrated, that by such
a measure he would destroy himself, without the satisfaction of serving his friend. He was
afterwards prator after Vitellius, whose interests he followed with the greatest fidelity. But
hia spirit and magnanimity do him the greatest honor, in that eulogy which he wrote on Panua
and Helvidius Priscus. His whole conduct was regulated by the precepts of philosophy j and
the respect he showed to Plutarch on this occasion was a proof of hia attachment to it. Such
was the man who postponed the letter of a prince to the lecture of a philosopher.

But Plutarch was not only treated with general marks of distinction by the superior people
in Rome ; he had particular and very respectable friendships. Sossius Senecio, who was four
times consul, once under Nerva, and thrice under Trajan, was his most intimate friend. To
him he addresses hia Lives, except that of Aratus, which is inscribed to Polycrates of Sycion,
the grandson of Aratus. With Senecio he not only lived in the strictest friendship whilst he
was in Rome, but corresponded with him after he retired to Greece. And is it not easy to
believe, that through the interest of this zealous and powerful friend, Plutarch might not only
be appointed tutor to Trajan, but be advanced likewise to the consular dignity ? When we
consider Plutarch's eminence in Rome as a teacher of philosophy, nothing can be more proba-
ble than the former : when we remember the consular interest of Senecio under Trajan, and
his distinguished regard for Plutarch, nothing can be more likely than the latter.

The honour of being preceptor to such a virtuous prince as Trajan, is so important.a point
In the We of Plutarch, that it must not hastily be given up. Suidaa has asserted it. The letter
above quoted, if it be, as we have no doubt of its being, the genuine composition of Plutarch,
baa confirmed it. Petrarch has maintained it. Dacier only has doubted, or rather denied it!
But upon what evidence has he grounded his opinion ? Plutarch, he says was but three or four
years older than Trajan, and therefore was unfit to be his preceptor in philosophy. Now let
us inquire into the force of this argument. Trajan spent the early part of his Ufe in arms :
Plutarch in the study of the sciences. When that prince applied himself to literary pursuits"
he was somewhat advanced in life. Plutarch must have been more so. And why a man of
"cience should be an unfit preceptor in philosophy to a military man, though no more than four
years older, the reason, we apprehend, will be somewhat difficult to discover.

Dacier, moreover, is reduced to a petitio principii, when he says that Plutarch was only
four years older than Trajan ; for we have seen that it is impossible to ascertain the time of
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Plutarch's birth ; and the date which Dacier assigns it is purely coo jectural : we will therefor*
conclude, with those learned men who have formerly allowed Plutarch the honour of being
preceptor to Trajan, that he certainly was BO. There is little doubt that they grounded their
assertions upon proper authoiity ; and, indeed, the internal evidence arising from the nature
and effects of that education, which did honour to the scholar and to the master, comes in aid
of the argument.

Some chronologers have taken upon them to ascertain the time when Plutarch's reputation
was established in Rome. Peter of Alexandria fixes it in the thirteenth year of the reign of
Nero, in the Consulate of Capito and Rufus : "Lucian," says he, "was, at this time, in great
reputation amongst the Romans ; and Musonius and Plutarch were well known." Eusebim
brings it one year lower, and tells us, that, in the fourteenth year of Nero's reign, Musonmi
and Plutarch were in great reputation. Both these writers are palpably mistaken. We have
"een, that in the twelfth year of Nero, Plutarch was yet at school under Ammonius ; and it U
not very probable that a school-boy should be celebrated as a philosopher in Rome, within a
year or two after. Indeed, Eusebius contradicts himself ; for, on another occasion, he placet
him in the reign of Adrian, the third year of the olympiad 224, of the Christian ira 120 : "In
this year," says he, "the philosophers Plutarch of Chsronea, Sextus, and Agathobulus, flour-
ished." Thus he carries him as much too low, as he had before placed him too high. It is
certain, that he first grew into reputation under the reign of Vespasian, and that his philosoph-
ical fame was established in the time of Trajan.

It seems that the Greek and Latin writers of those times were either little acquainted with
each other's works, or that there were some literary jealousies and animosities between them.
When Plutarch flourished, there were several cotemporary writers of distinguished abilities j
Perseus, Lucan, Silius Italicus, Valerius Flaccus, the younger Pliny, Solinus, Martial, Quin-
tilian, and many more. Yet none of those have made the least mention of him. Was thi§
envy ? or was it Roman pride * Possibly they could not bear that a Greek sophist, a native
of such a contemptible town as Chsronea, should enjoy the palm of literary praise in Rome.
It must be observed, at the same time, that the principal Roman writers had conceived a
jealousy of the Greek philosophers, which was very prevailing in that age. Of this we find
a strong testimony in the elder Pliny, where, speaking of Cato the Censor's disapproving and
dismissing the Grecian orators, and of the younger Cato's bringing in triumph a sophist from
Greece, he exclaims in terms that signified contempt, quanta morwm commutatio '.

However, to be undistinguished by the encomiums of cotemporary writers, was by no
means a thing peculiar to Plutarch. It has been, and still is, the fate of superior genius, to be
beheld either with silent or abusive envy. It makes its way like the sun, which we look npon
with pain, unless something passes over him that obscures his glory. We then view with
eagerness the shadow, the cloud or the spot, and are pleased with what eclipses the brightness
we otherwise cannot bear.

Yet, if Plutarch, like other great men, found "Envy never conquered but by death," hi§
manes have been appeased by the amplest atonements. Amongst the many that have done
honour to his memory, the following eulogiums deserve to be recorded.

AULUS GELLIUS compliments him with the highest distinction in science. *
TAURUS, quoted by Gellius, calls him a man of the most consummate learning and wisdom f
EUSEBIUS places him at the head of the Greek philosophers. {
SARDIANUS, in his Preface to the Lives of the Philosophers, calls him the most divine Plu-

tarch, the beauty and harmony of philosophy.
PETRARCH, in his moral writings, frequently distinguishes him by the title of the great

Plutarch.
Honour has been done to him likewise by Origen, Himerias the Sophist, Cyrillus, Theo-

doret, Sui<ias, Photius, Xiphilinus, Joannes Sahsberiensis, Victorius, Lipsius, and Agathias in
the epigram which is thus translated by Dryden :

Chzronean Plutarch, to thy dtathlesi praise
Does martial Rome this grateful staliM raise ;
Because both Greece and she thy fame bare shared ,
Their heroes written, and their lifts compared.
But thou thyself could*! utier write thy own ;
Their lives hate parallels, but thine has none.

But this is perfectly extravagant. We are much better pleased with the Greek verses of the
tonert Metropolitan under Constantino Mcmomachus. They deserve to be translated

Lord of that light, that living power to iare
W I j K.II her lost ions no Heathen Science gav? ,
If aught of these thy mercy means to spare,
Yield Plata, Lord, - yield Plutarch to my prayer.
Led by no grace, no new conTersion wrought,
They Celt thy own divioily of thought.
That grace exerted, spare the partial rod :
The last, best witness, that thou art their God '.

Theodore Gaza, who was a roan of considerable learning, and a great reviver of letters, bad
» particular attachment to our biographer. When he was asked, in case of a general destruc-
tion of books, what author he would wish to save from the ruin, he answered Plutarni.. II|

" A. Gtlliui. lib iv. c»p. 7. f Cell. lib. i. cap. 96. J Euseb. Praep. lib. iii. ink
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considered his historical and philosophical writings as the most beneficial to society, and of
course, the best substitute for all other books.

Were it necessary to produce further suffrages for the merit of Plutarch, it would
eicnt to say, that he has been praised by Montaigne, St. Evremont and Montesquieu, the best
critics and the ablest writers of their time.

After receiving the most distinguished honours that a philosopher could enjoy ; after the
god-like office of teaching wisdom and goodness to the metropolis of the world : after having
formed an emperor to virtue ; and alter beholding the effects of his precepts in the happines*
of humankind : Plutarch retired to his native country. The death of his illustrious prince
and pupil, to a man of his sensibility, must have rendered Rome even painful : for whatever
influence philosophy may have on the cultivation of the mind, we find that it has very little
power over the interests of the heart.

It must have been in the decline of life that Plutarch retired to Chsronea. But though he
withd/ew from the busier scenes of the world, he fled not to an unpiofitable or inactive soli-
tude. In that retirement he formed the great work for which he had so long been preparing
materials, his Lives of Illustrious men ; a work which, as Scaliger says, iwn solumfuit in
tnanilnis hommum, at etiatn humani generis memoriam occupavit.

To recommend by encomiums what has been received wilh universal approbation, would be
superfluous. But to observe where the biographer has excelled, and in what he has failed ; to
make a due estimate as well of the defects as of the merits of Ins work ; may have its use.

Lipsius has observed, that he does not write history, but scraps of history ; non historiam,
ted particulas historix. This is said of his Lives, and, in one sense, it is true. No single
life that he has written will afford a sufficient history of its proper period ; neither was it pos-
sible that it should do so. As his plan comprised a number of cotcmporary lives, most of which
were in public characters, the business of their period was to be divided amongst them. The
general history of the time was to be thrown into separate portions ; and those portions were
to be allotted to such characters as had the principal interest in the several events.

This was, iii some measure, done by Plutarch; but it was not done with great art or ac-
curacy. At the same time, as we have already observed, it is not to be wondered, if there
v»ere some repetitions, when the part which the several characters bore in the principal
events, was necessary to be pointed out.

Yet these scraps of history, thus divided and dispersed, when seen in a collective form, make no
rerv imperfect narrative of the times within their view. Their biographer's attention to the mi
nuter circumstances of character, his disquisitions of principles and manners, and his political and
philosophical discussions, lead us, in an easy and intelligent mariner, to the events he describes.

It is not to be denied, that his narratives are sometimes disorderly, and too often encum-
bered with impertinent digressions. By pursuing with too much indulgence the train of :dcas,
he nas frequently destroyed the order of facts, brought together events that lay at a distance
from each other, called forward those circumstances to which he should have made a regular
progress, and made no other apology for these idle excursions, but by telling us that he is out
of the order of time.

.Notes, in the time of Plutarch, were not in use. Had he known the convenience of mar-
inal writing, he would certainly have thrown the greatest part of his digressions into that
orm. They are, undoubtedly, tedious and disgustful; and all that we can do to reconcile
ourselves to them, is to remember, that, in the first place, marginal writing was a thing iir.-
mown; and that the benevolent desire of conveying instruction, was the greatest native with
the biographer for introducing them. This appears, at least, from the nature of them; frjp
they are chiefly disquisitions in natural history and philosophy.

In painting the manners of men, Plutarch is truly excellent. Nothing can be more clour
than his moral distinctions; nothing finer than his delineations of the mind.

The spirit of philosophical observation and enquiry, whi':h, when properly directed, is tho
great ornament and excellence of historical composition, Plutarch possessed in an eminent tie-
gree. His biographical writings teach philosophy at once by precept and by example. His
morals and his characters mutually explain and give force to each oilier.

His sentiments of the duty of a biographer were peculiarly just and delicate. This iriD
appear from his strictures on those historians who wrote of Philistus. "It is plain," says he,
"that Timaus takes every occasion, from Phihstus's known adherence to arbitrary power, to
load him with the heaviest reproaches. Those whom he injured are in some degree excusal IDL
if, in their resentment, they treated him with indignities alter death. But wherefore shou.J
h,» biographers, whom he never injured, and who have had the benefit of his works; where*-
fore should they exhibit him with all the exaggerations of scurrility, in those scenes of distrcst
tc which fortune sometimes reduces the best of men? On the other hand, Ephorus is no less
extravagant in his encomiums on Plulistus. He knows well how to throw into shades the
foibles of the human character, and to give an air of plausibility to the most indefensible con-
duct: but with all his elegance, with all his art, he cannot rescue Philistus from the impu-
tation of being the most strenuous supporter of arbitrary power, of being tlje fondest followei
and admirer of the luxury, the magnificence, the alliance of tyrants. Upon the whole, he
who neither defends the principles of PhJlistus, nor exults over Ins misfortunes, will best du-
charge the duties of the historian."

There is such a thing as constitutional religion. There is a certain temper and frame of
mind naturally productive of devotion. There are men who are born with the origin*! pnnci-
plea of piety; and in this class we neei not hesitate to pUce Plutarch.

B
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If this disposition has sometimes made him too indulgent to superstition, and too attentive to
the less rational cireumslancea of the heathen theology, it is not to be wondered. But, upon
the whole, lie had consistent and honourable notions of the Supreme Being.

Thai hr lii-lirvtpil the unity of the Divine Nature, we have already seen, in his obscrvationi
on tliu wurd i., engraved on Apollo's temple. The same opinion, too, is found in his Trea-
tise on the Cessation of Oracles; where, in the character of a Platonist, he argues against the
Stoics, \\|MI d'-mcd the plurality of worlds. " if there arc many worlds," said the Stoics,
" why thru there is only one Fate, and one Providence to guide them; for the Platonists allow
that there is but one. Why should not many Jupiters, or Gods, be necessary for the govern-
ment of many worlds?" To this Plutarch answers, " Where is the necessity of supposing
many Jupitcrs for this plurality of worlds .' Is not one excellent Being, endued with reason
and int. hiL'i n. e, such as He is whom we acknowledge to be the Father and Lord of all
things, suliii'ient to direct and rule these worlds? If there were more supreme agents, their
decrees would be vain, and contradictory to each other."

But though Plutarch acknowledged the individuality of the Supreme Being, he believed,
nevertheless, in the existence of intermediate beings of an inferior order, between the divine
and tin? human nature. These beings he calls genii, or daemons. It is impossible, he thinks,
from the general order and principles of creation, that there should be no mean betwixt the
two extremes of a mortal and immortal being; that there cannot be in nature eo great a
vacuum, without some intermediate species of life, which might in some measure partake of
both. And as we find the connection between soul and body to be made by means of the ani-
mal spirits, so these dxmons are intelligences between divinity and humanity. Their nature,
however, is believed to be progressive. At first they are supposed to have been virtuous
nen, whose souls being refined from the gross parts of their former existence, are admitted
h to the. higher order of genii, and are from thence either raised to a more exalted mode of
O'hcrial being, or degraded to mortal forms, according to their merit or their degeneracy.
tne order of these genii, he supposes, presides over oracles; others administered, under the
Supreme Being, the affairs and the fortunes of men, supporting the virtuous, punishing the
bid, and sometimes even communicating with the best and purest natures. Thus the genius of
£ Derates still warned him of approaching danger, and taught him to avoid it.

It is this order of beings which the late Mr. Thompson, who in enthusiasm was a Platonist,
8 id in benevolence a Pythagorean, has so beautifully described in his Seasons; and, as if the
c >oil bard had believed the doctrine, he pathetically invokes a favourite spirit which had lately
L rsaken its former mansion:-

.And art Ihou, Stanley, of that sacred band '
Alas ! for us too soon ! 

Such were Plutarch's religious principles; and as a proof that he thought them of consequence,
^ t entered, after his retirement, into a sacred character, and was consecrated priest of Apollo.

This was not his sole appointment, when he returned to Cha:ronea. He united the sacer-
dol.il with the magristratial character, and devoted himself at once to the service of the gods,
and tu the duties of society. He did not think that philosophy, or the pursuit of letters, ought
to exempt any man from personal service in the community to which he belonged; and though
his literary labours were of the greatest importance to the world, he sought no excuse in those
from discharging offices of public trust in his little city of Chironea.

It appears that he passed through several of these offices, and that he was at last appointed
archon, or chief magistrate of the city. Whether he retained his superintendence of IlJyna
after the death of Trajan, we do not certainly know: but, in this humble sphere, it will be
worth our while to enquire in what manner a philosopher would administer justice.

With rezard to the inferior offices thai he bore, he looked upon them in the same light ai
the great Epaminondas had done, who, when he was appointed to a commission beneath his
rank, observed, " that no office could give dignity to him that held it; but that he who held it
"night give dignity to any office." It is not unentertaining to hear our philosopher apologize
>\r his employment, when he discharges the office of commissioner of sewers and public
baildmgs. " I make no doubt," says he, " that the citizens of Chaeronea often smile, when
they see me employed in such offices as these. On such occasions, I generally call to mind
what is said of Antisther.es:-When he was bringing home, in his own hands, a dirty fish from
the market, some, who observed it, expressed their surprise; 'It is for myself,' said Antli*
focnrs, ' that I carry this fish.' On the contrary, for my own part, when I am rallied for me*
soring titles, or for calculating a quantity of stones or mortar, I answer, that it is not for my-
V:lf I do these things, but for my country. For, in all things of this nature, the public utility
takes otT the disgrace; and the meaner the office you sustain may be, the greater is the com-
pliment that you pay to the public."

Plutnn-li, in the capacity of a public magistrate, was indefatigable in recommending unanim-
t v to the citizens. To carry this point more effectually, he lays it down as a first principle,
Ciat a magistrate should be affable and easy of access; that his house should always be open
"9 a place of refuge for those who sought for justice; and that he should not satisfy himself
merely with allotting certain hours of the day to sit for the dispatch of business, but that Ld
should employ a part of his time in private negociations, in making up domestic quarrels and
reconciling divided friends. This employment he regarded as one of the principal parts ol
his office; and, indeed, he might properly consider it Ji a political light, for it too frequently
happens, that the most dangerous pubhc'factions are at first kindled by private nusundcr-
"landings. Thus, in one part of his works, he falls into the same sentiment: "Asi.ubiia
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conflagrations," says he, " do not always begin in public edifices, tmt are caused more frequent
ly by some lamp neglected in a private house; so in the administration of states, it does not
always happen that the flame of sedition arises from political differences, but from private dis-
aentions, which, running through a long chain of connections, at length affect the whole body
of the people. For this reason, it is one of the principal duties of a minister of state or magis-
trate, to heal these private animosities, and to prevent them from growing into public divisions.
After these observations, he mentions several states and cities which had owed their nim to the
aame little causes; and then adds, that we ought not by any means to be inattentive to the mis-
understandings of private men, but apply to them the most timely remedies; for, by proper care,
as Cato observes, what is great becomes little, and what is litlle is reduced to nothing. Of the
truth of these observations, the annals of our own country, we wish we had no reason to say
our own times, have presented us with many melancholy instances.

As Plutarch observed that it was a fashionable fault amongst men of fortune to refuse a prop-
er respect to magistrates of inferior rank, he endeavored to remove this impolitic evil as well
by precept as by example. " To learn obedience and deference to the magistrate," says he,
" is one of the first and best principles of discipline; nor ought these by any means to be dis-
pensed with, though that magistrate should be inferior to us in figure or in fortune. For how
absurd is it, if, in theatrical exhibitions, the meanest actor, that wears a momentary diadem,
shall receive his due respect from superior players; and yet, in civil life, men of greater power
or wealth shall withhold the deference that is due to the magistrate! In this case, however,
they should remember, that while they consult their own importance, they detract from the
honour of the state. Private dignity ought always to give place tc public authority; as, in
Sparta, it was usual for the kings to rise in compliment to the ephori."

With regard to Plutarch's political principles, it is clear that he was, even whilst at Rome,
a Republican in heart, and a friend to liberty: but this does him no peculiar honour. Such
privileges are the birthright of mankind; and they are never parted with but through fear or
favour. At Rome, he acted like a philosopher of the world. Quango noi siamo in Roma,
noifactamo come Eglinojanno in Roma. He found a constitution which he had not power
to alter; yet, though he could not make mankind free, he made them comparatively happy, by
teaching clemency to their temporary ruler."

At Chaironea we find him more openly avowing the principles of liberty. During his resi-
dence at Rome, he had remarked an essential error in the police. In all complaints and pro-
cesses, however trifling, the people had recourse to the first officers of state. By this means
they supposed that their interest would be promoted; but it had a certain tendency to enslave
them still more, and to render them the tools and dependents of court power. Of these
measures the archon of Chzronea thus expresses his disapprobation: "At the same time,"
says he, " that we endeavour to render a city obedient to its magistrates, we must beware
of reducing it to a semle or too humiliating a condition. Those who carry every trifle to
thp cognizance of the supreme magistrate, are contributing all they can to the servitude of their
country." And it is undoubtedly true, that the habitual and universal exertion of authority haa
a nitiiral tendency to arbitrary dominion.

We have now considered Plutarch in the light of a philosopher, a biographer, and a magis-
trate; we have entered into his moral, religious, and political character, as well as the informa
tion we could obtain would enable us. It only remains that we view him in the domestic
sphere of lite-that little, but trying sphere, where we act wholly from ourselves, and assume
no character but that which nature and education have given us.

Pacier, on falling into this part of Plutarch's history, has made a whimsical observation
"There are two cardinal poinu," says he, " in a man's life, which determine his happiness or
his misery. These are his birth and his marriage. It is in vain for a man to be born fortunate,
if he be unfortunate in his marriage." How Dacier could reconcile the astrologers to this new
doctrine, it is not easy to say: for, upon this principle, a man must at least have two good stars,
one for his birthday, the other for his wedding day; as it seems that the influence of the natal star
could not extend beyond the bridal morn, but that a man then falls under a different dominion.

At what time Plutarch entered into this state, we are not quite certain; but as it is not proba-
ble that a man of his wisdom would marry at an advanced time of life, and as his \vile wa3
a native of Cha°ronea, we may conclude that he married before he went to Rome. However
that might be, it appears that he was fortunate in his choice; for his wife was not only well-
born and well-bred, but a woman of distinguished sense and virtue. Her name was Timoxena.

Plutarch appears to have had at least five children by her, four sons, and a daughter, whom,
cat of regard for her mother, he called Timoxena. He has given us a proof that he had all the
tenderness of an affectionate father for these children, by recording a little instance of his daugh-
ter's natural benevolence. " When she was very young," says he, "she would frequently beg of
her nurse to give the breast not only to the other children, but to her babies and dolls, which she
connidered as her dependents, and under her protection." Who does not see, in this simple
circumstance, at once the fondness of the parent, and the benevolent disposition of the man.'

But the philosopher Boon lost his little blossom of humanity. His Timoxena died m her
infancy; and if we may judge from the consolatory letter he wrote to her mother on the occa-
sion, he bore the loss as became a philosopher. " Consider," said he, " that death has deprived
your Timoxena only of small enjoyments. The things she knew were but of little consequence
and she could be delighted only with trifles." In this letter we find a portrait of his wife which
does her the greatest honour. From the testimony given by her husband, it appears that she
was far above the general weakness and affectation of her sei. She had no passion for tho
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cipensiveness of dress, or the parade of public appearances. She thought every kind of ex
travagancc blamcable; and her ambition went not beyond the decencies and proprieties of life

Plutarch had before this buried two of his sons, his eldest son, and a younger named Charon.
and it appears from the abovementioncd letter, that the conduct of Timoxena, on these events.
was worthy the wife of a philosopher. She did not disfigure herself by change of apparel, or
give way to the extravagance of grief, as women in general do on such occasions^ but supported
the dispensations of Providence "with a solemn and rational submission, even when they seemed
to be most severe. She had taken unwearied pains, and undergone the gieatest Bufferings, to
nurse her son Charon at her own breast, at a time when an abscess formed near the part had
obliged her to undergo an incision. Yet, when the child, reared with so much tender pain and
difficulty, died, those who went to visit her on the melancholy occasion, found her house in no
more diMirder than if nothing distressing had happened. She received her friends as Admctos
entertained Hercules, who, the same day that he buried Alccste, betrayed not the least confu
sion before his heroic guest.

With a woman of so much dignity of mind and excellence of disposition, a man of Plutarch's
wisdom and humanity must have been infinitely happy: and, indeed, it appears from those p>-«-
cf j>t> of conjugal happiness and affection which he has left us, that he has drawn his observa
tions from experience, and that the rules he recommended had been previously exemplified uj
las own family.

It is said that Plutarch had some misunderstanding with his wife's relations; upon which
Tmioxena, fearing that it might affect their union, had duty and religion enough to go as fat
as Mount Helicon and sacrifice to Love, who had a celebrated temple there.

He left two sons, Plutarch and Lamprias. The latter appears to have been a philosopher,
and it is to him we are indebted for a catalogue of his father's writings; which, however, one
cannot look upon, as Mr. Dryden says, without the same emotions that a merchant must feel
in perusing a bill of freight after he has lost his vessel. The writings no longer extant are these;

f Hercules,
Hesiod,
Pindar,
Crates and Daiphantus, with a Parallel,
Leonidas,
Aristomenes,

The Lives of " Scipio Africanus Junior, and Metelliu,
Augustus,
Tiberius,
Claudius,
Nero,
Caligula,
Vitellius,

(.Epaminondas and the Elder Scipio, with a Parallel.
Four Books of Commentaries on Homer.
Four Books of Commentaries on Hesiod.
Five Books to Empedocles, on the Quintessence.
Five Books of Essays.
Three Books of Fables
Three Books of Rhetoric.
Three Books on the Introduction of the Soul. """ " 

"

Two Books of Extracts from the Philosophers.
Three Books on Sense.

Three Books on the great Actions of Cities.
Two Books on Politics.

An Essay on Opportunity, to Theophrastus.
Four Books on the Obsolete Parts of History.
Two Books of Proverbs.

Eijjht Books on the Topics of Aristotle.
Three Books on Justice, to Chrysippus.
An Essay on Poetry.
A Dissertation on the Difference between the Tyrrhenians and the Academicians.
A Treatise to prove that there was but one Academy of Plato.

Aulus Gellius has taken a long story from Taurus, about Plutarch's method of correcting a
ela\e, in which there is nothing more than this, that he punished him like a philosopher, and
gave him his discipline without being out of temper

Plutarch had a nephew named Sextus, who bore a considerable reputation in the world of
letters, and taught the Greek language and learning to Marcus Antoninus. The character
which that philosopher has given him, in his First Book of Reflections, may, with great pro-
priety, be applied to his uncle. " Sextus, by his example, taught me mildness and humanity to
govern my house like a good father of a family; to fall into an easy and unaffected gravity of
manners; to live agreeably to nature; to find out the art of discovering and preventing the want*
of my friends; to connive at the noisy follies of the ignorant and impertinent; and to comply
with the understandings and the humours of men."

One of the rewards of philosophy is long life; and it is clear that Plutarch enjoyed this; but
cf the time, 01 the circui-*stances of lus death, we have no satisfactory account.
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THESEUS.

AS geographers thrust into the extremities of sentment : * and both, towards the end of their
their maps those countries that are unknown lives, are said to have offended their respective
to them, remarking at the same time, that all citizens, if we may believe what seems to be de-
beyond is hills of sand and haunts of wild livered with the least mixture of poetical fiction
beasts, frozen seas, marshes, and mountains The lineage of Theseus, by his father's fide,
that are inaccessible to human courage or in- stretches to Erectheus and the first inhabitants
dustry; so, in comparing the lives of illustrious of this country ;f by his mother's side to Pelops,t
men, when I have passed through those periods who was the most powerful of all the Pclopon-
of time which may be described with probabili- nesian kings, not only on account of his great
ty, and where history may find firm footing in opulence, but the number of his children : for
facts, I may say, my Senecio,* of the remoter he married his daughters to persons of the first
ages, that all beyond is full of prodigy and fic- dignity, and found means to place his sons at
tion, the,regions of poets and fabulists, wrapped the head of the chief states. One of them,
in clouds, and unworthy of belief, f Yet since named Pittheus, grandfather to Theseus, found-
I had given an account of Lycurgus and Numa, ed the small city of Troczene, and was esteemed
I thought I might without impropriety ascend the most learned and the wisest man of his age.
to Romulus, as I had approached his times. The essence of the wisdom of those days con-
But considering sisted in such moral sentences as Hesiod§ is

celebrated for in his Book of Works. One of
Who, for the palm, in contest high shall join ? these is ascribed to Pittheus-
Or who in equal ranks shall stand ?

Blast not the hope which friendship has conceived,
(as JEschylus expresses it) it appeared to me, But fill its measure high.
that he who peopled the beautiful and famed
city of Athens, might be best contrasted and This is confirmed by Aristotle : and Euri-
compared with the father of the magnificent pides, in saying that Hippolytus was taught by

.and invincible Rome. Permit us then to take " the sage and venerable Pittheus," gives hint

from Fable her extravagance, and make her a very honourable testimony.yield to, and accept the lorm of, History : but JEgeus wanting to have children, is said to
where she obstinately despises probability, and have received, from the Oracle at Delphi, that
refuses to mix with what is credible, we must celebrated answer which commanded him not
implore the candour of our readers, and their
kind allowance for the tales of Antiquity.

THESEUS, then, appeared to answer to Ro- f Theseus was the sixth in descent from Erectheus,
mulus in many particulars. Both were of un- or Ericthonius, said to be the son of Vulcan and Miner-
certain parentage, born out of wedlock ; and va, or Cranae. grandaughter of Cranaus, the second
both had the repute of being sprung from the king of Athens; so that Plutarch very justly says, that
gods. Both stood in the first rank of warriors ; Theseus was descended from the Auloclhones, or first

inhabitants of Attica, who were so called because they
for both had great powers of mind, with great pretended to be born in that very country. It is gene
"trength of body. One was the founder of rally allowed, however, that this kingdom was founded
Koine, and one peopled Athens, the most il- byCccrops, an Egyptian, who brought hither a <-,.] ,.,y
jsirious cities in the world. Both carried off of Saites, about the year of the world 2448, before

women by violence. Both were involved in 
Christ 1356. The inhabitants of Attica were indeed

domestic miseries, and exposed to family re- a more ancient people than those of many other dis-
tricts of Greece, which being of a more fertile soil,
often changed their masters, while few were ambitioui
of settling in a barren country.

} Felops was the son of Tantalus, and of Phrygian
eitraclion. He carried with him immense richts into
Feloponnesus, which he had dug oul of the mines of
mount Sypilus. By means «[ this wealth, he got ihe
government of the most considerable iowns for hil
sons, and married his daughters to princes.

$ Hesiod flourished about five hundred years after
Pitlheus. Solomon wrote his Moral Sentences two or
three hundred jenrs after FilUieui.
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to approach any woman before he returned to Far nobler skill Euboea's sons display,
Athens. But as the Oracle seemed not to give And with the thundering sword decide the fr«y.
him clear instruction, he came to Trotzene, and
communicated it to Pittheus in the following That they might not, therefore, give idvan
terms : tage to their enemies by their hair, they took

care to cut it off. And we are informed that

The mystic vessel shall untouch'd remain, Alexander of Macedon, having made the earns
Till in thy native realm-- - observation, ordered hie Macedonian troops to

cut off fheir beards, these being a ready handle
It is uncertain what Pittheus saw in this in battle.

Oracle. However, either by persuasion or de- For some time, ̂Ethra, declared not the real
ceit, he drew .SSgeus into conversation with his father of Theseus, but the report propagated
daughter jEthra. JEgeaa afterwards coming by Pittheus was, that he was the son of Nep-
to kiiciw that she whom he had lam with was tune : for the Trrezenians principally worship
Fittheus's daughter, and suspecting her to be that god; he is the patron of their city; to him
with cliild, hid a sword and a pair of sandals they offer their first fruits; and their money
nnder a large stone, which had a cavity for the bears the impression of a trident. Theseus, in
purpose. Before his departure, he told the se-his youth, discovering not only great strength
cret to the princess only, arid left orders, that of body, but firmness and solidity of mind, to-
if she brought forth a son, who, when he came gether with a large share of understanding and
to a man's estate, should be able to remove prudence, JEthra led him to the stone, and
the stone, and take away the things left under having told him the truth concerning his origin,
it, she should send him with these tokens to ordered him to take up his father's tokens, and
him, with all imaginable privacy; for he was sail to Athens. He easily removed the stone,
very much afraid that borne plot would be but refused to go by sea, though he might have
formed against him by the Pallantidi!, who done it with great safety, and though he was
despised him for his want of children. These pressed to it by the entreaties or his grandfather
were fifty brothers, the sons of Pallas.* and his mother Awhile it was hazardous, at that

jKthra was delivered of a son; and some time, to go by land to Athens, because no part
eav he was immediately named Theseus,t be- was free from the danger of ruffians and rob-
cause of the laying up of the tokens; others, bers. Those times, indeed, produced men of
that he received his name afterwards at Athens, strong and indefatigable powers of body, of
"when jEgeus acknowledged him for his son. extraordinary swiftness and agility; but they
He was brought up by Pittheus, and had a tutor applied those powers to nothing just or useful.
Darned Connidas, to whom the Athenians, even On the contrary, their genius, their disposition,
in our times, sacrifice a ram on the day pre- their pleasures, tended only to insolence, to
ceding the Thcsean Feasts, giving this honour violence, and to rapine. As for modesty, justice,
to his memory upon a much juster account than equity, and humanity, they looked upun them
that which they pay to Silanion and Parrhasius, as qualities in which those who had it in their
who only made statues and pictures of Theseus. power to add to their possessions, had no man-

As it was then the custom for such as had ner of concern ; virtues praised only by such
arrived at man's estate, to go to Delphi to offer as were afraid of being injured, and who ab-
the first-fruits of their hair to Apollo, Theseus stained from injuring others out of the same
went thither, and the place where this cere- principle of fear. Seme of these ruffians were
mony is performed, from him, is said to be yet cut off by Hercules in his peregrinations, while
called Thesea. He shaved, however, only the others escaped to their lurking holes, and were
fore part of his head, as Homer tells us the spared by the hero in contempt of their cow-
Abantes did;f and this kind of tonsure, on his ardice.| But when Hercules had unfortunately
account, was called Theseis. The Abantes first killed Iphitus, he retired to Lydia, where, for
cut their hair in this manner, not in imitation a long time, he was a slave to Omphale,» a
of the Arabians, aa some imagine, nor yet of punishment which he imposed upon himself for
the Mysians, but because they were a warlike the murder. The Lydians then enjoyed great
people, who loved close fighting, and were quiet and security; but in Greece the same
jiore expert in it than any other nation Thus kind of enormities broke out anew, there being
Archilochus;§ no one to restrain or quell them. It was there-

fore extremely dangerous to travel by land fromThese twang not bows, nor sling the hissing stone,
When Mars exult:, and fields with armies groan : Peloponnesus to Athens ; and Pittheus, ac-

quainting Theseus with the number of these
" Pallas was brother to Mgeus, and as .ffigeus was ruffians, and with their cruel treatment of

lupposed to have no children, lie Pallan tidae considered strangers, advised him to go by sea. But he
the kingdom of Athens as their undoubted inheritance. had long been secretly fired with the glory of
It was natural, therefore, for -Egeus to conclude, that, Hercules, whom he held in the highest esteem,
if they came to know he had a son, they would attempt listening with great attention to such as relatedto assassinate either him or his son.

f The Greeks, as well as the Hebrews, gave names
both to persons and things from some event or circum-time of Romulus. Homer had given the same account
stance attending that which they were to name. The of the Abantesabove three hundrrd years before. For
Greek word Thesis signifies lnyii'g up, and thcsthai in the second book of the Iliad, l.e tells us, the Abantei
ui'on, to acknowledge, or rather to adopt a. son. .iEgcui pierced the breastplates of their enemies with extended
did both; the ceremony of adoption being necessary to spears or pikes; that is to say, they fought hand to
enable Theseus, who was not a legitimate son, to inherit hand.
the cniwri- * Those who had been guilty of murder becam*

1 Tin- Abantei were the inhabitants of Eubusa, but voluntary exiles, and imposed on themselves a certain
origin.ill) of Abae, a town in Thrace. penance, which thty continued (ill they thought thej/

I Arcailochus. was a Greek poet, who lircd about the crime expiated*
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his achievements, particulaily to those that had killed,* going out of his way to engage her,
RCCD him, conversed with him, and hud been end thereby showing an act of vc Juntary val-
witnesses to his prowess. He was affected in our : for he believed it equally became a brave
the same manner as Themistoclcs afterwards man to stand upon his defence against aban-
was, when he declared that the trophies ol' doned ruffians, and to seek out, and begin the
Miltiades would not suffer him to sleep. The combat with strong and savage animals, but
virtues of Hercules were his dream by night, some say, that Phua was an abandoned female
and by day emulation led him out and spurred robber, who dwelt in Cromrnyon, that she had
him on to perform some exploits like his. Be- the name of Sow from her htu and manners j
sides, they were nearly related, being born of and was afterwards slam by Theseus.
cousin-germans ; for ^Ethra was the daughter On the borders of Megara he dtstioyed
of Pittheus and Alcmena, of Lysidice, and Sciron, a robber, by casting him headlong from
Pittheus and Lysidice were brother and sister a precipice, as the story generally goes : and
By Pelops and Hippodamia. He considered it is added, that, in wanton villain), this Scirun
t, therefore, as an insupportable dishonour, used to make strangers wash his feet, and lo
hat Hercules should traverse both sea and take those opportunities to push them into the

iand to clear them of these villains, while he sea. But the writers of Megara in contradic-
nimself declined such adventures as occurred tion to this report, and, as Simonides expresses
lo him ; disgracing his reputed father, if he took it, fighting with all antiquity, assert, that Sci-
his voyage, or rather tiight, by sea ; |and carry- ron was neither a robber nor a rulhan, but, on
ing to his real father a pair of sandals, and a the contrary, a destroyer of robbers, and a man
"word unstained with blood, instead of the or- whose heart and house were ever open to the
nament of great and good actions, to assert and good arid the honest. For JEacus, sa»y they,
add lustre to his noble birth. With such thoughts was looked upon as the justcst man in Greece,
and resolutions as these he set forward, deter- Cychreus of Salamis had divine honours paid
mined to injure no one, but to take vengeance him at Athens, and the virtue of Peleus and
of such as ohould offer him any violence. Telemon too was universally known. JN'oW

He was first attacked by Periphetes, in Sciron was eon-in-law to Cychreua, father-in-
Epidauria, whose weapon was a club, and law to JEacus, and grand-father to Peleus and
who, on that account, was called Corynetes, Telemon, who were both of them sons of
or the Club-bearer. He engaged with him, Endeis, the daughter of Sciron and Chariclo :
and slew him. Delighted with the club, he therefore it was not probable that the best of men
took it for his weapon, and used it as Hercules should make such alliances with one of so vile
did the lion's skin. The skin was a proof of a character, giving and receiving the greatest
the vast size of the wild beast which that hero and dearest pledges. Besides, they tell us, that
had slain ; and Theseus carried about with Theseus did not slay Sciron in his first journey
Him this club, whose stroke he had been able to Athens, but afterwards, when he took Eleusis
to parry, but which, in his hand, was irresisti- from the Megarensians, having expelled Uio-
ble. In the Isthmus he slew Sinnis the Pine- cles, its chief magistrate, by a stratagem. In
bender," in the same manner as he had de- such contradictious are these things involved.
stroyed many others : and this he did, not as At Eleusis he engaged in wrestling with
having learned or practised the bending of Cercyon the Arcadian, and killed him on the
those trees, but to show that natural strength spot. Proceeding to Hermionevt he put a
is above all art. Sinnis had a daughter re- period to the cruelties of Damastes, surnamed
markable for her beauty and stature, named Procrustes, making his body fit the size of his
Perigune, who had concealed herself when her own beds, as he had served strangers. These
father was killed. Theseus made diligent things he did in imitation of Hercules, who
search for her, and found, at last, that she had always returned upon the aggressors the same
retired into a place overgrown with shrubs, sort of treatment w Inch they intended for him ;
and rushes, and wild asparagus. In her child- for that hero sacrificed Busiris, killed Antaeus
ish simplicity she addressed her prayers and in wrestling, Cygnus in single combat, and
vows to these plants and bushes, as if they broke the skull of Termerus ; whence tins is
could have a sense of her misfortune, promis- called the Tcrmerian mischiel ; lor Termerus,
ing, if they would save and hide her, that she it seems, destroyed th" passengers he met, by
would never burn or destroy them. But when dashing his head against theirs. Thus Theseus
Theseus pledged his honor for treating her po- pursued his travels to punish abandoned
litely, she came to him, and in due tune brought wretches, who suffered the same kind of death
him a son named Melanippus. Afterwards by from him that they inflicted on others, and were
Theseus' permission, she married De'ioneus, requited with vengeance suitable to their crimes.
the son of Eurytus the CCchalian. Melanip- In his pr9gress, he came to Cepliitus, where
pus had a son named loxus, who joined with he was lirst saluted by some of the Phytalidaj }
Ornytus in planting a colony in Cana ; whence
the loiides, with whom it is an inviolable rule, * In this instance our hero deviated from the princi
not to burn either rushes or wild asparagus, pie he set out upon, vshieli \\asne\crtu be the a^grei-
But to honour and worship them. sor in any enpujeuncnt. The wild fnv wu.< cerum.lj

no less respectable an animal lhan tin- [INK-bt uder.
About this time Crommyon was infested by fThis seims to be a mistake; lur \\ > knuw of iwj

a wild sow named Phaj'a', z. fierce and formida- place called Hannione, or Hermione, belwien L!ea»js
ble creature. This savage he attacked and and Athens. Fauianiaa calif it ErioDo; and the authors

uf the Universal History, after thiluchurua, call M
* Sinnis was so called from his bending the heads of Ti run. lie.

two pines, and tying passengers between tht oppu-ile JTIiese were the descendants of Fnylalui wHh
branches, which, by their suildcu rilurn, tort Ihun whom Ores entrusted the superintendence of ittr
lo piecei. holy mysteries, ill recumpeu'* for Hit I
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Upon his desire to have the customary purifi-, hate the very name of Leos, on account oftb*
cations, they pave him them in due form, and I treachery of that herald.
having offered propitiatory sacrifices, invited Theseus, desirous to keep himself in action,
him to their houses. This was the first hospi- and at the same time courting the favour of the
table treatment he met with on the road. He people, went against the Marathoman buU,
is said to have arrived at Athens on the eighth which did no small mischief to the inhabitant!
day of the month Cronius, which now they call of Tetrapolis. When he had taken him, he
Hecatombccon [July]. There he found the brought him alive in triumph through the city,
Btate full of troubles and distraction, and the and afterwards sacrificed him to the Delphi
family of JEgeus in great disorder: for Medea, nian Apollo. Hecale also, and the story of her
who had fled from Corinth, promised by her receiving and entertaining Theseus, docs not
art to enable JEgeus to have children, and was appear destitute of all foundation; for the j-eo-
admitted to his bed. She first discovering The- pie in that neighbourhood assemble to perform
seus, whom as yet JEgcus did not know, per- the Hecalcsian rites to Jupiter Hecalus: they
suaded him, now in years, and full of jealousies honour Hecale too, calling her by the diminu
and suspicions, on account of the faction that live, Hccalene, because when she entertained
prevailed in the city, to prepare an entertain-Theseus, while he was but a youth, she caressed
ment for him as a stranger, and take him off by him as persons in years use to do children, and
poison. Theseus, coming to the banquet, did called him by such tender diminutive names
not intend to declare himself at first, but, wil- She vowed, moreover, when he went to battle,
ling to give his lather occasion to find him out, to offer sacrifices to Jupiter, if he returned safe;
when the meat was served up, he drew his but as she died before the end of the expcdi
sword,* as if he designed to carve with it, and tion, Theseus performed those holy rites in
took care it should attract his notice. JEgeus testimony of the grateful sense he had of her
quickly perceiving it, dashed down the cup of hospitality. So Philochorus relates the story »
poison, and after some questions, embraced him Not long after, there came the third time,
as his son : then assembling the people, he ac- from Crete, the collectors of the tribute, ex
knowledged him also before them, who received acted on the following occasion. Audrogeusf
him with great satisfaction on account of his being treacherously slain in Attica, 3 very 'ataj
valour. The cup is said to have fallen, and the war was carried on against that country by
poison to have been spilt, where the mclosure Minos, and divine vengeance laid it waste; for
now is, in the place called Delphinium ; for it was visited by famine and pestilence, and
there it was that .fligeus dwelt; and the Mer- want of water increased their misery. The
cury which stands on the east side of the tem- remedy that Apollo proposed was, that they
ple, is yet called the Mercury of jEgeus's gate. should appease .Minos, and be reconciled to

The Pallantidx, who hoped to recover the hrn; whereupon the wrath of Heaven would
kingdom if jEgeus died childless, lost all pa- cease, and their calamities come to a period
tience when Theseus was declared his succes- In consequence of this, they sent ambassadors
sor. Exasperated at the thought that ./Egeus, with their submission; and, as most writers
who was not in the least allied to the Erec- agree, engaged themselves by treaty, to send
thida?, but only adopted by Pandion,f should every ninth year a tribute of seven young men
first gain the crown, and afterwards Theseus, and as many virgins^ When these were brought
who was an emigrant and a stranger, they into Crete, the fabulous account informs us,
prepared for war; and, dividing their forces, that they were destroyed by the Mmotaurf in
one party marched openly, with their father, the Labyrinth, or that, lost in its mazes, and
from Sphettus to the city; and the other, con- unable to find the way out, they perished there
cealing themselves in Gargettus, lay in ambush, The Minotaur was, as Euripides tells us,
with a design to attack the enemy from two A mingled form, prodigious to behold,
several quarters. They had with them an Half bull, half mail !
herald named Leos, of the tribe of Agnus. But Philochorus says the Cretans deny this,
This man carried to Theseus an account of all and will not allow the labyrinth to have been
the designs of the Pallantidae: and he imme-any thing but a prison, which had no other in-
diately fell upon those that lay in ambush, and convenience than this, that those who wer
destroyed them. Pallas and his company being confined there could not escape: And IVImof
informed of this, thought fit to disperse. Hence tiavmg instituted Barnes in honour of Andro-
it is said to be, that the tribe of Pallene never jeus, the prize for the victors was those youths,
intermarry with the Agnusians, nor suffer who had been kept till that time in the labyrinth.
any proclamation to begin with these word*, He that first won the prizes in those games,
Jlkoucte Leos, (Hear, U ye people!) fur they was a person of great authority in the court of

Minos, and general of his armies, named, Tau-
M Hh which she had been treated at his house. The-
ft7 as thought himself unfit to be admitted to those invs- * Philochorus was an Athenian historian, who flour-
tv ries without cupialion, because he had dipped his ished in the reign of Ptolemy Philopater, about two
t' ii'N in blood though it was only that of thieves and buiidrid \ears buiire the birlh of our Saviour. He
robbers. wrote many valuable pieces, of which nothing remains,

* Some nr< ill< -s learning has been adduced to show, but some fragments preserved by other writers.
If at in the heroic times they carved with a cutlass or f Some say JEeeua caused him to be murdered, be-
liirge knife, and not with a sword ; and that conse- cause he was in the interest of the Pallanlidx ; oUiers,
«cently Plutarch here must certainly be mistaken ; but that he was killed by the Marathonian bull.
If ft*;, "'. ligl '<' * ' "In r a cutlass or a sword, how { Feigned by the poets U> have been begot by a bull
£o we know ili.it it was a sword, and not a cutlass, upon Pasiphae, Miiios's queen, who was inspired, it
y'lich ./KtrMis li'd under a'"hi!- " ... in-, u iili llu^ li<-rr]<l passicn by Neptune, in reveng«

t It had been actually r< p..rlid, that JEgeui was forMinos's refusing him a ucauuiul bull, which h«
,-»» the son of Fa. idion, but of Scyria* "i ""»!"< t d 33 an oflcring.
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tui, who, being unmerciful and savago in his ordering him, if he brought Theseus safe back,
nature, had trrated the Athenian youths with to hoist the white; but if riot to sail .vith the
great insolence nncj cruelty. And it is plain black one in token of his misfortune. Simo-
that Aristntle himself, in his account oi' the nides, however, tells us, that it was not awhile
Botticean Government, does not suppose that sail which ̂Egeus gave, but a scarlet one, dyed
the young men were put to death by Minos, with the juice of the flower of a very flourishing
but that they lived, some of them to old age, holm-oak,* and that this was to be the signal
in servile employments in Crete. He adds, that all was well He adds, that Phereclus the
that the Cretans, in pursuance of an ancient son of Amarsyas, was pilot of the ship: bu.
vow, once sent a number of their first-born to Philochorus says, that Theseus had a pilot sent
Delphi, among whom were some of the de- him by Sciras, from Salamis, named Nausi-
scendants of these Athenian slaves, who, not theus, and one Phxax to be at the prow, be-
being able to support themselves there, first cause as yet the Athenians had not applied
passed from thence into Italy, where they set- themselves to navigation^ and that Sciras did
tled about Japygia; and from thence they re- this, because one of the young men, named
moved again into Thrace, and were called Menesthes, was his daughter's son. This is
linitm .ins. Wherefore the Bottictan virgins, confirmed by the monuments of Nausitheus
in Borne solemnities of religion, sing, " To and Phzax, built by Theseus, at Phalerum,
Athens let us go." And, indeed, it seems near the Temple of Sciron; and the feast called
dangerous to be at enmity with a city which is Cybernesia, or the Pilot's Feast, is said to be
the seat of eloquence and learning: 1 or Minos kept in honour of them.
was always satirized on the Athenian stage; When the lots were cast, Theseus taking
nor was his fame sufficiently rescued by He- with him, out of the Prytancum, those upon
siod's calling him " Supreme of Kings," or whom they fell, went to the Dclphinian temple
Homer's saying that he "conversed with Jove;" and made an offering to Apollo for them. This
for the writers of tragedy prevailing, repre- offering was a branch of consecrated olive,
sented him as a man of vicious character,* bound about with white wool. Having paid
violent, and implacable; yet, inconsistently his devotions he embarked on the sixth of
enough, they say that Miuoa was a king and a April; at which time they still send the vir-
lawgiver, and that Rhadamanthus was an up- gins to Delphinium to propitiate the god. It
right judge, and guardian of the laws which is reported that the oracle at Delphi command-
Minos had made. ed him to take Venus for his guide, and entreat

When the time of the third tribute came, her to be his companion in the voyage; and
and those parents who had sons not arrived whilst he sacrificed to her a she-goat on the
at fall maturity, were obliged to resign them to sea shore, its sex was immediately changed'
the lot, complaints against JEgcus sprung up hence the goddess had the name of Epitragia
again among the people, who expressed their When he arrived in Crete, according to most
grief and resentment, that he, who was the historians and poets, Ariadne, falling in love
cause of all their misfortunes, bore no part of with him, gave him a clue of thread, and in-
the punishment, and while he was adopting structed him how to pass with it through the
tnd raising to the succession, a stranger of intricacies of the labyrinth. Thus assisted, he
ipnrious birth, took no thought for them who killed the Minotaur, and then set sail, carrying
lost their legitimate children. Those things off Ariadne, together with the young men. Phe-
were matter of great concern to Theseus, who, recydes says, that Theseus broke up the keefs
to express his regard for justice, and take his of the Cretan ships, to prevent their pursuit.
share in the common fortune, voluntarily offer- But, as Demon has it, he killed Taurus, Minos's
ed himself as one of the seven, without lot. commander, who engaged him in the harbour,
The citizens were charmed with this proof of just as he was ready to sail out. Again, ac-
nis magnanimity and public spirit; and ̂ Egeus cording to Philochorus, when Minos celebrated
himself j when he saw that no entreaties or per- the games in honour of his son, it was be-
suasions availed to turn him from it, gave out lieved that Taurus would bear away the prizes
the lots for the rest of the young men. But in them as formerly, and every one grudged
Hellamcus says, that the youths and virgins him that honour; for his excessive power and
which the city furnished were not chosen by haughty behaviour were intolerable; and be-
lot, but that Minos came in person and select- sides, he was accused of too great a familiarity
ed them, and Theseus before the rest, upon with Pasiphae: therefore, when Theseus de-
these conditions: That the Athenians should sired the combat, Minos permitted it. In
furnish a vessel, and the young men embark Crete it was the custom for the women as well
and sail along with him, but carry no arms; as the men to sec the games; and Ariadne, being
and that if they could kill the Minotaur, there present, was struck with the person of The
should be an end of the tribute. There ap- sens, and with his superior vigour and addres*
pearing no hopes of safety for the youths in the in the wrestling-ring. Minos too was greatly
two former tributes, they sent out a ship with a delighted, especially when he saw Taurus van-
black sail, as carrying them to certain ruin. quished and disgraced; and this induced him
But when Theseus encouraged his father by
his confidence of success against the Minotaur * It is not the flower, but the fruit of the IleT, full

of little worms, wliich the Arabians call kermes, from
Le gave another sail, a white one, to the pilot, which a scarlet dye is procured.

t The Athenians, according to Homer, sent fifty
* This is a mistake, into -which Plutarch and seve-ships to Troy; but those were only transport sliipj.

ral other writers have fallen. There were Iwo of the Thucydides assures us, that they did not brgin to
name of Minos. One was the SOD of Jupiter and make any figure at sea till ten or twelve years after
£uropa, and a just and excellent prince; the other, the baUli- ol Marathon, near ityeu hundred jean aftei
b i grandson, and sou of i) caster, waj a tyrant. the siege of Troy.
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to give up the young men to Theseus, and to re- letters as from Theseus that they attended
mit the tribute. Clulcmus beginning higher, and assisted her, when she fell in labour; and,
(fives a prolix account of these matters, accord- as she died in childbed, paid her the funeral
ing to his manner There was, it seema, a de- honours: that Theseus, on his return, greatly
cree throughout all Greece, that no vessel atnicted at the news, left money with the in-
should sail with more than five hands, except habitants, ordering them to pay divine hon-
the Argo, commanded by Jason, who was ap- ours to Ariadne; and that he caused two
pointed to clear the sea of pirates. But when little statues of her to be made, one of silver,
L>u.'dalus escaped by sea to Athens, Minos pur- and the other of brass: that they celebrate
suing him with his men of war, contrary to the her festival on the second of September, when
decree, was driven by a storm to Sicily, and a young man lies down, and imitates the cries
there ended his life. And when Deucalion and gesture of a woman in travail; and that
his successor, pursuing his father's quarrels the Amathusians call the grove in which
with the Athenians, demanded that they should they show her tomb, the Grove of Venus
deliver up Dxdalus, and threatened, if they Ariadne.
did not, to make away with the hostages that Some of the Naiian writers relate, that
Minos had received, Theseus gave him a mild there were two Minos, and twn Anadues; one
answer, alle^injr that Dirdalus, was his rela- of whom was married to Bacchus in Naios,
tion, nearly allied in blood, being son to Me- and had a son named Staphylus; the other, of
rope the daughter of Erectheus. But privately a later age, being carried on" by Theseus, and
he prepared a fleet, part of it among the Thy- afterwards deserted, came to Naios, with her
nurtada.1, at a distance from any public road, nurse Corcyne, whose tomb is still shewn.
and part undfr the direction of Pittheus, at That this Ariadne died there, and hail dif
Tnrzene. When it was ready, he set sail, ferent honours paid her from the former; fot
taking Dojdalus, and the rest of the fugitives the feasts of one were celebrated with mirth
from Crete for his guide. The Cretans re- and revels, while the sacrifices of the. other
ceiving no information of the matter, and, were mixcii with sorrow and mourning.*
when they saw his fleet, taking them for friends Theseus, in his return from Crete, put in at
he easily gained the harbour, and making a Delos;f and having sacrificed to Apollo, and
descent, proceeded immediately to Gnossus. dedicated a statue of Venus, which he received
There he engaged with Deucalion and his from Ariadne, he joined with the young men
guards, before the gates of the labyrinth, and in a dance, which the Delians are said to prac-
slew them. The government, by this means, tise at this day. It consists in an imitation of
falling to Ariadne, he entered into an agree- the mazes and outlets of the labyrinth, and,
ment with her, by which he received the young with various involutions and evolutions, ia
captives, and made a perpetual league between performed in regular time. This kind of dance,
the Athenians and the Cretans, both sides as Dicaarchus informs us, is called by the
ewearing to proceed to hostilities no more. Delians the Crane.f He danced it round the

There are many other reports about these altar Keraton, which was built entirely of the
things, and as many concerning Ariadne, but left-side horns of beasts. He is also said to
none of any certainty. For some say, that have instituted games in Delos, where he be-
being deserted by Theseus, she hanged herself; gan the custom of giving a palm to the victors.
others, that she was carried by the mariners to When they drew near to Attica, both The-
Naxos, and there married Onarus the priest of seus and the pilot were so transported with
Bacchus, Theseus having left her for another joy, that they forgot to hoist the sail which was
mistress: to be the signal to jEgeus of thrir safety, who,

therefore, jn despair, threw himself (cum the
For ̂Egle's charms had pierced the hero's heart. rock, and was dashed to pieces. Theseus

Whereas the Megarensian tells us, that Pisi- disembarked, oiid performed those sacrifices
etratus struck the line out of Hesiod; as on to the gods, which he had vowed at Phalerum,
the contrary, to gratify the Athenians, he added when he set sail, and sent a herald to the city,
this other to Hoiner'a description of the state with an account of his safe return. The messen-
of the dead: ger met with numbers lamenting the fate of the

king, and others rejoicing, as it was natural toThe godlike Theseus and the great Pirithous.
expect, at the return of Theseus, welcoming

Some say Ariadne had two sons by Theseus, him with the greatest kindness, and ready to
CEnopian and Staphylus. With these agrees crown him with flowers for his good newa.
Ion of Chios, who says of his native city, that He received the chaplets, and twined them
it was built by CEnopion the son of Theseus. round his herald's staff. Returning to the sea-

But the most striking passages of the poets, shore, and finding that Theseus had not yet
relative to these things, are in every body's finished his libations, he stopped without, not
mouth. Something more particular is delivered choosing to disturb the sacnlice. When the
by Pa:on the Amathusian. He relates, that libations were over, he announced the death
Theseus, being driven by a storm to Cyprus,
and having with him Ari.idne, who was big
with child, and extremely discomposed with * TheFeasU of Ariadne, the wife of Bacchus, wer«

celebrated with joy. to denote that she was become a
the agitation of the sea, he set her on shore, UTinitv; those of the other Ariadne signify lliat she
und left her alone, while he returned to take fell like a mere morul.
care of the ship; but by a violent wind was t il'tice came the custom of sending annually i
forced out again to sea; that the women of deputation from Alhens to Dclos, to sacnlice to Apollo.J Tins dance, Callimachui tell. Uj, was a particularthe country received Ariadne kindly, consoled imc; ami probal'ly it was i.ill..| u,e ( r;iiit, because
her under her loss, and brought her feigned cranes commonly ny in the figure o' to circle.
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of A^geus. Upon this, they hastened, with him all the virgins upon whom the lot bad
"orrow, and tumultuous lamentations, to the I ill. ii, but selected two young men of his ac
city. Hence, they tell us, it is, that, in the quaintance who had feminine and florid as-
Oschophoria, or Feast of Boughs, to this day pects, but -were not -wanting in spirit and pres-
the herald is not crowned, but his start ; anil ence of mind. These by warm bathing, and
those that are present at the libations cry out, keeping them out of the sun, by providing
Elelu! Jo'ii, jou!* The former is the excla-unguents for their hair and complexions, and
mation of haste and triumph, and the latter of every thing necessary for their dress, by form-
trouble and confusion. Theseus, having buried ing their voice, their manner, and their step,
his father, paid his vows to Apollo on the he BO effectually altered, that they passed
leventh of October; for on that day they ar- among the virgins designed for Crete, and no
rived safe at Athens. The boiling of all sorts one could discern tnc difference.
of pulse at tnat time is said to take its rise At his return he walked in procession with
from their mixing the remains of their provis- the same young men, dressed in the manner of
ions, when they found themselves safe ashore, those who now carry the branches. These are
boiling them in one pot, and feasting upon carried in honour of Bacchus and Ariadne, on
them all together. In that feast they also carry account of the story before related ; or rather
a branch bound about with wool, such as they because they returned at the time of gathering
then made use of in their supplications, which ripe fruits. The Deipnophonc, women who
they call Eiresione, laden with all sorts of carry the provisions, bear a part in the solem-
fruits ; and to signify the ceasing of scarcity nity, and have a share in the sacrifice, to re-
at that time, they sing this strain : present the mothers of those upon whom the

lots fell, who brought their children provisionsTh« golden ear, th' ambrosial hrft,
In fair Eircsione thrive. for the voyage. Fables and tales are the chief
See the juicy figg appear ! discourse, because the women then told their
Olives crown the wealthy year ! children stories to comfort them and keep up
See the cluster-bending vine ! their spirits. These particulars are taken from
See, and drink, and drop supine ! the History of Demon. There was a place

Some pretend that this ceremony is retained consecrated, and a temple erected to Theseus
in memory of the Heraclids,f who were enter- and those families which would have been lia
tained in that manner by the A then ians ; but the ble to the tribute, in case it had continued,
greater part relate it as above delivered. were obliged to pay a tax to the temple for sac-

The vessel in which Theseus sa Jed, and re- rifices. These were committed to the care
turned safe, with those young men, went with of the Phytahdae. Theseus doing them that
thirty oars. It was preserved by the Athenians honour in recompense of their hospitality.
to the times of Demetrius Phalereus ; J being /After the death of JEgeus, he undertook and
BO pieced and new framed with strong plank, effected a prodigious work. He settled all
that it afforded an example to the philosophers, the inhabitants of Attica in Athens, and made
in their disputations concerning the identity of them one people in one city, who before were
things that are changed by growth ; some con- scattered up and down, and could with diffi-
tending that it was the same, and others that culty be assembled on any pressing occasion for
it was not. the public good./ Nay, often such differences

The feist called Oschophoria,§ which the had happened between them, as ended in
Athenians still celebrate, was then first insti- bloodshed. The method he took was to applj
tuted by Theseus. For he did not take with to them, in particular by their tribes and fami

lies. Private persons and the poor easily lis
* Eleleu denotes the joy and precipitation with tened to his summons. To the rich and great

which Theseus marched towards Athens; ami Jou,
jou, his sorrow for the death of his lather. he represented the advantage of a government

fThe descendants of Hercules, being driren out of without a king, where the chief power should
Peloponnesus and all Greece, applied to the Athenians be in the people, while he himself only desired
for their protection, which waagranted: and as they to command in war, and to be the guardian ol
went as supplicants, they went with branches in their the laws ; in all the rest, every one would ba
hands. This subject is treated by Euripides in hisHeraclidx. upon an equal footing. Part of them hearkened

\ That is, n«r 1000 years. For Theseus returned to his persuasions ; and others fearing his pow
from Crete about the year before Christ 1235, and Cal- er, which was already very great, as well as hii
limachus, who was cotcmporary with Demetrius, and enterprising spirit, chose rather to be persua
who tells us the Athenians continued to send this ship
to Delos in his tune, flourished about the year before ded, than to be forced to submit. Dissolving,
Christ 280. therefore, the corporations, the councils, and

^ This ceremony was performed in the following courts in each particular town, he built on*
manner: They made choice of a certain number of common Prytaneum and court-hall, where ii
youths of the most noble families in each tribe, whose stands to this day. The citadel, with its de-
lather? and mothers both were living. They bore vine- pendencies, and the city, or the old and newbranches in their hands, with grapes upon them, and
ran from the temple of Bacchus to that of Minerva Sci- town, he united under the common name of
radia, which was near the Phalcrian gate. He that ar- Athens, and instituted the Panathensa as a
rived there first drank off a cup of wine, mingled with common sacrifice. * He appointed also the
honey, cheese, meal, and oil. They were followed by a
chorus conducted by two young men, dressed iu wo- * The Athenza were celebrated before, in honour of
men's apparel, the chorus singing a song in praise of the goddess Minerva ; but as that was a feast peculiarthose young men. Certain women, with baskets on their
beads, attended them, and were chosen for that office lo the city of Athens, Theseus enlarged it, and m»d«

it common to all the inhabitauti of Aitica; and there-
from among the most wealthy of the citizens. The fore it was called Phnalhc.isa. Th.rc were the great.
whole procession was headed by a herald, bearing a er and the en Panalheuaa. Tin- I,«- w,.r, kept an
Italf encircled with boughs. nuallj aiul tin greater every filth year. In the lattej
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Metcccia, or Feast of Migration," and fixed it ] wo verses to distinguish the boundaries. That
to the sixteenth of July, and so it still contin- m the east side ran thus -.
ues. Giving up the kingly power, as he had
promised, he settled the commonwealth under This is not Peloponnesus, but Ionia:
the auspices of the gods ; for he consulted the and that on the west, was
Oracle at Delphi concerning his new govern-
ment, and received this answer : Tliis is Peloponnesus, not Ionia.

From Royal stems thy honour, Theseus, springs; He likewise instituted gamei in imitation of
By Jove beloved, the sire suprtme of kings. Hercules, being ambitious, that as the Greeks,
See rising towns, !te wide-extended stales.
On thee dependent, ask their future fate'! pursuance of that hero's appointment, cele-
Hence, hence with fear! Thy favour'd bark shall ride brated the Olympic games in honour of Jupi-
Safe o'er the surges of Hie foamy tidc.f ter, so they should celebrate the Isthmian in

honour of Neptune : for the ritea performed
With this agrees the Sibyl's prophecy, which, there before, in memory of Melicertea, were

we are told, she delivered long after, concern-observed in the night, and had more the air of
ing Athens: mysteries, than of a public spectacle and as-

The bladder may be dipp'd, but never drown'd. sembly. But some say the Isthmian games
were dedicated to Sciron, Theseus inclining to

Desiring yet farther to enlarge the city, he expiate his untimely fate, by reason of their
invited all s'rangers to equal privileges in it : being so nearly related ; for Sciron was the son
and the words still in use, "Come hither, all ye of Canethus and Henioche, the daughter of
people," are said to be the beginning of a pro- Pittheus. Others will have it, that Sinnis was
clamation, which Theseus ordered to be made their son, and that to him, and not to Sciron,
when he composed the commonwealth, as it the games were dedicated. He made an
were, of all nations. Yet he left it not in the agreement too with the Corinthians, that they
contusion and disorder likely to ensue from the should give the place of honour to the Athe-
confluence and strange nviture of people ; but jians who came to the Isthmian games, as fai
distinguished them into nooiemen, husband-as the ground could be covered with the sail
men, and mechanics. The nobility were to of the public ship that brought them, when
have the care of religion, to supply the city stretched to its full extent. This particular we
with magistrates, to explain the laws, and to learn from Hellanicua and Andron of Hali-
interpret whatever related to the worship of carnassus.
the gods. As to the rest, he balanced the citi- Philochorus and some others relate, that he
zens against each other as nearly as possible sailed in company with Hercules, into the Eux-
the nobles excelling in dignity, the husband-ine sea, to carry on war with the Amazons,*
men in usefulness, and the artificers in num- and that he received Antiopef as the reward
ber. It appears from Aristotle, that Theseus of his valour : but the greater number, among
was the first who inclined to a democracy, and whom are Pherecydes, Hellanicus, and Hero-
gave up the regal power ; and Homer also dorus, tell us, that Theseus made that voyage,
seems to bear witness to the same in his cata with his own fleet only, some time after Her-
logue of ships, where he gives the name 01 cules, and took that Amazon captive, which is
People to the Athenians only. To his money indeed the more probable aocount ; for we do
he gave the impression of an or, either on ac not read that any other of his fellow warriors
count of the Marathonian bull, or because o made any Amazon prisoner. But Bion says,
Mmos's general Taurus, or because he would he took and carried her off by a stratagem. The
encourage the citizens in agriculture. Hence Amazons, being naturally lovers of men, were
came the expression of a thing being worth ten so far from avoiding Theseus, when he touch-
01 an hundred oxen. Having also made a se-ed upon their coasts, that they sent him pres-
cure acquisition of the country about Megara ents. Theseus invited Antiope, who brought
to the territory of Athens, he set up the famed them into his ship, and as soon as she wag
pillar in the Isthmus, { and inscribed it with aboard, set sail. But the account of one Men

ecrates, who published a history of Nice, in
they carried in pnxession the mysterious pcpfitm or Bithynia, is, that Theseus, having Antiope
reil of Minerva, on which were embroidered the vie aboard his vessel, remained in those parts somelory of the gods over the giants, and the most remark&bU-achievements of their heroes. time ; and that he was attended in that expedi

* In memory of their quitting the boroughs, and tion by three young men of Athens, who were
uniting it in one city. brothers, Euneos, Thoas, and Soloon. The

Ontnls occasion he likewise instituted, or at leasi last of these, unknown to the rest, fell in love
restored, the famous Isthmian games, in honour 01
Neptune. AM these were chiefly designed to draw a with Antiope, and communicated his passion
Concourse of strangers ; and as a (artner encourage- to one of his companions, who applied to
ment for them to come and settle in Athens, he gav< Antiope about the affair. She firmly rejected
them the privileges of natives.

\ In the original it is, "Safe, [ike a. bladdv, &c.' reign of Oxlrua, during which it was demolished by
When Sylla had taken Athens, and exercised all man the Heraclidz, who had made themselves maitersof
ner of cruelties there, some Athenians went to Delphi, the territory of Megara, which thereby passed from
to inquire of the oracle, whether the last hour of their the lonians to the Dorians. Strata lib. ii.
city was come ? anil the priestess according lo Pausa * Nothing can be more fabulous than Ihe wVle his.
Ilias, made ansmr, TX nf TO* atn'/^v I^OYT*, Th*± tory of the Amazons. Strabo observes, that the mo»»
wA^'cA 1/clortfS to Ike klaMer now has an end ; plainly credible of Alexander's historians have not so murh ai
referring tuth' oM \>r<>(ih'-cy here delivered. mentioned them : and indeed, if they were a Scythian

JThis pillar w:ts erected by the common consent 01 nation, how came they all to have Greek names?
the Ionian*and Pcloponnesians, to put an end to the dis- t Justin say?, Hercules gave Hippolyte to Tbeseut
putes about their boundaries; and it continued to the and kept Antiopt for himself.
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hi* pretensions, but treated him with civility, But some say this heroins fell fighting by
and prudently concealed the matter from The- Thcscus's side, being pierced with a dart by
"eus. But Soloon, in despair, leaped into a Molpadia, and that a pillar, by the Temple ot
river and drowned himself: Theseus, then the Olympian earth,* was set up over her grave.
Sensible of the cause, and the young man's pas- Nor is it to be wondered, that in the account
iion, lamented his fate, and, in his sorrow, re- of things so very ancient, history should be thu»
collected an oracle which he had formerly re- uncertain, since they tell us that eome Ama-
ceived at Delphi. The priestess had ordered, zons, wounded by Antiope, were privately sent
that when, in some foreign country, he should to Chalcis to be cured, and that some -jjerB
labour under the greatest affliction, he should buried there, at a place now called Amazomum.
build a city there, and leave some of his fol- But that the war was ended by a league, we maj
lowers to govern it. Hence he called the city assuredly gather from a place called Hor-
"which he built Pythopolis, after the Pythian comosium, near the temple of Theseus, where
God, and the neighbouring river Soloon, in it was sworn to, as well as from an ancient
honour of the young man. He left the two sacrifice, which IB offered to the Amazons the
surviving brothers to govern it, and give it laws; day before the feast of Theseus. The people
and along with them Hermus, who was of one of Megara too shew a place, in the figure of
of the best families in Athens. From him the a lozenge, where some Amazons were buried
inhabitants of Pythopolis call a certain place in ae you go from the market-place to the place
their city Iltrmcs's House, [Hermou oikia], cilffd Khus. Others also arc said to have
and by misplacing an accent, transfei the ho- died by Cha;ronea, and to have been buried by
nour from the hero to the God Mercury. the rivulet, which, it seems, was formerly

Hence the war with the Amazons took its called Thcrmodon, but now Hajmon; of which
rise. And it appears to have been no slight I have given a further account in the life oi
womanish enterprise; for they could not have Demosthenes. It appears likewise, that the
encamped in the town, or joined battle on the Amazons traversed Thcssaly, not without op-
ground about the Pnyx* and the Museum,! or position; for their sepulchres are shewn to this
fallen in so intrepid a manner upon the city of day, between Scotussza and Cynoscephalae.
Athens, unless they had first reduced the coun- This is all that is memorable in the story of
try about it. It is difficult, indeed, to believe the Amazons; for as to what the author of the
(though Hcllanicus hag related it) that they Theseis relates of the Amazons rising to take
crossed tlie Cimmerian Bosphorus upon the ice; vengeance for Antiope, when Theseus quitted
but that they encamped almost in the heart ol her, and married Phaedra, and of their being
the city is confirmed by the names of places, skin by Hercules, it has plainly the air of fable
and by the tombs of those that fell. Indeed he married Pkxdra after the death ol

There was a long pause and delay before Antiope, having had by the Amazon a son
either army would begin the attack. At last, named Hippolytus,t or according to Pindar,
Theseus, by the direction of some oracle, of- Detnophoon. As to the calamities which befeJ
fered a sacrifice to Fear,{ and after that im- Pruedra and Hippolytus, since the historian!
mediately engaged. The battle was fought do not differ from what the writers of tragedy
in the month Boedromion, [September] the clay have said of them, we may look upon them an
on which the Athenians still celebrate the matters of fact.

feast called Boedromia. Clidemus, wlw is wil- Some other marriages of Theseus are spoken
ling to be very particular, writes, that the left of, but have not been represented on the stage,
wing of the Amazons moved towards what i» which had neither an honourable beginning,
now called the Amazoniuin; and that the right
eitended as far as thePnyx, near Chrysa: that *By this is meant the moon, so called (as Plutarch
the Athenians first engaged with the left wing supposes in his Treatise on tin.- Ce^jii..n of Oracles)
of the Amazons, falling upon them from the because like the Genii or Demons, she is neither so
Museum; and that the tombs of those that fell perfect as the £ods5 nor so imperfect as humankind.
in the battle are in the street which leads to put as some ot the philosopher*, vre mta.il the Pytha-

goreans, had astronomy enough afterwards to con-
the gate called Piraica, which is by the monu-clude that the sun is the centre of this system, vre pre-
ment erected in honour of Chalcodon, where sume it might occur to thinking men in the more early
the Athenians were routed by the Amazons, ages, that the moon was an opaque, ajjd, therefore,
and fled as 1'ar as the Temple of the Furies: probably a terrene body-
but that the left wing of the Athenians, which t'l'li'i' us had a son, by the Amazonian queen, named

Hippolytuj, having soou after marriLd Phaedra, the
charged from the Palladium, Ardettus, and sister of Deucalion, the sun and successor of Minos, bj
Lyceum, drove the right wing of the enemy to whom he had two sons; he sent Hippulytus to b*
their camp, and slew many of them: That after brought up by his own mother ̂Ethra, ijU'-en of Trie-
four months a peace was concluded by means "/.ene: but ne corning afterwards to be present at some
oi'Hippolyte; for so this author calls trie Ama- Athenian games, Phaedra fell in love withiiim, and

having solicited him in vain to a compliance, in j» Si
zon that attended with Theseus, not Antiojje. uf r> "eminent, accused him to Thesius of having mad*

an nil.nipt upon her chastity. Tlie f»hl« rays, th»t
Tin -" ii* prayed to Neptune to punish him by «om«

"The Pnyi was a place (Dear the citadel) where ii"l'nl death; and all solemn execrations, ai.-cordiig
tVt« people of Mheivsustd to asstmble, tiiiu where the in Hi. DotioDi of the heathent, certainly taking eflert,
Orators (poke to them about public attain. as Hippolytus was riding along the sea shore, Nep-

fThe museum was. upon a little lull over against the tune sent iwo sea calve), who frigUteuid the horws,citadel, and probably so called frrra a temple of the
Muses there. .11. rturned the chariot, and lure him to pieces. Th«

I""-I- a.Ill, that the lu?lliil IJIJMM li,'H0.J l.crsflf fol
i'L'tu- htathens considered nolouly the passions, bvil grief; but as for Hippo)) lus, Diana btini; taken with

even distempers, sUirias, and tempests, as djrimi'cs, his chastity, and piUing the sad fale it frought upon
and worshipped them, thai they might do then no him, prevailed upon Aiacuhkiuui to restore him w
"arm life, to be a companion ot her dner&ioiu
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nor a happy conclusion. He is also said to and indecency, and not even refraining from
have forcibly carried ofT Anaxo of Tro?zene, the women, the Lapithx rose up in their de-
»nd having slam Sinnis and Ccrcyon, to have fence, killed some of the Centaurs upon tho
committed rapes upon their daughters: to have spot, and soon after beating them in a set bat-
married Pen linn, the mother of Ajax, too, and tle, drove them out of the country with the
Pheroba-a, ami lope the daughter of Iphicles. assistance of Theseus. Herodorus relates the
Besides, they charge him with being enamoured matter differently. He says that, hostilities
of jEgle, tho daughter of Panopeus, (as above being already begun, Theseus came in aid to
related) and, for her, leaving Ariadne, con- the Lapithx, and then had the first sight of
trary to the rules of both justice and honour; Hercules, having made it his business to find
but above all, with ihe rape of Helen, which him out at Trachin, where he reposed himself
involved Attica in war, and ended in liis ban- after all his wanderings and labours^ and that
ishment and death, of which we shall speak this interview passed in marks of great respect,
more at large by and by civility, and mutual compliments. But we are

Though there were many expeditions under- rather to follow those historians who write,
taken liy tin hrroes of those times, Herodorus that they had very frequent interviews; and
thinks that Tin Mus was not concerned in any that by means of Theseus, Hercules wai
if them, except in assisting the Lapithx against initiated into the mysteries of Ceres, having
the Centaurs. Others write, that he attended first obtained lustration, as he desired, on ac-
Jason to Cukhos, and Meleager in killing the count of several involuntary pollutions.
Doar; and that hence came the proverb, "No- Theseus was now fifty years old, according
thing without Theseus." It is allowed, however, to Hellanicus, when he was concerned in the
that Theseus, without any assistance, did liim- rape of Helen,* who had not yet arrived at
eelf perf'irni mmy great exploits; and that the years of maturity. Some writers thinking this
extraordinary instances of his valour gave oc- one of the heaviest charges against him, endea-
casion to the saying, " This mm is another voured to correct it, by saying it was not The-
Hercules." Theseus was likewise assisting to seus that carried off Helen, but Idas and
Adrastus in reco\enng the bodies of those that Lynceus, who committed her to his care, and
fell be-fore Thebes, not by defeating the The- that therefore he refused to give her up, when
bans in battle, as Euripides has it in his tragedy, demanded by Castor and Pollux; or rather that
but by persuading them to a truce; for so most she was delivered to him by Tyndarus himself,
writers agree: and Philochorus is of opinion, to keep her from Enarsphorus, the son of Hip-
that this was the first truce ever known for pocoon, who endeavoured to possess himselt
burying the dead. But Hercules was, in- by violence of Helen, who was yet but a child.
deed, the first who gave up their dead to the But what authors generally agree in as most
enemy, as we have shewn in his life. The probable is as follows: The two friends went
burying place of the common soldiers is to be together to Sparta, and having seen the girl
leen at Elcutherx, and of the officers at dancing in the temple of Diana Orthia, carried
Eleusis; in which particular Theseus gratified her off, and fled. The-pursuers that were eent
Adrastus. JF.schyius, in whose tragedy of the after them following no farther than Tegea,
Eleusinians, Theseus is introduced relating the they thought themselves secure, and having tra-
matter as above, contradicts what Euripides versed Peloponnesus, they entered into an
has delivered in his Suppliants. agreement, that he who should gain Helen

The friendship between Theseus and Piritho- by lot should have her to wife, but be obliged
us is said to have commenced on this occasion: to assist in procuring a wife for the other. In
Theseus being much celebrated for his strength consequence of these terms, the lots being
and valour, Pirithous was desirous to prove it, cast, she fell to Theseus, who received the
and therefore drove away his oxen from Mar- virgin, and conveyed her, as she w as not yet
athon. When he heard that Theseus pursued marriageable, to Aphidnoe. Here he placed
him in arms, he did not fly, but turned back to his mother with her, and committed them to
meet him. But, as soon as they beheld one the care of his friend Aphidnus, charging him
another, each was so struck w ith admiration of to keep them in the utmost secrecy and safety;
the other's person and courage, that they lajd whilst, to pay his debt of service to Pinthous,
aside all thoughts of fighting; and Pinthous he himself travelled with him into Epirus, with
first giving Theseus his hand, bade him be judge a view to the daughter of Aidoneus, king of
in this cause himself, and he would willingly the Molossians. This prince named his wife
abide by his sentence. Theseus, in his turn, Proserpine,! his daughter Core, and his dog
left the cause to him, and desired him to be Cerberus: with this dog he commanded all
his friend and fellow warrior. They then con- his daughters'suitors to fight, promising her to
firmed their friendship with an oath. Pirithous him that should overcome him. But under-
afterwards marrying Deidamia,* entreated standing that Pirithous came not with an iuten
Theseus to visit his country, and to become ac-
quainted with the Lapithx.f He had also "This princess was the reputed daughter of Jupi-
ir.vited the Centaurs to the entertainment. ter, by Leda, the wife of Tyndarus, king of (Kunln,
These, in their cups behaving with insolence iu Peloponnesus; and though then but uine years old,

was reckoned the greatest beauty in the world.
* All olher writers call her Hippodamia, except f Proserpine and Core was the same person, d*ugh

Proprrtius, who calls her I*c)K>macna. She was the ter to Aidcneus, whose wile wai named Ceres, rill
dhu^tiUr uf Ailr:iJ<lU3. larch himsdf ttlls us so in his morals, where he adds

(Homer calls the Lapithx heroes. The Centaurs that by Projcrpine -'sirieanl the Moon, whom Pluto,0'
ire leirijrd '<> !i;ne b?tn half man half horse, either the God of Darkness sometimes carries off. Indeed,
fr. in their brutulity, or because (if not !he it^-nn r* Core signifies nothing :nore, than young wrtmin or
of horji inaiiship, jet) Uity generally appeared oil rfuu£/i£cr; and they urghi saj a daughter of Epirua, ai
k*ncbaok. we say a Juu^/UtT o/ fr J acct, jr of Spain.
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tion to court his daughter, but to carry he " off desired nothing but to be admitted to the mys-
by force, he seized both him and his friend, teries, to which they had no less claim than
destroyed Pinthous immediately by means of Hercules,* since they were equally allied to
hlB dog, and shut up Theseus in close prison. the city. This request was easily granted them,

Meantime Menestheus, the son of Peteus, and they were adopted by Aphidniis, as Her-
grandson of Orneus, and great grandson of cules was by Pylius. They hid ilso divine
Erectheus, it said to be the first of mankind honours paid them, with the title of Anakes,
that undertook to be a demagogue, and by his which was t_'iu:n tin-in, either on account of the
eloquence to ingratiate himself with the people. truce [onocAc] which they made, or because
He endeavoured also to exasperate and inspire of their great care that no one slioul»l be in-
the nobility with sedition, who had but ill borne jured, though there were so many troops in the
with Theseus for some time; reflecting that he city; for the phrase anakos ccliein signifies to
had deprived every person of family of his gov- keep or take care of any thing; and for thi«
ernment and command, and shut them up to- reason, perhaps, kings are called Anaktes.
gether in one city, where he used them as his Some again say, they were called Anakes, be-
subjects and slaves. Among the common peo-cause of the appearance of their stars; I'or the
ple he sowed disturbance by telling them, that Athenians use the words oiicfcos and antka-
though they pleased themselves with the dream then, instead of ano and auothtn, that it,
of liberty, in fact they were robbed of their above or on high.
country and religion ; and instead of many We are told that JEthra, the mother of The-
good and native kings, were lorded over by seus, who was now a prisoner, was carried to
one man, who was a new comer and a stran- Laccdxmon, and from thence with, Helen, to
ger. Whilst he was thus busily employed, the Troy; and that Homer confirms it when, speak
war declared by the Tyndaridie greatly helped ing of those that waited upon Helen, he men
forward the sedition. Some say plainly, they tions
were invited by Menestheus to invade the -The beauteous Clymcne,
country. At first they proceeded not >n a hos- And JEthraborn of Fittheus,
tile manner, only demanding their sister: but Others reject this verse as none of Homer's,
the Athenians answering, that they' neither as they do also the story of Munychus, who is
had her among them, nor knew where she was said to have been the fruit of a secret com-
left, they began their warlike operations. Aca- merce between IJemophoon and Laodice, and
demus, however, finding it out by some means brought up by JKthra at Troy. But Ister, in
or other, told them she was concealed at the thirteenth book of his History of Attica,
Aphidnae. Hence, not only the Tyndarida? gives an account of jEthra different from all
treated him honourably in his life time, but the the rest. He was informed, it seems, that after
Lacedaemonians, who, in after times, often the battle in which Alexander or Paris was
made inroads into Attica, and laid waste all the routed by Achilles and Patroclus, in Thessaly,
country besides, spared the Academy for his near the river Sperchius, Hector took and
sake. But Dicaiarchus says, that Echedemus plundered the city of Trceiene, and carried off
and Marathus, two Arcadians, being allies to /Ethra, who had been left there. But tins in
the Tyndarida: in that war, the place which highly improbable.
now goes by the name of the Academy, was first It happened that Hercules, in passing through
called Echcdemia, from one of them-, and that the country of the Molossians, was entertained
from the other the district of Marathon had by Aidoneus the king, who accidentally made
its name, because he freely offered himself, in mention of the bold attempts of Theseus and
pursuance of some oracle to be sacrificed at Pirithous, and of the manner in which he had
the head of the army. To Aphidna? then they punished them when discovered. Hercules
came, where they beat the enemy in a set bat- was much disturbed to hear of the inglorious
tle, and then took the city, and razed it to the death of the one, and the danger of the other.
ground. There, they tell us, Alycus, the son As to Puitlious, he thought it in vain to expos-
of Sciron, was slain, fighting for Castor and tulate about him; but he begged to have The-
Pollux; and that a certain place, within the seus released, and Aidoneus granted it. The-
territories of Megara, is called Alycus, from seus, thus set at liberty, returned to Athens,
his being buried there: and Hereas writes, that where his party was not yet entirely suppress-
Alycus received his death from Theseus's own ed: and whatever temples and groves the city
hand. These verses also are alleged as a proof had assigned him, he consecrated them all, but
in point: four, to Hercules, and called them, (as Philo-

For bright-hair'd Helen he was alain chorus relates) instead of Thesea, Heraclea.
By Thoeus, on Aphidna'a plain. But desiring to preside in the commons ealth,

and direct it as before, he found himself encom-
But it is not probable that Aphidnse would have passed with faction and sedition; for those that
been taken and his mother made prisoner, had were his enemies before his departure, had now
Theseus been present. added to their hatred a contempt of his author-

Aphidnz, however, was taken, and Athens ity; and he beheld the people so generally
in danger. Menestheus took this opportunity corrupted, that they wanted to be flattered into
to persuade the people to admit the Tyndaridae
into the city, and to treat them hospitably, since their duty, instead of sik-ntly executing nil
they only levied war against Theseus, who be- * For Castor and Pollui, like him, were sons of Ju
gan with violence first, but that they were filer, from whom vhe Ailirnuns loo prctt-niled lo de-
benefactors and deliverers to the rest of the rive their origin. It was niccsiary, huwever, that Ihej
Athenians. Their behaviour also confirmed ?h.'iild be naturalited before llir-j Rtrt admitted lo Die

myslmrs, and accordingly tlicy were naturalized b
»hat was said; for, though conquerors, they aiiupUuB.
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commands. When he attempted to reduce to be kept with the greatest care, Bot it w»*
tlicm by force, he was overpowered by the difficult to take them up, or even to find out
prevalence of faction; and, in the end, linding the grave, on account of the savage and inhos-
his affairs desperato, he privately sent his chil- pitable disposition of the barbarians who dwelt
dren into Euboea, to Klephenor, the son of in Scyros. Nevertheless, Cimon having taken
Ch,ilcodon;and himself, having uttered solemn the island (a* is related in his Life,) and being
execrations against the Athenians at Gargettus, very desirous to find out the piace vhere The-
where there is still a place thence called Ara- seus was buried, by chance saw an eagle, on a
terion, sailed to Scyros.* He imagined that certain eminence, breaking the ground (as they
there he should find hospitable treatment, as he tell us) and scratching it up with her talons.
had a paternal estate in that island. Lyco- This he considered as a divine direction, and,
medes was then king of the Scyrians. To him, digging there, found the coffin of a man of ex-
therefore, he applied, and desired to be put in traordinary size, with a lance of brass and a
possession of his lands, as intending to settle sword lying by it. When these remains were
there. Some say, he asked assistance of him brought to Athens in Cimon's galley, the
against the Athenians. But Lycomedes, either Athenians received them with splendid pro-
jealous of the glory of Theseus, or willing to cessions and sacrifices, and were as much trans-
oblige Menestht'us, having led him to the high- ported as if Theseus himself had returned to
est cliffs of the country, on pretence of showing the city. He lies interred in the middle of the
him from thence his lands, threw him down town, near the Gymnasium: and his oratory is
headlong from the rocks, and killed him. Oth- a place of refuge for servants and all persona
ers siy he fell off himself, missing his step, of mean condition, who rly from men in power,
w lion he took a walk according to his custom, as Theseus, while he lived, was a humane and
after supper. At that time his death was disre- benevolent patron, who graciously received the
garded, and Menestheus quietly possessed the petitions of the poor. The chief sacrifice ii
kingdom of Athens, while the sous of Theseus offered to him on the eighth of October, the
attended Klephenor, as private persons to the day on which he returned with the young men
Trojan wvir. But Menestheus dying in the from Crete. They sacrifice to him Likewise on
same expedition, they returned and recovered each eighth day of the other months, either
the kingdom. In succeeding ages the Athenians because he first arrived from Troezcue on the
honoured Theseus as a demi-god, induced to it eighth of July, as Diodorus the geographer re-
as well by other reasons, as because, when lates; or else thinking this number, above all
thev were righting the Medes at Marathon, a others, to be most proper to him, because he
considerable part of the army thought they saw was said to be the son of Neptune; the solemn
the apparition of Theseus completely armed and feasts of Neptune being observed on the eighth
bearing down before them upon the barbarians. day of every month. For 'the number eight, as

After the Median war, when Pbidon was the first cube of an even number, and the double
archon,t the Athenians consulting the Oracle of the first square, properly represents the firm-
of Apollo were ordered by the priestess to take ness and immoveable power of this god, who
up the bones of Theseuo, and lay them in an thence has the names of Asphahus and Gaieo
honourable place at Athens, where they were chua

ROMULUS.

FROM whom, and for what cause, the city of not agreed.* Some say the Pelasgi, after they
Rome t/btained that name, whose glory has had overrun great part of the globe, and con-
diffused itself over the world, historians are quered many nations, settled there, and gave

their city the name of Rome,f on account of
* The ungrateful Athenian were in process of time their strength in war. Others tell us, that when

made so sensible of the effects of his curse, Ihat to ap-
pease his ghost, they appointed solemn sacrifices and son elected for ten years only; but always in the same
dirme honours to be paid to him. family, till the death of JSryiias, or, according to

t Codru;, the seventeenth king of Athens, cotempo- others, of Tlesi», the seventh and last decennial archon.
rary with Saul, devoted himself to death for the sake of For the family of Codrus or of the MedonUdx, ending
his country, in the year before Christ 1068; having in him, the Athenians created annual archous,and, in-
learned that the Oracle had promised its enemies, the stead of one, they appointed nine every year. See t
Dorians and the Hernclids, victory, if they did not kill farther account of the archons in the Rotes on the Lib
tliekingof the Athenian?. His subjects,on (Im account. of Solon.
conceived such veneration for him, that they esteemed * Such is the uncertainty of the origin of imperial
none worthy to bear the royal title after him, and there- Rome, and indeed of most cities and nations, that are
fore committed the management of the state to elective of any considerable antiquity. That of Rome might
magistrates, to whnm they gave the title of archons, be the more uncertain, because its first inhabitants. Do-
and chose Mfdon, the eldest son of Godrus, to this new ing a collection of mean persons, fugitives, and out-
dignity. Thus ended the legal succession and title of laws, from other nations, could not be supposed to
king of Athens, after it had continued without any leave histories behind them. LiTy, however, and molt
interruption 487 years, from Cecrops to Codrus. The of Ihe Latin historians, agree that Rome was buill kj
archon actid with sovereign authority, but was ac- Romulus, and both the city and people named aflei
countable to the pcnplc whenever it was riijiJiriiJ. him; while the vanity of the Greek writers wants to
There were tlnrtrrn perpetual archons in the space ascribe almost every thing, and Route among the re«U
»f325jenn>. Afti-r the death of Alcinxon, «li» ":is to a Grecian original.
tkt laii of tlicm, this charge was coniisuei1 to the per- t P.ju>!, fioino, signifies ttrcn^th.
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Troy was taken, some of the Trojans having some virgin should accept of the embrace* o(
"Kapcd and gained their ships, put lo sou, and the phantom, the fruit whereof would be a son,
being driven by the winds upon the coasts of eminent for valour, good fortune, and strength
Tuscany, ramc to an anchor in the river Ti- of body. Hereupon Tarchetius acquainted one
ber : that here their wives being much fatigued, of his daughters with the prediction, and or-
and no longer able to bear the hardships of the dered her to entertain the apparition ; but she
"ea, one oi' them, superior to the rest in birth declining it, sent her maid. When Tarchctiut
and prudence, named Koma, proposed that came to know it, he was highly offended, and
they should burn the fleet: that this being ef- confined them both, intending to put them to
fected, the men at first were much exasper- death. But Vesta appeared to him in a dream,
tted, but afterwards, through necessity, fixed and forbad him to kill them ; but ordered that
their seat on the Palatine hill, and in a short the young women should weave a certain web
time things succeeded beyond their expecta-in liieir fetters, and when that was done, be
tion : for the country was good,* and the peo-given in marriage. They weaved, therefore, in
ple hospitable " that therefore, besides other the day time ; but others, by Tarchetius's or-
honours paid to Roma, they called their city, drr, unravelled it in the night. The woman
as she was the cause of its being built, after having twins by this commerce, Tarchetius
her name. Hence too, We are informed, the delivered them to one Teratius, with orders to
custom arose for the women lo salute their re- destroy them. But, instead of that, he exposed
lations and husbands with a kiss, because those them by a river side, where a she-wolf came
women, when they had burned the ships, used and gave them sutk, and various sorts of birds
such kind of endearments to appease the re- brought food and fed the infants, till at last a
sentment of their husbands. herdsman, who beheld these wonderful things,

Among the various accounts of historians, it ventured to approach and take up the children.
is said thai Kooia was the daughter of Halus Thus secured from danger, they grew up, and
and Ijeucaria. ; or else the daughter of Tele- thtn attacked Tarchetius, and overcame him.
phus the son of Hercules, and married to This is the account Promathion gives in Ins
yEnras ; or that she was the daughter of As- history of Italy.
canius,t the son of ./Eneas ; and gave name to But the principal parts of that account, which
the city ; or that Romanus, the eon of Ulysses deserve the most credit, and have the mopl
and Circe, built it ; or Romus, the son of vouchers, were first published among the
Jt'niatlnon, whom Diomedes sent from Troy ; Greeks by Diodes the Peparethian, whom
or else Romus, king of the Latins, after he Fabius Pictor commonly follows ; anrl though
had expelled the Tuscans, who passed origin- there are different relations of the matter, yet
ally from Thessaly into Lydia, and from Lydia to dispatch it in a few words, the story IB tins'
into Italy. Even they, who with the greatest I The kings of Alba* descending lineally from
probability, declare that the city had its name j JEneas, the succession fell to two brother*,
from Romulus, do not agree about his extrac-j Nurmtor and Amulius. The latter divided the
tion : for some say he was son of ^'tin/as whole inheritance into two parts, setting the
and Ocxithca, the daughter of Phorbus, and treasures brought from Troy against the king
was brought an infant into Italy wilh his bro-j dom;and Numitor made choice of the kingdom.
ther Remus, that all the other vessels were Amulmsthen having the treasures, and conse-
lost by the violence of ihe flood, except that in quently being more powerful than Numitoi,
which the children were, which driving gently easily possessed himself of the kingdom too ;
ashore where the bank was level, they were and fearing the daughter of Numitor might have
tared beyond expectation, and the place from children, he appointed her priestess of Vesta,
them was called Rome. Some will have it, in v-Inch capacity she was always lo live un-
that Roma, daughter of that Trojan woman rnarni'tl, and a virgin. Some say her name
who was niarricd to Latinus, Ihe son of Tele- was Ilia, some Rhea, and other* Sylvia. But
machus, was mother to Romulus. Others say she was soon discovered to be with child,con-
that .iKrrrilia the daughter of ^neas and Lavi- trary to the law of the vestals. Antlio, the
nia, had him by JVIurs : and others again give king's daughter, by much entreaty, prevailed
an account of his birth, which is entirely fabu- with her father that she should not be capitally
lous. There appeared, it seems, to Tarchetius, punished. She wa« confined, however, and
king of the Albans, who was the most wicked excluded from society, lest she should be de-
and most cruel of men, a supernatural vision in livered without Amulius's knowledge. When
his own bouse, the figure of Priapus rising out her time was completed, she was delivered ot
of the chimney-hearth, and staying there many two sons of uncommon size and beauty; w»erc-
days. The goddess Tethys had an oracle in "jpon Amulius, still more alarmed, ordered on«
Tuscany,! vv Inch being consulted, gave this an- of his servants to destroy them. Some say th«
iwer to Tarchetius, That it was necessary name of this servant was Faustulus : olher»

that that was the name of a person that took
"Whatever desirable things Nature- has nattered

frugally io other countries were formerly found in Ita- of Evandcr, which laat name she had, because she d«
ly, a> in their original seminary. But there ha.1 been livered her ormeles, in curmtite, in verses.
lo little encouragement given to the cultivation of the " From ./Eueasdown to IVumitorfuid Amuliui, there
"oil in the Imie <>i the pontiffs, that it is now compira- were thirteen kings of the same race, but we scare*
tirely barren. know any thing ol them, except their names, and Ihe

| 'Ol 1* Atf-xxvm, Th AIUIIH [rwj. fltTIp* SC.J f.ly tv < years of their respective reigns. Amulius, the last ol
tlitm, who surpassed his brother in courage .»n<) un-

The former English iran«latinu, and the French, in dentanding, drove him from the throne, and, to se-
ihitplace are erroneous. cure jt for himself, murdered JF.gtstiis, .VuuuU.r's
(There wa* no oracle of Tethys, but of Themis there .nil; son, and cuinecmled liis daughter KViea Sywit,

WM. Themii wai the same with Carmcula, the mother if the worship of Vena.
C
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them up. Pursuant to his orders, he put the people. It is said, that at the time when me
Children into a smiill trough or cradle, .unl went w,i* in liij_'h reputation, and considered as the
down towards the river, with a design to cast favourite of a god, she suddenly disappeared
them in ; but seeing it very rough, and running about the place where the former Larentia wai
with a strong current, he was afraid to ap- laid. It is now called Velabrum, because the
proa< li it. He therefore laid them down near river often overflowing, they passed it at this
the bank, and departed. The flood menu n^ place, in ler.-y-boats, to go to the Forum. Thi»
continually, let the trongh afloat, and cameo kind of passage they cMvelatura. Others de>
it gently down to a pleasant place now called rue tlie name from velum, a sail, because they
Cernianmn, but formerly (;is it should seem) who have the exhibiting of the public shows,
Geriuanuiii, denoting that the brothers arrived lieginiiiiii! at Velabrum, overshade all the way
there. that leads from the Forum to the Hippodrome

Near this place was a wild fig-tree, which v, ith canvass, for a sail in Latin is vilnut. On
they called Kuimnalis, either on account of tin <r accounts is the second Larentia so much
Kun.inus, as is generally supposed, or because honored among the Romans.
tli' i ,111 h.- there ruminated, or chewed the cud, In the mean time, Faustulus, Amulius's
during t/ie noontide, in the sliade ; or rather lien/Milan, brought up the children entirely un-

i iif the suckling of the children there ; discovered ; or rather, as others with greater
fur the ancient Latins called the breast ruma, probability assert, Numitor knew it from the
ami the goddess who presides over the nursery first,* and privately supplied the necessaries
Runulia,* whose rites they celebrate without for their maintenance. It is also said that they
wine, .in.I only with libations of milk. The in- were sent to Gabii, and there instructed in let-
fants, js (lie store goes, lying there, Here suckled ters, and other branches of education suitable
by a she-wolf, and led and taken care of by a to i heir birth ; and history informs us that they
woodpecker. These animals are tacred to had the names «f Romulus and Remus, from
Mars ; arid the woodpecker is held in great the teat of the wild animal which they were
honour and veneration by the Latr'is Such seen to suck. The beauty and dignity of their
wonderful events contributed not a ln.tie to gam persons, even in their childhood, promised a
credit to the mother's report, that tlie had the generous disposition ; and as they grew up,
children by Mars ; though in t'uis they tell us they both discovered great courage and brave-
she was herself deceived, having suffered vio- ry, with an inclination to hazardous attempts,
lence from Amulius, who came to her, and lay and a spirit which nothing could subdue. But
with her in armour. Some say, the ambiguity Romulus seemed more to cultivate the powers
of the nurse's name gave occasion to the fable; of reason, and to excel in political knowledge;
for i he Latins call not only she wolves but whilst, by his deportment among his neighbours
prostitutes lupae ; and such was Acca Laren- in the employment of pasturage, and hunting,
tia, the wife of Faustulus, the foster-father of he convinced them that he was born lo com-
the children. To her also the Romans offer mand rather than to obey. To their equals
sacrifice, and the priest of Mars honours her and inferiors they behaved very courteously;
willi libations in llie month of April when they hut they despised the king's bailiffs and chief
celebrate her feast Larentiaha. herdsmen, as not superior to themselves in

They worship also another Larentia on the courage, though they were in authority, disre-
following account. The keeper of the temple garding at once their threats and their anger.
of Hercules, having, it seems, little else to do, They applied themselves to generous exercises
proposed to play a game at dice with the god, and pursuits, looking upon idleness and inac-
on condition that, if be won he should have tivity as illiberal things, but on hunting, run-
something valuable of tliat deity ; but if he lost, ning, banishing or apprehending robbers, and
he -h.iuld provide a noble entertainment lor delivering such as were oppressed by violence,
him, and a beautiful woman to lie with him. as the employments of honour aod virtue. By
Then throwing the dice, first for the god, and these things they gained great renown.
next for himself, it appeared that he had lost. A dispute arising between the herdsmen of
\Villmg, however, to stand to his bargain, and Numitor and Amulius, and the former having
to perform the conditions agreed upon, he pre- driven away some cattle belonging lo the latter
pared a supper, and engaging for the purpose Romulus and Remus liell upon them, put them
one Larcntia, who was very hajidsome, but as to Hight, and recovered the greatest part of tin
yd little known, he treated her in the temple, booty. At this conduct Numitor was highly
"where he had provided a bed; and after supper, offended ; but they little regarded his resent-
left her for the enjoyment of the god. It is ment. The first steps they took on this occa-
said, that the deity had some conversation with sion were to collect, and receive into their CODI-
her, and ordered her to go early in the morning pany, persons of desperate fortunes, aud a great
to the market place, salute the first man she number of slaves ; a measure which gare
should meet, and make him her friend. The alarming proofs of their bo'd and seditious in-
first that met her was one far advanced in clinations. It happened, that when Romulus
years, and in opulent circumstances, Tarrutias was employed in sacrificing (for to that and di-
by name, who had no children, and never had vination he was much inclined,) Nunntor's
lira married. This man took L-irentia to his herdsmen met with Ren) us, as he was walking
bed, and loved her BO well, that athis death he
left her heir to his whole estate, which was "Numitor might build upon thi> the liopei of hii
Tery considerable ; and" she afterwards be- . M.,l'li.|nm nl ; but liis kniiH ing Uie place where Oie
queathed the greatest fart of it bv will to the children were brought up, and supplying ihtm wilhnere...«aries, is quite mconsisluil will, the manner o

" The Romans called that goddess, not Rumilia, but thtir duoner} when growu up, which is ib» matt
agreeable part of the >tury.
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Witnasmi" retinue, and tell upon him. After | and fear carried it to Numitor. His disorder
tome blows exchanged, anil wuunds given anil raised some suspicion in the king's guards at
received, Nuimtor's people pn-v.nlrd and look tin- gate, and that disorder increasing while
Remus prisoner. He was earned before Nu- thpy looked earnestly upon him, and perplexed
mitor, and had several things laid to his charge, him with their questions, he was discovered to
but Nuinitor did not choose to punish him have a. trough under his cloak. There happen-
himself, for fear of his brother's resentment. ed to be among them one of those who had it
To him, therefore, he applied for justice, which in charge to throw the children into the river,
he had all the reason in the world to expect ", and who was concerned in the exposing of them.
since, though brother to the reigning prince, he This man, seeing the trough, and knowing it
hid been injured by his servants, wlio presumed by its make and inscription, rightly guessed the
upon his authority. The people of Alba, more-business ; and thinking it an affair not to be
over, expressing their uneasiness, and thinning neglected, immediately acquainted the king
that Numitor sutl'ercd great indignities, Amuli- with it, and put him upon inquiring into it.
ns moved with their complaints, delivered Re- In these great und pressing difficulties, Faus-
mus to him to be treated as he should think tulus did not preserve entirely his presence of
proper. When the youth was conducted to his rnind, nor yet fully discover the matter. He
Bouse, Numitor was greatly struck with his ap- acknowledged that the children were saved,
pearance, as he was verj remarkable for size indeed, but said that they kept cattle at a great
and strength; he observed, too, his presence of distance from Alba ; and that he was carrying
mind, and the steadiness of his looks, which the trough to Ilia, who had often desired to
had nothing servile in them, nor were altered see it, that she might entertain the better hopes
with the sense of his present danger: and he that her children were alive. Whatever per-
was informed that his actions and whole be- sons perplexed and actuated with fear or anger
haviour were suitable to what he saw. But used to suffer, Amulius then suffered; for in Ilia
above all, some divine influence, as it seems, hurry, he sent an honest man, a friend of Nu-
directing the beginnings of the great events mitoc's, to inquire of him v\ hether he had any
that were to follow, Numitor, by his sagacity, account that the children were alive. When
or by a fortunate conjecture, suspecting the the man was come, and saw Remus almost in
truth, questioned him concerning the circum- the embraces of Numitor, he endeavoured to
stances of his birth; speaking mildly at the same confirm him in the persuasion that the youth
time, and regarding him with a gracious eye. was really his grandson ; lugging him at the
He boldly answered, " I will hide nothing from same time, immediately to take the best meas-
you; for you behave in a more princely man- ures that could be thought of, and offering his
ner than Arriulius, since you hear and examine best assistance to support their party. The
before you punish: but he has delivered us up occasion admitted of no delay, if they had been
without inquiring into the matter. I have a inclined to it ; for Romulus was now at hand,
twin-brother, and heretofore we believed our- and a good number of the citizens were now
selves the sons of Faustulus and Larentia, gathered about him, either out of hatred or fear
servints to the king. But since we were ac- of Amulius. He brought also a considerable
cused before you, and so pursued by slander as force with him, divided into companies of a
to be in danger of our lives, we hear nobler hundred men each, headed by an officer who
things concerning our birth. Whether they bore a handful of grass and shrubs upon a pole.
are true, the present crisis will shew.» Our These the Latins call J\Ianipuli; and hence it
birth is said to have been secret; our support is, that, to this day, soldiers of the same com-
in our infancy miraculous. We were exposed pany are called Mampulares. Remus, then,
to birds and wild beasts, and by them nourish- having gained those within, and Romulus as-
ed; suckled by a she-wolf, and fed by the at- saulting the palace without, the tyrant knew
tentions of a woodpecker as we lay in a trough not what to do, or whom he should consult, but
by the great river. The trough is (.till pre- amidst his doubts and perplex jy, was taken and
served, bound about with brass bands, and in- slain These particulars, though mostly related
scribed with letters partly faded; which may by Fabius, and Dioclcs the Peparethian, who
prove, perhaps, hereafter very useful tokens to seems to have been the first that wrote abiut
our parents, when we are destroyed." Numi- the founding of Rome, are yet suspected by
tor hearing this, and comparing the time with some as fabulous and groundless. Perhaps,
the young man's looks, was confirmed in the however, we should not be so incredulous, w hen
pleasing hope he had conceived, and he con- we see what extraordinary events Fortune pro-
sidered how he might consult his daughter duces: nor, when we consider what height of
about this affair; for she was still kept in close greatness Rome attained to, can we think it
custody. could ever have been effected without some

Meanwhile Faustulus, having heard that supernatural assistance at first, and an origin
Hemus was taken and delivered up to punish- more than human.
ment, desired Romulus to assist his brother, Amuhus being dead, and the troubles com-
informing him then clearly of the particulars posed, the two brothers were not willing to live
of his birth; for before he had only given dark in Alba, without governing there ; nor yet to
hints about it, and signified just so much as take the government upon them during their
might take off the attention of his wards from grandfather's life. Having, therefore, invested
every thing that was mean He himself took him with it, and paid due honours to tlieir
the trough, and in all the tumult of concern mother, they determined to dwell in a city of

* For if they wcrr Irue, the god who miraculous!; their own, and, for that purpose, to build one
protected (hem in their infancy, would deliver R turns in the place where they had their first nourish-
from hii present danger ment. This seems, at least, to be the nju<4
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plausible reason of their quitting Alba -, and and kill their own kind ; and, as
perhaps, too, it was necessary, as a great las it,
number of slaves and fugitives was collected What bird it VK«M, that fellow birdt Art ,mi
about them, either to see their affairs entirely
ruined, if these should disperse, or with them Besides, othc" birds arc frequentN »e*i>; and
to seek another Inbilation; I'or that the people may be found at any time ; but a vulture is an
of Alba refused to permit the fugitives to mix uncommon signt, and we have selrtoui .net with
with them, or to receive them as citizens, suf- any of their young; so that the rarity of them
ficiently appears from the rape of the women, lias occasioned an absurd opinion in some,
which was not undertaken out of a licentious that they come to us from other countries; and!
humour, but deliberately, and through necessi-soothsayers judge every unusual appearance
ty, frum the want of wives; since, after they to be preternatural, and the effect of a divine
seized them, they treated them very honoara- power.

bly. When Remus knew that he was imposed
As soon as the foundation of the city was upon, he was highly incensed, and as Romulus

laid, they opened a place of refuge for fugitives, was opening a ditch round the place where the
which they called the Temple of the Asylzan walls were to be built, he ridiculed some parts
God.* Here they received all that came, and of the work, and obstructed others. At last,
would neither deliver up the slave to his mas- as he presumed to leap over it, some say he
ter, the debtor to his creditor, nor the mur- fell by the hand of Romulus ;* others by lhat
derer to the magistrate ", declaring that they of Celer, one of his companions. Faustulus
were directed by the oracle of Apollo to pre- also fell in the scuttle;and Plistinus, who, be-
serve the asylum from all violation. Thus the ing brother to Faustulus, is said to have assist-
city was soon peopled ;f for it is said, that the ed in bringing Romulus up. Celer fled ir.to
houses at lirst did not exceed a thousand. But Tuscany; and from him such as are swift of
of that hereafter. fool, or expeditious in business, are by the

While they were intent upon building, a dis- Romans called celeres. Thus, when Qumtus
pute soon arose about the place. Komulus Metellus, within a few days after his father's
having buill a square, which he called Rome, death, provided a show of gladiators, the people
would have the city there; but Remus marked admiring his quick dispatch, gave him the name
out a more secure situation on Mount Aven- of Celer.
tine, which, from him, was called Remonium,f Romulus buried his brother Remus, together
but now has the name of Rignariuvn. The dis- with his fosurfathers, in Remonia, and then
pute was referred to the decision of augury; built his city, having sent for persons from
and for tins purpose they sat down in the open Hetruria,t who, (as is usual in sacred mys
air, when Remus, as they tell us, saw six vul- teries) according to stated ceremonies and
tures, and Romulus twice as many. Some written rules, were to order and direct how
say, Rcmus's account of the number he had every thing was to be done. First, a circular
seen was true, and that of Romulus not so ; ditch was dug about what is now called the
but when Rernus came up to him, he did real- Comitium, or Hall of Justice, and the first fruiuj
ly see twelve. Hence the Romans, in their of every thing that is reckoned either good by
divination Uy the (light of birds, chiefly regard use, or necessary by nature, were cast into it;
the vulture : though Herodorus of Pontus re- and then each bringing a small quantity of the
lates, that Hercules used to rejoice when a earth of the country from whence he came,threw
vulture appeared to him when he was going it in promiscuously.{ This ditch bad the name
upon any great action. This was, probably,
because it is a creature the least mischievous

of any, pernicious neither to corn, plants, nor * The two brothers fir' differed about the place
where their new city was to be built, and referring;

cattle. It only feeds upon dead carcases; bul tlie matter to their grandfather, he advised them to
neither Kills nor preys upon any thing that has have it decided by augury. In tins augury Romulul
life. As for birds, it does not touch them imposed upon Remus; and when '.he former prevaikd
even when dead, because they are of its own that the city should be built upon Mount Palatine, the

nature ; while eagles, owls, and hawks tear builders, being divided into two companies, were no
better than two factions. At last, Remus, in contempt,
leaped over the work, and said, »' Just go will the ene-
my leap over il!" whereupon Celer gave him a deadly

* It M not certain, who this God of Refuge was. blow, and answered, "In this maunerwill ourciuzenl
Dionysius of rlalicarnassua i- II- us, that, in his time, repulse the enemy." Some say, that Romulus was so
the placr where the asylum had been, was consecrated afflicted at the death of his brother, lhat he would hare
u> Jupiter, Romulus did not at first receive tin tugi- laid violent hands upon himself, if he had not bcel
tires and outlaws within the walls, but allow. <) OH in prevented
the hill Saturmus, afterwards called Capitoliuus, fur t The Hetrurians, or Tuscans, had, as Kestu:
tlieir lirtbi'.AVir.u. forms us, a sort of ritual, vshtreiii were coutalntb v

t Mosl of the Trojans, of w horn there still remained ceremonies that were to be observed in bui :ling ciu'i itiet.
6fty familii> in Augustus's tune, chose to follow Iht temples, altars, walls, and gates. Th< y wcr*- instruct*. cted
fortune of Komulus and Remus, as did also the inha- in augury and religious rites by Tages, who is said to
bitant* of Fallen>ium and Salurnia, two small towns. have been taught by Mercury.

J We find no mention either oi' Kemonium or Rig-
nariurn in ->M <iiln r v\ritrr. An anonymous MS. reads
Remuriu.: and Festus tells us (De Ling. Lalin. Ill;, n )
the smninii "f Mnunt Atenline was ca'led Remuria,
from the lime Remus resolved to build the cit) Iti- rr.
But Di'jpiy«iusof Halicarnassus sp»ak* ol Mmmt Aven- 1 I"'" i .in. ni turvn HIK mi' iii " i 11 uiij ana a nanuiiu
tinr and Hi imiri;i a* two different places; and Slepha- oftarth m'o the trench, liny adnoiii'h the brads of the
Bui will U-rt%v U. i,\uti.i U> Uive btcu a city iu the colon),Hal lUmglu M Ue Uitii liicfitudy to procvM*
neighbourhood of Kouie for their fellow citizens all iht cunvenitlicei of
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ofMundus, the same with that of the universe. at the third hour, when the sun was totally
In the neit place, they marked out the city, eclipsed ;" and that his birth was on the twenty
like a circle, round this centre; and the founder third day of the month Thoth [September],
navmg fitted to a plough, a brazen ploughshare, about sunrise; and that he founded Rome on
and yoked a bull and cow, himself drew a deep the ninth of the month Pharmuthi [April], be-
furrow round the boundaries. The business of tween the second and third hour;f for it n
those that followed was to turn all the clods supposed that the fortunes of cities, as well as
raised by the plough inwards to the city, and men, have their proper periods determined by
not to suffer any to remain outwards. This the position of the stars at the time of their
line desribcd the compass of the city; and be- nativity. These, and the like relations, may,
tween it and the walla is a space called, by perhaps, rather please the reader, because they
contraction, Pomerium, as lying behind or are curious, than disgust him, because they are
beyond the wall. Where they designed to have fabulous.
a gate, they took the ploughshare out of the When the city was built, Romulus divided
ground, and lifted up the plough, making a the younger part of the inhabitants into bat-
break for it. Hence they look upon the whole talions. Each corps consisted of three thou-
wall as Vcrcd, except the gate-ways. If they sand foot, and three hundred horse,f and was
considered the gates in the same light as the called a legion, because the most warlike per-
rest, it would be deemed unlawful either to re- sons were selected. The rest of the multitude
ceive the necessaries of life by them, or to he called The People. A hundred of the most
carry out through them what is unclean. considerable citizens he took for his council,

The day on which they began to build the with the title of Patricians,§ and the whole
city is universally allowed to be the twenty- body was called the Senate, which signifies an
first of April; and is celebrated annually by Assembly of Old Men. Its members were
the Romans as the birth-day of Rome. At styled Patricians ; because, as some say, they
first, we are told, they sacrificed nothing that were fathers of freeborn children; or rather,
had life, persuaded that they ought to keep the according to others, because they themselves
solemnity sacred to the birth of their country had fathers to shew, which was not the case
pure, and without bloodshed. Nevertheless, with many of the rabble that first flocked to
before the city was built, on that same day, the city. Others derive the title from Patro-
they had kept a pastoral feast called Palilia.* viniiiin, or Patronage, attributing the origin of
At present, indeed, there is very little analogy the term to one Patron, who came over with
between the Roman and the Grecian months; Evander, and was remarkable for his humanity
yet the day on which Romulus founded the and care of the distressed. But we shall be
city, is strongly affirmed to be the thirteenth of nearer the truth, if we conclude that Romulua
the month. Un that day, too, we are informed, styled them Patricians, as expecting theee
there was a conjunction of the sun and moon, respectable persons would watch over those in
attended with an eclipse, the same that was humble stations with a paternal care and re-
observed, by Antimachus, the Teian poet, in

the third year of the siith Olympiad. * Therd was no total eclipse of the sun in the firstVarro the philosopher, who of all the Ro- year of the second Olympiad, but in the second year of
mans was most skilled in history, had an ac- that Olympiad there was. If Romulus was conceived
quaintance named Tarutius, who, beside his in the year last named, it will agree with the common
knowledge in philosophy and the mathematics, opinion, that he \sas eighteen years old when Vie found-
to indulge his speculative turn, had applied ed Rome, and that Rome was founded in the first year
himself to astrology, and was thought to be a of thi seventh Olympiad.

f There is great disagreement among historians and
perfect master of it. To him Varro proposed chronologers, as to the ytar of the foundation of Rome.
to find out the day and hour of Rornulus's Varro places it in the third year of the sixth Olympiad,
birth, making his calculation from the known 752 years before the Christian aera; and Fabius Pictor,
events of his life, as problems in geometry are who is the most ancient of all the Roman writers, and

followed by the learned Usher, places it at the end cf
solved by the analytic method; for it belongs the seventh Olympiad, which, according to that pre-
to the same science, when a man's nativity is late, was in the yar of the world 3356, and 748 be-
given, to predict his life, and when his life is fore Christ. But Dionysius Halicarnassus, Solinus,
given, to find out his nativity. Tarutius com- and Eusebius, place it in the first year of the seventh.
plied -with the request; and when he had con- Olympiad.
sidered the disposition and actions of Romulus, J Instead of this, Dionysius of Halicarnassus telli

us (lib. ii. p. 76.) the whole colony consisted of but
how long he lived, and in what manner he died, 3300 men. These Romulus divided into three equal
and had put all these things together, he af- parti, which he called tribes or thirds, each of which
firmed, without doubt or hesitation, that his was to be commanded by its prefect or tribune. The
conception was in the first year of the second tribes are divided into ten curia?, and these subdi-

Olympiad, on the twenty-third day of the month vided into ten decurix. The number of houses, or
rather huta, which was but a thousand, bear witness

which the Egyptians call Choeac [December], to the truth of Dionysius's assertion. But it is pro-
bable the mean rabble, who look the protection of
Ihe asylum, and who might be very numerous, were

to maintain peace and union amongst a people come not reckoned among the 3300 first colonists, though
together from different parts of the world, and by this they were afterwards admitted to the privilege! o.
to form themselves into a body never to be dissolved. citizens.

* The Palilia, or ffa.<t of Pales, is sometimes call- § The choice of these hundred persons was not
ed Parilia, from the Latin word parere, to trrin^forth^ made by the king himself: each tribe chose three sena
because prayers were then made for the fruitfulnesa tors, and each of the thirty curis the like number,
of the sheep. According lo Chid, (Fast. lib. iv.) the which made in all the number of ninety-nine ; so that
"hepherds tin n m»<lc » great feast at nigh1, and con- Homulus named only the hundredth, who was th«
cluded the whole with dancing over the fires they had head, or prince of the senate, and the chief goverao*
aude in the fields with heaps of sLraw. of the city, w hen the king wsi iu, th« GeU.
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gard; and teaching the commonalty in, thei Counsel, (for with them the word consiliirn hit
turn not to fear or envy the power of thei that signification, and their chief magistrate!
superiors., but to behave to them with love ant afterwards were Consuls, persons who were to
respect, both looking upon them as fathers consult the public good,) or else the Equestrian
and honouring them with that name. For a Neptune; for the altar in the Circus Maximus*
this very time, foreign nations call the Senator ia not visible at other times, but during the
.Lords, but the Romans themselves ca.ll them Circcnaian games it is uncovered. Some say
Conscript Fathers, a style of greater dignit; it was proper that the altar of that god should
and honour, and withal much less invidious be under ground, because counsel should be ai
At first, indeed, they were called Fathers only private and secret as possible. Upon this dis-
but, afterwards, when more were enrolled in covery, Romulus, by proclamation, appointed
their body, Conscript Fathers. With this a day for a splendid sacrifice, with public gamci
venerable title, then, he distinguished the senate and shows. Multitudes assembled at the time,
from the people. He likewise made anothe and he himself presided, sitting among hie no-
distinction between the nobility and the com bles, clothed in purple. As a signal for the
nums, calling the former Patrons,* and the assault, he was to rise, gather up his robe, and
others clients; which was the source of mutua fold it about him. Many of his pejple worekindness and many good offices between them swords that day, and kept their eyes^ion him,
For the Patrons were to those they had taken watching for the signal, which was no sooner
under their protection, counsellors and advo- given than they drew them, and rushing on with
cates in their suits at law, and advisers am a shout, seized the daughters of the Sabiuca,
assistants on all occasions. On the other but quietly suffered the men to escape. Some
hand, the Clients failed not in their attentions say only thirty were carried off, who each gave
whether they were to be shewn in deference name to a tribe; but Valerius Antias makes
and respect, or in providing their daughters their number five hundred and twenty-seven;
portions, or in satisfying their creditors, it' their and according to Juba,t there were six hun-
circumstances happened to be narrow. No law dred and eighty-three, all virgins. This was
or magistrate obliged the Patron to be evidence the best apology for Romulus; for they had
against his Client, or the Client against his taken but one married woman, named Her-
Patron. But in aftertimes, though the other silia, who was afterwards chiefly concerned in
claims continued in full force, it was lookec reconciling them; and her they took by mis-
upon as ungenerous for persons of condition to take, as they were not incited to this violence
take money of those below them. by Just or injustice, but by their desire to con-

In the fourth month after the building of the ciliate and unite the two nations in the strong-
city,f as Fabius informs us, the rape of the est ties. Some tell us, HersUia was married
Sabine women was put in execution. Some to Hostilius, one of the most eminent men
say, Romulus himself, who was naturally war- among the Romans; others, that Romulus him-
like and persuaded by certain oracles that the self married her, and had two children by her;
Fates had decreed Rome to obtain her great- a daughter named Pnma, on account of her
ness by military achievements, began hostilities being first born, and an only son, whom he
against the Sabines, and seized only thirty called Aollius, because of the great concourse
virgins, being more desirous of war than of of people to him, but after ages, Abillius.
wives for his people. But this is not likely. This account we have from Zenodotus of
For, as he saw his city soon filled with inha- Trcezene, but he is contradicted in it by manj
bitants, very few of whom were married; the other historians.
greatest part consisted of a mixed rabble of Among those that committed this rape, we
mean and obscure persons, to whom no regard are told, some of the meaner sort happened
was paid, and who were not expecting to set- to be carrying off a virgin of uncommon beau-
tle in any place whatever, the enterprise natur- ty and stature; and when some of superior
ally took that turn; and he hoped that from this rank that met them attempted to take her from
attempt, though not a just one, some alliance them, they cried out, they were conducting her
and union with the Sabines would be obtained, to Talasius, a young man of excellent charac-
when it appeared that they treated the women ter. When they heard this, they applauded
kindly. In order to this, he first gave out that their design ; and some even turned back
he had found the altar of some god, which and accompanied them with the utmost satis-
had been covered with earth. This deity they "action, all the way exclaiming Talasius.
called Census, meaning either the God of tJence this became a term in the nuptial songs

of the Romans, as Hymensus is in those of the
"reeks; for Talasius is said to have been

* This patronage was as effectual as any consan-very happy in marriage. But Sextius Sylla,guinity or alliance, and had a wonderful effect towards
maintaining union among the people for the apace of ;he Carthaginian, a man beloved both by the
"ix hundred and twenty years, during which time we Muses and Graces, told me, that this was the
find no dissensions or jealousies between the patrons word which Romulus gave as a signal for the
and their clients, even in the time of the republic, rape. All of them, therefore, as they were
when the populace frequently mutinied against those
who were most powerful in the city. At last, the great
"edition raised by Caius Gracchus broke in upon that * That is to say, in the place where Ancus Mu-
harmony. Indeed, a client who was wanting in his tius afterwards built the great Circus for horse and
duty to his palron, was deemed a traitor and an out- chariot races.
law, and liable to be put to death by any person what- f This was the son of Juba, king of Mauri'auia,
f\< r. It may be proper to observe, that not only ple- who, being brought very young a captive to Rome.
beians chose their patrons, but in time cities and states was instructed in the Roman and Grecian literature,
put themselves under the like protection. and became an excellent historian. Eiouysiusol'Hali

f Litlljus s»ays, it wa> in the fourth year. caruasaus has followed his account.
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earning off tnc virgins, cried out Talasms for the bri Je not to go over the threshold of
and thence it still continues the custom a her husband1!! house herself, but to be carriet
marriages. Most writers, however, and Juba over, because the Sabine virgins did not go
in particular, are of opinion that it is only ai in voluntarily, but were carried in by violence.
incitement to good housewifery and spinning Some add, that the bride's hair is parted with
which the word Talasia signifies; Italian term the point of a spear, in memory of the first mar-
being at that time thus mixed with Greek.' riages being brought about in a warlike manner
If this be right, and the Romans did then ust of which we have spoken more fully in the
the word Talasia in the same sense with the book of Questions. This rape was committed
Greeks, another and more probable reason o on the eighteenth day of the month then call-
the custom may be assigned. For when the Sa ed Sextilis, now August, at which time thfl
bines, after the war with the Romans, were feast of the Consualia is kept.
reconciled, conditions were obtained for the The Sabines were a numerous and warlike
women, that they should not be obliged b; people, but they dwelt in unwalled towns
their husbands to do any other work besides thinking it became them, who were a colony
(pinning. It was cust-mary therefore, evei of the Lacedaemonians, to be bold and fcarlesi.
at'ter^that they who gave the bride, or conduct But as they saw themselves bound by such
ed tier home, or were present on the occasion pledges, and were very solicitous for their
should cry out, amidst the mirth of the wed daughters, they sent ambassadors to Romulus
ding, Talasius; intimating that she was not to with moderate and equitable demands: That
be employed in any other labour but that of he should return them the young v omen, and
spinning. And it is a custom still observed disavow the violence, and then the two na-

tions should prpceed to establish a correspon-
dence, and contract alliances in a friendly and

* The original which runs thus: O< Jiout \TII\ vv xxi 0 Ia£MC( iiai, *xrjnvf vtv ft legal way. Romulus, however, refused to part
with the young women, and entreated the Sa-

tv-uATt rnv ITX/IXUV in-fK'xu/iu'wt1, is manifestly bines to give their sanction to what had been
corrupted: and all the former translation*, following done whereupon some of them lost time in
corrupt reading, assert what is utterly false, namely,** that no Greek terms were then mixed with the lan-consulting and making preparations. But
guage of Italy.1' The contrary appears from Flu Acron, king of the Ceninensians, a man of
larch's Life of riuiua, where Greek terms are spirit, and an able general, suspected the ten-
mentioned as frequently used by the Romans: TWI dency of Romulus's first enterprises; and,
*£/.>.»" vi* A-v OfOjUxruiv TOT I /*3tA.\OV >) pUVTftlf AMTIVA'j when he had behaved so boldly in the rape,

looked upon him as one that would grow
But not to have recourse to facts, let us inquire into formidable, and indeed insufferable to his

the several former translations. The Latin runs thus : neighbours, except he were chastised. Acron,
P.'eritfue (inter quos est Juba) ad horttitionem et therefore, went to seek the enemy, and Ro-
tncitationem adlubvrit sedutitatem et /ant/u/um, quoJ
Graci rx^xitxv dicunt, censent nondum id temporis mulus prepared to receive him. When they
Jtalicis verbis cum Grt££\s con/u&Cs. TKe English came in sight, and had well viewed each
thus: "But most are of opinion, and Juba, in parti- other, a challenge for single combat wag
cular, that this word Toluai'us was used to new mar- mutually given, their forces standing under
ried women, by way of incitement to good house- arms in silence. Romulus on this occasion
wifery; for the Greek word Talasia signifies spin-
ning, and the language of Italy was notyetinixed with made a vow, that if he conquered his enemy,
Die Greek." The French of Dacier thus: " Cepen- le would himself dedicate his adversary's arms
daiit la plupart des auteurs croitnt, et Juba est meme o Jupiter: in consequence of which, he both
dc cclle opinion, que ce mot n'etoit qu'une exhorta- overcame Acron, and, after battle was join
tion qn'on faisoit aux mariees d'aimer le travail, nui d, routed his army, and took his city. ButcuriM-i'e a filer de la laine que les Grecs appellent Ta-
lasifi; car en ce temsla la langue Grecque n'avoit pas le did no injury to its inhabitants, unless it
encore ete corrompue par les mots Latins." Thus were such to order them to demolish their
they declare with one consent, that the language of louses, and follow him to Rome, as citizens
Italy was not yet mixed with the Greek; though it ap- entitled to equal privileges with the rest. In-
pears from -what was said immediately before, thatLTuIrtjt'a, a Greek term, was made use of in that lan-deed, there was nothing that contributed more
guage. Instead, therefore, of <"re, not yet, we should :o the greatness of Rome, than that she waa
most certainly read KTO, thus: WTO TOT* TOK £>.>-- tlways uniting and incorporating with herself
«vi*:», OH:jt:trl Tvv Ira>.(*i.v urixtxi-^fvwv, "the .hose whom she conquered. Romulus having
language of Italy being at that time thus mixed with considered how he should perform his vow
Greek terms; for instance, Talaiia." By thisemenda-
Uon, which consists only of the small alteration of the n the most acceptable manner to Jupiter, and
sr into T, the sense is easy, the context clear, Plu- vithal make the procession most agreeable to
tarch is reconciled to himself, and freed from the iis people, cut down a great oak that grew in
charge of contradicting in one breath what he had as- he camp, and hewed it into the figure of a tro-
serttij in another. ihy; to this he fastened Acron's whole suit

If this wanted any further support, we might al- of armour, disposed in its proper form. Then
cge a passage from Plutarch's Marcellus, which, as le put on his own robes, and wearing a crown
well as that in the life of Numa;is express and deci-
"ive. Speaking there of the derivation of the word if laurel on his head, bis hair gracefully flow-
Fere(nus, an appellation which Jupiter probably first ng, he took the trophy erect upon his right
nad in the time of Romulus, on occasion of his conse-ihoulder, and so marched on, singing the song
crating to him the spolia opima; one account he if victory before his troops, which followed
eivesof the mailer is, that Feretnvs might be derived :ompletcly armed, while the citizens received
from cipiTf.i, the vehicle on which the trophy was
Carried, XXT* T*V lEt.f*v,vtlix y^,<riry.v ,-i - /.,.., lim with joy and admiration. This procession
TOTI "ru.uujutM'j-.iivi-v T») A'.T iv ..v ; " for at that time vas the origin and model of future triumphs
the Greek language was much mixed with the Latin." rhe trophy was dedicated to Jupiter Ferctriw
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"o called from the Latin word^/en're,* to smite; | and let in the Sabines. It seems, it was not
tor Romulus had prayed that he might have I the sentiment of Antigonus alone, who said,
power to tmiite his adversary and kill him. He loved men while they were betraying, out
Varro says, this> sort of spoils is termed opimaj hated them when they had betrayed; nor of
from opes, which signifies riches. But more Caesar, who said, in the case of Khymitacles
probably they are so style*! from opus, the he Thracian, "He loved the treason, but hated
meaning oi' which is action. For when the :he traitor-." But men are commonly aBected
general of an army kills the enemy's general towards villains, whom they have occasion for,
"with his own hand, then only he is allowed to just as they are toward* venomous creatures,
consecrate the spoils called opima, as the which they have need of for their poison and
sole performer of that action.} This honour their gall. Whilf: they are of use they love
has been conferred only on three Roman chiefs; them, but abhor them when their purpose 13
first on Romulus, when he slew Acron the effected. Such were the sentiments of Tatiug
Ceninensiitri; next on Cornelius Cossus, for with regard to Tarpeia when he ordered the
killing Tolumnius the Tuscan; and lastly, on Sabinea to remember their promise, and tc
Claudius Marcellus, when Viridomarus, king grudge her nothing which they had on their left
of the Gauls, fell by his hand. Cossus and arms. He was the first to take off his bracelet,
Marcellus bore, indeed, the trophies themselves, and throw it to her, and with that his shield.*
but drove into Rome in triumphal chariots. But As every one did the same, she was over
Dionysius is mistaken in saying that Romulus powered by the gold and shields thrown upon
made use of a chariot; for some historians as- her, and sinking under the weight, expired.
sert that Tarquinms, the son of Demaratus, was Tarpeius too, was taken, and condemned by
the first of the kings that advanced triumphs to Romulus for treason, as Juba writes after
this pomp and grandeur: Others say, Publicola Sulpitius Galba. As for the account given o(
was the first that led up this triumph in a cha- Tarpeia by other writers, among whom Anti-
riot. However, there are statues of Romulus gonus is one, it is absurd and incredible: They
bearing these trophies yet to be seen in Rome, say, that she was daughter to Tatius the Sabine
which are all on foot. general, and being compelled to live with

After'the defeat of the Ceninenses, while the Romulus, she acted and suffered thus by her
rest of the Sabines were busied in preparations, father's contrivance. But the poet SimuluB
the people of Fidena-, Crustumenium, and An- iKi's a most egregious blunder when he
temnz, united against the Romans. A battle says, Tarpeia betrayed the Capitol, not to the
ensued, in which they were likewise defeated, Sabines, but to the Gauls, having fallen in love
and surrendered to Romulus, their cities to be with their king. Thus he writes:
spoiled, their lands to be divided, and them- From her high dome, Tarpeia, wretched mail],
selves to be transplanted to Rome. All the To the fell Gauls the Capitol betray'd;
lands thus acquired, he distributed among the The hapless victim of unchaste desires,
citizens, except what belonged to the parents She lost the fortressof her sceptred sires.

of the stolen virgins; for those he left in the And a little after, concerning her death,
possession of their former owners. The rest PTo amorous Celt, no fierce Bavarian, bore
of the Sabines, enraged at this, appointed The fair Tarpeia to his stormy shore;Press'd by those shields, whose splendour sh«Tatius their general, and carried war to the admir'd,
gates of Rome. The city was difficult of ac- She sunk, and in the shining death expired.
cess, having a strong garrison on the hill where From the place where Tarpeia was buried,
the Capitol now stands, commanded by Tar- the hill had the name of the Tarpeian, till
peius, not by the virgin Tarpeia, as some say, Tarquin consecrated the place to Jupiter, at
who in this represent Romulus as a very weak which time her bones were removed, and so it
man. However, this Tarpeia, the governor's lost her namej except that part of the Capitol
daughter, charmed with the golden bracelets of from which malefactors are thrown down,
the Sabines, betrayed the fort into their hands; which is still called the Tarpeian rock. The
and asked, in return for her treason, what they Sabines thus possessed of the fort, Romului
wore on their left arms. Tatius agreeing to the in great fury offered them battle, which Tatiui
condition, she opened one of the gates by night, did not decline, as he saw he had a place of

strength to retreat to, in case he was worsted.
* Or from the word frrre, to carry, became Ro- And, indeed, the spot on which he was to en-

miiluj had himself carried to the Temple of Jupiter gage, being surrounded with hills, seemed to
the armour of the king he had killed ; or, more pro-promise on both sides a sharp and bloody con-
bably, from the Greek word pheretron, which Livy test, because it was so confined and the outlets
calls in Latin Jfrculum, and which properly significr
t tropky. were so narrow, that it was not easy either to

f Festus derives the word opvma from ops, which fly or to pursue. H happened too, that, a few
signifies Ihc earth, and the ricnes it produces; «o that days before, the river had overflowed, and left
optim. yolia, according to that writer, signify rich a deep mud on the plain, where the Forum
"poils. now stands; which, as it was covered with a

)This is Livy's account of the matter; but Varro,
as quoted by Festus, tells us, a Roman might be en- crust, was not easily discoverable by the eye,
titled to tlie sjioh'a otHf/ia though but a private sol- but at the same time was soft underneath and
dier, >m'/es maii'imlara, provided lie killed and de- mpracticable. The Sabines, ignorant of this,
ipoilcd the enemy's general. Accordingly Cornelius were pushing forward into it, but by good fortune
Cossue had tlirm, fur killing Tolumnius, king of the
Tuscans, though Cosjus was but a tribune, who *Piso and other historians say, that Tatius treat
fought uiiilrr (he command of ^Knnlius. ̂ Cossus, rd h( r in this manner, because she acted a double
ihereiiire, in all probability, did not enter Rome in » p-'xrt, and endeavoured to betray the Sabines. to R»
triumphal chariot, but Vulluwrd lijal ol his general, mulus, while she was pretending to betray Uie Ro
iv ill, Ui> trophy on his shoulder. Dtans to them.
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were prevented: For Curtius, a man of high were eitremely moved, and room was made
distinction and spirit, being mounted on a good for them between the two armies. Their la-
liursi., advanced a considerable way before the mentations pierced to the utmost ranks, and aft
rest.* Presently his horse plunged iuto the were deeply affected; particularly when thei/
slough, and for a while he endeavoured to dis- upbraiding and complaints ended in suppiica-
engage him, encouraging him with his voice, tion and entreaty. " What great injury have
and urging him with blows; but finding all in- we done you, (said they,) that we have suffer-
effectual, he quitted him, and saved himself. ed, and do still suffer so many miseries;1 We
From him tlue place, to this very time, is call- were carried off, by those who now have us,
ed the Curtian Lake. The Sabines, having violently and illegally: After this violence we
escaped this danger, began the fight with great were so neglected by our brothers, our fathers,
bravery. The victory inclined to neither side, and relations, that we were necessitated to
though many were slain, and among the rest unite in the strongest ties with those that wera
Hostiiius; who they say, was husband to Her- the objects of our hatred; and we are now
silia, and grandfather to that Hostiiius who brought to tremble for the men that had injured
reigned after Numa. It is probable there were us so much, when we see them in danger, and
many other battles in a short time; but the to lament them when they fall. For you came
most memorable was the last; in which Romu- not to deliver us from violence, while virgins,
lus having received a blow upon the head with or to avenge our cause, but now you tear the
a stone, was almost beaten down to the ground, wives from their husbands, and the mothe's
»nd no longer able to oppose the enemy; then from their children; an assistance more griet
the Romans gave way, and were driven from ous to us than all your neglect and disregard.
the plain as far aa the Palatine Hill. By this Such love we experienced from them,and such
time Romulus, recovering from the shock, en- compassion from you. Were the war under-
deavoured by force to stop his men in their taken in some other cause, yet surely you
flight, and loudly called upon them to stand and would stop its ravages for us, who have made
renew the engagement. But when he saw the you fathers-in-law and grandfathers, or other-
rout was general, and that no one had courage wise placed you in some near affinity to those
to face about, he lifted up his hands towards whom you seek to destroy. But if the war be
heaven, and prayed to Jupiter to stop the army, for UB, take us, with your sons-in-law and their
and to re-establish and maintain the Roman children, and restore us to our parents and
cause, which was now in extreme danger. kindred; but do not, we beseech you, rob ua
When the prayer was ended, many of the fu- of our children and husbands, lest we become
gitives were struck with reverence for their captives again." Hersilia having said a great
king, and their fear was changed into courage. deal to this purpose, and others joining in the
They first stopped where now stands the tem- same request, a truce was agreed upon, and
ple of Jupiter Stator, so called from his putting the generals proceeded to a conference. la
a stop to their flight. There they engaged the mean time the women presented their hus-
again, and repulsed the Sabines as far as the bands and children to the!.- lathers and bro-
palace now called Regia, and the temple of thers, brought refreshments to those that want-
Vesta. ed them, and carried the wounded home to be

When they were preparing here to renew cured. Here they shewed them, that they had
the combat with the same animosity as at first, the ordering of their own houses, what atten-
their ardour was repressed by an astonishing tions th«ir husbands paid them, and with what
«pectacle, which the powers of language are respect and indulgence they were treated. Up*
unable to describe. The daughters of the Sa- on this a peace was concluded, the conditions
bines, that had been forcibly carried off, ap- of which were, that such of the women as chose
peared rushing this way and that with loud to remain with their husbands, should be ex-
cries and lamentations, like persons distracted, empt from all labour and drudgery, except spin-
amidst the drawn swords, and over the dead ning, as we have mentioned above; that the
bodies, to come at their husbands and fathers; city should be inhabited by the Romans and
some carrying their infants in their arms, some Sabines in common, with the name of Rome,
darting forward with dishevelled hair, but all from Romulus; but that all the citizens, from
calling by turns both upon the Sabines and the Cures, the capital of the Sabines, and the coun-
Romans, by the tenderest names. Both parties try of Tatius, should be called Quirites;* and

* Livy and Dionysius of Halicarnassus relate the that the regal power, and the command of the
matter otherwise. They tell us, that Curtius at first army, should be equally shared between them.
repulsed the Romans; but being in his turn overpow-The place where these articles were ratified,
ered by Romulus, and endeavouring to make good his is still called Comitium,t from the Latin wordretreat, he happened to fall into the lake, which from
that time bore his name : For it was called LacusCur- coire, which signifies to assemble.
tius, even when it was dried up, and almost in the ceo The city having doubled the number of its
tre of the Roman Forum. Procili us says, that the earth " The word Quiri's, in the Pabine language, signified
having opened, the Aruspiees declared it necessary for both a dart, and a warlike deity armed with a dart. It
the safety of the republic, that the bravest man of the is uncertain whether the god gave name to the dart, or
lity should throw himself into the eulf; whereupon Ihe dwt to the god; but however that be, this god
cm Curtius, mounting on horseback, leaped armed Q.uiris or Quiriuus was either Mars, or some other
into it, and the gulf immediately closed. Before the god cif war, and was worshipped in Rome till Hi.ma-
building of the common sewers, this pool was a sort of in-, ivho after his death was honoured with the name
"ink, which received all the filth of the city. Some Quirinus, took his place.
Writers think, that it received its name from Curtius t The Comilium was at the foot of the hill Pals-
the consul, colleague to M. Genucius, because he caused tinus, over against the Capitol. Not far from theuca
it to be walled in by the advice of the Aruspicei, alUi
it had been struck with lightning. Varro de Line. IU«- l*o kings built ihe temple of Vulcan, where they
Lai. 1. ,v. usually met to consult the senate about the most impor

taut aflairs.
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inhabitant!!, an hundred additional senator any one that approached it saw it not very
were elected from among the Sabines, and the flourishing and green, but inclining to fadt and
legionswere to consist of six thousand foot, an< wither, he presently proclaimed it to all he
six hundred horse.* The people, too, were met, who, as if they were to assist in ca«e of
divided into three tribes, called Rhamnenses fje, cried out for water, and ran from all quar-
from Romulus ; Tatienses, from Tatius; an ters with full vessels to the place. But when
Lucerenses, from the Lucas or Grove, where Caius Ciesar ordered the steps to be repaired,
the Asylum stood, whither many had fled, am and the workmen were digging near it, it ii
were admitted citizens. That they were pre- said they inadvertently injured the routs 111 such
cisely three, appears from the very name of a manner, that the tree withered away.
Tribes, and that of their chief officers, who The Sabines received the Roman months
were called Tribunes. Each tribe containec All that is of importance on this subject is
ten Curirt or Wards, which some eay were mentioned in the life of Numa. Romulus on
called after the Sabine women. But this seems the other hand, came into the use of their
to be false; for many of them have their names shields, making an alteration in Ins own armour,
from the several quarters of the city which and that of the Romans, who, before, wore
were assigned to them. Many honourable pri- bucklers in the manner of the Greeks. They
vileges, however, were conferred upon the mutually celebrated each other's feasts and
women; some of which were these: That the sacrifices, not abolishing those of either nation,
men should five them the way, wherever they but over and above appointing some new ones;
met them; that they should not mention an one of which is the Matronalia,* instituted in
obscene word, or appear naked, before them honour of the women, for their putting an end
that, in case of their killing any person, they to the war: and another the Camn-nUiha.t
should not be tried before the ordinary judges- Carmenta is by some supposed to be one of
and that their children should wear an orna- the Destinies, who presides over human nativi-
ment about thc-ir necks, called BullaJ from ties: therefore she is particularly worshipped
its likeness to a bubble, and a garment border- by mothers. Others say, she was wife to Kvan-
ed with purple. The two kings did not prc der the Arcadian, and a woman addicted to
sently quit their councils; each meeting, for divination, who received inspirations from
some time, their hundred Senators apart; bnt Apollo, and delivered oracles in verse; thence
afterwards they all assembled together. Tatius Called Carmenta, for carmina signifies verse;
dwelt where the temple of Moneta now stands, but her proper name, as is agreed on all hands,
"and Romulus by the steps of the Fair Shore, was Nicostrata. Others, again, with greater
as they are called, at the descent from the Pa- probability assert that the former name was
latine Hill to the Great Circus. There, we given her because she was distracted with en-
are told, grew the sacred Gomel-tree; the thusiastic fury; for carere mente signifies to
fabulous account of which is, that Romulus be insane. Of the feast of Palilia, we have
once, to try his strength, threw a spear, whose already given an account. As for the Luper-
shaft was of cornel-wood, from Mount Aven- calia,} by the time, it should seem to be a feast
tine to that place; the head of which stuck so of lustration; for it was celebrated on one of
deep in the ground, that no one could pull it the inauspicious days of the month of Febru
out, though many tried; and the soil being rich, ary, which name denotes it to be the month of
BO nourished the wood, that it shot forth branch- Purifying; and the day was formerly called
es, and became a trunk of cornel of consider- Februata. But the true meaning of Luper-
able bigness. This posterity preserved with calia is the Feast of Wolves; and it seems,
a religious care, as a thing eminently sacred, for that reason, to be very ancient, as received
and therefore built a wall about it: and when from the Arcadians, who came over with Evan

der. This is the general opinion But the term
* Ruauld, in his animadversions upon Plutarch, has may be derived from Lupa, a she wolf; for we

discovered two considerable errors in this place. The see the Luperci begin their course from the place
first is, that Plutarch affirms there were 600 horse put
oy Romulus in every legion, vrhereaj, there never were where they say Romulus was exposed. How
at any time, so many in any o( the legions. For there ever, if we consider the ceremonies, the reason
were at first 000 horse in each legion ; after that they of the name seems hard to guess: For first,
rose to 300, and at last to 400, but never came up to oats are killed; then two noblemen's sons are
600. In the second place he tells us, that Romulus
made the legion to consist of 6000 foot; whereas in his
time it was never more than 3000. It is said by some, * During this feast, such of the Roman women u
that Marius was the first who raised the legion to 6000; were married, served their slaves at table, and received
out Livy informs us, that that augmentation was made iresents from their husbands, as the husbands diii from
by Scipio Africanus, long before Marius. After the heir wives in the time of the Saturnalia. As the fes-
expulsion of the kings, it was augmented from three to ivaJ of the Matronalia was not only observed iu hon-
four thousand, and some time after to fire, and at last, our of the Sabine women, but consecrated to Mart,
by Scipio (as we have said,) to six. But this was never and, as some will have it, to Juno Lucina, sacrifice!
done, but upon pressing occasions. The stated force were offered to both these deilies. This feast was the
of a 1-uion was 4000 fool, and 200 horse. ubject of Horace's Ode; Martia adclx qitiil u»am ca-

f The youus men, when they took upon them the emfis, 4'e. and Ovid describes it at large in Uie third
Tosa Tt'nTus, or man's robe, quitted the Bulla, which Book of Fasti. Dacier says, by mistake, that this feast
*" supposed to have been a little hollow ball of gutd, vas kept on the 6rst of April, instead of the fir-t of
%nd made an ofliriug ofit to the Dii Lares, or house- "larch, and the former English annutator has folk Yed
hold gods. As to the Pralatn, or robe edged wilh lim.
purple, it is worn by girls till their marriage, and by t This is a very solemn feast, kept on the lllh of
boys lifl they were seventeen. But what in the time of anuary under the Capitol, near the Canr.i n!al gate.
Romu!> was a mark of distinction for the children of ?hey begged of this goddess to render Iheir women
the Sabine nnrmn, became afterwards very common ; ruilful, anil In gi\e Ihrrn happy deliveries.
fcr even the chi drcn of the Liberti or freed men, {This f<«ti\al \\a» i, |. I,riled'ou the llth cf Kcbru-
"ore it. '}', in houour uf the God Pan.
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introduced, and some are to stain their fore-vorce hie wife, in case of her poisoning hu
heads with a bloody knife, others to wipe oft' children, or counterfeiting his keys, or bt:ing
Jie stain directly, with wool steeped in milk, guilty of adultery. But if on any other occa
"vhich they bring for that purpose. When it is sion he put her away, she was to have one
*iped off, the young men are to laugh. After moiety of his goods, and the other was to be
"jiis they cut the goats'skins in pieces, and run consecrated to Ceres; and whoever put away
about all naked, except their middle, and lash his wife was to make an atonement to the gods
with those thongs all they meet. The young of the earth. It is something particular, thai
women avoid not the stroke, as they think it Romulus appointed no punishment for actual
assists conception and childbirth. Another thing parricides, but called all murder parricide,
proper to this feast is, for the Luperci to sacri-looking upon this as abominable, and the other
fice a dog. Butas, who in his Elegies has given as impossible. For many ages, indeed, be
a fabulous account of the origin of the Roman seemed to have judged rii'htly ; no one wag
institutions, writes, that when Romulus had guilty of that crime in Rome for almost six
overcome Amulius, in the transports of victory hundred years; and Lucius Ostius, after the
he ran with great speed to the place where the wars of Hannibal, is recorded to have been the
wolf suckled him and his brother, when in- first that murdered his father.
fants ; and that this feast is celebrated, and In the fifth year of the reig i of Tatius, some
the young noblemen run, in imitation of that of his friends and kinsmen meeting certain
action, striking all that are in their way :- ambassadors who were going from Laurentum

As the famed twins of Rome, Amulius slain, to Rome," attempted to rob them on the road,
From Alba pour'd, and with their reeking- iwordg and, as they would not suffer it, but stood in
Saluted all they met. 

And the touching of the forehead with a bloody 
their own defence, killed them. As this was
an atrocious crime, Romulus required that

knife, is a symbol of that slaughter and dan- those who committed it should immediately be
ger, as the wiping off the blood with milk is in punished, but Tatius hesitated and put it off
memory of their first nourishment. But Caius This was the first occasion of any open vari
Acilius relates, that before the building of ance between them ; for till now the) had be-
Rome, Romulus and Remus having lost their haved themselves as if directed by one soul,
cattle, first prayed to Faunus for success in and the administration had been carried on with
the search of them, and then ran out naked all possible unanimity. The relations of those
to seek them, that they might not be incom- that were murdered, finding they could have no
moded with sweat ; therefore the Luperci run legal redress from Tatius, fell upon him and slew
about naked. As to the dog, if this be a feast him at Lavinium, as he was offering sacrifice
of lustration, we may suppose it is sacrificed, with Romulus jf but they conducted Romulus
in order to be used in purifying ; for the Greeks back with applause, as a prince who paid all
in their purifications make use of dogs, and proper regard to justice. To the body of Ta-
perform the ceremonies which they call perif- tius he gave an honourable interment at Armi-
kulakismoi. But if these rites are observed lustrium^t on Mount Aventine; but he took no
in gratitude to the wolf that nourished and pre- care to revenge his death on the persons that
served Romulus, it is with propriety they kill killed him. Some historians write, that the
a dog, because it is an enemy to wolves : yet Laurentians rn great terror gave up the mur-
perhaps, nothing more was meant by it than to derers of Tatius ; but Romulus let them go,
punish that creature for disturbing the Luperci saying, "Blood with blood should be repaid."
in their running. This occasioned a report, and indeed a strong

Romulus is likewise said to have introduced suspicion, that he was not sorry to get rid >>t
the Sacred Fire, and to have appointed the his partner in the government. None of these
holy virgins, called Vestals.* Others attribute things, however, occasioned any disturbance
this to Numa, but allow that Romulus was re- or sedition among the Sabmes; but, partly out
markably strict in observing other religious of regard for Romulus, partly out of fear ot
rites, and skilled in divination, for which pur-
pose he bore the Lituus. This ia a crooked in greater latitude. The women, however, among
staff, with which those that sit to observe the the Romans, came at length to divorce their husbands,

as appears from Juvenal (Sat. 9.) and Martial (I. x. ep.
flight of birdsf describe the several quarters of 41.) At the same time it must be observed, to the ho-
the heavens. It was kept in the Capitol, but nour of Roman virtue, that no divorce was knowu at
lost when Rome was taken by the Gauls ; af- Rumt for five hundred and tw-enty years. One P. Ser
terwards when the barbarians had quitted it, it vilius, or Carvilius Spurius, was the first of Ihe Ro-

mans that ever put away his wife.
was found buried deep in ashes, untouched by " Dionysius of Halicaraassus says, they were am
the fire, whilst every thing about it was de- bassadors from Lavinium, who had been at -Kome to
stroyed and consumed- Romulus also enacted cuinplam of the incursions made by some of Tatius*!
some laws ; amongst the rest that severe one, friends upon thrir territories; and that as they were
which forbids the wife in any case to leave her returning, the Sabiues lay in wait for them on the
hubband.f but gives the husband power to di- road, stripped them and killed fcveral of them. Lavi-

nium and Laureutum were neighbouring towns in
Latium.

* Plutarch means that Romulu> was the first who
introduced the Sacred Fire at Ro.-ne. That there t Probably this was a sacrifice to the Dii Indigene!

of Lalium, in which Rome was included. But Lici-
were Vestal virgins, however, before this, at Alba, nius writes, tliat Tatiuc went not thither with Romu-
we are certain, because the mother of Romulus was lus, nor on account of Ihe sacrifice, but that he went
one of them. The sacred and perpetual fire was not alone, to persuade the inhabitants tu piirdon the mur-only kept up iu Italy, but in Egypt, in Persia, in derers.
Greece, uid almost in all nations.

f The Vugurs. {The place was so called, bicausr ,,f a ceremony 01
the s jne name, celebrated t\try jtar on Die 19lh of} Yet 'lis. privilege, which Plutarch thinks a hird-

"lup unoii Ihe women, was indulged the men bj " October wlxnthe Iroopswere mustered, au.l purified
by sacrinci. .
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his power, or because they reverenced him as answer ; upon which they divided their force*
a god, they all continued well affected to him. into two bodies; one attacked the garrison of
This veneration lor him extended to many Fidenz, and the other went to meet Romulus.
other nations. The ancient Latins Bent am- That which went against Fidenac defeated the
bassadors, and entered into league and alliance Romans, and killed two thousand of them; but
with him. Fidena?, a city in the neighbour-the other was beaten by Romulus, with the
hood of Rome, he took, as some say, by send- loss of more than eight thousand men. They
ing a body of horse before, with orders to gave battle, however, once more, at Fidcns,
break the hinges of the gates, and then appear- where all allow the victory was chiefly owing
ing unexpectedly in person. Others will have to Romulus himself, whose skill and courage
it, that the Fidenates first attacked and rava- were then remarkably displayed, and whose
ged the Koman territories, and were carrying strength and swiftness appeared more than hu-
off considerable booty, when Romulus lay in man. But what some report is entirely fabu-
ambush for them, cut many of them off, and lous, and utterly incredible, that there fell that
took their city. He did not, however, demolish day fourteen thousand men, above half of whom
It, but made it a Roman colony, and sent into Romulus slew with his own hand. For even
it two thousand five hundred inhabitants on the Messeniane seem to have been extravagant
the thirteenth of April. in their boasts, when they tell us Aristomenes

After this a plague broke out, so fatal, that offered a hecatomb three several times, for
people died of it without any previous sick- having as often killed a hundred Lacedemo-
ness ; while the scarcity of fruits, and barren- nians.* After the Veientes were thus ruined,
ness of the cattle, added to the calamity. It Romulus suffered the scattered remains to es-
rained blood, too, in the city ; so that their un- cape, and marched directly to their city. The
avoidable sufferings were increased with the inhabitants could not bear up after so dreadful
terrors of superstition: and when the destruc- a blow, but humbly suing for a peace, obtained
tion spread itself to Laurentum, then all agreed, a truce for a hundred years, by giving up a
it was for neglecting to do justice on the mur- considerable part of their territory called Sep-
derers of the ambassadors and of Tatms, that tempagium, which signifies a district of seven
the divine vengeance pursued both cities. In- towns, together with the salt-pits by the river ;
deed, when those murderers were given up and besides which, they delivered into his hands
punished by both parties, their calamities visi- fifty of their nobility as hostages. He triumphed
bly abated ; and Romulus purified the city for this on the fifteenth of October, leading up,
with lustrations, which, they tell us, are yet among many other captives, the general of the
celebrated at the Ferentme gate. Before the Veientes, a. man in years, who seemed on this
pestilence ceased, the people of Cameria* at- occasion not to have behaved with the pru-
tacked the Romans, and over-ran the country, dence which might have been expected from
thinking them incapable of resistance by reason his age. Hence it is, that, to this day, when
of the sickness. But Romulus soon met them they offer a sacrifice for victory, they lead an
in the field, gave them battle, in which he old man through the Forum to the Capitol, in
killed six thousand of them, took their city, a boy's robe, edged with purple, with a bulla
and transplanted half its remaining inhabitants about his neck ; and the herald cries "Sardians
to Rome ; adding, on the first of August, to to be sold ;"f for the Tuscans are said to be a
those he left in Cameria, double their number colony of the Sardians, and Veii is a city of
from Rome. So many people had he to spare Tuscany.
in about sixteen years' time from the building This was the last of the wars of Romulus,
of the city. Among other spoils he carried After this he behaved as almost all men do,
from Cameria a chariot of brass, which he who rise by some great and unexpected good
consecrated in the temple of Vulcan, placing fortune to dignity and power ; for, exalted with
upon it his own statue crowned by victory. his exploits, and loftier in his sentiments, he

His affairs thus flourishing, the weaker part dropped his popular affability, and assumed the
of his neighbours submitted, satisfied if they monarch to an odious degree. He gave the
could but live in peace; but the more powerful, first offence by his dress ; his habit being a
dreading or envying Romulus, thought they purple vest, over which he wore a robe border-
ehould not by any means let him go unnoticed, ed with purple. He gave audience in a chair
but oppose and put a stop to his growing great-of state. He had always about him a number of
ness. The Veientes, who had a strong city young men called Celeres,{ from their dispatch
and extensive country,! were the first of the in doing business ; and before him went men
Tuscans who began the war, demanding Fi- with staves to keep off the populace, who also
denz as their property. But it was not only 'Pausanias confirms this account, mentioning both
unjust, but ridiculous, that they who had given the time and place of these achievements, as well as the
the people of Fidenz no assistance in the hecatombs offered on account of them to Jupiter Hho-
greatest extremities, but hid suffered them to mates. Those wars between the Mcss/riiians and
perish, should challenge their houses and Spartans were about the time of Tullus Hostilius.t The Veienles, with the other Hetrurians, were a
lands now in the possession of other masters. colony of Lydians, whose metropolis was the city of
Romulus, therefore, gave them acontemptuous Sardis. Other writers date this custom from the time

of the conquest of Sardinia by Tiberius Scmpronius
"This was a town which Romulus had taken before. Gracchus, when such a number of slaves was brought

Its old inhabitants look this opportunity to rise in from that island, that none were to be seen in the
arms, and kill the Human garrison. market but Sardinians.

f Veil, the r.qiiul of Tuscany, was situated on a t Romulus ordered the Curiae to choose him a guard T!
craggy rock, about one hundred furlongs from Rome ; three hundred mta, tenout of caclx Curia?; -And vhese h%
and is compared by Dionysius of Halicaruutius lo called Celeres, for the reasou which Plutanu has tf*
AUitus, for n tent and riches signed.
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wore thongs of leather at their girdles, ready the Goafs-Marsh. The air on that cccasio*
to bind directly any person he should order to was suddenly convulsed and altered in a woii-
be bound. Tin-, binding the Latins formerly derl'ul manner; for the light of the sun failed,"
called ligare,* now alligare : whence those and they were uwolved in an astonishing dark-
"erjeants are called L.ictore.8, and their rods ness, attended on every side with dreadful
""ascts; for the sticks they used on that occa-thunderings, and tempestuous winds. Themul
sion were email. Though, perhaps, at first titude then dispersed and fled, but the nobilitj
they were called Litores, and afterwards, hy gathered into one body. When the tempest
putting in a c, Lictores; for they are the same was over, and the light appeared again, the
that the Greeks called Leitourgai (officers for people returned to the same place, and a very
the people;) andleitos,in Greek,still signifies inxioua inquiry was made for the king; but the
the people, but luos the populace- patricians would not suffer them to look close-

When his grandfather Numitor died in Alba, ly into the matter. They commanded them
though the crown undoubtedly belonged to him, to honour and worship Romulub, who was
yet, to please the people, he left the adminis-caught up to heaven, and who, as he had been
tration in their own hands; and over the Sa- a gracious king, would be to the Romans a pro-
binesf (in Kome) he appointed yearly a par- pitious deity. Upon this, the multitude went
ticular magistrate: thus leaching the great men away with great satisfaction, and worshipped
of Rome to seek a free commonwealth without him, in hopes of his favour and protection.
a king, and by turns to rule and to obey. For Some, however, searching more minutely into
now the patricians had no share in the govern- the afi'air, gave the patricians no small uneasi-
ment, but only an honourable title and appear- ness; they even accused them of imposing up-
once, assembling in the Senate-house more for on the people a ridiculous tale, when they had
form than business. There, with silent atten- murdered the king with their own hands.
tion, they heard the king give his orders, and While things were in this disorder, a senator,
differed only from the rest of the people in we are told, of great distinction, and famed for
this, that they went home with the first know- sanctity of manners, Julius Proculus by name,t
ledge of what was determined. This treatment who came from Alba with Romulus, and had
they digested as well as they could; but when been his faithful friend, went into the Forum,
of his own authority, he divided the conquer-and declared upon the most solemn oaths, be-
ed lands among the soldiers, and restored the fore all the people, that as he was travelling
Veientes their hostages without the consent on the road, Romulus met him, in a form more
or approbation of the senate, they considered noble and august than ever, and clad in bright
it as an intolerable insult. Hence arose strong and dazzling armour. Astonished at the sight,
suspicions against them, and Romulus soon he said to him, " For what misbehaviour of
after unaccountably disappeared. This hap- ours, O king, or by what accident, have you
pened on the 7th of July (as it is now called) so untimely left us, to labour under the heaviest
then Quintilis: and we have no certainty of calumnies, and the whole city to sink under
any thing about it but the time; various cere- inexpressible sorrow?" To which he answer-
inonies being stiU performed on that day with ed, "It pleased the gods, my good Proculus,
reference to the event Nor need we won- that we should dwell with men for a time; and
der at this uncertainty, since, when Scipio after having founded a city which will be the
Afhcanus was found dead in his house after most powerful and glorious in the world, return
«>upper,J there was no clear proof of the man- to heaven, from whence we came. Farewell
ner of his death: for some say, that being na- then, and go, tell the Romans, that, by the ex-
turally infirm, he died suddenly; some, that he ercise of temperance and fortitude, they shall
took poison; and othe'R, that his enemies broke attain the highest pitch of human greatness;
into his house by nignt, and strangled him. and I, the god Quirinus, will ever be propitious
Besides, all were admitted to see Scipio's dead to you." This, by the character and oath of
body, and every one, from the eight of it, the relator, gained credit with the Romans,
had his own suspicion or opinion of the cause. who were caught with the enthusiasm, as if
But as Romulus disappeared on a sudden, and they had been actually inspired; and, far from
no part of his body or even his garments could contradicting what they had heard, bade adieu
be found, some conjectured, that the senators, to all their suspicions of the nobility, united in
who were convened in the temple of Vulcan, the deifying of Quirinus, and addressed their
fell upon him and killed him; after which each devotions to him. This is very like the Gre-
carried apart away under his gown. Others cian fables concerning Amteas the Proconne-
«ay, that his exit did not happen in the temple sian, and Cleomedes the Astypalesian. For
of Vulcan, nor in the presence of the senators Aristeas, as they tell us, expired in a fuller'a
only, but while he was holding an assembly of shop; and when his friends came to take away
the people without the city, at a place callec the body, it could not be found. Soon after

some persons coming in from a journey, said,
* Plutarch had no critical skill in the Latin lan-

ried out, with the face covered with a lineu cloth, that
t Xylandcr and H. Stephanus are rationally enough the blackness of it might not appear.

of opiniun, that instead of Sabines we should rtaj * Cicero mentions this remarkable darkness in a
Albany ; and BO (tie Latin translator renders it. fragment of his mth book Le Kcj/u6. Aud it appear*

| This wan Scipio, the son of Paulus JEaiiliiu, from the astronomical tables, that there was a great
tdopted by Scipio Africanus. As he constautly opponer eclipse of the sun in the first yr&r of Hit snliYnth
the designs of the Gracchi, it was supposed that hL> Ol)ni|>iad, supposed to he the Jiar lhat Romulus died,
wife StmpliroiiiA. who was sister to those stduimi \-~\\ ihi twtnty-snth f>f Miy,whicVi.coni)dering Oie
men, took him on by notion. According to VaJrriu liltle n .1 n.i.. there was Ilirn in ihe Roman calendar,
Maiiuim, no judicial inquiry Mas made into tht cau* miglil vcrjr «cll !". n,i n!i will, ilie nmnlh of July.
"f his death ; and V clor tells u«, the corpse was car f A drsruidaijl of lulus or Ascauius.
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ncy met Aristeas travelling towards Croton. to conclude, that virtuous souls, by nature and
As for Cleomedea, their account of him is, the divine justice, rise from men to heroes,
that he was a man of gigantic size ajid strength; from heroes to genii; and at last, if, as in tha
but behaving in a foolish and frantic manner, mysteries, they be perfectly cleansed and puri-
he was guilty of many acts of violence. At fied, shaking off all remains of mortality, and
last he went into a school, where he struck the all the power of the passions, then they finally
pillar that supported the roof with his fist, and attain the most glorious and perfect happiness,
broke it asunder, so that the roof fell in and and ascend from genii to gods, not by the vote
destroyed the children. Pursued for this, he of the people, but by the just and established
took refuge in a great chest, and having shut order of nature.*
the hd upon him, he held it down so fast, that The surname that Romulus had of Quirinus,
many men together could not force it open : some think was given him, as (another) Mars;
when they had cut the chest in pieces, they others, because they call the Roman citizens
could not find him either dead or alive. Struck Quirites; others, again, because the ancients
with this strange affair, they sent to consult gave the name of Quiris to the point of a spear,
the oracle at Delphi, and had from the priestess or to the spear itself; and that of Juno Quiritis
this answer, to the statues of Juno, when she was repre-

The race of heroes ends in Ckomedes. sented leaning on a spear. Moreover, they
styled a certain spear, which was consecrated

It is likewise said, that the body of Aicmena in the palace, Mars; and those that distinguish-
was lost, as they were carrying it to the grave, ed themselves in war were rewarded with a
and a stone was seen lying on the bier in its spear. Romulus, then, as a martial or warrior
stead. Many such improbable tales are told god, was named Quirinus; and the hilJ on
by writers who wanted to deify beings naturally which his temple stands has the name of
mortal. It is indeed impious and illiberal to Quirinalis on his account. The day on which
leave nothing of divinity to virtue: but, at the he disappeared, is called thtjlight of the peo-same time to unite heaven and earth in the

ple, and JVbruE Caprotime, because then they
same subject, is absurd. We should, therefore, go out of the city to offer sacrifice at the Goat's-
reject fables, when we are possessed of unde- Marsh. On this occasion they pronounce aloud
mulilc truth; for, according to Pindar, some of their proper names, Marcus and Caius

Tli' body yields to death's all powerful summons, for instance, representing the flight that then
While iht bright image of eteroity happened, and their calling upon one another,
Survives 

This alone is from the gods: from heaven it 
amidst the terror and confusion. Others, how-
ever, are 01" opinion that this is not a represen-

comes, and to heaven it returns; not indeed tation of flight, but of haste and eagerness, de-
with the body; but when it is entirely set free riving the ceremony from this source: When
and separate from the body, when it becomes the Gauls, after the taking of Rome, were
disengaged from every thing sensual and un- driven out by Camillus, and the city thus weak-
holy. For in the language of Heraclitus, the ened did not easily recover itself, many of the
pure soul is of superior excellence,* darting Latins, under the conduct of Livius Posthu-
from the body like a Hash of lightning from a mius, marched against it. This army sitting
cloud; but the soul that is carnal and immersed down before Rome, a herald was sent to sig-
in sense,! like a heavy and dark vapour, with nify, that the Latins were desirous to renew
difficulty is kindled and aspires. There is, their old alliance and affinity, which was now
therefore, no occasion, against nature to send declining, by new intermarriages. If, there-
the bodies of good men to heaven; but we are fore, they would send them a good number of

their virgins and widows, peace and friendship
* This 19 a very difficult passage. The former trans-should be established between them, as it wo*

lator, with an unjustifiable liberty, has turned XUTIJ before with the Sabines on the like occasion.
y -'r "'"'/." sifi *p'5*> "& f'Vfuout foul it pure aniun-
imjerf li«M ; which, however excellent the sentiment, When the Romans heard this, though they
as borrowed from the Scripture, where he had found were afraid of war, yet they looked upon the
lhat Corf is light, is by no means the sense of the original. giving up of their women as not at all more

Dacier has translated it literally fame scche, and eligible than captivity. While they were in this
remarks the propriety of the expression, with respect
to that position of Heraclitus, that fire is the firt»t prin-suspense, a servant maid, named Pbilotes, or,
ciple of all things. The French critic went upon the according to others, Tutola, advised them to
sup;io>ed analogy between 6re and dryness; but there do neither, but by a stratagem (which she had
is -A much more natural and more obvious analogy, thought of) to avoid both the war and the
wliirli may help us to the interpretation of this passage ; giving of hostages. The stratagem was to dress
that is.tlie near relation which dryness has to purity Philotes herself, and other handsome femaleor cleanliness: and indeed we find the word ;>v"-; used
jnela/ihorjcaJly in the latter sense-*"/>°< TfoTot. slaves, in good attire, and send them, instead

f Milton, in his Comus, uses the same comparison ; of freeborn virgins, to the enemy. Then, in
(or which, howerer, he is indebted rather to Plato the night, Philotes was to light up a torch, an
f I.IL to I'luUrch. a signal for the Romans to attack the enemy,

The lavish act of tin and dispatch them in their sleep. The I .atint
I.i Is in defilement to the inward parti.
The soul grows clotted by contagion, were satisfied, and the scheme put in practice,
Jmbodies, and imbrutes, till she quite lose * Hesiod was the first who distinguished those four
The divine property of her first bt IMC- natures, men, heroes, genii, and gods. lie saw room,
Such are those thick and gloomy shadows damp it seems, for perpetual progression and improvement 10
Oft seen ill charnel vaults and sepulchres, a slate of immortality. And when tht luathens tell u»
Lingering and sitting by a new made grave, thai before Ihc last degree, thai of divinity, is naclieil.
As lualh to leave the body that it loied, those bcingsarc liable to be replunged into their prim-
And links it-,elf by carinl sensuality itive state of darkness, one would iniiignie they n*d
To n degenerate aud degraded stale. heard something of the Ulli.ii cugels.
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for accordingly Philotis did set up a torch on ] run about and play ; afterwards they come to
wild fig-tree, screening it behind with cur-blows, and thr.ow stones at one another, in re-

tains and coverlets from the sight of the enemy, membrance of their then assisting and standing
whilst it was visible to the Romans. As soon by the Romans in the battle. These particu-
as they beheld it, they set out in great haste, lars are admitted but by few historians. Indeed,
often calling upon each other at the gates to be their calling upon each other's names in the day
expeditious. They fell upon the Latins, who time, and their walking in procession to the
.xpected nothing less, and cut them in pieces. Goat's Marsh* like persons that were going
Hence this feast, in memory of the victory. to a sacrifice, seemu rather to be placed to tha
The day was called JVo/ue Caprotinx, on ac- former account: though possibly both these
count of the wild Jig-tree, in the Roman tongue, events might happen, in distant periods, on the
caprificu&. The women are entertained in the same day. Romulus ia said to have been fifty-
fields, in booths made of the branches of the four years of age, and in the thirty-eighth of hit
fig-tree : and the servant maids in companies reign,f when he was taken from the world.

ROMULUS AND THESEUS COMPARED.

THIS is all that I have met with that deserves and dishonourable slavery, it is not easy to ei
to be related concerning Romulus and These- press his courage and magnanimity, his regard
us. And to come to the comparison,* first it for justice and the public good, and his love of
appears, that Theseus was inclined to great en- glory and of virtue. On this occasion, it ap-
terprises, by his own proper choice, and com-pears to me, that the philosophers have not ill
pelled by no necessity, since he might have defined love to be a remedy provided by the
reigned in peace at Trcezene, over a kingdom gods for the safety and preservation of
by no means contemptible, which would have youth.\ For Ariadne's love seems to have
fallen to him by succession : Whereas Ro- been the work of some god, who designed by
mulus, in order to avoid present slavery and im- that means to preserve this great man. Not
pending punishment, became valiant (as Plato should we blame her for her passion, but rather
expresses it) through fear, and was driven by wonder that all were not alike affected towardi
the terror of extreme sufferings to arduous at- him. And if she alone was sensible of that
tempts. Besides, the greatest action of Romu- tenderness, 1 may justly pronounce her worthy
lus was the killing of one tyrant in Alba: But the love of a god.§ as she showed so great a
the first exploits of Theseus, performed occa- regard for virtue and excellence in her attach-
sionally, and by way of prelude only, were those ment to so worthy a man.
of destroying Sciron, Sinnis, Procrustes, and Both Theseus and Romulus were born with
the Club-bearer; by whose punishment and political talents; yet neither of them preserved
death he delivered Greece from several cruel the proper character of a king, but deviated
tyrants, before they, for whose preservation he from the due medium, the one erring on th«
was labouring, knew him. Moreover, he might side of democracy, the other on that of absolute
have gone safely to Athens by sea, without any power, according to their different tempers.
danger from robbers; but Romulus could have For a prince's first concern is to preserve the
no security while Amulius lived. This differ- government itself : and this is effected, no less
ence is evident. Theseus, when unmolested by avoiding whatever is improper, than by
himself, went forth to rescue others from their
oppressors. On the other hand, Romulus and * Instead of *c i^-t ^XKXTTXV, the reading in Bryan'"
his brother, while they were uninjured by the teit, which has no tolerable sen^e, an anonymous copy
tyrant themselves, quietly suffered him to exer- gives us «<a-Tip M/.*A:«C*<V. And that to sornyice, or

rather to ojfet uji prayers at a sacriju-c, is in one
ciso his cruelties. And, if it was a great thing sense of a>.*^*Jm, appears from the scholiast on So-
for Romulus to be wounded in the battle with phoclts's True/lima, where he eipUin* x/.a*.-*^ -ai;
the Sabines, to kill Acron, and to conquer many by TJIS IT* TTV JUTITTV iv/_xtf. This signification,
other enemies, we may set against these dis- we suppose, it gained from the loud accent in which
tinctions the battle with the Centaurs, and the those prayers are said or sung.

f Dionysius of Halicarnassus (and indeed Plutarch
"w.ir with the Amazons. himself, in Ihe beginning of the life of Numa) sayi,

But as to Theseu&'s enterprise with respect that Romulus left the world in the thirty-seventh year
to the Cretan tribute, when he voluntarily of- after the foundation of Rome. But perhaps those two
fered to go among the young men and virgins, historians may be reconciled as In Ihe age lit died at
whether he was to expect to be food for some For Plutarch says, he was >hen full t'ifly-lour years of

age, and Dionynius that he was iu his fifty fifth year
wild beast, or to be sacrificed at Androgeus's f Vide Plat. Conmv.
tomb, or, which is the lightest of all the evils $ Plutarch here enters into Ihe notion of SocrmtM,
faid to be prepared for him, to submit to a vile who leaches, that it is the love of virtue ind real

excellence which alone can unite us to the Supreme
* Nolhing can be more eicellent than these paral Being. But though this maiim is good, it is not ap-leb) of Plutarch. He weighs the virtues and vices of plicable to Ariadne. For where is" Ihe , irlm ,.l 'I,at

men in so just a balance, and puts so true an estimate princess who (, II ,n |,,, t w ith a strai,,;, r al first sight,
on l\i*ir gtu.tl and bad qua'^ies, Vhat the reader cannot and hastened lo Hi. completion of h. r wi>li» through
attend to them without infinite advantage. the ruin of htr kindred and of her country?
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cultivating what ia suitable to hie dignity. He ved in mean and dishonourable subjection,
who gives up, or extetidn his autliority, con- pon the throne of ./Eneas: Moreover, he
tinues not a prince or u king, tntt degenerates oluntarily did him many kind oltices, but
into a republican or a tyrant, and thus incurs ever injured him, not even inadvertently. On
either the hatred or contempt of his subjects. ic other hand, I think Thesem, in forgetting
The former seems to be the error of a mild and r neglecting the command about the sail, can
Humane disposition, the latter of self-love and carcely, by any excuses, or before the mildest
seventy. udges, avoid the imputation of parricide. Sen-

If, then, the calamities of mankind are not ible how difficult the defence of this affair
to be entirely attributed to fortune, but we are would be to those who should attempt it, a
to seek the cause in their different manners and crtain Athenian writer feigns, that when the
passions, here we shall find, that unreasonable hip approached, jKgeus ran in great haste to
anger, with quick and unadvised resentment, is he citadel for the better view of it, and missing
to be imputed both to Romulus, in the case of is step, fell down ; as if he were destitute of
his brother, and to Theseus in that of his son. ervanls, or went, in whatever hurry, uuatlend-
But, if we consider whence their anger took :d to the sea.
its rise, the latter seema the more excusable, Moreover, Theseus's ''rapes and offence*,
from the greater cause he had for resentment, vith respect to women, admit of no plausible
as yielding to the heavier blow. For, as the excuse ; (because, in the first place, they were
dispute began when Romulus was in cool con- committed often ; for *e carried off Ariadne,
sultation for the common good,* one would Antiopc, and Anaxo the Tro;zenian ; after the
think he could not presently have given way to "est, Helen ; though she was a girl not yet
SHI U a passion: Whereas Theseus was urged come to maturity, and he so far advanced in
against his son by emotions which few men 'ears, that it was time for him to think no more
have been able to withstand, proceeding from even of lawful marriage. The next aggrava-
tone, jealousy, and the false suggestions of his ,ion is the cause ; for the daughters of the
wife. What is more, the anger of Romulus TrcEzcnians, the Lacedaemonians, and the Ama-
discharged itself in an action of most unfortu- zons, were not more fit to bring children, than
nate consequence; but that of Theseus pro- those of the Athenians sprung from Erectheui
ceeded no further than words, reproaches, ant and Cecrops. These things, therefore, ara
imprecations, the usual revenge of old men iable to the suspicion of a wanton and licen-
The rest of the young rnan^s misery seems to tious appetite. On the other hand, Romulus,
have been owing to fortune. Thus far, Theseus having carried off at once almost eight hundred
seems to deserve the preference. women, did not take them all, but only Her-

But Homulus has, in the first place, this grea silia, as it is said, for himself, and distributed
advantage, that he rose to distinction from verj the rest among the most respectable citizens
Email beginnings. For the two brothers were And afterwards, by the honourable and affec-
reputed slaves and sons of herdsmen; and yet tionate treatment he procured them, he turned
before they attained to liberty themselves, the; that injury and violence into a glorious exploit,
oestowed it on almost all the Latins; gaining a performed with a political view to the good of
once the most glorious titles, as destroyers ol society. Thus he united and cemented the
their enemies, deliverers of kindred, kings of na two nations together, and opened a source o"
tions, and founders of cities, not transplanters future kindness and of additional power. Tuna
as Theseus was, who filled indeed one city will bears witness to the conjugal modesty, tender-
people, but it was by ruining many others, whicl ness and fidelity which he established ; for
bore the names of ancient kings and heroes during two hundred and thirty years, no mail
And Romulus afterwards effected the same attempted to leave his wife, nor any woman
when he compelled his enemies to demolisi her husband. * And, as the very curioui
their habitations, and incorporate with thei among the Greeks can tell you \vlio was th<3
conquerors. He had not, however, a cit first person that killed his father and mother,
ready built, to enlarge, or to transplant inhabi so all the Romans know that Spunus Camlius
tants to from other towns, but he created one was the first that divorced his wife, alleging
gaining to himself lands, a country, a kingdom her barrenness, f The immediate trtects, a*
children, wives, alliances ; and this withou well as length of time, attest what I have said.
destroying or ruining any one. On the con For the two kings shared the kingdom, and
trary, he was a great benefactor to person the two nations came under the same govern-
who, having neither house nor habitation, wil ment, by means of these alliances. But the
"ingly became his citizens and people. He dii marriages of Theseus procured the Athenian!
not, indeed, like Theseus, destroy robbers an< no friendship with any other state ; on the
ruffians, but he subdued nations, took cities contrary, enmity, wars, the destruction of their
and triumphed over kings and generals. citizens, and at lost the loss of Aphidnz;

As for the fate of Remus, it is doubtful b
what hand he fell; most writers ascribing it t * These numbers are wrong in Plutarch ; fcr Dio-

others, and not to Romulus. But, in the fac nysius of Halicarna&sus marks the time u ith great ex*aclness, acquainting us OiaJ it was five hundred and
of all the world, he saved his mother fror twenty years after the building of limm, in the con
destruction, and placed his grandfather, wh sulate of M. Pomponius Malhu and C- 1'apiriu-s Ma&ao.

t Carvilius made oath before the ciniurs, lh»l h«
had the best regard for his wife, and thai il was solely

" Plutarch does not seem to haye had a ju»t idea o in compliance with the sacred engai'i rm nl of marriage,
the control between Romulus and Hemus. The tw the detign of which wan to ha>e children, that he di-
brothers were nut so solicitous aboul the situation o vorced her. But this did not hinder his cliaractef
llu-ir nen rily, as which of them should have the con) from being ever after odious to the people, »ho though/
Hand in it when it tvai built. lie had MI a very pernicious eiauiple.
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which, only through the compassion of the well be. As to the stories we have concerning
enemy, whom the inhabitants supplicated and both, of a supernatural kind, the difference 11
honoured like gods, escaped the fate that befel great. For Romulus was preserved by the
TnJf by means of Paris. However, the mother signal favour of Heaven: but as the oracle,
of Theseus, deserted and given up by her son, which commanded JEgeus not to approach any
Was not only in danger of, but really did suffer, woman in a foreign country, was not observed,
the misfortune* of Hecuba, if her captivity be the birth of Theseus appears to have been un-
not » fiction, as a great deal besides may very acceptable to the gods.

LYCURGUS.*

OP Lycurgus the lawgiver we have nothing to than the first Olympiad. Timxus, however,
relate that is certain and uncontroverted. For supposes, that, as there were two Lycurgusei
there are different accounts of his birth, his in Sparta at different times, the actions of both
travels, his death, and especially of the laws are ascribed to one, on account of his particu-
and form of government which he established. lar renown; and that the more ancient of them
But least of all are the times agreed upon in lived not long after Homer: Nay, some Bay he
which this great man lived. For some say he had seen him. Xenophon too confirms the
flourished at the same time with Jphitus,f and opinion of his antiquity, when he makes him
joined wi*.h him in settling the cessation of cotemporary with the Heraclidaa. It is true,
arms during the Olympic games. Among these the latest of the Lacedemonian kings were of
is Aristotle the philosopher, who alleges for the lineage of the Heraclidae; but Xenophon
proof an Olympic quoit, on which was pre- there seems to speak of the h'rst and more im-
served the inscription of Lycurgus's name. mediate descendants of Hercules.* As the
But others who, with Eratosthenes and Apol- history of those times is thus involved, in re-
lodorus, compute the time by the succession of lating the circumstances of Lycurgus's life,
the Spartan kiogs,t place him much earlier we shall endeavour to select such as are least

controverted, and follow authors of the great-
est credit.

* The life of Lycurgus was the first which Plutarch Simonides the poet, tells us, that Prytanis,
published, as he himself observes in the lift of Theseus.
He seems to have had a strong attachment to the not Eunomus, was father to .Lycurgus. But
Spartans and their customs, as Xenophon likewise most writers give us the genealogy of Lycurgus
had. For, besides this life, and those of several other and Eunomus in a different manner; for, ac-
Spartan chiefs, we have a treatise of his on the laws cording to them, Sous was the son of Patrocles,
and customs of the Lacedaemonians, and another of and grandson of Aristodemus, Eurytion theLacouic Apophthegms. He makes Lycurgus in all
tilings a perfect hero, and alleges his behaviour as a son of Sous, Prytanis of Eurytion, and Euno-
proof, that the wise man, »o often described by the mus of Prytanis; to this Eunomus was bora
philosophers, was not a mere ideal character unattain-Polydectes, hy a former wife, and by a second,
able by human nature. It is certain, however, that named Dianassa, Lycurgus. Eutychidas, how-
the encomiums bestowed upon him and his laws by ever, says Lycurgus was the sixth from Fatro-the Delphic oracle, were merely a contrivance between
the Pythoness and himself; and some of his laws, cles, and the eleventh from Hercules. The
for instance that concerning the women, were eicep- most distinguished of his ancestors was Sous,
ttonable. under whom the Lacedaemonians made the

f Iphitus, king of Elis, is said to have instituted, or Htlotes their slaves,t and gained an extensive
rather restored the Olympic games, one hundred and tract of land from the Arcadians. Of this
eight years before wnat is commonly reckoned the first
Olympiad, which, commenced in the year before Christ Sous it is related, that, being besieged by the
776, or, as some will have it, 774, and bore the name Clitohans in a difficult post where there was
of Corcebus, as the following Olympiads did those of no water, he agreed to give up all his con-
other victors. quests, provided that himself and all his armyIphitus, began with offering a sacrifice to Hercules,
whom the Eleans believed to have been upon some should drink of the neighbouring spring. Whe»
account eiasperated against them. He next ordered these conditions were sworn to, he assembled
the Olympic games, the discontinuance of which was his forces, and offered his kingdom to the man
"aid to have caused a pestilence, to be proclaimed all that would forbear drinking; not one of them,over Greece, with a promise of free admission to all
comers, and fixed the time for the celebration of them. however, would deny himself, but they all
He likewise took upon himself to be sole president and ed some short time after Solomon, about Dine hundred
judge of those games, a privilege which the Pisea.ni yean before the Christian jEra.
had often disputed with his predecessors, and which * This passage is in Xenophon'a excellent (realist
continued to his descendants as long as the regal dig- concerning the republic of Sparta, from which Plu-
nity subsisted. After this, the people appointed two tarch has taken the best part of this life.
presidents, which in time increased, to ten, and at t The HeloUs, or Holes, were inhabitants of Heloi,
length to lvff\\v. a maritime town of Laconia. The Lacedxmooianj

{ Strabo says, that Lycurg-us the lawgiver certainly havin? conquered and made slaves of them, called not
lived in the firth generation after Allliemene*, who led only them, but all the other slaves they happened to
a cnjony into Crete. This Althemencs was the w>n of havi, by the name of Helotet. It is certain, however,
Cn*.in., who r<>nii<)t <I Arpin, at the *am'- 'ime thai lhal Hie descendants of the original Heio«es, though
Da'r.«Mn. i,y'nrpu«"5 ancestor in the fifth degree, laid tlii-y were cxtivmr-ly ill-trcatcd, and sonic of Ihem M

e foumlati' n* nj' Sparta. So that Lycurgu* flourish- "auinaied. minuted many <<-s in Laconia.
D
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drank. Then Sous went down to the spring laid him down upon the chair of sU.te, and
himself, and having only sprinkled his face in named him Chanlaus, because of the joy and
sight of the enemy, he marched off, and etill admiration of his magnanimity and justice tes-
held the country, because all had not drank. tified by all present. Thus the reign of Lycur-
Yet, though he was highly honoured for this, gus lasted only eight months. But the citizens
the family had not their name from him, but had a great veneration for him on other ac-
from his son, were called Eurytionidm ,"* and counts, and there were more that pain him
this, because Eurytion seems to be the first their attentions, and were ready to execute his
who relaxed the strictness of kingly govern- commands, out of regard to his virtues, than
ment, inclining to the interest of the people, those that obeyed him as a guardian to the
and ingratiating himself with them. Upon king, and director of the administration. There
this relaxation, their encroachments increased, were not, however, wanting those that envied
and the succeeding kings, either becoming him, and opposed his advancement, as too
odious, treating them with greater rigour, or high for so young a man; particularly the re-
else giving way through weakness or in hopes lations and friends of the queen-mother, who
of favour, for a long time anarchy and con- seemed to have been treated with contempt
fusion prevailed in Sparta; by which one of Her brother Leonidas, one day boldly at
its kings, the father of Lycurgus, lost his life. tacked him with virulent language, and scrupled
For while he was endeavouring to part some not to tell him, that he was well assured he
persons who were concerned in a fray, he re- would soon be king; thus preparing suspicions,
ceived a wound by a kitchen knife, of which and matter of accusation against Lycurgus, in
he died, leaving the kingdom to his eldest son case any accident should befal the king. In-
Polydectes. sinuations of the same kind were likewise

But he too dying soon after, the general spread by the queen-mother. Moved with this
Toice gave it for Lycurgus to ascend the ill treatment, and fearing some dark design, he
throne; and he actually did so, till it appeared determined to get clear of all suspicion, by
that his brother's widow was pregnant. As travelling into other countries, till his nephew
soon as he perceived this, he declared that the should be grown up, and have a son to succeed
kingdom belonged to her issue, provided it him in the kingdom.
were male, and he kept the administration in He set sail, therefore, and landed in Crete
his hands only as his guardian. This he did There having observed the forms (if govern
with the title of Prodicos, which the Lacedae- ment, and conversed with the most illustrious
monians give to the guardians of infant kings. personages, he was struck with admiration of
Soon after, the queen made him a private some of their laws,* and resolved at his return
overture, that she would destroy her child, to make use of them in Sparta. Some others
upon condition that he would marry her when he rejected. Among the friends he gained in
king of Sparta. Though he detested her Crete, was Thales,f with whom he had inter-
wickedness, he said nothing against the pro- est enough to persuade him to go and settle at
posal, but pretending to approve it, charged Sparta. ThaJes was famed for his wisdom
tier not to take any drugs to procure an abor- and political abilities: he was withal a lyric
tion, lest she should endanger her own health poet, who under colour of exercising his art,
or life; for he would take care that the child, performed as great things as the most excellent
as soon as born, should be destroyed. Thus lawgivers. For his odes were so many per-
he artfully drew on the woman to her full suasives to obedience and unanimity, as by
time, and, when he heard she was in labour, means of melody and numbers they had great
he sent persons to attend and watch her de- grace and power, they softened insensibly the
livery, with orders, if it were a girl, to give it manners of the audience, drew them off from
to the women, but if a boy, to bring it to him, the animosities which then prevailed, and
in whatever business he might be engaged. united them in zeal for excellence and virtue.
It happened that he was at supper with the So that, in some measure, he prepared the way
magistrates when she was delivered of a boy, for Lycurgus towards the instruction of the
and his servants, who were present, carried Spartans. From Crete Lycurgus passed to
the child to him. When he received it, he is Asia, desirous, as is said, to compare the
reported to have said to the company, Spar- Ionian}: expense and luxury with the Cretan
fans, see here your new-born king. He then

* The most ancient writers, as Ephoriu. Callis-
* It may be proper here to give the reader a short thenes, Aristotle, Sind Plato, are of opinion, that Ly-

new of the regal government of Laceda?mon, under curgus adopted mftny things in the Cretan polity. But
the Herculean line. The HeraclidaB. having driven Polybius will have it that they are all mistaktn. "At
out Tisameoes, the son of Orestes. Eurysthenes and Sparta," says he, in his siiih book, " the lands art
Proelts, the sons of Aristodemus, reigned in lhat king- equally divided among all the citizens; wealth is ban
dom. Under them the government took a new form, ished ; the crown is hereditary ; whereas in Crete the
and instead of one sovereign, became subject to two. contrary obtains." But this does not prove that Ly-
These two brothers did not divide the kingdom be- curgus might not U.ke some good laws and usages from
tween them, neither did they afjree to reign alternate-Crete, and leave what he thought defective. There
ly, but they resolved to govern jointly, and with equal is, indeed, so great a conformity between the laws of
power ana authority. What is surprising H. that, Lycurgus and those of Minos, that we must believe
notwithstanding this mutual jealousy, this diarchy did with Strabo, that these were the foundation of the
not end with these two brothers, but continued under other.

* sucre.'sion of thirty princes of the line of Euryg- f This Thales, who was a poet and musician, mmt
thi n«, and twenty-seven of that of Procli-s. Eury«- br distinguished from Thalis the Milesian, whip was
Ihen'* VIM* locceeded f'y his son Agis, from whum nil nnc of the seven wise men of Greece. The poet lived
the descrndanlsof lhat line were aurnamtd ./iifn/irf, as two hundred and fifty years before ihe pliilnsi.pl,.T.
UK o'her lint took the name of £urvf»0nu/<r, lrom | The lonians sent a colony from Attita inln A*ii
Eurytioli, the grandson of Procln, Patrocles, or Pro- Minor, alxmt one thousand and fifty years befort the
toeleY l''.iM-;i". *frab. ft M. ChriNtiaii vKra, and one hundred aud fifty before LT.
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frugality and hard diet, to a* to judge what ef- by medicines, it was necessary to begin a new
fect each bad on their several manners and regimen. With these sentiments he went to
government* ; just as physicians compare Delphi, and when he had offered and consult
bodies that are weak and sickly with the ed the god,* be returned with that celebrated
healthy and robust. There also, probably, he oracle, in which tie priestess called him,
met with Homer's poema, which were pre- Beloved of the gods, and rather a god than a
lerved by the posterity of Cleophylus. Ob- man. As to his request that he might enact
serving that many moral sentences, and much good laws, she told him, Apollo had heard hit
political knowledge were intermixed with his request, andpromised that the const itution he
stories, which had an irresistible charm, he ehould establish would be the most excellent
collected them intr one body, and transcribed in the world. Thus encouraged, he applied to
them with pleasure, in order to take them the nobility, and desired them to put their
home with him. For his glorious poetry was hands to the work; addressing himself private-
not yet fully known in Greece; only some par- ly at first to his friends, and afterwards, by
ticular pieces were in a few hands, as they degrees, trying the disposition of others, and
happened to be dispersed. Lycurgus was the preparing them to concur in the business.
first that made them generally known. The When matters were ripe, he ordered thirty of
Egyptians likewise suppose that he visited the principal citizens to appear armed in the
them; and as of all their institutions he wan market place by break of day, to strike terror
most pleased with their distinguishing the mil into such as might desire to oppose him.
itary men from the rest of the people,* he Herroippus has given us the names of twenty ot
took the same method at Sparta, and, by sepa- the most eminent of them; but he that had the
rating from these the mw.hanicB and artificers, greatest share in the whole enterprise, and
he rendered the constitution more noble and gave Lycurgus the best assistance in the estab-
more of a piece. This assertion of the Egyp- lishing of his laws, was called Anthmiades.
tians is confirmed by some of the Greek writers. Upon the first alarm, king Charilaus, appre-
But we know of no one, except Aristocrates, hending it to be a design against his person,
son of Hipparchus, and a Spartan, who has took refuge in the Chalcioicos.f But he was
affirmed that he went to Libya and Spain, and soon satisfied, and accepted of their oath.
in his Indian excursions conversed with the Nay, so far from being obstinate, he joined in
Gymnosophistsj the undertaking. Indeed, he was so remarka-

The Lacedaemonians found the want of ble for the gentleness of his disposition, that
Lycurgus when absent, and sent many em- Archelaus, his partner in the throne, is report-
bassies to entreat him to return. For they ed to have said to some that were praising the
perceived that their kings had barely the title young king, Yes, Charilaus is a good man to
and outward appendages of royalty, but in be sure, who eannotjind in his heart to punish
nothing else differed from the multitude ; the bad.' Among the many new institutions of
whereas Lycurgus had abilities from nature to Lycurgus, the first and most important wai
guide the measures of government, and powers that of usenate; which sharing, as Plato says^
of persuasion, that drew the hearts of men to
him. The kings, however, were consulted
about his return, and they hoped that in his * As Minos had persuaded the Cretans that hii

presence they should experience less insolence laws were delivered to him from Jupiter, BO, Lycur-
gus, hii imila'or, was willing to make the Spartans

amongst the people. Returning then to a city believe that he did every thing by the direction ol
thus disposed, he immediately applied himself Apollo. Other legislators have found it very conve-
to alter the whole frame of the constitution; nient to propagate an opinion, (hat their institution*
sensible that a. partial change, and the intro- were from the gods. For that self-love in human na-
ducing of some new laws, would be of no sort ture; which would but ill have borne with the supe-riority of genius that must have been acknowledged
of advantage; but, as in the case of a body in an unassisted lawgiver, found an ease and satis-
diseased and full of bad humours, whose tem- faction in admitting his new regulations, when they
perament is to be corrected and new formed were said to come from heaven.

t That is, the brazen temvle. It was standing in
eurgas And though they might not b« greatly de- the time of Pausanias, who lived in the reign of Mar
generated in »o short a time, yet our lawgiver could cus Antonius.
judge of the effect which the climate and Asiatic J The passage to which Plutarch refers, is in Pla
*>leuty had upon them. to'i third book of loan, where he is examining into

" The ancient Egyptians Vept not only the prints the causes of the downfall of states. An Athenian
tnd military men, who consisted chiefly of the nobil- is introduced thus speaking to a Lacedaemonian.
ity, distinct from the rest of the people ; but the other " Some god, I believe, in hia care for your state, and
employ menu, viz. those of herdsmen, shepherds, mer- in his foresight of what would happen, has given you
chants, interpreters, and seamen, descended in partic- two king* ofthe same family7 in order that reigning
ular tribes from father to son. jointly, they might govern with the more moderation,

f Indian priests and philosopher! who went almost and Sparta experience the greater tranquillity. After
naked, and lived in woods. The Bfochmans were this, when the regal authority was grown again too
one of their sects. They had a great aversion to idle- absolute and imperious, a divine spirit re-id ine in
ness. Apuleius tells us, every pupil of theirs was a human nature (». t. Lycurgns) reduced it witliin
obliged to give account everyday of some good he had the bounds of equity and moderation, by Die wise
done, either by meditation or action, before he wa5 ad- provision of a senate, whose authority was to be
mitted to sit down to dinner. So thoroughly vvere equal to that of the kings." Aristotle finds lault
they persuaded of the transmigration of the soul, and with this circumstance in the institution of the
" happy one for themselves, that they used to commit senate, that the senators were to continue for
themselves to the flames, when they had lived to satiety, life; for, ai the mind grows old with the boJy, he
or were apprehensive of any misfortune. But we arc thought it unreasonable to pot the fortunes of th«
afraid it was vanity that induced one of them to burn citizens into the power of meu who, through age
himself before Aletander the Great, and another U> do might become incapable of judging. He GkewiM
ll.e tame before Augustus Ce«r. thought it very unreuouble th»t tifj wwt sot
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in the power of the kings, too imperious and law, the senate and chiefs shall retire: the}
unrestrained before, and having equal authority is, they shall dissolve the assembly, and anno.
with them, was the means of keeping them the alterations. And they found means to
within the bounds of moderation, and highly persuade the Spartans that this too was order-
contributed to the preservation of the state. ed by Apollo; as we leam from these verses
For before it had been veering and unsettled, ofTyrtasus:
sometimes inclining to arbitrary power, ana
sometimes towards a pure democracy ; but Ye sons of Sparta, who at Phoebus' shrine
this establishment of a senate, an intermedi- Your humble TOWS prefer, attentive hear

The god's decision. 0>r your beauteous landf
ate body, like ballast, kept it in a just equilibri- Two guardian kings, a senate, and the voice
um, and put it in a safe posture: the twenty- Of the concurring people, lasting laws
eight senators adhering to the kings, when- Shall with joint power establish.
ever they saw the people too encroaching, and, Though the government was thus tempereu
on the other hand, supporting the people, when by Lycurgus, yet soon after it degenerated
the kings attempted to make themselves ab- into an oligarchy, whose power was exercised
tolute. This, according to Aristotle, was the with such wantonness and violence, that it
number of Senators fixed upon, because two of wanted indeed a bridle, as Plato expresses it.
the thirty associates of Lycurgus deserted the This curb they found in the authority of the
business through fear But Sphaerus tells us Ephori,' about a hundred and thirty yean
there were only twenty-eight at first entrusted after Lycurgus. Elatus was the first invested
with the design. Something, perhaps, there ia with this dignity, in the reign of Theopompus;
in its being a perfect number, formed of seven who, when his wife upbraided him, that be
multiplied by four, and withal the first number, would leave the regal power to his children
after six, that is equal to all its parts. But I less than he received it, replied, JVoj/, but
rather think, just so many senators were cre-greater, because more lasting. And, in fact,
ated, that together with the two kings, the the prerogative, so stripped of all extravagant
whole body might consist of thirty members. pretensions, no longer occasioned either

He had this institution so much at heart, envy or danger to its possessors. By these
that he obtained from Delphi an oracle in its means they escaped the miseries which befel
behalf, called rhetra, or the decree. This was the Messenian and Argive kings, who would
couched in very ancient and uncommon terms, not in the least relax the severity of their
which interpreted, ran thus: When you have power in favour of the people. Indeed, from
built a temple to the Syllanian Jupiter, and nothing more does the wisdom and foresight of
the Syllanian Minerva,* divided the people Lycurgus appear, than from the disorderly
into tribes and classes, and established a se-governments, and the bad understanding that
nate of thirty persons, including the two subsisted between the kings and people of
kings, you shall occasionally summon the Messena and Argos, neighbouring states, and
people to an assembly bettreen Babyce and related in blood to Sparta. For, as at first
Cnacion, and they shall have the determin-they were in all respects equal to her, and
ing voice. Babyce and Cnacion are now possessed of a better country, and yet prs
called Oenus. But Aristotle thinks, by Cna-

cion is meant the river, and by Babyce the * Herodotus, (1. i. c. 65.) and Xenophon, (Dt
bridge. Between these they held their as-Repub. Lac.) tell us, the Ephori were appointed bi
semblies, having neither halls, nor any kind of Lycurgus himself. But the account which Plularcn
building for that purpose. These things he gives us from Aristotle, (Polit. 1. T.) and others, ol
thought of no advantage to their councils, but their being instituted long after, seems more agreea-
rather a dis-service; as they distracted the at- ble to reason. For it is not likely, that Lycurgui,

who in all things endeavoured to support the aris-
tention, and turned it upon trifles, on observ-tocracy, and left the people only the right of assent-
ing the statues and pictures, the splendid roofs, ing or dissenting to what was proposed to them,
and ever)' other theatrical ornament. The peo- would appoint a Kind of tribones of lh« people, to in
ple thus assembled had no right to propose any matters as it were both of the kings and the senate

subject of debate, and were only authorised to Some, indeed, suppose the Ephori, to hare been at
first the king's friends, to whom they delegated their

ratify or reject what might be proposed to them authority, when they were obliged to be in the field.
by the senate and the kings. But because, in But it is very clear that they were elected by the peo-
process of time, the people, by additions or re- ple out of their own body, and sometimes out of the
trenchments, changed the terms, and perverted very dregs of it; for the boldest citizen, whoever he
the sense of the decrees, the kings Po)ydx>rus was, was most likely to be chosen to this office,which was intended as a check on the senate and the

and Theopompus inserted in the rhetra this kings. They were five in number, like the Qm'iiyue
clause. If the people attempt to corrupt any rtr» in the republic of Carthage. They were annual

ly elected, and, in order to effect any wing, the unan
imous voice of the college was requisite. Their an

"ade accountable for their actions. But for the latter thority, though well designed at first, came to be in i
inconvenience sufficient provision seems to hare been manner boundless. They presided in popular asstm
mfcde afterwards, by the institution of the Ephori, blies, collected their suffrages, declared war, "madf
who had it chiefly in charge to defend the rights of peace, treated with foreign princes, determined th*
the people ; and therefore Plato adds, " A third bles- number of forces to be raised, appointed the funds tc
"ine to r?parla was the prince, who finding the power maintain them, and distributed rewards and p'inish.
Of The senate and thr kings too arbitrary and uncon-menu in the name of the stale. They likewise held
trolled, contrived tlie authority of the Ephori as a a court of justice, inquired into the conduct of all
restraint upon it," &c. magistrates, inspected into the behaviour and educa

" An no account can be given of the meaning of the lion of ynuth, had a particular jurisdiction over thi
word Syllaniun, it is supposed it should be either Helotes, and in short, by decrees, drew the whole
read SelUaian, from Sclla.-ia, a town of Lacouia adminiitration iulo their hands. They even went M
upon Hie Eurolas; or else Hellanitm, as much as to far as to put king Agis to death under a form of joi-
ray, the 'Jrr/>i»u Juuitcr, Sic. uce. and were themselves at hut killed bj CleoBue*
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served no lasting happiness, but through the of the gold and tulver coin, and ordered tliat
insolence of the kings and disobedience of the they should make use of iron money only :
people, were harassed with perpetual troubles, then to a great quantity and weight of tliis he
they made it very evident, that it was really a assigned but a email value ; so that to lay up
felicity more than human, a blessing from ten minx* a whole room was required, and to
heaven to the Spartans, to have a legislatoi remove it, nothing less than a yoke of oxen.
who knew so well how to frame and temper When this became current, many kinds of in-
their government.* But this was an event of justice ceased in Lacedxmon. Who would
a later date. ateal or take a bribe, who would defraud or

A second and bolder political enterprise of rob, when he could not conceal the booty ;
Lycurgus, was a new division of the lands. when he could neither be dignified by the pos-
For he found a prodigious inequality, the city session of it, nor if cut in pieces be served by
overcharged with many indigent persons, who its use? For we are told that when hot, they
had no land, and the wealth centred in the quenched it in vinegar, to make it brittle and
hands of a few. Determined, therefore, to unmalleable, and consequently unfit for any
root out the evils Of insolence, envy, avarice, other service. In the next place, he excluded
and luxury, and those distempers of a state unprofitable and^superfluous arts : indeed, if he
still more inveterate and fatal, I mean poverty had not done thus, most of them would have
and riches, he persuaded them to cancel all fallen of themselves, when the new money
former divisions of land, and to make new took place, as the manufactures could not be
ones, in such a manner that they might be per- disposed of. Their iron coin would not pass
fectly equal in their possessions and way of in the rest of Greece, but was ridiculed and
living. Hence, if they were ambitious of dis- despised ; so that the Spartans had no means
tinction they might seek it in virtue, as no of purchasing any foreign or curious wares ;
other difference was left between them but that nor did any merchant-ship unlade in their har-
which arises from the dishonour of base ac- bours. There were not even to be found in
tions and the praise of good ones. His pro- all their country either sophists, wandering
posal was put in practice. He made nine fortune-tellers, keepers of infamous houses, or
thousand lots for the territory of Sparta, which dealers in gold and silver trinkets, because
he distributed among so many citizens, and there was no money. Thus luxury, losing by
thirty thousand for the inhabitants of the rest degrees the means that cherished and support-
of Laconia. But some say he made only six ed it, died away of itself: even they who had
thousand shares for the city, and that Polydo- great possessions, had no advantage from them
rus added three thousand afterwards j others. since they could not be displayed in public, bul
that Polydorus doubled the number appointed must lie useless, in unregarded repositories.
by Lycurgus, which were only four thousand Hence it was, that excellent workmanship was
five hundred. Each lot was capable of pro- shewn in their useful and necessary furniture,
ducing (one year with another) seventy bushels as beds, chairs, and tables ; and the Lacede-
of grain fat sach man,f and twelve for each monian cup called cothon, as Critias informs
woman, besides a quantity of wine and oil in us, was highly valued, particularly in cam-
proportion. Such a provision they thought paigns; for the water, which must then of ne-
sufficient for health and a good habit of body, cessity be drank, though it would often other-
and they wanted nothing more. A story goes wise offend the sight, had its mujdmess con-
of our legislator, that some time after return- cealed by the colour of the cup, and the thick
ing from a journey through the fields just part stopping at the shelving brim, it came
reaped, and seeing the shocks standing paral- clearer to the lips. Of these improvements the
lel and equal, he smiled and said to some that lawgiver was the cause; for the workmen
were by, How like is Laconia to an estate having no more employment in matters of
newly divided among many brothers! mere curiosity, shewed the excellence of their

After this he attempted to divide also the art in necessary things.
moveables,-in order to take away all appear- Deiirous to complete the conquest of luxury,
ance of inequality ; but he soon perceived that and exterminate the love of riches, he intro-
they could not bear to have their goods direct- duced a third institution, which was wisely
ly taken from them, and therefore took an- enough and ingeniously contrived. This wa§
other method, counterworking their avarice by the use of jjublic tables,t where all were to
» stratagem 4 First he stopped the currency

judged that h« was too desirous of gain, since his,
* Whatever Plutarch might mean by T«UT» pt« ,v mind was employed in getting, at an age when other)

«cip:>, it is certain that kingly power was abolished in think of nothing but spending.
the states or Messene and Argos long before the time But when the Spartans, no longer satisfied with
of Lycurgus the lawgiver, and a democracy had taken their own territories, (as Lycurgus had enjoined them
place in those cities. Indeed those states experienced to be) came to be engaged in foreign wars, their mon«r
great internal troubles, not only while under the gov-not be ing passable in other countries, they found them-
ernment of kings, but when in the form of common-selves obliged lo apply to the Persians, whose gold and
ly alths and never, after the time of Lycurgus, made silver dazzled their eyes, And their covctoiiine«»my figure equal to Lacedxmon.

f By a man is meant a master of a family, whose grew at length so infamous, that it occasioned the pro-
verb mentioned by Plato, One mo- sec a. great deal of

household was to subsist upon these seventy bushels. money carried Mo LaceiioTrum.'kui one never ie.e»
} For a long time afler Lycurgus, the Spartans glo- any of it Inuthl out again,

riously opposed the growth of avarice; insomuch, that "Ol.5s. IDA sterling
a young man, who had bought an estate at a great ad- fXenophon seems to have penetrated farther uit
rantagc, was called to account for it, and a fine set the reason of tins institution than any other author
upon him. For, besides the m.juslice he was guilty of anj or u indeed he had belter opportunity lo do: the reit
i buying a thing for )eu than t was worth " U»ey only say, Uiat this was intended to repress luxury; till
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eat in common of the same meat, and §uch commanded. Living in this manner with Ly.
kinds of it us were appo'nted by law. At the curgus, and having an opportunity to observe
same time they were forbidden to eat at home, the mildness and goodneas of his heart, his

on expensive couches and tables, to call in strict temperance and indefatigable industry,
the assistance of butchers and cooks, or to he told Inn friends that Lycurgus was not that
fatten like voracious animals in private. For proud and severe man he might have been
BO not only their manners would be corrupted, taken for, but, above all others, gentle and en-
but their bodies disordered ; abandoned to all gaging in bis behaviour. This, then, waa the
manner of sensuality and dissoluteness, they chastisement, and this punishment he suffered,
would require long sleep, warm baths, and the of a wild and headstrong young man to become
same indulgence as in perpetual sickness. To a very modest and prudent citizen. In memo-
effect this was certainly very greaj; but it was ry of his misfortune, Lycurgua built a temple
greater still, to secure riches from rapine and to Minerva Optiletit, so called by him from
from envy, as Theophrastus expresses it, or a term which the Dorians use for the eye. Yet
rather by their eating in common, and by the Dioscorides, who wrote a treatise concerning
frugality of their table, to take from riches their the Lacedxmonian government, and others,
very being. For what use or enjoyment of relate, that his eye was hurt, but not put out,
them, what peculiar display of magnificence and that he built the temple in gratitude to the
could there be, where the poor man went to goddess for his cure. However, the Spartan*
the same refreshment with the rich? Hence never carried staves to their assemblies after
the observation, that it was only at Sparta wards.
where Plutus (according to the proverb) was The public repasts were called by the Cre-
kept blind, and, like an image, destitute of life tans Jlndria; but the Lacedaemonians styled
or motion. It must further be observed, that them Pliiditia, either from their tendency to
they had not the privilege to eat at home, and friendship and mutual benevolence, phiditia
so to come without appetite to the public re- being used instead of philitia ; or else from
past: they made a point of it to observe any one their teaching frugality and parsimony, which
that did not eat and drink with them, and to the word pheido signifies. But it is not at all
reproach him as an intemperate and effeminate impossible, that the first letter might by some
person that was sick of the common diet. means or other be added, and so phiditia take

The rich, therefore, (we are told) were more place of editia, which barely signifies eating.
offendtd with this regulation than with any There were fifteen persons to a table, or a few
other, and, rising in a body, they loudly ex- more or less. " Each of them was obliged to
pressed their indignation: nay, they proceeded, bring in monthly a bushel of meal, eight gal-
BO far as to assault Lycurgus with stones, so lons of wine, five pounds of cheese, twopoundf
that he was forced to fly from the assembly and and a half of figs, and a little money to buy
take refuge in a temple. Unhappily, however, flesh and fish. If any of them happened to of-
before he reached it, a young man named Al- fer a sacrifice of first fruits, or to kill venison,
cander, hasty in his resentments, though not he sent a part of it to the public table: for after
otherwise ill-tempered, came up with him, and, a sacrifice or hunting, he was at liberty to sup
upon nis turning round, struck out one of his at home : but the rest were to appear at the
eyes with a stick. Lycurgus then stopped usual place. For a long time this eating in
short, and, without giving way to passion, common was observed with great exactness;
showed thetpeople his eye beat out, and his so that when king Agis returned from a suc-
face streaming with blood. They were so cessful expedition against the Athenians, and
struck with shame and sorrow at the sight, that from a desire to sup with bis wife, requested
they surrendered Alcander to him, and con- to have his portion at home,* the Pole.ma.rch*
ducted him home with the utmost expressions refused to send it rf nay, when through resent-
of regret. Lycurgus thanked them for their ment, he neglected, the day following, to offer
care of his person, and dismissed them all ex- the sacrifice usual on occasion of victory, they
cept Alcander. He took him into his house, set a fine upon him. Children also were in-
but showed him no ill treatment either by troduced at these public tables, as so many
word or action; only ordering him to wait upon schools of sobriety. There they hi-anl dia
him, instead of his usual servants and atten- courses concerning government, and v.ir. in-
dants. The youth, who wag of an ingenuous structed in the most liberal breeding. There
disposition, without murmuring, did aa he was they were allowed to jest without scmn'uiy,

and were not to take it ill when tl.c ntn.Vry
was returned. For it teas reckoned uurtlnj ojf

he very wisely remarks, that it wai also intended to a Lacedaemonian to bear a jest: but n ;u>y"erre for a kind or school or academy, where the
young were instructed by the old, the former relating one's patience failed, he had only to Oi-sire
the great things that had been performed within their them to be quiet, and they left off immediately.
memory, and thereby eiciting tne growing generation When they first entered, the o'dcst man [ire-
to distinguish themselves by performances equally great. sent pointed to the door, and said, .\l/( a

But as it was found impracticable for all the citizen!
to cat in common, when the number of them came to * The kings of Sparta had always double commons
ex-HT 1 the number of the lots of laud, Dacier thinks allowed them; not that thev wtre permilltd to in-
it migftt have been better if the lawgiver had ordained dulge their appetites more than others, but that they
that those public tables should be maintained at the mignt have an opportunity of sharing tlteir poruoi
expeose of the public, as it was done in Crete. But it with some brave man whom they chose to dutinguiik
must be considered, that while the discipline of Lycur- with that honour.
gus was kept up in i Is purity, they provided against t The Polfmarcfa were those whi had com
»DT income nif nee from the increase of citizens, by manded the army under the kings. The jirinci
sending out colonies, and Lacedttmon was not tmrdtu- pal men m the sUte always divided tbe com
"d with poor uU the declension of that sute. mon*.
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word spoken in this company goes out there. room, the covcuet of the bed and the rest of
The admitting of any man to a particular table their utensils au** furniture to that. From thi*
was under the following regulation. Each plain sort of dwellings, proceeded the ques-
member of that email society took a little ball tion of Leotychldas the elder to his host, when
of soft bread in his hand. This he was to be supped at Corinth, and saw the ceiling of
drop, without saying a word, into a vessel the room very splendid and curiously wrought,
called cadilos, which the waiter carried upon tfnether trees grew square in his country.*
his head. In case he approved of the candi- A third ordinance of Lycurgus was, that they
date, he did it without altering the figure, if not, should not often make war against the same
he first pressed it flat in his hand; for a flatted enemy, lest, by being frequently put upon de-
ball was considered as a negative. And if but fending themselves, they too should become
one such was found, the person was not ad- able warriors in their turn. And this they
mitted, as they thought it proper that the whole most blamed king Agesilaue for afterwards,
tDmpany should be satisfied with each other. that by frequent and continued incursions into
He who was thus rejected, was said to have Boeotia,t he taught the Thebans to make head
no luck in the caddos. The dish that was in against the Lacedaemonians. This made An-
the highest esteem amongst them was the talcidas say, when he saw him wounded, Tht
black broth. The old men were so fond of it Thebans pay you well far making them good
that they ranged themselves on one side and soldiers u>ho neither were willing nor able to
eat it, leaving the meat to the young people. Jight you before. These ordinances he called
It is related of a king of Pontus,* that he pur- Rhetrx, as if they had been oracles and der
chased a Lacedaemonian cook, for the sake of crees of the Deity himself.
this broth. But when he came to taste it, he As for the education of youth, which he
strongly expressed his dislike; and the cook looked upon as the greatest and most glorious
made answer, Sir, to make this broth relish, work of a lawgiver, he began with it at the very
it is necessary first to bathe in the Eurotas. source, taking into consideration their concep-
After they had drank moderately, they went tion and birth, by regulating the marriages.
borne without lights. Indeed, they were for- For he did not (as Aristotle says) desist from
b.dden to walk with a light either on this or his attempt to bring the women under sober
any other occasion, that they might accustom rules They had, indeed, assumed great liberty
themselves to march in the darkest night bold- and power on account of the frequent expedi-
ly and resolutely. Such was the order of their tions of their husbands, during which they were
public repasts. left sole mistresses at home, and so gained an

Lycurgus left none of his laws in writing; it undue deference and improper titles; but not-
was ordered in one of the Rhetrx that none withstanding this he took all possible care of
should be written. For what he thought most them. He ordered the virgins to eiercise them-
conducive to the virtue and happiness of a selves in running, wrestling, and throwing
city, wa? principles interwoven with the man- quoits and darts; that their bodies being strong
ners aud breeding of the people. These and vigorous, the children afterwards produced
would remain immoveable, as founded in in- from them might be the same; and that, thus
clination, and be the strongest and most last- fortified by eiercise, they might the better sup-
ing tie; and the habits which education pro- port the pangs of child-birth, and be delivered
duced in the youth, would answer in each the with safety. In order to take awaj the excea-
purpose of a lawgiver. As for smaller mat- sive tenderness and delicacy of the sex, the con-
ters, contracts about property, and whatever sequence of a recluse life, he accustomed the
occasionally varied, it was better not to reduce virgins occasionally to be seen naked as well as
these to a written form and unalterable me- the young men, and to dance and sing in their
thod, but to suffer them to change with the presence on certain festivals. There they
times, and to admit of additions or retrench- sometimes indulged in a little raillery upon
ments at the pleasure of persons so well edu- those that had mis-behaved themselves, and
cated. For he resolved the whole business of sometimes they sung encomiums on such as
legislation into the bringing up of youth. And deserved them, thus exciting in the young mea
this, as we have observed, was the reason a useful emulation and love of glory. For he
«vhy one of his ordinances forbad them to lave who wu praised for his bravery and celebrated
any written laws. among the virgins, went away perfectly happy:

Another ordinance levelled against magnifi- while their satirical glances thrown out in
cence and expence, directed that the ceilings sport, were no less cutting than serious admon
of houses should be wrought with no tool but itions; especially as the kings and senate went
the axe, and the doors with nothing but the with the other citizens to see all that passed
saw. For, as Epaminondas is reported to have As for the virgins appearing naked, there was
"aid afterwards, of his table, Treason lurks not nothing disgraceful in it, because every thing
under such a dinner, so Lycurgus perceived was conducted with modesty, and without one
before him, that such a house admits of no indecent word or action. Nay it caused a sim-
luiury and needless splendour. Indeed, no plicity of manners and an emulation for the beet
man could be so absurd, as to bring into a habit of body; their ideas too were naturally
dwelling so homely and simple, bedsteads with * This is rendered by the former English translator
silver feet, purple coverlets, golden cups, and as if Leotychidas's Question proceeded from ignorance*
a train of expense that follows these: but all whereas it was really an arch sneer upon llie sumpt*
would necessarily have the bed suitable to the ous and eipensivc buildincs of Corinth.

t This appeared plainfy at the battle of Leuctra
* This story a elsewhere told by Plutarch of Dio- where the Lacedaemonians were overthrow n bv Epanw

nysius ihc tyrant of Sicily: and Cicero coufirmj it, inpndai, aud lost their king CleombroUw.
that be was the person. with the flower of (heir army.
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enlarged, whils they were not excluded from a proper regard to modesty and decorum with
their share of bravery and honour: Hence they respect to marriage, he was equally studiouj
"were furnished with sentiments and language, to drive from that state the vain and womaninh
such as Gorgo the wife of Leonidas is said to passion of jealousy; by making it quite as repu-
have made use of. When a woman of another table to have children in common with persons
country said to her, You of Laccdxmon are of merit, as to avoid all offensive freedom in
the only women in tlie world that rule the their own behaviour to their wives. He laughed
men: she answered, We are the only women at those who revenge with wars and bloodshed
that bring forth men- the communication of a married wonAn's fa-

These public dances and other exercises of vours ; and allowed, that if a man in yeari
"the young maidens naked, in sight of vhe young should have a young -wife, he might introduce
men, were, moreover, incentives to marriage: to her some handsome and honest young man,
and, to use Plato's expression, drew them whom he most approved of, and when she had
almost as necessarily by the attractions of love, a child of this generous race, bring it up as hi*
as a geometrical conclusion follows from the own. On the other hand, he allowed, that if a
premises. To encourage it still more, some man of character should entertain a passion for
marks of infamy were set upon those that con- a married woman on account of her modesty
tinued bachelors.* For they were not per- and the beauty of her children, he might treat
mitted to see these exercises of the naked vir- with her husband for admission to her com-
gins; and the magistrates commanded them to pany,* that eo planting in a beauty-bearing soilj
march naked round the market-place in the he might produce excellent children, the con-
winter, and to sing a song composed against genial offspring of excellent patents. For, ia
themselves, which expressed how justly they the first place, Lycurgus considered children,
were punished for their disobedience to the not so much the property of their parents, ai
laws. They were also deprived of that honour of the state; and therefore he would not have
and respect which the younger people paid to them begot by ordinary persons, but by the best
the old; so that nobody found fault with what men in it. In the next place, he observed the
was said to Dercyllidas, though an eminent vanity and absurdity of other nations, where
commander. It seems, when he came one day people study to have their horses and dogs of
into company, a young man, instead of rising the finest breed they can procure either by in-
up and giving place, told him. You have no terest or money; and yet keep their wives shut
child to give place to me, when I j.m old. up, that they may have children by none but

In their marriages, the bridegroom carried themselves, though they may happen to b»
off the bride by violence; and she was never doting,decrepid, or infirm. As if children, when
chosen in a tender age, but when she had ar- sprung from a bad slock, and consequently good
rived at full maturity. Then the woman that for nothing, were no detriment to those whom
had the direction of the wedding, cut the they belong to, and who have the trouble of
bride's hair close to the skin, dressed her in bringing them up, nor any advantage, when well
man's clothes, laid her upon a mattrass, and descended and of a generous disposition. These
left her in the dark. The bridegroom, neither regulations tending to secure a healthy off-
oppressed with wine nor enervated with lux- spring, and consequently beneficial to the state,
ury, but perfectly sober, as having always sup- were so far from encouraging that licentious-
ped at the common table, went in privately, ness of the women which prevailed afterwards,
untied her girdle, and carried her to another that adultery was not known amongat them. A
bed. Having staid there a short time, he saying, upon this subject, of Geradas, an an-
modestly retired to his usual apartment, to sleep cient Spartan, is thus related. A stranger had
with the other young men ; and observed the asked him, What punishment their law ap-
game conduct afterwards, spending the day with pointed fvr adulterers ? He answered, JUy
his companions, and reposing himself with them friend, there are no adulterert m our country
in the night, nor even visiting his bride but The other replied, But what if there should be
with great caution and apprehensions of being one? Why then, says Geradas, he must for-
discovered by the rest of the family; the bride feit a bull so large that he might drink of the
at the same time exerted all her art to contrive Eurotas from the top of Mount Taygetui.
convenient opportunities for their private meet- When the stranger expressed his surprise at
ings. And this they did not for a short time this, and said, How tan such a bull btfoundj
only, but some of them even had children be- Geradas answered with a smile, How can art
fore they had an interview with their wives in adulterer be found in Sparta? This is the
the day time. This kind of commerce not only account we have of their marriages.
exercised their temperance and chastity, but It was not left to the father to rear what chil-
kept their bodies fruitful, and the firet ardour of dren he pleased but he was obliged to carry the
Vaeir love fresh and unabated; for as they were child to a place called Lesehe, to be examined
not satiated like those that are always with by the most ancient men of the tribe, who were
their wives, there still was place for unextin- assembled there. If it was strong and well
guished desire. When he had thus established proportioned, they gave orders for its education.

and assigned it one of the nine thousand
* The time of marriage waj fixed; and if a man did

Dot marry when he was of full age, he was liable to a shares of land; but if it was weakly and de-
prosecution; as were such also who married above or formed, they ordered it to be thrown into the
'oelow themselves. Such as had three children had place called Jipothctee, which is a deep cavern
rreat immunities; and those thai had four were free near the mountain Taygetus; concluding thai
from all taies. Virgins were married without por- its life could be no advantage either to itself
tions, because neither want should hinder a man, nor
aichct induce him, to marry contrary lo his mclma- * In this CMI Ihe kings ttfrt excepled: for UMV

were oot at liberty to lend (heir irnts.
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or to the public, since nature had not given it bsolutely necessary. All the rest of their
it first any strength or goodness of constitu-iducation was calculated to make them sub-
tion.* For the same reason the women did not ect to command, to endure labour, to fight and
wash their new-born infants with water, but Conquer. They added, therefore, to their dii-
with wine, thus making some trial of their ha-cipline, as they advanced in age; cutting their
bit of body; imagining that sickly and epileptic hair very close, making them go barefoot, and
children sink and die under the experiment, play, for the most part, quite naked. At twelve
while healthy became more vigorous and har- -ears of age, their under garment was taken
dy. Great care and art was also exerted by away, and but one upper one a year allowed
the nurses; for, as they never swathed the in- them. Hence they -were necessarily dirty in
fants, their limbs had a freer turn, and their their persons, and not indulged the great favour
countenances a more liberal air; besides, they of baths, and oils, except on some particular
used them to any sort of meat, to have no ter- days of the year. They slept in companies,
rors in the dark, nor to be afraid of being alone, on beds made of the tops of reeds, which they
and to leave all ill humour and unmanly crying. ;athered with theii own hands, without knives,
Hence people'of other countries purchased La- _!nd brought from the banks of the Eurotas.
cedsmonian nurses for their children: and Al- n winter they were permitted to add a little
cibiades the Athenian is said to have been histle-down, as that seemed to have some
nursed by Amicla, a Spartan. But if he was warmth in it.
fortunate in a nurse, he was not so in a pre- At this age, the most distinguished amongst
ceptor: for Zopyrus, appointed to that office hem became the favourite companions of the
by Pericles, was, as Plato tells us, no better :lder;» and the old men attended more con-
qualified than a common slave. The Spartan stantly their places of exercise, observing their
children were not in that manner, under tutors rials of strength and wit, not slightly and in a
purchased or hired with money, nor were the cursory manner, but as their fathers, guardians,
parents at liberty to educate them as they and governors: so that there was neither time
pleased: but as soon as they were seven years nor place, where persons were wanting to in-
old, Lycurgus ordered them to be enrolled in struct and chastise them. One of the best and
companies, where they were all kept under the ablest men of the city was, moreover, appointed
same order and discipline, and had their exer- nspector of the youth: and he gave the com-
cises and recreations in common. He who mand of each company to the discreetest and
shewed the most conduct and courage amongst most spirited of those called Jrens. An Iren
them, was made captain of the company. The was one that had been two years out of the
rest kept their eyes upon him, obeyed his class of boys: a Mtlliren one of the oldest lads.
orders, and bore with patience the punishment This Iren, then, a youth twenty years old, gives
he inflicted: so that their whole education was orders to those under his command, in their
an exercise of obedience. The old men were little battles, and has them to serve him at his
present at their diversions, and often suggested house. He sends the oldest of them to fetch
BOme occasion of dispute or quarrel, that they wood, and the younger to gather pot-herbs:
might observe with exactness the spirit of each, these they steal where they can find them,t
and their firmness in battle. either slily getting into gardens, or else craftily

As for learning,! they had just what was and warily creeping to the common tables. But
if any one be caught, he is severely flogged for

* The general expediency of thij law may well be negligence or want of dexterity. They steal
disputed, though it suited the mania! constitution ol
Sparta; since many person* of weak constitutions make too, whatever victuals they possibly can, inge-
up in ingenuii f what they want in strength, and so be-niously contriving to do it when persons are
come more valuable members of the community than asleep, or keep but indifferent watch. If they
the mo«t robust. It seems however, to have had one are discovered, they are punished not only with
good effect, viz. making women very careful, during whipping, but with hunger. Indeed, their sup-
their pregnancy, of either eating, drinking or exerci
ing to excess. It made them also excellent nurses,i per is bet slender at all times, that, to fenca
is observed, just below.

f The plainness of their manners, and their being so and such mechanic business u was absolutely necessary,
very much addicted to war, made the Lacedaemonians it was left to the slaves.
lew fond of the sciences than the reit of the Greeks, * Though the youth of the male sex were much
If they wrote to be read, and spoke to be understood, cherished and beloved, as those that were to build up
it was all they sought. For this the Athenians, who the future glory of the state, yet in Sparta it was a vir-
were nmahtly Tain oC their learning, held them in tuous and modest affection, untingeo. -with that seniu-
great contempt; insomuch that Thucydides himself ality which was so scandalous at Athens and other
in drawing the character of Brasidas, says, He spate places. Xenophon says, these lovers lived with those
well erUHteh for a Lacedemonian, On thi» occasion they were attached to, as a lather does with his chiW
it is proper to mention the answer of a Spartan to i dren,or a brother with his brethren. The good eflecti
learned Athenian, who upbraided him with the igno- of this part of Lycurgus's institutions were seen in th>
rance of his country: All you lay may be rrue, am union uiat reigned among the citizens.
yet it amounts to no more, than that we only among' t Not that the Spartans authorised thefts and rob-
the Greeks have learned no evil customs from you beries; for as all was in common in their republic,
The Spartans, however, had a force and poignancy o those vices could have no placa. there. But the design
expression, which cut down all the flowers of studiet was to accustom children who were destined for war,
elegance. This was the consequence of their concise to surprise the vigilance of those who watched over
way of speaking, and their encouraging, on all occa them, and to expose themselves courageously to th«
lions, decent repartee. Arts were in no greater credi severest pumshmenU, in case they failed of that dex-
with them than sciences. Theatrical diversions fount terity which was exacted of them, a dexterity that
no countenance; temperance and exercise made the would have been attended with fatal effects to the
physician unnecessary; their justice left no room fo morals of any youth but the Spartan, cducaithe practice of the kwyer; and all the trades lha 

ted as that
was. lo contemn riches and superfluities, al and guarded

minister lo luxury were unknown. AS for agriculture in all other respects by the severest virtue.
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against want, they may be forced to exercise that the virgins too had their lovers nmoogit
their courage and address. This is the first in- the most virtuous matrons. A competition of
tention of their spare diet: a subordinate one affection caused no misunderstanding, but
IB, to make them grow tall. For when the ani- rather a mutual friendship between those that
mal spirits are not too much oppressed by a had fixed their regards upon the same youth,
great quantity of food, which stretches itself and an united endeavour to maV.e him as ac-
out in breadth and thickness, they mount up- complished as possible.
wards by their natural lightness, and the body The hoys were also taught to use sharp re-
easily and freely shoots up in height. This also partee, seasoned with humour, and whatever
contributes to make them handsome; for thin they said was to be concise and pithy. For
and slender habits yield more freely to nature Lycurgus, as we have observed, fixed but a
which then gives a fine proportion to the limbs small value on a considerable quantity of hia
whilst the heavy and gross resist her by their iron money; but on the contrary, the worth of
weight. So women that take physic during speech was to consist in its being comprised
their pregnancy, have slighter children indeed, in a few plain words, pregnant with a great
but of a finer and more delicate turn, because deal of sense: and he contrived that by long
the suppleness of the matter more readily obeys silence they might learn to be sententious and
the plastic power. However, these are specu-acute in their replies. As debauchery often
lations which we shall leave to others. causes weakness and sterility in the body, so

The boys steal with so much caution, that the intemperance of the tongue makes conver-
one of them having conveyed a young fox under sation empty and insipid. King Agis, therefore,
his garment, suffered the creature to tear out when a certain Athenian laughed at the Lace-
his bowels with his teeth and claws, choosing demonian short swords, and said, The juggler!
rather to die than to be detected. Nor does would swallow them with ease upon the stage,
this appear incredible, if we consider what answered in his laconic way, JLnd yet we can
their young men can endure to this day; for reach our enemies' hearts with them. Indeed,
we have seen many of them expire under the to me there seems to be something in this con-
lash at the altar of J>iana Orthia.* cise manner of speaking which immediately

The Iren, reposing himself after supper, used reaches the object aimed at, and forcibly strikes
to order one of the boys to sing a song; to an- the mind of the hearer. Lycurgus himself was
other he put some question which required a short and sententious in his discourse, if we
judicious answer: for example, Who was the may judge by some of his answers which are
best man in the city ? or, What he thought recorded; that, for instance, concerning the
of such an action 1 This accustomed them constitution. When one advised him to estab-
from their childhood to judge of the virtues, to lish a popular government in Lacedxmon, Go,
enter into the affairs of their countrymen. For said he, and first make a trial of it in thy own
if one of them was asked, Who is a good citi- family. That again, concerning sacrifices to
ten, or who an infamous one, and hesitated in the Deity, when he was asked why he appoint-
his answer, he was considered a boy of slow ed them so trifling and of so little value, That
parts, and of a soul that would not aspire to we might never be in want, said he, of some-
honour. The answer was likewise to have a thing to offer htm. Once more, when they in-
reason assigned for it, and proof conceived in quired of him, what sort of martial exercises he
few words. He whose account of the matter allowed of, he answered, Jill, except those in
was wrong, by way of punishment, had his which you stretch* out your hands. Several
thumb bit by the Iren. The old men and ma- such like replies of his are said to be taken
gistrate! often attended these little trials, to see from the letters which he wrote to his country-
whether the Iren exercised his authority in a men: as to their question, " How shall we best
rational and proper manner. He was permit- juard against the invasion of an enemy?" By
ted, indeed, to inflict the penalties; but when continuing poor, and not desiring in your
the boys were gone, he waa to be chastised aossessions to be one above another. And to
himself, if he had punished them either with :he question, whether they should enclose Spar-
too much severity or remissnees. "a. with walls? That city is well fortified, which

The adopters of favourites also shared both has a wall of men instead of brick. Whether
in the honour and disgrace of their boys: and these and some other letters ascribed to him
one of them is said to have been mulcted by are genuine or not, is no easy matter to deter-
the magistrates, because the boy whom he had mine. However, that they hated long speeches,
taken into his affections let some ungenerous ;he following apophthegms are a farther proof.
word or cry escape him as he was fighting. This "(ing Leonidas said to one who discoursed at
love was so honourable, and in so much esteem, an improper time about affairs of some concern,

My friend, you should not talk so much to the
"This 11 supposed to be the Diana Tmerica, whose jurpose, of what it is not to the purpose to

Itatue Orestes is »aid to have brought to Laccdxmon, 'alk of Charilaus, the nephew of Lycurgus,
»nd to "whom humin victims viere offered. It is pre- >eing asked why his uncle had made so lew lawstended that Lycurgus abolished these sacrifices, and
substituted in their room the flagellation of young men, answered, To men of few words, few laws art
with whose blood the altar was, at \tttt} to be sprin-sufficient. Some people finding fault with He-
kled. But, in truth, a desire of overcoming the weak- cataus the sophist, because, when admitted to
"eises of human nature, afld thereby rendering his Spar-one of the public repasts, he said nothing all
tans not only superior to their neighbours, but to their Jie time, Archidamidas replied, He that knoioi
ipccifs. runs through many of the institutions of Lv-
eurgus; which principle, if well attended to, thorough-how to speak, knows also when to speak.
ly einlains them, and without attending to which it il
impossible to give any account at all of some of them. < Thu ITU the form of denuuiding qcarter in taltM.
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The manner of their repartees, which, as I Indeed, if we consider with some attention such
Mid, were seasoned with humour, may be of the Lacedsmonian poems as are Mill extant,
gathered from these instances. When a trou-and get into those airs which were played uponblesome fellow wai pestering Demaratus with the flute when they marched to battle, we must
impertinent questions, and this in particular agree that Terpander* and Pindar have very
several timea repeated, " Who is the best man fitly joined valour and music together. Th«
in Sparta?" He answered, He that « least former thus speaks of Lacedsmon,
like you. To some who were commending
the Eleans for managing the Olympic games There gleanu the youth'i bright felchion: lb«re UM

mute
with so much justice and propriety, Agis said, Lift» her ntetV voice; tiuit a-wful Ju»U« ope*
ll'hat great matter is it, if the Eleans do Her wide pavilion.
justice once in five years? When a stranger And Pindar sings,was professing his regard for Theopompus, and
saying that his own countrymen called him There in grave council siti the sage;
Philolacon (a lover of the Lacedaemonians,) There burns the youth's rejistitM rag«
the king answered him, My good friend, it To hurl the quir'ring lance;

The Muse with glory crowns their ainu.
uere much letter, \fthey called you Philopo- AuJ Melody exert* her charms,
lites (a lover of your own countrymen.) Plis- And pleasure leads the dance.
to»as,the son of Pausanias, replied to an orator Thus we are informed, not only of their war
of Athens, who said the Lacedaemonians had like turn, but their skill in music, for as the
no learning, True, for we are the only people
of Greece that have learned no HI of you. Spartan poet says,

To one who asked what number of men there To swell the bold notej of the lyre,
were in Sparta, Archidamidas said, Enough to Becomes the warrior's lofty fire.
keep bad men at a distance. And the king always offered sacrifice to the

Even when they indulged a vein of pleasan-musesf before a battle, putting his troops in
try, one might perceive, that they would not mind, I suppose, of their early education and
use one unnecessary word, nor let an expres-of the judgment that would be passed upon
sion escape them that had not some sense worth them ; as well as that those divinities might
attending to. For one being asked to go and teach them to despise danger, while they per-
hear a person who imitated the nightingale to formed some exploit fit for them to celebrate.
perfection, answered, / have heard the night- On these occasions^ they relaxed the severity
ingale herse{f. Another said, upon reading of their discipline, permitting their men to be
this epitaph, curious in dressing their hair, and elegant in

Victims of Man, at Selintu they fell, their arms and apparel, while they expressed
Who quench'd the rage of tyranny.^-- their alacrity, like hones full of fire and neighing

"And they deserved to fall, for, instead of for the race. They let their hair, therefore,
quenching it, they should have let it burn grow from their youth, but took more particu-
out.n A young man answered one that pro- lar care, when they expected an action, to have
mised him some game cocks that would stand it well combed and shining; remembering a
their death, Give me those that will be the saying of Lycuigus, that a large head of hair
death of others. Another seeing some people made the handsome more graceful, and the
carried into the country la litters said, May I ugly more terrible. The exercises, too, of the
never sit in any place where I cannot rise young men during the campaigns, were more)
before the aged.' ThU was the manner of moderate, their diet not so bard, and their
their apophthegms: so that it has been justly whole treatment more indulgent : so that they
enough observed that the term lakonizein (to were the only people in the world, with whom
act the Lacedaemonian) is to be referred rather military discipline wore in time of war, a gen-
to the exercises of the mind, than those of the tler face than usual. When the army was
body. drawn up, and the enemy near, the king sa-

Nor were poetry and music less cultivated crificed a goat, and commanded them all to set
among them, than a concise dignity of expres-
sion. Their songs had a spirit, which could rouse * Terpander was a poet and musician too (as indeed
the soul, and impel it in an enthusiastic man-they of those times were in general,) who added three
ner to action. The language was plain and strings to the harp, which till then had but four. Heflourished about a hundred and twenty years after
manly, the subject serious and moral. Foi they Homer.
consisted chiefly of the praises of heroes that f Xenophon says, the king who commanded the army
nad died for Sparta, or else of expressions of de- sacrificed to Jupiter and Minerva on the frontier of hij
tea;ation for such wretches as had declined the kingdom. Probably the muses were joined with Min-
glo.ious opportunity, and rather chose to drag erva the patroness of science.

} The true reason of this was, in all probability, thaton life in misery and contempt. Nor did they war might be less burthensome lo them; for lo render
forget to express an ambition for glory suitable them bold and warlike was the reigning passion of
to their respective ages. Of this it may not be their legislator. Under thisarticle vie may add, that
amiss to give an instance. There were three they were forbidden to remain long encamped in the
choirs on their festivals, corresponding with the si> ""« place, as well to hinder their being surprised, as

that they might be more troublesome to their enemies,
three ages of man. The old men began, by wasting every corner of their country. They were

Once in battle bold we shone; also forbidden lo fight the same enemy often. They
the young men answered, slept all night in their armour; but their outguards

were not allowed their shields, lhat, being unprovided
Try us; our vigour is Dot gone; of defence, Ihey might not dare to sleep. In all expe-

and the hoys concluded, ditions they were careful in the performance of religi-
The j)dlu- ous rites: and after their evening nual was over, lot

"oliliers sung together hymns to their godi.
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garlands upon their heads, and the musicians he was born, not for himself, tmtfor his coun-
to play Castro's march, while himself began try. Hence, if they had no particular order*
the pxan, which was the signal to advance. It they employed themselves in inspecting the
was at once a solemn and dreadful sight to see boys, and teaching them something useful, or
them measuring their steps to the sound of in learning of those that were older than them-
music, and without the least disorder in their selves. One of the greatest privileges that
ranks or tumult of spirits, moving forward Lycurgus procured for his countrymen, was the
cheerfully and composedly, with harmony to enjoyment of leisure, the consequence of hii
battle. Neither fear nor rashness was likely forbidding them to eiercise any mechanic trade.
to approve men so disposed, possessed as they It was not worth their while to take great paini
were of a firm presence of mind, with courage to raise a fortune, since riches there were of
and confidence of success, as under the conduct no account: and the Helotes, who tilled the
of heaven. When the king advanced against ground, were answerable for the produce above-
the enemy, he had always with him some one mentioned. To this purpose we have a story
that had been crowned in the public games of of a Lacedaemonian, who, happening to be at
Greece. And they tell us, that a Lacedemo-Athens where the court sat, was informed of a
nian, when large sums were offered him on con- man who was fined for idleness; and when the
dition that he would not enter the Olympic poor fellow was returning home in great dejec-
lists, refused them: having with much difficulty tion, attended by his condoling friends, he de-
thrown his antagonist, one put this question to sired the company to show him the person that
him, " Spartan, what will you get by this vic- was condemned for keeping vp his dignity.
tory ?" He answered with a smile, I shall So much beneath them they reckoned all atten-
have the honour to ftght foremost in the tion to mechanic arts, and all desire of riches!
ranks before my prince. When they had Lawsuits were banished from Lacedzmon
touted the enemy, they continued the pursuit with money. The Spartans knew neither richet
till they were assured of the victory: after that nor poverty, but possessed an equal competen-
they immediately desisted ; deeming it neither cy, and had a cheap and easy way of supplying
generous nor worthy of a Grecian to destroy their few wants. Hence, when they were not
those who made no farther resistance. This engaged in war, their time was taken up with
was not only a proof of magnanimity, but of dancing, feasting, hunting, or meeting to exer-
great service to their cause. For when their cise, or converse. They went not to market
adversaries found that they killed such as stood under thirty years of age," all their necessary
it out, but spared the fugitives, they concluded concerns being managed by their relations and
It was better to fly than to meet their fate upon adopters. Nor was it reckoned a credit to the
the spot. old to be seen sauntering in the market-place;

Hippias the sophist tells us, that Lycurgus it was deemed more suitable for them to pass
himself was a man of frreat personal valour, and great part of the day in the schools of exercise,
an experienced commander.* Philostephanus or places of conversation. Their discourse sel-
also ascribes to him the first division of caval- dom turned upon money, or business, or trade,
ry into troops of fifty, who were drawn up in but upon the praise of the excellent, or the cot-
a square body. But Demetrius the Phalcrean tempt of the worthless; and the last was ex-
says, that he never had any military employ-pressed with that pleasantry and humour, which
ment, and that there was the profoundest peace conveyed instruction and correction without
imaginable when he established the constitution seeming to intend it. Nor was Lycurgus him-
of Sparta. His providing for a cessation of self immoderately severe in his manner; but, as
arms during the Olympic games is likewise a Sosibius tells us, he dedicated a little statue to
mark of the humane and peaceable man. Some, the god of laughter in each hall. He considered
iiowever, acquaint as, and among the rest Her- faoetiousness as a seasoning of the hard exer-
mippus, that Lycurgus at first had no commu- cise and diet, and therefore ordered it to take
nication with Iphitus; but coming that way, place on all proper occasions, in their common
and happening to be a spectator, he heard be- entertainments and parties of pleasure.
hind him a human voice (as he thought) which Upon the whole, he taught his citizens to
expressed some wonder and displeasure that think nothing more disagreeable than to live by
he did not put his countrymen upon resorting (or for) themselves. Like bees, they acted
to so great an assembly. lie turned round im- with one impulse for the public good, and
mediately, to discover whence the voice came, always assembled about their prince. They
and as there was no man to be seen, concluded were possessed with a thirst of honour »nd en-
it was from heaven. He joined Iphitus, thusiasm bordering upon insanity, and had not
therefore ; and ordering, along with him, the a wish but for their country. These sentiment!
ceremonies of the festival, rendered it more are confirmed by some of their aphorisms.
magnificent and lasting. When Pzdaretus lost his election for one of

The discipline of the Lacedaemonians con- the three hundred, he went away rejoicing that
tinued after they were arrived at years of ma- there were three hundred better men than
turity . For no man was at liberty to live as he himselffound in the. city .t Pisistratidas going
pleased; the city being like one great camp,
where all had their stated allowance, and knew
their public charge, each man concluding that

" Xenophon, in his treatise of tht Spartan common-
wealth, »avs, Lycurgus brought military discipline to those writers who think that the military age is not
great perfection, and gives us a detail of his regulations wtll ascertained.
and improvement in the art of war; some of which I f Xenophon says, it was the custom Tor the fjjAoK'»
nave mentioned in the foregoing note appoint three officers, each of whom wa* to select "
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with tome others, ambassador to the king ol teem, and presented her with the portion, »ay-
Persia's lieutenants, was asked whether they ing at the same time, That which I received
f*mt> with a public commission, or on their own as a mark of honour, I five to you. Then
iccount, to which he answered, If successful, she was conducted home with great applause
for the public; if unsuccessful, for ourselves by the rest of the women.
Agrileonis, the mother of Brasidas,* asking Lycurgus likewise made good regulation*
borne Arophipolitans that waited upon her al with respect to burials. In the first place, to
her house, whether Brasidas died honourably take away all superstition, he ordered the
and as became a Spartan? they greatly extolled dead to be buried in the city, and even per
his merit, and said there was not such a man milled iheir monument* to be erected near the
left in Sparta; whereupon she replied, Say temples; accustoming the youth to such sight!
not so, my friends; for Braxidas was indeed from their infancy, that they might have no
a man of honour, but Lacedxmon can boast uneasiness from them, nor any horror foi
of many better men than he. death, as if people were polluted with the touch

The senate, as I said before, consisted at of a dead body, or with treading upon a grave.
first of those that were assistants to Lycurgus In the next place, he suffered nothing to ba
in his great cnterprize. Afterwards, to fill up buried with the corpse, except the red cloth
any vacancy that might happen, he ordered the and the olive leaves in which it was wrapped.*
most worthy men to be selected, of those that Nor would he suffer the relations to inscribe
were full threescore years old. This was the any names upon the tombs, except of those men
most respectable dispute in the world, and the that fell in battle, or those women who died in
contest was truly glorious: for it was not who some sacred office. He fixed eleven days for
should be the swiftest among the swift, or strong- the time of mourning: on the twelfth they were
est of the strong, but who was the wisest and to put an end to it, after offering sacrifice to
best among the good and wise. He who had the Ceres. No part of life was left vacant and
preference was to bear this mark of superior unimproved, but even with their necessary ac-
excellence through life, this great authority, tions he interwove the praise of virtue and the
H'hicJi put into his hands the lives and honour contempt of vice: and he so filled the city with
of the citizens, and every other important af- living examples, that it was next to impossible,
fair. The manner of the election was this: for persons who had these from their infancy
When the people were assembled, some per- before their eyes, not to be drawn and formed
sons appointed for the purpose were shut up to honour.
in a room near the place; where they could For the same reason he would not permit all
neither see nor be seen, and only hear the that desired it, to go abroad and see other coun-
(bouts of the constituents rf for by them they tries, lest they should contract foreign manners,
decided this and most other affairs. Each gain traces of a life of little discipline, and of
candidate walked silently through the assem-a different form of government. He forbid
bly, one after another, according to lot. Those strangers tootto resort to Sparta, who could
that were shut up had writing tables, in which not assign a good reason for their coming; not,
they set down in different columns the number as Thucydides says, out of fear they should
and loudness of the shouts, without knowing imitate the constitution of that city, and make
who they were for; only they marked them as improvements in virtue, but lest they should
first, second, third, and so on, according to the teach his own people some evil. For along
number of the competitors. He that had the with foreigners come new subjects of dis-
most and loudest acclamations, was declared course $ new discourse produces new opinions;
duly elected. Then he was crowned with a and from these there necessarily spring new
garland, and went round to give thanks to the passions and desires, which, like discords in
gods: a number of young men followed,striv-music, would disturb the established govern-
ing which should extol him most, and the ment. He, therefore, thought it more expedi-
women celebrated his virtues in their songs, ent for the city, to keep out of it corrupt cus-
and blessed his worthy life and conduct. .oms and manners, than even to prevent the
Each of his relations offered him a repast, and ntroduction of a pestilence.
their address on the occasion was, Sparta Thus far, then, we can perceive no vestigei
honours you with this collation. When he of a disregard to right and wrong, which ii
had finished the procession, he went to the the fault some people find with the laws of Ly
common table, and lived as before. Only two curgus, allowing them well enough calculated
portions were set before him, one of which he :o produce valour, but not to promote justice.
carried away: and as all the women related to * -Elian telb us (1. vi. c. 6.) th»t not all the citizen!
him attended at the gates of the public hall, he indifferently were buried in the red cloth and olive
called her for whom he had the greatest es- leaves, but only luch as had distinguished themselves

particularly in the field.

hundred men, the best he could find; and it was a point t He receded with pleasure such strangers as came
of great emulation to be one of these three hundred. >nd submitted to his laws, and assigned them shares ol

* Brasidas, the Lacedxmonian general, defeated the land, which they could not alienate. Indeed, the loti
of all the citizens were unalienable.

Athenians in a battle fought near Amphipolia, a town
of Macedonia, on the banks of the Strymon, but lost } Xenophon, who was an eye-witness, imputes the
his life in the action. Thucydid. lib. T. :hanges in the Spartan discipline lo foreign manners.

t As this was a tumultuary and uncertain way of de- But in fact they had a deeper root. When the La-
ciding who had the majority, they were often obliged "edacmonianj, instead of keeping to their lawgiver1!
t" «-paratc the people and count the TOlcs. Aristotle injunction, only to defend their own country, and lo

make no conquests, carried their victorious arms overtliinks that in «uch a case persons should not ofler
tlieuuelvel candidates, or solicit the office or empluy- all Greece and into Asia itself, then foreign sold and
na, i.i. hui ti, call-rd to it merely for their »bililie9«nd oriMgn manners came mlu Sparta, corrupted the sirn-
then merit. pIlCllT of hit institutions, and at last overturned that

republic
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Perhaps it was the Cryptia,* as they called it, ference of states. But in my opinion, it wu U
or ambuscade, if that was really one of this aftertimes that these cruelties took place
lawgiver's institutions, as Aristotle says it was, among the Lacedaemonians ; chiefly after the
which gave Plato so bad an impression both great earthquake, when, as history informs us,
of Lycurgue and his laws. The governora of the Helotes, joining the Messenians, attacked
the youth ordered the shrewdest of them from them, did infinite damage to the country, and
time to time to disperse themselves in the brought the cily to the greatest extremity. I
country, provided only with daggers and some can never ascribe to Lycurgus so abominable
necessary provisions. In the day-time they hid an act as that of the ambuscade. I would
themselves, and rested in the most private judge in this case by the mildness and justice
places they could find, but at night they sallied which appeared in the rest of his conduct, to
out into the roads, and killed all the Helotes which also the gods gave their sanction.
they could meet with. Nay, sometimes by day, When his principal institutions had taker
the) fell upon them in the fields, and murdered root in the manners of the people, and the
the ablest and strongest of them. Thucydides government was come to such maturity as to
relates in his history of the Peloponnesian be able to support and preserve itself, then, as
war, that the Spartans selected such of them Plato says of the Deity, that he rejoiced when
as were distinguished for their courage, to the he had created the world, and given it its first
number of two thousand or more, declared motion; so Lycurgus was charmed with the
them free, crowned them with garlands, and beauty and greatness of hie political establish-
conducted them to the temples of the gods; ment, when he saw it exemplified in fact, and
but soon after they all disappeared; and no move on in due order. He was next desirous
one could either then or since, give account in to make it immortal, so far as human wisdom
what manner they were destroyed. Aristotle could effect it, and to deliver it down un-
particularly says, that the ephari, as soon as changed to the latest times. For this purpose
they were invested in their office, declared war he assembled all the people, and told them,
against the Helotes, that they might be mas- the provisions he had already made for the
sacred under pretence of law. In other state were indeed sufficient ibr virtue and hap-
respects they treated them with great inhu- piness, but the greatest and most important
manity: sometimes they made them drink till matter was still behind, which he could not
they were intoxicated, and in that condition disclose to them till he had consulted the
led them into the public halls, to shew the oracle; that they must therefore inviolably ob-
young men what drunkenness was. They or- serve his laws, without altering any thing in
dered them to sing mean songg, and to them, till he returned from Delphi; and then
dance ridiculous dances, but not to meddle he would acquaint them with the pleasure ot
with any that were genteel and graceful. Thus Apollo. When they had all promised to do
they tell us, that when the Thebans afterwards so, and desired him to set forward, he took an
invaded Laconia, and took a great number of oath of the kings and senators, and afterwards
the Helotes prisoners, they ordered them to of all the citizens, that they would abide by
sing the odes of Terpander, Aleman, or Spen- the present establishment till Lycurgus came
don the Lacedemonian, but they excused them- back. He then took his journey to Delphi.
selves, alleging that it was forbidden by their When he arrived there, he offered sacrifice
masters. Those who say, that a freeman in to the gods, and consulted the oracle, whether
Sparta was most a freeman, and a slave most his laws were sufficient to promote virtue, and
a slave, seem well to have considered the dif- secure the happiness of the state. Apollo

answered, that the laws were excellent, and
* The cruelty of the Lacedzmonians toward] the that the city which kept to the constitution he

Helates, U frequently spoken of, and generally de- had established, would be the most glorious in
cried by all authors; though Plutarch, who was a the world. This oracle Lycurgus took down
jrr. :it admirer of the Spartans, endeavours to palliate in writing, and sent it to Sparta. He then
it as much as may be. These poor wretches were
marked out for slates in their dress, their gesture, offered another sacrifice, and embraced his
and, in short, in every thing. They wore dog-skin friends and his son, determined never to release
bonnets and sheep-skin vests; they were forbidden his citizens from their oath, but voluntarily
to learn any liberal art, or to perform any act -worthy there to put a period to his life-,* while he waa
of their masters. Once a day they received a certain yet of an age when life was not a burden,
number of stripes, for fear they should forget they were when death was not desirable, and while heilavei: and, to crown all, they were liable to this
cri/ptia, which was sure to be executed on all such as was not unhappy in any one circumstance.
sj'ike, looked or walked like freemen; a cruel and He, therefore, destroyed himself by abstaining
ui.necessary expedient, and unworthy of a virtuous from food, persuaded that the very death of
people. The epAoTi, indeed, declared war against lawgivers should have its use, and their exit,
tli- in- Against whom ? why, against poor naked slaves,
who tilled their lands, dressed their food, and did all so far from being insignificant, have its share
those offices fnr them, which they were too proud to of virtue, and be considered as a great action
do for themselves. Plutarch, according to custom, en- To him, indeed, whose performances were so
deavours to place all this cruelty far lower than the illustrious, the conclusion of life was the crown
titnnof Lycurgus: and alleges that it was introduced of happiness, o.nd his death was ItftguarJiiU
on account of the Helatei joining with the Messenians
afler a terrible earthquake, that happtned about 467 of those invaluable blessings he had procured
j. ar* before the birth of Christ, where! y a great part tils countrymen through life, as they had taken
of l.aeedjemon was overthrown, and in which above an oath not to depart from his establishment
Iv.rniy inxii'inil Spartans perished. But JElian teill till his return. Nor was he deceived in his
11. i rpr, ».|y, 'Hist. Var. 1. iii.) thut it was the com-expectations. Sparta continued superior to the
mon opinion in Greece, that tVii» very tarth^Malie was
1 n.luinrni from heaven upon the qr«rtaus fur treat- rest of Greece, both in its government at home
in^ in"-, llclota with such inhumanity. 1 VetLucico says that Lycurgus died at the age of 85.
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uut reputation abroad, to long as it retained tratio- Jf its kingi, replied, nay, rather fry
the institution of Lycurgua : and this it did the bedience oftlteir subjects. It is certain
during the space of five hundred years, and the that people will not continue pliant to those
reign of fourteen successive kings, down to who know not how to command ; but it is the
Agis the son of Archidamus. As for the ap-part of a good governor to teach obedience
pointment of the cphori, it wz» ao far from He. who knows how to lead welJ, is sure to be
weakening the constitution, that it gave it ad-well followed: and as it is by the art of horse-
ditional vigour, and though it seemed to be es-manship that a horse is made gentle and trac-
tablished in favour of the people, it strength-table, so it is by the abilities of him that fill*
ened the aristocracy.* the throne that the people become ductile and

But in the reign of Agis, money found its way submissive. Such was the conduct of the
into Sparta, and with money came its insepara-Lacedemonians, that people did not onJy en-
ble attendant-avarice. This was by means dure, but even desired to be their subjects.
of Lysander ; who, though himself incapable They asked not of them, either ships, money,
of being corrupted by money, filled his country or troops, but only a Spartan general. When
with the love of it, and with luxury too. He they had received him, they treated him with
brought both gold and silver from the wars,f the greatest honour and respect; so Gylippus
and thereby broke through the laws of Lycur- was revered by the Sicilians, Brasidas by the
gus. While these were in force, Sparta was Chalcidians, Lysander, Callicratidas, and Age-
not so much under the political regulations of a silaus by all the people of Asia. These, and
commonwealth, as the strict rules of a philoso- such as these, wherever they came, were called
phic life; and as the poets feign of Hercules, moderators and reformers, both of the magis
that only with a club and lion's skin he travel- trates and people, and Sparta itself was con-
led over the world, clearing it of lawless ruf- sidered as a school of discipline', where the
fians and cruel tyrants ; so the Lacedemonians beauty of life and political order were taught
with a piece of parchment^ and coarse coat in the utmost perfection. Hence Stratoni-
kept Greece in a voluntary obedience, destroy- cus seems facetiously enough to have said,

" ed usurpation and tyranny in the states, put an that he would order the Athenians to have the
end to wars, and laid seditions asleep, very conduct of mysteries and processions; the

i often without either shield or lance, and only Eleans to preside in games, <w their particu-
"by sending one ambassador; to whose direc- lar province; and the Lacedsemonians to be
tions all parties concerned immediately sub- beaten, if the other did amiss.* This was
mitted. Thus bees, when their prince appears, spoken in jest: but Antisthenes, one of the
compose their quarrels and unite in one swarm. scholars of Socrates, said (more seriously) of
So much did justice and good government the Thebans, when he saw them pluming them-
prevail in that state, that I am surprised at selves upon their success at Leuctra, They
those who say, the Lacedaemonians knew in- were just like so many school-boys rejoicing
deed how to obey, but not how to govern; and that they had beaten their master.
on this occasion quote the saying of king It was not, however, the principal design of
Theopompus, who, when one told him, that Lycurgus, that his city should govern many
Sparta was preserved by the good adminis- others, but he considered its happiness like

that of a private man, as flowing from virtue
* After all this pompous account, Plutarch himself and self-consistency: he therefore so ordered

acknowledges, thai authors are not well agreed, how and disposed it, that by the freedom and sobri-
and where this great man died. That he starved him- ety of its inhabitants, and their having a suffi-
self is improbable; but that he returned DO more to ciency within themselves, its continuancehis country, seeou to be perfectly agreeable to his
manner of acting, as well as to the current of history. might be the more secure. Plato, Diogenes,

t Xenonhon acquaints us, that when, Lysander had Zeno, and other writers upon government, have
taken Atnens, he sent to Sparta many rich spoils and taken Lycurgus for their model: and these
470 talents of silver. The coming of this huge mazs have attained great praise, though they left
of wealth created great disputes at Sparta. Many
celebrated Lysandcr's praises, and rejoiced exceed-only an idea of something excellent. Yet he,
ingly at this good fortune, as they called it; others, who, not in idea and in words, but in fact pro-
who were better acquainted with me nature of things, duced a most inimitable form of government
and with their constitution, were of quite another and by shewing a whole city of philosophers,f
opinion: they looked upon the receipt of this treasure confounded those who imagine that the so much
B-S an open violation of the laws of Lycurgus; and talked ot strictness of a philosophic life is im-they expressed their apprehensions loudly, that, in
process of time, they might, by a change in their man-practicable; he, I say, Elands in the rank of
ners, pay infinitely more for this money than it was glory far beyond the founders of all the other
worth. The event justified their fears.

I This was the scytale, the nature and use of which
Plutarch explains in the life of Lysander. He tells "Because the teacheri should be awwerable for the
"s, that when the magistrates gave their commission faults of their pupils. The pleasantry of the obser-
to any admiral or general, they took two round pieces vation seems to be this. That as the LacedinioDianl
of wood, both exactly equal in breadth and thickness; used to punish the parents or adopters of thusc )oun»
(Thucydides adds, that they were smooth and long:) people that behaved amiss; now that they were lhv
one they kept themsAcs, the other was delivered to instructors of other nations, they should suffer (or
their officer. When they had any thing of moment, their faults. Bryan's Latin text hai it, that the Lart-
which they would secretly convey to him. they cut a dEmonians ihould teat them-But there is no joki in
lonj narrow scroll of parchment, and rolling it about that.
their own staff, one fold close upon another, they t Aristotle and Plato differ in this from Plutarch.
wrote their business on it: when they had written Even Polybiui, who was to great an admirer of th
what theyhad to say, they took off the parchment, and the Spartan government, allows, that, though th«
Knt it KJ the general; and he applying it to his own Spartans, considered as individuals, wrre v lie and
staff, the characters ivhich before were coufused and virtuous, jet in their collective capacity the) paid but
unintelligible, appealed Iheu very plainly. little regard to justice and moderation.
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Grecian states.* Therefore Aristotle is of Cretans shew his tomb at Pergamia, neai tin
opinion, that die honours paid him in Lace- high road. We are told, he left an only son
da mon were far beneath his merit. Yet those named Antiorus: and as he died without issue,
honours weie very great; for he hag a temple the family was extinct. His friends and rela-
there, and they offer him a yearly sacrifice, as tions observed bis anniversary, which subsisted
a god. It is also said, that when his remains for many aget, and the days on which they
were brought home, his tomb was struck with met for that purpose they called L/ycurgidx
lightning: a seal of divinity which no other Aristocrates, the son of Hipparchus, relates,
man, however eminent, has had, except Euri- that the friends of Lycurgus, with whom he
pides, who died and was buried at Arethusa in sojourned, and at last died in Crete, burned
Macedonia. This was matter of great satis- his body, and, at his request, threw his ashes
faction and triumph to the friends of Euripides, into the sea. Thus he guarded against tho
that the same thing should befall him after possibility of his remains being brought back
death, which had formerly happened to the to Sparta by the Lacedaemonians, lest they
most venerable of men, and the most favoured should then think themselves released from
of heaven. Some say, Lycurgus died at their oath, on the pretence that he was return-
Cirrha; but Apollothemis will have it, that he ed, and make innovations in the govern.
was brought to Elis and died there; and Ti- ment. This is what we had to say of Ly.
maeus and Aristoxenus write, that he ended his curgus.
days in Crete; nay, Aristoxemia adds, that the

NUMA.

THERE is likewise a great diversity amongs thagoras, were intermixed with the Roman
historians about the time in which king Nutn But this mixture might have another cause, as
lived, though some families seem to trace thei Numa was of Sabine extraction, and the Si
genealogy up to him with sufficient accuracy bines, declared themselves to have been a
However, a certain writer called Clodius, in Lacedemonian colony.* It is difficult, how
his emendations of chronology, affirms, tha ever, to adjust the times exactly, particularly
the ancient archives were destroyed when those that are only distinguished with the
Rome was sacked by the Gauls; and tha names of the Olympic conquerors; of which
those which are now shewn as such, were we are told, Hippias, the Elean, made a col-
forged in favour of some persons who wantei lection at a late period, without sufficient
to stretch their lineage far back, and to deduce vouchers. We shall now relate what we have
it from the most illustrious houses. Some say met with most remarkable concerning Numa,
that Numa was the scholar of Pythagoras;^ beginning from that point of time which a
but others contend, that he was unacquaintec most suitable to our purpose.
with the Grecian literature, either alleging. It was in the thirty-seventh year from the
that his own genius was sufficient to conduct building of Rome, and of the reign of Romu-
hiir^to excellence, or that he was instructed lus, on the seventh of the month of July
by some barbarian philosopher superior to (which day is now called JVbna: Caprotiiw)
Pythagoras. Some, again, affirm, that Pytha- when that prince went out of the city to offer a
goras of Samos flourished about five genera- solemn sacrifice at a place called the Goat's-
tions below the times of Numa: but that Py- Marsh, in the presence of the senate and great
thagoras the Spartan, who won the prize at jart of the people. Suddenly there happened
the Olympic race in the sixteenth Olympiad i great alteration in the air, and the clouds burst
(about the third year of which it. was that Nu- in a storm of wind and hail. The rest of tho
ma came to the throne,) travelling into Italy, assembly were struck with terror and fled, but
became acquainted with that prince, and as- Romulus disappeared, and could not be found
sisted him in regulating the government. either alive or dead. Upon this, the senators
Hejice many Spartan customs, taught by Py- ell under a violent suspicion, and a report

was propagated against them among the peo-
~Je, that having long been weary of the yoke

* The same Dionysim informs us, that he found in
no history of the Subioo, that, while Lycurgus
ivas guardian to his m phew Euromus (Charilaus it
hould be,) some of the Lacedemonians, unable to
ndure the severity of his laws, fled into Italy, and

si* n; but Ihc former had the stronger, the laller the ettled firat at Pometia; from n-hencc several of them
mililir genius; the eflccts of which appeared in the emoved into Ihe country of the Sabines, and, uniting
rommnnwealtni they founded. Tith that people taught them their customs; particu-

f Pythagoras the philosopher went not into Italy ,rly thow relating to the conduct of war, to fortitude,
ulhl.t rt i^ii of the tlder 1 arquin, which was in the tieace, and a frugal and abstemious manner of U'T.
Sfij 1'irM (il)ni[ii»<l, aud fout centi-ations (as Diony- 11:. This colon),then, settled in Italy 120 yeui b«
uui ol llalicarnasiul tell) u» ifirr Numa. ore the birth of Numa.
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of kingly government, and desirous to get the ment into an oligarchy, and as they had the
power into their own hands, they had murder-direction of all affairs in their hands"were un-
ed the king Particularly as he bad treated willing to have a king. At last it was agreed
them for some time in an arbitrary and impe-between the two parties, that one nation should
rious man a dr. But they found means to obvi-choose a king out of the whole body of tho
ate this suspicion, by paying divine honours to other. This was considered as the best mean*
Romulus as a person that had been privileged of putting a stop to the present contention, and
from the file of other morult, and was only of inspiring the king with an affection for both
removed to a happier scene. Moreover, Pro- parties, since he would be gracious to these,
culus, a man of high rank, made oath that he because they had elected him, and to those a*
law Romulus carried up to heaven ia complete his kindred and countrymen. The Sabinei
armour, and heard a voice commanding that leaving the Romans to their option, they pro
be should be called ferred a Sabine king of their own electing, to

Fresh disturbances and tumults arose in the a Roman, chosen, by the Sabines. Consulting,
city about the election of a new king, the later therefore, among themselves,* they fixed upon
inhabitants being not yet thoroughjy incorpo-Numa Pompilius, a Sabine, who wa« not of
rated with the first, the commonalty fluctuat- the number of those that had migrated to Rome^
ing and unsettled in itself, and the patricians but so celebrated for virtue, that the Sabinet
full of animosity and jealousies of each other. received the nomination even with greater ap-
All, indeed, agreed that a. king should be ap- plause than the Romans themselves. When
pointed, but they differed and debated, not they had acquainted the people with their re-
only about the person to be fixed upon, but solution, they sent the most eminent person-
from which of the two nations he should be ages of both nations ambassadors, to entreat
elected. For neither could they who, with him to come and take upon him the govern-
Romulus, built the city, endure, that the Sa- ment.
bines, who had been admitted citizens, and Numa was of Cures, a considerable city of
obtained a share of the lands, should attempt to the Sabines, from which the Romans, together
command those from whom they had received with the incorporated Sabines, took the name
such privileges; nor yet could the Sabines de- of Quirttes. He was the son of a person of
part from their claim of giving a king in their distinction named Pompon ius, and the youngest
turn to Rome, having this good argument in of four brothers. It seemed to be by the di-
their favour, that upon the death of Tatius, rection of the gods, that he was born the twenty
they had suffered Romulus peaceably to enjoy first of April, the same day that Rome wa«
the throne, without a colleague. It was also founded by Romulus. His mind was naturally
to be considered, that they did not come as disposed to virtue; and he still farther subdued
inferiors to join a superior people, but by their it by discipline, patience, and philosophy, not
rank and number added strength and dignity only purging it of the grosser and most infamous
to the city that received them. These were passions, but even of that ambition and rapa-
the arguments on which they founded their ciousness which was reckoned honourable
claims. Lest this dispute should produce an amongst the barbarians: persuaded that true
utter confusion, whilst there was no king, nor fortitude consists in the conquest of appetites
any steers-man at the helm, the senators made by reason. On this account he banished all
an order that the hundred and fifty members luxury and splendour from his house; and both
who composed their body,* should each, in the citizens and strangers found in him a faith
their turns, be attired in the robes of state; in ful counsellor, and an upright judge. As for
the room of Quirinua, offer the stated sacri- his hours of leisure, he spent them not in the
fices to the gods, and despatch the whole pub- pursuits of pleasure, or schemes of profit, but
lic business, six hours in the day, and six hours in the worship of the gods, and in rational in-
tt night. This distribution of time seemed quiries into their nature and their power. Hi»
well contrived, in point of equality amongst name became at length so illustrious, that
the regents, and the change of power from Tatius, who was the associate of Romulus in
hand to hand prevented its being obnoxious to the kingdom, having an only daughter named
the people, who saw the same person in one Tatia, bestowed her upon him. He was not,
day and one night reduced from a king to a however, eo much elated with this match as to
private man. This occasional administration remove to the court of his father-in-law, but
the Romans call an Intenegnum. continued in the country of the Sabines, pay-

But though the matter was managed in this ing his attentions to his own father, who was
moderate and popular way, the senators could now grown old. Tatia was partaker of hit
not escape the suspicions and complaints of retirement, and preferred the calm enjoyment
the people, that they were changing the govera- of life with her husband in privacy, to th*

honours and distinction in which she migh
" According to our author in the life or Romulus, have lived with her father at Rome. Thirteen

the number of the senators was 200, Indeed, Diony- years after their marriage she died.
rius says, lhat writ-rs differed in thi« particular, lome
affirming, that 100 senators were added to (he original Numa then left the society of the city, and
number upon the union of the Sabines with the Ro-passed his time in wandering about alone in
mans, and others, that only fifty were added. Liry the sacred groves and lawns, in the most re-
E'res the most probable account of the manner of the * The inttrrtx, for the time being, having sum-iterre^num. The senators, he says, divided them- moned the people, addressed them tkus: " Romans,
"elvrs into decuries or tens. These decuries drew lots elect /ourselvei a king; the senate give theirconsent;
which should govern first ; add the decury, to whose lot and, ifyou choose a prince worthy to succeed Romulus,
it fell, enjoyed the supreme authority for five days; the sftiate will confirm your choice." The people
yet, in such a manner, that one person only of the gov- were so well pleased with this condescension of it*
erning dwury had the tnnjui of sovereignty at a U senate, th»t they remitted the choice to them.

E
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tired and solitary places. Hence the report was equally in his favour; BO tyiat whenever he
concerning the goddess Kgeria chiefly took ita sailed from Cirrna to Sicyon, the priestess, to
riie;* and it was believed it was not from any signify Apollo's satisfaction, repeated thil
inward sorrow or melancholy turn that he heroic verse:
iToided human conversation, but from his He comes, again the much-loved hero come*.
being admitted to that which was more vene-It is also fabled, that Pan was in love with
rable and excellent, from the honour he had Pindar,* on account of his poetry; and that
of a familiar intercourse with a divinity that Archilochus and Hesiod,f after their death,loved him, which Jed him to happiness and were honoured by the heavenly powers for the
knowledge more than mortal. It is obvious
enough, how much this resembles many of the same reason. Sophocles, too (as the story

goes), was blessed in his lifetime with the con-
ancient stories received and delivered down versation of the god JEaculapius, of which
by the Phrygians of Atys,f the Bythenians many proofs still remain,' and another deity
of Herodotus, and the Arcadians of Endy- procured him burial.J Now if we admit that
mion: to whom might be added many others, these were BO highly favoured, shall we deny
who were thought to have attained to supe-that Zaleucus,§ Minos, Zoroaster, Numa, and
rior felicity, and to be beloved in an extra-Lycurgus, kings and lawgivers, were happy
ordinary manner by the gods. And, indeed, in the same respect? Nay, rather we shall
it is rational enough to suppose, that the deity think, that the gods might seriously converse
would not place his affection upon horses or with such excellent persons as these, to instruct
birds, but rather upon human beings, eminent-and encourage them in their great attempts;
ly distinguished by virtue; and that he neither whereas, if they indulged poets and musicians
dislikes nor disdains to hold conversation with in the same grace, it must be by way of diver-
a man of wisdom and piety. But that a divinity sion. To such as are of another opinion, I
should be captivated with the external beauty shall say, however, with Bacchylides, The
of any human body is irrational to believe. way it broad. For it is no unplausible ac-
The ^Egyptians, indeed, make a distinction count of the matter which others give, when
in this case, which they think not an absurd they tell us, that Lycurgus, Numa, and other
one, that it is not impossible for a woman to great men, rinding their people difficult to
be impregnated by the approach of some divine manage, and alterations to be made in their
spirit; but that a man can have no corporeal several governments, pretended commission!
intercourse with a goddess. But they do not, from heaven which were salutary, at least to
however, consider that a mixture, be it of those for whom they were invented.
what sort it may, equally communicates its Numa was now in his fortieth year, when
being. In short, the regard which the gods ambassadors came from Rome to make him an
have for men, though, like a human passion, it offer of the kingdom. The speakers were
be called love, must be employed in forming Proculus and Velesus, whom the people be-
their manners, and raising them to higher de- fore had cast their eyes upon for the royal dig-
frees of virtue. In this sense we may admit nity, the Romans b»ing attached to ProcuJus,
the assertion of the poets, that Phorbas,} and the Sabmes to Velesus. As they imagined
Hyacinthus, and Admetus, were beloved by that Numa would gladly embrace his good for-
Apollo; and that Hippolytus, the Sicyoman, tune, they made but a short speech. They

found it, however, no easy matter to persuade
" Numa's inclination to solitude, and his custom of him, but were obliged to make use of much en-

retiring into the secret places of the forest of Aricia,
tave rise tu several popular opinions^ Some believed treaty to draw him from that peaceful retreat he
that the nymph Egeria herself dictated to him the was so fond of, to the government of a city,
laws, both civil ana religious, which he established. born, as it were, and brought up in war In
And, indeed, he declared so himself, in order to pro- the presence, therefore, of his father, and one
cure a divine sanction to them. But, as no great man
is without aspersions, others have thought, that under
this aflVcted passion lor woods and caves, was conceal-changed into a flower which bears his name. Fuji
ed another more real and less chaste. This gave occa-Pausan, De Laconic. 1. iii. and Ovid. Metam. \. x.
sion lo that Sarcasm of Juvenal, ia speaking of the fab. 5.
(rore of Egeria (S<ii. iii. ver. 12.) Admetus was the ton of Pheres, king of Thesuly.

Hie ubi nocturnse Numx constitoebat amicsc. It is said that Apollo kept his sheep.
" Pindar had a particular devotion for the god Pan,

Grid sayi. that to remove her grief for the loss of and therefore took up his abode near the temple of
Numa. Diana changed her into a fountain which still Rhea and Pan. He cotnimrd the hymns which th«
tears her name. Metam. I. xv. Thcban virgins sung on the festival of that deity; and,

t Airs was said to be beloved by the goddess Cybele, it is said he had the happiness to hear I'au himself sing-
tiid Endymion by Diana; but we believe there is DO ing one of his odes.
where else any mention made of this Herodotus, or Archilochus was slain by a soldier of NBTOS, who
Rhodotus, as Dacier from his manuscript calls him. s obi iced by the priestess of Apollo to make eipia-

f Phorbas was the son of Triopas, Icing of Argos. tioa for having killed a man consecrated to the muses.
He delivered (he Rhodians from a prodigious number -As lor !Tr 5io<], (he Orchomenians, a people ofBoeotia,
of serpents that infested their island, and particularly being terribly afflicted by a plague, were ordered by
from one furious dragon that had devoured a great the oracle to remove the bones of that poet, from K»u-
many people. He was, therefore, supposed to be pactus in X,to\ia, into their country.
dear to Apollo, who had plain the Python. After his J Sophocles died at Athens, while Lyrandrr wu
death he was placed in the heavens, with the dragon carrying on the siege of the city; and Bacchus is said
he had destroyed, in the constellation Op/imcus or to have appeared to the Spartan general in a dream,
Serpeittnrita. and ordered him to permit the new Athenian Syren to

Hyacinth us was the son of Amyrlas, founder of the be buried atDecelea.
city of Amycl*, near Sparta. He was .bcldVed by Zaleucus gave laws to the Locriani in NUjn*
Ap- ill" and Zephyrus, and was killed in a fit of jeal- Orzcia; Zoroaster, one of the magi, and kinc of UM
ousy by the latter, who, with a puff of wind, caused a Bactrians, to his own subjects; and Minos to Die poo-
"jiuit thrown by Apollo to fall upon his head. He was ple of Crete.
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of Mi kinsmen, named Marcius, he gave them they ever be ao ardently inclined to war, yet
Jus answer: " Every change of human life has is it not better to torn their violence another
its dangers; but when a man has a sufficiency way, and to be the centre of union and friend-
for every thing, and there is nothing in his pre-ship between the country of the Sabines, and
sent situation to be complained of, what but so great and flourishing a state as that ot
madness can lead him from his usual track of Rome f These inducements, we are told, were
life, which, if it has no other advantage, has that strengthened by auspicious omens, and by the
ef certainty, to experience another as yet doubt- zeal and ardour of his fellow-citizens, who, ai
"ul and unkoown? But the dangers that attend soon as they had learned the subject of the em
Ids government are beyond an uncertainty, if bassy, went in a body to entreat him to take
we may form a judgment from the fortunes of the government upon him, as the only means to
Romulus, who laboured under the suspicion appease all dissensions, and effectually incor-
of taking off Tatius his colleague, and was sup- porate the two nations into one.
posed to have lost his own life with equal injus- When he had determined to go, he offered
tice. Yet Romulus is celebrated as a person sacrifice to the gods, and then set forward to
of divine origin, as Bupernaturally nourished, Rome. Struck with love and admiration of
when an infant, and most wonderfully preserv- the man, the senate and people met him on the
ed. For my part, I am only of mortal race, way; the women welcomed him with blessings
and you are sensible my nureing and education and shouts of joy, the temples were crowded
boast of nothing extraordinary. As for my cha- with sacrifices; and so universal was the satis-
racter, if it has any distinction, it has been faction, that the city might seem to have re-
gained in a way not likely to qualify me for a ceived a kingdom, instead of a king. When they
king, in scenes of repose and employments by were come into the Forum, Spurius Vettius,
no means arduous. My genius is inclined to whose turn it was then to be Interrex, put it to
peace, my love has long been fixed upon it, and the vote, whether Numa. should be king, and
I ha\e studiously avoided the contusion of war: all the citizens agreed to it with one voice.
I have also drawn others, so far as my influence The robes and other distinctions of royalty
extended, to the worship of the gods, to mutual then were offered him, but he commanded them
offices of friendship, and to spend the rest of to stop, aa his authority yet wanted the sanction
their time in tilling the ground, and feeding of heaven. Taking therefore with him the
cattle. The Roman« may have unavoidable priests and augurs, he went up to the Capitol,
wars left upon their hands by their late king, which the Romans at that time called the Tar-
for the maintaining of which you have need of peian rock. There the chief of the augurt
another more active and more enterprising. Be- covered the head of Numa,* and turned his
sides, the people are of a warlike disposition, face towards the south; then standing behind
ipirited with success, and plainly enough dis- him, and laying his right band upon his head,
cover their inclination to extend their conquests. he offered up his devotions, and looked around
Of course, therefore, a person who has set his him, in hopes of seeing birds, or some other
heart upon the promoting of religion and jus- signal from the gods. An incredible silence
tice, and drawing men off from the love of vio- reigned among the people, anxious for the
lence and war, would soon become ridiculous event, and lost in suspense, till the auspicious
and contemptible to a city that has more occa- birds appeared and passed on the right hand.
sion for a general than a king." Then Numa took the royal robe, and went

Numa in this manner declining the crown, down from the mount to the people, who re-
the Romans, on the other hand, exerted all ceived him with loud acclamations, as the
their endeavours to obviate his objections, and most pious of men, and most beloved of the
begged of him not to throw them into conl'u- gods.
lion and civil war again, as there was no other His first act of government was to discharge
jvhom both parties would unanimously elect. the body of three hundred men, called Celeres,^
When the ambassadors had retired, his father whom Romulus always kept about his person
»nd his friend Marcius privately urged him, by as guards; for he neither chose to distrust those
all the arguments in their power, to receive who put a confidence in him, nor to reign over
this great and valuable gift of heaven. " If a people that could distrust him. In the nei
"ontented," said they, " with a competence, place, to the priests of Jupiter and Mars he add
you desire not riches, nor aspire after the ho- ed one for Romulus, whom he styled Flamen
nour of sovereignty, having a higher and better Quirinalis. Flamines was a common name
distinction in virtue; yet consider that a king for priests before that time, and it is said to
is the minister of God, who now awakens and have been corrupted from Pilamines, a term
puts in action your native wisdom and justice. derived from Piloi, which in Greek signifiea
Decline not, therefore, an authority, which to (for they wore, it seems, a kind of cap*
a wise man is a field I'orgreat and good actions;
where dignity may be added to religion, and
men may be brought over to piety, in the easi- " So it is in the telt of Plutarch, u it now stands,
est and readiest way, by the influence of the 

but it appears from Livjr, that the augur covered his
own head, not that of JVuma, *#u£ur ad Unam cjui

prince. Tatius, though a stranger, was beloved cajnle velato, tfJem ceptt, 4'c. AnS, indeed, the augur
by this people, and they pay divine honours to always covered his head in a gown peculiar to hij oi
the memory of Romulus. Besides, who knows, lice, called Lzna, when he made hu observations.
as they are victorious, but they may be satiated f Numa did not make use of them as guards, but u
with war, and having no farther wish for tri- inferior minisUn, who were to take care of the sacri-
umphs and spoils, may be desirous of a mild fices, under the direction of the tribunes, who hadcommanded them in their military capacity.ind just governor for the establishing of good
laws, and the settling of peace? But should 

} Others think they took their names from the flame
coloured tufts they had oa their caps. Ther w«n
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or hoods;) and the Latin language had many with the muses. To the latter he ascribed
more Greek words mixed with it then, than it most of his revelations; and there was one IB
has at this time. Thus royal mantles were, by particular, that he called Tacita, as much as to
the Romans, called Kanat, which Juba assures say, the muse nf fiience,' whom he taught ths
Di was from the Greek, Chl&nsc, and the name Romans to distinguish with their veneration
of Camilltu,* given to the youth who served By this, too, he seemed to show his knowledge
« the temple of Jupiter, and who was to have and approbation of the Pythagorean precept of
both his parents alive, was the same which silence.
some of the Greeks give to Mercury, on ac- His regulations concerning images seem like.
countof his being an attendant of that god. wise to have some relation to the doctrine of

Numa having settled these matters with a view Pythagoras; who was of opinion that the First
to establish himself in the people's good graces, Cause was not an object of sense, nor liable to
immediately after attempted to soften them, as passion, but invisible, incorruptible, and discern-
iron is softened by fire, and to bring them from ible only by the mind. Thus Numa forbade
a violent and warlike disposition, to a juster the Romans to represent the Deity in the form
and more gentle temper. For, if any city ever either of man or beast. Nor was there among
was in a state of ir^flammation, as Plato ex- them formerly any image or statue of the Di*
presses it, Rome certainly was, being composed vine Being: during the first hundred and seven-
at first of the most hardy and resolute men, ty years they built temples, indeed, and other
whom boldness and despair had driven thither sacred domes, but placed in them no figure of
from all quarters, nourished and grown up to any kind, persuaded that it is impious to repre-
power by a series of wars, and strengthened sent things divine by what is perishable, and
even by blows and conflicts, as piles fixed in that we can have no conception of God but by
the ground become firmer under the strokes of the understanding. His sacrifices, too, resem-
the rammer. Persuaded that no ordinary means bled the Pythagorean worship: for they were
were sufficient to form and reduce so high spi- without any effusion of blood, consisting chiefly
rited and untractable a people to mildness and of flour, libations of wir.c, and other very sim-
peace, he called in the assistance of religion. ple and unexpensive things.
By sacrifices, religious dances, and processions, To these arguments other circumstances are
which he appointed, and wherein himself offici- added, to prove that these two great men were
ated, he contrived to mix the charms of festivity acquainted with each other. One of which it,
and social pleasure with the solemnity of the that Pythagoras was enrolled a citizen of Rome
ceremonies. Thus he soothed their minds, and This account we have in an address to Ante-
calmed their fierceness and martial fire. Some- rior from Epicharmus,t a writer of comedy,
times also, by acquainting them with prodigies and a very ancient author, who was himself of
from heaven, by reports of dreadful apparitions the school of Pythagoras. Another is, thai
and menacing voices, he inspired them with Numa having four sons,} called one of them
terror and humbled them with superstition. Mamercus, after the name of a son of Pytha-
This was the principal cause of the report, that goras . From him too, they tell as, the JEmi-
he drew his wisdom from the sources of Py- lian family is descended, which is one of the
thagoras: for a great part of the philosophy of noblest in Rome; the king having given him
the latter, as well as the government of the for- the surname of JEmihas, on account of his
mer, consisted in religious attentions and the graceful and engaging manner of speaking. And
worship of the gods. It is likewise said, that I have myself been informed by several persons
his solemn appearance and air of sanctity was in Rome, that the Romans being commanded
copied from Pythagoras. That philosopher had by the Oiacle to erect two statues,§ one to the
so far tamed an eagle, that, by pronouncing wisest, and the other to the bravest of the Gre-
certain words, he could stop it in its flight, or cians, set tip is brass the figures of Pytha-
bring it down; and passing through the multi- goras and Alcibiades. But as these matter*
tudes assembled at the Olympic games, he are very dubious, to support or refute them
showed them his golden thigh; besides other
arts and actions, by which he pretended to " In tie city of Erythrse, there was a temple of Mi
something supernatural. This led Tunon the nenra, where the priestess was called Hen/dun, that uthe competed, the tiient.
Phliasian to write,

f According to the Marmora Oxon. Epicharmut,
To catch applause Pythagoras aflects flourished in the year before Christ 472; and it iicer
A solemn air and grandeur of expression. tain it must have Men about that time, because he was

at the court of Hiero.

But Numa feigned that some goddess or 1 Some writers, to corintenance the vanity of certain
mountain nymph favoured him with her private noble families in Rome, in deducing their genealogy

from Numa, have given that prince lour sons. But the
regards (as we have already observed,) and common opinion is, that he had only one daughter,
that he had moreover frequent conversations named Pompilia. The jEmilii were one of the most

considerable families in Rome, and branched into the
denominated from the particular god to whom their Lepidi, the Pauli, and the Papi. The word -frmtifal
ministry was confined, as flamen SiaKi, the Priest of or JEmylus, in Greek, signifies gentle, graceful.
Jupiter ; Flamen Martialis, the Priest of Mars. § Pliny tells us, (1. miv. c. 5.) it was in the time of

* Camillas is d-rived from the Botic *xi/*.>.<:;, which their war with the Samnitel that the Romans were
properly signifies a servitor. In every temple there u ordered to set up these statues; that they were accor-
ft youth of quality, whose business it was to minister to dingly placed in the amititrm, and that they remained
the pri;sl. It was necessary that the falher and mo- there till the dictatorship of Sylla. The oracle, by this
ther ot the youth should be both alive ; for which rea- direction, probably intimated, that the Romans, if they
son Plutarch makes use of the word a,wci -*:»>.»-, which desired to be victorious, should imitate the wisdom ftM
Ike Lfttins call yurrnnum cl matrimvm. valour of the Greek*.
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father would look like the juvenile affectation Medcs; and at Rome, in the Mithridatic war,
gf dispute. as also in the civil war,* when not only the

To Nuroa is attributed the institution of fire was extinguished, but the altar overturned;
that high order of priests called Pontificesf it ia not to be lighted again from another fire,
over which he ia said to have presided himself. but new fire is to be gained by drawing a pure
Some say, they were called Pontificea, as em-and unpolluted flame from the sun-beanu
ployed in the service of those powerful gods They kindle it generally with concave vessels}
that govern the world; forpoterw in the Roman of brass, formed by the conic section of arect-
language signifies powerful. Others, from their angled triangle, whose lines from the circum-
being ordered by the lawgiver U> perform such ference meet in one central point. This being
gecret offices as were ia their power, and placed against the sun, causes its rays to con-
Handing excused when there was some great verge in the centre, which, by reflection, ac-
impediment. But most writers assign a ridic- quiring the force and activity of fire, rarify the
ulous reason, for the term, as if they were air, and immediately kindle such light and dry
called Pontifices from their offering sacrifices matter as they may think fit to apply .f Some
upon the bridge, which the Latins call ponton, are of opinion, that the sacred virgins have the
such kind of ceremonies it seems being looked care of nothing but the perpetual fire. But
npon as the most sacred, and of greatest anti- others say they have some private rites besides,
quity. These priest* too, are said to have kept from the sight of all but their own body,
been commissioned to keep the bridges in re- concerning which I have delivered, in the life
pair, as one of the most indispensable parts cf of CamiUus, as much as it was proper to inquire
their holy office. For the Roman: considered into or declare.
it as aa execrable impiety to demolish the It is reported that at first only two virgins
wooden bridge; which, we are told, was built were consecrated by Numa, whose names
without iron, and put together with pins of were Gegania and Verania; afterwards two
wood only, by the direction of some oracle. others Canuleia and Tarpeia; to whom Serviug
The stone bridge was built many ages after, added two more-, and that number has conti-
when .ZEmilms was quxstor. Some, however, nued to this time. The vestals were obliged
inform us, that the wooden bridge was not by the king to preserve their virginity for thir-
constructed in the time of Numa, having the ty years. The first ten years they spent ia
last hand put tc it by Ancus Marcius, who learning their office; the next ten in putting in
was grandson to Numa by bis daughter. practice what they had learned; and the third

Thepontt/ei morimtu, chief of these priests, period in the instructing of others. At the
is interpreter of all sacred rites, or rather a conclusion of this time, such as chose it had
superintendent of religion, having the care not liberty to marry, and quitting their sacred em-
only of public sacrifices, but even of private ployment to take up some other. However,
rites and offerings, forbidding the people to we have account of but very few that accepted
depart from the stated ceremonies, and teach- this indulgence, and those did not prosper.
jig them how to honour and propitiate the They generally became a prey to repentance
gods. He had also the inspection of the holy and regret, from whence the rest, inspired with
virgins called Vestals. For to Numa is as- a religious fear, were willing to end their liveg
cribed the sacred establishment of the vestal under the same institution.
virgins, and the whole sei vice with respect to The king honoured them with great privi-
the perpetual fire, which they watch continu- leges, such as power to make a will during
ally- This office seems appropriated to them, their father's life, and to transact their other
either because fire, which is of a pure and affairs without a guardian, like the mothers of
incorruptible nature, should be looked after by three children now. When they went abroad,
persons untouched and undefiled, or else be- they had the_/<iscej carried before thern;J and
cause virginity, like fire, is barren and unfruit- if, by accident, they met a person led to eiecu-
ful. Agreeably to this last reason, at the places tion, his life was granted bun. But the vestal
in Greece where the sacred fire is preserved was to make oath§ that it was by chance she
UneUinguiahed, as at Delphi and Athens, not met him, and not by design. It wag death to
virgins, but widows past childbearing, have the go under the chair in which they were carried.
charge of it. If it happens by any accident to
be put out, as the sacred lamp is said to have its being sacked and plundered. As for the sacred
been at Athens, under the tyranny of Aristion ;f fire, it was kept in the temple of Minerva.
"t Delphi, when the temple wag burned by the * LiTy tells us (1. 86.) that towards the conclusion

of the civil war between Sylla and Marius, Mutiiu
" Numa created four, who were all patricians. Schzrola, the pontiff was killed at the entrance of the

But in the year or Rome 453 or 454, four plebeians temple of Vesta; but we do not find that the sacred
"wire added to the number. The king himself is here fir« was «tingui»hed. And Men when that temple
"sserted to hare been the chief af them, ot fonttfex »as burned, towards the end of the first Punic war,
maxinuu; though Livy attribute! that honour to an- L. Cecilius Metellus, then pontiff, rushed through the
other person of the same name, viz. Numa Marcius, flames, and brought off the Palladium and otter sa-
the son of Marcius, one of the senators. It seems, cred things, though with the loss of his sight.
however, Dot improbable that Numa, -who was of «o
religious a turn, reserved the chief dignity in the t Burnine glasses were invented by Archimedes,
priesthood to himself, as kings had done >n the first who flourished 500 years after Numa.
ages of the world, and as the emperors of Rome did
titcrwards. {This honour was not conferred upon them by

Numa, but by the triumvirate in the year of Rome
f This Aristion held out a long time against Sylla,

who besieged and took Athens in the time of the Mith-
ridatic war. ' Ariition himself committed innumera- 6 Neither a vestal nor a priest of Jupiter wai
ble outrages in the city, and was at last the cause of obliged to take an oath. They were believed with-

out that solemnity.
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For smaller offences these virgins were the infernal gods, as receiving the mo«t ej.ce!
punished with stripes; and sometimes the pon- lent part of us, and more particularly to vene
tifix maximus gave them the discipline naked, rate the goddess Libitina, as he called her,
in some dark place, and under the cover of a who presides over funeral solemnities; whether
veil: but she that broke her vow of chastity he meant by her Proserpine, or rather Venus,*
was buried alive by the Colline gate. There, as some of the most learned Romans suppose;
within the walls, is raised a little mount of not improperly ascribing to the same divins
enrth, called in Latin Jigger: under which is power the care of our birth and of our death
prepared a small cell with steps to descend He himself likewise fixed the time of mourn-
to it. In this are placed a bed, a lighted lamp, ing, according to the different ages of the de-
and some slight provisions, such as bread ceased. He allowed none for a child that
water, milk, and oil, as they thought it impious died under three years of age; and for one
to take off a person consecrated with the most older, the mourning was only to laut as many
awful ceremonies, by such a death as that of months as he lived years, provided those were
famine.* The criminal is carried to punish- not more than ten. The longest mourning was
ment through the Forum, in a litter well covered not to continue above ten months, after which
without, and bound up in such a manner that space widows were permitted to marry again;
her cries cannot be heard. The people silently but she that took another husband before that
make way for the litter, and follow it with term was out, was obliged by his decree to
marks of extreme sorrow and dejection. There sacrifice a cow with calf.f
is no spectacle more dreadful than this, nor any Numa instituted several other sacred orders,
day which the city passes in a more melancholy two of which I shall mention, the Salii,\ and
manner. When the litter comes to the place Feciales,tj which afford particular proofs of hii
appointed, the officers loose the cords, the piety. The Feciales, who were like the Ireno-
h'gh-priest, with hands lifted up towards heav- phylakes, or guardians of the peace, among
en, offers up some private prayers just before the Greeks, had, I believe, a name expressive
the fatal minute, then takes out the prisoner, of their office ; for they were to act and
who is covered with a veil, and places her upon mediate between the two parties, to decide
the steps which lead down to the cell: after their differences by reason, and not suffer them
this, he retires with the rest of the priests, and to go to war till all hopes of justice were lost
when she is gone down, the steps are taken The Greeks call such a peace Irene, as puts
away, and the cell is covered with earth; so an end to strife, not by mutual violence, but in
that the place is made level with the rest of a rational way. In like manner the feciales,
the mount. Thus were the vestals punished or heralds, were often despatched to such na-
that preserved not their chastity.

It is also said, that Numa built the temple of * This Venus LUitina was the same with Proser
Testa, where the perpetual fire was to be pine. She was called at Delphi Venus Epitumina.
kept,f in an orbicular form, not intending to Pluto was the Jupiter of the shades below ; and there
represent the figure of th». earth, as if that was they had their Mercury too.f Such an unnatural sacrifice was intended to deter
meant by T'esta, but the frame of the universe, the widows from marrying again before the expiration
in the centre of whirfh the Pythagoreans place of their mourning. Romulus ?s year consisting but of
the element of fire,:f and give it the name of ten months, when Numa afterwards added two monthj
J'esta and Unity. The earth they supposed more, he did not alter the time he had before settled
not to be without motion, nor situated in the for mourning; and therefore, though after that timewe often meet with Luctus annus, or a year's mourn-
centre of the world, but to make its revolution ing, we must take it only for the old year of Romulus.
round the sphere of fire, being neither one of The ordinary colour to express their grief, used
the most valuable nor principal parts of the alike by both sexes, was black, without trimmings.
great machine. Plato, too, in his old age, is But after the establishment of the empire, when abun-
reported to have been of the same opinion, as- dance of colours came in fashion, the old primitive

white grew so much into contempt, that it became pe-
signing the earth a different situation from the culiar to the women for their mourning. Vide Pint.
centre, and leaving that, as the place of hon- uetst. Rom.
our, to a nobler element. There were several acr-identa which often occasion-

The Pontifices were, moreover, to prescribe ed the concluding of a pu«fjc mourning, or suspension
Vie form of funeral rites to such as consulted of a private one, before the fixed time ; such as th«

dedication of a temple, the solemnity of public games
diem. Numa himself taught them to look or festivals, the solemn lustration performed by the
upon the last offices to the dead as no pollution. censor, and the discharging of a vow made byamagit-
He instructed them to pay all due honour to trate or a general. They likewise put off their mourn-

ing habit when a father, brother, or son, returned
from captivity, or when some of the family were ad-

* There seems to be something improbable and vanced to a considerable employment.
Alconsistent in this. Of what use could provisions
be to the vestal, who, when the grave was closed { The Salii were the guardians of the rfncilia. at
upon her, must expire through want of air? Or, twelve shields hung up in the temple of Mars. They
if she could make use of those provisions, was she took their name from their dancing in the celebration
not at last to die by famine ? Perhaps what Plu- of an annual festival instituted in memory of a mirac-
tarch here calls provisions were materials for tome ulous shield, which, Numa pretended, fell down from
sacrifice, heaven.

§ Dionysius of Halicarnassus finds them among the
t Di"nyim of Halicaraassxis (1. ii.) is of opinion, Aborigines; and Numa is said to have borrowed the

and probably he is right, that Numa did build the tem- institution from the people of Latium. He appointed
ple of ,1'esta in a round form, to represent the figure twenty ftcialest chosen out of the most eminent fami-
of the earth ; for by Vesta they meant the earth. lies in Rome, and settled them in a college. The pater

J That this waj the opinion of Philolaus and other luitratits, who made peace, or denounced wir, was
Pythagoreans is well known : but Diogenes Laertius probably one of their body selected for that purpose,
tells us, that Pythagoras himself held the earth to be because he had both a father and a son alive. Lu>. 1. i,
tin centre. c.94.
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tioni u had injured the Romans, to persuadi dance itself, which they lead up along th«
them to entertain more equitable sentiments streets, when in the month of March they
if they rejected their application, tbeycallec carry the sacred bucklers through the city.
the gods to witness, with imprecations agains On that occasion they are habited in purple
themselves and their country, if vheir cause vests, girt with broad belts of brass; they wear
was not just; and so they declared war. Bu also brazen helmets, and carry short swords,
if the feciales refused their sanction, it was with which they strike upon the bucklers, and
not lawful for any Roman soldier, nor even for to those sounds they keep time with their feet.
the king himself, to begin hostilities. War They move in an agreeable manner, perform-
was to commence with their approbation, as ing certain involutions and evolutions in a quick
the proper judges whether it was just, and then measure, with vigour, agility, and ease.
the supreme magistrate was to deliberate con- These bucklers are called Jlnctiia, from the
cerning the proper means of carrying it on. form of them. For they are neither circular,
The great misfortunes which befel the city nor yet, like the pelta, semicircular, but fash-
from the Gauls, are said to have proceeded ioned in two crooked indented lines, the ex-
from the violation of these sacred ritea. For tremities of which meeting close, form a curve,
when those barbarians were besieging Clusium, in Greek Ancylon. Or else they may be so
Fabms Ambustus was sent ambassador to their named from the ancon or bend of the arm, on
camp, with proposals of peace in favour of the which they are carried. This account of thft
besieged. But receiving a harsh answer, he matter we have from Juba, who is very de-
thought himself released from his character of sirous to derive the term from the Greek. But
ambassador, and rashly taking up arms for the f we must have an etymology from that Ian-
Clusians, challenged the bravest man in the juage, it may be taken from their descending,
Gaulish army. He proved victorious, indeed, anekathen, from on high; or from a/cesu,
in the combat, for he killed his adversary, and their healing of the sick; or from auchmon
carried off his spoils: but the Gauls having <usis, their putting an end to the drought; or
discovered who he was, sent a herald to Rome astly, from anascheiis, deliverance from ca-
to accuse Fabius of bearing arms against them, lamities: For which reason also Castor and
contrary to treaties and good faith, and without Pollux were by the Athenians called anakes.
a declaration of war. Upon this the feciales The reward Mamurius had for his art, was, we
exhorted the senate to deliver him up to the are told, an ode, which the Salians sung in
Gauls; but he applied to the people, and being memory of him, along with the Pyrrhic dance.
a favourite with them, was screened from the Some, however, eay, it was not Veturius JHar
sentence. Soon after this the Gauls marched murius, who was celebrated in that composi-
to Rome, and sacked the whole city except tion, but vetus memoria, the ancient remem-
the Capitol: as we have related at large in the brance of the thing.
life of Camillas. After Numa had instituted these several or-

The order of priests called Salii, is said to ders of priests, he erected a royal palace,
have been instituted on this occasion: In the called Regia near the temple of Vesta; and
eighth year of Numa's reign a pestilence pre- here he passed most of his time, either in per
vailed in Italy; Rome also felt its ravages. brming some sacred function, or instructing
While the people were greatly dejected, we Jie priests, or, at least, in conversing with them
are told that a brazen buckler fell from heaven on some divine subject. He had also another
into the hands of Numa. Of this he gave a louse upon the Quirinal mount, the situation
very wonderful account, received from Egeria of which they still shew us. In all public cere-
and the musee: That the buckler was sent monies and processions of the priests a herald
down for the preservation of the city, and went before, who gave notice to the people to
should be kept with great care: That eleven keep holiday. For, as they tell us, the Pitha
others should be made as like it as possible in ;oreaus would not. suffer their disciples to pay
size and fashion, in order, that if any person any homage or worship to the gods in a cursory
were disposed to steal it, he might not be able manner, but required them to come prepared
to distinguish that which fell from heaven from "or it by meditation at home; so Numa was of
the rest. He farther declared, that the place, jpinion, that his citizens should neither see nor
and the meadows about it, where he frequent- tear any religious service in a slight or careless
ly conversed with the muses, should be conse-way, but disengaged from other affairs, bring
crated to those divinities; and that the spring with them that attention which an object of
which watered the ground should be sacred to uch importance required. The streets and
the use of the -vestal virgins, daily to sprinkle ways, on such occasions, were cleared of cla-
and purify their temple. The immediate cessa- mour, and all manner of noise which attendi
tion of the pestilence is said to have confirmed manual labour, that the solemnities might not
the truth of this account. Numa then shewed >e disturbed. Some vestiges of this still re-
the buckler to the artists, and commanded main: for when the consul is employed either
them to exert all their skill for an exact resem- n augury or sacrificing, they call out to th«
blance. They all declined the attempt, ex- >eople, Hoc age, Mind this; and thus admou
cept Veturius Mamurius, who was so success- 'i them to be orderly and attentive.
ful in the imitation, and made the other eleven Many other of his institutions resemble those
BO like it, that not even Numa himself could of the Pythagoreans. For as these had pre-
distinguish them. He gave these bucklers in cepts, which enjoined not to sit upon a bushel f
charge to the Salii; who did not receive their DOT to stir the fire with a sword;\ i.ot to turi»
name, as some pretend, from Salius of Samo-
thrace or Mantmea, that taught the way of
dancing in arms, but rather from the subsuitive * That is, not to giye up ourKlreg to iJ)" m «

t Not to irritate him who it ilrcadj anifry.
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back upon * journey;* to offer an odd number coming to visit him, when, on " sudden DM
to the celestial goda, and an even one to the room was supplied with the most costly ?e*-
terrestrial ;f the sense of which precepts is hid sels, and the table with a most magnificent en*
from the vulgar: so oome of Numa's have a tertainment. But nothing can be imagined
concealed meaning; as, not to offer to the more absurd than what is related of his con-
gods wine proceeding from a vine unpruned; versation with Jupiter. The story goes, that
nor to sacrifice without meal ;\ to turn round when mount Jlvtntine was not enclosed with-
when you worship ;§ and to sit down when you in the walls, nor yet inhabited, but abounded
have worshipped. The two first precepts seem with flowing springs and shady groves, it was)
to recommend agriculture as a part of religion. frequented by two demigods, Picus and Faunas
And the turning round in adoration, is said to These, in other respects, were like the Satyrs,
represent the circular motion of the world. or the race of Titans: but in the wonderful
But I rather think, that as the temples opened feats they performed by their skill in pharma-
towards the east, such as entered them neces- cy and magic more resembled the Idxi Doc-
sarily turning their backs upon the rising sun, tyli* (as the Greeks call them); and thus pro-
made a half turn to that quarter, in honour of vided, they roamed about Italy. They tell us,
the god of day, and then completed the circle, that Numa, having mixed the fountain of which
aa well as their devotions, with their faces to- they used to drink with wine and honey, am-
wards the god of the temple. Unless, per- prised and caught them. Upon this, they turn-
haps, this change of posture may have an enig- ed themselves into many forms, and, quitting
matical meaning, like the Egyptian wheels, their natural figure, assumed strange and hor-
admonishing us of the instability of every thing rible appearances. But when they found they
human, and preparing us to acquiesce and rest could not break or escape from the bond that
satisfied with whatever turns and changes the held them, they acquainted him with many se
divine Being allots us. As for sitting down crets of futurity and taught him a charm for
after an act of rcugion, they tel\ us it was in- thunder and lightning, composed of omont,
tended as an omen of success in prayer, and of hair, and pilchards, which is used to this day.
lasting happiness afterwards. They add, that Others say, these demigods did not communi-
as actions are divided by intervals of rest, so cate the charm, but that by the force of magic
when one business was over, they sat down in they brought down Jupiter from heaven. The
presence of the gods, that under their auspi- god, resenting this at Numa's bands, ordered
cious conduct they might begin another. Nor the charm to consist qf heads. Ofoniont, re-
is this repugnant to what has been already ad- plied Numa. JVb, human.-Hairs, said Numa,
vanced; since the lawgiver wanted to accus- desirous to fence against the dreadful injunc-
tom us to address the deity, not in the midst tion, and interrupting the god. Living, said
of business or hurry, but when we have time Jupiter: Pilchards, said Numa. He was in-
and leisure to do it as we ought. structed, it seems, by Egeria, how to manage

By this sort of religious discipline the people the matter. Jupiter went away propitious, in
became BO tractable, and were impressed with Greek Ueos, whence the place was called ttt-
"uch a veneration of Numa's power, that they ceum.-f and so the charm was effected. Thew
admitted many improbable, and even fabulous things, fabulous and ridiculous as they are, shew
tales, and thought nothing incredible or impos- how superstition, confirmed by custom, opera
sible which he undertook. Thus he is said to ted upon the minds of the people. As for Numa
have invited many of the citizens to his ta- himself, he placed his confidence so entirely
ble, .1 where he took care the vessels should be in God, that when one brought him word the
mean, and the provisions plain and inelegant; enemy was coming, he only smiled, saying,
but after they were seated, he told them, the Jlnd I am sacrificing.
goddess with whom he used to converse, was He is recorded to have been the first that

built temples to .Fides,} or Faith, and to
* In another place Plutarch fives this precept thus,

Sever return from the borders. But the sense is the " Diodorus tells u> from Ephorus, the Idaei Dactrli
"urn; Die like a man; do not long after life, when it is were originally from mount Idain Phrvgia. frca
departing, or wish to be young again. whence they passed into Europe with king Minos.

f The Pagans looked on an odd number as the more They settled first in Samothracr, where they taught
perfect and the symbol of concord, because it cannot the inhabitants religious rites. Orpheus is thought to
be divided into two equal parts, a* the even number have been their disciple; aad the first that carried *
may, which is therefore the symbol of division. This form of worship over into Greece. The Daclyli aft
prejudice was not only the reason why the first month likewise said to have found out the use of fire, and I*
was consecrated to the celestial, and the second, to the have discovered the nature of iron and brass to the in-
terrestrial deities; but gave birth to a thousand super- habitants of the country adjoining to Mount Ber*
ttitious practices, which in some countries are still cynthus, and to have taught them the way of work
Kept up by those whom reason and religion ought to ing them. For this, and many other useful discoveries,
bare undeceived. they were after their death worship led as gods.

J The principal intention of this precept might be to tThii is Plutarch's mistake. Ovid informs II
wean them from the sacrifices of blood, and to bring (Fast. 1. iii.) that Jupiter was called Eliciut from
them to offer only cakes and figures of animals made eJiccrc, to draw out, because Jupiter was drawn out ol
of paste. heaven on this occasion.

{Probably to represent the immensity of the Godhead. t This was intended to make the Romans par at
IDionysius tells us, that Numa shewed these Ro- much regard to their word, as to a contract in writiag.

mans all the rooms of his palace in the morning, mean- And so excellent, in fact, were their principles, thai
ly furnished, and without any signs of a great enter- Poljbiu! gives the Romans of his time this honourable
tainment; that he kept them with him great part of testimony-"They most inviolably keep their word
the day; and when they returned to sup with him by without being obliged to it by bail, witness, or pro-
invitation in the evening, they found every thing sur- mise; whereas, ten securities, twenty promises, and at
prisingly magnificent. It is likely, JVuina imputed many witnesses, cannot hinder the faithless Greek*
\9« change to his invisible friend. from attempting to deceive and disappoint you." Nt-
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Termtnta,* and he taught the Roman* to 10 many parts. This distribution wai m»de made
"wear by/oiWi, as the greatest of oaths; -which according to the several arts or trades of musi-
they still continue to make use of. In our cians, goldsmiths, masons, dyere, shoemakers,
(met they sacrifice animals in the fields, both tanners, braziers, and potters. He collected
on public and private occasions, to Terminus, the other artificers aJso into companies, who
u the god of boundaries; but formerly the of-had their respective halls, courts, and religion!
fering was an inanimate one; for Numa argued ceremonies, peculiar to each society. By these
that there should be no effusion of blood in the means he first took away the distinction of
riteg of a god, who U the witness of justice, Sabines and Romans, subjects of Tatius and
and guardian of peace. It is indeed certain, subjects of Romulus, both name and. thing; the
that Numa was the first who marked out the very separation into parts mixing and incorpo-
bounds of the Roman territory; Romulus being rating the whole together.
unwilling, by measuring out his own, to shew He is celebrated also, in his political capact-
how much he had encroached upon the neigh-ty, for correcting the law which empowered
bouring countries : for bounds, if preserved, fathers to sell their children,* excepting such
are barriers against lawless power: if violated, as married by their father's command or con-
they are evidences of injustice. The territory sent; for he reckoned it a great haidship that
of the city was by no means extensive at first, a woman should marry a man as free, and theo
but Romulus added to it a considerable dis- live with a slave.
trict gained by the sword. All this Numa He attempted the reformation of the calen-
divided among the indigent citizens, that pov- dar too, which he executed with some degree
erty might not drive them to rapine ; and, as of skill, though not with absolute exactness.
he turned the application of the people to agri- In the reign of Romulus, it had neither measure
culture, their temper was subdued together nor order, some months consisting of fewer
with the ground. For no occupation implants than twenty days,f while some were stretched
go speedy and so effectual a love of peace, as to thirty-five, and others even to more. They
a country life ; where there remains indeed bod no idea of the difference between the an-
courage and bravery sufficient to defend their nual course of the sun and that of the moon,
property, but the temptations to injustice and and only laid down this position, that the year
avarice are removed. Numa, therefore, intro- consisted of three hundred and sixty days.
duced among his subjects an attachment to Numa, then, observing that there was a differ-
husbandry as a charm of peace, and contriving ence of eleven days, three hundred and fifty-
a business for them, which would rather form four days making up the lunar year, and three
their manners to simplicity, than raise them to hundred and sixty-five the eolar. doubled those
opulence, he divided the country into several
portions, which he called pagi, or boroughs, " Romului had aDow»<i father! greater power over
and appointed over each of them a governor or their children than matters hid over their slaves. For
overseer. Sometimes also he inspected them a master could tell his slave but once ; whereas a lather
himself, and judging of the dis position of the could sell his son three times, let him be or what ag«

or condition soever.

people by the condition of their farms, some he t But Macrobiui tells ni, (Saturnal. 1. 1. c. 12.) that
advanced to posts of honour and trust; and on Romulus settled the number of days with more equali-
the other band, he reprimanded and endeavour-ty, allotting to March, May, Quintilis. and October
ed to reform the negligent and the idle.f one and thirty days each; to April, June, SeitUii,

But the most admired of all his institutions November, and December, thirty: making np io all
three hundred and fo'ir days. Numa was better ac-

is his distribution of the citizens into compa-quainted with the celestial motions; and. therefore, in
nies, according to their arts and trades. For the the first place, added the two months 01 January and
city consisting, as we have observed, of two na- February. By the way, it is probable, the reader will
tions, or rather factions, who were by no means thinkj that neither Romulus, nor any other man, could
willing to unite, or to blot out the remem- be so ignorant as to make the lunar year consist of three

hundred and four days: and that the Romans reckoned
brance of their original difference, but main-by lunar months, and consequently by the lunar year,
tained perpetual contest* and party quarrels; he originally, is plain, by their calends, nones, and idea,
took the same method with them as is used to To compose these two months, he added fifty days M
incorporate hard and solid bodies, which, while the three hundred and four, in order to make them
entire, will not mix at all, but when reduced to answer to the course of the moon. Beside this, he

obserred the difference between the solar and the lunar

powder, unite with ease. To attain this pur- course to be eleven days; and, to remedy the inequality,
pose, he divided, as I said, the whole multitude he doubled those days alter every two yean, adding an
into small bodies, who, gaining new distinc- interstitial month after February; which Plutarch here
tions, lost by degrees the great and original one, calls Mercedtnut f and, in the life of Julius Cesar

in consequence of their being thus broken into Mtrctdaniut. Festui speaks of certain days which he
calls Dies Mercedonii, because they were appointed
for the payment of workmen and domestics, which

wonder, then, that so virtuous a people were victorious u all we know of the word. As Numa was sensible
over those that were become thus degenerate and dis-
honest. th»t the solar year consisted of three hundred and siily.

five days and rii hours, and that the rii hours made «
*_ Th e D\t Terr/urn were represented by stones, whole day in four years, he commanded that the month

wh ich Numa caused to be placed on the borders of the Mercedinus after every four years, should consist of
Roman state, and of each man'* private land*. In twenty-three days; but the care of these intercalation*
honour of these deities, he instituted a festival called being left to the priests, they put in or left out the in-
Terminalia, which was annually celebrated on the 33d
end 22d of February. To remove the Dii Termini
ynt deemed a sacrilrg- of so heinous a nature, that any
man might kill, with impunity, the transgressor.

* To neglect the cultivation of a form THIS considered 
season quite contrary to what they had been formerly.

amongst the Romans as e cnwonum proirum; a (ault u j 
man cal'noir had gained near three months in

the days of Julius Czsar, and therefore wanted a rreal
"tat merited the chastisement of the censor. reformation again.
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eleven days, and inserted them as an intercalary but a little while; for when he was slain, they
month after that of February, every other year. resumed their old names, September and Oc-
This additional month was called by the Ro- tober. The two last were the only ones that
mans J\Ierccdinus. But this amendment of all along retained the original appellation which
the irregularity afterwards required a farther they had from their order. February, which
amendment. He likewise altered the order of was either added or transposed by Numa, ii
the months, making March the third, which the month of purification; for so the terra sig
was the first ; January first, which was the nifiea ; and then rites are celebrated for the
"'"""nth of Romulus, and February the second, purifying of trees,» and procuring a blessing
wnich was the twelfth and last. Many, how- on their fruits ; then also the feast of the L.U-
ever, assert, that the two months of January pcrcalia is held, whose ceremonies greatly re-
and February were added by Numa, whereas semble those of a lustration. January, the
before they had reckoned but ten months in the first month, is so named from Janus. And
year, as some barbarous nations had but three; Numa seems to me to have taken away the
and, among the Greeks, the Arcadians four, and precedency from March, which is denominated
the Acarnanians six. The Egyptian year, they from the god of war, with a design to shew hii
tell us, at first, consisted only of one month, preference of the political virtues to the mar-
afterwards four. And, therefore, though they tial. For this Janus, in the most remote an-
inhabit a new country, they seem to be a very tiquity, whether a demigod or a king, being
ancient people, and reckon in their chronology remarkable for his political abilities and hii
an incredible number of years, because they cultivation of society, reclaimed men from
account months foi- years.» their rude and savage manners; he is therefore

That the Roman year contained at first ten represented with two faces, as having altered
months only, and not twelve, we have a proof the former state of the world, and given quite
in the name of the last; for they still call it a new turn to life. He has also a temple at
December, or the tenth month; and that March Rome with two gates, which they call the gates
was the first is also evident, because the fifth of war. It is the custom for this temple to
from it was called QuintHis, the sixth Sextttis, stand open in the time of war, and to be shut
and so the rest in their order. If January and in time of peace. The latter was seldom the
February had then been placed before March, case, as the empire has been generally engaged
the month QuintUii would have been the fifth in war on account of its great extent, and iti
in name, but the seventh in reckoning. Be- having to contend with so many surrounding
sides, it is reasonable to conclude, that the barbarous nations. It has, therefore, been shut
month of March, dedicated by Romulus to the only in the reign of Augustus Csesar,f when he
god Mars, should stand first; and April second, had conquered Antony: and before, in the con-
which has its name from Aphrodite or Venus, sulate of Marcus AttiliusJ and Titus Manlius,
for in this month the women sacrifice to that a little while; for, a new war breaking out, it
goddess, and bathe on the first of it, with crowns was soon opened again. In Numa's reign,
of myrtle on their beads. Some, however, say, however, it was not opened for one day, but
April derives not its name from Aphrodite; stood constantly shut during the space of forty
but, as the very sound of the term seems to three years, while uninterrupted peace reigned
dictate, from aperire, to open, because the in every quarter. Not only the people of Rome
spring having then attained its vigour, it opens were softened and humanized by the justice
and unfolds the blossoms of plants. The next and mildness of the king, but even the circum-
month, which is that of May, is so called from jacent cities, breathing, as it were, the same
Maia, the mother of Mercury; for to him it is salutary and delightful air, began to change their
sacred. June is so styled from the youthful behaviour. Like the Romans, they became
season of the year. Some again inform us, that desirous of peace and good laws, of cultivating
these two months borrow their names from the the ground, educating their children in tran-
two ages, old and young; for the older men are quillity, and paying their homage to the god*.
called majores, and the younger juniores. The
succeeding months were denominated accord- "Another reading has it,TOIS first; i«i> i"««-i in-
ing to their order, of fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, stead of TOI,- (fuToi; : and then the sense will be, tkt$
ninth, tenth. Afterwards Quinttfis was called lacrifice to the dead. Both hare their authorities;the common reading being supported by a passage ii
July, in honour of Julius Czsar, who overcame Orid, who takes notice that the Luperci purifie* uw
Pompey; and Sextilis August, from Augustus ground.-
the second emperor of Rome. To the two fol-
lowing months Domitian gave his two names Secta juia Pelle Luperci

Crone soium lustrant. Lib. ii. Fast.
of Gtrmanicus and Domitianus, which lasted

And the other, which seems the better rests upon the
* To »uppose the Egyptians reckoned months for authority of Varro and others, who mention an offer

years, does indeed bring their computation pretty near ing to the dead in the mouth of February-*46 deit
the truth, vfith respect to the then age of Ihe -world; \n/ervs .Februarys aj>peUaiiu, ouod tuiu nis parent*
for they reckoned a succession of kings for the space fur.
of 36,000 years. But that supposition would make the f Augustus shut the temple of Janus three sereral
reigns of their kings unreasonably short. Betides, times; one of which was in the year of Rome 750. be-
Herodotus says, the Egyptians were the first that began fore the birth of our Saviour, according to Isatah'f
to compute by years; and that they niade the year con- prophecy, that all the world should be blessed with
list of twelve months. Their boaated antiquity miut, peace, when the Prince of Peace was bora. This tem-
therefore, be imputed to their stretching the fabulous ple was also shut by Vespasian after his triumph OTIS
part of their history too far back. As to Plutarch's the Jews.
laying that Egypt was a new country, it is strange that \ Instead of Marcus we should read Caius Attiliuf
"uch a notion could ever be entertained by a man of hii Titus Manlius, his colleague, shut the temple of Jailor
caowlcdge, at the conclusion of the first Punic war.
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Italy then was taken up with festivals on cendcd the throne. All, however, agree, that
sacrifices, games and entertainments; the pco Pompilia was married to Marcius, son of that
ole, without any apprehensions of dangei Marcius who persuaded Numa to accept the
mixed in a friendly manner, and treated eac crown: for he followed him to Rome, where
other with mutual hospitality; the lov« of vir he was enrolled a senator, and, after Numa'»
tuo and justice, as from the source of Numa' death, was competitor with Tullus Hostiliu*.
wisdom, gently flowing upon all, and movin; for the throne; but, failing in the enterprise,
with the composure of Aw heart. Even th he starved himself to death. His son Mar-
hyperbolical expressions of the poets fall shor cius, husband to Pompilia, remained ixi Rome,
of describing the happiness of those days. and had a son named Ancus Marcius, who

Secure Jirachne spread her slender toils reigned after Tullus Hostilius. This son is
O'er the broad buckler; eating rust aonsum'J said to have been but five years old at the
The vengeful swords and once far-gleaming spears: death of Numa.
No more the trump of war swelh its hoarse throat, Numa was carried off by no sudden or acuteNor robs the eyelids of their genial slumber.4 distemper; but, as Piso relates, wasted away
We have no account of either war or insur insensibly with old age and a gentle decline.

rection in the state during Numa's reign He was some few years above eighty when he
Nay, he experienced neither enmity nor envy died.
nor did ambition dictate either open or private The neighbouring nations that were in
attempts against his crown. Whether it were friendship and alliance with Rome, strove to
the fear of the gods, who took so pious a man make the honours of his burial equal to the
under their protection, or reverence of his happiness of his life, attending with crowns and
virtue, or the singular good fortune of his other public offerings. The senators carriedtimes, that kept the manners of men pure and the bier, and the ministers of the gods walked
unsullied; he was an illustrious instance of in procession. The rest ">( the people, with
that truth, which Plato several ages after ven-the women and children, crowded to the fu-tured to deLver concerning government: That neral; not, as if they were attending the inter
the only sure prospect of deliverance from ment of an aged king, but as if they had lost
the evils of life will be, when the divine Pro- one of their beloved relations in the bloom of

vidence shall so order it, that the regal power, life; for they followed it with tears and loud
invested in a prince who has the sentiments lamentations. They did not burn the body,"
of a philosopher, shall Tender virtue trium- because (as we are told) he himself forbade
phant over vice. A man of such wisdom is it; but they made two stone coffins, and buried
not only happy in himself, but contributes, by them under the Janiculum; the one containinghis instructions, to the happiness of others. lis body, and the other the sacred books which
There is, in truth, no need either of force or ae had written, in the same manner as the
menaces, to direct the multitude; for when recian legislators wrote their tables of laws.
they see virtue exemplified in so glorious a Numa had taken care, however, in his life-
pattern as the life of their prince, they become :ime, to instruct the priests in all that thosewise of themselves, and endeavour by friend- jooks contained, and to impress both the
ship and unanimity, by a strict regard to jus-sense and practice on their memories. He
tice and temperance, to form themselves to an then ordered them to be buried with him, per
happy life. This is the noblest end of govern-suaded that such mysteries could not safelyment; and he is most worthy of the royal seat exist in lifeless writing. Influenced by thewho can regulate the lives and dispositions of
his subjects in such a manner. No one was same reasoning, it is said, the Pythagoreans
more sensible of this than Numa. did not commit their precepts to writing, but

intrusted them to the memories of such as they
As to his wives and children, there are great hought worthy of so great a deposit. And

contradictions among historians. For some when they happened to communicate to ansay, he had no wife but Tatia, nor any child
but one daughter named Pompilia. Others, unworthy person their abstruse problems in

geometry, they gave out that the gods threaten-
beside that daughter, give an account of four
eons, Pompon, Pinus, Calpus, and Mamercus; ed to avenge his profaneness and impiety with

ome great and signal calamity. Those, there-
every one of -which left an honourable pos-ore may be well excused who endeavour toterity, the Pomponii being descended from
Pompon, the Pinarii from Pinus, the Calpurnii >rove by so many resemblances that-Numa

from Calpus, and the Mamercii from Mamer- was acquainted with Pythagoras. Valerius
Antiaa relates, that there were twelve bookicus. These were surnamed Regis or fcings'.f

But a third set of writers accuse the former
of forging Jhese genealogies from Numa, in * In the most ancient times they committed the
order to ingratiate themselves with particular lodies of the dead to the ground, as appears from th*
families. And they tell us, that Pouipilia was bUtory of the patriarchs. But the Egyptians, from "

vain desire of preserving their bodies from corruptionnot the daughter of Tatia, but of Lucretia, after death, had them embalmed; persons of condition
another wife, whom he married after he as- with rich spices, and even the poor had theirs pr»-

sened with salt The Greeks, to obviate the inconve-
* Plutarch took this passage from some excellent lenccs that might possibly happen from corruption.

verses of Bacchylides in praise of peace, give» us by urned the bodies of the dead ; but Pliny tells us that
Stobzus. iylla was the first Roman whose body was burned.

t Re* was the surname of the .Emilif.ru or Mar- When Paganism was abolished, the burning of dead
cians, but not of the Pomponians, the Pioarians, or odies ceased with it; and in the belief of the resurrec-
Mamercians. The Finarii were descended from a on, Christians committed their dead with due ear*
family who were priests of Herculci, and more ancient
thin llie times of id honour to the earth, to repose there till that grtal
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written in Latin concerning religion, and before them. The misfortmei, indeed, of the
twelve more of philosophy, in Greek, buried in succeeding kings added lustre to the character
'hat coffin. But four hundred years after,* of Numa. Of the five that came after him.
when Publius Cornelius and Marcus Bxbius the last was driven from the throne, and Lived
were consuls, a prodigious fall of rain, having long in exile-, and of the other four, not one
washed away the earth that covered the cof- died a natural death. Three were traitorously
fins, and the lids falling off, one of them ap- slain. As for Tullus Hostilius, who reigned
peared entirely empty, without the least re- next after Numa, he ridiculed and despised
mains of the body; in the other the books many of his best institutions, particularly hit
were found. Petilivis, then Praetor, having religious ones, as effeminate, and tending to
exa mined them, made his report upon oath to inaction; for his view was to dispose the people
the senate, that it appeared to him inconsist- to war. He did not, however, abide by nil
ent both with justice and religion, to make irreligious opinions, but falling into a severe
them public: in consequence of which all the and complicated sickness, he changed them
volumes were carried into the Comnium, and for a superstition,* very different from Numa's
burned. pie :y: others, too, were infected with the same

Glory follows in the train of great men, and false principles, when they saw the manner of
increases after their death ; for envy does not his death, which IB said to have happened hi
long survive them; nay, it tometnnea dies lightniog.f

NUMA AND LYCURGUS COMPARED.

RAVING gone through the lives of Numa and Numa softened the high and harsh tone of
Lycurgus, we must now endeavour (though Rome. The former had the more difficult
it is no easy matter) to contrast their actions. task. For it was not their swords and breast-
The resemblances between them however are plates, which he persuaded his citizens to lay
obvious enough; their wisdom, for instance, aside, but their gold and silver, their sumptu-
their piety, their talents for government, the ous beds and tables; what he taught them
instruction of their people, and their deriving was not to devote their time to feasts and sa
their laws from a divine source. But the chief crifices, after quitting the rugged paths of war,
of their peculiar distinctions, was Niima's ac- but to leave entertainments and the pleasure*
cepting a. crown, and Lycurgus's relinquishing of wine, for the laborious exercises of amis
one. The former received a kingdom without and the wrestling ring. Numa effected his
seeking it; the latter resigned one when he purposes in a friendly way by the regard and
had it in possession. Numa was advanced to veneration the people had for his person; Ly-
sovereign power when a private person and a curgus had to struggle with conflicts and dan-
ttrauger: Lycurgus reduced himself from a gers, before he could establish his laws. The
king to a private person. It was an honour to genius of Numa was more mild and gentle,
the one to attain to royal dignity by his jus- softening and attempering the fiery dispositions
tice; and it was an honour to the other to pre- of his people to justice and peace. If we be
fer justice to that dignity. Virtue rendered obliged to admit the sanguinary and unjust
the one BO respectable as to deserve a throne, treatment of the Helotes, as a part of the poli-
and the other so great as to be above it. tics of Lycurgus, we must allow Numa to have)

The second observation, is that both managed been far the more humane and equitable law-
their respective governments, as musicians do giver, who permitted absolute slaves to tasto
the lyre, each in a different manner. Lycur- of the honour of freemen, and in the Saturna-
gus wound up the strings of Sparta, which he lia to be entertained along with their masters.}
found relaxed with luxury, to a stronger tone:

* None are so superstitious in distress as those who
" Plutarch probably wrote five hundred; for (nil in their prosperity have laughed at religion. The

happened in lAe year of Rome 573. " One Tcreu- famous Canon Vouius was no less remarkable for the
tiui," says Varo, [ap. S. Auepit. de Civ. Del.] "' had greatness of his fears, than he was for the UttlcttM of
" piece of ground near the Janiculum; and an husband-his faith.
man of his one day accidentally running over Numa's f The palace of Tullus Hostilius was burned down
tomb, turned up tome of the legislator'" books wherein by lightning; and he, with his wife and children,
be gave his reason* for establishing the religion of the perished in the flames. Though some historians say,
Romans as he left it. The husbandman carried these that Ancus Marcius, who, as the grandson of IVuua,
books to the prztor, and the prztor to the wnate, who, expected to succeed to the crown, took the opportu-
"Her taring read hu frivolous reasons Cor his religious nity of the storm to assassinate the king.
establishments, agreed, that the books should bo de- | The Saturnalia was a feast celebrated on the 14th
stroyed, in pursuance of Numa's intentions. It was of the kalends of January. Beside the tacriuces ia
accordingly decreed, that the prztor should throw honour of Saturn, who, upon his retiring into Italy,
them into the fire." But though Numa's motives for introduced there the happiness of the golden age, ser-
the religion he established might be trivial enough, vants were at this time indulged in mirth and freedom
that was not the chief reason for suppressing them. in memory of the equality which prevailed in that age
The real, at least, the principal reason, was the many presents were sent from one friend to another; and no
"ew superstitions, equally trivia), which the Romans war was to be proclaimed, or offendei executed. It
had introduced, and the worship which they paid to is uncertain when this festival was instituted. Macro-
images, contrary to Numa'i appointment. biui says, it was celebrated in Italy long before U>«
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t or this al«o they tell us was one of Numa's ealousy A Roman husband, when he had "
institution!, that persons in a state of servitude sufficient number of children, and -was applied
"hould be admitted, at least once a year, to the to by one that had none, might give up his wifo
liberal enjoyment of those fruits which they had to him,* and was at liberty both to divorce her,
helped to raise. Some however pretend to find and to take her again. But the Lacedemonian,
in thin custom the vestiges of the equality which while hi» wife remained in bia house, and the
subsisted in the tiroes of Saturn, when there was marriage subsisted in its original force, allowed
neither servant nor matter, but all -were upon MS friend, who desired to have children by
the same footing, And, as it were, of one family. iier, the use of his bed: and (as we have al-

Both appeared to have been equally studious rea.dy observed) many husbands invited to their
to lead their people to temperance and sobriety. lousea such men as were likely to give them
As to the other virtues, the one wa» more at- tiealthy and well made children. The differ
tached to fortitude and the other to justice. ence between the two customs, is this, that the
Though possibly the different nature and qual-Lacedaemonians appeared very easy and un
ity of their respective governments required a concerned about an affair that in other placet
different process. For it wai not through want causes so much disturbance, and consume*
of courage, but to guard against injustice, that men's hearts with jealousy and sorrow; whilst
Numa restrained his subjects from war: nor amongst the Romans there was a modesty,
did Lycurgus endeavour to infuse a martial which veiled the matter with a new contract,
spirit into his people, with a view to encourage and seemed to declare that a community in
them to injure others, but to guard them against wedlock is intolerable.
being injured by invasion*. As each had the Yet farther, Numa's strictness as to virgin*
luxuriances of his citizens to prune, and their tended to form them to that modesty which i*
deficiencies to fill up, they must necessarily the ornament of their sex: but the great liberty
make very considerable alterations. which Lycurgus gave them, brought upon them

Numa's distribution of the people was indul- the censure of the poets, particularly Ibicus;
gent and agreeable to the commonalty, as with for they call them P/uenomertdes, and Jlndro*
him a various and mixed mass of goldsmiths, mantis, Euripides describes them in this man
musicians, shoemakers, and other trades, com- sr>
posed the body of the city. But Lycurgus in-
clined to the nobility in modelling his state, These quit their hornet, ambitious to di«play,

Amidst the youths their rigour in the race,
and he proceeded in a severe and unpopular Or feats of wrestling, whilst their airy robe
manner ; putting all mechanic arts into the Flits back, and ka-rts ihtir limbs Mnccnti'd.-
hands of slaves and strangers, while the citi-
zens were only taught how to manage the spear The skirts of the habit which the virgins wor«
and shield. They were only artists in war, and were not sewed to the bottom, but opened at
servants of Mars, neither knowing nor desiring the sides as they walked, and discovered the
to know any thing but how to obey, command, thigh: as Sophocles very plainly writes:
and conquer their enemies. That the freemen
might be entirely and once for all free, he Still in the light drew struts the T»in Hermione,
would not suffer them to gi.ve any attention to Whose opening folds duplav the naked thigh.
their circumstances, but that whole business
"was to be left to the slaves and Helotes, in the Consequently their behaviour is said to have
same manner as the dressing of their meat. been too bold and too masculine, in particular
Numa made no such distinction as this : he to their husbands. For they considered them-
only put a stop to the gain of rapine. Not selves ae absolute mistresses in their houses;
solicitous to prevent an inequality of substance, nay, they wanted a share in affairs of state, and
he forbade no other means of increasing the delivered their sentiments with great freedom
fortunes of his subjects, nor their rising to the concerning the most weighty matters. But
greatest opulence; neither did he guard against Numa, though he preserved entire to the ma-
poverty, which at the same time made its way trons all the honour and respect that were paid
into, and spread in the city. While there-was them by their husbands in the time of Romulus,
no great disparity in the possessions of his citi- when they endeavoured by kindness to com
zens, but all were moderately provided, he pensate for the rape, yet he obliged them to
should at 6rat have combated the desire of behave with great reserve, and to lay aside all
gain; and like Lycurgus have watched against impertinent curiosity. He taught them to be
its inconveniences: for those were by no means sober, and accustomed them to silence, entire-
inconsiderable, but such as gave birth to the ly to abstain from wine,f and not to speak
many and great troubles that bappraed in the even of the most necessary affairs except in the
Roman state. presence of their husbands. When a woman

As to an equal divison of lands, neither was once appeared in the forum to plead her owm
Lycurgus to blame for making it, nor Numa cause, it is reported that the senate ordered the
for not making it. The equality which it caused, oracle to be consulted, what this strange event
afforded the former a firm foundation for his
government; and the latter finding a division " It dots not appear that Numa g»*e any sanction to
aJready made, and probably as yet subsisting this liberty. Plutarch himself says a little below, that

no divorce was known in Rome till long after.
entire, had no occasion to make a new one. f Romulus made the drinking of wine, as well at

With respect to the community of wives and adultery, a capital crime in women. For he said, adul-
children, each took a politic method to banish tery opens the door to all sorb of crimes, and win*

opens the door to adultery. The seterity of this law
building of Rome; and probably he i> right, for the was softened I'D succeeding ages', the women* ho wcr*Greeks kept the same feast under the name of CArom'a.
Utcreb. Stturn. 1. i. e. 7. overtaken in liquor, were Dot condemned to die, but

to lose their dowers.
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portended to the city.B Nay what is recorded fence in time of danger, merely out of fear lor
of a few infamous women is a proof of the themselves or their property, and on other oc-
obedience and meekness of the Roman matrons casions are attentive only to their pnvate ends.
in general. For as our historians give us ac- In such a case common legislators would have
counts of those who first carried war into the been excusable, who might have failed through
bowels of their country or against their brotiiers, ignorance or want of power; but should not to
or were first guilty of parricide; so the Romans wise a man as Numa, who took upon him the
relate, that Spurius Carvilius was the first government of a state so lately formed, and
among them that divorced his wife, when no not likely to make the least opposition to any
such thing had happened before for two lujn- thing he proposed, have considered it his first
dred and thirty years from the building of care, to give the children such a bent of edu-
Rome :f and that Thatea, the wife of Pinarius, cation, and the youth such a mode of exercise,
was the first that quarrelled, having a dispute as would prevent any great difference or con-
with her mother-in-law Gcgania, in the reign fusion in their manners, that eo they might be
vf Tarquin (he proud. So well framed for the formed from their infancy, and persuaded to
preserving of decency and a propriety of be- walk together, in the same paths of virtue ?
haviour were this lawgiver's regulations with Lycurgus found the utility of this in several
respect to marriage. respects, and particularly in securing the con-

Agreeable to the education of virgins in tinuance of his laws. For the oath the Spar-
Sparta, were the directions of Lycurgus as to tans had taken, would have availed but little,
the time of their being married. For he or- if the youth had not been already tinctured,
dered them to be married when both their age with his discipline, and trained to a zeal for his
and wishes led them to it ; that the company establishment. Nay, so strong and deep waa
of a husband, which nature now required, the tincture, that the principal laws which he
might be the foundation of kindness and love, enacted continued in force for more than five
anil not of fear and hatred, which would be the hundred years. But the primary view of Nu-
consequence when Nature was forced; and that ma's government, which was to settle the
their bodies might have strength to bear the Romans in lasting peace and tranquillity, im-
troubles of breeding and the pangs of child- mediately vanished with him : and, after his
birth; the propagation of children being looked death, the temple of Janus, which he had kept
upon as the only end of marriage. But the shut (as if he had really held war in prison and
Romans married their daughters at the age of subjection) was set wide open, and Italy waj
twelve years, or under; that both their bodies filled with blood.* The beautiful pile of jus-
and manners might come pure and untainted tice which he had reared presently fell to the
into the management of their husbands. It ap- ground, being without the cement of education.
pears then that the former institution more You will say then, was not Rome bettered
naturally tended to the procreation of children, by her wars? A question this which wants a
and the latter to the forming of the manners long answer, to satisfy such as place the happi-
for the matrimonial union. ness of a state in riches, luxury, and an extent

However, in the education of the boya, in of dominion, rather than in security, equity,
regulating their classes, and laying down the temperance, and content. It may seem, how-
whole method of their exercises, their diver- ever, to afford an argument in favour of Ly-
sions, and their eating at a common table, curgus, that the Romans, upon quitting the
Lycurgus stands distinguished, and leaves Nu- discipline of Numa, soon arrived at a much
ma only upon a level with ordinary lawgivers. higher degree of power; whereas the Lacedz-
For Numa left it to the option or convenience monians, as soon as they departed from the in-
of parents to bring up their sons to agricul- stitutions of Lycurgus, from being the mort
ture, to ship-building, to the business of a bra- respectable people of Greece, became the
zier, or the art of a musician. As if it were meanest, and were in danger of being abso-
not necessary for one design to run through the lutely destroyed. On the other hand it muit
education of them all, and for each individual be acknowledged something truly great and
to have the same bias given him; but, as if they divine in Numa, to be invited from another
were all like passengers in a ship, who coming country to the throne ; to make so many al-
each from a different employment, and with a terations by means of persuasion only; to reign
different intent, stand upon their common de- undisturbed over a city not yet united in itself,

* What then appeared so strange, because afterwards without the use of an armed force (which Ly-
common enough; insomuch that every troublesome curgus was obliged to have recourse to, when
woman of Ihal kind was called Afrania, from a sena-lie availed himself of the aid of the nobility
tor's wife of that Lame, who busied herself much in against the commons,) and by his wisdom and
courts of justice. The eloquent Hortensia, daughter justice alone to conciliate and combine all hij
to the orator Hortensius, pleaded with such success for subjects in peace.the women, when the triumvirs had laid a fine upon
them that she rut a considerable part of it remitted.

t 1 wu in the 520th year of Rome that thii htp- " In the iran with the Fidtnau*. the Albans. u4
the Latin*f*ned.
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DrpTMrs, the grammarian, if hie answer to raise an estate. For he professed his love of
Asclepiadcs concerning the laws of Solon, wisdom, and when far advanced in yean
cites the testimony of one Philocles, by which made this declaration, I grew old in tlu pur
hj -would prove Solon the son of Euphorion, suit o/ learning. He was not too much at
contrary to the opinion of others that have tached to wealth, as we may gather from th
written of him. For they ail with one voice de- following verses;
clare that Kxecestides was his father; a man The man that boasts of golden stores,
of moderate fortune and power, but of the Of grain that loads his bending floors,
noblest family in Athens, being descended Of fields with freshening herbage green,
frcjm Codrus. His mother, according to Hera- Where bounding stccdsand herds are Kta,
clides of Pontus, was cousin-gennan to the I call not happier than the swainWhose limbs arc sound, whose food is plain,mother of Pisistratus. This tie of kindred at Whose ioy» a blooming wife endears,
first united Solon and Pisistratus in a very in- Whose hours a smiling offspring cheers.*
timate friendship, which was drawn closer (if
we may believe some writers) by the regard Yet in another place he says:
which the former had for the beauty and ex- The flow of riches, though desired.
cellent qualities of the latter.f Hence we may Life's real goods, if well acquired,
believe it was, that when they differed after- Unjustly let me never gain,
wards about matters of state, this dissension Lest vengeance follow in their train.
broke not out into any harsh or ungenerous Indeed, a good man, a valuable member of
treatment of each other; but their first union society, should neither set his heart upon
kept some hold of their hearts, some sparks of superfluities, nor reject the use of what is
the Jlame still remained, and the tenderness necessary and convenient. And in those
of former friendship was not quite forgotten. times, as Hesiodf informs us, no business was

looked upon as a disparagement, nor did any
trade cause a disadvantageous distinction.

Solon's father having hurt his fortune,^ as The profession of merchandize was honourable,
Hermippus tells us, by indulging his great and as it brought home the produce of barbarous
munificent spirit, though the son might have countries, engaged the friendship of kings, and
been supported by his friends, yet as he was of opened a wide field of knowledge and ex-
a family that had long been assisting to others, perience. Nay, some merchants have been
he was ashamed to accept of assistance him- founders of great cities; Protus, for instance,
self; and therefore in his younger years ap- that built Marseilles, for whom the Gauls
plied himself to merchandise. Some, however, about the Rhone had the highest esteem.
say that" he travelled rather to gratify his Thales also, and Hippocrates the mathema-
curiosity and extend his knowledge than to tician, are said to have had their share in

commerce; and the oil that Plato disposed of
* Solon flourished about the year before Christ 597. in Egyptf defrayed the expense of his travels.
f fisislratus WAS remarkably courteous, affable, and If Solon was too expensive and luxuriousliberal. He had always two or three slaves near him

with bags of silver coin1, when he saw any man look in his way of living, and indulged his poetical
sickly, or heard that any died insolvent, he relieved the vein in his description of pleasure too freely
one, and buried the others at his own expense. If he for a philosopher, it is imputed to his mercan-
perceived people melancholy, he inquired the cauje ; tile life. For as he passed through many and
»nd if he found H was poverty, he furnished them-with
what might enable them to get bread, but not to live great dangers, he might surely compensate
idly. Nay, he left even his gardens and orchards open, them with a little relaxation and enjoyment.
and the fruit free to the citizens. His looks were easy But that he placed himself rather in the class
and sedate, his language soft and modest. In short, if of the poor than thfc rich, is evident from these
his virtues had been genuine, and not dissembled, with lines:
I view to the tyranny of Athens, he would (as Solon
told him) have been the best citizen in it. For vice, though Plenty fills her horn;

} Anslotle reckons Solon himself among the inferior And virtue sinks in want and scorn ;
citizens, and quotes his own works to prove it. The Vet never, sure, rhall Solon change
truth \i, that Solon was never rich, it may be, because His truth for wealth's most easy range !
he WBJ <Jways nonest. in nis youin he was mignnly Since virtue lives, and truth shall stand,
addicted to poetry. And Plato (in Timao) says, that While wealth eludes the grasping hand.
if he had finished all his poems, and parficiJarly the
History of the Atlantic Island, which he brought out He seems to have made use of his poetical
of Egypt, and had taken time to revise and correct talent at first, not for any serious purpose, but
them as others did, neither Homer, Hcsiod, nor any only for amusement, and to fill up his hours o
other ancient poet, would have been more famous. It leisure; but afterwards he inserted moral sen
is evident both from the life and writings of this great
man, that he was a person cot only of exalted virtue. tences, and interwove many political transao
but of a pleasant and agreeable temper. He considered tions in his poems, not for the sake of record
men as men ; and keeping both their capacity for vir-
tue, and thtir proniness to evil in his view, he adapted " This passage of Solon's, and another below, ar«
his laws >o as to strengthen and support the one, and now found among the sentences of Theoenis
to check and keep under the other. His institutions t Lib. Ob. and Di. vcr. 309.
are as remarkable for their sweetness and practica- j 11 was usual to trade into Egypt with Ihe oil of
bility, as those of Ly .urgus are for harshness and forc-
«ut human nature. Greece and Judea. It is said in the prophet Hose*.

(c. lii. v.l.) Efhrtum curricth oil into Egypt.
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Xg or remembering them, but sometimes by of another he had with Thales. Anachanii
way of apology for his own administration, went to Solon's house at Athens, knocked at
and sometimes to exhort, to advise, or to cen- the door, and said, he was a stranger who de-
"ure the citizens of Athens. Some are of sired to enter into engagements offriendship
opinion, that he attempted to put his laws too and mutual hospitality with him. Solon an-
in, verse, and they give us this beginning: swered, Friendships are best formed at home.

Then do you, said Anacha-rsis, who are at
Supreme of gods, whose power we first addressThis plan to honour and these laws to bless. home, make me your friend, and receive me

into your house. Struck with the quickness of
Like most of the sages of those times, he cul-his repartee, Solon gave him a kind welcome,
tivated chiefly that part of moral philosophy and kept him some time with him, being then
"which treats of civil obligations. His physics employed in public affairs, and in modelling
were of a very simple and ancient cast, as ap- his laws. When Anacharcis knew what Solon
pears from the following lines: was about, he laughed at his undertaking, and

From cloudy vapours falls the trcasur'd snow. at the absurdity of imagining he could restrain
And the fierce hail: from lightning's rapid blaze the avarice and injustice of his citizens' by
Springs the loud thunder-winds disturb the deep,Than whose unruffled breast, no smoother scene writtenlaws, which in all respectsresembled
In all the works of nature ! 

Upon the whole, Thales seems to have been the 
spiders' webs, and would, like them, only en-
tangle and hold the poor and weak, while tht
rich andpowerful easily broke, through them.

only philosopher who then carried bis specula- To this, Solon replied, Men keep their agree-tions beyond things in common use, while the
rest of the wise men maintained their charac- ments when it is an advantage to both parties

not to break them; andhe would so frame hi*
ter by rules for social life.

They are reported to have met at Delphi, laws, as to make it evident to the Athenians,that it would be more for their interest toind afterwards at Corinth upon the invitation
of Periander, who made provision for their en- observe than to transgress them. The event,
tertainment. But what contributed most to however, shewed that Anacharsis was nearer

the truth in his conjecture, than Solon was intheir honour was their sending the tripod from his hope. Anacharsis having seen an assem-one to another, with an ambition to outvie bly of the people at Athens, said he was sur-each other in modesty. The story is this: prised at this, that in Greece wise minpleod-When some Coans were drawing a net, cer- ed causes, and fools determined them.
tain strangers from Miletus bought the draught When Solon was entertained by Thales at
unseen. It proved to be a golden tripod, Miletus, he expresse-1 some wonder that he didwhich Helen, ae she sailed from Troy, is said notmarry andraise a family. To this, Thalei
to have thrown in there, in compliance with an
ancient oracle. A dispute arising at first be-gave no immediate answer; but some dayiafter he instructed a stranger to say, that hetween the strangers and the fishermen about came from Athens ten days before. Solon in-
the tripod, and afterwards extending itself to quiring, What news there was at Jlthens, the
the states to which they belonged, so as almost man, according to his instructions, said, None,
to engage them in hostilities, the priestess of except the funeral of a young man, which wai
Apollo took up the matter, by ordering that the attended by the whole city. For he was thtwisest man they could find should have the ion (as they told me) of a person of great
tripod. And first it was sent to Thales at honour, and of the highest reputationfor vir-
Miletus, the Coans voluntarily presenting that tue, who was then abroad upon his travels.
to one of the Milesians, for which they would What a miserable man is he, said Solon: but
have gone to war with them all. Thales de- what wai his name? I have heard his name,
clared that Bias was a wiser man than he, so answered the stranger, but do not recollect it.
it was brought to him. He sent it to another, Ml I remember is, that there was much talk
as wiser still. After making a farther circuit,
it came to Thales the second time. And at of his wisdom and justice. Solon, whose ap-

prehensions increased with every reply, wajlast, it was carried from Miletus to Thebes; now much disconcerted and mentioned hif
and dedicated to the Ismenian Apollo. Tbeo- own name; asking, Whetheritwas not Solon'*ptirastus relates, that the tripod was first sent son that was dead? The stranger answering
to Bias at Priene; that Bias sent it back again in the affirmative, he began to beat his head,
to Thales at Miletus; that so having passed and to do and say such things as are usual tothrough the hands of the seven, it came round men in a transport of grief.* Then Thales,
to Bias again, and at last was sent to the tem-taking him by the hand, said, with a smile,
ple of Apollo at Delphi. This is the moat cur-These things, which strike down sojirm a manrent account; yet some say the present was not 

as Solon, kept me from marriage and froma tripod, but a bowl sent by Croesus; and
others, that it was a cup which one Bathycles
had left for that purpose. encies: for such it certainly was, for Anacharsis to

We have a particular account of a conversa- carry the Grecian worship, the riles of Cybele, into
Scylliia, contrary to the laws of his country. Though

tion which Solon had with Anacharsis,* and he performed those rites privately in a woody part of
the country, a Scythian happened to see him, and ac

. The Scythians, long before the days of Solon, had quamted the king with it, who came immediately, and
been celebrated for their frugality, their temperance, shot him with aa arrow upon the spot, tferodot. 1. "
ind justice. Anacharsis was one of these Scythiani, c. 76.
ind a prince of the blood. He went to Athens about " Whether on this occasion, or on the real loss oft
the forty-seventh olympiad, that is, 590 yenrs before son, is uncertain, Solon being desired not to weep,
Christ. His good sense, his knowledge, and great ex- since weeping would avail nothing; he answered, with
perience,made him pass for one of the ieren wise men. much humanity and good sense, jiiul 'or tha CHUM i
But the greatest and wisest men have their inconsist- wit p.
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"airing children. But, take courage, rmj house Into the city, that he was out of hu
fOodfricnd,for not a word ofmliat has been senses. Privately, however, he had composed
told you is true. Herinippus says, he took an elegy, and got it by heart, in order to re-
this story from Paliccus, who used to boast he peat it in public; thus prepared, he sallied out
had the soul of JEsop. unexpectedly into the market-place, with a cap

But after all, to neglect the procuring of upon his head* A great number of people
what is uecessary or convenient in life, for fear flocking about him there, he got upon th«
of losing it, would be acting a very mean anc herald's stone, and sting the elegy which begin*
abturd part; by the eame rule a man might re- thus:
fute the enjoyment of riches, or honour, or Hear sod attend : from Salamu I came
wiidom, because it is possible for him to be To show your error.
deprived of them. Even the excellent quali- This composition is entitled Salamis, and con-
ties of the mind, the most valuable and pleas- sists of a hundred very beautiful lines. When
ing possession in the world we see destroyed Solon had done, his friends began to expres*
by poisonous drugs, or by the violence of some their admiration, and Pisistratus, in particular,
disease. Nay, Thales himself could not be exerted himself in persuading the people to
"ecu re from fears, by living single, unless he comply with his directions; whereupon they
would renounce all interest in Jus friends, his repealed the law, once more undertook thi
relations, and hit country. Instead of that, war, and invested Solon with the command.
however, he is eaid to have adopted his sistor's The common account of his proceedings is
"on, named Cybisthus. Indeed the soul has this: He sailed with Pisistratus to Cohas, and
not only a principle of sense, of understanding, having seized the women, who, according to
of memory, but of love; and when it has the custom of the country, were offering sacri-
nothing at home to fix its affection upon, it fice to Ceres there, he sent a trusty person to
unites itself, and cleaves to something abroad. Salamis, who was to pretend he was a deserter,
Strangers, or persons of spurious birth often and to advise the Megarcnsians, if they had a
insinuate themselves into such a man's heart, mind to seize the principal Athenian matrons,
as into a house or land that has no lawful heirs, to set sail immediately for Cohas. The JMega-
and, together with love, bring a train of cares rensians readily embracing the proposal, and
and apprehensions for them. It is not uncom-sending out a body of men, Solon discovered
mon to hear persons of a morose temper, who the ship as it put off from the island; and
talk against marriage and a family, uttering causing the women directly to withdraw, or
the most abject complaints, when a child dered a number of young men, whose 1'aceg
which they have had by a slave or a concubine, were yet smooth, to dress themselves in their
happens to sicken or die. Nay, some have habits, caps, and shoes. Tims, with weapons
expressed a very great regret upon the death concealed under their clothes, thry were to
of dogs and horses; whilst others have borne dance, and play by the sea-side till the enemy
the loss of valuable children, without any af- was lauded, and the vessel near enough to be
fliction, or at least without any indecent sor- seized. Matters being thus ordered, the Me-
row, and have passed the rest of their days garensians were deceived with the appearance,
with calmness and composure. It is certainly and ran confusedly on shore, striving winch
weakness, not affection, which brings infinite should first lay hold on the women. But they
troubles and fears upon men who are not for- met with so warm a reception, that they were
tified by reason against the power of fortune; cut off to a man; and the Athenians embarking
who have no enjoyment of a present good, be- immediately for Salamis, took possession of
cause of their apprehensions, and the real the island.
anguish they find in considering that, in time, Others deny that it was recovered in this
they may be deprived of it. No man, surely, manner, and tell us, that Apollo, being first
should take refuge in poverty, to guard against consulted at Delphi, gave this answer:
the loss of an estate; nor remain in the un- Go, first propitiate ihe country's chiefs
social state of celibacy, that he may have Hid in Asopus' lap, who, when luurr'd,
neither friends nor children to lose; he should Fac'd the declining sun.
be armed by reason against all events. But, Upon this, Solon crossed the sea by night,
perhaps, we have been too diffuse in these sen-and offered sacrifices in Salamis, to the heroes
timents. Periphemus and Cichreus. Then taking five

When the Athenians, tired out with a long lundred Athenian volunteers, who had ob-
and troublesome war against the Megarensians ained a decree that, if they conquered the
for the isle of Salamis, made a law, that no eland, the government of it should be invested
one for the future, under pain of death, should, n them, he sailed with a number of fishing
either by speech or writing, propose that the vessels and one galley of thirty oars for Sala-
city should. assert its claim to that island; nis, where he cast anchor at a point whichSolon was very uneasy at so dishonourable a ooks towards Euboea.
decree, and seeing great part of the youth de- The Megarensians that were in the place,
sirous to begin the war again, being restrained laving heard a confused report of what had
from it only by fear of the law, he feigned him-lappened, betook themselves in a disorderly
self insane;* and a report spread from his manner to arms, and sent a ship to discover

* When ihe Athenians were delivered from their he enemy. As the ship approached too near,
fears by the Jeath of Epaminondas, they btgan lo Solon took it, and, securing the crew, put in
tquinder away upon shows and plays Ihe money lliat
bad been assigned for the pay of the army and navy, nnaoity, but boldly and resolutely spoke ag^iiut it,tnd at the same time they made it death for any one to dnd by the force of his eloquence I roueht them t* "«"
propose a reformation. In that case, Demosthenes did reel it.
not, like Solon, alUck their error, under a preteuce of * Kone wore capi but the lirk.
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their place some of the bravest of the Athe- the Greeks to arm for the honour of the god.
nians, with orders to make Ihe best of their At this motion it was that the Jlmphictyori*
way to the city, as privately as possible. In declared war; as Aristotle, among others, testi-
tlif mean-time, with tlic rest of his men, he at fies, in his book concerning the ljythiau games,
tacked the Megarensians by land; and while where he attributes that decree to Solon. He
these were engaged, those from the ship took was not, however, appointed general in thai
the city. A custom which obtained after- war, as Hermippus relates from Euanthes the
wards, seems to bear witness to the truth of Samian. For ^Kschincs the orator says no
this account. For an Athenian ship, once a such thing; and we find in the records of Del-
year, passed silently to Salamis, and the in- phi, that Alcmxon, not Solon, commanded the
habitants coming down upon it with noise and Athenians on that occasion.
tumult, one man in armour leaped ashore, and The execrable proceedings against the ao
ran shouting towards the promontory of Scira- complices of Cylon* had long occasioned
dium, to meet those that were advancing by great troubles in the Athenian etate. The
land. Near that place is a temple of Mars, conspirators had taken sanctuary in Minerva's
erected by Solon; for there it was that lie de- temple; but Megacles, then Archon, persuaued
ftated the; MI ^arcnsians, and dismissed, upon them to quit it, and stand trial, under the no
certain conditions, such as were not slam in tion tha,t \f they tied a thread to the shrme of
battle. the goddess, and kept hold of it, they would

However, the people of Megara persisted in still be under her protection. But when they
their claim till both sides had severely felt the came over against the temple of the furies, the
calamities of war, and then they referred the thread broke of itself; upon which Megacles
alfuir to the decision of the Lacedaemonians. and his colleagues rushed upon them and
M.IIIV authors relate that Solon availed him- seized them, as if they had lost their privilege.
self of a passage in Homer's catalogue of ships, Such as were out of the temple were stoned;
which he alleged before the arbitrators, dex- those that fled to the altars were cut in pieces
terously inserting a line of his own; for to this there; and they only were spared who made
verse, application to the wives of the magistrates.

A | ii from Salamis twelve ships commands, From that time those magistrates were called
he is said to have added, execrable, and became objects of the public

And ranks his Torres with the Athenian power.* hatred. The remains of Cylon's faction after-
wards recovered strength, and kept up the

But the Athenians look upon this as an idle quarrel with the descendants of Megacles.
story, and tell us, that Solon made it appear to The dispute was greater than ever, and the two
the judges, that Philxus and Eurysaces, sons
of Ajax, being admitted by the Athenians to
the freedom of their city, gave up the island to contained in the temple of Apollo. Advice of this be-
them, and removed, the one to Brauron, and ing sent to the Jimpkiclyons, who were the stales gen-
the other to Mehte in Attica: likewise, that eral of Greece, Solon advised that this matter should
the tribe of the Philaidse, of which Pisistratus be universally resented. Accordingly, Clycthenci, ty-

rant of Sicyon, was sent commander in chief against
was, had its name from that Philceus. He the Cirrhaeans ; Alcmxon was general of the Athcuian
brought another argument against the Mega- nuota; and Solon went as counsellor or assistant to
rensians. from the manner of burying in Sala- Clysthcnes. When the Greek army had bcsugtd
mis, which was agreeable to the custom of Cirrha some time, without any great appearance of
Aihi-ns, and not to that of Megara; for the success, Apollo was consulted, who answered, thatthey should not be able to reduce the place, till the
Megarensians inter the dead with their faces waves of ihe Cirrhaan sea washed the territories of
to the east, and the Athenians turn theirs to Delphi. This answer struck the army with surprise,
the west. On the other hand, Hereas of Me- from which Solon extricated them by advising Clys-
gara insists, that the Megarensians likewise thenes to consecrate the whole territories of Cirrha
turn the faces of the dead to the west; and, to the Delphic Apollo, whence it would Ibllow that the

sea must wash the sacred coast. Pausanias (in P/io-
what is more, that, like the people of Salamis, cisU) mentions another stratagem., v.liich wa3 not wor-
they put three or four corpses in one tomb, thy of the justice of Solon. Cirrha, however, wai
whereas the Athenians have a separate tornb taken, and became henceforth the amtal of Delphi.
for each. But Solon's cause was farther as- * There was, for a long time after the democracy
fisted by certain oracles of Apollo, in which took place, a strong party against it, who ItA no mea-
the island was called Ionian Salamis. This sures untried, in order, if possible, to restore their
matter was determined by five Spartans', Cri- ancient form of government. Cylon, a man of quality,
tolaides, Amompharetue, Hypsechidas, Anaxi- and son-in-law to Theagenes, tyrant of Megara, re-

lax and Cleomenes. ;mcd at the sudden change of the magistrates, and atcd the thoughts of asking that asa favour, which he
Solon acquire/! considerable honour and apprehended to be due to his birthright. He formed,

authority in Athens by this affair; but he was therefore, a design to seize the citadel, which he put
much more celebrated among the Greeks in in practice in the forty-fifth olympiad, when many 01
general, for negociating succours for tho temple the citizens were gone to the Olympic games. Mega

clcs, who was at that time chief archoD,with theothei
"t Delphi, against the insolent and injurious magistrates and the whole power of Athens, iounedi
behaviour of the Cirrhajans,t and persuading alt I) besieged the conspirators there, and rcdueed them

to such distress, that Cylon and his brother fled, and
left Ihe meaner sort to shift for themselves. Such at

* Tnin line could be no sufficient evidence ; for there escaped the sword, took refuge, as Plutarch relates, in
fire many passages in Hurntvr *lnrh prove lhatthc ships Minerva's temple; and though they deserved death
jf A|nx were stationed near the Thcssalians. for conspiring agaimVthe government, yet, as the ma

t The inhabitants of Cirrha, a town seated in the gistratea put them to death in breach of the privilege 01
Day of Corinth, after having by repealed incursions sanctuary, they brought upon Ihemsclven the indlgna
wivrd the territory of Delphi,besieged the cily itself, tion of the superslilious Athenians, who deemed such a
fruinadcaire of making themselves masters of the riches breach a greater crime than treatoa.
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parties more exasperated, when Solon, whose trouble that place will give them, they would
authority was now very great, and others of tear it in pieces with their teeth, rather than
the principal Athenians, interposed and by en-it should stand. Something similar to tins ii
treaties and arguments persuaded the persons related of Thales. For he ordered the Mile-
called exfarable to submit to justice and a fair sians to bury him in a certain refuse and ne-
trial, before three hundred judges selected glected place, and foretold at the same time,
from the nobility. Myron, of the Phylensian that their market-place v/ould one day stand
ward, carried on the impeachment, and they there. As for Epimemdcs, he was held in ad-
were condemned: as many as were alive were miration at Athene; great honours were paid
driven into exile, and the bodies of the dead him, and many valuable presents made: yet he
dug up and cast out beyond the borders of At- would accept of nothing but a branch of the
tica. Ainiilst these disturbances, the Megaren- sacred olive, which they gave him at his re-
sians, renewed the war, took Nisxthe from the quest; and with that he departed.
Athenians, and recovered Salamis once more. When the troubles about Cylon's affair were

About this time the city was likewise afflict-over, and the sacrilegious persons removed in
ed with superstitious fears and strange appear-the manner we have mentioned, the Athenian*
ances: and the soothsayers declared that there relapsed into their old disputes concerning the
were certain abominable crimes which wanted government; for there were as many parties
expiation, pointed out by the entrails of the among them as there were different tracts of
victims. Upon this they sent to Crete for land in their country. The inhabitants of the
Epimerniles the Pfuestian,* who is reckoned mountainous part were, it seems, for a de-
the seventh among the wiie men, by those that mocracy; those of the plains, for an oligarchy j
do not admit Periander into the number. He and those of the sea coast contending for a
was reputed a man of great piety, beloved by mixed kind of government, hindered the other
the gods, and skilled in matters of religion, two from gaining their point. At the same
particularly in what related to inspiration and time, the inequality between the poor and the
the sacred mysteries, therefore the men of rich occasioned the greatest discord, and the
those days called him the son of the nymph state was in so dangerous a situation, that
Balte, and one of the Curetei revived. When there seemed to be no way to quell the sedi-
he arrived at Athens, he contracted a friend- tious, or to save it from ruin, but changing it
«hip with Solon, and privately gave him con- to a monarchy. So greatly were the poor in
siderable assistance, preparing the way for the debt to the rich, that they were obliged either
reception of his laws. For he taught the Athe- to pay them a sixth part of the produce of the
nians to be more frugal in their religious wor- land (whence they were called Htctcmorii and
ship, and more moderate in their mourning, Thetes) or else to engage their persons to their
by intermixing certain sacrifices with the fu- creditors, who might seize them on failure of
neral solemnities, and abolishing the cruel and payment. Accordingly some made slaves of
barbarous customs that had generally prevail- them, and others sold them to foreigners. Nay,
ed among the women before. What is of some parents were forced to sell their own
«till greater consequence, by expiations, lus- children (for no law forbade it,) and to quit the
trations, and the erecting of temples and shrines city, to avoid the severe treatment of those
he hallowed and purified the city, and made usurers, but the greater number, and men ot
the people more observant of justice and more the most spirit, agreed to stand by each other,
inclined to union. and to bear such impositions no longer. They

When he had seen Munichia, and consider- determined to choose a trusty person for their
ed it some time, he is reported to have said to leader to deliver those who had failed in their
those about him,f How blind is man to futu- time of payment, to divide the land and to give
rity! if the Athenians could foresee what an entire new face to the commonwealth.

Then the most prudent of the Athenians cast
* This Epimenides wasa very extraordinary person.

DI«J. nus Laerlius tells us, that he was the inventor of their eyes upon Solon, as a man least obnox
the art of luslmtingor purifying houses, fields, and per- ious to either party, having neither been en
sons; which, if spoken of Greece, may be true; But gaged in oppressions with the rich, nor entan-
Moseshrid lone before tayght the Hebrews some thing of gled in necessities with the poor. Him, there-
this nature. (Vide Levit. tvi.) Epimeaides took some fore, they entreated to assist the public in thisihecp that were all black, and others that were all
white', these he led into the Areopagus, and turning exigency, and to compose these differences
tht-rn loose, directed certain persons to follow them, Ptianias the Lesbian asserts, indeed, that Sc-
who should mark where they couched, and there sacri- ion, to save the state, dealt artfully with both
fice them to the local deity. This being done, altars parties, and privately promised the poor a di-
were erected iu all these places, to perpetuate the vision of the lands, and the rich a confirmationDiemory of this solemn expiation. There were, how-
ever, other ceremonies practised for the purpose of of their securities. At first he was loath to
lustration, of which Tzetzes, in his poetical chronicle, take the administration upon him, by reason ot
gnes a particular account, but which are too trilling the avarice of some and the insolence of others,
to be mentioned here* but wa» however, chosen archon next after

t This prediction was fulfilled 270 year« after, when Philombrotus, and at the same time arbitratorAntipater constrained the Athenians to admit n» gar-
rison into that place. Besides this prophecy, Epimcn- and lawgiver; the rich accepting of him readily,
ides uttered another during his stay at Athens; for as one of tliem, and the poor, as a good and
hearing that the citizens were alarmed at the progress worthy man. They tell us too, that i. icving of
of the Persian power at sea, he advised them to make his, which he had let fall some time beiore, thatthemselves easy, for that the Persians would not for
nany years attempt any thing against the Greeks, and equality causes no war, was then much re-
when they did, they would receive greater loss them- peated, and pleased both the rich and the poor;
telves than they would be able to bring upon the states the latter expecting to come to balanre by theu
UK; thought to Jeitroj. Laert, in V\tu et Rtmcrt. numbers and by the measure of divided land*,
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and the former to preserve an equality at least, ty, making (as he says) force and rigM eon
bv their dignity and power. Thus both parties spire. Hence it was, that having the quratiii*
being m great hopes, the heads of them were afterwards put to him, Jf'hether fie had pro-
urgent with Solon to make himself king, and vided the best of laws for the Athenians, he
endeavoured to persuade him, that he might answered, The best they were capable of re-
with better assurance take upon him the direc- ceiving. And as the moderns observe, that the
tion of a city where he had the supreme au- Athenians used to qualify the harshness of
thuriiv. Nay, many of the citizens that leaned things by giving them softer and politer names,
to neither party, seeing the intended change calling whores mistresses, tributes contribu-
difficult to be effected by reason and law, were tions, garrisons guards, and prisons castles;
not against the entrusting of the government so Solon Deems to be the first that distinguish-
to the hands of one wise and just man. Some, ed the cancelling of debts by the name of a
moreover, acquaint us that he received thia discharge. For thia was the first of his public
oracle from Apollo, acts, that debts should be forgiven, and that no

S. i.i, seize the helm; the reelingrewl (piide: man, for the future, should take the body of
"With aiding patriots stem the raging tide. his debtor for security. Though Audrotion and

His frienJs, in particular told him it would ap- some others say, that it was not by the cancel-
pear tliit he wanted courage, if he rejected the Ving of debts, but by moderating the interest,
monarchy for fear of the name of tyrant; as if that the poor were relieved, they thought them-
the sole and supreme power would not soon selves so happy in it, that they gave the nnme
become a lawful sovereignty through the vir- of discharge to this act of humanity, as well

f him that received it. Thus formerly as to the enlarging of measures and the value
(saiii they) tne Eubctans set up Tynnondas, and of money, which went along with it. For he
i-'-lv the Milylcnxans Pittacus for their ordered the mime, which before went but for
prince.* None of these things moved Solon seventy-three drachmas, to go for a hundred;
ironi his purpose; and the answer he is said to so that, 33 they paid the same in value, but
have given his friends is this, Absolute mon- much less in weight, those that had great sumi
archy in a fair field, but if has no outlet. to pay were reheved, while such as received
And in one of his poemshe thus addresses them were no losers.
himself to his friend Phocus: The greater part of writers, however, affirm,

If 1 spar'd my country. that it was the abolition of past securities that
If gilded violence and tyrannic jway was calif da discharge, and with these the po-
Could never charm iri's thence DO bname accrues. ems of Solon agree. For in them he values
Still the mild honor of my name I boast, himself on having taken away the marks oj
Alid find iriy empire there. mortgaged land,* which before were almost

Whence it is evident that his reputation was every wltere set up, and made free those
very great before he appeared in the character fields -which before were bound: and not only
of a legislator. As for the ridicule he was so, but of such citizens as were seizable by
exposed to for rejecting kingly power, he has their creditors for debt, some, he tells us, he
dt.mbed it in the following verses : had brought back from other countries,

IVor wisdom's palm, nor deep-laid policy where they had wandered so long that they
C.in Solon boast. For wheu its oobltst blessings had forgot the Jlttic dialect, and others he
Heaven pourM lulu his Jap, he spurn'd them from had set at liberty, who had experienced a cru-him. el slavery at home.\V>i( re was his sense and spirit, when enclosed
Hr iuund the choicest prey, nor dcign'd to draw it? This affair, indeed, brought upon him the
\V\r> lo command fair Athens but ovie day greatest trouble he met with-, For when he un-
Would not himself, with all his race, have fallen dertook the annulling of debts, and was con-
Contented on the. morrow? sidering of a suitable speech and a proper
Thus he has introduced the multitude and method of introducing the business, he told

men of low minds, as discoursing about him. some of his most intimate friends, namely, Co-
But though he rejected absolute power, he pro- non, Chnia3,and Hipponicus, that he intended
ceeded with spirit enough iu the administra-only to abolish the debts, and not to meddle
tion; he did not make any concessions in be- with the lands. These friends of his hastening
half of the powerful, nor, in the framing of his to make their advantage of the secret, before
laws did he indulge the humour of his constit- the decree took place, borrowed large stuns of
uents. When the former establishment was the rich, ajid purchased estates with them. Af-
tolerable, he neither applied remedies, nor used terwards, when the decree was published, they
the incision-knife, lest he should put the whole kept their possessions without paying the
in disorder, and not have power to settle or money they had taken up; which brought great
compose it afterwards in the temperature he reflections upon Solon, as if he had not been
could wish. He only made such alterations as imposed upon with the rest, but were rather
he might bring the people to acquiesce in by an accomplice in the fraud. This charge, how-
perbuasion, or compel them to by his authon- ever, was soon removed, by his being the first

to comply with tbe law, and remitting a debt
of five talents, which he had out at interest.*ri'<«<:ust one of the seven wise nv-n of Greece,

mil' i.!in.«ilf master of Mitylene; for which Alca;us, Others, among whom is Polyzluathe Ilhodian,
vh" wii^of the same lown, coo'emporary with I'ilta- say it was fifteen talents. But his friends went
ru-, rmd, as a poet, a friend tc ibcrly, tatiriitd him, by the name of Chreocopias or debt-cutteri
»j III ,hd the olhi-r tyranU. f.ttacus disregarded Ins ever after.
c.ii-'.res»nd having by his authority quellid the K-

I IIL-crti/eus, and ellabllihid peace and har-
mon) among them, he voluntarily quitted his power, * The Athenians hau a custom of fixing up billeu%
lay restored hi* cuuutry to its liberty. to shew that houses or laud* were luor^agetl.
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The method he took satisfied neither the which for almost all offences were capital; even
poor nor the rich. The latter were displeased those that were convicted of idleness were to
by the cancelling of their bonds; and the for- suffer death, and such as stole only a few ap-
mer at not finding a division of lands; upon this ples or pot-herbs, were to be punished in the
they had tucd their hopes, and they complain-same manner as sacrilegious persons and mur-
ed that he had not, like Lycurgus, made all derers. Hence a saying of Demades, who lived
the citizens equal in estate. Lycurgus, how- long after, was much admired, that Jjraco wrote
ever, being the eleventh from Hercules, and his lews not with ink but with blood. And
having reigned many years in Lacedsmon, had he himself being asked, Why he made death
acquired great authority, interest, and friends, the punishment for inoit offences, answntd,
of which he knew very well how to avail him- Small ones deserve it, and I can Jind no
self in setting up a new form of government. greater for the molt heinous.
Yet he was obliged to have recourse to force In the neit place, Solon took an estimate of
rather than persuasion, and had an eye struck tne estates of the citizens; intending to leave
out in the dispute, before he could bring it to a the great offices in the hands of the rich, but to
lasting settlement, and establish such an union give the rest of the people a share in other d>
and equality, as left neither rich nor poor in partments which they had not before. Such
the city. On the other hand, Solon's estate as had a yearly income of five hundred mea-
was but moderate, not superior to that of some sures in wet and dry goods, he placed in the
commoners, and, therefore, he attempted not to first rank, and called them Pentacosiom-
erect such a commonwealth as that of .Lycur- edimni:* The second consisted of those that
gus, considering it as out of his power: he pro- could keep a horse, or whose lands produced
ceeded as far as he thought he could be sup- three hundred measures; these were of the
ported by the confidence the people had in his equestrian order, and called Hippodatclouu-
probity and wisdom. tes. And those of the third class, who had but

That he answered not the expectations of the two hundred measures, were called Zcugita:.
generality, but offended them by falling short, The rest were named Thctes, and not admitted
appears from these verses of his, to any office: they had only a right to appear
Those eyes with joy oace sparkling when they view'd and give their vote in the general assembly of

me, the people. This seemed at first but a slight
With cold, oblique regard behold me now. privilege, but afterwards showed itself a matter
\nd a little after 

Yet who but Solon 
of great importance: for most causes came at
last to be decided by them; and in such mat-

Tould have spoke peace to their tumultuous wares, ters as were under the cognizance of the mag-
And not have sunk beneath them? istrates there lay an appeal to the people.
But being soon sensible of the utility of the de- Besides, he is said to have drawn up his laws
cree, they laid aside their complaints, offered a in an obscure and ambiguous manner, on pur-
oublic sacrifice, which they called seisactheia, pose to enlarge the authority of the popular
or the sacrifice of the disc/large, and constitut- tribunal. For as they could not adjust their
ed Solon lawgiver and superintendant of the difference by the letter of the law, they were
commonwealth; committing to him the regula- obliged to have recourse to living judges; I
tion not of a part only, but the whole, magis-mean the whole body of citizens, who there-
tracies, assemblies, courts of judicature, and fore had all controversies brought before them,
senate ; and leaving him to determine the and were in a manner superior to the laws. Of
qualification, number, and time of meeting for this equality he himself takes notice in these
them all, as well as to abrogate or continue the words,
former constitutions, at his pleasure. By me the people held their native rights

First then, he repealed the laws of Draco,* TJninjur'd, unoppress'd-The great restrained
except those concerning murder, because of From lawless violence, and the poor from rapine,
the severity of the punishments they appointed,

* Draco was archon in the second, though some say 

By me, their mutual shield. 
Desirous, yet farther to strengthen the common

in the last year of the thirty-ninth olympiad, about people, he impowered any man whatever to
the year before Christ 623. Though the name of this enter an action for one that was injured. If a
great man occurs frequently in history, yet we no person was assaulted, or suffered damage or
where find so much as ten lines together concerning violence, another that was able and willing tohim and his institution*. He may be considered as the
first legislator of the Athenians ; for the laws, or rath- do it, might prosecute the offender. Thus the
er precepts, of Triptolemus were very few, viz. Hon- lawgiver wisely accustomed the citizens, as
our your parentt; worship the °ods; hurt not animals; members of one body to feel and to resent one
Draco was the first of the Greeks that punished idola-another's injuries. And we are told of a say-try with death; and he esteemed murder so high a
crime, that to imprint a deep abhorrence of it in the ing of his agreeable to this law: being asked,
minds of men, he ordained that nroceas should be car- What city teas best modelled ? he answered,
ried on even against inanimate things, if they accident-That, where those who are not injured are
ally caused, the death of any person. But besides murder
and adultery, which deserved death, he made a num- * The PentacosiomeJimni paid a talent to the public
ber of small oficnces capital; and that brought almost treasury; the Hippodatelovnta, as the word signifies,
all his laws into disuse. The extravagant severity of were obliged to find a horse, and to serve as cavalry in
them, like an edge too finely ground, hindered his ihe wars; the Zeugita were so called, as being ol'a mid-
(Aejmoi, as he called them, from striking deep. Por- dle rank between the knights and those of the lowest
phyry, (tie abstinent.) has preserved one of them con- order (for rowers who have the middle bench belweeu
cerning divine worship, " It is an everlasting law in the Thalamitesand the Thranitcs, are called Zeu'itx ;)
Attica, that the gods are to be worshipped, ana the he- and though the Tlttia had barely each a vote "in Ihe
roe* also, according to the customs of our ancestors, general assemblies, yet that (as Plutarch observes) ap-
tnd in private only with a proper address, first fruits, peared in time to be a great privilege, moitcauies beinf
tfcd umiial libauoni." brought by appeal befure the people.
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no less ready to prosecute and punish in the areopagus, or by the ephetae or ty tht
offenders than those who are. kings in the Prytar>£um, fur murder and

\\ lien these points were adjusted, he estab-robbery, or attempting to usurp th* g-orenv-
lished the council of the arcopagus,* whicl ment, hadjled their country before this laia
v as to consist of such as had borne the office was made. This on the contrary shews that
of arc/ton,t and lumsclf was one of the num before Solon, was chief magistrate and deliver
ber. But observing that the people, now dis ed his laws, the council of the areopagus was
narked from their debts, grew insolent anc in being. For who could have been condemn-

11 HUB, he proceeded to constitute another ed in the areopagus before Solon's time, if he
founcil or senate, of four hundred,! a hundre; was the first that erected it into a court of ju-
out of each tribe, by whom all affairs were to dicature? Unless, perhaps, there be some ob-
be previously considered; and ordered that no scurity or deficiency in the text, and the mean-
matter, without their approbation, should be ing t^, that such as have been convicted of
Linl before the general assembly. In the ineai crimes that are new cognizable before the are-
(11,11- the high court of the arcopagus were to opagites, the ephetee,* zndprytanes, shall con-
be the inspectors and guardians of the laws tinue infamous, whilst others are restored. But
Thus he supposed the commonwealth, securec tins I submit to the judgment of the reader.
bv two councils, as by two anchors, would be The most peculiar and surprising of his other
less liable to be shaken by tumults, and the laws, is that which declares the man infamous
people would become more orderly and peace- who stands neuter in the time of sedition.f It
alilc. Most writers, as we have observed, seems he would not have us be indifferent and
affirm that the council of the areopagus was unaffected with the fate of the public, Ti'hen our
of Solon's appointing: and it seems greatly to own concerns are upon a safe bottom; nor
confirm their assertion, that Draco has made when we are in health, be insensible to the dis-
no mention of the arco/>agi£cs, but in capital tempers and griefs of our country. He would
causes constantly addresses himself to the have us espouse the belter and juster cause,
tphets : yet the eighth law of Solon's thir- and hazard every tiling in defence of it, rather
to-rith. table is set down in these very words, than wait in safety to see which side the victory
H'liocver were declared infamous before So- will incline to. That law, too, seems quite ridic-
loifs archonship, let them be restored in ho- ulous and absurd, which permits a young heir-
nour, except such as having been condemned ess, whose husband happens to be impotent, to

console herself with his nearest relations. Yet

* The court of areopagui, though settled long before some say, this law was properly levelled against
ha-1 lost much of its power by Draco's preferring the those, who conscious of their own inability,
rphetx. In ancient times, and till Solon became legis-match with heiresses for the sake of the portion,
lator, it consisted of such persons as were most conspic-and under colour of law do violence to nature.
uous 10 the state for their wealth, power, and probity;
but Solon made it a rule that such only should have a For when they know that such heiresses may
icat in it as had borne the office of archon. This had make choice of others to grant their favours to,
the. effect he designed, it raised the reputation of the they will either let those matches alone, or if
(ircojt'igUes very high, and rendered their decrees so they do marry in that manner, they must BuffetTen. rdl'l'", that none contested or repined at diem
through a long course ol'ages. the shame of their avarice and dishonesty

; Alter the eitmction ol the race of the Mcdontidac, It IB right that the heiress should not hava
the Athenians made the office of archon annual; and liberty to choose at large but only amongst
instead of one, they created nine aTchoiw. By tht latter tier husband's relations, that the child whick
expedient, they provided against the too great pu\vtr is born may at least belong to his kindredof a single prr*ou, as by tnc former they took away
all apprehension of the arckons setting up for sove- and family. Agreeable to this is the direc
reigns. In one word, they attained now what they had Lion, that the bride and bridegroom should
long sought, the making their supreme magistrates de- be shut up together and eat of the sarao
pendent on the people. This remarkable sera of Ihe quince;{ and that the husband of an heiress
completion of the Athenian democracy w as; according
to the Murmma- in the first year of the invth. olym-
piad, before Chrut 6c4. That these magistrates might
however retain sufficient authority and dignity, they " The cphetit were first appointed in the reign of

Dcmophon, the son of Theseus, for the trying of wilfulhad high titles and great honours annexed to their
offices. The firot was styled by way of eminence the murders and cases of manslaughter. They consisted
crfAon, and the year was distinguished by his name. it first of fifty Athenians and as many Argives; buy

Draco deluded the Argivcs, and ordered that it should
The second was called Basiteus, that is king; for they )e composed of filly-one Athenians, who were ail to be
chow to ha\e that title considered as. a secondary one. ':urped of fifty years of age. He also fi*cd their author-This officer had the care of religion. The third liad
the name of Folfmarch, for war was his particular ty above that of the arcopagites ; but Solon brought
province. The other sii had the title of Thennotheta:, them under that court, and limited their jurisdiction.
and -were considered as the guardians of tlitir laws. f Aulus Gellius, who has preserved the very wordt
These archons continued till the time fff the emperor f this law, adds, that one who so stood neuter, should
Callienui. hould lose his houses, his country, and estate, and be

| The number of tribas was increased by Calisthenes ent out an exile. Noct. Mtic. 1. ii. c. 12.
t I. .1, nfler he had driven out the Pisiitratidx; and Plutarch in. another place, condemns tl«» law, but
theu this senate consisted of five hundred, fifty being jellius highly commends it, and assigns this reason-
chosen out of each tribe. Towards the close of the The wise and just, as well as the envious and wicked,
year the president of each tribe gave in a list of candi-Ving obliged to chowe some side, matters were easily
dates, out of whom the senators were elected by lot. itcommodated; whereas if the latter only, a» is gener-
The senators then appointed the officers called pry- ally the case with o Jier cilies, had the management
fi/7u*. Tlie/*n/(afies, while the senate consisted of 500, of factions, they would, for private reasons, be contin-
were 50 in number ; and, for the a void ing of contusion, ually kept up, to the great hurt, if not to the utter ruin
ttn of these presided a week, during which space they f the state.
wtrr called jrrathri, and out of them an fpistidcs or J The eating of the quince, which was not peculiar

t was chosen, whose office UuUd but one day. to an Leircu aud her husband (for all new u/arned
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rtiould approach her at least three times in a consequence of disease or poisons, by impris-
month. For, though they may happen not to onment or violence, or the pcrsunions of a
have children, yet it is a mark of honour and wife. For he considered inducements that
regard due from a man to the chastity of his operated against reason, as no better than
wife; it removes many uneasinesses, and pre- force; to be deceived was with him the same
texts differences from proceeding to an abso-thing as to be compelled; and he looked upon
lute breach. pleasure to be as great a perverter as pain.*

In all other marriages, lie ordered that no He regulated, moreover, the journe/s of wo-
dowries should be given; the bride was to men, their mourning and sacrifices, and endeav-
bring with her only three suits of clothes, and oured to keep them clear of all disorder and
lome household stuff of small value.* For he excess. They were not to go out ot town
did not choose that marriages should be made with more than three habits; the provision!
with mercenary or venal views, but would they carried with them, were not to exceed the
have that union cemented by the endearment value of an obolus; their basket was not to be
of children, and every other instance of love above a cubit high; and in the night they were
"nd friendship. Nay Dionysius himself, when not to travel but in a carriage, with a torch be-
his mother desired to be married to a young fore them. At funerals they were forbid to
Syracusian, told her, He had, indeed, by his tear themselves,t and no hired mourner was
tyranny, broke through the la^os of his coun- to utter lamentable notes, or to act any thing
try, but he could iwt break those of nature, by else that tended to excite sorrow. They were
countenancing so disproportioned a match. not permitted to sacrifice an ox on those oc-
And, surely, such disorders should not be toler- casions; or to bury more than three garments
ated in any state, nor such matches, where with the body, or to visit any tombs besides
there is no equality of years, or inducements those of their own family, except at the time of
of love, or probability that the end of mar- interment. Most of these things are likewise
riage will be answered. So that to an old man forbidden by our laws, with the addition of
who marries a young woman, some prudent this circumatance, that those who offend in
magistrate or lawgiver might express himself such a manner, are fined by the censors of the
in the words addressed to Philoctetcs: women, as giving way to weak passions and

Poor soul! how fit art thou to marry ! childish sorrow.
And if he found a young man in the house of a As the city was filled with persons, who as-
rich old woman, like a partridge, growing fat sembled from all parts, on account of the great
in his private services, he would remove him security in which people lived in Attica, Solon
to some young virgin who wanted a husband. observing this, and that the country withal was
But enough of this. poor and barren, and that merchants, who

That law of Solon'i is also justly commended traffic by sea, do not use to import their goods
which forbids men to speak ill of the dead. where they can have nothing in exchange,
For piety requires u^ to consider the deceased turned the attention of the citizens to manufac-
as sacred; justice calls upon us to spare those tures. For this purpose he made a law, that
that are not in being; and good policy to pre- no son should be obliged to maintain his father.
vent the perpetrating of hatred. He forbad if he had not taught him a trade.J As for
his people also to revile the living, in a temple, Lycurgus, whose city was clear of strangers,
in a court of justice, in the great assemoly of the and whose country, according to Euripides,
people, or at the public games. Ke that offend-was sufficient for twice the number of inhabi-
ed in this respect, was to pay three drachmas tants; where there was, moreover, a multitude
to the persons injured, and two to the public. of Helotes, who were not only to be kept con-
Never to restrain anger is, indeed, a proof of stantly employed, but to be humbled and worn
weakness or want of breeding; and always to out by servitude; it was right for him to set the
guard against it very difficult, and to some citizens free from laborious and mechanic arts,
persons impossible. Now, what is enjoined by and to employ them in arms, as the only art fit
law should be practicable, if the legislator de- for them to learn and exercise. But Solon,
sires to punish a few to some good purpose, rather adapting his laws to the state of hii
and not many to no purpose.

His law concern.ng wills has likewise its * He likewise ordained that adopted persons should
merit. For before his time the Athenians wwe make no will, but as soon as they had children lawfully

begotlen, they were at liberty to return into the fam-
not allowed to dispose of their estates by will; ily whence they were adopted; or if they Ci*itinucd
the houses and other substance of the deceased in it to their death, the estates revr-.-tcd to the relations
were to remain among his relations. But he of the persons who adopted them. Dcmostti. in Oral.
permitted any one that had not children, to Lejitin.
Ieav3 his possessions to whom he pleased; thus Demosthenes (in Timocr.) recites Solon's direc-

ions A3 to funerals as follows : u Let the dead bodieji
preferring the tie of friendship to that of kin-
dred, and choice to necessity, he gave every
man the full and free disposal of his own.
Yet he allowed not all sorts of legacies, but
those only that were not extorted by frenzy, the

people ate i!) implied that their discourses ought to
be jilruaot to each other, that fruit making the breath He that was thrice convicted of idl
iweeL

* The bride br .,'ht with her an earthen pan called
ritroeeteon, wherein barley was parched ; to signify
that ihe undertook the business of cite house, and
Would do her part tow.irds proridiiig fur the family.
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country, than hia country to his laws, and per- that where there was a public well, all withm
ceiving that the soil of Attica, which hardly the distance of four furlongs, should make uvt
rewarded the husbandman's labour, was far of it; but -where the distance was greater, they
from being capable of maintaining a lazy mul- were to provide a well of their own. And it
titude, ordered that trades should be account- they dug ten fathoms deep in their own ground,
ed honourable; that the council of the areop- and could find no water, they had liberty 13 fill
agus should examine into every man's means a vessel of six gallons twice a day at their
of subsisting, and chastise the idle. neighbour's. Thus he thought it proper to as-

But that law was more rigid, which (as sist persons in real necessity, but not to en-
Heraclides of Pontus informs us) excused courage idleness. His regulations with respect
bastards from relieving their fathers. Never- to the planting of trees were also very judicious.
theless, the man that disregards so honourable He that planted any tree in his field, was to
a state as marriage, does not take a woman for place it at least five feet from his neighbour'!
the sake of children, but merely to indulge his ground; and if it was a fig tree or an olive,
appetite. He has therefore his reward; and nine; for these extend their roots farther than
there remains no pretence for him to upbraid others, and their neighbourhood is prejudicial
those children, whose very birth he has made to some trees, not only as they take away the
a reproach to them. nourishment, but as their effluvia is noxious.

In truth his laws concerning women, in ge- He that would dig a pit or a ditch, was to dig
neral, appear very absurd. For he permitted it as far from another man's ground, as it was
any one to kill an adulterer taken in the fact;* deep; and if any one would raise stocks of bees.
but if a man committed a rape upon a free wo- he was to place them, about three hundred
man, he was only to be fined a hundred drach- feet from those already raised by another.
mas; if he gained his purpose by persuasion, Of all the products of the earth, he allowed
twenty: but prostitutes were excepled, because none to be sold to strangers, but oil: and who-
they have their price. And he would not allow ever presumed to export any thing else, the
them to sell a daughter or sister, unless she arclion was solemnly to declare him accursed,
were taken in an act of dishonour before mar- or to pay himself a hundred drachmas into the
riage. But to punish the same fault sometimes public treasury. This law is in the first table.
in a severe and rigorous manner, and some- And therefore it is not absolutely improbable,
times lightly, and as it were in sport, with a what some affirm, that the exportation of figs
trivial fine, is not agreeable to reason: unless was formerly forbidden, and that the informer
the scarcity of money in Athens, at that time, against the delinquents was called a sycophant.
made a. pecuniary mulct a heavy one. And He likewise enacted a law for reparation o(
indeed in the valuation of things for the sacri- damage received from beasts. A dog that had
fice, a sheep and a medimnits of corn were bit a man was to be delivered up bound to a
reckoned each at a drachma only. To the log of four cubits long;* an agreeable contriv-
victor in the Isthmean games, he appointed ance for security against such an annual.
a reward of a hundred drachmas; and to the But the wisdom of the law concerning the
victor in the Olympian, five hundred.f He naturalizing of foreigners, is a little dubious;
that caught a he-wolf, was to have five drach- because it forbids the freedom of the city to be
mas; he that took a she-wolf, one: and the for- granted to any but such as are for ever exiled
mer sum (as Demetrius Phalereus asserts) was from thtir own country, or transplant them-
the value of an ox, the latter of a sheep. Though selves to Athens with their own family, for the
the prices which he fixes in his sixteenth table sake of exercising some manual trade. This,
for select victims, were probably much higher we are told, he did, not with a view to keep
than the common, yet they are small in com- strangers at a distance, but rather to invite
parison of the present. The Athenians of old them to Athens, upon the sure hope of being
were great enemies to wolves, because their admitted to the privilege of citizens; and he
country was better for pasture than tillage; and imagined the settlement ot those might be en-
some eay their tribes had not their names from tirely depended upon, who had been driven
the sons of Ion, but from the different occupa- from their native country, or had quitted it by
tions they followed; the soldiers being called choice.
hapKtx, the artificers ergaedes; and of the That law is peculiar to Solon, which regu-
other two, the husbandmen teleontes: and the lates the going to entertainments made at the
graziers a>gicores. public charge, by him called parasititn.f For

As Attica was not supplied with water from he does not allow the same person to repair to
perennial rivers, lakes, or springs,} but chiefly
by wells dug for that purpose, he made a law, "This law,and sereral others of Solon's, were taken

into the twelve tables. In the consulate of T. Homil-

* No adulteress was to adorn herself, or to assist »t ius and C. Veturius, in the year of Rome 393, the
the public sacrifice!; and in case she did, he gave lib- Romans sent deputies to Athens, to transcribe his lawi,
erty to any one to tear her clothes off her back, and and those of the other lawgivers of Greece, io ordei
beat her into the bargain. Lo form thereby a body of laws for Rome.

f At t)ie snme time he contracted the rewards be- [a the first ages the name of parasite was tener*-
Itowed upon wrestlers, esteeming such gratuities use-ble and sacred, for it properly signified one that was a
less and even dangerous; as they tended to encourage messmate at the table of sacrifices. There were in
idleurss, by put nig men upon wasting that time in Greece several persons particularly honoured with this
exercises which ought to be if ent in providing fur their :itlc, much like those whom the Romans called trjii-
bailies.) lonev, a religious order instituted by iV'ima. Soloa

J Strabo telli \a there was a spring of fresh water ordained that every tribe should olfer a sacrifice one*
near the Lycieum ; but the soil of Attica in general a month, and at the end of the sacrifice make a public
was dry. and the rners Jhwus and Endamus did not entertainment, at which all who were of that Ulfc<

huulii bt obliged to auitl by lurm.
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them often, and he lays a penalty upon such them, and commending others, or advising him
is refused to go when invited; looking upon to make certain additions, or retrenchment*
uic toriner as a mark of epicurism, and the But the greater part came to desire a reason.
latter of contempt of the pulilic. for this or that article, or a clear and precise

AJJ his laws were to continue in force for a explication of the meaning and design. Sen-
hundred years, and were written upon wooden "ible that he could not well excuse himself
tables which might be turned round in the ob-from complying with their desires, and that if
long cases that contained them. Some small he indulged their importunity, the doing it
remains of them are preserved in the Pryta- might give offence, he determined to withdraw
neuni to this day. They were called cyrbes, from the difficulty, and to get lid at once ot
as Aristotle tells us; and Cratinus, the comic their cavils and exceptions. For, as he him-
poet, thus speaks of them: self observes,

By the great names of Solon «nd of Draco, Not all the greatest enterprise can please.
Whose' cyrbes now but serve to boil cJUr pulse.

Some say, those tables were properly called Under pretence, therefore, of traffic he set sail
eyries, on which were written the rules for re- for another country, having obtained leave of
ligious rites and sacrifices, and the other the Athenians for ten years' absence. In that
axoncs. The senate, in a body, bound them-time he hoped his laws would become familiar
selves by oath to establish the laws of Solon; to them.
and the thesmothctie, or guardians of the His first voyage was to Egypt, where he
laws, severally took an oath in a particular abode some time, as he himself relates,
form, by the stone in the market-place, that On the Canopian shore, by Nile's deep n.oath.
for every law they broke, each would dedicate
a golden statue at Delphi of the same weight There he conversed upon points of philosoph5
with himsulf.* with Psenophis the Heliopolitan, and Senchil

Observing the irregularity of the months,! the Saite, the most learned of the Egyptian
and that the moon neither rose nor set at the priests; and having an account from them of
same time with the sun, as it often happened the Atlantic island* (as Plato informs us,) he
that in the 3ame day she overtook and passed attempted to describe it to the Grecians in a
by him, he ordered that day to be called hene poem. From Egypt he sailed to Cyprus, and
kai nea (the old and the new:) assigning the
p»rt of it before the conjunction, to the old as he thought the most singular and remarkable. Di-
month, and the test to the beginning of the ogenes Lacrtiuft, and Demosthenes have given us ac-
new. He seems, therefore, to have been the counts of some others that ought not to be forgotten.-
first who understood that verse in Homer, 

" Let not the guardian live in lite same house wilh the
mother of his wards. Let not the tuition of minors b«

which makes mention of a day wherein the committed to him who is next after them in the inher-
old. month ended, arid t/ie new began.]. itance. Let not an engraver keep the impression of a

The day following he called the new moon. seal which he has engraved. Let him that puts out
After the twentieth he counted not by adding, the eye of a man who has but one, l<*c both his own.
but subtracting, to the thirtieth, according to 

If an archon is taken in liquor, let him be put to death.
Let him who refuses to maintain his Cither and moth

the decreasing phases of the moon. er, be infamous ; and so let him that has consumed hil
When his Jaws took place,§ Solon had his patrimony. Let him who refuses to go to war, flies,

visitors every day, finding fault with some of or behaves cowardly, be debarred the j.recincts of the
/orum and places of public worship. If a man sur-
prises his wife in adultery, and li>»-s i\ilh hi r after
ward?, let him be deemed infamous. Lit him who

" Gold in Solon's time was so scarce in Greece, that frequents the houses of lc\sd women, be dt barred from
when the Spartans were ordered by the oracle to gild speaking in the assemblies of the people. Let a pander
the face of Apollo'* statue, they inquired ia vain for be pursued, and put to death il taken. If any man
gold all over Greece, and were directed by the pytho- steal in the day-time, let him be carried to th'- ' I' \ < Q
n> -" to buy some of Croesus kingof Lydia. officers; if in the night, it shall be lawful to kill him

| Svilon discovered the fabeotss of Thalts's maiim, in the act, or lo wound him in the nur^uil, and carry
thai the moon performed her revolution in thirty days, him to the aforesaid officers : if he steals common
and found thai the true time was twenty-nine days and things, let him pay double, and if the convictor thiukf
" half. He directed, therefore, that each of the twelve fit, be exposed vn chains five days ", if he is guilty of
months should be accounted twenty-nine or thirty days sacrilege, let him be put to death."
alternately. By this means a lunar year was formed, * Plato finished this history from Solon's memoirs,
of 354 days; and to reconcile it to the solar year, he as may be seen in his TIIHTII-. and Crilias. He pro-
ordered a month of twenty-two days to be intercalated tends that this Atlantis, an island >Hu:iU,J in the At-
«ery two years, and at the end of the second two lantic Ocean, was bigger than Asia and Africa, and
years, he directed that a month of twenty-three days that,notwithstanding its vast e*t<ut. ii \va> rlr.nui<d
should be intercalated. He likewise engaged the in one day and night, Di»dorus Sirulus says, (he
Athenians to divide their months into three parts, Carthaginians, \vhi3 discovered it, made it death ibf
etylcd the icijinn-.n*, middling, and ejirfin*; each of any one to settle in il. Amidst a number of conjec-
Uiesc consisted of ten days, when the Month was thirty tures concerning il, one of the rno-j jpi'.kil.lf is, thai
days long, and the last of nine, when it was nine-and- in those days the Africans had some knowledge of
twenty days long;. ID speaking of the two first parts, America. Another opinion, worth mentioning, is, thai
they reckoned according to the usual order of numbers, the Mlnntidcs, or Fortunate Islnnd.s «ir. whjl w«
riz. the first, !tc. day of the moon beginning ; the first, now call the Canaries. Homer thus describes them:
"econd, Sic. oflhe moon middling; but wilh respect to
the last part of the month, they reckoned backwards, Stern winter smiles on that auspicious clime;
that is, instead of saying the first, second, &c. day of The field, ari- 11' rid with unfading prime.the moon ending, they said the tenth, ninth, &c. of the
"oon ending. This is a circumstance which should be Kr.im Ihf blrak ()olp no winds jndi m. nl Mow,

Uould the round hail, or flaki ^M t'--TVsnow
ttnfully attended to. But from the breezy deep the bless'd inhaJe

t Orty.'S. lir. 162. The fragrant murmurs of the western gait.4 riutareh has only mentioned lucb. of Solan's law*
JMj-U
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ihere was honoured with the best regards of death of a private and mean person to hit high
Philocyprus, one of the kings of that island, dignity and power. However, he asked him
who ri-iu'rii-il nvc-r a small city built by Demo- again, Whether, after Tellus he knew another,
>fton the son of Theseus, near the nver Cla- floppier man in the world} Solon answered,
lius, in a strong situation indeed, but very in- Yes, Cleobis and Biton, famed for their bro-
different soil. As there was an agreeable plain therly affection, and dutiful behaviour to
below, Solon persuaded him to build a larger their mother; for the oxen not being ready,
and pleasanter city there, and to remove the they put themselves in the harness, and drew
inhabitant:) of the other to it. He also assist- their mother to Juno's temple, trVo teas ex-
ed in laying out the whole, and building it in tremely happy in having such nans, and
the best manner for convenience and defence: moved forward amid.it the bless ngs of the
BO that Philocyprus in a short time had it so people. Jtfter the sacrifice, they drank a
well peopled as to excite the envy of the other cheerful cup with their frienils, and then laid
princes. And, therefore, though the former duirn to rest, but rose no more far they died
city » as called lAipcia, yet in honour of Solon, in the night without sorrow or pain, m Hit
he called the new one Soli. He himself speaks midst of so much glory. WM'. said Croesus,
of the building of this city, in his elegies, ad- now highly displeased, and do you not then
dressing himself to Philocyprus: rank us in the number of happy men! Solon,

For you be long the Solian throne decreed ! unwilling either to lljtter him, or to exasperate
FIT yuu a race of prosperous sons succeed ! him more, replied, King ofLydia, as God hat
If in those scents, to her so juslly (U-ar, given the Greeks a moderate proportion of
My hand a blooming city htlp'd to r» :ir other things, so likewise he has favoured
May llir swt-et voice of smiling Viuus bless, them with a democratic spirit ttnd a lit
And speed ine home will, liuiioursaiid success I kind of wisdom, which has no taste fur the

As for his interview with Crcesus, some pre- splendours of royalty. Moreover, the vicissi-
temi to provr I'rom chronology, that it is ficti- tudes of life suffer us not to be elatcdby any
tious. But since the story is so famous, and present good fortune, or to admire that felic-
so well attested, nay, (what is more,) so agree- ity which is liable to change. Futurity car-
ible to Solon's character, so worthy of his ries for every man many various and uncer-
Wisdom and magnanimity, I cannot prevail tain events in its bosom. He, therefore,
With myself to reject it for the sake of certain whom heaven blesses with success to the last,
chronological tables, which thousands are cor- is in our estimation the hapjty man. Hut the
recting to this day, without being able to bring happiness of him who still lives, and has the
them to any certainty. Solon, then, is said dangers of life to encounter, appears to us no
tohave gone to Sardis at the request of Crovsus: better than that of a champion brfure the com-
and when he came there, he was affected much bat is determined, and while the croicn is un-
in the same manner as a person born in an in- certain. With these words, Solon departed,
land country, when he first goes to see the leaving Crcesus chagrined, but not instructed.
ocean: for as he takes every great river he At that time JEsop, the fabulist, was at the
comes to ("or the sea; so Solon, as he passed court or" Cra-sus, who had sent for him, nod
through the court, and saw many of the nobili- caressed him not a little. He was concerned
ty richly dressed, and walking in great pomp at the unkind reception Solon met with, and
amidst a crowd of attendants and guards, took thereupon gave him this advice: Jl man should
each of them for Cncsus. At last, when he either not converse with kings at all, or say
waa conducted into the presence, he found the what is agreeable to them. To which Solon
king set off with whatr-ver can be imagined replied, .A'ay, but he should either not do it
curious and valuable, either in beauty of co- at all, or say what is useful to them.
lours, elegance of golden ornaments, or splen- Though Crcesus at that time held our law-
dour of jewels: in order that the grandeur and giver in contempt; yet when he was defeated
variety of the scene might be as striking as in his wars with Cyrus; when his city «aa
possible. Solon, standing over against the taken, himself made prisoner, and laid bound
throne, was not at all surprised, nor did he upon the pile in order to be burned, in the pre-
pay those compliments that were expected; on sence of Cyrus and all the Persians, he cried
the contrary, it was plain to all persons of dis- out as loud as he possibly could, "Solon 1 So-
cernment that he despised such vain ostenta-lon! Solon!" Cyrus, surprised at this, sent to
tion and littleness of pride. Cretans then order- inquire of him, "What god or man it was
ed his treasures to be opened, and his magnifi- whom alone he thus invoked under so great a
cent apartments and furniture to be shewn him; calamity?" Crasus answered, without tie
but tma was quite a needless trouble; for Solon least disguise, "He is one of the wise men
in one view of the king was able to read his of Greece, whom I sent for, not with a de-
character. \Vhcn he had seen aJl, and was con- sign to hear his wisdom, or to learn what
ducted back, Croesus asked him, If he had ever might be of service to me, but that he might
beheld a happier man than he ? Solon answer-see and extend the reputation of that glory, the
ed, He had, and that the person was one Tel- loss of which I find a much greater misfortune,
lus, a plain but worthy citizen of Athens, than the possession of it was a blessing. Mj
who left valuable children behind him; and exalted state was only an exterior advantage,
wlta, having been above the want ofvcccssa- the happiness of opinion; but the reverse
ries all his life, died gloriously fighting for plunges me into real sufferings, and ends in
his country. By this time he appeared to Cro:- misery irremediable. This was foreseen by
BUS to be a strange uncouth kind of rustic, who that great man, who, forming a conjecture ol
did not measure happiness by the quantity of the future from what he then saw, advised ma
gold ind silver, but could prefer the life and to consider the end of lilt, and not to rely or
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grow intolent upon uncertainties." When this the play was done, he called to Thespis, and
was told Cyrus, who was a much wiser man asked him, If ht was not ashamed to tell »o
than Cra'sus, finding Solon's maxim confirmed many lies before so great an assembly ? The«-
by an example before him, he not only set Cr<s- pis answered, It was no great matter, \f ht
BUS at liberty, but honoured him with his pro- tpoke or cited so in jest. To winch Solon
tection as long as he lived, 'i iius Solon had replied, striking the ground violently with hii
the glory of saving the life of one of these kings, staff, If we encourage, such jesting as this,
and of instructing the other. tee shall quickly find it in our contracts and

During hia absence, the Athenians were agreements.
much divided among themselves. Lycurgua Soon after this, Piaistratus, having wounded
bein^ at the head of the low country,* Mega- himself for the purpose, drove in that condition
cles the son of Alcmson, of the people that into the market-place, and endeavoured to in-
lived near the sea-coast, and Pisistratus of the flame the minds of the people, by telling them,
mountaineers; among which last was a multi- his enemies had laid in wait for him, and treat-
tude of labouring people, whose enmity was ed him in that manner on account of his patri-
chiefly levelled at the rich. Hence it was, that otism. Upon this, the multitude loudly ex-
though the city did observe Solon's laws, yet all pressed their indignation: but Solon came up,
expected some change, and were desirous of and thus accosted him: Son of Hippocrates
another establishment; not in hopes of an equal- you act Homer's Ulysses but very indifferent-
ity, but with a view to be gainers by the altera- ly ;for he wounded himself to deceive his ene-
tion, and entirely to subdue those that differed mies, but you have done it to impose upon
from them. your countrymen. Notwithstanding this, the

While matters stood thus, Solon arrived at rabble were ready to take up arms for him, and
Athens, where he was received with great re- a general assembly of the people being sum-
spec', and still held in veneration by all; but moned, Aiiston made a motion, that a body-
by reason of his great age he had neither the guard of fifty clubmen should be assigned him.
strength nor spirit to act or speak in public as Solon stood up and opposed it with uiany
he had done. He therefore applied in private arguments, of the same kind with those he hai
to the heads of the factions, and endeavoured left us in his poema:
to appease and reconcile them. Pisistratus
teemed to give him greater attention than the You hang with rapture on bu-boneyM tongue*
est; for Pisistratus had an affable and engag- And again,
g manner. He was a liberal benefactor to the
jor;t and even to his enemies he behaved Your art, to public interest ever blind,Your foi-like art still centres in yourelf."((nth great candour. He counterfeited so dex-

terously the good qualities which nature had But when he saw the poor behave in a riotoui
denied him, that he gained more credit than manner, and determined to gratify Pisistratua
the real possessors of them, and stood foremost at any rate, while the rich out of fear declined
in the public esteem in point of moderation the opposition, he retired with this declaration,
and equity, in zeal for the present government, that he had shewn more wisdom than the for-
and aversion to all that endeavoured at a mer, in discerning what method should have
change. With these arts he imposed upon the been taken j and more courage than the latter,
people: but Solon goon discovered his real who did not want understanding, but spirit to
character, and was the first to discern his in- oppose the establishment of a tyrant. The
aidious designs. Yet he did not absolutely people having made the decree, did not cu-
break with him, but endeavoured to soften him riously inquire into the number of guards which
and advise him better; declaring both to him Pisistratua employed, but visibly connived at
ind others, that if ambition could but be banish-his keeping as many as he pleased, till he seized
ed from his soul, and he could be cured of his the citadel. When this was done, and the city
desire of absolute power, there would not be a in great confusion, Mcgacles, with the rest of
man better disposed, or a more worthy citizen the Alcmzoaid*, immediately took to flight.
in Athens. But Solon, though he was now very old, and

About this time, Thespis began to change the had none to second him, appeared in public,
form of tragedy, and the novelty of the thing and addressed himself to the citizens, some-
attracted many spectators; for thia was before times upbraiding them with their past indiscre-
any prize was proposed for those that eicelled tion and cowardice, sometimes exhorting and
in this respect. Solon, who was alwaya willing encouraging them to stand up for their liberty.
to hear and to learn, and in his old age more Then it was that he spoke those memorable
inclined to any thing that might divert and en-words: It would have been cosier for them
tertain, particularly to music and good fellow-to repress the advances of tyranny, and pre-
ship, went to see Thespis himself exhibit, as vent its establishment: but now it teas estab-
the custom of the ancient poets waa. When lished and grown to some height, it would be

more glorious to demolish it. However, find-* These three parlies into which the Athenians were
dnidtd, viz. the i'ediaei, the ParaJi, and Diacrii, have ing that their feats prevented their attention to
been mentioned in this life before. what he said, he returned to his own house,

f By the poor, we ire not to understand such as ask- and placed his weapons at the street door, with
«d alms, fnr there wcrenone«uch in > tin -us. " In those those words: I have done all in my jioicer to
daj,," says Isocrates, " there was no citizen that died defend my country and its laws. This wasof want, ur begged in the streets, to the dishonour of
the community." This was ovvingto the laws against his last public effort. Though some exhorted
idleness and prodigality, and the care \vhich the arco- him to lly, he took no notice of their advice,
GET vgai laok that every man should hare a visibk live- but was composed enough to make verses, ilwhich be thus reproaches the Athtuim*:
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If fear or folly has your righb betray'd, too much for him, and therefore did not ft
Let not the fault on righlcuus H<-aven be laid. through with it. These verses arc a proof that
Yciu gave tlitni guards; you raised your tyrants high business was not the hindrance:T'impose tlie luatyyoke Lhatdnwithc heaving sigh.

Many of his friends, alarmed at this, told I grow in learning as I grow in yean.
him the tyrant would certainfy put him to death And again,
for it, and asked linn, what he trusted to, that Wine, wit, and beauty itill their charms bestow,
he went such imprudent lengths: he answered, Light all Die shades of life, and cheer us as we go.
To old age. However, when Pisistratus had Plato, ambitious to cultivate and adorn the
fully eatablished himself, he made his court to subject of the Atlantic Iiland, as a delightful
Solon, and treated him with so much kindness spot in some fair field unoccupied, to which
and respect, that Solon became, as it were, his also he had some claim by his being related to
counsellor, and gave sanction to many of his Solon,* laid out magnificent courts and en-
proceedings. He observed the greatest part closures, and erected a grand entrance to it,
of Solon's laws, shewing himself the example, such as no other story, fable, or poem ever had.
and obliging his friends to follow it. Thus, But as he began it late, he ended his life be-
when he was accused of murder before the fore the work; so that the more the reader if
court of areopagus, he appeared in a modest delighted with the part that is written, the
manner to make his defence; but his accuser more regret he has to find it unfinished. A»
dropped the impeachment. He likewise added the temple of Jupiter Olympius in Athens is
other laws, one of which was, that persons the only one that has not the last hand put to it,
maimed in the wars should be maintained at so the wisdom of Plato, amongst his many ex-
the public charge. Yet this, Heraclidcs tells cellent works, has left nothing imperfect but
us, was in pursuance of Solon's plan, who had the Atlantic Island.
decreed the same in the case of Thersippus. Heraclides Ponticus relates that Solon lived
But according to Theophrastus, Pisistratus, not a considerable time after Pisistratus usurped
Solon, made the law against idleness, which the government; but according to Phaniaa the
produced at once greater industry in the coun- Ephesian, not quite two years. For Pisistratui
try, and tranquillity in the city. began his tyranny in the archonship of Comiai,

Solon, moreover, attempted, in verse, a large and Phanias tells us, Solon died in the archon-
description, or rather fabulous account of the ship of Hegestratus, the immediate successor
Atlantic Island,* which he had learned from to Comias. The story of his ashesf being
the wise men of Sais, and which particularly scattered about the isle of Salamis, appearg
concerned the Athenians; but by reason of his absurd and fabulous; and yet it is related by
age, not want of leisure, (as Plato would have several authors ol credit, and by Aristotle il
it,) he was apprehensive the work would be particular.

PUBLICOLA.

SUCH ie the character of Solon; and there- sitous. Hence it was natural to conclude, that
fore with him we will compare Pubhcola, so if the government should become republican,}
called by the Roman people, in acknowledg- his station in it would soon be one of the most
ment of hia merit; for his paternal name was eminent.
Valerius. He was descended from that an- When Tarquin the proud, who had made
cient Valerius,! who was the principal author his way to the throne by the violation of all
of the union between the Romans and the rights,§ divine and human, and then exercised
Sabmes. For he it was that most effectually his power as he acquired it, when, like an op-
persuaded the two kings to come to a con- pressor and a tyrant, he became odious and
ference, and to settle their differences. From insupportable to the people; they took occa-
this man our Valerius deriving his extraction, sion to revolt, from the unhappy fate of Lur
distinguished himself by his eloquence and cretia, who killed herself on account of the
riches,]: even while Rome was yet under kingly rape committed upon her by the son of Tar-
government. His eloquence he employed quin.|| Lucius Brutus, meditating a change of
with great propriety and spirit in defence of * Plato's mother was a descendant of the brother of
justice, and his riches in relieving the neces- Solon.

" This fable imported, that the people of Atlantis f It is said by Diogenes Laertius, that this was done
having mbdued all Lybia, and a great part of Europe, by his own order. In thus disposing of his r. ju.un!,
threatened Egypt and Greece ; but the Athenians mak- either Solon himself, or those who wrote his hisujry,
ing head against their viclorioui army, overthrew imitated the story of Lycurgus, who left an eipreM
them in several engagements, and confined them to order that his ashes should be thrown into the sea.
their own island. J Governments, as well as other things, pushed to

t The fir.t of his family, who settled at Rome, was excessive lengths, often change to the contrary ex-
Valerius Volcsus, a Sabine ; or, as Fcstus and the treme.
fajft'i Capitolinicall him, Velusus. § He made use of the body of his father-in-law, Ser-

{ Fluurch, by Ihij, would insinuate, that arbitrary vius Tullius, whom he had murdered, as a step to tht
power is no friend to eloquence. And undoubtedly the throne.
want of liberty does depress the spirit, and restrain the || Livy tells us, that she desired her father and hus-
force of genius: whereas, in republics aud limited mon- band to meet her at her own house. Wi'h her father
archiesg full scope is given, as well as many occasion! Lucretius came Publius Valerius, auV^mrds PuUi-
fcjlordtu, to the richest vein of oratory. C'.h. and with her husbaud Lucius (iui Brut--*
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government, applied to Valerius first, and with the sincerity of his oath. For ambassador!
ha powerful assistance expelled the king and came from Tarquin with letters calculated to
his family. Indeed, while the people seemed gain the people, and instructions to treat with
inclined to give one person the chief command them in such a manner as might be most likely
and to set up a general instead of a king, Vale' to corrupt them; as they were to tell them from
nous acquiesced, and willingly yielded the first the king that he had bid adieu to his high no-
place to Brutus, under whose auspices the re- tions, and was willing to listen to very moderate
public commenced. But when it appeared that conditions. Though the consuls were of opin-
they could not bear the thought of being gov-ion, that they should be admitted to confer
erned by a single person, when they seemed with the people, Valerius would not suffer it,
more ready to obey a divided authority, and but opposed it strongly, insisting that no pre-
indeed proposed and demanded to have two text for innovation should be given the needy
consuls at the head of the slate, then he offered multitude, who might consider war as a greatei
himself as a candidate for that high office, to- grievance than tyranny itself.
gether with Brutus, but lost his election. For, After this, ambassatlois came to declare that
contrary to Brutus's desire, Tarquinius Colla- he would give up all thoughts of the kingdom,
tinus, the husband of Lucrctia, was appointed and lay down his arms, if they would but send
his colleague. Not that he was a more worthy him his treasures and other effects, that hia
or able man than Valerius; bill those that had family and friends might not want a subsistence
the chief interest in the state, apprehensive of in their exile. Many persons inclined to in-
the return of the Tarquins, who made great dulge him in this, and Collatinua in particular
efforts without, and endeavoured to soften the agreed to it; but Brutus,* a man of great spirit
resentment of the citizens within, were desirous and quick resentment, ran into the forum, and
to be commanded by the most implacable ene-called his colleague traitor for being disposed
my of that house. to grant the enemy means to carry on the war,
"Valerius, taking it ill that it should be sup-and recover the crown, when indeed it would

posed he would not do his utmost for his be too much to grant them bread in the place
country, because he had received no particular where they might retire to. The citizens being
injury from the tyrants, withdrew from the assembled on that occasion, Caius Minutius, a
senate, forebore to attend thej'brum, and would private man, was the first who delivered his
not intermeddle in the least with public affairs. sentiments to them, advising Brutus, and ex-
So that many began to express their fear and horting the Romans, to take care that the
concern, lest through resentment he should treasures should fight for them against the ty-
join the late royal family, and overturn the rants, rather than for the tyrants against them.
commonwealth, which, as yet, was but totter- The Romans, however, were of opinion, that
ing. Brutus was not without his suspicions of hile they obtained that liberty for which they
some others, and therefore determined to bring began the war, they should not reject the of-
the senators to their oath on a solemn day of fered peace for the sake of the treasures, but
sacrifice, which he appointed for that purpose. cast them out together with the tyrants.
On this occasion, Valerius went with great alac- In the mean time, Tarquinius made but small
rity into the forum, and was the first to make account of his effects; but the demand of them
oath that he would never give up the least point, furnished a pretence for sounding the people,
or hearken to any terms of agreement with and for preparing a scene of treachery. This
Tarquin, but would defend the Roman liberty was carried on by the ambassadors, under pre-
with his sword ; which afforded great satisfac-tence of taking care of the effects, part of
tion to the senate, and strengthened the hands which they said they were to sell, part to col-
of the consuls.* His actions soon confirmed lect, and the rest to send away. Thus they

gained time to corrupt two of the best families
in Rome, that of the Aquilii, in which were

and many other Romans of distinction. To them the three senators, and the Vitellii, among whom
disclosed in few words the whole matter, declared her
firm resolution not to outlive the loss of her honour, were two. All these, by the mother's side,
and conjured them not to let the crime of Stilus Tar- were nephews to Collatinus the consul. The
quinius go unpunished. Then the heroine, notwith- Vitellii were likewise allied to Brutus ; for
itanding Iheir endeavours to dissuade her from it, the'r sister was his wife, and he had several
plunged a dagger in her breast While the rest were children by ber;f two of whom, just arrived at
nllea with grief and consternation, Brutus, who, till
that time, had feigned himself an idiot, to prevent his
being obnoxious to the tyrant, took the bloody pon-werf slain, reigned so long a time in continual suc-
iard, and shewing it to the assembly, said, "I swear cession. By contracting, therefore, tiie reigns of these
by this blood, which was once »o pure, anil which no- kings, and those of Ihe kings of Alba, he placet lh»
thing but the detestable villany of Tari^uiu could have building of Rome, not in the seventh, but in the thirty
polluted, that I will pursue L. TVquiuius the proud, eighth Olympiad.
nil wicked wife, and their children, with fire and " Dionysius of Halicarnassus, on the contrary, sari,
"wurd ; nor will ever suffer any of that iainily, or any the affair was debated in the senate with great mod*
Other whatsoever, to reign at Rome. Ye gods 1 I call ration; anil when it could not be settled there, wheth
you to witness this my oath." At these words, he er they should prefer honour or profit, it was rclVrred
presented the dagger to Collatings, Lucretius, Vale-to the people, who, to their immortal nraisc, carried
rius, aud the rest of the company ; and engaged them it, by a majority of one vote for honour.to lake the same oath.

f Dionysius and Livy make mention of no more thai
" Thus ended the regal state of Rome, 242 years, ac-two; but Plutarch agrees with those who say thai

cording to the common computation, alter the building Brutus had more, and that Marcus Brutus, who killed
"f the city, tint Sir Isaac newtonjiully observes, thai Caesar, was descended from one of llitin. Cicero it
this Can scarce be reconciled to the course of nature, for among those that hold the latler opinion ; or else hi
we meet with no instance in all history, since chronolo- pretended to be so, to make the cause and person oV
(J was certain, wheieiu seven kings, most of whom Brutus mure popular.
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years of maturity, and being of their kindred open the doors, and found the letters in th«
anil acquaintance, the \ itu.lln drew in, and ambassadors' room. Whilst be was thus em-
persuaded to engage in the conspiracy, insinu- ployed, the Aquilii ran home in great haste,
atiiiL.', that by this means they might marry into and engaged with him at the door, endeavour-
tin- t.miily of the Tarquins, share in their royal ing to force the letters from him. But Valerius
prospects, and, at the same time, be Bet free and his party repelled their attack, and twist-
irom the yoku of a stupid and cruel father. ing their gowns about their necks, after much
For, his inflexibility in punishing criminals, struggling on both sides, dragged them with
thi-s called cruelty; and the stupidity which great difficulty through the streets into the
he had used a long time as a cloak to shelter forum. Marcus Valerius had the same suc-
him from the bloody designs of the tyrants, cess at the royal palace, where he seized other
h.nl prnr-urcd him the name of Brutus,* which letters, ready to be conveyed away among the
he ri-1'used not to be known by afterwards. goods, laid hands on what servants of the king's

The youths thus engaged, were brought to he could find, and had them also into the Jorum.
confer with the Aquilu; and all agreed to take When the consuls had put a stop to the tu-
a great and horrible oath, by drinking together mult, Vindicius was produced by order of Val-
of the blood,f and tasting the entrails of a man erius ; and the accusation being lodged, the
sacrificed for that purpose. This ceremony letters were read, which the traitors had not
was performed in the house of the Aquilii ; the assurance to contradict. A melancholy
and the room chosen for it, (as it was natural stillness reigned among the rest; but a few,
to suppose) was dark and retired. But a slave, willing to favour Brutus, mentioned banish-
oamed Ymdicius, lurked there undiscovered; ment. The tears of Collatinus, and the silence
not that he had placed himself in that room of Valerius, gave some hopes of mercy. But
by design; nor had he any suspicion of what Brutus called upon each of his sons by name,
was going to be transacted: but happening to and said, You, Titus, and you Valerius?
be there, and perceiving with what haste and why do you not make your defence against
concern they entered, he stopped short for fear the charge ? After they had been thus ques-
of being seen, and hid himself behind a chest; tioned three several times, and made no an-
yet so that he could see what was done, and swer, he turned to the lictors, and said, Fours
hear what was resolved upon. They came to a is the part that remains. The lictors imme-
resolution to kill the consuls; and having writ- diately laid hold on the youths, stripped them
ten letters to signify as much to Tarquin, they of their garments, and, having tied their handi
gave them to the ambassadors, who then were behind them, flogged them severely with their
guests to the Aquilii, and present at the con- rods. And though others turned their eyei
spiracy. aside, unable to endure the spectacle, yet it a

When the affair was over, they withdrew, said that Brutus neither looked another way,
and Vindicius, stealing from his lurking hole, nor suffered pity in the least to smooth his stem
was not determined what to do, but disturbed and angry countenance ;f regarding his sons as
with doubts. He thought it shocking, as in- they suffered with a threatening aspect, till
deed it was, to accuse the sons of the most they were extended on the ground, and their
horrid crimes to their father Brutus, or the heads cut off with the axe. Then he departed,
nephews to their uncle Collations; and it did leaving the rest to his colleague. This was an
not occur to him presently that any private action which it is not easy to praise or con-
Roman was fit to be trusted with so important demn with propriety. For either the excesi
a secret. On the other hand, he was so much of virtue raised his soul above the influence of
tormented with the knowledge of such an the passions, or else the excess of resentment
abominable treason, that he could do any thing depresse ' it into insensibility. Neither the one
rather than conceal it. At length, induced by nor the other was natural, or suitable to the
the public spirit and humanity of Valerius, he human faculties, but was either divine or brut-
bethought himself of applying to him, a man al. It is the more equitable, however, that our
easy of access, and willing to be consulted by judgment should give its sanction to the glory
the necessitous, whose house was always open, of this great man, than that our weakness
and who never refused to hear the petitions should incline us to doubt of his virtue. For
even of the meanest of the people. the Romans do not look upon it as so glorious

Accordingly, Vmdicius coming, and discov- a work, for Romulus to have built the city, as
ering to him the whole, in the presence of his for Brutus to have founded and established the
orother Marcus and his wife; Valerius, aston- commonwealth.
ished and terrified at the plot, would not let After Brutus had left the tribunal, the
the man go, but shut him up in the room, and thought of what was done involved the rest in
left his wife to watch the door. Then he or- astonishment, horror and silence But the
dered his brother to surround the late king's easiness and forbearance of Collatinus give
palace, to seize the letters, if possible, and to fresh spirits to the Aquilii, they begged time
lecure the servants; while himself, with many to make their defence, and desired that their
clients and friends whom he always had about * The name of Brutus's second son vras not Valeriuf|
him, and a numerous retinue of servants, went but Tiberius.
to the house of the Aquilii. As they were t Liiy gives a different account of Brutuj's behlf
gone out, and no one expected him, he forced iour. Quum inter omne tcmpus piiter, vuttv&<j\ie et 09

e/us, syectaculo csset, cmincnte aniino patrio intn
* Tarquin had put the father and brother of Brutos fntfilictt pana: nu'nu'/cnum. There could not be a more

to df-ath. slriki.ig spcclacle than the countenance of Bruliu, fol
f They thought such a horrible sacrifice would oblige anger sal mixed with diijuity, and he could not cou

tTery member of the couipiniry 'o inviolable secrecy- ceal the faihcr, though lie supported the magistral*
Catiline put the same m practice, iftemardf. Lit. lib. ii. cap. 5.
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tlave Vjndicius might be restored to them, and product, for the service of the god.* A great
not remain with their accusers. The consul quantity of different sorts of things being thui
was inclined to grant their request, and there-thrown in together, they were not earned fav'
upon to dismiss the assembly; but Valerius by the current, but only to the shallows where
would neither suffer the slave to be taken from the first heaps had stopped. Finding no far-
among the crowd, nor the people to dismiss ther passage, every thing settled there, and the
the traitors and withdraw. At last he seized whole was bound still faster by the river; for
the criminals himself, and called for Brutus, that washed down to it a deal of mud, which
exclaiming that Collatinus acted most unwor-not only added to the mass, but served as a
thily, in laying his colleague under the hard cement to it; and the current, far I'romdissolv-
necessity of putting his own sons to death, and ing it, by its gentle pressure gave it the gi eat-
then inclining to gratify the women by releas-er firmness. 'The bulk and solidity of this mas«
ing the betrayers and enemies of their country. received continual additions, most of what wai
Collatinus, upon this, losing all patience, com-brought down by the Tiber settling there. It
manded Vindicius to be taken away; the hc- was now an island sacred to religious usestf
tors made way through the crowd, seized the several temples and porticos have been built
man, and came to blows with such as endeav-upon it, and it is called in Latin, Inter duos
oured to rescue him. The friends of Vale- pontes,l the island between the two bridges.
rius stood upon their defence, and the people Some say, however, that this did not happen at
cried out for Brutus. Brutus returned; and si- the dedication of Tarquin'fl field, but some agei
lence being made, he said, It was enough for after, when Tarquinia, a vestal, gave another
him to give judgment upon hu own sons; ai> adjacent field to the public; for which she wai
for the rest, he left them to the sentence of honoured with great privileges, particularly that
the people, who were now free; and an;/ one of giving her testimony in court, which -vaj
that chose it might plead before them. They refused to all other women; U.y likewise
did not, however, wait for pleadings, but im- voted her liberty to marry, but she did not ac-
mediately put it to the vote, with one voice cept it. This is the account, though seemingly
condemned them to die; and the traitors were fabulous, which some give of the matter.
beheaded. Collatinus, it seems, was somewhat Tarquin despairing to re-ascend the throne
euspected before, on account of his near rela- by stratagem, applied to the Tuscans, who
tion to the royal family;* and one of his names gave him a kind reception, and prepared to
was obnoxious to the people, for they abhorred conduct him back with a great armament. The
the very name of Tarquin: but on this occasion consuls led the Roman forces against them;
be had provoked them beyond expression; and and the two armies were drawn up in certain
therefore he voluntarily resigned the consul- consecrated parcels of ground, the one called
ihip, and retired from the city. A new elec- the Arsian grove, the other the .^Esuvian mea-
tion consequently was held, and Valerius de- dow. When they came to charge, Aruns, the
clared consul with great honour, as a proper son of Tarquin and Brutus the Roman consul,§
mark of gratitude for his patriotic zeal. As he met each other, not by accident, but design,
was of opinion that Vindicius should have his animated by hatred and resentment, the one
"hare of the reward1, he procured a decree of against a tyrant and enemy of his country, the
the people that the freedom of the city should other to revenge his banishment, they spurred
be given him, which was never conferred on a their horses to their encounter. As they en-
slave before, and that he should be enrolled in gaged rather with fury than conduct, they laid
what tribe he pleased, and give his suffrage themselves open, and fell by each other's hand.
witli it. As for other freetlmen, Appius, want- The battle, whose onset was so dreadful, had
ing to make himself popular, procured them a not a milder conclusion; the carnage was pro-
right of voting, long after. The act of en- digious, and equal on both sides, till at length
franchising a slave is to this day called Vin- the armies were separated by a storm.
dicta, (we are told) from this Vindicius. Valerius was in great perplexity, 33 he

The next step that was taken, was to give knew not which side had the victory, and
"p the goods of the Tarquins to be plundered; found his men as much dismayed at the sight
and their palace and other houses were levelled of their own dead, as animated by the loss
with the ground. The pleasantest part of of the enemy. So great, indeed, was the
\he Campus Jlfartius had been in their posses- slaughter, that it could not be distinguished
lion, and this was now consecrated to the god who had the advantage; and each army having
Mars.f It happened to be the time of harvest, a near view of thtir own loss, and only guess-
and the sheaves then lay upon the ground; but ing at that of the enemy, were inclined to think
as it was consecrated, they thought it not law- themselves vanquished, rather than victorious.
ful to thresh the corn, or to make use of it; When night came on (such a night as one
" great number of hands, therefore, took it up
in baskets, and threw it into the river. The " A field so kept, was rcry proptrly adapted to ftt

«cmce ofthe god of war, who lays waste all before him.
trees were also cut down and thrown in after f Livy says it was secured against the force of th«
it, and the ground left entirely without fruit or current by j^ttees.

J The Fabrician bridge joined it to the city on th«
" Lucius Tarquiniui, the son of Egerius, and nephew ».de of the capitol, and the Cestian bridge on the >.d»

of Tarqu.ip.iui Priscus waj called Collatinus, from or the Janiculine gate.
CoLUlu, of which he was eovcrflor. Tartjuirrfus Su-
prrbui, aud Egerius the father of Collatinus, we re first
"oufini.

t Plutarch should haye »aid re-consecrated. For
it was dcvotrd to that god in the time of Romulus, aj
appt.irs from liis laws. But the Tarquins had sacri- erected his statue in the capitul, where he was placed

in the midst of the kings of Rome, with a naked swordlegiously converted it to their own use. m hit hand.
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might imagine after so bloody a day,) ana both authority to have their ears open to truth u4
camps were bushed in silence and repose, it good advice, rather than flattery. For when
is said that the grove shook, and a loud voice his friends informed him, that most people
proceeding from it declared, that the Tuscans thought he was taking wrong steps, he made
kad lost one man more than tlie Romans. no dispute, nor expressed any resentment, but
The voice was undoubtedly divine;* for im- hastily assembled a number of workmen whilst
mediately upon that the Romans recovered il was yet night, who demolished his house en-
their spirits, and the field rang with acclama- tirely ; so that when the Romans in the morn-
tions: while the Tuscans, struck with fear ing assembled to look upon it, they admired
and confusion, deserted their camp, and most and adored his magnanimity; but, at the same
of them dispersed. As for those that remain- time, were troubled to see so grand and mag-
ed, who were not quite five thousand, the nificent an edifice ruined by the envy of the
Romans took them prisoners, and plundered citizens, as they would have lamented the
the camp. When the dead were cumbered, death of a great man who had fallen as sud
there were found on the side of the Tuscans denly, and by the same cause. It gave them
eleven thousand three hundred, and on that pain, too, to see the consul, who had now no
of the Romans as many excepting one. This home, obliged to take shelter in another man's
battle is said to have been fought on the last house. For Valerius was entertained by hi*
of February. Valerius was honoured with a friends, till the people provided a piece of
triumph, and was the first consul that made ground for him, where a less stately house wai
his entry in a chariot and four. The occa- built in the place where the temple of Victory
sion rendered the spectacle glorious and ven- now stands.*
erable, not invidious, and (as some would have Desirous to make his high office, aa well as
it) grievous to the Romans; for, if that had himself, rather agreeable than formidable to
been the case, the custom would not have the people, he ordered the axes to be taken
been so zealously kept up, nor would the am- away from the rods, and that, whenever he
bition to attain a triumph have lasted so many went to the great assembly, the rods should
tges. The people were pleased, too, with the be avaled in respect to the citizens, as if the
honours paid by Valerius to the remains of his supreme power were lodged in t/iem.f A
colleague, his burying him with so much pomp, custom which the consuls observe to this
and pronouncing his funeral oration; which day. The people were not aware, that by
last the Romans so generally approved, or this he did not lessen his own power (as they
rather were so much charmed with, that after- imagined,) but only by such an instance of
wards all the great and illustrious men among moderation obviated and cut off all occasion
them, upon their decease, had their encomium of envy; and gained as much authority to his
"torn persons of distinction.! This funeral person, as he seemed to take from his office;
oration was more ancient than any among the ibr they all submitted to him with pleasure,
Greeks; unless we allow what Anaximenes, and were so much charmed with his behaviour,
the orator, relates, that Solon was the author that they gave him the name of 1'ullicola, that
of this custom. is, the People's respectful friend. In this

But that which offended and exasperated the both his former names were lost; and this we
people was this: Brutus, whom they consider- shall make use of in the sequel of his We.
ed as the father of liberty, would not rule Indeed, it was DO more than his due; for he
alone, but took to himself a first and a second permitted all to sue for the consulship-! Yet,
colleague: yet this man (said they) grasps the before a colleague wag appointed him, as he
wliole authority, and is not the successor to knew not what might happen, and was appre-
the consulate of Hrutus, to which he has no hensive of some opposition from ignorance
right, but to the tyranny of Tarquin. To or envy, while he had the sole power he
ichat purpose is it in words to extol lirutus, made use of it to establish some of the mo*
and in deeds to imitate Tarquin, while he has useful and excellent regulations. In the fin
all the rods and axes carried before him place, he filled up the senate, which then wag
alone, and sets out from a house more state- very thin; several of that august body having
ly than the royal palace tchichhe demolished'! been put to death by Taryuin before, and
It is true, Valerius did live in a house too lofty others fallen in the late battle. He is said to
and superb, on the Velian eminence, which have made up the number of a hundred and
commanded the forum and every thing that sixty-four. In the next place, he caused cer-
passed; and as the avenues were dimcull, and tain laws to be enacted, which greatly aug-
the ascent steep, when he came down from it mented the power of the people. The first
his appearance was very pompous, and resem-gave liberty of appeal from the consuls to the
bled the state of a king rather than that of a
consul. But he soon shewed of what conse- * Plutarch has it, where the temple called Ticui

Publlcus now stands. He had found in the historian!

quence it 13 for persons in high stations and vit* yota, which in old Latin signifies victory; but as
he did not understand it, he substituted I'icut PvbU-

" II was said to be the void of the grid Put. cus, which here would have no sense at all.
t Funeral orations were not in use among the t The aies too were still borne before tht coniuk

Greeks till (he battle of Marathon, which was suteeo lit u they were in the field.
years after the death of Brutus. The heroes that feJl ( If Publicola gave the plebeians, as well as tht
40 gloriously there did indeed well deserve such eulo- patricians, a right to the consulate, that right did n*t
^turns ; and the Grecians never granted them but lo then take place. For Lucius Seitius was the first
those that were slain fighting for their country. In plebeian who arrived at that honour, many uges after
this respect the custom of the It..mans was more the time of which Plutarch speaks; and this continued
equitable; for they honoured with those public marks but eleven years; for in the twelfth, which was ln«
of regard inch is had served then country iu any ca- four hundredth year of Rome, both the consuls w«»

again patricians, t»i. vu. cau. 18.
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aeople-, Ae second made it death to enter to be appointed hi« colleague. To him ho
npon the magistracy, without the people's con-gave the fasces, (as they are called) togethei
sent; the third was greatly in favour of the with the precedency, as the older man; and
ooor, as, by exempting them from taxes,* it this mark of respect to age has ever since
promoted their attention to manufactures. continued. As Lucretius died a few day*
Even his law against disobedience to the con- after, another election was held, and Marcus
"uls, was not less popular than the rest: and, Horatius* appointed in his room for the re-
ID effect, it favoured the commonality rather maining part of the year.
than the great; for the fine was only the value About that time, Tarquin making prepara
of five oren and two sheep. The value of a lions for a second war against the Romans, a
iheep was ten oboli, of an ox, a hundred:! the great prodigy is said to have happened. Tb
Romans as yet not making much use of money, prince while yet upon the throne, had almos
because their wealth consisted in abundance of 6nished the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus,
cattle. To this day they call their substance when, either by the direction of an oracle,t or
pecuUa. from pecus, cattle, their most ancient upon some fancy of his own, he ordered the
coina having the impression of an ox, a sheep, artists of Veil to make an earthern chariot,
or a hog; and their sons being distinguished which was to be placed on the top of it. Soon
with the names of Suilli, Eubulci, Caprarii, after this he forfeited the crown. The Tus-
and Porcii, derived from the names of such cans, however, moulded the chariot, and set it
animals. in the furnace; but the case was very different

Though these laws of Publicola were popu-with it from that of other clay in the fire,
lar and equitable; yet, amidst this moderation, which condenses and contracts upon the ex-
the punishment he appointed, in one case, was halation of the moisture, whereas it enlarged
severe. For he made it lawful, without a itself and swelled, till it grew to such a size
form of trial, to kill any man that should at- and hardness, that it was with djfliculty they
tempt to set himself up for king; and the per- got it out, even after the furnace was disman-
"on that took away his life, was to stand ex- tled. The soothsayers being of opinion, that
cused, if he could make proof of the intended this chariot betokened power and success to
crime. His reason for such a law, we pre- the persons with whom it should remain, the
sume, >'*9 this; though it is not possible thi-l he people of Veii determined not to give it up to
who undertakes so great an enterprise should the .Romans; but, upon their demanding it, re-
escape all notice; yet it ia very probable that, turned this answer, That it belonged to Tar-
though suspected, he may accomplish his de- quin, not to those that had driven him from his
signs before he can be brought to answer fnr kingdom. It happened that a few days after,
it in a judicial way; and as the crime, if com- there was a chariot race at Veii, which was ob-
mitted, would prevent his being called to ac- served as usual; except that, as the charioteer,
count for it, this law empowered any one to who had won the prize and received the crown,
punish him before such cognizance was taken. was gently driving out of the ring, the horses

His law concerning the treasury did him took fright from no visible cause, but, either
honour. It was necessary that money should by some direction of the gods, or turn of for-
be raised for the war from the estates of the tune, ran a>vay with their driver, at full speed,
citizens, but he determined that neithei him- towards Rome. It was in vain that he pulled
self nor any of his friends should have the dis- the reins, or soothed them with words, he was
posal of it; nor would he suffer it to be loaged obliged to give way to the career, and was
in any private house. He, therefore, appoint- whirled along, till they came to the capital,
ed the temple of Saturn to be the treasury, where they flung him at the gate now called
which they still make use of for that purpose, Ratwnena. The Veientes, surprised and ter-
and impowered the people to choose two rified at this incident, ordered the artist to de-
young men as qu&stors or treasurers-l The liver up the chanot-t
first were Publius Veturius and Marcus Minu- Tarquin, the son of Demaratus, in his wars
tius; and a large sum was collected; for a with the Sabines, made a vow to bu.ld a tem-
hundred and tl.irty thousand persons were ple to Jupiter Capitolinus; which was per-
taxed, though the orphans and widows stood formed by Tarquin ttK proud, son or grandson
excused. to the former. He did not, however, conse-

These matters thus regulated, he procured crate it, for it was not quite finished, when he
Lucretius, the father of the injured Lucrelia, was expelled from Rome.§ When the last

hand was put to it, and it had received every
* He exempted artificers, widows, and old men, who suitable ornament, Publicola was ambitious of

kid no children to relieve them, from joying tribute.
j Before^ the fine was such that the commonalty could " Horatius FulvilW

not pay without absolute ruin.
\ The office of the quK'tors was to take care of the t It was an usual thing to place chariots on the ton

of temples.
public treasure, for which they were accountable when
their year was out; to furnish the necessary sums for } A miracle of this kind, and not lesseitraordinarj,
the service of the public ; and to receive ambassadors, is said to have happened in modern Rome. When
attend them, and provide them with lodgings and other poor St. Michael's church was in a ruinous condition,
necessaries. A general could not obtain the honours the horses that were employed in drawing stunei
of a triumph, till he had given them a faithful account through the city, unanimously agreed to carry their
of the spoils he had taken, and sworn to it. There loads to St. Michael!
were at firbt two qu?estors only, but v*htn the Roman $ This temple was 200 feet long, and 1&5 and up-
empire was considerably enlarged, their number was wards broad. The front was adorned with three row»
increased. The office of uuxitor, though oAen dis- of columns, and the sides with two. In the nave wcr«
charged by persons who had been consuls, was the first three iliriucs, one of Jupiter, another of Juno, uid UM
<Un to great employment* third of Minerva.

G
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the honour of dedicatinp it. This eicited the any private man is supposea to be now pot
envy of some of the nobility, who could better sessed of in Rome, would not answer the ex-
brook Ins other honours; to which indeed, in pense of the gilding of the present temple,
his legislative and military capacities, he had a which amounted to more than twelve thousand
better claim; but, as he had no concern in this, talents.* The pillars are of Pentelic marble,
they did not think proper to grant it him, but and the thickness was in excellent proportion
encouraged and importuned Horatius to apply to their length, when we saw them at Athens;
for it. In the mean time, Publicola's command but when they were cut and polished anew at
of the srmy necessarily required his absence, Rome, they gained not so much in the polish,
and hig adversaries taking the opportunity to as they lost in the proportion; for their beauty
procure an order from the people that Horatius is injured by their appearing too slender fof
should dedicate the temple, conducted him to their height. But after admiring the magnif-
the capitol. A point which they could not icence of the capitol, if any one was to go and
nave gained had Publicola been present. Yet see a gallery, a hall, or bath, or the apartment*
"ome say, the consuls having cast lots for it,* of the women, in Domitian's palace, what is
the dedication fell to Horatius, and the expe- said by Epicharmus of a prodigal,
dition, against his inclination, to Publicola. Your lavish'd stores speak not the liberal mind,
But we tnay easily conjecture how they stood But the diicase of giving ;
disposed, by the proceedings on the day of dedi-he might apply to Domitian in some such man-
cation. This was the thirteenth of September, ner as this: Neither piety nor magnifcence
winch is about the full moon of the month appears in your expense ; you have the disecue
Jllelagitnian, when prodigious numbers of all of building; like Midas of old, you would
ranks being assembled, and silence enjoined, turn every thing to gold and marble. So
Horatius, after the other ceremonies, took hold much for this subject.
of one of the gate-posts (as the custom is,) and Let us now return to Tarquin. After that
was going to pronounce the prayer of consecra-great battle in which he lost his eon, who wai
tion. But Marcus, the brother of Publicola, killed in single combat by Brutus, he fled to
who had stood for some time by the gates, Clusium, and begged assistance of Laras Por-
watching his opportunity, cried out, Consul, sena, then the most powerful prince in Italy,
your son lies dead in the camp. This gave and a man of great worth and honour. Por-
great pain to all who heard it; but the consul, sena promised him succours^- and, in the first
not in the least disconcerted, made answer, place, sent to the Romans, commanding them
'Then cast cut the dead where youplease, I ad- to receive Tarquin. Upon their refusal, he
mit of no mourning on this occasion; and so declared war against them; and having inform-
proceeded to finish the dedication. The news ed them of the time when, and the place
ivas not true, but an invention of Marcus, who where, he would make his assault, he marched
Doped by that means to hinder Horatius from thither accordingly with a great army. Public-
completing what he was about. But his pres-ola, who was then absent, was chosen consul
ence of mind is equally admirable, whether he the second time,J and with him Titus Lucre-
immediately perceived the falsity, or believed tius. Returning to Rome, and desirous to out-
the account to be true, without shewing any do Porsena in spirit,§ he built the town of Sig-
emotion. liuria, notwithstanding the enemy's approach;

The same fortune attended the dedication of and when he had finished the walls at a great
the second temple. The first, built by Tar- expense, he placed in it a colony of seven
quin, and dedicated by Horatius, as we have hundred men, as if he held his adversary very
related, was afterwards destroyed by fire in cheap. Porsena, however, assaulted it in a
the civil wars.f Sylla rebuilt it, but did not spirited manner, drove out the garrison, and
live to consecrate it; so the dedication of this pursued the fugitives so close that he was
second temple fell to Catullus. It was again near entering Rome along with them. But
destroyed in the trouble which happened in Publicola met him without the gates, and join-
the time of Vitellius; and a third was built by
Vespasian, who, with his usual good fortune, * 194,3501. sterling. In this we may see the gre»l
put the last hand to it, but did not see it de- distance between the wealth of private citizens in l
molished, as it was soon after; happier in this free country, and that of the subjects of an arbitrary
respect than Sylla, who died before his was monarch. In Trajan's time there was not a private

man in Rome worth 200.000!.; whereas under ib*
dedicated. Vespasian died before his was commonwealth, ^Emilius Scaurus, in his xdileshir,
destroyed. For immediately after his decease, erected a temporary theatre which cost above 500,0001.,
the capitoi was burned. The fourth, which Marcus Crassus had an estate in land of above a millioi
now stands, was built and dedicated by Do- a year; L. Cornelius Balbus left by will, toevery Komai
tnitian. Tarqnin is said to have expended citizen, twenty-five denarii, which amounts to aboutsixteen shillings of our money ; and many private me«thirty thousand pounds' weight of silver upon among the Romans maintained from ten to twenty
the foundations only; but the greatest wealth thousand slaves, net so much for service as ostentation.

No wonder then that the slaves once look up arms,

" Livy says positively, they cast lots far it. Plutarch and went to war with the Roman commonwealth.
seems lo have taken the sequel of the story from him. f Besides that Porsena was v% illing to assist a distress-
in-, lib. ii. c. 8. ed king, he considered the Tarquius as his country-

| After Lhc first temple was destroyed in the wars men, for they were of Tuscan extraction.
between Sylla and Manns Sylla rebuilt it with col- } It was when Publicola was consul the third b'm«
umns of marble, which he had taken out of the temple and had for his colleague Horatius Pulvillus, that For
of Jupiter Olympius at Athens, and transported to sena marched against Rome.
Rome. But (as Plutarch observes) he did not live to 6 Sigliuria was not built at tins time, nor out of 01
consecrate it " and he was heard to say, as he was dying, tentalion, as Plutarch say*; for it was built as a barriel
that his leaving that temple to be dedicated by another, against the Latins and the Hernici.and not in the third
was the only unfortunate circumstance of his lift. but in the second consulship cf Pubb'cota.
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Ing battle by the river, sustained the enemy's altar there, with fire upon it, where the king
attack, who pressed on with numbers, till at was about to offer sacrifice, Mucius thrus'. his
last sinking under the wounds he had gallantly right hand into it;* and as the flesh was burn-
received, he was carried out of the battle. ing, he kept looking upon Porsena with a firm
Lucretius, his colleague, having the same fate, and menacing aspect, till the king, astonished
the courage of the Romans drooped, and they at his fortitude, returned him his sword with
retreated into the city for security. The ene-his own hand. He received it with hia left
my making good the pursuit to the wooden band from whence we are told he had the sur-
bridge, Rome was in great danger of being name of Scxvola, which signifies hft-handed;
taken; when Horatio Codes,* and with him and thus addressed himself to Porsena, "Your
two others of the first rank, Hermimus and threatenings I regarded not, but am conquered
Sptuma Lartiua, stopped them at the bridge. by your generosity, and out of gratitude, will
Horatius had the surname of Codes from his declare to you what no force should have
having lost an eye in the wars: or, as some will wrested from me. There are three hundred
have it, from the form of his nose, which was Romans that have taken the same resolution
so very flat, that both his eyes as well as eye- with mine, who now walk about your camp,
brows, seemed to be joined together; so that watching their opportunity. It was my lot to
when the vulgar intended to call him Cyclops, make the first attempt, and I am not sorry that
by a misnomer, they called him Coetcs, which my sword was directed by fortune against an-
name remained with him. This man, standing other, instead of a man of so much honour,
at the head of the bridge, defended it against who, as such, should rather be a friend than an
the enemy, till the Romans broke it down be- enemy to the Romans." Porsena believed
hind him. Then he plunged into the Tyber, this account, and was more inclined to hearken
armed as he was, and swam to the other side, to terms, not so much in my opinion, through
but was wounded in the hip with a Tuscan fear of three hundred assassins, as admiration
"pear. Publicola, struck with admiration of of the dignity of the Roman valour. All
his valour, immediately procured a decree, authors call this man Mucius Sca?vola,t except
that every Roman should give him one day's Athenodorus Sandon, who in a work addressed
provisions ;f and that he should have as much to Octavia, sister to Augustus, says he was
land as he himself could encircle with a plough named Posthumius.
in one day. Besides, they erected his statue Publicola, who did not look upon Porsena
in brass in the temple of Vulcan, with a. view aa so bitter an enemy to Rome, but that he de-
to console him by this honour for hjs wound, served to be taken into its friendship and alli-
and lameness consequent upon it. ance, was so far from refusing to refer the dis-

While Porsena laid close siege to the city, pute with Tarquin to his decision, that he wa§
the Romans were attacked with famine, and really desirous of it, and several times offered
another body of Tuscans laid waste the coun- to prove that Tarquin was the worst of men,
try. Publicola, who was now consul the third and justly deprived of the crown. When Tar-
time, was of opinion that no operations could quin roughly answered, that he would admit ot
be carried on against Porsena but defensive no arbitrator, much less of Porsena, if he
ones. He marched out,t however, privately changed hid mind and forsook his alliance.
against those Tuscans who had committed such Porsena was offended, and began to entertain
ravages, defeated them, and killed five thou- an ill opinion of him; being likewise solicited
sand. to it by his son Aruns, who used all his inter-

The story of Mucius§ has been the subject est for the Romans, he was prevailed upon to
of many pens, and is variously related: I shall put an end to the war on condition that they
give that account of it which seems most credi- gave up that part of Tuscany which they had
ble. Mucius was in all respects a man of conquered,| together with the prisoners, and
merit, but particularly distinguished by his received their deserters. For the performance
valour. Having secretly formed a scheme to of these conditions, they gave as hostages ten
take off Porsena, he made his way into his young men and as many virgins, of the best
camp in a Tuscan dress, where he likewise families in Rome; among whom was Valeria
took care to speak the Tuscan language. In the daughter of Publicola.
this disguise he approached the seat where the Upon the faith of this treaty, Porsena haa
king sat with hia nobles; and as he did not ceased from all acts of hostility, when the Ro-
certainly know Porsena, and thought it im- man virgins went down, to bathe, at a placa
proper to ask, he drew his sword and killed where the bank forming itself in a crescent,
the person that seemed most likely to be the embraces the river in such a manner that there
king. Upon this he was seized and examined. it is quite calm and undisturbed with waves.
Meantime, as there happened to be a portable Aa no'guard was near, and they saw none

passing or repassing, they had a violent incli-
nation to swim over, notwithstanding the depth* He was son to a brother of Horatius the consul,

aod a descendant of that Horatiua who remained vic- and strength of the stream. Some say, one of
torious in the great combat between the Horatii and them, named Clrelia, passed it on horseback,
Cuniihi in the reign of Tullus Hostilius. * Liyy says that Porsena threatened Mucius with

f Probably he had three hundred thousand contribu-the torture by fire, to make him discover hia accom-
tors, for even the women readily gave in their quota. plices; whereupon Mucius thrust his hand iulo th«

| The consuls spread a report which was soon car- flame, to lei them ece that he was not to be intimidated.
ried into the Tuscan camp by the slaves who deserted, t Mucius was rewarded with a large piece ofcround
that the next day all the cattle brought thither from belonging to the public.
the country, would be sent u> graze in the Gelds under } The Romans were required to reinstate the Vei-
" guard. This bail drew the enemy into an ambush.

) M uciui Cordot. entes in the possession of sever villages, which theyhid taken from them in former cars.
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»nd encouraged the other virgins as they swam. service.* All the doors in Greece, they tell
When they came safe to Publicola, he neither us, were formerly made to open so, which they
commended nor approved their exploit, but prove from those passages in the comedies
"was grieved to think he should appear uneqo&l where it is mentioned, that those that went out
to Porsena in point of honour, and that this knocked loud on the inside of the door first, to
daring enterprise of the virgins should make give warning to such as passed by or stood be-
the Romans suspected of unfair proceeding. fore them, lest the doors in opening should dash
He took them, therefore, and sent them back against them.
ttf Porsena. Tarquin having timely intelli- The year following Publicola was appointed
gence of this laid an ambuscade for them, and consul the fourth time, because a confederacy
attacked their convoy. They defended them- between the Sabines and Latins threatened i
"elves, though greatly inferior in number; and war; and, at the same time, the city was op-
Valeria, the daughter of Publicola, broke pressed with superstitious terrors, on account
through them as they were engaged, with three of the imperfect births, and general abortions
servants, who conducted her safe to Porsena's among the women. Publicola, having con
camp. As the skirmish was not yet decided, nor suited the Sibyl's books upon it,t ofltred sa-
the danger over, Aruns, the son of Porsena, crifice to Pluto, and renewed certain gamei
being informed of it, marched up with all that had formerly been instituted by the direc-
"peed, put the enemy to flight, and rescued the tion of the Delphic oracle. When he had re-
Romans. When Porsena saw the virgins re- vived the city with the pleasing hope that th»
turned, he demanded which of them was she gods were appeased, he prepared to arm
that proposed the design, and set the example. against the menaces of men; for there appear-
When he understood that Gloria was the per- ed to be a formidable league and strong arma-
son, he treated her with great politeness, and ment against him Among the Sabines, Appius
commanding one of his own horses to be Clausus was a rran of an opulent fortune, and
brought with very elegant trappings, he made remarkable personal strength; famed, more-
her a present of it. Those that say, Clcclia over, for his virtues, and the force of his elo-
was the only one that passed the river on horse- quence. What is the fate of all great men, to
back, allege this as a proof. Others say no be persecuted by envy, was likewise his; and
such consequence can be drawn from it, and his opposing the war gave a handle to malig-
that it was nothing more than a mark of honour nity to insinuate that he wanted to strengthen
to her from the Tuscan king, for her bravery. the Roman power, in order the more easily tt
A.!\ equestrian etatue of her stands in the Via enslave his own country. Perceiving that th«
sacra,* where it leads to Mount Palatine; yet populace gave a willing ear to these calumnies,
Borne will have even this to be Valeria's statue, and that he was become obnoxious to the abet-
not Clcelia's. tors of the war, he was apprehensive of an im-

Porsena, thus reconciled to the Romans, peachment; but being powerfully supported
gave many proofs of his greatness of mind. by his friends and relations, he bade his ene-
Among the rest,, he ordered the Tuscans to mies defiance. This delayed the war: Publi-
carry off nothing but their arms, and to leave cola making it his business not only to get in-
their carnp full of provisions, and many other telligence of this sedition, but also to encour-
things of value, for the Romans. Hence it is, age and inflame it, sent proper persons to
that even in our times, whenever there is a Appiua, to tell him, "That he was sensible ha
Bale of goods belonging to the public, they are was a man of too much goodness and integri-
cried firs! as the goods of Porsena, to eternize ty, to avenge himself of his countrymen, though
the memory of his generosity. A brazen statue, greatly injured by them; but if he chose, for
of rude and antique workmanship was also his security, to come over to the Komans, and
erected to his honour, near the senate- to get out of the way of his enemies, he
house.f should find such a reception, both in public

After this, the Sabines invading the Roman
territory, Marcus Valerius, brother to Publico-
la, and Posthumius Tubertus, were elected * Posthumius had his share in the triumph, as well
consuls. As every important action was still as in the achievements.
tuiiducted by the advice and assistance of Pub- f An unknown woman is said to have come to Tar-
licola, Marcus gained two great battles; in the quin with nine volumes of oracles written by tbe Si&yl
second of which he killed thirteen thousand of of Cuma, for which she demanded a very considerable

price. Tarquin refusing to purchase them at her rate;
the enemy, without the loss of one Roman. she turned three of yurn, and then asked the same
For this he was not only rewarded with a tri- price for the remaining six. Her proposal being re-
umph, but a house was built for hiirj at the jected with scorn, she burned thrtc more, and, not'
public expense, on Mount Palatine. And withstanding, still insisted on her first price. Tar-
whereas the doors of other houses at that time quin, surprised at the novelty of the thing, put the

books into the hands of the augurs to be examined, who
opened inwards, the street door of that house advised to purchase them at any rate. Accordingly he
was made to open outwards, to shew by such did, and appointed two persons of distinction, styled
an honourable distinction, that he was always £>iiumii'ri, to be guardians of them, who lock'd them
ready to receive any proposals for the public up in a vault under the teinplc of Jupiter Cupitolinus,and there they were kept till they were burned with

the temple ifcwrlf. These officers, who«-c nuinbtr v*al
Dionysius Halicarnassus tells us in express terms, afterwards incre-iised, consulted the Sybillinc book* by

thv in his time, thai is, in the reign of Augustus, there direction of the senate, when some dangerous sedition
were no remains of that statue, it having been con- was likely to break out, when the Roman armies had
lur.i'-'J t'y lire, been defeated, or when any of those prodigies appear-

7 'I'll*; senate- likewise sent an embassy to him, with ed vvlncli «t-rc thought fait]. They also presided
ft p, " v-u: <"!' a thro le adorned with ivory, A sceptre, a o\er tW -acrifices and shows, which they appointed to
«ruwa of gold, and a Iriuaphtl robe. appease the wrath of HeaveQ(
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and private, as was suitable to his virtue and retreat, and Publicola attacked the enemy'*
the dignity of Rome.'' Appius considered this t camp. The Sabines were every where worst-
proposal with great attention, and the necessi-ed and put to the rout. As the Romans met
ty of his affairs prevailed with him to accept not with the least resistance, the slaughter was
of it. He, therefore, persuaded his friends, prodigious. It is clear that the vain confidence
and they influenced many others, so that five of the Sabincs was the principal cause of their
thousand men of the most peaceable disposi-ruin. While one part thought the other \vas
tion of any among the Sabmes, with their fam- safe, they did not stand upon their defence;
ilies, removed with him to Rome. Publicola, those in the camp ran towards the corps that
who was prepared for it, received them in the was placed in ambuscade, while they, in their
most friendly and hospitable manner, admitted III*-"*I iiiciiui) uuu jivaLMUiiun. iiianiici ̂  aujiiiiiiru . mi*»j *,uui>avwUAvU LU ic^uiu ni«-. VAMUJ** * "»"*" turn, endeavoured to regain the camp. Tims
them to the freedom of the city, and gave them I they fell in with each other in great disorder,
two acres of Und a-piece by the river Anio and in mutual want of that assistance which
To Appius he gave twenty-five acres, and a neither was able to give. The Sabines would
seat in the senate. This laid the foundation have been entirely cut off, had not the city of
of his greatness in the republic, and he uset Fidenae been so near, which proved an as}lum
the advantage with so much prudence, as to to some, particularly those that fled when the
rise to the first rank in power and authority camp was taken. Such as did not take refuge
The Claudian family," descended from him, is there were either destroyed or taken prisoners.
as illustrious as any in Rome. The Romans, though accustomed to ascribe

Though the disputes among the Sabincs every great event to the interposition of the
were decided by this migration, the demagogues gods, pave tne credit of this victory solely to the
would not suffer them to rest; representing it general; and the first thing the soldiers \M re
as a matter of great disgrace, if Appius, now a heard to say, was, that Publicola had put the
deserter and an enemy, should be able to ob- enemy in their hanrie, lame, blind, arid almost
struct their taking vengeance of the Romans, bound, for the slaughter. The people were
whea he could not prevent it by his presence. enriched with the plunder and sale of prison-
They advanced, therefore, with a great army, ers. As for Publicola, he was honoured with
and encamped near Fidena:. Having ordered a triumph, and having surrendered the admin-
two thousand men to lie in ambush in the istration to the succeeding consuls, he died
shrubby and hollow places before Rome, they soon after, thus finishing his life in circum-
appointed a few horse at daybreak to ravage stances esteemed the happiest and most glori-
the country up to the very gates, and then to ous that man can attain to.* The people, as if
retreat, uli they drew the enemy into the am- they had done nothing to requite his merit in
buscade. But Publicola, getting information his life-time, decreed, that his funeral should
that very day of these particulars from desert- be solemnized at the public charge ; and to
ers, prepared himself accordingly, and made a make it more honourable, every one contribut-
disposition of his forces. Posthumius Balbus, ed a piece of money called quadrans. Besides,
his son-in-law, went out with three thousand the women, out of particular regard to his
men, as it began to grow dark, and having memory, continued the mourning for him a
taken possession of the summits of the hills whole year. By an order of the citizens, his
under which the Sabines had concealed them- jody was likewise interred within the city
selves, watched his opportunity. His colleague near the place called Velio, and all his familj
Lucretius, with the lightest and most active of were to have a burying-place there. At pres
the Romans, was appointed to attack the Sa- :nt, indeed, none of his descendants are inter
bine cavalry, as they were driving off the cattle, red in that ground: they only carry the corpse
while himself, with the rest of the forces, took and set it down there, when one of the atten-
a large compass, and enclosed the enemy's dants puts a lighted torch under it, which he
rear. The morning happened to be very fog- immediately takes back again. Thus they
gy, when Posthumius, at dawn, with loud claim by that act the right, but wave the privi
ihouts, fell upon the ambuscade from the ege; for the body is taken away, and interred
heights, Lucretius charged the horse in their vithout the walls.

SOLON AND PUBLICOLA COMPARED.

THERE is something singular in this paral- that Solon should proclaim before-hand the
lel, and what has not occurred to us in any happiness of Publicola. For the definition of
other of the lives we have written, that Publi- happiness which Solon gave Croesus, is more
cola should exemplify the maxims of Solon, and

* He was lh« most virtuous citizen, one of the great "
* There were two families of the CYaurfti in Rome ; cst generals, and the most popular consul Rome tvtr

one patrician and the other plebeian. The first had had As he had taken more careto transmit his virtue!
the lurname of Pulcher, and the other of Mtmelliu. to posterity, than lo enrich them; and as, notwithstaud'
In course of time, the patrician family produced ing the frugality of hi» life,and ihe great offices he had
twenty-three consuls, five dictators and seven censors, borne, there was not found money enough in his huii^e
lad obtained two triumphs and two ovations. The to defray the charges of hu funeral, he was buried a|
emperor Tibcriui was descended of Ihii family. the cijwose of the public.
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applicable to Publicola than to Tellus. It is magistrates, and left an ippea to them
true, he pronounces Tellus happy, on account the sentence of othe f courts, as thf Athenian
of his virtue, his valuable children, and glorious lawgiver had done. He did not, indeed, with
dealh; yet he mentions him not in his poems Solon, create a new senate,* but he almost
as eminently distinguished by his virtue, his doubled the number of that which he found in
children, or his employments. For Publicola, being.
in his life-time, attained the highest reputation His reason for appointing quaestors or treat'
and authority among Romans, by means of his urers was, that if the consul was a worthy man
virtues ; and, after his death, his family was he might have leisure to attend to greater af-
reckoned among the most honourable ; the fairs ; if unworthy, that he might not have
houses of the Publicola;, the Messalz, and Val- greater opportunities of injustice, when both
erii,* illustrious for the space of six hundred the government and treasury were under hi*
vears,t still acknowledging him as the fountain direction.
of their honour. Tellus, like a brave man, Publicola's aversion to tyrants was stronger
keeping his post, and fighting till the last, fell than that of Solon. For the latter made every
by the enemy's hand; whereas, Publicola, af- attempt to set up arbitrary power punishable
ter having slain his enemies (a much happier by law ; but the former made it death without
circumstance than to be slain by them,) after the formality of trial. Solon, indeed, justly and
seeing his country victorious through his con- reasonably plumes himself upon refusing abso-
duct as consul and as general, after triumphs lute power, when both the state of affairs and
and all other marks of honour, died that death the inclinations of the people would have read-
which Solon had so passionately wished for, ily admitted it; and yet it was no less glorious
and declared so happy.} Solon again in his for Publicola, when, finding the consular au-
answer to Mimnermus, concerning the period thority too despotic, he rendered it milder and
of human life, thus exclaims: more popular, ajd did not stretch it so far ai

he might have done. That this was the best
Let friendship's faithful heart attend my bier, method of govt tning, Solon seems to have beenHeave the sad sigh,and drop the pitting tear!

sensible before, him, when he says of a republic:
And Publicola had this felicity. For he was
lamented, not only by his friends and relations, The reigns nor strictly, nor too loosely hold,
but by the whole city; thousands attended his And safe U .e car of slippery power you guide*
funeral with tears, with regret, with the deep-
est sorrow; and the Roman matrons mourned But the aw lulling of debts was peculiar to So-
for him, as for the loss of a son, a brother, or a lon, and indeed was the most effectual way to
common parent. support the liberty of the people. For laws

Another wish of Solon's is thus expressed: intended to establish an equality would be of
no avail, while the poor were deprived of the

The flow of riches, though desir'd, benefit of that equality by their debts. WhereLife's real goods, if well acquir'd,
Unjustly let me never gain, they seemed most to exercise their liberty, in
Lest vengeance follow in their train. offices, in debates, and in deciding causes, there

they were most enslaved to the rich, and en-
And Publicola not only acquired, but employed tirely under their controul. AVhat is more
his riches honourably, for he was a generous considerable in this case is, that though the
benefactor to the poor : so that if Solon was cancelling of debts generally produces seditions,
the wisest, Publicola was the happiest of hu- Solon seasonably applied it as a strong,
man kind. What the former had wished for though hazardous medicine, to remove the se-
as the greatest and most desirable of blessings, dition then existing. The measure, too, lost
the latter actually possessed, and continued to its infamous and obnoxious nature, when made
enjoy. use of by a man of Solon's probity and character.

Thus Solon did honour to Publicola, and h? If we consider the whole administration of
to Solon in his turn. For he considered him each, Solon's was more illustrious at first. He
as the most excellent pattern that could le was an original, and followed no example;
proposed, in regulating a democracy; and, like besides, by himself, without a colleague, he
him, laying aside the pride of power, he ren- effected many great things for the public ad
dered it gentle and acceptable to all. He vantage. But Publicola's fortune was more t»
also made use of several of Solon's laws ; for be admired at last. For Solon lived to see hii
lie empowered the people to elect their own own establishment overturned ; whereas that

of Publicola preserved the state in good order
* That is, the other Valerii, viz. the Jtfortmi, the to the time of the civil wars. And no wonder;

Corrmi, the Positi, the Lavini, and the Flacci. since the former, as soon as he had enacted
t It appears from this passage that Plutarch wrote his laws, left them inscribed on tables of wood.

thift life about the beginuitie of Trajan's reign.
f Cicero thought this wish of Solon's unsuitable to without any one to support their authority, and

"0 wise a man, and preferred to itthat of the poet En-
nius, who, pleasing himself with the thought of an im- * By ?»Xi!, we apprehend that Plutarch here Bather
mortality on earth as a poet, desired to die unlamenled. means the senate or council of four Aunrfred, than iht
Cicero rejoiced in the same prospect as an orator. The council of areopagvi. The /our hundred had the prior
passion for immortality is, indeed, a natural one ; but cognizance of all that was to come before the people,
as the chief part of our happiness consists in the exer- and nothing could be proposed to the genera] assembly
cise of the benevolent aflections, in giving and receiv- till digrsted by them; so that, as far as he was able,
ing sincere testimonies of regard, the undoubted ex- he provided against a thirst of arbitrary power in the
pressions of that regard must soothe the pains of a rich, and adesirr of licentious freedom in the commons;
dying man, and comfort him with the reflection, that the areopagus Icing a check upou the former, at UK
be has uoi been wanting ill the offices of humanity. senate wu a curb upon the laiur.
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departed from Athens, whilst the latter re-quired spirit, resolution, and open force, he
maining at Rome, and continuing in the mag-was still more successful in negociation, and
istracy, thoroughly established and secured the the gentle arts of persuasion; lor by his ad-
commonwealth. dress he gained Porsena, whose power wai

Solon was sensible of the ambitious designs so formidable, that he could not be quelled
of Pisistratus, and desirous to prevent their by dint of arms, and made liim a friend to
being put in execution; but he miscarried in Rome.
the attempt, and saw a tyrant set up. On the But here, perhaps, some will object, that
other hand, Publicola demolished kingly power, Solon recovered Salamis when the Athenians
when it had been established for some ages, had given it up; whereas Publicola surrender-
and was at a formidable height. He was ed lands that the Romans were in possession of.
equalled by Solon in virtue and patriotism, but Our judgment of actions, however, should lie
he had power and good fortune to second his formed according to the respective times and
Tirtue. which the other wanted. postures of affairs. An able politician, to man-

As to warlike exploits, there ii a considera-age all for the best, varies his conduct as the
ble difference ; for Daimachus Platceensis present occasion requires; often quits a part,
6 >es not even attribute that enterprise against to save the whole; and by yielding in small
the Megarensians to Solon, as we have done; matters, secures considerable advantages.
whereas Publicola, in many great battles, per- Thus Publicola, by giving up what the Ro-
formed the duty both of a general and a private mans had lately usurped, saved all that was
"oldier. really their own; and, at a time when they

Again: if we compare their conduct in civil found it difficult to defend their city, gained
affairs, we shall find that Solon, only acting a for them the possession of the besiegers' camp.
part, as it were, and under the form of a ma- In effect, by referrii,£ his cause to the arbitra-
niac, went out to speak concerning the recovery tion of the enemy, he gained his point, and,
of Salamis. But Publicola, in the face of the with that, all the advantages he could have
greatest danger, rose up against Tarquin, de- proposed to himself by a victory. For Por-
tected the plot, prevented the escape of the sena put an end to the war, and left the Ro-
vile conspirator!!, had them punished, and not mans all the provisions he had made for car-
only excluded the tyrants from the city, but rying it on, induced by that impression of
cut up their hopes by the roots. If he was their virtue and honour, which he had received
thus vigorous in orosecutmg affairs that re- from Publicola.

THEMISTOCLES.

THE family of Themistocles was too obscure | lated to the house of the Lycomedae;* for
to raise him to distinction. He was the son Simonides informs us, that when a chapel of
of Neocles, an inferior citizen of Athens, of that family in the ward of Phyle, where the
the ward of Phrear, and the tribe of Leontis. mysteries of Ceres used to be celebrated, was
By his mother's side, he is said to have been burned down by the barbarians, Themistoclea
illegitimate* according to the following verses: rebuilt it, and adorned it with pictures.

It appears, that, when a boy, he was full ofThough born in Thrace, Abrotonon my name,
My son enrols me in the list* of fame, spirit and fire, quick of apprehension, natural
The great Themistoclea. ly inclined to bold attempts, and likely to

make a great statesman. His hours of leisure
let Phanias writes, that the mother of The-and vacation he spent not, Jike other boys, in
mistocles was of Caria, not of Thrace, and idleness and play; but he was always invent
that her name was not Abrotonon but Eu- ing and composing declamations; the subject*
terpe. Neanthes mentions Halicarnassus as of which were either the impeachment or de-
the city to which she belonged. But be that fence of some of his schoolfellows: So that
as it may, when all the illegitimate youth as-his master would often say, " Boy, you will be
sembled at Cynosarges, in the wrestling ring nothing common or indifferent: You will either
dedicated to Hercules, without the gates,
which was appointed for that purpose, because be a blessing or a curse to the community.1'
Hercules himself was not altogether of divine As for moral philosophy, and the polite arts,

he learned them but slowly, and with little
extraction, but had a mortal for his mother; satisfaction; but instructions in political knowThemistocles found means to persuade some
of the young noblemen to go to Cjnosarges, ledge, and the administration of public affairs,

he received with an attention above hisand take their exercise with him. This was

an ingenious contrivance to take away the dis- years; because they suited his genius. When,
tinction between the illegitimate or aliens, and 

therefore, he was laughed at, long after, in
company where free scope was given to rail-

the legimate, whose parents were both Athe-lery, by persons who passed as more accom-
nians. It is plain, however, that he was re- plished in what was called genteel breeding,

" It w« * law at Athens, that every citizen who had * T>ie LycomeJae were a Tamil; in Athens, who
1 Cortifr.tr lo his mother should be deemed a bastard, (aciotJing to Pausanias) had the care of the sacrifices
though born to wedlock, and should consequently be
incapable of inheriting hit father'* estate. of"Ttd to Ceres; and in that chap:] \%Inch Thesemrebuilt, initiations and other mysteries were celebrated.
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be was obliged to answer them with some as-1 ployment, shewed him some old galleyn thai
perity: " 'Tia true I never learned how to tune lay worn out and neglected on the sea shore,
a harp, or play upon a lute, but I know how just as the populace neglect their leaden,
to raise a small and inconsiderable city to glory when they have no farther service for them.
and greatness." Themistocles had an early and violent in

Stesimbrotus, indeed, informs us, that The- clination for public business, and was so
mistocles studied natural philosophy, both un- strongly smitten with the love of glory, with
der Anaxagoras and Mehssus; but in this he an ambition of the highest station, that he in-
errs against chronology.* For when Pericles, volved himself in troublesome quarrels with
who was much younger than Themiatoclcs, persons of the first rank and influence in the
besieged Sarnos, Mehesus defended it, and state, particularly with Ahstides the son of
Anaxagoras lived wilh Pericles. Those seem Lysimachus, who always opposed him. Their
to deserve more attention who say, that The- enmity began early, but the cause, as Ariston
mistoclea was a follower of Mnesiphilus the the philosopher relates, was nothing more
Phrearian, who was neither orator nor natural than their regard for Ptesileus of Teos. After
philosopher, but a professor of what was then this, their disputes continued about public
called wisdom,t which consisted in a know- affairs; and the dissimilarity of their lives aqd
ledge of the arts of government, and the prac- manners naturally added to it. Aristides was
tical part of political prudence. This was a of a mild temper and of great probity. Ha
sect formed upon the principles of Solon,{ managed the concerns of government with in-
and descending in succession from him; but flexible justice not with a view to ingratiate
when the science of government came to be himself wilh the people, or to promote his own
mixed with forensic arts, and passed from ac- glory, but solely for the advantage and safety
tion to mere words, its professors, instead of 01' the state. He was, therefore, necessarily
sages were called sophists.§ Themistocles, obliged to oppose Themistocles, and to pre-
however, was conversant in public business, vent his promotion, because he frequently put
when he attended the lectures of Mnesiphilus. the people upon unwarrantable enterprises)

In the first sallies of youth, he was irregu- and was ambitious of introducing great innova-
lar and unsteady; as he followed his own dis- tions. Indeed, Themistocles, was so carried
position, without an; moral restraints. He away with the love of glory, so immoderately
lived in extremes, an,, those extremes were desirous of distinguishing himself by some great
often of the worst kind.|| But he seemed to action, that, though he was very young whea
apologize for this afterwards, when he observ- the battle of Marathon was fought, and when
ed, that the wildest colts make the best horses, the generalship of Miltiades v»as every where
tehen they come to be properly broke and extolled, yet even then he was observed to
managed. The stories, however, which some keep much alone, to be very pensive, to watch
tell us, of his father's disinheriting him, and his whole nights, and not to attend the usual en
mother's laying violent hands upon herself, be- tertainments:-When he was asked the reason
cause she could not bear the thoughts of her by his friends, who wondered at the change,
son's infamy, seem to be quite fictitious. he said, The trophies of Miltiades would
Others, on the contrary, say, that his father, to not suffer him to sleep. While others imag-
dissuade him from accepting any public em- ined the defeat of the Persians at Marathon

had put an end to the war, he considered it
* Anatagoras was born in the first year of the 7th as the beginning of greater conflicts,-* and,

olympiad ; Tlnmi^tocle s won the battle of Salami's the for the benefit of Greece, he was always pre-first year of the 75th olympiad; and Melissus defend-
ed Samoa apainst Pericles the last year of the 64th paring himself and the Athenians against
olympiad. 1 hemislocli.-s, therefore,could neither study those conflicts, because he foresaw them at a
under Anaxagoras, who was only twenty years old distance.f
"when that general gained the battle of Salamis, nor And in the first place, whereas the Athe-
vet under Meliinu, who did not begin to flourish till nians had used to share the revenue of the sil-
36 years after that battle.

f The first sages were in reality great politicians, ver mines of Laurium among themselves, he
who gave rules and precepts for the government of alone had the courage to make a motion to the
communities. Thales was the first who carried his people, that they should divide them in that
"peculations into physics. manner no longer, but build with them a num-

J During the space of about a hundred or a hundred ber of galleys to be employed in the war against
and twenty years. the jEginetse, who then made a considerable$ The Sophists were rather rhetoricians than phi-losophers, skilled in words, but superficial in know-figure in Greece, and by means of their numer-
ledge, as Diogenes Laertius informs us. Protagoras, ous navy were masters of the sea. By sea-
who flourished about the &4th olympiad, a little before sonably stirring up the resentment and emula-
the birth of PUto, was the first who had the appclla- tion of his countrymen against these island
tioi of Sophist. But Socrates, who was more con-
reriant in morality than in politics, physics, or rhet-ers,J he the more easily prevailed with them
oric, and who was desirous to improve the world rath-
er in practice than in theory, modestly took the name * He did not question but Darius would at length
of PhiloKfkos, i. e. o lover o/wisdom, and not that of percciTc that the only way to deal wilh the Greeks.
Sophos, i. e. a m%e or wise mttn. was to attack them vigorously by sea, where they could

(I Idometieus says, that one morning Themistocles make the least opposition.
harnessed four naked courtezans in a chariot, and t The two principal qualifications of a general are,
made them draw him across the Ccramicus in the sight a quick and comprehensive view of what is to be don«
of all the people, who were there assembled ; and that upon any present emergency, and a happy foresight ol
at a lime when the Athenians were perfect strangers what is to come: Thcmistocles possessed both tbet*
U- debauchery, either in wine or women. But if that qualifications in a great degree.
rice was then so little known in Athens, how could ( Plutarch in this place follows Herodotus. Bui
there be found Tour prostitutes impudent enough to be Thucvdidef is express, that Themistocles availed him-
tipoted in that manner ' Klf 01 both these arguments, the apprehensions which
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to provide themselves with ships, than if h nothing by it but the imputation of vanity. Ha
had displayed the terrors of Darius and th exhibited a tragedy,* too, at his own expense,
Persians, who were at a greater distance, am and gained the prize with his tragedians, at a
of whose coming they had no great apprehen time when those entertainments were pursued
EI.HIS. With this money a hundred galley with great avidity and emulation. In memory
with three banks of oars were built, whic of his success, he put up this inscription, The-
afterwards fought against Xerxes. From thi miitocles the Phrcarian exhibited the tragedy,
step he proceeded to others, in order to drav Phrynlchus composed it,t Jldimantus presid-
the attention of the Athenians to maritim ed. This gained him popularity; and what
affairs, and to convince them, that, though b; added to it, was his charging his memory with
land they were not able to cope with thei the names of the citizens; so that he readily
neighbours, yet with a naval force they migh called each by his own. He was an impartial
not only repel the barbarians, but hold al judge, too, in the causes that were brought be-
Greece'in subjection. Thus of good lam fore him: and Simonides of Ceos,t makjng an
forces, as Plato says, he made them mariners unreasonable request to him when archon, he
and seamen, and brought upon himself the as answered, Neither would you be a goodpoet^
persion of taking from his countrymen the {fyoutransgresscd the rules of harmony; nor
"pear and the shield, and sending them to the / a good magistrate, iflgrantcdyour petition
bench and the oar. Stesimbrotus writes, that contrary to law. Another time he rallied Sw
Themistocles effected this in spite of the oppo- monides for his absurdity in abusing the Co-
iition of Miltiades. Whether by this proceed- rinthians, who inhabited so elegant a city;
ing he corrupted the simplicity of the Athenian and having his own picture draicn, when he
constitution, is a speculation not proper to be had so ill favoured an aspect.
indulged here. But that the Greeks owed their At length having attained to a great height
safety to these naval applications, and that of power and popularity, his faction prevailed,
those ships re-established the city of Athens and he procured the banishment of Aristidea
after it had been destroyed (to omit other by what is called the Ostratism.\
proofs.) Xences himself id a sufficient witness. The Medes now preparing to invade Greece
For, after his defeat at sea, he was no longer again, the Athenians considered who should
able to make head against the Athenians, ie their general; and many (we are told) tliink-
though his land forces remained entire; and it ng the commission dangerous, declined it. But
seems to me, that he left Mardonius rather to Epicydes, the son of Euphemides, a man of
prevent a pursuit, than with any hope of his more eloquence than courage, and capable
bringing Greece into subjection. witha! of being bribed, solicited it, and was

Some authors write, that Themistocles wag kcly to be chosen. Themistocles, fearing the
intent upon the acquisition of money, with a consequence would be fataJ to the public, if the
view to spend it profusely; and indeed, for choice fell upon Epic ides, prevailed upon him
his frequent sacrifices, and the splendid man- >y pecuniary considerations to drop his pre-
ner in which he entertained strangers, he had ensions.
need of a large supply. Yet others, on the His behaviour is also commended with res-
contrary, accuse lum of meanness and atten-
tion to trifles, and say he even sold presents " Tragedy at this time was just arrived at perfee-
that were made him for his table. Nay, when ion ; and so grcal a taste had *.Se Athenians lor thii
he begged a colt of Philides, who was a breed- tiad of entertainment, that the principal persons ia
er of horses, and was refused, he threatened be commonwealth could not oblige them more than
he would soon make a Trojan horse of his y exhibiting the best tragedy with the most elegantecoralions. Public prizes were appointed for those
hoitxe, enigmatically hinting, that he would hat excelled in this respect; and it was matter of
raise up troubles and impeachments against real emulation to gain them.
him from some of his own family. f Phrynichus was the disciple of Thespis, who wa*

In ambition, however, he had no equal. For stceir.ed the inventor of tragedy. He was the first that
when he was yet young, and but little known, rought female actors upon the stage. His chief playiwere AcUcon, Alcestis, and the Daniadcs. -£schylus
he prevailed upon Epicles of Hermione, a p#r- fas his contemporary.
former upon the lyre, much valued by the 1 Simonides celebrated the battles of Marathon and
Athenians, to practice at his house; hoping by ialamis in his poems; and was the author of several
tlv.s means to draw a great number of people dcs and elegies: some of which are still extant and
thither. And when he went to the Olympic 

well known. He was much in the favour of Pausaniui

ing of Sparte, and of Hiero king of Sicily. Plato had
games, he endeavoured to equal or exceed o high an opinion of his merit, that he gave him the
Cimon, in the elegance of his table, the splen- pith't of Divine. He died in the first year of the 76th
dour of his pavilions, and other expenses of lympiad, at almost ninety years of age; so that he
his train. These things, however, were not was very near fourscore when he described tne batJc
agreeable to the Greeks. They looked upon 

f Sollmis.

§ It is not certain by whom the Ostracitm was intro
them as suitable to a young man of a noble uccd, some say, by Pimtrstui, or rather by his son»
family; but when an obscure person set him- thers, by Clislhenes; and others make it as ancient
self up so much above his fortune, he gained s the lime of Theseus. By this, men who became

owerful to such a degree as to threaten the state with
anger, were banished for ten years: and they were to

the Athenian) were under of the return of the Per- uit the Athenian territories in ten days. The method
lians, as well as the war against the JEgiactx. Indeed fit was this: every citizen took a piece of a broken
be could not neglect so powerful an inducement to )ot or shell, on which he wrote the Dame of the person
"trengthen themselves at sea, since, according to Plato, e would have banished. This done, the magistral*!
account* were daily brought of Ihe formidable pre- ounted Ihe shells; and, if they amounted to COOO,parations of Darius; ajjd, upon his death, it appeared >rlcd them: and the man whose name was fouiK. on
that Xcncs inherited all hi; father's rancour against he greatest number of shells, wa» at" course eiilid foj
the Greek*. Uu. years.
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pect to the interpreter wno came with the king The Persian fleet coming up to Aphsta, Bury.
of Persia's ambassadors, that were sent to de- biades was astonished at such an appearance of
mand earth and water." By a decree of the ships, particularly when he was informed that
people, he put him to death, tor presuming to there were two hundred more sailing round
make use of the Greek language to express the Sciathus. He, therefore, was desirous, without
demands of the barbarians. To this we may loss of time, to draw nearer to Greece, and to
add, his proceedings in the affair of Arthmius keep close to the Pcloponnesian coast, where h«
theZehte;t who, at his motion, was declared might have an army occasionally to assist the
infamous, with his children and all his poster- fleet; for he considered the naval force of the
ity, for bringing Persian gold into Greece. But Persians as invincible. Upon this the EulxEang,
that which redounded most of all to his honour, apprehensive that the Greeks would forsake
was his putting an end to the Grecian wars, them, scut Pelagon to negociate privately with
reconciling the several states to each other, Themistocles, and to offer him a large sum of
and persuading them to lay aside their animos- money. He took the money, and gave it4 (as
ities during the war with Persia. In this he Herodotus writes) to Eurybiades. Finding
is said to have been much assisted by Chileus himself most opposed in his designs by Archi-
the Arcadian. teles, captain of the sacred galley,^ who had

As soon as he had taken the command upon not money to pay his men, and therefore in-
him, he endf avoured to persuade the people to tended immediately to withdraw; he so incens-
quit the city, to embark on board their blups, ed his countrymen against him, that they went
and to iiifct the barbarians at as great a dis- in a tumultuous manner on board his ship, and
tince from Greece as possible. But, many op- took from him what he had provided for hi*
posing it, he marched at the head of a great supper. Architeles being much provoked at
army, together with the Lacedsmomans, to this insult, Themistocles sent him in a chest a
Tempe, intending to cover Thessaly, which quantity of provisions, and at the bottom of it
bad not as yet declared for the Persians. When a talent of silver, and desired him to refresh
he returned without effecting any thing, the himself that evening, and to sati3fy his crew
Thessahans having embraced the king's party, in the morning; otherwise, he would accuse
and all the country, as far asBo30tia, following him to the Athenians of having received » bribe
their example, the Athenians were more willing from the enemy. This particular is mention
to hearken to his proposal to fight the enemy ed by Phanias the Lesbian.
at sea, and sent him with a fleet to guard the Though the several engagements! with the
(traits of Artcmisium.} Persian fleet in the straits of Eubcea were

When the fleets of the several states were not decisive; yet they were of great advantage
joined, and the majority were of opinion that to the Greeks, who learned by experience, that
Eurybiades should have their chief command, neither the number of ships, nor the beauty and
»nd with his Lacedemonians begin the engage- splendour of their ornaments, nor the vaunting
ment; the Athenians, who had a greater num- shouts and songs of the barbarians, have any
ber of ships than all the rest united,§ thought it thing dreadful in them to men that know how
an indignity to part with the place of honour. to fight hand to hand, and are determined to
But Themisioclcs, perceiving the danger of any behave gallantly. These things they were
disagreement at thit time, gave up the com- taught to despise, when they came to close ac-
mand to Eurybiades, and satisfied the Athe- tion and grappled with the foe. In this case
nians, by representing to them, that, if they Pindar's sentiments appear just, when he sayi
behaved like men in the war, the Grecians of the fight at Artemisium,
would voluntarily yield them the superiority for 'T was then that Athens the foundation laid
the future. To him, therefore, Greece seems Of Liberty's fair structure.
to owe her preservation, and the Athenians, in
particular, the distinguished glory of surpass- Indeed, intrepid courage is the commence
ing their enemies in valour, and their allies in ment of victory.
moderation.

* According to Herodotus, the affair was thus. Thf
* This was a demand of submission. But Herodotus Eubceans, nol bt-ing ̂hle to nr< vail with Eurybiadei

assures us, that Xerxes did uot send such an embassy to remain on their coast till they could carry off tneil
to the Athenians; the ambassadors of his father Darius wives and children^ address J llnin-ihrj to Theuiis-
Were treated with great indignity when they made tocles, and made him a present of thirty talents. He
that demand ; Tor the Athenians threw them into a took the money ; and with live talents bribed Eurybl-
ditch, and told them, There mis earth and water adf«. Then Aflianianthus the Corinthian, being the
fnoit'h. only commander who insisted on weighing anchor,

Tln.mislocles went on board him, and tuld him in few
f Arthmius was of Zele, a town in Asia Minor, but words: "Adiamanthus, you shall not abandon U for

"etfled at Athens. He was not only declared infamous I will give you a greater present for doing your dut)
for bringing in Persian gold, and endeavouring to cor- than the king of the Mcdes would send you for de
rupt with it some of the principal Athenians, but ban-scninc the allies." Which he performed by sending
ished by sound of trumpet. I't'ie t^&Atft. Oral. cont. him three talents on board. Thus he did what the
Ctuipnon. Eubceans requested, and saved twenty-two talcnU for

| At the same time that the Greeks thought of de- himself.
fending the pass of Thermopylae by land, they sent a
fleet to hinder the passage of the Persian navy through f The sacred galley was that which the Atheniani
the straits of Eubaea, which fleet rendezvoused at Ar- sent every year to Delos, with sacrifices for Apollo;
UDiisium. and they pretend it was the same in which TheiettJ

i'; Herodotus tells us in the beginning of his eighth carried the tribute to Crete.
book, that the Athenians furnished 127 vessels, and { They came to three several engagements within
that the whole compliment of the rest of the Greeks three days; in the last of which, Clineas, the father of
amounted to no more than 151 ; of which twenty be- Alcibiades, performed wonders. He had, at his own
lungcd likewise to the Athenian* who had Uot them eipensc, fitted uut a ship which carried two hufidrel
S the Chalcidiani. men.
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Artemisium is a maritime place of F/ubrea, alone could not think of gw'\ng battle to so pro-
to the north of Hestiaia. Over against it lies digious an army. To quit tl £ city, and embark
Olizon, hi the territory that formerly was sub- on board their ships, was the only expedient at
ject to Philocletes; where there is a small present; and this the generality were very un-
temple of Diana of the East, in the ruidst of willing to hearken to, as they could neither
" grove The temple ta encircled with pillars have any great ambition for victory, nor idea
of white stone, which, when nibbed with the of safety, when they had left the temples of
hand, has both the colour and smell of saffron. their gods and the monuments of their ances-
On one of the pillars are inscribed the follow- tors.
ing verses: Themistocles, perceiving that he could not

When on these scan the sons of Athens conquered by the force of human reason prevail ijuth the
The various powers of Asia; grateful here multitude,* set his machinery to work, as a
They rear'd this temple to Diana. poet would do in a tragedy, and had recourse

There is a place stJl to be seen upon this shore: to prodigies and oracles. The prodigy he
where there is a large heap of sand, which, if availed himself of, was the disappearing of the
dug into, shews towards the bottom a black dragon of Minerva, which at that time quilted
dust like ashes, as if some fire had been there; the holy place; and the priests finding the

and this is supposed to have been that in which daily offerings set before it untouched, gave it
the wrecks of the ships, and the bodies of the out among the people, at the suggestion of
dead, were burned. Themistocles, that the goddess had forsaken

The news of what had happened at Thermo-the city, and that she offered to conduct them
pylae being brought to Artemisium,* when the to sea. Moreover, by way of explaining to
confederates were informed that Leonidas was the people an oracle then ieceived,t he told
elain there, and Xerxes master of the passages them that, by wooden trails, there could not

by land, they sailed back to Greece; and the possibly be any thing meant but ships; and that
Athenians, elated with their late distinguished Apollo, now calling Salamisdiiww, not wretch-
valour, brought up the rear. As Themistocles ed, and ur\fortunate, as formerly, signified by
sailed along the coasts, wherever he saw any such an epithet, that it would be productive

harbours or places proper for the enemy's ships of some great advantage to Greece. Hii
to put in at, he took such stones as he happened counsels prevailed, and he proposed a decree,
to find, or caused to be brought thither for that that the city should be left to the protection of
purpose, and set them up in the ports and Minerva,! the tutelary goddess of the Athe-
watering places, with the following inscription nians; that the young men should go on board
engraved in large characters, and addressed to the ships; and that every one should pro-
the lonians. "Let the lonians, if it be possi-vide as well as he possibly could for the
ble, come over to the Greeks, from whom they safety of the children, the women, and the
tie descended, and who now risk their lives slaves.
for their liberty. If this be impracticable, let When this decree was made, most of the
them at least perplex the barbarians, and put Athenians removed their parents and wives to
them in disorder in time of action." By this Tro;zene,§ where they were received with a
he hoped either to bring the lonians over to generous hospitality. The TrrEzeiiians came
his side, or to sow discord among them, by to a resolution to maintain them at the public
causing them to be suspected by the Persians. expense, for which purpose they allowed each

Though Xerxes had passed through Doris of them two oboli a day; they permitted the
down to Phocis, and was burning and destroy-children to gather fruit wherever they pleased,
ing the Phocian cities, yet the Greeks sent and provided for their education by paying
them no succours. And, notwithstanding all
the entreaties the Athenians could use to pre- * He prevailed so effectually at last, that the Athen-
vail with the confederates to repair with them ians stoned Cyriailus, an orator, who vehemently op-
into Boeotia, and cover the frontiers of Attica, posed him, and urged all the common topics of love to
as they had sent a fleet to Artemisium to serve the place of one's birth, and the affection to wives and
the common cause, no one gave ear to tlieir re- helpless infants. The women too, to shew how far
quest. All eyes were turned upon Pelopon-they were from desiring that the cause of Greeceshould suffer for them, stoned his wife.
nesus, and all were determined to collect their t This was the second oracle which the Atheniai
forces within the Isthmus, and to build a wall deputies received from Aristonice priestess of Apollo,
across it from sea to sea. The Athenians were Many were of opinion, that, by the walls of wood
greatly incensed to see themselves thus be- which she advised them to hare recourse to, was meant
trayed, and, at the same time, dejected and the citadel, because it was palisaded; but others though
discouraged at so general a defection. They it could intend nothing but ships. The maintainen o.

the former opinion urged against such as supported
the latter, that the last line but one of the oracle was

" The last engagement at Thermopylz, wherein directly against him, and that, without Question it por-Xerxes forced the passes of the mountains, by the de- tended the destruction of the Athenian fleet near Sal*
feat of the Lacedaemonians, Thespians, and Thebans, mis. ThemUtoclcs alleged in answer, that if tht ora-
who had been left to guard them, happened on the cle had intended to foretell the destruction of the
tame day with the battle at Arlemisiuin ; and the news Athenians, it would not have called it the divine Sala-
of it was brought to Themistocles by an Athenian called mis, but the unhappy ; and that whereas the unfortu-
Abronichus. Though the action at Thermopylae had nate in the oracle were styled the sons of women, it
not an immediate relation \oThemi»tocle»,yel U "would could mean no other than the Persians, who were scan-
have tended more to the glory of that general, if Plu-dalously effeminate. Herodot. I. vii. c. 143, 144.tarch h«d taken greater notice of it; since the advan-
tage gained there by Xeries, opened Greece to him, } But how was this when he had before told lit
aud rendered him much more formidable. Ther- people that Minerva had forsakes 'Jit cit) ?
mopylae n well known to be a narrow pau in the $ Thcseuj, the great hero iu Athenian historj win
"Muuiilauu near the Euripua. originally ol i'rtezenc.
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their tutors. This order was procured by I in the public games, such ag rise up befon
Nicagoras. ! their turn, are chastised for it?" "Ye«,"

As the treasury of Athens was then but low, answered Thcmistoclcs; "yet such as are left
Aristotle informs us that the court ofJlreopa- behind never gain the crown " Eurybiades,
gTW distributed to every man who took part in upon this, lifting up his staff, as if he intend-
the expedition eight drachmas; which was the ed to strike him, Thomistocles «aid, "Strike,
principal means of manning the fleet. But if you please, but hear me." The Laceds-
Clidemus ascribes this also to a stratagem of monians admiring his command of temper,
Themistocles-, lor, he tells us, tha"; -when the bade him speak what he had to say ; and The-
\thenians went down to the harbour of Piraeus, mistocles was leading him back to the subject,
the JEijis was lost from the statue of Minerva; when one of the officers thus interrupted
and Tflemistocles, as he ransacked every him: "It ill becomes you who have no city, to
thing, under pretence of searching for it, found advise us to quit our habitations and abandon
large sums of money hid amoug the baggage, our country." Themistocles retorted upon
which he applied to the public use; and out of him thus: "Wretch that thou art, we have in-
it all necessaries were provided for the fleet. deed left our walls and houses, not choosing,

The embarkation of the people of Athens for the sake of those inanimate things, to be-
was a very atFecLing scene. What pity! what come slaves; yet we have still the most re
admiration of the firmness of those men, who, spectable city of Greece in these two hundred
sending their parents and families to a distant ships, which are here ready to defend you, if
place, unmoved with the.r cries? their tears, you will give them leave. But if you forsake
or embraces, had the fortitude to leave the and betray us a second time, Greece shall soon
city, and cinli.uk for Salamis ! What greatly find the Athenians possessed of as free a city,*
heightened the distress, was the number of and as valuable a country as that which they
citizens whom they were forced to leave be- have quitted." These words struck Eurybiadei
hind, because of their extreme old age.* And with the apprehension that the Athenians might
"ome emotions of tenderness were due even fall off from him. We are told also, that as a
to the tame domestic animals, which, running certain Eretrian was attempting to speak, The-
to the shore, with lamentable how lings, ex- mistocles eaid, "What! have you, too, some-
pressed their affection and regret for the per- thing to say about war, who are like the fish
sons tbat had fed them. One of these, a dog that has a sword, but no heart."
that belonged to Xanthippus, the father of While Tlitmistocles was thus maintaining
Pericles, unwilling to be left behind, is said to his arguments upon deck, some tell us an owl
have leapt into the sea, and to have swam by was seen flying to the right of the fleet,! which
the side of the ship, till it reached Salamis, came and perched upon the shrouds. This
where, quite spent with toil, it died immedi- omen determined the confederates to accede
ately. And they shew us to this day, a place to his opinion, and to prepare for a sea fight.
called Synos .S'ema, where they tell us that But no sooner did the enemy's fleet appear ad-
dog was buried. vancing towards the harbour of Phalerius in

To these great actions of Theniistocles may Attico, and covering all the neighbouring
be added the following: He perceived that coasts, while Xerxes himself was seen march-
Aristides was much regretted by the people, ing his land forces to the shore, than the
who were apprehensive that out of revenge he Greeks, struck with the sight of such prodigious
might join the Persians, and do great prejudice armaments, began to forget the counsel ot
to the cause of Greece; he therefore caused a Themistocles, and the Peloponnesians once
decree to be made, that all who had been more looked towards the Isthmus. Nay, they
banished only for a time, should have leave resolved to set sail that very night, and such
to return, and by their counsel and valour as- orders were given to all the pilots. Themisto-
sist their fellow-citizens in the preservation of cles, greatly concerned that the Greeks were
their country. going to give up the advantage of their station

Eurybiades, by reason of the dignity of in the straits,J and to retire to their respective
Sparta, had the command of the fleet; but, as countries, contrived that stratagem which was
he was apprehensive of the danger,t he pro- put in execution by Sicinus. This Sicinus was
posed to set sail for the Isthmus, and fix his of Persian extraction, and a captive, but much
station near the Peloponnesian army. The- attached to Themistocles, and the tutor of his
mistocles, however opposed it; andtbe account
we have of the conference on that occasion istocles; but Plutarch relates it with more probability
deserves to be mentioned. When Eurybiades of Eurybiades, who was commander in chief.
said,t "Do not you know, Themistocles, that * The address of Themislocles is very much to b«

admired. If Eurybiades was really induced by his
fears to return to the Isthmus, the Athenian look a

* ID this description we find strong traces of Plutarch'a right method to remove those fears, by suggesting
humanity and good nature. 

,
greater; for what other free country could he intimate could he intimate

f It Joes not appear that Eurybiades wanted cour- that the people of Athens would acquire, but that.
age. After Xcrirs had gained the pass of Thermopylae, when driven from their own city, in their distress and
it was the general opinion of the chief officers of the despair, they might seize the state of Sparta.
confederate fleet assembled in council, (except those of t The owl was sacred to Minerva, the proleclren
Athens) that their only resource was to build a strong of the Athenians.
wall across the Isthmus, and to drfcnd Peloponncssus If the confederates had quitted the Straits of Sala-
against the Persiais. Besides, the Lacedemonians, mi), where they could equal the Persians in the line
who weie impartial judges of men and things, gave the of battle, such of Die Athenians as were in lhat island,
palm of valour to Eurybiades, and that of prudence to must have become an easy prey to the enemy; and the
Themistocles. Persians would have found an open sea on the Pclo-

4 Herodotus says, this conversation passed between nonneeian coast, where they could act with all thttiff
Adiamanthus, general of the Corialhimis, and Them- j force agaius' (he ships of the allies.
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children. On this occasion Themistocles sent golden ornaments. They were said to be tha
lim privately to the king of Persia, with orders sons of Autarctus and Sandace, sister to Xeri-
lo tell him, that the commander of fhe Athe-es. Euphrantide, the soothsayer, casting his eye
nians, having espoused his interest, was the upon them, and at the same time observing
first to inform him of the intended flight of the that a bright flame blazed out from the victims,*
Greeks; and that he exhorted him not to suffer while a sneezing was heard from the right.
them to escape; but while they were in this took Themistocles by the hand, and ordered
confusion, and at a distance from their land that the three youths should be consecrated
forces, to attack and destroy their whole army. and sacrificed to Bacchus Omestcsrf for by

Xeries took this information kindly, suppos-this means the Greeks might be assured not
ing it to proceed from friendship, and immedi- only of safety, but victory.
ately gave orders to his officers, with two Themistocles was astonished at the strange-
hundred ships, to surround all the passages, ness and cruelty of the order; but the multi-
and to enclose the islands, that none of the tude, who, in great and pressing difficulties,
Greeks might escape, and then to follow with trust rather to absurd than rational methods,
the rest of the ships at their leisure. Aristides, invoked the god with one voice, and leading
the son of Lysimachus, was the first that per- the captives to the altar, insisted upon their
ceiveH tlu's motion of the enemy; and though being offered up, as the soothsayer had direct-
he was not in friendship with Themistocles, ed. This particular we have from Phanias the
but had been banished by his means, (as has Lesbian, a man not unversed in letters aad
been related,) he went to him, and told him philosophy.
they were surrounded by the enemy.* The- As to the number of the Persian ships, thft
mistocles, knowing his probity, and charmed poet jEschylus speaks of it, in his tragedy en-
with his coming to give this intelligence, ac- titled Persse, as a matter he was weU assured
quainted him with the affair of Sicmus, and of:
entreated him to lend his assistance to keep A thousand ships (for well I know the nnmbcr)
the Greeks in their station; and, as they had The Per&ian flag obey'd : two hundred more
a confidence in his honour, to persuade them And seven, overspread the seas.
to come to an engagement in the straits. Aris- The Athenians had only one hundred and
tidei approved the proceedings of Themisto- eighty galleys; each carried eighteen men that
cles, and going to the other admirals and cap- fought upon deck, four of whom were archers,
tains, encouraged them to engage. While they and the rest heavy armed.
hardly gave credit to his report, a Tenian gaj- If Themistoclea was happy in choosing a
ley, commanded by Paratius, came over from place for action, he was no lees so in taking
the enemy to bring the same account; so that advantage of a proper time for it; for he would
indignation, added to necessity, eicited the not engage the enemy till that time of day
Greeks to their combat.f when a brisk wind usually arises from the sea,

As soon as it was day, Xenes sat down on which occasions a high surf in the channel.
an eminence to view the fleet and its order of This was no inconvenience to the Grecian

oattle. He placed himself, as Phanodemus vessels, which were low built and well com-
writes, above the temple of Hercules, where pacted; but a very great one to the Persian
the isle of Salamis is separated from Attica by ships, which had high eterns and lofty decks,
» narrow frith; but according to Acestodorus, and were heavy and unwieldv; for it caused
on the confines of Megara, upon a spot called them to veer in such a manner, that their sides
Kerala, the hvrns. He was seated on a were exposed to the Greeks, who attacked
Jirone of gold,} and had many secretaries about them furiously. During the whole dispute,
him, whose business it was to write down the great attention was given to the motions of
particulars of the action. Themistocles, as it was believed he knew best

In the mean time, as Themistocles was sa- how to proceed. Ariamenes, the Persian ad-
crificing on the deck of the admiral-galley, miral, a man of distinguished honour, and by
three captives were brought to him of uncom-far the bravest of the king's brothers, directed
mon beauty, elegantly attired, and set off with his manoeuvres chiefly against him. His ship

was very tall, and from thence he threw darts
and shot forth arrows as from the walls of a

* Arislidcs \ta5 not then in the confederate fleet, bul
in the islt of JEgina, from whence he sailed bj- night, castle. But Amimas the Decelean, and Sosi-
with great hazard, through the Fenian dect, lu carry rles the Pedian, who sailed in one bottom, bore
this intelligence. down upon him with their prow, and both ghipa

t The different conduct of the Spartans and the meeting, they were fastened together by means
Athenians on this occasion, seem* to shew how much of their brazen beaks; when Ariamenes board-"uperior the accommodating laws of Solon were to the
ftuslere discipline of Lycurgus. indeed, while the ing their galley, they received him with their
institutions of the latter remained in force, the Lace-
demonians were the greatest oC all people, Bul lUat " A bright (lure wu always considered as a fortu-
was impossible. The severity of Lycurgus's legislation nate omen, whether it were a rtal one issuing from an
naturally tended to dcs'roy it. Afor was thii all. From altar, or a seeming one, (what we call shell-tire,) from
the extnmes ol* abstemious hardships, the next -up the head of a living perarni. Virgil mentions one of
was not to a moderate enjoyment of life, bul to all the the taller sorl, which appeared about the head of Jului
licentiousness of the most effeminate luxury. The laws and Kloruj, another that was seen aboul (he head of
of Lycurgus made men of the Spartan women ; when Seriins Tulliuj. A sneering on ihe righl hand, too,
tliej were bruiuu, th«y made women of Ihe mtn. was dmned a lucky omen bolh by the Greeks and

t This ihrone or seat, whether of gold or silver, or Lai ins.
both, was taken and carried to Athens, where it was t In Ihe same manner, Chios, Tentuos, and Lesboi
CORttetaled in the Umple of the Minerva, wilh the nflercd human sacrifices lo Bacchus, surnamed Omo
golden sabre «i Mardomus, which was ultcu .lur- dins. Bul this is the sole nutauce we kuuw of amon»

iu the buttle of FUtxa, Ihe Athenian*.
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pikrs, and pushed him into the sea. Artemi- Aristides* did not in the least relish his propo-
"ia* knew the body amongst others that were sal, but answered him to this purpose: "Till
floating with the wreck, and carried it to now we have had to do with an enemy im-
Xerxes. mersed in luxury; but if we shut him up in

While the fight was thus raging, we are told Greece, and drive him to necessity, he who ii
a great light appeared, as from Elcusis; and master of such prodigious forces, will no long-
loud sounds and voices were heard through all er sit under a golden canopy, and be a quiet
the plain of Thriasia to the sea, as of a great spectator of the proceedings of the war, but,
number of people carrying the mystic «ymbols awaked by danger, attempting every thing,
of Bacchus in procession-! A cloud, too, and present every where, he will conect hii
seemed to rise from among the crowd that past errors, and follow counsels better calcu-
made this noise, and to ascend by degrees, till lated for success. Instead, therefore, of break-
it fell upon the galleys. Other phantoms also, ing that bridge, we should, if possible provide
and apparitions of armed men, they thought another, that he may retire the sooner out of
they saw, stretching out their hands from Europe." "If that is the case, said Themis-
JEgma before the Grecian fleet. These they tocles, "we must all consider and contrive hovf
conjectured to be the JEacidae,\ to whom, be- to put him upon the most speedy retreat out of
fore the battle, they had addressed their pray- Greece."
ers for succour. This being resolved upon, he sent one of

The first man tnat took a ship was an Athe- the king's eunuchs, whom he found among the
nian named Lycomede» captain of a galley, prisoners, Amaces by name, to acquaint him,
who cut down the ensigns from the enemy's "That the Greeks, since their victory at sea,
rhip, and consecrated them to the laurelled were determined to sail to the Hellespont, and
Apollo. As the Persians could come up in the destroy the bridge; but that Themistocles, in
Blrails but few at a time, and often put each care for the king's safety, advised him to hasten
other in confusion, the Greeks equalling them towards his own seas, and pass over into Asia,
in the line, fought them till the evening, when while his friend endeavoured to find out pre-
they broke them entirely, and gained that sig- tences of delay, to prevent the confederates
nal and complete victory, than which (as Simo- from pursuing him." Xerxes, terrified at the
nid^s says) no other naval achievement, either news, retired with the greatest precipitation.f
of the Greeks or barbarians, ever was more How prudent the management of Themisto-
glorious. This success was owing to the val- cles and Aristides was, Mardonius afforded a
our, indeed, of all the confederates, but chiefly proof, when, with a small part of the king's
to the sagacity and conduct of Themisto- forces, he put the Greeks in extreme danger of
cles.§ losing all, in the battle of Platea.

After the battle, Xerxes, full of indignation Heredotus tells us, that, among the cities,
at his disappointment, attempted to join Sala- ..Dgina bore away the palm; but among the
mis to the continent, by a mole BO well se- commanders, Themistocles, in spite of envy,
cured, that his land forces might pass over it was universally allowed to have distinguished
into the island, and that he might shut up the himself most. For, when they came to the
pass entirely against the Greeks. At the same Isthmus, and every officer took a billet from
time, Themistocles, to sound Aristides, pre- the altar,{ to inscribe upon it the names of
tended it was his own opinion that they should those that had done the best service, every one
sail to the Hellespont, and break down the put himself in the first place, and Themistocle*
bridge of ships: "For so," says he, "we may in the second. The Lacedaemonians, having
take Asia, without stirring out of Europe." conducted him to Sparta, adjudged Eurybiades

the prize of valour, and Themistocles that of
* Artemisia, queen of Halicarnassus^ distinguished wisdom, honouring each with a crown of olive.

herself above all the rest of the Persian forces, her They likewise presented the latter with theships being the last that fled ; which Xerxes observing,
cried out, that the men behaved like women, and the handsomest chariot in the city, and order-
women with the courage and intrepidity of men. The ed three hundred of their youth to attend
Athenians were so incensed against her, that they offer- him to the borders. At the next Olympic
ed a reward of Un thousand drachmas to any one that games, too, we are told, that, as soon as The-
should take her alive. This princess must not be con-mistocles appeared in the ring, the cham-founded with that Artemisia who was the wife of
Mausolas, king of Caria. pions were overlooked by the spectators, who

t Herodotus says, these voices were heard, and this
vision neti, some days before the battle, while the " According to Herodotus, it was not Aristides, bat
Persian land forces were ravaging the territories of Eurvbiades, who made this reply to Themistocles.
Attica. Dicaeus, an Athenian exile, (who hoped there- t Xerxes, having left Mardonius in Greece with an
oy to procure a mitigation of his country's lale,) was army of three hundred thousand men, marched with
he first that observed the thing, and carried an account the rest towards Thrace, in order to cross the Helles-

of it to Xerxes. pont. As no provisions had been prepared beforehand,
} A vessel had been sent to TEgina to implore the his army underwent great hardships during the whole

assistance of .Ecus and his descendants. jEcus was time of his march, which lasted five-and-forty days.
the son of Jupiter, and had been king of ./Egina. He The king, finding they were not in a condition to pur-

was so remarkable for his justice, that his prayers, sue their route so eipcditiously as he desired, advanced
with a small retinue; but, when he arrived at the HeWwhilst he lived, arc said to have procured great advan-tages tn the Greeks : and, after his death, it was be-lespont, he found his bridge of boats broken down bythe violence of the storm*, and was reduced to the nfr-

lieved that he was appointed one of the three judges in
the infernal regions. cessity of crossing over in a fishing boat. From tb«

^ In this battle, which was one of the most memora- Hellespont he continued his flight to Sardis.
ble we find in history, the Grecians lost forty ships, } The altar of Neptune. This solemnity was de-
uid the Persians Iwo hundred, betide a great many signed to make them cite their judgment imparualbj
nort that were taken. as 10 the presence of the gods.
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kept their eyes upon him all the day, and After the great action* we have related, hi»
pointed him out to strangers with the utmost next enterprise, was to rebuild and fortify the
admiration and applause. Thia incense was city of Athens.-Theopompus tells us, ht brib-
eitremely grateful to him;and he acknowledg-^cTfIie"T.3cedaTnonian Ephori, that they might
ed to his friends, that he then reaped the fruit not oppose it; but moat historians say, he over-
of his labours for Greece. reached them. He was sent, it seems, on pre-

Indeed, he was naturally very amhitious; if tence of an embassy to Sparta. The Spartans
we may form a conclusion from his memorable complained, that the Athenians were fortify-
acts and sayings. ing their city, and the governor of ̂ Egina, who

For, when elected admiral by the Atheni-was come for that purpose, supported the accu-
ans, ho would not despatch any business, wheth-sation. But Thcmistocles absolutely denied it,
er public or private, singly, but put off all af- and challenged them to send proper persons to
fairs to the day he was to embark, that Invmg Athens to inspect the walls; at once gaining
a great deal to do, he might appear with the linn fur finishing them, and contriving to have
greatest dignity and importance. hostages at Athens for his return. The event an

One day, as he was looking upon the dead -urn il his expectation. FortheLacedacmoni
bodies cast up by the sea, and saw a number aiis, when assured how the fact stood,discern-
of chains of gold and bracelets upon them, he bled their resentment, and let him go with im-
passed by them, and turning to his friend, said, punity.
Take these things for yourself, for you are Aitrr this, he built and fortified the Pirsus,
not Themistocles. (having observed the conveuiency of that har-

To Antiphates, who had formerly treated bour;) by which means he gave the city every
him with disdain, but in his glory made his maritime accommodation. In this respect lua
court to him, he said, Young man tee arc politics were very different from those of the
both come to our senses at the same time, ancient kings of Athens. They, we are told,
though alittlctoo late. used their endeavours to draw the attention of

He used to say, " The Athenians paid him their subjects from the business of navigation,
no honour or sincere respect; but when a that they might turn it entirely to the culture of
storm arose, or danger appeared, they sheltered the ground: and to this purpose they published
themselves under him, as under a. plane-tree, the table of the contention between Minerva
which, when the weather was fair again, they andNeptune for the patronage of Attica, when
would rob of its leaves and branches." the former, by producing an olive tree before

When one of Seriphus told him, " He was the judges, gained her cause. Themistoclei
not so much honoured for his own sake, but did not bring the Piraus into the city, as Aris-
for his country's." " True," answered Themis- tophanes the comic poet would have it; but he
tocles, " for neither should I have been greatly joined the city by a line of communication to
distinguished if I had been of Seriphus, nor the Pirzus, and the land to the sea. This
you, if you had been an Athenian." measure strengthened the people against the

Another officer, who thought he had done nobility, and made them bolder and more un-
the state some service, setting himself up tractable, as power came with wealth into the
"gainst Themistocles, and venturing to com- hands of masters of ships, mariners, and pilots.
pare his own exploits with his, he answered Hence it was, that the oratory in Pnyx, which
him with this fable :" There once happened a was built to front the sea, was afterwards
dispute between the feast day, and the day turned by the thirty tyrants towards the land:»
Hfter the feast: Says the day after the feast, I for they believed a maritime power inclinable
»m full of bustle and trouble, whereas, with to a democracy, whereas persons employed in
vou, folks enjoy, at their ease, every thing ready agriculture would be less uneasy under an oli-
provided. You say right, says the/east day, but garchy.
if I had not been before you, you would not Themistocles had something still greater in
have been at all. So,had it not been for me, view for strengthening the Athenians by sea.
then tohtre trmUdyou have been 71010?'* After the retreat of Xerxes when the Grecian

His son being master of his mother, and by fleet was gone into the harbour of PagasJE to
her means of him, he slid, laughing, " this winter, lie acquainted the cvtuens in full as-
child is greater than any man in Greece; for sembly, "That he had hit upon a design which
the Athenians command the Greeks, I com- might greatly contribute lo thi-ir advantage, but
mand the Athenians, his mother commands me, it was not lit to be communicated to their
and he commands his mother." whole body." The Athenians ordered him to

As he loved to be particular in every thing, communicate it to Anstidcs only,f and, if he
when he happened to sell a farm, he ordered approved of it, to put it in execution. The-
the crier to add, thatithadagoodneighbour. mistoclcs then informed him, ''That he had

Two citizens, courting his daughter, he pre- thoughts of burning the confederate fleet at
ferred the worthy man to the rich one, and as- Pagasa:." Upon winch, Anstides went and
aigned this reason, He had rather she should declared to the peopie, "That the enterprise
have a man without money, than money which Thcmistocles proposed was indeed the
without a man Such was the pointed man-
lier in which he often expressed nimself.f Jih'. rather leach melltturt o//&T«e,'tin;; forloften

remember a.hui I wouU not, u»d L^nno* forget what
* There is the genuine Atlic salt in most of these I would.

retnrls and observations of Thcir.isloclcs. His wit ' The thirty tyrants were csl.ibli,l,rc] at Atheni by
Items to ha\e beeu equal to his military and political Lyrander, 403 ytars btH.rc the Clin=uaii aera, and 77
capacity. Years aftir iVie ball It of Salamis.

t Cicero has preserved another of his saying*, which t How glorious tins testimony of the public regard
Reserves mentioning. When Simonides offered to lo Anstidea, from a people then jo i«, uid wiUutl w
leech Themiatoclei the art of memory, be auvreied, virtuous.
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most advantageous in the world, but at the Muse, crown'd with glory, bear this faithful gtrua,
"ame time, the most unjust." The Athenians,
therefore commanded him to lay aside all 

Far as the Grecian name extends. 

Timocreon is said to have been banished by
thoughts of it.* Themistocles, for favouring the Persians.

About this time the Lacedscmonians made a When, therefore, Themistocles was accused
motion in the assembly of the Jlmphictyont, of the same traitorous inclinations, he wrote
to exclude from that council all those states against him as follows:
that had not joined in the confederacy against Timocreon'» honour to the Mcdes ia sold,
the king of Persia. But Themistocles was ap- But yet not his alone : Another fox
prehensive, that, if the Thessaliane, the Ar- Finds the same fields to prey in.
gives, and Thebans, were expelled from the As the Athenians, through envy, readily gave
council, the Lacedajroonians would have a car to calumnies against him, he was ofte»
great majority of voices, and consequently pro- forced to recount his own services, which ren»
cure what decrees Vliey pleased. He spoke dered him Btiilmore insupportable; and when
therefore, in defence of those states, and brought they expressed their displeasure, he said, rfrc
the deputies off from that design, by represent-you weary of receiving bent/its often from
ing, that thirty-one cities only had their share the sane hand?
of the burden of that war, and that the greatest Another offence he gave the people, was,
part of these were but of small consideration; his building a temple to Diana, under the name
that consequently it would be both unreasonable of Jlristobulc, or Diana of the best counsel,
and dangerous to exclude the rest of Greece, intimating that he had given the best council,
from the league, and leave the council to be not only to Athens, but to all Greece. He
dictated to by two or three great cities. By built this temple near his own house, in the
this he became very obnoxious to the Lacedae-quarter of Melita, where now the executioner!
monians, who, for this reason, set up Cimon cast out the bodies, of those that have suffered
against him as a rival in all affairs of state, and death, and where they throw the halters and
used all their interest for his advancement. clothes of such as have been strangled or other-

He disobliged the allies, also, by sailing wise put to death. There was, even in our
round the islands, and extorting money from times, a statue of Themistocles in this temple
them ; as we may conclude from the answer of Diana Jlristobule, from which it appeared
which Herodotus tells us the Adrians gave that his aspect was as heroic as his soul.
him to a demand of that sort. He told them, At last the Athenians, unable any longer to
" He brought two gods along with him, Per- bear that high distinction in which he stood,
ruaswn and Force." Tfiey replied, "They banished him by the Ostracism; and this was
had also two great gods on their side, Poverty nothing more than they had done to others,
and Despair, who forbade them to satisfy him." whose power was become a burden to them,
Timocreon, the Rhodian poet, writes with and who had risen above the equality which a
great bitterness against Themistocles, and commonwealth requires; for the Ostracism, or
charges him with betraying him, though his ten years' fconishmenf,wasnotsomuch intend-
friend and host, for money, while, for the like ed to punish this or that great man, as to paci-
paltry consideration, he procured the return of fy and mitigate the fury of envy, who delightt
other exiles. So in these verses: in the disgrace of superior characters, and

loses a part of her rancour by their fall.
Pausanias you may praise, and you Xantippus, In the time of his exile, while he took up hia
And you Leutychidas: Bui sure Ihe hero, abode at Argos,* the affair of Pausanias gave
Who bears the Athenian palm, is Aruddci. great advantage to the enemies of Themistocles.What is the false, the vain, Themistocles ?
The very light is gruclg'd him by Latona, The person that accused him of treason, wa*
Who for vile n< If betray'd Tiuiocreon, Lcobotes, the son of Alcmzon, of Agraule, and
His friend and host; nor gave him to behold the Spartans joined in the impeachment. Pau-
His dear Jalysus. For three talents more sanias at first concealed his plot from Themis-
He sail'd and I- It him on a foreign coast. tocles, though he was hJsfnend; but when h*)What fatal end awaits Ihe man that kills,
That banishes, that sets the villain up, saw him an exile, and full of indignation
To fill hi; glittering stores ? White ostentation, against the Athenians, he ventured to commu-
With vain airs, fain would boast the generous hand, nicate his designs to him, shewing him the
And, at the Isthmus, spreads a public board King of Persia's letters, and excttmg him to
For crowds that ect, and curse him at the banquet. vengeance against the Greeks, as an unjust and

Hut Timocreon gave a still looser rein to his * The great Pausanias, who had beaten the Persian!
abuse of Themistocles, after the condemnation in the battle of Platza, and who, on many occasion!,
And banishment of that great man, in a poem had behaved with great generosity as well as modera-
which begins thus: tion, at last degenerated, and fell into a scandalouitreaty with the Persians, in hopes, through their inte-

rest, to make himself sovereign of Greece. As soon ai
* It ii hardly possible for the military and political he had conceived these strange notions, he fell into the

tcnius of Themislocles to save him from contempt and manners, of the Persians, aflected all their luxury, and
detestation, when we arrive at this part of his conduct. derided the plain customs of his country, of which he
-A serious proposal to burn the confederate fleet!- had formerly been so fond. The Ephori waited some
That fleet, whose united efforts had saved Greece time for clear proof of his treacherous designs, and
from destruction !-which had fought under his aus- when they had obtained it, determined to imprison
pices with such irresistible valour !-That sacred fleet, him. Bui he fled into the lemnle of Minerva Chiki-
the minutest part of which should have been religious- oicos, and they besieged him there. They walled up
ly preserved, or if consumed, consumed only on the all the gaUs. and his own mother laid the rirst stone.
aJtara, and in the service of the gods!-How diaboli- When they had almost starved him to death, they laid
cal is that policy, which, in its \*:u to power tramples hands on him, and by Ihe time they had got him oat
w humanity, justice, and gratitude. of the temple, Uc expired.
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"ngrateful people. Themistocles rejected the him to act the part, that he might have a sacred
"olicitations of Pausanias, and refused to have obligation to allege against giving him up to
the least share in hie designs ; but he gave no those that might come to demand him.
information of what had passed between them, At that time Epicrates, the Acarnanian, found
nor let the secret transpire; whether he thought means to convey the wife and children of
he would desist of himself, or that he would be Themistocles out of Athens, and sent them to
discovered some other way, as he had embark-him 5 for which Cimon afterwards condemned
ed in an absurd and extravagant enterprise him and put him to death. This account a
without any rational hopes of success. given by Stesimbrotus ", yet I know not how,

However, when Pausanias was put to death, forgetting what he had asserted, or making
there were found letters and other writings re- Themistocles forget it, he tells us he sailed
lative to the business, -which caused no small from thence to Sicily, and demanded king
suspicion against Themistocles. The L^ceda?- Hiero's daughter in marriage, promising to
monians raised a clamour against him ; and bring the Greeks under his subjection; and
those of his fellow citizens that envied him that, upon Hiero's refusal, he passed over into
insisted on the charge. H« could not defend Asia. But this is not probable. For Theo-
himself in person, but he answered by letter phrastus, in his treatise on monarchy, relates,
the principal parts of the accusation. For, to that, when Hiero sent liis race-horses to the
obviate the calumnies of his enemies1, he ob- Olympic games, and set up a superb pavilion
served to the Athenians, "That he who was there, Themistoclcs harangued the Greeks, to
born to command, and incapable of servitude, persuade them to pull it down, and not to suf-
could never sell himself, and Greece along Wjth fer tbe tyrant's horses to run. Thucydides
him, to enemies and barbarians." The people, writes that he went by land to the jEgean sea,
however, listened to his accusers, and sent them and embarked at Pydna; that none in the ship
with orders to bring him to his answer before knew him, till he was driven by storm to Naxos,
the states of Greece. Of this he had timely which was at that time bes:oged by the Atheni-
notice, and passed over to the isle of Corcyra; ans; that, through fear of being taken, he then
the inhabitants of which had great obligations informed the master of the ship, and pilot, who
to him, for a difference between them and the he was; and that partly liy entreaties, part-
people of Corinth had been referred to his ar- ly by threatening he would declare to the
bitration, and he had decided it by awarding Athenians, however falsely, that they knew him
the Corinthians* to pay down twenty talents, from the first, and were bribed to take him into
and the isle of Leucas to be in common between their vessel, he obligW them to weigh anchor
the two parties, as a colony from both. From and Bail for Asia.
thence he fled to Epirus; and, finding himself The greatest part of his treasures was pri-
still pursued by the Athenians and Lacedaemo- vately sent after him to Asia by his friends.
nians, he tried a very hazardous and uncertain What was discovered and seized for the public
resource, in imploring the protection of Adme- use, Theopompus says, amounted to a hundred
tus, king of the Molossians. Admetus had talents; Theophrastus fourscore ; though he
made a request to the Athenians, which being was not worth three talents before his employ-
rejected with scorn by Themistocles in the ments in the government.*
time of his prosperity and influence in the state, When he was landed at Cuma, he under-
the king entertained a deep resentment against stood that a number of people, particularly
him, and made no secret of his intention to re- Ergoteles and Pythodorus, were watching to
venge himself, if ever the Athenian should fall take him. He was, indeed, a rich booty tc
into his power. However, while he was thus those that were determined to get money bj
flying from place to place, he was more afraid any means whatever; for the king of Persia
of the recent envy of his countrymen, than of had offered by proclamation two hundred tal-
the consequences of an old quarrel with the ents for apprehending him.t He, therefore,
king ; arid therefore he went and put himself retired to .aigs, a little town of the JEolians,
in his hands, appearing before him as a supj.it where he was known to nobody but IS'icogenes,
cant in a particular and extraordinary mannci1> nis host, who was a man of great wealth, and
He took the king's son, who was yet a child, m had some interest at the Persian court. In hia
his arms, and kneeled down before the house- house he was concealed a few days ; and, one
hold pods. This manner of offering a petition, evening after supper, when the sacrifice was
the Molossians look upon as the most effectual, offered, Olbius, tutor to Nicogenes's children,
and the only one that can hardly be rejected. cried out, as in a rapture of inspiration,
Some say the queen, whose name was Phthia,
suggested this method of supplication to The- Counsel, 0 night, and victory are thine.

mistocles. Others, that Admetus himself taught After this Themistocles went to bed, and
dreamed he saw a dragon coiling round hi»

* The scholiast upon Thucydidej Ulls u», Ttemii-
Cocles served Die people of Corcyra in an affair of great- * This is totally inconsistent wiih that splendour in
er importance. The stales of Greece were inclined which, according to Plutarch's own account, h« lived,
to make war upon that island for not joining in the before he had any public appointments.
league against Xeries ; but Thcmistocles represented, f The resentment of i'eries is not at all to be won-
that, if they were in that manner to punish all th« dered at, since Thcmisloclts had not only beaten him
cities (hat had not acceded to ihe league, their pro- in the battle of Salamii, but, what was more disgrace,
ceedings would bring greater calamities upon Greece
than it had suffered from the barbarians. ful still, had made him a dupe lo his designing per-

suasions and representations. In the loss of Tictory
t It was nothing particular for a suppliant to dohom- he had some consolation, as he was not himself the im-

"ge lo the household gods of the person to whom he mediate cause of it, but for hi» ridicilous return U
aad a request; but to do it with the kiug's ion in bii Asia, his anger could only lalljpon himself and Tot»
trial wu an evtraordinarv circumstance* utoclct.

H
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body, and creeping up to his neck ; which, as " Nobody must know that before the king hin>
"oon as it had touched his face, was turned stlf." So Phanias writes; and Eritosthene*,
into an eagle and covering him with its wings, in his treatise on riches, adds, that Themisto-
took him up and carried him to a distant place, cles was brought acquainted with Artaban.ua,
where a golden sceptre appeared to him, upon and recommended to him by an Eretrian wo-
which he rested securely, and was delivered man, who belonged to that officer.
from all his fear and trouble. When he was introduced to the king, and,

In consequence of this warning, he was sent after his prostration, stood silent, the king com
away by Nicogenes, who contrived this method manded the interpreter to ask him who he was.
for it. The barbarians in general, especially The interpreter accordingly put the question,
the Persians, are jealous of the women even to and he answered," The man that is now coma
madness ; not only of their wives, but their to address himself to you, O king, is Themis-
slaves and concubines; for, beside the care tocles the Athenian; an exile persecuted by the
they take that they shall be seen by none but Greeks. The Persians have suffered much by
their own family, they keep them like prisoners me, but it has been more than compensated by
in their houses; and when they take a journey, my preventing your being pursued; when after
they are put in a carriage close covered on all I had delivered Greece and saved my own
sides. In such a carriage as this Themistocles country, I had it in my power to do you also a
was convoyed, the attendants being instructed service. My sentiments are suitable to my
to tell those they met, if they happened to be present misfortunes, and I come prepared either
questioned, that they were carrying a Grecian to receive your favour, if you are reconciled to
lady from Ionia to a nobleman at court. me, or, if you retain any resentment, to disarm

Thucydides and Charon of Lampsacus, relate it by my submission. Reject not the testimony
that Xerxes was then dead, and that it was to my enemies have given to the services I have
his son* Artaxerxes that Themistocles address- done the Persians, and make use of the oppor-
ed himself. But Ephoras, Dinon, Clitarchus, tunity my misfortunes afford you, rather to shew
Heraclides, and several others, write that your generosity than to satisfy your revenge.
Xerxes himself was then upon the throne. The If you save me, you save your suppliant; if you
opinion of Thucydides seems most agreeable destroy me, you destroy the enemy of Greece."*
to chronology, though that is not perfectly well In hopes ot influencing the king by an argu-
settled. Themistocles, now ready for the dan- ment drawn from religion, Themistocles added
gerous experiment, applied first to Artabanus,f to this speech an account of the vision he bad
a military officer, and toft him, " He was a in Nicogencs's house, and an oracle of Jupiter
Greek, who desired to have audience of the of Dodona, which ordered him to go to ont
king, about matters of great importance, which who bore the same name with the god; from
the king himself had much at heart." Artaba- which he concluded he was sent to him, since
nus answered, "The laws of men are different; both were called, and really were, great kings.
some esteem one thing honourable, and some The king gave him no answer, though he
another; but it becomes all men to honour and admired his courage and magnanimity; but,
observe the customs of their own country. with his friends, he felicitated himself upon
With you, the thing most admired is said to be this, as the most fortunate event imaginable.
liberty and equality. We have many excellent We are also told, that he prayed to Jlrimanir
laws ; and we regard it as one of the most in- u«,t that his enemies might ever be so infatuat-
dispensable, to honour the king, and to adore ed as to drive from amongst them their ablest
him as the image of that deity who preserves men; that he offered sacrifice to the gods; and
and supports the universe. If, therefore, you immediately after made a great entertainment;
are willing to conform to our customs, and to nay, that he was so affected with joy, that
prostrate j'ourself before the king, you may be when he retired to rest, in the midst of his
permitted to see him and speak to him. But if sleep, he called out three times, I have The-
you cannot bring yourself to this, you must mistocles the -Athenian.
acquaint Juni with your business by a third As soon as it was day, he called together his
person. It would be an infringement of the friends, and ordered Themistocles to be brought
custom of his country, for the king to admit before him. The exile expected no favour,
any one to audience that does not worship when he found that the guards, at the first
him." To this Themistocles replied, " My hearing of his name, treated him with rancour,
business, Artabanus, is to add to the king's and loaded him with reproaches. Nay, when
Honour and power; therefore I will comply with the king had taken his seat, and a respectful
your customs, since the god that has exalted the silence ensued, Roxanes, one of his officers,
Persians will have it so; and by my means the as Themistocles passed him, whispered him
number of the king's worshippers will be in- with a sigh,-/iA.' thou subtle serpent of Greece,
creased. So let this be no hindrance to my the king's good genius has brought thee hith-
communicating to the king what I have to say." er. However, when he had prostrated him-
" But who," said Artabanus, " shall we say you self twice in the presence, the king saluted
are' for by your discourse you appear to be no him, and spoke to him graciously, telling him,
ordinary person." Themistoclcu answered, " He owed him two hundred talents; for, as he

had delivered himself up, it was but just that
* Thrmistocles, therefore, arrived at the Persian he should receive the reward offered to any one

court in tht first year of the 79th Olympiad, 462 years
before the birth of Chris'.; for that was the first year * How extremely abject and contemptible is this pe
of Arlaxerits's reign. tition, wherein the suppliant founds every argument

f Son of that Arlahanus, captain of the guards, who in his favour upon his i-»ces.
ilew Xcrifs, and persuaded Artaieries to cut off his I The god of darkness, the supposed author of plague*
tl*kr hrothf r Darius. and calamities, was called Mftman or ^Irimanaa-
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uiit should bring him. He promised him much certain Pisidians to kil' him, when he should
more, assured him of his protection, and order-lodge in a city called Leontocephal us, or Lion'l
ed him to declare freely whatever he had to Head, now determined to put it in execution.
propose concerning Greece. Themistocles re- But, as he lay sleeping one day at noon, the
plied, "That a man's discourse was like a mother of the gods is said to have appeared to
piete of tapestry* which, when spread open, him in a dream, and thus to have addressed
displays its figures; but when it is folded up, him: "Beware, ThemistocleB, of the Lion's
they are hidden and lost; therefore he begged Head, lest the Lion crush you. For this warn-
time." The king, delighted with the compar- ing I require of you Mnesiptolema for my "Br-
ison, bade him take what time he pleased; and yant." Themistocles awoke in great disorder,
be desired a year: in which space he learned and when he had devoutly returned thanks to
the Persian language, so as to be able to con- the goddess, left the high road, and took an-
Terse with the king without an interpreter. other way, to avoid the place of danger. At

Such as did not belong to the court, believed night he took up his lodging beyond it; but as
that be entertained their prince on the subject one of the horses that had carried his tent had
of the Grecian affairs; but as there were thea fallen into a river, and his servants were busied
many changes in the ministry, he incurred the in spreading the wet hangings to dry, the Pusi
envy of the nobility, who suspected that he dians, who were advancing with their swords
had presumed to speak too freely of them to drawn, saw these hangings indistinctly by
the king. The honours that were paid him moonlight, and taking them for the tent of
were far superior to those that other strangers Themistocles, expected to find him reposing
had experienced; the king took him with him himself within. They approached, therefore,
a hunting, conversed familiarly with him in hig and lifted up the hangings; but the servants
palace, and introduced him to the queen that had the care of them, fell upon them, and
mother, who honoured him with her confidence. took them. The danger thus avoided, Themis-
He likewise gave orders for his being instruct- tocles admiring the goodness of the goddess
ed in the learning of the Jllagi. that appeared to him, built a temple in Mag

Demaratus, the Lacedemonian, who was nesia, which he dedicated to Cybele Dindy-
then at court, being ordered to ask a favour, mene and appointed bis daughter Mnesipto-
desired tbat be might be carried through Sar- lema priestess of it.
dis in royal state,f with a diadem upon his When he was come to Sardis, he divertea
head. But Mithropaustes, the king'a cousin- himself with looking upon the ornaments of
gennan, took him by the hand, and said, De- the temples; and among the great number of
maratus, this diadem does not carry brains offerings, he found in the temple of Cybele, a
along with it to cover; nor would you be Ju- female figure of brass two cubits high, called
piter, though you should take hold of his Hydrophorus or the water bearer, which he
thunder. The king was highly displeased at himself, when surveyor of the aqueducts at
Demaratus for making this request, and seem- Athens, had caused to be made and dedicated
ed determined never to forgive him; yet, at out of the fines of such as had stolen the water,
the desire of Themistocles, he was persuaded or^diverted the stream. Whether it was that
to be reconciled to him. And in the following he was moved at seeing this statue in a strange
reigns, when the affairs of Persia and Greece country, or that he was desirous to shew the
were more closely connected, as oft as the Athenians how much he was honoured,* and
kings requested a favour of any Grecian cap- what power he had ail over the king's domin-
tain, they are said to have promised him, in ions, he addressed himself to the governor of
express terms; That he should be a greater Lydia, and begged leave to send back the
man at their court than Themistocles had statue to Athens. The barbarian immediately
been. Nay, we are told, that Themistocles took fire, and said he would certainly acquaint
himself, in the midst of his greatness, and the the king what sort of a request he had made
extraordinary respect that was paid him, seeing
his table most elegantly spread, turned to his yards of the east; and Myus or Myon abounded in
children, and said, Children, tee should have protuions, particularly in fish. It was usual with the
been undone, had it not been for our undoing. eastern mouarchs, msUad of pensions to their lavoor-
Most authors agree, that he had three cities ites, to assign them cities and provinces. Even such
given him, for bread, wine, and meat, Mag- provinces as the kings retained the revenue of, were
nesia, Lampsacus, and Myus.J Neanthes of under particular a&sigamenU; one province furnishing

so much for wine, another for victuals, a third the
Cyzicus, and Phanias, add two more, Percote privy purse, and a fourth for the wardrobe. One of
ind Palsscepsis, for his chamber and his ward- Ihc queens had all Egypi for her clothing; and Plato
robe. tells us (1 Alcibiad.) that many of the provinces were

Some business relative to Greece having appropriated for the queen's wardrobe; one for hei
brought him to the sea-coast, a Persian, named girdle, another for her head dresj, and so of the resland each province bore the name of that part of IhJ
Epixyes, governor of Upper Phrygia, who had dress it was to furnish.
a design upon his life, and had long prepared * It i» not improbable that this proceeded from *

principle of vanity. The love of admiration waj Ue
* In this he artfully conformed lo the figurative ruling passion of Themistocles, and discovers itself

Banner of speaking in use among the eastern nations. uniformly through his whole conduct. There might,
f This was the highest mark of honour which the howeTer.be another reasun which Plutarch has not

Persian kings could give. Ahasucrus, the sanae wiLh mentioned. Thtmistocks was an eiccllent manager
Xcries. the father ofthis Artaicru >, had Dot long be- in political religion.-He had lately bcea emintiTll*
fore ordained that Mordecai should be honoured in distinguished by the favour of Cybele. He finds an
that manner. Athenian statue in her temple.-T'he goddess consent*

JThe country about Magnesia was 10 fertile, that that he should send it to Athens: and the Athenians.
it brought Themistocles a revenue of fifty latent*. out of respect to the goddess, must of course ceue u
Lunp&acus had in its neighbourhood the noblest vine- persecute ner favourite Themi»locle»,
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him. Themistocles, alarmed at this menace, horseman, but a man of no merit in other re-
applied to the governor's women, and, by spects. Neocles, his eldest son, died when a
money, prevailed upon them to pacify him. child, by the bite of a horse; and Diocles was
After this, he behaved with more prudence, adopted by his grandfather Lysander. He had
sensible how much he had to fear from the several daughters, namely, Mnesiptolema,
envy of the Persians. Hence, he did not travel by a second wife, who was married to Arcbep-
about Asia, as Theopompus says, but took up tolis, her hah" brother; Italia, whose husband
hjs abode at Magnesia; where loaded with was Panthide» of Chios; Sibaris, married to
valuable presents, and equally honoured with Nicomedes the Athenian; and Nichomache, at
the Persian nobles, he long lived in great se- Magnesia, to Phrasicles, the nephew of Tlie
curity; for the king, who was engaged in the mistocles, who, after her father's death, toon a
affairs of the upper provinces, gave but little voyage for that purpose, received her at the
attention to the concerns of Greece. hands of her brothers, and brought up her sis-

But when Egypt revolted, and was supported ter Asia, the youngest of the children.
in that revolt by the Athenians, when the Gre- The Magnesians erected a very handsome
cian fleet sailed as far as Cyprus and Celicia, monument to him, which still remains in the
and Cimon rode triumphant master of the seas, market-place No credit is to be given to An-
then the king of Persia applied himself to op- decides, who writes to his friends, that the
pose the Greeks, and to prevent the growth of Athenians stole his ashes out of the tomb, and
their power. He put his forces in motion, sent scattered them in the air; for it is an artifice
out his generals, and dispatched messengers to of his to exasperate the nobility against the
Themistocles at Magnesia, to command him to people. Phylarchus, too, more like a writer
perform his promises, and exert himself against of tragedy than an historian, availing himself
Greece. Did he not obey the summons then? of what may be called a piece of machinery,
-No-neither resentment against the Athe- introduces Neocles and Demopolis as the sons
nians, nor the honours and authority in which of Themistocles, to make his story the more
he now flourished, could prevail upon turn to interesting and pathetic. But a very moderate
take the direction of the expedition. Possibly degree of sagacity may discover it to be a fic-
he might doubt the event of the war, as Greece tion. Yet Dioflorus the geographer writes in
had then several great generals: and Cimon in his Treatise of Sepulchres, but rather by con-
particular was distinguished with extraordinary jecture than certain knowledge, that, near the
success. Above all, regard for his own achieve-harbour of Piraus, from the promontory of
ments, and the trophies he had gained, whose Alcimns,* the land makes an elbow, and when
glory he was unwilling to tarnish, determined you have doubled it inwards, by the stil'
him (as the best method he could take) to put water there is a vast foundation, upon which
such an end to his life as became his dignity.* stands the tomb of Themistocles,! in the form
Havine, therefore, sacrificed to the gods, as- of an altar. With him Plato, the comic writer
sembled his friends, and taken his last leave, is supposed to agree in the following lines'
he drank bulls' blood,t as is generally report- Oft as the merchant speeds the passing sai],
ed; or, as some relate it, he took a quick poi- Thy tomb, Themistocles, he stops to nail:
son, and ended his days at Magnesia, having When hostile ships in martial combat meet,
Lved sixty-five years, most of which he had Thy shade attending hovers o'er the fleet.
spent in civil or military employments. When Various honours and privileges were granted
the king was acquainted with the cause and by the Magnesians to the descendants of The-
manner of his death, he admired him more mistocles, which continued down to our times;
than ever, and continued his favour and bounty for they were enjoyed by one of his name, an
to his friends and relations.} Athenian, with whom I had a particular ac-

Themistocles had by Archippe, the daughter quaintance and friendship in the house of Am-
of Lysander of Alopece, five sons, Neocles, monius the philosopher.
Diocles, Archeptolis, Polyeuctes, and Cleo-
phantus. The three last survived him. Plato " Meurjius rightly corrects it Mmta. We find no
takes notice of Cleophantus as an excellent place in Attica called Jllcimus, but a borough named

AJimus there was, on the east of the Piraus.

* Thucydides, who was contemporary with The- f Thucydides says, that the boues of Themistocles,
mistocles, only tays, He died of a distemper; but some by his own command, were privately carried back into
report that he poisoned himself, seeing tt impossible Attica, and buried there. But Pausanias agrees with
to accomplish what he liad promised the kin*, fhucyd. Theodorus, that the Athenians, repenting of their ill
dc Bell. Pelopon. 1. i. usage of this great man, honoured him with a tomb int Whilst they were sacrificing the bull, he caused the Piraus.
the blood to be received in a cup, and drank it whibt It does not appear, indeed, that Themistocles, when
it was warm, which (according to Pliny) is mortal, banished, had any design either to revenge himself on
because it coagulates or thickens in an instact. Athens, or to take refuge in the court of the king of

jgk f There is, m our opinion, more true heroism in the Persia. The Greeks themselves forced him upon this,"eath of Thcmisloclcs than m the death of Cato. Itis or rather the Lacedaemonian?; for, as by their intrigues
something enthusiastically great, when a man deter-his countrymen were induced to banish him, so, by their
mines not to survive his liberty; but it is something importunities after he was banished, te was not sufler-
itill greater, nhen he refuses to survive his honour. ed to enjoy any refuge in quiet.
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AMONG the many remarkable things related of was appointed ceiijor, an office at that time of
Furiu» Camillas, the most extraordinary seems great dignity.* There is upon record a very
to be this, that though he was often in the laudable act of his, that took place during his
highest commands, and performed the greatest office. As the wars had made many widows,
actions, though he was five times chosen dic- he obliged guch of the men as lived single,
tator, though he triumphed four times, and was partly by persuasion, and partly by threatening
styled the second founder of Rome, yet be them with fines, to marry those widows. An-
was never once consul. Perhaps we may dis- other act of his, which indeed was absolutely
cover the reason in the state of the common- necessary, was, the causing the orphans, who
wealth at that time: the people then at variance before were exempt from taxes, to contribute to
with the senate,* refused to elect consuls, and, the supplies; for these were very large, by rea-
instead of them put the government into the son of the continual wars. What was then
bands of military tribunes. Though these most urgent was the siege of Veii, whose in-
acted, indeed, with consular power and author- habitants some call Venetani. This city was
ity, yet their administration was less grievous the barrier of Tuscany, and, in the quantity of
to the people, because they were more in num-her arms and number of her military, not in-
ber. To have the direction of affairs entrusted ferior to Rome. Proud of her wealth, her
to six persona instead of two, was some ease elegance, and luxury, she had maintained with
and satisfaction to a people that could not bear the Romans many long and gallant disputes for
to be dictated to by the nobility. Camillus, then glory and for power. But humbled by many
distinguished by his achievements and at the signal defeats, the Veientes had then bid adieu
height of glory, did not choose to be consul to that ambition; they satisfied themselves
against the inclinations of the people, though with building strong and high walls, and filling
the comitia, or assemblies in which they might the city -with provisions, arms, and all kinds of
have elected consuls, were several times held warlike stores; and so they waited for the ene-
in that period. In all his other commissions, my without fear. The siege was long, but ao
which were many and various, he so conducted less laborious and troublesome to the besiegers
himself, that if he was entrusted with the sole than to them. For the Romans had long been
power, he shared it with others, and if he had accustomed to summer campaigns only, and to
a colleague, the glory was his own. The au- winter at home; and then for the first time
thority seemed to be shared by reason of his their officers ordered them to construct forte,
great modesty in command, which gave no oc- to raise strong works about their camp, and to
casion to envy; and the glory was secured to pass the winter as well as summer in the ene-
him by his genius and capacity, in which he my's country.
was universally allowed to have no equal. The seventh year of the war was now al-

The Family of the Furiit was not very il- most passed, when the generals began to be
lustrious before his time; he was the first that blamed; and as it was thought they shewed not
raised it to distinction, when he served under sufficient vigour in the siege,f they were
Posthumius Tibertius, in the great battle with superseded, and others put in their room;
the Equi and Volsci. In that action, spurring
his horse before the ranks, he received a wound yet that was an office which the Romans never con-
in the thigh, when, instead of retiring, he ferred upon a young person ; and, in (act, Camilla!
plucked the javelin out of the wound, engaged was not censor till the year of Rome 353.
with the bravest of the enemy, and put them » The authority of the censors, in the time of the
to flight.f For this, among other honours, he republic was very extensive. They had a power to

expel senators the house, to degrade the knighU,
and to disable the commons from giving their votes in

« The old quarrel about the distribution of lands the assemblies of the people. But the emperors took
was revised, the people insisting that every citizen the office upon themselves; and as many of them abused
should have an equal share. The senate met frequeBtly it, it lost its honour, and sometimes the very title
to disconcert the proposal; at last Appius Claudius was laid aside. As to what Plutarch say", that Camil-

lus, when censor, obliged many of the bachelors to
marry the widows of those who had fallen in the WATS,
that was in pursuance of one of the Dowers of his of

iu eiccuuon. A ne commons, inus aisappomrea, chose nee. Calibi.* esse prohilenlo.
military tribunes, instead of consuls, and sometimes
had them all plebeians. Lit'. 1. ir. c. 48. f Of the six military tribunes of that vear, only two,

L. Virginius and Manius Sergius, earned on the siege
f Furivx -was the family name. Camillus (as has of Veii. Sergius commanded the attack, and Virgin-

been already observed) was an appellation of children ius covered the siege. While the army was thus di-
of quality who adminUtered in the temple of some god. vided, the Falisci »nd Capenates fell upon Sergius,
Our Camillus was the first who retained it as a sur- and, at the same time, the besieged sallying out, at-
name. tacked him on the other side. Tne Romans under hit

command, thinking they had all the forces of Heir um
} This was in the year of Rome 324, when Camillus to dial -with, began to lose courage and retire. Vir-

might be about fourteen or SAeen years of age (for in
the year of Rome 389 he was near four score), though ginius could have saved his colleague's troops, but aj
the Roman youth did not use to bear arms sooner than Scrgius y,a» too proud to send to him for succour, he
Kven'een. And though Plutarch says that his gallant resolved not to give him any. The enemy, therefore,

made a dreadful slaughter of the Romans in theirbehaviour at that time procured him the censorship, lines. Lit. lib. v. c. 8.
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among whom was Camillas, then appointed taken, till the waters of the Alban lake, which
tribune the second time.* He was not, how- had now forsaken their bed, and found new
ever, at present concerned in the siege, for it passages, were turned back, or so diverted, al
fell to his lot to head the expedition against to prevent their mixing with the sea."*
the Fahsci and Capenates, who, while the The senate, informed of this prediction, and
Romans were otherwise employed, committed deliberating upon it, were of opinion, it would
great depredations in their country, and har- be best to send to Delphi to consult the oracle.
assed them during the whole Tuscan war. They chose for this purpose three persons of
But Camillas, falling upon them, killed great honour and distinction, Lucinius Cossus, Va-
numbers, and shut up the rest within their lerius Potitus, and Fabius Ambustus; who,
walls. having had a prosperous voyage, and consulted

During the heat of the war, a phenomenon Apollo, returned with this among other an-
appeared in the Alban lake, which might be swers, "That they had neglected some cere-
reckoned amongst the strangest prodigies; and, monies in the Latin feastB."t As to the water
as no common or natural cause could be as- of the Alban lake, they were ordered, if possi-
signed for it, it occasioned great consternation. ble, to shut it up in its ancient bed: or, if that
The summer was now declining, and the could not be effected, to dig canals and trench-
season by no means rainy, nor remarkable for es for it, till it lost itself on the land. Agreea-
south winds. Of the many springs, brooks, bly to this direction, the priests were employed
and lakes, which Italy abounds with, some in offering sacrifices, and the people in labour,
were dritd up, and others but feebly resisted to turn the course of the water.f
the drought; the rivers always low in the sum- In the tenth year of the siege, the senate re-
mer, then ran with a very slender stream. But moved the other magistrates, and appointed
the Alban lake, which has its source within it- Camillus dictator, who made choice of Corne-
self, and discharges no part of its water, being lius Scipio for his general of horse. In the first
quite surrounded with mountains, without any place he made vows to the gods, if they fa
cause, unless it was a supernatural one, began voured him with putting a glorious period to
to rise and swell in a most remarkable manner, the war, to celebrate the great circensian
increasing till it reached the sides, and at last, games to their honour,§ and to consecrate the
the very tops of the hills, all which happened temple of the goddess, whom the Romans call
without any agitation of its waters. For the mother J\latuta. By her sacred rites we
awhile it was the wonder of the shepherds and may suppose this last to be the goddess Leu-
herdsmen: but when the earth, which like a cothea. For they take a female slave into th«
mole, kept it from overflowing the country be- inner part of the t.emple,|| where they beat her,
low, was broken down with the quantity and and then drive her out; they carry their bro-
weight of water, then descending like a tor- ther's children in their arms instead of their
rent through the ploughed fields and other cul- own;1T and they represent in the ceremonies
tivated grounds to the sea, it not only aston- of the sacrifice all that happened to the nurse*
ished the Romans, but was thought by all Italy of Bacchus, and what Ino suffered for having
to portend some extraordinary event. It was saved the son of Juno's rival.
the great subject of conversation in the camp After these vows, Camillus penetrated into
before Veii, so that it came at last to be known the country of the Falisci, and in a great battle
to the besieged. overthrew them and their auxiliaries the Cape-

As in the course of long sieges there is usual- nates. Then he turned to the siege of Veii;
ly some conversation with the enemy, it hap- and perceiving it would be both difficult and
pened that a Roman soldier formed an acquaint-dangerous to endeavour to take it by assault,
ance with one of the townsmen, a man versed he ordered mines to be dug, the soil about th6
in ancient traditions, and supposed to be more city being easy to work, and admitting of depth
than ordinarily skilled in divination. The Ro- enough for the works to be earned on unseen
man perceiving that he expressed great satis- by the enemy. As this succeeded to his wish,
faction at the story of the lake, and thereupon he made an assault without, to call the enemy
laughed at the siege, told him, "This was not to the walls; and, in the meantime, others of
the only wonder the times had produced, but his soldiers made their way through the mines,
other prodigies still stranger than this had hap- and secretly penetrated to Juno's temple in the
pened to the Romans; which he should be glad citadel. This was the most considerable tem-
to communicate to him, if by that means he ple in the city; and we are told, that at that
could provide for his own safety in the midst
of the public ruin." The man readily heark- " The prophecy, according to Liry, (1. T. c. 15.)
ening to the proposal, came out to him, expect-was this, VeilshaM nrver ke token tM all tAe voter ">
ing to hear some secret, and the Roman con- run out of the lake of.lllia.

\ These feasts were instituted by Tarquin the Proud.
tinued the discourse, drawing him forward by Tne Romans presided in them ', but all Vhe people of
degrees, till they were at some distance from Latium were to attend them, and to partake of a bull
the gates. Then he snatched him up in his then sacrificed to Jupiter Latialia.
arms and by his superior strength held him, | This wonderful work subsists to this day, and the
till with the assistance of several soldiers from waters of the lake Albano run through it.§ These were a kind of tournament in the grefct
the camp he was secured and carried before n'rrut.
the generals. The man reduced to this neces- || Leucothoe or Ino was jealous of one of her female
sity, and knowing that destiny cannot be avoid slaves, who was the favourite of her husband Athamas.
ed, declared the secret or.iclea concerning his IT IDO was a Tery unhappy mother; for she had seen
own country, "That the city could never be her son Lcarchur slain by her husband, whereupoB

she threw herself into the sea with her oilier SOD Me-
licertes. But she was a more fortunate aunt, having

" The year of Rome 337. preserved Bacchus the ion of her sister Seme]*
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instant ihe Tuscan general happened to be sa-side, which could never have risen from «uch
crificing; when the soothsayer, upon inspection small and contemptible beginnings to thn t height
of the entrails, cried out, "The gods promise of glory and empire, without the constant as-
victory to him that shall finish this sacrifice;"* sistance of some god, who favoured them wilb
the Romans who were under ground, hearing many considerable tokens of his presence.
what he said, immediately removed the pave-Several miracles of a similar nature are also
ment, and came out with loud shouts and alleged; as, that images have often sweated;
clashing their arms, which struck the enemy that they have been heard to groan; and that
with such terror, that they fled, and left the sometimes they have turned from their votaries,
entrails, which were carried to Camillus. But and shut their eyes. Many such accounts we
perhaps this has more of the air of fable than have from our ancients; and not a few persona
of history. of our own times have given us wonderful rela-

The city thus taken by the Romans, sword tions, not unworthy of notice. But to give en-
in hand, while they were busy in plundering it tire credit to them, or altogether to disbelieve
and carry inn off its immense riches, Camillus them, is equally dangerous, on account of hu-
beholding l'roo» vhc citadel what was done, at man weakness. We keep not always within
first burst nuo tears, and when those about the hounds of reason, nor are masters of our
him began to magnify his happiness, he lifted minds. Sometimes we fall into vain super-
np his hands towards heaven, and uttered this stition, and sometimes into an impious neglect
prayer, "Great Jupiter, and yc gods that have of all religion. It U best to be cautious, and
the inspection of our good and evil actions, ye to avoid extremes."
know that the Romans not without jast cause, Whether it was that Camillas was elated
but in their own defence, and constrained by with his great exploit in taking a city that wai
necessity, have made war against this city, and the rival of Rome, after it had been besieged
their enemies its unjust inhabitants. If we must ten years, or that he was misled by his flatterers,
have some misfortune in lieu of this success, I he took upon him too much state for a magis-
entreat that it may fall, not upon Rome or the trate subject to the laws and usages of hi»
Roman army, but upon myself: yet lay not, ye country; for his triumph was conducted with
gods, a heavy hand upon me!"t Having pro- excessive pomp, and he rode through Rome in
nounced these words, he turned to the right, as a chariot drawn by four white horses, which no
the manner of the Romans is after prayer and general ever did before or after him. Indeed,
supplication, but fell in turning. His friends this sort of carriage is esteemed sacred, and is
that were by, expressed great uneasiness at appropriated to the king and father of the gods.f
the accident, but he soon recovered himself The citizens, therefore, considered this unusual
from the fall, and told them, " It was only a appearance of grandeur as an inealt upon them.
"mall inconvenience after great success, agree- Besides, they were offended at his opposing the
able to his prayer."t law by which the city was to be divided. For

After the city was pillaged, he determined. their tribunes had proposed that the senate and
pursuant to his vow, to remove this statue of people should be divided into two equal parts;
Juno to Rome. The workmen were assembled one part to remain at Rome, and the other, aa
for the purpose, and he offered sacrifice to the the lot happened to fall, to remove to the con-
goddess, "Beseeching her to accept of their quered city, by which means they would not
homage, and graciously to take up her abode only have more room, but by being in posses-
among the gods of Rome." To which, it is sion of two considerable cities, be better able
said, the statue softly answered, "She was to defend their territories, and to watch over
willing and ready to do it." But Livy says, their prosperity. The people, who were very
Camillus, in offering up his petition, touched numerous, and enriched by the late plunder,
the image of the goddess, and entreated her to constantly assembled in the forum, and ina tu-
go with them, and that some of the slanders by multuous manner demanded to have it put to
answered, "She consented,and would willingly the vote. But the senate and other principal
follow them." Those that support and defend citizens considered this proposal of the tribunes,
the miracle, have the fortune of Rome on their not so much the dividing as the destroying of

Rome,); and in their uneasiness applied to Ca-
* Words tpoken by persons unconcerned in their miUus. Camillus was afraid to put it to the trin.1

ifliirj, and upon a quite different subject, were idter- and therefore invented demurs and pretences of
I :reted by the heathens a& g°°^ or bad om«ns, if they appencd to be any way applicable to their case And delay, to prevent the bills being offered to the
they took great pains to fulii) the omen, if they thought people; by which he incurred their displeasure.
it fortunate ; as well as to evade it, if it appeared un- But the greatest and most manifest cause of
lucky. their hatred was, his behaviour with respect to1 Livy; who h»» given us Ibis prayer, has not quali-
fied it with that modification so unworthy of Camillus, the tenths of the spoils: and if the resentment
l»,- Iftaursv i>.«xi;«! x*xw .-|>.ewTi.<rsc», Tnay it &* tvith of the people was not in this case altogether
ax little detriment at possible to myself. On the con- just, yet it had some show of reason. It seemi
trary, he says, ut earn invidiam lenire fuo private in- he made a vow, as he marched to Veil, that if
commoiio, oumn minimoj/uili'co pojmti Romani lictrit.
Camillus prayed, that, if this success must have an * Tbe fr«' Mr- Addisou KCOU to hare had thi«
equivalent in some ensu ng nuj/br/un/, that misfor- passage of Pluf»rch in his eye, when h>- delivered hi*
tune mieiht fall upOti himself, and the Jtoman people opinion concerning the doctrine of witches.
escape mtli as little detriment as possible. This was t He likewise coloured his (ace with vermilion, th»
great and heroic. Plutarch having but an imperfect colour with which the statues of the gods were com-
knowledge of the Roman language, probably mistook monly painted.
the sense. } They feared Ihdt (wo such cities vroulJ, by degrees,

\ Livy tclU ua. it was conjectured from the event, become two different »UUs, -which, 3ft, r ., dVslructiT*-
that this fall of CamilJus was a presage of his condem-war with each other, wouid at lergtl, fall a pnj te
nation and banishment their common enemies.
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he took the city, he would Consecrate the tenths intervening, put the management of the dec
to Apollo. But when thi; city was taken, and tions in the hands of the patricians; and they
came to be pillaged, he was either unwilling to nominated Camillus a military tribune,* to-
interrupt his men, or in the hurry had forgot gether with five others, as affairs then required
his vow, and so gave up the whole plunder to a general of considerable dignity, reputation,
them. Aflerhe had resigned his dictatorship, and experience. When the people had cor
he laid the case before the senate: and the finned this nomination, Camillus marched hig
soothsayers declared, that the sacrifices an- forces into the country of the Falisci, and laid
nounced the anger of the gods, which ought to siege to Falerii, a city well fortified, and pro
be appeased by offerings expressive of their vided in all respects for the war. He was sen-
gratitude for the favours they had received. sible it was like to be no easy affair, nor soon
The senate then made a decree, that the plun- to be despatched, and this was one reason for
der should remain with the soldiers, (for they his engaging in it; for he was desirous to keep
knew not how to manage it otherwise;) but the citizens employed abroad, that they might
that each should produce, upon oath, the tenth not have leisure to sit down at home and raise
of the value of what he had got. This was a tumults and seditions. This was, indeed, a
great hardship upon the soldiers; and those remedy which the Romans always had recourse
poor fellows could not without force be brought to, like good physicians, to expel dangerous
to refund so large a portion of the fruit of their humours from the body politic.
labours, and to make good not only what they The Falerians, trusting to the fortifications
had hardly earned, but now actually spent. with which they were surrounded, made so
Camillus, distressed with their complaints, for little account of the siege, that the inhabitants,
want of a better excuse, made use of a very except those who guarded the walks, walked
absurd apology, by acknowledging he had for- the streets in their common habits. The boys
gotten his vow. This they greatly resented, too went to school, and the master took them
that, having then vowed the tenths of the ene- out to walk and exercise about the walls. For
my's goods, he should now exact the tenths of the Falerians, like the Greeks, chose to have
the citizens. However, they all produced their their children bred at one public school, that
proportion, and it was resolved, that a vase of they might betimes be accustomed to the same
massy gold should be made and sent to Delphi. discipline, and form themselves to friendship
But as there was a scarcity of gold in the city, and society.
while the magistrates were considering how to This schoolmaster, then, designing to betray
procure it, the Roman matrons met, and hav- the Falerians by means of their children, took
ing consulted among themselves, gave up their them every day out of the city to exercise,
golden ornaments, which weighed eight talents, keeping pretty close to the walls at first, and
as an offering to the god. And the senate, in when their exercise was over, led them in
honour of their piety, decreed that they should again. By degrees he took them out farther,
have funeral orations as well as the men, which accustoming them to divert themselves freely,
had not been the custom before.* They then as if they had nothing to fear. At last, hav-
sent three of the chief nobility ambassadors, in ing got them all together, he brought them to
a large ship well manned, and fitted out in a the Roman advanced guard, and delivered
manner becoming so solemn an occasion. them up to be carried to Camillus. When he

In this voyage, they were equally endangered came into his presence, he said, "He was the
by a storm and a calm, but escaped beyond all schoolmaster of Falerii, but preferring his fa-
expectation, when on the brink of destruction. vour to the obligations of duty, he came to de-
For the wind slackening near the -Eolean liver up those children to him, and in them the
islands, the galleys of the Lipareans gave them whole city." This action appeared very
chace as pirates. Upon their stretching out shocking to Camillus. and he said to those that
their hands for mercy, the Lipareans used no were by, " War (at best) is a savage thing,
violence to their persons, but towed the ship and wades through a sea of violence and in-
into harbour, and there exposed both them and justice; yet even war itself has its laws, which
their goods to sale, having first adjudged them men of honour will not depart from; nor do
to be lawful prize. With much difficulty, they so pursue victory, as to avail themselves
however, they were prevailed upon to release of acts of villainy and baseness. For a great
them, out of regard to the merit and authority general should only rely on bis own virtue, and
of Timesitheus, the chief magistrate of the not upon the treachery of others." Then he
place; who, moreover, conveyed them with his ordered the lictors to tear off the wretch'*
own vessels, and assisted in dedicating the clothes, to tie his hands behind him, and fur-
gift. For this, suitable honours were paid him nish the boys with rods and scourges, to punish
"t Rome. the traitor, and whip him into the city. By

And now the tribunes qf the people attempt- this time the Falerians had discovered the
ed to bring the law for removing part of the schoolmaster's treason; the city, as might be
citizens to Veii once more upon the carpet; expected, was full of lamentations for so great
but the war with the Falisci very seasonably a loss, and the principal inhabitants, both men

and women, crowded about the walls and the
" The matrons had the Talue of the cold paid them : gate like persons distracted. In the midst of

and it was not on this occasion, but afterwards, when this disorder they espied the boys whipping on
they contributed their golden ornamenta to make up their master, naked and bound, and calling
the sum demanded by the Gauls, that funeral orations Camillus their god, their deliverer, their father
Tftic £tant<rd them. The privilege they were now
favoured with, was leave to ride in rhariob al the 

Not only the parents of those children, bul

public games and sacrifices, and in optt carriages, of a " The year of Rome 361. Camillus was then mill
KM honourable sort, on other occaiioaa, in the streets. tary tribune the third time.
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aU the citizens in general were struck with ad-about, stretched out his hands towards th«
miration at the spectacle, and conceived such Capitol, and prayed to the1 gods, " That if be
an affection for the justice of Camillus, that was driven out without any fault of his own,
they immediately assembled in council, and and merely by the violence or envy of the peo-
"ent dnouties to surrender to him both them-ple, the Romans might quickly repent it, and
selves und their city. express to all the world their want of CarnUlu*,

Camillus sent them to Rome : and when and their regret for his absence."
they were introduced to the senate, they said, When he had thus, like Achilles, uttered his
"The Romans, in preferring justice to con- imprecations against his countrymen, he de
quest, have taught us to be satisfied with sub-parted; and leaving his cause undefended, he
mission instead of liberty. At the same time, was condemned to pay a fine of fifteen thou-
we declare we do not think ourselves so much sand oses: which, reduced to Grecian money,
beneath you in strength as inferior in virtue." is one thousand five hundred drochmse: for
The senate referred the disquisition and settling the as is a small coin that is the tenth part of
of the articles of peace to Camillus; who con- a piece of silver, which for that reason is called
tented himself with taking a sum of money of denarius, and answers to our drachma. There
the Falerians, and having entered into alliance is not a man in Rome who does not believe
with the whole nation of the Falisci, returned that these imprecations of Camillus had their
to Rome. effect; though the punishment of his country*
. But the soldiers, who expected to have had men for their injustice, proved no ways agree-
the plundering of Falerii, when they came able to him, but on the contrary matter of
back empty-handed, accused Camillus to their jrief. Yet how great, how memorable wag
fellow-citizens as an enemy to the commons, that punishment! how remarkably did ven-
and one that maliciously opposed the interest jeance pursue the Romans! what danger,
of the poor. And when the tribunes again destruction, and disgrace, did those times bring
proposed the law for transplanting part of the upon the city! whether it was the work of for
citizens to Veii,* and summoned the people to tune, or whether it is the office of some deity,
give their votes, Camillus spoke very freely, or to see that virtue shall not be oppressed by the
rather with much asperity against it, appearing ungrateful with impunity.*
remarkably violent in his opposition to the The first token of the approaching calamities
people; who therefore lost their bill, but har- was the death of Julius the Censor .f For the
boured a strong resentment against Camillus. Romans have a particular veneration for the
Even the misfortune he had in his family, of censor, and look upon his office as sacred. A
losing one of bis sons, did not in the least second token happened a little before the exile
mitigate their rage; though, as a man of great of Camillus. Marcus Ceditius, a man of no
goodness and tenderness of heart, he was in- illustrious family indeed, nor of senatorial rank,
consolable for his loss, and shut himself up at but a person of great probity and virtue, in-
home, a close mourner with the women, at the formed the military tribunes of a matter which
same time that they were lodging an impeach- deserved great attention. As he was going
ment against him. the night before along what is called the New

His accuser was Lucius Apuleius, who Road, he said he was addressed in a loud
brought against him a charge of fraud with voice. Upon turning about he saw nobody,
respect to the Tuscan spoils ; and it was but heard these words in an accent more than
alleged that certain brass gates, a part of those human, " Go, Marcus Ceditius, and early in
epoils, were found with him. The people were the moaning acquaint the magistrates, that they
so much exasperated, that it was plain they must shortly expect the Gauls." But the tri-
would lay hold on any pretext to condemn bunes made a jest of the information, and soon
him. He, therefore, assembled his friends, after followed the disgrace of Camillus.
his colleagues, and fellow-soldiers, a great The Gauls are of Celtic origin,} and are
number in all, and begged of them not to said to have left their country, which was too
suffer him to be crushed by false and unjust small to maintain their vast numbers, to go in
accusations, and exposed to the scorn of his search of another. These emigrants consisted
enemies. When they had consulted together, of many thousands of young and able warriors,
and fully considered the affair, the answer they with a still greater number of women and
gave was, that they did not believe it in their children. Part of them took their route to-
power to prevent the sentence, but they would wards the northern ocean, crossed the Rhi-
willingly assist him to pay the fine that might phxan mountains, and settled in the extreme
oe laid upon him. He could not, however, parts of Europe; and part established them-
bear the thoughts of so great an indignity, and
giving way to his resentment, determined to " It waj the goddess Nemesis whom the heathens
quit the city as a voluntary exile. Having believed to have the office of punishing evil actions ia
taken leave of his wife and children, he went this world, particularly pride and ingratitude.
in silence from his house to the gate of the t The Greek teit aj it now stands, instead of tke>
city.f There he made a stand, and turning censor Julius, has the month of July; but that hai

b«en owing to the error of some ignorant transcriber.
* The patricians carried it against the bill, only by Upon the death of Caius Julius, the censor, Marcui

a majority of one tribe. And BOW they were >o well Cornelius was appointed to succeed him: but as the

S leased with the people, that the Tery next morning a censorship of the latter proved unfortunate, ever afteT,ecree was passed, assigning six acres of the lands of when a. censor happened to die in his office, they not
Veii, not only to every father of a family, but to every only forbore naming another in his place, but obliged
"ingle person of free condition. On the other hand. his colleague too to quit his dignity.
the people, delighted with this liberality, allowed the } The ancients called all the inhabitants of the w«»t
fleeting pf con<ul.i instead of military tribunes. and north, aj far ai Scylbia, by I he common, name 01

i This was four years after the taking of Falerii.
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"elvei for a long time between the Pyrenees putting a stop to their operations against tne
and the Alps, near the Senoncs, and Celto- town, came to a conference But when they
riaaa.* But happening to taste of wine, which were asked what injury they had received
was then for the first time brought out of Italy, from the Clusians, that they came against their
they so much admired the liquor, and were so city, Brennus, king of the Gauls, smiled and
enchanted with this new pleasure, that they sai(J, " The injury the Clusians do us, is their
snatched up their arms, and taking their pa- keeping to themselves a large tract of ground,
rents along with them, marched to the Alps,t when they can only cultivate a small one, and
to seek that country which produced such ex- refusing to give up a part of it to us who are
cellent fruit, and, in comparison of which, they strangers, numerous, and poor. In the same
considered all others as barren and ungenial. manner you Romans were injured formerly by

The man that first carried -wmo amongst the Albane, the Fidenates, and the Ardcates,
them, and excited them to invade Italy, is said and lately by the people of Veii and Capenx,
to have been Aruns, a Tuscan, a man of some and the greatest part of the Falisci and the
distinction, and not naturally disposed to mis- Volsci. Upon these you make war; if they re-
chief, but led to it by hie misfortunes. He was fuse to share with you their goods, you enslave
guardian to an orphan named Lucumo,t of the their persons, lay waste their country, and de-
greatest fortune of the country, and most cele- molish their cities. Nor are your proceedinga
brated for beauty. Aruns brought him up dishonourable or unjust; for you follow the
from a boy, and when grown up, he still most ancient of laws, which directs the weak to
continued at his house, upon a pretence of obey the strong, from the Creator even to the
enjoying his conversation. Meanwhile he had irrational part of the creation, that are taught
corrupted his guardian's wife, or she had cor- by nature to make use of .the advantage their
rupted him, and for a long time the criminal strength affords them against the feeble. Cease
commerce was carried on undiscovered. At then to express your compassion for the Clu
length their passion becoming so violent, that sians, lest you teach the Gauls in their turn to
they could neither restrain nor conceal it, the coromisserate those that have been oppressed
young man carried her olf, and attempted to by the Romans."
keep her openly. The husband endeavoured By this answer the Romans clearly perceived
to find his redress at law, but was disappointed that Brennus would come to no terms; and
by the superior interest and wealth of Lucumo. therefore they went into Clusium, where they
He therefore quitted his own country, and hav- encouraged and animated the inhabitants to a
ing heard of the enterprising spirit of the Gauls, sally against the barbarians, either to make trial
went to them, and conducted their armies into of the strength of the Clusians, or to shew their
Italy. own. The Clusians made the sally, and a sharp

In their first expedition they soon possessed conflict ensued near the walls, when Quuituj
themselves of that country which stretches out Ambustus, one of the Fabii, spurred his horse
from the Alps to both seas. That this of old against a Gaul of extraordinary size and figu'e,
belonged to the Tuscans, the names themselves who had advanced a good way before the ranks.
ate a proof: for the sea which lies to the At first he was not known, because the en-
north is called the Adriatic from a Tuscan city counter was hot, and his armour dazzled the
named Adria, and that on the other side to the eyes of the beholders; but when he had over-
south is called the Tuscan sea. All that coun- come and killed the Gaul, and came to despoil
try is well planted with trees, has excellent him of his arms, Brennus knew him, and call-
pastures, and is well watered with rivers. It ed the gods to witness, "That against all the
contained eighteen considerable cities, whose laws and usages of mankind which were es-
manufactures and trade procure them the gra- teemed the most sacred and inviolable, Ambus-
tifications of luxury. The Gauls expelled the tus came as an ambassador, but acted as an
Tuscans, and made themselves masters of enemy." He drew off his men directly, and
these cities; but this was done long before. bidding the Clusians farewell, led his army

The Gauls were now besieging Clusium, a towards Rome. But that he might not seem
city of Tuscany. The Clusians applied to the to rejoice that such an affront was offered, or to
Romans, entreating them to Bend ambassadors have wanted a pretext for hostilities, he. sent to
and letters to the barbarians. Accordingly demand the offender in order to punish him,
they sent three illustrious persons of the Fabian and in the mean time advanced but slowly.
family, who had borne the highest employments The herald being arrived, the senate was
in the state. The Gauls received them courte- assembled, and many spoke against the Fabii,
ously on account of the name of Rome, and particularly the priests called fecialcs, repre-

sented the action as an offence against religion,
* The country of the Senonea contained Sens, Aux- and adjured the senate to lay the whole guilt«rre, and Troycss as far up as Paris. Who the Ccltorii

were is not known : probably the word is corrupted. were is not known : probably the word 19 corrupted. and the expiation of it upon the person who
_ t Livy tells us, Italy was known to the Gauls two alone was to blame, and so to avert the wrath
hundred years before, though he docs not indeed men-of Heaven from the rest of the Romans. These
tion the tlory of Aruns. Then he goes on to inform ,/ecialeswere appointed by Numa, the mildest
us, that the migrations of the Gauls into Italy and
other countries, was occasioned by their numbers be- and justest of kings, conservators of peace,
ing too large for their old settlements; apd that the as well as judges to give sanction to the just
two brothers Beliovesus and Sigovesus casting lots to causes of war. The senate referred the mat-
determine which way they should steer their course, ter to the people, and the priests accused
Italy fell to Beliovcsus and Germany to Sigovesus. Fabius with the same ardour before them, but

t Lucnmo was not the name but the title of theyoung such was the disregard they expressed for theirman. He was Lord of a Lucumony. Hctruria was
divided into principalities called Lucumoma, persons, and such their contempt cf religion,
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that they constituted that very Fabius and his As to the point, whether there be any lucky
brethren military tribune.*.* or unlucky days,* and whether Heraclitus was

As soon as the Gauls were informed of this, right in blaming Hesiod for distinguishing them
they were greatly enraged, and would no long-into fortunate and unfortunate, as not knowing
er delay their inarch, but hastened forward that the nature of all days is the samo, we have
with the utmost celerity. Their prodigious considered it in another place. Bat on thie
numbers, their glittering arms, their fury and occasion perhaps it may not be amiss to men-
impetuosity, struck terror wherever they came; tion a few ezamplei. The Boeotians, on the
the people gave up their lands for lost, not fifth of the month which they call Hiprpodro-
doubting but the cities would soon follow: mius and the-Athenians Hecatomiiseon [July]
however, what was beyond all expectation, they gained two signal victories, both of which re-
injured no man's property: they neither pillaged stored liberty to Greece; the one at Leuctra;
the fields, nor insulted the cities ; and as they the other at Gcrsstua, above two hundred years
passed by, they cried out, " They were going before,! when they defeated Lattamyas and the
to Rome, they were at war with the Romans Thessalians. On the other hand, the Persians
only, and considered all others as their friends." were beaten by the Greeks on the sixth of

While the barbarians were going forward in Boedromion [September] at Marathon, on the
this impetuous manner, the tribunes led out third at Plataa, as also Mycale, and on the
their forces to battle, in number not inferior)- twenty-sixth at Arbeli. About the full moon
(for they consisted of forty thousand foot,) of the same month, the Athenians, under the
but the greatest part undisciplined, and such conduct of Chabrias, were victorious in the sea-
as had never handled a weapon before. Be- fight near Naxos, and on the twentieth they
sides, they paid no attention to religion, having gained the victory of Salamis, as we have
neither propitiated the gods by sacrifice, nor mentioned in the treatise concerning days.
consulted the soothsayers as was their duty in The month Thargelicm [May] was also re-
time of danger, and before an engagement. markably unfortunate to the barbarians: for in
Another thing which occasioned no small con- that month Alexander defeated the king of
fusion, was the number of persons joined in the Persia's generals near the Granicus; and the
command; whereas before, they had appointed Carthaginians were beaten by Timoleon in
for wars of less consideration a single leader, Sicily on the twenty-fourth of the same; a day
whom they call dictator, sensible of how great still more remarkable (according to Ephorus,
consequence it is to good order and success, at Callisthenes, Demaster, and Phylarchus) for
a dangerous crisis, to be actuated as it were the taking of Troy. On the contrary, the
with one soul, and to have the absolute com- month Metagitnion [August] which the Boeo-
mand invested in one person. Their ungrate-tians call Panemus, was very unlucky to the
ful treatment of Camillus, too, was not the Greeks ; for on the seventh they were beaten
least unhappy circumstance; as it now appear-by Antipater in the battle of Crannon and ut-
ed dangerous for the generals to use their au- terly ruined, and before that, they were defeat-
thority without some flattering indulgence to ed by Philip at Chsronea. And on that eame
the people. day, month, and year, the troops which under

In this condition they marched out of the Archidamus made a descent upon Italy, were cut
city, and encamped about eleven miles from it, to pieces by the barbarians. The Carthagini-
on the banks of the river Ailia, not far from its ans have set a mark upon the twenty-second of
confluence with the Tiber. There the barba- that month, as a day that has always brought
rians came upon them, and as the Romans upon them the greatest calamities. At the same
engaged in a disorderly manner, they were time I am not ignorant that about the time
shamefully beaten and put to flight. Their left of the celebration of the mysteries, Thebes
wing was soon pushed into the river, and there was demolished by Alexander; and after that,
destroyed. The right wing, -which quitted the on the same twentieth of Boedromion [Sep-
field to avoid the charge, and gained the hills, tember] a day sacred to the solemnities of
did not suffer so much; many of them escaping Bacchus, the Athenians were obliged to receive
to Rome. The rest that survived the carnage, a Macedonian garrison. On one and the same
when the enemy were satiated with blood, stole day, the Romans, under the command of Cspio,
by night to Veii, concluding that Rome was were stripped of their camp by the Cimbri, and
lost, and its inhabitants put to the sword. afterwards under Lucullus conquered Tigranes

This battle was fought when the moon was and the Armenians. King Attalus and Pom
at full, about the summer solstice, the very pcy the Great, both died on their birth days
game day that the slaughter of the Fabii hap-
pened long before,}: when three hundred of * The ancients deemed some days lucky and olhct
them were cut off by the Tuscans. The sec- unlucky, either from some occult power which the)
ond misfortune, however, so much effaced the supposed to be in numbers, or from the nature of thi
memory of the first, that the day is still called deities who presided over them, or else from observa

tion of fortunate or unfortunate events having oftel
the day o/Allia, from the river of that name. happened on particular days.

f The Thessalians under the command of LalUmyai
* The year of Rome 366; or (according to some were beaten bv the Brcotiantnot long before the batllj

Chronolfgers) 365. of Thermopyue, and little more than one hundred
years before the battle of Leuctra. There is also a»t They were inferior in number; for the Gauls were

twenty thousand; ami therefore the Romans, when error here in the name of the place, probably intto
they came to action, were obliged to eitend their w togs duccd by some blundering transcriber (for Plutarch
10 u to make their centre very thin, which wai one mutt have been well acquainted with the names of
reason of their being soon broken. places in Baotia.) Instead of Gerxstus, we should

read Ceressus; the former was a promontory in La
I The sixteenth c July. Ike Utier w«j a fort in Bosotia.
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And I could give account of many others who Troy, brought to that city and cauied to bt
on the same day at different periods have ex- worshipped; and that after the taking of Troy,
perienced both Rood and bad fortune. Be that .Eneas privately carried them off, and kept
as it may, the Romans marked the day of their them till he settled in Italy. But those that
defeat at Allia as unfortunate; and as supersti- pretend to know most about these matters, say,
tious fears generally increase upon a misfor- there are placed there two casks of a moderate
tune, they not only distinguished that as such, size, the one open and empty, the other full
but the two next that follow it in every month and sealed up, but neither of them to be seen
throughout the year. by any but those holy virgins. Others, again,

If, after so decisive a battle, the Gauls had think this is all a mistake, which arose from
Immediately pursued the fugitives, there would their putting most of their sacred utensils in
have been nothing to hinder the entire destruc- two casks, and hiding them under ground in
tion of Rome and all that remained in it; with the temple of Quirinus, and that the place, from
such terror was the city struck at the return of those casks, ie still called Doliolo.
those that escaped from the battle, and so fill- They took, however, with them, the choicest
ed with confusion and distraction ! But the and most sacred things they had, and fled with
Gauls, not imagining the victory to be so great them along the side of the river; where Lucius
as it was, in the excess of their joy indulged Albinus, a plebian, among others that were
themselves in good cheer, and shared the plun- making their escape, was carrying his wife and
der of the camp ; by which means numbers children and some of his most necessary move-
that were for leaving the city had leisure to ables in a wagon. But when he saw the ves
escape, and those that remained had'time to tals in a helpless and weary condition, carrying
recollect themselves and prepare for their de- in their arms the sacred symbols of the gods,
fence. For, quitting the rest of the city, they he immediately took out his family and goods,
retired to the Capitol, which they fortified with and put the virgins in the wagon, that they
strong ramparts and provided well with arms. might make their escape to some of the Gre-
But their first care was of their holy things, cian cities.* This piety of Albinus, and the
most of which they conveyed into the Capitol. veneration he expressed for the gods at so dan-
As for the sacred fire, the vestal virgins took gerous a juncture, deserves to be recorded.
it up, together with other holy relics, and fled As for the other priests, and the most ancient
away with it: though some will have it, that of the senators that were of consular dignity,
they have not the charge of any thing but that or had been honoured with triumphs, they could
ever-living fire which Numa appointed to be not bear to think of quitting the city. They,
worshipped as the principle of all things. It therefore, put on their holy vestments and
is indeed the most active thing in nature; and robes of state, and, in a form dictated by
all generation either is motion, or, at least, Fabius, the pontifex marimus, making their
with motion. Other parts of matter, when the vows to the gods,t devoted themselves for
heat fails, lie sluggish and dead, and crave the their country: thus attired, they sat down in
force of fire as an informing soul; and when their ivory chairs in the forum£ prepared for
that comes, they acquire some active or passive the worst extremity.
quality. Hence it was that Numa, a man cu- The third day after the battle, Brennua
rious in his researches into nature, and on ac- arrived with his army; and finding the gates
count of his wisdom supposed to have conversed of the city opened, and the whole destitute of
with the muses, consecrated this fire, and or- guards, at first he had some apprehensions of
dered it to be perpetually kept up, as an image a stratagem or ambuscade, for be could not
of that eternal power which preserves and act- think the Romans had so entirely given them-
uates the universe. Others say, that according selves up to despair. But when he found it to
to the usage of the Greeks, the fire is kept be so in reality, he entered by the Colline gate,
ever burning before the holy places, as an em- and took Rome, a little more than three hun-
blem of purity; but that there are other things dred and sixty years after its foundation ; if it
in the most secret part of the temple, kept from is likely that any exact account has been kept
the sight of all but those virgins whom they of those times,§ the confusion of which has
call vestals : and the most current opinion is, occasioned so much obscurity in things of a
that the palladium of Troy, which JEneas later date.
brought into Italy, is laid up there. Some uncertain rumours, however, of

Others say, the Samothracian gods are there
concealed, whom Dardanue,* after he had built " Albinus conducted them to Caere, a city of Hetru-

ria, where they met with a farourite reception. The
vestals remained & considerable time at Caere, and there

* DarJanus, who flourished in the time of Moses, performed Ihc usual rites of religion; and hence those
about the year before Christ 1480, is said to have been rites were called Ceremonia.
originally of Arcadia, from whence he passed to Samo-
thrace. Afterwards he married Batea or Arista the f The Romans believed, that, by these voluntary

consecrations to the infernal gods, disorder and coufit*
daughter of Teuccr, king of Phrygia. Of the Samo-sion were brought among the enemy.thracian gods we hare already given an account; but
may add here, from Macrobius, that the rfii magni, J These ivory, or curule chairs were used only bf
which Dardanus brought from Samothrace, were the those who had borne the most honourable offices, ana
penatcs, or household gods, which jEucas afterwards the persons who had a right to sit in them bore also
carried into Italy. Dionysiui of Halicarnassus says, ivory staves.
ne had seen the pcnatet in an old temple at Rome. $ Livy tells us, that the Romans of those times did
They were of antique workmanship, representing two not much apply themselves to writing, and that th«
young men silting, and holding each a lance in his commentaries of the pontificcs, and their other monu-
Band, and had for their inscription />maj, insLtad of ments, both public and private, were destroyed whei
fmat. the city was burned by the Gauls.
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Rome7! being taken, appear to have soon pass-to avoid the Gauls, but, if an opportunity
ed into Greece. For Heraclides of I'ontus,* should offer, to attack and conquer them.
who lived not long after these times, in his Perceiving that the Ardeans were not deficient
treatise concerning tht soul, relates that an in numbers, but in courage and discipline,
account was brought from the west, that an which was owing to the inexperience and in
army from the country of the Hyperboreans^ activity of their officers, he applied first to th«
haj taken a Greek city called Rome, situated young men, and told them, "They ought not
somewhere near the Great Sea. But I do not to ascribe the defeat of the Romans to tha
wonder that such a fabulous writer as Herac- valour of the Gauls, or to consider the calami-
lides should embellish his account of the taking ties they had suffered in the midst of their in-
of Home with the pompous terms of Hyperbo-fatuation, as brought upon them by men who,
reans and the Great Sea. It is very clear that in fact, could not claim the merit of the victo-
Aristotle the philosopher had heard that Rome ry, but as the work of fortune. That it would
was taken by the Gauls; but he calls its deliv-be glorious, though they risked something by it,
erer Lucius; whereas Camillas was not called to repel a foreign and barbarous enemy, whose
Lucius but Marcus. These authors had no end in conquering was, like fire, to destroy
better authority than common report. what they subdued: but that if they would as-

Brennus, thus in possession of Rome, set a sume a proper spirit, he would give them an
itrong guard about the Capitol, and himself opportunity to conquer without any hazard at
went down into the forum; where he was all." When he found the young men were
struck with amazement at the sight of so many pleased with bis discourse, he went next to
men seated in great state and silence, who neith- the magistrates and senate of Ardea; and hav-
er rose up at the approach of their enemies, nor ing persuaded them also to adopt his scheme,
changed countenance or colour, but leaned he armed all that were of a proper age for it,
upon their staves, and sat looking upon each and drew them up within the walls, that the
other without fear or concern. The Gauls as- enemy who were but at a small distance, might
tonished at so surprising a spectacle, and re- nut know what he was about.
garding them as superior beings, for a long The Gauls having scoured the country, and
time were afraid to approach or touch them. loaded themselves with plunder, encamped
At last one of them ventured to go near Mani- upon the plains in a careless and disorderly
us Papirius, and advancing his hand, gently manner. Night found them intoxicated with
stroked his beard, which was very long: upon wine, and silence reigned in the camp. As
which, Papirius struck him on the head with soon as Camillus was informed of this by hia
his staff, and wounded him. The barbarian spies, he led the Ardeans out; and having
then drew his sword and killed him. After passed the intermediate space without noise,
this, the Gauls fell upon the rest and slew he reached their camp about midnight. Then
them, and continuing their rage, dispatched all he ordered a loud shout to be set up, and the
that came in their way. Then for many days trumpets to sound on all sides, to cause the
together they pillaged the houses and carried greater confusion: but it was with difficulty
off the spoil; at last they set fiie to the city, they recovered themselves from their sleep
and demolished what escaped the flames, to and intoxication. A few, whom fear had made
express their indignation against those in the sober, snatched up their arms to oppose
Capitol, who obeyed not their summons, but Camillus, and fell with their weapons in their
made a vigorous defence, and greatly annoyed hands: but the greatest part of them, buried
the besiegers from the walls. This it was that in sleep and wine, were surprised unarmed,
provoked them to destroy the whole city, and and easily dispatched. A small number, that
to dispatch all that fell into their hands, with- in the night escaped out of the camp, and
out sparing either sei or age. wandered in the fields, were picked up next

As by the length of the siege provisions be- day by the cavalry, and put to the sword.
gan to fail the Gauls, they divided their forces, The fame of this action, soon retching the
and part stayed with the king before that for- neighbouring cities, drew out many of their
tress, while part foraged the country, and laid ablest warriors. Particularly, such of the Ro
waste the towns and villages. Their success mans as had escaped from the battle of Allia
had inspired them with such confidence, that to Veii, lamented with themselves in some such
they did not keep in a body, but carelessly manner as this, "What a general has Heaven
wandered about in different troops and parties. taken from Rome in Camillus, to adorn the
It happened that the largest and best disciplined Ardeans with his exploits! while the city
corps went against Ardea, where Camillas, which produced and brought up so great a man
since his exile, lived in absolute retirement. is absolutely ruined. And we, for want of a
This great event, however, awakened him into leader, sit idle within the walls of a strange
action, and his mind was employed in contriv- city, and betray the liberties of Italy. Come,
ing, not how to keep himself concealed and then, let us send to the Ardeans to demand

* He lived at that Tery time: for he was at first Pla- our general, or else take our weapons and go
to's scholar, aud afterwards Aristotle's ; and Plato was to him: for he is no longer an exile, nor we
but forty-one years old when Rome was taken. citizens, having no country but what is in pos.

tTlieancicuU called all Die inhabitants of the north, session of an enemy."
Hyperioreanf, and the Mediterranean, the Great Sea, This motion was agreed to, and they sent
to dislinguish it from the Euxine. Notwithstanding
that, Heraclides was right in this : he might be a very to Camillus to entreat him to accept of thi
fabulous writer: so was Herodotus; aud «o were the command. But he answered, he could not d\
ancient historians of almost all countries: and the rea- it, before he was legally appointed to it, by the
lou is obviou'j they bad little more than tradition to Romans in the Capitol. For he looked upor
unit I'r ,ta. j them, while they were in being as the commoi
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wealth, and would readily obey their orders, enemy have themselves shewn us a way to
but without them would not be so officious as reach them, which we were ignorant of, and
to interpose.* have proved that this rock is neither inaccessi-

They admired the modesty and honour of ble nor untrodden by human feet. What a
Camillus, but knew not how to send the pro- shame would it be then, after having made a
posal to the Capitol. It seemed indeed impos- beginning, not to finish; and to quit the place
sible for a messenger to pass into the citadel, as impregnable, when the Romans themselves
whilst the enemy were in possession of the have taught us how to take it! Where it wai
city. However, a young man, named Pontiug easy for one man to ascend, it cannot be diffi-
Cominius, not distinguished by his birth, but cult for many, one by one; nay, should many
fond of glory, readily took upon him the com- attempt it together, they will find great advan-
mission. He carried no letters to the citizens tage in assisting each other. In the meantime,
in the Capitol, lest, if he should happen to be I intend great rewards and honours for such a*
taken, the enemy should discover by them the shall distinguish themselves on this occasion."
intentions of Camillus. Having dressed him- The Gauls readily embraced the king's pro-
self in mean attire, under which he concealed posal, and about midnight a number of them
«ome pieces of cork, be travelled all day with- together, began to climb the rock in silence,
out fear, and approached the city as it grew which, though steep and craggy, proved more
dark. He could not pass the river by the practicable than they expected. The foremost,
bridge, because it was guarded by the Gauls; having gained the top, put themselves in order,
ind, therefore, took his clothes, which were and were ready to take possession of the wall,
neither many nor heavy, and bound them about and to fall upon the guards, who were fast
his head; and having laid himself upon the asleep; for neither man nor dog perceived
pieces of cork, easily swam over and reached their coming. However, there were certain
the city. Then avoiding those quarters where, sacred geese kept near Juno's temple,* and at
by the lights and noise, he concluded they kept other times plentifully fed; but at this time, as
watch, he went to the Carmental gate, where corn and the other provisions that remained
there was the greatest silence, and where the were scarce sufficient for the men, they were
hill of the Capitol is the steepest and most crag- neglected and in poor condition. This animal
gy. Up this he got unperceived, by a way the is naturally quick of hearing, and soon alarmed
most difficult and dreadful, and advanced near at any noise; and as hunger kept them waking
the guards upon the walls. After he had hailed and uneasy, they immediately perceived the
them and told them his name, they received him coming of the Gauls, and running at them with
with joy, and conducted him to the magistrates. all the noise they could make, they awoke all

The senate was presently assembled, and he the guards. The barbarians now, perceiving
acquainted them with the victory of Camillus, they were discovered, advanced with loud
which they had not heard of before, as well as shouts and great fury. The Romans in haste
with the proceedings of the soldiers at Veii, and snatched up such weapons as came to hand,
ixhorted them to confirm Camillus in the com- and acquitted themselves like men on this sud-
mand, as the citizens out of Rome would obey den emergency. First of all, Manhus, a man
none but him. Having heard his report and con- of consular dignity, remarkable for his strength
sulted together, they declared Camillus dicta- and extraordinary courage, engaged two Gauls
tor, and sent Pontius back the same way he at once; and as one of them was lifting up his
came, who was equally fortunate in his return; battle-axe, with his sword cut off his right
for he passed by the enemy undiscovered, and hand: at the same time he thrust the boss of
delivered to the Romans at Veii the decree of his shield in the face of the other; and dashed
the senate, which they received with pleasure. him down the precipice. Thus, standing upon

Camillus, at his arrival, found twenty thous- the rampart, with those that had come to hia
and of them in arms, to whom he added a assistance, and fought by his side, he drove back
grea er number of the allies, and prepared to the rest of the Gauls that had got up, who were
attack the enemy. Thus was he appointed no great number, and who performed nothing
dictator the second time, and having put him- worthy of such an attempt. The Romans hav-
self ai the head of the Romans and confeder- ing thus escaped the danger that threatened
ates, He marched out against the Gauls. them, as soon as it was light, threw the officer

Meantime, some of the barbarians, employed that commanded the watch down the rock
in the siege, happening to pass by the place amongst the enemy, and decreed Manlius a
where Fontius had made his way by night up reward for hia victory, which had more of ho-
to the Capitol, observed many traces of his nour in it than profit; for every man gave him
feet and hands, as he had worked himself up what he had for one day's allowance, which
the rock, torn off what grew there, and tumbled was half a pound of bread and a quartern of
down the mould. Of this they informed the the Greek cotyle.
king; who coming and viewing it, for the pres- After this, the Gauls began to lose courage:
ent said nothing; but in the evening he as- For provisions were scarce, and they could
sembled the lightest and most active of his not forage, for fear of Camillus.t Sickness,
men, who wt.'e the likeliest to climb any diffi-
cult height, aud thus addressed them: The 

" Geese were ever after had in honour at Rome, and
a flock of them always kept at the expense of the pub-
ic. A golden image of a goose was erected in memory

* Livy say!, the 1^>an soldiers at Veii applied to of them, and a g<jose every year carried in triumph,
the remains of the senate in the Capitol for leave, be- upon a soft litter, finely adorned; while dogs were
fore they offered Ihe conmand to Camillus. So much ield in abhorrence by the Romans, who every year
regard had thnse bmvc mm for the constitution of their m paled one of them upon a branch of elder. Plin. &
couLtry, though Rome then lay iu ashes. Every pri- ?l\it. de Fortuna Rom.
vate QUID wai indeed a patriot. t Camillus being muter of the country, posted strong
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oo, prevailed among them, which took its rise without his consent, who was dictator and sols
from the heaps of dead bodies, and from their magistrate; they had, therefore, acted without
encamping amidst the rubbish of the houses proper authority: but they might make their
they had burned) where there was such a proposals now he was come, whom the lawi
quantity of ashes, as, when raised by the winds had invested with power either io pardon the
or heated by the sun, by their dry and acrid suppliant or to punish the guilty, if proper ss>
quality so corrupted the air, that every breath iafaction was not made."
of it was pernicious. But what affected them At this, Brennus was still more highly in-
most was, the change of climate; for they had censed, and a skirmish ensued; swords were
lived in countries that abounded with shades, drawn on both sides, and thrusts exchanged in
and agreeable shelters from the heat, and were a confused manner, which it is easy to conceive
now got into grounds that were low and un- must be the case, amidst the ruins of house*
healthy in autumn. All this, together with the and in narrow streets, where there was not
length and tediousncss of the siege, which had room to draw up regularly. Brennus, however.
now lasted more than sii months, caused such soon recollected himself, and drew off his forces
desolation among them, and carried off such into the camp, with the loss of a small number.
numbers, that the carcases lay unburied. In the night, he ordered them to march, and

The besieged, however, were not in a much quit the city; and having retreated about eight
better condition. Famine, which now pressed miles from it, he encamped upon the Gabion
them hard, and their ignorance of what CamiUus road. Early in the morning Caroillus caroeup
was doing, caused no small dejection: for the with them, his arms dazzling the flight, and hia
barbarians guarded the city with so much care, men full of spirits and fire. A sharp engage-
that it was impossible to send any messenger ment ensued, which lasted a long time: at
to him. Both sides being thus equally dis- length the Gauls were routed with great
couraged, the advanced guards, who were near slaughter, and their camp taken. Some of
enough to converse,first began to talk of treating. those that fled were killed in the pursuit, but
As the motion was approved by those that had the greater part were cut in pieces by the peo-
the chief direction of affairs, Sulpitius, one of ple in the neighbouring towns and villages,
the military tribunes, went and conferred with who fell upon them as they were dispersed.*
Brennus; where it was agreed that the Romans Thus was Rome strangely taken, and more
should pay a thousand pounds weight of gold,* strangely recovered, after it had been seven
and that the Gauls upon the receipt of it, should months in the possession of the barbarians;
immediately quit the city and ita territories. for they entered jt a little after the Ides, the
When the conditions were sworn to, and the fifteenth of July, and were driven out about the
gold was brought, the Gauls endearouring to Ides, the thirteenth of February following.
avail themselves of false weights, privately at Camillus returned in triumph, as became the
first, and afterwards openly, drew down their deliverer of his lost country, and the restorer of
own side of the balance. The Romans express- Rome. Those that had quitted the place before
ing their resentment,Brennus, in a contem ptuous the siege, with their wives and children, now
and insulting manner, took off his sword, and followed his chariot; and they that had been
threw it, belt and all, into the scale: And when besieged in the Capitol, and were almost per-
Sulpitius asked what that meant, he answered, ishing with hunger, met the others and embrac-
"What should it mean but woe to the con- ed them, weeping for joy at this unexpected
quered:" which became a proverbial saying. pleasure, which they almost considered as a
Some of the Romans were highly incensed at dream. The priests and ministers of the god«
this, and talked of returning with their gold, bringing back with them what holy things they
and enduring the utmost extremities of the had hid or conveyed away when they fled, af-
siege; but others were of opinion, that it was forded a most desirable spectacle to the people;
better to pass by a email injury, since the indig- and they gave them the kindest welcome, as if
nity lay not in paying more than was due, but the gods themselves had returned with them to
in paying any thing at all; a disgrace onjy cos- Rome. Next, Camillus sacrificed to the gods,
sequent upon the necessity of the times. and purified the city, in a form dictated by the

While they were thus disputing with the pontiffs. He rebuilt the former temples, and
Gauls, Camillas arrived at the gates; and being erected a new one to *1ius Loquutius, the
informed of what had passed, ordered the main speaker, or icarner, upoii the very spot where
body of his army to advance slowly and in good the voice from heaven announced in the night
order, while he with a select band marched to Marcus Ceditius the coming of the barba-
hastily up to the Romans, who all gave place, rians. There was, indeed, m small difficulty
and received the dictator with respect and si- in discovering the places wher? the temples
lence. Then he took the gold out of the scales had stood, but it was effected by the zeal of
and gave it to the lictors, and ordered the Camillus, and the industry of the p"ests.
Gauls to take away the balance and the weights, As it was necessary to rebuild the >'ity which
and to be gone; telling them, it was the custom was entirely demolished, a heartiest despon-
Of the Romans, to deliver their country with dency seized the multitude, and they jivtnttd
steel, not with gold. And when Brennus ex- pretexts of delay. They were in want of all
pressed his indignation, and complained he had
great injustice done him by this infraction of * There is reason to question the truth of Ino h ttt
the treaty, Camillus answered, " That it was part of this story. Plutarch copiid it from Lh v But
never lawfully made: nor could it be valid Polybius represents the Gauls as actually receiving the

gola from the Romans, and returning in safety to their
guard) on all the roads, and in effect besieged the be- own country; and this is confirmed by Justin, Sue-
liegert. tonius, and cvn by Livy himself, ID auo'her uart o.

* Tint i), forty-fire thousand pounds sterling. his hnuiry, I. 16.
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necessary materials, and had more occasion plate to stay in. These words bring so
for repose and refreshment after their suffer- seasonably uttered, at a time when they wero
ings, than to labour and wear themselves oul, doubtful and anxious about the event, Lucre-
when their bodies were weak, and their sub- tius gave thanks to the gods, and embraced the
"tancc was gone. They had, therefore, a se- omen, while the rest gladly assented. A won-
cret attachment to Veil, a city which remained derful change, at the same time, took place in
entire, and was provided with every tiling. the minds of the people, who exhorted and en-
This gave a handle to their demagogues to ha- couraged each other in the work, and they be-
rangue them, as usual, in a way agreeable to gan to build immediately, not in any order or
their inclinations, and made them listen to se- upon a regular plan, but as inclination or con-
ditious speeches againet Camillus: "As if, to venience directed. By reason of this hurry
gratify his ambition and thirst of glory, he would the streets were narrow and intricate, and the
deprive them of a city fit to receive them, force houses badly laid out;for they tell us both the
them to pitch their tents among rubbish, and re walls of the city and the streets were built
build a ruin that was like one great funeral pile; within the compass of a year.
in order that he might net only be called the cen- The persons appointed by Camillus to search
eral and dictator of Rome, but the founder ̂o for and mark out the holy places, found all in
instead of Romulus, whose right he invaded." confusion. As they were looking round the

On this account, the senate, afraid of an in- Palatium, they came to the court of Mars,
surrection, would not let Camillus lay down where the buildings, like the rest, were burned
the dictatorship within the year, as he desired, and demolished by the barbarians; but in re-
though no other person had ever borne th.it moving the rubbish and cleaning the place, they
high office more than six months. In the discovered under a great heap of ashes, the
meantime, they went about to console the peo- augural staff of Romulus. This staff is crooked
ple, to gain them by caressca and kind persua- at one end, and called lituux. It is used in
sions. One while they showed them the mon- marking out the several quarters of the heavens,
uments and tombs of their ancestors; then in any process of divination by the flight of
they put them in mind of their temples and birds, which Romulus was much skilled in anj
holy places, which Romulus and Numa, and made great use of. When he was taken out
the other kings, had consecrated and left in of the world, the priests carefully preserved the
charge with them. Above all, amidst the staff from defilement, like other holy relics:
sacred and awful symbols, they took care to and this having escaped the fire, when the rest
make them recollect the fresh hXiman head," were consumed, they indulged a pleasing hope,
which was found when the foundations of the and considered it as a presage, that Rome
Capitol were dug, and which presignified that would last for ever."
the same place was destined to be the nead of Before they had finished the laborious task
Italy. They urgcil the disgrace it would be to of building, a new vttj broke out. The JKqai,
extinguish again tho sacred fire, which the ves- the Volsci, and the Latins, all at once invaded
tals had lighted since the war, and to quit the their territories, and the Tuscans laid siege to
city; whether they were to see it inhabited by Sutrium, a city in alliance with Rome. The
strangers, or a desolate wild for flocks to feed military tribunes, ,too, who commanded the
in. In this mo/ing manner the patricians army, being surrounded by the Latins ntar
remonstrated to the people both in public and Mount Marcius, and their camp in great
private: and v/ere in their turn much affected danger, sent to Rome to desire succours; on
by the distress of the multitude, who lamented which occasion Camillus was appointed dic-
their present indigence, and begged of them, tator the third time.
now they were collected like the remains of a Of this war there are two different accounts:
shipwreck, not to oblige them to patch up the I begin with the fabulous one. It is said, the
rums of a desolated city, when there was one Latins either seeking a pretence for war, or
entire and ready to receive them. really inclined to renew their ancient affinity

Camillus, therefore, thought proper to take with the Romans, sent to demand of them a
the judgment of the senate in a body. And number of freeborn virgins in marriage. The
when he had exerted his eloquence in favour Romans were in no small perplexity as to the
of his native country, and others had done the course they should take. For, on the one
eame, he put it to the vote, beginning with Lu- hand, they were afraid of war, as they were
cius Lucretius, whose right it was to vote first, not yet re-established, nor had recovered their
and who was to be followed by the rest in losses; and on the other, they suspected that
their order. Silence was made; and as Lu- the Latins only wanted their daughters for hos-
cretius was about to declare himself, it hap- tages, though they coloured ttieir design with
pened that a centurion, who then commanded the specious name of marriage. While they
the day-guard, as he passed the house, called were thus embarrassed, a female slave, named
with a loud voice to the ensign, to stop, and set
up his standard there, for that wms the best

* About this time, the tribunes of 'lie people detcr-
lined to impeach Q. Fabius, who had violated the law

"This prodigy happened in the reign ofTarquin of nations, and thereby provoked thj Gauls, and occa-
\he proud, who undoubtedly must have put the head sioned the burning of Koine. His crime being noto
there on purpose; for, in digging the foundation, it rious, he was summoned by C. Martins Rutilus before
was found warm and bleeding, as if ju5t severed from Lhe assembly of the people, to answer for bis conduct
UK body. Upon this, the Rumaot sent to consult the in the embassy. The rriniur.il had reason to fear the
'I >.-' in soothsayers, who, after vainly endeavouring to severest punishment; but his relations gate out thai

,, ],i-' '-^g*- tu fnvuur their own country, acknow- lie died suddenly; which generally happtii-J vtl" n the
(", L'-l 'liiiitln place where thai head was found would accused person had courage enough to prevent his cot
h. i!,. hi .id ol all Italy, llionyi. Hal. lib. iv. nftlioDj aud the shame of a public iiunishtueut.
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Totula,,* or, as some call her, Philotia, advised had the enemy on both sides, and resolving to
the magistrates to send with her some of the wait for reintoi cements from home, as well a*
handsomest and most genteel of the maid-ser-for the Tuscan succours.
vants, dressed like virgins of good families, Camiilus, perceiving this, and fearing it at
and leave the rest to her. The magistrates the enemy might surround him, as he had »ur
approving the expedient, chose a number of rounded them, hastened to make use of the
female slaves proper for her purpose, and sent present opportunity. As the works of the
them richly attired to the Latin camp, which confederates consisted of wood, and the wind
was not far from the city. At night, while the used to blow hard from the mountains at sun
other slaves conveyed away the enemies' rising, he provided a great quantity of combm-
"words, Tutula or Philotis got up into a wild tible matter, and drew out his forces at day
fig-tree of considerable height, and having break. Part of them he ordered with loud
spread a thick garment behind, to conceal her shouts and missive weapons to begin the attack
design from the Latins, held up a torch to- on the opposite side; while he himself, at the
tvards Rome, which was the signal agreed head of those that were charged with the fire,
upon between her and the magistrates, who watched the proper minute, on that side of the
"lone were in the secret. For this reason the works where the wind used to blow directly
loldiers sallied out in a tumultuous manner, When the sun was risen the wind blew violent
calling upon each other, and hastened by their ly; and the attack being begun on the other
officers, who found it difficult to bring them side, he gave the signal to his own party, who
Into any order. They made themselves mas- poured a vast quantity of fiery darts and other
ters, however, of the entrenchments, and as the burning matter info the enemy's fortifications,
enemy, expecting no such attempt, were asleep, As the flame soon caught hold, and was fed;
they took the camp, and put the greatest part by the palisades and other timber, it spread
of them to the sword. This happened on the itself into all quarters; and the Latins not
ffones, the seventh of July, then called Quin- being provided with any means of extinguish-
tilis. And on that day they celebrate a feast ing it, the camp was almost full of fire,.and
in memory of this action. In the first place, they were reduced to a small spot of ground.
they sally in a crowding and disorderly man- At last they were forced to bear down upon
ner out of the city, pronouncing bii/ud the most that body who were posted before the camp
familiar and common names, as Caius, Mar- and ready to receive them sword in hand.
cus, Lucius, and the like; by which they imi- Consequently very few of them escaped; and
tate the soldiers then calling upon each other those that remained in the camp were destroy-
in their hurry. Next, the maid-servants walk ed by the flames, till the Romans extinguished
about, elegantly dressed, and jesting on all them for the sake of the plunder.
they meet. They have also a kind of fight After this exploit, he left his son Lucius in
among themselves, to express the assistance the camp to guard the prisoners and the booty,
they gave in the engagement with the Latins. while he himself penetrated into the eocmy'i
Then they sit down to an entertainment, country. There he took the city of the JEqui
shaded with branches of the fig-tree: and that and reduced the Volsri, and then led his army
day is called Abuse Gapratina1, as some sup- to Sutiium, whose fate he was not yet apprised
pose, on account of the wild fig-tree, from of, and which he hoped to relieve by fighting
which the maid-servant held out the torch; for the Tuscans who had sal down before it. But
the Romans call that tree capr[ficus. Others the Sutrians had already surrendered their
refer the greatest part of what is said and done town, with the loss of e\eiy thing but the
on that occasion to that part of the story of clothes they had on: and in this condition he
Romulus when he disappeared, and the dark- met them by the way, with their wives and
ness and tempest, or, as some imagine, an children, bewailing their misfortunes. Camil-
eclipse happened. It was on the same day, las was extremely moved at so sad a specta-
iit least, and the day might be called JVonx cle; and perceiving that the Romans wept
Capratinx; for the Romans call a goat Ca- with pity at the affecting ev'-eaties of the Su-
pra; and Romulus vanished out of sight while trians, he determined not to defer his revenge,
he was holding an assembly of the people at the but to march to Sutrium that very day; con-
Goat's J\tanh, as we have related in his life. cluding that men who had just taken an opu-

The other account that is given of this war, lent city, where they had not left one enemy,
and approved by most historians, is as follows. and who ejpected none from any other quar
Camiilus being appointed dictator the third ter, would be found in disorder and off their
time, and knowing that the army under the guard. Nor was he mistaken in his judgment.
military tribunes was surrounded by the Latins He not only passed through the country undis-
and Volscians, was constrained to make covered, but approached the gates and got
levies among such as age had exempted from possession of the walls before they were
service. With these he fetched a large com-aware. Indeed there wag none to guard
pass about Mount Marcius, and unperceif ed them; for all were engaged in festivity and
by the enemy posted his army behind them; dissipation. Nay, even when they perceived
,ind by lighting many fires signified his arrival. that the enemy were masters of the town, they
The Romans that were besieged in their camp, were so overcome by their indulgences, that
9eing encouraged by this, resolved to sally out few endeavoured to escape; they were either
and join battle. But the Latins and Volscians slain in their houses, or surrendered them-
kept close within their works, drawing a line of selves to the conquerors. Thus the city of
circumvallatmn with palisades, because they Sutrium being twice taken in onr dav, the new

* ID the life of P.ornulus the ii called Tutola. Ma- possessors were expelled, and the" old one*
"robiiu rails her Tuicla. restored, by Camillua.

I
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By the triumph decreed him on this occa- Camillus, who was now nominated military
sion, he gained no less credit and honour than tribune the sixth time, declined that honour
by the two former. For those of the citizens For, besides that he was of an advanced age,
that envied him, and were desirous to attribute he was apprehensive of the effects of envy and
his successes rather to fortune than to his of some change of fortune, after so much glory
valour and conduct, were compelled, by these and success But the excuse he most insisted
last actions, to allow his great abilities and on in public, was, the state of his health, which
application. Among those that opposed him at that time was infirm. The people, how-
and detracted from his merit, the most con- ever, refusing to accept of that excuse, cried
siderable was Marcus Manlius, who was the out, " They did not desire him to fight either
first that repulsed the Gauls, when they at- on horseback or on foot; they only wanted hii
tempted the Capitol by night, and on that counsel and his orders." Thus they forced
account was surnamed Capitolimu. He was him to take the office upon him, and together
ambitious to be the greatest man in Rome, and with Lucius Furius Medullinus, one of hii
as he could not by fair means outstrip Camillus colleagues, to march immediately against the
in the race of honour, he took the common enemy.
road to absolute power by courting the popu- These were the neoole of Prsneste and the
lace, particularly those that were in debt. Volsci, who, with a considerable army, were
Some of the latter he defended, by pleading laying waste the country in alliance with Rome.
their causes against their creditors; and others Camillus, therefore, went and encamped over
he rescued, forcibly preventing their being against them, intending to prolong the war,
dealt with according to law. So that he soon that if there should be any necessity for a bat-
got a number of indigent persons about him, who tle, he might be sufficiently recovered to do his
became formidable to the patricians by their part. But as his colleague Lucius, too ambi-
insolent and riotous behaviour in the forum. tious of glory, was violently and indiscreetly

In this exigency they appointed Cornelius bent upon fighting, and inspired the other offi-
Cossus* dictator, who named Titus Quintius cers with the same ardour, he was afraid it
Capitolinus his general of horse; and by this might be thought that through envy he withheld
supreme magistrate Manlius was committed to from the young officers the opportunity to dis-
prison: on which occasion the people went into tinguish themselves. For this reason he agreed,
mourning; a thing never used but in time of though with great reluctance, that Lucius
great and public calamities. The senate, there- should draw out the forces, whilst he, on ac-
fore, afraid of an insurrection, ordered him to count of his sickness,* remained with a hand-
be released. But when set at liberty, instead ful of men in the camp. But when he perceived
of altering his conduct, he grew more insolent that Lucius, who engaged in a rash and precip-
and troublesome, and tiled the whole city with itate manner, was defeated, and the Romani
faction and sedition. At that time Camillus put to flight, he could not contain himself, but
was again created a military tribune, and Man- leaped from nis bed, and went with his retinue
lius taken and brought to his trial. But the to the gates of the camp. There he forced hii
eight of the Capitol was a great disadvantage to way through the fugitives up to the pursuers,
those that carried on the impeachment. The and made so good a stand, that those who had
place where Manlius by night maintained the fled to the camp soon returned to the charge,
fight against the Gauls, was seen from the and others that were retreating rallied and
forum; and all that attended were moved with placed themselves about him, exhorting each
compassion at his stretching out his hands other not to forsake their general. Thus the
towards that place, and begging them with enemy were stopped in the pursuit. Next day
tears to remember his achievements. The he marched out at the head of his army, en-
judges of course were greatly embarrassed, tirely routed the confederates in a pitched bat-
and often adjourned the court, not choosing tle, and entering their camp along with them,
to acquit him after such clear proofs of his cut most of them in pieces.
crime, nor yet able to carry the laws into exe- After this, being informed that Satricum, a
cution in a place which continually reminded Roman colony, was taken by the Tuscans, and
the people of his services. Camillus, sensi- the inhabitants put to the sword, he sent home
ble of this, removed the tribunal without the the main body of his forces, which consisted of
gate, into the Peteline Grove, where there was the heavy-armed, and with a select band of
no prospect of the Capitol. There the prosecu-
tor brought his charge, and the remembrance cuscd of aiming at the sovereign power. His late may
of his former bravery gave way to the sense aerre as a warning to all ambitiuus men who want U>
which his judges had of his present crimes. rise on the ruins of their country ; for he could not
^Idnlius, therefore was condemned, carried to escape or find mercy with the people, though he pro-duced above four hundred plebeians, whose debts he
the Capitol, and thrown headlong from the rock. tiad paid ; though he shewed thirty suits of armour,
Thus the same place was the monument both the spoils of thirty enemies, whom he had slain in sin-
of his glory and his unfortunate end. The gle combat; though he had received forty honorary
Romans, moreover, razed his house, and built rewards, among which were two mural ana eight civic
there a temple to the goddess J\toneta. They crowns (C. Servilius, when general of the horse beineof the number of citizens whose lives he had saved ;)
decreed likewise that for the future no patri- and though he had crowned all with the preservation
cian, should ever dwell in the Capitol.f of the Capitol. So inconstant, however, is the multi-

tude, that Manlius was scarce dead,whcu his loss was
generally lamented, and a plague, which soon followed,* Vide Lir. lib. vi. cap. 2. ascribed to the anger of Jupiter against the authors of

f Lest the advantageous situation of a fortress, that his death.
commrfaded the whole city, should suggest and facili- * Livy says, he placed himself on an eminence, with
tate the dtugu of enslaving it. For Manliuj waj oc- a COTJII Je reserrs, to observe the success of the buttle.
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light and spiiited youni; men, fell upon th As this want of chief magistrates wan likely to
Tuscans that were in possession of the cit) bring on still greater troubles, the senate ere
"ome of whom he put to Uie sword, aud th ated Camillus dictator the fourth time, against
rest were driven out'. tho consent of the people, and not even agree-

Returning to Rome with great spoils, h able to his own inclination.* For he was
gave a signal evidence of the good sense of th unwilling to set himeelf against those persons,
Roman people, who entertained no fears o; who, having been often led on by him to con-
account of the ill health or age of a genera quest, could with great truth affirm, that he had
that was not deficient in courage or experience more concern with them in the military way,
but made choice of him, infirm and reluctan than with the patricians in the civil; and at
as he was, rather than of those young men tha the same time was sensible that the envy of
wanted and solicited the command. Hence those very patricians induced them now to
was, that upon the news of the revolt of th promote him to that high station, that he might
Tusculans, Camillas was ordered to marc] oppress the people if he succeeded, or be ruin-
against them, and to take with him only one o ed by them if he failed in his attempt. He
his five colleagues. Though they all desirec attempted, however, to obviate the present
and made interest for the commission, yet danger, and as he knew the day on which tha
passing the rest by, he pitched upon Luciu tribunes intended to propose their law, he pub-
Furius, contrary to the general expectation lished a general muster, aiid summoned the
for this was the man who but just before people from the forum into the field, threaten-
against the opinion of Camillas, was so eage: ing to set heavy fines upon those that should
to engage, and lost the battle. Yet, willing, i not obey. On the other hand, the tribunes of
seems, to draw a veil over his misfortune, am the people opposed him with menaces, solemn-
to wipe offhis disgrace, he was generous enough ly protesting they would fine him fifty thousand
to give him the preference.* drachmas, if he did not permit the people to

When the Tusculans perceived that Camil put their bill to the vote. Whether it was that
lus was coming against them, they attemptec he was afraid of a second condemnation and
to correct their error by artful management banishment, which would but ill suit him, now
They filled the fields with husbandmen and he was grown old and covered with glory, or
shepherds, as in time of profound peace; they whether he thought he could not get the better
left their gates open, and sent their children t of the people, whose violence was equal to
school as before. The tradesmen were found their power, for the present he retired to his
in their shops employed in their respective own house; and soon after, under pretence of
callings, and the better sort of citizens walking sickness, resigned the dictatorship.f The sen-
in the public places in their usual dress. Mean ate appointed another dictator, who, having
while the magistrates were busily passing to named for his general of horse that very Stolo
and fro, to order quarters for the Romans; as who was leader of the sedition, suffered a law
if they expected no danger and were conscious to be made that was extremely disagreeable to
of no fault. Though these arts could not alter the patricians. It provided that no person
the opinion Camillas had of their revolt, yet whatsoever should possess more than five hun-
their repentance disposed him to compassion. dred acres of land. Stolo having carried his
He ordered them, therefore, to go to the senate point with the people, flourished greatly for a
of Rome and beg pardon : and when they ap- while : but not long after, being convicted of
peared there as suppliants, he used his interest possessing more than the limited number of
to procure their forgiveness, and a grant of the acres, he suffered the penalties of his own law.J
privileges of Roman citiienst besides. These The roost difficult part of the dispute, and
were the principal actions of his sixth tribune- that which they began' with, namely, concern-
ihip. ing the election of consuls, remained still un-

After this, Licinius Stolo raised a great se-settled, and continued to give the senate great
dition in the state; putting himself at the head uneasiness ; when certain information was
of the people, who insisted that of the two irought that the Gauls were marching again
consuls one should be a plebeian. Tribunes of Trom the coasts of the Adriatic, with an im-
the people were appointed, but the multitude mense army towards Rome. With this newg
would suffer no election of consols to be held4 ~ame an account of the usual effects of war,

.he country laid waste, and such of the inhab-
* This choice of Camillas had a different motive from

what Plutarch mentions. He knew that Furius, who laughter to Servius Sulpicius, a patrician, and at thu
Bad felt the iil effects of a precipilale conduct, would inie military tribune, and the younger to Licinius

jtolo, a rich plebeian; it happened that while theDe the first man to aroid such a conduct for the fu-
ture. younger sister was paying a visit to the elder, Sulpi-

t He was only a Roman citizen, in the most exten- :ius came home from the Forum, and his lictors, with
Jic suff of the fasces, thundered at the door. The

sive signification of the words, who had a rirht of younger si.'tcr being frightened at the noise, the elderhaving a house in Rome, of giving his vote in the Co-
mi tia, and of standing candidate for any office; and laughed at her, as 3 person quite ignorant of high lift-.
who, consequently was incorporated into one of Ihe Thu affront greatly afflicted her; and her father, to

:omfort her, bid her not be uneasy, for she should «omtribes. The freemen iu the limes of the republic were
excluded from dignities: aud of the municipal towns ice as much state at her own house as had surprised icr at her sister's.
and Roman colonies, which enjoyed the ri^nt of citi- * The year of Rome 388.
zenship, some had, and some had oot, the right of suf-
frage and of promotion to offices in Rome. T He pretended to find something amiss in the am-

J This confusion lasted five years; during which ices which were taken when he wa." appointed.
the tribunes of the people prevented the Comit-ia from } It was eleven years after. Popilius Lsnas fined
being held, which were necessary for the election of im ten thousand stcUrres for being possessed of "

lousand ncres of land, in conjunction with his sonthe chief magistrates. It was occasioned by a trifling
"ocjdcnl. Fatius Ambiutui having married his eldest ;hom he hid emancipated for lhat purpose. Lie. Ilk ii c. 16.
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tants as could not take refuge in Rome dis- camp unfortified, they knew it would be taken
persed about the mountains. The terror of with ease.
"this put a stop to the sedition; and the most This battle is said to have been fought thir-
popular of the senators uniting with '.he people, teen years after the taking of Rome ;" and, in
*itli one voice created Camillus dictator the consequence of this success, the Romans laid
filth time. He was now very old, wanting lit- aside, for the future, the dismal apprehension*
tle of fourscore; yet, seeing the necessity and they had entertained of the barbarians. They
danger of the times, lie was willing to risk all had imagined, it seems, that the former victory
inconveniences; and, without alleging any ex- they had gained over the Gauls, was owing to
cuse, immediately took upon him the command, the sickness that prevailed in their army, and to
and made the levies. As he knew the chiel other unforeseen accidents, rather than to then
force of the barbarians lay in their swords, own valour: and so great had their terror been
which they managed without art or skill, furi- formerly, that they had made a law, that the
ously rushing in, and aiming chiefly at the head priests should be exempted from military ser-
and shoulders, he furnished most of hia men vice, except in case qf an invasion from the
with helmets of well polished iron, that the Gauti.
swords might either break or glance aside; and This was the last of Camillus's martial ex-
round the borders of their shields he drew a ploits. For the taking of Velitra was a direct
plate of brass, because the wood of itself could consequence of this victory, and it surrendered
not resist the strokes. Beside this, he taught without the least resistance. But the greatest
them to avail themselves of long pikes, by conflict he ever experienced in the state, still
pushing with which they might prevent the remained ; for the people were harder to deal
effect of the enemy's swords. with since they returned victorious, and they

When the Gauls were arrived at the river insisted that one of the consuls should be
Anio with their army, encumbered with the chosen out of their body, contrary to the pres-
vast booty they had made, Camillus drew o'lt ent constitution. The senate opposed them,
his forces, and posted them upon a hill of easy and would not suffer Camillus to resign the
ascent, in which were many hollows, sufficient dictatorship, thinking they could better defend
to conceal the greatest part of his men, while the rights of the nobility under the sanction of
those that were in sight should seem through his supreme authority. But one day, as Ca-
fear to have taken advantage of the higher millus was sitting in the forum, and employed
grounds. And the more to fix this opinion in in the distribution of justice, an officer sent by
the Gauls, he opposed not the depredations the tribunes of the people, ordered him to fol-
committed in his sight, but remained quietly in low him, and laid his hand upon him, as if he
the cimp he had fortified, while he had beheld would seize and carry him away. Upon this
part of them dispersed in order to plunder, and such a noise and tumult was raised in the as-
part indulging themselves, day and night, in sembly, as never had been known; those that
drinking and revelling. At last, he sent out the were about Camillus thrusting the plebeian of-
light-armed infantry before day, to prevent the ficer down from the tribunal, and the populace
enemy's drawing up in a regular manner, and calling out to drag the dictator from his seat.
to harass them by sudden skirmishing as they In this case Camillus was much embarrassed;
issued out of their trenches; and as soon as it he did not, however, resign the dictatorship,
was light he led down the heavy-armed, and but led off the patricians to the senate-house
put them in battle array upon the plain, neither Before he entered it', he turned towards the
few in number nor disheartened, as the Gauls Capitol, and prayed to the gods to put a happy
«*ucct«d, but numerous and full of spirits. end to the present disturbances, solemnly vow-

This was the first thing that shook their re- ing to build a temple to Concord, when the
lolution, for they considered it as a disgrace to tumult should be over.
havi the Romans the aggressors. Then the In the senate there was a diversity of opin-
light-armed, falling upon them before they could ions and great debates. Mild and popular
get into order and rank themselves by com- counsels, however, prevailed, which allowed
panies, pressed them so warmly, that they one of the consuls to be a plebeian .f When
were obliged to come in great confusion to the the dictator announced this decree to the peo-
engagement. Last of all, Camillus leading on ple, they received it with great satisfaction, aa
the heavy-armed, the Gauls with brandished it was natural they should; they were immedi-
swords hastened to fight hand to hand; but the ately reconciled to the senate, and conducted
Romans meeting their strokes with their pikes, Camillas home with great applause. Neitdaj
and receiving them on that part that was
guarded with iron, so turned their swords, " This battle was fought, not thirteen, but twenty-
which were thin and soft tempered, that they three yean after the taking of Rome.
were soon bent almost double ; and their t The people having gained this point, the consulate

was revived, and the military tribuneship laid aside
shields were pierced and weighed down with for ever. Out at the same time the patrieians procured
the pikes that stuck in them. They, therefore, the great privilege that a new officer, called prtrtor,
quitted their own arms, and endeavoured to should be appointed, -who was to be always one of theii
seize those of the enemy, and to wrest their body. The consuls had been generals of the Romaa
pikes from them. The Romans seeing them armies, and at the same time judges of civil affairs, butas they were often in the field, it was thought pronef
naked, now began to make use of their swords, to separate the latter branch from their office, and'an
and mule great carnage among the foremost propi-iate it to a judge with the title of prefer, who
ranks. Meantime the rest took to flight, and was to be next in dignity to the consuls. About lh«
were scattered along the plain; for Camillus year of Rome 501, another prator was ap|*MOled to
had beforehand secured the heights; and as, decide the differences among fnreignerj. Upon the

taking ol Sicily and Sardinia, two more pritton were
n confidence of victory, they hid left their created, an j a* many more upon the conquest of Spain
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toe people assembled, and voted that the tempie tius from the comn onalty, the drst plebeian
which CamilKts had vowed to Concord, should, that ever attained thut honour.
on account of this great event, be built on a This was the last of Camillus's transactions.
spot that fronted the forum and place of as-The year following, a pestilence visited Rome,
sembly. To those feasts which are called fotin which carried off a prodigious number of the
they added one day more, so that the whole people, most of the magistrates, and Camilla*
was to consist of four days; and for the pres-himself. His death could not be deemed pre-
ent they ordained that the whole people of mature, on account of his great age, and U,e
Rome should sacrifice with garlands on their offices he had borne, yet he was more lamented
heads. Camillus then held an assembly for the than all the rest of the citizens who died of
election of consuls, when Marcus ./Emilius that distemper.
it* chosen out of the nobility, and Lucius Sei-

PERICLES.

Caesar happened to see some strangers I ical employments, his industry in thoso things
at Rome carrying young dogs and monkeys in ' is a proof of his inattention to nobler studies.
thtir arms, and fondly caressing them, he No young man of noble birth, or liberal senti-
asked, " Whether the women in their country ments, from seeing the Jupiter at Pisa, would
never bore any children?" thus reproving with desire to be Phidias, or from the sight of the
a proper severity those who lavish upon brutes Juno at Argos, to be Polycletus; or Anacreon,
that natural tenderness which is due only to or Philemon, or Archilocus, though delimited
mankind. In the same manner we must con- with their poems."' For though a work may
demn those who employ that curiosity and be agreeable, yet esteem of the author is not
love of knowledge which nature has implanted the necessary consequence. We may, there-
in the human soul, upon low and worthless ob- fore, conclude, that things of this kind, which
jects, while they neglect such as are excellent excite not a strong emulation, nor produce
and useful. Our senses, indeed, by an effect any strong impulse or desire to imitate them,
almost mechanical, are passive to the impres- are of little use to the beholders. But virtue
sion of outward objects, whether agreeable or has this peculiar property, that at the same
offensive: but the mind possessed of a self-di- time that we admire her conduct, we long to
recting power, may turn its attention to what- copy the example. The gnods of fortune we
ever it thinks proper. It should, therefore, be wish to enjoy, virtue we desire to practice: the
employed in the most useful pursuits, not barely former we are glad to receive from others, the
in contemplation, but in such contemplation as latter we are ambitious that others should re-
may nourish its faculties. For 3.3 that colour ceive from us. The beauty of goodness has an
la best suited to the eye, which by its beauty attractive power; it kindles in us at once an
and agreeableness at the same time both re- active principle; it forms our manners, and in-
freshes and strengthens the sight, so the ap- fluences our desires, not only when represent-
plication of the mind should be directed to ed in a living example, but even in an historical
those subjects which, through the channel of description.
pleasure, may lead us to our proper happiness. For this reason we chose to proceed is
Such are the works of virtue. The very de- writing the lives of great men, and have com-
scription of these inspires us with emulation, posed this tenth book, which contains the life
and a strong desire to imitate them; whereas in of Pericles, and that of Fabius Maximus, who
other things, admiration does not always lead carried on the war against Hannibal: men
us to imitate what we admire; but, on the who resembled each other in many virtues,
contrary, while we are charmed with the work, particularly in. justice and moderation, and
we often despise the workman. Thus we are who effectually served their respective com ,
pleased with perfumes and purple, »hile dyers mouwealtha, by patiently enduring the inju-
tnd perfumers appear to us in tiie light of rious tnd capricious treatment they received
mean mechanics. from their colleagues and their countrymen

Antisthenes,* therefore, -when he was told Whether we are right in our judgment or not,
that Ismenias, played excellently upon the flute, will be easy to see vn the work itself.
answered properly enough, "Then he is good Pericles was of the tnbe of Acamantis, and
for nothing else; otherwise he would not have of tne ward of Cholargia. His family was one
played so well." Such also \vas Philip's say- of the most considerable in Athens, both by the
Dig to his son, when at a certain entertainment father and mother's side. His father Xanthip-
be sang in a very agreeable and skillful manner, pus, who defeated the king of Persia's generals
"Are you not ashamed to sing so well?" It la
enough for a prince to bestow a vacant hour " This seems to be somewhat inconsistent with that
upon hearing others sing, and he does the respect and esteem, in which the noble arts of poetry
Buses sufficient honour, if he attends the per- and sculpture were held in ancient Greece and Rome,

and with that admiration which the nro6cien« i» those
formances of those who excel in their arts. arti ohnya obtain among the people. But there waj

If a man applies himself to servile or median- still a kind of jealousy between the poets and philoso-
phers, and our philosophical biographer shews preuy,
clearly by the Platonic parade of thii introduction,

" Antisthtnes was a disciple of Socrates, and foul dtr iliil he would magnify Ibe latler at the cjpto»« of ih»
of the «ecl of the Cjuics. former.
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at Mycale, married Agariste, the niece of Pericles also attended the lecture* *f *eno of
Clisthenes, who expelled the family of Pisis- Elea,* who, in natural philosophy, ̂AB A foU
tratus, abolished the tyranny, enacted laws, lower of Parmenides, and who, bjr rijuh prac-
and established a form of government tempered tice in the an of disputing, h'id Uamcd to
in such a manner as tended to unanimity among confound and silence all his opponents; as Ti-
the people, and the safety of the state. She mon, the Phlasian, declare! in these verses,
dreamed that she was delivered of a lion, and Have you not heard of Zcno's nighty powers,
a few days after brought forth Pericles. His Who could change sides, yet cLivBging triumphed sdi]
person in other respects was well turned, but In the tongue's wars.
his head was disproportionally long. For this But the philosopher witH whom he was most
reason almost all his statues have the head intimately acquainted, wbo gave him that force
covered with a helmet, the statuaries choosing, and sublimity of sentimsBt superior to all the
I suppose, to hide that defect. But the Atheni- demagogues, who, in short, formed him to that
an poets, called him Schinocephalus, or onion- admirable dignity of manners, was Anaxagorag
head, for the word schinoi is sometimes used the Clazomenian. Thi» was he whom the peo-
insti ad of scilla, a sea-onion. Cratinus, the ple of those times cMtdnous or intelligtnce,
comic writer, in his play called CMrones, has either in admiration of his great understanding
this passage " and knowledge of the works of nature, or be-

cause he was the first who clearly proved, that
faction received old Time to her embraces: the universe owed i\a formation neither to
Hence came a tyrant-spawn, on earth called Pericles, chance nor necessity, 1 ut to a pure and unmixedIB heaven the head-compeller. MIND, who separated the homogeneous parts

from the other with wh<ch they were confounded
And again, in his Nemesis, he thus addresses Charmed with the company of this philoso

him, pher, and instructed by him in the sublimest
Come, blessed Jove,* the high and mighty head, sciences, Pericles acquired not only an eleva-
The friend of hospitality ! tion of sentiment, and a loftiness and purity of

style, far removed from the low expression of
And Teleclides says, .ne vulgar, but likewise a gravity of counte-

nance which relaxed not into laughter, a firm
Now, in a maze of thought, he ruminates and even tone of voice, an easy deportment,
On strange expedients, while his head, depressed and a decency of dress, which no vehemenceWith its own weighl, s::>ks on his knees : and now
From the vast caverns of his brain burst forth of speaking ever put into disorder. These
Storms and fierce thunders. things, and others of the like nature, excited

admiration in all that siw him.

And Eupolis, in his Demi, asking news of all Such was his conduct, when a vile and
the great orators, whom he represented as abandoned fellow loided him a whole day
ascending from the shades below, when Peri- with reproaches and abuse, he bore it with
cles comes up last, cries out, patience and silence, and continued in public
Heat! of the tribes that haunt those spacious realms, for the despatch of seme urgent affairs. In the
Does he ascend ? evening he walked nlowly home, this impudent

Most writers agree, that the master who wretch following, a id insulting him all the way
taught him music was called Damon, the first with the most sour ilous language. And as it
syllable of whose name, they tell us, is to he was dark when he came to his ow^door, ha
pronounced short; but Aristotle informs us, ordered one of his wrvants to take a torch and
that he learned that art of Pythoclides. As for light the man homo. The poet Ion, however,
Damon, he seems to have been a politician, says he was proud and supercilious in conver-
who under the pretence of teaching music, con- sation, and that there was a great deal of
cealed his great abilities from the vulgar: and vanity and conterr pt of others, mixed with his
he attended Pericles as his tutor and assistant dignity of manner: on the other hand, he highly
;n politics, in the same manner as a master of extols the civility, complaisance, and polite-
the gymnastic art attends a young man to fit ness of Cimon. But to take no farther notice
him for the ring. However, Damon's giving of Ion, who perhips would not have any great
lessons upon the harp was discovered to be a excellence appear, without a mixture of some-
mere pretext, and, as a busy politician and thing satirical, an it was in the ancient trage-
friend to tyranny, he was banished by the dy ;f Zeno desired those that called the gravity
ostracism. Nor was he spared by the comic
poets. One of them, named Plato introduces * This Zeno was of Elea, a town of Italy, and »
a person addressing him thus, Phocian colony; and must be carefully distinguishedfrom Zeno the founder of the sect of the Stoics. The

Inform me, Damon, 6rst, docs ferae say true ? Zeno here spoken of was respectable for attempting t»
And wa«t thou realJy Ptncles'i Chiron1\ rid his »->untry of a tyrant. The tyrant took him, and

caused him to be pounded (o death in a mortar. But
* Pericles (as Plutarch afterwards observes,) was his death accomplished what he could not effect in hif

called Olympiul, or Jupiter. The poet here addresses lifetime : for his fellow-citizens were so much incensed
him under that character with the epithet i,|> » *,>.", at the dreadful manner of it, that they fell upon tht
which signifies blessed, but may also signify qreat- tyrant and stoned him. As to his arguments, and thos»
hevded. In our language we have no word with such if his master Parmenides, pretended to be so invinci
a double meaning. Just above, he is called Cephnle- ble, one of them was to prove there can be no such
eeretei, hetul-compellcr (as if ins head was an assem-thing as motion, since a thing can neither move in tht
blage of many heads,) instead of Nephclegerctcs, cloud- place where it is, nor in the place where it is not. Bu*
compeller, a common epithet of Jupiter. Ihis sophism is easily refuted : for motion is the passing

f The word Chiron, again is ambiguous, and may of a thing or person into a new part of space.
either signify, mist thou preceptor to Pericles? or, t Tragedy at first was only a chorus in honour of
"u<l thou irmrt wicked tltun Pericles? Bacchus. Persons dressed like satyrs were the per
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of Perietes pride and arrogance, to be prouc he dreaded the ban of ostracism, ami, therefore,
the same way; telling them, the very acting of intermeddled not with state affairs, but be
an excellent part might insensibly produce a haved with great courage and intrepidity in
love and real imitation of it the field. However, when Aristidcs was

These were not the only advantages which dead, Themistpcles banished, and Cimon much
Pericles gained by conversing with Anaxago- employed in expeditions at a distance from
ras. From him he learned to overcome those Greece, Pericles engaged in the administra-
terrors which the various phenomena of the tion. He chose rather to solicit the favour
heavens raise in those who know not their of the multitude and the poor,* than of the rich
causes, and who entertain a tormenting tear of and the few, contrary to his natural disposition,
the gods by reason of that ignorance. Nor is which was far from inclining him to court
there any cute for it but the study of nature, popularity.
which, instead of the frightful extravagancies It seems he was apprehensive of falling un
of superstition, implants in us a sober piety, sup- der the suspicion of aiming at the supreme
ported by a rational hope. power, and was sensible, besides, that Cimon

We are told, there was brought to Pericles, was attached to the nobility, and extremely be-
from one of his farms, a ram's head with only loved by persons of the highest eminence; and,
one horn; and Lampo the soothsayer, observing therefore, in order to secure himself, and to
that the horn grew strong and firm out of the fijid resources against the power of Cimon, he
middle of the forehead, declared, that the two studied to ingratiate himself with the common
parties in the state, namely, those of Thucy people. At the same time, he entirely changed
didcs and Pericles, would unite, and invest his manner of living. He appeared not iu
the whole power in him with whom the prodigy the streets, except when he went to the forum
was found: but Anaxagoras having dissected or the senate house. He declined the invita-
the head, shewed that the brain did not fill tUc tions of big friends, and all social entertain-
whole cavity, but had contracted itself into an ments and recreations; insomuch, that in the /
oval form, and pointed directly to that part of whoic time of his administration, which was a
the skull whence the horn took its rise. This considerable length, he never went to sup with
procured Anaxagoras great honour with the any of his friends, but once, which was at the
spectators; and Lampo was no less honoured marriage of his nephew Euryptolemus, and he
for his prediction, when, soon after, upon the staid there only until the ceremony of libation
fall of Thucydides, the administration was put was ended. He considered that the freedom
entirely into the hands of Pericles. of entertainments takes away all distinction of

But, in my opinion, the philosopher and the olfice, and that dignrty is but little consistent
diviner may well enough be reconciled, and with familiarity. Real and solid virtue, in-
both be right; the one discovering the cause deed, the more it is seen, the more glorious it
and the other the end. It was the business of appears; and there is nothing in a good man'i
the former to account for the appearance, and conduct, as a magistrate, so great in the eye of
to consider how it came about; and of the the public, as is the general course of his be-
latter, to show why it was so formed, and naviour in private to his most intimate friends.
what it portended. Those who say, that when Pericles, however, took care not to make his
the cause is found out the prodigy ceases, do person cheap among the people, and appeared
not consider; that if they reject such signs as imong them only at proper intervals: Nor did
are preternatural, they must also deny that ie speak on all points that were debated be-
artificial signs are of any use; the clattering of "ore them, but reserved himself, like the Sala-
brass quoits,* the light of beacons, and the minian galley,! (as Critolaus says) for greater
lhadow of a sun-dial, have all of them their occasions; despatching business of less con-
proper natural causes, and yet each has an- sequence by other orators with whom he had
other signification. But, perhaps, this question an intimacy. One of these, we are told, was
might be more properly discussed in another Sphialtes, who, according to Plato, overthrew
place. the power of the council of Areopagus, by

Pericles, in his youth, stood in great fear of
the people. For in his couni-.na.nce he was
like Pisistratus the tyrant; and he perceived * The nopular party in Athens were continually

laking eflorU against those small remains of power
the old men were much struck by a farther re- which were yet in the hands of Llie nubility. As Pe-
semblance in the sweetness of his voice, the ricles could not lead the party of the nobles, because
volubility of his tongue, and the roundness of Cimon, by the dignity of his- birth, the lustre of hi»
his periods. As he was, moreover, of a noble actions, and the largeness of his estate, had placed him-self at their head, he had no other resource than to
family and opulent fortune, and his friends court the populace. And he flattered their favourite
were the most considerable men in the state, >assion in the most agreeable manner, by lessening th«

>ov(tr and privileges of the court of Areopagus, which
formers^ and Ihey often broke out into the most licen-was the chief support of the nobility, and indeed of
tious raillery. Afterwards when tragedy took a graver he whole state. Thus the bringinc of almost all i tnc Dringmg of almost all
turn, something of the former drollery was still re- causes be fo-"--'-:1' ctore the tribunal of the people, ll,t muUinly
tained, as in mat which we call tragi-comedy. In ng of g: raluilics, which were only another word lor
time, serious characters and events became the subject bribes, and the giving tlie people a lasle for eipensi
of tragedy, without that mixture ", but e\«n then, after ilcasures, caused d the dowtifal of the Athenian col
exhibiting three or four serious tragedies, the poets monwealth; though the personal abilites of Pcricle*
used to conclude their contention for the prize, with a upported it during his lime.
"atirical one : of this sort is the Cyclops of E.uripidt.s,
«nd the only one remaining. t The Salaminian galley was a consecrated rcsucl

winch the Athenians never made USP of hit on eiirfl-
* The clattering of brass quoits or plates was some- irdinan occasion.. They lent it for instance, for »

amrs a military -i^-nal :tiii"ii[f the Grecians. Among the general whom they wanted to call iu account, or witb
Romans it was a signal local! the wrestlers to tho ring. amnces to Apollo, or mne other diiiy.
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giving the citizens a large and intemperate immortal like the gods: For the gods them.
draught of liberty. On which account the selves are not visible to us; but from th«
comic writers speak of the people of Athens as honours they receive, and the happiness they
of a horse wild and unmanagcd, enjoy, we conclude they are immortal; and

which listens to the rein* no more, such should those brave men be who die for

But iri his maddening course bear* headlong down their country."
The verj friend: that feed him. Thucydidea represent! the administration of
Pericles, desirous to make his language a Pericles as favouring aristocracy, and tells us

proper vehicle for his sublime sentiments, and that, though the government was called demor
to speak in a manner that became the dignity cratical, it was really in the hands of one who
of his life, availed himself greatly of what he had engrossed the whole authority. Many
had learned of Anaxagoras, adorning his elo- other writers likewise inform us, that by him
quence with the rich colours of philosophy. the people were first indulged with a division
For, adding, (as the divine Plato expresses it) of lantia, were treated at the public expense
the loftiness of imagination, and all-command- with theatrical diversions, and were paid for
ing energy, with which philosophy supplied 

the most common services to the state. As

him, to his native powers of genius, and this new indulgence from the government wag

making use of whatever he found to his pur- an impolitic custom, which rendered the peo-
pose, in the study of nature, to dignify the art ple expensive and luxurious, and destroyed
of speaking, he far excelled all other orators.* that frugality and love of labour which support-
Hence he is said to have gained the surname ed them before, it is proper that we sfiould
of Oiympius; though some will have it to have trace the effect to its cause, by a retrospect
been from the edifices with which he adorned into the circumstances of the republic.

the city; and others, from his high authority At first, as we have observed, to raise him-

both in peace and war. There appears, in- self to some sort of equality with Cimon, who

deed, no absurdity in supposing that all these was then at the height of glory, Pericles made
things might contribute to that glorious distinc- his court to the people. And as Cimon was his
tion. Yet the strokes of satire, both serious superior in point of fortune, which he employed
and ludicrous, in the comedies of those times, in relieving the poor Athenians, in providing
indicate that this title was given him chiefly on victuals every day for the necessitous, and

account of his eloquence. For they tell us clothing the aged; and besides this, levelled
that in his harangues, he thundered and light- his fences with the ground, that all might be at
ened, and that his tongue was armed with liberty to gather his fruit; Pericles had re-
thunder. Thucydides, the son of Milesius, is course to the expedient of dividing the public
said to have given a pleasant account of the treasure; which scheme, as Aristotle infomn
force of his eloquence. Thucydides was a us, was proposed to him by Demonides of los *
great and respectable man, who for a long Accordingly, by supplying the people with
time opposed the measures of Pericles: And money for the public diversions, and for theii
when Archidamus, one of the kings of Lace- attendance in^-CftUrts^ of judicature,! and by
(Jn.iiioii asked him, " Which was the best oilier pensions and gratuities, he so inveigled
wrestler, Pericles, or he?" he answered, them, as to avail himself of their interest against

" When I throw him, he says he was never the council of the Areopagus, of which he had

down, and he persuades the very spectators to no right to be a member, having never had the,
believe so." fortune to be chosen archon, Tliefmothetes,

Yet such was the solicitude of Pericles king of the sacred rites, or polemarch. For
when he had to speak in public, that he always persons were of old appointed to these offices
first addressed a prayer to the gods,f " That by lot; and such as had discharged them well,
not a word might unawares escape him unsuit- and such only, were admitted as judges in the
able to the occasion." He left nothing in Areopagus. Pericles, therefore, by his popu-
writing but some public decrees; and only a few larity raised a party against that council, and,
of his sayings are recorded. He used to say by means of Ephialtes, took from them the

(for instance) that " The isle of jEgina should cognizance of many causes that had been undertheir jurisdiction. He likewise caused Cimonnot be Buffered to remain an eye-sore to the
Piraus:" and that " He saw a war approach- to be banished by the Ostracism, as an enemy

ing from Peloponnesus." And when Sopho-to the people,| and a friend to the Lacedxmo-
cles, who went in joint command with him
upon an expedition at sea, happened to praise * los was one of the isles called Sporades. in the
the beauty of a certain boy, he said, " A gene-JJgean ica, and celebrated for Ihe tomb of Homer.
ral, my friend, should not only have pure hands, But some learned men are of opinion that iostetd ofl*>tf, we should read Oiti^v, and that Demonides wai
but pure eyes." Stesimbrotus produces this not of the island of Jos, but of Oia, which was a bor-
passage from the oration wlu'ch Pericles pro- ough in Attica.
nounced in memory of those Athenians who f There were several courts of judicature in Afnens,
fell in the Samian war, " They are become composed of a certain number of the citizens; whosometimes received one obolus each, for every cause

they tried ; and sometimes men who aimed at popular-
« Plalo observes, on the same occasion, that an ora- ity procured this fee to be increased.

tor as «* H -1-* a physician ought to have a general know- ( His treason against the state was pretended tft
ledge of nature. consist in receiving presents or other gratification!

f Quintilian >ays, lie prayed, that not a word might from Ihe Macedonians, whereby he was prevailed on
escape liim disagreeable to the people. And this is the to let slip the opportunity he hnd to enlarge Uie Athe-
more probable account of ihe matter, because (accor- nian conquests, after he had taken the gold mines of
HII.C 'o Suidas) Pericles wrote down his pralioiu be- Tlirace.-Cimon answered that he had prosecuted tho
fore he pronounced them in public; and, iiideed, nas war to the utmost of his power against the Th.-acianl
the first who did so. and their other enemies; but that he had made B*
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Bians; a man who in birth and fortune had no his inflexible severity in prosecuting all thai
"uperior, who bad gained very glorious victo-invaded the rights of thu jnople, his enemiet
ries owr the barbarians, and filled the city caused him to be taken off in a private and
with money and other spoils, as we have re- treacherous manner, by Anstodicus of Tanagra
lated in his life. Such was the authority of " About the same time died Cimon, in the
Pericles with the common people. expedition to Cyprus. And the nobility per-

The term of Cimon's banishment, aa it was ceiving that Pericles was now arrived at a
by Ostracism, was limited by law to ten years. height of authority which set him tar above the
Meantime, the Lacedemonians, with a great other citize.js, were desirous of having some
army, entered the territory of Tanagra, and the person to oppose him, who might be capable of
Athenians immediately marching out against giving a check to his power, and of preventing
them, Citnon returned, and placed himself in his making himself absolute. Foe this pur-
the ranks with those of his tribe, intending by pose they set up Thucydides, of the ward of
his deeds to wipe off the aspersion of favouring Alopece, a man of great prudence, and brother
the Lacedaemonians, and to venture his life in-law to Cimon. He had not, indeed, Cimon's
with his countrymen; but, by a combination of talents for war, but was superior to him in
the friends of Pericles, he waa repulsed as an forensic and political abilities ; and, by resid-
exile. This seems to have been the cause that ing constantly in Athens, and opposing Pcriclei
Pericles exerted himself in a particular man- in the general assembly, he soon brought the
ner in that battle, and exposed his person to government to an equilibrium. For he did
the greatest dangers. All Cimon's friends, not suffer persons of superior rank to be dis-
whom Pericles had accused as accomplices in persed and confounded with the rest of the
his pretended crime, fell honourably that day people, because in that case their digi\ity waa
together: And the Athenians, who were de- obscured and lost; but collected them into a
feated upon their own borders, and expected a separate body, by which means their authority
still sharper conflict in the summer, grievously was enhanced, and sufficient weight thrown
repented of their treatment of Cimon, and into their scale. There was, indeed, from the
longed for his return. PeYicles, sensible of beginning, a kind of doubtful separation, which,
the people's inclinations, did not hesitate to like the (laws in a piece of iron, indicated that
gratify them, but himself proposed a decree for the aristocratical party, and that of the com-
calling Cimon, and at his return, a peace was monalty, were not perfectly one, though they
agreed upon through his mediation. For the were not actually divided : but the ambition
Lacedemonians had a particular regard for of Pericles and Thucydides, and the contest
him, as well as aversion to Pericles and the between them bad so extraordinary an effect
other demagogues. But some authors write, upon the city, that it was quite broken in two,
that Pericles did not procure an order for Ci- and one part was called the people, and the
roon'e return, till they had entered into a priv- other the r.obility. For this reason Pericles,
ate compact, by means of Cimon's sister more than ever, gave the people the reins, and
Elpinice, that Cimon should have the command endeavoured to ingratiate himself with them,
abroad, and with two hundred galleys lay contriving always to have some show, or play,
waste the king of Persia's dominions, and Per- or feast, or procession in the city, and to amuse
icles have the direction of affairs at home. it with the politest pleasures.
A story goes, that Elpinice, before this, had As another means of employing their atten
softened the resentment of Pericles against tion, he sent out sixty galleys every year,
Cimon, and procured her brother a milder manned for eight months, with a considerable
sentence than that of death. Pericles was one number of the citizens, who were both paid
of those appointed by the people to manage the '"or their service and improved themselves as
impeachment; and when Elpinice addressed mariners. He likewise sent a colony of a
him as a suppliant, he smiled and said, "You thousand men to the Chersonesus, five hundred
are old, Elpinice; much too old to solicit in so to Naxos, two hundred and fifty to Andros, a
weighty an affair." However, he rose up but thousand into the country of the BisaltE in
once to speak, barely to acquit himself of hU Thrace, and others into Italy, who settled in
trust, and did not bear so hard upon Cimon as Sybaris, and changed its name to Thurii. These
the rest of his accusers.* Who then can give things he did, to clear the city of a useless mul-
credit to Idomeneus, when he says that Peri- titude, who were very troublesome when they
cles caused the orator Epliialtes, his friend and had nothing to do; to make provision for the
assistant in the administration, to be assassin-most necessitous; and to keep the allies of
ated through jealousy and envy of his great Athens in awe, by placing colonies like so
character ? 1 know not where he met with many garrisons in thei- neighbourhood.
this calumny, which he vents wi& great bit- That which was the chief delight of the AthaO
terness against a man, not indeed, in all res- nians and the wonder of strangers, and which
pects irreproachable, but who certainly hid alone serves for a proof that the boasted power l
luch a greatness of mind, and high sense of and opulence of ancient Greece is not an idle
honour as was incompatible with an action so tale, was the magnificence of the temples and
savage and inhuman. The truth of the matter, public edifices. Yet no part of the conduct
according to Aristotle, is, that Ephialtes being of Pericles moved the spleen of his enemiei
grown formidable to the nobles, on account of more than this. In their accusations of him to
inroads into Macedonia, because he did not conceive the people, they insisted,» That he had brought
that he was to act as a public enemy to mankind. the greatest disgrace upon the Athenian!

" Yet Cimuu was fined fifty lalenls, or 9S87/. 10«. by removing the public treasures of Greece
Itcrling, and narrowly escaped a capital sentence,hav- from Dclos and taking them into hw own
Ktg csly a uujurtty of three vole* to prevent il. custody. That he had not left lumself even
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the specious apology, of having caused the with which I finish mine." For ease and speet
money to be brought to Athens for its greater in thu execution seldom give a work any last-
"ecurity, and to keep it from being seized by ing importance or exquisite beauty; while, on
the barbarians: That Greece must needs con- the other hand, the time which is expended in
"ider it as the highest insult, and an act of open labour, is recovered and repaid in the duration
tyranny, when she saw the money she had been of the performance. Hence we have the mora
obliged to contribute towards the war lavished reason to wonder that the structures raised by
by the Athenians in gilding their city, and or- Pericles should be built in so tliort a time, and
namenting it with statues, and temples that yet built for ages: for as each of th:m, as soon
cost a thousand talents,* as a proud and vain as finished, had the venerable air of antiquity^
woman decks herself out with jewels." Peri- so, now they are old, they have the freshness
cles answered this charge by observing," That of a modern building. A bloom is diffused over
they were not obliged to give the allies any them, which preserves their aspect untarnished
account of the sums they had received, since by time, as if they were animated with a spirit
they had kept the barbarians at a distance, and of perpetual youth and unfading elegance, i
effectually defended the allies, who had not Phidias was appointed by Pericles supenn
furnished either horses, ships, or men, but only tendant of all the public edifices, though the
contributed money, which is no longer the Athenians had then other eminent architects
property of the giver, but of the receiver, if he and excellent workmen. The Parthenon, or
performs ihe conditions on which it is receiv- temple of Pallas, whose dimensions had been
ed. That, as the state was provided with al! a hundred feet square,* was rebuilt by Calli-
the necessaries of war, its superfluous wealth crates and Ictinus. Corocbus began the temple
should be laid out on such works as, when ex- of Initiation at Eleusis, but only lived to finish
ecuted, would be eternal monuments of its the lower rank of columns with their archi-
glory, and which, during their execution, would traves. Metagenes, of the ward of Xypete,
diffuse a universal plenty; for as so many kinds added the rest of the entablature, and the up-
of labour, and such a variety of instruments per row of columns; and Xenocles of Cholar-
and materials were requisite to these under- gus built the dome on the top. The long wall,
takings, every art would he exerted, every hand the building of which Socrates says he heard
employed, almost the whole of the city would Pericles propose to the people, was undertaken
be in pay, and be at the same time both adorn- by Callicrates. Cratinus ridicules this work
ed and supported by itself." Indeed, such as as proceeding very slowly:
were of a proper age and strength, were want- Stones upon stones the orator had pil'd
ed for the wars, and well rewarded for their \Vith swilling words, but words will build no wallj.
services; and as for the mechanics and meaner
sort of people, they went not without their The Odeum, or music theatre, which was

share of the public money, nor yet had they it likewise built by the direction of Pencles, had

to support them in idleness. By the con- within it many rows of seats and of pillars;

structing of great edifices, which required many the roof was of a conic figure, after the model

arts, and a long time to finish them, they had (we are told) of the king of Persia's pavilion.
equal pretensions to be considered out of the Cratinus therefore, rallies him again in his play

called Thrattx:
treasury (though they stirred not out of the city)
with the mariners and soldiers, guards and gar- As Jove, an onion on his head he wean
risons. For the different materials, such as As Pericles, a whole orchestra bears;
stone, brass, ivory, gold, ebony, and cypress, Afraid of broils and banishment no more,

He tunes the shell he trembled at before!
furnished employment to carpenters, masons,
braziers, goldsmiths, painters, turners, and other Pericles at this time exerted all his interest
artificers; the conveyance of them by sea em- to have a decree made, appointing a prize for
ployed merchants and sailors, and by land, the best performer in music during the Pana-
wheelwrights, wagoners, carriers, rope-makers, thtnu'ti; and, as he was himself appointed
Jeather-cutters, paviers, and iron founders, and judge and distributer of the prizes, he gave the
every art had a number of the lower people contending artists directions in what manner to
ranged in proper subordination to execute it proceed, whether their performance was vocal,
like soldiers under the command of a general. or on the flute or lyre. From that time the
Thus, by the exercise of these different trades, prizes in music were always contended for in
plenty was diffused among persons of every the Odeum.

rank and condition. Thus works were raised The vestibule of the citadel was furnislied
of an astonishing magnitude, and inimitable in five years by Mnesicles the architect. A
beauty and perfection, every architect striving wonderful event that happened while the work
to surpass the magnificence of the design with was in hand, shewed that the goddess was not
the elegance of the execution; yet still the most averse to the work, but rather took it into her
wonderful circumstance was tlie expedition with protection, and encouraged them to complete
which they were completed. Many edifices, it. One of the best and most active of tha
eath of which seems to have required the labour workmen, missing his step, fell from the top to
of several successive ages, were finished during the bottom, and was bruised in such a manner,
the administration of one prosperous man. that his life was despaired of by the physicians.

It is said, that when Agatharcus the painter Pericles was greatly concerned at this ac
valued himself upon the celerity and ease with cident; but in the midst of his affliction
which he despatched his pieces; Zcuxis re-
plied, " If I boast, it shall be of the slowness * It was called HccatompcJon, because it had been

original!) a hundred feel square. And having beri
" The ParCienon, or temple of Minerva, u said to burmd by the Persians, it was rebuilt by Pericles, an/

haic cost a thousand Lakuts. retained that name after it was grealjy enlarj;«l.
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the goddess appeared to him in a dream, and yours: only let the neiv edificco be inscrib
informed him of a remedy, which he applied, ed with my name, not that of tlie people of
and thereby soon recovered the patient. In Athens." Whether it was that they admired
memory of this cure, he placed in the citadel, the greatness of his spirit, or were ambitioua
near the altar (which is said to have been there to share the glory of such magniicent work*,
before) a brazen statue of the Jllincrva qf they cried out, " That he might spend as mucn
hetilth. The golden statue of the same god-as he pleased of the public treasure, without
dess," was the workmanship of Phidias, and sparing it m the least."
his name is inscribed upon the pedestal (as we At last the contest came on between him and
have already observed). Through the friend-Thucydides, which of them should be banished
ship of Pericles he had the direction of every by the ostracism; Pericles gained the victory,
thing, and all the artists received his orders. banished his adversary, and entirely defeated
For this the one was envied, and the other his party. The opposition now being at an
slandered; and it was intimated that Phidias end, and unanimity taking place amongst all
received into his house ladies for Pericles, ranks of people, Pericles became sole master
who came thither under pretence of seeing his of Athens, and its dependencies. The revenue,
works. The comic poets, getting hold of this the army and navy, the islands and the sea, a
story, represented him as a perfect libertine. most extensive territory, peopled by barbarians
They accused him of an intrigue with the wife as well as Greeks, fortified with the obedience
of Menippus, his friend, and lieutenant in the of subject nations, the friendship of kings, and
urmy, and because Pyrilampes, another inti- alliance of princes, were all at his command.
mate acquaintance of his, had a collection of From this time he became a different man;
curious birds, and particularly of peacocks, it he was no longer so obsequious to the humour
was supposed that he kept them only for pres- of the populace, which is as wild and as change-
ents for those women who granted favours to able as the winds. The multitude were not in-
Pericles. But what wonder is it, if men of a dulged or courted; the government in fact was
satirical turn daily sacrifice the characters of not popular; its loose and luxuriant harmony
the great to that malevolent Demon, the envy was confined to stricter measures, and it as-
of the multitude, when Stesimbrotus of Thasos sumed an aristocratical or rather monarchical
has dared to lodge against Pericles that horrid form. He kept the public good in his eye, and
and groundless accusation of corrupting his pursued the straight path of honour. For the
eon's wife? So difficult is it to come at truth in most part gently leading them by argument to
the walk of history, since, if the writers live a sense of what was right, and sometimes forc-
after the events they relate, they can be but ing them to comply with what was for their
imperfectly informed of facts, and if they des-own advantage; in this respect imitating a
cribe the persons and transactions of their own good physician, who, in the various symptoms
times, they are tempted by envy anil hatred, of a long disease, sometimes administers medi-
or by interest and friendship, to vitiate and cines tolerably agreeable, and, at other times,
pervert the truth. sharp and strong ones, when such alone are

The orators of Thucydides's party raised a capable of restoring the patient. He was the
clamour against Pericles, asserting that he man that had the art of controlling those many
wasted the public treasure, and brought the rev- disorderly passions which necessarily spring up
enue to nothing. Pericles, in his defence asked amongst a people possessed of so extensive a
the people in full assembly, "Whether they dominion. The two engines he worked with
thought he had expended too much?" upon were hope and fear; wich these, repressing
their answering in the affirmative, "Then be their violence when they were too impetuous,
it," said he, "charged to my account,f n°t and supporting their spirits when inclined to

languor, he made it appear that rhetoric is (as
Plato denned it) the art of ruling the minds

* This statue was of gold and ivory. Fausanias has of men, and that its principal province con-given us a description of it. The goddess was repre-
sented standing, clothed in a tunic that reached down sists in moving the passions and affections of
to the fool. On her tt%ia, or breast-plate, was Medu- the soul, which like so many strings in a mu-
sa's head in ivory, and victory. She held a spear in sical instrument, require the touch of a mas-
her hand ; and at her feet lay a buckler, and a dragon, terly and delicate hand. Nor were the poweri
supposed to be EricKthoaiiu. The sphynx -was repre- of eloquence alone sufficient, but (as Thucy-Knted on the middle of her helmet, with a griffin on
each side. This statue was thirty-nine feet Sigh ; Uic dides observes) the orator was a man of probity
victory on the breast-plat* was about four cubits: and and unblemished reputation. Money could
forty talents of gold were employed upon it. not bribe him; he was so much above the de-

f It appears from a passage in Thucydidei, that the sire of it, that though he added greatly to the
public stock of the Athenians amounted to nine thou-opulence of the state, which he found not in-
sand seven hundred talents (or one million eight hun-
dred and seventy-five thousand nine hundred and fifty considerable, and though his power exceeded
pounds sterlingj) of which, Pericles had laid out in that of many kings and tyrants, some of whom
those public buildings three thousand seven hundred have bequeathed to their posterity the sove-
talents. 11 is natural, therefore, to ask, how he could reignty they had obtained, yet he added not one
tell the people that it should be at his own expense, drachma to his paternal estate.
especially since Plutarch tells us in the sequel, that hehad not in the least improved the estate left him by his Thucydides, indeed, gives this candid account
father! To which the true answer probably is, that of the power and authority of Pericles, but the
Pericles was politician enough to know that the vanity comic writers at use him in a most malignant
of the Athenians would never let them asjree that he manner, giving his friends the name of the neiashould inscribe Ihe »itw magnificent buildings with his
name, in exclusion of their's; or he might venture to pisistratidtE, and calling upon him to swear
lay any thing, bring secure of a majority of votes to be that he would never attempt to make himself
fi>-.u as he pleased. absolute, since his authority was already much
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too great and overbearing in a free state. Tele- By this time the Lacedemonians began to
elides says, the Athenians had given up to him express some jealousy of the Athenian great-

The tributes of the state", the Mates Ihenuelvei ness, and Pericles willing to advance it still
To bind, to loose ; to build and to destroy; higher, and to make the people more sensible
In ptace, in %v:ir, to govern ; nay, to rule of their importance, and more inclinable to
Their very fate, like >ome mperior thing. great attempts, procured an order, that all the

And this not only for a time, or during the Greeks, wheresoever they resided, whether in
prime and flower of a short administration ; Europe or in Asia, whether their cities were
but for forty years together he held the pre- small or great, should send deputies to Athens
eminence, amidst such men as Ephialtes, Leoc- to consult about rebuilding the Grecian tem-
rates, Myronides, Cimon, Tolmides, andThu- ples which the barbarians had burned, and
eydides; and continued it no lese thin fifteen about providing those sacrifices is hich had been
years after the fall and banishment of the lat- vowed during the Persian war, for the preser-
ter. The power of the magistrates, which to vation of Greece; and likewise to enter into
them was but annual, all centered in him, yet such measures as might secure navigation, ind
si ill he kept himself untainted by avarice. Not maintain the peace.
that he was inattentive to his finances; but on Accordingly twenty persons, each upwardi
the contrary, neither negligent of his paternal of fifty years of age, were sent with this proposal
estate, nor yet willing to have much trouble to the different states of Greece. Five went
with it; as he had not much time to spare, he to the lonians and Dorians in Asia, and the
brought the management of it into such a islanders as far as Lesbos, and Rhodes; five to
method as was very easy, at the same time that the cities above the Hellespont and in Thrace,
it was exact. For he used to turn a whole as far as Byzantium; five to the inhabitants:
year's produce into money altogether, and with of Baotia, Phocis, and Peloponnesus, and
this he bought from day to day all manner of from thence, by Locri along the adjoining con-
necessaries at the market. This way of living tinent, to Acarnania and Ambracia. The rest
was not agreeable to his sons when grown up, were despatched through Eubosa to the Greekt
and the allowance he made the women,did not that dwelt upon Mount Oetra, and near the
appear to them a generous one: they complain-Maliac bay, to the Phithiotse, the Achaeans*
ed of a pittance daily measured out with scru- and Thessalians, inviting them to join in the
pulous economy, which admitted of none of council and new confederacy for the preserva-
those superfluities so common in great houses tion of the peace of Greece. It took no effect,
and wealthy families, and could not bear to however, nor did the cities send their depu-
think of the expenses being so nicely adjusted ties : the reason of which is said to be the op-
to the income. position of the Lacedaemonians,! for the pro-

The person who managed these concerns posal was first rejected in Peloponnesus. But
with BO much exactness was a servant of his I was willing to give an account of it as a spe-
named Evangelius, either remarkably fitted for cimen of the greatness of the orator's spirit,
the purpose by nature, or formed to it by Peri- and of his disposition to form magnificent de-
cles. Anaxagoras, indeed considered these signs.
lower attentions as inconsistent with his wis- His chief merit in war was the safety of hit
di m. Following the dictates of enthusiasm, measures. He never willingly engaged in any
and wrapt up in subVime inquiries, he quitted uncertain or very dangerous expedition, nor
hu house, and left his lands unfilled and deso-had any ambition to imitate those generals who
late. But, in my opinion, there is an essential are admired as great men, because their rash
difference between a speculative and a prac-enterprises have been attended with success;
tical philosopher. The former advances his he always told the Athenians, "That as far as
ideas into the regions of science without the their fate depended upon him, they should be
assistance of any thing corporeal or external; immortal." Perceiving that Tolmides, the son
the latter endeavours to apply his great quali- of Tolnraus, in confidence of his former suc-
ties to the use of mankind, and riches afford cess and military reputation, was preparing to
him not only necessary but excellent assistance. invade Bceotia at an unseasonable time, and
Thus it was with Pericles, who by his wealth that over and above the regular troops, he had
was enabled to relieve numbers of the poor persuaded the bravest and most spirited of the
citizens. Nay, for want of such prudential re- Athenian youth, to the number of a thousand,
gards, this very Anaxagoras, we are told, lay to go volunteers in that expedition, he address-
neglected and unprovided for, insomuch that ed him in public, and tried to divert him from
the poor old man had covered up his head, and it, making use, among theirest, of those well
was going to starve himself.* But an account known words, "If you regard not the opinion
of it being brought to Pericles, he was ex- of Pericles, yet wait at least for the advice of
tremely moved at it, ran immediately to him, time, who is the best of all counsellors." This
expostulated, entreated; be wailing not so much
the fate of his friend as his own, if his admin- * By .ichaant we are sometimes to understand the
istration should lose so valuable a counsellor. Greeks in general, especially in the writings of the
Anaxaporas, uncovering his face, replied, poets; and sometimes the inhabitants of a particular
"Ah, Pericles! those that have need of a lamp, district in Peloponnessus: but neither of these can bethe meaning in this place. We must here understandtake care to supply it with oil." a people of Thcssaly, called *1chaans.

t It is no wonder that the Lacedaemonians opposed
" It wu customary among the ancients for a person this undertaking, since the giving way to it would hare

wno was determined to put an end to his life to cover been acknowledging the Athenians as masters of all
up his head ; whether he devoted himself to death for Greece. Indeed, the Athenians should not have at
the service of his country, or being weary of his being, tempted it, without ail order or decree of the Amphic-
bade the world adieu. tyonj.
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vaying, f&r the present, gained no great ap-good fortune, they talked of recovering Egypt,*
plause: but when, a few days after, news was and of attempting the coast of Persia. Many
brought, that Tolmides was defeated and kill- were likewise at this time possessed with th«
ed at Coronea,* together with many of the unfortunate passion for Sicily, which the ora-
bravest citizens, it procured Pericles great re tors of Alcibiades's party afterwards inflamed
epect and love from the people, who consider-still more. Nay> some even dreamed of He-
ed it as a proof, not only of his sagacity, but truriaf and Carthage, and not without some
of his affection for his countrymen. ground of hope, as they imagined, because of

Of his military expeditions, that to the Cher- the great extent of their dominions, and the
toncsus procured him most honour, because it successful course of their affairs.
proved very salutary to the Greeks who dwelt But Poncles restrained this impetuosity of
(here. For he not only strengthened their the citizens, and curbed their extravagant de-
cities with the addition of a thousand able- sire of conquest; employing the greatest part
bodied Athenians, but raised fortifications of their forces in strengthening and securing
across the Isthmus from sea to sea; thus guard' their present acquisitions, and considering it
ing against the incursions of the Thracians as a matter of consequence to keep the Lace-
who were spread about the Chersonesus, and dxmonians withit bounds; whom he therefore
putting an end to those long and grievous wars, opposed, a? on other occasions, so particularly
Under which that district had smarted, by rea- in the sacred war. For when the Lacedimo-
son of the neighbourhood of the barbarians, as nians, by dint of arms, had restored the tem
well as to the robberies with which it had been pie to the citiiens of Delphi, which had been
infested by persons who lived upon the bor- seized by the Phocians, Pericles, immediately
ders, or were inhabitants of the country. But after the departure of the Lacedaemonians,
the cipedition most celebrated among stran- marched thither, and put it into the hands of
gers, was that by sea around Peloponnesus. the Phocians again. And as the Lacedaemo-
He set sail from Pegs in the territories of Me- nians had engraved on the forehead of the
gara with a hundred ships of war, and not on- brazen wolf the privilege which the people of
ly ravaged the maritime cities, aa Tolmides Delphi had granted them of consulting the
had done before him, but landed his forces and oracle first,} Pericles caused the same privilege
penetrated a good way up the country. The ror the Athenians, to be inscribed on the wolfs
terror of his arms drove the inhabitants into right side.
their walled towns, all but the Sicyomans, who The event shewed that he was right in con-
made head against him at Memea, and were ining the Athenian forces to act within the
defeated in a pitched battle; in memory of jounds of Greece. For, in the first place, the
which victory he erected a trophy. From Eubccans revolted, and he led an army against
Achaia, a confederate state, he took a number .hem. Soon after, news was brought that
of men into his galleys, and sailed to the oppo- \Iegara had commenced hostilities, and that
lite side of the continent; then passing by the the Lacedaemonian forces, under the command
mouth of the Achelous, he made a descent in of king Plistonax, were upon the borders of
Acarnania, shut up the CEnearts within their Attica. The enemy offered him battle; he did
walls, and having laid waste the country, re- not choose, howevcr, to risk an engagement
turned home. In the whole course of this af- with so numerous and resolute an army. But
fair, he appeared terrible to his enemies, and as Plistonax was very young, and chiefly di-
to his countrymen an active and prudent com- rected by Cleandrides, a counsellor whom the
mander; for no miscarriage was committed, Ephori had appointed him on account of hig
nor did even any unfortunate accident happen ender age, he attempted to bribe that coun-
during the whole time. sellor, and succeeding in it lo his wish, per-

Having sailed to Pontus with a large and suaded him to draw off the Peloponnesiana
well equipped fleet, he procured the Grecian rom Attica. The soldiers dispersing and re-
cities there all the advantages they desired, iring to their respective homes, the Lacedae-
and treated them with great regard. To the monians were so highly incensed, that they laid
barbarous nations that surrounded them, and a heavy fine upon the king, and as he was not
to their kings and princes, he made the po\ver
of Athens very respectable, by shewing with * For the Athenians had been masters of E^ypt, as
what security her fleets could sail, and that she e find in the second book of Thucydides. The) »ere
was in effect mistress of the seas. He left the triven out of it by Megabyzus, Artaxenes's lieuten-

people of Sinope thirteen ships under the com- ant, in the first y»:ar ot the eightieth olympiad, and it
was only iu the last year of tne eighty-Tint olympiad

mand of Lamachus, and a body of men to act hat Pericles made that successful expedition about
against Timesileos their tyrant. And when the 'YloDtmnfsus; therefore it is not strange that the Allie-
tyrant and his party were driven out, he caus- ians, now in the height of prosperity, talked of recov-
ed a decree to be made, that a colony of six ering their Cooling in a country which they had soill' I) lost.
hundred Athenian volunteers should be placed t Helruria leerns oddly joined with Carthage; but
in Sinope, and put in possession of those we may consider that Hetruria was on i>ne side of Si
houses and lands which had belonged to the cily, and Carthage on Iheothir. The Aihinians, there-
tyrants. fore, after th«v had dtsourtd Sicily in tin ir thoughts,

He did not, however, give way to the wild might think of extending their concur "!, to the coun-
desires of the citizens, nor would he indulge ries on the right and If II ; in the -aim manm r as king

'yrrhus indulged his wild ambition Ui subdue Sicily
them, when, el-ted with their strength and July, and Africa.

This wolf is said to have been consecrated aoJ
" This deft at happened ID the second year of the ilac-d by the side nf the gr. at altar, on nrcasior of "

ei^Vity-lhird .'i\m|Had, lour hundred and forty-five wolfs killing a Ihiifw hi had robbrd li.e Icinplr, aud
yc»rs before (he Clm-iiaij era, ajjd uiort thau twtuty ending the LMphiautlu the plact vihtrt Ire Ire&ture
ft»rs before the dtatli of Fericlei. lay.
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able to pay it, he withdrew from Lacedzmon. courtezans in her house. .fEschines informi ni
As for Cleamlrides, who fled from justice, they that Lysiclcs, who was a grazier,* and of 4
condemned him to death. He was the father mean ungenerous disposition, by his intercourse
of Gylippus, who defeated the Athenians in with Aspasia, after the death of Pericles, be-
Sicily, and who seemed to have derived the came the most considerable man in Athena.
nee of avarice from him as an hereditary dis- And though Plato's Menexenus in the begin-
temper. He was led by it into bad practices, ning is rather humorous than serious, yet thu0
for which he was banished with ignominy from much of history we may gather from it, that
Sparta, as we have related in the life of Ly- many Athenians resorted to her on account of
sander. her skill in the art of speaking.!

In the accounts for this campaign, Pericles I should not, however, think that the attach-
put down ten talents laid out for a necessary ment of Pericles was of so very delicate a kind.
use, and the people allowed it, without ex- For, though his wife, who was his relation, and
amining the matter closely, or prying into the had been first married to Hipponicus, by whom
gecret. According to some writers, and among she hadCallius the rich, brought him two sons,
the rest Theophrastus the philosopher, Peri- Xanthippus and Paralus, yet they lived so ill
cles sent ten talents every year to Sparta with together, that they parted by consent. She was
which he gained all the magistracy, and kept married to another, and he took Aspasia, for
them from acts of hostility; not that he pur- whom he had the tenderest regard; insomuch,
thased peace with the money, but only gained that he never went out upon business, or re-
time, that he might have leisure to make pre- turned, without saluting her. In the comedies,
parations to carry on the war afterwards with she is callsd the A*eu> Omphale, Deianira,
advantage. and Juiio. Cratinus plainly calls her a pros-

Immediately after the retreat of the Lacede- titute,
monians, he turned his arms against the re- She bore thi« Juno, this Jbpatia,
volters, and passing over into Eubcea with fifty Skill'd in the shameless trade, and every art
ships and 6ve thousand men, he reduced the Of wantonness.
cities. He expelled the Hippobotx, persons
distinguished by their opulence and authority He seems also to have had a natural eon by
among the Chalcidians; and having extermina her; for he is introduced by Eupolis inquiring

after him thus,ted all the Hestiacans, he gave their city to a
colony of Athenians. The cause of this se- Still lives the offspring of my dalliance *
venty was their having taken an Athenian ship, Pyronides answers,
and murdered the whole crew.

Soon after this, the Athenians and Laceds- He lives, and might haie borne the name of husband
Did he not dream that every bosom (air,

monians having agreed upon a truce for thirty Is not a chaste one.
years, Pericles caused a decree to be made for
an expedition against Samos. The pretence Such was the fame of Aspasia, that Cyroi,
he made use of was, that the Samians, when who contended with Artaxerxes for the Per-
commanded to put an end to the war with the sian crown, gave the name of Aspasia to hii
Milesians, had refused it. But as he seems to favourite concubine, who before was called
have entered upon this war merely to gratify Jllilto. This woman was born in Phocis, and
Aspasia, it may not be amiss to inquire by what was the daughter of Hermotimus. When Cy-
art or power she captivated the greatest states-rus was slain in the battle, she was carried to
man, and brought even philosophers to speak the king, and had afterwards great influence
of her so much to her advantage. over him. These particulars occurring to my

It is agreed that she was by birth a Milesian,* memory as I wrote this.life, I thought it would
and the daughter of Axiochus. She is report- be a needless affectation of gravity, if not an
ed to have trod in the steps of Thargelia,t who offence against politeness, to paes them over in
was descended from the ancient lonians, and silence.
to have reserved her intimacies for the great. I now return to the Samian war, which Pe-
This Thargelia, who to the charms of her per- ricles is much blamed for having promoted, in
son added a peculiar politeness and poignant favour of the Milesians, at the instigation of
wit, had many lovers among the Greeks, and Aspasia. The Milesians and Samians had been
drew over to the king of Persia's interest all at war for the city of Priene, and the Samiani
that approached her: by whose means, as they had the advantage, when the Athenians inter-
were persons of eminence and authority, she posed, and ordered them to lay down their
Bowed the seeds of the Median faction among arms, and refer the decision of the dispute to
the Grecian states.

Some, indeed, say, that Pericles made his
court to Aspasia only on account of her wis- * What the employments were to which this Lyii

lea was advanced, is no where recorded.dom and political abilities. Nay, even Socrates t H is not to be imagined, that Aspasia excelled in
himself sometimes visited her along with his
friends; and her acquaintance took their wives
with them to hear her discourse, though the
business that supported her was neither hon-
ourable nor decent, for she kept a number of

* Mil' turn, a city in Ionia, v»a» famous for proouc-
ing person* ofeilraordinary abilities. gcsiion ol Aspasia, who was ol Milctum ; ?

1 This Thargelia, by her beauty, obtained the «ore- to hare accompanied him in that eipeditii ion, and I*
reijti'y of Thessaly. However, she came to an un- have built a temple to perpetuate the men memory ol hit
timely end ; for she wa» murdered bv one «f her loverc. victory.
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them; but the Samians refused to comply with rant. Aristo phanesissupposedtohavehiuted
this demand. Pericles, therefore, sailed with at these marks, when he says,
a fleet to Samos, and abolished the oligarchical The Samians arc a lettered race.
form of government. He then took fifty of the As soon as Pericles was informed of the mis-
principal men, and the same number of chil- fortune that had befallen his army, he imme-
dren, as hostages, and sent them to Lemnos. diately returned with succours,* gave Melissus
Each of these hostages, we are told, offered battle, routed 'he enemy, and blocked up the
him a talent for hia ransom ", aid those that town by building a wall about if, choosing to
were desirous to prevent the settling of a de- owe the conquest of it rather to time and ex-
mocracy among them would have given him pense, than to purchase it with the blood of
Much more.* Pissuthnes the Persian, who had his fellow-citizens. But when he found the
the iuterest of the Samians at heart, likewise Athenians murmured at the time spent in the
Knt him ten thousand pieces of gold, to pre-blockade, and t^t it was difficult to restrain
vail upon him to grant them more favourable them from the assault, he divided the arrny into
terms. Pericles, however, would receive none eight parts, and ordered them to draw lots.
of their presents, but treated the Samians in That division which drew a white bean, were
the manner he had resolved on; and having to enjoy themselves in ease and pleasure while
established a popular government in the island, the others fought. Hence it is said, that those
he returned to Athens. who spend the day in feasting and merriment,

But they soon revolted again, having recov-call that a white day, from the white bean.
ered their hostages by some private measure Ephorus adds, that Pericles in this siege
of Pissuthnes, and made new preparations for made use of battering engines, the invenuon
war. Pericles coming with a fleet to reduce of which he much admired, it being then a new
them once more, found them not in a posture of one; and that he had Arttmon the engineer
negligence or despair, but determined to con-along with him, who, on account of his lame-
tend with him for the dominion of the sea. A ness, was carried about in a litter, when his
sharp engagement ensued near the isle of Tra- presence was required to direct the machine*,
gia, and Pericles gained a glorious victory, and thence had the surname of Periphoretta.
having with forty-four ships defeated seventy, But Heraclides of Pontus confutes this asser-
twenty of which had soldiers on board. tion, by some verses of Anacreon, in which men-

Pursuing his victory, he possessed himself of tion is made of Artemon Penphoretug., several
the harbour of Samos, and laid siege to the city. ages before the Samian war, and these trans-
They still retained courage enough to sally out actions of Pericles. And he tells us, this
and give him battle before the walls. Soon Artemon was a person who gave himself up to
after a greater fleet came from Athens, and the luxury, and was withal of a timid and effemi-
Samians were entirely shut up: whereupon, nate spirit; that he spent most of his time
Pericles took sixty galleys, and steered for the within doors, and had a shield of brass held
Mediterranean, with a design, as is generally over his head by a couple of slaves, lest gome-
supposed, to meet the Phoenician fleet that was thing should fall upon him. Moreover, that
coming lo the relief of Samos, and to engage if he happened to be necessarily obliged to go
with it at a great distance from the island. abroad, he was carried in a litter, which hung

Slesimbrotus, indeed, says, he intended to so low as almost to touch the ground, and
tail for Cyprus, which is very improbable. But therefore was called Periphoretus.
whatever his design was, he seems to have After nine months, the Samians surrendered.
committed an error. For, as soon as he was Pericles razed their walls, seized their ships,
gone, Melissus, the son of Ithagenes, a man and laid a heavy fine upon them; part of which
distinguished as a philosopher, and at that time they paid down directly, the rest they promisedcommander of the Samians, despising either the at a set time, and gave hostages for the payimall number of ships that was left, or else the ment. Duris the Samian makes a melancholyinexperience of their officers, persuaded his tale of it, accusing Pericles and the Athenians
countrymen to attack the Athenians. Accord-of great cruelty, of which no mention is made
ingly, a battle was fought, and the Samians ob-by Thucydides, Ephorus, or Aristotle. "What
tained the victory; for they made many prison-he relates concerning the Samian officers and
ers, destroyed the greatest part of the enemy's seamen, seems quite fictitious: he tells us, thatfleet, cleared the seas, and imported whatever Pericles caused them to be brought into the
warlike stores and provisions they wanted. market-place at Miletus, and to be bound toAristotle writes, that Pericles himself had posts there for ten days together, at the end
been beaten by the same Melissus, in a former
sea-fight. of which he ordered them, by that time in the

The Samiana returned upon the Athenian most wretched condition, to be dispatched with
clubs, and refused their bodies the honour of

prisoners the insult they bad received, marked
their foreheads with the figure of an owl, as burial. Duris, indeed, in hjs Histories, often
the Athenians had branded them with a Sa- goes beyond the limits of truth, even when not

mxna, which is a kind of ship built low in the misled by any interest or passion; and there-
forepart, and wide and hollow in the sides. fore is more likely to hive exaggerated ths
This form makes it light and expeditious in ssJerings of his country, to make the Athe-
failing; and it was called Samsena, from its nians appear in an odious hgbt.f

being invented in Samos by Polycrates the ty- " On his return, he received a reinforcement of four.
score ships, as Thucididcs teUs us : or ninety, accord-

" PiMuthncs, the ion of Hyitaspes, WM joiernor of ing lo Diodorus.
Sard!*, ami espoused Ihe cause of the Samians of course, } Yet Cicero tells us, this Durij was a careful his-
because thr principal person* among them were in the torian, Homo m hutoria Miftra. This historum litej
Persian interest. in the times of Flolemj
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Pericles, at his return to Athens, after the afford his enemies a pretence to accuse hint,
redaction of Samos, celebrated in a splendic sent another squadron to Corcyra,* which did
manner ihc obsequies of his countrymen who not arrive till the action was over.
fell in that war, and pronounced himself the The Corinthians, offended at this treatment,
funeral oration usual on such occasions. This complained of it at Lacedacmon; and the Me-
gained him great applause; and, when he came garensians at the same time alleged, that the
down from the rostrum, the women paid their Athenians would not suffer them to come to any
respects to him, and presented him with crowns mart or port of theirs, but drove ihem out,
4iid chaplets, like a champion just returnee thereby infringing the common privileges, and
notorious from the lists. Only Elpinice ad- breaking the oath they had taken before the
dressed him in terms quite different: "Are general assembly of Greene. The people of
ihese actions, then, Pericles, worthy of crowns jEgina, too, privately acquainted the Lacede-
and garlands, which have deprived us of many monians with many encroachments and injuries
brave citizens; not in a war with the Phoeni-done them by the Athenians, whom they durst
cians and Medes, such as my brother Cimon not accuse openly. And at this very juncture,
waged, but in destroying a city united to us Potidaea, a Corinthian colony, but subject to
both in blood and friendship?" Pericles only the Athenians, being besieged in consequence
smiled, and answered softly with this line of of its revolt, hastened on the war.
Archilochus, However, as ambassadors were sent to

Why lavish ointments on a head lhat'i grey? Athens; and as Archidamus, king of the Lace-
Ion informs us, that he was highly elated daemonians, endeavoured to give a healing

with this conquest, and scrupled not to say, turn to most of the articles in question, and to
"That Agamemnon spent ten years in reducing pacify the allies, probably no other point would
one of the cities of the barbarians, whereas he have involved the Athenians in war, if the)
had taken the richest and most powerful city could have been persuaded to rescind the de-
among the loin.ins in nine months." And in- cree against the Megarensians, and to be re-
deed he had reason to be proud of this achieve-conciled to them. Pericles, therefore, in ex-
ment ; for the war was really a dangerous one, erting all his interest to oppose this measure,
and the event uncertain; since, according to in retaining his enmity to the Megarensians,
Thucydides, such was the power of the Sa- and working up the people to the same ran
mians, that the Athenians were in imminent cour, was the sole author of the war.
danger of losing the dominion of the sea. It is said, that when the ambassadors from

Some time after this, when the Pelopon- Lacedasmon came upon this occasion tu
nesian war was ready to break out, Pericles Athens,! Pericles pretended there was a law
persuaded the people to send succours to the which forbad the taking down any tablet on
inhabitants of Corcyra, who were at war with which a decree of the people was written.
the Corinthians;* which would be a means to " Then," said Polyarces, one of the ambas-
fix in their interest an island whose naval sadors, "do not take it down, but turn the
forces were considerable, and might be of other side outward; there is no law against
great service in case of a rupture with the Pe- that." Notwithstanding the pleasantry of this
loponnesians, which they had all the reason in answer, Pericles relented not in the least. He
the world to expect would be soon. The suc-seems, indeed, to have had some private pique
cours were decreed accordingly, and Pericles against the Megarensians, though the pretext
sent Lacedaemonius to the son of Cimon with he availed himself of in public was, that they
ten ships only, as if he designed nothing more had applied to profane uses certain parcels of
than to disgrace hini.f A mutual regard and sacred ground; and thereupon he procured t
friendship subsisted between Cimon's family
and the Spartans; and he now furnished lus " But this fleet, which consisted of twenty ship*,
son with but a few ships, and gave him the prevented a second engagement, for which they wen
charge of this affair against his inclination, in preparing.
order that, if nothing great or striking were ef- f The Lacedaemonian ambassadors demanded, in the
fected, Lacedxmonius might be still the more arst place, the expubion of those Athenians who were
suspected of favouring the Spartans. Nay, by styled execrable, on account of the old business of Cf-
all imaginable methods he endeavoured to on and his associates, because by his mother's side,
hinder the advancement of that family, repre- Pericles was allied to the family of Meeocles; they
senting the sons of Cimon, as by their very next insisted thai the siege of Potidaea should be raised;

hirdly, that the inhabitants of jEgina should be left
names, not genuine Athenians, but strangers and free ; and lastly, that the decree made against the Me-
aliens, one of them being called Lacedxmonius, ensians, whereby they were forbid the ports and
another Thessalus, and a third Eleus. They rketsof Athens, on pain of death, should be revoked,
seem to have been all the sons of an Arcadian and the Grecian states set at liberty, who were under

the dominion of Athens.

woman. Pericles, however, finding himself Pericles represented to the Athenians, that what-
greatly blamed about these ten galleys, an aid ever the Lacedaemonians might pretend, the true ground
by no means sufficient to answer the purpose of of their resentment was the prosperity of the Athenian
those that requested it, but likely enough to epublic: thai, nevertheless, it might be proposed,

hat Ihe Athenians would reverse their decree against
VIegara, if the Lacedaemonians would allow free egress.

* This war was commenced about the little territory and regress, in their city, to the Athenians -ind theil
of Epidamnus, a city iu Macedonia, founded by the allies; that they would leave all those stales -tee, wb«
Corcyriuui were free at the making of the last peace wi'/i Sparta,

\ There seems to be very little colour for this hard >rovidrd the Spartans would also leave all itates free
Assertion. Thucyilides says, that the Athenians did who were under their dominion ; and that fulure dis-
not intend the Corcyrians any real assistance, but sent Hiles should be submitted to arbitralion. Incase these
this HIII,ill squadron to look on, while the Corinthians Hi r> should not prevail, he advivid Ihcin tu haurd I
lod Cure)rionb weokeDCQ aud wasted each other. war.
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cree for a ncrald to be sent to Megara and ordered this to be done by the accusers. But th«
LacedxmoD to lay this charge against the Me- excellence of his work, and the envy arising
garensians. This decree was drawn up in a thence, was the thing that ruined Phidias; and
candid and conciliating manner. But Anthe- it was particularly insisted upon, that in hi*
mocritus, the herald sent with that commis- representation of the battle with the Amazon*
iion, losing his life by the way, through some upon Minerva's shield, he had introduced hi§
treachery (as was supposed,) of the Magaren- own effigies as a bald old man takisig up a great
lions, Charinus procured a decree, that an im- stone with both hands,* and a high-finished
placable and an eternal enmity should subsist picture of Pericles fighting with an Amazon.
between the Athenians and them; that if any The last was contrived with so much art, that
Megarensian should set foot on Attic ground, the hand, which, in lifting up the spear, partly
he should be put to death; that to the oath covered the face, seemed to be intended to con-
which their generals used to take, this partic-ceal the likeness, which yet was very sinking
ular should be added, that they would twice on both sides. Phidias, therefore, was thrown
"-year make an inroad into the territories of into prison, where he died a natural death ;f
Megara; and that Aothemocritus should be though some say, poison was given him by hii
buried at the Thriasian gate, now called enemies, who were desirous of causing Peri-
Dipylus. cles to be suspected. As for the accuser Menori|

The Megarensians, however, deny their be- he had an immunity from taxes granted him,
ing concerned in the murder of Anthemocri- at the motion of Glycon, and the generals
tus,* and lay the war entirely at the door of were ordered to provide for his security.
Aspasia and Pericles; alleging in proof those About this time Aspasia was prosecuted for
well-known versea from the ^Jcftarncsis of impiety, by Hermippus a comic poet, who like-
Aristophanes: wise accused her of receiving into her bouse
The god of wine had with his Thyrma smote women above the condition of slaves for the
Some youths, who in Ihcir madness «tole from Megara pleasure of Pericles. And Diopithes procured
The prostitute $\m*eth.ia: in revenge a decree, that those who disputed the existence
Two female*, liberal of their smiles, were stolen of the gods, or introduced new opinions aboutFrom our jlspaaia't train. celestial appearances, should be tried before

It is not, indeed, easy to discover what was an assembly of the people. This charge was
the real origin of the war: but at the same levelled first at Anaxagoras, and through him
time all agree, it was the fault of Pericles that at Pericles. And as the people admitted it,
the decree against Megara was not annulled. another decree was proposed by Dracontides,
Some say, his firmness in that case was the ef- that Pericles t>hould give an account of the
fect of his prudence and magnanimity, as he public money before the Prytanes. and that
considered that demand only as a trial, and the judges should take the ballots from the al-
thought the least concession would be under- tar,! and try the cause in the city. But Agnon
stood as an acknowledgment of weakness: but caused the last article to be dropped, and in-
others will have it, that his treating the Lace- stead thereof, it was voted that the action
dsmonians with so little ceremony, was owing should be laid before the fifteen hundred judg
to his obstinacy, and an ambition to display es, either for peculation, and taking ofbiribts}
his power. or simply for corrupt practices.

But tjie worst cause of all,t assigned for the Aspasia was acquitted, though much against
war, and which, notwithstanding, is confirmed the tenor of the law, by means of Pericles,
by most historians, is as follows: Phidias the who (according to JEschines) shed many tear»
statuary had undertaken (as we have said) the in his application for mercy for her. He did
Btatue of Minerva. The friendship and influ- not expect the same indulgence for Anaxago-
ence he had with Pericles exposed him to envy, ras^ and therefore caused him to quit the city,
and procured him many enemies, who willing and conducted him part of the way. And as
to make an experiment upon him, what judg-he himself was become obnoxious to the peo-
ment the people might pass on Pericles him-ple upon Phidias's account, and was afraid ofself, persuaded Menon, one of Phidias's work-
men, to place himself as a suppliant in the
forum, and to entreat the protection of the re- * They insisted that those modem figures imprtched
public while he lodged an information against the credit of the ancient history, which did so much
Phidias. The people granting his request, and honour to Athens, and their founder Theseus.
the affair coming to a public trial, the allegation \ Other* say that he was banished, and that in hi*
of theft, which Menon brought against him, eiile,he made the famous statue of Jupiter at Olvmma.

} In som« extraordinary cases, where the judgei
was shewn to be groundless. For Phidias, by were to proceed with the greatest exactness and soleoi
the advice of Pericles, had managed the mat- ntty, they were to take baJloUorbillets from thealiai;
ter from the first with so much art, that the and to inscribe their judgment upon them; or rather
gold with which the statue was overlaid could to take the black and the while bean, \\hat Plutarch
easily be taken off and weighed; and Pericles means by trying the cause *H the city, is not easy to

determine, unless by the city we are to understand tht
Ml assembly o/ the people. By the fifteen hundred

t Thucydides lakes no notice of this herald ; and yet judges mentioned ip Die next sentence, is probably
it is so certain that the Mtgarensians were looked upon meant the couTlofIfeliaa,ao called because the judgci
uthc autlmri of the murder, that they were punished sat in the open air exposed to the sun; f'»r this court,for it many ages after : for on that account the Empe-on extraordinary occasions, consisted of that number.
ror Adrian denied them many favours and privileges $ Anawigoras held the unity of God.-that it ws»
which he granted to the other cities of Greece. one all-wise Intelligence which raised the beautifuJ

f Pericles, when he saw his friends prosecuted, -was structure of the world out of Ihe Chaos. And if sue)
Apprehensive of a prosecution himself, and therefore was Ihe opinion of the master, it was natural for lh»
Vastened on a rupture with the Peloponnesians, to turn people to conclude, that his scholar Pericles wa
{he a'ttenlinn of the people to war. the Folytheum of the UUKI.

K
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being called in question for it, he urged on Thus firm he remimed, notwithstanding toe
the war, which as yet was uncertain, and blew importunity of his friends, and the threats and
ap that flame which, till then, was stifled am accusations of his enemies; notwithstanding
"uppresscd. By this means he hoped to obvi the many scoffs, and songs sung, to vilify hii
ate the accusations that threatened him, and to character as a general, and to represent hint
mitigate the rage of envy, because such wae as one who, in the most dastardly manner, be-
his dignity and power, that in all importan trayed his country to the enemy. Cleon,» too,
affairs, and in every great danger, the republic attacked him with great acrimony, making use
could place its confidence in him alone. Thes< of the general resentment againit Pericles, aj
are said to be the reasons which induced him a means to increase hie own popularity, aj
to persuade the people not to grant the de Hermippus testifies in these verses:
mantis of the .Lacedaemonians; but what was
the real cause is quite uncertain.

The Lacedsmonians, persuaded, that if Sleeps then, thou king of Satyrs, sleeps the spear,While thundering words make war? why boast thy
they could remove Pericles out of the way prowess,
they should be better able to manage the Athe- Yet shudder at the sound of sharpened swords,
nians, required them to banish fill execrable Spite of the flaming Cleon ?
persons from among them: and Pericles (as
Thucydidcs informs us) was by his mother's Pericles, however, regarded nothing of (hit
side related to those that were pronounced kind, but calmly and silently bore all this dis-
execrable, in the affair of Cylon. The suc- grace and virulence. And though he fitted out
cess, however, of this application proved the an hundred ships, and sent them against Pelo-
reverse of what was expected by those that ponnesus, yet he did not sail with them, but
ordered it. Instead of rendering Pericles sus- chose to stay and watch over the city, and
pected, or involving him in trouble, it procurec keep the reins of government in his own hands,
him the more confidence and respect from the until the PeJoponnesians were gone. In order
people, when they perceived that their enemies to satisfy the common people, who were very
both hated and dreaded him above all others uneasy on account of the war, he made a dis-
For the same reason he forewarned the Athe- tribution of money and lands; for having
nians, that if Archidamus, when he entered expelled the inhabitants of .Egina, he divided
Attica at the head of the Peloponnesians, and the island by lot among the Athenians. Be-
ravaged the rest of the country, should spare sides, the sufferings of the enemy afforded
his estate, it must be owing either to the them some consolation. The fleet sent against
rights of hospitality that subsisted between Peloponnesus ravaged a large tract of country,
them, or to a design to furnish his enemies and sacked the small towns and villages: and
with matter of slander; and therefore from that Pericles himself made a descent upon the
hour he gave his lands and houses to the city territories of Megara,f which he laid waste.
of Athens. The Lacedaemonians and confed- Whence it appears, that though the Pelopon-
erates accordingly invaded Attica with a great nesians greatly distressed the Athenians by
army under the conduct of Archidamus; and land, yet, as they were equally distressed by
laying waste all before them, proceeded aa far sea, they could not have drawn out the war
as Acharna?,* where they encamped, expecting to so great a length, but must soon have given
that the Athenians would not La able to en- it up, (as Pericles foretold from the begin
dure them so near, but meet them in the field ning,) had not some divine power prevented
for the honour and safety of their country. the effect of human counsels. A pestilence
But it appeared to Pericles too hazardous to at that time broke out,J which destroyed the
give battle to an army of sixty thousand men flower of the youth and the strength of
(for such was the number of the Peloponne- Athens. And not only their bodies, but their
sians and Boeotians employed in the first ex- very minds were affected: for, as persons de-
pedition,) and by that step to risk no less than lirious with a fever set themselves against
the preservation of the city itself. As to those a physician or a father, so they raved against
that were eager for an engagement, and uneasy Pericles, and attempted his ruin; being per-
at his slow proceedings, he endeavoured to suaded by his enemies, that the sickness was
bring them to reason by observing, "That occasioned by the multitude of out-dwellen
trees, when lopped, will soon grow again; but flocking into the city, and a number of peo-
when men are cut oflF, the loss is not easily re- ple stuffed together, in the height of summer
paired." n small huts and close cabins, where the)

In the mean time he took care to hold no were forced to live a lazy, inactive life, in-
assembly of the people, lest he should be stead of breathing the pure and open air to
forced to act against his own opinion. But as which they had been accustomed. They
a good pilot, when a storm arises at sea, gives would needs have it, that he was the cause of
bis directions, gets his tackle in order, and
then uses his art, regardless of the tears and
entreaties of the sick and fearful passengers; * The same Cleon that Aristophanes satirized. By
"o Pericles, when he had secured the gates, iis harangues and political intrigues, he got himself
and placed the guards in every quarter to the appointed general.j He did not undertake this expedition until autumn,best advantage, followed the dictates of his when the Lacedaemonians were retired. In the winter
own understanding, unmoved by the clamours of Ihis year Ihe Athenians solemnized in an eitraordi
"nd cor.ipJaints that resounded in his oars. nary manner the funerals of such as first died in '"e

war. Pericles pronounced the oration on that occasion,
which Thucydides has preserved.

" The borough of AcharnE, wai ouly fifteen hundred } See this plague excellently described by Thucydi
from ihc city. teS| who had it himself. Lib. ii. prop. tuiL
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iD lhi», who, when the war began, admitted openly to abuse his father. First, he exposed
within the walls such crowds of people from and ridiculed the company he kept in liie house,
the country, and yet found no employment for and the conversations he huld with the philo-
them, but let them continue penned up like cat- sophers. He said, that Epitimius the Pbarsa-
tle to infect and destroy each other, without lian having undesignedly killed a horse with a
affording them the least relief or refreshment. javelin which he threw at the public games,

Desirous to remedy this calamity, and withal his father spent a whole day in disputing with
in some degree to annoy the enemy, he manned Protogonis, which might be properly deemed
B hundred and fifty ships, on which he embark- the cause of hie death, the javelin, or the man
ed great numbers of select horse and foot, and that threw it, or the president of the games.
was preparing to set sail. The Athenians con- Stesimbrotus adds, that it was Xanthippus
ceived good hopes of success, and the enemy who spread the vile report concerning hie own
no less dreaded so great an armament. The wife and Pericles, and that the young man re-
whole fleet was in readiness, and Pericles on tained this implacable hatred against his father
board his own gallfey, when there happened an to his latest breath. He was carried off by
eclipse of the sun. The sudden darkness was the plague. Pericles lost his sister too at
looked upon as an unfavourable omen, and that time, and the greatest part of his re-
threw them into the greatest consternation. lations and friends who were most capable of
Pericles observing that the pilot was much as- assisting him in the business of the state. Not-
tonished and perplexed, took his cloak, and withstanding these misfortunes, he lost not hi»
having covered his eyes with it, asked him, "If dignity of sentiment and greatness of soul,
he found any thing terrible in that, or consid-He neither wept, nor performed any funeral
ered it as a sad presage."' Upon his answer-rites, nor was he seen at the grave of any of
ing in the negative, he said, " Where is the dif- his nearest relations, until the death of Para
ferenceo then, between this and the other, ex- lus, his last surviving legitimate son. This at
cept that something bigger than my cloak last subdued him. He attempted, indeed, then,
causes the eclipse.'" But this is a question which to keep up his usual calm behaviour and seren-
ia discussed in the schools of philosophy. ity of mind; but, in putting the garland upon

In this expedition Pericles performed nothing the head of the deceased, his firmness forsook
worthy of so great an equipment. He laid him; he could not bear the sad spectacle; he
siege to the sacred city of Epidaurus,* and broke out into loud lamentations, and shed a
at first with some rational hopes of success; torrent of tears; a passion which he had never
out the distemper which prevailed in his army before given way to.
6roke all his measures; for it not only carried Athens made a trial, in the course of a year,
off his own men, but all that had intercourse of the rest of her generals and orators, and
with them. As this ill success set the Athe- finding none of sufficient weight and authority
nians against him, he endeavoured to console for so important a charge, she once more turn-
(hem under their losses, and to animate them ed her eyes on Pericles, and invited him to
to new attempts. But it was not in his power take upon him the direction of affairs both mil-
to mitigate their resentment, nor could they be itary and civil. He had for some time shut
satisfied, until they had shewn themselves mas-himself up at home to indulge his sorrow, when
ters, by voting that he should be deprived of Alcibiades, and his other friends persuaded
the command, and pay a fine, which by the him to make his appearance. The people
lowest account, was fifteen talents; some make making an apology for their ungenerous treat-
it fifty. The person that carried on the prose-ment of him, he re-assumed the reins of gov
cution against him, was Cleon, as Idomeneus ernment, and being appointed general, his first
tells us; or, according to Theophrastus, Sim- step was to procure the repeal of the law con-
mias; or Lacratides, if we believe Heraclides cerning bastards, of which he himself had
of Pontus. been the author; for he was afraid tliat his

The public ferment, indeed, soon subsided; name and family would be extinct for want of
the people quitting their resentment with that a successor. The history of that law is as fol-
blow, as a bee leaves its sting in the wound : lows: Many years before, Pericles, in the
but his private affairs were in a miserable con- height of his power, and having several legiti-
dition, for he had lost a number of his relations mate sons (as we have already related,) caused
in the plague, and a misunderstanding had pre- a law to be made, that none should be account-
vailed for some time in his family. Xanthip-ed citizens of Athens, but those whose parents
pus, the eldest of his legitimate sons, was natu-were both Athenians.* After this, the king of
rally profuse, and besides had married a young Egypt made the Athenians a present of forty
and expensive wife, daughter to Igander, and thousand medimni of wheat, and as this wag
grand-daughter to Epylicus. He knew not to be divided among the citizens, many persona
how to brook his father's frugality, who sup-were proceeded against as illegitimate upon
plied him but sparingly, and with a little at a that law, whose birth had never before been
time, and therefore sent to one of his friends, called in question, and many were disgraced
and took up money in the name of Pericles. upon false accusations. Near five thousand were
When, the man came to demand his money, cast, and sold for slaves ;t and fourteen thou-
Pericles not only refused to pay him, but even
prosecuted him for the demand. Xanthippus » According to Plutarch'" account, at the beginning
was so highly enraged at this, that he began of the life of Themislocles, this law was made before

the time of Pericles. Pericles however, might put it
" Thi« Epidaurus was in Argeia. It wasconsecrated more strictly in ciecution than it bad been before,

to EKutepiui: and Plutarch calls it tarred, to distin- from a tpint of opposition lo Cimoa, wlioit children
guish it from another tono of Uie Mine name in La- were only of the half blood.
»ouia- t The illegitimacy did not reduce men to a Haw
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land anil forty appeared to be entitled to the als have performed the like, you take no no-
privilege of citiiens.* Though it was unequit- tice of the greatest and most honourable part
able and strange, tliat a law which had been of my character, that no Athenian,t/iroug/« my
put in execution with so much severity, should means, ever put on mourning."
be repealed by the man who first proposed it; Pericles undoubtedly deserved admiration,
yet the Athenians, moved at the late misfor- not only for the candour and moderation which
tunes in his family, by which he seemed to have he ever retained, amidst the distractions of
suffered the punishment of his arrogance and business and the rage of his enemies, but for
pride, and thinking he should be treated with that noble sentiment which led him to think it
humanity, after he had felt the wrath of Heav- his most excellent attainment, never to have
en, permitted him to enrol a natural son in his given way to envy or anger, notwithstanding
own tribe, and to give him his own name. the greatness of his power, nor to have nour-
This is he who afterwards defeated the Pelo- ished an implacable hatred against his greatest
ponnesians in a sea-fight at Arginusae, and was foe. In my opinion, this one thing, I mean hie
put to death by the people, together with his mild and dispassionate behaviour, his unblem-
colleague.! ished integrity and irreproachable conduct

About thia time Pericles was seized with during his whole administration, makes hii
the plague; but cot with such acute and con- appellation of Olympius, which would other-
tinued symptoms as it generally shews. It was wise be vain and absurd, no longer exception-
rather a lingering distemper, which, with fre- able; nay, gives it a propriety. Thus, we
quent intermissions, and by slow degrees, con- think the divine powers, as the authors of all
sumed his body, and impaired the vigour of good, and naturally incapable of producing
his mind. Theophrastus his a disquisition in evil, -worthy to rule and preside over the nni
his Ethics, whether men's characters may be verse. Not in the manner which the pools re.
changed with their fortune, and the soul so af- late, who, while they endeavour to bewilder
fected with the disorders of the body as to lose us by their irrational opinions, stand convicted
her virtue; and there he relates, that Pericles of inconsistency, by their own writing. For
shewed to a friend, who came to visit him in they represent the place which the gods inhabit,
his sickness, an amulet which the women had as the region of security and the most per
hung about his neck, intimating that he must feet tranquillity, unapproached by storms, and
be sick indeed, since he submitted to so ridic- unsullied with clouds, where a sweet seren-
ulous a piece of superstition.f ity for ever reigns, and a pure sether dis-

When he was at the point of death, his sur- plays itself without interruption; and these
viving friends and the principal citizens sitting they think mansions suitable to a blessed and
about his bed, discoursed together concerning immortal nature. Yet, at the same time, they
Uis extraordinary virtue, and the great authori- represent the gods themselves as full of angei,
ty he had enjoyed, and enumerated his various malevolence, hatred, and other passions, un-
exploits, and the number of his victories; for, worthy even of a reasonable man. But this
Vi'hile he was commander in chief, he had erect- by the bye.
ed no less than nine trophies to the honour of The state of public affairs soon shewed the
Athens. These things they talked of, suppos-want of Penclee,* and the Athenians openly
ing that he attended not to what they said, but expressed their regret for his loss. Even those,
that his senses were gone. He took notice, who, in his lifetime, could but ill brook his su
however, of every word they had spoken, and perior power, as thinking themselves eclipsed
thereupon delivered himself audibly as follows: by it, yet upon a trial of other orators and dem-
" I am surprised, that while you dwell upon agogues, after he was gone, soon acknowledg-
and extol these acts of mine; though fortune ed that where severity was required, no man
had her share in them, and many other gener- was ever more moderate; or if mildness wa§

necessary, no man better kept up his dignity,
of servitude : it only placed them m the rank of stran- than Pericles. And his so much envied autho-
gers.* A small number indeed,ata timewhen Athena had rity, to which they had given the name of mon-
lared to think of sending out colonies, humbling their archy and tyranny, then appeared to have
neighbours, subduing foreigners, and even of erecting been the bulwark of the state. So much cor-
a universal monarchy. ruption and such a rage of wickedness broke

t The Athenians had appointed teD commanders on out upon the commonwealth after his doath,
that occasion. After they had obtained the victory, which he by proper restraints had palliated,-fthey were tried, and eight of them were capitally con-
demned, of whom six that were on the spot were exe- and kept from dangerous and destructive ex-
cuted, and this natural son of Pericles was one of them. tremities1.
The only crime laid to their charge, was, that they
kid not buried the dead. Xenophon in his Grecian as such ; but only that in his extreme sickness he had
History, has given a large account of this affair. It not resolution enough to refuse what he was scnsiUt
happened under the archonship of Callias, the second would do him no good.
year of Ihe ninety third olympiad, twenty-four years » Pericles died in the third year of the Peloponnesian
aAer the death of Pericles. Socratw the philosopher war, that is, in the last year of the eighty-seventh
was at that time one of the Prytanes, anil resolutely olympiad, and 438 years before the Christian era.
refused to do his office. And a little while after the f Pericles did, indeed, palliate the distempers of th»
madness of the people turned another way. commonwealth while h«- lived, but (as we have observ

\ It docs not appear by this that his understanding ed hclore} he sowed the seeds of them, by bribing lh«
was weakened, since he knew the charm to be a ridic- people with their own money ; with which they wer»
ulous piece of superstition, and shewed it to hit friend u mucb pleased as if it had been his.
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SVCH were the memorable actions of Pericles, had passed for heaviness and insensibility, was
as far as we have been able to collect them; really an immoveable firmness of soul. H«
utd now we proceed to the life of Fabius saw what an important concern the adminis-
Manmus. tration was, and in what wars the republic wai

The first Fabius was the son of Hercules, by frequently engaged, and, therefore, by exer-
one of the nymphs, according to some authors; cise prepared his body, considering its strength
or, as others say, by a woman of the country, as a natural armour; at the same time, he im-
near the river Tyber. From him cime the proved his powers of persuasion, as the engines
family of the Fabii, one of the most numerous by which the people are to be moved, adapting
and illustrious in Rome.* Yet some authors them lo the manner of his life. For in hi»
write, that the first founders of this family were eloquence there was nothing of affectation,
called Fodii,t on account of their catching wild no empty, plausible elegance, but it was full
ieasts by means of pits; (of a pit is still in of that good sense which was peculiar to him,
Latin ca'lled/otieo, and the word/odere signi-and had a sententious force and depth, said to
fies to dig: but in time, two letters being have resembled that of Thucydides. There ia
changed, they had the name of Fabii. This an oration of his still extant, which he de-
family produced many eminent men, the most livered before the people, on occasion of hi§
considerable of whom was Rullus,\ by the Ro- son's funeral, who died after he had been
mans surnamed Majcimus, or the Great-, and consul.
'rom him the Fabius Maximus of whom we are Fabius Maximus was five times consul;*
writing, was the fourth in descent. and in his first consulship was honoured with

This last had the surname of Verrucosus, a triumph for the victory he gained over the
*rom a small wart on his upper lip. He was Ligurians; who, being defeated by him in a
hkewjse called Ovicuia,^ from the mildness set battle, with the loss of a great number of
«nd gravity of his behaviour when a boy. Nay, men, were driven behind the Alps, and kept
his composed demeanour, and his silence, his from such inroads and ravages as they had u§ed
caution in engaging in the diversions of the to make in the neighbouring provinces.
other boys, the slowness and difficulty with Some years after, Hannibal, having invaded
which he took what was taught him, together Italyf and gamed the battle of Trebia, ad-
with the submissive manner in which he com- vanced through Tuscany, laying waste the
plied with the proposals of his comrades, country, and striking Rome itself with terror
brought him under the suspicion, of stupidity and astonishment. This desolation was an-
and foolishness, with those that did not thor- nounced by signs and prodigies, some familiar
oughly know him. Yet a few there were who to the Romans, as that of thunder, for instance,
perceived tbat his composedness was owing to and others quite strange and unaccountable.
the solidity of hie parts, and who discerned For it was said, that certain shields sweated
withal a magnanimity and lion-like courage in blood, that bloody com was cut at Annum,
his nature. In a short time, when application that red-hot etones fell from the air, that the
to business drew him out, it was obvious even Falerians saw the heavens open, and many
to the many, that hie seeming inactivity was a billets fall,} upon one of which these word*
command which he had of his passions, that
his cautiousness was prudence, and that what * Fabius was consul the first time in the year of

Rome 521; and the firth time in the tenth year of th*
second Funic war, in the year of Rome 515.

* The most numerous, for (hat family alone under- t Here Plutarch learesavoid of fifteen years. Itwaa
took the war ag&in&t the Veientes, and Bent out three not, indeed, a remarkable period of the life of Fabiut.
hundred and six persons of their own name, who were Hannibal entered Italy ia the year of Rome 535. He
til slain in that expedition. It was likewise one of the defeated Scipio in the battle ot Ticinus, before he beat
most illustrious; for the Fabii had borne the highest beuipronius in that of Trebia.
offices in the state, and two of them had been seven \ Plutarch misunderstood Livy, and of the Vwo pro-
times consul. digies which he mentions, made but one. Livy says,

f Pliny's account of the matter is much more proba-" At Falerium the sky was seen to open, and in the
ble, viz. thai they were called Fabii a Fabis. from their void space a great light appeared. The lota at Prae-
"kill in raising beans ; as sereral other families of note ncste shrunk of their own accord, and one of them
among the Romans were denominated from other dropped down, whereon was written, " tfars brundUh-
branches of husbandry. Indeed their first heroes tilled etk IMS svord." Liv. lib. xxii.-These lota were bits
the ground with their own hands. of oak, handsomely wrought, with some ancient char-

| This Fabius Rullus was five times consul, and acters inscribed upon them. When any came to con
rained several important victories over the Samnitcs, suit them, the cofler in which they w«re kept wa»
Tuscans, and other nations. It was not, however, from opened, and a child having first shaken them together.
these great actions that he obtained the surname of drew out one from the rest, -which contained the ao
Jtfori'mu*, but from hi* behaviour in the censorship; swer to the Querist's demand. As to the Us being
during which he reduced the populace of Rome into shrunk, which Livy mentions, and which was consid-
four tribes, who before were dispersed among all the ered as a bad omen, no doubt Hie priests had two sets,
tribes in general, and by that meana had ververeat » amaller and a greater, which they played upon the
power in t « assemblies. These were called Trilnts people's superstition as they pleased. Ciwrro says,
Vrlanaa. Liv. lib. is. cap. 46. they were very little regarded in his time. Cit.'dt

$ Ovicul^ dignifies a little cAcep. JtimaOt, lib. U.
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were very legible: Mars brandisheth his arms. of discovering the body of Flaminius, that hfl
But Caius Fluminiue, then consul, was not dis- might bury it with due honour, as a tribute t«
couraged by any of these things. He was, in- his bravery, but he could not find it. nor could
deed, naturally a man of much fire and ambi- any account be given what became of it.
tion, and, besides, was elated by former suc- When the Romans lost the battle of Trebia,
cesses, which he had met with contrary to neither the generals sent a true account of it,
all probability; for, against the sense of the nor the messenger represented it as it was
senate and his colleague, he had engaged with both pretended the victory was doubtful. But
the Gauls and beaten them. Fabius likewise as to the last, as soon aa the prztor Pompomoi
paid but little regard to prodigies,* as too ab- was apprised of it, he assembled the people,
surd to be believed, notwithstanding the great and without disguising the matter in the least,
effect they had upon the multitude. But being made this declaration: "Romans! we have
informed how email the numbers of the enemy lost a great battle; our army is cut to pieces,
were, and of the want of money, he advised and Flaminius the consul is slain; think, there-
the Romans to have patience; not to give fore, what is to be done for your safety." The
battle to a roan who led on an army hardened same commotion -which a furious wind causei
by many conflicts for this very purpose; but to in the ocean, did these words of the prator
send succours to their allies, and to secure the produce in so vast a multitude. In the first
towns that were in their possession, until the consternation they could not fix upon any
vigour of the enemy expired of itself, like a thing: but at length, all agreed that affairs re-
flame for want of fuel. quired the direction of an absolute power,

He could not, however, prevail upon Flami- which they called the dictatorship, and that a
nius. That general declared he would never man should be pitched upon for it, who would
Buffer the war to approach Rome, nor like exercise it with steadiness and intrepidity.
Camillus of old, dispute within the walls who That such a man was Fabius Maiimus, who
should be the master of the city. He, there- had a spirit and dignity of manners equal to BO
fore, ordered the tribunes to draw out the great a command, and, besides, was of an age
forces, and mounted his horse, but was thrown in which the vigour of the body is sufficient to
headlong off,t the horse, without any visible execute the purposes of the mind, and courage
cause, being seized with a fright and trembling. is tempered with prudence.
Yet he persisted in his resolution of marching Pursuant to these resolutions, Fabius was
out to meet Hannibal, and drew up his army chosen dictator,* and he appointed Lucius
near the lake called Thrasymenvis,t in Tus- Minucius his general of the horse-t But firrt
cany. he desired permission of the senate to make

While the armies were engaged, there hap- use of a horse when in the field. This was for-
pened an earthquake, which overturned whole bidden by an ancient law, either because they
cities, changed the course of .rivers, and tore placed their greatest strength in the infantry,
off the tops of mountains: yefl^not one of the and therefore chose that the commander in
combatants was in the least sensible of that chief should be always posted among them; or
violent motion. Flaminius himself, having else because they would have the dictator,
greatly signalized his strength and valour, fell; whose power in all other respects was very
and with him the bravest of his troops; the great, and, indeed, arbitrary, in this case at
rest being routed, a great carnage ensued: least appear to be dependent upon the people.
full fifteen thousand were slain, and as many In the next place, Fabius, willing to shew the
taken prisoners.§ Hannibal was very desirous high authority and grandeur of his office, in

order to make the people more tractable and
» If Fabitii was not moved by those prodigies, it was submissive appeared in public with twenty-four

not because he despised them, (as his colleague did, lictors carrying the fasces before him; and
who, according to Livy, neither feared the gods nor when the surviving consul met him, he sent
took advice of men,) but because he hoped, by appeas-one of his officers to order him to dismiss nil
ing the anger of the gods, to render the prodigies in-
euectual. It was not Fabius, however, but Cn. Ser- lictors and the other ensigns of his employ-
vilius Geminus, who was colleague to Flaminius. ment, and to join him as a private man.

t This fall from Vns horse, -which was considered as Then beginning with an act of religion, which
an ill omen, was followed by another as bad. When is the best of all beginnings, and assuring the
the ensign attempted to pull his standard out of the people that their defeats were not owing to the
ground in order to march, he had not strength enough cowardice of the soldiers, but to the general'*to do it: But where is the wonder, says Cicero, to
have a horse lake fright, or to find a standard-bearer neglect of the sacred rites and auspices, he
feebly endeavouring to draw up the standard, which exhorted them to entertain no dread of the
ke had perhaps purposely struck deep into the ground? enemy, but by extraordinary honours to pro-

t Now the lake of Perujia. pitiate the gods. Not that he wanted to infus*
§ Notwithstanding this complete victory. Hannibal into them a spirit of superstition, but to con-lost only fifteen hundred men ; for he fought the Ro-

mans at great advantage, having drawn them into an firm their valour by piety, and to deliver them
ambuscade between the hills of Cortona and the lake from every other fear, by a sense of the Divin"
Thrasymenus. Livy and Valerius Maiimus make the protection. On that occasion he consulted
Dumber of prisoners only sii thousand; but Poly bi us
fays, they were much more numerous. About ten * A dictator could not be regularly named but by
thousand Romans, most of them wounded, made their the surviving consul, and Seirilius Wing with th«
escape, and took their route to Rome, where few of army, the people appointed Fabius by their own author-
them arrived, the rest dying of their wounds before ity, with the title of prodictator. However, the grati
they reached the capital. Two mothers were so trans- lude of Rome allowed his descendants to put dictator
ported with joy, one at the gate of the city, when she instead of prodiclator in the list of his titles.
"aw her son unexpectedly appear, and the other at t According to Polybius and Livy, his name was not
home, vt here ahtf found her sou, that they both expired Lucius, but Marcus Minucius; nor was he pitcbW
OD the ipot. upon by Fabius, but by the people.
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leveral of those mysterious books of the Sibyls, a furious desire to come to action, and a TUB
which contained matters of great use to the confidence of success. Thus the soldiers were
itate ; and it is said, that some of the prophe-brought to despise Fabius, and by way of de-
cies found there, perfectly agreed with the rision to call him the pedagogue of Hannibal,*
circumstances of those times: but it was not while they extolled Minucius as a great man,
lawful to divulge them. However, in full as-and one that acted up to the dignity of Rome.
sembly, he vowed to the gods a uer sacrum, This led Minuciua to give a freer scope to his
that is, all the young which the next spring arrogance and pride, and to ridicule thu dictator
should produce, on the mountains, the fields, for encamping constantly upon the mountains,
the rivers, and meadows of Italy, from the goats, "As if he did it on purpose that his men might
the swine, the sheep, and the cows. He like- more clearly behold Italy laid waste with fire
wise vowed to exhibit the great games in hon- and sword." And he asked the friends of Fa-
our of the gods, and to expend upon those bius, " Whether he intended to take his army
games three hundred and thirty-three thousand '"*> into heaven, as he had bid adieu to the world
sesterces, three hundred and thirty-three den- /elow, or whether he would screen himself from
arii-, and one third of a denarius; which sum the enemy with clouds and fogs?" When the
in our Greek money is eighty-three thousand dictator's friends brought him an account of
five hundred and eighty-three drachmas and these aspersions, and exhorted him to wipa
two oltoli. What his reason might be for them off by risking a battle, "In that case,"
filing upon that precise number is not easy to said he, "I should be of a more dastardly spirit
determine, unless it were on account of the than they represent me, if through fear of insults
perfection of the number three, as being the first and reproaches, I should depart from my own
of odd numbers, the first of plurals, and con- resolution. But to fear for my country is not
taining in itself the first differences, and the a disagreeable fear. That man is unworthy of
first elements of all numbers. such a command as this, who sinks under ca-

Fabius having taught the people to repose lumnies and slanders, and complies with the
themselves on acts of religion, made them more humour of those whom he ought to govern, and
easy as to future events. For his own part, whose folly and rashness it is his duty to restrain."
be placed all his hopes of victory in himself, After this, Hannibal made a disagreeable
believing that Heaven blesses men with suc- mistake. For intending to lead his army far-
cess on account of their virtue and prudence ; ther from Fabius, and to move into a part of
and therefore he watched the motions of Han- the country that would afford him forage, he
nibal, not with a design to give him battle, but, ordered the guides, immediately after supper,
by length of time, to waste his spirit and vigour, to conduct him to the plains of Casinum.f
and gradually to destroy him by means of his They taking the word wrong, by reason of his
superiority in men and money. To secure barbarous pronunciation of it, led his forces to
himself against the enemy's horse, he took care the borders of Campania, near the town of Ca-
to encamp above them on high and mountainous sahum, through which runs the river Lothro-
places. When they sat still, he did the same-, nus, which the Romans call Vulturnus. The
when they were in motion, he shewed himself adjacent country is surrounded with mountains,
opon the heights, at such a distance as not to except only a valley that stretches out to the
be obliged to fight against his inclination, and sea. Near the sea the ground is very marshy,
yet near enough to keep them in perpetual and full of large banks of sand, by reason of
alarm, as if, amidst his arts to gain time, he the overflowing of the river. The sea is there
intended every moment to give them battle. very rough and the coast almett impracticable.

These dilatory proceedings exposed him to As soon as Hannibal was entered into thii
contempt among the Romans in general, and valley, Fabius availing himself of his know
even in hia own army. The enemy too, ex- ledge of the country, seized the narrow outlet,
cepting Hannibal, thought him a man of no and placed in it a guard of four thousand men.
spirit. He alone was sensible of the keenness The main body of his army he posted to advan-
of Fabius, and of the manner in which he in- tage on the surrounding hills, and with the light-
tended to carry on the war, and therefore was est and most active of his troops, fell upon the
determined, if possible, either by stratagem or enemy's rear, and put their whole army in dis-
force, to bring him to battle, concluding that order, and killed about eight hundred of them.
otherwise the Carthaginians must be undone: Hannibal then wanted to get clear of «o dis-
since they could not decide the matter in the advantageous a situation; and, in revenge of the
field, where they had the advantage, but must mistake the guides had made, and the danger
gradually wear away and be reduced to nothing,
when the dispute was only who should be su- " For the office f f a pedagogue of old was, (as tji«
perior in men and money. Hence it waa that name implies) to attend the children, to carry thta up
he exhausted the whole art of war, like a skil- and down, and conduct them home again.
ful wrestler, who watches every opportunity to t Hannibal had ravaged Samnium, plundered the
lay hold of his adversary. Sometimes he ad- territory of Benerentum, a Roman colony, and laid
vanced and alarmed him with the apprehensions siege to Tilesia, a city at the foot of the Apptnines.
of an attack; sometimes by marching and coun- But finding that neither the ravaging of tnr country,
termarching he led him from puce to place, nor even the taking of some cities could make Fabiuj

hoping to draw him from his plan of caution. quit his eminences, he resolved to make use of a strong-
er bait, which wa« to enter Campania, the finest coun-

But as he was fully persuaded of its utility, he try in Italy, and lay it waste under the dicfator'i eyes,
kept immoveably to his resolution. Minucius, hoping by that means to brine him to an action. But
his general of horse, gave him, however, no by the mistake which Plutarch mentions, his guide*.
"mall trouble, by his unseasonable courage and instead of conducting him to the plains of Casinuro InJ

him into the narrow passes of Casilinum, whir h djridet
beat, haranguing the army, and filling them with Saovaium from Campania.
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they had brought him into, he crucified them The senate, too, wns offended, particularly wiia
all. But not knowing how to drive the enemy the terms he had settled with Hannibal for the
from the heights they were masters of, and sen- ransolrnof prisoners . For it was agreed between
sible besides of the terror and confusion that them, that the prisoners should be exchanged,
reigned amongst his men, who concluded them- man for man, and that if either of them had
selves fallen into a snare, from which there was more than the other, he should release them
Bo escaping, he had recourse to stratagem. for two hundred and fifty drachmas each man',*

The contrivance wag this. He caused two and upon the whole account there remained two
thousand oxen, which he had in his camp^to hundred and forty Romans uiiexchanged. The
have torches and dry bavins well fastened to senate determined not to pay this ransom, and
their horns. These, in the night, upon a sig- blamed Fabius ae taking a step that was against
nal given, were to be lighted, and the o.xen to the honour and interest of the state, in endeav-
be driven to the mountains, near the narrow ouring to recover men wnom cowardice had
pass that was guarded by the enemy. While betrayed into the hands of the enemy.
those that had it in charge were thus employed, When Fabius was informed of the resent
he decamped, and inarched slowly forward. So ment of his fellow-citizens, he bore it with in-
long as tl.c fire was moderate, and burned only vincible patience; but being in want of money,
the torches and bavins, the oxen moved softly and not choosing to deceive Hannibal, or to
on, as they were driven up the hills ; and the abandon his countrymen in their distress, he sent
shepherd j and herdsmen on the adjacent heights his son to Rome, with orders to sell part of hi»
took them for an army that marched in order estate, and bring him the money immediately.
with lighted torches. But when their horns This was punctually performed by his son, and
were burnt to the roots, and the fire pierced to Fabius redeemed the prisoners, several of
the quick, terrified and mad with pain, they no whom afterwards offered to repay him, but hi*
longer kept any certain route, but run up the generosity would not permit him to accept it-
hills, with their foreheads and tails flaming. After this he was called to Rome by the
and setting every thing on fire that came in their priests, to assist at some of the solemn sacrifices,
way. The Romans who guarded the pass were and therefore was obliged to leave the army to
astonished; for they appeared to them like a Minucius; but he both charged him as dictator,
great number of men running up and down and used many arguments and entreaties with
with torches, which scattered fire on every side. him as a friend, not Vo come to any kind of
In their fears, of course, they concluded, that action. The pains he took were lost upon
they should be attacked and surrounded by the Minucius, for he immediately sought occasion!
enemy; for which reason they quitted the pass, to fight the enemy. And observing one day that
and fled to the main body in the camp. Imme-Hannibal had sent out great part of his army to
diately Hannibal's light-armed troops took pos- forage, he attacked those that were left behind,
session of the outlet, and the rest of his forces and drove them within their entrenchments,
inarched safely through,loaded with a rich booty killing great numbers of them, so that they even

Fabius discovered the stratagem that eame feared he would storm their camp: and when
night, for some of the oxen, as they were the rest of the Carthaginian forces were return-
scattered about, fell into his hands: but, for ed, he retreated without loss.f This succesi
fear of an ambush in the dark, he kept his men added to his temerity, and increased the ardour
all night under arms in the camp. At break of of his soldiers. The report of it soon reached
day, he pursued the enemy, came up with their Rome, and the advantage was represented aa
rear, and attacked them ; several skirmishes much greater than it really was. When Fabius
ensued in the difficult passes of the mountains, was informed of it, he said, he dreaded nothing
and Hannibal's army was put in some disorder, more than the success of Mmucius. But the
until he detached from his van a body of Spa- people, mightily elated with the news, ran to
niards, light and nimble men, who were accus- ihefontm; and their tribune Mitilius haran-
tomed to climb such heights. These falling gued them from the rostrum, highly extolling
upon the heavy-armed Romans, cut off a con- Minucius, and accusing Fabius now, not of
siderable number of them, and obliged Fabius cowardice and want of spirit, but of treachery.
to retire. This brought upon him more con- He endeavoured also to involve the principal
tempt and calumny than ever: tor having re- men in Rome in the same crime, alleging,
nounced open force, as if he could subdue " That they had originally brought the war upon
Hannibal by conduct and foresight, he appear- Italy, for the destruction of the common people,
ed now in be worsted at his own weapons. and had put the commonwealth under the abso-
Hannibal, to incensr the Romans still more lute direction of one man, who, by his slow
against him, when he came to his lands, order- proceedings, gave Hannibal opportunity to e»
ed them to be spared, and set a guard upon tablish himself in the country, and to draw fresh
them to prevent the. committing of the least forces from Carthage, in order to effect a total
injury tin n", wlult he was ravaging all the conquest of Italy "
country aruimd him, and laying it waste with Fabius disdained to make any defence againrt
fire. An account of these things being brought these allegations of the tribune; he only de-
to Rome, heavy complaints were made there- clared that "He would finish the sacrifice and
upon. The tribunes alleged many articles of other religious rites as soon as possible, that
accusation against him, before the people, * Livy calls this argenti pondo Una el selibrtu in
chiefly at 'hu instigation of Metilius, who had flulitem; whence -we learn tnat the Roman ponio, 01
no particular enmity to Fabius, but being JIIIIIM.J weight of silver, was equivalent to one hundred
strongly in the interest of Mmucius, the gene- Grecian drachmas or a nu'na.

t Others say, tnat he lost five thousand of his men,
fal of tlic Morse, whose relation he was, he and that the enemies Ion did not exceed hit by nortthought by df pressing Fabius to raise his friend than a. thousand.
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he might return to the army and punish Minu- Minucius valued himself highly upon thin,
tius for fighting contrary to his orders." This that the power of the greatest a»d meat arbi-
occasioned a great tumult among the people, trary office in the state was controlled and re-
who were alarmed at the danger of Minucius. duced for his sake. But Fabius put him in
For it is in the dictator's power to imprison mind, "That it was not Fabius whom he had
and afflict capital punishment without form of to contend with, but Hannibal: that if he
trial: and they thought that the wrath of Fabius would, notwithstanding, consider his colleague
now provoked, though he was naturally very as hi« rival, he must take care lest he -who had
mild and patient, would prove heavy and im- so successfully carried his point with the peo-
placable. But fear kept them all silent, except ple, should one day appear to have their safetyMetilius, whose person, as tribune of the peo-and interest less at heart than the man, who
ple, could not be touched, (for the tribunes are had been so ill treated by them." Minuciua
the only officers of state that retain their author-considering this as the effect of an old man's
ity after the appointing of a dictator.) Metibus pique, and taking the troops that fell to his lot,
entreated, insisted that the people should not marked out a separate camp for them.* Haa
giveupMmucius, to suffer,perhaps, whatMan- nibal was well informed of all that had passed,
jjus Torquatus caused his own son to suffer, and watched his opportunity to take advantage
whom he beheaded when crowned with laurel of it.
for his victory; but that they should take from There was a hill betwixt him and the enemy,
Fabius his power to play the tyrant, and leave not difficult to take possession of, which yet
the direction of affairs to one who was both able would afford an army a very safe and commo-
imd willing to save his country. The people, dious post. The ground about it, at a dis-
though much affected with this speech, did not tance, seemed quite level and plain, though
venture to divest Fabius of the dictatorship, there were in it several ditches and hollows:
notwithstanding the odium he had incurred, but and therefore, though he might privately have
decreed that Minucius should share the com- seized that post with ease, yet he left it as a
mand with him, and have equal authority in con- bait to draw the enemy to an engagement.
ducting the war, a thing never before practised But as soon as he saw Minucius parted from
in Rome. There was, however, another instance Fabius, he took an opportunity in the night to
of it soon after upon the unfortunate action of place a numberf of men in those ditches and
Canns: for Marcus Junius the dictator being hollows: and early in the morning he openly
then in the field, they created another dictator, sent out a small party, as if designed to make
Fabius Buteo, to fill up the senate, many of themselves masters of the hill, but really to
whose members were slain in that battle. There draw Minucius to dispute it with them. The
was this difference, indeed, that Buteo had no event answered his expectation. For Minu-
sooner enrolled the new senators, than he die- cius sent out his light-armed troops first, then
missed his lictors and the rest of his retinue, and the cavalry, and at last, when he saw Hanni-
mixed rrith the crowd, stopping some time in bal send reinforcements to his men upon the
the forum about his own affairs as a private man. hill, he marched out with all his forces in ordelr

When the people had thus invested Minu- of battle, and attacked with great vigour the
cius with a power equal to that of the dictator, Carthaginians, who were marking out a camp
they thought they should find Fabius extremely upon the hill. The fortune of the day wai
humbled and dejected; but it soon appeared doubtful, until Hannibal, perceiving that the)
that they knew not the man. For he did not enemy had fallen into the snare, and that their
reckon their mistake any unhappiness to him; rear was open to the ambuscade, instantly gave
but as Diogenes, the philosopher, when one the signal. Hereupon, his men rushed out OB
said, "They deride you," answered well, "But all sides, and advancing with loud shouts, and
I am not derided;" accounting those only to be cutting in pieces the hindmost ranks, they put
ridiculed, who feel the ridicule and are discom-the Romans in disorder and terror inexpressible.
posed at it; so Fabius bore without emotion Even the spirit of Miaucius began to shrink;
all that happened to himself, herein confirming and he looked first upon one officer and then
that position in philosophy, which affirms that upon another, but not one of them durst stand
a wist and good man cansuffer no disgrace. his ground; they all betook themselves to flight,
But he was under no small concern for the pub- and the flight itself proved fatal. For the Numi
lic, on account of the unadvised proceedings dians, now victorious, galloped round the plain,
of the people, who had put it in the power of and killed those whom they found dispersed.
a rash man to indulge his indiscreet ambition Fabius was not ignorant of the danger of his
for military distinction. And apprehensive that countrymen. Foreseeing what would happen,
Mmucius, infatuated with ambition, might take he kept his forces under arms, and took care
some fatal step, he left Rome very privately. to be informed how the action went on: not

Upon his arrival at the camp, he found the did he trust to the reports of others, but he
arrogance of Minucius grown to such a height, himself looked out from an eminence not far
that it was no longer to be endured. Fabius, from his camp. When he saw the army of his
therefore, refused to comply with his demand colleague surrounded and broken, and'the cry
of having the army under his orders every other reached him, not like that of men standing the
day, and, instead of that, divided the forces charge, but of persons flying in great dismay,}
with him, choosing rather to have the full com-he smote upon his thigh, and with a deep sigh
mand of a part, than the direction of the whole
by turns. He therefore took the first and * About fifteen hundred paces from Fabiui.
fourth legions himself, leaving the second and t Five hundred horse and five thousand fix*. Poylt.
third to Minucius; and the confederate forces j Homer mentions the custom of smitiug jpon thtthigh in time of trouble; and we learn from Scrip! v«were likewise equally divided. Uttt it wai practised in the EaiU
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"aid to his Mends about him, ccYe gods! how two victories: one over the enemy by your val-
much sooner than I expected, and yet later than our, the other over your collecgue by your
his indiscreet proceedings required, has Minu- prudence and humanity. By the former you
cius ruined himself." Then, having command-saved us, by the latter you have instructed us-
ed the standard-bearers to advance, and the and Hannibal's victory over us is not more dis-
whole army to follow, he addressed them in graceful than yours is honourable and salutary
these words: "Now, my brave soldiers, if any to us. I call you Father, not knowing a more
one has a regard for Marcus Minuciua, let him honourable name, and am more indebted to
eaert himself; for he deserves assistance for his you than to my real father. To him I owe my
valour, and the love he bears his country. If, being, but to you tne preservation of my life,
in his haste to drive out the enemy, he has and the lives of all these brave men." After
committed any error, this is not a time to find this, he threw himself into the arms of Fabius,
fault with him." and the soldiers of each army embraced ono

The first sight of Fabius frightened away another, with every expression of tenderness,
the Numidiang, who were picking up strag- and with tears of joy.
glers in the field. Then he attacked those who Not long after this, Fabius laid down the dic-
were charging the Romans in the rear. Such tatorship, and consuls were created.* The first
ai made resistance he slew: but the greatest of these kept to the plan which Fabius had laid
part retreated to their own army, before the down. He took care not to come to a pitched
communication was cut off, lest they should battle with Hannibal, but sent succours to the
themselves be surrounded in their turn. Han- allies of Rome, and prevented any revolt ID
nibal seeing this change of fortune, and finding their cities. But when Terentius Varro,) a man
that Fabius pushed on through the hottest of of obscure birth, and remarkable only for his
the battle, with a vigour above his years, to temerity and servile complaisance to the peo-
come up to Mmucius upon the hill, put an end ple, rose to the consulship, it soon appeared
to the dispute, and having sounded a retreat, that his boldness and inexperience would bring
retired into his camp. The Romans, on their him to risk the very being of the commonwealth.
part, were not sorry when the action was over. For he loudly insisted in the assemblies of the
Hannibal, as he was drawing off, is reported people, that the war stood still whilst it wai
to have said smartly to those that were by, under the conduct of the Fabii; but, for his
"Did not I often tell you, that this cloud would part, he would take but one day to get sight of
one day burst upon us from the mountains, the enemy, and to beat him. With these prom-
with all the fury of a storm?" ises he so prevailed on the multitude, that he

After the battle, Fabius having collected the raised greater forces than Rome had ever had
"poils of such Carthaginians as were left dead on foot before, in her most dangerous -wars)
upon the field, returned to his post; nor did he for he mustered^ no fewer than eighty-eight
let fall one haughty or angry word against his thousand men. Hereupon, Fabius, and other
colleague. As for Minucius, having called his wise and experienced persons among the Ro-
men together, he thus expressed himself: mans were greatly alarmed; because they saw
"Friends and fellow-soldiers! not to err at all no resource for the state, if such a number of
in the management of great affairs, is above their youth should be cut off. They address-
the wisdom of men: but it is the part of a pru- ed themselves, therefore, to the other consul,
dent and good man, to learn, from his errors Paulus JEmilius, a man of great experience
and miscarriages, to correct himself for the fu- in war, but disagreeable to the people, and at
ture. For my part, I confess, that though for- the same time afraid ol them, for they had for-
tune has frowned upon me a little, I have much merly set a considerable fine upon him. Fa-
to thank her for. For what I could not be bius, however, encouraged him to withstand
brought to be sensible of in so long a time, I the temerity of his colleague, telling him,
have learned in the small compass of one day, "That the dispute he had to support for his
that I know not how to command, but have need country was not so much with Hannibal as
to be under the direction of another; and from with Varro. The latter," said he, "will
this moment I bid adieu to the ambition of get- hasten to an engagement,§ because he knows
ting the better of a man whom it is an honour * According to Livy, Fabius, after the six months
to be foiled by. In all other respects, the dic- of his dictatorship were cspirtd, resigned the army
tator shall be your commander; but in the due to the consuls of mat year, Servilius and Attilius; the
expressions of gratitude to him, I will be your latter having been appointed in thk room of Flaminius,

who was killed in battle. But Plutarch follows Fo

leader still, by being the first to shew an ex- lybius, who save, that as the time for the election of
ample of obedience and submission." new consuls approached, the Romans named L. jEmil

He theo ordered the ensigns to advance with iiu Faulus and Terentius Varro consuls, alUr which
the eagles, and the troops to follow, himself the dictators resigned their charge.\ Varro wajs the son of a butcher, and had followed
marching at their head to the camp of Fabius. his lather's profession in his youth ; but, growing rich,
Being admitted, he went directly to his tent. he had forsaken that mean calling; and, by the lavour
The whole army waited with impatience for the of the people, procured by supporting the most turbu-
event. When Fabius came out, Minucius fixed lent of their tribunes, he obtained the cousuUtc.
hie standard before him, and with a loud voice J It was usual for the Romans to muster every yearfour legions, which consisting, in difficult times, each
"aluted him by the name of Father; at the of five thousand Roman foot and three hundred horse,
same time his soldiers called those of Fabius and a battalion of Latins equal to that number, amount-
their Patrons: an appellation which freedmen ed in the whole to 42,400. But this year, instead of
give to those that enfranchise them. These re- four legions, they raised eight.
spects being paid, and silence taking place, $ The best depeodance 01 Varro was, undoubtedly,
Minucius thus addressed himself to the dicta- to prolong the war, t-hat Hannibal, who was already

weakened, might wear himself out by degrees ; aud,
tor: "You have this day, Fabius, obtained for Uit tame ttuoo, it vru Hw&ibaTt busmtis to fight
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not h'n own strength; and the former, because nostrils of the Romans, eo that they were
he knows his own weakness. But, believe obliged to turn away their faces and break
me, jEmilius, I deserve more attention than their ranks. In the next place, his troops were
Varro, with respect to the affairs of Hannibal; drawn up in superior art. He placed the
and I do assure you, that if the Romans come flower of them in the wings, and those upon
to no battle with him this year, he will either whom he had less dcpendance in the main
be undone by his stay in Italy, or else be corps, which was considerably more advanced
obliged to quit it. Even now, when he seems than the wings. Then he commanded those in
to be victorious, and to carry all before him, the wings, that when the enemy had charged and
not one of his enemies has quitted the Roman vigorously pushed that advanced body, which
interest, and not a third part of the forces re- he knew would give way, and open a passage
mains which he brought from home with him." for them to the very centre, and when the Ro-
To this JEmilius is said to have answered, mans by this means should be far enough en*
" My friend, when I consider myself only, I gaged within the two wings, they should both
conclude it better for me to fall upon the on the right and left take them in flank, and
weapons of the enemy, than by the sentence endeavour to surround them.* This was the
of my own countrymen. However, since the principal cauee of the great carnage that follow-
state of public affairs is eo critical, I will ed. For the enemy pressing upon Hannibal's
endeavour to approve myself a good general, front, which gave ground, the form of his army
and had rather appear such to you, than to all was changed into a. half-moon; and the officers
who oppose you, and who would draw me, of the select troops caused the two points of
willing or unwilling, to their party." With the wings to join behind the Romans. Thus
Ihese sentiments .ZEmilius began his operations. they were exposed to the attacks of the Cartha-

But Varro, having brought his colleague to ginians on all sides; an incredible slaughter
agree* that they should command alternately followed; nor did any escape but the few that
each his day, when his turn came, took post retreated before the main body was enclosed.
over against Hannibal, on the banks of the It is also said, that a strange and fatal acci-
Aufidus, near the village of Cannae.f As soon dent happened to the Roman cavalry. For the
as it was light, he gave the signal for battle, horse which JBmilius rode having received
which is a red mantle set up over the general's some hurt, threw him; and those about him
tent. The Carthaginians were a little dis- alighting to assist and defend the consul on foot,
fleartened at first, when they saw how daring the rest of the cavalry seeing this, and taking
the consul was, and that the army was more it for a signal for them to do the same, all
than twice their number. But Hannibal having quitted their horses, and charged on foot. At
ordered them to arm, himself, with a few others, sight of this, Hannibal said, "This pleases me
rode up to an eminence, to take a view of the better than if they had been delivered to me
enemy now drawn up for battle. One Cisco bound hand and foot." But the particulars
that accompanied him, a man of his own rank, may be found at large in the historians who
happening to say " The numbers of the enemy have described this battle.
appeared to him surprising." Hannibal re- As to the consuls, Varro escaped with a few
plied with a serious countenance, " There is horse to Venutia; and 2Emilius, covered with
another thing which has escaped your observa-darts which stuck in his wounds, sat down in
tion, much more surprising than that." Upon anguish and despair, waiting for the enemy to
his asking what it was, " It is," said he, " that despatch him. His head and his face were so
among such numbers not one of them is named disfigured and stained with blood, that it was
Cisco." The whole company were diverted not easy to know him; even his friends and
with the humour of his observations: and as servants passed by him without stopping. At
fcey returned to the camp, they told the jest last, Cornelius Lentulus, a young man of a pa-
Jo those they met, so that the laugh became trician family, perceiving who he waa, dis-
universal. At sight of this the Carthaginians mounted, and entreated him to take his horse,
took courage, thinking it must proceed from and save himself for the commonwealth, which
the great contempt in which their general held had then more occasion than ever for so good
the Romans, that he could jest and laugh in a consul. But nothing could prevail upon him
the face of danger. to accept of the offer; and, notwithstanding

In this battle Hannibal gave great proofs of the young man's tears, he obliged him to mount
generalship. In the first place, he took ad- his horse again. Then rising up, and taking
vantage of the ground, to post his men with him by the hand, "Tell Fabius Maxim us,"
their backs to the wind, which was then very said he, "and, Lentulug, do you yourself be
violent and scorching, and drove from the witness, that Paulua -ZErmlms followed hU
dry plains, over the heads of the Carthaginians, directions to the last, and did not deviate in
clouds of sand and dust into the eyes, and the least from the plan agreed upon between

* It wai a fixed rule with the Romans, that the con-them, but was first overcome by Varro, and
suls, when they went upon the tame service, should then by Halmibal." Having despatched Len-
nave the command of the army by turns. tulug with this commission, he rushed among

t Cannae, according to Livy, Appian, and Florus,
was only a poor villace, which afterwards became fa- the enemy's swords, and was slain. Fifty
mous on account of the battle fought near it; but Po- thousand Romars are said to have fallen in
lybiua, who lived near the time of the tecond Punic this battle,t and four thousand to have been
war, styles Caiins a city; and adds, that it had been » Five hundred Numidiint pretended to desert to
razed a year before the defeat of the Roman army. the Romans j but in the heal of the battle turned airainil
Silim JtaJicu! agrees with Folybiiu. It was afterwards them, and attacked them in the rear.
rebuilt; for Pliny ranks it among the cities of Apula. t According to Livy, there were killed of the RoThe ruins of Canax are still to be seen in Ihe territory
of Ban. mans only forty thousand foot, and two thousand seve*

hundred horse. Polybiui «ays, that seventy thou»»4
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taken prisoners, besides ton thousand that were alone walked about the city with a ca>m
token after the battle in both the camps. and easy pace, with a firm countenance, a mild

After this great success, Hannibal's friends and gracious address, checking their effemi-
advised him to pursue his fortune, and to enter nate lamentations, and preventing them from
Rome along witn the fugitives, assuring him assembling in public to bewail their common
that in five days he might sup in the Capitol. distress. He caused the senate to meet; he
It is not ensy to conjecture what his reason was encouraged the magistrates, himself being the
for not taking this step. Most probably some soul of their body, for all waited his motion,
deity opposed it, and therefore inspired him and were ready to obey his orders. He
with this hesitation and timidity. On this ac- placed a guard at the gates, to hinder such of
count it was that a Carthaginian, named Barca, the people as were inclined to fly, from quit-
said to him with some heat, " Hannibal, you ting the city. He filed both the place and
know how to gain a victory, but not how to time for mourning, allowed thirty days for that
use it."* purpose in a man's own house, and no more

The brittle of Canns, however, made such for the city in general. And as the feast of
an alteration tn his affairs, that though before Ceres fell within that time, it was thought bet-
it he had neittfer town, nor magazine, nor port ter entirely to omit the solemnity, than by the
in Italy, bat, \\ithout any regular supplies for small numbers a_nd the melancholy looks of
the war, subsisted his army by rapine, and for those that should attend it, to discover the
that purpose moved them, like a great band of greatness of their loss:* for the worship most
robbers, from place to place, yet then he be- acceptable to the gods is that which cornea
came master of the greatest part of Italy. Its from cheerful hearts. Indeed, whatever the
best provinces and towns voluntarily submitted augurs ordered for propitiating the divine
to him, and Capua itself, the most respectable powers, and averting inauspicious omens, was
city after Rome, threw its weight into his carefully performed. For Fabius Pictor, the
Male. near relation of Fabius Maiimus, was sent to

In this case it appeared that great misfor- consult the oracle at Delphi; and of the two
tunes are not only, what Euripides calls them, vestals who were then found guilty of a breach
a trial of the fidelity of a friend, but of the of their vow of chastity, one was burned alive,
capacity and conduct of a general. For the according to custom, and the other died by her
proceedings of Fabius, which before this battle own hand.
were deemed cold and timid, then appeared But what most deserves to be admired, is
to be directed by counsels more than human, the magnanimity and temper of the Roman!,
to be indeed the dictates of a divine wisdom, when the consul Varro returned after his de-
which penetrated into futurity at such a dis- feat,! much humbled and very melancholy, as
tance, and foresaw what seemed incredible to one who had occasioned the greatest calamity
the very persons who experienced it. In liim, and disgrace imaginable to the republic. The
therefore, Rome places her last hope; his whole senate and people went to welcome him
judgment is the temple, the altar, to which she at the gates; and when silence was command-
flies for refuge, believing that to his prudence ed, the magistrates and principal senators,
it was chiefly owing that she still held up her amongst whom was Fabius, commended him
head, and that her children were not dispers- for not giving up the circumstances of the
ed, as when she waa taken by the Gauls. state aa desperate after BO great a misfortune,
For he, who in times of apparent security, but returning to take upon him the administra-
ieemed to be deficient in confidence and reso- tion, and to make what advantage he could
lution, now, when all abandoned themselves to for his countiy of the laws and citizens, as not
Inexpressible sorrow and helpless despair, being utterly lost and ruined.

When they found that Hannibal, after the
were killed. The loss of the Carthaginians did not battle, instead of marching to Rome, turned to
amount to six thousand. another part of Italy, they took courage, and

When the Carthaginians were stripping the dead, sent their armies and generals into the field-
tmong other moving objects, they found, to their great The most eminent of these were Fabius Maii-
lurprise, a iVumidian yet alive, lying under the dead mus and Claudius Marcellus, men distinguished
body of a Roman, who had thrown himself headlong
on his enemy, and beat him down; but being no longer by characters almost entirely opposite. Mar-
able to make use of his weapons, because he had lost cellus (as we have mentioned in his life,) wa«
his hands, had tornoffthe nose and ears of the Numid- a man of a buoyant and animated valour, ie
L'ni with his teeth, and in that fit of rag* expired. markably well skilled in the use of weapons,

* Zonarus tells us, that Hannibal himself afterwards
acknowledged his mistake in not pursuing that day's * This was not the real cause of deferring the festi-
success, and used often to cry out, 0 Cannae! Cannae ! val, but that which Plutarch hints at just after, viz.

But on the other hand, it may be pleaded in defence because it was unlawful for persons in mourning to
of Hannibal, that the advantages he had gained were celebrate it; and at that time there was not one ma-
chiefly owing lo his cavalry, who could Dot act in a Iron in Rome who was not in mourning. In fact, the
liege: That the inhabitants of Rome were all bred up feast was not entirely omitted, but kept at soon as th<
to arms from their infancy; would use their utmost mourning was expired.
efforts in defence of their wives, their children, and f Valerius Maximus tells us (lib. iii. c. 6.) that the
their domestic gods; and, when sheltered by walls and senate and people oflercd Varro the dictatorship, \*lncb
ramparis, would probably be invincible : that they had he refused, and by his modest refusal wiped off, io
AS many generals as senators; that no one nation of some measure, the shame of his former behaviour.
taly had yet declared for him, and he might judge il Thus the Romans, by treating their commanders with

"ecessary lo gain some of them before he attempted humanity, lessened the disgrace of their being van*
the capital: and lastly, that if he had attempted thecapital first, and without success, he would not have 3uished or discharged; while the Carthaginians con* emned their generals to cruel deaths upon their being
been able Ui £<un any one nation or city. overcome, though it was often without their own C&ulU
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and naturally enterprising; such an one, in and from that time the man behaved with great
short, as Homer calls lofty in heart, in courage fidelity and zeal for the service. Fabius thought
force, in war delighting. So intrepid a general it hard, that, while those who breed dogs and
wag very fit to be opposed to an enemy as dar-horses, soften their stubborn tempers, and bring
ing is himself, to restore the courage and spir-down their fierce spirits by care and kindness,
ts of the Romans, by some vigorous stroke in rather than with whips and chains, he who has
the first engagements. As for Fabius, he kept the command of men should not endeavour to
fo his first sentiments, and hoped, that if he only correct their errors by gentleness and good
followed Hannibal close, without fighting him, ness, but treat them even in a harsher and
he and his army would wear themselves out, more violent manner than gardeners do the
and lose their warlike vigour, just as a wrestler wild fig-trees, wild pears and olives, whose na-
does, who keeps continually in the ring, and al- ture they subdue by cultivation, and which, by
lows himsflf no repose, to recruit his strength that means, they bring to produce very agreea-
after excessive fatigues. Hence it was that the ble fruit.
Romans (as Posidonius tells us,) called Fabius Another time, some of his officers informed
their s/jicW, and Marcellus their stcord, and him, that one of his soldiers, a native of Luca-
used to say, that the steadiness and caution of nia, often quitted his post, and rambled out of
the one, mixed with the vivacity and boldness the camp. Upon this report, he asked what
of the other, made a compound very salutary to kind of a man he was in other respects; and
Rome. Hannibal, therefore, often meeting they all declared it was not easy to find so good
Marcellus, whose motions were like those of a a soldier, doing him the justice to mentloa
torrent, found his forces broken and diminish- several extraordinary instances of his valour.
ed; and by Fabius, who moved with a silent On inquiring into the cause of this irregular-
but constant stream, he was undermined and ity, he found that the man was passionately in
insensibly weakened. Such, at length, was the love, and that, for the sake of seeing a young
extremity he was reduced to, that he was tired woman, he ventured out of the camp, and toot
of fighting Marcellus, and afraid of Fabius. a long and dangerous journey every night
And these were the persons he hid generally Hereupon Fabius gave orders to some of hia
to do with during the remainder of the war, men to find out the woman, and convey hei
as prstors, consuls, or proconsuls: for each of into his own tent, but took care that the Lu-
them was, five times consul. It is true, Mar- canian should not know it. Then he sent for
cellus, in his fifth consulate was drawn into his him, and taking him aside, spoke to him aa
mares, and killed by means of an ambuscade. follows: "I very well know, that you have lain
Hannibal often made the like attempts upon many nights out of the camp, in breach of the
Fabius, exerting all his arts and stratagems, Roman discipline and laws; at the same time,
but without effect. Once only he deceived him, I am not ignorant of your past services. In con-
and had nearly led him into a fatal error. He sideration of them, I forgive your present
forged letters to him, as from the principal in- crime; but, for the future, I will give you in
habitants ofMetapontum, offering to deliver up charge to a person who shall be answerable for
the city to him, and assuring him that those you." While the soldier stood much amaxed,
who had taken this resolution, only waited till Fabius produced the woman, and putting her
he appeared before it. Fabius giving credit to in his hands, thus expressed himself: "This ia
these letters, ordered a party to be ready, in- the person who engages for you, that you will
tending to march thither in the night; but find- remain in camp; and now we shall see wheth-
ing the auspices unpromising, he altered his er there was not some traitorous design which
design, and soon after discovered that the drew you out, and which you made the love of
letters were forged by an artifice of Hanni- this woman a cloak for." Such is the account
bal's, and that he was lying in ambush for him we have of this affair.
near the town. But this perhaps may be ascrib- By means of another love affair, Fabius re-
ed to the favour and protection of the gods. covered the city of Tarentum, which had been

Fabius was persuaded that it was better to treacherously delivered up to Hannibal. A
keep the cities from revolting, and to prevent young man, a native of that place, who served
any commotions among the allies, by affability under Fabius, had a sister there, who loved
and miUness, than to entertain every suspicion, him with great tenderness. This youth being
or to use severity against those whom he did informed, that 3. certain Bnitian, one of the of-
suspect. It is reported of him, that being in- ficers of the garrison which Hannibal had put
formed, that a certain Marcian in his army,* in Tarentum, entertained a violent passion for
who was a roan not inferior in courage or fam- his sister, hoped to avail himself of this cir-
ily to any among the allies, solicited some of cumstance to the advantage of the Romans.
lus men to desert^ he did not treat him harshly, Therefore, with the permission of Fabius, he
but acknowledged that he had been too much returned to his sister at Tarentum, under colour
neglected; declaring at the same time, that he of having deserted. Some days passed, during
was now perfectly sensible how much his offi- which the Brutian forbore his visits, for she
cers had been to blame in distributing honours supposed that her brother knew nothing of the
more out of favour than regard to merit: and amour. This obliged the young man to come
that for the future he should take it ill if he did to an explanation. "It has been currently re-
not apply to Aim when he had any request to ported," said he, " that you receive addresses
make. This was followed with a present of a from a man of some distinction. Pray, who ia
war horse, and with other marks of honour; he? If he is a man of honour and character.

* Liry tells this story of Marcellus, which Plutarch as they say he is, Mars, who confounds all
if rt applies to Fabiui. things, takes but little thought of what country
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he may be What necessity imposes is no dis- not appear that the place was betrayed to him,
grace; but we may rather think ourselves for- he ordered the Brutians to be put first to the
tunate, at a time when justice yields to force, sword. But he failed in his design; for th*
if that which force might compel us to, happens former suspicion still remained, and he incur
not to be disagreeable to our own inclinations." red, besides, the reproach of perfidy and inhu-
Thus encouraged, the young woman sent for manity. Many of the Tarentines also were
the Brutian, and presented him to her brother. killed; thirty thousand of them were sold for
And as she behaved to him in a kinder and slaves; the army had the plunder of the town,
more complying manner through her brother's and three thousand talents were brought into
means, who was very indulgent to his passion, the public treasury. Whilst every thing was
it was not very difficult to prevail with the ransacked, and the spoils were heaped before
Brutian, who was deeply in love, and was Fabius, it is reported that the officer who took
withal a mercenary,* to deliver up the town, the inventory, asked " What he would have
upon promises of great rewards from Fabius. them to do with the gods?" meaning the stat-

This is the account which most historians ues and pictures: Fabius answered, " Let UB
give us; yet some say, that the woman by leave the Tarentines their angry gods."* How-
whom the Brutian was gained, was not a Ta- ever, he carried away a colossus of Hercules,
rentine, but a Brutian; that she had been con- which he afterwards set up in the Capitol, and
cubine to Fabius; and that when she found the near it an equestrian statue of himself in brass.f
governor of Tarentum was her countryman Thus he shewed himself inferior to Marcellus,
and acquaintance, she told Fabius of it, and in his taste for the fine arts, and still more so
:lflding means, by approaching the walls, to in mercy and humanity. Marcellus in this res
make him a proposal, she drew him over to the pect had greatly the advantage, as we have al
Roman interest. ready observed in his life.

During these transactions, Fabius, in order Hannibal had hastened to the relief of Ta-
to make a diversion, gave directions to the gar- rentum, and being within five miles of it, when
rison of Rhegium to lay waste the Brutian it was taken, he scrupled not to say publicly,
territories, and, if possible, to make themselves "The Romans, too, have their Hannibal; for
masters of Caulonia. These were a body of we have lost Tarentum in the same manner
eight thousand men, composed partly of desert- that we gained it." And in private, he then
ers, and partly of the most worthless of that in- first acknowledged to his friends, " That he
famous band brought by Marcellus out of Sici- had always thought it difficult, but now saw it
ly,! and therefore the loss of them would not was impossible, with the forces he had, to con-
be great, nor much lamented by the Romans. quer Italy."
These men he threw out as a bait for Hannibal, Fabius for this was honoured with a triumph,
tnd by sacrificing them hoped to draw him to more splendid than the former, having glori-
a distance from Tarentum. The design suc- ously maintained the field against Hannibal,
ceeded accordingly : for Hannibal marched and baffled all his schemes with ease, just as an
with his forces to Caulonia, and Fabius in able wrestler disengages himself from the arms
the meantime laid siege to Tarentum. The of his antagonist, whose grasp no longer retains
sixth day of the siege, the young man having the same vigour. For Hannibal's army wa»
settled the matter with the Brutian officer by now partly enervated with opulence and lux
means of his sister, and having well observed ury, and partly impaired and worn with contin
the place where he kept guard and promised ual action.
to let in the Romans, went to Fabius by night, Marcus Livius, who commanded in Taren-
and gave him an account of it. The consul tum, when it was betrayed to Hannibal, retired
moved to the appointed quarter, though not en- into the citadel, and held it till it was retaken
tirely depending upon the promise thai the town by the Romans. This officer beheld with pain
would be betrayed. There he himself sat still, the honours conferred upon Fabius, and one
but at the same time ordered an assault on day his envy and vanity drew from him this
every other part, both by sea and land. This expression in the senate, "I, not Fabius, was
was put in execution with great noise and tu- the cause of recovering Tarentum." "True,"
mult, which drew most of the Tarentines that said Fabius laughing, " for if you had not lost
way to assist the garrison, and repel the be- the town, I had never recovered it."
siegers. Then the Brutian giving Fabius the Among other honours which the Romans paid
signal, he scaled the walls, and got possession to Fabius, they elected his son consul.f When
of the town. he had entered upon hia office, and was settling

On this occasion, Fabius seems to have in- some point relating to the war, the father,
dulged a criminal ambition 4 For that it might either on account of his age and infirmities, or

else to try his son, mounted his horse, to ride
" *v$f CTM juiff-^o^op* . This has been mistrans-up to him. The young consul seeing him at a

lated a man of a mercenary disposition. The words distance, would not suffer it, but sent one of
only import that he was not of Hannibal's own troops. the lictors to his father, with orders for him to
but of the mercenaries. Hence all government* should dismount, and to come on foot to the consul, if
learn to beware how they entrust their towns with he had any occasion to apply to him. Thegarrisons of hired troops and strangers.

\ These men were brought from Sicily, not by Mar- whole assembly were moved at this, and cast
cellus, but by his colleague Lxvinus. their eyes upon Fabius, by their silence and

\ Livy docs not say, that Fabius gave such orders.
He only fays, " There were many Bruttans slain, either * The gods were in the attitude of combatants; and
through ignorance, or through the ancient hatred they appeared to have fought against the Tarentinej.
which the Romans bore them, or because the Romans f The work of Lysippus.
were desirous that Tarentum should seem to be taken i The son was elected consul four years before th»
"word in baud, rather than betrayed to them.*' (atlier took Tareutum.
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their looks, expressing their resentment of the point.* But the people, believing that his op
indignity offered to a person of his character. position to Scipio proceeded either from envy
But he instantly alighted, and ran to hia son, of his success, or from a secret fear that if this
and embraced him with great tenderness. young hero should perform some signal exploit,
"My son," said he, "I applaud your senti-put an end to the war, or even remove it out
ments and your behaviour. You know what a of Italy, his own slow proceedings through the
people you command, and have a just sense of course of so many years, might be imputed to
the dignity of your office. This was the way indolence or timidity.
that we and our forefathers took to advance To me Fabius seems at first to have opposed
Rome to her present height of glory, always the measures of Scipio from an excess of cau-
considering the honour and interest of our coun- tion and prudence, and to have really thought
try before that of our own fathers and children." the danger attending his project great; but in

And indeed it is reported that the great the progress of the opposition, I think he went
grand-father of our Fabius,* though he was one too great lengths, misled by ambition and a
of the greatest men in Rome, whether we con- jealousy of Scipio's rising glory. For he ap-
sider his reputation or authority, though he had plied to Crassus, the colleague of Scipio, and
been five times consul, and had been honoured endeavoured to persuade him not to yield that
with several glorious triumphs on account of province to Scipio, but if he thought it proper
his success in wars of the last importance, yet to conduct the war in that manner, to go him-
condescended to serve as lieutenant to his son self against Carthage.} Nay, he even hindered
then consult in an expedition against the Sam- the raising of money for that expedition: so
nites: and while his son, in the triumph which that Scipio was obliged to find the supplies as
was decreed him, drove into Rome in a chariot he could: and he effected it through his inter-
and four, he with others followed him on horse- est with the cities of Hetruria, which were
back. Thus, while he had authority over his wholly devoted to him.} As for Crassus, he
son, considered as a private man, and while he stayed at home, partly induced to it by his dis
was both especially and reputedly the most position, which was mild and peaceful, and
considerable member of the common wealth, yet partly by the care of religion, which was en
be gloried in showing his subjection to the laws trusted to him as high-priest.
and to the magistrate. Nor was this the only Fabius, therefore, took another method to
part of his character that deserves to be admired. traverse the design. He endeavoured to pre-

When Fabius Maximus had the misfortune vent the young men who offered to go volun-
to lose his son, he bore that loss with great teers from giving in their names, and loudly
moderation, as became a wise man and a good declared both in the senate and Jorum, "That
father; and the funeral oration,} which on oc- Scipio did not only himself avoid Hannibal,
casion of the deaths of illustrious men is usu- but intended to carry away with him the re-
ally pronounced by some near kinsman, he maining strength of Italy, persuading the young
delivered himself 5 and having committed it to men to abandon their parents, tneir wives, and
writing, made it public. native city, whilst an unsubdued and potent

When Publius Cornelius Scipio, who was enemy was still at their doors." With these
lent proconsul into Spain, had defeated the assertions he so terrified the people, that they
Carthaginians in many battles, and driven allowed Scipio to take with him only the le-
them out of that province ; and when he had, gions that were in Sicily, and three hundred of
moreover, reduced several towns and nations those men who had served him with so much
under the obedience of Rome, on returning fidelity in Spain. In tms particular Fabius
loaded with spoil, he was received with great seems to have followed the dictates of his own
acclamations and general joy. Being appoint- cautious temper.
ed consul, and finding that the people expected After Scipio was gone over into Africa, an
something great and striking at his hands, he account was soon brought to Rome of his glo
considered it as an antiquated method and rious and wonderful achievements. This ac
worthy only of the inactivity of an old man, count was followed by rich spoils which con-
to watch the motions of Hannibal in Italy; firmed it. ANumidian king was taken prisoner-,
and therefore determined to remove the seat of two camps were burned and destroyed, and in
war from thence into Africa, to fill the enemy's them a vast number of men, arms, and horses;
country with his legions, to extend his ravages and the Carthaginians scot orders to Hannibal
far and wide, and to attempt Carthage itself.
With this view he exerted all his talents to extraordinary things have I known in that man, but

nothing more admirable than the manner in which he
bring the people into his design. But Kabius, bore the death of his son, a person of great merit and
on this occasion, filled the city with alarms, as of consular dignity. His eulogium is in our hands;
if the commonwealth was going to be brought and while we read it, do we cot look down on the
into the most extreme danger by a rash and in- best of Vhe philosophers?'1

discreet young man ; in short, he scrupled not " See the debates in the senate on that occasion, in
Livy, ab. xxviii.

to do or gay any thing he thought likely to dis- t This Crassus could not do: for being Pvntifei
suadj his countrymen from embracing the Maximal, it was necessary that he should remain ii
p-iposal. With the senate he carried his Italy.

t Scipio was empowered to ask of the allies all thinci
* Fabius Rullus. iccessary for building and equipping a new fleet. Aud
t Fabius Gurres, who had been defeated by the Sam- nany of the provinces anil cilia voluntarily laied

"ites, and would have been degraded, had not hit fath- themselves to furnish him with corn, iron, timber, cloth
er promised to attend him in his second expedition as for sails, 8tc. so that in forty days after the cutting of
>is lieutenant. the timber, he was in a condition U> set tail iviih *

Heet of thirty new gallejj, besides the thirty he had
t Cicero, in hi« treatise on old age, tneaks in high before. There wenl with him about seven thousand
rmj, both of > abi us and this oration ot his: " Many volunteers.
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to quit his fruitless hopes in Italy, and return man generals, dictators and consuls." The city
home to defend his own country. Whilst every was alarmed at these declamations, and though
tongue was applauding these exploits of Scipio, the war was removed into Africa, the danger
Fabius proposed that his successor should be seemed to approach nearer Rome than ever.
appointed, without any shadow or reason for it, However, soon after, Scipio defeated Han-
except what this well known maxim implies, nibal in a pitched battle, pulled down the pride
viz. " That it is dangerous to trust affairs of of Carthage aud trod it under foot. This af-
such importance to the fortune of one man, forded the Romans a pleasure beyond all their
because it is not likely that ho will be always hopes, and restored a firmness to their empire,
successful." which had been shaken with so many tempests.

By this he offended the people, who now But Fabius Maiimus did not live to the end of
considered him as a captious and envious man ; the war, to hear of the overthrow of Hannibal,
or as one whose courage and hopes were lost or to see the prosperity of his country re-es-
in the drega of years, and who, therefore, look- tablished: for about the time that Hannibal leA
ed upon Hannibal as more formidable than he Italy, he fell sick and died. We are assured,
really was. Nay, even when Hannibal em- that Epaminondas died so poor, that the The-
barked his army and quitted Italy, Fabius bans buried him at the public charge; for at
ceased not to disturb the general joy and to his death nothing was found in his house but
damp the spirits of Rome. For he took the an iron spit.* The expense of Fabius's fune
liberty to affirm, " That the commonwealth ral was not indeed defrayed out of the Roman
was now come to her last and worst trial; that treasury, but every citizen contributed a small
she had the most reason to dread the efforts of piece of money towards it; not that he died
Hannibal when he should arrive in Africa, without effects, but that they might bury him
and attack her sons under the walls of Car- as the father of the people: and that the hon-
thage ; that Scipio would have to do with an ours paid him at his death might be suitable to
army yet warm with the blood of so many Ro- the dignity of his life.

PERICLES AND FABIUS MAXIMUS COMPARED.

StrcH were the lives of these two persons, wildness and insolence of a city elated with
so illustrious and worthy of imitation both in success, and wanton with power, such at
their civil and military capacity. We shall first Athens was when Pericles held the reins of
compare their talents for war. And here it government. But then, undauntedly to keep
strikes us at once, that Pericles came into to his first resolutions, and not to be discom-
power at a time when the Athenians were at posed by the vast weight of misfortunes with
the height of prosperity, great in themselves, which Rome was then oppressed, discovers in
and respectable to their neighbours: BO that in Fabius an admirable firmness and dignity of
the very strength of the republic, with only mind.
common success, he was secure from taking Against the taking of Samos by Pericles, we
any disgraceful step. But as Fabius came to may set the retaking of Tarentum by Fabius;
the helm, when Rome experienced the worst and with Euboja we may put in balance the
and most mortifying turn of fortune, he had not towns of Campania. As for Capua, it was
to preserve the well established prosperity of a recovered afterwards by the consuls Furius
8ourishing state, but to draw his country from and Appius. Fabius, indeed, gained but one
an abyss of misery and raise it to happiness. set battle, for which he had his first trumphj
Besides, the successes of Cimon, the victories whereas Pericles erected nine trophies for as
of Myronides and Leocrates, and the many many victories won by land and sea. But none
great achievements of Tolmides, rather fur- of the victories of Pericles can be compared
nished occasion to Pericles, during his admin- with that memorable rescue of Minucms, by
istration, to entertain the city with feasts and which Fabius redeemed him and his whole
games, than to make new acquisitions, or to army from utter destruction: an action truly
defend the old ones by arms. On the other great, and in which you find at once the bright
hand, Fabius had the frightful objects before assemblage of valour, of prudence, and human-
his eyes of defeat, and disgraces, of Roman ity. Nor can Pericles on the other hand, be
consuls and generals slain, of lakes, fields, and said ever to have committed such an error as
forests full of the dead carcases of whole ar- that of Fabius, when he suffered himself to be
mies, and of rivers flowing with blood down to imposed on by Hannibal's stratagem of the
the very sea. In this tottering and decayed oxen; let his enemy slip in the night through
condition of the commonwealth he was to sup- those straits in which he had been entangled by
port it by his counsels and his vigour, and to accident, and where he could not possibly have
keep it from falling into absolute ruin, to which
it was brought so near by the errors of former * Xylander is of opinion, that the word O3i).i<r«0{
commanders. in this place docs not signify a apit but a JH«* of m0'

It may seem, indeed, a less arduous per-ney; and he shews from a passage in the life of Lysan-
formance to manage the tempers of a people der, that money anciently was made in a pyramid icalform. But he did not consider that the ITOD money
humbled by calamities, and compelled by ne- was not in use at Thebes, aud Plutarch sari that thil
cessity to listen to reason, than to restrain the obeliicui wu of iron.



Orced his way out; and as soon as it was day,) light the conduct of Pericles, in his implacable
"aw himself repulsed by the man who so lately [ persecution of Cimon and Thucydides, valua
was at iiia mercy. ble men, and friends to the aristocracy, and

If it is the part of a good general, not only yet banished by his practices and intrigues.
to make a proper use of the present, but also Besides, the power of Pericles was mucl
to form the best judgment of things to come, greater than that of Fabius; and therefore be
it must be allowed that Pericles both foresaw did not suffer any misfortune to be brought
and foretold what success the Athenians would upon Athens by the wrong measures of other
have in the war, namely, that they would ruin generals. Tolmides only earned it against him
themselves, by grasping at too much. But it for attacking the Boeotians, and in doing it, he
was entirely against the opinion of Fabius, that was defeated and slain. All the rest adhered
the Romans sent Scipio into Africa, and yet to his party, and submitted to his opinion, on
they were victorious there; not by the favour account of'his superior authority, whereas Fa-
of fortune, but by the courage and conduct of bius, whose measures were salutary and safe,
their general. So that the misfortunes of his as far as they depended upon himself, appears
country bore witness to the sagacity of Peri- only to have fallen short, by his inability to
cles; and from the glorious success of the Ro- prevent the miscarriages of others. For tha
mans, it appeared that F.ibius was utterly mis-Romans would not have had so many misfor-
taken. And, indeed, it is an equal fault in a tunes to deplore, if the power of Fabius had
commander in chief, to lose an advantage been as great in Rome, as that of Pericles in
through diffidence, as to fall into danger for Athens.
want of foresight. For it la the same want of As to their liberality and public spirit, Peri-
judgment and skill, that sometimes produces cles shewed it in refusing the sums that were
too much confidence, and sometimes leaves too offered him, and Fabius in ransoming his sol-
little. Thus far concerning their abilities in diers with his own money. This, indeed, was
war. no great expense, being only about sis talents.*

Ajid if we consider them in their political But it is not easy to say what a treasure Pen-
capacity, we shall find that the greatest fault cles might have amassed from the allies, and
laid to the charge of Pericles, was, that he from kings who made their court to him, on
caused the Peloponnesian war, through oppo- account of his great authority; yet no man evei
sition to the Laccdxmomans, which made him kept himself more free from corruption.
unwilling to give up the least point to them. I As for the temples, the public edifices, and
do not suppose, that Fabius Maxima's would other works, with which Pericles adorned
have given up any point to the Carthaginians, Athens, all the structures of that kind in Rome
but that he would generously have run the last put together, until the times of the Caesars,
risk to maintain the dignity of Rome. deserved not to be compared with them, either

The mild and moderate behaviour of Fabius in the greatness of the design, or the excel-
to Minucius. sets in a very disadvantageous lence of the execution.

ALCIBIADES.

THOSE that have searched into the pedigree of sufficient to say, that it retained iu charm
Alcibiadf-9, say, that Eurysaces, the son of through the several stages of childhood, youth,
Ajai, was founder of the family; arid that, by and manhood. For it \a not universally true,
nis mother's side5 he was descended from what -Euripides says,
Alcmaeon; for Dinemache, his mother, was The Tery autumn of a form once finethe daughter of Megacles, who was of that line. Retains its beauties.
His father Clinias gained great honour in the
sea-fight of Artemisium, where he fought in a Yet this was the case of Alcibiades, amongsl
galley fitted out at his own expense, and after- a few others, by reason of Jus natural vigour
wards was slain in the battle of Coroiuta, and happy constitution.
where the Bceotians won the day. Pericles and He had a lisping in his speech, which be-
Ariphron, the sons of Zanthippus, and near re- came him, and gave a grace and persuasive
lations to Alcibiades, were his guardians. It turn to his discourse. Aristophanes, in those
Us said, (and not without reason) that the affec-verses wherein he ridicules Theoras, takes no
tion and attachment of Socrates contributed tice, that Alcibiades lisped, for instead of call-
much to his fame. For Nicias, Demosthenes,La- ing him Corai, Raven, he called him Co/or,
macbus, Phormio, Thrasybulus, Theramenes, Flatterer; from whence the poet takes occa-
were illustrious persons, and hia contempora- sion to observe, that the term in that lisping
ries, yet we do not so much as know the name pronunciation, too, wag very applicable to him
of the mother of either of them; whereas we
know even the nurse of Alcibiades, that she " Probably this i> an error of the transcribers. Fo "
wa» of Lacedaemon, and that her name was Fabiuj was to pav two hundred and fifty drachmas for
Amycla; as well as that Zopyrus was his each prisoner, and he ransomed two hundred and forty
Khool-master; the one being recorded by An- MTtn; which would stand him in sijty-one thousan*
ugthenes, and the other by Plato. MTtn hundred and fifty drachmas, that it more thai

Un talents; a very considerable eippose to Fabiuj
As to the beauty of Alcibiades, it may be which he could not anjwer without telling his c-itate.
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With this agrees the satirical description which a stroke of his itick, in Sibyrtius'i place d
Archippus gives of the son of Alcibiades: exercise. But, perhaps, we should not gat

Willi sauntering step, to imitate his fa her, entire credit to these things, which were pro.
The Tain youth moves; hi* loose robe wildly floab fessedly written by an enemy, to defame him.
He bends the neck: he lispt. Many persons of rank made their court to

Alcibiades, but it is evident that they wereHis manners were far from being uniform; nor charmed and attracted by the beauty of hisis it strange, that they varied according to the person. Socrates was the only one whose re-
many vicissitudes and wonderful turns of his gards were fixed upon the mind, and bore wit-
fortune. He was naturally a man of strong
passions; but his ruling passion was an ambi ness to the young man's virtue and ingenuity;
tion to contend and overcome. This appears the rays of which he could distinguish through
from what is reined of his sayings when a boy his fine form. And fearing lest the pride of

riches and high rank, and the crowd of flat-
When hard pressed in wrestling, to prevent his terers, both Athenians and strangers, shouldbeing thrown, he bit the hands of his antago- corrupt him, he used his best endeavours tonist, who let go his hold, and said, "You bite,
Alcibiades, like a womau." "IVo," says he, prevent it, and took care that so hopeful a
"like a lion." plant should not lose its fruit and perish in the

very flower. If ever fortune so enclosed and
( IMC d.iy he was playing at dice with other

boys, in the street; and when it came to hU fortified a man with what are called her goods,
as to render him inaccessible to the incision-

turn to throw, a loaded wagon came up. At
first he called to the driver to stop, because he knife of philosophy, and the Bearching-probe

of free advice, surely it was Alcibiades. Fromwas to throw in the way over which the wag- the first, he was surrounded with pleasures,
on was to pass. The rustic disregarding him
and driving on, the other boys broke away; but and a multitude of admirers, determined to say
Alcibiades threw himself upon his face direct- nothing but what they thought would please,

and to keep him from all admonition and re-ly before the wagon, and stretching himself proof; yet, by his native .penetration, he dis-
out, bade the fellow drive on if he pleased. tinguished the value of Socrates, and attached
Upon this, he was so startled that he stopped himself to him, rejecting the rich and great,his horses, while those that saw it ran up to
him with terror. who sued for his regard.

With Socrates he soon entered into the

In tlie course of his education, he willingly closest intimacy; and finding that he did not,
took the lessons of his other masters, but re- like the rest of the unmanly crew, want im-fused learning to play upon the flute, which he proper favours, but that he studied to correct
looked upon as a mean art, and unbecoming a the errors of his heart, and to cure him of his
"gentleman "The use of the plectrum upon empty and foolish arrogance,the lyre," he would say; "has nothing in it that
"disorders the features or form, but a man is Then hit crest fell, and all his pride was gone.
hardly to be known by his most intimate He droopM the couquer'd wing.
friends when be plays upon the flute. Besides, In fact, he considered the discipline of So
the lyre does not hinder the performer from crates as a provision from heaven for the pre-
speaking or accompanying it with a song; servation and benefit of youth. Thus despis-
whereas, the flute so engages the mouth and ing himself, admiring his friend, adoring hia
the breath, that it leaves no possibility of speak- wisdom, and revering his virtue, he insensibly
ing. Therefore let the Theban youth pipe, who formed in his heart the image of love, or rather
know not how to discourse; but we Athe- came under the influence of that power, who,
nians, according to the account of our ances- as Plato says, secures his votaries from vicious
"tors, have Minerva for our patroness, and Apol- love. It surprised all the world to see him
lo for our protector; one of whom threw away constantly sup with Socrates, take with him
the flute, and the other stripped off the man's the exercise of wrestling, lodge in the same
"skin who played upon it."» Thus, partly by tent with him; while to his other admirers he
raillery, and partly by argument, Alcibiades was reserved and rough. Nay, to some he
kept both himself and others from learning to Debaved with great insolence, to Anytus (for
j>lay upon the flute: for it soon became the nstance) the son of Anthemion. Anytus was
talk among the young men of condition, that very fond of him, and happening to make an
Alcibiades was right in holding that art in entertainment for some strangers, he desired
abomination, and ridiculing those that prac- Alcibiades to give him his company. Alci-
tised it. Thus it lost its place in the number iiades would not accept of the invitation, but
Df liberal accomplishments, and was univer- laving drank deep with some of his acquaint-
sally exploded. ance at his own house, he went thither to play

In the invective which Antipho wrote against some frolic. The frolic was this: He stood at
Alcibiades, one story is, that when a boy, he he door of the room where the guests were
ran away from his guardians to one of his entertained, and seeing a great number of gold
friends named Democrates: and that Ariphron and silver cups upon the table, he ordered nil
would have had proclamation made for him, servants to take half of them, and carry thorn
had not Pericles diverted him from it, by say- o his own house;* and then, not vouchsafing
ing, "If he is dead, we shall only find him one so much as to enter into the room himself: as
day the sooner for it; if he is safe, it will be ioon as he had done this, he went away. The
a reproach to him as long as he lives." Another
storv is, that he killed one o~ his servants with

* AthcnsEus says, he did not keep them himself, but
larinc taken them from this man, who wa-> rich, he

* Marivu. ;ave them to Thrasybulus. who was poor
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company resented the affront, and said, he had his way of living, gives occasion to behe-ve so.
behaved very rudely and insolently to Anytus Those who endeavoured to corrupt him, at-
" Not at all," said Anytus, " but rather kindly tacked him on a still weaker side, his vanity
since he has left us half, when he knew it was and love of distinction, and led him into vast
in his power to take the whole." designs and unseasonable projects, persuading

He behaved in the same manner to his other him, that as soon as he should apply himself to
admirers, except only one stranger. This the management of public affairs, he would
man (they tell us) was but in indifferent cir- not only eclipse the other generals and orators,
cumstances; for when he had sold all, he but surpass even Pericles himself, in point of
could make up no more than the sura of one reputation, as well as interest with the powers
hundred staters;* which he carried to Alci- of Greece. But as iron, when softened by
biades, and beeged of him to accept it. Alci' the fire, ia soon hardened again, and brouglit
biades was pleased at the thing, and smiling, to a proper temper by cold water, so, when
invited him to supper. After a. kind reception Alcibiades was enervated by luxury, or swoln
and entertainment, he gave him the gold again, with pride, Socrates corrected and brought
but required him to be present the next day him to himself by his discourses; for from them
when the public revenues were to be offered he learned the number of his defects and the
to farm, and to be sure and be the highest imperfection of his virtue.
bidder. The man endeavouring to excuse When he was past his childhood, happening
himself, because the rent would be many ta- to go into a grammar-school, he asked the mas-
lents, Alcibiades, who had a private pique ter for a volume of Homer; and upon his making
against the old farmers, threatened to have answer that he had nothing of Homer's, he gave
him beaten if he refused. Nest morning, him a box on the ear, and so left him. Another
therefore, the stranger appeared in the market-schoolmaster telling him he had Homer cor-
place, and offered a talent more than the for- rected by himself: "How!" said Alcibiades,
mer rent. The farmers, uneasy and angry at " and do you employ your lime in teaching
this, called upon him to name his security, children to read? you who are able to correct
supposing that he could cot find any. The Homer, might seem to be fit to instruct men."
poor man was indeed much startled, and going One day, wanting to speak to Pericles, he
to retire with shame, when Alcibiades, who went to his house, and being told there that he
stood at some distance, cried out to the ma- was busied in considering how to give in his
gistrates, "Set down my name; he is my accounts to the people, and therefore not at
friend, and I will be his security." When the leisure; he said, as he went away, "He had
old farmers of the revenue heard this, they were better consider how to avoid giving in any ac-
much perplexed; for their way was, with the count at all."
profits of the present year to pay the rent of Whilst he was yet a youth, he made the
the preceding; so that, seeing no other way campaign at Potidayi, where Socrates lodged
to extricate themselves out of the difficulty, in the same tent with him, and was his com-
they applied to the stranger in a humble strain, panion in every engagement. In the principal
and offered him money. But Alcibiades would battle, they both behaved with great gallantry;
not suffer him to take less than a talent, but Alcibiades at last falling down wounded,
which accordingly was paid. Having done Socrates advanced to defend him, which he
him this service, he told him he might relin- did effectually, in the sight of the whole army,
quish his bargain. saving both him and his arms. For this the

Though Socrates had many rivals, yet he Drize of valour was certainly due to Socrates.
kept possession of Alcibiades's heart by the yet the generals inclined to give it to Alcibiades,
excellence of his genius and the pathetic turn on account of his quality; and Socrates, will-
of his conversation, which often drew tears ing to encourage his thirst after true glory, was
from his young companion. And though some-the first who gave his suffrage for him, and
times he gave Socrates the slip, and was drawn Dressed them to adjudge him the crown and
away by his flatterers, who exhausted all the ;he complete suit of armour. On the other
art of pleasure for that purpose, yet the philo- land, at the battle of Delium, where the
sopher took care to hunt out his fugitive, who Athenians were routed,* and Socrates, with
feared and respected none but him; the rest a few others, was retreating on foot, Alci-
he held in great contempt. Hence that saying Diades observing it, did not pass him, but co-
of Cleanthes, Socrates gains Alcibiades by vered his retreat, and brought him safe off,
the ear, and leaves to his rivals other parts of though the enemy pressed furiously forward,
his body, with which he scorns to meddle. In ind killed great numbers of the Athenians.
fact, Alcibiades was very capable of being But this happened a considerable time after.
led by the allurements of pleasure; and what To Hippomcus, the father of Callias, a man
Tbucydides says concerning bis eicesses in respectable both ibr his birth and fortune, Al-

cibiades one day gave a hoi on the ear; not
* The ttater was a eoin which weighed four Attic ;hat he had any quarrel with him, or was heated

drachmas, and was cither of gold or sitoer. The siher sy passion, but purely because, in a wanton
WM worth about two shillings and six pence sterling.
The stater iariaa, a gold coin, was worth twelve shil- rolic, he had agreed with his companions to
lings and three-pence half-penny: but the Attic staler do so. The whole city being full of the story
of gold must be worth much more, if we reckon the
proportion of gold to silrer only at ten to one, as it was Laches, u introduced by Plato, tells us, that i<
then : whereas now it is about sixteen to one. Dacier, others had done their duty as Socrates did his, the
then, is greatly mistaken, when be rays the ttater here Athenians would not have been deflated in the battle
mentioned by Plutarch was worth only forty French of Delium. That battle was fought tlw first year of
<ol»; for Plutarch sayi expressly, that these ttaiers he eighty-ninth olympiad, eight yean afier the t "'"ere of gold. of Potidaea.
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of this ins^ncc, and every body (as it was the noise flew away. Upon this, the people set
natural to expect,) expressing some resentment, up still louder acclamations, and many of them
early next morning Alcibiades went to wait on assisted him to recover the quail. The man
Hipponicus, knocked at the door, and was who did catch it, and bring it to him, was one
admitted. As soon as he came into his pre- Antiochus,* a pilot, for whom ever after he had
sence, he stripped off his garment, and pre- a particular regard.
senting bis naked body, desired him to beat He had great advantages for introducing
and chastise him as he pleased. But instead himself into the management of public affairs,
of that, Hipponicus pardoned him, and forgot from his birth, his estate, his personal valour,
all his resentment; nay, some time after, he and the number of his friends and relations:
even gave him hie daughter Hipparete in mar- but what he chose above all the rest to recom-
riage. Some say it was not Hipponicus, but mend himself by to the people was the charmi
his son Callias, who gave Hipparete to Alci- of his eloquence. That he was a fine speaker
biades, with ten talents to her portion; and the comic writers bear witness; and so does
that when she brought him a child he demand-the prince of orators, in his oration against
ed ten talents more, as if he had taken her on Midias,f where he says that Alcibiades waa
that condition. Though this was but a ground- the most eloquent man of his time. And if we
loss pretence, yet Callias, apprehensive of believe Theophrastua, a curious searcher into
some bad consequence from his artful contri- antiquity, and more versed in history than the
vances, in a fully assembly of the people, de- other philosopher*, Alcibiades had a peculiar
clared, that if he should happen to die without happiness of invention, and readiness of ideas,
children, Alcibiades should be his heir. which eminently distinguished him. But as

Hipparete made a prudent and affectionate his care was employed not only upon the mat-
wife; but at last, growing very uneasy at her ter but the expression, and he had not the
husband's associating with so many courtezans, greatest facility in the latter, he often hesitated
both strangers and Athenians, she quitted his in the midst of a speech, not hitting upon the
house and went to her brother's. Alcibiades word he wanted, and stopped until it occurred
went on with his debaucheries, and gave him- to him.
self no pain about his wife; but it was neces- He was famed for his breed of horses and
sary for her, in order to a legal separation, to the number of chariots. For no one besidei
give in a bill of divorce to the archon, and to himself, whether private person or king, ever
appear personally with it; for the sending of it sent seven chariots at one time to the Olympic
by another hand would not do. When she games. The first, the second, and the fourth
came to do this according to law, Alcibiades prizes, according to Thucydides, or the third,
rushed in, caught her in his arms, and carried as Euripides relates it, he bore away at once,
her through the market-place to his own house, which exceeds every thing performed by the
no one presuming to oppose him, or to take her most ambitious in that way. Euripides thui
from him. From that time she remained with celebrates his success:
him until her death, which happened not long
after, when Alcibiades was upon his voyage to Great son of Clinias, I record thy glory,
Ephesus. Nor does the violence used, in this First on the dusty plain
case, seem to be contrary to the laws, either of The threefold prize to gain :

What hero boasts thy praise in Grecian story?
society in general, or of that republic in parti- Twicef does the trumpet's voice proclaim
cular. For the law of Athens, in requiring her Around the plausive cirque thy hunour'd name:
who wants to be divorced to appear publicly in Twice on thv brow was seen
person, probably intended to give the husband The peaceful clive's green,The glorious palm of easy purchased fame.$
an opportunity to meet with her and recover her.

Aicibiades had a dog of uncommon size and The emulation which several Grecian cities
beiuty, which cost him seventy mitUE, and yet expressed, in the presents they made him, gave
his tail, which was his principal ornament, he a still greater lustre to his success. Ephesui
caused to be cut off. Some of his acquaintance
found great fault with his acting so strangely, to acknowledge, that rtie way to rise to distinctloiand told him, that all Athens rung with the among the Athenians, was, to study to excel the gene-
Btory of his foolish treatment of the dog: at rals of their enemies, replied with this severe ironyl
which he laughed and said, " This is the very " No, no, Alcibiades; your only study is how to sur-
"hing I wanted; for I would have the Athe- pass Midias in the art of breeding quails." -Plato in
nians talk of this, lest they should find some-

1 Alcib.

thing worse to say of me." " The name of the man who caught the quail would
The first thing that made him popular, and hardly have been mentioned, had not Alcibiadcs afterwards entrusted him with the command of the fleetis

introduced him into the administration, was his hit absence; when lie took the opportunity to fight,
distributing of money, not by design, but acci- and was beaten.
dent. Seeing one day a great crowd of people f It appears from that passage of Demosthenes, lh»t
as he was walking along, he asked what it he spoke only from common fame, and consequently
meant ; and being informed there was a dona- that there was little of Alcibiadcs's then eitant. we
tive made to the people, he distributed money find some remains of his oratory in TKucydidei.

} Alcibiades won the first, second, and third pnzei
too, as he went in amongst them. This meet- in person j besides which his charicu won twice in h«
ing with great applause, he was BO much absence.
delighted, that he forgot a quail which he had $ Antisthenes, a disciple of Socrates, writ", «»
Bnder his robe,* and the bird, frightened with Chios fed his horses, and Cyzicus provided hisficlim!

The passage is remarkable, for we karn from it tntl
this was done, not onb/ when Alcibiadas went lo Ihi

* It tras the fashion in those (Jays to breed quails. Olympic games, but in his warlike eipeditioni. tat
flato reporu, that Socrates having brought Alcibiades even in hu travels. " Whenever," says he, " Afcl»-
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provided a magnificent pavilion for him; Chios they pull down and expel such of the citizens
was at the expense of keeping Ins horses and as are distinguished by their dignity and pow-
beasts for sacrifice; and Lesbos found him in er, therein consulting their envy rather than
wuie and every thing necessary for the most their fear.
elegant public table. Vet, amidst this success, As it was evident that this sentence was
he escaped not without censure, occasioned levelled against one of the three, Phsax, Ni-
either by the malice of his enemies, or by his cias, or Alcibiades, the latter took care to
own misconduct. It seems there was at unite the contending parties,and leaguing with
Athens one Biomedee, a man of good charac- Nicias, caused the ostracism to fall upon Hy-
ter, and a friend of Alcibiudes, who was very perbolus himself. Some say, it was not Nicias,
desirous of winning a prize at the Olympic but Pha^ax, with whom Akibiades joined in-
games; and being informed that there was a terest, and by whose assistance he expelled
chariot to be sold, which belonged to the city their common enemy, when he expected noth-
of Argos, where Alcibiades had a strong in- ing less. For no vile or infamous person had
terest, he persuaded him to buy it for him. ever undergone that punishment. So Plato,
Accordingly, he did buy it, but kept it for the comic poet, assures us, thus speaking of
himself, leaving Diomedes to vent his rage, Hyperbolus:
and to call gods and men to bear witness of Well hail the caitiff carn'd his banishm»i\t,
the injustice. For this there seems to have But not by ostracism; that sentence sacred
been an action brought against him; and there To dangerous eminence.
is extant an oration concerning a chariot, writ-
ten by Isocrates, in defence of Alcibiades, But we have elsewhere given a more full ac
then a youth; but there the plaintiff is named count of what history has delivered down to
Tisias, not Diomedes. us concerning this matter.*Alcibiades was not less disturbed at the

Alcibiades was very young when he first
applied himself to the business of the republic, great esteem in which Nicias was held by the
and yet he soon shewed himself superior to the enemies of Athens, than at the respect which
other orators. The persons capable of stand-the Athenians themselves paid him. The rites
ing in some degree of competition with him, of hospitality had long subsisted between the
were Pha?a.x the son of Erasistratus, and Ni- family of Alcibiades and the Lacedemonians,
cias the son of Niceratus. The latter was ad- and he had taken particular care of such of
vanced in years, and one of the best generals them as were made prisoners at Pylos; yet
of his time The former was but a ̂ 'outh, like when they found that it was chiefly by the means
himself, just beginning to make his way; for of Nicias that they obtained a peace and recov-
which he had the advantage of high birth; but ered the captives, their regards centered in
in other respects, as well as in the art of speak- him. It was a common observation among the
ing, was inferior to Alcibiades. He seemed Greeks, that Pericles had engaged them in a
fitter for soliciting and persuading in private, war, and Nicias had set them free from it;
than for stemming the torrent of a public de- nay, the peace was even called the Nician
bate; in short, he was one of those of whom peace. Alcibiades was very uneasy at this,
Eupous says, "True, he can talk, and yet he and out of envy of Nicias, determined to break
's no speaker." There is extant an oration the league.

against Alcibiades and Phacax, in which, As soon, then, as he perceived that the peo-
amongst other things, it is alleged against Al- ple of Argos, both feared and hated the Spar-
cibiades, that he used at his table many of the tans, and consequently wanted to get clear of
gold and silver vessels provided for the sacred all connection with them, he privately gave
processions, as if they had been his own. them hopes of assistance from Athens; and

There wag at Athens one Hyperbolus, of both by his agents and in person, he encour-
the ward of Perithois, whom Thucydidea aged the principal citizens not to entertain any
makes mention of as a very bad man, and who fear, or to give up any point, but to apply to
was a constant subject of ridicule for the comic the Athenians, who were almost ready to re-
writers. But he was unconcerned at the pent of the peace they had made, and woulil
worst things they could say of him, and being soon seek occasion to break it.
regardless of honour, he was also insensible But after the Lacedaemonians had entered
of shame. This, though really impudence and into alliance with the Bceotians, and had de-
folly, is by some people called fortitude and livered Panactus to the Athenians, not with its
a noble darmg. But, though no one liked him, fortifications, as they ought to have done, but
the people nevertheless made use of him, when quite dismantled, he took the opportunity,
they wanted to strike at persons in authority. while the Athenians were incensed at this pra-
At his instigation, the Athenians were ready ceedjng, to inflame them still more At the
to proceed to the ban of ostracism, by which same time, he raised a clamour against Nicias,

alleging things which had a face of probabi]
iades travelled, Tour cities at the allies ministered to ity; for he reproached him with having neg-
him as his handmaids. Ephesus furnished him with lected, -when commandcr-in-chief, to make
tents as sumptuous as those of the Persians; Chios found thatf party prisoners who were left by tae
provender Ibr his horses; Cyzicus supplied him with
victims anil provisions for his table ; and Lesbos with " In the lives of Aristides and Nicias.
wine and all other accessaries for hi« household." < A.(Ur the Lacedaemonians had lost the fort of Pyloi
None but o^klent cities were able to answer such an in Mcsscnia, they left, in the isle of Sphacteria, which
expense: Ibr at the time when Alcibiades won the three was opposite that fort, a garrison of three hundred and
prizes in person at the Olympic games, after he had twenty men, besides Helots, under the command of
offered a very costly sacrifice to Jupiter, he entertain- Epilades, the son of Molobrus. The Athenians wjuld
td al a magnificent repast lhal innumerable company have sent Nicias, while commandcr-in-chief, with
which had assisted at the games. I fleet against that island, but he eicused biuxelf. After
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enemy in Sphacter.a, and with releasing them, and EUans, as allies to the Athenians. >o
when taken by others, to ingratiate himself with body commended the manner of this transac
the Lacedaemonians; he farther asserted, that tion, but the effect was very great, since it di
though Nicias had an interest with the Lace- vided and embroiled almost all Peloponnesus,
daimonians, he would not make use of it to in one day lifted so many arms against the
prevent their entering into the confederacy with Lacedxmonians at Mantmea, and removed to
the Boeotians and Corinthians: but that when so great a distance from Athens the scene of
an alliance was offered to the Athenians by war; by which the Lacedsmonians, if victo-
any of the Grecian states, he took care to pre- rious, could gain no great advantage, whereas
vent their accepting it, if it were likely to give a miscarriage would have risked the very being
umbrage to the Lacedaemonians. of their state.

Nicias was greatly disconcerted; but at that Soon after this battle at Matinea,* the prin-
very juncture it happened that ambassadors cipal officers! °ftne Argive army attempted to
from Lacedacmon arrived with moderate pro- abolish the popular government in Argos, and
posals, and declared that they had full powers to take the administration into their own
to treat and decide all differences in an equita- hands. The Lacedemonian! espoused the
ble way. The senate wag satisfied, and next design, and assisted them to carry it into exe-
day the people were to be convened: but Al- cution. But the people took up arms again, and
cibiades, dreading the success of that audi- defeated their new masters; and Alcibiadea
ence, found means to speak with the ambassa- coming to their aid, made the victory more
dors in the mean time; and thus he addressed complete. At the same time, he persuaded
them: "Men of Lacedsmon! what is it you them to extend their walls down to the sea,
are going to do? Are not you apprized that that they might always be in a condition to
the behaviour of the senate is always candid receive succours from the Athenians. From
and humane to those who apply to it, whereas Athens he sent them carpenters and masons,
the people are haughty, and expect great con- exerting himself greatly on this occasion, which
cessions? If you say that you are come with tended to increase his personal interest and
full powers, you will find them intractable and power, as well as that of hia country. He ad-
extravagant in their demands. Come, then, vised the people of Patrz, too, to join their
retract that imprudent declaration, and if you city to the sea by long walls. ̂And somebody
desire to keep the Athenians within the bounds observing to the Patrensians, "That the Athe-
of reason, and not to have terms extorted from nians would one day swallow them up;"
you, which you cannot approve, treat with " Possibly it may be so," said Alcibiades,
them as if you had not a discretionary com- " but they will begin with the feet, and do it
mission. I will use my best endeavours in fa- by little and little, whereas the Lacedamo-
vour of the Lacedxmonians." He confirmed nians will begin with the head, and do it all
his promise with an oath, and thus drew them at once." He exhorted the Athenians to as-
over from Nicias to himself. In AJcibiades, sert the empire of the land, as well as of the
they now placed an entire confidence, admiring sea; and was ever putting the young warriors
both his understanding and address in business, in mind, to show by their deeds that they re-
and regarding him as a very extraordinary man. membered the oath they had taken in the tem-

Next day the people assembled, and the ple of Agraulos.J The oath is, that they will
ambassadors were introduced. Alcibiades ask- consider wheat, barley, vine, and olives, as the
ed them in an obliging manner, what their bounds of Attica; by which it is insinuated,
commission was, and they answered, that they that they should endeavour to possess them-
did not come as plenipotentiaries. Then he selves of all lands that are cultivated and
began to rave and storm, as if he had received fruitful.
an injury, not done one; and calling them faith- But these, his great abilities in politics, his
less, prevaricating men, who were come neith- eloquence, his reach of genius, and keeonesi
er to do nor to say any thing honourable. of apprehension, were tarnished by his luxu
The senate was incensed; the people were
enraged; and Nicias, who was ignorant of
the deceitful contrivance of Alcibiades, was length in his fifth book; and by which we learn lh»l
filled with astonishment and contusion at this the treaties of the ancient Greeks were no less perfeil

and explicit than ours. Their treaties were of as little
change. consequence too : for how soon was that broken which

The proposals of the ambassadors thus re- the Athenians had made with the Lacedaemonians!
jected, Alcibiades was declared general, and
soon engaged the Argives,* the Mantineans, * That battle was fought nearly three years after the

conclusion of the treaty with Argos.
wfcrds Cleon, in conjunction with Demosthenes, got f Those officers availed themselves of the consterna-
possession of it, after a long dispute, wherein several tion the people of Argos were in after the loss of the
of the garrison were slain, and the rest made prison- battle ; and the Lacedaemonians gladly supported them,
ers, anu sent to Athens. Among those prisoners were from a persuasion that if the popular governmentwere
an hundred and twenty Spartan^ who by the assistance abolished, and an aristocracy (like that of Sparta) set
of Nicias got released. The Lacedaemonians after- up in Argos, they should soon be masters there.
wards recovered the fort of Pylos: for Anytus, who
was sent with a squadron to support it, Coding the t Apraulos. one of the daughters of Cecrops, had de-
wind directly against it, returned to Athens; upon voted herself to death for the benefit of her country i

which Iht people, according to their usual custom, it has been supposed, therefore, that the oath which
condemned him to die ; which sentence, however, he the young Athenians took, bound them to do something
commuted by paying a vast sum of money, being Ihe of that nature^ if need should require ; thdbgh, as given
firbi vvlio reversed a judgment in that manner. by Plutarch, it implies only an unjust resolution to el-tend the Athenian dominions to all lands that wen

" He concluded a Vague with these slates for a hun- worth seizing. Demosthenes mentions the oa'h in hil
,lr-.| vea", whirh fhuc dides has iowrted at full oratiou Uc fills, legat. but does not explain it.
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rioua living, his drinking, and debauches, his nians as were more advanced in years, were
effeminacy of dress, and his insolent profusion. much displeased, and considered these as sightt
He wore a purple robe with a long train, when fit only for a tyrant's court, and as insults on
he appeared in public. He caused the planks the laws of Athens. Nor was it ill observed
of his galley to be cut away, that he might lie by Archestratus, "that Greece could not bear
the softer, his bed not being placed upon the another Alcibiades." When Tinion, famed
boards, but hanging upon girths. And in the for his misanthropy, saw Alcibiades, after hav-
wars he wore a shield of gold, which had none ing gained his point, conducted home with
of the usual ensigns* of his country, but in great honour from the place of assembly, he
thei. stead, a Cupid bearing a thunderbolt. did not ehun him, as he did other men, but
The great men of Athens eaw his behaviour went up to him, and, shaking him by the hand,
with uneasiness and indignation, and even thus addressed him, "Go on, my brave boy,
dreaded the consequence. They regarded his and prosper; for your prosperity will bring on
foreign manners, his profusion, and contempt the ruin of all this crowd." This occasioned
of the laws, as so many means to make him- several reflections; some laughed, some -rail
self absolute. And Aristophanes well express-ed, and others were extremely moved at the
es how the bulk of the people were disposed saying. So various were the judgments form
towards him: ed of Alcibiades, by reason of the inconsistency

They love, they hate, but cannot live without him. of his character.
And again he satirizes him still more severely In the time of Pericles,* the Athenians had
by the following allusion: a desire after Sicily, and when he had paid the

last debt to nature, they attempted it; fre
Nurse not a lion's whelp within your walls, quently, under pretence of succouring their
Bui if he is brought up there, soothe the brute. allies, sending aids of men and money to such
The truth is, his prodigious liberality; the of the Sicilians as were attacked by the Syra-

games he exhibited, and the other extraordi-cusans. This was a step to greater armaments.
nary instances of his munificence to the people, But Alcibiades inflamed this desire to an irre-
the glory of his ancestors, the beauty of his sistible degree, and persuaded them not to at-
person, and the force of his eloquence, toge- tempt the island in part, and by little and lit-
ther with his heroic strength, his valour, and tle, but to send a powerful fleet entirely to sub-
experience in war, so gained upon the Athe- due it. He inspired the people with hopes of
nians, that they connived at his errors, and great things, and indulged himself in expecta-
spoke of them with all imaginable tenderness, tions still more lofty: for he did not, like the
calling them sallies of youth, and good-humour-rest, consider Sicily as the end of his wishes,
ed frolics. Such were his confining Agatharcus but rather as an introduction to the mighty ex-
the painter,f until he had painted his house, peditions he had conceived. And whileNicias
and then dismissing him with a handsome pres- was dissuading the people from the siege of
ent; his giving a box on the ear to Taureus, Syracuse, as a business too difficult to succeed
who exhibited games in opposition to him, and in, Alcibiades was dreaming of Carthage and
vied with him for the preference; and his taking of Libya: and after these were gained, he
one of the captive Melian women for his mis- designed to grasp Italy and Peloponnesus, re-
tress, and bringing up a child he had by her. garding Sicily as little more than a magazine
These were what they called his good-humour-for provisions and warlike stores.
ed frolics. But surely we cannot bestow that The young men immediately entered into his
appellation upon the slaughtering of all the schemes, and listened with great attention to
males in the isle of Melos,J who had arrived those -who under the sanction of age related
at years of puberty, which was in consequence wonders concerning the intended expeditions,
ofadecree that he promoted. Again, when Aris- so that many of them sat whole days in the
tophon had painted the courtezan Nemea with places of exercise, drawing in the dust the
Alcibiades in her arms, many of the people ea- figure of the island and plans of Libya and
gerly crowded to see it, but such of the Athe- Carthage. However, we are informed, that

Socrates the philosopher, and Mr-ton the as-
trologer, were far from'expecting that these

* Both cities and private persons had, of old, their wars would turn to the advantage of Athens:mlsigns, devices, or arms. Those of Ihe Athenians
were commonly Minerva, the owl, or the olive. JVone
but people of figure were allowed to btar any devices ; 'Pericles, by his prudence and authority, had re-
nor even they, until they had pert'unmu some action to strained this eitravaganl ambition of the Athenians.
deserve Lhetn; in the mean lime their shields were He died the last year of Ihe eighty-seventh Olympiad,
plain white, Alcibiades, in his device, referred to the in the third year of the Peloponnesian war. Twoyear*
beauty of his person and his marlial prowess. Mottos, after this, the Athenians sent some ships to Rhecium,
too, were used. Capaneus, for instance, bore a naked which were logo from thence to the succour of the'
man with a torch in his hand ; the motto Ihis, I u Ul Leontines. who were attacked by the Syracusans. The
bvrn tke city, Sec more in .£schylus'5 tragedy of the year following they sent a still greater number ; and
Seivn Chiefs. two years after that, ll.ey fill, d out another fleet of a

\ This painter had been familiar with Alcibiadc»'» greater force than the former ; but Ihe Sicilians haviue
mistress. put an end to their divisions, and by the advice of Her

\ The isle of Melos, OTIC of the Cyclades, and a col- mocrates (whose speech Thucydides, in his fourth
ony of Lacedacmon, was attempted bv Alcibiadei, the book, gives HS at large,) having; sent back the fleet,
last year of the ninctcenlh Olympiad, and taken ihe the Athenians were so enraged at their cenerals for
year following. TUucydidcs, who has given us an ac- not having conquered Sicily, that they banished two
count of this slaughler of the Melians, makes no men-of them, Pythodoruj and Sophocles, and laid a heavy
tion of the decree. Probably he was willing to have hue upon Euryraedon. So infatuatid were Ihev bi
the carnage thought the cflect of a sudden transport in their prosperity, that they imaeincd U,tm,tlvei ;rre.
B< i soldiery, and not nf a cruel and cool resolution of "utiolc,
b t people t f Athens.
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the former, it should seem, influenced by some and bent on some extravagance Indignatio*
prophetic notices with which he was favoured and fear made them take tins event not only
by the genius who attended him; and the latter for a bad omen, but for the consequence of a
either by reasonings which led him to fear plot which aimed at great matters; and there-
what was to come, or else by knowledge with fore both senate and people assembled several
which his art supplied him. Be that as it may, times within a few days, and very strictly er
Melon feigned himself mad, and taking a amincd every auspicious circumstance.
flaming torch, atlempted to set his house on In the meantime, the demagogue Aridrocles
fire. Others say, that he made use of no such produced some Athenian slaves, and certain
pretence, but burned down bis house in the sojourners, who accused Aicibiades and hit
night, and in the morning went and begged of friends of defacing some other statues, and of
the people to excuse his son from that cam- mimicking the sacred mysteries in one of their
paign, that he might be a comfort to him under drunken revels: on which occasion, they said,
his misfortune. By this artifice he imposec one Theodoras represented the herald, Poly-
upon them, and gained his point. tion the torch-bearer, and Aicibiades the high-

Nicias was appointed one of the generals priest; his other companions attending as per-
much against his inclination; for he would have sons initiated, and therefore called Mysts.
declined the command, if it had been only on Such was the import of the deposition of Thes-
account of his having such a colleague. The salus the sonof Cimon, who accused Aicibiades
Athenians, however, thought the war would be of impiety towards the goddesses Ceres and
Getter conducted, if they did not give free Proserpine. The people being much provoked
scope to the impetuosity of Aicibiades, but at Aicibiades, and Androcles, his bitterest ene-
tempered his boldness with the prudence of my, exasperating them still more, at first he
Nicias. For as to third general, Lamachus, was somewhat disconcerted. But when he
though well advanced in years, he did not seem perceived that the seamen and soldiers too, in-
to come at all short of Aicibiades in heat and tended for the Sicilian expedition, were on his
rashness. side, and heard a body of Argives and Man-

When they came to deliberate about the tineans, consisting of a thousand men, declare
number of the troops, and the necessary pre- that they were willing to cross the seas, and
parations for the armament, Nicias again op- to run the risk of a foreign war for the sake
posed their measures, and endeavoured to pre- of Aicibiades, but that if any injury were done
vent the war. But Aicibiades replying to his to him, they would immediately march home
arguments, and carrying all before him, the again: then he recovered his spirits, and ap-
orator Demosthenes proposed a decree, that peared to defend himself. It was now his
the generals should have the absolute direction enemies' turn to be discouraged, and to fear
of the war, and of all the preparations for it. that the people, on account of the need they
Wh&' Ve people had given their assent, and had of him, would be favourable in their sen-
every thing was got ready for setting sail, un- tence. To obviate this inconvenience, they
lucky omens occurred, even on a festival that persuaded certain orators, who were not repu-
w».s celebrated at that time. It was the feast ted to be his enemies, but hated him as hearti-
of Adonis;* the women walked in procession ly as the most professed ones, to move it to
with images, which represented the dead car- the people, "That it was extremely absurd,
ried out to burial, acting the lamentations, and that a general who was invested with a discre-
singing the mournful dirges usual on such oc- tionary power, and a very important command,
casions. when the troops were collected, and the allieg

Add to this, the mutilating and disfiguring of all ready to sail, should lose time, while they
almost all the statues of Mercury,t which hap- were casting lots for judges, and filling the
pened in one night, a circumstance which a- glasses with water, to measure out the time
larmedeven those who had long despised things of his defence. In the name of the gods, let
of that nature. It was imputed to the Corinth- him sail, and when the war is concluded, be
ians, of whom the Syracusaiis were a colony; accountable to the laws, which will still be the
and they were supoosed to have done it, in same."
hopes that such a prodigy might induce the Aicibiades easily saw their malicious drift,
Athenians to desist from the war. But the peo- in wanting to put off the trial, and observed,
ple paid little regard to this insinuation, or to That it would be an intolerable hardship
the discourses of those who said that there was to leave such accusations and calumnies be-
no manner of ill presage in what had happen-hind him, and he sent out with so important
ed, and that it was nothing but the wild frolic a commission, while he was in suspense as to
of a parcel of young fellows, flushed with wine, dis own fate. That he ought to suffer death,

if he could not clear himself of the charge; but
" On the feast of Adonis all the cities put themselves if ho could prove his innocence, justice required

m mourning; colfins were exposed at tvcry door; the that he should be set free from all fear of false
statues of Venus and Adonis were borne in procession, accusers, before they sent him against their
with certain vessels Riled with earth, in which they enemies." But he could not obtain that favour.
had raised corn, herbs, and lettuce, and these vessels He was indeed ordered to set sail;* which he
werecalled the gardens of Adonis. After the ceremonywas over, the gardens were thrown into the sea or accordingly did, together with his colleagues,
some river. This festival was celebrated throughout laving nearly a hundred and forty galleyi
^11 Greece and Egypt, and among the Jews too, when n his company, five thousand one hun-
they degenerated into idolatry, as we learn from Eze- dred heavy armed soldiers, and about a thous-
Icte/, viu. 14. *1nd bettoldj there sat women weeping for and three hundred archers, slingets, andTammux, that is, Adonis.

| The Athenian! had statues of Mercury, »t the " The second year of the eighty-first Olympiad, u
docn of lliur /10uses, made of stnucsof a cubical form. cventeenth of the Peloponnenao war.
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ouiers light-armed; with suitable provisions and prisoned on the same account, Andocides con-
"tores. tracted an acquaintance and friendship widi one

Arriving on the coast of Italy, he landed at Timaeus: a man not equal in rank to himself,
Rhegium. There he gave his opinion as to the but of uncommon parts and a daring spirit. He
manner in which the war should be conducted, advised Andocides to accuse himself and a few
and was opposed by Nicias: but as Lamachus more; because the decree promised impunity to
agreed with him, he sailed to Sicily, and made any one that would confess and inform, whereas
himself master of Cataaa. This was all he the event of the trial was uncertain to all, and
performed, being soon sent for by the Athenians much to be dreaded by such of them as were
to take his trial. At first, as we have observed, persons of distinction. He represented thit it
there was nothing against him but slight sus- was better to save hia life by a falsity, than to
picions, and the depositions of slates and per-suffer an infamous death as one really guilty Oi
sons who sojourned in Athens. But his enemies the crime; and that with respect to the public,
took advantage of his absence, to bring new it would be an advantage to give up a few per-
matter of impeachment, adding to the mutilat- sons of dubious character, in order to rescua
ing of the statues, his sacrilegious behaviour many good men from an enraged populace.
with respect to the mysteries, and alleging Andocides was prevailed upon by these ar-
that both these crimes flowod from the same guments of Timzus ; and informing against
source," a conspiracy to change the govern-himself and some others, enjoyed the impunity
ment. All that were accused of being any promised by the decree; but all the rest whom
ways concerned in it, they committed to prison he named were capitally punished, except a
unheard; and they repented exceedingly, that few that fled. Nay, to procure the greater
they had not immediately brought Alcibiadea credit to his depositions, he accused even hia
to his trial, and got him condemned upon so own servants.
heavy a charge. While this fury lasted, every However, the fury of the people was not so
relation, every friend and acquaintance of his, satisfied, but turning from the persons who had
was very severely dealt with by the people. disfigured the Herma, as if it had reposed a

Thucydides has omitted the names of the while only to recover its strength,itfell totally
accusers, but others mention Dioclides and upon Alcibiades. At last they sent the Sala-
Teucer. So Phrynichus, the comic poet, minian galley to fetch him, artfully enough or-

dering their officer not to use violence, or to
Good Hcrmw, pray, beware a fall; nor break lay hold of his person, but to behave to him

Thy marble nose, lest some ialse Dioclidei with civility, and to acquaint him with the
Once more his shafts in fetal poison drench. peoples orders, that he should go and take bil

Mere. I will. Nor e'er again shall that informer, trial, and clear himself before them. For they
Teucer, that (ailhlew stranger, bout bam. me were apprehensive of come tumult and mutiny
Rewards for perjury. in the army, now it was in an enemy's country,

Indeed, no clear or strong evidence was given which Alcibiades, had he been so disposed,
might have raised with all the ease in the world.by the informers. One of them being asked

how he could distinguish the faces of those Indeed, the soldiers expressed great uneasiness
at his leaving them, and expected that the warwho disfigured the statues, answered, that he

discerned them by the light of the moon; which would be spun out to a great length by the dil-

was a plain falsity, for it was done at the time atory counsels of Nicias, when the spur \vaetaken away. Lamachus, indeed, was bold andof the moon's change. All persons of under-
standing exclaimed against such baseness; but brave, but he was wanting both in dignity andweight, by reason of hia poverty.
this detection did not in the least pacify the Alcibiades immediately embarked;* the con-people; they went on with the same rage and
violence with which they had begun, taking in- sequence of which was, that the Athenians
ibrmations, ami committing all to prison whose could not take Messena. There were persons

in the town ready to betray it, whom Alcibiadeanames were given in. perfectly knew, and as he apprised some thatAmong those that were then imprisoned, in were friends to the Syracusans of their inten-
order to vhcir trial, was the orator Andocides, tion, the affair miscarried.
whom Hellanicus the historian reckons among
the descendants of Ulysses. He was thought As soon as he arrived at Thurii, he went on

to be no friend to a popular government, but a shore, and concealing himself there, eluded the
search that was made after him. But somefavourer of oligarchy. What contributed not

a little to his being suspected of having some person knowing him, and saying, " Will not

concern in defacing the Hermx, was, that the you, then, trust your country?" he answered,
great statue of Mercury, which was placed " As to any thing else I will trust her; but
near his house, being consecrated to that god with my life I would not trust even my mother,
by the tribe called the JEgeis, was almost the lest she should mistake a black bean for a whin

only one, among the most remarkable, which one." Afterwards, being told that the republic
was left entire. Therefore, to this day it is had condemned him to die, he said " But I will

make them find that I am alive."
called the Hermes of Andocides, and that title
universally prevails, though the inscription The information against him ran thus:
does not agree with it. " Thessalus, the son of Cimon, of the ward of

It happened, that among those who were im- Lacias, accuseth Alcibiades, the son of Clinias,
of the ward of Scambonis, of sacrilegiously of

* They gare oul, that he had entered into a conspi-fending the goddesses Ceres and Proserpine,
racy to betray the city of the Lacedxmoniani, and that
he had ptrsu;«Jnl the Argnei to undertake something * He prudently embarked in a renel of his own
to their prejudice. and not IQ the Salaminiau galley.
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6y counterfeiting their mysteries, and shewing When they saw him close shared, bathing ii
them to his companions in his own house cold water, feeding on their coarse bread, ol
Wearing such a robe as the high-priest does eating their black broth, they could hardly be-
while he shews the holy things, he called him- lieve that such a man had ever kept a cook in
self high-priest, as he did Polytion torch-bearer, his house, seen a perfumer, or worn a robe of
and Theodoras of the ward of Phygea, herald: Milesian purple. It seems, that amongst his
and the rest of his companions he called per- other qualifications, he had the very extraordi-
lons initiated,* and brethren of the secret: nary art of engaging the affections of those with
herein acting contrary to the rules and cere- whom he conversed, by imitating and adopting
monies established by the Eumolpidae,t the their customs and way of living. Nay, he
heralds and priests at Eleusis." As he did not turned himself into all" manner of forms with
appear, they condemned him, confiscated his more ease than the cameleon changes his co-
goods, and ordered all the priests and priestesses lour. It is not, we are told, in that animal's
to denounce an execration against him; which power to assume a white, but Alcibiades could
was denounced accordingly by all but Theno, adapt himself either to good or bad, and did
the daughter of Menon, priestess of the temple not find any thing which he attempted imprac-
of Agraulos, who excused herself, alleging, ticable. Thus, at Sparta, he was all for ex-
that she was a priestess for prayer, not for ercise, frugal in his diet, and severe in his
execration. manners. In Asia he was as much for mirth

While these decrees and sentences were and pleasure, luxury and ease. In Thrace, again,
passing against Alcibiades, he was at Argos; riding and drinking were his favourite amuse-
having quitted Thurii, which no longer afforded ments: and in the palace of Tissaphernes, the
him a safe asylum, to come into Peloponnesus. Persian grandee, he outvied the Persians them-
Still dreading his enemies, and giving up all selves in pomp and splendour. Not that he
hopes of being restored to his country, he sent could with so much ease change his real man-
to Sparta to desire permission to live there ners, or approve in his heart the form which
under the protection of the public faith, prom- he assumed; but because he knew that his na-
ising to serve that state more effectually, now tive manners would be unacceptable to those
he was their friend, than he had annoyed them, whom he happened to be with, he immediately
whilst their enemy. The Spartans granting conformed to the ways and fashions of what-
him a safe conduct, and expressing thejj readi-ever place he came to. When he was at
ness to receive him, he went thither with Lacedoemon, if you regarded only his outside,
pleasure. One thing he soon effected, which you would say as the proverb does, This it
was to procure succours for Syracuse without not the son of Achilles, but Achilles himself;
farther hesitation or delay, having persuaded this man has surely been broueht up under
them to send Gylippus thither, to take upon the eye of Lycurgus: but then if you looked
him the direction of the war, and to crush the more nearly into his disposition and his ac-
Athenian power in Sicily. Another thing tions, you would exclaim, with Electra in the
which he persuaded them to, was to declare poem, The same weak teaman still !* For
war against the Athenians, and to begin its while king Agis was employed in a distant ex-
operations on the continent : and the third, pedition, he corrupted his wife Timaea so ef
which was the most important of all, was to fectually, that she was with child by him, and
get Decelea fortified ; for this being in the did not pretend to deny it; and when she was
neighbourhood of Athens, was productive of delivered of a eon, though in public she called
great mischief to that common wealth.{ him Leotychidas, yet in her own house she

These measures procured Alcibiades the whispered to her female friends and to her
public approbation at Sparta, and he was no servants, that his true name was Alcibiadee.
less admired for his manner of living in private. To such a degree was the woman transported
By conforming to their diet and other austeri- by her passion. And Alcibiades himself, in-
ties, he charmed and captivated the people. dulging his vein of mirth, used to say, " His

* The 3fi/s(<t, or persons initiated, were to remain a motive was not to injure the king, or to satisfy
year under probation, during which time they were to tis appetite, but that his offspring might one
go no further than the vestibule of the temple ; after day sit on the throne of Lacedxinon.'' Agis
that term was expired they were called epopta, and had information of these matters from several
admitted to all the mysteries, eicept such as were re- lands, and he was the more ready to giveserved for the priests only.

t Eumolpus was the first who settled these mysteries credit to them, because they agreed with the
of Ceres, for which reason his descendants had the care time. Terrified with an earthquake, he had
of them after him ; and when his line failed, those who quitted his wife's chamber, to which he re-
iucceeded in the function were, notwithstanding, called turned not for the next ten months: at the
Eumolpidx. nd of which Leotychidas being born, he

t Agis, king of Sparta, at the head of a very nume-declared the child was not his: and for thiirous army of Lacedaemonians, Corinthians, and other
nations of Peloponnesus, invaded Attica, and, accord-reason he was never suffered to inherit the
ing to the advice which Alcibiades had given, seized crown of Sparta.
and fortified Decelea, which stood at an equal distance After the miscarriage of the Athenians in
from Athens and the frontiers of Boeotia, and by means Sicily, the people of Chios, of Lesbos, andof which the Athenians were now deprived of the
profits of the silver mines^ of the rents of their lands, Cyzicum, sent to treat with the Spartans about
and of the succours of their neighbours. But the great-quitting the interests of Athens, and putting
est misfortune which happened to the Athenians, from themselves under the protection of Sparta.
the beginning of t'nc war to this time, was that which
befel them this year in Sicily, where they not only lost * This is spoltcn of Hermione, in the Orestes of
the conquest they aimed at, together with the reputa- Euripides, upon her discovering the same vanity and
tion they had so long maintained, but their fleet, their solicitude about her beauty, when advanced in yean.
>-my, aod their generals. :hat she had when she was young.
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The BiEOtians, on Jiis occasion, solicited for the which hid revolted, and others they ktpt to
Lesbians, aud Pharnabazua lor the people of their duty; and at sea they were in some mea»-
Cyzicum; but at the persuasion of Alcibiades, ure able to make head against their enemies.
iuccours were sent to those of Chios before all But they were afraid of Tissaphtrnes, and the
ethers. He likewise passed over into Ionia, Phoenician fleet of a hundred and fifty ships,
and prevailed with almost all that country to which were said to be coming against them; fw
revolt, and attending the Lacedaemonian gen-against such a force they could not hope to de-
erals in the execution of most of their commis- fend themselves. Alcibiadcs, apprised of this,
sions, he did great prejudice to the Athenians. privately senta messengerto the principal Athe-

But Agis, who was already hia enemy, on nians at Samos, to give them hopes that he
account of the injury done to his bed, could would procure them the friendship of Tisraph-
not endure his glory and prosperity; for most ernes: not to recommend himself to the people,
of the present successes were ascribed to Alci- whom he could not trust; but to oblige the no-
biades. The great and the ambitious among bility, if they would but exert their superiority,
the Spartans were, indeed, in general, touched repress the insolence of the commonalty, *nd,
with envy, and had influence enough with the taking the government into their own h«nds,
civil magistrates, to procure orders to be sent by that means save their country. .
to their friends in Ionia to kill him. But timely All the officers readily embraced his propos-
foreseeing his danger, and cautioned by his al, except Phrynichus, who was of the ward
fears, in every step he took, he still served the of JJirades. He alone suspected, what was
Lacedemonians, taking care all the while not really the case, that it was a matter of very
to put himself in their power. Instead of little consequence to Alcibiades whether an
that, he sought the protection of Tissapher- oligarchy or democracy prevailed in Athens;
nes, one of the grandees of Persia, or lieu- that it was his business to get himself recalled
tenants of the king. With this Persian he by any means whatever, and that, therefore, by
Boon attained the highest credit and authority: his invectives against the people, he wanted
for himself a very subtle and insincere man, he only to insinuate himself into the good graces
admired the art and keenness of Alcibiades. of the nobility. Upon these reasons proceeded
Indeed, by the elegance of his conversation the opposition of Phrynichus: but seeing hia
and the charms of his politeness, every man opinion disregarded, and that Alcibiadea must
was gained; all hearts were touched. Even certainly become his enemy, he gave secret in-
those that feared and envied him, were not in- telligence to Astyochus, the enemy's admiral,
sensible to pleasure in his company; and while of the double part which Alcibiades acted, ad-
they enjoyed it, their resentment wag disarmed. vising him to beware of his designs, and to
Tissaphernes, in all other cases, savage in his secure his person. But he knew not that while
temper, and the bitterest enemy that Greece he was betraying, he was himself betrayed
experienced among the Persians, gave himself For Astyochus, wanting to make his court to
up, notwithstanding, to the flatteries of Alci- Tissaphernee, informed Alcibiadcs of the affair,
biades, insomuch that he even vied with, and who, he knew, had the ear of that grandee.
exceeded him in address. For all his gardens, Alcibiades immediately sent proper person!
that which excelled in beauty, which was re- to Samos, with an accusation against Phryni-
markable for the salubrity of its streams and chus; who, seeing no other resource, as every
the freshness of its meadows, which was set body was against him, and expressed great
off with pavilions royally adorned, and retire- indignation at his behaviour, attempted to cure
ments finished in the most elegant taste, he one evil with another and a grtatur. For he
distinguished by the name of ALCIBIADES: sent to Astyochus to complain of his revealing
and every one continued to give it that appel- his secret, and to offer to deliver up lo him the
lation. whole Athenian fleet and army. This treason

Rejecting, therefore, the interests of Lace- of Phrynichus, however, did no injury to the
doErnon, and fearing that people as treacherous Athenians, because it was again betrayed by
to him, he represented them and their king Astyochus; for he laid the whole matter before
Agis, in a disadvantageous light, to Tigsa- Alcibiades. Phrynichus had the sagacity to
phernes. He advised him not to assist them foresee and expect another accusation from
effectually, nor absolutely to ruin the Athe- Alcibiades, and, to be beforehand with him,
nians, but to send his subsidies to Sparta with he himself forwamed the Athenians, that the
a sparing hand: that so the two powers might enemy would endeavour to surprise them, and,
insensibly weaken and consume each other, therefore, desired them to be upon their guard,
ajd both at last be easily subjected to the to keep on board their ships, and to fortify
king. Tissaphernes readily followed his coun- their camp.
sels, ar.d it was evident to all the world that While the Athenians were doing this, let-
he held him in the greatest admiration and es- ters came from Alcibiades again, advising them
teem; which made him equally considerable to beware of Phrvnichus, who had undertaken
with the Greeks of both parties. The Athe-to betray their fleet to the enemy ; but they
nians repented of the sentence they had pass-gave no credit to these despatches, supposing
ed upon him, because they had suffered for that Alcibiades, who perfectly knew the pre-
it since: and Alcibiades, on his side, was un-parations and intentions of the enemy, abused
der some fear and concern, lest, if their repub-that knowledge to the raising of such a ca-
lic were destroyed, he should fall into the hands lumny against Phrynichus. Yet afienvaidi,
of the Lacedemonians, who hated him. when Phrynichus was stabbed in full assembly

/1 that tn ic, the whole strength of the Athe-by one of Hermon's soldiers, who kept guard
nians lay at .Samoa. With their ships sent out that day, the Athenians, taking cognizance of
trom thence, they recovered some 01 the towns the matter, after has death, condemned Phry-
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nichus as guilty of treason, and ordered Her- Another great service performed by Alcibi-
man and his party to be crowned for despatch-ades, was, his undertaking that the Phoenician
ing^ traitor. fleet, which the Lacedemonians expected from

The friends of Alcibiades who now had a the king of Persia, should cither join the Athe-
superior interest at Samoa, sent Pisander to nians, or at least not act on the enemy's side.
Athens, to change the form of government, by In consequence of this promise, he set out a*
encouraging the nobility to assume it, and to expeditiously as possible ; and prevailed upon
deprive the people of their power and privi- Tissaphernes not to forward the ships, which
leges, as the condition upon which AJcibiades were already come as far as Aspendus, but to
would procure them the friendship and alli- disappoint and deceive the Lacedaemonians.-
ance of Tissaphernes. This was the colour Nevertheless, both sides, and particularly the
of the pretence made uec of by those who Lacedaemonians, accused AJcibiades of hinder-
wanted to introduce an oligarchy. But when ing that fleet from coming to their aid ; for they
that body which were called the Jive thousand, supposed ho had instructed the Persians to
but in fact were only four hwtdred,* had got leave the Greeks to destroy each other. And,
the power into their hands, they paid but little indeed, it was obvious enough, that such a force
attention to Alcibiades, and carried on the added to either side, would entirely have de-
war but slowly : partly distrusting the citizens prived the other of the dominion of the sea.
who did not yet relish the new form of govern- After this the/our hundred were soon quash-
ment, and partly hoping that the Lacedzmo- ed,* the friends of Alcibiades very readily as-
nians, who were always inclined to favour an sisting those who were for a democracy. And
oligarchy, would not press them with their now the people in the city not only wished for
usual vigour. him, but commanded him to return ;f yet he

Such of the commonalty as were at home, thought it not best to return with empty hands,
were silent through fear, though much against or without having effected something worthy of
their will; for a number of those who had open- note, but instead of being indebted to the com-
ly opposed the four hundred, were put to death. passion and favour of the multitude, to distin-
But, when they that were at Samoa were in- guish his appearance by his merit. Parting,
formed of the affair, they were highly incensed therefore, from Samos with a few ships, he
at it, and inclined immediately to set sail for cruised on the sea of Cnidus and about the isle
the Pyraus. In the first place, however, they of Coos, where he got intelligence that Minda-
sent for Alcibiades, and having appointed him rus the Spartan admiral, -was sailed with his
their general, ordered him to lead them against whole fleet towards the Hellespont to find out
the tyrants, and demolish both them and their the Athenians. This made him hasten to the
power. On such an occasion, almost any assistance of the latter, and fortunately enough
other man, suddenly exalted by the favour of he arrived with his eighteen ships at the very
the multitude, would have thought he must juncture of time, when the two fleets, having
have complied with all their humours, and not engaged near Abydos, continued the fight from
have contradicted those in any thing, who, from morning until night, one side having the advan-
i fugitive and a banished man, had raised him tage in the right wing, and the other on the left.
to be Commander-in-chief of such a fleet and On the appearance of his squadron, both
army. But he behaved as became a great gen- sides entertained a false opinion of the end of
eral, and prevented their plunging into error his coming ; for the Spartans were encouraged
through the violence of their rage. This care and the Athenians struck with terror. But he
of his evidently was the saving of the common soon hoisted the Athenian flag on the admiral
wealth. For if they had sailed home, as they galley, and bore down directly upon the Pelo
promised, the enemy would have seized on ponnesians, who now had the advantage, and
Ionia immediately, and have gained the Helles-were urging the pursuit. His vigorous impres-
pont and the islands without striking a stroke : sion put them to flight, and following them
while the Athenians would have been engaged close, he drove them ashore, destroying their
in a civil war, of which Athens itself would ships, and killing such of the men as endeav-
have been the seat. All this was prevented oured to save themselves by swimming :
chiefly by Alcibiades, who not only tried what though Pharnabazus succoured them all he
arguments would do with the army in general, could from the shore, and with an armed force
and informed them of their danger, but applied attempted to save their vessels. The conclu-
to them one by one, using entreaties to some sion was, that the Athenians, having taken
and force to others ; in which he was assisted thirty of the enemy's ships, and recovered their
by the load harangues of Thrasybulus, of the own, erected a trophy.
ward of Stira, who attended him through the After this glorious success, Alcibiades, am-
whole, and had the strongest voice of any man bitious to shew himself as soon as possible to
trnnng the Athenians. Tissaphernes, prepared presents and other

proper acknowledgments for his friendship and
» It was at first proposed, that only the dregs of hospitality, and then went to wait upon him,

the people should lose their authority, which was to
be vested ID five thousand of the most wealthy, who » The same year that they were set up, which wai
were for the future to be reputed the people. But the second of the ninety-second Olympiad. The reader
when Pisander and his associates found the strength of must carefully distinguish this faction of four hundred
their party, they carried it that the old form of govern-from the senate of four hundred established; by Solon,
ment should be dis5olvcd,and that five Prytanes should which these turned out, the few months tlwj »«r« in
be elected ; that these five should choose a hundred ; power.
that each of the hundred should choose three ; that t Thucydides docs not speak of this arrival of Aldb
the four hundred thus elected should become a senate iadrs, but probably he did not live to have a clear ac
with supreme power, and should consult the five thou- count of this action for he died this year. Xeuophoo,
laad only when and oo such matters as they thought fit. who continued his history, mentions it.
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with a princely train. But he was not wel On the other hand, Alcibiades's men were
corned in the manner he expected: for Tissa so elated, and took so much upon them,
phernes, who for some time had been accuscc because they had always been victorious, that
by the Lacedaemonians, and was apprehensive they would not vouchsafe even to mix with
that the charge might reach the king's ear other troops that had been sometimes beaten.
thought the coming of Alcibiades a very sea- It happened, not long before, that Thrasyllm
"onable incident, and therefore put him under having miscarried in his attempt upon Ephesus,
arrest, and confined him at Sardis, imagining the Ephesians erected a trophy of brass in re-
that injurious proceeding would be a means to proach of the Athenians.* The soldiers of
clear himself. Alcibiades, therefore, upbraided ^ those of

Thirty days after, Alcibiades having by some Thrasyllus with thie affair, inaznifying them-
means or other obtained a horse, escaped from selves and their general, and disdaining to join
his keepers, and fled to Clazomenae: and, by the others, either in the place of exercise or in
way of revenge, he pretended that Tissa- the camp. But soon after, when Pharnabazus
phernes privately set him at liberty. From with a strong body of horse and foot attacked
thence he passed to the place where the Athe- the forces of Thrasyllus, who were ravaging
nians were stationed; and being informed, that the country about Abydos, Alcibiades marched
Mindarus and Pharnabazus were together at to their assistance, routed the enemy and
Cyzicum, he shewed the troops that it was together with Thrasyllus, pursued them until
necessary for them to fight both by sea and night. Then he admitted Thrasyllus into his
land, nay, even to fight with stone walls, if that company, and with mutual civilities and s.-itis-
should be required, in order to come at their fiction they returned to the camp. Neit day
enemies; for, if the victory were not complete he erected a trophy, and plundered the province
and universal, they could come at no money. which was under Pharnabazus, without the
Then he embarked the forces, and sailed to least opposition. The pnest and priestess he
Proconesus, where he ordered them to take made prisoners, among the rest, but soon dis-
the lighter vessels into the middle of the fleet, missed them without ransom. From thence he
and to have a particular care that the enemy intended to proceed and lay siege to Chalce-
might not discover that he was coming against don, which had withdrawn its allegiance from
them. A great and sudden rain which hap the Athenians, and received a Lacedaemonian
pened to fall at that time, together with dread- garrison and governor; but being informed
ful thunder and darkness, was of great service that the Chalcedonians had collected their
in covering his operations. For not only the cattle and com, and sent it all to the Bithynians,
enemy were ignorant of his design, but the very their friends, he led his army to the frontier of
Athenians, whom he had ordered in great haste the Bithynians, and sent a herald before him to
on board, did not presently perceive that he summon them to surrender it. They, dreading
was under sail. Soon after the weather cleared his resentment, gave up the booty, and entered
up, and the Peioponnesian ships were seen into an alliance with him.
riding at anchor in the road of Cyzicum. Lest, Afterwards he returned to the siege of Chal-
therefore, the enemy should be alarmed at the cedon, and inclosed it with a wall, which
largeness of his fleet, and save themselves by reached from gea to sea. Pharnabazus ad-
getting on shore, he directed many of the offi- vanced to raise the siege, and Hippocrates, the
cers to slacken sail and keep out of sight, while governor, sallied out with his whole force to
he shewed himself with forty ships only, and attack the Athenians. But Alcibiades drew
challenged the Lacedaemonians to the combat. up his army so as to engage them both at once,
The stratagem had its effect; for despising the and he defeated them both; Pharnabaius
small number of galleys which they saw, they retaking himself to flight, and Hippocrates
immediately weighed 'anchor and engaged; but »eing killed, together with the greatest part of
the rest of the Athenian ships coming up during lis troops. This done, he sailed i^to the
the engagement, the Lacedaemonians were Hellespont, to raise contributions in the towns
struck with terror and fled. Upon that Alcibi- upon the coast.
ades, with twenty of his best ships breaking In this voyage he took Selybria: but in the
through the midst of them, hastened to the shore, action unnecessarily exposed hin self to great
and having made a descent, pursued those that danger. The persons who promised to sur-
fled from the ships, and killed great numbers of render the town to him, agreed to give him a
them. He likewise defeated Mindarus and signal at midnight with a lighted torch; but
Pharnabazus, who came to their succour. hey were obliged to do it before the time, for
Mindarus made a brave resistance and was ear of some one that was in the secret, who
"lain, but Pharnabazus saved himself by flight. suddenly altered his mind. The torch there

The Athenians remained masters of the field ore being held up before the army was ready,
and of the spoils, and took all the enemy's AJcibiades took about thirty men with him, and
ships. Having also possessed themselves of jan to the walls, having ordered the rest to
Cyzicum, which wa» abandoned by Pharna- bllow as fast as possible. The gate was
oazus, and deprived of the assistance of the ipened to him, and twenty of the conspirators
Peloponnesians, who were almost all cut off, ightly armed, joining his small company, he
they nut only secured the Hellespont, but en- advanced with great spirit, but soon perceived
tirely cleared the sea of the Lacedemonians. the Selybrians, with their weapons in theii
The letter also was intercepted, which, in the
laconic style, was to give the Ep)ioria.n account * Trophies before had been of wood, but the Ephe
of their misfortune. " Our glory is faded. lans creeled this of bra», to perpetuate the infamy ol
Mindarus issUin. Our soldiers are starving; he Athenians; and it was thii new and mc-li(yin|

ircumstancewilh which AHbiadti'a soldiers reproich
And we know not »vhat step to take " J thoic of Thrasylluj. Diodor. lib. ziii.
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hands, coming forward to attack him. As to left. About three hundred of the enemy, who
stand and light promised no sort of success, survived, were taken prisoners. Not one of the
and he, who to that hour had never been de- Byzantines, after the battle, was either put to
feated, dul nut choose to fly, he ordered a death or banished; for such were the terms on
trumpet to command silence, and proclamation which the town was given up, that the citizens
to be made, that the Selybrians should not, should be safe in their persons and their goods.
under the pun of the Republic's high displea- Hence it was, that when Anaxilaua -was
sure, tcU;r up arms against the Athenians. tried at Lacedajmon for treason, he made a de-
Their inclination to the combat was then imme- fence which reflected no disgrace upon hi« ptst
diately damped, partly from a supposition that behaviour: for he told them, "That not being
the whole Athenian army was within the walls, a Lacedaemonian, but a Byzantine; and seeing
and partly from the hopes they conceived of not Lacedxmon but Byzantium in danger;
coming to honourable terms. Whilst they were its communication with those that might have
talkiiij to;." tln-r of this order, the Athenian relieved it stopped; and the Peloponnesians
arny came up, and Alcibiadcs rightly conjec- and Bceotians eating up the provisions that
turing that the inclinations of the Selybrians were left, while the Byzantines, with their
were for peace, was afraid of giving the Thra- wives and children, were starving; be had not
cians an opportunity to plunder the town. betrayed the town to an enemy, but delivered
These last came down in great numbers to it from calamity and war: herein imitating the
serve under him as volunteers, from a particu- worthiest men among the Lacedaemonians, who
lar attachment to his person; but, on this had no other rule of justice and honour, but by
occasion, he sent them all out of the town; and all possible means to serve their country."
upon the submission of the Selybrians, he saved The Lacedaemonians were so much pleased
them from being pillaged, demanding only a sum with this speech, that they acquitted him, and
of money, and leaving a garrison in the place. all that were concerned with him.

Mean time, the other generals, who carried Alcibiades, by this time, desirous to see his
on the siege of Chalcedon, came to an agree-native country, and still more desirous to be
ment with Pharnabazus on these conditions; seen by his countrymen, after so many glorious
namely, that a sum of money should be paid victories, set sail with the Athenian fleet,
them by Pharnabazus; that the Chalcedonians adorned with many shields and other spoils of
should return to their allegiance to the republic the enemy; a great number of ships that he
of Athens; and that no injury should be done had taken making up the rear, and the flags of
to the province of which Pharnabazus was many more which he had destroyed being car-
governor, who undertook that the Athenian ried in triumph; for all of them together were
ambassadors should be conducted safe to the not fewer than two hundred. But as to what

king. Upon the return of Alcibiades, Pharna- is added, by Duris the Samian, who boasts of
bazus desired, that he too would swear to the his being descended from Alcibiades, that the
performance of the articles, but Alcibiades in- oars kept time to the flute of Chrysogonus, who
sisted that Pharnabazus should swear first. had been victorious in the Pythian gamesj
When the treaty was reciprocally confirmed that Callipides the tragedian, attired in his
with an oath, Alcibiades went against Byzan- buskins, magnificent robes, and other theatrical
tium, which had revolted, and drew a line of ornaments, gave orders to those who laboured
circumvallation about the city. While he was at the oars; and that the admiral galley entered
thus employed, Anaxilaus, Lycurgus, and some the harbour with a purple sail; as if the whole
others, secretly promised to deliver up the had been a company who had proceeded from
place, on condition that he would keep it from a debauch to such a frolic; these are particu-
being plundered. Hereupon, he caused it to be lars not mentioned either by Theopompus,
reported, that certain weighty and unexpected Ephorus, or Xenophon. Nor is it probable,
affairs called him back to Ionia, and in the that at his return from exile, and after such
day-time he set sail with his whole fleet: but misfortunes as he had suffered, he would insult
returning at night, he himself disembarked with the Athenians in that manner. So far from it,
the land forces, and posting them under the that he approached the shore with some feat
walls, he commanded them not to make the and caution; nor did he venture to disembark,
least noise. At the same time the ships made until, as he stood upon the deck, he saw his
for the harbour, and the crews pressing in with cousin Euryptolemus, with many others of his
loud shouts and great tumult, astonished the friends and relations, coming to receive and
Byzantines, who expected no such matter. invite him to land.
Thus an opportunity was given to those within When he was landed, the multitude that
the walls, who favoured the Athenians, to came out to meet him did not vouchsafe so
receive them in great security, while every much as to look upon the other generals, but
body's attention was engaged upon the harbour crowding up to him, hailed him with shouts of
and the ships. joy, conducted him on the way, and such as

The affair passed not, however, without could approach him crowned him with gar-
blows. For the Peloponnesians, Boeotians, and lands; while those who could not come up so
Megarensians, who were at Byzantium, having close, viewed him at a distance, and the old
driven the ships'crews back to their vessels, and men pointed him out to the young. Many tears
perceiving that the Athenian land forces were were mixed with the public joy, and the me
got into the town, charged them too with great mory of past misfortunes with the sense of their
Tigour. The dispute was sharp and the shock present success. For they concluded that they
great, but victory declared for Alcibiades and should not have miscarried in Sicily, or indeed
Theramencs. The former of these pencrals have failed in any of their expectations, if they
eoniiiiiin>l(-il the right wmj, and the latter the hid left the direction of affairs, and the com
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maud of the forcea, to Alcibiades; since now, tified Decelea, which commanded the roads to
hiving exerted himself in behalf of Athens, Eleusis, the feast was not kept with its usual
when it had almost lost its dominion of the sea, pomp, because they were obliged to conduct
was hardly able to defend its own suburbs, and the procession by sea; the sacrifices, the sa-
was moreover harassed with intestine broils, he cred dances, and other ceremonies which had
had raised it from that low and ruinous condi-been performed on the way, called holy, while
tion, BO as not only to restore its maritime the image of Bacchus was carried in proces-
power, but to render it victorious every where sion, being on that account necessarily omit-
by land. ted. Alcibiades, therefore, judged it would

The act for recalling him from banishment he an act conducive to the honor of the gods,
had been passed at the motion of Critias the and to his reputation with men, to restore those
son of Callreschrus,* as appears from his ele-rites to their due solemnity, by conducting the
gies, in which he puts Alcibiades in mind of procession with his army, and guarding it
bin service: against the enemy. By that means, either

If you DO more in hapless exile mourn, king Agis would be humbled, if he suffered it
The praise is mine 

The people presently meeting in full assem-
to pass unmolested; or if he attacked the con-
voy, Alcibiades would have a fight to maintain

bly, Alcibiades came in among them, and hav-in the cause of piety and religion, for the most
ing in a pathetic manner bewailed his misfor-venerable of its mysteries, in the sight of his
tunes, he very modestly complained of their country; and all his fellow-citizens would be
treatment, ascribing all to his hard fortune, and witnesses of his valour.
the inlluenceof some envious demon. He then When he had determined upon this, and
proceeded to discourse of the hopes and de-communicated his design to the Eumotpidte
signs of their enemies, against whom he used and the heralds, he placed centinels upon the
his utmost endeavours to animate them. And eminences, and set out hia advanced guard as
they were so much pleased with his harangue soon as it was light. Next he took the priests,
that they crowned him with crowns of gold, the persons initiated, and those who had the
and gave him the absolute command of their charge of initiating others, and covering them
forces both by sea and land. They likewise with his forces, led them on in great order and
made a decree, that his estate should be restor-profound silence; exhibiting in that march a
ed to him, and that the Eumolpidae and the her- spectacle so august and venerable, that those
alds should take off the execrations which they who did not envy him declared he had per
had pronounced against him by order of the formed not only the office of a general, but of
people. Whilst the rest were employed in ex- a high priest: not a man of the enemy dared to
piations for this purpose, Theodorus, the high attack him, and he conducted the procession
priest saiil, "For his part, he had never de- back in great safety; which both exalted him
nounced any curse against him, if he had done in his own thoughts, and gave the soldiery such
ao injury to the commonwealth." an opinion of him, that they considered them-

Amidst this glory and prosperity of Alcibi- selves as invincible while under his command
tdes, some people were still uneasy, looking And he gamed such an influence over the mean
upon the time of his arrival as ominous. For and indigent part of the people, that they were
on that very day was kept the plynteria,^ or passionately desirous to see him invested with
purifying of the goddess Minerva. It was the absolute power; insomuch that some of them
twenty-fifth of May, when the praxiergidae applied to him in person, and exhorted him, in
perform those ceremonies which are not to be order to quash the malignity of envy at once,
revealed, disrobing the image and covering it to abolish the privileges of the people, and the
up. Hence it is, that the Athenians, of all laws, and to quell those busy spirits who would
days, reckon this the most unlucky, and take otherwise be the ruin of the state; for then ha
the most care not to do business upon it. And might direct affairs and proceed to action,
it seemed that the goddess did not receive him without fear of groundless impeachments.
graciously, but rather with aversion, since she What opinion he himself had of this propo
hid her face from him. Notwithstanding all sal we know not; but this is certain, that the
this, every thing succeeded according to his principal citizens vere BO apprehensive of his
wish; three hundred galleys were manned and aiming at arbitrary power, that they got him to
ready to put uj sea again: but a laudable zeal embark as soon as possible; and the more to
detained him antil the celebration of the mys- expedite the matter, they ordered among othei
teries.J for ifter the Lacedaemonians had for- things, that he should have the choice of hia

colleagues. Putting to sea, therefore, with a
* This Criti i9 was uncle to Plato's mother, and the fleet of a hundred ships, he sailed to the isle

tcusie thai h- introduces in his Dialogues. Though
DOW the fri' id of Alcibiades, yet as the: lust of power of Andros, where he fought and defeated tha
d«.:troys all ie», when one of the thirty tyrants, he be- Andrians, and such of the Lacedaemonians aa
cauie his b ler enemy, and sending to Lysander, as- assisted them. But yet he did not attack the
"ui ed him_ 'Jiat Athens would never be quiet, or Sparta city, which gave his enemies the first occasion
lafe, unlit llcrbiades was destroyed. Cr>'ias was after-
wards tl-iia by Thrasybulu»,\vb.en htdt.ivcrtd Athens for the charge which they afterwards brought
from th./. *yrajiny. against him. Indeed, if ever man was ruined

t Or. that i*ay, when the statue of Minerva was by a high distinction of character, it was Al-
washed, the temples were encompassed with a cord, cibiades.* For his continual successes had
lo denote Uitl they were shnt up, as was customary on
all ina-jspicw'M days. They carried dried figs in pro-
Kssion,bec/iK that wa» the first fruit winch was eaten to Eleusis the itatue of Bacchus, whom they supposed

to be the son of Jupiter and Ceres.after acorM.
{ The t*' a\ of Ceres and Proserpine continued " It was not altogether the universality of his SUCCMI

that rendered Alcibiades suspected, when he came
line days. ' "«, the inch day they carried n procession short of public eiptolation. The duplx-ity of hi»
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procured such an opinion of his courage and or would not, live any longer in his own COM
capacity, that when afterwards he happened to try. The Athenians giving ear to these ucco-
fail in what he undertook, it was suspected to sations, to shew their resentment and dislike to
be from want of inclination, and DO one would him,appointed new commanders of their forces.*
believe it was from want of ability; they thought Alcibiades was no sooner informed of it,
nothing too hard for him, when he pleased to than, consulting his own safety, he entirely
exert himself. They hoped also to hear that quitted the Athenian army. And having col-
Chios was taken, and all Ionia reduced, and lected a band of strangers, he made war, on
grew impatient when every thing was not dis- his own account, against those Thracians who
patched as suddenly as they desired. They acknowledged no king. The booty he mode,
never considered the smallness of his supplies, raised him great sums; and at the same time
and that, having to carry on the war against he defended the Grecian frontier agamat the
people who were furnished out of the treasury barbarians.
of a great king, he was often laid under the ne- Tydeus, Menander, and Adimantus, th«
cessity of leaving his camp, to go in search of new-made generals, being now at j£gos Pota-
money and provisions for his men. mos,t with all the ships which the Athenian!

This it was that gave rise to the last accusa-had left, used to stand out early every morning
tion against him. Lysander the Lacedaemonian and offer battle to Lysander, whose station
admiral, out of the money he received from was at Lampascus, and then to return and pati
Cyrus, raised the wages of each mariner from the day in a disorderly and careless manner, it
three oboli a-day to four, whereas it was with if they despised their adversary. This seemed
difficulty that Alcibiades paid his men three. to Alcibiades, who was in the neighbourhood,
The latter, therefore, went into Caria to raise a matter not to be passed over without notice
money, leaving the fleet in charge with An- He therefore went and told the generals,!
tiochus," who \vas an experienced seaman, but "He thought their station by no means safe in
rash and inconsiderate. Though he had ex- a place where there was neither town nor har-
press orders from Alcibiades to let no provoca-bour; that it was very inconvenient to have
tion from the enemy bring him to hazard an en- their provisions and stores from so distant a
gagement, yet, in his contempt of those orders, place as Sestos; and extremely dangerous to
having taken some troops on board his own let their seamen go ashore, and wander about
galley and one more, he stood for Ephesus, at their pleasure; whilst a fleet was observing
where the enemy lay, and as he sailed by the them, which was under the orders of one man,
heads of their ships, insulted them in the most and the strictest discipline imaginable. He,
;nsufferable manner, both by words and ac- therefore, advised them to remove their station
lions. Lysander sent out a. few ships to pur- to Sestos."
«ue him; but as the whole Athenian fleet came The generals, however, gave no attention to
up to assist Antiochus, he drew out the rest what he said; and Tydeus was even so insolent
of his and gave battle, and gained a complete as to bid him begone, for that they, not he, were
victory. He slew Antiochus himself, took many now to give orders. Alcibiades, suspecting
ships and men, and erected a trophy. Upon that there was some treachery in the case, re-
this disagreeable news, Alcibiades returned to tired, telling his acquaintance, who conducted
Samos, from whence he moved with the whole him out of the camp, that if he had not been
fleet, to offer Lysander battle. But Lysander, insulted in such an insupportable manner by
content with the advantage he had gained, did the generals, he would in a few days have
not think proper to accept it. obliged the Lacedemonians, however unwil-

Among the enemies which Alcvbiades had ling, either to come to an action at sea, or else
in the army, Thrasybulus, the son of Thrason, to quit their ships. This to some appeared a
being the most determined, quitted the camp, vain boast; but to others it seemed not at all
and went to Athens to impeach him. To in- improbable, since he might have brought down
cense the people against him, he declared in a number of Thracian archers and cavalry, to
full assembly, that Alcibiades had been the attack and harass the Lacedaemonians camp.§
ruin of their affairs, and the means of losing The event soon shewed that he judged right
their ships, by his insolent and imprudent be- of the errors which the Athenians had com
haviour in command, and by leaving the direc- mitted. For Lysander falling upon them
tion of every thing to persons who had got into when they least expected it, eight galleys only
credit with him through the great merit of escaped,|| along with Conon; the rest, not
drinking deep and cracking seamen's jokes; * They appointed ten generals. Xenopti, lib. i.
whilst he was securely traversing the provinces f Plutarch passes over almost three years; oainely,
to raise money, indulging his love of liquor, or the twenty-fifth of the Peloponnesian war; the twenty-
abandoning himself to his pleasures with the siilh, in which the Athenians obtained tlie victory it
courtezans of Ionia and Abydos: and this at a Arginusx, and put six of the ten generals to death, up-on a slight accusation of their colleague Theramenes;
time when the enemy was stationed at a small and almost the whole twenty-seven, towards the end
distance from his fleet. It was also objected of which the Athenians sailed to .Ego Potamos, where
to him, that he had built a castle in Thrace they received the blow that is spoken of in this place.
near the city of Bisanthe, to be made use of as { The officers at Die head of the Grecian armies u>4
a retreat for himself, as if he either could not, navy, were sometimes called generals, sometimes admiraU, because they commonly commanded both bf

sea and land.

character it obvious from the whole account of his (j When a fleet remained some time at one partuulltf
life. He paid not Ihe least regard to veracity in po- station, there was generally a body of land forco, ui
Wir.A matters; and it is not (o \x wondered if such part of the mariners too, encamped upon the shore.
principles made him continually obnoiious to the au§- || There was a ninth ship called Paralus, which
picirms of the people. escaped, and carried the news of their defeat to AthtD*

" This was he who caujht the quail for him. COUOQ himself retired to Cyprus.
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mncb ahort of two hundred, were taken and biadce deipatched; whether it was that they
carried away, together with three thousand pris-dreaded hi» great capacity, and enterprising
oner*, who were afterwards put to death. And spirit, or whether it was done in complaisance
within a short time after, Lysander took Athens to king Agis. Lysander then sent to Pharaa-
Ittelf, burned the shipping, and demolished the bazus to desire him to put this order in exe-
long walls. cution ; and he appointed his brother Magacut

Alcibiades, alarmed at this success of the and his uncle Susamithres, to manage the af-
Lacedemonians, who were now masters both fair.
at tea and land, retired into Bithynia. Thither Alcibiades at that time resided in a small
he ordered much treasure to be sent, and took village in Phrygia, having his mistress Timin-
large sums with him, but still left more behind dra with him. One night he dreamed that he
in the castle where he had resided. In Bithynia was attired in his mistress's habit,* and that ai
he once more lost great part of his substance, she held him in her arms, she dressed his head,
being stripped by the Thracians there; which and painted his face like a woman's. Others
determined him to go to Artaxenes, and en- say, he dreamed that Magicus cut off his head
treat his protection. He imagined that the and burned his body; and we are told, that it
king upon trial, would And him no less ser- was but a. little before his death that he had
viceable than Themistocles had been, and he this vision. Be that as it majf, those that were
dad a better pretence to his patronage; for he sent to assassinate him, not oaring to enter his
was not going to solicit the Icing's aid against house, surrounded it, and set it on fire. As
his countrymen, as Themistocles had done, but soon as he perceived it, he got together large
for his country against its worst enemies. He quantities of clothes and hangings, and threw
concluded that Pharnabazus was most likely them upon the fire to choke it; then having
to procure him a safe conduct, and therefore wrapped his robe about his left hand, and tak-
went to him in Phrygia, where he stayed some ing hia sword in his right, he sallied through
time, making his court, and receiving marks the fire, and got safe out before the stuff which
of respect. he had thrown upon it could catch the Same.

It was 3. grief to the Athenians to be depriv- At sight of him the barbarians dispersed, not
ed of their power and dominion, but when one of them daring to wait for him, or to en-
Lysander robbed them also of their liberty, counter him hand to hand; but standing at a
and put their city under the authority of thirty distance, they pierced him with their darts and
chiefs, they were still more miserably afflicted. arrows. Thus fell Alcibiades. The barba-
Now their affairs were ruined, they perceived rians retiring after he was slain, Timandra
with regret the measures which would have wrapped the body in her own robes,t and buried
saved them, and which they had neglected to it as decently and honourably as her circum-
niake use of; now they acknowledged thrir stances would allow.
blindness and errors, and looked upon their Timandra is said to have been mother to the
tccond quarrel with Alcibiades as the preatest famous Lais, commonly called the Corinthian,
of those errors. They had cast him off with- though Lais was brought a captive from Hyc-
out any offence of his: their anger had been car.-E, a little town in Sicily.
grounded upon the ill conduct of his lieutenant Some writers, though they agree as to the
in losing a few ships, and their own conduct had manner of Alcibiades's death, yet differ about
been still worse, in depriving the common-the cause. They tell us, that catastrophe is
wealth of the most excellent and valiant of all not to be imputed to Pharnabaius, or Lysan-
its genenJs. Yet amidst their present misery der, or the Lacedaemonians; but that Xlci-
there was one slight glimpse of hope, that while biades having corrupted a young woman of a
Alcibiades survived, Athena could not be ut- noble family, in that country, and keeping he»
terly undone. For he, who before was not in his house, her brothers incensed at tho in
content to lead an inactive, though peaceable jury, set fire in the night to the house in
life, in exile, \vould not now, if his own affairs which he lived, and upon his breaking through
were upon any tolerable footing, sit still and the flames, killed him in the manner we have.
see the insolence of the Lacedaemonians, and related.^
the madness of the thirty tyrants, without en-
deavouring at some remedy. Nor was it at all * AlcibiaJcs had dreamed that Timandra attired
unnatural for the multitude to dream of such him ID her own habit.

relief, since those thirty chiefs themselves were t She buried him in a town called Melissa; and w»
so solicitous to inquire after Alcibiades, and learn from Athenaus (in ZJcipivoaap/i.} iViat the mon-
gave so much attention to what he was doing ument remained to his time, for he himself aaw it*
and contriving. The emperor Adrian, in memory of so great a mai)

At last, Critias represented to Lygander, caused his statue of Persian marble to beset up therfe
that the Lacedemonians could never securely on, and ordered a hull to be sacrificed to him annually
enjoy (he empire of Greece till the Athenian de- } Ephorus the historian, as he is cited by Diodorej
mocracy were absolutely destroyed. And though Siculus (lib. liv.) gives an account of his death, quit*
the Athenians seemed at present to bear an different from those recited by Plutarch. He says.
oligarchy with some patience, yet Alcibiades, that Alcibiades Viaving discovered the design of Cyroj
if he lived, would not suffer them long to sub- the younger to take up arms, informed Pharnabazw

of it, and desired that he might carry the news to the
mit to such a kind of government. Lysander, king; but Pharnabazus envying him that honour,
however, could not be prevailed upon by these sent a confidant of his own, and look all the merit to
arguments, until he received private orders himself, Akibiadcs suspecting the matter, went to
xom the magistrates of Sparta,* to get Alci- Faphlagonia, and sought to procure from the gover-nor letters of credence to the king; which Pharnaba

zus understanding, hired people to murder him. He
* The Scytala wu Mat to V«j» wai (lain in (he fortieth year of bit age.
II
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CAIUS MARCIUS CORIOLANUS.

The family of the Marcii afforded Rome many in Rome, was driven from the thione, and
illustrious patricians. Of this house was An- after many battles, fought with tad success,
cua Martins, who was grandson to Numa by was now venturing all upon the last throw.
his daughter; as were also Publius and Quin- Most of the people at Latium, and many othet
tus Marcius, who supplied Rome with plenty states of Italy, were now assisting and march-
of the best water. Censorinus, too, who was ing towards Rome, to re-establish him, not
twice appointed Censor by the people of Rome, through any regard they had for Tarquin, but
and who procured a law that no man should for fear and envy of the Romans, whose grow-
ever bear that office twice afterwards, had the ing greatness they were desirous to check. A
same pedigree. battle ensued, with various turns of fortune,

Caius Marcius, of whom I now write, waa Marcius distinguished himself that day in sight
brought up by his mother in her widowhood; of the dictator; for seeing a Roman pushed
and from him it appeared, that the loss of a down at a small distance from him, he hastened
father, though attended with other disadvan- to his help, and standing before him, he en-
tages, is no hindyince to a man's improving gaged his adversary and slew him. When the
in virtue and attaining to a distinguished excel- dispute was decided in favour of the Romans,
lence; though bad men sometimes allege it as the general presented Marcius, among the first,
an excuse for their corrupt lives. On the other with an oaken crown.* This is the reward
hand, the same Marcius became witness to the which their custom assigns to the man who
truth of that maxim, that if a generous and saves the life of a citizen; either because they
noble nature be not thoroughly formed by dis- honoured the oak for the sake of the Arcadians,
cipline, it will shoot forth many bad qualities whom the oracle called acorn eaters; or be-
along with the good, as the richest soil, if not cause an acorn branch is most easy to be had,
cultivated, produces the rankest weeds. His be the scene of action where it will; or be-
undaunted courage and firmness of mind ex- cause they think it most suitable to take a
cited him to many great actions, and carried crown for him who is the mtans of saving a
him through them with honour. But, at the citizen, from the tree which is sacred to Jupi-
same time, the violence of his passions, hie ter, the protector of cities Besides, the oak
spirit of contention and excessive obstinacy, bears more and fairer fruit than any tree that
rendered him uniractable and disagreeable in grows wild, and is the strongest of those that
conversation. So that those very persons who are cultivated in plantations. It afforded the
saw with admiration his soul unshaken with first ages both food and drink, by its acorns and
pleasures, toils, and riches, and allowed him honey; and supplied men with birds and other
to be possessed of the virtues of temperance, creatures for dainties, as it produced the
justice, and fortitude, yet in the councils and mieletoe, of which birdlime is made.f
affairs of state, could not endure his imperious Castor and Pollux are said to have appeared
temper, and that savage manner, which was in that battle, and with their horses dropping
too haughty for a republic. Indeed, there is sweat, to have been seen soon after in theyb-
no other advantage to be had from a liberal rum, announcing the victory near the fountain,
education, equal to that of polishing and soften- where the temple now stands. Hence also it
ing our nature by reason and discipline; for is said, that the fifteenth of July,} being the
that produces an evenness of behaviour, and day on which that victory was gained, is conse-
banishes from our manners all extremes. There crated to those sons of Jupiter.
is this, however, to be said, that in those It generally happens, that when men of
times military abilities were deemed by the small ambition are very early distinguished by
Romans the highest excellence, insomuch that the voice of fame, their thirst of honour is soon
the term which they use for virtue in general, quenched and their desires satiated: whereas
was applied by them to valour in particular. deep and solid minds are improved and bright-

Marcius, for his part, had a more than ordi- ened by marks of distinction, which serve, as a
nary inclination for war, and therefore from a brisk gale, to drive them forward in the pursuit
child began to handle his weapons. As he
thought that artificial arms avail but little,
unless those with which nature has supplied us the two hundred and fifty-eighth of Rome, four htm-
be well improved, and kept ready for use, he dred and ninety-third before the Christian Era.
so prepared himself by exercise for every kind * The civic crown was the foundation of manypr.T-
of combat, that while his limbs were active and ilege-. He who had once obtained it, had a right
nimble enough for pursuing, such was his force to wear it always. When he. appeared at the public
ind weight in wrestling and grappling with spectacles, the senators rose up to do him honour.-He waa placed near their bencn ; and his father, and
the enemy, that none could easily get clear of grandfather, by the fatntr'i Bide, were entitled to the
him. Those, therefore, that had any contest same privileges. Here was an encouragement to
with him for the prize of courage and valour, merit, which cost the public nothing, aud yet v>ai
though they failed of success, flattered them-productive of many great effects.
selves with imputing it to his invincible strength, f h does not any where appear that the ancient!
which nothing could resist or fatigue. made ule of the oak in ship-building: how much

He made his first campaign when he was nobler an encomium might an English historian af

very young,* when Tarquin who had reigned ford that tree than Plutarch has been able to give it!

J By the great disorder of the Roman calendar. th«
fifteenth of July then fell upon the twenty-fourth o<

" ID the first year of the KTenty-urst Olympiad, our October*
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of glory. They do not ao much think that they arms to give in their names, not a man took
bave rece'ved a reward, as that they have any notice of it. Something was then to be
given a pledge, which would make them blush done ; but the magistrates differed in their
to fall short of the expectations of the public, opinions. Some thought the poor should have
ind therefore they endeavour by their actions a little indulgence, and that the extreme rigour
to exceed them. Marciue had a eoul of this of the law ought to be softened. Others de-
frame. He was always endeavouring to excel clared absolutely against that proposal, and
himself, and meditating some exploit which particularly Marcius. Not that he thought the
might set him in a new light, adding achieve-money a matter of great consequence, but he
ment to achievement, and spoils to spoils ; considered this specimen of the people's inso-
therefore, the latter generals, under whom he lence as an attempt to subvert the laws, and
served, were always striving to outdo the for- the forerunner of farther disorders, which it
mer in the honours they paid him, and in the became a wise government timely to restrain
tokens of their esteem. The Romans at that and suppress.
"ame were engaged in several wars, and fought The senate assembled several times within
many battles, and there was not one that Mar- the space of a few days, and debated this point;
tius returned from without some honorary but as they came to no conclusion, on a sudden
trown, some ennobling distinction. The end the commonalty rose, one and all, and encour-
which others proposed in their acts of valour aging each other, they left the city, and with-
was glory. But he pursued glory because the drew to the hill now called Sacred, near the
acquisition of it delighted his mother. For river Anio, but without committing any vio
when she was witness to the applause he re- lence or other act of sedition. Only as they
ceived, when she saw him crowned, when she went along, they loudly complained, " That it
embraced him with tears of joy, then it was was now a great while since the rich had driv
that he reckoned himself at the height of en them from their habitations; that Italy would
honour and felicity. Epaminondas (they tell any where supply them with air and water,
us) had the same sentiments, and declared it and a place of burial; and that Rome, if they
the chief happiness of his life, that his father stated in it, would afford them no other privi-
and mother lived to see the generalship he ex- lege, unless it were such, to bleed and die in
erted and the victory he won at Leuctra. He fighting for their wealthy oppressors."
had the satisfaction, indeed, to see both his The senate was then alarmed, and from the
parents rejoice in his success, and partake of oldest men of their body selected the most
his good fortune; but only the mother of JVIar- moderate and popular to treat with the people-
cius, Volumnia, was living, and therefore hold- At the head of them was Mencnins Agrippa,
Ing himself obliged to pay her alJ that duty who after much entreaty addressed to them,
which would have belonged to his father, over and many arguments in defence of the senate,
and above what was due to herself, he thought concluded his discourse with this celebrated
he could never sufficiently express his tender- fable. " The members of the human body
ness and respect. He even married in com- once mutinied against the belly, and accused
pliance with her desire and request, and after it of lying idle and useless, while they were all
his wife had borne him children, still lived in labouring and toiling to satisfy its appetites; but
the same house with his mother. the belly only laughed at their simplicity, who

A; the time when the reputation and interest knew not that, though it received all the nour
which his virtue had procured him in Rome, ishment into itself, it prepared and distributed
were very great, the senate, taking the part of it again to all parts of the body. Just so, my
the richer sort of citizens, were at variance fellow-citizene, said he, stands the case between
with the common people, who were used by the senate and you. For their necessary coun
their creditors with intolerable cruelty. Those sels, and acts of government, are productive
that bad something considerable were stripped of advantage to you all, and distribute their sa-
of their goods, which were either detained for lutary influence amongst the whole people."
security, or sold ; and those that had nothing After this they were reconciled to the senate,
were dragged into prison, and there bound having demanded and obtained the privilege
with fetters, though their bodies were full of of appointing five men,* to defend their righta
wounds, and worn out with fighting for their on all occasions. These are called tribunes of
country. The last expedition they were en- the people. The first that were elected, were
gaged in waa against the Sabines, on which Junius Brutua,! and SiciniuB Vellutus, the
occasion their rich creditors promised to treat leaders of the secession. When the breach
them with more lenity, and, in pursuance of a
decree of the senate, M. Valerius the Consul, * The tribune: were at firit five in number; but "
was guarantee of that promise. But when they few years after, five more were added. Before the peo.
had cheerfully undergone the fatigues of that pie left the Mons Saccr, they passed a law, by which

the person! of the tribunes were made sacred. Their
war, and were returned victorious, and yet sole function waa to interpose in all erierances offered
found that the usurers made them no abate-the plebeians by their superiors Thu interposing vt»>
ment, and that the senate pretended to remem-called intercesfio, and was performed by standi/ip- u>
ber nothing of that agreement, but without any »nd pronouncing the tingle -word Veto .' forbid it.
fort of concern saw them dragged to prison, They had their seat* placed at the door ol it* senate

»nd were never admitted into it, but when rte cvrjujj
and their goods seized upon as formerly, then caJled them to ask their opinion upon some afliir th»t
they filled the city with tumult and sedition. concerned the interests of the people.

The enemy, apprised of these intestine broils, t The name of this tribune was Lucius Junius; and
invaded the Roman territories, and laid them became Lucius Junius Bruluj wa» famed for delivering-
WMte with fire and sword. And when the hii country from the tyrannic yoke of the kings, he

also assumed the surname of Brutus, which expoMti
coaaubj called upon such as were able to bear him to a great deal of ridicule.
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Was thus made up, the plebeians soon came to danger, while the consul and the Romans under
be enrolled as soldiers, and readily obeyed the his command were, perhaps, engaged with the
orders of the consuls relative to the war. An enemy." As there were not many that listened
for Marcius, though he was far from beini to what he said, he put himself at the head of
pleased at the advantages which the people hai such as offered to follow him, and took the
gained, as it was a lessening of the authority route which he knew would lead him to the
of the patricians, and though he found a con- consul's army; sometimes pressing hi* small
siderable part of the nobility of his opinion, party to hasten their march, and conjuring them
yet, he exhorted them not to be backward not to suffer their ardour to cool, and sometimes
wherever the interest of their country was con- begging of the gods that the battle might not
cerned, but to shew themselves superior to the be over before he arrived, but that he might
commonalty rather in virtue than in power. have his share in the glorious toils and dangers

Corioli was the capital of the country of the of his countrymen.
Volscians, with whom the Romans were at It was customary with the Romans of that
war. And as it was besieged by the consul age, when they were drawn up in order of
Cominius, the rest of the Volscians were much battle, and ready to take up their shields and
alarmed ; and assembled to succour it, intend- gird their garments about them, to make a
ing to give the Romans battle under the walls, nuncupative will, naming each his heir, in the
and to attack them on both sides. But after presence of three or four witnesses. While the
Cominius had divided his forces, and with part soldiers were thus employed, and the enemy in
went to meet the Volscians without, who were sight, Marcius came up. Some were startled
marching against him, leaving Titus Lartius, at his first appearance, covered as he was with
an illustrious Roman, with the other part, to blood and sweat. But when he ran cheerfully
carry on the siege, the inhabitants of Corioli up to the consul, took him by the hand, and
despised the body that were left, and sallied told him that Corioli was taken, the consul
out to fight them. The Romans at first were clasped him to his heart: and those who heard
obliged to give giounJ, and were driven to their the news of that success, and those who did
entrenchments. But Marcius, with a small but guess at it, were greatly animated, and with
party, flew to their assistance, killed the fore- shouts demanded to be led on to the combat
most of the enemy, and stopping the rest in Marcius inquired of Cominius in what manner
their career, with a loud voice called the Ro- the enemy's army was drawn up, and where
mans back. For he was (what Cato wanted a their best troops were posted. Being answered,
soldier to be) not only dreadful for the thun- that the Antiates who were placed in the cen-
der of his arm, but of voice too, and had an tre, were supposed to be the bravest and most
aspect which struck his adversaries with terror warlike, " I beg it of you, then," said Marcius,
and dismay. Many Romans then crowding " as a favour, that you will place me directly
about him, and being ready to second him, the opposite to them." And the consul, admiring
enemy retired in confusion. Nor was he sat- his spirit, readily granted his request.
isfied with making them retire; he pressed When the battle was begun with the throw-
hard upon their rear, and pursued them quite ing of spears, Marcius advanced before the rest,
up to the gates. There he perceived that his and charged the centre of the Volscians with
men discontinued the pursuit, by reason of the so much fury, that it was soon broken. Never.
shower of arrows which fell from the walls, theless, the wings attempted to surround him-,
and that none of them had any thoughts of and the consul, alarmed for him, sent to hit
rushing along with the fugitives into the city, assistance a select band which he had near hii
which was filled with warlike people, who own person. A sharp conflict then ensued
were all under arms: nevertheless, he exhort- about Marcius, and a great carnage Tas quick*
ed and encouraged them to press forward, cry- ly made; but the Romans pressed the enemy
ing out, "That fortune had opened the gates with so much vigour that they put them to flight
rather to the victors than to the vanquished." And when they were going upon the pursuit,
But, as few were willing to follow him, he broke they begged of Marcius, now almost weighed
Jirough the enemy, and pushed into the town down with wounds and fatigue, to retire to the
with the crowd, no one at first daring to op- camp. But he answered, "That it was not
pose him, or even to look him in the face. But for conquerors to be tired," and so joined them
when he cast his eyes around, and saw so small in prosecuting the victory. The whole army
a number within the walls, whose service he of the Volsciane was defeated, great number!
could make uee of in that dangerous enterprise, killed, and many made prisoners.
and that friends and foes were mixed together, Next day, Marcius waiting upon the consul.
he summoned all his force, and performed the and the army being assembled, Cominiui
most incredible exploits, whether you consider mounted the rostrum; and having in the first
his heroic strength, his amazing agility, or his place returned due thanks to the gods for such
bold and daring spirit; for he overpowered all extraordinary success, addressed himself t«
that were in his way, forcing some to seek re- Marcius. He began with a detail of his gal-
fuge in the farthest corners of the town, and lant actions, of which he had himself been part-
others to give out and throw down their arms; ly an eye-witness, and which had partly been
which afforded Lartius an opportunity to bring related to him by Lartius. Then out of the
in the rest of the Romans unmolested. rreat quantity of treasure, the many horses and

The city thus taken, most of the soldiers fell prisoners they had taken, he ordered him to
to plundering, which Marcius highly resented; ake a tenth, before any distribution was mads
crying out, " That it was a shame for them to :o the rest, besides making him a present of a
run about after plunder, or, under pretence of ine horse with noble trappings, ai a rewird
collecting the spoils, to get out of the way of "or his valour.
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The army received this speech with greai too, some of the Romans receive their names
applause; and Marcius, stepping forward, said from the circumstances of their birth; as that
* That he accepted of the horse, and was happy of Proculus, if born when their fathers are in
in the consul's approbation; but as for the rest, a distant country; and that of Posthumus, if
he considered it rather as a pecuniary rewaK born after their father's death; and when twins
than as a mark of honour, and therefore de- come into the world, and one of them dies at
sired to be excused, being satisfied with his the birth, the survivor is called fopiscut-
(ingle share of the booty. One faTour only Names are also appropriated on account of
in particular," continued be, " I desire, anc bodily imperfections; for amongst them we find
beg I may be indulged lu. I lian; a frienc not only Sylla, the red, and JViger, the Mack}
among the Volaciane, bound with me in the but «ven Caous, the bliiul, and Claudius, the
tacred rites of hospitality, ami a man of virtue lame; such persons, by this custom, being
and honour. He is now among the prisoners, wisely taught, not to consider blindness, or any
and from easy and opulent circumstances, re- other boiljly misfortune, as a reproach or dis-
duced to servitude. Of the many misfortunes grace, but to answer to appellations of that
under which he labours, I should be glad to kind as their proper names. But this point
rescue him from one, which is that of being might have been insisted upon with greater
sold as d slave." propriety in another place.

These words of Marcius were followed w ith When the war was over, the demagogues
(till louder acclamations; his conquering the stirred up another sedition. And as there was
temptations of money being more admired than no new cause of disquiet or injury done the
the valour he nad exerted in battle. For even people, they made use of the mischiefs which
those who before regarded his superior honours were the necessary consequence of the former
with envy and jealousy, now thought him wor- troubles and dissensions, as a handle against
thy of great things because he had greatly de- the patricians. For the greatest part of the
clined them, and were more struck with that ground being left uncultivated and unsown, and
virtue which led him to despise such extraor- the war not permitting them to bring in bread-
dinary advantages, than with the merit which corn from other countries, there was an ei-
claimed them. Indeed, the right use of riches treme scarcity in Rome.* The factious orator*
is more commendable than that of arms; and then seeing that corn was not brought to market,
not to desire them at all, more glorious than to and that if the market could be supplied, the
use them well. commonalty had but little money to buy with.

When the acclamations were over, and the slanderously asserted, that the rich had caused
multitude silent again, Cominius subjoined, the famine out cf a spirit of revenge.
u You cannot, indeed, my fellow-eoldiera, force At this juncture there arrived ambassadors
these gifts of yours upon a person so firmly re- from the people of Velitrs, who oflered to sur-
"olved to refuse them; let us then give him render their city to the Romans, and desired to
what it is not in his power to decline, let us have a number of new inhabitants to replenish
pass a vote that he be called CORIOLA.NUS, if it; a pestilential distemper having committed
his gallant behaviour at Corioli has not already such ravages there, that scarcely the tenth part
bestowed that name upon him." Hence came of the inhabitants remained. The sensible part
bis third name of Coriolanus. By which it ap- of the Romans thought this pressing necessity
pears that Cams was the proper name; that of Velitrz a seasonable and advantageous thing
the second name, Marcius, was that of the for Rome, as it would lessen the scarcity of
family; and that the third Roman appellative ̂ revisions. They hoped, moreover, that the
was a peculiar note of distinction, given after- sedition would subside, if the city were purged
wards on account of some particular act of of the troublesome part of the people, who
fortune, or signature, or virtue of him that bore most readily took fire at the harangues of their
it. Thus among the Greeks additional names orators, and who were as dangerous to the
were given to some on account of their achieve-state as so many superfluous and morbid hu-
ments, as Soter, the preserver, and Callinicus, mours are to the body. Such as these, there-
the victorious; to others, for something re- rore, the consuls singled out for the colony, and
markable in their persons, as Physcon, the jitched upon others to serve in the war against
gore-bellied, and Gripui, the eagle^nosed ; or :he Volscians, contriving it so that employment
for their good qualities, as Euergetcs, the be- abroad might still the intestine tumults, and be-
nefactor, and Philadelphia, the kind brother; ieving, that when rich and poor, plebeians and
or their good fortune, as Evdxmon, the pros- patricians, came to bear arms together again,
perous, a name given to the second prince of :o be in the same camp, and to meet the same
the family of the Batti. Several princes also dangers, they would be disposed to treat each
have had satirical names bestowed upon them. other with more gentleness and candour.
Antigonus (for instance) was called Doson, the But the restless tribunes, Sicinius and Bra-
man that will give to-morrow, and Ptolemy us, opposed both these designs, crying out,
was styled Lamyras, the buffoon. But appel- that the consuls disguised a most inhuman act
lations of this last sort were used with greater under the plausible term of a colony; for inhu-
latitude among the Romans. One of the man it certainly wag, to throw the poor citizeui
Metelli was distinguished by the name of Dia- into a devouring gulf, by sending them to a
dematus, because he went a long time with
a bandage, which covered an ulcer he had in * The people withdrew to the sacred mount IOOB
big forehead: and another they called Celer, after the autumnal equinoi, and the reconciliation
because with surprising celerity he entertained with the patricians did not take place until the winter
them with a funeral show of gladiators, a few jolstice, so that the geed-time was lost. And the Romaaactors, who were »ent to buy corn in other countriei.
days after his father's death. In our times, "*ere r«ry luuucceisful.
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place where the air wao infected, and where reason in delivering up the fort of Fyloi,* at
noisome carcases lay above ground, where also vhe latter end of the Peloponnesian war: a
they would be at the disposal of a strange and time when the golden age reigned in the Ro-
cruel deity. And as if it were not sufficient to man courts in all its simplicity.
nestroy some by famine, and expose others to When, therefore, Marcius shewed the woundi
the plague, they involved them also into a and scars he had received in the many glorious
needless war, that no kind of calamity might battles he had fought, for seventeen years suc-
be wanting to complete the ruin of the city, be- cessively, the people were struck with reve-
cause it refused to continue in slavery to the rich. rence for his virtue, and agreed to choose hint

The people, irritated by these speeches, nei- consul. But when the day of election caine,
ther obeyed the summons to be enlisted for the and he was conducted with great pomp into
war, nor could be brought to approve the order the Campus Marcius by the senate in a body,
to go and people Velitra. While the senate all the patricians acting with more zeal and
were in doubt what step they should take, vigour than ever had been known on the like
Marcius, now not a little elated by the honours occasion; the commons then altered their minds,
he had received, by the sense of his own great and their kindness was turned into envy and
abilities, and by the deference that was paid him indignation. The malignity of these passion*
by the principal persons in the state, stood fore- was farther assisted by the fear they entertain-
most in opposition to the tribunes. The colony, ed, that if a man so strongly attached to the
therefore, was sent out, heavy fines being set interests of the senate, and so much respected
upon such as refused to go. But as they declar-by the nobility, should attain the consulship,
ed absolutely against serving in the war, Marcius he might utterly deprive the people of their
mustered up his own clients, and as many vol- liberty. Influenced by these considerations,
unteers as he could procure, and with these they rejected Marcius, and appointed other*
made an inroad into the territories of the Jin- to that office. The senate took this extremely
ttatts. There he found plenty of corn, and ill, considering it as an affront rather intended
a great number of cattle and slaves, no part of against them than against Marcius. As fot
which he reserved to himself, but led his troops Marcius, he resented that treatment highly, in
back to Rome, loaded with the rich booty. dulging his irascible passions npon a supposi
The rest of the citizens then repenting of their tion, that they have something great and exalted
obstinacy, and envying those who had got such in them; and wanting a due mixture of gravity
a quantity of provisions, looked upon Marciua and mildness, which are the chief political vir-
With an evil eye, not being able to endure the tues, and the fruits of reason and education.
increase of his power and honour, which they He did not consider, that the man who ap-
considered as rising on the ruins of the people. plies himself to public business, and undertakes

Soon after,' Marcius stood for the consulship; to converse with men, should, above all things,
on which occasion the commonalty began to avoid that overbearing austerity, which (as
relent, being sensible what a shame it would Plato says) is always the companion of soli
be to reject and affront a man of his family and tude, and cultivate in his heart the patience
virtue, and that too after he had done so many which some people so much deride. Marcius,
signal services to the public. It was the cus- then, being plain and artless, but rigid and in-
tom for those who were candidates for such flexible withal, was persuaded, that to vanquish
a high office to solicit and caress the people opposition was the highest attainment of a gal
in the forum, and, at those times, to be clad in lant spirit. He never dreamed that such ob-
a loose gown without the tunic; whether that stinacy is rather the effect of the weakness and
humble dress was thought more suitable for effeminacy of a distempered mind, which breaks
suppliants, or whether it was for the conve- out in violent passions, like so many tumours;
nience of shewing their wounds, as so many to- and therefore he went away in great disorder,
kens of valour. For it was not from any sus- and full of rancour against the people. Such
picion the citizens then had of bribery, that of the young nobility as were most distinguish-
they required the candidates to appear before ed by the pride of birth and greatness of spirit,
them ungirt, and without any close garment, who had always been wonderfully taken with
when they came to beg their votes; since it Marcius, and then unluckily happened to at-
was much later than this, and indeed many ages tend him, inflamed his resentment, by express-
after, that buying and selling stole in, and money ing their own grief and indignation. For he
came to be a, means of gaining an election. was their leader in every expedition, and their
Then, corruption reaching also the tribunals instructor in the art of war: be it was who in-
and the camps, arms were subdued by money, spired them with a truly virtuous emulation,
and the commonwealth was changed into a mo- and taught them to rejoice in their own success,
narchy. It was a shrewd saying, whoever said without envying the exploits of others.
it, " That the man who first ruined the Roman In the mean time, a great quantity of bread-
people, waa he who first gave them treats and corn was brought to Rome, being oartly
gratuities." But this mischief crept secretly bought up in Italy, and partly a present from
and gradually in, and did not ehew its face in Gelon, king of Syracuse. The aspect of af-
Rome for a considerable time. For we know fairs appeared now to be encouraging; and it
not wlio it was that first bribed its citizens or was hoped, that the intestine broils would cease
its judges; but it is said, that in Athens, the with the scarcity. The senate therefore, be-
first man who corrupted a tribunal, was Anytas, ing immediately assembled, the people stood
the son of Anthymion, when he was tried for in crowds without, waiting for tne issue of

* It was (he nett year, being the thirj of the scTenty- * The translation of 1758, has the name of this tori
lecond Olympiad, Tour hundred and eighty-eight years with a French termination. P>jle, which u i clear j>roof
before the Chruliau ara. that the Greek vrai not couiuJted.
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their deliberations. They expected that the for him to make his defence. But aa he spurn-
market-rates for the corn that was bought ed the messengers, they went themselves, at-
would be moderate, and that a distribution of tended by the aediles, to bring him by force,
that which was a gift would be made gratis; and began to lay bands on him. Upon this th«
for there was some who proposed, that the patricians stood up for him, drove off the tri-
senate should dispose of it in that manner. bunes, and beat the adiles; till night coming
But Alarcius stood up, and severely censured on broke off the quarrel. Early neit morning,
those that spoke in favour of the commonalty, the consuls observing that the people, now ex-
calling them demagogues and traitors to the tremely incensed, flocked from all quarters into
nobility. He said, "They nourished, to their the Jorum: and dreading what might be the
own great prejudice, the pernicious seeds of consequence to the city, hastily convened the
boldness and petulance, which had been sown senate, and moved, "That they should consider
among the populace, when they should rather how, with kind words and favourable resolu-
have nipped them in the bud, and not hare suf- tions, they might bring the commons to tem-
fered the plebeians to strengthen themselves per; for that this was not a time to display
"with the Uibunilial power. That the people their ambition, nor would it be prudent to pur-
were now become formidable, gaining what- sue disputes about the point ot" honour at a
ever point they pleased, and not doing any one critical and dangerous juncture, which required
thing against their inclination ", so that living in the greatest moderation and delicacy of con-
a sort of anarchy, they would no longer obey duct." Ag the majority agreed to the motion
the consuls, nor acknowledge any superiors they went out to confer with the people, and
but those whom they called their own magis-used their best endeavours to pacify them,
trates. That the senators who advised that dis- coolly refuting calummes,and modestly, though
tributions should be made in the manner of the not without some degree of sharpness, com-
Greeks, whose government was entirely demo- plaining of their behaviour. As to the price of
cratical, were effecting the ruin of the con- bread-corn and other provisions, they declared,
stitution, by encouraging the insolence of the there should be no difference between them.
rabble. For that they would not suppose they Great part of the people were moved with
received such favours for the campaign which this application, and it clearly appeared, by
they had refused to make, or for the secessions theii candid attention, that they were ready to
by which they had deserted their country, or close with it. Then the tribunes stood up and
for the calumnies which they had countenanced said, "That since the senate acted with such
against the senate: but, (continued he) they moderation, the people were not unwilling to
will think that we yield to them through fear, make concessions in their turn; but they in
and grant them such indulgences by way of sisted that Marcius should come and answer
flattery; and as they will expect to find us al- to these articles: Whether he had not stirred
ways so complaisant, there will be no end to up the senate to the confounding of all gov-
their disobedience, no period to their turbulent ernment, and to the destroying the people'*
and seditious practices. It would, therefore, be privileges'! Whether he had not refuted to
perfect madness to take such a step. Nay, if obey their summons ? Whether he had not
we are wise, we shall entirely abolish the tri- beaten and otherwise maltreated the xdilesin
ounes' office,* which has made ciphers of the the Jorum: and by these means (so Jar at in
consuls, and divided the city in such a manner, him lay) levied war, and brought ike citizens
that it is DO longer one, as formerly, but broken to sheath their swords in each other's bosomst
into two parts, which will never knit again, or These things they said with a design, either
cease to vex and harass each other with all to humble Marcius, by making him to submit
the evils of discori "f to entreat the people's clemency, which wa»

Marcius, haranguing to this purpose, inspired much against his haughty temper*, or, if he
the young senators and almost all the men of followed his native bent, to draw him to make
fortune with his own enthusiasm; and they the breach incurable. The latter they were
cried out that be was the only man in Home in hopes of, and the nlfter because they knew
who bad a spirit above the meanness of flatte- the man well. He stood as if he would have
ry and submission: yet some of the aged sena- made his defence, and the people waited in
tors foresaw the consequence, and opposed his silence for what he had to say. But when, in-
measures. In fact, the issue was unfortunate. stead of the submissive language that was ex-
For the tribunes who were present, when they pected, he began with an aggravating boldness,
saw that Marcius would have a majority of and rather accused the commons, than defend-
voices, ran out to the people, loudly calling ed himself; when with the tone of his voice
upon them to stand by their own magistrates and the fierceness of his looks, he expressed
and give their best assistance. An assembly an intrepidity bordering upon insolence ana
then was held in a tumultuary manner, in contempt, they lost all patience; and Sicinius,
which the speeches of Marcius were recited, the boldest of the tribunes, after a short con-
and the pleoeians ia their fury had thoughts of sultation with his colleagues, pronounced
breaking in upon the senate. The tribunes openly, that the tribunes condemned Marcius
pointed out their rage against Marcius in par- to die. He then ordered the a;dilts to take
ticular, by impeaching him in form, and sent him immediately up to the top of the Tirpciaa

* The tribune) had lately procured » lav, which rock, and throw him down the precipice,.
Bade it penal to interrupt them when they were speak-However, when they came to lay hands on-
ing to the people. him, the action appeared horrible tvea to

t Plutarch Vas omitted the molt aggravating passagein Coriolaniu't speech, wherein he proposed the hold-many of the plebeians. The patricians, shoc*.-
ing up the price of bread-corn as high a» ever, to keep ed and astonished, ran with great outcries
the people IB dependance and subjection. to hia assistance, and got Marcius in the-
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midst of them, some interposing to keep off isficd, and immediately lay aside all renal
the arrest, and others stretching out their hands ment.
in supplication to the multitude: but no re- Marcius, then seeing the senate perplexed
gard was paid to words and entreaties amidst between their regard for him and fear of the
eucli disorder and confusion, until the friends people, asked the tribunes, "What they ac-
and relations of the tribunes perceiving it cused him of, and upon what charge be was to
would be impossible to carry off Marcius and be tried before the people?" Being told, "That
punish him capitally, without first spilling much he would be tried for treason against the com-
patrician blood, persuaded them to alter the monwealth, in designing to set himself up as a
cruel and unprecedented part of the sentence; tyrant:"* "Let me go then, (said he,) to the
not to use violence in the affair, or put him to people, and make my defence; I refuse no
death without form or trial, but to refer all form of trial, nor any kind of punishment, if
to the people's determination in full assembly. I be found guilty. Only allege no other crime

Sicimus, then a little mollified, asked the against me, and do not impose upon the sen-
patricians "What they meant by taking Mar- ate." The tribunes agreed to these condi-
cius out of the hands of the people, who were tions, and promised that the cause should turn
resolved to punish him?" To which they re- upon this one point.
plied by another question, "What do you But the first thing they did, after the people
mean by thus dragging one of the worthiest were assembled, was to compel them to give
men in Rome, without trial, to a barbarous their voices by tribes,! and not by centuries;
and illegal execution?" "If that be all, (said thus contriving that the meanest and most se-
Sicimus,) you shall no longer have a pretence ditious part of the populace, and those who had
for your quarrels and factious behaviour to the no regard to justice or honour, might out-vote
people: for they grant you what you desire; such as had borne arms, or were of some for-
the man shall have his trial. And as for you, tune and character. In the next place, they
Marcius, we cite you to appear the third passed by the charge of his affecting the sove-
market-day, and satisfy the citizens of your reignty, because they could not prove it, and,
innocence, if you can; for then by their suf- instead of it, repeated what Marcius some-
frages your affair will be decided." The par- time before had said in the senate, against
tricians were content with this compromise; lowering the price of corn, and for abolishing
and thinking themselves happy in carrying the tribunitial power. And they added to the
Marcius off, they retired. impeachment a new article, namely his not

Meanwhile, before the third market-day, bringing into the public treasury the spoils he
which was a considerable space, for the Ro- had taken in the country of the Antiates, but
mans hold their markets every ninth day, and dividing them among the soldiers.} This last
thence call them Nundinx, war broke out accusation is said to have discomposed Mar-
with the Antiates,* which, because it was like- cius more than all the rest; for it was what he
ly to be of some continuance, gave them hopes did not expect, and he could not immediately
of evading the judgment, since there would be think of an answer that would satisfy the com-
time for the people to become tractable, to monalty; the praises he bestowed upon those
moderate their anger, or perhaps let it entirely who made that campaign with him, serving
evaporate in the business of that expedition. only to raise an outcry against him from the
But they soon made peace with the Antiates, majority, who were not concerned in it. At
and returned: whereupon, the fears of the last, when they came to vote, he was condemn-
eenate were renewed, and they often met to ed by a majority, of three tribes, and the pen
consider how things might be eo managed, alty to be inflicted upon him was perpetual
that they should neither give up Marcius, nor banishment.
leave room for the tribunes to throw the peo-
ple into new disorders. On this occasion,
Appius Claudius, who was the most violent * It was never known that any person who affected
adversary the commons had, declared, "That
the senate would betray and ruin themselves,
and absolutely destroy the constitution, if defence, " it was to save these citizens, that I received
they should once suffer the plebeians to as- the wounds you see : let the tribunes shew, if they can,
sume a power of suffrage against the patri-how such actions are consistent with the treacherouj
cians." £ut the oldest and most popular of the designs they lay to my charge."

| From the reign of Servius Tullius, the Toices had
senators! were of opinion, "That the people, been always gathered by centuries. The consuls were
instead of behaving with more harshness and for keeping up the ancient custom, being well apprised
severity, would become mild and gentle, if that they could save Coriolanus, if the voices were
that power were indulged them; since they reckoned by centuries, of which the knights and Uit

wealthiest of the citizens made the majority, being
did not despise the senate, but rather thought prill)' sure of ninety-eight out of a hundred and seventy-
themselves despised by it; and the prerog- three. But the artful tribunes, alleging that^ in an aflair
ative of judging would be such an honour relating to the rights of the people, every citizen's voU
to them, that they would be perfectly sat- ought to have its due weight, would not by any meantconsent to let the voices be collected otherwise than by

tribes.

" Advice was suddenly brought to Rome, that the ) " This," said the Tribune Deeius," is a plain proof
people of Antium had seized and confiscated the ships of his evil designs: with the public money he secured
belonging to Cretan's ambassadors in their return to to himself creatures and guards, and supporter! of hii
Sicily, and had even imprisoned the ambassador]. intended usurpation. Let him make it appear that ht
Hereupon they took up arms to chastise the Antiates, had power to dispose of this booty without violating
but they submitted anu made satisfaction. the laws. Let hint answer to this one article, without

f Valerius was at the head of these. He insisted also dazzl ding us with the splendid show of his crowns and,
It large ou the horrible consequences of a civil war. scari >, or using any tther art to blind thr assembly."
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After the sentence w»s pronounced, the peo- For, putting himself in such dothcs and habil-
pl« were more elated, and went off in greater iments o« were moat likely to prevent oil
transports than they ever did on account of 3 being known, like Ulysses,
victory in the field; the senate, on the other He stole into the hostile town.
hand, were in the greatest distress, and re- It was evening when he entered, and thougn
pented that they had not run the last risk, many people met him in the streets, not one of
rather than suffer the people to possess them- them knew him. He passed therefore on to
selves of so much power, and use it in so insolent the house of Tullus, where he got in undiscov-
a manner. There was DO need then to look upon ered, and having directly made up to the fire-
their dress, or any other mark of distinction, place,* he seated himself without saying a
to know which wag a plebeian and which a pa-word, covering his face and remaining in a
trician; the man that exulted, was a plebeian: composed posture. The people of the house
and the man that was dejected, a patrician. were very much surprised j yet they did not ven-Marcius alone was unmoved and unhumbled. 

ture to disturb him, for there was something
Still lofty in his port and firm in his counte-of dignity both in his person and his silence;
nance, he appeared not to be sorry for himself, but they went and related the strange adven-
and to be the only one of the nobility that was ture to Tullus, who was then at supper. TuJ-
not. This air of fortitude was not, however, lus, upon this, rose from table, and coming to
the effect of reason or moderation, but the man Coriolanus, asked him \Vho he was, and upon
was buoyed up by anger and indignation. And what business he was come 1 Coriolanus, un-
this, though the vulgar know it not, has its rise covering his face, paused awhile, and then thug
from grief, which, when it catches flame, is addressed him: "If thou dost not yet know me,
turned to anger, and then bids adieu to all fee- Tullus, but distrustest thine own eyes, I must of
bleness and dejection. Hence, the angry man necessity be mine own accuser. I am Cniua
is courageous, just as he who has a fever is hot, Marcius, who have brought so many calamities)the mind being upon the stretch and in a violent upon the Volscians, and bear the additionalagitation. His subsequent behaviour soon name of Coriolanus, which will not suffer me toshewed that he was thus affected. For having deny that imputation, were I disposed to it.
returned to his own house, and embraced his For all the labours and dangers I have under-
mother and his wife, who lamented their fate
with the weakness of women, he eihorted gone, I have no other reward Jell bul thai appel-lation, which distinguishes my enmity to your
them to bear it with patience, and then has- nation, and which cannot indeed be taken from
tened to one of the city gates, being conducted
by the patricians in a body. Thus he quitted me. Of every thing else I am deprived by tha
Rome, without asking or receiving aught at envy and outrage of the people, on the one hand,
any man's hand; and took with him only three and the cowardice and treachery of the magis-

trates and those of mine own order, on theor four clients. He spent a few days in a sol-
itary manner at some of bis farms near the other. Thus driven out an exile, I am come a

suppliant to thy household gods; not for shel-
city, agitated with a thousand differentthoughts, ter and protection, for why should I come hith-such as his anger suggested; in which he did
not propose any advantage to himself, but con- er, if I were afraid of death? but for vengeance
sidered only how he might satisfy his revenge against those who have expelled me, which
against the Romans. At last he determined roethinks, I begin to take, by putting myself
to spirit up a cruel war against them from into thy hands. If, therefore, thou art disposed
some neighbouring nation; and for this pur- to attack the enemy, come on, brave Tullus,
pose to apply first to the Volscians, whom he avail thyself of my misfortunes; let my personal
knew to be yet strong both in men and money, distress be the common happiness of the Vols-

and whom he supposed to be rather exasperat- cians. You may be assured, I shall fight much
ed and provoked to farther conflicts, than ab- better for you than I have fought against you,
solutely subdued. because they who know perfectly the state of

There was then a person at Antium, Tullus the enemy's affairs, are much more capable of
annoying them, than such as do not know them.Aufidiua, by name,* highly distinguished among

the Volscians, by his wealth, his valour, and But if thou hast given up all thoughts of war, I
noble birth. Marcius was very sensible, that neither desire to live, nor is it fit for thee to pre-
of all the Romans, himself was the man whom serve a person who of old has been thine ene-
Tullus most hated. For, excited by ambition my, and now is not able to do thee any sort ofservice."
and emulation, ae young warriors usually are,
they had in several engagements encountered Tullus, delighted with this address, gave him
each other with menaces, and bold defiances, hig hand, and " Rise," said he, " Marcius, and
and thus had added personal enmity to the take courage. The present you thus make of
hatred which reigned between the two nations. yourself is inestimable; and you may assure
But notwithstanding all this, considering the yourself that the Volscians will not be ungrate-
great generosity of TuJlus, and knowing that ful." Then he entertained him at his table with
he was more desirous than any of the Volscians great kindness; and the next and the following
of an opportunity to return upon the Romans days they consulted together about the war.
part of the evils his country had suffered, he Rome wag then in great confusion, by reasoi
took a method which strongly confirms that
laying of the poet, Tullus Attiui; and with them an anonymous MS.

8CT««. AuAKut, however, which i> very near th.
Stem Wrath, how strong tbj rw»y! though life's the Bodleian reading, has » Latin sound,and probably wu

forfeit, what Plutarch meant to write.
Thy purpose must be gained. " The 6re-place, having the domestic gods in it.ira

esteemed .acred ;,and therefore all lUppDanlarcsorU*
and Dionviiu of Hilic»rn»»«» oil him to it, u to an ujlum.
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of the animouily of the nobility against the corn- Kgious institutions in general are very wist. OM
Dions which was considerably heightened by that this in particular is highly conducive w
the late condemnation of Marcius. Many prod- the purposes of piety, namely, that when the
igies were also announced by private persons, magistrates or priests are employed in any sa-
as well as by the priests and diviners, one of cred ceremony, a herald goes before, and pro-
which was as follows: Titua Latiiius,* a man claims aloud, Hoc age, i. e. be attentive to
of no high rank, but of great modesty and can- this; hereby commanding every body to regard
dour, not addicted to superstition, much less to the solemn acts of religion, and not to suffer
lain pretences to what is extraordinary, had any business or avocation to intervene and dis-
this dream. Jupiter, he thought, appeared to turb them; us well knowing, that men's atten
him, and ordered him to tell the senate, That tion, especially in what concerns the worship
they had provided him a very bad and til-fa- of the gods, is seldom fixed, but by a sort of
voured leader of the dance in the sacred pro- violence and constraint.
cession. When he had seen this vision, he But it is not only in so important a case that
said, he paid but little regard to it at first. It the Romans begin anew their sacrifices, their
was presented a second and a third time, and processions, and games: they do it for very
he neglected it: whereupon he had the unhap- small matters. If one of the horses that draw
piness to see his son sicken and die, and he the chariots called Tensx, in which are placed
himself was suddenly struck in such a manner, the images of the gods, happened to stumble,
as to lose the use of his limbs. These particu-or if the charioteer took the reins in his left
lars he related in the senate-house, being car- hands; the whole procession was to be repeated
ried on his couch for that purpose. And he had And in later ages they have set about one sac-
no sooner made an end, than he perceived, as rifice thirty several times, on account of some
they tell ua, his strength return, and rose up defect or inauspicious appearance in it. Such
and walked home without help. reverence have the Romans paid to the Su-

The senate were much surprised, and made a preme Being.
strict inquiry into the affair; the result of which Meantime Marcius and Tullua held secret
was, that a certain householder had delivered conferences with the principal Volscians, in
up one of his slaves, who had been guilty of which they exhorted them to begin the war,
tome offence, to his other servants, with an or- while Rome was torn in pieces with factious
der to whip him through the market place, disputes; but a sense of honour restrained some
and then put him to death. While they were of them from breaking the trur.e which was
executing this order, and scourging the wretch, concluded for two years. The Romans, how-
who writheu himself, through the violence of ever, furnished them with a pretence for it,
pain, into various postures,! the procession having, through some suspicion or false sugges-
happened to come up. Many of the people that tion, caused proclamation to be made at one of
composed it were fired with indignation, for the public shows or games, that all the Vols-
the sight was excessively disagreeable and cians should quit the town before sunset. Some
shocking to humanity; yet nobody gave him the say, it was a stratagem contrived by Marcius,
least assistance; only curses and execrations who suborned a person to go to the consuls,
were vented against the man who punished and accuse the Volscians of a design to attack
with so much cruelty. For in those times they the Romans during the games, and to set fire to
treated their slaves with great moderation, and the city. This proclamation exasperated the
this was natural, because they worked and even whole Volscian nation against the Romans:
ate with them. It was deemed a great punish-and Tullus, greatly aggravating the affront," at
ment for a slave who had committed a fault, to last persuaded them to send to Rome to de-
take up that piece of wood with which they mand that the lands and cities which had been
supported the thill of a wagon, and carry it taken from them in the war should be restored.
round the neighbourhood. For he that was thus The senate having heard what the ambassadors
exposed to the derision of the family and other had to say, answered with indignation, "that
inhabitants of the place, entirely lost his cred- the Volscians might be the first to take up
it, and was styled Fwrcifer: the Romans call- arms, but the Romans would be the last to lay
ing that piece of timber furea which the them down." Hereupon, Tullus summoned a
Greeks call hypostates, that is, a supporter. general assembly of his countrymen, whom he

When Latimus had given the Senate an ac- advised to send for Marcius, and forgetting all
count of his dream, and they doubted who this past injuries, to rest satisfied that the service
ill-favoured andbad leader of the dance might he would do them, now their ally, would
be, the excessive severity of the punishment greatly exceed all the damage they had recei?-
put some of them in mind of the slave who was ed from him, while their enemy.
whipt through the market place, and after- Marcius accordingly was called in, and made
wards put to death. All the priests agreeing an oration to the people; who found that he
that he must be the person meant, his master knew how to speak, as well as to fight, and that
had a heavy fine laid upon him, and the proces-he excelled in capacity as well as courage, and
sion and games were exhibited anew in honour therefore they joined him in commission with
of Jupiter. Hence it appears, that Numa's re- Tullus. As he was afraid that the Volscians

would spend much time in preparations, and
* Livy calls him Titus Atiniug.
f According to Dionysius of Halicarnassus, the mas- * "We alone," said he, "of all the diflc rent cations

ter had given orders that the ilave should be punished now in Rome, arc not thought worthy to sec die game*.
|t the head of the procession, to make the ignominy We alone, like the profanest wretches aiid oudawi
We more notorious: which was a still greater affront we driven from a public festival. Go, and **U

the deity ip whose honour the procession waj led in all your cities and villages the distinguishing milk
Uu Romans hate put upon m."
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to lose a favourable opportunity for action, he which he took by assault; and because they
left it to the magistrates and other principal made resistance, sold the inhabitants as slaves,
persons in Antium to provide troops and what-and plundered their houses. At the same time
ever else was necessary, while he, without mak-he took particular care of such as voluntarily
ing any set levies, took a number of volunteers, came over to him; and that they might not
and with them overran the Roman territories sustain any damage against his will, he always,
before any body in Rome could eipect it. encamped at the greatest distance he could.
There he made so much booty, that the Yol- and would not even touch upon their lands, if
gcians found it difficult to carry it off, and con- he could avoid it.
sume it in the camp. But the great quantity Afterwards he took Bolte, which is little
of provisions he collected, and the damage be ore than twelve miles from Rome, where he
did the enemy, by committing such spoils, was put to the sword almost all that were of age
the least part of the service in this expedition. to bear arms, and got much plunder. The rest
The great point he had in view, in the whole of the Volscians, who were left as a safeguard
matter, was to increase the people's suspicions to the towns, had not patience to remain at
of the nobility. For, while he ravaged the home any longer, but ran with their weapons
whole country, he was very attentive to spare in their hands to Marcius, declaring that they
the lands of the patricians, and to see that knew no other leader or general but him. His
nothing should be carried orTfrom them. Hence, name and his valour were renowned through
the ill opinion the two parties had of each other; Italy. All were astonished that one man'n
and consequently the troubles grew greater than changing sides could make so prodigious an
ever ; the patricians accusing the plebeians of alteration in affairs.
unjustly driving out cue of the bravest men in Nevertheless, there was nothing but disorder
Rome, and the plebeians reproaching them with at Rome. The Romans refused to fight, and
bringing Marcius upon them, to indulge their passed their time in cabals, seditious speeches,
revenge, and with sitting secure spectators of and mutual complaints; until news was brought
what others suffered by the war, while the war that Coriolanus had laid siege to Lavinium,
itself was a guard to their lands and subsist-where the holy symbols of the gods of theil
ence. Marcius having thus effected his purpose, fathers were placed, and from whence they
and inspired the Volscians with courage, not derived their original, that being the first city
only to meet, but even to despise the enemy, which jEneas built. A wonderful and univer-
drew off his party without being molested. sal change of opinion then appeared among the

The Volscian forces assembled with great people, and a very strange and absurd one
expedition and alacrity: and they appeared so among the patricians. The people were de-
considerable, that it was thought proper to sirous to annul the sentence against Marciu*,
leave part to garrison their towns, -while the and to recal. him to Rome, but the senate
rest marched against the Romans. Coriolanus being assembled to deliberate on that point,
leaving it in the option of Tullus which corps finally rejected the proposition; either out of
he would command, Tullus observed, that as a perverse humour of opposing whatever meas-
his colleague was not at all inferior to himself ure the people espoused, or perhaps unwilling
in valour, and had hitherto fought with better that Coriolanus should owe his return to the
auccess, he thought it most advisable for him favour of the people; or else having conceived
to lead the army into the field, while himself some resentment against him for harassing
rtayed behind to provide for the defence of the and distressing all the Romans, when he had
towns, and to supply the troops, that made the been injured only by a part, and for shewing
campaign, with every thing necessary.* himself an enemy to his country, in which he

Marcius, strengthened still more by this di- knew the most respectable body had both sym-
vision of the command, marched first against pathized with him, and shared in his ill-treat-
Circeiijt a Roman colony; and as it surrender- ment: this resolution being announced to the
ed without resistance, he would not suffer it to commons,* it was not in their power to pro-
be plundered. After this he laid waste the ceed to vote, or to pass a bill; for a previous
territories of the Latins, expecting that the decree of the senate was necessary.
Romans would hazard a battle for the Latins, At this news, Coriolanus was still more
who were their allies, and by frequent messen- exasperated; so that quitting the siege of La-
gers called upon them for assistance. But the vinium,! he marched with great fury towards
commons of Rome shewed no alacrity in the Rome, and encamped only five miles from it,
affair, and the consuls, whose office was almost at the Fossx Cluiligs. The sight of him caused
expired, were not willing to run such a risk, great terror and confusion, but for the present
and therefore rejected the request of the Latins. it appeased the sedition: for neither magistrate
Marcius then turned his arms against Toleri- nor senator durst any longer oppose the peo-
um, Labici, Pedum, and Bola, cities of Latium, ple's desire to recal him. When they saw the

women running up and down the streets, and
" It would have been very imprudent in Tullus to the supplications and tears of the aged men at

have left Coriolanus, who had been an enemy, and now the altars of the gods, when all courage anu
might possibly be only a pretcaded friend, at the head spirit were gone, and salutary councils were no
of an army in the bowels of his country, while he was

marching at the head of another against Rome. * Perhaps the senate now refused to comply -with
f For the right terminations of this, and other towns the demands of the people, either to clear themselrei

toon after mentioned, <ee Lify, book ii. c. 39. Plu- from the suspicion of maintaining a correspondent*
tarch calls the town Circteum. His error is much with Coriolanut, or possibly out of that magnanimity
greater, when a little below he writes Cloelia instead which made the Romans averse to peace, when thtj
of Cluilia. Sometimes, too, the former translator were attended with bad success in war.
uakti a mistake where Plutarch had made none. } He left a body of troops to couUoue the blockad*
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more; then they acknowledged that the people When the term wag expired, and Coriolu*
were right in endeavouring to be reconciled to returned with all his forces, they sent a second
Coriolanus, and that the senate were under a embassy, " To entreat him to lay aside his re-
great mistake, in beginning to indulge the sentment, to draw off the Volscians from theii
passions of anger and revenge at a time when territories, and then to proceed as should seem
they shoulj have renounced them. All, there most conducive to the advantage of both na-
fore, agreed to send ambassadors to Coriolanus tions. For that the Romans would not give
to offer him liberty to return, and to entrea up any thing through fear; but if he thought
him to put an end to the war. Those tha it reasonable that the Volscians should be in-
went on the part of the senate, being all eithei dulged in some particular points, they would
relations or friends of Coriolanus, expected a be duly considered if they laid down their
the first interview much kindness from a man arms." Coriolanus replied, "That as general
who was thus connected with them. But i of the Volscians, he would give them no an-
happened quite otherwise; for, being conduct swer; but as one who was yet a citizen of
ed through the Volscian ranks, they found Rome, he would advise and exhort them to
him seated in council, with a number of greal entertain humble thoughts, and to come within
officers, and with an insufferable appearance ol three days with a ratification of the just con-
pomp and severity. He bade them then de- ditions he had proposed. At the same time he
clare their business, which they did in a very assured them, that if their resolutions should
modest and humble manner, as became the be of a different nature, it would not be safe
state of their affairs. for them to come any more into his camp with

When they had made an end of speaking, empty words."
he answered them with much bitterness and The senate, having received the report of
high resentment of the injuries done him; and, the ambassadors, considered the commonwealth
as general of the Volscians, he insisted " Thai as ready to sink in the waves of a dreadful
the Romans should restore all the cities and tempest, and therefore cast the last, the sacred
lands which they had taken in the former wars; anchor, as it is called. They ordered all the
and that they should grant by decree the free- priests of the gods, the ministers and guardians
dom of the city to the Volscians, as they had of the mysteries, and all that, by the ancient
done to the Latins; for that no lasting peace usage of their country, practised divination by
could be made between the two nations, but the flight of birds, to go to Coriolanus, in then
upon these just and equal conditions." He robes, with the ensigns which they bear in the
gave them thirty days to consider of them; and duties of their office, and exert their utmost
having dismissed the ambassadors, he imme- endeavours to persuade him to desist from the
diately retired from the Roman territories. war, and then to treat with his countrymen of

Several among the Volscians, who for a rong articles of peace for the Volscians. When
time had envied his reputation, and had been they came, he did, indeed, vouchsafe to admit
uneasy at the interest he had with the people, them into the camp, but shewed them no other
availed themselves of this circumstance to favour, nor gave them a milder answer than
calumniate and reproach him. Tollus himself the others had received; he bade them,in short,
was of the number. Not that he had received "either accept the former proposals, or pre-
any particular injury from Coriolanus; but he pare for war."
was led away by a passion too natural to man. When the priests returned, the Romans re-
It gave him pain to find his own glory obscured, solved to keep close within the city, and to
and himself entirely neglected by the Volsci- defend the walls; intending only to repulse the
ans, who looked upon Coriolanus as their su- enemy, should he attack them, and placing
preme head, and thought that others might :heir chief hopes on the accidents of time and
well be satisfied with that portion of power "ortune: for they knew of no resource within
and authority which he thought proper to allow themselves; the city was full of trouble and
them. Hence, secret hints were first given, :onfusion, terror, and unhappy presages. At
and in their private cabals his enemies ex- ast, something happened similar to what is
pressed their dissatisfaction, giving the name often mentioned by Homer, but which men in
of treason to his retreat. For though he had jeneral are little inclined to believe. For
not betrayed their cities or armies, yet they when, on occasion of any great and uncommoi
eaid he had traitorously given up time, by event, he says,
which these and all other things are both won
and lost. He had allowed them a respite of no Pallui inspired that counsel;

less than thirty days, knowing their affairs to and again,
be so embarrassed, that they wanted such a
space to re-establiih them. But some immortal power who rale* lh« mod

Coriolanus, however, did not spend those Changed their reeorrei;
thirty days idly. He harassed the enemy's and elsewhere,
allies,* laid waste their lands, and took seven
great and popular cities in that interval. The The thought ipontaneous riling,
Romans did not venture to send them any suc- Or by some god inspired------
cours. They were as spiritless, and as little
disposed In the war, as if their bodies had been They despise the poet, as if, for the sake of
relaxed *,< d benumbed with the palsy. absurd notions and incredible fables, he en-

* By th' i he prevented the allies of the Roman* from deavoured to take away our liberty of will. A
uiutinp Jiem, and guajded agaioit the charge of hing which Homer never dreamed of: for
treacher -? which some of the VoUcianj were read/ to vhatever happens in the ordinary course of
Vring atamit him. things, and is the effect of reason and COB
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eideration, he often ascribes to our own power; and honourable testimony to your country, that
as, though she has received the greatest injuries

My own great mind from him, yet she has neither done nor resolv-
I then consulted. ed upon any thing against you in her anger,

And in another place, but restores you safe into hi» hands, though
perhaps she may not obtain any better teims to

Achilles heard with grief; and wiou thoLghU herself on that account."
Perplexed his mighty mind. When Valeria had thin spoken, the rest of

Once more, the women joined her request. Volumnia
- But the in r»in gave them this answer: "Besides the share

Tempted Bellerophoo. The noble youth which we have in the general calamity, we are,
With Wudom'i ihield was arm'd. my friends, in particular, very unhappy; since

Marcius is lost to us, hia glory obscured, and
And in extraordinary and wonderful actions, his virtue gone; since we behold him surround-
which require some supernatural impulse and
enthusiastic movement, he never introduces the ed by the arms of the enemies of his country,

not as their prisoner, but their commander.
Deity as depriving man of freedom of will, but But it is still a greater misfortune to us, if our
la moving the will. He does not represent country is become so weak as to have need to re-the heavenly Power aa producing the resolu- pose her hopes upon us. For I know not wheth-tion, but ideas which lead to the resolution. er he will have any regard for us, since he ha»
The act, therefore, ia by no means involunta- had none for his country, which he used to
ry, since occasion is only given to free opera-prefer to his mother, to his wife, and children.
tions, and confidence and good hope arc »u- Take us, however, and make what use of usperadded. For either the Supreme Being
must be excluded from all causality and influ-you please. Lead us to him. If we can donothing else, we can expire at his feet in sup-ence upon our actions, or it must be confessed
that this is the only way in which he assists plicating for Rome."She then took the children and Virgilia withmen and co-operates with them; since it is not her,* and went with the other matrons to the
to be supposed that he fashions our corporeal
organs or directs the motions of our hands and Volscian camp. The sight of them produced,
feet to the purposes he designs, but that by even in the enemy, compassion and a reveren-

tial silence. Coriolanus, who then happenedcertain motives and ideas which he suggests,
he either excites the active powers of the will, to be seated upon the tribunal with his princi-
or else restrains them.* pal officers, seeing the women approach, was

The Roman women were then dispersed in greatly agitated and surprised. Nevertheless,he endeavoured to retain his wonted sternness
the several temples, but the greatest part and
the most illustrious of the matrons made their and inexorable temper, though he perceived

supplications at the altar of Jupiter Capitoli- that hie wife was at the head of them. But,

nus. Among the last was ValehA, the sister of unable to resist the emotions of affection, he
could not suffer them to address him as he sat.

the great Publicola, a person who had done He descended from the tribunal and ran to
the Romans the most considerable services both

meet them. First he embraced his mother forin peace and war. Publicola died some time
oefore, as we have related in his life; but Va-a considerable time, and afterwards his wife
leria still lived in the greatest esteem; for her and children, neither refraining from tears nor
life did honour to her high birth. This wo-any other instance of natural tenderness.
man discerning by some divine impulse, what When he had sufficiently indulged his pas-
would be the best expedient, rose and called sion, and perceived that his mother wanted to
upon the other matrons to attend her to the speak, he called the Volscian counsellors to
house of Volumnia,t the mother of Coriolanus. him, and Volumnia expressed herself to this
When she entered, and found her sitting with purpose: "You see, my son, by our attire and
her daughter-in-law, and with the children of miserable looks, and therefore I may spare my-
Coriolanus on her lap, she approached her self the trouble of declaring, to what condition
with her female companions, and spoke to this your banishment has reduced us. Think with
effect: "We address ourselves to you, Volum- yourself whether we are not the most un-
m'a and Virgilia, as women to women, without happy of women, when fortune has changed
any decree of the senate or order of the con- the spectacle that should have been the most
suls. But our god, we believe, lending a mer-pleasing in the world, into the most dreadful;
ciful ear to our prayers, put it in our minds to when Volumnia beholds her son, and Virgiha
apply to you, and to entreat you to do a thing her husband, encamped in a hostile manner
that will not only be salutary to us and the before the walls of his native city. And what
other citizens, but more glorious for you, if you to others is the greatest consolation under mis-
hearken to us, than the reducing their fathers fortune and adversity, I mean prayer to the
and husbands from mortal enmity to peace and gods, to us is rendered impracticable; for we
friendship, was to the daughters of the Sabines. cannot at the same time beg victory for our
Come, then, go along with us to Coriolanus; country and your preservation, Nit what our
join your instances to ours; and give a true worst enemies would imprecate on us a curse.

* Plutarch represent* the Divine assistance as a " Valeria first fare advice of this design to the con-
moral influence, prevailing (if it does prevail) by ra- ils, who proposed it in Ihe tenate, where, after long
tional motives. And the best Christian divines de- oebates, it was approved of by the fathers. Then Ve-
"cribe it in Ihe same manner. turta, and the most illujtrioiu of the Roman matrons,

f Dionysius of Halicarnassus and Liry call hi* mo- in chanoU which the consuls had ordered to be cot
ther \ tturia, and his wife Volumnia. rcadv for them, took their way to the enemy'i camp-
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must of necessity be interwoven with our but ruinous to me.* I go, vanquished by you
prayers. Your wife and children must either alone." Then, after a short conference with
lee their country perish, or you. As to my his mother and wife in private, he tent them
own part, I will not live to see this war de- back to Rome, agreeably to their desire.
cided by fortune. If I cannot persuade you Next morning he drew off the Volscians, who
to prefer friendship and union, to enmity and had not all the same sentiments of what had
its ruinous consequences, and so to become a passed. Some blamed him; others, whose in-
benefactor to both sides, rather than the de- clinations were for peace, found no fault;
"truction of one, you must take this along with others again, though they disliked what was
you, and prepare to expect it, that you shall done, did not look upon Coriolanus as a bad
not advance against your country, without man, but thought he was excusable in yielding
trampling upon the dead body of her that bore to such powerful solicitations. However, none
you. For it docs not become me to wait for presumed to contradict his orders, though they
that day, when my son shall be either led cap- followed him rather out of veneration for his
tive by his fellow-citizens, or triumph over virtue, than regard to his authority.
Rome. If, indeed, I desired you to save your The sense of the dreadful and dangerous
country by ruining the Yolscians, I confess circumstances which the Roman people had
the case would be hard, and the choice diffi- been in, by reason of the war, never appeared
cult: for it would neither be honourable to so strong as when they were delivered from it.
destroy your countrymen, nor just to betray For no sooner did they perceive from the walls,
those who have placed their confidence in you. that the Volscians were drawing off, than all
But what do we desire of you, more than de- the temples were opened and filled with per-
liverance from our own calamities? A deliv- sons crowned with garlands, and offering sa-
erance which will be equally salutary to both crifice, as for some great victory. But in
parties," but most to the honour of the Vols- nothing was the public joy more evident than
cians, since it will appear that their superiority in the affectionate regard and honour which
empowered them to grant us the greatest of both the senate and people paid the women,
blessings, peace and friendship, while they whom they both considered and declared the
themselves receive the same. If these take means of their preservation. Nevertheless,
place, you will be acknowledged to be the when the senate decreedf that whatever they
principal cause of them; if they do not, you thought would contribute most to their glory
alone must expect to bear the blame from both and satisfaction, the consuls should take care
nations. And though the chance of war is un- to see it done, they only desired that a temple
certain, yet it will be the certain event of this, might be built to the FORTUNE OF WOMEN, the
that if you conquer, you will be a destroying expense of which they offered to defray them-
demon to your country; if you are beaten, it selves, requiring the commonwealth to be at
will be clear that, by indulging your resent-no other charge than that of sacrifices, and
ment, you have plunged your friends and ben- such a solemn service as was suitable to the
efactors in the greatest of misfortunes." majesty of the gods. The senate, though they

Coriolaiius listened to his mother while she commended their generosity, ordered the tem-
went on with her speech, without saying the ple and shrine to be erected at the public
least word to her; and Volumnia, seeing him charge $ but the women contributed their
stand a long time mute after she had left money notwithstanding, and with it provided
speaking, proceeded again in this manner: another image of the goddess, which the Ro-
"Why are you silent, my eon? Is it an honour mans report, when it was set up in the temple,
to yield every thing to anger and resentment, to have uttered these words, O WOMEN! MOST
and would it be a disgrace to yield to your mo- ACCEPTABLE TO THE CODS IS THIS TOUR PIODS
ther in so important a petition? Or does it be- GIFT.
come a great man to remember the injuries They fabulously report that this voice wai
done him, and would it not equally become a repeated twice, thus offering to our faith things
great and good man, with the highest regard that appear impossible. Indeed, we will not
and revurence, to keep in mind the benefits deny that images may have sweated, may have
he has received from his parents? Surely you, been covered with tears, and emitted drops like
of all men, should take care to be grateful, blood. For wood and stone often contract a
who have suffered so extremely by ingratitude. scurf and mouldiness, that produce moisture;
And yet, though you have already severely and they not only exhibit many different co-
punished your country, you have not made lours themselves, but receive variety of tinc-
your mother the least return for her kindness. tures from the ambient air: at the same time
The most sacred ties both of nature and reli- there is no reason why the Deity may not make
gion, without any other constraint, require that use of these signs to announce things to come.
you should indulge me in this just and reason-It is also very possible that a sound like that of
able r«"iuest; but if words cannot prevail, this a sigh or a groan may proceed from a statue.
only resource is left." When she had said this, by the rupture or violent separation of some or
she threw herself at his feet, together with his
wife and children; upon which Coriolanus " He well foresaw, that the Volscians would never
crying out, "O mother! what is it you have forgive him the favour he did their enemies.
done'" raised her from the ground, and ten- f 11 was decreed that an encomium of those matronsshould be engraven on a public monument.
derly pressing her hand, continued, "You have } It was erected in the Latin way, about four mikl
gained a victory fortunate for your country, from Rome, on the place where Veturia had overcome

the obstinacy of her son. Valeria, who had proposed
" She be ffged a truce for a year, that In that lime so successful a deputation, was the first priestess of thii

mea5urcs might be lakcu for sctUiug a solid and lasting temple, which was much frequented by the
peace. women.
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Uie interior parts: but that an articulate voice had conferred upon them. For they would
»cd expression so clear, go full and perfect, never have thought themselves injured in not
"houid Tall from a thing inanimate, ia out of all conquering Rome, if they had not been near
the bounds of possibility. For neither the soul taking it through his means. The conspirators,
of man, nor even God himself, can uUer vocal therefore, judged it prudent not to wait any
sounds, and pronounce words without an orga- longer, or to try the multitude; and the naldest
nized body and parts fitted for utterance. of their faction, crying out that a traitor ought
Wherever, then, history isserte euch things, not to be heard, or suffered by the Yolscians
and bears us down with the testimony of many to act the tyrant, and refuse to lay down hi*
credible witnesses, we must conclude that some authority, rushed upon him in a body, and»
impression not unlike that of sense, influenced killed him on the epot; not one that was pre-
the imagination, and produced the belief of a sent lifting a hand to defend him. It was soon
real sensation; as in sleep we seem to hear evident that this was not done with the general
what we hear not, and to see whit we do not approbation; for they assembled from several
lee. As for those persons, who are possessed cities, to give his body an honourable burial,t
with such a strong sense of religion, that (hey and adorned his monument with arms and
cannot reject any thing of this kind, they found spoils, as became a distinguished warrior and
their faith on the wonderful and incomprehen- general.
sible power of God. For there is no manner When the Romans were informed of hi»
of resemblance between him and a human death, they shewed no sign either of favour or
being, either in his nature, his wisdom, his resentment. Only they permitted the women,
power, or his operations. If, therefore, he at their request, to go into mourning for ten
performs something which we cannot effect, months, as they used to do for a father, a son,
and executes what with us is impossible, there or a brother; this being the longest term for
is nothing in this contradictory to reason; mourning allowed by Numa Pompilius, as we
since, though he far excels ua in every thing, have mentioned in his Life.
yet the dissimilitude and distance between him The Volscian affairs soon wanted the abilities
and us, appear most of all in the works which of Warcius. For, first of all, in a dispute which
he hath wrought. But much knowledge of they had with the .3£qui, their friends and allies,
things divine, as Heraclitus affirms, escapes us which of the two nations should give a general
through want of faith. to their armies, they proceeded to blows, and

When Coriolanus returned, after this expe- a number were killed and wounded; and after-
dition, to Antium, Tullus, who both hated and wards coming to a battle with the Romans,
feared him, resolved to assassinate him imme- in which they were defeated, and Tullus,
diately; being persuaded, that if he missed together with the flower of their army, slain,
this, he should not have such another opportu- they were forced to accept of very disgrace-
nity. First, therefore, he collected and pre- ful conditions of peace, by which they were
pared a number of accomplices, and then called reduced to the obedience of Rome, and obliged
upon Coriolanus to divest himself of his autho- to accept of such terms as the conqueror*
rity, and give an account of his conduct to the would allow them.
Volscians. Dreading the consequence of being
reduced to a private station, while Tullus, who * Dionysiiu of Halicarnauuj says, they stoned himto death.

had so great an interest with his countrymen, ( They dressed him in his general's robes, and laid
was ia power, he made answer, that if the his corpse oo a magnificent bier, which was carried by
ToJscians required it, he would give up his such young officers aj were most distinguished for
commission, and not otherwise, since he had their martial exploit*. Before him were borne th«
taken it at their common request; but that he spoils he had taken from the enemy, the crowns he hadgained, and plans of the cities he had taken. In thij
was ready to give an account of his behaviour order his body was laid on the pile, while several vic-
even then, if the citizens of Antium would tims were slain in honour to his memory. "\Vhtn the
have it so. Hereupon, they met in full assem-pile, was consumed, they gathered up his ashes, \vhich *
bly, and some of the orators who were pre- they interred on the spot, and erected a magnificent
pared for it, endeavoured to exasperate the monument there. Conolanus was slain in the secondyear of the seventy-third Olympiad, in the two hun-
populace against him. But when Coriolanus dred and sixty-sixth year of Rome, and eight yean
stood up, the violence of the tumult abated, ifler his first campaign. According to this account,
and he had liberty to speak; the best part of lie died in the flower of his age ; but Livy informs us,
the people of Antium, and those that were most from Fabius, a very ancient author, that he lived till
inclined to peace, appearing ready to hear him he was very old : and that in the decline of life he waj
with candour, and to pass sentence with equity. wont to say, that " A state of exile was always uncom-

fortable, but more so to an old man than to another."
Tullus was then afraid that he would make but We cannot, however, think that Conolanus grew old
too good a defence: for he was an eloquent among the Volscians. Had he done so, his eoun"cU
man, and the former advantages which he had would haTe preserved them from ruin ; and, after
procured the nation, outweighed his present Tullus was slain, he would have restored their affairs

offence. Nay, the very impeachment was a and have got Iheri admitted to the righu and privi-
leges of Roman citizen:, in the same manner u UN

clear proof of the greatness of the benefits be I
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ALCIBIADES AND CORIOLANUS COMPARED.

HAVING now given a detail of all the actions respect to Themistocles. He went in person
of these two great men, that we thought worthy to those generals, who, he knew, were not his
to be known and remembered, we may per- friends, and shewed them what steps it wai
ceive at one glance that as to their military ex- proper for them to take. Whereas Coriolanus
ploits the balance is nearly even. For both directed his revenge against the whole common-
gave extraordinary proofs of courage as sol- wealth, though he had not been injured by the
diers, and of prudence and capacity as com- whole, but the best and roost respectable part
manders-in-chicf: though, perhaps, some may both suffered and sympathized with him. And
think Alcibiades the more complete general, afterwards, when the Romans endeavoured to
on account of his many successful expeditions make satisfaction for that single grievance by
at sea as well as land. But this is common to many embassies and much submission, he was
both, that when they had the command, and not in the least pacified or won; but shewed
fought in person, the affairs of their country himself determined to prosecute a cruel war,
infallibly prospered, and as infallibly declined not in order to procure his return to his native
when they went over to the enemy. country, but to conquer and to ruin it. It may,

As to their behaviour in point of government, indeed, be granted, that there was this differ-
if the licentiousness of Alcibiades, and his ence in the case: Alcibiades returned to the
compliances with the humour of the populace, Athenians, when the Spartans, who both feared
were abhorred by the wise and sober part of and hated him, intended to dispatch him pn-
the Athenians; the proud and forbidding man- vately. But it was not so honourable in Cori-
ner of Coriolanus, and his excessive attachment olanus to desert the Volscians, who had treat-
to the patricians, were equally detested by the ed him with the utmost kindness, appointed
Roman people. In this respect, therefore, nei- him general with full authority, and reposed
ther of them is to be commended; though he in him the highest confidence: very different in
that avails himself of popular arts, and shews this respect from Alcibiades, who was abused,
too much indulgence, is less blameable than to their own purposes, rather than employed
he, who, to avoid the imputation of obsequi-and trusted by the Lacedemonians; and who,
ousness, treats the people with severity. It is, after having been tossed about in their city and
indeed a disgrace to attain to power by flatter- their camp, was at last obliged to put himself
ing them; but on the other hand, to pursue it in the hands of Tissaphernes. But, perhaps,
by acts of insolence and oppression, is not only he made his court to the Persian* in order to
shameful, but unjust. prevent the utter ruin of his country, to which

That Coriolanus had an openness and sim- he was desirous to return.
plicity of manners, is a point beyond dispute, History informs us, that Alcibiades often took
whilst Alcibiades was crafty and dark in the bribes, which he lavished again with equal
proceedings of his administration. The latter discredit upon his vicious pleasures; while
has been most blamed for the trick which he Coriolanus refused to receive even what the
put upon the Lacedaemonian ambassadors, as generals he served under would hive given
Thucydides tells us, and by which he renewed him with honour. Hence the behaviour of the
the war. Yet this stroke of policy, though it latter was the more detested by the people in
plunged Athens again in war, rendered the the disputes about debts; since it was not with
alliance with the Mantineans and Argives, a view to advantage, but out of contempt and
which was brought about by Alcibiades, much by way of insult, as they thought, that he bore
stronger and more respectable. But was not so hard upon them.
Coriolanus chargeable with a falsity too, when, Antipater, in one of his epistles, where he
as Dionysius informs us, he stirred up the Ro- speaks of the death of Aristotle the philosophr
mans against the Volscians, by loading the tells us, " That great man, besides his olner
latter with an infamous calumny, when they extraordinary talents, had the art of insinuat-
went to see the public games? The cause, ing himself into the affections of those he con-
too, makes this action the more criminal: for versed with." For want of this talent, the
it was not by ambition or a rival spirit in poli- great actions and virtues of Coriolanus were
tics that he was influenced, as Alcibiades was; odious even to those who received the benefit
but he did it to gratify his anger, a passion of them, and who, notwithstanding, could not
which, as Dion says, is ever ungrateful to its endure that austerity, which, as Plato says, ij
votaries. By this means he disturbed all the companion of solitude. But as Alcibiades.,
Italy, and in hie quarrel with his country, de- on the other hand,Jcnew how to treat those with
etroyed many cities which had never done him whom he conversed with an engaging civility,
any injury. Alcibiades, indeed was the author it is no wonder if the glory of his exploits
of many evils to the Athenians, but was easily flourished in the favour and honourable regard
reconciled to them, when he found that they
repented. Nay, when he was driven a second * For he prerented Tissaphcrnes from assisting the
time into exile, he could not bear with patience Spartans with all Ilia forces. Thus he served the Athe-
the blunders committed by the new generals, nor nians and the Persians at the same time. For it was
see with indifference the dangers to which they undoubtedly the interest of the Persians to preserveUie two leading powers of Greece in a condition U»
were exposed: but observed the same conduct annoy each other; aud, in the m«an time, to reap the
wluch Anstides is so highly extolled for with advantage themselves.
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cf mankind, nince his very faults had soroe- compassion to a woman For the favour WM
timea their giace and elegance. Hence it was, invidious, and so far from being engaging, that,
that thoiigii his conduct was often very pre- in fact, it savoured of cruelty, and consequently
judicial to Athens, yet he was frequently ap-was unacceptable to both parties. He re-
pointed commander-in-chief; while Coriolanus, tired without being won by the supplications of
tfter many great achievements, with the best those he was at war with, and without consent
pretensions, sued for the consulship, and lost of those for whom he undertook it. The cause
it. The former deserved to be hated by his of all which was, the austerity of his manners,
countrymen, and was not; the latter was not be- his arrogance and inflexibility of mind, thingi
loved, though at the same time he was admired. hateful enough to the people at all times; but,
We should, moreover, consider, that Co- when united with ambition, savage and intol-
riolanus performed no considerable services, erable. Persons of his temper, as if they had
while he commanded the armies of his country, no need of honours, neglect to ingratiate them-
though for the enemy against his country he selves with the multitude, and yet are exces-
did; but that jllcibiades, both as a soldier sively chagrined when those are denied them.
and general, did great things for the Athenians. It is true, neither Metellus, nor Aristides, nor
When amongst his fellow-citizens, AJcibiades Epaminondas, were pliant to the people's hu-
was superior to all the attemptsof his enemies, mour, or could submit to flatter them; but then
though their calumnies prevailed against him they had a thorough contempt of every thing
in his absence; whereas Coriolanus was con- that the people could either give or take away;
demned by the Romans, though present to de- and when they were banished, or on any other
fend himself; and at length, killed by the occasion, miscarried in the suffrages, or were
Volscians, against all rights, indeed, whether condemned in large fines, they nourished no
human or divine: nevertheless, he afforded them anger against their ungrateful countrymen, but
a colour for what they did, by granting that were satisfied with their repentance, and re-
peace to the entreaties of the women, which conciled to them at their request. And, surely,
be had refused to the application of the am- he who is sparing in his assiduities to the peo-
bassadors; by that means leaving the enmity ple, can but with an ill grace think of reveng-
between the two nations, and the grounds of ing any slight he may suffer: for extreme re-
the war entire, and losing a very favourable op- sentment, in case of disappointment in a. pur-
portunity for the Volscians. For surely he suit of honour, must be the effect of an extreme
would not have drawn off the forces, without desire of it.
the consent of those that committed them to Alcibiades, for his part, readily acknow-
his conduct, if he had sufficiently regarded his ledged, that he was charmed with honours,
duty to them. and that he was very uneasy at being neglected;

But if, without considering the Volscians in and therefore he endeavoured to recommend
the least, he consulted his resentment only in himself to those he had to do with, by every
stirring up the war, and put a period to it engaging art. But the pride of Coriolanuu
again when that was satisfied, he should not would not permit him to make his court to
have spared his country on his mother's ac- those who were capable of conferring honours
count, but have spared her with it; for both upon him; and at the same time his ambition
bis mother and wife made a part of his native filled him with regret and indignation when they
city which he was besieging. But inhumanly passed him by. This, then, is the blameable
to reject the application and entreaties of the part of his character; all the rest is great and
ambassadors, and the petition of the priests, glorious. In point of temperance and disre-
and then to consent to a retreat in favour of gard of riches, he is fit to be compared with
big mother, was not doing honour to his mo- the most illustrious examples of integrity in
ther, but bringing disgrace upon his country; Greece, and not with Alcibiades, who, in this
lince, as if it was not worthy to be saved for respect, was the most profligate of men, and
its own sake, it appeared to be saved only in had the least regard for decency and honour.

TIMOLEON.

THE affairs of the Syracusans, before Timoleon wars had made part of it quite a desert, and
was sent into Sicily, were in this posture: Dion, most of the towns that remained were held by
having driven out Dionysius the tyrant, was a confused mixture of barbarians and soldiers,
"oon assassinated: those that with him had who, having no regular pay, were ready foi
been the means of delivering Syracuse, were every change of government.
divided among themselves; and the city, which Such being the state of things, Dionysius, in
Only changed one tyrant for another, was op-the tenth year after his expulsion, having got
pressed with so many miseries, that it was
almost desolate.* As for the rest of Sicily, the fleet, j>o«««<i himself of the city of Syracuse, and

held it for Ihe space of two years. Syracuse and all
Sicily being thus divided into parties and factions Di-

* Upon Dion's death,his murderer Calllppuj usurp-onysius the younger, -who had been driven from In.
ed the supreme power; but after (en months he wa.« throne, taking advantage of these trouble, assemble*inrta out, and slain with the same dagger which he
had planted in the breast of his friend. Hipparinu.*, <ome foreign troops; anu having defeated Nysaeus. wh»

was then governor of Symciuc, reinstated himvlf intte brother of Dranyiius, arriving with a oumerout on dominion*.
N
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together a body of foreigners, drove out Ny- molcon, the son of Timodcmus, tf ;io as y«
"anis, then master of Syracuse, restored his own had no share in the business of the common-
affairs, and re-established himself in his domin- wealth, and was so far from hoping or wishing
ions. Thus he who had been unaccountably for such an appointment, that it seemed some
"tripped by a small body of men of the greatest god inspired him with the thought: with such
power that any tyrant ever possessed, still more indulgence did fortune immediately promote hii
unaccountably, of a beggarly fugitive, became election, and so much did her favour afterward*
the master of those who had expelled him. All, signalize his actions, and add lustre to his valour.
therefore, who remained in Syracuse, became His parentage was noble on both sides; for
"laves to a tyrant, who, at the best, was of an both his father Timodcmus, and hie mother
ungentle nature, and at that time exasperated by Dcmanste, were of the best families in Co-
his misfortunes to a degree of savage ferocity. rinth. His love of his country was remark-
But the best and most considerable of the citi- able, and so was the mildness of his disposi-
zens having retired to Icetcs, prince of the Lc- tion, saving that he bore an extreme hatred to
ontincs, put themselves under his protection, tyrants and wicked men. His natural abilities
and chose him for their general. Not that he for war were so happily tempered, that as an
was better than the most avowed tyrants; but extraordinary prudence was seen in the enter-
they had no other resource: and they were prizes of his younger years, so an undaunted
willing to repose some confidence in him, as courage distinguished his declining age. He
being of a Syracusan family, and having an ar- had an elder brother, named Timophancs, who
my able to encounter that of Dionysius. resembled him in nothing; being rash and in-

In the mean time, the Carthaginians appear- discreet of himself, and utterly corrupted be-
ing before Sicily with a great fleet, and being sides, by the passion for sovereignty, infused
likely to avail themselves of the disordered into him by some of his profligate acquaintance,
state of the island, the Sicilians, struck with and certain foreign soldiers whom he had
terror, determined to send an embassy into always about him. He appeared to be impet-
Greece, to beg assistance of the Corinthians; uous in war, a^id to court danger, which gave
not only on account of their kindred to that his countrymen such an opinion of his courage
people,* and the many services they had re- and activity, that they frequently entrusted him
ceived from them on former occasions, but be- with the command of the army. And in these
cause they knew that Corinth was always a matters Timolcon much assisted him, by en-
patroness of liberty and an enemy to tyrants, tirely concealing, or at least extenuating hii
and that she had engaged in many considerable faults, and magnifying the good qualities which
wars, not from a motive of ambitiun or ava- nature had given him.
rice, but to maintain the freedom and inde- In the battle between the Corinthians and the
pendence of Greece. Hereupon Icetes, whose troops of Argos and Clcone, Timolcon hap-
intention in accepting the command was not pened to serve among the infantry, when Timo-
so much to deliver Syracuse from its tyrants, phanes, who was at the head of the cavalry,
as to set up himself there in the same capacity, was brought into extreme danger; for his horse
treated privately with the Carthaginians, while being wounded, threw him amidst the enemy.
in public he commended the design of the Sy- Hereupon, part of his companions were fright-
racusans, and despatched ambassadors along ened, and presently dispersed; and the few
with tlieirs into Peloponnesus. Is'ot that he that remained, having to fight with numbers-,
was desirous of succours from thence, but he with difficulty stood their ground. Timoleon,
hoped that if the Corinthians, on account of seeing his brother in these circumstances, ran
the troubles of Greece and their engagements to his assistance, and covered him as he lay
at home, should, as it was likely enough, de- with his shield; and after having received
cline sending any, he might the more easily abundance of darts, and many strokes of tho
incline the balance to the side of the Cartha- sword upon his body and his armour, by great
ginians, and then make use of their alliance efforts repulsed the enemy, and saved him.
and their forces, either against the Syracusans Some time after this, the Corinthians, ap>
or their present tyrant. That such were his prchensive that their city might be surprised
views, a little time discovered. through some treachery of their allies, as it

When the ambassadors arrived, and their had been before, resolved to keep on foot four
business was known, the Corinthians, always hundred mercenaries, gave the command of
accustomed to give particular attention to the them to Timophanes. " But he, having no re-
concerns of the colonies, and especially those gard to justice or honour, soon entered into
of Syracuse, since by good fortune they had measures to subject the city to nimself, and
nothing to mjlcst them in their own country, having put to death a number of the principal
readily passed a vote that the succours should inhabitants without form of trial, declared
be granted. The next thing to be considered, himself absolute prince of it. Timoleon,
was, who should be general; when the magis-greatly concerned at this, and accounting tho
trates put in nomination such as had endeavour-treacherous proceedings of his brother his own
ed to distinguish themselves in the state; but misfortune, went to expostulate with him,
one of the plebeians stood up and proposed Ti- and endeavoured to persuade him to renounce

this madness and unfortunate ambition, and to
* The Syracusans we c a colony from Corinth, found- bethink himself how to make his fellow-

ed by Arc'nias the Corii 111 ii n, i n the second year of the citizens some amends for the crimes he had
eleventh Olympiad, se en hundred and thirty-three committed. But as he rejected his single ad-
years before (lie Chr -M.i-i aera. Sicily had been monition with disdain, he returned a few dayiplanted wilh Phoenicia planted wiui I'hoemciai 9 and other barbarous people,
u tlic Grecians called Uiem, above three hundred after, taking with him a kinsman, named
yean before. to the wife of Timophanei,
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and a certain soothsayer, a friend of hie, whom keen an appetite. Repentance tarnishes the
Thcopompus calls Satyrus, but Ephorus and best actions; whereas the purposes that are
TiruiEus mention by the name of Orthagoras. grounded upon knowledge and reason never
These three, standing round him, earnestly en- changeythough they may happen to be disap-
treated him yet to listen to reason and change pointed of success. Hence it was that Phocion
his mind. Timophanes at first laughed at of Athens, having vigorously opposed the pro-
them, and afterwards gave way to a violent ceedings of Leosthenes,* which, notwithstand-
passion: upon which,Timoleon stepped aside, ing, turned out much more happily than he
and stood weeping, with his face covered, expected; when he saw the Athenians olfering
while the other two drew their swords, and sacrifice, and elated with their victory, told
despatched him in a moment.* them he was glad of their success, but if it

The matter being soon generally known, the was to do over again, he should give the same
principal and most valuable part of the Corin-counsel. Still stronger was the answer which
thians extolled Timoleon's detestation of wick- Aristides the Locrian, one of Plato's intimate
edness, and that greatness of soul, which, friends, gave to Dionysius the elder, when he
notwithstanding the gentleness of his heart and demanded one of his daughters in marriage, /
his affection to his relations, led him to prefer had rather see the virgin in her grave, than
his country to his family, and justice and hon- in the palace of a tyrant. And when Diony-
our to interest and advantage. While his sius soon after put his son to death, and then
brother fought valiantly for his country, he had insolently asked him, What he note thought
saved him; and alain him, when he had treach- as to the disposal of his daughter1?-I am
erously enslaved it. Those who knew not sorry, said he, for what you have done; but
how to live in a democracy, and had been I am not sorry for what I have said. How-
used to make their court to men in power, ever, it is only a superior and highly accom-
pretended indeed to rejoice at the tyrant's plished virtue that can attain such heights as
death; but at the same time reviling Timoleon, these.
as guilty of a horrible and impious deed, they As for Timoleon's extreme dejection in con-
created him great uneasiness. When he heard sequence of the late fact, whether it proceeded
how heavily his mother bore it, and that she from regret of his brother's fate, or the rever-
uttered the most dreadful wishes and impreca- ence he bore his mother, it so shattered and
tions against him, he went to excuse it and to impaired his spirits, that for almost twenty
console her: but she could not endure the years he was concerned in DO important or
thought of seeing him, and ordered the doors public affair.
to be shut against him. He then became en- When, therefore, he was pitched upon for
tirely a prey to sorrow, and attempted to put general, and accepted as such by the suffrages
an end to his life by abstaining from all manner of the people, Teleclides, a man of the greatest
of food. In these unhappy circumstances his power and reputation in Corinth, exhorted him
friends did not abandon him. They even add- in the execution of his commission: For, said
ed force to their entreaties, till they prevailed he, \f your conduct be good, tee shall consider
on him to live. He determined, however, to you as the destroyer of a tyrant: if bad, as
live in solitude: and accordingly he withdrew the murderer of your brother.
from all public affairs, and for some years did While Timoleon was assembling bis forces,
not so much as approach the city, but wander-and preparing to set sail, the Corinthians re-
ed about the most gloomy parts of his grounds, ceived letters from Icetes, which plainly dis-
and gave himself up to melancholy. Thus the covered his revolt and treachery. For his
judgment, if it borrows not from reason and ambassadors were no sooner set out for Cc-
philosophy sufficient strength and steadiness rinth, than he openly joined the Carthaginians,
for action, is easily unsettled and depraved by and acted in concert with them, in order to ex-
any casual commendation or dispraise, and de- pel Dionysius from Syracuse, and usurp the
parts from its own purposes. For an action tyranny himself. Fearing, moreover, lest he
should not only be just and laudable in itself, should lose his opportunity, by the speedy ar-
but the principle from which it proceeds firm rival of the army from Corinth, he wrote to
and immoveable, in order that our conduct the Corinthians to acquaint them," That there
may have the sanction of our own approbation. was no occasion for them to put themselves to
Otherwise, upon the completion of any under- trouble and expense, or to expose themselves
taking, we shall, through our own weakness, to the dangers of a voyage to Sicily; particu-
be filled with sorrow avid remorse, and the larly as the Carthaginians would oppose them.
splendid ideas of honour and virtue, that led and were watching for their ships with a nu-
us to perform it, will vanish; just as the glut- merous fleet; and that indeed, on account of
ton is soon cloyed and disgusted with the lus- the slowness of their motions, he had been
cious viands which he had devoured with too forced to engage those very Carthaginian* to

assist him against the tyrant.
* Diodornj. in the circumstances of this fact, differs If any of the Corinthians before were coldfrom Plutarch. He tells us, that Timoleon having

killed his brother ia the market-place with his own and indifferent as to the expedition, upon the
fund, a great tumult arose among the citizens. To reading of these letters, they were one and all
appease this tumult, an assembly was convened ; and, so incensed against loetes, that they readily
in ':he height of their debates, the S) nteusan ambassa-supplied Timoleon with whatever he wanted,dors arrived, demanding a general; whereupon they
unanimously agreed to send Timoleon ; but first let and united their endeavours to expedite hit
him know, that if he discharged his duty there well, sailing. When the fleet was equipped, and
he thauld be considered as one who had killed a tyrant;
if not, u the murderer of hit brother. Diodor. Sicui. ' Set the Lift of Phocion.
itri. 1.10.
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the priestesses of Proserpine had a dream, were determined to prevent their passage, an4
wherein that goddess and her mother Ceres ready to repel force with forne.
appeared to them in a travelling garb, and told The Corinthians, then, as §oon as they arriv-
them, " That they intended to accompany ed at Rhegium, meeting with this embassy, and
Fimoleon into Sicily." Hereupon the Corin- seeing the Carthaginians riding at anchor near
chians equipped a second galley, which they them, were vexed at the insult: a general indig-
called the galley of the goddesses. Timoleon nation was expressed against Icetes, and fear
himself went to Delphi, where he offered sacri- for the Sicilians, whom they plainly saw left at
fice to Apollo; and, upon his descending into a prize, to reward Icetes for his treachery, and
the place where the oracles were delivered, the Carthaginians for assisting in setting him up
was surprised with this wonderful occurrence: tyrant. And it seemed impossible for them to
A. wreath, embroidered with crowns and get the better, either of the barbarians, who
images of victory, slipped down from among were watching them with double the number
the offerings that were hung up there, and fell of ships, or of the forces of Icetes, which they
upon Timoleon's head, so that Apollo seemed had expected would have joined them, and put
to send him out crowned upon that enterprise. themselves under their command.

He had seven ships of Corinth, two of Cor- Timoleon, on this occasion, coming to an in
cyra, and a tenth fitted out by the Leucadians, terview with the ambassadors and the Cartha-
with which he put to sea. It was in the night ginian commanders, mildly said, "He would
that he set sail, and with a prosperous gale he submit to their proposals," for what could he
was making his way, when on a sudden the gain by opposing them? " but he was desirous
heavens seemed to be rent asunder, and to that they would give them in publicly before
pour upon his ship a bright and spreading the people of Rhegium, ere he quitted that place,
flame, which soon formed itself into a torch, since it was a Grecian city, and common friend
euch as is used in the sacred mysteries; and to both parties. For that this tended to his
having conducted them through their whole security, and they themselves would stand more
course, brought them to that quarter of Italy for firmly to their engagements, if they took that
which they designed to steer. The soothsayers people for witnesses to them."
declared that this appearance perfectly agreed This overture he made only to amuse them,
with the dream of the priestesses, and that by intending all the while to steal a passage, and
this light from heaven, the goddesses shewed the magistrates of Rhegium entered heartil-
themselves interested in the success of the ex- into his scheme: for they wished to see the
pedition. Particularly as Sicily was sacred to affairs of Sicily in Corinthian bands, and
Proserpine; it being fabled that her rape hap- dreaded the neighbourhood of the barbarians.
pened there, and that the island was bestowed They summoned, therefore, an assembly, and
on her as a nuptial gift. shut the gates, lest the citizens should go about

The fleet, thus encouraged with tokens of any other business. Being convened, they made
the divine favour, very soon crossed the sea, long speeches, one of them taking up the argu-
and made the coast of Italy. But the news ment where another laid it down, with no other
brought thither from Sicily much perplexed view than to gain time for the Corinthian galleys
Timoleon, and disheartened his forces. For to get under sail; and the Carthaginians were
Icetes having beaten Dionysius in a set battle,* easily detained in the assembly, as having no
and taken great part of Syracuse, had by a line suspicion, because Timoleon was present, and
of circumvallation, shut up the tyrant in the it was expected every moment that he would
citadel and that part of the city which is called stand up and make his speech. But upon secret
the island, and besieged him there. At the notice that the other galleys had put to sea,* and
same time he ordered the Carthaginians to take his alone was left behind, by the help of the
care that Timoleon should not land in Sicily; Rhegians, who pressed close to the rostrum,
hoping, when the Corinthians were driven off, and concealed him amongst them, he slipped
without farther opposition, to share the island through the crowd, got down to the shore, and
with his Dew allies. The Carthaginians, ac- hoisted sail with all speed.
cordingly, sent away twenty of their galleys to He soon arrived, with all hjs vessels at Tau-
Rhegium, in which were ambassadors from romenium in Sicily, to which he had been in-
Icetes to Timoleon, charged with proposals vited sometime before, and where he was now
<jaite as captious as his proceedings themselves: kindly received, by Andromachus, lord of that
for they were nothing but specious and artful city. This Andromachus was father to Timsui
words, invented to give a colour to his treach- the historian; and being much the best of all the
erous designs. They were to make an offer, Sicilian princes of his time, he both governed hii
" That Timoleon might, if he thought proper, own peopleagreeably to the laws and principle*
go, and assist Icetes with his counsel, and share of justice, and had ever avowed his aversion and
in his successes; but that he must send back enmity to tyrants On this account he readily
his ships and troops to Corinth, since the war allowed Timoleon to make his city a place of
was almost finished, and the Carthaginians arms, and persuaded his people to co-operate

with the Corinthians with all their force, in re-
storing liberty to the whole island.

* Icttu, finding hiuiwlf in'.rant of provisionjjwith- The Carthaginians at Rhegium, upon the
"ew from Ihe siege of Syracuse towards his own breaking up of the assembly, seeing that Time-

leon was gone, were vexed to find thtrnselvei

' The Carthaginians bettered that the departure of
those nine galleys for Corinth had been agrted on be-
tween the officers of both parties, and that the tenth
wu left behind to carry T unoleon to Icetu.
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outwitted; and it afforded no small diversion wild »t a great pace, though the road waa tery
to the Rhegians, that Phoenicians should corr,- rugged; and towards evening was informed that
plain of any thing effected by guilt. [cetca had just reached the town, and was en-

They despatched, however, ore oi" theii camping before it. At the same time his offi-
galleys with an ambassador to Tsui omeiiinm, cers made the foremost division halt, to take
"who represented the affair it large to Andro- some refreshment, that they might be the more
machus, insisting with much insolence »nd bar- vigorous in the ensuing engagement. This,
baric pride, that he should immediately turn however, waa against the opinion of Timoleon,
the Corinthians out of his towa; and at last who entreated them to march forward as fast
"hewing him his hand with the palm upwards, as possible, and to attack the enemy before
and then turning it down again, told him, if he they were put in order; it being probable, now
did not comply with that condition, the Car-they were just come off their march, that they
thaginians would overturn his city just as he were employed in pitching their tents and pre-
had turned his hand. Andromachus only paring their supper. He had no sooner given
smiled, and without making him any other this order, than he took his buckler and put
answer, stretched out his hand, first with one himself at the head of them, as leading them
side up, and then the other, and bade him de- on to undoubted victory.
gone directly,if he did not choose to have his His men, thus encouraged, followed him very
Ship turned upside dorcninthe same manner. cheerfully, being now not quite thirty furlongs

tcetes hearing that Timoleon had made good from Adranum. As soon as they came up, they
his passage, waa much alarmed, and sent for a fell upon the enemy, who were in great confu-
great number of the Carthaginian galleys. The sion, and ready to fly at their first approach.
Syracusang then began to despair of a deliver- For this reason not many more than three
ance; for they saw the Carthaginians masters hundred were killed, but twice as many were
of their habour,* Icetes possessed of the city, made prisoners, and the camp was taken.
and the citadel in the hands of Dionysius; Upon this the people of Adranum opened
while Timoleon held only by a small border of their gates to Timoleon, and joined his party,
the skirts of Sicily, the little town of Tauro- declaring with terror and astonishment, that
menium, with a feeble hope, and an inconsid-during the battle, the sacred doors of the tem-
erable force, having no more than a thousand ple opened of their own accord, the spear of
men, and provisions barely sufficient for them. their god was seen to shake to the very point,
Nor had the Sicilian states any confidence in and his face dropped with sweat. These things
him, plunged as they were in misfortunes, and did not foreshew that victory only, but the fu-
exasperated against all that pretended to lead ture successes to which this dispute was a for-
armies to their succour, particularly on account tunate prelude. For several cities, by their
of the perfidy of Callippus and Pharax. The ambassadors, immediately joined in alliance
one was an Athenian, and the other a Lacedae-with Timoleon; and Mamercus, sovereign of
monian, and both came with professions to do Catana, a warlike and wealthy prince, entered
great things for the liberty of Sicily, and for into the confederacy. But what was still more
demolishing the tyrants; yet the Sicilians soon material, Dionysius himself having bid adieu
found that the reign of former oppressors was to hope, and unable to hold out much longer,
comparatively a golden age, and reckoned those despising Icetes, who was BO shamefully beaten,
far more happy who died in servitude than such and admiring the bravery of Timoleon, offered
as lived to see so dismal a kind of freedom. to deliver up to him and the Corinthians both
Expecting, therefore, that this Corinthian de- himself and the citadel.
liverer would be no better than those before Timoleon accepted of this good fortune, so
him, and .that the deceitful hand of art would superior to nig hopes, and sent Euclides and
reach out to them the same bait of good hopes Telemachus, two Corinthian officers, into the
and fair promises, to draw them into subjection citadel, as he did four hundred men besides,
to a new master, they all, except the people not altogether, nor openly, for that was impos-
of Adranum, suspected the designs of the Co- sible, because the enemy were upon their
rinthians, and declined their proposals; Adra- guard, but by stealth, and a few at a time.
num was a small city, consecrated to the god This corps then took possession of the citadel
Jldranus,\ who was held in high veneration and the tyrant's movcables, with all that he
throughout all Sicily. Its inhabitants were at had provided for carrying on the war, namely,
variance with each other; some calling in Icetes a good number of horses, all manner of en-
and the Carthaginians, and others applying to gines, and a vast quantity of darts. They fourd
Timoleon. Both generals striving which should also arms for seventy thousand men which had
get there first, as fortune would have it, ar- been laid up of old, and two thousand soldien
rived about the same time. But Icetes had with Dionysius, whom he delivered up with
five thousand men with him, and Timoleon the store to Timoleon. But the tyrant reserved
twelve hundred at the most, whom he drew out his money to himself, and haying got on boaid
of Tauromenium, which was forty-two miles a ship, he sailed with a few of his friends,
and a half from Adranum. The first day he without being perceived by Icetea, and reached
made but a short march, and pitched his tents the camp of Timoleon.
in good time. The next dav he marched for- Then it was that he first appeared in the

humble figure of a private man,» and, a» such,
* The Carthaginiani hid a hundred and filly men

of war, filly thousand Toot, and three hundred charioti.
t This deity, by his insignia afterwards mentioned, " Dionyiiui wa» born to abwlute power, vhereal

"hould «eeo> to be Mars. Hit temple wa» guarded by most other tyranU, Dionysii-j the elder, for initance,
" hundred dog*. had raxed thenuelrei to it, and lome from a meal

condition.
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ne was sent with one ship and a very moderate their fathers, BO he was anhamed of going to
"um of money, to Corinth; he that was born live in the mother city, and could past his days
in a splendid court, and educated as heir to the much more to bis satisfaction with them."
most absolute monarchy that ever existed. He Another time, when a certain stranger derided
held it for ten years;* and for twelve more, him, at Corinth, in a very rude and scornful
from the time that Dion took up arms against manner, for having, in the meridian of his pow-
him, he was exercised continually in wars, and er, taken pleasure in the discourse of philoso
troubles: insomuch that the mischiefs caused phers, and at last asked him, "What he had
by his tyranny were abundantly recompensed got by the wisdom of Plato?" "Do you think,"
upon his own head in what he suffered. He said he, "that we have reaped no advantage
saw his sons die in their youth, his daughters from Plato, when we bear in this manner such
deflowered, and his sister, who was also his a change of fortune?" Aristoxenus the musi-
wife, exposed to the brutal lusts of his ene- cian, and some others, having inquired "What
mies, and then slaughtered with her children, was the ground of his displeasure against Pla-
and thrown into the sea, as we have re- to?" He answered, "That absolute power
lated more particularly in the Life of Dion. abounded with evils; but had this great infe-

When Dionysius arrived at Corinth, there licity above all the rest, that among the num-
wai hardly a man in Greece who was not de- ber of those who call themselves the friendi
sirous to see him and converse with him. of an arbitrary prince, there is not one who
Some hating the man, and rejoicing at his mis- will speak his mind to him freely; and that by
fortunes, came for the pleasure of insulting him such false friends he had been deprived of the
in his present distress; others, whose senti- friendship of Plato."
ments, with respect to him, were somewhat Some one who had a mind to be arch, and
changed, and who were touched with compas-to make merry with Dionysius, shook his robe
sion for his fate, plainly saw the influence of when he entered his apartment, as is usual
an invisible and divine power, displayed in the when persons approach a tyrant: and he re-
affairs of feeble mortals. For neither nature turning the jest very well, bade him "Do the
nor art produced, in those times, any thing so same when he went out, that he might not
remarkable as that work of fortune,t which carry off some of the moveables."
"hewed the man who was lately sovereign of One day, over their cups, Philip of Macedon,
Sicily, now holding conversation in a butcher's with a kind of eneer, introduced some dis-
"hop at Corinth, or sitting whole days in a per- course about the odes* and tragedies which
fumer's; or drinking the diluted wine of tav- Dionysius the elder left behind him, and pre-
erns; or squabbling in the streets with lewd tended to doubt how he could find leisure for
women; or directing female musicians in their such works. Dionysius answered smartly
"inging, and disputing with them seriously enough, "They were written in the time which
about the harmony of certain airs that were you and I, and other happy fellows, spend over
sung in the theatre .J the bowl."

Some were of opinion, that he fell into these Plato did not see Dionysius in Corinth, for
unworthy amusements, as being naturally idle, he had now been dead some time. But Dio-
effeminate, and dissolute: but others thought genes of Sinope, when he first met him, address-
it was a stroke of policy, and that he rendered ed him as follows: "How little dost thou
himself despicable to prevent his being feared deserve to live!" Thus Dionysius answer-
by the Corinthians, contrary to his nature, af- ed, "It is kind in you to sympathize with
fecting that meanness and stupidity, lest they me in my misfortunes. "Dost thou think,
should imagine the change of his circumstances then," said Diogenes, "that I have any pity
eat heavy upon him, and that he aimed at es- for thce, and that I am not rather vexed that
tablishing himself again. such a slave as thou art, and so fit to grow old

Nevertheless, some sayings of his are on re- and die, like thy father, on a tyrant's uneasy
cord, by which it should seem that he did not throne, should, instead of that, live with us
bear his present misfortunes in an abject man- here in mirth and pleasure." So that when I
ner. When he arrived at Leucas, which was a compare, with these words of the philosopher,
Corinthian colony as well as Syracuse, he
said, "He found himself in a situation like that
of young men who had been guilty of some * Dionysius the elder valued himself upon his poetry,

but has been censured as the worst poet in the world.
misdemeanor. For as they converse cheer- Philoxeaus, who was himself an excellent pott, at-
fully, notwithstanding, with their brothers, but tempted to undeceive him in the favourable opinion he
are abashed at the thought of coming before had of his own abilities, but was sent to the Quam'ej

for the liberty he took. However, the next day he
was restored lo favour, and Dionysiut repeated to him

" For he began his reign in the first year of the hun- some verses he had taken extraordinary pains with,
dred and third Olympiad, three hundred and sixty expecting his approbation. But the poet, instead of
years before the Christian aera. Dion took arms against giving it, looked round lo the guards, and said to them,
him in the fourth year of the hundred and fifth Olym- very humorously, " Take me back lo Ihe Q,uanries."
piad ; and he delivered up the citadel to Timoleou, Notwithstanding this, Dionysius disputed the prize of
tnd was sent lo Corinth, in the first year of the hun- poetry at the Olympic games ; but there he was hissed,
dred and ninth. and the rich pavilion he had sent torn in pieces. He

\ Plutarch add» nor art, to give us to understand had heller success, however, at Athens; for he gained
that the tragic poets had not represented so signal a the prize of poetry at the celebrated feast of Bacchus.
catastrophe, even in fable. On this occasion he was in iuch raplures, lhal he drank

( Some writers tell us, that the extreme poverty to to excess, and the debauch threw him into violent
whith he was reduced, obliged Sim to open a school pains; to allay which, he asked for a sonoralive, aiui
it Corinth, where he exercised that tyrannyoverchil- his physicians gave him one tint bud him uleep, ml
iren which he could no longer practise over men. of which he never awaked.
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the doleful expressions of Philistus, in which and combining those that have no manner of
he bewail* the fate of the daughters of Lep- relation, but rather the greatest dissimilarity,
tines," "That from the great and splendid en- makes such use of them, that the close of one
joyments of absolute power, they were reduc-process ia always the beginning of another
ed to a private and humble station," they ap- The Corinthians rewarded the man with a pre-
pear to one as the lamentation* of a woman, sent of ten minx, because his hand had co-
who regrets her perfumes, her purpie robes, operated with the guardian genius of Timoleon,
and golden trinkets. This account of the say- and he had reserved the satisfaction for his pri
ings of Diouyaius, seems to me neither foreign vale wrongs to the time when fortune availed
from biography, nor without its utility to such herself of it to save the general This happy
readers as are not in a hurry, or taken up with escape had effects beyond the present, for it
other concerns. inspired the Corinthians with high expectations

If the ill fortune of Dionysius appeared sur- of Timoleon, when they saw the Sicilians now
prising, the success of Timoleon was no less reverence and guard him, as a man whose per-
wonderful. For within fifty days after his laud- son was sacred, and who was come as minis-
ing in Sicily, he was master of the citadel of ter of the gods, to avenge and deliver them.
Syracuse, and sent off Dionysius into Pelopon- When Icetes had failed in this attempt, and
nesus. The Corinthians, encouraged with these saw many of the Sicilians going over to Timo-
advantages, sent him a reinforcement of two leon, he blamed himself for making use of the
thousand foot and two hundred horse. These Carthaginians in small numbers only, and, avail-
got on their way as far as Thurium; but find- ing himself of their assistance, as it were by
ing it impracticable to gain a passage from stealth, and as if he were ashamed of it, when
thence, because the sea was beset with a nu- they had such immense forces at hand. He
merous fleet of Carthaginians, they were forced sent, therefore, for Mago, their commander in
to stop there, and watch their opportunity. chief, and his whole fleet; who, with terrible
However, they employed their time in a very pomp, took possession of the harbour with a
noble undertaking. For the Thuhans, march- hundred and fifty ships, and landed an army of
ing out of their city to war against the Bru- sixty thousand men, which encamped in tha
tians, left it in charge with these Corinthian city of Syracuse; insomuch that every one
strangers, who defended it with as much honour imagined the inundation of barbarians, which
and integrity as if it had been their own. had been announced and expected of old, was

Meantime, Icetes carried on the siege of the now come upon Sicily. For in the many wars
citadel with great vigour, and blocked it up so which they had waged in that island, the Car-
close, that no provisions could be got in for thaginians had never before been able to take
the Corinthian garrison. He provided also two Syracuse; but Icetea then receiving them, and
strangers to assassinate Timoleon, and sent delivering up the city to them, the whole be-
them privately to Adranum. That general, came a camp of barbarians.
who never kept any regular guards about him, The Corinthians, who still held the citadel,
Jived then with the Adranites without any sort found themselves in very dangerous and diffi-
of precaution or suspicion, by reason of his cult circumstances; for besides that they were
confidence in their tutelary god. The assassins in want of provisions, because the port was
being informed that he was going to offer sa- guarded and blocked up, they were employed in
crifice, went into the temple with their poniards sharp and continual disputes about the walls,
under their clothes, and mixing with those that which were attacked with all manner of ma-
stood round the altar, got nearer to him by lit- chines and batteries, and for the defence of
tle and little. They were just going to give which they were obliged to divide themselves.
each other the signal to begin, when somebody Timoleon, however, found means to relieve
struck one of them on the bead with his sword, :hem, by sending a supply of corn from Catana
and laid him at his feet. Neither he that struck in small fishing boats ar.d little skiffs, which
the blow kept his station, ssr t!ie companion of watched the opportunity to make their way
the dead man; the former with his sword in through the enemy's fleet, when it happened to
his hand, fled to the top of a high rock, and the be separated by a storm. Mago and Icetes no
latter laid hold on the altar, entreating Timo- sooner saw this, than they resolved to make
leon to spare his life, on condition that be dis- themselves masters of Catana, from which pro-
covered the whole matter. Accordingly par- visions were sent to the besieged; and taking
don was promised him, and he confessed that with them the best of their troops, they sailed
he and the person who lay dead, were sent on from Syracuse. Leo, the Corinthian, who com-
purpose to kill him. manded in the citadel, having observed, from

Whilst he was making this confession, the the top of it, that those of the enemy who stay-
other man was brought down from the rock, ed behind, abated their vigilance, and kept up
and loudly protested that he was guilty of no an indifferent guard, suddenly fell upon them
injustice, for he only took righteous vengeance as they were dispersed; and killing some, and
on the wretch who had murdered his father in putting the rest to flight, gained the quarter
the city of Leontium.f And, for the truth of called iflc/iTodino, which was much the strong-
this he appealed to several that were there pres-est, and had suffered the least from the enemy;
ent, who all attested the same, and could not for Syracuse is an assemblage, as it were, of
but admire the wonderful management of for- towns.* Finding plenty of provisions and mo-
tune, which, moving one thing by another,
bringing together the most distant incidents, * There were four: the Isle, or the citadel, which

was between the two poru; AchradMu, at a little di»-
* L^ptioes, as mentioned below, was tyrant of Ap- tancc from the citadel; Tyche, so called from the tem-

potomi. ple of Fortune; and Ktapola, or the new city. To
f History can hardly aSbrd a itrooger instance of these some eminent authors (and Plutarch is of tli*

tn interfering Providence. number; add a fifth, which they call £p.jwte.
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ney there, he did not give up the acquisition, sport, at their vacant hours, and upon any ces-
nor return into the citadel, but stood upon hi* sation of arms. As they were all Greeks and
defence in the Jlchradina, having fortified it had no pretence for any private animosity a*
quite round, and joined it by new works to the gainst each other, they fought boldly when
citadel. Mago and Icetes were now near Cat- they met in battle, and in time of truce they
ana, when a horseman despatched from Syra- mixed together, and conversed familiarly. Bu-
cuse, brought them tidings that the Jlchradina sied at one of these times in their common di-
was taken, which struck them with such sur- versions of fishing, they fell into discourse, and
prise that they returned in great hurry, having expressed their admiration of the convenience
neitbsr taken the place which they went a- of the sea, and the situation of the adjacent
gainst, nor kept that which they had before. places. Whereupon one of the Corinthian

Perhaps prudence and valour have as much soldiers thus addressed those that served un-
right as fortune to lay claim to these successes; der Icetes: "And can you who are Greeks
but the event that next ensued, is wholly to be readily consent to reduce this city, so spacious
ascribed to the favour of fortune. The corps in itself, and blessed with so many advantages,
of Corinthians that were at Thurium, dreading into the power of the barbarians, and to bring
the Carthaginian fleet, which, under the com- the Carthaginians, the most deceitful and
mand of Hanno, observed their motions, and bloody of them all, into our neighbourhood;
finding at the same time that the sea for many when you ought to wish that between them
days was stormy and tempestuous, determined and Greece there were many Sicilies; or can
to march through the country of the Brutians: you think that they have brought an armed
and partly by persuasion, partly by force, they force from the pillars of Hercules and the At-
made good their passage through the territories lantic ocean, and braved the hazards of war,
of the barbarians, and came down to Rhegium3 purely to erect a principality for Icetes; who,
the sea still continuing rough as before. if he had bad the prudence which becomes a

The Carthaginian admiral, not expecting the general,-would never have driven out his found
Corinthians would venture out, thought it was ers, to call into his country the worst of hia
in vain to sit still; and having persuaded him- enemies, when he might have obtained of the
self that he had invented one of the finest strat- Corinthians and Timoleon any proper degree
agems in the world, ordered the mariners to of honour and power."
crown themselves with garlands, and to dress The soldiers that were in pay with Icetes, re-
up the galleys, with Grecian and Phoenician peating their discourses often in their camp,
bucklers, and thus equipped, he sailed to Sy- gave Mago, who had long wanted a pretence to
racuse. When he came near the citadel, he hail- be gone, room to suspect that he was betrayed.
ed it with loud huzzas and expressions of tri- And though Icetes entreated him to stay, and
umph, declaring that he was just come from remonstrated upon their great superiority to
beating the Corinthian succours, whom he had the enemy, yet he weighed anchor and sailed
met with at sea, as they were endeavouring at back to Africa, shamefully and unaccountably
a passage. By this means he hoped to strike suffering Sicily to slip out of his hands.
terror into the besieged. While he was acting Next day, Timoleon drew up his army in or-
this part, the Corinthians got down to Bhegi- der of battle before the place; but when he
um, and as the coast was clear, and the wind, and his Corinthians were told that Mago wai
falling as it were miraculously, promised smooth fled, and saw the harbour empty, they could
water and a safe voyage, they immediately not forbear laughing at his cowardice; and by
went aboard such barks and fishing boats as way of mockery, they caused proclamation t»
they could find, and passed over into Sicily be made about the city, promising a reward to
with so much safety and in such a dead calm, any one that could give information where the
that they even drew the horses by the reins, Carthaginian fleet was gone to hide itself.
swimming by the side of the vessels. Icetes, however, had still the spirit to stand a

When they were all landed and bad joined farther shock, and would not let go his hold,
Timoleon, he soon took Messana;* and from but vigorously defended those quarters of the
thence he marched in good order to Syracuse, city which he occupied, and which appeared
depending more upon his good fortune, than almost impregnable. Timoleon, therefore, di-
his forces, for he had not above four thousand vided his forces into three parts; and himself
men with him. On the first news of his ap- with one of them made his attack by the river
proach, Mago was greatly perplexed and a- of Anapus, where he was likely to meet with
larmed, and his suspicions were increased on the warmest reception; commanding the sec-
the following occasions. The marshes about ond, which was under Isias the Corinthian,
Syracuse,! which receive a great deal of fresh to begin their operations from the JlchradinOj
water from the springs, and from the lakes and while Dinarchus and Demaretus, who brought
rivers that discharge themselves there into the the last reinforcement from Corinth, should
"ca, have such abundance of eels, that there is attempt the Epipolse: so that several impres-
always plenty for those that choose to fish for sions being made at the same time and on
them. The common soldiers of both aides every side, the soldiers of Icetes were over-
amused themselves promiscuously with that powered and put toflight. Now, that the citT

was taken by assault, and suddenly reduced,
* Menana, in the ancient Sicilian pronunciation ; upon the flight of the enemy, we may justly

Dow Mestina. impute to the bravery of the troops and the
ability of their general; but that not one Co-

f There is one moraM Inat is called Lytimelia, and rinthian was either killed or wounded, the
another called Syraco. From this last the city took
its name. These morasses make the air or Syracuse fortune of Timoleon claims entirely to herself,
Very unwholesome. willing, aa she seems, to maintain a disput*
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with his valour, and those who read his story, Syracusans and other Sicilians to people that
may rather admire his happy success, than the city, where they should enjoy their liberties
merit of his actions. The fame of this great and privileges, and have the lands divided by
achievement soon overspread not only Sicily equal lots among them." Then they sent en-
and Italy, but in a few days it resounded voys into Asia and the islands, where they
through Greece : so that the city of Corinth, were told the greatest part of the fugitives
which was in some doubt whether its fleet was were dispersed, to exhort them all to come
arrived in Sicily, was informed by the same to Corinth, where they should be provided
messengers, that its forces had made good their with vessels, commanders, and a convoy at
passage and were victorious. So well did the expence of the Corinthians, to conduct
their affairs prosper, and so much lustre did them safe to Syracuse. Their intentions thug
fortune add to the gallantry of their exploits, published, the Corinthians enjoyed the justest
by the speediness of their execution. praise and the most distinguished glory, hav-

Timoleon, thus master of the citadel, did ing delivered a Grecian city from tyrants,
not proceed like Dion, or spare the place for its saved it from the barbarians, and restored the
beauty and magnificence ; but guarding against citizens to their country. But the persons
the suspicions which first slandered, and then who met on this occasion at Corinth, not being
destroyed that great man, he ordered the pub- a sufficient number desired that they might
lic crier to give notice, " That all the Syracu- take others along with them from Corinth and
sans who were willing to have a hand in the the rest of Greece, as new colonists ; by which
work, should come with proper instruments to means having made up their number full ten
destroy the bulwarks of tyranny." Hereupon thousand, they sailed to Syracuse. By this
they came out one and all, considering that time great multitudes from Italy and Sicily
proclamation and that day as the surest com- had flocked in to Timoleon; who, finding their
mencement of their liberty ; and they not only number, as Athanis reports, amount to sixty
demolished the citadel, but levelled with the thousand, freely divided the lands among them,
ground both the palaces and the monuments but sold the houses for a thousand talents. By
of the tyrants. Having soon cleared the place, this contrivance he both left it in the power of
he built a common hall there for the seat of ju- the ancient inhabitants to redeem their own,
dicature, at once to gratify the citizens, and and took occasion also to raise a stock for the
to shew that a popular government should be community, who had been so poor in all re-
erected on the ruins of tyranny. spects, and so little able to furnish the sup-

The city thus taken was found comparatively plies for the war, that they had sold the very
destitute of inhabitants. Many had been slain statues, after having formed a judicial pro-
in the wars and intestine broils, and many cess against each, and passed sentence upon
more had fled from the rage of the tyrants.- them, as if they had been so many criminals.
Nay, so little frequented was the market-place On this occasion, we are told, they spared
of Syracuse, that it produced grass enough for one statue, when all the rest were condemned,
the horses to pasture upon, and for the grooms namely, that of Gelon, one of their ancient
to repose themselves by them. The other kings, in honour of the man, and for the sake
cities, except a very few, were entire deserts, of the victory* which he gained over the Car-
full of deer and wild boars, and such as had thaginians at Himera.
leisure for it often hunted them in the suburbs Syracuse being thus revived, and replenished
and about the walls ; while none of those that with such a number of inhabitants who flocked
had possessed themselves of castles aod strong to it from all quarters, Timoleon was desirous
holds could be persuaded to quit them, or come to bestow the blessing of liberty on the other
down into the city, for they looked with hatred cities also, and once for all to estirpate arbi-
and horror upon the tribunals and other scjts of trary government out of Sicily. For this pur-
government, as so many nurseries of tyrants. pose, torching into the territories of the petty
Timoleon and the Syracusans, therefore, tyrants, he compelled Icetes to quit the inter-
thought proper to write to the Corinthians, to ests of Carthage, to agree to demolish his cas-
send them a good number from Greece to peo- tles, and to live among the Leontines as a pri-
ple Syracuse, because the land must other- vate person. Leptines, also, prince of Apol-
wise lie uncultivated, and because they expect- lonia and several other little towns, finding
ed a more formidable war from Africa, being himself in danger of being taken, surrendered,
informed that Mage had killed himself, and that and had his life granted him, but was sent to
the Carthaginians, provoked at his bad conduct Corinth : for Timoleon looked upon it as a
in the expedition, had crucified big body, and glorious thing;, that the tyrants of Sicily should
were collecting great forces for the invasion be forced to live as exiles in the city which had
of Sicily the ensuing summer. colonized that island, and should be seen, by

These letters of Timoleon being delivered, the Greeks, in such an abject condition.
the Syracusan ambassadors attended at the After this, he returned to Syracuse to settle
same time, and begged of the Corinthians to the civil government, and establish the most
take their city into their protection, and to be- important and necessary laws,f along with
come founders of it anew. They did not,
however, hastily seize that advantage, or ap- " He defeated Hamilcar, who landed in Sicily, with

three hundred thousand men, in the second year of th»
propriate the city to themselves, but first sent sevenly-fiAh Olympiad.
to the sacred games and the other great assem- t Among other wise institutions, he appointed a
blies of Greece, and caused proclamation to chief magistrate to be chosen yearly, whom the Syra-
be made by their heralds, " That the Corin-cusans called the Anptupoltt of Jupiter Olympius;
thians having abolished arbitary power in Sy- thus giving him a kind of sacicd character. The first

JmphipokU was Commenes. Hince arose tin custom
racuse, and expelled the tyrant, invited all among the Syraciuani to complete their fear* by ih«
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Cephalus and Dinarchus, lawgivers sent from the Nemean, and it is but lately that the plM
Corinth. In the meanwh! e, willing that the branch has taken its place. The general hat-
mercenaries should reap some advantage from ing addressed hie army as we have said, took
the enemy's country, and be kept from inac- a chaplet of parsley, and crowned himself
tion, he sent Dinarchus and Demaretua into with it first, and then his officers and the com-
the Carthaginian province. These drew seve- mon soldiers did the same. At that instant
ral cities from the Punic interest, and not only the soothsayers observing two eagles flying to-
lived in abundance themselves, but also raised wards them, one of which bore a serpent
money, from the plunder, for carrying on the which he had pierced through with his talont,
war. While these matters were transacting, while the other advanced with a loud and ani-
the Carthaginians arrived at Lilybaeum, with mating noise, pointed them out to the army,
seventy thousand land forces, two hundred who all betook themselves to prayer and invo-
galleys, and a thousand other vessels, which cation of the gods.
carried machines of war, chariots, vast quanti- The summer was now begun, and the end
ties of provisions, and all other stores; as if of the month Thargelion brought on the sol-
they were now determined not to carry on the stice ; the river then sending up a thick mist,
war by piecemeal, but to drive the Greeks en- the field was covered with it at first, so that
tirely out of Sicily. For their force was suffi- nothing in the enemy's camp was discernible,
cient to effect this, even if the Sicilians had only an inarticulate and confused noise which
been united, and much more so, harassed as reached the summit of the hill, shewed that a
they were with mutual animosities. When great army lay at some distance. But when
the Carthaginians, therefore, found that the the Corinthians had reached the top, and laid
Sicilian territories were laid waste, they down their shields to take breath, the sun had
marched, under the command of Asdrubal raised the vapours higher, so that the fog being
and Hamilcar, in great fury, against the Co collected upon the summits, covered them
rmthians. only, while the places below were all visible.

Information of this being brought directly to The river Crimesus appeared clearly, and the
Syracuse, the inhabitants were struck with enemy were seen crossing it, first with chariot*
"uch terror by that prodigious armament, that drawn by four horses, and formidably provided
scarce three thousand, out of ten times that for the combat; behind which there marched ten
number, took up arms and ventured to follow thousand men with white bucklers. These they
Timoleon. The mercenaries were in number conjectured to be Carthaginians, by the bright-
four thousand, and of them about a thousand ness of their armour, and the slowness and good
gave -way to their fears, when upon their order in which they moved. They were follow-
march, and turned back, crying out, " That ed by the troops of other nations, who advanc-
Timoleon must be mad or in his dotage, to go ed in a confused and tumultuous manner.
against an army of seventy thousand men, Timoleon observing that the river put it in
with only five thousand foot and a thousand his power to engage with what number of the
horse, and to draw his handful of men, too, enemy he pleased, bade his men take notice,
eight days' march from Syracuse; by which how the main body was divided by the stream,
means there could be no refuge for those that part having already got over and part preparing
fled, nor burial for those that fell in battle." to pass it; and ordered Demaretus with the

Timoleon considered it as an advantage, cavalry to attack the Carthaginians and put
that these cowards discovered themselves be- them in confusion, before they had time to
fore the engagement; and having encouraged range themselves in order of battle. Then he
the rest, he led them hastily to the banks of himself descending into the plain with the in-
the Crimesus, where he was told the Carthagi- fantry, formed the wings out of other Sicilians,
nians were drawn together. But as he was as- intevningling a few strangers with them; but
cending a hill, at the top of which the enemy's the natives of Syracuse and the most warlike
camp, and all their vast forces would be in of the mercenaries he placed about himself in
"ight, he met some mules loaded with parsley; the centre, and stopped a while to see the
and his men took it into their heads that it success of the horse. When he saw that they
was a bad omen, because we usually crown could not come up to grapple with the Cartha-
the sepulchres with parsley, and thence the ginians, by reason of the chariots that ran to
proverb with respect to one that is dangerously and fro before their army, and that they were
ill, Suck a en: has need of nothing but pars- obliged often to wheel about to avoid the dan-
ley. To deliver them from this superstition ger of having their ranks broken, and then to
and to remove the panic, Timoleon ordered rally again and return to the charge, sometime*
the troops to halt, and making a speech suita-here, sometimes there, he took his buckler and
ble to the occasion, observed among other called to the foot to follow him, and be of good
things, " That crowns were brought them be- courage, with an accent that seemed more than
fore the victory, and offered themselves of human, so much was it above his usual pitch;
their own accord." For the Corinthians, from whether it was exalted by his ardour and en-
all antiquity, having looked upon a wreath of thusiasm, or whether (as many were of opi-
parsley as sacred, crowned the victors with it nion) the voice of some god was joined to his.
at the Islhmean games: in Timoleon's time it His troops answering him with a loud shout,
was etill in use at those games, as it is now at and pressing him to lead them on without de-

lay, he sent orders to the cavalry to get beyond
respective governments of those magistrates; which .he line of chariots, and take the enemy in
custom continued Jn the time of Diodorus Siculus, lUat lank, while himself thickening his first ranks,it, in the reijjn of Augustus, above three hundred yearsafter the office of Jlmpllipolul vtis first introduced. so as to join buckler to buckler, and causing
D,odor. SiftU. 1. ivi. c. 12. the trumpet to sound, bore down upon the
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Carthaginians They sustained the first shock ship, and len thousand bucklerf, were exposed
with great spirit, for being fortified with breast-to view. As there was but a small number to
plates oi iron and helmets of brasu, and cover-collect the spoils of such a multitude, and they
ing themselves with large shields, they could found such immense riches, it wag the third
easily repel the spears and javelins. But when day after the battle before they could erect the
the business came to a decision by the sword, trophy. With the first news of the victory,
where art is no less requisite than strength, all Timoleon sent to Corinth the handsomest
on a sudden there broke out dreadful thunders of the arms he had taken, desirous that the
from the mountains, mingled with long trails world might admire and emulate hi» native
of lightning; after which the black clouds de- city, when they saw the fairest temples adorn-
scending from the tops of the hills, fell upon the ed, not with Greciar spoils, nor with the un-
two armies in a storm of wind, rain and hail. pleaaing monuments o/ kindred blood and do-
The tempest was on the backs of the Greeks, mestic ruin, but with the spoils of barbarians,
but beat upon the faces of the barbarians, and al- which bore this honourable inscription, declar
most blinded them with the stormy showers and ing the justice as well as valour of the coo
the fire continually streaming from the clouds. rjuerors: "That the people of Corinth, and

These things very much distressed the bar- Timoleon their general, having delivered the
barians, particularly such of them as were not Greeks who dwelt in Sicily from the Cartha-
veterans. The greatest inconvenience seems ginian yoke, made this offering, as a grateful
to have been the roaring of the thunder, and acknowledgement to the gods."
the clattering of the rain and hail upon their After this, Timoleon left the mercenaries to
arms, which hindered them from hearing the lay waste the Carthaginian province, and re-
orders of their officers. Besides, the Cartha- turned to Syracuse. By an edict published
ginians not being light but heavy-armed, as I there, he banished from Sicily the thousand
"aid, the dirt was troublesome to them; and, a» hired soldiers, who deserted him before the,
the bosoms of their tunics were filled with wa- battle, and obliged them to quit Syracuse be-
ter, they were very unwieldy in the combat, so fore the sun set. These wretches passed over
that the Greeks could overturn them with ease; into Italy, where they were treacherously slain
and when they were down, it was impossible by the Brutians. Such was the vengeance
for them, encumbered as they were with arms, which heaven took of their perfidiousnese.
to get out of the mire. For the river Crimesus, Nevertheless, Mamercns, prince of Catana,
swoln partly with the rains, and partly having and Icetes, either moved with envy at the suc-
its course slopped by the vast numbers that cess of Timoleon, or dreading him as an impla-
crossed it, had overflowed its banks. The ad- cable enemy who thought no faith was to be
jacent field, having many cavities and low kept with tyrants, entered into league with the
places in it, was filled with water which set- Carthaginians, and desired them to send a new
tleo. there, and the Carthaginians falling into army and general, if they were not willing to
them, could not disengage themselves without lose Sicily entirely. Hereupon, Gisco came
extreme difficulty. In short, the storm continu- with a fleet of seventy ships, and a body of
ing to beat upon them with great violence, and Greeks whom he had taken into pay. The
the Greeks having cut to pieces four hundred Carthaginians had not employed any Greeks
men who composed their first ranks, their whole before, but now they considered them as th«
body was put to flight. Great numbers were bravest and most invincible of men.
overtaken in the field, and put to the sword; On this occasion, the inhabitants of Messe-
many took the river, and justling with those na, rising with one consent, slew four hundred
that were yet passing it, were carried down of the foreign soldiers, whom Timoleon had
and drowned. The major part, who endeav-sent to their assistance; and within the depen-
oured to gain the hills, were stopped by the dencies of Carthage, the mercenaries, com-
light-armed soldiers, and slain. Among tie ten manded by Euthymus the LeucaJian, were cut
thousand that were killed, it is said there were off by an ambush at a place called Hieis."
three thousand natives of Carthage; a heavy Hence the good fortune of Timoleon became
loss to that city: for none of its citizens were still more famous: for these were some of the
superior to these, either in birth, fortune or men who with Philodemus of Phocis and Ono-
character, nor have we any account that so marchus, had broken into the temple of Apollo
many Carthaginians ever fell before in one bat- at Delphi, and were partakers with them iathe
tle ; but as they mostly made use of Lybians, sacrilege.f Shunned as execrable on this ac-
Spaniards, and Numidians, in their wars, if count, they wandered about Peloponnesus^
they lost a victory, it was at the expense of the where Timoleon, being in great waat of men,
blood of strangers.

The Greeks discovered by the spoils the " We do not find there was any place in Sicily callek
quality of the killed. Those that stripped the 

Hifra: in all probability, therefore, it »hould be reai
Hieta; for Sltphanus de UrMi. mention! a cutle in

dead set no value upon brass or iron, such was Sicily of that name.
the abundance of silver and gold; for they pass- t The >acred war commenced on thia occasion. The
ed the river, and made themselves masters of having condemned the people of Phoci*
the camp and baggage. Many of the prisoners
were clandestinely sold by the soldiers, but
five thousand were delivered in, upon the public
account, and two hundred chariots also were demuJ, called the people together, and advised then
taken. The tent of Timoleon afforded the most to «ei« the treasures in the temple of Delphi, to en*
beautiful and magnificent spectacle. In it were t>le them to hire force« to defend themselves. Thit
piled all manner of spoils, among which a broueht on a war that lajted lii years, in the course

of which most of toe tacrilcpom persons peruhti
thousand breast-plates of exquisite workman- ,i li< r jl.li. "
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look them into pay. When they came into sarcasm against the Corinthians. He had saifl,
Sicily, they were victorious in all the battles it seems, in a speech he made to the Leontmes,
where he commanded in person; but after the upon the Corinthians taking the field, " That
great struggles of the war were over, being it was no formidable matter, if the Corinthian
"ent upon service where succours were requir- dames were gone out to take the air." Thus
ed, they perished by little and little. Herein the generality of men are more apt to resent t
»venging justice seems to have been willing to contemptuous word than an unjust action, and
make use of the prosperity of Timoleon as an can bear any other injury better than disgrace.
apology for its delay, taking care, as it did, Every hostile deed is imputed to the necessity
that no harm might happen to the good, from of war, but satirical and censorious expres-
the punishment of the wicked; insomuch that sions are considered as the effects of hatred or
the favour of the gods, to that great man, was malignity.
ao less discerned and admired in his very loss- When Timoleon was returned, the Syracn-
es than in his greatest success. sans brought the wife and daughters of Icetes

Upon any of these little advantages, the ty- to a public trial, who, being there condemned
rants took occasion to ridicule the Syracusans; to die, were executed accordingly. This seems
at which they were highly incensed. Mamer- to be the most exceptionable part of Timoleon'i
cus, for instance, who valued himself on his conduct; for, if he had interposed, the women
poems and tragedies, talked in a pompous man- would not have suffered. But he appears to
ner of the victory he had gained over the mer- have connived at it, and given them up to the
cenaries, and ordered this insolent inscription resentment of the people, who were willing to
to be put upon the shields which he dedicated make some satisfaction to the manes of Dion,
to the gods, who expelled Dionysius. For Icetes was th«

These shields.* with gold and ivory gay, man who threw Arete the wife of Dion, hit
To our plain bucklers lost the day. sister Aristomache, and his son, who was yet

Afterwards, when Timoleon was laying siege a child, alive into the sea; as we have related
to Calauna, Icetes took the opportunity to make in the Life of Dion.*
an inroad into the territories of Syracuse, Timoleon then marched to Catana against
where he met with considerable booty; and Mamercus, who waited for him in order of
having made great havoc, he marched back by battle upon the banks of the Abolus.f Ma
Calauria itself, in contempt of Timoleon and mercus was defeated, and put to Sight, with the
the «U>fHer Wee he had with him. Tunoleon loss of above two thousand men, no small part
suffered him to pass, and then followed him of which consisted of the Punic succours ten:
with his cavalry and light-armed foot. When by Gisco. Hereupon the Carthaginians desired
Icetcs saw he was pursued, he crossed the him to grant them peace; which he did on the
Damyrias,t and stood in a posture to receive following conditions: "That they should hold
the enemy on the other side. What embold-only the lands within the Lycus;f that they
ened him to do this, was the difficulty of the should permit all who desired it, to remove out
passage, and the steepness of the banks on both of their province, with their families and goods,
sides. But a strange dispute of jealousy and and to settle at Syracuse; and that they should
honour, which arose among the officers of Ti- renounce all friendship and alliance with the
moleon, awhile delayed the combat: for there tyrants." Mamercus, reduced by this treaty
was not one that was willing to go after anoth- to despair, set sail for Italy, with an intent to
er, but every man wanted to be foremost in the bring the Lucanians against Timoleon and the
attack; so that their fording was likely to be Syracusans. But, instead of that, the crews
very tumultuous and disorderly by their just- tacking about with the galleys, and returning
ling each other, and pressing to get before. to Sicily, delivered up Catana to Timoleon;
To remedy this, Timoleon ordered them to de- which obliged Mamercus to take refuge at
cide the matter by lot, and that each for this Messena, with Hippo, prince of that city.
purpose should give him his ring. He took the Timoleon coming upon them, and investing
rings and shook them in the skirt of his robe, the place both by sea and land, Hippo got on
and the first that came up, happening to have a board a ship, and attempted to make his es-
trophy for the seal, the young officers received cape, but was taken by the Messenians them-
it with joy, and crying out, that they would not selves; who exposed him in the theatre; and
wait for any ether lot, made their way as fast calling their children out of the schools, as to
as possible through the river, and fell upon the the finest spectacle in the world, the punish-
enemy, who, unable to sustain the shock, soon ment of a tyrant, they first scourged him, and
took to flight, throwing away their arms, and then put him to death.
leaving a thousand of their men dead upon the
"pot. * From this passage, and another before, it seems

as if the Life of Dion was written before this. And
A few days after this, Timoleon marched yet, in the Life of Dion, Plutarch speaks as if this was

Into the territory of the Leontines, where he written first. For there he says, Jis we have written
took Icetes alive; and his son Eupolemus, and in the Life of Timoleon. In one of them, therefore,
Euthymus, his general of horse, were brought if not in both, those references must have been made
to him bound by the soldiers. Icetes and his by the Librarians, according to the different order inwhich these lives were placed."on were capitally punished, as tyrants and f Ptolemy and others call this river Jllalnu, JlabU.
traitors to their country. Nor did Euthymus or JUabon. It it near Hybla, between Catana and
End mercy, though remarkably brave and bold Syracuse.
in action, because he was accused of a severe t Plutarch probably took the name of this river ash«

found it in Diodorus; but other historians call it th<
* They were shields that had keeu taken out of the Halycus. Indeed, t}ie Carthaginian! might possiblf

Umplc at Delphi. give it the orient;! aspirate ha, which tignifiw n«
f Or the Lyinyriai. more than the particle the.
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Upon this, Mamercu* surrendered himself to phonians, with all the nenre and strength one
Timoleon, agreeing to take his trial at Syracuse, inde in them, appear to be too much laboured,
en condition that Timoleon himself would not and smell too much of the lamp; whereas the
be his accuser. Being conducted to Syracuse, >aintings of Nicomachus* and the verses of
and brought before the people, he attempted Corner, besides their other excellencies and
to pronounce an oration which he had com-;races, seem to have been struck off with rea-
posed long before for such an occasion; but linees and ease: so if we compare the ex-
being received with noise and clamour, he per- doits of Epamiflondaa and Agesilaus, per-
ceived that the as«embly were determined to brmed with infinite pains and difficulty, with
shew him no favour. He, therefore, threw off .hose of Timoleon, which, glorious as they
his upper garment, ran through the theatre, were, had a great deal of freedom and ease ill
and dashed his head violently against one of them, when we consider the case well, we
the steps, with a design to kill himself; but shall conclude the latter, not to have been the
did not succeed according to his wish, for he work of fortune indeed, but the effects of for-
was taken up alive, and suffered the punish- tunate virtue.
ment of thieves and robbers. He himself, it is true, ascribed all his suc-

In this manner did Timoleon extirpate ty- cesses to fortune. For when he wrote to bis
ranny, and put a period to their wars. He riends at Corinth, or addressed the Syracu-
found the whole island turned almost wild and sans, he often said, he was highly indebted to
savage with its misfortunes, so that its very that goddess, when she was resolved to save
inhabitants could hardly endure it, and yet Sicily, for doing it under his name. In his
he so civilized it again, and rendered it so de- louse he built a chapel, and offered sacrifices
sirable, that strangers came lo settle in the !o CAonce,t and dedicated the house itself to
country, from which its own people had lately Fortune; for the Syiacuaans had given him
fled; the great cities of Agrigentum and Gela, one of the best houses in the city, as a reward
which after the Athenian war had been sacked for his services, and provided him, besides,
and left desolate by the Carthaginians, were a very elegant and agreeable retreat in the
now peopled again; the former by Megellus country. In the country it was that he spent
and Pheristus from Elea, and the latter by most of his time, with his wife and children,
Gorgus from the isle of Ceos, who also col- whom he had sent for from Corinth: for he
lected and brought with him some of the old never returned home; he took no part in
citizens. Timoleon not only assured them of the troubles of Greece, nor exposed himself
his protection, and of peaceful days to settle to public envy, the rock which great gene-
in, after the tempests of such a war, but cor- rals commonly split upon in their insatiable
dially entered into their necessities, and sup- pursuits of honour and power; but he remain-
plied them with every thing, so that he was ed in Sicily, enjoying the blessings he had es-
even beloved by them as if he had been their tablished; and of which the greatest of all was,
founder. Nay, to that degree did he enjoy the to see so many cities and so many thousand*
affections of the Sicilians in general, that no of people happy through his means.
war seemed concluded, no laws enacted, no But since, according to the comparison of
lands divided, no political regulation made, Simonides, every republic must have some im-
in a proper manner, except it was revised and pudent slanderer, just as every lark must have
touched by him: he was the master-builder a crest on its head, so it was at Syracuse; for
who put the last hand to the work, and lie Timoleon was attacked by two demagogueo,
stowed upon it a happy elegance and perfec- Laphystius and Demsnetus. The first of these
tion. Though at that time Greece ooasted a having demanded of him sureties that he would
number of great men, whose achievements answer to an indictment which was to be
were highly distinguished, Timotheus (for in- brought against him, the people began to rise
stance) Agesilaus, Pelopidos, and Epaminon- declaring they would not suffer him to pro
das, the last of whom Timoleon principally vied ceed. But Timoleon stilled the tumult, by
with in the course of glory, yet we may dis- representing, " That he had voluntarily under-
cern in their actions a certain labour and gone so many labours and dangers, on pur
straining, -which diminishes their lustre, an<3 pose that the meanest Syracusan might have
some of them have afforded room for censure, recourse, when he pleased, to the laws."
and been followed with repentance; whereas And when Dernaenetus, in full assembly, al-
there is not one action of Timoleon (if we ex- leged many articles against his behaviour in
cept the extremities he proceeded to in the command, he did not vouchsafe him any an-
case of his brother) to which we may not, with swer; he only said, " He could not sufficiently
Timzus, apply that passage of Sophocles,

"What Femt*, or what Love, » Pliny tells ns, " Nicomachus painted with a swift
Placed the lair parts in this harmonious whole. as well as a masterly hand; and that his pieces told

For, as the poetry of Antimachus* and the for as much as a town was worth." Aristratus, the
tyrant of Sicyon, having agreed with him for a pictc

portraits of Dionyeius/f both of them Colo- of work which seemed to require a considerable tioie.
Nicomachus did nol appear till within a few days of

* Antimachu) was an epic poet, who flourished in that on which he had agreed to finish it. Hereuponthe days of Socrates and Plato. He wrote a poem the tyrant talked of punishing him; but in Ihote few
railed the Tkeliaid. Quintilian (». i.) sayi, he had i days he completed the thing in an admirable manner
force and solidity, together with an elevation of slyle and entirely to his satisfaction.
»nd had the second place given him by the grammar! t When the ancients ascribed any event lofortunt,
»n«, after Homer; but as he failed in the passions, ii
the disposition of hit fable, and in the ease and ele they did not mean to deny the operations of the Deity

in it, but only to eiclude all human contrivance and
cance of manner, though he was second, he was (ar
from coining near the first. power. And in events ascribed to tliance, they might

possibly mean to exclude the agency ofalj rational be-
\ Diouysius vsat a portrait painter. Pii'n. MTT. 10 ings, whether human or divine.
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express his gratitude to the gods, for granting that decree of the people of Syracuse, " Thai
his request, in permitting him to see all the whenever they should be at war with a foreign
Syracusans enjoy the liberty of saying what nation, they would employ a Corinthian gene-
they thought fit." ral." Their method of proceeding, too, in

Having then confessedly performed greater their assemblies, did honour to Timoleon. Foi
things than any Grecian of his time, and been they decided smaller matters by themselves,
the only man that realized those glorious but consulted him in the more difficult and im-
achievements, to which the orators of Greece portant cases. On these occasions he wat
were constantly exhorting their countrymen conveyed in a litter through the market-place
in the general assemblies of the states, fortune to the theatre; and when he was carried in,
happily placed him at a distance from the ca- the people saluted him with one voice, as he
lamities in which the mother-country was in- sat. He returned the civility; and having
volved, and kept his hands unstained with its paused a while to give time for their acclama-
blood. He made his courage and conduct ap- tions, took cognizance of the affair, and deli-
pear in Ins dealings with the barbarians and vered his opinion. The assembly gave their
with tyrants, as well as his justice and mode- sanction to it, and then his servants carried the
ration wherever the Greeks or their friends litter back through the theatre; and the people,
were concerned. Very few of his trophies having waited on him out, with loud applauses,
cost his fellow-citizens a tear, or put any of despatched the rest of the public business with-
them in mourning; and yet, in less than eight out him.
years, he delivered Sicily from its intestine With so much respect and kindness was the
miseries and distempers, and restored it to old age of Timoleon cherished, as that of a
the native inhabitants. common father! and at last he died of a slight

After so much prosperity, when he was illness co-operating with length of years.*
well advanced in years, his eyes began to fail Some time being given the Syracusans to pre-
him, and the defect increased so fast, that he pare for his funeral, and for the neighbouring
or.tirely lost his sight. Not that he had done inhabitants and strangers to assemble, the
any thing to occasion it, nor was it to be im- whole was conducted with great magnificence.
puted to the caprice of fortune," but it seems The bier, sumptuously adorned, was carried by
to have been owing to a family weakness and young men, selected by the people, over the
disorder, which operated together with the ground where the palace and castle of the ty-
course of time. For several of his relations rants stood, before they were demolished. It
are said to have lost their sight in the same was followed by many thousands of men and
manner, having it gradually impaired by years. women, in the most pompous solemnity, crown-
But Athanis tells us, notwithstanding, that ed with garlands and clothed in white. The
during the war with Hippo and Mamercus, lamentations and tears, mingled with the
and while he lay before Malta, a white speck praises of the deceased, shewed that the hon-
appeared on his eye, which was a plain indi- our now paid him was not a matter of course,
cation that blindness was coming on. How- or compliance with a duty enjoined, but the
ever, this did not hinder him from continuing testimony of real sorrow and sincere affection.
the siege, and prosecuting the war, until he At last the bier being placed upon the funeral
got the tyrants in his power. But, when he pile, Demetrius, who had the loudest voice of
was returned to Syracuse, he laid down the all their heralds, was directed to make procla-
command immediately, and excused himself to mation as follows: "The people of Syracuse
the people from any farther service, as he had inter Timoleon the Corinthian, the son of Ti-
brought their affairs to a happy conclusion. modemus, at the expense of two hundred mine:

It is not to be wondered, that he bore his they honour him, moreover, through all time
misfortune without repining; but it was really with annual games, to be celebrated with per-
admirable to observe the honour and respect formances in music, horse-racing, and wrest-
which the Syracusans paid him when blind. ling; as the man who destroyed tyrants, sub-
They not only visited him constantly them- dued barbarians, re-peopled great cities which
selves, but brought all strangers who spent some lay desolate, and restored to the Sicilians their
time amongst them to his house in the town, or laws and privileges."
to that in the country, that they too might have The body was interred, and a monument
the pleasure of seeing the deliverer of Syra- erected for him in the market-place, which they
cuse. And it was their joy and their pride afterwards surrounded with porticos and other
that he chose to epcnd his days with them, buildings suitable to the purpose, and then
and despised the splendid reception which made it a place of exercise for their youth,
Greece was prepared to give him, on account under the name of Timoleontewn. They con-
of his great success. Among the many votes tinued to make use of the form of government
that were passed, and things that were done and the laws that he established, and this in-
In honour of him, one of the most striking was sured their happiness for a long course of

years.f
" Plutarch here hints at an opinion which was very * He died the last year of the hundred Mid lentU

prevalent among the Pagans, that if any person was Olympiad, three hundred and thirty-fire years before
signally favoured with success, there woulo some mis- the Christian sera.
fortune happen to counterbalance it. This Ihcy im- t This prosperity was interrupted (bout thirty TMrs
puted to the envy of some malignant demon. after, by the erueltiu of Agtthode*.
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PAULUS jEMILIUS

WHBV I first applied myself to the writing of generally bleised with succe*. And notwitr*
these Lives, it was for the sake of others, but standing the ill fortune of Lucius Paulus al
I pursue that study for my own sake; availing Canns, he shewed on tiiat occasion both lui
myself of history as of a mirror, from which I prudence and his valour. Foi, wnen he could
leam to adjust and regulate my own conduct. not dissuade his colleague from fighting, he
For it is like living and conversing with these joined him in the combat, though much against
illustrious men, when I invite, as it were, and liis will, but did not partake with him in his
receive them, one after another, under my roof: flight: on the contrary, when he who plunged
when I consider how great and wonderful them in the danger, deserted the field, Paulua
they were, and select from their actions the stood his ground, and fell bravely amidst the
most memorable and glorious. enemy, with his sword in his hand.

Ye gods! what greater pleasure ? This Paulus had a daughter named .Emilia,
What Aappier road to m'rtue ? who was married to Scipio the Great, and a son

Democritus has a position in his philosophy,* called Paulus, whose history I am now writing.
utterly false indeed, and leading to endless su- At the time he made his appearance in the
perstitions, that there are phantasms or images world, Rome abounded in men who were
continually floating in the air, some propitious, celebrated for their -virtues and other excellent
and some unlucky, and advises us to pray, that accomplishments f and even among these
«uch may strike upon our senses, 33 are agree- jEmilius made a distinguished figure, without
able to, and perfective of, our nature, and not pursuing the same studies, or setting out in the
such as have a tendency to vice and error. same track, with the young nobility of that age.
For my part, instead of this, I fill my mind For he did not exercise himself in pleading
with the sublime images of the best and great-causes; nor could he stoop to salute, to solicit,
est men, by attention to history and biography; and caress the people, which was the method
and if I contract any blemish or ill custom from that most men took who aimed at popularity.
other company which I am unavoidably en- Not but that he had talents from nature to ac-
gaged in, I correct and expel them, by calmly quit himself well in either of these respects,
and dispasionately turning my thoughts to these but he reckoned the honour that flows from
excellent examples. For the same purpose, I valour, from justice, and probity, preferable to
now put into your bands the Isjle of Timoleon, both; and in these virtues be soon surpassed
the Corinthian, and that of -55milius Paulus, all the young men of his time.
men famous not only for their virtues, but their The first of the great offices of state fot
success; insomuch that they have left room to which he was a candidate, was that of JEdile,
doubt, whether their great achievements were and he carried it against twelve competitors,
not owing more to their good fortune than their who, we are told, were all afterwards consuls.
prudence. And when he was appointed one of the Jiugurs,

Most writers agree, that the JEmilian family whom the Romans employ in the inspection
was one of the most ancient among the Roman and care of divination by the flight of birds,
nobility: and it is asserted, that the founder of and by prodigies in the air, he studied so at-
it, who also left it hia surname, was Mamer- tentively the usages of his country, and ac-
cusf the son of Pythagoras the philosopher,} quainted himself eo perfectly with the ancient
who, for the peculiar charms and gracefulness ceremonies of religion, that what before was
of his elocution, was called -3£milius; such, at only considered as an honour, and sought for
least, is the opinion of those who say that on account of the authority annexed to it,t
Numa was educated under Pythagoras. appeared in his hands to be one of the princi-

Those of this family that distinguished pal arts. Thus, he confirmed the definition
themselves^ found their attachment to virtue which is given by some philosophers, That re-

ligion is the science of worshipping the gods.
* Democritus held, that visible objects produced He did every thing with skill and application;their image in the ambient air, which image produced

a lecond, and the second a third still less than the for- he laid aside all other concerns while he at-
mer, and so on till the last produced ils counterpart in tended to this, and made not the least omission
the eye. This he supposed the process of the act of or innovation, but disputed with his colleagues
vision. But he went on to what is infinitely more ab- about the smallest article, and insisted, thatsurd. He maintained (hat thought was formed, accor-
ding w those images struck upon the imagination ; though the Deity might be supposed to be
that of these there were some tood and some evil; that merciful, and willing to overlook some neglect,
the good produced virtuous thought! in us, and the
evil the contrary. those JEnulii renowned for their victories and tri-

f Sec the life of Numa. umphs.
| He is called Pythagoras the philosopher, to disti "In that period we find the Scmpronii, the Albinv.

guish him froiu Pythagoras the tamed wrestler. the Fatal Muiuu, the Marcelli, the Scipios, the F'jl.
$ From Lucius jEmilius, who was consul in the year vn, Sulpilii, Ctthegi, Metelli, and other great sjid ci-

of Rome two hundred and seventy, and overcame the cellent men.
Volsrians, to Lucius Paulus, who was father to Paulus t Under pretence that the auspices were favouraNt
JSmilius, and who fell at Cannae, in the year of Rome or otherwise, the .«U?UT-J had it in their power u
fire hundred and thirty-seven, there were nauy of promote or put a stop to any public iflkir whatever.
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yet it was dangerous for the state to connive his friends remonstrated, and asked him, Wai
at and pass by such things. For no man ever she not chattel Was she not fair t Was she
began his attempts against government with not fruitful1! he held out his shoe, and said,
an enormous crime; and the relaxing in the If it not handsome! Is it not new? yet none
smallest matters, breaks down the fences of knows where it wrings him, but he that wears
the greatest. it. Certain it is, that men usually repudiate

Nor was he less exact in requiring and ob- their wives for great and visible faults; yet
serving the Roman military discipline. He did sometimes also a peevishness of temper or in-
not study to be popular in command, nor en- compliance of manners, small and frequent
deavour, like the generality, to make one com- distates, though not discerned by the world,
mission the foundation for another, by humour- produce the most incurable aversions in a mar-
ing and indulging the soldiery:* but as a priest ried life.*
instructs the initiated with care in the sacred JEmilius, thus separated from Papiria, mar-
ceremonies, so he explained to those that were ried a second wife, by whom he had also two
under him the rules and customs of war; and sons. These he brought up in his own house;
being inexorable, at the same time, to those the sons of Papiria being adopted into the
that transgressed them, he re-established his greatest and most noble families in Rome, the
country in its former glory. Indeed, with him, elder by Fabius Maximus, who was five times
the beating of an enemy was a matter of much consul, and the younger by his cousin-gertnan,
less account, than the bringing of his country- the son of Scipio Africanus, who gave him the
men to strict discipline; the one seeming to be name of Scipio. One of his daughters was
the necessary consequence of the other. married to the son of Cato, and the other to

During the war which the Romans were en- jElius Tubero, a man of superior integrity,
B^ged iu with Antiochos the Great,t in the and who, of nil the Romans, knew best how to
east, and* in which their most experienced of- bear poverty. There was no less than sixteen
ficers we:e employed, another broke out in the of the .SSlian family and name, who had only
west. There was a general revolt in Spain ;§ a small house and one farm amongst them;
and thither JEmilius was sent, not with six and in this house they all lived, with their
lictors only, like other praetors, but with twice wives and many children. Here dwelt the
the number, which seemed to raise his dig- daughter of .Emilius, who had been twice con-
nity to an equality with the consular. He sul, and had triumphed twice, not ashamed of
beat the barbarians in two pitched battle9,|| her husband's poverty, but admiring that virtue
and killed thirty thousand of them: which suc- which kept him poor. Very different is the
cess appears to have been owing to his general- behaviour of brothers and other near relations
ship in choosing his ground, and attacking the in these days; who, if their possessions be not
enemy while they were passing a river; for by separated by extensive countries, or at least
these means his army gained an easy victory. rivers and bulwadts, are perpetually at vari-
He made himself master of two hundred and ance about them. So much instruction doet
fifty cities, which voluntarily opened their history suggest to the consideration of those
gates; and hairing established peace through- who are willing to profit by it.
out the provir ;e, and secured its allegiance, he When .ffimilius was created consul,! he
returned to Borne, not a drachma richer than
he went out. He never, indeed, was desirous * The very ingenious Dr. Robertson menliora thi»
to enrich himself, but lived in a generous man- frequency of divorces as one of the necessary reasons
ner on his own estate, which was so far from for introducing the Christian religion at that period
being large, that after his death, it was hardly of time when it was published to the world. "Di-
iufficient to answer his wife's dowry. vorces," says he, "on very slight pretensions, werepermitted both by the Greek and Roman legislators.

His first wife was Papiria, the daughter of And though the pure manners of those republics re-
Papirius Maso, a man of consular dignity. strained for some time the operation of such a perni-
After he had lived with her a long time >n cious institution ; though the virtue of private persons
wedlock he divorced her, though she had seldom abused the indulgence that the legislature al-
brought him very fine children; for she was lowed them, yet no sooner had the establishment ol

arbitrary power and the progress of luiury vitiated
mother to the illustrious Scipio and to Fabius the taste of men, than the faw with regard to divorces
Maximus. History does not acquaint us with vras found to be amongst the- worst corruptions Uiat pre-
the reason of this separation; but with respect vailed in that abandoned age. The facility of separa-
to divorces in general, the account which a tions rendered married persons careless of practising
certain Roman, who put away his wife, gave of or obtaining those virtues which render domestic lifteasy and delightful. The education of their children,
his own rase, seems to be a just one. When as the parents were not mutually endeared, or insepa-

rably connected, was generally disregarded, as each
* The Rom" soldiers were, at the same time, citi- parent considered it but a partial care, which might

zens, who had votes for the great employments, both with equal justice devolve on the other. Marriage,
civil and military. instead of restraining, added to the violence of irregu-

lar d«ire,aod under a l«ij»l title becwne the viUltand
t The war with Anliochus the Great, king of Syria, most shameless prostitution. From all these causes,

began about the year of Rome five hundred and suly- the marriage state fell into disreputation and contempt,
ooe, twenty-four years after the battle of Cannae. and it became necessary to force men by penal laws

} The consul Glabrio, and after him the two Scipios; into a society, where they eipectednosecure or lasting
the elder of whom was content to serve as lieutenant happiness. Among the Romans, domestic corruption
under his brother. L\v. 1. ixivii. grew of a sudden to an incredible height. And, per-

$ Spain had been reduced by Scipio Nasica. haps, in the history of mankind, we can find no parallelto the undisguised impurity and licentiousness of that|| Livy, mvii.57. speaks only of one battle, in which age. It was in good time, therefore, &c. fltc."Paulus ./Emilius forced Ihe entrenchment* of the Span-
iards, killed eighteen thousand of them, and made f It was in the year following trial he went curainjt
three hundred prisoners. the Ligurians.
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went upon an expedition against the Liguriana, The««aly,* and delivered the Greeks from the
Whose country lies at the foot of the Alps, and Macedonian yoke; in short, they who had sub-
who are also called Ligustines: a bold and dued Hannibal, to whom no king could be
martial people that learned the art of war of compared either for valour or power, thought
the Romans, by means of their vicinity. For it an intolerable thing to be obliged to contend
thoy dwelt in the extremities of Italy, border-with Perseus upon equal terms, as if he could
ing upon that part of the Alps which is washed be an adversary able to cope with them, who
by the Tuscan sea, just opposite to Africa, and only brought into the field the poor remains of
were mixed with the Gauls and Spaniards, who his father's routed forces. In this, however,
inhibited the coast. At that time they had the Romans were deceived; fortheyknew not
likewise some strength at sea, and their cor- that Philip after his defeat, had raised a much
"airs plundered and destroyed the merchant more numerous and better disciplined army,
"hips 8.8 far as the pillars of Hercules. They than he had before. It may not be amiss to ex-
bad an army of forty thousand men to receive plain this in a few words, beginning at the
Emilias, who came with but eight thousand at fountain head. Antigonus,f the moat power-
the most. He engaged them, however, though ful among the generals and successors of Alex-
five times his number, routed them entirely, ander, having gained for himself and his de-
and shut them up within their walled towns. scendants the title of king, had a son named
When they were in these circumstances, he Demetrius, who was father to Antigonug, sur-
offered them reasonable and moderate terms. named Gonatua. Gonatus had a son named
For the Romans did not choose utterly to cut Demetrius, w ho, after a short reign, left a young
off the people of Liguria, whom they consider-son called Philip. The Macedonian nobility,
ed as a bulwark against the Gauls, who were dreading the confusion often consequent upon
always hovering over Italy. The Ligurians, a minority, set up Antigonus, cousin to the de-
confiding in JEmilius, delivered up their ships ceased king, and gave him his widow, the mo-
and their towns. He only razed the fortifica- ther of Philip, to wife. At first they made
tions, and then delivered the cities to them him only regent and general, but afterward*.
again; but he carried off their shipping, leav- | finding that he was a moderate and public spir-
ing them not a vessel bigger than those with ited man, they declared him king. He it was
three banks of oars; and he set at liberty a that had the name of Do$on,l because he waa
number of prisoners whom they had made both always promising, but never performed what
at sea and land, as well Romans as strangers. he promised. After him, Philip mounted the

Such were the memorable actions of his first throne, and though yet but a youth, soon
consulship. After which he often expressed shewed himaelf equal to the greatest of kings,
bis desire of being appointed again to the same no that it was believed that he would restore
high olBce, and even stood candidate for it; the orown of Macedon to its ancient dignity,
but, meeting with a repulse, he solicited it no and be the only man that could stop the pro-
more. Instead of that, he applied himself to gress of the Roman power which was now ei-
Ihe discharge of his function as augur, and to tending itself over all the world. But being
the education of his sons, not only in such arts beaten at Scotusa by Titus Flaminius, his cour-
as had been taught in Rome, and those that he age sunk for the present, and promising to re
had learned himself, but also in the genteelcr ceive such terms as the Romans should 1111
arts of Greece. To thin purpose he not only pose, he was glad to come off wilh a moderate-
entertained masters who could teach them fine. Bt.t recollecting himself afterwards, he
grammar, logic, and rhetoric, but sculpture could not brook the dishonour. To reign by
also, and painting, together with such as were the courtesy of the Romans, appeared to him
"killed in breaking and teaching horses and more suitable to a slave, who minds nothing
dogs, and were to instruct them in riding and but his pleasures, than to a man, who has any
hunting. When no public affairs hindered him, dignity of sentiment, and therefore he turned
he himself always attended their studies ind his thoughts to war, but made bjs preparation*
exercises. In short, he waa the moet indulgent with great privacy and cautioa. For suffering
parent in Rome. the towns that were near the great road* and

As to the public affairs, the Romans were by the sea, to run to decay, and to become half
then eng'aged in a war with Perseus,* king of desolate, in order that he might be held in con-
the Macedonians, and they imputed it either to tempt by the enemy, he collected a great force
the incapacity or cowardice of their generals! in ilic higher provinces; and filling the inland
that the advantage was on the enemy's side. places, the towns, and castles, with arms,
For they who had forced Antiochus the Great money, and men, fit for service, without making
to quit the rest of Asi3,f driven him beyond any show of war, he had his troops always m
mount Taurus, confined him to Syria, and readiness for it, like so many wrestlers trained
made him think himself happy if he could pur- and exercised in secret. For he had in his ar-
chase his peace with fifteen thousand talents ;$
they who had lately vanquished king Philip in * This service was performed by Quiotus Flaminji

" This second Macedonia:! viar wilh Perseus began 
who defeated Philip in Thessaly, killed eight thousa 
of his men upon the spot, took live thousand prisoners,

in the year of ftome five hcndred a'»d eighty-two, a and alter his victory, caused proclamation to be ui&dt
hundred and siity-nine years before ti.e Christian aera. by a herald, at the Uilinuan games, that Greece wai

t Tho« general were f, Liciuius Crassus, afltr him free.
.. Hoatilius Malicious, and lUtu Q. Marlius i'hilippus, ^. t_t , f This Aritigonus killed Enmenes, and took Babyloa

who dragged Vhc war heavily ou during the three years ' 
frum Seltucus; and wlien his sou Demetrius had uier-

»f their consulship. j thrown Ptolemy's fleet at Cyprus, he, the Grit of «B
1 Seventeen years before. Alexander's successors, presumed to wear :
\ Liry says twelve thousand, which were to be paid and £u»uir.ed the title of king.

in twelre years, by a thousand talent! a year. t Doton uj-uifiet wiil {tec,
o
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ienal arms for thirty thousand men, in his gar- to Italy, by the Lower Gaul, along the coait
risons, eight millions of measures of wheat, and of the Adriatic.*
money in his coffers to defray the charge of When this news wag brought to Rome, the
maintaining ten thousand mercenaries for ten people thought proper to lay aside all regard
years to defend his country. But he had not to interest and solicitation in the choice of their
the satisfaction of putting these designs in exe- generals, and to call to the command a man
cution; for he died of grief and a broken heart, of understanding, fit for the direction of great
on discovering that he had unjustly put Deme- affairs. Such was Paulus .Emilius, a man ad-
trius, his more worthy son, to death,* in conse- vanced in years indeed (for he was about three-
quence of an accusation preferred by his other score,) but still in his full strength, and sur-
ion, Perseus. rounded with young sons, and sons-in-law, and

Perseus, who survived him, inherited to- a number of other considerable relations and
gether with the crown, his father's enmity to friends, who all persuaded him to listen to the
the Romans; but he was not equal to such a people, that called him to the consulship. At
burden, on account of the littleness of his ca- first he received the offer of the citizens very
pacity and the meanness of his manners: ava- coldly, though they went so far. as to court
rice being the principal of the many passions and even to entreat him; for he was now no
that reigned in his distempered heart. It is longer ambitious of that honour; but as they
even said, that he was not the son of Philip, but daily attended at his gate and loudly called
that the wife of that prince took him, as soon upon him to make his appearance in the/orum,
as he was born, from his mother, who was a he was at length prevailed upon. When he
aemstress of Argos, named Gnatbsnia, and put himself among the candidates, he looked
passed him upon her husband as her own. And not like a man who sued for the consulship,
the chief reason of his compassing the death but aa one who brought success along with
of his brother seemed to have been his fear him : and when, at the request of the citizens,
that the royal house, having a lawful heir, he went down into the Campus JV/arfiu*, they
might prove him to be supposititious. But though all received him with so entire a confidence
he wae of such an abject and ungenerous dis- and such i cordial regard; that upon their cre-
position, yet, elated with the prosperous situ- ating him consul the second time, they would
ation of his affairs, he engaged in war with the not suffer the lots to be cast for the provinces,!
Romans, and maintained the conflict a long as usual, but voted him immediately the direc-
while, repulsing several of their fleets and ar- tion of the war in Macedonia. It is said, that
mies, commanded by men of consular dignity, after the people had appointed him command-
and even beating some of them. Publiua Li- er-in-chief against Perseus, and conducted him
einius was the first that invaded Macedonia, home in a very splendid manner, he found hit
and him he defeated in an engagement of the daughter Tertia, who was yet but a child, in
cavalry,! killed two thousand five hundred of tears. Upon this he took her in his arms, and
his best men, and took six hundred prisoners. asked her "Why she weptr" The girl, em-
He surprised the Roman fleet which lay at bracing and kissing him, said, "Know you not
anchor at Ormeum, took twenty of their store- then, lather, that Perseus is dead?" meaning a
ships, sunk the rest that were loaded with little dog of that name, which she had brought
wheat, and made himself master, besides, of up. To which JEmilms replied, " Tis a
four galleys which had each five benches of lucky incident, child, I accept the omen."
oars. He fought also another battle, oy which This particular is related by Cicero, in bi»
he drove back the consul Hostihus, who was Treatise on Divination.
attempting to enter his kingdom by Klinn.i; It was the custom for those that were ap
and when the same general was stealing in by pointed to the consulship, to make their ac
the way of Thessaly, he presented himself be- knowledgments to the people in an agreeable
fore him but the Roman did not choose to speech from the rostrum. ./Emilius having
«tand the encounter. And as if this war did assembled the citizens on this occasion, told
not sufficiently employ him, or the Romans them, "He had applied for his former consul-
alone were not an enemy respectable enough, ship, because he wanted a command; but in
he went upon an expedition against the Dar- this, they had applied to him, because thej
danians, in which he cut in pieces ten thous- wanted a commander: and therefore, at prei
and of them, and brought off much booty. At ent, he did not hold himself obliged to them.
the same time he privately solicited the Gauls, If they could have the war better directed by
who dwell near the Danube, and who are another, he would readily quit the employment}
called Bastarnz. These were a warlike peo- but if they placed their con6dence in him, be
ple, and strong in cavalry. He tried the Illyr- expected they would not interfere with hi*
ians too, hoping to bring them to join him by orders, or propagate idle reports, but provide
means of Gentius their king; and it was re- in silence what was necessary for the war:
ported that the barbarians had taken his for, if they wanted to command their com-
money, under promise of making an inroad m- manders, their expeditions would be mor»

" Thii story it finely embellished in Dr. Young'* * He praclised also with Eumenei kinf of
tragedy of The Brothert. and caused representations to be mad* to Antiochoi

t Livy has given us a description of this action at king of Syria, that the Romans were equally encmit>
the end of his forty second book. Perseus offered to all kings: but Cumenes demanding fifteen hundrt*
aeace to (hose he had beaten upon as ea»y conditions talents, a stop was put to the negotiation. The reef
%j if he himself had betu overthrown, but the Romans treating, however, with Perseus, occasioned an im«t»j
ttfuscd it: they niade it a rule, indeed, never to make rate hatred between the Romans and their old frieoo
peace when beaten. The rule proved a wise one for Euinenes ; but that haired was of no service to Perieufc
vial people, but can ncv-r be universally adopted. t Livy oyi the contrary.
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than ever." It is not easy to ex-tho enemy pointed out to him better things.
press how much reverence this speech procur-for, besides their other preparations, they had
ed him from the citizens, and what high expec-a hundred thousand men collected and ready
tations it produced of the event. They rejoic-for their use: and yet he having to oppose so
ed that they had passed by the smooth-tongued considerable a force, and an armament that
candidates, and made choice of a general who was maintained ar such an extraordinary ex-
had so much freedom of speech and suih dig- pense, counted his gold and sealed his bags, a»
nity of manner. Thus the Romans submitted, much afraid to touch them as if they had be-
like servants, to reason and virtue, in order longed to anotfier. And yet he was not de-
that they might one day rule, and become scended from any Lydian or Phoenician mer-
masters of the world. chant, but allied to Alexander and Philip,

That Paulus -3Smilius, when he went upon whose maxim it was to procure empire with
the Macedonian expedition, had a prosperous money,andnotmoney by empire, and who, by
yoyage and journey, and arrived with speed pursuing that maxim, conquered the world.
and safety in the camp, I impute to his good For it waa a common saying, "That it waf
fortune; but when I consider how the war was not Philip, but Philip's gold, that took tho
conducted, and see that the greatness of his cities of Greece." As for Alexander, when ha
courage, the excellence of his counsels, the went upon the Indian expedition, and saw th«s
attachment of his friends, his presence of mind, Macedonians dragging after them a heavy and
and happiness in expedients in times of dan-unwieldy load of Persian wealth, he first set
ger, all contributed to his success, I cannot fire to the royal carriages, and then persuaded
place his great and distinguished actions to the rest to do the same to theirs, that they
any account but his own. Indeed, the avarice might move forward to the war, light and un-
of Perseus may possibly be looked upon as a encumbered. Whereas Perseus, though he
fortunate circumstance for JEmilius; since it and his children and his kingdom, overflowed
blasted and ruined the great preparations and with wealth, would not purchase his preserva-
elevated hopes of the Macedonians, by a mean tion at the expense of a small part of it, but
regard to money. For the BastarnE came at was carried a wealthy captive to Rome, and
his request, with a body of ten thousand horse," shewed that people what immense sums he had
each of which had a foot soldier by his side, saved and laid up for them.
and they all fought for hire; men they were Nay, he not only deceived and sent away
that knew not how to till the ground, to feed the Gauls, but also imposed upon Gentius, king
cattle or to navigate ships, but whose sole pro- of the Illynans, whom he prevailed with to
fession and employment was to fight and to join him, in consideration of a subsidy of three
conquer. When these pitched their tents in hundred talents. He went so far as to order
Medica, and mingled with the king's forces, the money to be counted before that prince's
who beheld them tall in their persons, ready envoys, and suffered them to put their seal upon
beyond expression at their exercise, lofty and it. Gentius, thinking his demands were an-
full of menaces against the enemy, the Mace- swered, in violation of all the laws of honoui
donians were inspired with fresh courage, and justice, seized and imprisoned the Roman
anj a strong opinion, that the Romans would ambassadors who were at his court. Perseus
not be able to stand against these mercenaries, now concluded that there was no need of mo-
but be terrified both at their looks, and at their ney to draw his ally into the war, since he
strange and astonishing motions. had unavoidably plunged himself into it, by an

After Perseus had filled his people with open instance of violence, and an act of hostil-
such spirit* and hopes, the barbarians demand- ity which would admit of no excuse, and there-
ed of him a thousand pieces of gold for every fore he defrauded the unhappy roan of the
officer; but the thoughts of parting with such three hundred talents, and without the least
a sum almost turned his brain, and in the concern beheld him, his wife and children, in
narrowness of his heart he refused it, and a short time after, dragged from their kingdom,
broke off the alliance; as if he had not been by the prater Lucius Anicus, who was sent at
tt war with the Romans, but a steward for the head of an army against Gentius.
them, who was to give an exact account of hie jEmilms, having to do with such an adver-
whole expenses to those whom he was acting sary as Perseus, despised, indeed, the man, yet
against. At the same limef the example of could not but admire his preparations and hii

strength. For he had four thousand horse, and
" Livy (itir. 26.) has well described this horseman near forty thousand foot, who composed the

"ad his foot soldier. He nyi, "There came ten thou-phalanx: and being encamped by the sea-side,sand horse, and as many foot, who kept pace with the
bom, and when any of the cavalry were unhorsed, at the foot of Mount Olympus, in a place that
they mounted, and went into the ranks." They were
the same people with those described by Caesar, in the the improbability lessen), if -we consider that Paulufirst book of nis Commentaries, where he is giving an
account of Ariovijius's army. Ai soon as Perseus had j£milius applied on this occasion to the allies, espe-
intelligence of the approach of the Baslarnz, he sent cially the Achcans, for what forces they could spirt,and if we take in those that acted on the Roman fleet.
Aotigonus to congratulate Clondicus thcrrking. Cloo-
dicub made answer, that the Gauls could not march a HLmihut, indeed, just before the battle, expresses hit
"ten farther without money; which Perseus, i& his apprehensions from the enemy's superiority of num-
avarice and ill policy, refused to advance. bers ; and it is true that he had none to depend upoa

but the Romans, who were comparatively few. Ai for
t We agree with the editor of the former English hii Grecian allies^ he could not place much confident*

translation, that the original here it extremely cor- in them, because it was their interest that the kingdom
rupted, and very difficult to be restored; and that of Macedon should stand; and, in (act, wlicn tha>
it seem* improbable that the Romans should hare an fell, severe tribunals were set up in Greece, and tha
aruy of a hundred thousand mtn in Macedonia. But shadow of liber y, which remained to it, was fo»U
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was perfectly inaccessible, and strengthened Besides, that doctrine U refuted by those wno,
on every side with fortifications of wood, he digging deep in the earth to undermine tome
lay free from all apprehensionn, persuaded fortifications, or to search for metals, meet with
that he should wear out the consul by protract- deep rivers, not collected by little and little,
ing the time and exhausting his treasures. But which would be the case, if they were produced
.fliinilius, always vigilant and attentive, weighed at the instant the earth was opened, but rush-
every expedient and method of attack; and ing upon them at once in great abundance. And
perceiving that the soldiers, through the want it often happens upon the breaking of a great
of discipline, in time past, were impatient of rock, that a quantity of water issues out, which
delay, and ready to dictate to their general as suddenly ceases. So much for springs.
things impossible to be executed, he reproved .flimilius sat still for some days, aud it ii
Ilium with great severity, ordering them not to said that there never were two great armies so
intermeddle, or give attention to any thing but near each other, that remained so quiet. But,
their own persons and their arms, that they trying and considering every thing, he got in-
mieht be in readiness to use their swords as be- formation that there was one way only, left
came Romans, when their commander should unguarded, which lay through Perrhaebia, by
give them an opportunity. He ordered also the Pythium and Pctra; and conceiving greater
sentinels to keep watch without their pikes,* hope from the defenceless condition of the
that they might guard the better against sleep, place, than fear from its rugged and difficult
when they were sensible they had nothing to appearance he ordered the matter to be con-
defend themselves with against the enemy, sidered in counsel.
who might attack them in the night. Scipio, surnamed Nasica, son-in-law to

But his men complained the most of want of Scipio Africanus, who afterwards was a lead-
water; for only a little, and that but indifferent, ing roan in the senate, was the first that offered
flowed, or rather came drop by drop, from some to head the troops in taking this circuit to
springs near the sea. In this extremity, iKmi- come at the enemy. And after him, Fabiui
lius, seeing Mount Olympus before him, very Maximus, the eldest son of JEmiliua, though
high and covered wilh trees, conjectured, from he was yet but a youth, expressed his readmest
their verdure, that there must be springs in it to undertake the enterprise. 2Emihus, de-
which would discharge themselves at the bot- lighted with this circumstance, gave them a
tom, and therefore caused geveral pits and detachment, not so large indeed, as Polybiui
wells to be dug at the foot of it. These were gives account of, but the number, that Nasica
soon filled with clear water, which ran into mentions in a short letter wherein he describes
them with the greater force and rapidity, be- this action to a certain king. They had three
cause it had been confined before. thousand Italians, who were not Romans, and

Some, however, deny that there are any five thousand men besides, who composed the
hidden sources constantly provided with water left wing. To these Nasica added a hundred
in the places from which it flows; nor will and twenty horse, and two hundred Thraciani
they allow the discharge to be owing to the and Cretans intermixed, who were of the
opening of a vein; but they will have it, that troops of Harpaius.
the water is formed instantaneously, from the With this detachment he began to march
condensation of vapours, and that by the cold- towards the sea, and encamped at Heracleum,*
ness and pressure of the eaith, a moist vapour as if he intended to sail round, and come upon
is rendered fluid. For, aa the breasts of the enemy's camp behind; but when his sol-
women are not, like vessels stored with milk, diers had supped, and night came on, he ex-
always ready to flow, buj prepare and change plained to the officers his real design, and
the nutriment that is in them into milk; so the directed them to take a different route. Pur-
cold and springy places of the ground have not suing this, without ioss of time, he arrived at
i quantity of water hid within them, which, as Pythium, where he ordered his men to take
from reservoirs always full, can be sufficient to some rest. At this place Olympus is ten fur-
supply large streams and rivers; but by com- longs and ninety-six feet in height, aa it is sig-
pressing and condensing the vapours and the nified in the inscription made by Xenagoras.
air, they convert them into water. And such the son of Eumelus, the man that measured it.
places being opened, afford that element free- The geometricians, indeed, affirm, that there
ly, just as the breasts of women do milk from is no mountain in the world more than ten fur-
their being suckled, by compressing and lique- longs high, nor sea above that depth, yet it ap-
fying the vapour; whereas the earth that re- pears that Xenagoras did not lake the height
in.HUM idle and undug cannot produce any wa- in a careless manner, but regularly, and with
ter, because it wants that motion which alone proper instruments.
ia the true cause of it. Nasica passed the night there. Perseus,

But those that teach this doctrine, give occa- for his part, seeing JEmiUus lie quiet in oil
sion to the sceptical to observe, that by a parity camp, had not the least thought of the danger
of reason there is no blood in animals, but that that threatened him; but a Cretan deserter
the wound produces it, by a change in the flesh who slipped from Scipio by the way, carae and
and spirits, which that impression renders fluid. informed him of the circuit the Romans were

taking in order to surprise him. This newt
" Livy sayi, without their shield*; the rcaion of put him in great confusion, yet he did not re-

Which wu Ihn, the Roman shields beine long, they
Knight rest their heads upon them, aud sleep standing. * The consul gare out thai they were to go on board
jF.milius, however, made one order in favour of tlie the flcel, which, under the command of Octavius the
Ittldiers U|K)it guard ; for he ordered U.MII lobe reliev- praetor, lay upon the coast, iu order to waste the mar-
ed al own, whereas I* lure they used tu be upon duty itime parts of Maccdouia, and so to draw Perseus fruf
til day. tiit camp.
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dove liis camp; he only sent ten thousand their disposition was insensibly changed, and
foreign mercenaries and two thousand Mace-his whole army encamped without noise.
donian* under Milo, with orders to possess When they had supped, and were thinking
themselves of the heights with all possible ex- of nothing but going to rest, on a sudden the
pedition. Polybius relates that the Romans moon, which was then at full, and very high,
fell upon them while they were asleep, but began to be darkened, and after changing into
Na»ica tells us there was a sharp and danger-various colours, was at last totally eclipsed.*
ous conflict for the height; that he himself The Romans, according to their custom, made
lulled a Thracian mercenary who engaged him, a great noise by striking upon vessels of brass,
by piercing him through the breast with his and held up lighted faggots and torches in the
spearj and that the enemy being routed, and air, in order to recal her light; but the Mace-
Milo put to a shameful flight without his arms, donians did no such thing; horror and astonish^
and in his under garment only, he pursued ment seized their whole camp, and a whisper
them without any sort of hazard, and led his passed among the multitude, that this appear-
party down into the plain. Perseus, terrified ance portended the fall of the king. As for
at this disaster, and disappointed in his hopes, ̂ miliue, he was not entirely unacquainted
deoemped and retired. Yet he was under a with this matter; he had heard of the ecliptic
necessity of stopping before Pydna, and risking inequalities which bring the moon, at certain
a battle, if he did not choose to divide his periods, under the shadow of the earth, and
army to garrison his towns,* and there expect darken her, till she has passed that quarter of
the enemy, who, when once entered into his obscurity, and receives light from the sun
country, could not be driven out without great again. Nevertheless, as he was wont to as-
"laughter and bloodshed. cribe most events to the Deity, was a religious

His friends represented to him, that his observer of sacrifices and of the art of divina-
army was still superior in numbers, and that tion, he offered up to the moon eleven heifers,
they would fight with great resolution in de- as soon as he saw her regain her former lustre.
fence of their wives and children, and in sight At break of day, he also sacrificed oxen to
of their king, who was a partner in their danger. Hercules, to the number of twenty, without
Encouraged by this representation, he fixed his any auspicious sign; but in the twenty-first
camp there; he prepared for battle, viewed the desired tokens appeared, and he announced
the country, and assigned each officer his post, victory to his troops, provided they stood
as intending to meet the Romans when they upon the defensive/)- At the same time he
came off their march. The field where he en- vowed a hecatomb and solemn games in honour
camped was fit for the phalanx, which re- of that god, and then commanded the officer*
quired plain and even ground to act in; near to put the army in order of battle; staying,
it was a chain of little hills, proper for the however, till the sun should decline, and get
light-armed to retreat to, and to wheel about round to the west, lest, if they came to action
from the attack: and through the middle ran in the morning, it should dazzle the eyes of hid
the rivers jEson and Leucua, which though soldiers; he sat down in the meantime in his
not very deep, because it was the latter end tent, which vraa open towards the field and
of summer, were likely to give the Romans the enemy's camp.
some trouble. Some say, that towards evening he availed

.ZEmilius having joined Ts'asica, marched in himself of an artifice, to make the enemy begin
good order against the enemy. But when he the fight. It seema he turned a horse loose
saw the disposition and number of their forces, without a bridle, and sent out some Romans to
be was astonished, and stood still to consider catch him, who were attacked while they were
what was proper to be done. Hereupon the pursuing him, and so the engagement began.
jca.'ig officers, eager for the engagement, and Others say, that the Thracians, commanded by
particularly Nasica, flushed with his success at one Alexander, attacked a Roman convoy j
Mount Olympus, pressed up to him, and that seven hundred Ligurians making up to its
begged of him to lead them forward without assistance, a sharp skirmish ensued; and that
delay. JEmilius only smiled and said, " My larger reinforcements being sent to both parties,
friend, if I was of your age, I should certainly at last the main bodies were engaged. ./Emilms,
do so: but the many victories I have gained like a wise pilot, foreseeing, by the agitation
have made me observe the errors of the van-

quished, and forbid me to give battle imme- * Livy tills us, that Sulpitius Gallu»,oi« of the Ro-
diately after a march, to an army well drawn man tribunes, foretold this eclipse ; first to the consul
np, and every way prepared. and then with his leave to the army, whereby that

Then he ordered the foremost ranks, who terror which eclipses were wont to breed in ignorant
were in sight of the enemy, to present a front, minds was entirely taken off, and the soldiers more

and more disposed to confide in officers of so great
as if they were ready to engage, and the rear, wisdom, and of such general knowledge-
in the meantime, to mark out a camp, and t Here vie »« .iEmilius availed himself of augury
throw up entrenchments; after which, he made to bring his troops the more readily lo comply vfitli
the battalions wheel off by degrees, beginning what he knew was most prudent. He wa« sensible o(
with those next the soldiers at work, so that their eagerness and impetuosity, but he was sensible

at the same time that coolness and calm valour were
more necessary lo be eicrled against the Macedonian

* Hii b'«t friend) advised him to garrison hUitrong-
utc ph&lani, which was not inferior in courage and dis-

t cities with hi* best troops, and to lengthen out the cipline to the Romans,and therefore he told Intm. lhal
War, experience baring shewn that the Macedonians
were better able to defend cities than the Romans were the gods enjoined upon them to stand upon toe defensive,

if they desired to be victorious. Another ! use i why
to laUe them ; but this opinion the king rejected from -Emilius deferred the fight, was, as riutarch ulls 111
this cowardly principle, vhav perhaps vlit town he chose because the morning sun was full in the eyes of hit
far bis residence might be first bcsiegtd. soldiers.
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of both armies, the violence of the impending that it was not out of cowardice, nor unilei
storm, came out of his tent, passed through the pretence of offering sacrifice that he quitted
ranks, and encouraged his men. In the mean- the field, but because the day before the fight.
time-, Nasica, who had rode up to the place he received a hurt on his leg, from the kick of
where the skirmish began, saw the whole of a horse; that when the battle came on, though
the enemy'* army advancing to the charge. very much indisposed, and dissuaded by hii

First of all marched the Thraciajis, whose friends, he commanded one of his horses to be
very aspect struck the beholders with terror. brought, mounted him, and charged, without a
They were men of a prodigious size; their breastplate, at the head of the phalanx; and
shields were white and glistering; their vests that, amidst the shower of missive weapons of
wcro black, their legs armed with greaves: all kinds, he was struck with a javelin of iron,
and as they moved, their long pikes, heavy-shod not nullvl with the point, but it glanced in
with iron, shook on their right shoulders. such a manner upon his left side, that it not
Next came the mercenaries, variously armed, only rent his clothes, but gave him a bruise
according to the manner of their respective in the flesh, the mark of which remained a
countries: with these were mixed the Psonians. long time. This is what Posidomus says in
In the third place moved forward the battalions defence of Perseus.
->f Macedon, the flower of its youth and the The Romans, who engaged the phalanx, be-
liravest of its sons: their new purple vests and ing unable to break it, Salius a Pelignian
gilded irms, made a splendid appearance. officer, snatched the ensign of his company and
As these took their posts, the Chalchcspides threw it among the enemy. Hereupon, tha
moved out of the cimp; the fields gleamed Pelignians, rushing forward to recover it, for
with the polished steel and the brazen shields the Italians looked upon it as a great crime
which they bore, and the mountains re-echoed and disgrace to abandon their standard, a
to their cheers. In this order they advanced, dreadful conflict and slaughter on both side*
and that with so much boldness and speed, ensued. The Romans attempting to cut the
that the first of their slain* fell only two fur- pikes of the Macedonians asunder with their
longs from the Roman camp. swords, to beat them back with their shields,

As soon as the attack was begun, .ffimilius, or to put them by with their hands: but the
advancing to the first ranks, found that the Macedonians, holding them steady with both
foremost of the Macedonians had struck the hands, pierced their adversaries through their
beads of their pikes into the shields of the Ro- armour, for neither shield nor corslet was
mans, so that it was impossible for his men to proof against the pike." The Pelignian:, and
reach their adversaries with their swords. Marrucimans were thrown headlong down,
And when he saw the rest of the Macedonians who without any sort of discretion, or rather
take their bucklers from their shoulders, join with a brutal fury, had exposed themselves to
them close together, and with one motion pre- wounds, and run upon certain death Tha
sent their pikes against his legions, the strength first line thus cut in pieces, those that were be-
of such a rampart, and the formidable appear-hind were forced to give back, and though they
ance of such a front struck him with terror and did not fly, yet they retreated towards Mount
amazement. He never, indeed, saw a more Olocrus. JEmilius seeing this, rent his clothes,
dreadful spectacle, and he often mentioned as Posidonius tells us. He was reduced al-
afterwards the impression it made upon him. most to despair, to find that part of his mel
However, he took care to shew a pleasant and had retired, and that the rest declined the
cheerful countenance to his men, and even combat with a phalanx which, by reason of
rode about, without either helmet or breast-plate. the pikes that defended it on all sides like a
But the king of Macedon, as Polybius tells rampart, appeared impenetrable and invincible.
us, as soon as the engagement was begun, But as the unevenness of the ground and the
gave way to his fears, and withdrew into the large extent of the front would not permit
town, under pretence of sacrificing to Hercu-their bucklers to be joined through the whole,
les; a god that accepts not the timid offerings he observed several interstices and openings
of cowards, nor favours any unjust vows. Ana in the Macedonian line; as it happens in great
surely it is not just, that the man who never armies, according to the different efforts of the
shoots, should bear away the prize; that he combatants, who in one part press forward,
who deserts his post, should conquer; that he and in another are forced to give back. Foi
who is despicably indolent, should be success-this reason, he divided his troops, with all
ful; or that a bad man should be happy. But possible expedition, into platoons, which h«
the god attended to the prayers of jEmilius; ordered to throw themselves into the void
for he begged for victory and success with his spaces of the enemy's front; and so, not to
"word in liis hand, and fought while he im- engage with the whole at once, but to make
plored the divine aid. Yet one Posidonius,t many impressions at the same time in different
who says he lived in those times, and was pre-parts. These orders being given by jEmiliui
sent at that action, in the history of Perseus, to the officers, and by the officers to the soldiers.
which he wrote in ecveral books, affirms, they immediately made their way between the

pikes, wherever there was an opening:! which
* The light-armed.
\ This could not be Posidoniup of Apamea, who * This shews the advantage which the pike hw orer

the broad-sword: and the bayonet is still better, be-wrote a continuation cf Fo!vti';?'£ history : for that
Posidoruus went to Rome Jurinc; the consulship of cause it rives the soldier the free use of his musket,
Alarrillus, a hundred and eighteen years after this without ociog encumbered with a Dike, and _ when

battle. Plutarch, indeed,seems to have taken him for screwed to the musket, supplies the place of a pike.
ft countfrfr.t, or a writer of DO account, when he calls f On the first appearance of this, Perseus should
him one Pjsitloniui, wlu> 'till \u /if lived at tliut time. have charged the Roman/ rtrj brulrly with his hont,
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was no sooner done, than some took the enemy But the general himself was overwhelmed
in flank, where they were quite exposed, while with grief. For, of the two sons ihat served
others fetched a compass, and attacked them under him, the youngest, whom he most loved,
in the rear; thus was the phalanx soon broken, and who, of all the brothers, was most happi-
and its strength, which depended upon one ly formed for virtue, was not to be found. He
Dinted effort, was no more. When they came was naturally brave and ambitious of honour,
to fight man with man, and party with party, and withal very young,* he concluded that his
the Macedonians had only short swords to inexperience had engaged him too far in the
strike the long shields of the Romans, that hottest of the battle, and that he was certainly
reached from head to foot, and slight bucklers killed. The whole army wag sensible of hia
to oppose to the Roman swords, which, by sorrow and distress; and leaving their supper,
reason of their weight and the force with winch they ran out with torches, some to the general's
they were managed, pierced through all their tent, and some out of the trenches to seek him
armour to their bodies; so that they maintain-among the first of the slain. A profound mel-
ed their ground with difficulty, and in the end ancholy reigned in the camp, while the field
were entirely routed. resounded with the cries of those that called

It was here, however, that the greatest upon Scipio. For, so admirably had Nature
efforts were made on both sides; and here tempered him, that he was very early marked
Marcus, the son of Cato, and son-in-law to out by the world, as a person beyond the rest
A^rinlius, after surprising acts of valour, un- of the youth, likely to excel in the arts both of
fortunately lost his sword. As he was a youth war and of civil government.
who had received all the advantages of educa- It was now very late, and he was almost
tion, and who owed to so illustrious a father given up, when he returned from the pursuit,
extraordinary instances of virtue, he was per- with two or three friends, covered with the
«uadt;d that he had better die than leave such fresh blood of the foe, like a generous your.g
i spoil in the hands of his enemies. He, there- hound, carried too far by the charms of the
fore, flew through the ranks, and wherever he chase. This ia that Scipio, who afterwards
happened to see any of his friends or acquaint-destroyed Cartbajje and Numantia, and wa*
ance, he told them his misfortune, and begged incomparably the liret, both in virtue and pow-
their assistance. A number of brave young er, of the Koreans of his time. Thus fortune
men was thus collected, who following their did not choose at present to make ."Knuhus
leader with equal ardour, soon traversed their pay for the favour she did him, but deferred it
o»u army, and fell upon the Macedonians. to another opportunity; and therefore he en-
After a sharp conflict and dreadful carnage, joyed this victory, with full satisfaction.
the enemy was dnven back, and the ground As for Perseus, he fled from Pydna to Pella,
being left vacant, the Romans sought for the with his cavalry, which had suffered no loss.
"word, which, with much difficulty, was found When the foot overtook them, they reproached
under a heap of arms and dead bodies. Tran- them as cowards and traitors, pulled them uff
sported with this success, they charged those their horses, and wounded several of them;
that remained unbroken, with still greater so that the king, dreading the consequences of
eagerness and shouts of triumph. The three the tumult, turned his horse out of the common
thousand Macedonians, who were all select road, and lest he should be known, wrapped
men, kept their station, and maintained the up his purple robe, and put it before him; he
fijlht, but at last were entirely cut off. The rest also took off his diadem, and carried it in hia
fled; and terrible was the slaughter of those. hand, and that he might converse the more
The field and the sides of the hills were cover- conveniently with his friends, alighted from
ed with the dead, and the river Leucus, which his horse and led him. But they all slunk
the Romans crossed the day after the battle, away from him by degrees; one under pretence
was even then mixed with blood. For it is of tying his shoe, another of watering his horse,
said that about twenty-five thousand were and a third of being thirsty himself: not that
killed on the Macedonian side; whereas the they were so much afraid of the enemy, as of
Romans, according to Posidonius, lost but one the cruelty of Perseus, who, exasperated with
hundred; Nasica says, orly fourscore.* his misfortunes, sought to lay the blame of

This great battle was soon decided, for it his miscarriage on any body but himself. He
began at the ninth hour,f and victory declared entered Pella in the night, where he killed
herself before the tenth. The remainder of with his poniard Euctes and Eudius, two of
the day was employed in the pursuit, which was his treasurers; who, when they waited upon
continued for the space of a hundred and him, had found fault with some of his proceed-
twenty furlongs, so that it was far in the night ings, and provoked him by an unseasonable
when they returned. The servants went with liberty of admonition. Hereupon, every body
torches to meet their masters, and conducted forsook him, except Evander the Cretan, Ax-
them with shouts of joy to their tents, which chcdamus the -3itolian, and Neon the Boeotian "
they had illuminated, and adorned with crowns nor did any of his soldiers follow him but the
of ivy and laurel.}; Cretans, who were not attached to his person,
and by that cleans hare given his infantry time to re- but to his money, as bees are to the honey-
cover tUaiiejves; but instead of this, Ihey baiily pro- of his eipedition into India. Bat the Roman cusVoni
vided for their own safety by a precipitate flight. of adorniug the lenu of the victors with ivy, the plant

* Utterly impossible ! if the circumstances of the of Bacchus, might arise from a more simple CHUS*
fight are considered : but Livj 's account is lost. Csesar, in his third book of the civil wars, says that

f I. c. three in the aAernoon. in Pompey's camp he found the ttnl of L'niuim tzi
j The laurel was sacred to Apollo, and the ivy to some others covered with ivy : so sure had .he- mad*

Bacchus. Bacchus, who is sometimes supposed to be llumselves of the victory.
the »ame with Hercules, wai a warrior, and we read * He was thto in hit se-enteeuth year.
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comb For he carried great treasu -c along days after it wag confirmed beyond dispute,*
with him, and suffered them to take out of it they could not but admire the report wbjch
cups and bowls, and other vessels of gold and was its harbinger, and the fiction which turned
silver," to the value of fifty talents. But when to truth.
he came to Amphipolis, and from thence to In like manner it is said that an account of
Alepsus,t his fears a little abating, he sunk the battle of the Italians near the river Sagara,
again into his old and inborn distemper of was carried into Peloponnesus the same day
avarice; he lamented to his friends, that he had it was fought; and of the defeat ot the Per-
inadvertently given up to the Cretans some of sians at Mycale, with equal expedition, to Pla-
the gold plate of Alexander the Great, and he iaea: and that very soon after the battle which
applied to those that had it, and even begged the Romans gained over the Tarquins and the
of them with tears, to return it him for the people of Latium, that fought under their ban-
value in money. Those that knew him well, ners, two young men of uncommon size ant"
easily discovered that he was playing the Cre- beauty, who were conjectured to be Castor
tan with the Cretans;{ but such as were pre- and Pollux, arrived at Rome from the army.
vailed upon to give up the plate, lost all; for with the news of it. The first man they met
he never paid the money. Thus he got thirty with, by the fountain in the market-place, as
talents from his friends, which soon after were they were refreshing their horses, that foamed
to come into the hands of his enemies, and with sweat, expressed his surprise at their ac-
with these he sailed to Samothrace, where count of the victory; whereupon they are said
he took refuge at the altar of Castor and to have smiled, and to nave stroked his beard,
Pollux.§ which immediately turned from black to yel-

The Macedonians have always had the low. This circumstance gained credit to hii
character of being lovers of their kings;|| but report, and got him the surname of JEnobor-
now, as if the chief bulwark of their constitution Ifus, or Yellow Beard.
was broken down, and all were fallen with it, AJ1 these stories are confirmed by that which
they submitted to JKmilius, and in two days he happened in our times. For when Lucius
was master of all Macedonia. This seems to Antonius rebelled against Domitian, Kome
give some countenance to those who impute was much alarmed, and eipected a bloody
these events to fortune. A prodigy, which hap- war in Germany, but on a sudden, and ol their
pened at Amphipolis, testified also the favour of own proper motion, the people raised a n port,
the gods. The consul was offering sacrifice and spread it over the city, that Aiitoniun wa«
there, and the sacred ceremonies were begun, vanquished and slain, that his army was cut ID
when a flash of lightning fell upon the altar, pieces, and not one man escaped. Such a run
and at once consumed and consecrated the had the news, and such was the credit given to
victim. But the share which fame had in this it, that many of the magistrates offered sacri-
iffair exceeds both t'nat prodigy and what they fice on the occasion. But when the author of
lell us of his good fortune. For, on the fourth it was sought after, they were referred from
flay after Perseus was beaten at Pydna, as the one to another, all their inquiries were eluded,
people were at llie equestrian games in Kome, and at last the news was lost in the immense
a report was suddenly spread in the first seats crowd, as in a vast ocean. Thus the report,
of the theatre, that .Kmi lius had gained a great appearing to have no solid foundation, imme-
battle over Perseus, and overturned the king- diately vanished. But as Domitian was march-
dom of Macedon. The news was made public ing his forces to chastise the rebels, messen-
in a moment, the multitude clapped their hands gers and letters met him on the road, which
and set up great acclamations, and it passed brought an account of the victory. Then they
current that day in the city. Afterwards, when found it was won the same day the report wai
it appeared that it had no good foundation, the propagated, though the field of battle was more
Btory dropped for the present; but when a few than twenty thousand furlongs from Rome.

This is a fact which no one can be unacquaint-
* He was afraid to give it them, lest the Macedoni- ed with.

am o _js out of spite should lake all the rest. But to return to the story of Perseus-
f A manuscript copy has it Galcpsus, probably upon Cneius Octavius, who was joined in command

the authority ol Livy. with ^Emilius, came with his fleet to Sam»
J It was an ancient proverb, The Cretans are always thrace, where, out of reverence to the gods,f heliars. St. Paul has quoted it from Callimachus.
$ He carried with him two thousand talents. " It was con6rmed by the arrival of Q. Fabius Mai
|| When Perseus was at Amphipolis, being afraid mini. .Kniiliii;, L. Lintulus, and Q.. Mtldlus, who

that the inhabitants would take him and deliver him had been sent eiprcss by .£milius, and reached Romt
op to the Kumans, he came out with Philip, the onl^ iln twentieth day after the action.
child he had with him, and having mounted the tri- f The gods of Samothrace were dreaded by all nations.
bunal, begau to speak; but hii tears flowed so fast, The pagans carried their prejudices so far in favour of
that, after several trials, he found it impracticable to those pretended deities, that they were struck with
proceed. Descending again from the tribunal,he spoke awe upon the bare mention of their names. Of all the

oaths that were in use among the ancient*, that by
these gods was deemed the most sacred and inviolable.
Such as were found not to have observed this oath,
were looked upon as the curse of mankind, and persons
devoted to destruction. Diodorus (lib, v.) tells us that
these gods were always present, and never failed to as-
sist those that were initiated, and called u[-on them in

I in .n-H"l llrti inn ul ILIUIIII-IICB, null was ;l 111 r \\ a M-I5 (J r s- any sudden and unexpected danger; and that nono
patcht d in Snindhrace, by order of Perseus, who Wai ever duly performed their ceremonies without being
ftfraid that Evandcr would accuse him as the author if amply rewarded for their piety. No wonder, then,
that murden if the placet of refuge in tbis island « etc > rry highly
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permitted f erseus to enjoy the protection of ments, by shewing thyself ,1 menn adversary
the asylum, but watched the coasts and guard-and unfit to cope with a Roman? Courage in
ed against his escape. Perseus, however, the unfortunate is highly revered, even by an
(bund means privately to engage one Orandes, enemy; and cowardice, though it meets with
a Cretan, to take h.'m and his treasure into his success, is held in great contempt among tho
vessel, and carry them off. He, like a true Romans."
Cretan, took in the treasure, and advised Per- Notwithstanding this severe rebuke, he raw
seus to come in tlie night, with his wife and ed him up, gave him his hand, nnd delivered
children, and necessary attendants to the port him into the custody of Tubrrn. Tb.cn taking
caller] Demetrium; but, before this, he had set his sons, his sons-in-law; an.l iht p'.nc'oal offi-
fail. Miserable was t'ae condition of Perseus, cers, particularly the younger sort, uv.k with
compelled as he was to escape through a nar- him into his tent, he sat a luiis time silent, to
row window, and to let himself down by the the astonishment of the whole company At
wall, with his wife and children, who had little last, he began to speak of the vicissitudes of
experienced such fatigue and hardship', but fortune, and of human affairs. "Is 'I fit then,"
still more pitiable were his groans when, as he said he, "that a mortal should be elated by
wandered by the shore, one told him, that he prosperity, and plume himself upon the over-
had seen Orandes a good way off at sea. By turning a city, or a kingdom? Should we not
this time it was day, and, destitute of all other rather attend to the instructions of fortune,
hope, he fled back to the wall. He was not, who, by such visible marks of her instability,
indeed, undiscovered, yet he reached the place and of the weakness of human power, teachei
of refuge, with his wife, before the Romans every one that goes to war, to expect from her
could take measures to prevent it. His chil- nothing solid and permanent;' what time for
dren he put into the hands of Ion, who had been confidence can there be to man, when in the
his favount*, but now was his betrayer; for he very instant of victory, he must necessarily
delivered them up to the Romans; and so by dread the power of fortune, and the very joy
the strongest necessity with winch nature can of success must be mingled with anxiety, from
oe bound, obliged him, as beasts do, when a reflection on the course of unsparing fate,
their young are taken, to yield himself to those which humbles one man to-day, and to-mor.
«vho had his children in their power. row another? when one short hour has been

He had the greatest confidence in Nasica, sufficient to overthrow the house of Alexan-
and for him he inquired; but as he was not der, who arrived at such a pitch of glory, and
there, he bewailed his fate, and sensible of the extended his empire over great part of the
necessity he lay under, he surrendered him- world; when you see princes that were lately
self to Octavius. Then it appeared more plain at the head of immense armies, receive their
than ever, that he laboured under a more des- provisions for the day from the hands of their
picable disease than avarice itself-I mean the enemies; shall you dare to flatter yourselves
fear of death; and this deprived him even of that fortune has firmly settled your prosperity,
pity, the only consolation of which fortune or that it is proof against the attacks of time?
does not rob the distressed. For when he de- shall you not rather my young friends, qut*
sired to be conducted to -Emihus,* the consul this elation of heart, and the vain raptures of
rose from his scat, and, accompanied with his victory, and humble yourselves in the thought
friends, went to receive him with tears in his of what may happen hereafter, in the expecta-
eyes, as a great man unhappily fallen, through tion that the gods will scud some mislbrtui.t to
the displeasure of the gods. But Perseus be- counterbalance the present success?" /Kmi-
haved in the vilest manner; he bowed down lius, they tell us, having said a great deal to
with his face to the earth, he embraced the this purpose, dismissed the young mm, si <<i»n-
Roman's knees; his expressions were so mean ably chastised with this grave discourse, and
and his entreaties so abject, that ./Emilias restrained in their natural inclination to arro-
could not endure them; but regarding him with gance.
an eye of regret and indignation, " Why doat When this was done, he put his army in
thou, wretched roan!" said he, "acquit fortune quarters, while he went to take a view of
of what might seem her greatest crime, by a Greece. This progress was attended both with
behaviour which makes it appear that thou honour to himself and advantage to the Greeks;
deservest her frowns, and that thou art not for he redressed the people's grievances, he
only now, buthastbeen long unworthy the pro- reformed their civil government, and gave
tection of that goddess? Why dost thou tar- them gratuities, to some wheat, and to otheri
nish my laurels, and detract from my achieve- oil, out of the royal stored; in which such vast

quantities are said to have been found, that the
rcvered. Besides the temple of Cgjtor and Pollux, to number of those that asked and received wa»
which Perseus fled, (litre was also a wood, es'eemed
"uch, where those who were admitted, to ttic holy rites too small to exhaust the whole. Finding a
of (he Ca/nn, used to meet. great square pedestal of white marble at Del-

* OcUnus. as soon as h: had trie king in his power, phi, designed for a golden statue of Perseus, he
put him on board the admiral galley, add having em-ordered his own to be put upon it;" alleging,
barked also all hid treasure that was left, the Roman that it was but just, that the conquered shouldfleet weighed and »lood for Amphipolia. An eiprcss
was despatched from thence to acquaint JEmi[ius with give place to the conqueror. At Olympia, we
what had happened, who sent Tubcro his son-in-law, are told, he uttered that celebrated saying
with several persona of distinction, to meet Perseus. "This Jupiter of Phidias, ia the ?ery Jupitef
The consul ordered sacrifice! to be immediately ofler- of Homer."
ed,and made the tame rejoicings as if a new victory
had bern obtained. The whole camp ran out to see
the royaJ prisoner, who, covered with a mourning " This wa» not ouite so conjistent with hu humilla
Ujil, walked alone to the tent of JEimlius. Ung discourse OD the vicissitudes ol fortune.
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Upon the arrival or the ten commissioners* which the Romans had bestowed on them,*
from Rome for settling the affairs of Macedo-and to preserve it by good laws and the hap-
nia, he declared the lands and cities of the piest harmony, he marched into Epirus. The
Macedonians free, and ordered that they should senate had made a decree, that ihe so'.hi-ra
be governed by their own laws; only reserving who had fought under h<in against Pei»tuj
a tribute to the Romans of a hundred talents, should have the spoil of the cities of E|-tmi
which waa not half what their king had im- In order, therefore, that they might fall t>|>un
posed. them unexpectedly, he sent lor ten «>(' ihe

After this, he exhibited various games and principal inhabitants of each city, and fixed a
spectacles, offered sacrifices to the gods, and day for them to bring in whatever silvci and
made great entertainments; for all which he gold could be found in their houses and tem-
found an abundant supply in the treasures of ples. With each of these he sent a centurion
the king. And he shewed so just a discern- and guard of soldiers, under pretence or'
ment in the ordering, the placing, and saluting searching for and receiving the precious metal,
of his guests, and in distinguishing what de- and as for this purpose only. But when ti:-i
gree of civility was due to every man's rank day came, they rushed upon all the inhabitant;,
and quality that the Greeks were amazed at and began to seize and plunder them. Thus
his knowledge of matters of mere politeness, in one hour a hundred and fifty thousand jier-
and that amidst his great actions, even trities sons were made slaves, and seventy cmrs
did not escape his attention, but were con- sacked. Yet from this general ruin and de»'j-
ducted with the greatest decorum. That which lation, each soldier had no more than elcvra
afforded him the highest satisfaction was, that, drachmas to his share. How shocking wu
notwithstanding the magnificence and variety such a destruction for the sake of such ad-
of his preparations, he himself gave the great- vantage!
est pleasure to those he entertained. And to jlJnnlius, having executed this commission,
those that expressed their admiration of his so contrary to his mildness and humanity, went
management on these occasions, he said, "That down to Oricum, where he embarked hia
he required the same genius to draw up an forces and passed over into Italy. He sailed
army and to order an entertainment;f that the up the Tiber in the king's galley, which had
one might be most formidable to the enemy, sixteen ranks of oars, and was richly adorned
and the other most agreeable to the company." with arms taken from the enemy, and with

Among his other good qualities, his disin- cloth of scarlet and purple; and the banks
terestedness and magnanimity stood foremost of the river being covered with multitudes
in the esteem of the world. For he would not that came to see the ship as it sailed slow-
so much as look upon the immense quantity of ly against the stream, the Kouians in suuie
silver and gold that was collected out of the measure anticipated his triumph.
royal palaces, but delivered it to the qu&tors, But the soldiers, who looked with longing
to be carried into the public treasury. He re- eyes on the wealth of Perseus, when they
served only the books of the king's library for found their expectations disappointed, in-
his sons, who were men of letters; and in dis- dulged a secret resentment, and were ill af-
tributing rewards to those that had distinguish-fected to jKmilius. In public they alleged an-
ed themselves in the battle, he gave a silver other cause. They said he had behaved in
cup of five pounds weight to hia son-in-law, command in a severe and imperious manner,
./Eliiu Tubero. This is that Tubero who, as and therefore they did not meet his wishes for
we have already mentioned, was one of the a triumph. Serviua Galba, who had served
sixteen relations that lived together, and were under Emilius, as a trjbune, and who had a
all supported by one small farm; and this piece personal enmity to him, observing this, pulled
of plate, acquired by virtue and honor, is af- off the mask, and declared that no triumph
firmed to be the first that was in the family of ought to be allowed him. Having «pread
the Julians; neither they nor their wives hav- among the soldiery several calumnies against
ing, before this, either used or wanted any ves-the general, and sharpened the resentment
sels of silver or gold. which they had already conceived, Galba re-

After he had made every proper regulation,} quested another day of the tribunes of the
taken his leave of the Greeks, and exhorted people; because the remaining four hours, he
the Macedonians to remember the liberty said, were not sufficient for the intended im-

peachment. But as the tribunes ordered him* These ten legates were all men of consulardignity.
Who carne lo assist ..Emilius in settling a new form of to speak then, if he had any thing to say, he
jOTtrnineut. Tlie Macedonians were not much charm-began a long harangue full of injurious and lalie
ed with the promise of liberty^ because they could not allegations, and spun it out to the end of the
Well comprehend what that liberty was. They saw clay. When it was dark, the tribunes ««"
eridtat contradictions ia the decree, which, though it missed the assembly. The soldicis, now muia
"poke of leaving them under their own laws, imposed
fnauy new ones, aid threatened more. What most
disturbed them, was a division of their kingdom, where- * This boasted favour of the Romans to the peoplt
by, as a nation, they were separated and disjointed from of Macedon, was certainly nothing eitraordr'«'T.
each other. Their country being now divided into four districts, it

f To these two particulars, of drawing up an army, was declared unlawful for any person to intermarry,
and ordering an entertainment, Henry the JVth of to carry on any trade, to buy or sell any landi. lu «:>y
France added-the making lore. one who was not an inhabitant of his own dutricL

f At the clow of these proceedings, Andronicus the They we'c prohibited to import anl salt; or to sell
£tolian, and Neo the Bteotian, because they had al- any limber fit for building ships to Uie barbarian n»
ways been friends to 1'crseus, and had not deserted him ii.i'n.. All Ihe nobility, and their children exceeding
even now, were condemned, and lost their heads. So the age of fifteen, were commanded immediately U
Unjust amidst all the specious appearances of justice transport themselves into Italy: and thclujfrenu jKivver
were the conquerors. lu Micedou wai rested iu certain Rouiau «en»Wi».
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insolent than ever, thronged about Galba; and alteration in them, that the triumph was »o»ed
animating each other, before it was light took to jEmilius by every tribe.
their stand in the capitol, where the tribunes The triumph U »aid to have been ordered
had ordered the assembly to be held. after this manner. In every theatre, or as thej

As soon as day appeared, it was put to the call it, circus, where equestrian games u»ed to
rote, and the first tribe gave it against the tri- be held, in the forum, and other parts of the
umph. When this was understood by the rest city, which were convenient for seeing tha
of the assembly and the senate, the common-procession, the people erected scaffolds, and
alty expressed great concern at the injury done on the day of the triumph were all drcssad in
to JEmiliaa, but their words had no effect: the white. The temples were set open, adorned
principal senators insisted that it waa an insuf- with garlands, and smoking with incense.
ferable attempt, and encouraged each other to Many lictors and other officers compelled the
repress the bold and licentious spirit of the sol- disorderly crowd to make way, and opened a
diers, who would in time stick at no instance clear passage. The triumph took up three
of injustice and violence,* if something was not days. On the first, which was scarcely suffi-
done to prevent their depriving Paulus JEmil- cient for the show, were exhibited the images,
ius of the honours of his victory. They pushed, paintings, and colossal statues, taken from
therefore, through the crowd, and, coming up the enemy, and now carried in two hundred
in a body, demanded that the tribunes would and fifty chariots. Neit day, the richest and
put a stop to the suffrages, until they had de- most beautiful of the Macedonian arms were
livered what they had to say to the people. brought up in a great number of wagons.
The poll being stopped accordingly, and si- These glittering with new furbished brass and
lence made, Marcus Servilius, a man of con- polished steel; and though they were piled
iular dignity, who had killed three and twenty with art and judgment, yet seemed to be
enemies in single combat, stood up, and spoke thrown together promiscuously; helmets being
as follows: placed upon shields, breastplates upon greaves,

"I am now sensible, more than ever, how Cretan targets, Thracian bucklers, and quiver*
great a general Paulus JSmilius is, when with of arrows huddled among the horses' bits, with
so mutinous and disorderly an army he has per- the points of naked swords and long pikes ap-
formed such great and honourable achieve- pearing through on every side. AD these armi
ments: but I am surprised at the inconsistency were tied together with such a just liberty,
of the Roman people, if after rejoicing in tri- that room was left for them to clatter as they
umphs over the Illyrians and Ligurians, they were drawn along, and the clank of them was
envy themselves the pleasure of seeing the king so harsh and terrible, that they were not seen
ofMacedon brought alive, and all the glory of without dread, though among the spoils of the
Alexander and Philip led captive by the Roman conquered. After the carriages, loaded with
arms. For is it not a strange thing for you, who arms, walked three thousand men, who car-
upon a slight rumour of the victory brought ried the silver money in seven hundred and
hither some time since, offered sacrifices, and fifty vessels, each of which contained three
made your requests to the gods, that you might talents, and was borne by four men. Othe-s
soon see that account verified; now the consul brought bowls, horns, goblets, and cups all'of
18 returned with a real victory, to rob the gods silver, disposed in such order as would make
of their due honour, and yourselves of the sat- the best show, and valuable not only for their
isfaction, as if you were afraid to behold the size but the depth of the basso relievo. On the
greatness of the conquest, or were willing to third day, early in the morning, first' came
apare the king? though indeed, it would be up the trumpets, not with such airs as are used
much better to refuse the triumph out of mercy n a procession of solemn entry, but with such
to him, than envy to your general. But to such as the Romans sound when they animate their
excess is your malignity arrived, that a man troops to the charge. These were followed by
who never received a wound, a man shining in a hundred and twenty fat oxen, with their
delicacy, and fattened in the shade, dares dis- lorna gilded, and set off with ribbons and
course about the conduct of the war, and the garlands. The young men that led these
right to a triumph, to you who at the expense of ."ictims, were girded with belts of curious
TO much blood have learned how to judge of the workmanship; and after them came the boys
valour or misbehaviour of your commanders." who carried the gold and silver vessels for the

At the same time, baring his breast, he shew- sacrifice. Next went the persons that carried
ed an incredible number of scars upon it, and :he gold coin* in vessels which held thret
then turning his back, he uncovered some parts talents each, like those that contained tbf
which it is reckoned indecent to expose; and silver, and -which were to the number of
addressing himself to Galba, he said, "Thou seventy-seven. Then followed those that bor»
laughest at this; but I glory in these marks be- the consecrated bowl,f of ten talents weight
fore my fellow-citizens: for I got them by being
on horseback day and night in their service. " According to Plularch'i account, there were SQ50
But go on to collect the votes; I will attend alenu of silver coin, and 231 of gold coin. According
the whole business, and mark those cowardly :o Valerius Antias, it amounted to somewhat more;but Livy thinks his computation too small, auj VeW
uiid ungrateful men, who had rather have their Uius Paterculus make it aloiojt twice as much. Tbe
ewn inclinations indulged in war, than be prop-account which Paltrculu* gives of it is probably right,
erly commanded." This speech they tell us, since the money now brought from Macedonia stt ihe
10 bumbled the soldiery, and effected such an Romans free from all la«s for cue hundred and twen-

ty-five years.

t This bowl weighed an hundred pounds: for the
" This was ladly verified in the timei of the Roman laJent weighed «ixiy pouudi. It was cossecraled U

emperor* Jufnten
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which TEniliui bail caimrd to be mado of gold, whom fortune gives an equal share of good
and adorned with precious stones; and those and evil. For /Emilius having four sons, two
that eipored to view thi; cupa of Antigonus of of which, namely, Scipio and Fabius, were
Seleucus, and such as were of tlie make of the adopted into other families, as has been men-
famed artist, Sliericleg, together with the golc tioned before, and *.wo others by his second
plale that had been used at Perseus's table wife, as yet but young, whom he brought uf
Immediately after, was to be seen the chariol in his own house; one of these died at four-
of that prince, with his armour upon it, and his teen years of age, five days before his father's
diadem upon that, at a little distarcc his chil- triumph, and the other at twelve, three day)
dren were led captive, attended by a great after. There was not a man among the Ro-
number of gove-nors, masters and preceptors, mans that did not sympathise with him in this
all in tears, who stretched out their hands by affliction. All were shocked at the cruelty of
way of supplication to the spectators, and fortune,* wh\> scrupled not to introduce such
taught the children to do the same. There deep distress into a house that was full of
were two sons and one daughter, all so young, pleasure, of ji y, and festal sacrifices, and to
that they were not much affected with the mix the songs of victory and triumph with the
greatness of their misfortunes. Thi? insensi-mournful dlrge^ of death.
bility of theirs made the change of their con- jEmilius, however, rightly considering that
dition more pitiable; insomuch that Peiseus mankind have n ;ed of courage and fortitude,
passed on almost without notice; so filed were not only against iwords and spears, but against
the eyes of the Romans upon the children every attack of fortune, so tempered and qual-
from pity of their fate, that many of them shed ified the present emergencies, as to overbal-
tears, and none tasted the joy of the triumph ance the evil by the good, and his private
without a mixture of pain, till they were gone misfortunes by his public prosperity; that noth-
by. Behind the children and their tram walk- ing might appear to lessen the importance, or
ed Perseus himself, clad all in black, and tarnish the glory of the victory. For, soon after
wearing eandals of the fashion of his country. the burial of the first of his sons, he made, ai
He had the appearance of a man that was over- we said, his triumphal entry; and upon the
whelmed with terror, and whose reason was death of the second, soon after the triumph, he
almost staggered with the weight of his mis- assembled the people of Rome, and made a
fortunes. He was followed by a great number speech to them, not like a man that wanted
of friends and favourites, whose countenances consolation himself, but like one that could al-
were oppressed with sorrow, and who, by fix- leviate the grief which his fellow-citizens felt
ing their weeping eyes continually upon their for his misfortunes.
prince, testified to the spectators, that it was " Though I have never," said he, " feared
his lot which they lamented, and that they any thing human, yet among things divine I
were regardless of their own. He had sent, have always had a dread of fortune, as the
indeed, to JEmilius, to desire that he might most faithless and variable of beings; and
be excused from being led in triumph, and be- borause in the course of this war she pros-
ing made a public spectacle. But jEmilms pered every measure of mine, the rather did
despising his cowardice and attachment to life, I expect that some tempest would follow no
by way of derision, it seems, sent by word. favourable a gale. For in one day I passed
" That it had been in his power to prevent the Ionian from Brundusium to Corcycra: from
it, and still was, if he were so disposed;" hint-
pig, that he should prefer death to disgrace. Achilles to Priam, in the but Iliad, which it thus Iran*
But he had not the courage to strike the blow, lated by Pope:
and the vigour of his mind being destroyed
by vain hopes, he became a part of his own Two urns by Jove's high throne have ever stood,
spoils. Next were carried four hundred cor- The source of evil one, aud one of good.
onets of gold; which the cities had sent JEmi- From thence the cup of mortal man he fills,
lius, along with their embassies, as compli- Blessing) to these, to those distributes ills;To most, he mingles both : the wretch decreed
ments on his victory. Then came the consul To U5le the bad uofmz'd, 13 curs'd indeed.
himself, riding in a magnificent chariot; a The happiest taste not happiness sincere,
man, exclusive of the pomp of power, worthy But And the cordial draught is daah'd with care.
to be seen and admired, but his good mien
was now set off with a purple robe interwoven 

Plato has censured it as an impiety to say that GoJ
fives evil. God IB not the author of evil. Moral

with gold, and he held a branch of laurel in :vil is the result of the abuse of free agency, natu-
his right hand. The whole army likewise car- ral evil is the consequence of the imperfection of
ried boughs of laurel, and divided into bands matter: and the Deity stands justified in his creating
and companies, followed the general's chariot: >eings liable to both, because natural imperfection waft
come singing satirical songs usual on such oc-necessary to a progressive existence, moral imperfec-tion was necessary to virtue, and virtue was ncccuarf
casions, and some chanting odes of victory, to happiness. However, Homer's allegory seems bor-
and the glorious exploits of JEmilius, who was rowed from the eastern manner of speaking ; Thus if)
revered and admired by all, and whom no good the Psalms, In the hand of the Lord there a a cup, and
man could envy. he pourelh out of the lame; ai for the dren thereof,

But, perhaps there is some superior Being, ill the ungodly of the earth ihall drink than, Psal.TZV. 8.
whose office jt is to cast a shade upon any
great and eminent prosperity, and eo to mingle * Or more properly, the just and risible interposition

of Providence, to punish in tome measure that general
\he lot of human hfe,that it may not be perfectly lavoc of the human species which the Roman pride
free from calamity; but ihosc, as Homer and avarice had so recently made lu Greece, For though
pays,* maj think themselves most happy to >od is not the author of evil, it is no impeachment of

lis goodness 'o suppose that by particular punishment*
" Plutarch here refers to a passage m the speech of le chastises paiticulax crimes.
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thence in five dayi I reached Delphi, and ga- Macedonia, the most acceptable to the Ro-
eriftc-d 10 Apollo. In five days more 1 took mans was, that from thence he brought to
upon me the command of the army in Mace-much money into the public treasury, that the
donia; and as soon as I had offered the usual people had no occasion to pay any taxes till
sacrifices for purifying it, 1 proceeded to action, the time of Hiritius and Pansa, who were con-
and in the space of fifteen days from that time, suls in the first war between Antony and
put a glorious period to the war. Distrusting Czsar. ̂Emilius had also the uncommon and
the fickle goddess on account of such a run of peculiar happiness, to be highly honoured and
lucceea, and now being secure and free from caressed by the people, at the same time that
til danger with respect to the enemy, I was he remained attached to the patrician party,
most apprehensive of a change of fortune in and did nothing to ingratiate himself with the
my passage home; having such a. great and commonalty, but ever acted in concert with
victorious army to conduct, together with the men of the first rank, in matters of govero
ipoils and royal prisoners. Nay, when I ar- ment. This conduct of his was afterwards al-
rived safe among my countrymen, and beheld leged by way of reproach against Scipio Afri-
the city full of joy, festivity, and gratitude, still canus, by Appius. These two, being then the
I suspected fortune, knowing that she grants most considerable men in Rome, stood for the
us no great favour without some mixture of un- censorship; the one having the senate and no-
easiness or tribute of pain. Thus full of anx- bility on his side, for the Appian family were
ious thoughts of what might happen to the always in that interest, and the other not only
commonwealth, my fears did not quit me, till great in himself, but ever greatly in favour
this calamity visited my house, and 1 had my with the people. When, therefore, Appiut
two promising sons, the only heirs I had lea saw Scipio come into the Jorum attended by
myself, to bury one after another, on the very a crowd of mean persons, and many who had
days sacted to triumph. Now therefore, I am been slaves, but who were able to cabal, to
"ecure as to the greatest danger, and [ trust influence the multitude, and to carry all before
I am fully persuaded that fortune will con- them, either by solicitation or clamour, he
tinue kind and constant to us, since she has cried out, "O Paulus ^Emilius! groan, groan
taken sufficient usury for her favours of me from beneath the earth, to think that u£miliu«
and mine; for the man who led the triumph is the crier and Lyciniua the rioter, conduct thy
as great an instance of the weakness of human son to the censorship!" It is no wonder if the
power as he that was led captive: there is only cause of Scipio was espoused by the people,
this difference, that the sons of Perseus, who since he was continually heaping favours upon
were vanquished, are alive; and those of them. But JEmilius, though he ranged himself
jEmilius, who conquered, are no more." on the side of the nobility, was as much be-

Such was the generous speech which JEmi- loved by the populace as the most insinuating
lius made to the people, from a spirit of magna- of their demagogues. This appeared in their
nimity that was perfectly free from artifice. bestowing upon him, among others honours,

Though he pitied the fate of Perseus, and that of the censorship, which is the most sacred
w«s wefi inclined to serve him, yet all he of all offices, and which has great authority
could do for him, was to get him removed from annexed to it, as in other respects, so particu-
the common prison to a cleaner apartment and larly in the power of inquiring into the morals
better diet. In that confinement, according to of the citizens. For the censors could expel
most writers, he starved himself to death. from the senate any member that acted in a
But some say the manner of his death was very manner unworthy of his station, and enrol a
etrange and peculiar. The soldiers, they tell man of character in. that body; and they could
us, who were his keepers, being on some ac- disgrace one of the equestrian order who be-
count provoked at him, and determined to haved licentiously, by taking away his horse.
wreak their malice, when they could find no They also took account of the value of each
Other means of doing it, kept him from sleep, man's estate, and registered the number of the
taking turns to watch him, and using such ex- people. The number of citizens which jKuii-
treme diligence to keep him from rest, that at lius took, was three hundred thirty-seven
last he was quite wearied out and died." Two thousand four hundred and fifty-two. He de-
of his sons also died; and the third, named clared Marcus .Similiue Lepidus first senator,
Alexander, is said to have been distinguished who had already four times arrived at that dig-
for hie art in turning, and other small work; and nity. He expelled only three senators, who
having perfectly learned to speak and write the were men of no note; and with equal moder-
Roman language, he was employed by the ma- ation both he and his colleague Marcius PniU
gutrates a) a clerk,f in which capacity, he ippus behaved in examining into the conduct
"Uewed himself very serviceable and ingenious. of the knights.

Of the acts of ^Emilius with regard to Having settled many important affaire while
he bore this office, he fell vnlo a distemper,

* This account we HSTC from Diodorua Siculus, ap. which at first appeared very dangerous, but in
Phot. Billtoth. Philip is said to have died before his time became less threatening, though it still
fcther, but how or where cannot be colltcted, because was troublesome and difficult to be cured. By
the booki of Livy, and of Diodorui Sicului, which the advice therefore of his physicians, he
treat of those times, are lust. sailed to Veha,» where he remained a long

( Here was a remarkable instance of (he pride of the
Roman Senate, to have the SOD of a vanquished king time near the sea, in a very retired and quiet
for their clerk: while IS'tcomedes, the »on of Prusas,
king of Bithynia, was educated by them with all imag- * Plutarch here writes Elea instead of Veh» and
inable pomp and gpltndour, because the father had put call, it a town in Italy, to Ji.U,,g- jbn tl froin 

' ,
thin uutltr Uie cue of the republic. Ul»l BUBt IB <Jrt«c«.
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situation. In the meantime the Romans greatly of gold, of ivory, or other expense and parade,
regretted his absence, and by frequent excla- but in esteem, in love, in veneration, expressed
mations in the theatres, testified their extreme not only by his countrymen, but by his very
deeirc to see him again. At last, a public sa-enemies. For as many of the Spaniards, Le-
crifice coming on, which necessarily required gurians, and Macedonians,* as happened lobe
his attendance, JEmilius seeming now suffi- then at Rome, and were young and robust, as
ciently recovered returned to Rome, and offer- sisted in carrying hi» bier; while the aged fol-
ed that sacrifice, with the assistance of the lowed it, calling jEmilius their benefactor, and
other priests, amidst a prodigious multitude of the preserver of their countries. For he not
people, who expressed their joy for his return. only, at the time he conquered them, gained
S'ext day he sacrificed again to the gods for the character of humanity, but continued tc
bis recovery. Having finished these rites, he do them services, and to take care of them,
returned home and went to bed: when he sud- as if they had been his friends and relation*.
denly fell into a delirium, in which he died The estate he left behind him scarce!;
the third day, having attained to every thing amounted to the sum of three hundred and
that is supposed to contribute to the happiness seventy thousand denarii, of which he appoint
of man. cd his sons joint heirs: but Scipio, the younger

His funeral was conducted with wonderful son, who was adopted into the opulent house
iolcmnity; the cordial regard of the public did of Afncanus, gave up his part to his brother.
honour to bis virtue, by the best and happiest Such is the account we have of the life and
obsequies. These did not consist in the pomp character of Paulus

TIMOLEON AND PAULUS jEMILIUS COMPARED

IF we consider these two great men as history satiable avarice and rapacity, while he had thi
has represented them, we shall find no striking command; and many writers give account ot
difference between them in the comparison. the misdemeanours and breach of article*
Both carried on wars with very respectable which Pharai the Spartan, and Callippus the
enemies; the one with the Macedonians, the Athenian, were guilty of, in hopes of gaining
other with the Carthaginians; and both with the sovereignty of Sicily. But what were these
extraordinary success. One of them conquered men, and on what power did they build such
Macedon, and crushed the house of Antigonus, hopes? Pharai was a follower ol Dionysiui,
which had flourished in a succession of seven who was already expelled, and Callippus was
kings; the other expelled tyranny out of Sicily, an officer in the foreign troops in the service
and restored that island to its ancient liberty. of Dion. But Timoleon was sent to be gen-
It may be in favour of JEmihus, laat he had to eral of the Syracusans, at their earnest request)
do with Perseus when in his full strength, and he had not an army to provide, but found ooo
when he had beaten the Romans; ant! Timoleon ready formed, which cheerfully obeyed his or-
with Dionysius, when reduced to very desper- ders; and yet he employed this power, for no
ate circumstances: as, on the other hand, it other end, than the destruction of their oppres-
may be observed to the advantage of Timoleon, sive masters.
that he subdued many tyrants, and defeated a Yet again, it was to be admired in ZEmilius,
great army of Carthaginians, with such forces that, though he subdued so opulent a kingdom,
as he happened to pick up, who were not vet- tie did not add one drachma to his substance.
eran and experienced troops like those of -3Emi- He would not touch, nor even look upon the
lius, but mercenaries and undisciplined men, money himself, though he gave many liberal
who had been accustomed to fight only at their gifts to others. I do not, however, blame Ti-
own pleasure. For equal exploits, with une- moleon for accepting of a handsome house and
qual means and preparations, reflect the greater lands: for it is no disgrace to take something
glory on the general who performs them. out of so much, but to take nothing at all ii

Both paid a strict regard to justice and in- better; and that is the most consummate vir-
tegrity in Uieir employments. JEmilius was tue which shews that it is above pecuniary
prepared from the lirst to behave so, by the considerations, even when it has the best claim
laws and manners of his country; butTimole- to them.
on's probity was owing entirely to himself. As some bodies are able to bear heat, and
A proof of this is, that in the time of JEmihus others cold, but those are the strongest which
good order universally prevailed among the
Romans, through a spirit of obedience to their * These were some of the Macedonian nobility, who
laws and usages, and a reverence of their fel- were then at Home. Valerius Maximus says, it w*l
low-citizens; whereas, not one of the Grecian like a second triumph to ̂ Emilius, to have these per-sons assist in supporting his bier, which was adorned
generals who commanded in Sicily, kept him- with representations of his conquest of their country.
"elf uncorrupted, except Dion: and many en- In fact, it was more honourable than the triumph be
ttrtained a jealousy that even he affected had led up, because this bore witness to his humanity,
monarchy, and dreamed of setting up such and the other only to his valour.
a regal authority as that in Lacedacmon. Ti- f A saying of his, to his son Scipio, is worth mentioft-ne: Jl good general never £i'ves battle, but u'tun kt
rnxus informs us, that the Syracusans sent '$ letl to if, eittier try the lout necessity, or by a vcry/fr-
"way Gyhppui loaded wilr infra, y, for hii la- voura6J* occasion.
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Kre equally fit to endure either; so the vigour not let his reason support him against his grief;
"nd firmness of lliose minds are lh<? greatest but becoming a prey to sorrow and remorse,
which are neither elated by prosperity, nor for the space of twenty years he could not so
broken by adversity. And in this reape.r.t, much as look upon the place where the public
./Emilius appears to have been euperior; for, business was transacted, much less take a part
in the great and severe misfortune of the loss in it. A man should, indeed, be afraid and
of his sons, he kept up the same dignity of ashamed of what is really shameful; but to
carriage as in the midst of the happiest suc-shrink under every reflection upon his charac-
cess. But Timoleon, when he had acted as a ter, though it speaks a delicacy of temper, bat
patriot sbould, with regard to his brother, did nothing in it of true greatness of mind.

PELOPIDAS.

CATO the elder, hearing somebody cdmmend a not him who loses his sword or spesr; thus in
man who was rashly and indiscreetly daring in structmg us, that the first care of every man,
war, made this just observation, that there was especially of every governor of a city, or com-
great difference bettceen a due regard to mander of an army, should be, to defend him-
valour and a contempt of life. To this pur- self, and after that, he is to think of annoying
pose, there is a story of one of the soldiers of the enemy. For if, according to the compari-
Antigonus, who was astonishingly brave, but son made by Iphicrates, the light-armed re-
of an unhealthy complexion, and bad habit of semble the hands, the cavalry the feet, the
body. The king asked him the cause of his main body of infantry the breast, and the gen-
paleness and he acknowledged that he had a eral the head; then that g?n*ral who surfers
private infirmity. He therefore gave his physi-himself to be carried away by his impetuosi
cians a strict charge, that if any remedy could ty, so as to expose himself to needless haz
be found, they should apply it with the utmost ards, not only endangers his own life, but the
care. Thus the man was cured; bu« then he lives of his whole army, whose safety depends
no longer courted, nor risked his person as upon his. Callicratidas, therefore, though
before. Antigonus questioned him about it, otherwise a great man, did not answer the
and could not forbear to express his wonder at soothsayer well, who desired him not to ex-
the change. The soldier did not conceal the pose himself to danger, because the entrails of
real cause, "You, Sir," said he, "have made the victim threatened his life. "Sparta," said he,
me less bold, by delivering me from that mise- " is not bound up in one man." For in battle,
ry, which made my life of no account to me." he was indeed but one, when acting under the
From the same way of arguing it was, that a orders of another, whether at sea or land; but
certain Sybarite said of the Spartans, " It was when he had the command, he virtually com-
no v nndcr if they ventured their lives freely in prehended the whole force in himself; so that
battle, since death was a deliverance to them he was no longer a single person, when such
from such a train of labours, and from such numbers must perish with him. Much better
wretched diet." It was natural for the Syba- was the saying of old Antigonus, when he was
rites," who were dissolved in luxury and plea- going to engage in a sea-fight near the isle of
sure, to think that they who despised death, Andros. Somebody observed to him that the
did it not from a love of virtue and honour, enemy's fleet was murh larger than his: " For
but brcause they were weary of life. But in how many ships then dost thou reckon me?"
fact, the Lacedaemonians thought it a pleasure He represented the importance of the com-
either to live or to die, as virtue and right rea- mander great, as in fact it is, when he is a man
son directed; ai;d so this epitaph testifies: of experience and valcur; and the first duty of

Nor life, nor detth, (herdecm'd the happier state; such a one is to preserve him who preserves
But life Dial's glorious, or a death that's great. the whole.

For neither is the avoiding of death lo be On the same account we must allow that
found fault with, if a man is not dishonoura- Timotheus expressed himself happily, when
Wy fond of life: nor is the meeting it with Chares shewed the Athenians the wounds he
C"uraee to be commended, if he is disgusted had received, when their general, and his
with life. Hence it is, that Homer leads out shield pierced with a spear: " I, for my part,"
the boldest and jravest of his warriors to bat- said he, "was much ashamed when, at th«
tle always well armed: and the Grecian law- siege of Samos, a javelin fell near me, as if I
givers puniah him who throws away his shield, had behaved too like a young man, and not a*

became the commander of so great an arma-
* The SyWilu wm a colony of Greets, who »el- ment." For where the scale of the whole ac-

IM in ancient times on,the euffof Tarcnlum. The tion turns upon the general's risking his own
felicity of their situation, their wealth and power,
drew them into luxury, which was remarkable to a person, there he is to stand the combat, and to
proverb, But one cannot credit the extravagant things brave the greatest danger, without regarding
which Alhensui relates of them. Their chief city, those who say, that a good general should die
which at first was called Sybaris, from » river of that of old age; or, at least, an old man: but whett
Dune, was afti,rwird« named Thurium, or Thurii. the advantage to be reaped fr.m his personal
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bravery is but small, and all is lost in case of a civil. For if we consider the administration cf
miscarriage, no one then expects that the gene- Aristidci and Thernistoclcs, of Cunon anu
ral should be endangered, by exerting too much Pericles, of Nicias and Alcibiades, how much
of the soldier. the common concern was injured by their dii-

Thus much I thought proper to premise be- seiuion, their envy and jealousy of each other-,
fore the lives of Pelopidas and Marcellus, who and then cast our eyes upon the mutual kind
Were both great men, and both perished by ness and esteem which Pelopidas and Epami-
their rashness. Both were excellent soldiers, nondas inviolably preserved, we may justly
did honour to their country by the greatest call these colleagues in civil government and
exploits, and hid the most formidable adver- military command, and not those whose study it
saries to deal with; for the one defeated Han- was to get the better of each other rather than
nibal, until that time invincible, and the other of the enemy. The true cause of the difference
conquered the Laceda:monians, who were was the virtue of these Thebans, which led
masters both by sea and land; and yet at last them not to seek, in any of their measures,
they both threw away their lives, and spilt their own Vionour and wealth, the pursuit of
their blood without any sort of discretion, when which is always attended with envy and strife;
the times most required such men and such but being both inspired from the first with a
generals. From this resemblance between divine ardour to raise their country to the sum-
them, we have drawn their parallel. mit of glory, for this purpose they availed them-

Pelopidas, the son of Hippoclus, was of an selves of the achievements of each other, as if
illustrious family in Thebes, as was also Epa- they had been their own.
minondas. Brought' up in affluence, and But many are of opinion, that their extraor-
coming in his youth to a great estate, he applied dinary friendship took its rise from the cam-
himself to relieve such necessitous persons as paign which they made at Manlinea,* among the
deserved his bounty, to shew that he was succours which the Thebans had sent the La-
really master of his riches, not their slave. For cedzmonians, who as yet were their allies.
the greatest part of men, as Arislolle says, For, being placed together among the heavy-
either through covetousness make no use of armed infantry, and lighting with the Arcadi-
their wealth, or else abuse it through prodigal- ans, that wing of the Lacedaemonians in which
ity; and these live perpetual slaves to their they were, gave way and was broken; where-
pleasures, as those do to care and toil. The upon Pelopidas and Epaminondas locked their
Thebans with grateful hearts enjoyed the shields together, and repulsed all that attacked
liberality and munificence of Pelopidas. Epa- them, till at last Pelopidas, having received
minondas alone could not be persuaded to seven large wounds, fell upon a heap of friends
"hare in it. Pelopidas, however, partook in and enemies who lay dead together. Epami-
the poverty of his friend, glorying in a plain- nondas, though he thought there was no life
ness of dress and slenderness of diet, inde- left in him, yet stood forward to defend hi*
fatigable in labour, and plain and open in his body and his arms, and being determined t*
conduct in the highest posts, la short, he was die rather than leave his companion in the
like Capaneus in Euripides, power of his enemies, he engaged with num-

Whose opulence was great, bers at once. He was now in extreme
And ytt his heart was not elated. danger, being wounded in the breast with a

He looked upon it as a disgrace to expend spear, and in the arm with a sword, when
more upon his own person than the poorest AgesipoUs, king of the Lacedzroonia.es,
Theban. As for Epammondas, poverty was brought succours from the other wing, and,
his inheritance, and consequently familiar to beyond all expectation, delivered them both.
him, but he made it still more light and easy by After this, the Spartans, in appearance,
philosophy, and by the uniform simplicity of treated the Thebans as friends and allies,t but,
his life. in reality, they -were wispiciou* of their spirit

Pelopidas married into a noble family, and and power; particularly they hated the parr-
had several children, but setting no greater of Ismemas and Androclides, in which Pelo-
value upon money than before, and devoting all pidas was, as attached to liberty and a popu-
his time to the concerns of the commonwealth, lar government. Therefore Archias, Leonti-
he impaired nil suostance. And when his das, and Philip, men inclined to an oligarchy,
friends admonished him, that money which he and rich withal, and ambitious, persuaded
neglected was a eery necessary thing-: It is
necessary indeed, said he, for JVicodemus * We must lake care not to confound this with the
there, pointing to a man that was both lame famous battle at Mantinea, in which Enaminondu irai
»nd blind. slain. For that battle was fought against the Lacedae-

Epaminondas and he were both equally in- monians, and this for them. The action here spoken
clined to every virtue, bul Pelopidas delighted 

of was probably about the third year of the ninety-
eighth Olympiad.

more in the exercises of the body, and Epami- f During the whole Peloponnesian war, Sparta found
nondas in the improvement of the mind; and a rery faithful ally in the Thrbans; and under th»
the one diverted himself in the wrestling-ring countenance of Sparta, the Thebans recovered the
or in hunting, while the other spent his hours government of Bueolia, of which they had been de-
of leisure in hearing or reading something in prived on account of their defection to the Persians.However, at length they grew so powerful and head-
philosophy. Amoiijr the many things that re- strong, that when the peace of Antalcidu came to b«
flected glory upon both, there was nothing subscribed to. they refused to come into it, and wer*
which men of sense so much admired as that with no small difficulty overawed and forced into it by
itrict and inviolable friendship which subsist-the confederates. We learn, indeed, from P»lybiuj,
ed between them from first to last, in all the that though the Laccdxmomans, at that peace, de-

clared all the Grecian cities free, thev did not with-
high poats which they held both military and draw their garrisons from any one of them.
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Phoebidas, the Lacedaemonian, who was march-well as harangued them in a body ; urging
ing by Thebes with a body of troops,* to seize " That it was both dishonourable and impious
the castle called Cadmea, to drive the opposite to leave their native city enslaved and garrison-
party out of the city, and to put the adminis-ed by an enemy; and, meanly contented with
tration into the hands of the nobility, subject their own lives and safety, to wait for the de»
to the inspection of the Lacedemonians. Phce- crees of the Athenians, and to make their
bidag listened to the proposal, and coming court to the popular orators; but that they
upon the Thebans unexpectedly, during the ought to run every hazard in so glorious a
feast of the Thtsmopharia^ he made himself cause, imitating the courage and patriotism of
master of the citadel, and seized Ismenias, and Thrasybulus; for as he advanced from Thebea
carried him to Lacedasmon, where he was put to crush the tyrants in Athens, so should they
to death soon after. Pelopidas, Phe.renicus, march from Athens to deliver Thebes.
and Androclides, with many others that fled, Thus persuaded to accept his proposal, they
were sentenced to banishment. But Epami- sent privately to their friends who were left
nondis remained upon the spot, being despised behind in Thebes, to acquaint them with their
for hig philosophy, as a man who would not in- resolution, which was highly approved of; and
termeddle with affairs, and for his poverty, as Charon, a person of the first rank, offered his
a man of no power. house for their reception. Puilidaa found

Though the Lacedemonians took the com- means to be appointed secretary to Aichiaa
mand of the army from Phcebidas, and fined and Philip, who were then Polemarchs} and
him in a hundred thousand drachmas, yet they as for Epaminondas, he had taken pains all
kept a garrison in the Cadmea notwithstanding. along to inspire the youth with sentiments of
All the rest of Greece was surprised at this bravery. For he desired them in the public ex-
absurdity of theirs, in punishing the actor and ercises to try the Lacedemonians at wrestling,
yet authorizing the action. As for the The- and when he saw them elated with success, he
bans, who had lost their ancient form of gov- used to tell them, by way of reproof, " That
ernment, and were brought into subjection by they should rather be ashamed of their mean-
Archias and Leontidas, there was no room for ness of spirit in remaining subject to those to
them to hope to be delivered from the tyranny, whom, in strength, they were so much superior."
which was supported in such a manner by the A day being fixed for putting their design*
power of the Spartans that it could not be in execution, it was agreed among the exiles,
pulled down, unless those Spartans could be that Pherenicus with the rest should stay at
deprived of their dominion both by sea and Thriasium, while a few of the youngest should
land. attempt to get entrance first into the city; and

Nevertheless, Leontidas, having got intelli- that if these happened to he surprised by tho
gence that the exiles were at Athens, and that enemy, the others should take care to provide
they were treated there with great regard by for their children and their parents. Pelopi-
the people, and no less respected by the nobil- das was the first that offered to be of thin party,
ity, formed secret designs against their lives. and then Melon, Democlidcs, and Theopom-
For this purpose he employed certain unknown pus, all men of noble blood, who were united
assassins, who took off Androclides; but all the to each other by the most faithful friendship,
rest escaped. Letters were also sent to the and who never had any contest hat which
Athenians from Sparta, insisting that they should be foremost in the race of giury and
should not harbour or encourage exiles, but valour. These adventurers, who were twelve
drive them out as persons declared by the con- in number, having embraced those that stayed
federates to be common enemies; but the Athe- behind, and sent a messenger before them
nians, agreeable to their usual and natural to Charon, set out in their under garments,
humanity, as well as in gratitude to the city of with dogs and hunting poles, that none who
Thebes, would not suffer the least injury to be met them might have any suspicion of what
done to the exiles. For the Thebans had they were about, and that they might seem to
greatly assisted in restoring the democracy at be only hunters beating about for game.
Athens, having made a decree that if any When their messenger came to Charon, and
Athenian should march armed through Bceotia acquainted him that they were on their way
against the tyrants, be should not meet with to Thebes, the near approach of danger changed
the least hindrance or molestation in that not his resolution: he behaved like a man of
country. honour, and made preparations to receive them,

Pelopidas, though he was one of the young- Hipposthenidas, who was also in the secret,
est,{ applied to each exile in particular, as was not by any means an ill man, but rather a

friend to his country and to the exiles; yet be
* Phoebio'as was marching against Olynthus, when wanted that firmness which the present emer-Leontidas or Lconliadea, one of the two polemarchs, gency and the hazardous point of execution re-ketrayed to him the town and citadel of Tnebe». This

happened in tlie third year of the ninety-ninth Olym-quired. He grew giddy, as it were, at the
piad, three hundred and seventy-four years before the thought of the great danger they were about to
Christian aera. plunge in, and at last opened his eyes enough

t The women were celebrating this feast in the to see, that they were attempting to shake the
Cadmea. Lacedsmonian government, and to free thenr

j Xenophon, in the account which he gnes of this selves from that power without any other de-
transaction, does not so much as mention Pelopidas. pendence than that of a few indigent persona
Ris silence in Ibis respect was probably owing to his ind exiles. He therefore went to his own
partiality to bis hero Apesilaus, whose glory lir rniflil
think would be erlip^d by thai of Ftlnpiri^s aii'S in:. house without saying a word and despatched
worthy roll* ;,£ii. Enaatitujftdu: forof the latter, too, <Jhe of his friends to Melon ami Pdoptdas, to
he sneaks *T> snarinelVi desire them to defer their enterprise foi the

P
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present, to return to Athens, and to wait till a he took his son, who was yet a child, but of «
more favourable opportunity offered. beauty and strength beyond those of his yean,

Chlidon, for that was the name of the man out of the women's apartment, and put him in
Rent upon this business, went home in all haste, the hands of PelopidaE, desiring, " That if he
took his horse out of the stable, and called for found him a traitor, he would treat that child
the bridle. His wife being at a loss, and not as an enemy, and not spare its life." Many
able to find it, said she had lent it 10 a neigh- of them shed tears, when they saw the con-
bour. Upon this, words arose, and mutual re- cern and magnanimity of Charon: and all ex-
proaches followed; the woman venting bitter pressed their uneasiness at his thinking any of
imprecations, and wishing that the journey them so dastardly and so much disconcerted
might be fatal, both to him and those that sent with the present danger, as to be capable of
him. So that Chlidon having spent great part suspecting or blaming him in the least. They
of the day in the squabble, and looking upon bfgged of him, therefore, not to leave his ton
what had happened as ominous, laid aside all with them, but to remove him out of the reach
thoughts of the journey, and went elsewhere. of what might possibly happen, to some place
So near was this great and glorious undertak- where, safe from the tyrants, he might be
ing to being disconcerted at the very entrance. brought up to be an avenger of his country and

Pelopidas and his company, now in the dress his friends. But Charon refused to remove
of peasants, divided and entered the town at him, " For what life," said he, " or what de-

different quarters, whilst it wae yet day. And, liverance could I wish him that would be more
as the cold weather was setting in," there hap-glorious than his falling honourably with his
pened to be a sharp wind and a shower of snow, father and so many of his friends?" Then he
which concealed them the better; most people addressed himself in a prayer to the gods, and
retiring into their houses, to avoid the inclem- having embraced and encouraged them all, he
ency of the weather. But those that were went out; endeavouring by the way to compose
concerned in the affair, received them as they himself, to form his countenance, and to as-
came, and conducted them immediately to sume a tone of voice very different from the
Charon's house; the exiles and others making real state of his mind.
up the number of forty-eight. When he was come to the door of the house,

As fur the affairs of the tyrants, they stood Archias and Philidas went out to him and slid,
thus: Philidas, their secretary, knew (as we " What persons are these, Charon, who, as we
"aid) the whole design of the exiles, and omit- are informed, are lately come into the town,
ted nothing that might contribute to its success. and are concealed and countenanced by some
He had invited Archias and Philip some time of the citizens?" Charon was a little fluttered
before, to an entertainment at his house on at first, but soon recovering himself, he asked,
that day. and promised to introduce to them " Who these persons they spoke of were, and
some women, in order that those who were to by whom harboured?" And finding that Ar-
attack them, might find them dissolved in wine chias had no clear account of the matter, con-
and pleasure. They had not yet drunk very cluded from thence that his information came
freely, when a report reached them, which, not from any person that was privy to the de-
though not false, seemed uncertain and ob- sign, and therefore said, "Take care that you
scure, that the exiles were concealed somewhere do not disturb yourselves with vain rumours.
in the city. And though Philidas endeavoured However, I will make the best inquiry I can;
to turn the discourse, Archiae sent an officer for, perhaps, nothing of this kind ought to be
to Charon, to command his immediate attend- disregarded." Philidas, who was by, com-
ance. By this time it was grown dark, and mended his prudence, and conducting Archias
Pelopidas and his companions were preparing in again, plied him st-ongly with liquor, and
for action, having already put on their breast-prolonged the carousal by keeping up their ex-
plates and girt their swords, when suddenly pectation of the women.
there was a knocking at the door; whereupon When Charon was returned home, he found
one ran to it, and asked what the person's his friends prepared, not to conquer or to pre-
business was, and having learned from the of- serve their lives, but to sell them dear, and to
ficer that he was sent by the Polemarchs to fall gloriously. He told Pelopidas the truth,
fetch Charon, he brought in the news in great but concealed it from tbe rest, pretending that
confusion. They were unanimous in their Archias had discoursed with him about other
opinion, that the affair was discovered, and matters.*
that every man of them was lost, before they The first storm was scarcely blown over when
bad performed any thing which became their fortune raised a second. For there arrived an
valour. Nevertheless, they thought it proper express from Athens with a letter from Archiai.
that Charon should obey the order, and go high priest there, to Archias his namesake and
boldly to the tyrants. Charon was a man of particular friend, not filled with vain and
great intrepidity and courage in dangers that groundless surmises, but containing a clear
threatened only himself, but then he was much narrative of the whole affair, as was found
affected on account of his friends, and afraid afterwards. The messenger bemg admitted to
that he should lie under some suspicion of Archias, now almost intoxicated, as he de-
treachery, if so many brave citizens should livered the letter, said, "The person who sent
perish. Therefore, as he was ready to depart,

* Thrre appears no necessity for this artifice; and,
indeed, Plutarch, in his treatise concerning iht gcniuf

" The Spartans seized on the Cadmea about the of Socrates, says, that Charon caine back to the little
middle ofiummtr, in th? year already mentioned, and band of patriots with a pleasant countenance, and gavo
it was taken from them iu the beginning of winter, in iliem all an account of what had pauetl, without U>
Ou ursl jtar of the hundredth Olympiad. least disguise.
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ftli, dcsiied that it might be read immediately, armourers and sword-cutlers. Epaminondaa*
for it contains business of great importance." and Gorgidas came to their assistance, wiui a
But Archias receiving it, said, smiling, Busi- considerably body of young men and a select
ness to-morrow. Then he put it under the number of the old, whom they had collected
bolster of his couch, and resumed the conver- and armed.
sation with PhiUdas. This saying, bu&iness The whole city was now in great terror.
to-morrow, passed into a proverb, and con-and confusion; the houses were filled with
tinues so among the Greeks to this day. lights, and the streets with men, running if

A good opportunity now offering for the ex- and fro. The people, however, did noi yet
ecution of their purpose, the friends of liberty assemble; but being astonished at what .Sad
divided themselves into two bodies, and sallied happened, and knowing nothing with certainty,
out. Pelopidas and Democlidas went against they waited with impatience for the day. It
Lcontidas and Hypates,* who were neigh- seems, therefore, to have been a great error
bours, and Charon and Melon against Archias in the Spartan officers, that they did not imme-
and Philip. Charon and his company put diately sally out and fall upon them; for their
women's clothes over their armour, and wore garrison consisted of fifteen hundred men, and
thick wreaths of pine and poplar upon their they were joined besides by many people from
heads to shadow their faces. As soon as they the city But terrified at the shouts, the lights.
came to the door of the room where the guests the hurry, and confusion that were on every
were, the company shouted and clapped their side, they contented themselves with preserv-
hands, believing them to be the women whom ing the citadel.
they had so long expected. When the pre- As soon as it was day, the exiles from Attica
tended women had looked round the room, and came in armed; the people complied with the
distinctly surveyed all the guests, they drew summons to assemble; and Epaminondas and
their swords; and making at Archias and Gorgidas presented to them Pelopidas and
Philip across the table, they shewed who they his party, surrounded by the priests, who car-
were. A small part of the company were per- ried garlands in their hands, and called upon
suaded by PhiUdas not to intermeddle: the the citizens to exert themselves for their gods
rest engaged in the combat, and stood up for and their country. Excited by this appear-
the Poltmarchs, but, being disordered -with ance, the whole assembly stood up, and re-
wine, were easily despatched. ceived them with great acclamations as their

Pelopidas and his party had a more difficult benefactors and deliverers.
affair of it. They had to do with Leontidas, Pelopidas, then elected governor of Bceotia,
a sober and valiant man. They found the door together with Melon and Charon, immediately
made fast, for he was gone to bed, and they blocked up and attacked the citadel, hasten-
knocked a long time before any body heard. ing to drive out the Lacedemonians, and to
At last a servant perceived it, and came down recover the Cadmea^ before succours could
and removed the bar; which he had no sooner arrive from Sparta. And, indeed, he was but
done, than they pushed open the door, and a little beforehand with them; for they had
rushing in, threw the man down, and ran to but just surrendered the place, and were re-
the beo-chamber. Leontidas, conjecturing by turning home, according to capitulation, when
the noise and trampling what the matter was, they met Cleombrotus at Megara, marching
leaped from his bed and seized his sword; but towards Thebes with a great army. The Spar.
le forgot to put out the lamps, which, had he tans called to account the three Hannostea,
ione, it would have left them to fall foul on officers who nad commanded in the Cadinea,
jach other in the dark. Being therefore, fully and signed the capitulation. Herrmppidaa
"iposed to view, he met them at the door, and and Arcissus were executed for it, and the
ifith one stroke laid Cephisodorus, who was third, named Dysaoridas, was so severely
(he first man that attempted to enter, dead at fined, that he was forced to quit Pelopon-
lus feet. He encountered Pelopidas next, and nesus.J
the narrowness of the door, together with the This action of Pe!opidas§ was called by
iead body of Cephisodorus lying in the way, the Greeks, sister to that of Thrasybulus, on
made the dispute long and doubtful. At last account of their near resemblance, not only in
Pelopidas prevailed, and having slam Leon-
lidas, he marched immediately with his little
band against Hypates. They got into his * Epaminondas did not join them aooaer. because he

wa» afraid that too much innocent blood would Sc shed
bouse in the same manner as they did into the with the guilty.
other: but he quickly perceived them, made t As it is oot probable Act the regaining «o strong a

. his escape into a neighbour's house, whither place should be the work of a day, or have been effect-
they followed, and despatched him. ed with so small a force ai Pelopidas then had, we must

This affair being over, they joined Melon, have recourse to Diodorus Siculus and Xenophon, who
and sent for the exiles they had left in Attica. tell us. that the Athenian*, early on the next morning,

after the seizing on the city, sent the Theban genera]
They proclaimed liberty to all the Thebans/f five thousand foot and two thousand horse; and that
and armed such as came over to them, taking several other bodies of troops came in from the citiej
down the spoils that were suspended upon the of Bceotia, to the number of about »tvrn thousand
porticoes, and the arms out of the shops of the more ; that Pelopidas besieged lh« place in form wilto

them, and that it held out several days, and surrender-
ed at length for want of provisions. DM dor. Sicui.

* These were not invited to the entertainment, be- lib. rv. Xenoph. 1. v.
tause Archias, expecting to meet a woman of treat dis- } It WM a maiim with the Spartans, lo die swora in
tinction, did not choose that Ltontidas should be there. hand, in defence of a place committed U) their care.

] Pelopidas also sent Philidas lo all the gaols in the 5 M. Dacicr gives a parallel between the conduct of
ttty, to release those brave Thebans whom <b« tyran- this action, and that of the prince of Monaco, in dri*.
uc 6pa-l»u« kept in fettcn. ing a Spanish garrison out uf iuj towu.
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respect of the great virtues of the men, and the they sailed round Greece, engaging and re-
difficulties they had to combat, but the success ceiving such as were inclined to shake off the
with which fortune crowned them. For it is Spartan yoke.
not easy to find another instance so remark- Meantime the Thebans, by themselves, fre-
able, of the few overcoming the many, and quently came to action with the Lacedzmo-
the weak the strong, merely by dint of courage nians in Boeotia, not in set battles, indeed,
and conduct, and procuring by these means, but in such as were of considerable service
such great advantages to their country, but the and improvement to them; for their spirits
change of affairs which followed upon this ac- were raised, their bodies inured to labour,
tion rendered it still more glorious. For the war and, by being used to these rencounters, they
which humbled the pride of the Spartans, and gained both experience and courage. Hence
deprived them of their empire both by sea and it was, that Antalcidas the Spartan said to
land, took its rise from that night, when Pclo- Agesilaus, when he returned from Boeotia
pidas, without taking town or castle, but ln/m^ wounded, Truly you are well paid for the in-
only one out of twelve who entered a private struction you have given the Thebans, and
house, loosened and broke to pieces (if we for teaching them the art of war against their
may express truth by a metaphor) the chains will. Though to speak properly, Agesilaus
of the Spartan government, until then esteem- was not their instructor, but those prudent
ed indissoluble. generals who made choice of fit opportunities

The Lacedemonians soon entering Bceotia to let loose the Thebans, like so many young
with a powerful army, the Athenians were hounds, upon the enemy; and when they had
struck with terror; and renouncing their alli- tasted of victory, satisfied with the ardour
ance with the Thebans, they took cognizance, they had shewn, brought them off again safe.
in a judicial way, of all that continued in the The chief honour of this was due to Pelopidas
interest of that people: some they put to death, For from the time of his being first chosen ge-
some they banished, and upon others they laid neral, until his death, there was not a year
heavy fines. The Thebans being thus deserted that he was out of employment, but he was
by their allies, their affairs seemed to be in a constantly either captain of the sacred bind,
desperate situation. But Pelopidas and Gorgi- or governor of Boeotia. And while he was
das, who then had the command in Boeotia, employed, the Lacedaemonians were several
sought means to embroil the Athenians again times defeated by the Thebans, particularly at
with the Spartans; and they availed themselves Plats, and at Thespiae, where Pbosbidas,
of this stratagem. There was a Spartan named who had surprised the Cadmea, was killed;
Sphodrias, a man of great reputation as a sol- and at Tanagra, where Pelopidas beat a con
dier, but of no sound judgment, sanguine in siderable body, and slew, with his own hand,
his hopes, and indiscreet in his ambition. their general Panthoides.
This man was left with some troops at Thespis, But these combats, though they served to
to receive and protect such of the Boeotians animate and encourage the victors, did not
as might come over to the Spartans. To quite dishearten the vanquished. For they
him Pelopidas privately sent a merchant in were not pitched battles, nor regular engage-
whom he could confide;* well provided with ments, but rather advantages gained of the
money, and with proposals that were more enemy, by well-timed skirmishes, in which the
likely to prevail than the money: "That it Thebans sometimes pursued, and sometimes
became him to undertake some noble enter- retreated.

prize-to surprise the Piraeus, for instance, But the battle of Tegyra, which was a sort
by falling suddenly upon the Athenians, who of prelude to that of Leuctra, lifted the charac-
were not provided to receive him: for that ter of Pelopidas very high; for none of the
nothing could be so agreeable to the Spartans other commanders could lay claim to any share
as to be masters of Athens; and that the The- of the honour of the day, nor bad the enemy
bans, now incensed against the Athenians, and any pretext to cover the shame of their defeat.
considering them as traitors, would lend them He kept a strict eye upon the city of Orcho-
no manner of assistance." menus,* which had adopted the Spartan in-

Sphodrias, suffering himself at last to be terest, and received two companies of foot for
persuaded, marched into Attica by night, and its defence, and watched for an opportunity
advanced as far as Eleusis.f There the hearts to make himself master of it. Being informed
of his soldiers began to fail, and finding his that the garrison were gone upon an expedition
design discovered, he returned to Thespiae, into Locris, he hoped to take the town with
after he had thus brought upon the Lacedaemo-ease, now it was destitute of soldiers, and
nians a long and dangerous war. For upon therefore hastened thither with the sacred
this the Athenians readily united with the band, and a small party of horce. But finding,
Thebans; and having fitted out a large fleet, when he was near the town, that other troops

were coming from Sparta to supply lie place
* This is more prohibit than what Diodorus Siculus of those that were marched out, he led his

ray?; namely, that Cleombrotus, without any order forces back again by Tegyrae, along the sides
from the Eprtori, persuaded Sphodrias to surprise the
Piraiu. of the mountains, which was the only way he

t They hoped to have reai-hed the Piraeus in the could pass: for all the flat country was over-
night, but found, when the day appeared, that they flowed by the river Melas, which, from its very
were got no farther than Eleusis. Sphodrias, per-source, spreading itself into marshes, and
ceiving that he was discovered, in his return, plun-
dered the Athenian territories. The Laced xmonians
recalled Spbodrias, and the Ephori proceeded against * This was one of the largest and ttost considerabU
him; but Agcyilau?, influenced by his son, who was towns in Boeotia, and ilill garrisoned by the L»cedr-
a friend of the son of Sphodrias brought him off. moniaa*.
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navigable pieces of water, made the lower stood their gtouno, und made such havoc
roads impracticable. among them, that they fled in great confusion.

A little be.ow these marshes, stands the The pursuit waa not continued very far, for
temple of Apollo Tegyretus, whose oracle the Thebans were afraid of the Orchomenians
there has not been long silent. It flourished who were near the place of battle, and of the
most in the Persian wars, while Ecliemtes was forces just arrived from Lacedsmon. They
high-priest. Here they report that Apollo was were satisfied with beating them in fair com-
born; and at the foot of the neighbouring bat, and making their retreat through a dis-
mountain called Delos, the Melas returns into persed and defeated army.
its channel. Behind the temple rise two co- Having, therefore, erected a trophy, and
pious springs, whose waters are admirable for gathered the spoils of the slain, they returned
their coolness and agreeable taste. The one home not a little elated. For it seems that in
is called Palm, and the other Olive, to this all their former wars, both with the Greeks and
day; so that Latona seems to have been de- barbarians, the Lacedaemonians had never been
livered, not between two trees, tut two foun- beaten, the greater number by the less, nor
tains of that name. Ptoum too, is just by, even by equal numbers, in a pitched battle.
from whence, it is said, a boar suddenly rushed Thus their courage seemed irresistible, and
out and frighted her; and the stories of Python their renown so much intimidated their adver-
and Tityus, the scene of which lies here, agree saries, that they did not care to hazard an en-
with their opinion who say, Apollo was born in gagement with them on equal terms. This
this place. The other proofs of this matter I battle first taught the Greeks, that it 13 not the
omit. For tradition does not reckon this deity Eurotas, nor the space between Babyce and
among those who were born mortal, and after- Cnacion, which alone produces brave warriors,
wards were changed into demi-gods; of which but wherever the youth are ashamed of what
number were Hercules and Bacchus, who by is base, resolute in a good cause, and more in-
their virtues were raised from a frail and per- clined to avoid disgrace than danger, there are
ishable being to immortality: but he is one of the men who are terrible to their enemies.
those eternal deities who were never born, if Gorgidas, as some say, first formed the sa-
we may give credit to those ancient sages that cred band, consisting of three hundred select
have treated of these high points. men, who were quartered in the Cadmea, and

The Thebans then retreating from Orcho- maintained and exercised at the public expense
menus towards Tegyra?, the Lacedzmonians They were called the city band, for citadels in
who were returning from Locris met them on those days were called cities.
the road. As soon as they were perceived to
be passing the straits, one ran and told Pelo-
pidas, We. are fallen into the enemy's hands. But Gorgidas, by disposing those that be
Jlnd, why not they, said he, into ours? At the longed to this sacred band here and there in
Game time he ordered the cavalry to advance the first ranks, and covering the front of his
from the rear to the front, that they might be infantry with them, gave them but little oppor-
ready for the attack; and the infantry, who tunity to distinguish themselves, or effectually
were but three hundred,* he drew up in a close to serve the common cause; thus divided as
body; hoping that wherever they charged, they they were, and mixed with other troops more
would break through the enemy, though supe-m number and of inferior resolution. But
rior in numbers. when their valour appeared with so much lustre

The Spartans had two battalions. Ephoras at Tegyrse, where they fought together, and
says, their battalion consisted of five hundred close to the person of their general, Pelopidas
men, but Callisthenes makes it seven hundred, would never part them afterwards, but kept
and Polybius and otheri, nine hundred. Their them in a body, wd constantly charged at the
Polemarchs, Gorgoleoa and Theopompus, iead of them in the most dangerous attack. For
pushed boldly on against the Thebans. The as horses go faster when harnessed together in
shock began in the quarter -where the generals a chariot, than they do when driven single, not
fought in person on both sides, and was very because their united force more easily breaks
violent and furious. The Spartan commanders, the air, but because their spirits are raised
who attacked Pelopidas, were among the first higher by emulation; so he thought the cour-
that were slain; and all that were near them age of brave men would be most irresistible,
being either killed or put to flight, the whole when they were acting together and contend-
army was so terrified, that they opened a lane ing with each other which should most excel.
for the Thebans, through which they might But when the Lacedemonians had made
have passed safely, and continued their route peace with the rest of the Greeks, and con-
if they had pleased. But Pelopidas disdaining tinued the war against the Thebans only, and
to make his escape so, charged those who yet when king Cleombrotus had entered their

country with ten thousand foot and a thousand
* This small body was, however, the vi-ry flower of horse, they were not only threatened with Ihe

the Theban army, and wad dignified by the names of
the aacrcd battalion and the band of lovers (as men- common dangers of war, as before, but even
tioned below,) being equally lamed for their fidelity to with total extirpation; which spread the ut-
the Theban state, and affection for each other. Some most terror over all Bceotia. As Pelopidae, on
fabulous things are related of them, from which we this occasion, was departing for the army, hii
c»n only infer, that they were & brave, resolute «tt of
young men, who had vowed perpetual friendship to wife, who followed him to the door, besought
each other, and had bound themselves, by the strong- him, with tears, to take care of himself, he an-
est tics, to stand by one another to the last drop of their swered, My dear,private persons are to be ad-
blood ; and wore therefore the fittest to be employed vised to take care of themselves, but persons
m such private and dangerous expedition* in a public character to take care of othert
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When he came to the army, and found the in sacrifice, through an ill-timed tenderness fo7
general officers differing in opinion, he was the his child, refused if, the consequence of which
first to close in with that of Epaminondas, who was. that his eipedition proved unsuccessful.
proposed that they should give the enemy bat- Those that were of the contrary opinion,
tle. He was not, indeed, then one of those that argued, that so barbarous and unjust an offering
commanded in chief, but he was captain of could not possibly be acceptable to any superior
the sacred band; and they had that confidence being; that no Typhont or giants, but the fa-
in him, which was due to a man who had given ther of gods and men,governed the world: that
ms country such pledges of his regard for lib- it was absurd to suppose that the gods delighted
erty. in human sacrifices; and,that if any of them did,

The resolution thus taken to hazard a battle, they ought to be disregarded as impotent be-
and the two armies in sight at Leuctra, Pelo- ings, since such strange and corrupt desirei
pidas had a dream which gave him no small could not exist but in weak and vicious minds.
.rouble. In that Geld lie the bodies of the While the principal officers were engaged
daughters of Scedasue, who are called Leuc- on this subject, and Pelopidas was more per-
tridit from the place. For a rape having been plexed than all the rest, on a sudden a she-
committed upon them by some Spartans whom colt quitted the herd, and ran through the
they had hospitably received into their house, camp; and when she came to the place where
they had killed themselves, and were buried they were assembled, she stood still. The of-
there. Upon this, their father went to Lace- ficers, for their part, only admired her colour,
dajmon, and demanded that justice should be which was a shining red, the stateliness of her
done upon the persons who had committed so form, the vigour of her motions, and the
detestable and atrocious a crime; and, as he sprightliness of her neighings; but Theocritm
could not obtain it, he vented bitter impreca- the diviner, understanding the thing better,
tions against the Spartans, and then killed him- cried out to Pelopidas, "Here comes the vic-
self upon the tomb of his daughters. From tim, fortunate man that thou art! wait for no
that time many prophecies and oracles fore- other virgin, but sacrifice that which Heaven
warned the Spartans to beware of the ven- hath sent thee." They then took the colt, and
geance of Leuctra: the true intent of which led her to the tomb of the virgins, where, after
but few understood; for they were in doubt as the usual prayers, and the ceremony of crown-
to the place that was meant, there being a ing her, they offered her up with joy, not for-
little maratime town called Leuctrum, in La- getting to publish the vision of Pelopidas, and
conia, and another of the same name near the sacrifice required, to the whole army.
Megalopolis in Arcadia. Besides, that injury The day of battle being come, Epammondas
was done to the daughters of Scedasus long drew up the infantry of his left wing in an
before the battle of Leuctra. oblique form, that the right wing of the Spar

Pelopidas, then, as he slept in his tent, tans being obliged to divide from the other
thought he saw these young women weeping Greeks, he might fall with all his force upon
at their tombs, and loading the Spartans with Cleombrotus who commanded them, and break
imprecations, while their father ordered him them with the greater ease. But the enemjr,
to sacrifice a red-haired young virgin to the perceiving his intention, began to change their
damsels, if he desired to be victorious in the en- order of battle, and to extend their right wing
suing engagement. This order appearing to and wheel about, with a design to surround
him cruel and unjust, he rose and communica- Epaminondas. In the mean time, Pelopidas
ted it to the soothsayers and the generals. Some came briskly up with his band of three hun-
were of opinion, that it should not be neg- dred; and before Cleombrotus could eitend,
lected or disobeyed, alleging, to the purpose the his wing as he desired, or reduce it to its for-
ancient stories ofMenoeceus the son of Creon,* mer disposition, fell upon the Spartans, disor-
and Macaria the daughter of Hercules; and dered as they were with the imperfect move-
the more modern instances of Pherecydes the ment. And though the Spartans, who were
philosopher, who was put to death by the excellent masters in the art of war, laboured
Lacedaemonians, and whose skin was preserv- no point so much as to keep their men from
ed by their kings, pursuant to the direction of confusion and from dispersing, when their ranks
some oracle; of Leonidas, who, by order of happened to be broken; insomuch that the
the oracle too, sacrificed himself, as it were, private men were as able as the officers to
for the sake of Greece; and lastly, of the hu- knit again, and to make an united effort, wher-
man victims offered by Themistocles to Bac- ever any occasion of danger required: yet
chus-omestes, before the eeafight at Salamis: Epaminondas, then attacking their right wing
to all which sacrifices the ensuing success gave only, without stopping to contend with the
a sanction. They observed also, that Agesi- other troops, and Pelopidas rushing upon them
laus, setting sail from the same place that with incredible speed and bravery, broke their
Agamemnon did, and against the same ene- resolution, and baffled their art. The conse-
mies, and seeing, moreover, at Aulius, the same quence was, such a rout and slaughter as had

' vision of the goddessf demanding his daughter never been knows before.* For this reason

that the hatred which the Lacedemonian* bore the
* Mea<EceuJ derated himself to death for the benefit Th' bans, was owing to their not following Agcsilauiof hit country ; as did also Macaria for the benefit of when he went to make war upon Persia, and to their

the Htruciidse. For an account of the formcrj see the hindering him from sacrificing his daughter at AuluPHonitsu, and for the latter, the Heroclida of Euri- when Diana demanded her; a compliance with \\liicfl
pides. demand would hate insured his success; such, at least,

t Xenophon, in the KTenth book of his Grecian his- His the doctrine of the heathen theology,tory, acquaint* us, that Pelopidas, when he went upon
u embui} to the king of Persia, represented to him, * The Theban army consisted, at most, bat of ui
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Pelopidas, who bad no share in the chief com-Greeks were charmed with their valour, and
mand, but was only captain of a small band, admired their good fortune; but the envy of
gained as much honour by this day's great suc-their fellow-citizens, which grew up together
cess as Epaininoudas, who was governor of with their glory, prepared for them a very un-
Bocotia and commander of the whole army. kind and unsuitable reception. For at their

But soon after, they were appointed joint return they were both capitally tried, for not
governors of Bceotia, and entered Pelopon-delivering up their charge, according to law,
nesus together, where they caused several cit- in the first month which they call Boiwation,
ies to revolt from the Lacedaemonians, and but holding it four months longer; during which
brought over to the Theban interest Ehs,Argos, time they performed those great actions in
all Arcadia, and great part of 1-aconia itself. Messenia, Arcadia, and Laconia.
Il was now the winter solstice, and the latter Pelopidas was tried first, and therefore wsa
end of the last month in the year, so that they in most danger: however, they were both ac-
eould hold their office but a few days longer: quitted. Epaminondas bore the accusation and
for new governors were to succeed on the attempts of malignity with great patience, for
first day of the next month, and the old ones he considered it as no small instance of forti
to deliver up their charge under pain of death. tude and magnanimity not to resent the inju

The rest of their colleagues, afraid of the law, riea done by his fellow-citizens: but Pelopidaa,
and disliking a winter campaign, were for who was naturally of a warmer temper, and
marching home without loss of time; but Pel- excited by his friends to revenge himself, laid
opidas joining with Epaminondas to oppose it; hold on this occasion.
encouraged his fellow-citizens, and led them Meneclidas, the orator, was one of those
against Sparta. Having passed the Eurotas, who met upon the great enterprise in Charon's
they took many of the Lacedemonian towns, house. This man finding himself not held in
and ravaged all the country to the very sea, the same honour with the rest of the deliverera
with an army of seventy thousand Greeks, of of their country, and being a good speaker,
which the Thebana did not make the twelfth though of bad principles and malevolent dis-
part. But the character of those two great men, position, indulged his natural turn, in accusing
without any public order or decree, made all and calumniating his superiors; and this he
the allies follow with silent approbation wher- continued to do with respect to Epaminondaa
ever they led. For the first and supreme law, and Pelopidas, even after judgment was passed
that of nature, seems to direct those that have in their favour. He prevailed so far as to
need of protection, to take him for their chief deprive Epaminondas of the government of
who is most able to protect them. And as pas- Bceotia, and managed a party against him a
eengers, though, in fine weather, or in port, Jong time with success: but his insinuation!
they may behave insolently, and brave the pi- against Pelopidaa were not listened to by the
lots, yet, as soon as a storm arises and danger people, and therefore he endeavoured to em-
appears, fix their eyes on them, and rely wholly broil him with Charon. It ia the common con
on their skill; so the Argives, the Eleans, and solation of envy, when a man cannot maintain
the Arcadians in the bent of their counsels the higher ground himself, to represent thosa
were against the Thebans, and contended with he is excelled by, as inferior to some other*.
them for superiority of command; but when Hence it was, that Meneclidas was ever ex-
the time of action came, and danger pressed tolling the actions of Charon to the people, and
bard, they followed the Theban generals of lavishing encomiums upon his expeditions and
their own accord, and submitted to their orders victories. Above all, he magnified his succea

In this expedition they united all Arcadia in a battle fought by the cavalry under hi*
into one body, drove out the Spartans who command at Platsa, a little before the battle
had settled in Messema, and called home its of JLeuctra, and endeavoured to perpetuate ths
ancient inhabitants; they likewise repeipled memory of it by some public monument.
Ithome. And in their return through Cenchrea, The occasion he took was this. Androcideg
they defeated the Athenians,* who had attack- of Cyzicumhad agreed with the Thebans for a
ed them in the straits, with a design to hinder picture of some other battle, which piece he
their passage. worked at in the city of Thebes. But upon

After such achievements, all the other the revolt, and the war that ensued, he wai

thousand men, whereas that of the enemy was, at least, obliged to quit that city, and leave the painting,
thrice that Dumber, reckoning the allies. But Epa- which was almost finished, with the Thebans.
minoodas trusted must in his cavalry, wherein he had Meneclidas endeavoured to persuade the peo-
much the advantage, both in their quality and good ple to hang up this piece in one of their
management.; the r«at he endeavoured to supply by
the disposition of his men, who were drawn up fifty temples, with an inscription signifying that it
deep, whereas thr SparUui were but twelve. When was one of Charon's battles, in order to cast a
the Thebans had gained the victory, and killed Cleom- shade upon the glory of Pelopidas and Epami
brotus, the Spartans renewed the fight to recover the nondas. Certainly the proposal was vain and
king's body; and in this the Theban general widely absurd to prefer one single engagement,* inchose Co gratify them, rather than to hazard the suc-
cess of a second onset. The lilies of the Spartans be- which there fell only Gerandas, a Spartan of
haved ill in this bat'.lc, because they came to it with an no note, with forty others, to so many and such
expectation to conquer without fighting j as for the important victories. Pelopidas, therefore, op-
Thebans, they had no allies at this time. This battle posed this motion, insisting that it was contrary
was fougnt in the year before Christ 371. Diod. Sioti. to the laws and usages of the Thebans, to as-
1. iv. XenOfk. H' Hi ii. I. vi. cribe the honour of a victory to any one man

in particular, and that their country ought to
"Xcnophon (peaks slightly of Charon: he MM,

"The fxilei went to the house ota^^^roa."
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have the glory of it entire. As for Chiron, he h» pattern ; and perhaps he was attentive to
was liberal in his praises of him through his that great man's activity and happy conduct in
whole harangue, but he shewed that Menecli- war, which was in truth the most inconsidera-
das was an envious and malicious man: and he ble part of his character: as for his temper-
often asked the Thebans, if they had never be- ance, his justice, hie magnanimity, and mild"
fore done any thing that was great and excel- ness, which really constituted Kpaminondag
lent. Hereupon a heavy fine was laid upon the great man, Philip had no share of them,
Menaclidas; and, as he was not able to pay it, either natural or acquired.
he endeavoured afterwards to disturb and After this the Thessalians complaining again,
overturn the government. Such particulars that Alexander of PherE disturbed their peace,
as these, though small, serve to give an insight and formed designs upon their cities, Pelopidas
into the lives and characters of men. and lemenias were deputed to attend them.

At that tune Alexander,* the tyrant of But having no expectation of a war, Pelopidas
Phere, making open war against several cities had brought no troops with him, and therefore
of Thessaly, and entertaining a secret design the urgency of the occasion obliged him to
to bring the whole country into subjection, the make use of the Thessalian forces.
Thessahans sent ambassadors to Thebes to At the same time there were fresh commo-
beg the favour of a general and some troops. tions in Macedonia; for Ptolemy had killed
Pelopidas seeing Epaminondaa engaged in the king and assumed the sovereignty. Pelop-
settling the affairs of Peloponesus, offered him- idas, who was called in by the friends of the
self to command in Thessaly, for he was un- deceased, was desirous to undertake the
willing that his military talents and skill should cause ; but, having no troops of his own, he
lie useless, and well satisfied withal, that hastily raised some mercenaries, and marched
wherever Epammondas was, there was no need with them immediately against Ptolemy. Upon
of any other general. He therefore marched their approach, Ptolemy bribed the mercena-
with his forces into Thessaly where he soon ries, and brought them over to his side; yet
recovered Larissa; and, as Alexander carne dreading the very name and reputation of Pe-
and made submission, he endeavoured to soften lopidas, he went to pay his respects to him ai
and humanize him, and, instead of a tyrant, to his superior, endeavoured to pacify him with
tender him a just and good prince. But tmd- entreaties, and solemnly promised to keep the
ing him incorrigible and brutal, and receiving kingdom for the brothers of the dead king, and
fresh complaints of his cruelty, his unbridled to regard the enemies and friends of the The-
lusts, and insatiable avarice, he thought it ne- bans as his own. For the performance of
cessary to treat him with some severity; upon these conditions he delivered to him his son
which, he made his escape with his guards. Philoxenus and fifty of his companions as hos

Having now secured the Thessalians against tages. These Pelopidas sent to Thebes. But
the tyrant, and left them in a good understand-being incensed at ttie treachery of the merce-
ing among themselves, he advanced into Mace- naries, and having intelligence that they had
donia.t Ptolemy had commenced hostilities lodged the best part of their effects, together
against Alexander king of that country, and with their wives and children, in Pharsalue, he
they both had sent for Pelopidas to be an arbi- thought by taking these he might sufficiently
trator of their differences, and an assistant to revenge the affront. Hereupon he assembled
him who should appear to be injured. Accord- some Thcssalian troops, and marched against
ingly he went and decided their disputes, re- the town. He was no sooner arrived, than
called such of the Macedonians as had been Alexander, the tyrant, appeared before it with
banished, and taking Philip, the king's brother, his army. Pelopidas concluding that he was
and thirty young men of the best families as come to make apology for his conduct, went
hostages, he brought them to Thebes; that he to him with Ismenias. Not that he was igno-
might shew the Greeks to what height the rant what an abandoned and sanguinary man
Theban commonwealth was risen by the re- he had to deal with, but he imagined that the
putation of its arms, and the confidence that dignity of Thebes and his own character would
was placed in its justice and probity.^ protect him from violence. The tyrant, how-

This wag that Philip who afterwards made ever, when he saw them alone and unarmed,
war upon Greece to conquer and enslave it. immediately seized their persons, and possessed
He was now a boy, and brought up at Thebes, himself of Pharsalus. This struck all his sub-
in the house of Pammenes. Hence he was jects with terror and astonishment: for they
believed to have proposed Epaminondas for were persuaded, that, after such a flagrant act A

of injustice, he would spare nobody, but be- '
" He had lately poisoned his uncle Polyphron, and have on all occasions, and to all persons like

Kt himself up tyrant in his stead. Polyphron, indeed, a man that had desperately thrown off all
had killed his own brother Polydore,lhe father of Al-exander. All these, with Jason, who was of the same gard to his own life and safety.
family, were usurpers in Thessaly, which before was When the Thebans were informed of thii
a free itate. outrage, they were filled with indignation, and

t Amyntas II. left three legitimate children, Alex-gave orders to their army to march directly
ander, rcrdica-s,and Philip, and one natural son, whose into Thessaly; but Epaminondas then happen-
name was Pioltrmy. This last made war against Alex- ing to lie under their displeasure,* they appoint-
ander, ilew him treacherously, and reigned three ed other generals.
years.

} About this time, the cause of liberty waj in a
great measure (Wecrteu in the oVher Grecian states. * They were displeased at him, because, in i late
Thebes was now the only commonwealth that retained ujttle fought with die Lacedemonians ncsr Corinth,
toy remains of patriotism ind concern for the injured he did not, as they thought, pursue his advantage U
End oppressed. the utmost, and put more of the enemy to the iwoid.
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Ai for Peiopidas, the tyrant took him to he kept Alexander in suspense, and manoged
Pherae, where at first he did not deny any one him so as neither to moderate his violence and
access to him, imagining that he was greatly pride, nor yet to increase his fierceness and
humbled by his misfortune. But Peiopidas, cruelty. For he knew his savage disposition,
seeing the Pheneans overwhelmed with sorrow, and the little regard he paid to reason or jus-
bade them be comforted, because, now ven- tice; that he buried some persons alive, and
geance was ready to fall upon the tyrant; and dressed others in the skins of bears and wild
sent to tell him, "That he acted very absurdly boars, and then, by way of diversion, baited
in daily torturing and putting to death so many them with dogs, or despatched them with darts:
of his innocent subjects, and in the mean time that having summoned the people of Meliboea
"paring Aim, who, he might know, was deter- and Scotusa, towns in friendship and alliance
mined to punish him when once out of his with him, to meet him in full assembly, he sur-
hands." The tyrant, surprised at his magnan-rounded them with guards, and with all the
imity and unconcern made answer, "Why is wantonness of cruelty put them to the sword;
Peiopidas in such haste to die?" Which being and that he consecrated the spear with which
reported to Peiopidas, he replied, " It is that he slew bis uncle Polyphron, and having
thou, being more hated by the gods than crowned it with garlands, offered sacrifice to
ever, mayest the sooner come to a miserable it, as to a god, and gave it the name of Ty-
end." chon. Yet upon seeing a tragedian act the

From that time Alexander allowed access Troades of Euripides, he went hastily out of
to none but his keepers. Thebe, however, the the theatre, and at the eame time sent a mes-
daughter of Jason, who was wife to the tyrant, sage to the actor, "Not to be discouraged, but
having an account from those keepers of his to exert all his skill in hip part; for it was not
noble and intrepid behaviour, had a desire to out of any dislike that he went out, but he was
see him, and to have some discourse with ashamed that his citizens should see him, who
him. When she came into the prison, she never pitied those he put to death, weep at the
could not presently distinguish the majestic sufferings of Hecuba and Andromache."
turn of his person amidst such an appearance This execrable tyrant was terrified at the
of distress; yet supposing from the disorder very name and character of Epaminondas,
of his hair, and the meanness of his attire and
provisions, that be was treated unworthily, JLnd dropp'd the craven itiag.
she wept. Pelopidua, who knew not his vis- He sent an embassy in all haste to offer sa
itor, was much surprised; but when he under- tisfaction, but that general did not vouchsafe to
stood her quality, addressed her by her father's admit such a man into alliance with the The-
name, with whom he had been intimately ac-bans; he only granted him a truce of thirty
quainted. And upon her saying, " I pity your days, and having recovered Peiopidas and Is-
wife," he replied, ''And I pity you, who, wear-menias out of bis hands, he marched back
ing no fetters, can endure Alexander." This again with his army.
affected her nearly; for she hated the cruelty Soon after1 this the Thebans having discover
and insolence of the tyrant, who to his other ed that the Lacedaemonians and Athenian*

debaucheries added that of abusing her young-had sent ambassadors to the king of Persia,
est brother. In consequence of this, and by to draw him into league with them, sent Peiop-frequent interviews with Peiopidas, to whom idas on their part; whose established reputashe communicated her sufferings, she conceiv- lion amply justified their choice. For he haded a still stronger resentment and aversion for
her husband. The Theban generals, who had 

no sooner entered the king's dominions, than
ie was universally known and honoured: the

entered Thessaly without doing any thing, and "ame of his battles with the Lacedzmonians had

either through their incapacity or ill fortune, spread itself through Asia; and, after his vic-returned with disgrace; the city of Thebes
fined each of them ten thousand drachmas, tory at Leuctra, the report of new successes
and gave Epaminondas the command of the continually following, had extended his renown
army that was to act in Thessaly. :o the most distant provinces. So that when

The reputation of the new general gave the ic arrived at the king's court, and appeared

Thessalians fresh spirits, and occasioned such Before the nobles and great officers that waited
there, he was the object of universal admira-

great insurrections among them, that the ty-
rant's affairs seemed to be in a very desperate tion; "This," said they, "is the man who de-

condition; so great was the terror that fell jrived the Lacedemonians of the empire both

upon hia officers and friends, BO forward were >f sea and land, and confined Sparta within the

his subjects to revolt, and so universal was the >ounds of Taygetus and Eurotas; that Sparta,
joy of the prospect of seeing him punished. which a little before, under the conduct of

Epaminondas, however, preferred the safety Agesilaus, made war against the great king,
of Peiopidas to his own fame; and fearing, if and shook the realms of Susa and Ecbatana.

he carried matters to an extremity at first, that On the same account Artaxerxes rejoiced to
the tyrant might grow desperate, and destroy ice Pelopidas, and loaded him with honours.

his prisoner, he protracted the war. By (etch- But when he heard him converse in terms that

ing a compass, as if to finish his preparations, were stronger than those of the Athenians, and
)lainor than those of the Spartans, lie admired
lim still more; and, as kings seldom concealHereupon, they removed him from the government of

BcEotia, and ecnt him along with their forces as a pri- heir inclinations, he made no secret of his at-
raU person. Such acts ofingratilude towards great tachment to him, but let the other ambassadors

excellent men arc commoo in popuJar jrovern- see the distinction in which he held him. It ii
rue that of all the Greeks, he seemed to have
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done An tnlcidas, the Spartan, the greatest hon- and taking with him, only three hundred
our,* when he took the garland which he wore horse, consisting of Theban voluntecre and
at table from his head, dipped it in perfumes, strangers, he set out, contrary to the warnings
and sent it to him. But though he did not treai of the soothsayers, and inclinations of the peo-
Pelopidas with that familiarity, yet he made ple: for they considered the eclipse as a sign
him the richest and most magnificent presents, from heaven, the object of which must be some
and fully granted his demands; which werD, illustrious personage. But besides that Pelop-
" That all the Greeks should be free and inde- idas was the more exasperated against Alexan-
pendent; that Messenes shoiJd be repeopled; der by reason of the ill treatment he had re-
and that the Thebans should be reckoned the ceived, he hoped, from the conversation he had
king's hereditary friends." with Thebe, to find the tyrant's family em-

With this answer he returned, but without broiled and in great disorder. The greatest in-
accepting any of the king's presents, except citement, however, was the honour of the
some tokens of his favour and regard: acircum- thing. He had a generous ambition to shew
"tance that reflected no small dishonour upon the Greeks, at a time when the Lacedaemo-
the other ambassadors. The Athenians con- nians were sending generals and other officers
demned and executed Timagoras, and justly to Dionysius, the tyrant of Sicily, and the
too, if it was on account of the many presents Athenians were pensioners to Alexander, as
he received; for he accepted not only gold and their benefactor, to whom they had erected a
"liver, but a magnificent bed, and servants to statue in brass, that the Thebans were the only
mate it, as if that was an art which the Greeks people who took the field in behalf of the op-
were not skilled in. He received also four-score pressed, and endeavoured to exterminate all
cows, and herdsmen to take care of them, as il arbitrary and unjust government.
he wanted their milk for his health; and, al When he had arrived at Pharsalus, he aseem.
last, he suffered himself to be carried in a litter bled his forces, and then marched directly a-
as far as the sea-coast at the king's expense, gainst Alexander; who, knowing that Pelopi-
who paid four talents for his conveyance: but das had but few Thebans about him, and that
his receiving of presents does not seem to have he himself had double the number of Tbess*-
been the principal thing that incensed the lian infantry, went to meet him as far as the
Athenians. For when Epicrates, the armour- temple of Thetes. When he was informed that
bearer, acknowledged in full assembly, that he the tyrant was advancing towards him with a
had received the king's presents, and talked ol great army, " So much the better," said he,
proposing a decree, that, instead of choosing "for we shall beat so many the more."
nine archons every year, nine of the poorest Near the place called Cynoscephalz, there
citizens should be sent ambassadors to the king, are two steep hills opposite each other, in the
that by his gifts they might be raised to afflu- middle of the plain. Both sides endeavoured to
ence, the people only laughed at the motion. get possession of these hills with their infantry
What exasperated the Athenians most, was, In the mean time, Pelopidas with his cavalry,
that the Thebans had obtained of the king all which was numerous and excellent, charged the
they asked; they did not consider how much the enemy's horse and put them to the rout. But
character of Pelopidas outweighed the address while he was pursuing them over the plain,
of their orators, with a man who ever paid Alexander had gained the hills, having got be-
particular attention to military excellence. fore the Thessalian foot, which he attacked aa

This embassy procured Pelopidas great ap- they were trying to force those strong heights,
plause, as well on account of the re-peopling killing the foremost, and wounding many of
of Messene, as to the restoring of liberty to those that followed, so that they toiled without
the rest of Greece. effecting any thing. Pelopidas seeing this, call-

Alexander, the Phersean, was now returned ed back his cavalry, and ordered them to fall
to his natural disposition; he had destroyed sev- upon such of the enemy as still kept their
eral cities of Thessaly, and put garrisons into ground on the plain; and taking his buckler in
the towns of the PhthjoUe, the Achaeans, and his hand, he ran to join those that were engag-
the Magnesians. As soon as these oppressed ed on the hills. He soon made his way to the
people had learned that Pelopidas was return- front, and by his presence inspired his sol-
ed, they sent their deputies to Thebes, to beg diers with such vigour and alacrity, that the
the favour of some forces, and that he might enemy thought they had quite different men
be their general. The Thebans willingly grant-to deal with. They "stood two orthree charges;
ed their request, and an army was soon got but when they found that the foot still press-
ready; but as the general was on the point of ed forward, and saw the horse return from
marching, the sun began to be eclipsed, and the the pursuit, they gave ground, and retreated,
city was covered with darkness in the day time. but slowly, and step by step. Pelopidas thea

Pelopidas, seeing the people in great con- taking a view, from an eminence, of the en-
sternation at this phenomenon, did not think emy's whole army, which did not yet take to
proper to force the army to move, while un- flight, but was full of confusion and disorder,
der such terror and dismay, nor to risk the stopped a while to look round for Alexan-lives of seven thousand of his fellow-citizens. der. When he perceived him on the right en-
Instead of that, he went himself into Thessaly, couraging and rallying the mercenaries, h«

was nn longer master of himself; but sacri-
icing both his safety and his duty as a genera1

* If Plutarch means the Spartan ambassador, he
diffen from Xeoophon, who says thai his name was to his passion, he sprang forward a great way
Luthiclcs. He likewise I* Hi us that Timagoras was Before his troops, loudly calling for and thai
the person whom the king esteemed utit to Fclopidai. enging the tyrant, who did not dare to meo»
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»1m or to wait for bim, but fell back and hid ation upon the funeral of Dionysius; which,
himself in the midst of his guards. The fore- >roperly speaking, was nothing but the pom-
Diogt ranks of the mercenaries, who came >OUB catastrophe of that bloody tragedy, hi*
hand to hand, were broken by Pelopidas, and yranny. Alexander the Great, too, upon the
a number of them slain; but others, fighting leath of Hephaestion, not only had the mane»
at a distance, pierced his armour with their of the horses and mules shorn, but caused the
javelins. The Thesealians, extremely anxious >attlements of the walls to be taken down,
or him, ran down the hill to his assistance, hat the very cities might seem to mourn, by
but when they tame to the- place, they found osing their ornaments, and having the appear-
bim dead upon the ground. Both horse and ance of being shorn and chastised with grief.
foot then falling upon the enemy's main body, These things being the effects of arbitrary
entirely routed them, and killed above three orders, executed through necessity, and at-
thousand. The pursuit continued a long way, ended both with envy of those for whom they
and the fields were covered with the carcases arc done, and hated of those who command
of the slain. :hem, are not proofs of esteem and respect,

Such of the Thebana as were present were >ut of barbaric pomp, of luxury, and vanity, in
greatly afflicted at the death of Pelopidas, .hose who lavish their wealth to such vain and
calling him t/ieir fathtr, their saviour, and despicable purposes. But that a man who
instructor in every thing that was great and was only one of the subjects of a republic,
honourable. Nor is this to be wondered at; dying in a strange country, neither his wife,
since the Thessalians and allies, after ex- children, or kinsmen present, without the re-
ceeding, by their public acts in his favour, quest or command of any one, should be at-
the greatest honours that are usually paid to tended home, conducted to the grave, and
human virtue, testified their regard for him crowned by so many cities, and tribes, might
etill more sensibly by the deepest sorrow. justly pass for an instance of the most perfect
For it is said, that those who were in the ac- lappinees. For the observation of .HJIsop is.
tion, neither put off their amour, nor un- not true, that Death, is most unfortunate in
bridled their horses, nor bound up their \he time of prosperity; on the contrary, it
wounds, after they heard that he was dead; is then most happy, since it secures to good
but, notwithstanding their heat and fatigue, men the glory of their ctriuow actions, and
repaired to the body, as if it still had life and outs them above the power of fortune. The
sense, piled round it the spoils of the enemy, compliment, therefore, of the Spartan was
and cut off their horses' manes and their own much more rational, when embracing Diagoras,
hair.* Many of them, when they retired to after he and his sons and grandsons had all
their tents, neither kindled a fire nor took any conquered and been crowned at the Olym-
refreshment; but a melancholy silence pre- pic games, he said, Die, die note, Duigorus,
vailed throughout the camp, as if, instead of for thou canst not be a god. And yet, I think,
gaining so great and glorious a victory, they if a man should put all the victories in the
had been worsted and enslaved by the tyrant Olympian and Pythian games together, he

When the news was carried to the towns, would not pretend to compare them with any
the magistrates, young men, children, and one of the enterprizes of Pelopidas, which
priests, came out to meet the body, with tro- were many and all successful: so that after,
phies, crowns, and golden armour; and when he had flourished the greatest part of his life
the time of his interment was come, some of in honour and renown, and had been ap-
the Thessalians who were venerable for their pointed the thirteenth time governor of Bceotia,
age, went and begged of the Thebans that he died in a great exploit, the consequence of
they might have the honour of burying him. which was the destruction of the tyrant, and
One of them expressed himself in these terms: the restoring of its liberties to Thessaly.
"What we request of you, our good allies, His death as it gave the allies great con-
will be an honour and consolation to us under cern, so it brought them still greater advan-
this great misfortune. It is not the living tages. For the Thebans were no sooner in-
lopidas, whom the Theasalians desire to at- formed of it, than prompted by a desire of re-
tend; it is not to Pelopidas sensible of their venge,, they sent upon that business seven thou-
gratitude, that they would now pay the due sand foot and seven hundred horse; under the
honours; all we ask is the permission to command of Makites and Diogiton. These
wash, to adorn, and inter his dead body, finding Alexander weakened, with his late de-
and if we obtain this favour, we shall believt feat, and reduced to great difficulties, compelled
you are persuaded that we think our share in him to restore the cities he had taken from the
the common calamity greater than yours. You Thessaliang, to withdraw his garrisons from
have lost only a good general, but we ate so, the territories of the Magnesians, the Phthiota,
unhappy as to be deprived both of bim ant and Achsang, and to engage by oath to sub-
of our liberty. For how shall we presume to mit to the Thebans, and to keep his forces in
ask you for another general, when we have readiness to execute their orders.
uof restored to you Pelopidas?" And here it is proper to relate the punish-

The Thebans granted their request. Am ment which the gods inflicted upon him soon
"urely there never was a more magnificcn after for his treatment of Pelopidas. He, at
funeral, at least in the opinion of those who we have already mentioned, first taught Thebe.
do not place magnificence in ivory, gold, anc the tyrant's wife, not to dread the exterior
purple; as PhiUstug did, who dwells in adroi pomp and splendour of his palace, jhough ahe

lived in the midst of guards, consisting of
* A customary toVeo of mourning among the an exiles from other countries. She, thercfo e,

HCBl* fearing his falsehood and hating his cruelty
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agreed with her three brothers, Tisiphonus, hands, went into the chamber, and taking
Pytholaus, and Lycophron, to take him off; away the tyrant's sword, which hung at th«
and they put their design in execution after head of his bed, shewed it them as a proof that
this manner. The whole palace wa« full of he was fast asleep. The young men now
guards, who watched all the night, except the being struck with terror, and not daring to ad-
tyrant's bed chamber, which was an upper vance, she reproached them with cowardice,
room, and the door of the apartment was and swore in her rage, that she would awake
guarded by a dog who was chained there, and Alexander, and tell him the whole. Shame
who would fly at every body except his master and fear having brought them to themselves,
and mistress, and one slave that fed him. she led them in and placed them about the
When the time fixed for the attempt was come, bed, herself holding the light. One of them
Thebe concealed her brothers, before it was caught him by the feet, and another by the
dark, in a room hard by. She went in alone, hair of his head, while the third stabbed him
as usual, to Alexander, who was already asleep, with his poniard. Such a death was, perhaps,
but presently came out again, and ordered the too speedy for so abominable a monster; but
slave to take away the dog, because her hus- tf it be considered that he was the first tyrant
band chose to sleep without being disturbed: who was assassinated by his own wife, and
and that the stairs might not creak as the that his dead body was exposed to all kinds of
young men came up, she covered them with indignities, and spurned and trodden under foot
wool. She then fetched up her brothers, and by his subjects, his punishment will appear to
leading them at the door with poniards in their hare been proportioned to his crimes.

MARCELLUS.

MARCOS CLAUDIUS, who was fire times consul, curule cedile, and the priests to that of augvr
was the son of Marcus; and, according to This is a kind of sacerdotal function to which
Posidonius, the first of his family that bore the the law assigns the care of that divination
surname of Marcellus, that is, Martial. He which is taken from the flights of birds.
had, indeed, a great deal of military ex- *****
perience; his make was strong, his arm almost " '""""
irresistible, and he was naturally inclined to After the first Carthaginian war,« which had
war. But though impetuous and lofty in the lasted twenty-two years, Rome was soon en-
combat, on other occasions he was modest and gaged in a new war with the Gauls. The
humane. He was so far a lover of the Gre- Insubrians, a Celtic nation, who inhabit that
cian learning and eloquence, as to honour and part of Italy which lies at the foot of the Alps,
admire those that excelled in them, though his though very powerful in themselves, called in
employments prevented his making that pro- the assistance of the Gesatz, a. people of Gaul,
gress in them which he desired. For if Heaven who fight for pay on such occasions. It was a
ever designed that any men, wonderful and fortunate thing for the Roman

people, that the Gallic war did not break out
in -war's rude lists should combat, at the same time with the Punic; and that the

From youth to ag< Gauls, observing an exact neutrality all that
as Homer expresses it, certainly it was the time, as if they had waited to take up the con-
principal Romans of those times. In their queror, did not attack the Romans till they
youth they had to contend with the Cartha-were victorious, and at leisure to receive them.
ginians for the island of Sicily, in their middle However, this war was not a little alarming to
age with the Gauls for Italy itself, and, in " Plutarch is a little mistaken h«re in his chronolo-
their old age again with the Carthaginians and gy. The first Punic war luted twenty-four years, for
Hannibal. Thus, even in age, they had not it began in the year of Rome fourhundred and eightv-
the common relaxation and repose, but were nine, and peace was made with the Carthaginians 11
called forth by their birth and their merit to the year five hundred and twelve. The Gauls contin-
accept of military commands. ued quiet all that time, and did not begin to stir till

As for Marcellus, there was no kind of four years after. Then they advanced to AriminumJ
but the Boii mutinying against their leaders, slew the

fighting in which he was not admirably well kings Ales and Galates; after which the GauJs fell
"killed-, but in single combat he excelled him- upon each other, and cumbers were slain ; they that
self. He, therefore, never refused a challenge, survived returned home. Five years after this, the
or failed of killing the challenger. In Sicily, Gauls began to prepare for a new war, on account ofthe division which Flaminius had made of thr lands in
"eeing his brother Otacilius in great danger, the Ficcne, taken from the Scnones of Gallia Cisalpini.
he covered him with his shield, slew those Thcje preparations were carrying on a long time ; au/
that attacked him, and saved his life. For it was eight years after that division, before the war
those things he received from the generals began in earnest under their chiefs Congolitanus an4
crowns and other military honours, while but AnerO3stes, when L. .£milius Papus and C. Atiliut
a youth; and his reputation increasing every 

Regulus were consuls, in the five hundred and Vwen-
ty-eighlh year of Rome, and the third year of the OM

day, the people appointed him to the office of hundred and thirty-eighth Olympiad* Polyb* L ii.
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the Romans, as well on account of the vicin- umph. As soon as the triumph was over,
ity of the Gauls an their character of old a« both he and his colleague were deposed, and
warriors. They were, indeed, the enemy reduced to the rank of private citizens. So
whom they dreaded most; for they had made much regard had the Romans for religion; re-
themselves masters of Borne; and from that ferring all their affairs to the good pleasure of
time it had been provided by law, that the the gods, and, in their greatest prosperity, not
priests should be exempted from bearing arms, suffering any neglect of the forms of divina-
except it were to defend the city against the tion and other sacred usages; for they were
Gauls. fully persuaded, that it was a matter of greater

The vast preparations they made were far- importance to the preservation of their state
ther pryfs of their fears; (for it is said that so to have their generals obedient to the gods,
many thousands of Romans were never seen in than even to have them victorious in the field.
arms either before or since) and so were the To this purpose, the following story is re-
new and extraordinary sacrifices which they markable:-Tiberius Semproniue, who was aa
offered. On other occasions they had not much respected for his valour and probity as
adopted the rites of barbarous and savage na- any man in Rome, while consul, named Scipio
tions, but their religious customs had been Nascia and Caius Marcius his successors.
agreeable to the mild and merciful ceremonies When they were gone into the province allot-
of the Greeks: yet on the appearance of this ted them, Scmpronius happening to meet witb
war, they were forced to comply with certain a book which contained the sacred regulation!
oracles found in the books of the Sibyls; and for the conduct of war, found that there was
thereupon they buried two Greeks,* a man and one particular which he never knew before
a woman, and likewise two Gauls, one of each It was this: "When the consul goes to take
sex, alive in the beast-market A thing that the auspices in a house or tent, without the
gave rise to certain private and mysterious city, hired for that purpose, and is obliged by
rites, which still continue to be performed in some necessary business to return into the
the month of November. city before any sure sign appears to him, he

In the beginning of the war the Romans must not make use of that lodge again, but
sometimes gained great advantages, and some-take another, and there begin his observations
times were no less signally defeated; but there anew." Sempronius was ignorant of this,
was no decisive action, till the consulate of when he named those two consuls, for he had
Flaminius and Furius, who led a very power- twice made use of the same place: but when
ful army against the Insubnans. Then we are he perceived hi« error, he made the senate ac-
told, the river which runs through the Picene, quainted with it. They, for their part, did not
was seen flowing with blood, and that three lightly pass over so small a defect, but wrote
moons appeared over the city of Ariminum. to the consuls about it; who left their provincea
But the priests who were to observe the flight and returned with all speed to Rome, where
of birds at the time of choosing consuls, af- they laid down their offices. This did not hap-
firmed that the election was faulty and inaus- pen till long after the affair of which we were
picious. The senate therefore, immediately speaking.*
sent letters to the camp, to recal the consuls, But about that very time, two priests of the
insisting that they should return without loss best families of Rome, Cornelius Cethegus and
of time, and resign their office, and forbidding Quintus Sulpicius, we* degraded from the
them to act at all against the enemy in conse- priesthood; the former because he did not
quence of their late appointment. present the entrails of the victim according to

Flaminus having received these letters, de- rule; and the latter because, as he was sacri-
ferred opening them till he had engaged and ficing, the tuft of his cap, which was such an
routed the barbarians, and overrun their coun- one as the Flamines wear, fell off. And be-
Iry.f Therefore, when he returned loaded cause the squeaking of a rat happened to be
with spoils, the people did not go out to meet heard, at the moment that Minucms the dicta-
him; and because he did not directly obey tor appointed Caius Flaminius his general of
the order that recalled him, but treated it with horse, the people obliged them to quit their
contempt, he was in danger of losing his tri- posts, and appointed others in their stead. But

while they observed these small matters with
* They offered Ihe same sacrifice at the beginning

of the second Punic war. Liv. 1. iiii. 5. 7. such exactness, they gave not in to any sort of
f Flaminius wu not entitled to this success by his superstition,! for they neither changed nor

conduct. He gave battle with a river behind him, went beyond the ancient ceremonies.
vherc there, vras not room for his men Vo rally or re- Flaminius and his colleague being deposed
treat, if they had been broken. But possibly he might from the consulship, the magistrates, called
make such a disposition of bis forces, to shew themthat they must either conquer or die; for he knew interreges,f nominated Marcellus to that high
that he was acting against the intentions of the senate, office; who, when he entered upon it, took
»nd that nothing but success could bring him off. In- Cneius Cornelius for his colleague. Though
deed, he was naturally rash and daring. the Gauls are said to have been disposed to a

It was the skill and management of the legionary
tribunes which made amends for the consul's impru- reconciliation, and the senate was peaceably
dence. They distributed among the soldiers of the inclined, yet the people at the instigation of
first line the pikes of the Triarii, to prevent the enemy
from making use of their swords; and when the first " Sixty years after.
ardour of the Gauls wai over, they ordered the Ro- f This word is here used in the literal srnse.
mans to shorten their swords* close with the enemy. j These were officers, who, when there were no
to as to leave them no room to lift up their arms, and legal magistrates in being, were appointed to hold th«
lt*b them, which they did without running any haz-comitva lor electing new ones. The title of interrtga.
ard themselves, the swords of the Gauls having no which was given them while the governingnl was re-
points. gal, wai continued to them under the commonwealth
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Marcellus, were for war. However, a peace and with two or three more blows he despatch'
waa concluded; which seems to have been ed him. He then leaped from his horae and
broken by the Gesatae, who having passed the disarmed him, and lifting up his spoils toward*
Alps, with thirty thousand men, prevailed with heaven he said, "O Jupiter Feretrius, who ob-
the Insubriansto join them with much greater servest the deeds of great warriors and gen-
numbers. Elated with their strength, they erals in battle, I now call thee to witness, that
marched immediately to Acerra:,» a city on the I am the third Roman consul and general who
banks of the Po. There Viridomarus, king of have, with my own hands, slain a general and
the GesaUc, took ten thousand men from the a king! To thee I consecrate the most eicel-
nain body, and with this body laid waste all lent spoils. Do thou grant us equal success in
the country about the river. the prosecution of this war. »

When Marcellus was informed of their When this prayer was ended, the Roman
march, he left his colleague before Acerra, cavalry encountered both the enemy's horse
with all the heavy-armed infantry, and the third and foot at the same time, and gained a victo-
part of the horse; and taking with him the ry; not only great in itself, but peculiar in it*
rest of the cavalry, and about sii hundred of kind: for we have no account of such a hand-
the light-armed foot, he set out and kept for- ful of cavalry beating such numbers both of
ward, day and night, till he came up with the horse and foot, either before or since. Mar-
ten thousand Gesatae near Clastidium,t a little cellus having killed the greatest part of the en-
town of the Gauls, which had very lately sub-emy, and taken their arms and baggage, re-
mitted to the Romans. He had not time to turned to his colleague,* who had no such good
g-,ve his troops any rest or refreshment; for success against the Gauls before Milan, which
the barbarians immediately perceived his ap- is a great and populous city, and the metropo-
proach, and despised his attempt, as he had but lis of that country. For this reason the Gauls
a handful of infantry, and they made no ac- defended it, with such spirit and resolution that
count of his cavalry. These, as well as a.11 Scipio, instead of besieging it, seemed rather
Ihe other Gauls, being skilled in fighting on besieged himself. But upon the return of Mar-
horseback, thought they had the advantage in cellus, the Gesatae, understanding that their
this respect; and, besides they greatly exceed-king was slain, and his army defeated, drew 08
ed Marcellus in numbers. They marched, their forces; and BO Milan was taken;! and
therefore, directly against him, their king at the Gauls surrending the rest of their cities,
their head, with great impetuosity and dreadful and referring every thing to the equity of the Ro-
menaces, as if sure of crushing him at once. mans, obtained reasonable conditions of peace.
Marcellus, because his party was but small, to The senate decreed a triumph to Marcellus
prevent its being surrounded, extended the only; and, whether we consider the rich spoili
wings of his cavalry, thinning and widening that were displayed in it, the prodigious size
the line, till he presented a front nearly equal of the captives, or the magnificence with which
to that of the enemy. He was now advancing the whole was conducted, it was one of the
to the charge, when his horse, terrified with most splendid that was ever seen. But the
the shouts of the Gauls, turned short, and for- most agreeable and most uncommon spectacle
cibly carried him back. Marcellus fearing was Marcellus himself, carrying the armour of
that this, interpreted by superstition, should Viridomarus, which he vowed to Jupiter. He
wuse some disorder in hjs troops, quickly turn- had cut the trunk of an oak in the form of a
;d his horse again towards the enemy, and then trophy, which he adorned with the spoils of
paid his adorations to the sun; as if that move- that barbarian, placing every part of his arma
ment had been made, not by accident, but de- in handsome order. When the procession be
sign, for the Romans always turn round when gan to move, he mounted his chariot, which
they worship the gods. Upon the point of en- was drawn by four horses, and passed through
gaging, he vowed to Jupiter Feretrius the the city with the trophy on his shoulders,
choicest of the enemy's arms. In the mean- which was the nobles', ornament of the whole
time, the king of the Gauls spied him, and triumph. The army followed, clad in elegant
judging by the ensigns of authority that he was armour, and singing odes composed for that
the consul, he set spurs to his horse, and ad- occasion, and other songs of triumph, in honor
vanced a considerable way before the rest, bran- of Jupiter and their general.
dishing his spear, and loudly challenging him When he came to the temple of Jupiter Ft-
to the combat. He was distinguished from retriiLS, he set up and consecrated the trophy,
the rest of the Gauls by his slature, as well as being the third and last general, who as yet
by his armour, which, being set off with gold has been so gloriously distinguished. The
and silver, and the most lively colours, shone first was Romulus, after he had slain Acron,
like lightning. As Marcellus was viewing the king of the Casninenses; Cornelius Cossut,
disposition of the enemy's forces, he cast his who slew Volumnius the Tuscan, was the sec-
eyes upon this rich suit of armour, and con- ond; and the third and last was Marcellus, who
cluding that in it his vow to Jupiter would be killed with his own hand Viridomarus, king of
accomplished, he rushed upon the Gaul, and the Gauls. The god to whom these spoils were
pierced his breast-plate with his spear, which devoted, was Jupiter, surnamcd Feretrius,
stroke, together with the weight and force of (as some say) from the Greek word Pheretron,
the consul's horse, brought him to the ground, which signifies a car, for the trophy was borne

* The Romans were bcsieein^ Acerrse, and the " During the absence of Marcellus, Acerne had been
Crauh went to relieve it; but finding themselves una- taken bv his colleague Scipio, who from thence had
ble to do that, they passed the Po with part of their marched* lo invest Mediol&num, or Milan.
triny. and laid urge to Clastidium lo make ;i diversion. t Comum, also, another city of great impoi lance, lur.
Foh/b. I. fi. rendered. Thui all Italy, from the Alp§ to be louai

t Livy placet thi> town in Liguria Montana. tea, became entirely Roman.
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on ittch a carriage, and the Greek language at Hannibal's soldiers, elated with their victory
that time was much mixed with the JLatin. grew careless, and, sfagglmg from the campj
Others say, Jupiter had that appellation, be-roamed about the country; where Marcellut
cause he strikes with lightning, for the JLatin fell upon them, and cut off great numbers.
word ferire signifies to strike. Others again After this, be went to the relief of Naples and
will have it, that it is on account of the strokes Nola. The Neapolitans he confirmed in the
which are given in battle; for even now, when Roman interest, to which they were themselves
the Romans charge or pursue an enemy, they well inclined: but when he entered Nola, he
encourage each other by calling oul)feri,feri, found great divisions there, the senate of that
rtrike, strike them down. What they take city being unable to restrain the comrr.onalty
from the. enemy in the field, they call by the "who weie attached to Hannibal. Theie was
general name of spoils, but those which a a citizen in this place named Bandjus,* well
Roman general takes from the general of the born and celebrated for his valour: for he
enemy, they call opime spoils. It is indeed greatly distinguished himself in the battle of
laid, that Numa Pompiliue, in his Commenta-Cannae, where, after killing a number of Car-
ries, makes mention of opime spoils of the first, thaginians, he was at last found upon a heap
cecond, and third order: that he directed the of deaJ bodies, covered with wounds. Han-
first to be consecrated to Jupiter, the second nibal, admiring his bravery, dismissed him not
to Mars, and the third to Quirmus; and that only without ransom, but with handsome pres-
the persons who took the first should be re- ents, honouring him with his friendship and
r-arded with three hundred ascs, the second, admission to the rights of hospitality. Bandius,
with two hundred, and the third, one hundred. in gratitude for these favours, heartily espoused
But the most received opinion is, that those of the party of Hannibal, and by his authority
the first sort only should be honoured with the drew the people on to a revolt. Marcellus
name of opime, which a general takes in a thought it wrong to put a man to death, who
pitched battle, whenhe kills the enemy's general had gloriously fought the battles of Rome-
with his own hand. But enough of this matter. Besides, the general had so engaging a manner

The Romans thought themselves so happy grafted upon his native humanity, that he could
in the glorious period put to this war, that they hardly fail of attracting the regards of a man ol
made an offering to Apollo at Delphi, of a a great and generous spirit. One day, Bandiui
golden cup in testimony of their gratitude: happening to salute him, Marcellus asked who
they also liberally shared the spoils with the he 'vas; not that he was a stranger to his
confederate cities, and made a very handsome person, but that he might have an opportunity
present out of them to Hiero, king of Syracuse, to introduce what he had to say. Being told
their friend and ally. his name was Lucius Bandius, "What!" says

Some time after this, Hannibal having en- Marcellus, in seeming admiration, " thsi Ban-
tered Italy, Marcellus was sent with a fleet to dius who has been so much talkul of in Rome
Sicily. The war continued to rage, and that for his gallant behaviour at Cannae, who indeed
unfortunate blow was received at Canns, by was the only roan that did not abandon the con-
which many thousands of Romans fell. The sul JEmilius, but received in his own body most
few that escaped fled to Canusium; and it of the shafts that were aimed at him!" Ban-
was expected that Hannibal, who had thus de- dius eaying he was the very person, and shesving
stroyed the strength of the Roman forces, some of his scars, " Why then," replied Mar-
would march directly to Rome. Hereupon, cellus, " when you bore about you such marks
Marcellus first sent fifteen hundred of his men of your regard for us, dirt not you come to ua
to guard the city, and aAerwards, by order of one of the first? Do we seem to you slow to
the senate, he went to Canuaium, drew out reward the virtut of a friend, who is honoured
the troops that had retired thither, and march- even by his enemies."' After this obliging dis-
ed at their head to keep the country from being course, he embraced him, and made him a
ravaged by the enemy. present of a war horse, and five hundred

The wars had by this time carried off" the drachmas in silver.
chief of the Roman nobility, and most of their From this time Bandius was very cordially
best officers. Still, indeed, there remained attached to Marcellus, and constantly informed
Fabius Maximus, a man highly respected for him of the proceedings of the opposite party,
his probity and prudence; but his extraordinary who were very numerous, and who had re-
attention to the avoiding of loss passed for solved, when the Romans marched out against
want of spirit and incapacity for action. The the enemy, to plunder their biggage. Here-
Romans, therefore, considering him as a prop- upon MarcelJus drew up his forces in order of
er person for the defensive, but not the offen- battle within the city, placed the baggage near
sive part of war, had recourse to Marcellus; the gates, and published an edict, forbidding
and wisely tempering his boldness and activity the inhabitants to appear upon the wails. Han-
with the slow and cautious conduct of Fabius, nibal seeing no hostile appearance, concluded
they sometimes appointed them consuls to- that every thing was in great disorder it th«
gether, and sometimes sent out the one in the city, and therefore he approached it with little
qnality of Consul, and the other in that of Pro- precaution. At this moment Marcellus com
consul. Posidonius tells us, that Fabius was manded the gate that wae next him to bt
called the buckler, and Marcellus the sword: opened, and sallying out with the best of hit
but Hannibal himself said, "He stood in fear of cavalry, he charged the enemy in front. Soon
Fabius as his schoolmaster, and of Marcellus after the infantry rushed out at another gate,
as his adversary: for he received hurt from the with loud shouts. And while Hannibal wa»
litter, and the former prevented his doing hurt dividing his forces, to oppose these two partial
hinuelf." * Or
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* third gate was opened, and the rest of the after the battle,» above three hundred horse,
Roman troops issuing out, attacked the enemy Spaniards and Numidians, came over to Mar
on another side, who were greatly disconcert' cellus. A misfortune which never before hap
ed at such an unexpected sally, and who made pencd to Hannibal; for though his army was
but a faint resistance against those with whom collected from several barbarous nations, dif-
they were first engaged, by reason of their ferent both in their manners and their language,
being fallen upon by another body. yet he had a long time preserved a perfect

Then it was that Hannibal's men, struck unanimity throughout the whole. This body of
with terror, and covered with wounds, first gave horse ever continued faithful to Marcellus, and
back before the Romans, and were driven to those that succeeded him in the command.!
their camp. Above five thousand of them are Marcellus, being appointed consul the third
said to have been slain, whereas of the Ro- time, passed over into Sicily.} For Hannibal's
mans there fell not more than five hundred. great success had encouraged the Carthaginians
Livy does not, indeed, make this defeat and again to support their claim to that island: and
loss on the Carthaginian side to have been so they did it the rather, because the affairs of
considerable; he only affirms that Marcellus Syracuse were in some confusion upon the
gained great honour by this battle, and that the death of Hieronymus§ its sovereign. On this
courage of the Romans was "wonderfully re- account the Romans had already sent an army
stored after all their misfortunes, who now no thither under the command of Appius Claudius.||
longer believed that they had to do with an The command devolving upon Marcellus, he
enemy that was invincible, but one who was was no sooner arrived in Sicily, than a great
liable to suffer in his turn. number of Romans came to throw themselves

For this reason, the people called Marcellus, at his feet, and represent to him their distress
though absent, to fill the place of one of the Of those that fought against Hannibal at Canm,
consuls* who was dead, and prevailed, against some escaped by flight, and others were taken
the sense of the magistrates, to have the elec- prisoners; the latter in such numbers, that it
tion put off till his return. Upon his arrival, was thought the Romans must want men to
he was unanimously chosen consul; but it hap- defend the walls of their capital. Yet that com
pening to thunder at that time, the augurs saw monwealth had so much firmness and elevation
that the omen was unfortunate; and, as they of mind, that though Hannibal offered to re-
did not choose to declare it such, for fear of lease the prisoners for a very inconsiderable
the people,! Marcellus voluntarily laid down ransom, they refused it by a public act, and left
the office. Notwithstanding this, he had the them to be put to death or sold out of Italy.
command of the army continued to him in As for those that had saved themselves by
quality of Proconsul, and returned immediate- flight, they sent them into Sicily, with an order
ly to Nola, from whence he made excursions to not to set foot on Italian ground during the war
chastise those that had declared for the Car- with Hannibal. These came to Marcellus in a
thaginians. Hannibal made haste to their as- body, and falling on their knees, begged with
sistance, and offered him battle, which he loud lamentations and floods of tears, the fa-
declined. But some days after, when he saw vour of being admitted again into the army,
that Hannibal, no longer expecting a battle, promising to make it appear by their future
had sent out the greatest part of his army to
plunder the country, he attacked him vigour- * Livy makes them a thousand two hundred and

ously, having first provided the foot with long seventy-two. It is therefore probable that we shouldread in this place, one thousand three hundred horse.
Bpears, such as they use in sea-fights, which f Marcellus beat Hannibal a third lime before Nola
they were taught to hurl at the Carthaginians and had Claudius Nero, who was sent out to take a
at a distance, who, for their part, were not circuit and attack the Carthaginians in the rear, come
skilled in the use of the javelin, and only up in time, that day would probably have made re-
fought hand to hand with short swords. For prisals for the loss sustained atCannzR. Lto. I. *xiv. 17.J In the second year of the hundred and forty-first
this reason all that attempted to make head Olympiad, the five hundred and thirty-ninth of Rome.
against the Romans, were obliged to give way, and two hundred and twelve years before the birth of
and fly in great confusion, leaving five thousand Christ.
men slain upon the fieldjt besides the loss of § Hieronymus was murdered by his own subjects at
four elephants killed, and two taken. What Leontium, the conspirators having prevailed on Dino-

manes, one of his guards, to favour their attack. He
was of still greater importance, the third day was the son of Gelo, and the grandson of Hiero. Hil

father Gelo died first, and afterwards his grandfather,
* This was Posthumius Albinus, who was cut off being ninety years old ; and Hieronymus, who was not

* 'Hi all his army, by the Boii, in a vast forest, called by then fifteen, was slain some months after. These three
the Gauls the forest of Litana. It seems they had cut deaths happened towards the latter end of the yeir ilia!
all the trees near the road he was to pass, in such a preceded Marccllus's third consulate.
manner that they might be tumbled upon hil army [I Appius Claudius, who was sent into Sicily, in qual-
v> nli the least motion. ity of praetor, was there before the death of Hitronj-

mus. That young prince, having a turn for raillery,t Marcellus was a plebeian, as was also his colleague
SempraniiU) and the patricians, unwilling to set two only laughed at the Roman ambassadors: " 1 will ask
plebeians Consuls at the same time, influenced the you," said he, " but one question : Who were coa-
augurs to pronounce the election of Marcellus disa-qucrors at Cannae, you or the Carthaginians? I amtold such surprising things of that battle, that I shouldgreeable to the gods. But the people would not have
acquiesced in the declaration of the augurs, had not be glad to know alfthc particulars of it." And again,
Marccllus shewed himself on this occasion as zealous a " Let the Romans restore all the gold, the corn, and

the other presents, that they drew from my grand father,republican as he was a great commander, and refused and consent that the river Himera be the commonthat honour which had not the sanction of all his fel-
low-citizens. boundary between us, and I will renew the ancient

treaties wilh them." Some writers are of opinion, that
{ On the Roman side there was no* a thousand kill- the Roman praetor was not entirely unconcerned in ft

ed. Liv. lib. «iii- c. 46. plot which was so useful to his republic.
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behaviour, that that defeat was owing to their mecha.iicg, a branch of knowledge which came
misfortune, and not to their cowardice. Mar- afterwards to be so much admired, were Eu
cellua, moved with compassion, wrote to the doxus and Archytas, who thus gave a variety
"enate, desiring leave to recruit hie army with and an agreeable turn to geometry, and con-
these eiiles, as he should find occasion. After firmed certain problems by sensible experiments
much deliberation, the senate signified by a and the use of instruments, which could not
decree, " That the commonwealth had no need be demonstrated in the way of theorem. Thai
of the service of cowards: that Marcellus, problem, for example, of two mean propor-
however, might employ them if he pleased, but tional lines, which cannot be found out geoine
on condition that he did not bestow upon any trically, and yet are so necessary for the solu
of them crowns, or other honorary rewards." tion of other questions, they solved mechani-
This decree gave Marcellus some uneasiness, cally, by ths assistance of certain instrument*
and after he returned from the war in Sicily, called mesotabes, taken from conic sections.
he expostulated with the senate, and com-But when Plato inveighed against them, with
plained, " That for all his services they would great indignation, as corrupting and debasing
not allow him to rescue from infamy those un- the excellence of geometry, by making her
fortunate citizens." descend from incorporeal and intellectual to

His first care, after he arrived in Sicily, was corporeal and sensible things, and obliging her
to make reprisals for the injury received from to make use of matter, which requires much
Hippocrates, the Syracusati general, who, to manual labour, and is the object of servile
gratify the Carthaginians, and by their means trades; then mechanics were separated from
to set himself up tyrant, had attacked the geometry, and being a long time despised by
Romans, and killed great numbers of them, in the philosopher, were considered as a branch
the district of I^eontium. Marcellus, there- of the military art.
fore, laid sic§e to that city, and took it by Be that as it may, Archimedes one day
itonn, but did no harm to the inhabitants; only asserted to king Hiero, whose kinsman and
iuch deserters as he found there he ordered to friend he was, this proposition, that with a
be beaten with roda, and then put to death. given power he could move any given weight
Hippocrates took care to give the Syracusans whatever} nay, it is said, from the confidence
the first notice of the taking of Leontium, as- he had in hia demonstration, he ventured to
suring them at the same time, that Marcellus affirm, that if there was another earth besides
bad put to the oword all that were able to bear this we inhabit, by going into that, he would
arms; and while they were under great con- move this wherever he pleased. Hiero, full of
sternation at this news, he came suddenly upon wonder, begged of him to evince the truth of
the city, and made himself master of it. Ins proposition, by moving some great weight

Hereupon Marcellus marched with his whole with a small power. In compliance with
army, and encamped before Syracuse. But which, Archimedes caused one of the kill's
before he attempted any thing against it, he galleys to be drawn on shore with many lnoJs
sent ambassadors with a true account of what and much labour; and having well miuaed
he had done at Leontium. As this information her, and put on board her usual loading, he
had no effect with the Syracusans, who were placed himself at a distance, and without Any
entirely in the power of Hippocrates,* he pains, only moving with hie hand the end of a
made his attacks both by sea and land, Appius machine, which consisted of a variety of ropea
Claudius commanding the land forces, and him- and pulleys, he drew her to him in as smooth
self the fleet, which consisted of sixty galleys, and gentle a manner aa if she had bt«n under
of five banks of oars, full of all sorts of arms sail. The king, quite astonished wb*n he saw
and missive weapons. Besides these, he had the force of his art, prevailed with Archimedes
a prodigious machine, carried upon eight gal- to make for him all manner of engines and
leys fastened together, with which he ap- machines which could be used, either for attack
proached the walls, relying upon the number or defence, in a siege. These, however, he
of his batteries, and other instruments of war, never made use of, the greatest part of his
ts well as on his own great character. But reign being blessed with irs&quilltty ", but they
Archimedes despised al! this; and confided in were extremely serviceable to the Syracuaans
the superiority of his engines* though he did on the present occasion, who with such a num-
not think the inventing of them an object wor- ber of machines, had the inventor to direct them.
thy of his serious studies, but only reckoned When the Romans attacked them, both, by,
them among the amusements of geometry. sea and land, they vvete struck dumb with
Nor had he gone BO far, but at the pressing terror, imagining they could not possibly resist
instances of king Hiero, who entreated him to such numerous forces and eo furious an assault
turn his art from abstracted notions to matters But Archimedes soon began to play his en-
of sense, and to make his reasonings more gines, and they shot against the land force* all
intelligible to the generality of mankind, ap- uorts of missive weapons and stones of aa
plying their, to the uses of common life. enormous size, with so incredible a noise and

The first that turned their thoughts to rapidity, that nothing could stand before them;
they overturned and crushed whatever came

* Hleronymufl bnng assassinated, and the common-in their way, and spread terrible disorder
wealth restored, Hippocrates and Epycider, Hannibal's throughout the ranks. On the side towards the
tgeub, being ol ?>) r;icu»an extraction, hail the address
to get themsclvfj admitted into the number of praetors. sea were erected vast machines, putting forth oa
hi consequence of which, they found mraiis to embroil a sudden, over the walls, huge beams with the
the Syracusans with Rome, 111 sj-itc of the opposition necessary tackle, which, striking with a prodi-
"finch of the praters ai hail Die i itercil of their couu- gious force on the enemy's galleys, sunk them
r j at heart. at once: while other ship) hoisted up at thta
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prows by iron grapples or hooks* like the they were at name distance, jtber sliaAs
beaks of cranes, and set on end on the stem, shot at them, iu their retreat, from the larger
were plunged to the bottom of the sea: and machines, which made terrible havoc among
others again by ropes and grapples, were them, as well as greatly damaged their ship-
drawn towards the shore, and after being ping, without any possibility of their annoying
whirled about, and dashed against the rocks the Syracusans in their turn. For Archimedei
that projected below the walls, were broken had placed most of his engines under covert of
to pieces, and the crews perished- Very often the walls; so that the Romans, being infinitely
a ship lifted high above the sea, suspended distressed by an invisible enemy, seemed to
and twirling in the air, presented a most tight against the gods.
dreadful spectacle. There it swung till the Marcellus, however, got off, and laughed at
men were thrown out by the violence of the his own artillery-men, and engineers. "Why
motion, and then it split against the walls, or do not we leave off contending," said be,
"unk, on the engine's letting go its hold. As for " with this mathematical Briareus, who, sitting
the machine which Marcellus brought forward on the shore, and acting as it were but in jest,
upon eight galleys, and which was called sam- has shamefully baffled our naval assault; and,
buca, on account of its likeness to the musical in striking us with such a multitude of bolts at
instrument of that name, whilst it was at a once, exceeds even the hundred-handed gianti
considerable distance from the walls, Archi- in the fable?" And, in truth, all the rest of
medes discharged a stone of ten talents weight,! the Syracusans were no more than the body in
and after that a second and a third, all which the batteries of Archimedes, while he himself
"Iriking upon it with an amazing noise and was the informing sou). All other weapon*
force, shattered and totally disjointed it. lay idle and unemployed; his were the only

MarceDus, in this distress, drew off his gal- offensive and defensive arms of the city. At
leys as fast as possible, and sent orders to the last the Romans were so terrified, that if they
land forces to retreat likewise. He then called saw but a rope or a suck put over the walls,
a council of war, in which it was resolved tu they cried out that Archimedes was levelling
come close to the walls, if it was po°-,ble, some machine at them, and turned their backi
next morning before day. For Archinvdes's and fled. Marcellus seeing this, gave up all
engines, they thought, being very strong, and thoughts of proceeding by assault, and leaving
intended to act at a considerable distance, the matter to time, turned the siege into i
would then discharge themselves over their blockade.
heads; and if they were pointed at them when Yet Archimedes had such a depth of under-
they were so near, they would have no effect. standiig, such a dignity of sentiment, and so
But for this Archimedes had long been pre- copious a fund of mathematical knowledge,
pared, having by him engines fitted to all dis- that, though in the invention of these machine*
tances, with suitable weapons and shorter he gained the reputation of a man endowed
beams. Besides, he had caused holes to be with divine, rather than human knowledge, yet
made in the walls, in which he placed scorpions, he did not vouchsafe to leave any account of
that did not carry far, but could be very fast them in writing. For he considered all atten-
discharged; and by these the enemy was galled, tion to mtcfianics, and every art that ministers
without knowing whence the weapon came. to common uses, as mean and sordid, and

When, therefore, the Romans were got placed his whole delight in those intellectual
close to the walls, undiscovered as they speculations, which, without any relation to
thought,'they were welcomed with a shower the necessities of life, have an intrinsic excel-
of darts, and huge pieces of rocks, which fell as lence arising from truth and demonstration only.
it were perpendicularly upon their heads; for Indeed, if mechanical knowledge is ?a!uab)efor
the engines played from every quarter of the the curious frame and amazing power of those
walls. This obliged them to retire; and when machines which it produces, the other infinJlo-
* What most harassed the Romans was a sort of ly excels on account of its invincible force and

crow \vith (wo claws, fastened to a toog chain, which conviction. And certain it is, that abstruse
was let down by a kind of lever. The weight of Ihe and profound questions in geometry, are no
iron made it fall with great violence, and drove it into where solved by a more simple process and
the planks of the galleys. Then the besieged, by a upon clearer principles, than in the writings of
great weight of lead at the other end of the lever, Archimedes. Some ascribe this to the acute-
weighed it down, and consequently raised up the ironof the crow in proportion, and with it the prow of the ness of his genius, and others to his indefati-
gallry to which it was fastened, sinking the poop at gable industry, by which he made things that
the same time into the water. After this, the crow cost a great deal of pains, appear unlaboured
letting go its hold all on a sudden, Ihe prow of the gal-and easy. In fact, it is almost impossible forley fen with such force into the sea, that the whole
Tes'rl was filled with water and sunk. a man, of himself, to find out the demonatratroi

t It is not easy to conceive, how Ihe machines form-of his propositions, but as soon as he hag learn-
ed by Archimedes could throw stones of ten quintals ed it from him, he will think he could have
or talents, that is, twelve hundred and fifty pounds' done it without assistance: euch a ready and
weijht, a( (lit ships of Marcellus, when they were at
a considerable distance from the walls. The account easy way does he lead us to what he wants to
which Polybius gives us, is much more probable. He prove. We are not, therefore, to reject as in-
tays, that the stones that were thrown by the balista credible, what is related of him, that tiding per-
maue by Archimedes, were of the weight of ten pounds. petually charmed by a domestic syren, that u,
Livy seems to agree with Polybius. Indeed, if we his geometry, he neglected his meat and drink,
suppose that Plutarch did not mean the talent of an and took no care of his person; that he wiihundred and twenty-five pounds, but the talent of
Sicily, which some say weighed twenty-file pounds, often carried by force to the baths, and when
and others only ten, his account comes mor« within there, he would make mathematical figures IB
Iff 6ounci» of probability. the ashes, and with n« finger drew lines upo»
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hi»1>oxty, wricn it was anointed: eo much was vided by walls from the rest of the city, one
he transported with intellectual delight, such part of which was called Neapolis, and tha
an enthusiast in science. And though he was other Tyche. The enterprise thus prospering,
the author of many curious and excellent disco-Marcellus, at day break, moved down from the
veries, yet he is said to have desired his friends Hexapylum into the city, where he was con-
only to place on his tombstone a cylinder con-gratulated by his officers on the great event.*
taining a sphere," and to set down the propor-But it is said, that he himself, when he survey-
tion which the containing solid bears to the ed from an eminence that great and magnifi-
contained. Such was Archimedes, who ex- cent city, shed many tears, in pity of its im-
erted all his skill to defend himself and the pending1 fate, reflecting into what a scene of
town against the Romans. misery and desolation its fair appearance would

During the siege of Syracuse, Marcellus be changed, when it came to be sacked and
went against Megara, one of the most ancient plundered by the soldiers. For the troops de-
cities of Sicily, and took it. He also fell upon manded the plunder, and not one of the offi-
H.f Derates, as he was entrenching himself at cers durst oppose it. Many even insisted that
AcrilliE, and killed above eight thousand of his the city should be burned and levelled with
men.f Nay, he overran the greatest part of the ground; but to this Marcellus absolutely
Sicily, brought over several citiea from the refused his consent. It was with reluctance
Carthaginian interest, and beat all that at- that he gave up the effects and the slaves;
tempted to face him in the field. and he strictly charged the soldiers not to

Some time after, when he returned to Syra- touch any free man or woman, not to kill or
cuse, he surprised one Damippus, a Spartan, as abuse, or make a slave of any citizen what-
he waa sailing out of the harbour; and the Sy- ever.
tacusans being very desirous to ransom him, But though he acted with so much modera-
several conferences were held about it; in one tion, the city had harder measure than he
of which Marcellus took notice of a tower but wished, and amidst the great and general joy,
slightly guarded, into which a number of men his soul sympathized with its sufferings, when
might be privately conveyed, the wall that led he considered that. ID a few hours the prosper-
to it, being easy to be scaled. As they often ity of such a flourishing state would be no
met to confer at the foot of this tower, he more. It is even said, that the plunder of Sy-
made a good estimate of its height, and pro- racuse wag as rich as that of Carthage after
vided himself with proper scaling ladders, and it.f For the rest of the city was soon be-
observing that on the festival of Diana, the trayed to the Romans, and pillaged: only the
Syracusans drank freely and gave a loose to royal treasure was preserved, and carried into
mirth, he not only possessed himself of the the public treasury at Rome.
tower, undiscovered, but before day light filled
the walls of that quarter with soldiers, and * Epipols was entered in the night, and Tyche next
forcibly entered the Hexapyluin. The Syracu- morning. Epipolz was encompassed with the sam«
sans, as soon as they perceived it, began to wall as Orlygia, Achradina, Tyche, and Neapolis;
move about in great confusion; but Marcellus had iu own citadel, called Euryalum, on the top of a

ordering all the trumpets to sound at once, steep rock;and was, as we may say, a fifth city.
t The siege of Syracure lasted in the whole three

they were seized with consternation, and be- years; no small part of which passed after Marcelluj
took themselvea to flight, believing that the entered Tyche. As Plutarch has run so slightly over
whole city was lost. However, the Achradina, the subsequent events, it may not be amiss to give a
which was the strongest, the most extensive, summary detail of them from Livy.Epicydts, who had his head ouarters'in the farthest
and fairest part of it, waa not taken, being di- part of Ortygia, hearing that the Romans had seized

on Epipolae aod Tyche, went to drive them from their
* Cicero, wheu he was quxstor in Sicily, discovered posts: but findirvg much greater numbers than h«

this monument, and shewed it to the Syracusans, who expected got into the town, after a slight skirmish, he
incw not that it was in being. He says there were retired. Marcellus, to destroy the city, tried gentle
verses inscribed upon it, expressing that a cylinder and methods with the inhabitants; bulthe Syracusans re-
a sphere had been put upon the toinb; the proportion jected his proposals; and iheirgeneral appointed the Ro-
between which two solids, Archimedes first discovered. man deserters to guard Achradina, which they did wiih
From the death of this great mathematician, which extreme care, knowing, that if the town were taken
fell out in the year of Rome five hundred and furty-two, by composition, they must die. Marcellus then turned
to the quxstorship of Cicero, which was in the year his arms against the fortress of Euryalum, which he
of Rome, six hundred and seventy-eight, a hundred 1 hoped to reduce in a short time by famine. Philode-
and tbirty-sii years were elapsed. Though time had {inus, who commanded there, kept him in play some
not quite obliterated the cylinder and the sphere, it time, in hope of succours from Hippocrates and Hi-
bad put an end to the learning of Syracuse, once so milco ; but finding himself disappointed, he surrender-
respectable in the republic of letters. ed the place, on condition of being allowed to march

f Himilco had entered the port of Heraclea with a out with his men, and join Epicidcs. Marcellus, now
numerous fleet sent from Cartilage, and landed twenty master of Euryalum, blocked up Achradina so close,
thousand foot, three thousand hone, and twelve ele- that it could not hold out long without new suppl:e»
phant*. His forces were DO sooner set ashore, than of men and provisions. But Hippocrates and Himilco
le marched against Agrigentum, which he retook from soon arrived; and it was resolved that Hippocrates
the Romans, with severalolher cities lately reduced by should attack the old camp of the Romaus without tho
Marcellus. Hereupon the Syracusan garrison, which walls, commanded by Crispinus, while Epicydes .'allied
was yet entire, determined to tend out Hippocrates out upon Marcellus. Hippocrates was vigorously re-
with ten thousand foot, and fiAcen hundred horse, to pulsed by Crispinus, who pursued him up to his en-
join Himilco. Marcellus, alter having made a vaio trenchments, and Epicyde.' was forced to return into
lUrmpt upon Agrigentum, was returning to Syracuse. Achradina with great loss, anil narrowly escaped being
As he drew near Acrillae, he unexpectedly discovered taken prisoner by Marcellus. The unfortunate Sym-
Hippocrates busy in fortifying his camp, fell upon him cu-ians were now in the greatest distress for want of
b» fore he had time to draw up his army, a&d cut eight provisions; and to complete their misery, a plague
thouKud of them in piecei. broke out among them; of which Himilco Hid Hippo-
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But what most of all afflicted Marcellus, was gara, and Syracuse were treated harshly, tna
the unhappy fate of Archimedes; who wag blame of that severity was rather to be charged
at that tune in his study, engaged in some on the sufferers themselves, than ou those who
mnthematical researches', and his mind, as chastised them.
well as his eye, wae so intent upon his dia- I shall mention one of the many instance*
gram, that he neither heard the tumultuous of this great man's moderation. There is in
noisi' of the Romans, nor perceived that the Sicily a town called Enguium, not large, in-
city was taken. A soldier suddenly entered deed, but very ancient, and celebrated for the
his room, and ordered him to follow him to appearance of the goddesses called the .Mb-
Marcellus; and Archimedes refusing to do it, thcra.* The temple is said to have licen
till he had finished his problem, and brought built by the Cretans, and they shew some
his demonstration to bear, the soldier, in a spears and brazen helmets, inscribed with the
jiassion, drew his sword and killed him. names of Meriones and Ulysses, who conse-
Others say, the soldier came up to him at first crated them to those goddesses. This town
with a drawn sword to kill him, and Archime- was strongly inclined to favour the Cartha-
des percr-iving hivn, begged he would hold his ginians; but Ntcias, one of its pnncipal in-
hand a moment, that he might not leave his habitants, endeavoured to persuade them to
theorem imperfect; but the soldier, neither re- go over to the Romans, declaring his senti-
garding him nor his theorem, laid him dead at ments freely in their public assemblies, and
his feet. A third account of the matter is, proving that his opposers consulted not their
that, as Archimedes was carrying in a box true interests. These men, fearing his au-
sunn mathematical instruments to Marcellus, thority and the influence of his character, re-
as sundials, spheres, and quadrants, by which solved to carry him off and put him in the
the eye might measure the magnitude of the hands of the Carthaginians. Nicias, ap-
Bun, some soldiers met him, and imagining prised of it, took measures for his security,
that there was gold in the box, took away his without seeming to do so. He publicly gave
life for it. It is agreed, however, on all hands, out unbecoming speeches against the Mctheri,
that Marcellus was much concerned at his as if he disbelieved and made light of the re
death; that he turned away his face from ceived opinion concerning the presence of
his murderer, as from an impious and ex- those goddesses there. Meantime, his ene-
ecrable person; and that having by enquiry mies rejoiced that he himself furnished them
found out his relations, he bestowed upon them with sufficient reasons for the worst they
many signal favours. could do to him. On the day which they had

Hitherto the Unmans had shewn other na- fixed for seizing him, there happened be an
tions their abilities to plan, and their courage assembly of the people, and Nicias was IE the
to execute, but they had given them no proof midst of them, treating about some public
of their clemency, their humanity, or, in one business. But on a sudden he threw him-
word, of their political virtue. Marcellus self upon the ground, in the midst of hi*
eeems to have been the first who made it ap- discourse, and, after, having laid there some
pear, to the Greeks, that the Romans had time without speaking, as if he had been in
greater regard to equity than they. For such a trance, he lifted up his head, and turning
was his goodness to those that addressed him, it round, began to speak with a feeble, tremb-
and so many benefits did he confer upon cities, ling voice, which he raised by degrees: and
as well as private persons, that if Enna, Mc- when he saw the whole assembly struck

dumb with horror, he threw of his mantle, tore

cratcfl died, with many thousands more. Hereupon, his vest in pieces, and rail half naked to one
Eomilcar sailed U> Carthage again fur fresh supplies; of the doors of the theatre, crying out that
and relumed to Sicily with a large fleet; but hearing he was pursued by the Mothers. From a
of the great preparation* of the Romans at sea, and scruple of religion no one durst touch or stop
probably fearing the event of a battle, he unexpectedly him; all, therefore, making way, he reached
ttecred away. Epicydes, who was gone out to meet
Uiffi, was afraid to return into a city half taken, and one of the city gates, though he no longer used
»ud therefore fled for refuge to Agrigentum. The Sy- any word or action, like one that was heaven-
racu&ans then assassinated the governors lift by Epicy- struck and distracted. His wife, who was in
dcs, and proposed to submit to Marcellus. For which the secret, and assisted in the stratagem, took
purpose lliey sent deputies, who were graciously re- her children, and went and proscraled herselfceived. But the garrison, which consisted of Unmandeserters and mercenaries, raising fresh disturbances, as a supplicant before the altar of the god-
killed the officers appointed by flic Syracu?ans, and desses. Then pretending that she was going
cliu-f six new ones of their own. Among these was a to seek her husband, who was wandering
Spaniard named Meiicus, a man of great integrity. about in the fields, she met with no opposition,
who, disapproving of the cruelties of his party, deter-but got safe out of the town; and so both of
mined to give up the place to Marccllus. In pursu-them escaped to Marcellus at Syracuse. Th«ance of which, under pretences (f greater care thanordinary, he desired that each governor might lia\e people of Enguium added many other insulti
«te sole direction in his own quarter ; which gave him and misdemeanours to their past faults, Mai*
"n opportunity to open the gate of Arethusa to the cellus came, and had them loaded with irons,
B .imaii general. And now Nfarcellus, being at length in order to punishthem- But Nicias approached
become master of the unfaithful city, gave sienal proofs him with tears in his eyes, and kissing uilof his cUmcncy and good-nature. He sufltntl the
lli in HI diwrlers to escape ; for he was unwilling to hands and embracing his knees, asked pardon
ihed the blood even of traitors. No wonder then if for all the citizens, and for his enemies firit
he ((nine) the lives of the Syracusans and their chil-
dren ; ll.ou^h a» he told lhem,thr services which good
(ting llirfn had rendered Rome were exceeded by the " These are supposed tobeCybele, Juno, and Ctitt
intuit; Ih' } had ofllrid her in a I' « years. Ciciro mentions a temple of Cybele
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Hereupon Marcellus, relenting, set them all at the general does not ride in a triumphal chari-
liberty, and suffered not his troops to commit ot drawn by four horses, he in not crowned
the Uast disorder in the city; at the same with laurel, nor has he trumpets sounding be-
time he bestowed on Nicias a large tract of fore him, but he walks in sandals, attended
land and many rich gifts. These particulars with the music of many flutes, and wearing a
we learn from Posidonius the philosopher. crown of myrtle,; his appearance, therefore,

Matcellus,* after this, being called home to having nothing in it warlike, is rather pleasing
a war IQ the heart of Italy, carried with him than formidable. This is to me a plain proof",
the moet valuable of the statues and paintings that triumphs of old were distinguished, not
in Syracuse, that they might embellish his by the importance of the achievement, but by
triumph, and be an ornament to Rome. For the manner of its performance. For those that
before this time, that city neither had nor knew subdued their enemies by fighting battles and
any curiosities of this kind; being a stranger spilling much blood, entered with that warlike
to the charms of taste and elegance. Full of and dreadful pomp of the greater triumph, and,
arms taken from barbarous nations, and of as is customary in the lustration of an army,
bloody spoils, and crowned as she was with wore crowns of laurel, and adorned their arm*
trophies and other monuments of her triumphs, with the same. But when a general, -without
she afforded not a cheerful and pleasing spec-fighting, gained his point by treaty and the
tacle, fit for men brought up in ease and luxu- force of persuasion, the law decreed him this
ry, but her look was awful and severe. And honour, called Ovation, which had more the
as Epaminondas calls the plains of Breotia the appearance of a festival than o_f war. For the
orchestra, or stage of Mars, and Xenophon flute is an instrument used in time of peace;
says Ephesus was the arsenal of war, so, in and the myrtle is the tree of Venus, who, of
in) r> inion, (to use the expression of Pindar,) all the deities, is most averse to violence and
one might then have styled Rome the temple war.
of frowning MARS. Now the term ovation is not derived (as

Thus Marcellus was more acceptable to the most authors think) from the word evan, which
people, because he adorned the city with curi- is uttered in shouts of joy, for they have the
osities in the Grecian taste, whose variety, as same shouts and songs in the other triumph;
well as elegance, was very agreeable to the but the Greeks have wrested it to a word well
spectator. But the graver citizens preferred known in their language, believing that this
Fabius Maximus, who, when he took Taren- procession is intended in some measure in
tum, brought nothing of that kind away. The honour of Bacchus, whom they call Evius and
money, indeed, and other rich moveables he Thriambus. The truth of the matter is this:
carried off, but he let the statues and pictures it was customary for the generals, m the
remain, using this memorable expression: Let greater triumphs, to sacrifice an ox; and in the
us leave the Tarentines their angry deities- less a sheep, in Latin ovis, whence the word
They blamed the proceedings of Marcellus, in ovation. On this occasion it is worth our
the first place, as very invidious for Rome, be- while to observe, how different the institutions
cause he had led not only men, but the very of the Spartan legislator were from those of
gods in triumph; and their next charge was, the Roman, with respect to sacrifices. In
that he had spoiled a people inured to agri- Sparta, the general who put a period to a war
culture and war, wholly unacquainted with by policy or persuasion, sacrificed a bullock;
luxury and sloth, and, as Euripides says of but he whose success was owing to force of
Hercules, arms, offered only a cock. For though they

were a very warlike people, they thought it
Jn ?ice untaught, but skill'd where glory led more honourable, and more worthy of a human
To arduous enterprise, being, to succeed by eloquence and wisdom,

by furnishing them with an occasion of idle- than by courage and force. But this point I

ness and vain discourse; for they now began leave to be considered by the reader.
When Marcellus was chosen consul the

to spend great part of the day in disputing about
arts and artists. But notwithstanding such fourth time, the Syracusans, at the instigation
censures, this was the very thing that Marcel- of his enemies, came to Rome to accuse him,

lus valued himself upon, even to the Greeks and to complain to the senate, that he had

themselves, that he was the first who taught treated them in a cruel manner, and contrary
the Romans to esteem and to admire the ex- to the faith of treaties.* It happened that

quisite performances of Greece, which were Marcellus was at that time in the Capitol,
hitherto unknown to them. offering sacrifice. The Syracusan deputies

Finding, at his return, that his enemies op- went immediately to the senate, who were vet

posed his triumph, and considering that the sitting, and falling on their knees, begged "of
war was not quite finished in Sicily, as well as them to hear their complaints, and to do them
that 3. third triumph might expose him to the justice: but the other consul repulsed them with

indignation, because Marcellus was not thereenvy of his fellow-citiiens, he so far yielded aa
to content himself with leading up the greater to defend himself. Marcellus, however, being
triumph on mount Alba, and entering Rome informed of it, came with all possible expedi-
if ith the less. The less is called by the Greeks tion, and having seated himself in his chair of

(can, and by the Romans an ovation. In this * The Syracusans were scarce arrived at Rome, be
fore Ihe consuls drew lot* for Ihcir provinces, and Si

* Marccllus, before he left Sicily, gained aconsidtr- cily fell (o Marcellus. This was a great stroke to Ihe
trablc jictory over Epicydet and Hanuo ; he slew greal byracusan deputies, and they would not have dared tobumbera, ana look many prisoners, betides cicht ele-
"hants. Lu'. lib. «T. 40. prosecute their charge, had not Marcellut Yoluaunli

I ottered to change the provinces.
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"tale, first despatched some public business as After thie, Marcellus marched against Han-
consul. When that was over, he came down nibal. And though almost all the other con
from his scat, and went as a private person to suls and generals, after the defeat at Canas,
the place appointed for the accused to make availed themselves of the single art of avoiding
their defence in, giving the Syracusans oppor- an engagement with the Carthaginian, and no*
tunity to make good their charge. But they one of them durst meet him fairly in the field
were greatly confounled to see the dignity and Marcellus took quite a different course. He
unconcern with which he behaved ; and he was of opinion, that instead of Hannibal's being
who had been irresistible in arms, was still worn out by length oftime, the strength of Italy
more awful and terrible to behold in his robe would be insensibly wasted by him; and that
of purple. Nevertheless, encouraged by his the slow cautious maxims of Fabius were not
enemies, they opened the accusation in a fit to cure the malady of his country; since, by
speech, mingled with lamentations, the sum ol pursuing them, the flames of war could not be
which was,"That though friends and allies ol extinguished, until Italy was consumed: just as
Rome, they had suffered more damage from timorous physicians neglect to apply strong,
Marcellus, than some other generals had per- though necessary remedies, thinking the distem-
mitted to be done to a conquered enemy." To per will abate with the strength of the patient.
this, Marcellus made answer,* " That, not- In the first place, he recovered the be«l
withstanding the many instances of their crimi- towns of the Samnites, which had revolted
nal behaviour to the Romans, they had suffered In them he found considerable magazines of
nothing but what it is impossible to prevent, corn and a great quantity of money, bfisida
when a city is taken by storm; and that Syra- making three thousand of Hannibal's men, who
cuse was so taken, was entirely their own garrisoned them, prisoners. In the next place,
fault, because he had often summoned it to when Cneius Fulvius the proconsul, with
surrender, and they refused to listen to him. eleven tribunes, was slain, and great part of
That, in short, they were not forced by their his army cut in pieces, by Hannibal in Apulia,
tyrants to commit hostilities, but they had Marcellus sent letters to Rome, to exhort the
themselves set up tyrants for the sake of going citizens to be of good courage, for he himself
to war." was on his march to drive Hannibal out of the

The reasons of both sides thus heard, the country. The reading of these letters, Livy
Syracusans, according to the custom in that tells us, was BO far from removing their grief,
case, withdrew, and Marcellus went out with that it added terror to it, the Romans reckon-
them, leaving it to hie colleague to collect the ing the present danger as much greater than
votes. While he stood at the door of the sen- the past, as Marcellus was a greater man than
ate-house,! he was neither moved with the fear Fulvius.
of the issue of the cause, nor with resentment Marcellus then going in quest of Hannibal,
against the Syracusans, so as to change his according to his promise, entered Lucania, and
usual deportment, but with great mildness and found him encamped on inaccessible heighU
decorum he waited for the event. When the near the city of Numistro. Marcellus himself
cause was decided, and he was declared to pitched his tents on the plain, and the next
have gained it,J the Syracusans fell at his feet, day, was the first to draw up his forces in
and besought him with tears to pardon not only order of battle. Hannibal declined not the
tho^e that were present, but to take compas- combat, but descended from the hills, and a
sion on the rest of their citizens, who would battle ensued, which was not decisive indeed,
ever acknowledge with gratitude the favour. but great and bloody: for though the action
Marcellus, moved with their entreaties, not began at the third hour, it was with difficulty
only pardoned the deputies, but continued that night put a stop to it. Next morning, by
his protection to the oilier Syracusans; and break of day, Marcellus again drew up hit
the senate, approving the privileges he had army, and posting it among the dead bodies,
granted, confirmed to them their liberty, their challenged Hannibal to dispute it with him for
laws, and the possessions that remained to the victory. But Hannibal chose to draw off;
them. For this reason, beside other signal and Marcellus, after he had gathered the spoili
honours with which they distinguished Mar- of the enemy, and buried his own dead, march-
cellus, they made a law, that whenever he or ed in pursuit of him. Though the Carthagi-
anv of his descendants entered Sicily, the Sy- nian had many snares for him, he escaped them
racusans should wear garlands, and offer sacri- all; and having the advantage, too, in all skir-
fices to the gods. mishes, his success was looked upon with ad-

miration. Therefore, when the time of the
* When the Syracusans had finished their accusa-next election came oa^ the senate though!

tions against Marcellus, his colleague, Laevinus, order- proper to call the other consul out of Sicily,ed them to withdraw; but Marcellus desired they
mii'lii stay and hear his defence. rather than draw off Marcellus, who was grap-

f While the cause was debating, he went to the pling with Hannibal. When he was arrived,
Capitol, to take the names of the new levies. they ordered him to declare Quintus Fulviui

t The conduct of Marccllus, on the taking of Syra- dictator. For a DICTATOR is not named cither
cuse, was not entirely approved of at Rome. Some of by the people or the senate, but one of thethe senators, remembering; the attachment which king
HUTO had on alt occasions shewn to their republic, consuls or praters, advancing into the assem-
etuld not help condemning their general forgiving up bly, names whom he pleases. Hence some
the city to be plundered by his rapacious soldiers. The think, the term Dictator comes from dicere,
Syracusans were not in a condition to make good their which in Latin signifies to iiame: but otheri
party against an army of mercenaries; and therefore assert, that the Dictator is so called, because
were obliged, against their will, to yield to the times,«/j'J obey the ministers of Hannibal who commanded le refers nothing to plurality of voices in the
(be army. senate, or to the suffrages of the people, but
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fives his orders at his own pleasure. For the though many were dangcrousl) wounded, there
orders of mijf.atrates, which the Greeks call was not a man who did not feel more pain
diatagmata, the Romans call cdicta> edicts. from the words of Marcellus, than he did

The colleague* of Marcellus was disposed from his wounda.
to appoint another person dictator, and that he Next morning, the scarlet robe, which wa«
might not be obliged to depart from his own the ordinary aignal of battle, was hung out be-
opinion, he left Rome by night, and sailed back* times; and the companies that had come off
to Sicily. The people, therefore, named with dishonour, before obtained leave, at theii
Quintus Fulvius dictator, and the senate wrote earnest request, to be posted in the foremost
to Murcellus to confirm the nomination, which line: after which the tribunea drew up the rest
he did accordingly. of the troops in their proper order: When

MarcelJus was appointed proconsul for the this was reported to Hannibal, he said, "Ye
year following: and having agreed with Fabiua gods, what can one do with 3. man, who is not
Maximus the consul, by letters, that Fabius affected with either good or bad fortune? Thui
should besiege Tarentum, while himself was is the only man who will neither give any time
to watch the motions of Hannibal, and prevent to rest when he is victorious, nor take any
bis relieving the place, be marched after him when he is beaten. We must even resolve to
with all diligence, and came up with him at fight with him for ever; since, whether pros-
Canusium. Ai.d as Hannibal shifted his camp perous or unsuccessful, a principle of honour
continually, to avoid coming to a battle, Mar- leads him on to new attempts and farther ei-
cellus witched him closely, and took care to ertions of courage."
keep him in sight At last, coming up with Both armies then engaged, and Hannibal
him as he was encamping, he so harassed him seeing no advantage gained by either, ordered
with skirmishes, Vhat he drew him to an en- his elephants to be brought forward into the
gagement; but night soon came on, and parted first line, and to be pushed against the Romans.
tho combatants. Neit morning early, he drew The shock caused great confusion at first in the
his army out of the entrenchments, and put Roman front; but, Flavius, a tribune, snatch-
them in order of battle; so that Hannibal, in ing an ensign staff from one of the companies,
great vexation, assembled the Carthaginians, advanced, and with the point of it wounded
and begged of them to exert themselves more the foremost elephant. The beast upon this
in that battle than ever they had done before. turned back and ran upon the second, the sec-
"For you see," said he "that we can neither ond upon the next that followed, and so on till
take breath, after BO many victories already they were all put in great disorder. Marcellui
gained, nor enjoy the least leisure if we are observing this, ordered his horse to fall furious-
victorious now, unless this man be driven ly upon the enemy, and taking advantage of
off" the confusion already made, to rout them en-

After this a battle ensued, in which Mar- tirely. Accordingly, they charged with ex-
cellus seems to have miscarried by an unsea- traordinary vigour,' and drove the Carthagini-
sonable movement.^ For seeing his right ans to their entrenchments. The slaughter
wing hard pressed, he ordered one of the le- was dreadful; and the fall of the killed, and
gions to advance to the front, to support them. the plunging of the wounded elephants, con-
This movement put the whole army in disor- tributed greatly to it. It is said that more than
der, and decided the day in favour of the ene- eight thousand Carthaginians fell in this battle;
my; two thousand seven hundred Romans be- of the Romans not above three thousand were
ing slain upon the spot. Marcellus retreated slain, but almost all the rest were wounded.
into Ins camp, and having summoned his troops This gave Hannibal opportunity to decamp si-
together, told them, "He saw the arms and lently in the night, and remove to a great dis-
bodies of Romans in abundance before him, tance from Marcellus, who, by reason of tho
but not one Roman." On their begging par- number of his wounded, was not able to pur-
don, he said, "He would not forgive them sue him, but retired by easy marches, into
while vanquished, but when they came to be Campania, and passed the summer in the city
victorious he would; and that he would lead of Sinuessa,* to recover and refresh his sol-
them into the field again the next day, that the diers.
news of the victory might reach Rome before Hannibal, thus disengaged from Marcellus,
that of their flight." Before he dismissed made use of his troops, now at liberty, and
them, he gave orders that barley should be securely overran the country, burning and de-
measured out instead of wheat,£ to those com- stroying all before him. This cave occasion to
panies that had turned their backs. His repri- unfavourable reports of Marcellus at Rome;
mand made such an impression on them, that and his enemies incited Publius Bibulus, one

* Livinus, who was lh« colleague of Marcellus, of the tribunes of the people, a man of "-.olent
wanted to name M. Valerius Messala, dictator. As temper, and a vehement speaker, to accuM
be left Rome abruptly, and enjoined the prztor Dot him in form. Accordingly Bibulus often as-
to name Vulvius; the tribunes of the people took upon sembled the people; and endeavoured to per
them to do it, and the senate got the Domination con-
firmed by the consul Marcellus. euade them to take the command from him,

| Tht movement was not unseasonable, but ill exe- and give it to another; "Since Marcellus,"
cuted. Livy »y», the right wing gave way faster than said ne, "has only exchanged a few th'UsU
Ihey needed to hare done, and tne eighteenth Iccion, with Hannibal, and then left the stage, add u
which was ordered to advance from rear to front, gone to the hot baths to refresh himself.'^moved too slowly; this occasioned the disorder.

\ This was a common punishment, litsiiks vahich, " Livy say» in Vtnusia, -which being much Bearer
he ordered that the officers ul those companies should Canusium, was more convenient for the wounde* men
continue all day lung with their stvordi drawn, and to retire to.
"llliuul their girdles. Ln\ 1. nvii. 13. t There were hot bathi near Sinucssa, but nont
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When Marcellus was apprised of thess prac- At last, the expiatory sacrifices being siicb
tices against him, he luft his army in charge as the soothsayers approved, he «''t out with
with his lieutenants, and went to Rome to his colleague, to prosecute the war, and fixed
make his defence. On his arrival, he found his camp between Bantia and Venusia. There
an impeachment framed out of those calum- he tried every method to provoke Hannibal to
nies.-And the day fixed for it being come, .a battle which he constantly declined. But
and the people assembled in the Flaminian the Carthaginian perceiving that the consuls
Circus, Bibulus ascended the tribune's seat and had ordered some troops to go and lay siege to
set forth his charge. Marcellus's answer was the city of the Epizephirians,or western L.O-
plain and short: but many persons of distinc- crians,* he laid an ambuscade on their way,
tion among the citizens exerted themselves under the hill of Petelia, and killed two thous-
greatly, and spoke with much freedom, ex- and five hundred of them. This added stingo
horting the people not to judge worse of Mar- to Marcellus's desire of an engagement, and
cellus than the enemy himself had done, by fix- made him draw nearer to the enemy.
ing a mark of cowardice upon the only general Between the two armies was a hill, which
whom Hannibal ehur.ned, and used as much afforded a pretty strong post; it was covered
art and care to avoid fighting with, as he did to with thickets, and on both sides were hollows,
seek the combat with others. These remon- from whence issued springs and rivulets. The
strances had such an effect, that the accuser Romans were surprised that Hannilial, who
was totally disappointed in his expectations; came first to so advantageous a place, did not
for Marcellus was not only acquitted of the take possession of it, but'ien it tor the enemy
charge, but a fifth time chosen consul. He dl-, indeed, think it a good place for a

As soon as he had entered upon his office, camp, but a better for an ambuscade, and to
he visited the cities of Tuscany, and by his that use he chose to put it. He filled, there-
personal influence allayed a dangerous com- fore, the thickets and hollows with a good
motion, that tended to a revolt. At his return, number of archers and spearmen, assuring
he was desirous to dedicate to HONOUR and himself that the convenience of the post would
VIRTUE, the temple which he had built out of draw the Romans to it. Nor was he mistaken
the Sicilian spoils, but was opposed by the in his conjecture. Presently nothing was talk
priests, who would not consent that two deities ed of in the Roman army, but the expediency
should be contained in one temple.* Taking of seizing this hill; and, as if they had been
this opposition ill, and considering it as omin- all generals, they set forth the many advas
ous, he began another temple. tages they should have over the enemy, by en-

There were many other prodigies that gave camping, or, at least, raising a fortification
aim uneasiness. Some temples were struck upon it. Thus Marcellus was induced to go
with lightning; in that of Jupiter rats gnawed with a few horse to take a view of the hill;
Ihe gold; it was even reported that an ox spoke, but, before he went, he offered sacrifice. In
ind that there was a child living which was the first victim that was slain, the diviner
Dorn with an elephant's head: and when the shewed him the liver without a head; in the
expiation of these prodigies was attempted, second, the Head was very plump and large,
there were no tokens of success. The ./2ug-ur«, and the other tokens appearing remarkably
therefore, kept him in Rome, notwithstanding good, seemed sufficient to dispel the fears of
bis impatience and eagerness to be gone. For the first; but the diviners declared, they were
never was man so passionately desirous of the more alarmed on that very account; for
any thing as he was of fighting a decisive bat- when favourable signs on a sudden follow
tle with Hannibal. It was his dream by night, threatening and inauspicious ones, the strange-
the subject of conversation all day with his ness of the alteration should rather be suspect-
friends and colleagues, and his sole request to ed. But as Pindar says,
the gods, that he might meet Hannibal fairly Nor fire, nor walls of triple brass
in the field. Nay, 1 verily believe, he would Control the high behests uf Fate.
have been glad to have had both armies sur- He therefore set out to view the place, tak-
rounded with a wall or entrenchment, and to ing with him his colleague Cnsomus, his son
have fought in that enclosure. Indeed, had Marcellus, who was a tribune, and only two
he not already attained to such a height of hundred and twenty horse, among whom there
glory, had he not given so many proofs of his I was not one Roman; they were all Tuscans,
equalling the best generals in prudence and except forty Fregellaniins, of whose courage
discretion, I should think he gave way to a and fidelity he had sufficient experience. On
"anguine and extravagant ambition, unsuitable the summit of the hill, which, as we said before,
to his years; for he was above sixty when he was covered with trees and bushes, the enemy
entered upon his fifth consulate. had placed a sentinel, who, without being seen
near Venusia. Therefore, if Marcellus went to the himself, could see every movement in the Ro-
latu r place, the satirical stroke wan Dot applicable. man camp. Those that lay in ambush having
Accordingly, Livy does not apply it: he only makes intelligence from him of what was doing, lay
Bibului say, that Marcellus passed the summer in quar-close, till Marcellus came very near, and thenters. 

all at once rushed out, spread lliemsclvM* They said^ if the temple should be struck with
thunder and lightning, of any other prodigy should about him, let fly a shower of arrows, and
happen to it. that wantrd expiation, they should not charged him with their swords and spears. Some
know to which of the deities they ought to offer the
expiatory sacrifice. Marcellus, therefore, to satisfy * This was not a detachment from the forces of Iht
the priest, b*pan another temple, and the work was consuls, which they did not choose to weaken when in
carried on with great diligence ; b-Jl lie did not live to the sight of such an enemy as Hannibal. It consisted
dedicate it. His son consecrated both the templet of troops drawn from Sicily, and from the garrison of
ibout four j tart-after. Tareutum.
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pursued the fugitives,and others attacked those who were about him, You see it t? impossible
that stood their ground. The latter were the to do any thing against the will of God.
Fregellanians; for, the Tuscans taking to flight He punished the Numidians, indeed, but took
at first charge, the others closed together in a no further care about collecting and sending
body to defend the consuls: and they contin-the remains of Marcellus, believing that some
ued the tight till Crispinus, wounded with deity had ordained that Marcellus, should
two arrows, turned hie horse to make hie es-die in eo strange a manner, and that his ashes
cape, and Marcellus being run through be-should be denied burial. This account of the
tween the shoulders with a lance, full down niatter we have from Cornelius Nepos, and
dead. Then the few Fregellanians that re- Valerius Maximus; but Livy» and Augustus
mained, leaving the body of Marcellus, car- Ca;sar affirm, that the urn was carried to his
ried oft" his son, who was wounded, and fled son, and that his remains were interred with
with him to the camp. great magnificence.

la this skirmish there were not many more Marcellus's public donations, besides those
than forty men killed; eighteen were taken he dedicated at Rome, were a Gi/mncwtunj,
prisoners, besides five Jitters. Crispinus died which he built at Citana in Sicily, and seve-
of his wounds a few days after.* This was a ral statues and paintings, brought from Syra-
most unparalleled misfortune: the Romans lost cuse, which he set up in the temple of the Co-
both the consuls in one action. biri in ijimothrace, and in that of Minerva at

Hannibal made but little account of the rest, Lindus. In the latter of these, the following
but when he knew that Marcellus was killed, verses, as Poaidonius tells us, were inscribed
he hastened to the place, and, standing over on the pedestal of his statue:
the body i long time, surveyed its size and
mien: hut without speaking one insulting word, The light of Rome, Marcellus here behold,
or shewing the least sign of joy, which might For birth, for deeds of arms, by lame cnroli'J.

Seven times hiifoices graced the.martial plain,
have been expected at the fall of so dangerous1 And by his thundering arm were thousands slain.
and formidable an enemy. He stood, indeed,
awhile astonished at the strange death of so The author of this inscription adds to his
great a man;and at last taking his signet from five consulates the dignity ol proconsul, with
his finger,t he caused his body to be magnifi- which he was twice honoured. His posterity
cently attired and burned, and the ashes to be continued in great splendour down to Marcel-
put in a silver urn, and then placed a crown of lus, the son of Caius Marcellus and Octavia
gold upon it, and sent it to his son. But cer- the sister of Augustus.f He died very young,
tain Numidians meeting those that carried the in the office of asdilc, soon after he had map
urn, attempted to take it from them, and as ried Julia, the emperor's daughter. Todohon-
the others stood upon their guard to defend it, our to his memory, Octavia dedicated to him
the ashes were scattered in the struggle. When a library,{ and Augustus a theatre, and both
Hannibal was informed of it, he said to those these public works bore his name

PELOPIDAS AND MARCELLUS COMPARED.

THESE are the particulars which we thought milled great slaughter, whereas Epaminondat
worth reciting from history concerning Mar- and Peiopidas never spilt the blood of any man
cellus and Peiopidas; between whom there they had conquered, nor enslaved any city they
was a perfect resemblance in the gifts of na- had taken. And it is affirmed, that if they
ture, and in their lives and manners. For had been present, the Thebans would not
they were both men of heroic strength, capa-have deprived the Orchomenians of their lib-
ble of enduring the greatest fatigue, and in erty.
courage and magnanimity they were equal. As to their achievements, among those of
The sole difference is, that Marcellus, in most Marcellus there was none greater or more il
of the cities which he took by assault, com- lustrious than his beating such an army of

Gauls, both horse and foot, with a handful of
" He did not die till the latter end of the year, hav-horse only, of which you will scarce meet with

ing named T. Maulius Torquatus, dictator, to hold
the couii/iVi. Some say he died at Tarcnlum ; others another instance, and his slaying their prince
iu Campania. with his own hand. Peiopidas hoped to have

t Hannibal imagined he should have some opportu-done something of the like nature, but mis-
nity or other of making me of lliis seal to his advan-carried and lost his life in the attempt. How
tage. But Criipinus despatched messengers to all the
neighbouring cities, in llie interest of Rome, acquaint- * Livy tells us that Hannibal buried the body of

Marcellus on the hill where he was shin.
ing them that Marcdlus was killed, and Hannibal mas- t His family continued after his death an hundred
ter of his rine. This precaution, preserved Salapia,
I'D Apulia. Nay, the inhabitants turned the artifice and eighty-five yean; for he was slain in Ihe fir»l y<ar
Of Ihe Carthaginian upon himself. For admitting, of the hundred and forty .third Olympiad, in the fiv»

hundred and forty-fifth year of R.une, ai.rt two hunnoon a letter sealed wilh that ring, sii hundred of
Hanriili.il', men, most of them Roman deserters, into drcd and sii years before the Christian zra; atd

the town, they on a sudden pulled up the draw-bridges, young Marccllvis died in the second year of the hull
dred and eighty-ninth Olympiad, and seven hundredcut in piccea those who had entered, and, with a shower and thirtieth of Rome.

of darts from the ramparts, drove back the rest Liv.
I xi.ii. c. 28 { According to Sui-tunius and Dion, it was not Oc-

lavia but Augustm that dtdicaltd this library.
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ever, the great and glorious battles of Leuctra entirely his own. For he alone took Syracuse.
and Tegyra may be compared with these ex- he defeated the Gauls without his colleague;
ploits of Marcellus. And, on the other hand, he made head against Hannibal, not only with-
there is nothing ofMarcellus's effected by strat- out the assistance, but against the remonstran-
agem and surprise, which can be set against ces, of the other generals; and, changing the
the happy management of Pelopidas, at his re- face of war, he first taught the Romans to
turn from exile, in taking off the Theban ty- meet the enemy to a good countenance.
rants. Indeed, of all the enterprise of the se- As "or their deaths, I praise neither the one
cret hand of art, that was the masterpiece. nor the other; but it i> with concern and in-

If it be said that Hannibal was a formidable dignation that I think of the strange circum-
enemy to the Romans, the Lacedaemonians stances that attended them. At the same time
were certainly the same to the Thebans. And I admire Hannibal, who fought such a number
yet it is agreed on all hands, that they were of battles as it would be a labour to reckon,
thoroughly beaten by Pelopidas, at Leuctra without ever receiving a wound: and I greatly
and Tegyra; whereas, according to Polybius, approve the behaviour of Chrysantes, in the
Hannibal was never once defeatej by Marcel- Cyropxdia, who, having his sword lifted up
lus, but continued invincible till he had to do and ready to strike, upon hearing the trumpeu
with Scipio. However, we rather believe with sound a retreat, calmly and modestly retired
Livy, Caesar, and Cornelius Nepos, among the without giving the stroke. Pelopidas, however,
Latin historians, and with king Juba* among was somewhat excusable, because he was not
the Greeks, that Marcellus did sometimes beat only warmed with the heat of battle, but incit-
Hannibal, and even put his troops to (light, ed by a generous desire of revenge. And, as
though he pained no advantage of him suffi- Euripides says,
cient to turn the balance considerably on his The first of chiefs is he who laurels gains,
side: so that one might even think, that the And buys them not with life : the next is he
Carthaginian then acted with the art of a wrest-
ler, who sometimes suffers himself to be thrown.
But what has been very justly admired in Mar-

"Who dies, but dies in Virtue's arms 

In such a man, dying is a free and voluntary

cellus is, that after such great armies had been act, nut a passive submission to fate. But, be-side his resentment, the end Pelopidas propos-routed, so many generals slain, and the whole ed to himself in conquering, which was theempire almost totally subverted, he found death of a tyrant, with reason animated him to
means to inspire his troops with courage enough
to make head against the enemy. He was the uncommon efforts; for it was not easy to find

only man that, from a state of terror and dis- another cause so great and glorious wherein to

may, in which they had long remained, raised exert himself. But Marcellus without any ur-
gent occasion, without that enthusiasm which

the army to an eagerness for battle, and infus- often pushes men beyond the bounds of reasoned into them such a spirit, that, far from tame- in time of danger, unadvisedly exposed him-
ly giving up the victory, they disputed it with ':" self, and died not like a general, but like athe greatest obstinacy. For those very men, t!i spy; risking his five consulates, his three tri-who had been accustomed by a run of ill suc-

umphs, his trophies and spoils of kings, againstcess to think themselves happy if they could a company of Spaniards and Numidians, who
escape Hannibal by flight, were taught by had bartered with the Carthaginians for theirMnrccllus to be ashamed of coming off with lives and services. An accident so strange,disadvantage, to blush at the very thought of that those very adventurers could not forbeargiving way, and to be sensibly affected, if they grudging themselves such success, when they
gauiO'l nut the victory. found that a man the most distinguished of allAsPelopidjs never lost a battle in which he the Romans for valour, as well as power and
commanded in person, and Marcellus won more fame, had fallen by their hands, amidst a scout-than any Roman of his time, he who perform- ing party of Fregellanians.
ed so many exploits, and was so hard to con- Let not this, however, be deemed an acco
quer, may, perhaps, be put on a level with the sation against these great men, but rather aother, who was never beaten. On the other complaint to them of the injury done them-hand, it may be observed, that Marcellus took selves, by sacrificing all their other virtues to
Syracuse, whereas Pelopidas failed in his at- their intrepidity, and a free expostulation with
tempt upon Sparta, yet I think even to ap-them for being so prodigal of their blood as to
proach Sparta, and to be the first that ever shed it for their own sakes, when it ought to
passed the Eurotas in a hostile manner, was a have fallen only for their country, their fr.ends,
greater achievement than the conquest of Sici- and their allies.
ly; unless it may be said, that the honour of
this exploit, as well as that of Leuclra, be- Pelopidas was buried by his friends, in whosecause he was slain, and Marcellus by those en-
longs rather to Epaminondas than to Pelopi-emies that slew him. The'first was a happy
das, whereas the glory Marcellus gained was and desirable thing, but the other was greater

and more extraordinary; for gratitude in a
* This historian was the «on of Juba, king of Nu- friend, for benefits received, is not equal to an

mir!ia, who, in the civil war, sided with Fompty, and enemy's admiring the virtue by which he suf-
was ilain by Primus in single combat. The sun, men-fers. In the first case, there is more regard totioned Inn-, was brought lu triumph by Caesar lo
Jloroe, where he waa educated in the learning of tLe interest than to merit; in the latter, real worth
Urecks and Romaui. is the sole object of the honour paid.
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S, the ton of Lysimachns, was of the son to Xenoj hiliw, and the latter hve.1 Jong
tribe of Antiochus, and the ward of Alopece after, as appears from the characlers, which
Of his estate we have different accounts. Some were not in use till after Euclid's time, and
"ay, he was, always very poor, and that he left likewise from the name of the poet Archestra-
two daughters behind him, who remained a long tus, which is not found in any record or author
time unmarried, on account of their poverty* during the Persian wars; whereas mention is
But Demetriui the Phalerean contradicts this often made of a poet of that name, who brought
general opinion in his Socrates, and says there his pieces upon the stage in the time of the
was a farm at Phalera which went by the name Peloponncsian war." But this argument of
ol Aristides, and that there he was buried. And PanaHius should not be admitted without far
to prove that there was a competent estate in ther examination.
his family, he produces three arguments. The And as for the Ostracism, every man that
first is taken ftom the office of archon,f which was distinguished by birth, reputation, or elo-
made the year bear his name; and which fell quence, was liable to suffer by it; since it fell
to him by lot; and for this, none took their even upon Damon, preceptor to Pericles, be-
chance but pych 38 had an income of the first cause he was looked upon as a man of superior
degree, consisting of five hundred measures of parts and policy. Besides, Idomeneus tells
corn, wine, and oil, who, therefore, were called us, that Aristides came to be Jlrchon, not by
Pentacosiomedimni. The second argument is lot, but by particular appointment of the peo-
founded on the Ostracism, by which he was ple. And if he was Jlrchon after the battle
banished, and which was never inflicted on the of Plata?a,t as Demetrius himself writes, it is
meaner sort, but only upon persons of quality, very probable that, after such great actions,
whose grandeur and family pride made them ob- and so much glory, his virtue might gain him
noxious to the people. The third and last is that office, which others obtained by their
drawn from the Tripods, which Aristides dedi- wealth. But it is plain that Demetrius la-
cated in the temple of Bacchus, on account of boured to take off the imputation of poverty,
his victory in the public games, and which are as if it were some great evil, not only from
still to be seen, with this inscription, " The Aristides, but from Socrates too; who, he says,
tribe of Amiochus gained the victory, Aristides besides a house of his own, had seventy mijizf
defrayed the charges, and Archestratus was the at interest in the hands of Chto.
author of the play." Aristides bad a particular friendship for

But this last argument, though in appearance Clisthenes, who settled the popular govern-
the strongest of all, is really a very weak one. ment at Athens, after the expulsion of the
For Epaminondas, who, as every body knows, tyrants ;§ yet he had, at the same time, the
lived and died poor, and Plato the philosopher, greatest veneration for Lycurgus, the Lace-
who was not rich, exhibited very splendid dsmonian, whom he considered as the most
ihows: the one was at the expense of a con- excellent of lawgivers: and this Jed him to be
cert of flutes at Thebes, and the other of an a favourer of aristocracy, in which he was
entertainment of singing and dancing, perform-always opposed by Themistocles, who listed
ed by boys at Athens, Dion having furnished in the party of the commons. Some, indeed,
Plato with the money, and Pelopidas sup- say, that, being brought up together from their
plied Epaminondas. For why should good infancy, when boys, they were always at va-
men be always averse to the presents of their riance, not only in serious matters, but in
friends? While they think it mean and ungener-their very sports and diversions: and their tem-
ous to receive any thing for themselves, to lay pers were discovered from the first by that op-
up, or to gratify an avaricious temper, they position. The one was insinuating, daring,
need not refuse such offers as serve the pur- and artful; variable, and at the same time im-
poses of honour and magnificence, without any petuous in his pursuits: the ciher was solid
views of profit. and steady, inflexibly just, incapable of using

As to the Tripods, inscribed with ARISTIDES, any falsehood, flattery, or deceit, even at play.
Panztius shews plainly that Demetrius was
deceived by the name. For, according to the " It is very possible for a poet, in his own lift time,
registers, from the Persian to the end of the to have his plays acted in the Peloponnesiau war,and in
Peloponneeian war, there were only two of the the Persian loo. And, therefore, the inscription which
name of Aristides who carried the prize in the Plutarch mentions might belong to our Anstido.

t But Dernetriua was mistaken; for Arislidcs was
choral exhibitions, and neither of them was never Archon after the battle of PJaliea, which was
Ihe eon of Lysimachus: for the former was fought in the second year of the ievtut) fifth Olym-

piad. In the list of Archons, the name of Arislides it
* And yet, according to a law of Solon'« the bride found in the fourth of the seventy-second Olympiad, a

was t/i carry with her only three suits of clothes, and year or two after the battle of Marathon, and in the
" little household stuff of small value. second year of the seventy-fourth Olympiad, lour yearj

before the battle of PlaUea.
t At Athens they reckoned their yean by "Archotu,

u the Romans did theirs by Conouis. One of the nine 1 But Socrates himself declares, in his apology to hii 19
mogej, that, considering his poverty, they could DO

Archons, who all had estates of the first degree, was 
not

n reason fine him more than one Mina.
for this purpose chosen by lot out of the re>t, and his } These tyrants were the Pisislratids, llho W
tome uucnbed in the public register*. omen out about Hit tiily-tilth Olympiad.
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But Aristn of Chios* writes, that their enmity, the eyes of the people in general were fixed OB
which afterwards came to such a height, took Aristides, as the man to whom this great en-
its rise from love. comium was most applicable. Indeed, he wa«

* " " " r capable of resisting the suggestions, not only
" » » » " of favour and affection, but of resentment and

ThemistoclcB, who wa» an agreeable com- enmity too, wherever justice was concerned
panion, gained many friends, and became re- For it is said, that when he was carrying on a
spectable in the strength of his popularity. prosecution against his enemy, and after he
Thus when he was told, that "he would govern had brought his charge, the judges were going
the Athenians extremely well, if he would but to pass sentence, without hearing the person
do it without respect of persons," he said, accused, he rose up to his assistance, entreat-
" May I never sit on a tribunal where my ing that he might be heard, and havg the priv-
friends shall not find more favour from me ilege which the laws allowed. Another time,
than strangers." when he himself sat judge between two pri-

Aristides, on the contrary, took a method of vate persons, and one of them observed, "That
his own in conducting the administration. For his adversary had done many injuries to Aris-
he would neither consent to any injustice to tides." " Tell me not that," said he, " but
oblige his friends, nor yet disoblige them by what injury he has done to thee; for it is thy
denying all they asked: and as he saw that cause I am judging, not my own.
many, depending on their interest and friends, AVhen appointed public treasurer, he made
were tempted to do unwarrantable things, he it appear, that not only those of his time, but
never endeavoured after that support, but the officers that preceded him, had applied a
declared, that a good citizen should place his great deal of the public money to their own
whole strength and security in advising and use;and particularly Themistocles:
doing what is just and right. Nevertheless, as -For he with all his wisdom,
Themistocles made many rash and dangerous Could ne'er command his hands.
motions, and endeavoured to break his mea- For this reason, when Aristides gave in his
sures in every step of government, he was accounts, Themistocles raised a strong party
obliged to oppose him as much in his turn, against him, accused him of misapplying the
partly by way of self-defence, and partly to public money, and (according to Idomeneus)
lessen his po\ver, which daily increased through got him condemned. But the principal and
the favour of the people. For he thought it most respectable of the citizens,* incensed at
better that the commonwealth should miss this treatment of Aristides, interposed and pre-
some advantages, than that Themistocles, by vailed, not only that he might be excused the
gaining his point, should come at last to carry fine, but chosen again chief treasurer. He
all before him. Hence it was, that one day now pretended that his former proceedings
when Themistocles proposed something advan-were too strict, and carrying a gentler hand
tageous to the public, Aristides opposed it over those that acted under him, suffered them
Btrenuously, and with success; but as he went to pilfer the public money, without seeming to
out of the assembly, he could not forbear say- find them out, or reckoning strictly with them
ing, " The affairs of the Athenians cannot so that, fattening on the spoils of their country,
prosper, except they throw Themistocles and they lavished their praises on Ajristides, and,
myself into the barathrum .)Jf Ajiother time, heartily espousing his cause, begged of the
when he intended to propose a decree to the people to continue him in the same department.
people, he found it strongly disputed in the But when the Athenians were going to con-
council, but at last he prevailed: perceiving firm it to him by their suffrages, he gave them
its inconveniences, however, by the preceding this severe rebuke: "While I managed your
debates, he put a stop to it, just as the pre- finances with all the fidelity of an honest man,
sident was going to put it to the question, in I was loaded with calumnies; and now when I
order to its being confirmed by the people. suffer them to be a prey to public robbers, I
Very often he offered his sentiments by a third am become a mighty good citizen: but I as-
person, lest, by the opposition of Themisto- sure you, I am more ashamed of the present
cles to him, the public good should be ob- honour, than I was of the former disgrace;
structed. and it is with indignation and concern that I

In the changes and fluctuations of the gov- see you esteem it more meritorious to oblige ill
ernment, his firmness was wonderful. Neither men, than to take proper care of the public
elated with honours, nor discomposed with ill revenue." By thus speaking and discovering
success, he went on in a moderate and steady their frauds, he silenced those that recom-
manner, persuaded that his country had a mended him with so much noise and bustle,
claim to his services, without the reward but at the same time received the truest and
either of honour or profit. Hence it was, most valuable praise from the worthiest of the
that when those verses of .Eschylus concern- citizens.
ing Amphiaraus were repeated on the stage, About this time Datis, who was sent by

To be, and not to seem, is this man's maxim ; Darius, under the pretence of chastising the
His mind reposes on itj proper wisdom, Athenians for burning Sardis, but in reality to
And wants no other praise,} 

" Dacicr thinks it was rather Aristo of Ceoi, because, 

subdue all Greece, arrived with his fleet at

Thebes by the seren Captains." They are a dcserip
ts a peripatetic, he was more likely to write treatises tion of the genius and temper of Amphiaraus, which
of love than the other, who was a stoic. the courier, who bring? an account of the enemy's at

f The barathrum was a Tcry deep pit, into which tacks, and of the characters of the commanders, givej
condemned persons were thrown headlong. to Eteocles.

} These verses arc to be found in the " Siege of * The court of Areopagus interposed in his bd alt
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Maiathon, a.^d began to ravage the neigh-ed about, and rich garments and other booty
bouring country. Among the generals to in abundance wefe found in the tents and ahipi
whom the Athenians gave the management of which they had taken, yet he neither had an
oils war, Militiades was first in dignity, and the inclination to touch any thing himself, nor per-
next to him, in reputation and authority, was mitted others to do it. But, notwithstanding
Anslides In a council of war that was then his care, some enriched themselves unknown
held, Miltiades voted for giving the enemy to him: among whom was .Callias, the torch-
battle,* and Aristides seconding him, added bearer.* One of the barbarians happening to
no little weight to his scale. The generals meet him in a private place, and probably
commanded by turns, each his day; but when taking him for a king, on account of his long
it came to Aristides's turn, he gave up his hair and the fillet which he wore,t prostrated
right to Miltiadcs; thus shewing his colleagues himself before him; and taking him by the
that it was no disgrace to follow the directions hand, shewed him a great quantity of gold
of the wise, but that, on the contrary, it an- that was hid in a well. But Callias. not less
swered several honourable and salutary pur- cruel than unjust, took away the gold, and then
poses. By this means, he laid the spirit of killed the man that had given him information
contention, and bringing them to agree in, nnd of it, lest he should mention the thing to others.
follow the best opjnion, he strengthened the Hence, they tell us, it was, that the comic
hands of Miltiades, who now had the absolute writers called his family Laccopluti, i. c. en-
and undivided command; the other generals no riched by the well, jesting upon the place from
longer insisting on their days, but entirely sub- whence their founder drew his wealth.
mitting to his orders.f The year following, Aristides was appointed

In this battle, the main body of the Athenian to the office of ittrchon, which gave his name
army was pressed the hardest,^ because there, to that year; though, according to Demetrius
for a long time, the barbarians made their the Phalerean, he was not archon till after the
greatest efforts against the tribes Leontis and battle of Plataja, a little before his death. But
Antiochis; and Themi?toc)es and Aristides, in the public registers we find not any of the
who belonged to those tribes, exerting them- name of Aristides in the list of archons, after
selves, at the head of them, with all the spirit Xanthippides, in whose archonship Mardonius
of emulation, behaved with so much vigour, was beaten at Plataea; whereas his name is on
that the enemy were put to flight, and driven record immediately after Phanippus,} who was
back to their ships. But the Greeks perceiving archon the same year that the battle was gained
that the barbarians, instead of sailing to the at Marathon
isles, to return to Asia, were driven in, by the Of all the virtues of Aristides, the people
wind and currents, towards Attica,§ and fear- were most struck with his justice, because the
ing that Athens, unprovided for its defence, public utility was the most promoted by it.
might become an easy prey to them, marched Thus he, though a poor man and a commoner,
home with nine tribes, and used such expedi- gained the royal and divine title of the Just,
tion, that lliey reached the city in one day.|| which lungs and tyrants have never been fond

Aristides was left at Marathon with his own of. It has been their ambition to be styled
tribe, to guard the prisoners and the spoils; and Poliorceti, takers of cities; Cerauni, thicn-
he did not disappoint the public opinion; for dcrbolts; JVicanors, conquerors. Nay, some
though there was much gold and silver scatter- have chosen to be called Eagles and Vultures,

preferring the fame of power to that of virtue.
* According to Herodotus (I. vi. c. 109.)? the gene-Whereas the Deity himself, to whom they wantrals were very much divided in their opinions; some

were for fighting, other* nol; Miltiade.-i observing this, to be compared, is distinguished by three
addressed himself to Callimachus of Aphiduae, who i\a" things, immortality, power, and virtue; and
PoleniJirch, and whose power was equal to that of all of these, virtue is the most excellent and di-
the other generals. Calliinachus, whose voice was de- vine. For space and the elements are ever-
cisive, according to the Athenian laws, joined directlywith Miiliadts, and declared for giving battle imme-lasting; earthquakes, lightning, storms, and
diately. Possibly, Aristides might have some share in torrents, have an amazing power; but as for
bringing Calliffiarhus to this resolution. justice, nothing participates of that, without

\ Yel he vioulil not fight until his own proper day reasoning and thinking on God. Arid whereas
of command came about, for ftar that through any la'- men entertain three different sentiments with
tent sparks of jealousy and envy, any of the generals
"hotlld be led not to do their duty. respect to the gode, namely, admiration, fear,

} The Athenians and PlaUeans fought with such ob- and esteem, it should seem that they admire
"tjnate valour on the right and left, that the uarbari-
ans were forced to fly on both sides. The Persians " Torch-bearers, styled in Greek dcduchi, were per-
and Sacx, however, perceiving that the Athenian cen- sons dedicated lo the service of Vhe gods, and admitted
tre was weak, charged with such force, that they broke even to the most sacred mysteries. Pausanias speaks
through it: this, those on the right and left perceived, of it as a great happiness to a woman, that she hid
Out did not .<i i. injii to succour it, till they had put to seen her brother, her husband, and her son, succev
flight both the vvirigs of the Persian army ; then bend- sively enjoy this office.
ing the points *jf the wings towards lu*-ir ovvn centre, "t Bntli priests and kings wore fiHeU or diadems. It
they enclosed the hitherto victorious Persians, aud cut is well known, that in ancient times, those two digni-
them in pieces. ties were generally vested in the same person ; and

$ It was reported in those times, that the Alcmacnidae such nations as abolished the kingly oflice, kept the
encouraged tin Persians to make a second attempt, by IHl, of king for a person who minijttred in the prin-
holding up, as they approached the shore, a shield for cipal functions of the priesthood.
" signal. However, it was the Persiau fleet that rndeav- { From the registers it appears, that Phannippuj
oured to double the cape of Juniuin, with a \irw to was archon in the third year of 11,e seventy-second
"urprise the eity of Athens before the army could re- Olympiad. It was, therefore, iu this year that the bat-
Urn, llerodot. I. vi. c. 101, &c. tle ol .Marathon was fought, four huudrvt aud uinttj

0 From Maraluou to Athens is about forty miles. years before the birth of Christ.
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and think them happy by reason of their free- the shells, it is reported that an illiterate
dom from death and corruption; that they fear burgher came to Aristides, whom he took for
and dread them, because of their power and some ordinary person, and giving him his shell,
sovereignty; and that they love, honour, and desired him to write Aristides upon it. The
reverence them for their justice. Yet, though good man, surprised at the adventure, asked
affected these three different ways, they desire him, " Whether Aristides had ever injured
Only tlje two first properties of the Deity: im- him?" " No," said he, " nor do I even know
mortality, which our nature will not admit of, him; but it vexes me to hear him every where
and power, which depends chiefly upon fortune; called the Just." Aristides made no answer,
while they foolishly neglect virtue, the only but took the shell, and having written his own
divine quality in their power; not considering name upon it, returned it to the man. When
that it is justice alone, which makes the life of he quitted Athens, he lifted up his hands to-
those that flourish most in prosperity and high wards heaven, and agreeably to his character,
stations, heavenly and divine, while injustice made a prayer, very different from that of
renders it grovelling and brutal. Achilles; namely, " That the people of Athens

Anstides at first wag loved and respected for might never see the day, which should foroa
his surname of the Just, and afterwards envied them to remember Aristides."
as much; the latter, chiefly by the management Three years after, when Xerres wag passing
of Themistocles, who gave it out among the through Thessaly and Bceotia, by long marches,
people, that Aristides had abolished the courts to Attica, the Athenians reversed this decree,
of judicature, by drawing the arbitration of all and by a public ordinance recalled all the ex-
Causes to himself, and so was insensibly gain- iles. The principal inducement was their fear
ing sovereign power, though without guards of Aristides; for they were apprehensive that
and the other ensigns of it. The people, ele- he would join the enemy, corrupt great part of
vated with the late victory, thought themselves the citizens, and draw them over to the inter-
capable of every thing, and the highest respect ests of the barbarians. But they little knew
little enough for them. Uneasy therefore at the man. Before this ordinance of theirs, he
finding that any on« citizen rose to such extra- had been exciting and encouraging the Greeks
Ordinary honour and distinction, they assem- to defend their liberty; and after it, when
bled at Athene from all the towns in Attica, Themistocles was appointed to the command
and banished Aristides by the Ostracism; dis- of the Athenian forces, he assisted him both
guising their envy of his character under the with his person and counsel; not disdaining to
specious pretence of guarding against tyranny. raise his worst enemy to the highest pitch of

For the Ostracism was not a punishment for glory, for the public good. For when Eury-
crimes and misdemeanours, but was very de- biades, the commander-in-chief, had resolved
cently called a humbling and lessening of some to quit Salamis,* and before he could put his
excessive influence and power. In reality, it purpose into execution, the enemy's fleet,
was a mild gratification of envy; for by this taking advantage of the night, had surrounded
means, whoever was offended at the growing the islands, and in a manner blocked up the
greatness of another, discharged his spleen, not straits, without any one perceiving that the con-
in any thing cruel or inhuman, but only in federates were so hemmed in. Aristides sailed
Voting a ten years' banishment. But when it the same night from jEgina, and passed with
once began to fall upon mean and profligate the utmost danger through the Persian fleet.
persons, it was for ever after entirely laid As soon as he reached the tent of Themisto-
aside; Hyperbolus being the last that was ex- cles, he desired to speak with him in private,
iled by it. and then addressed him in these terms. " You

The reason of its turning upon such a wretch and I, Themistocles, if we are wise, shall now
was this. Alcibiades and Nicias, who were bid adieu to our vain and childish disputes, and
persons of the greatest interest in Athens, had enter upon a nobler and more salutary conten-
each his party; but perceiving that the people tion, striving which of us shall contribute most
were going to proceed to the Ostracism, and to the preservation of Greece; you, in doing
that one of them was likely to suffer by it, they the duty of a general, and I, in assisting you
consulted together, and joining interests, caused with my service and advice. I find that you
it to fall upon Hyperbolus. Hereupon the peo- alone have hit upon the best measures, in ad
ple, full of indignation at finding this kind of vising to come immediately to an engagement
punishment dishonoured and turned into ridi- in the straits. And though the allies oppose
cule, abolished it entirely. your design, the enemy promote it. For the

The Ostracism (to give a summary account sea on all sides is covered with their ships, so
of it) was conducted in the following manner. that the Greeks, whether they will or not,
Every citizen took a piece of a broken pot, or must come to action, and acquit themselves
a shell, on which he wrote the name of the per- like men, there being no room left for flight."
son he wanted to have banished, and carried it Themistocles answered, "I could have wish
to a part of the market-place that was enclosed ed, Anstides, that you had not been before-
with wooden rails. The magistrates then count- hand with me in this noble emulation; but I
ed the number of the shells: and if it amounted will endeavour to outdo this happy begin-
not to six thousand, the Ostracism stood for no-
thing: if it did, they sorted the shells, and the * Eurybiades was for (landing away for the gulf of
person whose name was found on the greatest Corinth, that he might be near the Innd army. But
number, was declared an exile for ten years, Thfinistucles clearly saw, that in the slraiu of S»la

but with permission to enjoy his estate. mis Iht) could fight the Persian fleet, vihirh was so
vastly superior in nuinbfn, with much grt-altr advan-

At the time that Aristides was banished, tage ilmi in (he gulf of Corinth, wlure there wai u
when the people were inscribing the names oil
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of yours by my future actions." At the person, Theriistocles was using his best en-
««me time he acquainted him with the strata-deavours to cftesuade them from it. Xerxe«,
gem he hafl contrived to ensnare the barbari-terrified at this news, made all possible haste
ans,* and then desired him to go and make it to the Hellespont; leaving Mardonius behind
»pp«n.r to EuripUles, that there could be no him with the land forces, consisting of three
rafcty for them without venturing a sea-fight hundred thousand of his best troops.
llivre; for he knew that Aristides had much In the strength of such an army Mardomus
greater influence over him than he. In the was very formidable; and the fears of tho
council of war, assembled on this occasion, Greeks were heightened by his menacing let-
Clcocritus the Corinthian said to Themistocles, ters, which were in this style: "At sea, in your
"'Your advice is not agreeable to Aristides, wooden towers, you have defeated landmen,
"ince he is here present, and says nothing." unpractised at the oar; but there are still the
" You are mistaken," said Aristides, " for I wide plains of Thessaly and the fields of Ba=o-
should not have been silent, had not the coun-tia, where both horse and foot may fight to the
sel of Themistoclea been the most eligible. best advantage." To the Athenians he wrote
And I now hold my peace, not out of regard in particular, being authorized by the king to
to the man, but because I approve his senti-assure them that their city should be rebuilt,
ments." This, therefore, was what the Greci-large sums bestowed upon them, and the sov-
an officers fijed upon. ereignty of Greece put in their hands, if they

Aristides then perceiving that the little would take no farther share in the war."
island of Psyttalia, which lies in the straits As soon as the Lacedaemonians had intelli
over against Salamis, was full of the enemy's gence of these proposals, they were greatly
troops, put on board the small transports a alarmed, and sent ambassadors to Athens, to
number of the bravest and most resolute of his entreat the people to send their wives and
countrymen, and made a descent upon the children to Sparta,f and to accept from them
island; where he attacked the barbarians with what was necessary for the support of such a9
such fury, that they were all cut in pieces, ex- were in years; for the Athenians, having lost
cept some of the principal persons who were both their city and their country, were certain-
made prisoners. Among the latter were three ly in great distress. Yet when they had heard
eons of Sandauce, the king's sister, whom he what the ambassadors had to say, they gave
lent immediately to Themistocles; and it is them such an answer, by the direction of Aris-
said, that by the direction of Euphrantides the tides, as can never be sufficiently admired.
diviner, in pursuance of some oracle, they They said, " They could easily forgive their
were all sacrificed to Bacchus Omestes. After enemies for thinking that every thing was to
this, Aristides placed a strong guard round the be purchased with silver and gold, because
island, to take notice of such as were driver. they had no idea of any thing more excellent:
ashore there, that so none«of his friends might but they could not help being displeased that
perish, nor any of the enemy escape. For the Lacedemonians should regard only their
about Psyttalia the battle raged the most,t and present poverty and distress, and, forgetful of
the greatest efforts were made, as appears their virtue and magnanimity, call upon them
i"iom the trophy erected there. to fight for Greece for the paltry consideration

When the battle was over, Themistocles, by of a supply of provisions.'' Aristides having
way of sounding Aristides, said, " That great drawn up his answer in the form of a decree,
things were already done, but greater still re- and called all the ambassadors to an audience
mained; for they might conquer Asia in Eu- in full assembly, bade those of Sparta tell the
rope, by making all the sail they could to the Lacedaimonians, That the people of Athens
Hellespont, to break down the bridge." But would not take all the gold either above or
Aristidcs eiclaimed against the proposal, and under ground for the liberties of Greece.
bade him think no more of it, but rather con- As for those of Mardonius, he pointed to the
sider and inquire what would be the speediest sun, and told them, " As long as this luminary
method of driving the Persians out of Greece, shines, BO long will the Athenians carry on war
lest, finding himself shut up with such immense with the Persians for their country, which ha«
forces, and no way left to escape, necessity been laid waste, and for their temples, which
might bring him to fight with the most despe-have been profaned and burned." He likewise
rate courage. Hereupon, Themistocles sent procured an order, that the priests should sol-
to Xerxes the second time, by the eunuch Ar- emnly execrate all that should dare to pro-
naces, one of the prisoners,^ to acquaint him pose an embassy to the Medes, or talk of
privately, that the Greeks were strongly in- deserting the alliance of Greece.
clined to make the best of their way to the When Mardonius had entered Attica the
Hellespont to destroy the bridge which he had second time, the Athenians retired again to
left there; but that, in order to save his royal Salamis. And Aristides, who on that occa

sion went ambassador to Sparta, complained
" The itratagem was to «end one lo acquaint the

enemy that the Greeks were going to quit the straits
of Salamis. and, therefore, if the Persians were desi- * He made these proposals by Alexander, king of
rous to crush them at once, they must fall upon them Maccdon, who delivered them in a set speech.
Immediately before they dispersed. i They did not propose to the Athenians to send

( The battle of Salamis was fought in the year be-
fore Christ 480. their wives and children to Sparla, hut only offered to

maintain them during the war. They cbvrvtd, that
^ This expedient answered two purposes. By it he the original quarrel was between the Persians and

druic the king of Persia out of Eurupe ; and in ap- Atheaiftui: that the Athenians wt-n always wont to
pearance conferred an obligation upon him, which be Ihc foremost in the cause uf libi rly ; and that the re
might be remembered to the advantage of Themisio- *as no rcuoo to believe tin- V, mans would obserr*
»Jts, when he cauie to hare occasion for it. any terms with the people they hated.
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to the I-«acec]a:monians of their delay and neg a little. For the heroes to whom h< was rom
lect in abandoning Athens once more to the mandtd to sacrifice, were the ancestors of the
barbarians; and pressed them to hasten to thi Plateaus, and the cave of the nymphs Sphra-
succour of that part of Greece which was no gitides, in one of the summits of mount Cithz-
yet fallen into the enemy's hands. The Epho ron, opposite the quarter where the sun seta in
ri gave him the hearing," but seemed attentive the summer; and it is said, in that cave there
to nothing but niirlh and diversion, for Jt was was formerly an oracle, by which many who
the festival of Hyacinlhus.f At night, how dwelt in those parts were inspired, and there-
ever, they selected five thousand Spartans, with fore called Nympholepti. On the other hand,
orders to tak» each seven helots with him, anc to have the promise of victory only on condi-
to march before morning, unknown to the tion of fighting in their own country, on the
Athenians. When Aristidcs came to make his plain of the Elcusinian Ceres, was calling the
remonstrances again, they smiled and told him Athenians back to Attica, and removing the
" That he did but trifle or dream, since their seat of war.
army was at that time as far as Orestium, on In the mean time, Arimnestus, general of the
their march against the foreigners;" for so the Plateaus, dreamt that Jupiter the Preserver
Lacedaemonians called the barbarians. Aris- asked him " What the Greeks had determined
tides told them, "It was not a time to jest, or to do."' To which he answered, "To-morrow
to put their stratagems in practice upon their they will decamp and march to Eleusis, to
friends, but on their enemies." This is the fight the barbarians there, agreeable to the
account Idomeneus gives of the matter; but, in oracle." The god replied, "they quite mis-
Aristides's decree, Cimon, Xanthippus, anc take its meaning: for the place intended by
Myronides, are said to have gone upon the the oracle is in the environs of Platsa; and if
embassy, and not Aristides. they seek for it, they will find it." The matter

Aristides, however, was appointed to com being so clearly revealed to Arimnestus, as
mand the Athenians in the battle that was ex- soon as he awoke he sent for the oldest and
pected, and marched with eight thousand foot most experienced of his countrymen; and hav-
to Platrea. There Pausanias, who was com- ing advised with them, and made the best in
maiider-in-chiaf of all the confederates, joined quiry, he found that near Husix, at the foot of
him with the Spartans, and the other Grecian mount Cithaeron, there was an ancient temple
troops arrived daily in great numbers. The called the temple of the Eleusiman Ceres and
Persian army, which was encamped along the of Proserpine. He immediately conducted
river Asopas, occupied an immense tract of Aristides to the place, which appeared to l»e
ground: and they had fortified a spot ten fur- very commodious for drawing up an army of
longs square, for their baggage and other foot, that was deficient in cavalry-, because the
;hings of value. bottom of mount Citharron extending as far as

In the Grecian army there was a diviner of the temple, made the extremities of the field
Elis, named Tisamenus,| who foretold certain on that side inaccessible to the horse. In that
victory to Pausanias, and the Greeks in gene place was also the chapel of the hero Andrc-
ral, if they did not attack the enemy, hut stood crates, quite covered with thick bushes and
only upon the defensive. And Aristides, hav- trees. And that nothing might be wanting to
ing sent to Delphi, to inquire of the oracle, re- fulfil the oracle, and confirm the hopes of vie
ceived this ansiver: " The Athenians shall be tory, the PJatsans resolved, at the motion o/
victorious, if they address their prayers to Ju- Arimnestus, to remove their boundaries be
piter, to Juno of Cithxron, to Pan, and to the tween their country and Attica, and, for the
nymphs Sphragitid«?s;§ if they sacrifice to the sake of Greece, to make a grant of those lands
heroes, Andrbcrates, Leucon, Pisander, De- to the Athenians, that, according to the oracle,
mocrates, Hypsion, Action, and Polyidius; they might fight in their own territories. Thu
and if they fight only in their own country, on »enerosity of the Platasans gained them so
the plain of the Eleusiman Ceres and of Pro- much renown, that many years after, when AI
serpine." This oracle perplexed Aristides not exander had conquered Asia, he ordered the

waifs of Platan to be rebuilt, and proclaim
* They put off their answer from time to lime, until lion to be made by a herald at the Olympic

they had gained ten days; in which lime they finished games. "That the king granted the Plataeans
the wall across the Isthmus, which secured them :his favour, on account of their virtue and ger-
against the barbarians. erosity, in giving up their lands to the Greeks

f Among the Spartans, the feast of Hyacinthus last-'in the Persian war, and otherwise behaving
ed three days. The first and last were days of mourn-ivith the greatest vigour and spirit."
ing for Hyarinthus's death, but the second was a day When the confederates came to have their
ofrejoicing, celebrated with all manner of diversions. several posts assigned them, there was a great

I The oracle haring promised Tisamcnus five great dispute between the Tegeta: and the Athenians:
victories ; the Lacedemonians were desirous of having :he TegeUE insisting, that, as the Lacedaemon-
him for their diviner, but he demanded lobe admitted ans were posted in the right wing, the left be-
" citizen of Sparta, which was refused at first. How- onged to them, and, in support of their claim,
ever upon tht- approach of the Persians, he obtained setting forth the gallant actions of their ancesthat privilege both for hinrnlf and his brother Hegias.
This would scarrt ly have Wen worth mentioning, had ors. As the Athenians expressed great indig-
not nose two been the only strangers that were ever nation at this, Aristides stepped forward and
made citizens of Sparta. said, " 1'hat time will not permit us to contest

vith the TegeUe the renown of their ancestors$ Th» r ymnbs ol'mounl Cithacron were called Sphra-
gitidei, w iicn probably had its name from the silence and their personal bravery: but to the Spartan*
ob*erv"J l. it by the persons who went thither to be and to the rest of the Greeks we may say, Ui».

i filence being described by teoling the lipi. he post neither gives valour nor takes it axrav
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sod whatever port you assign us, we will en, and seeing the camp of the Megarenoitrn
deavour to do honour to it, and take care to darkened with the shower of darts and arroive^
reflect DO disgrace upon our former achieve-and that they were forced to contract them-
ments. For we are not come hither to quarrel selves within a narrow compass, was it a LOOJ
with our allies, but to fight our enemies; not what to resolve on; for he knew that his heavy-
to make encomiums upon our forefathers, but armed Spartans were not fit to act against ca-
to approve our own courage in the cause of vaJry. He endeavoured, therefore, to awakea
Greece. And the battle will soon shew what the emulation of the generals and other offi-
ralue our country should set on every state, cers that were about him, that they mighl
every general, and private man." After this make it a point of honour voluntarily to un-
speech, the council of war declared in favour dertake the defence and succour of the Mega-
of the Athenians, and gave them the command rensians But they all declined it, except
of ihe left wing. Aristides, who made an offer of his Athenians,

While the fate of Greece was in suspense, and gave immediate orders to Olympiodorus,
the affairs of the Athenians were in a very one of the most active of his officers, to ad-
dangerous posture. For those of the best fam- vance with his select band of three hundred
ilies and fortunes, being reduced by the war, men and some archers intermixed. They were
and seeing their authority in the state and their all ready in a moment, and ran to attack the
distinction gone with their wealth, and others barbarians. Maeistius, genera! of the Persian
rising to honours and employments, assembled horse, a. man distinguished for his strength and
orivately in a house at Platasa, and conspired graceful mien, no sooner saw them advancing,
to abolish the democracy; and, if that did not than he spurred his horse against them. The
succeed, to ruin all Greece, and to betray it Athenians received him with great firmness,
to the barbarians. When Aristides got intel- and a sharp conflict ensued; for they consid-
ligence of the conspiracy thus entered into in ered this as a specimen of the success of the
the camp, and found that numbers were cor- whole battle. At last Masistius's horse was
rupted, he was greatly alarmed at its happen-wounded with an arrow, and threw his rider,
ing at such a crisis, and unresolved at first how who could not recover himself because of the
to proceed. At length he determined neither weight of his armour, nor yet be easily slain
to leave the matter uninquired into, nor yet to by the Athenians that strove which should do
sift it thoroughly, because he knew not how it first, because not only his body and his head,
far the contagion had spread, and thought it but his legs and arms, were covered with
advisable to sacrifice justice, in some degree, plates of gold, brass, and iron. But the vizor
to the public good, by forbearing to prosecute of his helmet leaving part of his face open,
many that were guilty. He, therefore, caused one of them pierced him in the eye with the
eight persons only to be apprehended, and of staff of his spear, and so dispatched him. The
those eight no more than two, who were most Persians then left the body and fled.
guilty, to be proceeded against; ̂ schines The importance of this achievement appear-
of Lampra, and Agesias of AcharnE: and ed to the Greeks, not by the number of their
even they made their escape during the pros- enemies lying dead upon the field, for that wai
ecution. As for the rest he discharged them: 3ut small, but by the mourning of the barba
and gave them, and all that were concerned rians, who, in their grief for Masistius, cut
in the plot, opportunity to recover their spir- off their hair, and the manes of their horses
its and change their sentiments, as they might and mules, and filled all the plain with their
imagine that nothing was made out against cries and groans, as having lost the man that
them: but he admonished them at the same was next to Mardonius in courage and au-
time, "That the battle was the great tribunal, thority.
where they might clear themselves of the After this engagement with the Persian cav-
charge, and shew they had never followed any alry, both sides forebore the combat a long
counsels but such as were just and useful to time; for the diviners, from the entrails of the
their country. victims, equally assured the Persians and the

After this,* Mardonius to make a trial of Greeks of victory, if they stood upon the de-
the Greeks, ordered his cavalry, in which he fensive, and threatened a total defeat to the
was strongest to skirmish with them. The aggressors. But at length Mardonius, seeing
Greeks were all encamped at the foot of mount but a few days' provision left, and that the
CitbiEron, in strong and stony places; except Grecian forces increased daily by the arrival
the Megarensians, who to the number of three of fresh troops, grew uneasy at the delay, and,
thousand, were posted on the plain, and by resolved to pass the Asopus next morning by,
this means suffered much by the enemy's horse, break of day, and fall upon the Greeks, whom.
who charged them on every side. Unable to he hoped to find unprepared. For this pur-
etand against such superior numbers, they pose, he gave his orders over night. But at mid
despatched a messenger to Pausanias, for as- night a man on horseback softly approached.
»ista.nce. Pausanias, hearing their request, the Grecian camp, and, addressing himself to,

the sentinels, bade them call Aristides the
* The bailie of Plalza was fought in the year before Athenian general to him. Aristides came im-

Christ 479, the year after thai of SaJamis. Herodolus mediately, and the unknown person said, "I
was then about nine or Un years old, and had his ac- am Alexander, king of Macedon, who, for the
counU from persons lhal were present in the bailie.

' Aud he iiifurms us, that the circumslance here related friendship I bear to you, have exposed myself
by Plularch, happened before the Greeks Icfl ll.cir to the greatest dangers, to prevent your fighting
tamp al Erylhrje, in order lo encamp round to Pla- under the disadvantage of a surprise. For
taa, and before the contest between the Tegetffi and Mardonius will give you battle to-morrow;
the Athenians. Lib. ii. 29, 30, Sic. not that he is induced to it by any well-ground-
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cd hope or prospect of success, but by the our part, continued they, we have the same
scarcity of provisions; for the soothsayers, by weapons and strength of body, together with
their ominous sacrifices and ill-boding oracles, additional spirits from our victories; and we
endeavoured to divert him from it; but neces-do not, like them, fight for a tract of land or a
sity forces him either to hazard a battle, or to single city, but for the trophies of Marathon
"it still, and see his whole army perish through and Salamis, that the people of Athens, and
want." Alexander, having thus opened him- not Miltiades and fortune, may have the glow
self to Anstides, desired him to take notice of them."
and avail himself of the intelligence, but not to While they were thus encouraging each
communicate it to any other person;* Anstides other, they hastened to their new post. But
however thought it wrong to conceal it from the Thebans being informed of it by deserters
Pausanias, who was commander-in-chief: but sent and acquainted Mardonius, who, eithei
he promised not to mention the thing to any out of fear of the Athenians, or from an am-
one besides, until after the battle; and assured bition to try his strength with the Lacedzmo-
nim at the same time, that if the Greeks proved nians, immediately moved the Persians to his
victorious, the whole army should be acquaint- right wing, and the Greeks that were of hi»
ed with this kindness, and glorious, daring con- party to the left, opposite to the Athenians.
duct of Alexander. This change in the disposition of the enemy's

The king of Macedon, having dispatched army being known, Pausanias made another
this affair, returned, and Aristides went im- movement, and passed to the right; which
mediately to the tent of Pausanias, and laid the Mardonius perceiving, retu-ried to the left, and
whole before him; whereupon the other offi- so still faced the Lacedaemonians. Thus the
cers were sent for, and ordered to put the day passed without any action at all. In the
troops under arms, and have them ready for evening the Grecians held a council of war, in
battle. At the same time, according to Hero- which they determined to decamp, and take
dotus, Pausanias informed Aristidcs of his de- possession of a place more commodious for
sign to alter the disposition of the army, by water, because the springs of their present camp
removing the Athenian?) from the left wing to were disturbed and spoiled by the enemy's horse.
the right, and setting them to oppose the Per- When night was ccme,* and the officers be-
sians: against whom they would act with more gan to march at the head of their troops to the
bravery, because they had made proof of their place marked out for a new camp, the soldiers
manner of fighting; and with greater assurance followed unwillingly, and could not without
of success, because they had already succeeded. great difficulty be kept together; for they were
As for the left wing, which would have to do no sooner out of their first entrenchments, than
with those Greeks that had embraced the Me- many of them made off to the city of Platara, and,
dian interest, he intended to command there either dispersing there, or pitching their tent*
himself-t The other Athenian officers thought without any regard to discipline, were in the
Pausanias carried it with a partial and high utmost confusion. It happened that the Lace-
hand, in moving them up and down, like so daemonians alone were left behind, thougb
many helots, at his pleasure, to face the bold- against their will. For Amompharetus, an in
est of the enemy's troops, while he left the rest trepid man, who had long been eager to engage,
of the confederates in their posts. But Aristi- and uneasy to see the battle so often put off
des told them, they were under a great mis- and delayed, plainly called this decampment a
take. "You contended," said he, "a few days disgraceful flight, and declared, "He would not
ago with the Tegetz for the command of the quit his post, but remain there with his troops,
left wing, and valued yourselves upon the pre- and stand it out against Mardonius." And
ference; and now, when the Spartans volun- when Pausanias represented to him, that this
tarily offer you the right wing, whioh is in ef- measure was taken in pursuance of the counsel
fect giving up to you the command of the whole and determination of the confederates, he took
army, you are neither pleased with the honour, up a large stone with both his hands, and throw-
nor sensible of the advantage, of not being ing it at Pausanias's feet, said, "This is my bal
obliged to fight against your countrymen and lot for a battle; and I despise the timid coun
those who have the same origin with you, but sels and resolves of others." Pausanias was at
against barbarians, your natural enemies." a loss what to do, but at'last sent to the Athe

These words had such an effect upon the nians, who by this time were advancing, and
Athenians, that they readily agreed to change desired them to halt a little, that they might aU
posts with the Spartans, and nothing was heard proceed in a body: at the same time he march-
among them but mutual exhortations to act ed with the rest of the troops towards Plauea,
with bravery. They observed, "That the ene- hoping by that means to draw Amompharetiu
my brought neither better arms nor bolder after him.
hearts than they had at Marathon, but came By this time it was day, and Mardonius,1}
with the same bows, the same embroidered who was not ignorant that the Greeks had
vests and profusion of gold, the same effemi-
nate bodies, and the same unmanly souls. For * On this occasion, Mardonius did not fail to msul

Artabazus, reproaching him with his cowardly pru
dence, and the falie notion he had conceived of tht,

* According to HerodoliV, Alciander had eicepted Lacedaemonians, who, as he pretended, uevtr fled be
Pausanias out of this char^: of secrrcy; and this is fore the enemy.
most probable, because Pausasias was couunandcr-in- f Having passed the Asopus, he came up with the
enief. Lacedaemonians and Tegela:, who were separated from

f Herodotus says the contrary; namefy, that all the the body of the army. In the number of fifty-three
Athenian officers were ambitious of that post, but did thousand. Pausanias, finding himself thus attacked by
not think proper to propose it for fear of disobliging the whole Persian army, despatched a messenger to
Hie Spartans. acquaint the Athenians, who bid taken another reute
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quitted their camp, put his army in order of the Spart»n phalanx all at once had the ap
battle, and bore down upon the Spartans; the pearance of some nerce animal, erecting hi*
barbarians letting up such shouts, and clank- bristles, and preparing to exert his strength
ing their arms in such a manner, as if they ex- The barbarians then saw clearly that they bad
pected to have only the plundering of fugitives to do with men who were ready to spill the
and not * battle. And, indeed, it V.MS like to last drop of their blood: and, therefore, cover-
have bei'n so. For though Pausamas, upon ing themselves with their targets, shot their »t-
teeing this motion of Mardonius, stopped, anc rows against the Lacedaemonians. The Lace-
ordered every one to his post, yet, either con- demonians moving forward in a close, compact
fused with hia resentment against Amompha- body, fell upon the Persians, and forcing their
retus. or with the sudden attack of the Persians targets from them, directed their pikes againsi
lie forgot to give his troops the word: and for their faces and breasts, and brought many of
that reason they neither engaged readily, nor them to the ground. However, when they were
in a body, but continued scattered in smali down, they continued to give proofs of their
parties, even after the fight was begun. strength and courage; for they laid hold on the

Pausanias in the mean time offered sacrifice piken with their naked hands and broke them,
out seeing no auspicious token, he commanded and then springing up, betook themselves to
the Lacedaemonians to lay down their shields their swords and battle-axes, and wresting away
at their feet, and to stand still, and attend bis their enemies' shields and grappling close with
orders, without opposing the enemy. After this them, made a long and obstinate resistance.
he offered other sacrifices, the Persian cavalry The Athenians all this while stood still, ex-
still advancing. They were now within bow- pecting the Lacedemonians; but when the
shot, and some of the Spartans were wounded: noise of the battle reached them, and an officer,
among whom was Callicrates, a man that for as we are told, despatched by Pausanias, gave
size and beauty exceeded the whole army. them an account that the engagement was be-
This brave soldier being shot with an arrow, gun, they hastened to his assistance; and as
and ready to expire, said, "He did not lament they were crossing the plain towards the place
bis death, because he came out resolved to where the noise was heard, the Greeks who
shed his blood for Greece; but he was sorry sided with the enemy, pushed against them.
to die without having once drawn his sword As soon as Aristides saw them, he advanced a
against the enemy. considerable way before his troops, and calling

If the terror of this situation was great, the out to them with all hia force, conjured them
steadiness and patience of the Spartans was by the gods of Greece, "To renounce this im-
wonderful: for they made no defence against pious war, and not oppose the Athenians who
the enemy's charge, but waiting the time of were running to the succour of those that were
Heaven and their general, suffered themselves now the first to hazard their lives for the safe-
to be wounded and slain in their ranks. ty of Greece." But finding that, instead of

Some say, that, as Pausantas was sacrificing hearkening to him, they approached in a hos-
and praying at a little distance from the lines, tile manner, he quitted his design of going to
certain Lydians coming suddenly upon him, assist the Lacedaemonians, and joined battle
seized and scattered the sacred utensils, and with these Greeks, who were about five thou-
that Pausanias and those about him, having no sand in number. But the greatest part soon
weapons, drove them away with rods and jave way and retreated, especially when they
scourges. And they will have it to be in imita-heard that the barbarians were put to flight.
tion of this assault of the Lydians, that they cel-The sharpest part of this action is said to have
ebrate a festival at Sparta, now, in which boys oeen with the Thebans; among whom the first
are scourged round the altar, and which con- n quality and power, having embraced the
cludes with a march called the Lydian march. Median interest, by their authority carried out
Pausanias, extremely afflicted at these circum-the common people against their inclination.

stances, while the priest offered sacrifice upon The battle, thus divided into Uvo parts, the
sacrifice, turning towards the temple of Juno, Lacedemonians first broke and routed the Per-
and with tears trickling from his eyes, and up-sians; and Mardonius* himself was slain by a
lifted hands, prayed to that goddess, the pro-Spartan named Arimncslus,t who broke his
tectress of Cithzron, and to the other tutelar skull with a stone, as the oracle of Amphia-
deities of the Plateaus, " That if the fates had raus had foretold him. For Mardonius had
not decreed that the Grecians should conquer, sent a Lydian to consult this oracle, and, at the
they might at least be permitted to sell their same time, a Carian to the cave of Tropho-
lives dear; and shew the enemy by their deeds mus4 The priest of Trophonius answered the
that they had brave men and experienced sol-
diers to deal with." Carian in his own language: but the Lydian, as

The very moment that Pausanias was utter- e slept in the temple of Amphiaraus,§ thought

ing this prayer, the tokens so much desired ap- * M»aoni\iB, mounted on a white horse, signalized
peared in the victim, and the diviners announc-himself greatly, and, at the head of a thousand cWn
ed him victory. Orders were immediately men, killed a great number of the enemy; but. Trhen
given the whole army to come to action, and he fell, the whole Persian army was easily routed.

t In some copies he id called Diamntstus. Arimorstus
with the danger he was in. The Athenians immedi- was general of the PlaLians.
ately pu themselves on their march to succour their } The cave of Trophonius was m \r the city of La-
distressed allies; but were attacked, and to their great badia in Bteotia, above Delphi. Mwdomus had sent
regret, prevented by those Greeks who sided with the a consult, not only this oracle, but almost all the other
Persians. The battle being thus fought in two different oracles in the country, so restless and uneasy was he
places, ihe Spartans were the first who brokr into the about the event of the war.
centre of the Persian army, and, after a most obstinate $ Amphjaraus, in his lifetime, had been a crest in.
resistance, put them to flight. Tprei«r of dreams and therefore, afUr hu death.
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He saw a minister of the god approach him, This victory went near to be the ruin si
who commanded him to be gone, and upon his Greece. For the Athenians unwilling to allow
refusal, threw a great stone at his head, so the Spartans the honour of the day, or to con
that he believed himself killed by the blow. sent that they should erect the trophy, would
Such is the account we have of that affair. have referred it to the decision of the sword,

The barbarians, flying before the Spartans, had not Anstides taken great pains to explain
were pursued to their camp which they had the matter and pacify the other generals, par
fortified with wooden walls. And soon after ticularly Leocrates and Myronides, and per "
the Athenians routed the Thebans, killing three suading them to leave it to the judgment of
Hundred persons of the first distinction on the the Greeks. A council was called accordingly,
"pot. Just as the Thebans began to give way, in which Theogiton gave it as his opinion,
news was brought that the barbarians were "That those two states should give up the
"hut up and besieged in their wooden fortifi- palm to a third, if they desired to prevent a
cation; the Athenians, therefore, suffering the civil war." Then Cleocritus, the Corinthian,
Greeks to escape, hastened to assist in the rose up, and it was expected he would set
eiege; and finding that the Lacedaemonians, forth the pretensions of Corinth to the prize of
unskilled in the storming of walls, made but valour, as the city next in dignity to Sparta
a elow progress, they attacked and took the and Athens ; but they were most agreeably
camp,* with a prodigious slaughter of the ene- surprised when they found that he spoke in
my. For it is said that out of three hundred behalf of the Plataeans, and proposed, "That,
.housand men, only forty thousand escaped all disputes laid aside, the palm should be ad-
with Artabazusrf whereas of those that fought judged to them, since neither of the contend-
in the cause of Greece, no more were slain ing parties could be jealous of them." Aris-
than one thousand three hundred and sixty ; tides was the first to give up the point for the
among whom were fifty-two Athenians, all, ac- Athenians, and then Pausanias did the same
cording to Clidemus, of the tribe of Aiantis, for the Lacedaemonians.*
which greatly distinguished itself in that ac- The confederates thus reconciled, eighty
tion. And therefore, by order of the Delphic talents were set apart for the Platajans, with
oracle, the Aiantids offered a yearly sacrifice which they built a temple, and erected a statue
of thanksgiving for the victory to the nymphs to Minerva; adorning the temple with paint-
Sphragitides, having the expense defrayed out ings, which to this day retain their original
of the treasury. The Lacedaemonians lost beauty and lustre. Both the Lacedaemonians
ninety-one, and the Tegetse sixteen. But it is and Athenians erected trophies separately; and
"urpnsing; that Herodotus should say that these sending to consult the oracle at Delphi, about
were the only Greeks that engaged the barba- the sacrifice they were to offer, they were di-
rians, and that no other were concerned in the rected by Apollo, "To build an altar to Jupi
action. For both the number of the slain and ter the deliverer, but not to offer any sacrifice
the monuments, shew that it was the common upon it till they had extinguished all the fire in
achievement of the confederates; and the altar the country (because it had been polluted by
erected on that occasion would not have had the barbarians,) and supplied themselves with
the following inscription, if only three states pure fire from the common altar at Delphi."
had engaged, and the rest sat still- Hereupon the Grecian generals went all over

the country, and caused the fires to be put out;
The Greeks, their country freed, (lie Persians slain, and Euchidas, a Platsan, undertaking to fetch
Have rear'd this altar on the glorious field, fire, with all imaginable speed, from the altai
To freedom's patron, Jove. 

This battle was fought on the fourth of Boe- 

of the god, went to Delpni, sprinkled and pu
nfied himself there with water, put a crown of
laurel on his head, took fire from the altar,dromion [.Septemier] according to the Athe- and then hastened back to Plataea, where he

nian way of reckoning; but, according to the arrived before sunset, thus performing a jour
Boeotian computation, on the twenty-fourth of ney of a thousand furlongs in one day. But,
the month Panemus. And on that day there having saluted his fellow-citizens, and delivered
is slili a general assembly of the Greeks at the fire, he fell down on the spot and presently
Plataca, and the Plataeans sacrifice to Jupiter expired. The Platasans carried him to the tern
the deliverer, for the victory. JN'or is this dif- pie of Diana, surnamed Eucleia, and buried
ference of days in the Grecian months to he him there, putting this short inscription on hjwondered at, since even now, when the science tomb:
of astronomy is so much improved, the months
begin and end differently in different places. Here lies .EucAi'dai, who went to Delphi, and ret'jre«4

the same day.
give his oracles by dreams: for which purpose, those
that consulted him slept in his temple, on the skin ol As for Eucleia, the generality believe hert»
a ram, which they had sacrificed to him. be Diana, and call her by that name: but some

* The spoil was immense, consisting of vast sums ol say she was daughter to Hercules, and Myrto
money, of gold and silver cups, vessels, tables, brace- the daughter of Menoeceus, and sister of Pit
S:ls, rich beds, and all sorts of furniture. They gavethe Until of all to Pausaniai. roclus; and that dying a virgin, she nad diva*

f Artabazus, who, from Maraouius's imprudent con- honours paid her by the Boiotiaan and Leo
duct, had but too well foreseen the misfortune that
Deftl him, after having distinguished himself in the * A» to individuals, when they came 10 determine
engagement, made a timely retreat with the forty which had behaved with most courage, they all gart
thousand men he commanded, arrived safe at Byzan-Judgment in favour of Aristodcmus, who was the only
tium, and from thence passed over into Asia. Beside one that had saved himself at Thermopylae, Mid now
these, only three thousand men escaped.-Herodot. 1. wiped off the blemish of hit former conduct by a glo-
ta. c. 31-69. rioui death.
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Brians. For in the market-place of every city other, that being elated with their victories, ft
of theirs, she has a statue and an altar, wKere would be difficult to force them to depart from
persona of both sexes that are betrothed offer their purpose; and therefore he caused a de-
sacrifice before marriage. cree to be made, that all the citizens should

In the first general assembly of the Greeks have a share in the administration, and that the
"fter this victory, Aristides proposed a decree, Archons should be chosen out of the whole
" That deputies from all the states of Greece body of them.
"hould meet annually at Plataea, to sacrifice to Themistocles having one day declared to the
Jupiter the deliverer, and that every fifth year general assembly that he had thought of an
they should celebrate the games of liberty: expedient which was very salutary to Athens,*
that a general levy should be made through but ought to be kept secret, he was ordered to
Greece of ten thousand foot, a thousand horse, communicate it to Aristides only, and abide by
and a hundred ships, for the war against the his judgment of it Accordingly he told him,
barbarians: and that the Plataeans should be his project was to burn the whole fleet of the
eiempt, being set apart for the service of the confederates; by which means the Athenians
god, to propitiate him in behalf of Greece, and would be raised to the sovereignty of all Greece.
consequently their persons to be esteemed sa- Aristides then returned to the assembly, and
cred." acquainted the Athenians, "That nothing could

These articles passing into a law, the Pla- be more advantageous than the project of The-
teans undertook to celebrate the anniversary mistocles, nor any thing more unjujt." And
of those that were slain and buried in that upon his report of the matter, they commanded
place, and they continue it to this day. The Themistocles to give over all thoughts of it.
ceremony is as follows: On the sixteenth day Such regard had that people for justice, and
of Maimacterion, [JWuem&er] which with the so much confidence in the integrity of Aristidea-
Bosotians is the month JUalcomenius, the pro- Some time after thisf he was joined in com-
cession begins at break of day, preceded by a mission with Citnon, and sent against the bar-
trumpet which sounds the signal of battle. barians; where, observing that Pausanias and
Then follow several chariots full of garlands the other Spartan generals behaved with ex-
and branches of myrtle, and next to the char- cessive haughtiness, he chose a quite different
iota is led a black bull. Then come some manner, shewing much mildness ana conde-
young men that are free-born, carrying vessels scension in his whole conversation and address,
full of wine and milk, for the libations, and and prevailing with Cimon to behave with equal
cruets of oil and perfumed essences: no slave goodness and affability to the whole league.
being allowed to have any share in this cere- Thus he insensibly drew the chief command

' roony, sacred to the memory of men that died from the Lacedemonians, not by force of arms,
for liberty. The procession closes with the horses, or ships, but by his gentle and obliging
Archon of Platsa, who at other times is not deportment. For the justice of Aristidea, and
allowed either to touch iron, or to wear any the candour of Cimon, having made the Athe-
garments but a white one; but that day he is nians very agreeable to the confederates, their
clothed with a purple robe, and girt with a regard was increased by the contrast they found
sword: and carrying in his hand a water-pot, in Pausanias's avarice and severity of manners.
taken out of the public hall, he walks through For he never spoke to the officers of the allies
the midst of the city to the tombs. Then he but with sharpness and anger, and he ordered
takes water in the pot out of a fountain, and, many of their men to be flogged, or to stand
with his own hands, washes the little pillars of all day with an iron anchor on their shoulders.
the monuments,* and rubs them with essences. He would not suffer any of them to provide
After this he kills the bull upon a pile of wood; themselves with forage, or straw to lie on, or
and having made his supplications to the terres- to go to the springs for water, before the Spar-
trial Jupiter,t and to Mercury, he invites those tans were supplied; but placed his servants
brave men who fell in the cause of Greece, to there with rods, to drive away those that
the funeral banquet, and the streams of blood. should attempt it. And when Aristides was
Last of all he fills a bowl with wine, and pour-going to remonstrate with him upon it, he knit
ing it out, he says, " I present this bowl to the his brows, and, telling him, " He was not at
men who died for the liberties of Greece." leisure," refused to hear him.
Such is the ceremony still observed by the From that time the sea-captains and land-
Platxans. officers of the Greeks, particularly those of

When the Athenians were returned home, Chios, Samos, and Lesbos, pressed Aristides
Aristides, observing that they used their utmost to take upon him the command of the confed-
endeavours to make the government entirely erate forces, and lo receive them into his
democratical, considered, on one side, that the protection, since they had long desired to be
people deserved some attention and respect, on delivered from the Spartan yoke, and to act
account of their gallant behaviour; and, on the under the orders of the Athenians. He an-

swered, " That he saw the necessity and jus-
" It appears from an epigram of Callimachus, that tice of what they proposed, but that the pro-it waj customary to place little pillars upon the monu-

ments, -which ihe friends of the deceased perfumed posal ought first to be confirmed by some act,
with cMences,and crowned with dowers. " which would make it impossible for the troops

f Ttic terrestrial Jupiter is Pluto, who, as well as to depart from their resolution." Hereupon,
(he celestial, had his Mercury, or else borrowed the Uhades of Samos, and Antagoras of Chios,
messenger of the gods of his brother. To be sure,
ttcre might as well be two Mercuries u two Jupi- « Thi« was. before the b»Ule of Flitaa, at the time
Itrs; but the conducting of souls to the shades below, when Xenes waa put to flight, and driven back into
u reckoned part of the office of that Mercury who Asia.
"rajU upon the J upiter of the skies. ) Eight years after.
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conspiring together, went boldly and attacked " That is indeed a necessary qualification; but
Paiisanias's galley at the head of the fleet. there is another Tery excellent one, and highly
Paiisanias, upon this insolence, cried out in a becoming a general, and that is, to have clean
menacing tone, " He would soon shew those hands."
fellows they had not offered this insult to hig When Aristides had settled the articles of
"hip, but to their own countries." But they alliance, he called upon the confederates to
told him, " The beet thing he could do was to confirm them with an oath; which he himself
retire, and thank fortune for fighting for him took on the part of the Athenians; and, at tha
at Plataea; for that nothing but the regrfrd they same time that he uttered the execration on
had for that great action restrained the Greeks those who should break the articles, he iXiiew
from wreaking their just vengeance on him." red-hot pieces of iron into the sea.* However,
The conclusion was, that they quitted the when the urgency of affairs afterwards re-
Spartan banners, and ranged themselves under quired the Athenians to govern Greece with a
those of the Athenians. stricter hand than those conditions justified, he

On this occasion, the magnanimity of the advised them to let the consequences of the
Spartan people appeared with great lustre. perjury rest with him, and pursue the path
For as soon as they perceived their generals which expediency pointed out.f Upon the
were spoiled with too much power, they sent whole, Theophrastus says, that in all his own
no more, but voluntarily gave up their preten- private concerns, and in those of his fellow-
sions to the chief'command; choosing rather citizens, he was inflexibly just; but in affairs of
to cultivate in their citizens a principle of mo- state, he did many things according to the exi-
desty and tenaciousness of the laws and cus- gency of the case, to eerve his country, which
toms of their country, than to possess the sov- seemed often to have need of the assistance of
ereign command of Greece. injustice. And he relates, that when it was

While the Lacedaemonians had the com- debated in council, whether the treasure de-
mand, the Greeks paid a certain tax towards posited at Deloa should be brought to Athens,
the war; and now, being desirous that every as the Samians had advised, though contrary
eity might be more equally rated, they begged to treaties, on its coming to his turn to speak,
the favour of the Athenians that Aristides might he said, "It was not jnst, but it was expedient."
take it upon him, and gave him instructions to This must be said, notwithstanding, that
inspect their lands and revenues, in order to though he extended the dominions of Athens
proportion the burden of each to its ability. over so many people, he himself still continued

AJistides, invested with this authority, which, poor, and esteemed his poverty no less a glory
in a manner, made him master of all Greece, than all the laurels he had won. The follow
did not abuse it. For though he went out poor, ing is a clear proof of it. Callias the torch-
he returned poorer, having settled the quotas bearer, who was his near relation, was pro
of the several states, not only justly and dis- secuted in a capital cause by hig enemies.
interestedly, but with so much tenderness and When they had alleged what they had against
humanity, that his assessment was agreeable him, which was nothing very flagrant, they
-id convenient to all. And aa the ancients launched out into something foreign to their
praised the times of Saturn, so the allies of own charge, and thus addressed the judges'
Athens blessed the settlements of Aristides, " You know Aristides, the son of Lysima
callingit the happy fortune of Greece: a com- chus, who is justly the admiration of all
pliment which soon after appeared still more Greece. When you see with what a garb he
just, when this taxation was twice or three appears in public, in what manner do you
times as high. For that of Aristides amounted think he must live at home? Must not he who
only to four hundred and sixty talents; and shivers here with cold for want of clothing,
Pericles increased it almost one third: for be almost famished there, and destitute of all
Thucydides writes, that at the beginning of the necessaries? yet this is the man, whom Cal-
war, the Athenians received from their allies lias, his cousin-german, and the richest man in
six hundred talents; and after the death of Athens, absolutely neglects, and leaves, with
Pericles, those that had the administration in his wife and children, in such wretchedness;
their hands raised it by little and little to the though he has often made use of him, and
sum of thirteen hundred talents. Not that the availed himself of his interest with you."
war grew more expensive, either by its length Callias perceiving that this point affected and
or want of success, but because they had ac- exasperated his judges more than any thing
customed the people to receive distributions of else, called for Aristides to testify before the
money for the public spectacles and other pur- court, that he had many times offered him con-
poses, and had made them fond of erecting siderable sums, and strongly pressed him to
magnificent statues and temples. accept them, but he had always refused them,

The great and illustrious character which in such terms aa these: " It better becomes
Aristides acquired by the equity of this taxa-
tion, piqued Themistocles; and he endeavoured " As much 31 to say, as the 6re in these pieces of iron
to turn the praise bestowed upon him into is extinguished in a moment, so may their days be «tinct who break this covenant.
ridicule, by saying, "It was not tho praise of a t Thus even the just, the upright Arisliiles made >
man, but of a money-chest, to keep treasure distinction between his private and political conscience.
without diminution." By this he took but a A distinction which has no manner of fouudation in
feeble revenge for the freedom of Aristides. truth or reason, and which in the end will be produc-
For one day Themistocles happening to say, tive of ruin rather than advantage ; as all ll t>se uationi

wit] find who avail themselves of injustice to serve a
" that he looked upon it as the principal ex- present occasion. For so much reputation is so much
cellence of a general to know and foresee the power; and states, as well as priva'e pcnous, an r»
designs of the enemy;" Aristides answered, speclftble only iu their character.
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Aristides to glory in hia poverty, than Callais upon receiving *entence, killed himself in the
in his riches; for we see every day many peo-judgment-hall, at the foot of the tribunal.
ple make * good a? well as a bad use of riches, Nor do they forget tlie banishment of Arutides,
but it is hard to find one that bears poverty hut they say not one word of his condemna-
with a noble spirit; and they only are ashamed tion.
of it, who are poor against their will." When Besides, his monument is still to be seen at
Arisudes had given in his evidence, there wag Phalereum, and is said to have been erected
not a man in the court who did not leave it at the public charge, because he did not leave
with an inclination rather to be poor with him, enough to defray the expenses of his funeral.
than rich with Callais. This particular we They inform us too, that the city provided for
have from .flSschines, the disciple of Socrates. the marriage of his daughters, and that each of
And Plato, among all that were accounted them had three thousand drochmx to her
great and illustrious men in Athens, judged portion out of the treasury: and to hie son Ly-
none but Ahstides worthy of real esteem. As simachus the people of Athens gave a hundred
for Themistocles, Cimon, and Pericles, they ntirue of silver, and a plantation of as many
filled the city with magnificent buildings, with acres of land, with a pension of four drachmas
wealth, and the vain superfluities of life; but a day;* the whole being confirmed to him by a
virtue was the only object that Aristidea had decree drawn up by Alcibiades. Callistheaes
in view in tho whole course of hia administra- adds, that Lysimachus at his death leaving a
tion. daughter named Polycrite, the people ordered

We have extraordinary instances of the her the same subsistence witn those that had
candour with which he behaved towards The- conquered at the Olympic games. Demetrius
mistocles. For though he was his constant the Phalerean, Hieronymus of Rhodes, Aris-
enemy in all affairs of government, and the toxenus the musician, and Aristotle himself,
means of his banishment, yet when Themisto- (if the treatise concerning nobility is to be
cles was accused of capital crimes against the reckoned among his genuine works,) relate
state, and he had an opportunity to pay him in that Myrto, a grand-daughter of Aristides, was
kind, he indulged not the least revenge; but married to Socrates the philosopher, who had
while Alcmson, Cimon, and many others, were another wife at the same time, but took her,
accusing him and driving him into eiile, Aris- because she was in extreme want, and remain-
tides alone neither did nor said any thing to his ed a widow on account of her poverty. But
disadvantage; for, as he had not envied his this is sufficiently confuted by PanaUms, in hia
prosperity, so now he did not rejoice in his life of that philosopher.
misfortunes. The same Demetrius, in his account of So-

As to the death of Aristides, some say it crates, tells us, he remembered one Lysima-
happened in Pontus, whither he had sailed chus, grandson to Aristides, who plied con-
about some business of ths state; others say stantly near the the temple of Bacchus, having
he died at Athens, full of days, honoured and certain tables by which he interpreted dreams
admired by his fellow-citizens: but Craterus for a livelihood: and that he himself procured
the Macedonian gives us another account of a decree, by which his mother and his aunt had
the death of this great man. He tells us, that three oboli a day each allowed for their eub-
after the banishment of Themistocles, the in- sistance. He further acquaints us, that when
solence of the people gave encouragement to a afterwards he undertook to reform the Athe-
number of villainous informers, who, attacking nian laws, he ordered each of those women a
the greatest and best men, rendered them ob- drachma a day. Nor is it to be wondered at
noxious to the populace, now much elated that this people took so much care of those
with prosperity and power. Aristides himself that lived with him at Athens, when, having
was not spared, but on a charge brought against heard that a grand-daughter of Amtogiton
him by Diophantus of Amphitrope, was con- lived in mean circumstances in Lernnos, and
demned for taking a bribe of the lonians, at the continued unmarried by reason of her poverty,
time he levied the tax. He adds, that being they sent for her to Athens, and married her
nnable to pay his fine, which was fifty minx, to a man of a considerable family, giving her
be sailed to some part of Ionia, and there died. for a portion an estate in the borough of Po-
But Craterus gives us no written proof of this tamos. That city, even in our days, continues
assertion, nor does he allege any register of to give so many proofs of her benevolence and
court or decree of the people, though on other humanity, that she is deservedly admired and
occasions he is full of such proofs, and con- applauded by all the world.
stantly cites his author. The other historians,
without exception, who have given us accounts * Though thi> may seem no eitraordinary matter to
of the unjust behaviour of the people of Athens us, being only about half-a-crown of our money, yet ID
to their generals, among many other instances those days it was. For an ambassador was allowed
dwell upon the banishment of Themistocles, only two drachms a day, aj appears from the Jlcor-

nentet of Aristophanei. The poet, indeed, speaks of
the imprisonment of Miltiades, the fine imposed one sent to the king of Persia, u whose cc^t as uo
apou Pericles, and the death of Paches, who, bassador waa pretty IUK to be enriched.
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CATO THE CENSOR.

IT ia said that Marcus Cato was born at Tus- honour to be gained in that department was
culum, of which place his family originally not his principal view. His ambition was mil
was, and that before he was concerned in civil itary glory; and when yet but a youth, he had
or military affairs, he lived upon an estate fought in so many battles that hi» breast was
which his father left him near the country of full of scars. He himself tells us, he made his
the Sabines. Though his ancestors were reck- first campaign at seventeen years of age, when
oned to hive been persons of no note, yet Ca-Hannibal, in the height of his prosperity, wag
to himself boasts of his father as a brave man laying Italy waste with fire and sword. In
and an excellent soldier, and assures ua that battle he stood firm, had a sure and executing
his grandfather Cato received several military hand, a fierce countenance, and spoke to his
rewards, and that having had five horses killed enemy in a threatening and dreadful accent; for
under him, he bad the value of them paid him he rightly judged, and endeavoured to convince
out of the treasury, as an acknowledgment of others, that such a kind of behaviour often
his gallant behaviour. As the Romans always strikes an adversary with greater terror than
gave the appellation of new men,* to those the eword itself. He always marched on foot
who, having no honours transmitted to them and carried his own arms, followed only by
from their ancestors, began to distinguish them- one servant who carried his provisions. And
selves, they mentioned Cato by the same style: it is said, he never was angry or found fault
but he used to say he was indeed new with with that servant, whatever he set before him;
respect to offices and dignities, but with regard but when he was at leisure from military duty,
to services and virtues of his ancestors, he was would ease and assist him in dressing it. Ail
very ancient. the time he was in the army, he drank nothing

His third name, at first, was not Cato, but but water, except that when almost burned up
Priscus. It was afterwards changed to that of with thirst he would ask for a little vinegar, or
Cato on account of his great wisdom; for the when he found his strength and spirits exhaust-
Roman's call wise men Catos. He had red ed he would take a little wine.
hair and grey eyes, as this epigram ill-naturedly Neat his country-^eat was a cottage, which
enough declares: formerly belonged to Manius Curius,» who

"With eyes so grey, and hair so red, was thrice honoured with a triumph. Cato often
With tusks so sharp and keen. walked thither, and reflecting on the smallness

Thou'H fright the shades when thou art dead, of the farm and the meanness of the dwelling,
And hell wou't let thce ID. used to think of the peculiar virtues of Denta-

Inured to labour and temperance and brought tus, who, though he was the greatest man in
op, as it were, in camps, he had an excellent Rome, had subdued the most warlike nations,
constitution with respect to strength as well as and driven Pyrrhus out of Italy, cultivated this
health. And he considered eloquence as a val- little spot of ground with his own hands, and
uable contingent, an instrument ofgreat things, after three triumphs lived in this cottage.

Here the ambassadors of the Samnites found
not only useful but necessary, for every man
who does not choose to live obscure and inac- him in the chimney-corner dressing turnips,

tive; for which reason he exercised and im- and offered him a large present of gold; but

proved that talent in the neighbouring boroughs he absolutely refused it, and gave them this
and villages, by undertaking the causes of such answer: ,/2 man who can be satisfied with
as applied to him; so that he was soon allowed such, a supper has no need <tf gold: and I
to be an able pleader, and afterwards a good think it mare glorious to conquer the ovmert
orato*. of it, than to have it myself. Full of these

From this time, all that conversed with him thoughts Cato returned home, and taking a
discovered in him such a gravity of behaviour, view of his own estate, his servants, and man
euch a dignity and depth of sentiment, as qual-ner of living, added to his own labour, and re-
ified him for the greatest affairs in the most trenched his unnecessary expenses.

respectable government in the world. For he When Fabius Maximua took the city of
was not only GO disinterested as to plead with-Tarentum, Cato, who was then very young,1)
out fee or reward, but it appeared that the served under him. Happening at that tirueto lodge with a Pythagorean philosopher

" The jus imaginum was annexed to the great offices named Nearchus, he desired to hear some
of state, and none had their statues or pictures but such
as had borne those offices. Therefore, he who had the * Manius Curius Dentatus triumphed twice in his
pictures of his ancestors, was called noble, he who had first consulate, in the four hundred and sixty-third
only his own, was called a new man; and he who had year of Rome, first over the Samnites, and afterwards
neither the one nor the other, was called \giwlle. So over the Sabines. And eight years after that, in nil
"ays Asconius. But it does not appear that a snan third con»ulatt, he triumphed over Pyrrhus. After
trim had borne a great office, the consulate for instance, this, he led up the leu triumph, called Ovation, tot
ivas ignoble because he had n6t his statue or picture ; his victory over the Lucanians.
for he inightnot choose it. Calohimself did not choose t Fabius Maximus took Tarentum in his fifth crm
It: hit reason, we suppose, was, became he had none sulate, in the year of Rome 54-4. Cato was then twen
of hit ancestors', I hough he was pleated to assign an- ly-threc years old ; but he had made his first campaign
other. under the same Ftbiui, five years before.
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of his doctrine, and learning from him the took the liberty to remonstrate; observing,
game maxima which Plato advances, That "That the expense itself was not the greatest
pleasure is the greatest incentive to evil: that evil, but the consequence of that expense, since
the greatest burden and calamity to the soul it corrupted the ancient simplicity of the sol-
is tht body, from which she cannot disengage diery, who when they had more money than
her>ic{f, but by such a teise use of reason as was'necessary for their subsistence, were sure
shall wean and separate her from all cor- to bestow it upon luxury and riot." Scipio
poreal passions: he became still more atach- anuwered, "he had no need of a very exact and
ed to frugality and temperance. Yet it is said frugal treasurer, because he intended to spread
that he learned Greek very late, and was con- all his sails in the ocean of war, and because
"iderably advanced in years when he began to his country expected from him an account of
read thn Grecian writers, among whom he im- services performed, not of money expended."
proved his eloquence, somewhat by Thucy- Upon this Cato left Sicily, and returned to
didee, but by Demosthenes very greatly. Jn- Rome, where, together with Fabius, he loudly
deed his own writings are sufficiently adorned complained to the senate of "Scipio's immense
with precepts and examples borrowed from profusion, and of his passing his time, like a
the Greek, and among his maxims and senten-boy, in wrestling-rings and theatres, as if he had
ces we JinJ many that are literally translated not been sent out to make war, but to exhibit
from the same originals. games and shows." In consequence of this,

At that time there flourished at Rome a no- tribunes were sent to examine into the affair,
bleman of great power and eminence, called with orders, if the accusation proved true, to
Valerius Flaccus, whose penetration enabled bring Scipio back to Rome. Scipio represented
him to distinguish a rising genius and virtuous to them, "That success depended entirely upon
disposition, and whose benevolence inclined the greatness of the preparations," and made
him to encourage and conduct it in the path of them sensible, "That though he spent his hour*
glory. This nobleman hid an estate contiguous of leisure in a cheerful manner with his friends,
to Cato's, where he often heard his servants his liberal way of living had not caused him to
speak of his neighbour's laborious and temper- neglect any great or important business."
ate manner of life. They told him that he used With this defence the commissioners were sat
to go early in the morning to the little towns isfied, and he set sail for Africa.
in the neighbourhood, and defend the causes of As for Cato, he continued to gain so much
Euch as applied to him; that from thence he influence and authority by his eloquence, that
would return to his farm, where, in a coarse he was commonly called the Roman Demos-
frock, if it was winter, and naked, if it was thenes; but he was still more celebrated for
summer, he would labour with his domestics, his manner of living. His excellence as a
and afterwards sit down with them, and eat speaker awakened a general emulation among
the same kind of bread, and drink of the same the youth to distinguish themselves the same
wine. They related also many other instances way, and to surpass each other: but few were
of his condescension and moderation, and men- willing to imitate him in the ancient custom
tioned several of his short sayings that were of tilling the field with their own hands, in eat-
full of wit and good sense. Valerius, charm- ing a dinner prepared without fire, and a spare
ed with his character, sent him an invitation frugal supper; few, like him, could be satisfied
to dinner. From that time, by frequent con- with a plain dress and a poor cottage, or think
versation, he found in him so much sweetness k more honourable not to want the superflui-
of temper and ready wit, that he considered ties of life, than to possess them. For the
him as an excellent plant, which wanted only commonwealth now no longer retained its
cultivation, and deserved to be removed to a primitive purity and integrity, by reason of the
better soil. He therefore persuaded him to go vast extent of its dominions; the many differ-
to Rome, and apply himself to affairs of state. ent affairs under its management, and the in-

There his pleadings soon procured him finite number of people that were subject to its
friends and admirers; the interest of Valerius, command, had introduced a great variety of
too, greatly assisted his rise to preferment; so customs and modes of living. Justly, there-
that he was first made a tribune of the soldiers, fore, was Cato entitled to admiration, when
and afterwards qusstor. And having gained the other citizens were frightened at labour,
great reputation and honour in those employ- and enervated by pleasure, and he alone was
ments, he was joined with Valerius himself in unconquered by either, not only while young
the highest dignities, being his colleague both and ambitious, but when old and grey-haired,
ai consul and as censor. after his consulship and triumph; like a brave

Among all the ancient senators, he attached wrestler, who after he has come off conqueror,
himself chiefly to Fabius Maximus, not so observes the common rules, and continues his
much on account of the great power and honour exercises to the last.
he had acquired, as for the sake of his life and He himself tells us that he never wore a
manners, which Cato considered as the best garment thit cost him more than a hundred
model to form himself upon. So that he made drachmae^ that even when prator or consul he
no scruple of differing with the great Scipio, drank the same wine with his slaves; that a
who, though at that time but a young man, yet dinner never cost him from the market above
actuated by a spirit of emulation, was the per- thirty uses, and that he was thus frugal for the
son who most opposed the power of Fabius. eake of his country, that he might be able to
For being sent quaestor with Scipio to the wajr endure the harder services in war. He addi,
in Africa, and perceiving that he indulged him- that having got, among some gooda he wa«
eelf, as usual, in an unbounded expense, and heir to, a piece of Babylon tapestry, he sold it
lavished the public money upon the troops, he immediately; that the walls of his country-
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houses were neither plastered nor white-wash-part, I would not sell even an old ox that hal
ed; that he never gave more for a slave than laboured for me; much less would I remove,
fifteen hundred drachmas, as not requiring in for the sake of a little money, a man grown old
his servant? delicate shapes and fine faces, but in my service, from his usual place and diet;
strength and ability to labour, that they might for to him, poor man! it would be as bad aa
be fit to be employed in his stables about his banishment; since he could be of no more use
cattle, or such like business; and these he to the buyer than he was to the seller. But
thought proper to sell again when they grew Cato, as if he took a pride in these things, tells
old,* that he might have no useless persons to us, that, when consul, he left his war-horse in
maintain. In a word, he thought nothing cheap Spain, to save the public the charge of hia
that was superfluous; that what a man has no freight. Whether such things as these are in-
need of is dear even at a. penny; and that it stances of greatness or littleness of soul, let
it much better to have fields where the plough the reader judge for himself.
goes, or cattle feed, than fine gardens and He was, however, a man of wonderful tem-
walks that require much watering and sweeping. perance. For, when general of the army, he

Some imputed these things to a narrowness took no more from the public, for himsell and
of spirit, while others supposed that he betook those about him, than three Attic tnedimni of
himself to this contracted manner of living, in wheat a month; and less than a medimnus and
order to correct, by his example, the growing a half of barley for his horses. And when ho
luxury of the age. For my part, I cannot but was governor of Sardinia, though his prede-
charge his using his servants like so many cessors had but the province to a very great
beasts of burden, and turning them off, or sell- expense for pavilions, bedding and apparel,
ing them, when grown old, to the account of and still more by the number of friends and
a mean and ungenerous spirit, which thinks servants they had about them, and by the great
that the sole tie between man and man is in- and sumptuous entertainments they gave, he,
terest or necessity. But goodness moves in a on the contrary, was as remarkable for his fru-
larger sphere than justice: the obligations of gality. Indeed, he put the public to no manner
law and equity reach only to mankind, but of charge. Instead of making use of a car-
kindness and beneficence should be extended riage, he walked from one town to another, at-
to creatures of every epecies; and these still tended only by one officer, who carried his
flow from the breast of a well-natured man, as robe and a vessel for libations. But if in these
streams that issue from the living fountain. A things he appeared plain and easy to those who
good man will take care of bis horses .and were under his command, he preserved a grav-
dogs, not only while they are young, but when ity and severity in every thing else. For he
old and past service. Thus the people of was inexorable in whatever related to public
Athens, when they had finished the temple justice, and inflexibly rigid in the execution
called Hecatompedon, set at liberty the beasts of his orders; so that the Roman government
of burden that had been chiefly employed in had never before appeared to that people
that work, suffering them to pasture at large, either BO awful or so amiable,*
free from any further service. It is said, that This contrast was found, not only in his
one of these afterwards came of its own ac- manners but in his style, which was elegant,
cord to work, and putting itself at the head of facetious, and familiar, and at the same time
the labouring cattle, marched before them to grave, nervous, and sententious. Thus Plato
the citadel.-This pleased the people, and they tells us, "the outside of Socrates was that of a
made a decree that it should be kept at the aatyr and buffoon, but his soul was all virtue,
public charge as long as it lived. The graves and from within him came such dwine and pa-
of Cimon's mares, with which he thrice con- thetic things as pierced the heart, and drew

' quered at the Olympic games, are still to be tears from the hearers." And as the same
seen near his own tomb. Many have shewn may justly be affirmed of Cato, I cannot com-
particular marks of regard in burying the dogs prehend their meaning, who compare his lan-
which they have cherished and been fond of; guage to that of Lysias. I leave this, however,
and among the rest, Xanthippus of old, whose to be decided by those who ire more capable
dog swam by the side of his galley to Sala- than myself of judging of the several sorts of
mis, when the Athenians were forced to aban- styles used among the Romans: and being per
don their city, was afterwards buried by his suaded that a man's disposition may be discov
master upon i promontory, which, to this day, ered much better by his speech than by his looks
is called the dog's grave. We certainly ought (though some are of a different opinion,) I shall
not to treat living creatures like shoes or set down some of Cato's remarkable sayings.
household goods, which, when worn out with One day when the Romans clamouied vio-
use, we throw away; and, were it only to lently and unseasonably for a distribution of
leam benevolence to human kind, we should corn, to dissuade them from it he thus began
be merciful to other creatures. For my own his address; It is a difficult task, my fellow-

citizens, to speak to the belly, because it hath
* Calo says, in etpress terms, " A master of a family no ears. Another time, complaining of the

ihould sell his old .inn, and all the horned cattle that luxury of the Romans, he said, It was <t hard
"re of a delicate frame ; all his sheep that are not hardy, matter to save that city from ruin where atheir wool, their very pelts ; he should Bell his old wag-
ons, and his old instruments of husbandry ; he should Jish was sold for more than an ox. On an-
"ell such of his slaves as were old and infirm, and every
thin? else that is old or useless. A master of a family * His only amusement was lo hear the instructions
ihould loTt lo leVl. not to buy." Whal a fine contrast of the poet knnius, under -whom he learned the Gr«k
there is between the spirit of this old stoic, and that sciences. He banished usurers from his province, and
»f lh« liberal-minded, the benevolent Plutarch ! reduced the interest upon loans almost to nothing.
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outer occasion,he said, The Romanpeople we re smiled, and said, They had sent an embassy
like sheep, for as those can scarce be brought which had neither feet, head nor heart.
to stir singly, but all in a body readily foliate When Scipio applied to him, at the request of
their leaders, just suchareyc. Themenwhose Polybius, in behalf of the Achaean exiles," and
counsel you would not take 03 individuals, the matter was much canvassed in the senate,
lead you with ease in a crowd. Speaking of some speaking for their being restored, and
the power of women, he said. Jlllme.nnatu.tal- some against it, Cato rose up, and said,Jls if
ly govern the women, we govern all men, and we had nothing elte to do, we sit here all day
our wives governus. But this might be taken debating whether a few poor old Greeks
from the Apophthegms of Themistoclea. For, should be buriedby our grave-diggers or those
his soa directing in moat things through his of their own country. The senate then de-
mother, he said, The Athenians, govern the creed that the exiles should return home; and
Greeks, / govern the Athenians, you, wife, Polybius, some days after, endeavoured to pro-
govern me, and your ion governs you: let him cure another meeting of that respectable body,
then use that power with moderation, which, to restore those exiles to their former honour*
child as he is, sets him above all the Greeks. in Achaia. Upon this affair he sounded Cato,
Another of Cato's sayings was, That the Ro- who answered smiling, This was just as \f
man people Jixed the value, not only of the Ulysses should have wanted to enter the Cy
several kinds of colours, but qf the arts and clop's cave again for a hat and a belt which
sciences. For, added he, as the dyers dye that he had left behind. It wag a saying of his,
sort of purple which is most agreeable to you, That wise men learn more from fools, than
so our youth only study and strive to excel in fools from the wise; for the wise avoid the
such things as you esteem and commend. error offooU, while fools do not profit by the
Exhorting the people to virtue, he said, If it is examples of the wise. Another of his sayings
ty virtue and temperance that you are become was, That lie liked a young man that blushed,
great, change not for the worst; but \f by in- more than one that turned pale: and that he
temperance and tn'ce, change for the better; did not like a soldier who moved his hands in
for you (We already great enough by such marching, and his feet in fighting, and who
means as these. Of such as were perpetually snored louder in bed than he shouted in bat-
soliciting for great offices, he said, Like men. tle. Jesting upon a very fat man, he said, Qf
who knew not their way, they wanted lictors what service to his country can such a body
always to conduct them. He found fault with lie, which is nothing but belly? When an epi
the people for often choosing the same persona cure desired to be admitted into his friendship,
consuls; You either, said be, think the consul- he said, He could not live with a man whose
ate of little worth, or that there are but few palate had quicker sensations than his heart.
worthy of the consulate. Concerning one of He used to say, The soul of a lover lived in
his enemies who Jed a very profligate and infa- the body of another: And that in all his life
mous life, be said, His mother takes it for a he never repented but qf three things: the
curse and not a prayer, when any one wish- first was, that he had trusted a woman with
es this son may survive her. Pointing to a a secret, the second, that he had gone by sea,
man who had sold a paternal estate near the when he might have gone by land; and the
sea-side, he pretended to admire him, as one third, that he had passed one day without
that was stronger than the sea itself; For, said having a will by him.f To an old debauchee,
he, what the sea could not have swallowed he said, Old age has deformities enough of
without difficulty, this man has taken down its own: do not add to it the deformity qf
with all the ease imaginable. When king vice, A tribune of the people, who had the
Eumenes* came to Rome, the senate received character of a poisoner, proposing a bad law,
him with extraordinary respect, and the great and taking great pains to have it passed, Cato
men strove which should do him the most hon- said to him, liming man, / fcnou> not which w
our, but Cato visibly neglected and shunned most dangerous, to drink what you mis, or
him. Upon which somebody said, Why do you- to enact what you propose. Being scurhlout
shun Eumenes, who is so good a man, and so ly treated by a man who led a dissolute and in
great a friend to the Romans? ThatmayKe, famous life, he said, It is upon very unequal
answered Cato,'6ui / look upon a king as a. terms that I contend with you: for you, are
creature that feeds upon human fleshy and of accustomed to be spoken HI of, and can speak
all the kings that have been so much cried up, it with pleasure; but with me it is unusual to
IJind not one to be compared with an Epa* hear it, and disagreeable to speak it. Such was
minondas, a Pericles, a Themistocles: a JWa- the manner of his repartees and short sayings.
nius Curius, or with Hamilcar, surnamed Being appointed consul along with his friend
Barcas. He used to say, that his enemies Talerius Flaccus, the government of that part
hated him, because he neglected his own con- of Spain which the Romans call citerior, hitft
cerns, and rose before day to mind those of
the public. But that he had rather his good * The Achaean], in the first year of [he hundred and
actions should go unrewarded, than his bad fiftj-lhivd Olympiad, entered into measures for deliv-
ones unpunished; and that he pardoned every ering up their country to the king of Persia; tut, be-

ing dncownd. a thousand of them were seized, ana
body'sfaults sooner than his own. The Ro- compelled to live eiiles in Italy. There they continued
mans having sect three ambassadors to the seventeen years; after which about three hundred,
king of Bythinia, of whom one had the gout, who wtre still lining, Ttert restored by a decree of th«
another had his skull trepanned, and the third senate, which waj particularly made in laxour of Polybim, who was one of the number.
was reckoned little better than a fool, Cato

t This hag been misunderstood by all the translator!
* Eumenes went lo Rome in the year of Rome 8I5. who have agreed in rendering it, " that he had pawed

y»to va then thirty-nine yean old. one day idly."
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er, fell to his Iot.» While he was subduing But Cato hearing of his march, took five com-
Borne of the nations there by arms, and win- panies of foot, and five hundred horse, as a
ning others by kindness, a great army of bar- convoy to attend upon Scipio, and as he went
barians fell upon him, and he was in danger of to meet him, defeated the Lacetanians, and
being driven out in dishonour. On this occa- took among them six hundred Roman desert-
sion he sent to desire succours of his neigh- ers, whom he caused to be put to death. And
bours the Celtiberians, who demanded two upon Scipio's expressing his displeasure at this,
hundred talents for that service. All the offi- he answered ironically, Rome would be great
cers of his army thought it intolerable, that the indeed, if men of birth would not yield the
Romans should be obliged to purchase assist- palm of virtue to the commonalty, and if
ance of the barbarians: but Cato said, It is no plebeians, like himself, would contend for
tuch great hardship; for if we conquer, we excellence with men of birth and quality.
shall pay them at the enemy's expense; and Besides, as the senate had decreed, that noth
if we are conquered, there tcill be nobody ing should be altered which Cato had ordered
either to pay, or make the demand. He gain- and established, the post which Scipio had
ed the battle, and every thing afterwards sue made so much interest for, rather tarnished his
ceeded to his wish. Polybius tells us, that own glory than that of Cato; for he continued
the walls of all the Spanish towns on this side inactive during that government.
the river Bztis were razed by his command in In the mean time, Cato was honoured with a
one day,f notwithstanding the towns were nu- triumph. But he did not act afterwards like
merous, and their inhabitants brave; Cato him- those whose ambition is only for fame, and
self says, he took more cities than he spent not for virtue, and who having reached the
days in Spain: nor is it a vain boast; for they highest honours, borne the office of consul, and
were actually no fewer than four hundred. led up triumphs, withdraw from public busi-
Though this campaign afforded the soldiers ness, and gave up the rest of their days to ease
great booty, he gave each of them a pound and pleasure. On the contrary, like those who
weight of silver besides, saying It IPOS better are just entered upon business, and thirst for
that many of the Romans should return with honour and renown, he exerted himself as if
filter in their pockets, than a few with gold. he was beginning his race anew, his services
And for his own part, he assures us, that of all being always ready both for his friends in par
that was taken in the war, nothing came to ticular, and for the citizens in general, either at
bis share but what he eat and drank. JVot the bar, or in the field. For he went with the
that I blame, says he, those that seek their Consul Tiberius Sempronius to Thrace and the
own advantage in these things; but I had Danube,* as his lieutenant. And, as a le-
rather contend for valour with the brave, gionary Tribune, he attended Manius Aciliua
than for wealth with the rich, or in rapa- Glabrio into Greece, in the war against Anti-
tiousness with the covetous. ochus the Great; who, next to Hannibal, was

And he not only kept himself clear of extor- the most formidable enemy the Romans ever
tion, but all that were immediately under his had. For having recovered almost all the
direction. He had five servants with him in provinces of Asia, which Seleucus Nicanor
this expedition, one of whom named Paccus, had possessed, and reduced many warlike na-
had purchased three boys that were among the tions of barbarians, he was so much elated as
prisoners: but when he knew that his master to think the Romans the only match for him
was informed of it, unable to bear the thoughts in the field. Accordingly he crossed the sea
of coming into his presence, he hanged him- with a powerful army, colouring his design
self. Upon which Cato sold the boys, and put with the specious pretence of restoring liberty
the money into the public treasury. to the Greeks, of which, however, they stood

While he was settling the affairs of Spain, in no need; for being lately delivered by the
Scipio the Great who was his enemy, and favour of the Romans from the yoke of Philip
wanted to break the course of his success, and and the Macedonians, they were free already
have the finishing of the war himself, managed and were governed by their own Jaws.
matters so as to get himself appointed his suc- At his approach, all Greece was in grea
cessor. After which he made all possible haste commotion, and unresolved how to act; being
to take the command of the army from him. corrupted with the splendid hopes infused by

the orators whom Antiochus had gained Aci
* At Cato'i troops consisted, for the most part, of lius, therefore, sent ambassadors to the sev

raw soldiers, he took great pains to discipline them, eral states; Titus Flaminius appeased the dis-considering that they had to deal with the Spaniards,
who, in their wars with the Romans and Carthagini-turbances, and kept most of the Greeks in
ans, had learned the military art, and were naturally the Roman interest, without using any violent
brave arid courageous. Before he came to action, he means, as I have related in his life; and Cato
lent away his fleet, that hU soldiers might place all their confirmed the people of Corinth, as well as
hopes in their valour. With the same view, when he those of Patrae and JEgium in their duty. He
came near the enemy, he took a compass, and posted
his army behind them m the plain; so that the Span- also made a considerable stay at Athens; and
iards were between him and his camp. it is said, there is still extant a speech of his,

f As the dread of his uame procured him great re- which he delivered to the Athenians in Greek,
ipect in all the provinces beyond the Iberus, he wrote expressing his admiration of the virtue of their
the same day private letters to the commanders of sev-ancestors, and his satisfaction in beholding theeral fortified towns, ordering them to demolish with-
out ilclay their fortifications; and assuring them that beauty and grandeur of their city. But this
Be would pardon none but such as readily complied account is not true, for he spoke to them by an
with his crders. Every one of the commanders, be-
lieving the orders to be sent only to himself, immedi-
ately beat dcvra their walls and towers. Liv. \. mir. " The year after his Consulship, and the second TM
c. 15. of the hundred and forty-siith Olympiad.
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interpreter. Not that he was ignorant of camp, and the advanced guard at the foot of
Greek; but chose to adhere to the customs of the rock. Cato, therefore, made a halt, and
his country, and laugh at those who admired sent to acquaint the Firmians that he wanted
nolhing but what was Greek. He, therefore, to speak with them in private.* These were
ridiculed Posthumius Albanus, who had writ- troops whose fidelity and courage he had ei-
ten a history in that language, and made an perienced on the most dangerous occasions
apology for the improprieties of expression, They hastened into his presence, when he thu»
"aying, He ought to be pardoned, \f he wrote addressed them: " I want to take one of the
it by command qf the -Amphictyons. We are enemy alive, to learn of him who they are that
assured that the Athenians admired the strength compose this advance guard, and how many
and conciseness of his language; for what he in number; and to be informed -what is the
delivered in few words, the interpreter was disposition and order of their whole army, and
obliged to make use of many to explain; inso what preparations they have made to receive
much that he left them in the opinion, that the us; but the business requires the speed and
expressions of the Greeks flowed only from impetuosity of lions, who rush into a herd of
the lips, while those of the Romans came from timorous beasts."
the heart.4 When Cato had done speaking, theFirmians,

Antiochus having blocked up the narrow without further preparation, poured down tho
pass of Thermopylae with his troops, anc mountain, surprised the advanced guard, dis-
added walls and entrenchments to the natura persed them, took one armed man, and brought
fortifications of the place, sat down there un- him to Cato. The prisoner informed him, that
concerned, thinking the war could not touch the main body of the army was encamped witn
him. And, indeed, the Romans despaired of the king in the narrow pass, and that the de-
forcing the pass. But Cato, recollecting the tachment which guarded the heights consisted
circuit the Persians had taken on a like occa- of six hundred select JEtolians. Cato, despis-
sion^ set out in the night with a proper de- ing these troops, as well on account of their
tachment. small number, as their negligence, drew hia

When they had advanced a considerable sword, and rushed upon them with all the
height, the guide, who was one of the prison- alarm of voices and trumpets. The jEto-
ers, missed his way, and wandering about lians no sooner saw him descend from tha
among impracticable places and precipices, mountains, then they fled to the main body
threw the soldiers into inexpressible dread and and put the whole in the utmost confusion.
despair. Cato seeing the danger, ordered his At the same time Manius forced the en-
forces to halt, while he, with one Lucius trenchments of Antiochus below, and poured
Manlius, who was dexterous in climbing the into the pass with his army. Antiochus him-
steep mountains,! went forward with great self being wounded in the month with a stone,
difficulty and at the hazard of his life, at mid- and having some of his teeth struck out, the
night, without any moon; scrambling among anguish obliged him to turn his horse and re-
wild olive trees and steep rocka that still more tire. After his retreat, no part of his army
impeded his view, and added darkness to the could stand the shock of the Romans; and
obscurity. At last they hit upon a path which though there appeared no hopes of escaping
seemed to lead down to the enemy's camp. by flight, by reason of the straitness of the
Tnere they set up marks upon some of the road, the deep marshes on one aide and rocky
most conspicuous rocks on the top of the precipices on the other, yet they crowded
mountain Calhdromus; and returning the same along through those narrow passages, and push-
way, took the whole party with them; whom ing each other down, perished miserably, out
they conducted by the direction of the marks, of fear of being destroyed by the Romans.
and so regained the little path; whore they Cato, who was never sparing in his own
made a proper disposition of the troops. They jraises, and thought boasting a natural atten-
had marched but a little farther, when the dant on great actions, is very pompous in his
path failed them, and they saw nothing before account of this exploit. He says, "That
them but a precipice, which distressed them :hose who saw him charging the enemy, rout-
still 'nore; for they could not yet perceive that ng and pursuing them, declared, that Cato
they were near the enemy. owed less to the people of Rome, than the

The day now began to appear, when one of jeople of Rome owed to Cato; and that the
them thought he heard the sound of human Consul Maniufl himself, coming hot from the
roices, and a little after they saw the Grecian ight, took him in his arms as he too came

janting from the action, and embracing him a
ong time, cried out, in a transport of joy,

that neither he nor the whole Roman people
could sufficiently reward Cato's merit."

Immediately after the battle, the Consul
rent him with an account of it to Rome, that
>e might be the first to carry the news of his
>wn achievements. With a. favourable wind

banana, fetching; a compass round the mountain? o~ he sailed to Brundusium; from thence he
br-ways, came upon him behind, and cut his party I'D "cached Tarentum in one day: and having
pieces. ravelled four days more, he arrived at Rome

t The mountains to the east of the Straits of Ther- he fifth day after he landed, and was the first
hat brought the news of the victory. His ar
ival filled the city with sacrifices and other

" Firmima wai a, Romiu colony in Pirtoe.
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testimonies of joy, and gave the people BO table, or in the company he kept. But, con-
high an opinion of themselves, that they now vinced that in these private scenes of life "
(relieved there could be no bounds to their em- man's real character was much more distin-
pire or their power. guishable than in his public and political trans-

These are the most remarkable of Cato's ac- actions, they appointed two magistrates, tho
tions; and, with respect to civil affairs, he ap- one out of the patricians, and the other out of
pears to have thought the impeaching of offend- the plebeians, to inspect, to correct, and to
ers, and bringing them to justice, a thing that chastise such aa they found giving in to dissi-
well deserved his attention. For he prosecuted pation and licentiousness, and deserting the
several, and encouraged and assisted others in ancient and established manner of living.
carrying on their prosecutions. Thus he set These great officers they called Censors: and
up Petilius against Scipio the Great; but secure they had power to deprive a Roman knight
in the dignity of his family, and his own great- of his horse, or to expel a senator that led a
ness of mind, Scipio treated the accusation with vicious and disorderly life. They likewise took
the utmost contempt. Cato, perceiving he an estimate of each citizen's estate, and en-
would not be capitally condemned, dropped the rolled them according to their pedigree, quality,
prosecution; but with some others who assisted and condition.
him in the cause, impeached his brother Lucius This office has several other great preroga-
Scipio, who was sentenced lo pay a fine which tives annexed to it: and therefore when Cato
his circumstances could not answer, so that he solicited it, the principal senators opposed him.
was in danger of imprisonment; and it was not The motive to this opposition with some of the
without great difficulty and appealing to the Patricians was envy : for they imagined it
Tribunes, that he was dismissed. would be a disgrace to the nobility, if persons

We have also an account of a young man of a mean and obscure origin were elevated
who had procured a verdict against an enemy to the highest honour in the state; with others
of his father who was lately deid, and had him it was fear", for, conscious that, their lives were
stigmatized. Cato met him as he was passing vicious, and that they had departed from the
through the^brum, and taking him by the hand, ancient simplicity of manners, they dreaded
addressed him in these words: "It is thus we the austerity of Cato; because they believed
are to sacrifice to the manes of our parents, he would be stern and inexorable m his office.
not with the blood of goats and lambs, but with Having consulted and prepared their measures,
the tears and condemnation of their enemies." they put up seven candidates in opposition to

Cato, however, did not escape these attacks; Cato: and imagined that the people wanted to
but when in the business of the state he gave be governed by an easy hand, they soothed
the least handle, was certainly prosecuted, and them with hopes of a mild Censorship. Cato,
sometimes in danger of being condemned. For on the contrary, without condescending to the
it is said that near fifty impeachments were least flattery or complaisance, in his speeches
brought against him, and the last, when he was from the rostrum, professed his resolution to
eighty-six years of age: on which occasion he punish every instance of vice; and loudly de-
made use of that memorable expression: "It claring that the city wanted great reformation,
is hard that I wlio have lived with men of conjured the people, if they were wise, to
one generation, should be obliged to make choose, not the mildest, but the severest phy
my defence to those of another." Nor was this sician. He told them that he was one of that
the end of his contests at the bar; for, four character, and, among the patricians, Valerius
years after, at the age of ninety,* he impeached Flaccus was another; and that, with him the
Serviliua Galba: so that, like Nestor, he lived his colleague, and him only, he could hope to
three generations, and, like him, was always in render good service to the commonwealth, by
action. In short, after having constantly op- effectually cutting off, like another hydra, the
posed Scipio in matters of government, he spreading luxury and effeminacy of the times.
lived until the time of young Scipio, his adopt- He added, that he saw others pressing into
ed grandson, and son of Paulus TEmilius, who the Censorship, in order to exercise that office
conquered Perseus and the Macedonians. in a bad manner, because they were afraid of

Ten years after his Consulship, Cato stood such as would discharge it faithfully.
for the office of Censor, which was the highest The Roman people, on this occasion, shewed
dignity in the republic. For, beside the other themselves truly great, and worthy of the best
power and authority that attended this office, of leaders; for, far from dreading the severity
it gave the magistrate a right of inquiry into of this inflexible man, they rejected those
the lives and manners of the citizens. The smoother candidates that seemed ready to con-
Romans did not think it proper that any one sult their pleasure in every tiling, and chose
should be left to follow his own inclinations Valerius Flaccus with Cato; attending to the
without inspection or controul, either in mar- latter, not as a man that solicited the office of
nage, in the procreation of children, in his Censor, but as one -who, already possessed of it,

gave out his orders by virtue of his authority.
" Plutarch here is not consistent with himself. To- The ftrst thing Calo did, was to name nil

wards the beginning of his life, he says thai Cato was friend and colleague Lucius Valerius Flaccus
but seventeen years old at the lime of Hannibal's suc-
cess in ItUy : and at the conclusion, he tills us that chief of the senate, and to expel many others
Calo died just at the beginning of the third Punic war. the house; particularly Lucius Quintius, who
But Hannibal came into Italy in the year of Rome 534; had been Consul seven years before, and, what
lu<l Ihe third Punic war broke out seventy year* after, was at\ll a greater honour, was brother to
ill the year of Rome 604. According to this i:ompu- Titus Flaminius,* who overthrew king Philiptltion, Cato could not be more than eighty-seven years
old when he died; and thu account is confirmed by * Polybius, Livy,and Cicero, make the furoaoie of
Cicero this family r'laminiuj.
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Ulents. They likewise opposed him very
much in his building, at the public charge, a

He expelled also Manilas, another senator, hall below the senate-house by the /oruni,
n-horn the general opinion had marked out for which he finished notwithstanding, and cal'ed
Consul, because he had given his wife a kiss the Portion hall.
n the day-time, in the sight of his daughter. The people, however, appear to have been
'Tor his own part," he said, "his wife never highly pleased with his behaviour in his office.
smbraced him but when it thundered dread- For when they erected his statue in the temple
fully," adding, by way of joke, "That he was of Health, they made no mention on the pe-
happy when Jupiter pleased to thunder." destal, of his victories and his triumph, but the

He was censured as having merely indulged inscription was to this effect: "In honour of
bis envy, when he degraded Lucius, who was Cato the Censor, who, when the Roman com-
brother to Scipio the Great, and had been monwealth was degenerating into licentious-
honoured with a triumph; for he took from him ness, by good discipline and wise institutions
his horse; and it was believed that he did it restored it."
to insult the memory of Scipio Africanus. But Before this, he laughed at those who were
there was another thing that rendered him fond of s'Jvh honours, and said, "They were
more generally obnoxious, and that was the not aware that they plumed themselves upon
reformation he introduced in point of luxury. the workmanship of founders, statuaries, and
It was impossible for him to begin his attack painters, while the Romans bore about a more
upon it openly, because the whole body of the glorious image of him in their hearts." And
people was infected, and therefore he took an to those that expressed their wonder, that
indirect method. He caused an estimate to be while many persons of little note had their
taken of all apparel, carriages, female orna- statues, Cato had none, he said, He had much
ments, furniture, and utensils; and whatever rather it slundd bt asked, why he had not a
exceeded fifteen hundred drachmae in value, statue, than tchy he had one. In short, he
he rated at ten times as much, and imposed a was of opinion, that a good citizen should not
tax according to that valuation. For every even accept of his due praise, unless it tended
thousand ases he made them pay three; that to the advantage of the community. Yet of
finding themselves burdened with the tax, all men he was the most forward to commend
while the modest and frugal, with equal sub- himself: for he tells us, that those who were
stance, paid much less to the public, they guilty of misdemeanors, and afterwards re-
might be induced to retrench their appearance. proved for them, used to say, "They were ex-
This procured him many enemies, not only cusable; they were not Catos:" and that such
among those who, rather than part with their as imitated some of his actions, but did it awk-
luxury, submitted to the tax, but among those wardly, were called lejl-haiided Catos. He
who lessened the expense of their figure, to adds, "That the senate, in difficult and dan-
ivoid it. For the generality of mankind think gerous times, used to cast their eyes upon him,
that prohibition to shew their wealth is the as passengers in ships do upon the pilot m a
same thing as taking it away, and that opu- storui:" and "That when he happened to be
lence is seen in the superfluities, not in the absent, they frequently put off the considera-
necessaries of life. And this (we are told) was tion of matters of importance/5 These par-
what surprised Aristo the pilosopher; for he ticulars, indeed, are confirmed by other wri-
could not comprehend why those that are pos- ters; for his life, his eloquence, and his age,
sessed of superfluities should be accounted gave him great authority in Rome.
happy, rather than such as abound in what is He was a good father, a good husband, and
necessary and useful. But Scopas the Thesea- an excellent economist. And as he did not
)ian, when one of his friends asked him for think the care of his family a mean and trifling
something that could be of little use to him, thing, which required only a superficial atten-
and gave him that as a reason why he should tion, it may be of use to give some account
grant his request, made answer, "It is in these of his conduct in that respect.
useless and superfluous things that I am rich He chose his wife rather for her family than
and happy." Thus the desire of wealth, far her fortune; persuaded, that though both the
from being a natural passion, is a foreign and rich and the high-born have their pride, yet
adventitious one, arising from vulgar opinion. women of good families are more ashamed of

Cato paid no regard to these complaints, any base and unworthy action, and more obe-
bat became still more severe and rigid. He dient to their husbands in every thing that ia
cut off the pipes by which people conveyed good and honourable. He used to say, that
water from the public fountains into their they who beat their wives or children, laid
houses and gardens, and demolished all the their sacrilegious hands on the most sacred
buildings that projected out into the streets. things in the world; and that he preferred the
He lowered the price of public works, and character of a good husband to that of a great
fanned out the public revenues at the highest senator. And he admired nothing more in
rate they could bear. By these things he Socrates than his living in an easy and quiet
brought upon himself the hatred of vast num-manner with an ill-tempered wife and stupid
bers of people: so that Titus Flaminius and. children. When he had a son born, no business,
bts party attacked him, and prevailed with the however urgent, except it related lo the public,
"enate to annul the contracts he had made for could hinder him from being present while his
repairing the temples and public buildings, as wife washed and swaddled the infant. For she
detrimental to the state. Nor did they stop suckled it herself; nay, she often gave tho
here, but incited the boldest of the Tribunes breast to the sons of her servants, to mspu«
U> accuse him to the people, and fine him two them with a bi otherly regard for bet ov»n.
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As soon aa the dawn of understanding ap- wife, and if any of them was asked what hit
peared, Cato took upon him the office of master was doing, he always answered he did
ichoolmaster to hie son, though he had a slave not know. For it wae a rule with Cato to
itmed Chilo, who was a good grammarian, have his slaves either employed in the housp
uid taught several other children. But he tells or asleep, and he liked those best that slept
os, he did not choose that his son should be the most kindly, believing that they were bet-
reprimanded by a slave, or pulled by the ears, ter tempered thin others that had not so much
if he happened to be slow in learning; or that of that refreshment, and fitter for any kind of
he should be indebted to so mean a person for business. And as he knew that elavee will
his education. He was, therefore, himself his stick at nothing to gratify their passion for
preceptor in grammar, in law, and in the ne- women, he allowed them to have the company
cessary exercises. For he taught him not only of his female slaves, upon paying a certain
how to throw a dart, to fight hand to hand, and price; but under a strict prohibition of ap
to ride, but to box, to endure heat and cold, preaching any other women.
and to swim the most rapid rivers. He farther When he was a young soldier, and as yel
acquaints us, that he wrote histories for him in low circumstances, he never found fault
with his own hand, in large characters, that, with any thing that was served up to his table,
without stirring out of his father's house, he but thought it a shame to quarrel with a ser-
might gain a knowledge of the great actions vant on account of his palate. Yet afterwards,
of the ancient Romans and of the customs of when he wae possessed of an easy fortune,
his country. He was as careful not to utter and made entertainments for his principal of-
an indecent word before his son, as he would ficers, as soon as dinner was over, he never
have been in the presence of the vestal virgins; failed to correct with leathern thongs such of
nor did he ever bathe with him. A regard to his slaves as had not given due attendance, o*
decency in this respect was, indeed, at that had suffered any thing to be spoiled. He con-
time general among the Romans. For even trived means to raise quarrels among his ser-
sons-in-law avoided bathing with their fathers- vants, and to keep them at variance, ever sus-
in-law, not choosing to appear naked before pecting and fearing some bad consequence
them; but afterwards the Greeks taught them from their unanimity. And,
not to be so scrupulous in uncovering them- When any of them were guilty of a capital
selves, and they in their turn taught the Greeks crime, he gave them a formal trial, and put
to bathe naked even before the women them to death in the presence of their fellow

While Cato was taking such excellent mea- servants. As his thirst after wealth increased,
sures for forming his eon to virtue, he found and he found that agriculture was rather amus-
him naturally ductile both in genius and incli- ing than profitable, he turned his thoughts to
natioc; but as his body was too weak to un- surer dependencies, and employed his money
dergo much hardship, his father was obliged to in purchasing ponds, hot-baths, places proper
relax the severity of his discipline, and to in- for fullers, and estates in good condition, hav-
dulge him a little in point of diet. Yet, with ing pasture ground and wood-lands. From
this constitution, he was an excellent soldier, these he had a great'revenue, such a one, he
and particularly distinguished himself under used to say, as Jupiter himself could not dis-
Paulus JEinihiis in the battle against Perseus. appoint him of.
On this occasion, his sword happening to be He practised usury upon ships in the most
struck from his hand, the moisture of which blameable manner. His method was to insist,
prevented him from grasping it firmly, he turn- that those whom he furnished with money,
ed to some of his companions with great con- should take a great number into partnership.
eern, and begged their assistance in recovering When there were full fifty of them, and as
it. He then rushed with them into the midst many ships, he demanded one share for himself,
of the enemy, and having, with extraordinary which he managed by Quintio, his freedman,
efforts, cleared the place where the sword was who sailed and trafficked along with them.
lost, he found it, with much difficulty, under Thus, though his gain was great, he did
heaps of arms, and dead bodies of friends, as not risk his capital, but only a small part
well as enemies, piled upon each other. Pau- of it.
hus ^Emilius admired this gallant action of the He likewise lent money to such of his slaves
young man; and there is a letter still extant, as chose it; and they employed it in purchas-
written by Cato to his son, in which he ex- ing boys who were afterwards instructed and
tremely commends his high sense of honour fitted for service at Cato's expense; and being
expressed in the recovery of that sword. The sold at the year's end by auction, Cato took
young man afterwards married Tertia, daugh- several of them himself, at the price of the
ter to Paulius ̂ milus, and sister to young highest bidder, deducting it out of what he
Scipio; the honour of which alliance was as had lent. To incline his son to the same econ-
much owing to his own as to his father's merit. omy, he told him, That to diminish his sub-
Thus Cato's care in the education of his sou stance was not the part of a man, but of a
answered the end proposed. widow woman. Yet he carried on the thing

He had many slaves which he purchased to extravagance, when he hazarded this asser-
among the captives taken in war, always tion, That the man truly wonderful and
choosing the youngest and such as were most godlike, and Jit to be registered in the listf
capable of instruction, like whelps or colts of glory, was he, l/y whose accounts it should
that may be trained at pleasure. None of at last appear that he had more than doubled
these slaves ever went into any other man's what he had received from his ancestors
house except they were sent by Cato or hie When Cato was very far advanced in years
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re arrived al Rome, two ambassadors from causes there." And to dissuade his son from
Athens," Carneades the Academic, and Dio- those studies, he told him in a louder tone than
fenes the Stoic. They were sent to beg off a could be eipected from a man ol his age, and
fine of five hundred taltnts which had been as it were, in an oracular and prophetic way
imposed on the Athenians, for contumacy, by That when the Romans came thoroughly to
the Sicyomans, at the suit of the people of imbibe the Grecian literature, they would lose
Oropuu.t Upon the arrival of these philoso-the empire of the world. But time has shewn
pher*, such of the Roman youth as had a taste the vanity of that invidious assertion; for Roma
for learning went to wait on them, and heard was never at a higher pitch of greatness, than
them with wonder and delight. Above all, when she was most perfect in the Grecian
they were charmed with the graceful manners erudition, and most attentive to all manner of
of Carneades, the force of whose eloquence, learning *
being great, and his reputation equal to his elo- Nor was Cato an enemy to the Grecian phi-
quence had drawn an audience of the most con- losophers only, but looked upon the physicians
siderable and the politest persons in Rome; and also with a suspicious eye. He had heard, it
the sound of his fame, like a mighty wind, had seems, of the answer which Hippocrates gave
filled the whole city. The report ran, that there the king of Persia, when he sent for him, and
was come from Greece a man of astonishing offered him a reward of many talents, " I will
powers, whose eloquence, more than human, never make use of my art in favour of barba-
was able to soften and disarm the fiercest pas- rians who are enemies to the Greeks." Thi»
sions, and who had made so strong an impres- he had said was an oath which all the physi-
lion upon the youth, that, forgetting all other cians had taken, and therefore he advised hie
pleasures and diversions, they were quite pos- son to beware of them all. He added, that he
aessed with an enthusiastic love of philosophy. himself had written a little treatise, in which

The Romans were delighted to find it so; ho had set down his method of cure,f and the
nor could they without uncommon pleasure regimen he prescribed, when any of his family
behold their sons thus fondly receive the fell sick; that he never recommended fasting,
Grecian literature, and follow these wonderful but allowed them herbs, with duck, pigeon, or
men. But Cato, from the beginning, was hare: such kind of diet being light and suitable
alarmed at it. He no sooner perceived this for sick people, having no other inconvenience
passion for the Grecian learning prevail, but but its making them dream; and that with these
he was afraid that the youth would turn their remedies and this regimen, he preserved him
ambition that way, and prefer the glory of self and his family. But his self-sulticifncy in
eloquence to that of deeds of arms. But this respect went not unpunished: for he lost
when he found that the reputation of these both his wife and son. He himself, indeed,
philosophers rose still higher, anil their first by his strong make and good habit of body,
speeches were translated into Latin, by Caius lasted long; so that even in old age he fre-
Acilius, a senator of great distinction, who had quently indulged his inclination for the sex,
earnestly begged the favour of interpreting and at an unseasonable time of life married a
them, he had no longer patience, but resolved young woman. Jt was on the following pre-
to dismiss these philosophers upon some de- tence.
cent and specious pretence. After the death of his wife, he married hit

He went, therefore to the senate, and com- son to the daughter of Paulus ./Ernilius, the sis-
plained of the magistrates for detaining so ter of Scipio; anc continued a widower, but
long such ambassadors as those, who could had a young female slave that came privately
persuade the people to whatever they pleased, to his bed. It could not, however, be long a
" You ought," said he, " to determine their secret in a small house, with a daughter-in-law
affair as speedily as possible, that returning to in it; and one day as the favourite slave passed
their schools they may hold forth to the Gre- by with a haughty and flaunting air, to go to the
cian youth, and that our young men may again Censor's chamber, young Cato gave htr a se-
give attention to the laws and the magis-vere look, arid turned his back upon tier, but
trates." Not that Cato was induced to this by said not a word. The old man was soon in-
any particular pique to Carneades, which some formed of this circumstance, and finding that
luppoge to have been the case, but by his aver- this kind of commerce displeased his son and hia
«ion to philosophy, and his making it a point daughter-in-law, he did not expostulate with
to shew his contempt of the polite studies them, nor take the least notice. Next morning
and learning of the Greeks. Nay, he scrupled he went to the forum, according to custom,
not to affirm, " That Socrates himself was a with his friends abuut him; and as he went
prating, seditious fellow, who used his utmost along, Vie called aloud to one Salnnius, who
endeavours to tyrannize over his country, by had been his secretary, and now was one of his
abolishing its customs, and drawing the people
over to opinions contrary to the laws." And, * Rome had iodced a very ritemire empire in the
to ridicule the slow methods of Isocrates's Augustan age ; but, at the same lime, she losl her ao-

cienl constitution and her liberty. Not that Die learn-
teaching, he said, "His scholars grew old m ing ol'the Romans contributed to that Id's, but Iheir
learning their art, as if they intended to ex- irreligion. tlitir luiury, and corruptiou, occa* tuned iu
ercise it in the shades below, and to plead t Cato was 9 wnrse quack than Dr. Hill. Hi, med-

ical receipt*, which may be found in his irraii,c of
* Aulus Gcllius mentions a third ambassador, Crj'to- country afla/rs, are either very simple or \try danger-hui the Feripiitetic. ous; and faslinjr, which he eiploded, is bcller than
f The Athenians had plundered the city of Oropus. tlirm all. Duck, pigeon, ami hare, vthicli, if we ma»

Upon complaint made by the inhabitants, the affair believe Plutarch, lit gate his sicli prmilt as a liglil diet
wsu referred to the determination of the Siryonians, arc certainly the strongest and mw>' iiittigfitiblc liindimil the Athenians, not appearing to jmlify themselves,
Were until lut hundred ukuU. of food and Iheir inakiug iliem dream waj n prool
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tram, and asked him, " Whether he had pro- his income, labour and parsimony; but as h«
Tided a husband for his daughter." Upon his grew old, he regarded it only by way of thcorj
answering, " That he had not, nor should, and amusement. He wrote a book concerning
without consulting his best friend;" Cato said, country affairs,* in which, among other things,
"Why then, I have found out a very fit hus- he gives rules for making cakes and pn-wving
band for her, if she can bear with the disparity fruit; for he was desirous to be thought curioui
of agif: for in other respects he is unexcep-and particular in every thing. He kept a bet-
tionable, but he is very old." Salonius reply- ter table in the country than in the town; for
ing, " That he left the disposal of her entirely he always invited some of his acquaintance in
to him, for she was under his protection, and the neighbourhood to sup with him. With
had no dependence but upon his bounty;" these he passed the time in cheerful conversa-
Cato said, without further ceremony, " Then I tion, making himself agreeable not only to
will be your son-in-law." The man at first those of his own age, but to the young; for he
was astonished at the proposal, as may easily had a thorough knowledge of the world, and
DP imagined; believing Cato past the time of had either seen himself, or heard from others, &
life for marrying, and knowing himself far be- variety of things that were curious and enter-
neath an alliance with a family that had been taining. He looked upon the table as one of
honoured with the consulate and a triumph. the best means of forming friendships: and at
But ivhen he saiv that Cato was in earnest, he his, the conversation generally turned upon the
embraced the offer with joy, and the marriage praises of great and excellent men among the
contract was signed as Boon as they came to Romans; as for the bad and the unworthy, no
the forum. mention was made of them, for he would not

While they were busied in preparing for the allow in his company one word, either good or
Duptials, young Cato, taking his relations with bad, to be said of such kind of men.
binij went and asked his father, " What of- The last service he is said to have done the
fence he had committed, that he was going to public was the destruction of Carthage. The
put a mother-in-law upon him?" Cato imme- younger Scipio indeed gave the finishing stroke
diately answered, "Ask not such a question, to that work, but it was undertaken chiefly by
my son; for, instead of being offended, I have the advice and at the instances of Cato. The
reason to praite your whole conduct: I am only occasion of the war was this. The Carthagi-
desirous of having more such sons, and leaving nians and Massinissa, king of Numidia, being
more such citizens to my country." But this at war with each other, Cato was sent into
answer is said to have been given long before, Africa to inquire into the causes of the quar-
by Pisistratus the Athenian tyrant who, when rel. Massinissa from the first had been a fhend
be had sons by a former wife already grown to the Romans, and the Carthaginians were
wp, married a second, Timonassa of Argos, by admitted into their alliance after the great over-
whom he is said to have had two sons more, throw they received from Scipio the elder, but
Jophon and ThessaJus. upon terms which deprived them of great part

By this wife Cato had a son, whom he called of their dominions, and imposed a heavy trib-
Salonius after bis mother's father. As for his ute.f When Cato arrived at Carthage, he
«]dest son Cato, he died in his pretorship. found that city not in the exhausted and hum-
His father often makes mention of him in his ble condition which the Romans imagined,
writings as a brave and worthy man. He bore but full of men fit to bear arms, abounding in
this loss with the moderation of a philosopher, money, in arms, in warlike stores, and not a
applying himself with his usual activity to af- little elated in the thought of its being so well
fairs of state. For he did not, like Lucius provided. He concluded, therefore, that it
Lucullus afterwards, and Metellus Pius, think was now time for the Romans to endeavour to
age an exemption from the service of the pub- settle the points in dispute between the Numi-
lic, but considered that service as his indispen- dians and Carthage; and that, if they did not
"abU? duty; nor yet did he act as Scipio Afri- soon make themselves masters of that city,
cajius had done, who finding himself attacked which was their old enemy, and retained
And opposed by envy in his course of glory, strong resentments of the usage she bad
quitted the administration, and spent the re- lately received, and which had not only re-
mainder of his days in retirement and inaction. covered herself after her losses, but was pro-
But, as one told Dionysius, that the most hon- digiously increased in wealth and power, they
ourable death was to die in possession of sove- would soon be exposed to all their former
reign power, so Cato esteemed that the most dangers. For this reason he returned in all
honourable old age, which was spent in serving haste to Rome, where he informed the senate,
the commonwealth. The amusements in which " That the defeats and other misfortunes
be passed his leisure hours, were the writing which had happened to the Carthaginian*,
«f books and tilling the ground: and this is the had not BO much drained them of their forces,
reason of our having so many treatises on va- as cured them of their folly; and that, in all
rious subjects, and histories, of his composing.* probability, instead of a weaker, they ha-

In his younger days he applied himself to made them a more skilful and warlike enemy;
agriculture, with a view to profit; for he used » This ii the only work of his thai reaiainj end'rt;
fo say, he had only two ways of increasing of the rest we hate only frariucnls.

t"Sci[>io Africanus obliged Ihe Carthag-manj, at the
* Besides a hundred and fifty orations, and more, conclusion of the second Punic war, to del,ver up iheir

that he left behind him, he wrote a treatise of military fleet to the Romans, yield loMassinissapa'tof Syphal'l
liueipliiil, and books of unliyurtiei; in Iwo of these he dominions, and pay the Romanj ten Uion «uid talents.
t".. I > o( Ihe foundation of the cities of Italy : the other This peace was made in Uie third year of the hundred
fivr contained the Rouiau history, particularly a nar- and forty-fourth Olympiad, two hundred yean Wort
rative of the first and iccoutl Tunic war. the Chrul -an era.
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that their war with the Numidians was only a an enemy to be despised by them. On the
prelude to future combats with the Romans; other hand, Cato thought it dangerous, while
and that the late peace was a mere name, for the people were thus inebriated and giddy with
they considered it only as a suspension of arms, power, to suffer a city, which had always been
which they were willing to avail themselves of, great, and which was now grown sober and
till they had a. favourable opportunity to renew wise through its misfortunes, to He watching
the war." every advantage against them. It appeared to

It is said, that at the conclusion of his him, therefore, the wisest course, to have all
ipeech he shook the lap of his gown, and pur- outward dangers removed from the common-
posely dropped some Libiaa figs; and when he wealth, that it might be at leisure to guard
found the senators admired them for their size against internal corruption.
and beauty, he told them, " That the country Thus Cato, they tell us, occasioned the
where they grew was but three days' sail from third and last war against the Carthaginians.
Rome. But what is a stronger instance of his But as soon as it began he died, having first
enmity to Carthage, he never gave his opinion prophesied of the person that should put an
in the senate upon any other point whatever, end to it; who was then a young man, and had
without adding these words, "And my opinion only a tribune's command in the army, but wau
is, that Carthage should he destroyed." Scipio, giving extraordinary proofs of his conduct and
Eurnamed Nasica, made it a point to maintain valour. The news of these exploits being
the contrary, and concluded all hie speeches brought to Rome, Cato cried out,
thus, "And my opinion is, that Carthage should
be left standing." It is very likely that this He ii the soul of council;
great man, perceiving that the people were The rest are shadows Tain.
come to such a pitch of insolence, as to be led
by it into the greatest excesses (so that in the This Scipio soon confirmed by his actions
pride of prosperity they could not be restrained Cato left one son by his second wife, who,
by the senate, but by their overgrown power as we have already observed, was surnamed
were able to draw the government what way Salonius, and a grandson by the son of his first
they pleased,) thought it best that Carthage wife, who died before him. Saloniug died in
should remain to keep them in awe, and to his pratorship, leaving a son named Marcus,
moderate their presumption. For he saw that who came to be consul, and was grandfather*
the Carthaginians were not strong enough to to Cato the Philosopher, the best and most il-
conquer the Romans and yet too respectable lustrious man of his ume-

ARISTIDES AND CATO COMPARED.

HAVOIO thus given a detail of the most memo- people, and servility in courting their favour,
rable actions of these great men, if we com- for the Romans, elated with their power and
pare the whole life of the one with that of the importance, loved to humble those who stood
other, it will not be easy to discern the dif- for the great offices of state. And it was not
ference between them, the eye being attracted the same thing to be rivalled by a Themisto-
by so many striking resemblances. But if we cles, who was neither distinguished by birth nor
examine the several parts of their lives dis- fortune (for he is said not to have been worth
tinctly, a» we do a poem or a picture, we more than three, or, at the most, five talents,
«hall find, in the first place, this common to when he first applied himself to public affairs,)
them both, that they rose to high stations and as to have to contest with a Scipio Africanus,
great honour in their respective common-a Servius Galba, or a Quintius Flaminius,
wealths, not by the help of family connections, without any other assistance or support but a
but merely by their own virtue and abilities. tongue accustomed to speak with freedom in
It is true, that when Aristides raised himself, the cause of justice.
Athens was not in her grandeur, and the de- Besides, Aristides was only one among ten,
magogues and chief magistrates he had to deal that commanded at Marathon and Platsea;
with were men of moderate and nearly equal whereas Cato was chosen one of the two con-
fortunes. For estates of the highest class were suls, from a number of competitors, and one of
then only five hundred medimni: of those of the two censors, though opposed by seven can
the second order, who were knights, three hun- didates, who were some of the greatest and
dred; and of those of the third order, who most illustrious men in Rome.
were called Zeugitae, two hundred. But Cato, It should be observed, too, that Aristidci
from a little village and a country life, launch-was never principal in any action ; for Mil
ed into the Roman government, as into a tiades had the chief honour of the victory at
boundless icean, at a time when it was not Marathon: Themistocles of that at Salamis
conducted by the Curii,the Fabncii, and Hos- and the palm of the important day at Platra
tilii, nor received for its magistrates and ora-as Herodotus tells us, was adjudged to Pausa'
tors men of narrow circumstances who worked nias. Nay, even the second place was dis
with their own hands, from the plough and the
ipade, but was accustomed to regard greatness * This is a mistake in Plutarch; for Saloniui WM

the grandfather, aoJ M»rciu the father or C»u> of
"f family, opulence, distnbutKV «nong the Utka.
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puted wilh Aristides by Sophancs, Aminias, injustice. The same is well represented by
Callimachus, and Cynaiginis, wlio greatly dis-
tinguished themselves on tliat occasion.

On the other hand, Cato not only stood first 

Homer* 

The culture of the field, which fills the store*
In courage and conduct, during his own con- With happy harvests; and domestic cares,

sulate, and in the war with Spain; but when he Which rear the smiling progeny, no charms
Could boast for me; -'twas mine, to sail

acted at Thermopylae only as a tribune, under The gallant ship, lo sound the trump of war,
the auspices of another, he gained the glory of To point the polish'd spear, and hurl the quivering
the victory; for he it was that unlocked the lance.
pass fur the Romans to rush upon Antiochus,
and that brought the war upon the back of By which the poet intimates, that those who
the king, who minded only what was before neglect their own affairs, generally support
him. That victory, which was manifestly the themselves by violence and injustice. For
work of Cato, drove Asia out of Greece, and what the physicians say of oil, that used out-
opened the passage for Scipio to that continent wardly it is beneficial, but pernicious when
afterwards. taken inwardly, is not applicable to the just

Both of them were equally victorious in war, man; nor is it true, that he is usefel to others,
but Aristides miscarried in the administration, and unprofitable to himself and his family. The
being banished and oppressed by the faction politics of Aristides seem, therefore, to have
of Thcmistocles: whilst Cato, though he had been defective in this respect, if it is true (a«
for antagonists almost all the greatest and most most writers assert) that he left not enough
powerful men in Rome, who kept contending either for the portions of his daughters, or for
with him even in his old age, like a skilful the expenses of his funeral.
wrestler, always held his footing. Often im- Thus Cato's family produced prators and
peached before the people, and often the man-consuls to the fourth generation; for his grand-
ager of an impeachment, he generally succeed-sons and their children bore the highest offices:
ed in his prosecution of others, and was never whereas, though Aristides was one of the great-
condemned himself; secure in that bulwark of est men in Greece, yet the most distressing
life, the defensive and offensive armour of elo- poverty prevailing among his descendants,
quence; and to this, much more justly than to some of them were forced to get their bread
fortune, or his guardian genius, we may ascribe by shewing trioks of sleight of hand, or telling
his maintaining his dignity unblemished to the fortunes, and others, to receive public alms,
last. For Antipater bestowed the same enco- and not one of them entertained a sentiment

mium upon Aristotle the philosopher, in what worthy of their illustrious ancestor.
he wrote concerning him after his death, that, It is true, this point is liable to some dis-
among his other qualities, he had the very ex- pute; for poverty is not dishonourable in itself,
traordinary one, of persuading people to what- but only when it is the effect of idleness, in
ever he pleased. temperance, prodigality, and folly. And when,

That the art of governing cities and com- on the contrary, it is associated with all the
monwealths is the chief excellence of man, ad- virtues, in the sober, the industrious, the just,
mits not of a doubt; and it is generally agreed, and valiant statesman, it speaks a great and
that the art of governing a family is no small elevated mind. For an attention to little
ingredient in that excellence. For a city, things renders it impossible to do any thing
which is only a collection of families, cannot that is great; nor can he provide for the wants
oe prosperous in the whole, unless the families of others, whose own are numerous and crav-
that compose it be flourishing and prosperous. ing. The great and necessary provision for a
And Lycurgus, when he banished gold and sil- statesman is, not riches, but a contented mind,
ver out of Sparta, and gave the citizens instead which requiring no superfluities for itself, leave*
of it, money made of iron, that had been a man at full liberty to serve the common-
cpoiled by the fire, did not design to excuse wealth. God is absolutely exempt from wants;
them from attending to economy, but only to and the virtuous man, in proportion as he re-
prevent luxury, which is a tumour and inflam-duces his wants, approaches nearer to the Di-
mation caused by riches; that every one might vine perfection. For as a body well built for
have the greater plenty of the necessaries and health needs nothing exquisite, either in food
conveniences of life. By this establishment or clothing, so a rational way of living, and a
of his, it appears, that he saw farther than any well governed family, demand a very moderate
other legislator; since he was sensible that support. Our possessions, indeed, should be
every society has more to apprehend from its proportioned to the use we make of them; he
needy members, than from the rich. For this that amasses a great deal, and uses but little,
reason, Cato was no less attentive to the man- is far from being satisfied and happy in hii
agement of his domestic concerns than to that abundance; for if, while he is solicitous to in-
of public affairs: and he not only increased hie crease it, he has no desire of those things which
own estate, but became a guide to others in wealth can procure, he is foolish; if he does
economy and agriculture, concerning which he desire them, and yet out of meanness of spirit
collected many useful rules. will not allow himself in their enjoyment, he

But Aristides, by his indigence, brought a is miser.ible.

disgrace upon justice itself, as if it were the I would fain ask Cato himself this question,
ruin and impoverishment of families, and a " If riches are to be enjoyed, why, when pos-
quality that ia profitable to any one rather than sessed of a great deal, did he plume himself
the owner. Hcsiod, however, has said a good upon being sj»isfied with a little."1 If it be a
deal to exhort us both to justice and economy, commendable thing, as indeed it is, to be con-
and uivciglw against idleness as the source of " OJy*. L. IT.
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lented with coarse bre"d, and such wine as our i praiiiog himself, not so complete in virtue as
servants and labouring people drink, and not the modest man, who docs not even want others
to covet purple and elegantly plastered houses, to praise him. For modesty ie a very proper
then Aristides, Epaminondas, Manius Curius, ingredient in the mild and engaging manner
and Caius Fabricius were perfectly right, in necessary for a statesman; on the other hand,
neglecting to acquire what they did not think he who demands any extraordinary respect is
proper to use. For it was by no means neces-difficult to please, and liable to envy. Cato
sary for a man who, like Cato, could make a was -very subject to this fault, and Anstidcs en-
delicious meal on turnips, and loved to boil tirely free from it. For Arigtides, by co-ope-
them himself, while his wile baked the bread, rating with his enemy Themistocles in his
to talk so much about a farthing, and to write greatest actions, and being as it were a guard
hy what means a man might soonest grow rich. to him while he had the command, restored the
Indeed, simplicity and frugality are then only affairs of Athens: whereas Cato, by counter-
great things, when they free the mind from the acting Scipio, had well nigh Wasted and ruined
desire of superfluities and the anxities of care. that expedition of his against Carthage, which
Hence it was that Aristides, in the trial of Cal- brought down Hannibal, who, till then was in-
lias, said, It was Jit for none to be ashamed vincible. And he continued to raise suspicions
qf poverty, but those that were poor against against him, and to persecute him with calum-
their wills; and that they who, like him, were nies, till at last he drove him out of Rome, and
poor out of choice, might £/ory in it- For it got his brother stigmatized with the shameful
is ridiculous to suppose that the poverty of crime of embezzling the public money.
Ariftides was to be imputed to sloth, since he As for temperance, which Cato always ex
might, without being guilty of the least base- tolled as the greatest of virtues, Aristides pre-
ness, have raised himself to opulence, by the served it in its utmost purity and perfection;
spoil of one barbarian, or the plunder of one while Cato by marrying so much beneaih him-
tent. But enough of this. self, and at an unseasonable time of life, stood

As to military achievements, those of Cato justly impeached in that respect. For it vvaa
added but little to the Roman empire, which by no means decent at his great age, to bring
"was already very great, whereas the battles of home to his son and daughter-in-law, a young
Marathon, Salamia, and Plalsa, the most glo- wife, the daughter of his secretary, a man who
rious and important actions of the Greeks, are received wages of the public. Whether ha
numbered among those of Aristides. Arid sure- did it merely to gratify his appetite, or to re-
ly Antiochus is not worthy to be mentioned venge the affront which his son put upon his
with Xerjcea, nor the demolishing of the walls favourite slave, both the cause and the thing
of the Spanish towns, with the destruction of were dishonourable. And the reason which
10 many thousands of barbarians both by sea he gave to his son was ironical and groundless-
and land. On these great occasions Aristides For if he was desirous of having more children
was inferior to none in real service, but he left like him, he should have looked out before for
the glory and (he laurels, as he did the wealth; some women of family, and not have put off the
to others who had more need of them, because thoughts of marrying again, till his commerce
he was above them. with so mean a creature was discovered; and

I do not blame Cato for perpetually boasting when it was discovered, he ought to have cho-
and giving himself the preference to others, sen for his father-in-law, not the man who
though in one of his peices he says, It is ab- would most readily accept his proposals, but
surd for a man either to commend or deprc- one whose alliance would have done him the
tiate Mmse(f; but I ttuuk the man who IB often most honour.

PHILOPCEMEN.

AT Mantmea there was a man of great qualitv \Achilles was educated by PhcEnix, and formedam! T,"»»r Tiimo/i r*<,a»T,i\e-T* whn h«.,nn nlm from his infancy to generous sentiments and po named Cassandcr,* who, being
obliged by a reverse of fortune, to quit his own and royal virtues.
country, went and settled at Megalopolis. He But when he was past the years of child-
was induced to fix there, chiefly by the friend- hood, Ecdemus and Demophanes* had the
ihip which subsisted between him and Crau- principal care of him. They were both Mega-
»is,t the father of Philopo?mcn, who was in all lopolitans, who having learned the academic
respects an extraordinary man. While his philosophy of Arcesilaus,t applied it, above
friend lived, he had all that he could wish, and all the men of their time, to action and affairs
being desirous, after his death, to make some of state. They delivered their country from
return for his hospitality he educated his or- tyranny, by providing persons privately to take
phan son, in the same manner as Homer gays off Anstodemus: they were assisting to Ararua

in driving out Neocleg, the tyrant of Sicyon;
* Pau>«nia« caTU Kim Cleander ; and some manu-

"cripu of Plutarch'agree with him. So it it also m * In Fausanias, their namei ire Ecdilm and Mega-
tit Iran. Uh. IN orGuarini. lophanes.

t Craugjs in Paiuanias ; in the inscription of A ita- f Arresilaus w» founder of the middle Academy,
toe of Philoptemcn at Tegeat ; aad in aa ancient ed- ami made some alleraliou in the doctrine which had
uction of epigram*. oouintd.
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and, at the request of the people of Cyrene, much sleep and full meals, stated times of e*
whose government was in great disorder, they rcise and rest, every little departure from
"ailed thither, settled it on the foundation of iis rules being very prejudicial to him: where-
good laws, and thoroughly regulated the com- as the soldier should be prepared for the most
monwealth. But among all their great ac- rregular changes of living, and should chiefly
tions, they valued themselves most on the edu- endeavour to bring himself to bear the want
cation of Philopoemen, as having rendered him, of food and sleep, without difficulty. Philo.
by the principles of philosophy, a common ben- posmen hearing this, not only avoided and de-
efit to Greece. And indeed, as he came the rided the exercise of wrestling himself, but
last of so many excellent generals, Greece afterwards when he came to be general, to
loved him extremely, as the child of her old the utmost of his power exploded the whole
age, and, as his reputation increased, enlarged art, by every mark of disgrace and expression
his power. For which reason, a certain Ro- of contempt; satisfied that it rendered per-
man rails him the last qftlte Greeks, meaning sons, who were the most fit for war, quite
that Greece had not produced one great man, useless, and unable to fight on necessary oc-
or one that was worthy of her, after him. casions.

His visage was not very homely,* as some When his governors and preceptors had
Imagined it to have been; for we see his statue quitted their charge, he engaged in those pri-
still remaining at Delphi. As for the mistake vate incursions into Laconia, which the city
of his hostess at Megara, it is said to be owing of Megalopolis made for the sake of booty; and
to his easiness of behaviour, and the simplicity in these he was sure to be the first to march
of his garb. She having word brought that the out, and the last to return.
general of the Achsans was coming to her house, His leisure he spent either in the chase,
was in great care and hurry to provide his sup- which increased both hia strength and activity,
per, her husband happening to be out of the or in the tillage of the field. For he had a
way. In the mean time Philopo?men came, handsome estate twenty furlongs from the city,
and as his habit was ordinary, she took him to which he went every day after dinner, or
for one of his own servants, or for a harbinger, after supper; and, at night, he threw himself
and desired him to assist her in the business of upon an ordinary mattress, and slept as one of
the kitchen. He presently threw off his cloak, the labourers. Early in the morning he rose
and began to cleave some wood; when the and went to work along with his vine-dressers
master of the house returning, and seeing him or ploughmen; after which he returned to the
to employed, said, "What is the meaning of town, and employed his time about the public
this, Philopcemen?" He replied in broad Doric, affairs with his friends and with the magistrates.
" I am paying the fine of mydeformity." Titus What he gained in the wars he laid out upon
Flaminius, rallying him one day upon his make, horses or arms, or in the redeeming of captives,
said, "What fine hands and legs you have! but but he endeavoured to improve his own estate
then you have no belly:" and he was indeed the justest way in the world, by agriculture I
very slender in the waist. But this raillery mean.* Nor did he apply himself to it in a
might rather be referred to the condition of cursory manner, but in full conviction that the
his fortune: for he had good soldiers, both surest way not to touch what belongs to other*
horse and foot, but very often wanted money is to take care of one's own.
to pay them. These stories are subjects of He spent some time in hearing the discourses
disputations in the schools. and studying the writings of philosophers; but

As to his manners, we find that hia pursuits selected such as he thought might assist his
of honour were too much attended with rough- progress in virtue. Among the poetical inv
ness and passion. Epaminondas was the per- ages in Homer, he attended to those which
son whom he proposed for his pattern; and he seemed to excite and encourage valour: and as
succeeded in imitating his activity, shrewd- to other authors, he was most conversant in
ness, and contempt of riches; but his choleric, the Tactics of Evangelus,t and in the Histo-
contentious humour prevented his attaining to ry of Alexander; being persuaded that learn-
the mildness, the gravity, and candour of that ing ought to conduce to action, and not be con-
great man in political disputes; so that he sidered as mere pastime and a useless fund
seemed rather fit for war than for the civil ad- for talk. In the study of Tactics he neglected
ministration. Indeed, from a child he was those plans and diagrams that are drawn upon
fond of every thing in the military way, and paper, and exemplified the rules in the field;
readily entered into the exercises which tend considering with himself as he travelled, and
ed to that purpose, those of riding for instance, pointing out to those about him, the difficulties
and handling of arms. As he seemed weli of steep or broken ground; and how the ranks
formed for wrestling too, his friends and gov- of an army must be extended or closed, ac.
ernors advised him to improve himself in that
art; which gave him occasion to ask, whether
lhat might be consistent with his proficiency "Columella sap, agriculture is aeit akin (o philos-

ophy. It does, indeed, afford a person who is capable
as a soldier? They told him the truth: that of speculation^ an opportunity of meditating on nature;
fhe habit of body and manner of life, the diet and such meditations enlarge the mind.
and exercise, of a soldier and a wrestler, were f This author is mentioned by Arrian, who also
entirely different: that the wrestler must have wrote A discourse on Tactics. He observes, that thetreatise or Erangelus, as well as those of several other

writers on that subject, were become of little use ifl
his time, because they had omitted several things 01

* Pamariiaj atsuret at, (hat hit viuge wu homely. sulncii-Dtly known in their days, which, however, tbel
but at the same lime declares, that, in point ofsizeaud
strength, uo man in Pejopoouejus exceeded him. wanted explication. This may serve as a cautioL I*

future writers, on thii and such like mbjecto*
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cording to the difference* made by riven, with the Megalopolitans, falling upon that -ighl-
ditches, and defiles. armed corps himself, at the first encounter put

He seems, indeed, to have set rather too them in confusion, and soon after routed them
freat a value on military knowledge; embrac-with great slaughter. Desirous yet further to
ing war aa the most extensive exercise of vir- encourage Antigonus's troops, and quickly to
tue, and despising those that were not versed penetrate into the enemy's army, which was
in it, as persons entirely useless. now in some disorder, he quitted his horse,

He was now thirty years old, when Cleo- and advancing on foot, in his horseman's coat
menes,* king of the Lacedaemonians, surprised of mail and other heavy accoutrements, upon
Megalopolis in the night, and having forced rough uneven ground, that was fu'l of springs
the guards, entered and seized the market- and bogs, he was making his way w ith extreme
place. Philopremen ran to succour the inhab- difficulty, when he had both his thighs struck
itants, but was not able to drive out the enemy, through with a javelin, so that the point came
though he fought with the most determined through on the other side, and the wound wai
and desperate valour. He prevailed, however, great, though not mortal. At first he stood
so far as to give the people opportunity to steal still as if he had been shackled, not knowing
out of the town, by maintaining the combat what method to take. For the thong in the
with the pursuers, and drawing Cleomenes middle of the javelin rendered it difficult to be
upon himself, so that he retired the last with drawn out; nor would any about him venture
difficulty, and after prodigious efforts: being to do it. At the same time the fight being at
wounded, and having his horse killed under the hottest, and likely to be soon over, honour
him. When they had gained Messene, Cleo- and indignation pushed him on to take his share
menes made them an offer of their city with in it; and therefore, by moving his legs this
their lands and goods. Philopcemen perceiv- way and that, he broke the staff, and then or-
ing they were glad to accept the proposal, and dered the pieces to be pulled out. Thus set free,
in haste to return, strongly opposed it, repre- he ran, sword in hand, through the first ranks, to
senting to them in a set speech, that Cleomenes charge the enemy; at the same time animating
did not want to restore them their city, but to the troops, and firing them with emulation.
be master of the citizens, in order that he might Antigonus having gained the victory, to try
be more secure of keeping the place: that he his Macedonian officers, demanded of them,
could not sit still long to watch empty houses "Why they had brought on the cavalry before
and walla for the very solitude would force him he gave them the signal?" By way of apology,
away. By this argument he turned the Mega- they said, "They were obliged, against their
lopohtans from their purpose, but at the same will, to come to action, because a young man
time furnished Cleomenes with a pretence to of Megalopolis had begun the attack too soon."
plunder the town and demolish the greatest "That young man," replied Antigonus, smiling,
part of it, and to march offloaded with booty. "has performed the office of an experienced

Soon after Antigonus came down to assist general."
the Achacans against Cleomenes; and finding This action as we may easily imagine, lifted
that he had possessed himself of the heights of Plnlopcemen into great reputation, so that An-
Sellasia, and blocked up the passages, Anti- tigonus was very desirous of having his service
gonus drew up his army near him, with a res- in the wars, and offered him a considerable com*
olution to force him from bis post. Philopoe- mand with great appointments; but he declined
men, with his citizens, was placed among the it, because he knew he would not bear to be un-
cavalry, supported by the Illyrian foot, a nu- der the direction of another. Not choosing how-
merous and gallant body of men, who closed ever to lie idle, and hearing there was a war in
that extremity. They had orders to wait qui- Crete, he sailed thither to exercise and improve
etly, until, from the other wing, where the his military talents. When he had served there
king fought in person, they should see a red a good while, along with a set of brave men,
robe lilted up upon the point of a spear. The who were not only versed in all the stratagems
Achsans kept their ground, as they were di- of war, but temperate besides, and strict in their
rected: but the Illyrian officers with their corps manner of living, he returned with so much re-
attempted to break in upon the Lacedemonians. nown to the Achxans, that they immediately
Euclidas, the brother of Cleomenes, seeing this appointed him general of horse. He found that
opening made in the enemy's army, immediate-the cavalry made use of small and mean horses,
ly ordered, a party of his light-armed infantry which they picked up as they could when they
to wheel about and attack the rear of the lllyr- were called to a campaign; that many of them
idns, thus separated from the horse. This be- shunned the wars,and sentothers in their stead;
ing put in execution, and the Illyrians, haras- and that shameful ignorance of service, with
sed and broken, Philopcemen perceived that it its consequence, timidity, prevailed among
would be no difficult matter to drive off that them all. The former generals had connived
light-armed party, and that the occasion called at this, because, it being a degree of honour
for it. First he mentioned the thing to the among the Achscans to serve on horseback, the
king's officers, but they rejected the hint, aii^J cavalry had great power in the commonwealth
considered him as no belter than a madman, and considerable influence in the distribution
his reputation being not yet respectable enough of rewards and punishments. But Philopcemen
to justify such a movement. He, therefore, would not yield to such considerations, or grant

" Clcomeoes made himself mailer of Megalopolis them the least indulgence. Instead of that, he
in the second fear of (he hundred and thirty-ninth applied to the several towns, and to each of
Olympiad, which was the two hundred and twenty- the young men in particular, rousing them to
first before the Chruliiu xra. a sense of honour, punishing where necessity
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requited, and practising them in exercise, re- much shorter than the Macedonian pil:cs; for
»iews, and mock-battles, in places of the great-which reason they answered the end in fight-
est resort. By these means in a little time he ing at a distance, but were of little use in close
brought them to surprising strength and spirit; battle. As for the order of battle, they had
and, what is of most consequence, in discipline; not been accustomed to draw up in a spiral
Tendered them so light and quick, that all their form,* but in the square battalion, which hav-
evolutions and movements, whether performed ing neither a front of pikes, nor shields, fit
separately or together, were executed with so to lock together, like that of the Macedonians,
much readiness and address, that their motion was easily penetrated and broken Philopo>
was like that of one body actuated by an inter- men altered both; persuading them instead of
nal voluntary principle. In the great battle the buckler and lance, to take the shield and
"which foey fought with the .Etolians and pike; Vo arm their heads, bodies, thighs, and
Eleans near the river Larissus,* Demophantus, legs; and, instead of a light and desultory
general ofthe Elean horse, advanced before the manner of fighting, to adopt a close and firm
fines, at full speed against PhiloptEmen. Phi- one. After he had brought the youth to wear
lopoemen, preventing his blow, with a push with complete armour, and on that account to con-
his spear brought him dead to the ground. The sider themselves as invincible, his next step
enemy seeing Demophantus fall, immediately was to reform them with respect to luxury and
fled. And now Philopcemen was universally love of expense. He could not, indeed, en-
celebrated as not inferior to the young in per- tirely cure them of the distemper with which
sonal valour, nor to the old in prudence, and as they had long been infected, the vanity of ap
equally well qualified both to fight and to com- pearance, for they had vied with each other
mand. in fine clothes, in purple carpets, and in the

Aratus was, indeed, the first who raised the rich service of their tables. But he began with
commonwealth of the Acha;an8 to dignity and diverting their love of show from superfluous
power. For, whereas, before they were in a things to those that were useful and honoura-
low condition, dispersed in unconnected cities, ble, and soon prevailed with them to retrench
he united them in one body, and gave them a tlmi daily expense upon their persons, and to
moderate civil government worthy of Greece. give in to a magnificence in their arms ajid
And as it happens in running waters, that when the whole equipage of war. The shops there-
a few small bodies stop, others stick to them, fore were seen strewed with plate broken in
and one part strengthening another, the whole pieces, while breast-plates were gilt with the
becomes one firm and solid mass, so it was with gold, and shields and bridles studded with the
Greece. At a time when she was weak and silver. On the parade the young men were
easily broken, dispersed as she was in a variety managing horses, or exercising their arms.
nf cities, which stood each upon its own bot- The women were seen adorning helmets and
tom, the Achajans first united themselves, and crests with various colours, or embroidering
then drawing some of the neighbouring cities military vests both for the cavalry and infan-
to them by assisting them to expel their tyrants, try. The very sight of these things inflamed
while others voluntarily joined them for the their courage, and called forth their vigour,
Bake of that unanimity which they beheld in so made them venturous, and ready to face any
well-constituted a government; they conceived danger. For much expense in other things that
tiie great design of forming Peloponnesus into attract our eyes, tempts to luxury, and too often
one community. It is true, that while Aratus produces effeminacy; the feasting ofthe senses
lived, they attended the motions of the Mace- relaxing the vigour of the mind; but in this
donians, and marie their court first to Ptolemy, instance it strengthens and improves it. Thus
and after to Antigonus and Philip, who all had Homer represents Achilles, at the sight of his
a great share in the affairs of Greece. But new armour, exulting with joy,f and burning
when Philopcemen had taken upon him the with impatience to use it. When Philopoe-
administration, the Achseans, finding them- men had persuaded the youth thus to arm and
selves respectable enough to oppose their adorn themselves, he mustered and trained
strongest adversaries, ceased to call in foreign them continually, and they entered with pride
protectors. As for Aratus, not being so fit for and pleasure into his exercise. For they were
conflicts in the field, he managed most of his greatly delighted with the new form of the
affairs by address, by moderation, and by the battalion, which was so cemented that it seem-
friendships he had formed with foreign princes, ed impossible to break it. And their arms
as we have related in his life. But Philopoe- became easy and light in the wearing, because
men, being a great warrior, vigorous and bold, they were charmed with their richness and
and successful withal in the first battles that beauty, and they longed for nothing more than
he fought, raised the ambition of the Achacans to use them against the enemy, and to try them
together with their power; for under him they in a real encounter.
tvere used to conquer.

In the lirst place, he corrected the errors of * The Macedonian phalanx occasionally altered lhel«
the Achceans in drawing up their forces and in form from the square lo the spiral or orbicular, ao»
the make of their arms. For hitherto they had sometimes to that ofthe cuncus or wedge.f She drops the radiant burden on Ihe ground ;
made use of bucklers which were easy to Clang the strong arms, and ring the shores around,
manage on account of their smallness, but too Back shrink the Myrmidons wfth dead surprise,
narrow to cover the body, and lances that were And from the broad effulgence turn their eyes.Unmoved, the hero kindles at the show,

And feels with rage divine his bosom glow;
» Thl» battle was fought the fourth year of the hun- From his fierce eyeballs living flames expire,

dred and forty-second Olympiad, when PhiloptEmen Aud flash incessant, like a stream of fire.
VII ui Ins lortj -fuurih year. Pope, a. b. xtu
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At that time the Achxans were at war with best order and attire, to pass in review before
Machamdas, the tyrant of Laccdjemon, who, the Greeks, and to make all the movements
with a powerful army, was watching his op- which the art of war teaches, with the utmost
portunity to subdue all Peloponnesus. As vigour and agility. After this he entered the
toon as news was brought that he was fallen theatre, while the musicians were contending
upon the Mantincans, Philoprcmen took the for the prize. He was attended by the youth in
field, and marched against him. They drew their military cloaks and scarlet vests. These
up their armies near Mantinea, each having a young men were all well made, of the same age
good number of mercenaries in pay, beside and stature, and though they shewed great re-
the whole force of their respective cities. The spect for their general, yet they seemed not a
engagement being begun, Machanidas with his little elated themselves with the many glorious
foreign troops attacked and put to flight the battles they had fought. In the moment that
"pearmen and the Tarentines, who were placed they entered, Pylades the musician happened to
in the Ach.tan front; but afterwards, instead be singing to his lyre the Persx of Timotheus,*.
of falling upon that part of the army who stood and was pronouncing this verse which begins,
their ground, and breaking them, he went The palm of liberty for Greece 1 won,
upon the pursuit of the fugitives,* and when
he should have endeavoured to rout the main when the people, struck with the grandeur of the
body of the Achxans, left his own uncovered. poetry, sung by a voice equally excellent, from
Philopojmen, after so indifferent a beginning, every part of the theatre turned their eyes upon
made light of the misfortune, and represented PhilopoMnen, and welcomed him with the loud-
it as no great matter, though the day seemed est plaudits. They caught in idea the ancient
to be lost. But when he saw what an error dignity of Greece, and in their present confi-
the enemy committed, in quitting their foot, dence aspired to the lofty spirit of former time*.
and going upon the pursuit, by which they left As young horses require their accustomed
him a good opening, he did not try to stop riders, and are wild and unruly when mounted
them in their career after the fugitives, but by strangers, EO it was with the Achsang.
suffer them to pass by. When the pursuers When their forces were under any other com-
were got at a great distance, he roshcd upon mander, on every great emergency, they grew
the Lacedarnonian infantry, now left unsup- discontented and looked about for Philop<£men
ported by their right wing. Stretching, there-and if (:e did but make his appearance, they
fore, to the left, he took them in flank, desti-were soon satisfied again and fitted for action
tute as they were of a genera!, and far from by the confidence which they placed in him;
expecting to come to blows; for they thought well knowing that he was the only general
Machamdas absolutely sure of victory, when whom their enemies durst not look in the face,
ihey saw him upon the pursuit. and that they were ready to tremble at his very

After he had routed tiiis infantry with great name.
"laughter (for it is said that four thousand La- Philip, king of Macedon, thinking he could
cedaemonians were left dead upon the spot,) easily bring the Achxans under him again, if
he marched against Machanidas, who wag Philoposmen was out of the way, privately
now returning with his mercenaries from the sent some persons to Argos to assassinate him.
pursuit. There was a broad and deep ditch But this treachery was timely discovered, and
between him, where both strove a while, the brought upon Philip the hatred and contempt of
one to get over and fly, the other to hinder all the Greeks. The Bffotians were besieging
him. Their appearance was not like that of Megara, and hoped to be soon masters of the
a combat between two generals, but between place, when a report, though not a true one,
two wild beasts (or rather between a hunter being spread among them, that Philopo;men
and a wild beast,) whom necessity reduces to was approaching to the relief of the besieged,
fight. Philopamen was the great hunter. they left their scaling-ladders already planted
The tyrant's horse being strong and spirited, against the walls, and took to flight. Nabis,
and violently spurred on both sides, ventured who was tyrant of Lacedaemon after Machani-
to leap into the ditch; and was raising his das, had taken Messene by surprise. And
fore feet in order to gain the opposite bank, Philopcemen, who was out of command, en-
when Sirnmias and Polysnus, who always deavoured to persuade Lysippus, then general
fought by the side of Philopcemen, both rode of the Achzans, to succour the Messenians:
up and levelled their spears against Machani-but not prevailing with him, because he said,
das. But Philoptemen prevented them; and the enemy was within, and the place irrecover-
perceiving that the horse, with his head high ably lost, he went himself; taking with him his
reared, covered the tyrant's body, he turned own citizens, who waited neither for form of
bio own a little, and pushing his spear at him law nor commission, but followed him upon
with all his force, tumbled liim into the ditch. this natural principle, that he who excels should
The Achxans, ia admiration of this exploit always command. When he was got pretty
and of hid conduct in the whole action, set up near, Nabis was informed of it; and not daring
bis statue in brass at Delphi, in the attitude in to wait, though his army lay quartered in the
which he killed the tyrant. town, stole out at another gate with his troops,

It is reported, that at the Nemean games, a and marched off precipitately, thinking himself
little after he had gained the battle of Manti- happy if he could escape. He did indeed e§-
nes, Philopoemen, then chosen general a se- cape, but Messene was rescued.
cond turn:, and at leisure on account of that Thus far every thing is great in the character
(real festival, first caused this phalanx, in the » TinH>lheui was a Dithyrambic poet, who flourish

ed about the ninety-fillh Olympiad, three hun<lr*tt
*Polybiu.,l.xi. and ninety eijnt ye»ri before the Christian zr».
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of Phi lopo?incn. But as for his goinij a second his countrymen should have any share of the
lime into Crete, at !he request of the Gorty- advantages of the sea, Jest of good soldiers (aa
niang, who were engaged in war, and wanted Plato expresses it) they should become licen
him for general, it has been blamed, either as tious and dissolute sailors; and therefore chose
an act of cowardice, in deserting his own to return from Asia and the isles, without af-
country when she was distressed by Nabis, or fecting any thing. But Philopa-mcn being per-
as an unseasonable ambition to shew himself suaded tliat his sl>il! in the land service would
to strangers. And it is true, the Megalopoli- insure his success at sea, found, to hie cost,
tans were then so hard prebsed, that they were how much experience contributes to victory,
obliged to shut themselves upwithin theirwalls, and how much practice adds in all things to our
and tu sow corn in their very streets; the enemy powers. For he was not only worsted in the
having laid waste their land, and encamped sea-fight for want of skill; but having fitted up
almost at their gates. Philopo?men, therefore, an old ship which had been a famous vessel
by entering into the service of the Cretans at forty years before, and manned it with his
such a time, and taking a command beyond sea, townsmen, it proved so leaky that they were
furnished his enemies with a pretence to ac- in danger of being lost. Finding that, after
cuse him of basely flying from the war at home. this, the enemy despised him at a man who dis

Yet it is said, that as the Achsans had cho- claimed all pretensions' at sea, and that they
sen other generals, Philopo?men, being unem- hnd insolently laid siege to Gythium, he set sal
ployed, bestowed his leisure upon the Gorty- again; and as they did not expect him, but v> ere
nians, and took a command among them at dispersed without any precaution, by reason of
their request. For he had an extreme aversion their late victory, he landed in the night,burned
to idleness, and was desirous, above all things, their camp, and killed a great number of them.
to keep his talents, as a soldier and general, in A few days after, as he was marching through
constant practice. This was clear from v> hat a difficult pass, Nabis came suddenly upon
he said of Ptolemy. Some were commending him. The Achseans were in great terror,
that prince for daily studying the art of war, thinking it impossible to escape out of so dan-
and improving his strength by martial exercise; gerous a passage, which the enemy had already
" Who," said he, " can praise a prince of his seized. But Philopojmen, making a little halt,
age, that is always preparing, and never per- and seeing, at once, the nature of the ground,
forms?" shewed that skill in drawing up an army is

The Megalopolitans, highly incensed at his the capital point in the art of war. For alter-
absence, and looking upon it as a desertion, ing a little the disposition of his forces, and
were inclined to pass an outlawry against him. adapting it to the present occasion, without
But theAchrans prevented them by sending am bustle he easily disengaged (hem from the
their general" Anstsnetus to Megalopolis, who, difficulty; and then falling upon the enemy,
though he differed with Philopcpmen about mat- put them entirely to the rout. When he saw
ters of government,, would not suffer him to be that they fled not to the town, but dispersed
declared an outlaw. Philopcemen, finding him- themselves about the country; as the ground
self neglected by his citizens, drew off from was woody and uneven, and on account of
them several of the neighbouring boroughs, and the brooks and ditches impracticable for the
instructed them to allege that they were not horse, he did not go upon the pursuit, but en-
comprised in their taxations, nor originally of camped before the evening. Concluding, how-
their dependencies. But assisting them to ever, that the fugitives would return as soon
maintain this pretext, he lessened the authority as it grew dark, and draw up in a straggling
of Megalopolis in the general assembly of the manner to the city, he placed in ambush, by the
Achaeans. But these things happened some brooks and hills that surrounded it, many par-
time after. ties of the Achseans with their swords in their

Whilst he commanded the Gortynians in hands. By this means the greatest part of the
Crete, he did not, like a Peloponnesian or Ar- troops of Nabis were cut of: for not returning
cadian, make war in an open generous manner, in a body, but as the chance of flight had dis-
but adopting the Cretan customs, and using persed them, they fell into their enemies' hand,
their artifices and sleights, their stratagems and and were caught like so many birds, ere they
ambushes, against themselves, he soon shewed could enter the town.
that their devices were like the short-sighted Philopo;men being received on this account
schemes of children, when compared with the with great honour and applause in all the thea-
ong reach of an experienced general. tres of Greece, it gave some umbrage to Fla-

Having greatly distinguished himself by minius, a man naturally ambitious. For, as a
these means, and performed many exploits in Roman consul, he thought himself entitled to
that country, he returned to Peloponnesus with much greater marks of distinction among the
honour. Here he found Philip beaten by T. Q. Achians than a man of Arcadia, and that, a)
F laminius, and Nabis engaged in war both a public benefactor, he was infinitely above
with the Komans and Achzans. He was im- him : having by one proclamation set free all
mediately chosen general of the Achaians; but that part of Greece which had been enslaved
venturing to act at sea, he fell under the same liy Philip and the Macedonians. After this,
misfortune with Kpaminondas; he saw the Flaminius made peace with Nabis; and Nabia
great ideis that had been formed of his courage was assassinated by the .Ktolians. Hereupon
and conduct vanish in consequence of his jJJ Sparta being in great confusion, Philopirmen
iucccss in a naval engagement. Some say, arizing the opportunity, came upon it with hn
indeed, that Epaminondas was unwilling that army, and, partly by force and partly by per-

(uasion, brought that city to join in the Arhsraa
* Pnlybiui and Livy call him AriiUcnoj. league.-Tile gaining over a( ily ol such dig
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nltv and power made him perfectly adored I tells us; or, according to Aristocratcs, three
among the Achaeans. And, indeed, Sparta 

" 
k_ji - j-_j 0-.-.4- WntftAvaJI *nfl AAv H» *1pmr\li«Vipil their %sal «. hundred and fifty. He demolished their walls,

was an acquisition of vast importance to Achain, took from them great part of their territory,
of which she is now become a member. It was and added it to that of Megalopolis. All who
also a grateful service to the principal Lace-had been made free of Sparta by the tyrants
demonians, who hoped now to have him for he disfranchised, and carried into Achaia; ex-
the guardian of their liberty. For which rea-cept three thousand who refused to quit the
son, hiving sold the house and goods of Nabis, place, and those he sold for slaves. By way
by a public decree, they gave the money, which of insult, as it were, upon Sparta, with the
amounted to a hundred and twenty talents, to money arising thence he built a portico in Me-
Phi!opa?men, and determined to send it by per-galopolis. Pursuing his vengeance against that
sons deputed from their body. unhappy people, who had already suffered

On this occasion it appeared how clear his more than they deserved, he added one cruel
integrity was, that he not only eeemed, but icas and most unjust thing to fill up the measure of
a virtuous man. For not one of the Spartans it; he destroyed their constitution. He abol-
chose to speak to a person of his character ished the discipline of Lycurgus, compelled
about a present; but afraid of the office, they them to give their children and youth an
all excused themselves, and put it upon Timo- Acli.i an education, instead of that of their
aus, to whom he was hound by the rights of own country, being persuaded that their spirit

hospitality. Timolaus went to Megalopolis, could never l^p humbled while they adhered to
and was entertained at Philoprcmen's house; the institutions of their great lawgiver. Thus
but when he observed the gravity of his dis- brought by the weight of their calamities to
course, the simplicity of his diet, and his in- have the sinews of iheir city cut by Philopoe-
tegrity of manners, quite impregnable to the men, they grew tame and submissive. Some
attacks and deceits of money, he said not a time after, indeed, upon application to the Ro-
word about the present, but having assigned mans, they shook off the Achaean customs, and
another cause for his coming, returned home. re-established their ancient ones, as far as it
He was sent a second time, but could not men- could be done, after so much misery and cor-
tion the money. In a third visit he brought it ruption.
out with much difficulty, and declared the be- When the Romans were carrying on the war
nevolence of Sparta to him. Philoprcmen with Antiochus in Greece, Philopcemen was in
heard with pleasure what he had to say, but a private station. And when he saw Antio-
immediately went himself to the people of La- chus sit still at Chelcia, and spend his time in
cedsmon, and advised them not to try to tempt youthful love and a marriage unsuitable to his
good men with money, who were already their years, while the Syrians roamed from town to
friends, and of whose virtues they might freely town without discipline and without officers,
avail themselves; hut to buy and corrupt ill and minded nothing but their pleasures, he re-
men, who opposed their measures in council, pined extremely that he was not then general
that, thus silenced, they might give them less of the Acha;ans, and scrupled not to declare,
trouble; it being much better to stop the mouths that he envied the Romans their victory: "Fo(
of their enemies than of their friends. Such had I been in command," said he, "I would
was Philopcemen's contempt of money. ha-ve cut them all in pieces in the taverns."

Some time after, Diophanes, being general After Antiochus was overcome, the Romans
of the Achaeans, and hearing that the Lacedae- pressed still harder upon Greece, and hemmed
monians had thoughts of withdrawing from the in the Achsans with their power: the orators
league, determined to chastise them.* Mean- too inclined to their interest. Under the au-
while they prepared for war, and raised great spices of Heaven, their strength prevailed over
commotions in Peloponnesus. Pbiloposmen all; and the point was at hand, where fortune,
tried to appease Diophanes and keep him quiet: who had long veered, was to stand still. In
representing to him, "That while Antiochus these circumstances, Philopoemen, like a good
and the Romans were contending in the heart pilot, struggled with the times. Sometimes he
of Greece, with two such powerful armies, an was forced to give way a little and yield to the
Achaean general should turn his attention to times, but on most occasions maintaining the
them; and, instead of lighting up a war at conflict, he endeavoured to draw all that were
nome, should overlook and pass by some real considerable either for their eloquence or
injuries." When he found that Diophanes did riches, to the side of liberty. Aristcenetus the
not hearken to him, but marched along with Megalopolitan, who had great interest among
Flaminius into Laconia, and that they took the Achsans, but always courted the Romans,
their route towards Sparta, he did a thing that declared it in council as his opinion, "That
cannot be vindicated by law and strict justice, they ought not to be opposed or disobliged in
but which discovers a great and noble daring. any thing. Philopremen heard him with silent
He got into the town himself, and, though but indignation; and, at last, when he could refrain
a private man, shut the gates against an Achaean no longer, said to him, "And why, in such haste,
general and a Roman consul; healed the di- "wretched man, to see an end of Greece !"
visions among the Lacedaemonians, and brought Manius,* the Roman consul, after the defeat
them back to the league. of Antiochus, moved the Achians to permit

Yet, afterwards, when he wag general him- the Lacedaemonian exiles to return, and Titus
self, upon some new subject of complaint seconded him in his application; but Philopo>
against that people, he restored their exiles, men opposed it, not out of any ill will to the
and put eighty citizens to death, as Polybius exiles, but because he was willing they should

* The same year, Caius Lin'us, with the Roman be indebted for that benefit to himself'and the
tttt defeated that of Antiochui, near Epheiiu. * Maniui Aciiiui Glabrio.
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Achxans, and not to the favour of Titus and the enemy, thinking him dead, began to tuni
the Romans. For the next year, when he was him, in order to strip him of his arms. Bat
general himself, he restored them. Thus his finding that he raised his head and opened hi«
gallant spirit, led him to contend with the pre-eyes, they gathered thick about him, bound
vailing powers. his hands behind his back, and led him off with

He was elected genera) of the Achaeane, the such unworthy treatment and gross abuse, at)
eighth time, when seventy years of age; and Philopcemen could never have supposed he
now he hoped not only to pass the year of his should come to suffer, even from Dinocrates.
magistracy without war, but the remainder of The Messenians elated at the news, flocked
his life in quiet. For as the force of distem-to the gates. But when they «aw Philopo;men
pers abates with the strength of the body, so in dragged along in a manner BO unworthy of the
the states of Greece the spirit of contention glory of his achievements and trophies, most
failed «ith their power. Some avenging deity, of them were touched with pity and compas-
however, threw him down at last, like one who, sion for his misfortune. They shed tears, and
with matchless speed, runs over the race, and contemned all human greatness as a faithless
stumbles at the goal. It seems, that being in support, as vanity, and nothing. Their tears,
company where a certain general was men- by little and little, turned to kind words, and
tioned as an extraordinary man, Philopo;men they began to say, they ought to remember
said, "There was no great account to be made his former benefits, and the liberty he had pro-
of a man who suffered himself to be taken cured them by expelling the tyrant Nahis. A
alive." A few days after this, Dinocrates the few there were, indeed, who, to gratify Dino-
Messenian, who was particularly on ill terms crates, talked of putting Philopo?men to tor-
with Philopccmen, and, indeed, not upon good ture and to death, as a dangerous and impla-
ones with any one, by reason of his profligate cable enemy, and the more to be dreaded by
and wicked life, found means to draw Messene Dinocrates, if he escaped after being made
off from the league; and it was also said that prisoner, and treated with such indignity. At
he was going to seize a place called Colonis.* last they put him in a dungeon called the
Philopremen was then at Argos, sick of a fever; Treasury,* which had neither air nor light
but upon this news he pushed to Megalopolis, from without, and which having no doors wa»
and reached it in one day, though it was at the closed with a great stone. In this dungeon
distance of four hundred furlongs. From thence they shut him up with the stone, and placed a
he presently drew out a bodj of horse, con- guard around it.
sisting of the nobility, but all young men, who Meanwhile, the Achsan cavalry recollecting
from affection to his person and ambition for themselves after their flight, found that Philo-
glory, followed him as volunteers. With these poemen was not with them, and probably might
he marched towards Messene, and meeting have lost his life. They made a stand, and
Dinocrates on Evander's hill,f he attacked and called him with loud cries, blamine each other
put him to flight. But five hundred men, who for making a base and shameful escape, by
guarded the flat country, suddenly coming up, abandoning their general, who had been prodi-
the others, who were routed, seeing them, ral- gal of his own life in order to save theirs. By
lied again about the hills. Hereupon, Philo- much search and inquiry about the country,
poemen, afraid of being surrounded, and desirous they got intelligence that he was taken prison-
of saving his young cavalry, retreated upon er, and carried the heavy news to the states of
rough and difficult ground, while he was in the Achaia; who, considering it as the greatest of
rear, often turning upon the enemy, and en- losses, resolved to send an embassy to demand
deavouring to draw them entirely upon himself. him of the Messenians; and in the mean time
Yet none of them dared to encounter him ; prepared for war.
they only shouted and rode about him at a dis- While the Achaeans were taking these res-
tance. As he often faced about, and left his olutions, Dinocrates, who most of all dreaded
main body, on account of his young men, each time, as the thing most likely to save Philo-
of whom he was solicitous to put out of danger, ptEmen, determined to be before-hand with
at last he found himself alone amidst a number the league. Therefore, when night was come
of the enemy Even then they durst not at- and the multitude retired, he opened the dun-
tack him hand to hand, but, hurling their darts geon, and sent in one of his servants with a
at a distance, they drove him upon steep and dose of poison, and orders not to leave him
craggy places, where he could scarcely make till he had taken it. Philopcemen was laid
his horse go, though he spurred him continual-down in his cloak, but not asleep; vexation
ly. He was still active through exercise, and and resentment kept him awake; When he
for that reason his age was no hindrance to his saw the light and a man standing by him with
escape; but being weakened by sickness, and a cup of poison, be raised himself up, as well
extremely fatigued with his journey, his horse as his weakness would permit, and, receiving
threw him, now heavy and encumbered, upon the cup, asked him, " Whether he had heard
the stones. His head was wounded with the any thing of hia cavalry, and particularly of
fall, and he lay a long time speechless, so that Lycortas?" The executioner answering that

they almost all escaped, he nodded his Head iu
* There is no such placr known as Colona. Liry sign of satisfaction; and looking kindly upon

(lib. 39.) calls it Corone ; and Plutarch probably wrote him said, "Thou bringest good tidings, and we
Corona, or Coronis. Strabo mentions the latter aa a are not in all respects unhappy." Without
place in lite neighbourhood of Mcssene. uttering another word, or breathing the least

f Erandcr's "till 19 likewise unknown. Polybius,and
ttfi- r him Pausanias, mentions a hill railed Evan (which " The public treasure was kept there ; and it w»
name it probably had from the cries of Che Bacchanal*) shut up with an immense itone, moreii to it b) an en-
cot far from Mt strut. gine. Lit', lib. mil.
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ligh, he drank off the poison, and lay down nor the joy of a victory. The people of the
again. He was already brought so low that towns and villages on their way, flocked out,
be could not make much struggle with the fa- as if it had been to meet him returning Irom a
tal dose, and it despatched him presently. glorious campaign, touched the urn with great

Tbn news of his death filled all Achaia with respect, and conducted it to Megalopolis. The
piief and lamentation. All the youth imme-old men, the women, and children, who joined
diately repaired with the deputies of the sev- the procession, raised such a bitter laments.
eral cities to Megalopolis, where they resolved, tion, that it spread through the army, and wai
without loss of time, to take their revenge. re-echoed by the city, which, besides her grief
For this purpose, having chosen Lycorlas* for Philopcemen, bemoaned her own calamity,
for their general, they entered Messene, and as in him she thought she lost the chief rank
ravaged the country, till the Messenians with and influence among the Achxans.
one consent opened their gates and received His interment was suitable to his dignity,
them. Diaucratcs prevented their revenge by and the Mcssenian prisoners were stoned to
killing himself: and those who voted for hav- death at his tomb.-Many statues were set up,
ing Philopoccmen put to death, followed h.<i and many honours decreed him by the Grecian
example. But such as were for having him put cities. But when Greece was involved in the
to the torture, were taken by Lycortas, and dreadful n.itfortunes of Corinth, a certain Ro-
reserved for more painful punishments. man attempted to get them all pulled down,*

When they had burned his remains, they put accusing him in form, as if he had been alive,
the ashes in an urn, and returned not in a dis- of implacable enmity to the Romans. When
orderly and promiscuous manner, but uniting lie had finished the impeachment, and Polybim
a kind of triumphal march with the funeral so- had answered his calumnies, neither Mummiua
lemnity. First came the foot with crowns of nor his lieutenants would suifer the Inonumenu
victory on their heads, and tears in their eyes; of so illustrious a man to be defaced, though he
and attended by their captive enemies in fet- had opposed both Flaniimus and Glabnonota
ters. Polyljius, the general's son, with the little. For they made a proper distinction be-
principal Achxans about him, carried the urn, tween virtue and interest, between honour and
which was adorned with ribbons and garlands, advantage; well concluding, that rewards and
«o that it was hardly visible. The march was grateful acknowledgments are always due froa
closed by the cavalry completely armed and persons obliged to their benefactors, and hon-
superbly mounted; they neither expressed in our and respect from men of merit to each
their looks the melancholy of such a mourning other. So much concerning Philopcsmen.

TITUS QUINCTIUS FLAMINIUS.

THE person whom we put in parallel with had conferred a favour; and considering them
PbilopcEmen, is Titus Quinctius Flaminius.f as his greatest treasure, he was always ready
Those who are desirous of being acquainted to protect and to promote them. iVaturally
with his countenance and figure, need but look covetous of honour and fame, and not choosing
upon the statue in braes, which is erected at to let others have any share in hie great and
Hi*1.H' with a Greek inscription upon it, oppo- good actions, he took more pleasure in those
site the Circus Moximiu, near the great statue whom he could assist, than in those who could
of Apollo, which was brought from Carthage. give him assistance; looking upon the former
As to his disposition he was quick both to re- as persons who afforded room for the eimioa
sent an injury, and to do a service. But his of virtue, and the latter as his rivals in glory.
resentment was not in all respects like his af- From his youth he was trained up to the pro-
fection, for he punished lightly, and soon for- fession of arma. For Rome having then many
got the offence; but his attachments and ser- important wars upon her hand.-, her youth be-
vices were lasting and complete. For the per- took themselves by times to arms, and had
lons whom he had obliged he ever retained early opportunities to qualify themselves to
I kind regard; as if, instead of receiving, they command. Flaminius served like the rest, and

was first a legionary tribune, under the consul
* This was in Hie second y«»r of th« hundred and Marcellusyf in the war with Hannibal. Mar-

fcrty-tiiMl' Olympiad. Lycortas was father to Polyb-
liu the historian, who was in Hit action, and might be cellus fell into an ambuscade and was slain;
llien about twenty years of age. after which Flaniinius was appointed governor
\ It ought to bt -written Flumininus, not Flarr.inita. ofTareutum, newly retaken,aud of the country

Polrbiut, Livv, and all the other historians, wrile il
Flainininut. Indeed, the Flaininii were a very differ- * This happened thirly-seren years after his death
ent family from the Flamininii. The former were that in, the second year of the hundred and forty-eighth
patricians, the laUtr plebeians. Caiuj Flaminma, who Olympiad, one hundred and lorly-fivc years before the
wu<vlxl in Ihe Lille at the Ixkc of Thrasj menus, Christian zra.
vmx of the plebeian family. Besides, some manuscripts, t He was appointed a tribune at the age of twenty
for instance the Vulcob, ait A -JOD, and one that Dacier ,n the fourth year of the hundred and fortT-KConj
consulted, have it Klaminirus, which would be suffi-Olympiad. Consequently, he was born in (he firs'
cient authority to correct it, Bui lhat would occasion year ot the hundred and thirty-eighth Olympiad which
"omt inconvenience, because Plutarch has called him «as Ihe year of Rome 526. Li.y tdl, us, fhat ht WJa
Flamjnius in other places, as writ as here, in his life ; thirty-three years of age, when he proclaimed liberii
tod, indeed, several modern writers have done Ihesaioe. lu ilreece.
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about it. In this commission he grew no less yet in full vigour and spirits, and the glory <?
famous ft r his administration of justice than for :he field, from those troops, who, under Scipio,
his military skill, for which reason he was ap- lad subdued Asdrubal in Spain, and Hannibal
poirted chief director of the two colonies that in Africa, he crossed the sea, and got safe into
were sent to the cities of IVarnia and Cossa. Epirus. There he found Publius encamped

This inspired him with such lofty thoughts, over against Philip, who had been a long timo
that, overlooking the ordinary previous steps defending the fords of the river Apsus and the
by which young men ascend, I mean the offices adjoining straits; and that Publius had not
of tribune, praetor, and aidile, he aimed direct- been able to effect any thing by reason of the
ly at the consulship. Supported by those col- natural strength of the place.
onists, he presented himself as a candidate. Titus having taken the command of the arm»,
But the tribunes Fulvius and Manlius opposed and sent Pubhus home, set himself to consider
him, insisting that it was a strange and un- the nature of the country. Its natural fortifica-
heard-of thing, for a man so young, who was tions are equal to those ef Tempe, but it is not
not yet initiated in the first mysteries of gov- like Tempe in the beauty of the woods and
ernment, to intrude, in contempt of the laws, groves, and the verdure of valleys and delicious
into Hie highest office of the state. The sen- meads. To the right and left there is a chain
ate referred the affair to the suffrages of the of lofty mountains, between which there is a
people; and the people elected him consul, deep and long channel. Down this runs the
though he was not yet thirty years old, with river Apsus, like the Peneus, both in its appear-
Scxtus JKlius. The lots being cast for the ance and rapidity. It covers the foot of the hilli
provinces, the war with Philip and the Mace- on each side, so that there is left only a narrow
donians fell to Flamimus; and this happened craggy path, cut out c.ose Dy the stream, which
very fortunately for the Roman people; as that is not easy for an army to pass at any time,
department required a general who did not and, when guarded, is not passable at all.
want to do every thing by force and violence, There were some, therefore, who advised
but rather by gentleness and persuasion. For Fianv.n. jo to take a compass through Dassare-
Macedonia furnished Philip with a sufficient tis along the Lycus, which was an easy passage.
number of men for his wars, but Greece was But he was afraid that if he removed too tar
flis principal dependence for a war of any from the sea into a country that was barren
length. She it was that supplied him with money and little cultivated, while Philip avoided a bat-
and provisions, with strong holds and places of tle he might come to want provisions, and be
retreat, and, in a word, with all the materials constrained, like the general before him, to re-
of war. So that if she could not be disengaged treat to the sea, without effecting any thing.
from Philip, the war with him could not be de- This determined him to make his way up the
cided by single battle. Besides, the Greeks mountains sword in hand, and to force a pas-
as yet had but little acquaintance with the Ro- sage. But Philip's army being possessed of the
mans: it was now first to be established by heights, showered down their darts and arrowi
tie intercourse of business: and, therefore, upon the Romans from every quarter. Several
.hey would not so soon have embraced a for- sharp contests ensued, in which many were
eign authority, instead of that they had been killed and wounded on both sides, but none
ao long accustomed to, if the Roman general that were likely to be decisive.
had not been a man of great good nature, who In the mean time, some shepherds of those
was more ready to avail himself of treaty than mountains came to the consul with a discovery
i>f the sword, who had a persuasive manner of a winding way, neglected by the enem#, by
where he applied, and was affable and easy of which they promised to bring his army to the
access when applied to, and who had a constant top in three days at the farthest. And to con-
and invariable regard to justice. But this will firm the truth of what they had said, they
better appear from his actions themselves. brought Charops the son of Machatus, prince

Titus finding that Sulpitius and Publius,* his of the Epirots; who was a friend to the Ro-
predecessors in command, had not entered mans, and privately assisted them out of fe;ir
Macedonia till late in the season, and then did of Philip. As Flamimus could confide in him,
not prosecute the war with vigour, but spent he sent away a tribune with four thousand font
their time in skirmishing to gain some particu- and three hundred horse. The shepherds in
lar post or pass, to intercept some provisions, bonds led the way. In the day time they lay
determined not to act like them. They had still in the hollows of the woods, and in the
"wasted the year of their consulate in the en- night they marched; for the moon was then at
joyment of their new honours, and in the ad full. Flaminius having detached this party, let
ministration of domestic affairs, and towards his main body reel the three days, and only had
the close of the year they repaired to their some slight skirmishes with the enemy to take
province; by which artifice they got their com- up their attentiou. But the day that he eipect-
mand continued another year, being the first ed those who had taken the circuit to appe.ir
year in character of consul, and the second of upon the heights, he drew out his forces early,
proconsul. But Titus, ambitious to distinguish both the heavy and light-armed, and dividing
h.a consulship by some important expedition, them into three parts, himself led the van;
left the honours and prerogatives he had in marching his men along the narrowest path by
Rome; and having requested the senate to per- the side of the river. The Macedonians galled
mit his brother Lucius to command the naval him with their darts; but he maintained the
forces, and selected three thousand men, as combat notwithstanding the disadvantage of

* Pubhus, Sulpitius Galba was consul two years bc- ground; and the other two parties fought with
fcrr. PuMius VillniH Tapnuluq was consul the year all the spirit of emulation, and clung V the
Atr SulpitiuH aad hcil before FUuniulUf. rocks with astonislung ardour.
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In the mean time the sun arose, and a smoke on condition that he left the Grecian* free, &nd
appeared at a distance, not very strong, but like withdrew his garrisons from their citiee. And
ine mist of the hills. Being on the back of the as he refused those terme, it was obvious, even
enemy, they did not observe it, for it came from to the partisans of Philip, that the Roman*
the troops who had reached the top. Amidst the were not come to fight against the Greeks;but
fatiu'ic of the engagement, the Romans were for Greece against the Macedonians.
in doubt whether it was a signal or not, but they The rest of Greece acceding voluntarily to
inclined to believe it the tiling they wished. the confederacy, the Consul entered Btroti-
And when they saw it increase, so as to darken but in a peaceable manner, and the chief of tl/s
the air, and to mount higher and higher, they Thebans came to meet him. They were ji-
were well assured that it came from the fires clined to the Macedonian interest on accc-nt
"which their friends had lighted. Hereupon they of Barchyllas, but they honoured anil respected
"et up loud shouts, and charging the enemy with Flaminius, and were willing to preserve the
greater vigour, pushed them into the most crng- friendship of both. Flaminius recei»«d them
gy places. The shouts were re-echoed by those with great goodness, embraced them, and went
behind at the top of the mountain. And now oo slowly with them, asking various questions
the Macedonians fled with the utmost precipi- and entertaining them with discourse, on pui*
tation. Yet there were not above two thousand pose to give his soldiers time to come up. Thus
slain, the pursuit being impeded by the diffi- advancing insensibly to the gates of Thebes, he
culty of the ascent. The Romans, however, entered the city with them. They did not in-
pillaged the camp, seized the money and slaves, deed quite relish the thing, but they were
and became absolute masters of the pass. afraid to forbid him, as he came so well at-

They then traversed all Epirus, but with such tended. Then, as if he had been no waysmas-
order and discipline, that though they were at ter of the town, he endeavoured by persuasion
a great distance from their ships and the sea, to bring it to declare fur the Romans; king
and had not the usual monthly allowance of Attalus seconding him, and using all his rhet-
corn, or convenience of markets yet they spared oric to the Thebans. But that prince, it seems,
the country, which at the same time abounded in his eagerness to serve Flaminius, exerting
in every thing. For Flaminius was informed himself more than his age could bear, was
that Philip, in his passage or rather flight seized, as he was speaking, with a giddiness or
through Thessaly, had compelled the people to rheum, which made him swoon away. A few
quit their habitations, and retire to the moun- days after, his fleet conveyed him into Asia,
tains, had burned the towns, and had given as and he died there. As for the Ba-otiacs, they
plunder to his men what was too heavy or cum- took part with the Romans.
bersome to be carried off; and so had in a man- As Philip sent an embassy to Rome, Fla-
ner yielded up the country to the Romans. minius also sent his agents to procure a decree
The Consul, therefore, made a point of it to pre- of the senate, prolonging his commission if the
»iil with his men to spare il as their own, to war continued, orelse empowering him to make
march through it as land already ceded to them. peace. For his ambition made him apprehen-

The event soon shewed the benefit of this sive, that if a successor were sent, he should
good order. For as soon as they entered Thes- be robbed of all the hono;;r of the war. His
saly, all its cities declared for them; and the friends managed matters eo well for him, that
Greeks within Thermopylae longed for the pro- Pi.ilip failed in his app!:cation, and the com-
tection of Flaminius, and gave up their hearts mand tv?s continued to Flaminius. Having
to him. The Achsans renounced their alli- received the decree, he was greatly elevated in,
ance with Philip, and by a solemn decree re- his hopes, and marched immediately into Thes-
solved to tzke part with the Romans against saly to carry on the war against Philip. His
him. And though the jEtolians, who at that army consisted of more than twenty-six thous-
time were strongly attached to the Romans, and men, of whom the jj£lolians furnished six
made the Opuntians an offer to garrison and de- thousand foot, and three hundred horse. Phil-
fend their city, they refused it; and having sent ip's forces were not inferior in number. They
for Flammius, put themselves in his hands. marched against each other, and arrived near

It is reported of Pyrrhus, when from au em- Scotusa; where they proposed to decide the
inence he had first a prospect of the disposition affair with the sword. The vicinity of two
of the Roman army, that he said " I see noth- such armies had not the usual effect, *.o strike
ing barbarian-like in the ranks of these barba- the officers with a mutual awe; on the contrary,
rians." Indeed, all who once saw Flanumus, it increased their courage and ard'ii.7; ihe Ro-
spoke of him in the same terms. They had mans being ambitious to conquer the Macedo-
h"Mrd the Macedonians represent him as the nians, whose valour and power Alexander had
fierce commander of a host of barbarians, who rendered so famous, and the Macedonians liop-
was come to ruic and destroy, and to reduce all iiiL', il'they could beat the Romans, whom they
to slavery; and, when afterwards they met a looked upon as a more respectable enemy than
young man of a mild aspect, who spoke very the Persians, to raise the glory of Philip above
good Greek, and was a lover of true honour, that of Alexander. Flarnmius therefore, ex-
they were extremely taken with him, and ex- horted his men to behave with the greatest
cited the kind regards of their cities to him, as courage and gallantry, as they had to contend
to a general who would lead them to liberty. with brave adversaries in so glorious a theatre

After this, Philip seeming inclined to treat, 38 Greece. On the other side, Philip, in or-
Flaminius came to an interview with hirn,* and der to address his army, ascended aji eminence
offered him peace and friendship with Rome without his camp, which happened to be .1 bury-

ing place, either not knowing it to be so, or ID
" See Folybiiui, Book ivii. the hurry not attendmg to it. There he began
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an oration, such as is usual before a battle;bul endeavoured to prepossess the Greeks that the
vhe omen of a sepulchre spreading a dismal fact was really so. This report got such ground,
melancholy among the troops, he stopped, aud that the poet« and others, in the verses that
put off the action till another day. were composed and sung on this occasion, put

Next morning at day-break, after a rainy them before the Romans. The versi s most in
night, the clouds turning into a mist, darken- vogue were the following:
ed the plain; and as the day came on, a foggy Stranger ! unwept, unhonour'd with a crave,
thick air descending from the hills, covered See thrice ten thousand bodies of the brave !
all the ground between the two camps. Those, The fierce jKtolians, aud the Latian power,
therefore, that were sent out on both sides, to Led by Flaminius, ruled the vengeful hoar:
seize posts or to make discoveries, soon meet- Emathia's scourge, beneath whose stroke they bled,

ing unawares, engaged at the Cyiwscephalai, And swifter than the roe, the mighty Philip fled.

which are sharp tops of hills standing opposite Alcsus wrote this epigram in ridicule of
each other, and so called from their resem- Philip, and purposely misrepresented the num-
blance to the heads of dogs. The success of ber of the slain. The epigram was indeed in
these skirmishes was various, by reason of the every body's mouth, but Flaminius was much
unevenness of the ground, the same parties more hurt by it than Philip: for the latter par-
Bometimes (lying and sometimes pursuing, and odied Alcxus, as follows:
re-inforcements were sent on both sides, as they Stranger! unleaved, unhonour'd e'eo with bark,
found their men hard pressed and giving way; Sec this sad tree, the gibbet of Alcaeus.'
till at length, the day clearing up, the action Flaminius, who was ambitious of the praise
became general. Philip, who was in the right of Greece, was not a little provoked at this
wing, advanced from the rising ground with his
whole phalanx against the Romans, who could and therefore managed every thing afterwards

by himself, paying very little regard to thenot, even the bravest of them, stand the shock .lEtolians. They in their turn indulged their
of the united shields and the projected spears.* resentment; and, when Flaminius had admit-
But the Macedonian left wing being separated, ted proposals for an accommodation, and re-and intersected by the hills,t Flamiuius ob- ceived an embassy for that purpose from Philip,serving that, and having no hopes 011 the siJe the ./Etchans exclaimed in all the cities of
where his troops gave way, hastened to the Greece, that he sold the peace to the Mace
other, and there charged the enemy, where, on donian, at a time when he might have put aaccount of the inequality and roughness of the final period to the war, and have destroyedcountry, they could not keep in the close form that empire which first enslaved the Grecians.
of a phaliiix, nor line their ranks to any great These speeches, though groundless, greatly
depth, but were forced to fight man to man, in perplexed the allies; but Philip coming in per-heavy and unwieldy armour. For the Mace- son to treat, and submitting himself and his
donian phalanx is like in animal of enormous kingdom to the discretion of Flaminius and
strength, while it keeps in one body, and pre-the Romans, removed all suspicion.serves its union of locked shields; but when Thus Flaminius put an end to the war. He
that is broken, each particular soldier loses of restored Philip his kingdom, but obliged him
his force, as well because of the form of his to quit all claims to Greece: he fined him a
armour, as because the strength of each con- thousand talents; took away all his ships ex-sists rather in his being a part of the whole, cept ten; and sent Demetrius, one of his sons
than in his single person. When these were hostage to Rome. In this pacification he made
routed, some gave chase to the fugitives; oth-
ers took those Macedonians in flank who were a happy use of the present, and wisely pro-

vided for the time to come. For Hannibal,
still fighting: the slaughter was great, and the the Carthaginian, an inveterate enemy to the
wing lately victorious, soon broke in such a Komans, and now an exile, being at the court
manner, that they threw down their arms and of Antiochus,* exhorted him to meet fortune,
fled. There were no less than eight thousand who opened her arms to him; and Antio-
slain, and about five thousand were taken pris-chus himself, seeing his power very consider-oners. That Philip himself escaped, was chief- able, and that his exploits had already gain-
ly owing to the j'Etoljans, who took to plun-ed him the title of the Great, began now
dering the camp, while the Romans were busied to think of universal monarchy, and particu-
in the pursuit, so that at their return there was larly of setting himself against the Romans.
nothing left for them. Had not Flaminius, therefore, in his great

This from the first occasioned quarrels and wisdom foreseen this, and made peace.f An-
mutual reproaches. But afterwards Fiaminius tiochus might have joined Philip in the war
was hurt much more sensibly, when the JEto- with Greece, and those two kings, then thelians ascribed the victory to themselves,^ and most powerful in the world, have made a

* The pike of the fifth man in the file projected be-common cause of it; which would have called
yond the front. There was, therefore, an amazing Rome again to as great conflicts and dangers
llrengtt. in the phalani, while it stood firm. But il
had its inconveniences. Il could not act at all, eiccpl * This is a mistake. Hannibal did not come to the
in a level aud clear field. Polyb. Lib. ivii. sub. fin. court of Antiochus till the year after Flaminiut had

t Plutarch makes no mention of the elephants, which, iroclaimed liberty to Greece at the Isthmian games;
according to Livy and Poljbius, were very serviceable " ato and Valerius Flaccus, who were then consul*,
to Flamiuius. aiiug ictit an embassy to Carthage to complain of him.

( Polybius informs us, that the Macedonians, in tlie
first encounter, had the advantage, and brat the Ho- f Polybius tells us. Flaminius was iuduced to coin
maus from the lops of Hie momiiaius they had mined. elude a pmce upon tne intelligence he had received,
Aud he affirms, that in all probability the Romans that Atiliochus was marching towards Greece, with i
Would have been put to flight, had Lhcy not been sup- powerful army; and he was afraid Philip might la
forttii by ilit jEluliau caralrj-. iold oa that advantage to continue the war.
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M she had experienced ia the war with Hanni-1 bly risen, and the crowd rushing towards him
bal. But Flarainius), by thus putting an inter- j had not avoided them, and got under covers,
mediate space of peace between the two wars,' he must have been surrounded, and, in all
and finishing the one before the other began, probability, suffocated by such a multitude.
cut off at once the last hope of Philip, and the When they had almost spent themselves in
first of Antiochua. acclamations about hia pavilion, and night wa»

The ten commissioners now sent by the sen-now come, they retired; and whatever friend*
ate to assist Flaminius advised him to set tlic or fellow-cilixens they happened to see, they
rest of Greece free, but to keep garrisona in the embraced and caressed again, and then went
cities of Corinth, Chalcis, and Pemetrias, to and concluded the evening together in feasting
secure them, in case of a war with Antiochus. and merriment. There, no doubt, redoubling
But the ̂ Eloliang, always severe in their accu-their joy, they began to recollect and talk of
sations, and now more so than ever, endeavour-the state of Greece: they observed, "That
ed to excite a spirit of insurrection in the notwithstanding the many great wars she had
cities, calling upon Flaminius to knock off the been engaged in for liberty, she had never gam-
shackles of Greece; for so Philip used to term ed a more secure or agreeable enjoyment of
those cities. They asked the Greeks, "if they it, than now when others had fought for her;
did not find their chain very comfortable, now that glorious and important prize now hardly
it was more polished, though heavier than be- costing them a drop of blood, or a tear. That,
fore; and if they did not consider Flaminius as of human excellencies, valour and prudence
the greatest of benefactors, for unfettering were but rarely met with, but that justice was
their feet, and binding them by the neck." still more uncommon. That such generals aj
Flaminius, afflicted at these clamours, begged Agesilaus, Lysander, Nicias, and Alcibiadea,
of the council of deputies and at last prevailed knew not how to manage a war, and to gain
with them, to deliver those cities from the gar- victories both by sea and land; but they knew
risons, in order that his favour to the Grecians not how to apply their success to generous and
might be perfect and entire. noble purposes. So that if one excepted the

They were then celebrating the Isthmian battles of Marathon, of Salami*, Platira, and
games, and an innumerable company was seat- Thermopylae, and the actions of C'inion upon
ed to see the exercises. For Greece was now the Euryniedon, and near Cyprus, Greece had
enjoying full peace after a length of wars; and, fought to no other purpose than to bring the
big with the expectations of liberty, had given yoke upon herself, all the trophies she had
in to these festivities on that occasion. Silence erected, were monuments of herdishonour, and
being commanded by sound of trumpet, a at last her affairs were ruined by the unjust
herald went forth and made proclamation, ambition of her chiefs. But those strangers,
"That the Roman senate, and Titus Quinctius who had scarce a spark of any thing Grecian
Flaminius, the general and proconsul, having left,* who scarce retained a faint tradition of
vanquished king Philip and the Macedonians, their ancient descent from us, from whom the
took of all impositions, and withdrew all gar- least inclination, or even word in our behalf,
risons from Greece, and restored liberty, and could not have been expected; these stranger*
their own laws and privileges, to the Corin- have run the greatest risks, and submitted to
thians, Locrians, Phocians, Eubo?ans, Achas- the greatest labours, to deliver Greece from
ans, Phthista1, Magnesians, Thessahans, and her cruel and tyrannic masters, and to crowa
Perrhzhians." lier «ith liberty again."

At first the proclamation was not generally These were the reflections the Grecian*
or distinctly heard, but a confused murmur ran made, and the actions of Flaminiua justified
through the theatre; some wondering, some them, being quite agreeable to his proclama
questioning, and others calling upon the herald tion. For he immediately dispatched l.rntului
to repeat what he had said. Silence being into Asia,to set the liargyllians trie, and Titil
again commanded, the herald raised his voice, liusf into Thrace, to draw Philip's garrisons ou
to as to be heard distinctly by the whole as- of the towns and adjacent islamls. Publiui
sembly. The shout which they gave, in the Yillius set sail in order to treat with Antiochui
transport of joy, was so prodigious, that it was about the freedom of the Grecians under mm
heard as far as the sea. The people left their And Flaminius himself went to Chalcis, and
"eats; there was no farther regard paid to ilie sailed from thence to Magnesia, where he re-
diversions; all hastened to embrace and ad- moved the garrisons, and put the government
dress the preserver and protector of Greece. again in the hands of the people.
The hyperbolical accounts that have often At Argos, being appointed director of th«
been given of the effect of loud shouts, were Nemean games, he settled the whole order ol
ferified on that occasion. For the crows, them in the most agreeable manner, and on th»t
when then happened to be flying over their occasion caused liberty to be proc Laimed again
beads, fell into the theatre. The breaking of by the crier. And as he passed through the
the air seems to have been the cause. For the other cities, he strongly recommended to them
tour.d of many united voices being violently an adherence to law, a strict course of justice,
itrong, the parts of the air are separated by it, and ddmesiic peace and unanimity. He heal
and a void \» left, which affords the birds no ed their divisions; he restored their exiles
support. Or perhaps the force of the sound In short, he took not more pleasure in the
itrikes the birds line an arrow, and kills them
in an instant. Or possibly, a circular motion " Aocnrding to Dionytius of Halicarnassus, Horn*
ii caused in the air, as a whirpool is produced was stocked with inhabitauu at first, chiefly from IhoM
in the sea by the agitations of a storm. Grecian colon id which had Killed in tin- souUi of Italy

before ihe time of Romulus.
If Flaminiua, as soon as he saw the assem-

t Polybim and Lity call him Luciut SlrrUnnu
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conquest of the Macedonians, than in recon- a man who on all occasions had disttguiihed
ciling the Greeks to each other; and their lib- himself among the Greeks, and in that war
erty innv appeared the least of the benefits he particularly had given wonderful proofs bolli
had conferred upon them. of courage and conduct; insomuch that the

It is said, that when Lycurgus, the orator Achsang gloried in him as much as in FJami
had delivered Xenocratcs the philosopher, out nius, and paid him the same respect in their
of the hands of the tax-gatherers who were theatres. This greatly hurt Flaminius; ha
hurrying him to prison for the tax paid by could not hear that an Arcadian, who had only
"trangera, and had prosecuted them for their commanded in some inconsiderable wars upon
insolence; Xcnocrates, afterwards meeting the the confines of his own country, should ba
children of Lycurgus, said to them, "Children, held in equal admiration with a Roman con-
I have made a noble return to your father for sul, who had fought for all Greece. FJaminius,
the service he did me; for all the world praise however, did not want apologies for his con-
him for it." But the returns which attended duct: for he said, "He put an end to the war,
Flaminius and the Romans, for their benefi- because he saw he could not destroy the tyrant
cence to the Greeks, terminated not in praises without involving all the Spartans in the mean
only, but justly procured them the confidence time in great calamities.'"
of all mankind, and added greatly to their The Achzans decreed Flaminius many hon
cower. For now a variety of people not only ours, but none seemed equal to his service!,
accepted the governors set over them by Rome, unless it were one present, which pleased him
out even sent for them, and begged to be under above all the rest. It was this: The Romans
their government. And not only cities and who had the misfortune to be taken prisoners
commonwealths, but kings, when injured by in the war with Hannibal, were sold for slaves,
other kings, had recourse to their protection. and dispersed in various places. Twelve hun-
So that the divine assistance too perhaps co- dred of them were now in Greece. That sad
operating, in a short time the whole world be- reverse of fortune made them always unhappy,
came subject to them. Flaminius also valued but now (as might be expected) they were
himself most upon the liberty he had bestowed still more so, when they met their sons, their
on Greece. For having dedicated some silver brothers, or their acquaintance, and saw them
bucklers together with his own shield, at Del- free while they were slaves, and conqueror!
phi, he put upon them the following inscription: while they were captives. Flaminius did not

pretend to take them from their masters,
Ye Spartan twin!, who tamed the roaming steed, though his heart sympathized with their dis
Yfr I'riei/ds, )"/" patrons of each glorious deed, tress. But the Achaeans redeemed them at the
Behold Flamimus,of .(Eneas' line.
Prcjtnts lliis offering al your awful shrine. rate of five mina? a man, and having collected
Ye sons of love, your generous paths he trod, them together, made Flaminius a present of
And snatch'd from Greece each little tyrant's rod. them, just as he was going on board; so that

he set sail with great satisfaction, having found
He offered also to Apollo a golden crown, with a glorious recompense for his glorious services,
these verses mcribed on it: a return suitable to a man of such humane

sentiments and such a Jover of his country.
See grateful Titus homage par This indeed made the most illustrious part of
To tnee, the glorious god of Jay; his triumph. For these poor men got theirSee him with gold thy locks adorn,
Thy locks which shea th' ambrosial morn. heads shaved, and wore the cap of liberty, aa

O grant him fame, and every gift divine, the custom of slaves is upon their manumission,
Who led the warriors of jEncas' line. and in this habit they followed the chariot of

Flaminius. But to add to the splendour of the
The Grecians have had the noble gift of show, there were the Grecian helmets, the

liberty twice conferred upon them in the city Macedonian targets and spears, and the other
of Corinth; by Flammius then, and by Nero spoils carried in great pomp before him. And
in our times. It was granted both times the quantity of money was not small; for, ai
during the celebration of the Isthmian games. Itanus relates it, there were carried in this tri-
Flaminius had it proclaimed by a herald; but umph three thousand seven hundred and thir-
Nero himself declared the Grecians free and teen pounds of unwrought gold, forty-three
at liberty to be governed by their own laws, in thousand two hundred and seventy of silver,
an oration which he made from the rostrum in fourteen thousand five hundred and fourteen
the public assembly This happened long pieces of coined gold called Philippics; besides
after* which, Philip owed a thousand talents. But the

Flaminius next undertook a very just and Romans were afterwards prevailed upon, chiefly
honourable war against Nabis, the wicked and
abandoned tyrant of Lacedaemon; but in this * Livy touches upon this reason; but at the same
case he disappointed the hopes of Greece. time he mentions others, more to the honour of thii
For, though he might have taken him prisoner, great man. Winter was DOW coining on, and the siege
he would not; but struck up a league with him, of Sparta might have lasted a considerable time. The
and left Sparta unworthily in bondage! wheth-enemy's country was so cihaujited, that it could not
er it was that he feared, if the war was drawn supply him with provisions, and it was difficult to getconvoys from any other quarter. Besides, Villius wai
out to any length, a successor would be sent returned from the court of Antiochus, and brought
him from Rome, who would rob him of the advice that the peace with that prince was not to be
glory of it; or whether in his passion for fame depended upon. In fact, he hail already entered Eu-
he was jealous of the reputation of Philoposmen: rope wilh a fleel and army more numerous tlia* before.And what forces had they to oppose him, in case of a

rupture, if Flaminius continued to employ his bi the
" Two hundred and inly-three years. "ieje of Sparta; Liv. imv. 33, 34.
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oy the mediation of Flaminius, to remit this with, was daughter to Cleoptolemus, and a vir-
debt; Philip was declared their ally, and his gin of incomparable beauty. This match
"on, who had been with them as a hostage, brought the Chalcidians entirely into the king's
lent home. interest, and they suffered him to make use of

After this, Antiochus passed over into Greece their city as a place of arms. After the baltle
with a great fleet snd a powerful army, and he fled with great precipitation to Chalcis, and
solicited the states to join him. The Altohans, taking with him his young wife, his treasures,
who had been a long time ill nnected to the and his friends, sailed from thence to Asia.
Romans, took his part, and suggested this pre-And now Manius in his indignation inarched
tence for the war, that he came to bring the directly against Chalcis, Flaminius followed,
Grecians liberty. The Grecians had no want and endeavoured to appease his resentment.
of it, for they were free already; but, as he At last he succeeded, by his assiduities with
had no oetter cause to assign, they instructed him and the most respectable Romans who
him to cover his attempt with that splendid were likely to have an influence upon him.
pretext. The Chalcidians, thus saved from destruction,

The Romans, fearing, on this account, a re- consecrated the most beautiful and the noblest
volt in Greece, as well as the strength of Anti- of their public edifices to Titus Flaminius; and
ochus, sent the Consul Manius Acilius to com- such inscriptions as these are to be seen upon
mand in the war, but appointed Flaminius his them to this day: " The people dedicated this
lieutenant,* for the sake of his influence in Gymnasium to Titus and Hercules: the peo-
Greece. His appearance there immediately ple consecrate the Delphinium to Titus and
confirmed such as were yet friends, in their Apollo." Nay, what is more, even in our
fidelity, and prevented those who were waver-days a priest of Titus is formally elected and
ing from an entire defection. This was effect-declared; and on occasions of sacrifice to him
ed by the respect they bore him; for it operated when the libations are over, they sing a hymn,
]ike a potent remedy at the beginning of a the greatest part of which, from the length of
disease. There were few, indeed, so entirely it, I omit, and only give the conclusion:
gained and corrupted by the -Ktulians, that his While Rome's protecting power we prove,
interest did not prevail with them; yet even Her faith adore, her virtues love,
these, though ne was much exasperated against Still, as our strains to heaven aspire,
them at present, he saved after the battle. For LcL Rome and Tiius wake the lyre '.
Antiochus, being defeated at Thermopylae, and To these our crateful altars blaze,
forced to fly, immediately embarked for Asia. And our long Paeans pour immortal praue.
Upon this, the Consul Manius went against The rest of the Grecians conferred upon
come of the JKtuli.tns, and besieged their him all due honours; and what realized thus*
towns, abandoning others to Philip. Thus honours, and added to their lustre, was the ex-
great ravages were committed by the Macedo-traordinary affection of the people, which he
nians among the Dolopians and Magnesians on had gained by his lenity and moderation. For
one hand, and among the Athamanians and if he happened to be at variance with any one
Aperantians on the other; and Manius him- upon account of business, or about a point of
self, having sacked the city of Heraclea, be- honour, as, for instance, with Philopcemen, and
sieged Naupactus, then in the hands of the with Diophanes general of the Achzans, he
^Etolians. But Flaminius, being touched with never gave ia to malignity, or carried his resent-
compassion for Greece, went from Pelopon- ment into action, but let it eipire in words,
ncssus to the Consul by water. He began in such expostulations as the freedom of public
wivh remonstrating, that the Consul, though he debates may seem to justify. Indeed, no man
had won the victory himself, suffered Philip to ever found him vindictive, but he often disco-
reap the fruits of it; and that while, to gratify vered a hastiness and passionate turn. Set-
his resentment, he spent his time about one ting this aside, he was the most agreeable man
town, the Macedonians were subduing whole in the world, and a pleasantry mixed with
provinces and kingdoms. The besieged hap-strong sense distinguished his conversation.
pened to see Flaminius, called to him from the Thus, to divert the Achaeans from their pur-
walls, stretched out their hands, and begged pose of conquering the island of Zacynthus, he
his interposition. He gave them no answer, told them, "It was as dangerous for them to p_ut
but turned round and wept, and then immedi-their heads out cf Peloponnesus, as it was for
ately withdrew. Afterwards, however, he the tortoise to trust hie out of his shell." In the
discoursed with Manius so effectually, that he first conference which Philip and he had about
appeased his anger, and procured the .3ito- peace, Philip liking occasion to say, " Titus,
lians a truce, and time to fiend deputies to you come with a numerous retinue, whereas I
Rome, to petition for favourable terms. come quite alone:" Flimimus answered. "No

But he had much greater difficulties to com- wonder if you come alone, for you have killed
oat, when he applied to Manius in behalf of all your friends and relations." Dinocrates the
the Chalcidians. The Consul was highly in- Messeman being in company at Rome, drank
censed at them, on account of the marriage until he was intoxicated, and then put on a
which Antiochus celebrated among them, even woman's habit, and danced in that disguise.
ifter the war was begun: a marriage every Next day he applied to Flaminius, and begged
way unsuitable as well as unseasonable; for his assistance in a design which he had con-
ne was far advanced in years, and the bride ceived, to withdraw Mesene from the Achaean
rery young. The person he thus fell in love league. Flaminius answered," I will consider

of if, but I am surprised that you, who con-
" According to Livy, it was not Titus, but Lurrus ceive such great designs, can sing and danca

<J.uinctiuj, who wai appointed lieutenuu to Clabrio. at a caroiuaJ.» And w hfin the ambassadors of
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Antiochus represented to the Acha^ans, how our upon himself; and they both went into
numerous the king's forces were, and, to make the assembly in the form of suppliants, and
them appear still more so, reckoned them up besought the people with tears, that Cato might
by all their different names, " I supped once," be obliged to assign his reason for fixing such
"aid Flaminius, "with a friend; and upon my a mark of disgrace upon so illustrious a family,
complaining of the great number of dishes, and The request appeared reasonable. Cato with-
expressing my wonder how he could furnish out the least hesitation came out, and standing
his table with such a vast variety; be not un- up with his colleague, interrogated Titus,
easy about that, said my friend, for it is all hog'e whether he knew any thing of that feast. Titus
flesh, and the difference is only in the dressing answering in the negative, Cato related the
and the sauce. In like manner, I say to you, affair, and called upon Lucius to declare upon
my Aclizan friend, be not astonished at the oath, whether it was not true. As Luciui
number of Antiochus's forces, at these pikcmen, made no reply, the people determined the note
these halberdiers and cuirassiers; for they are of infamy to be just, and conducted Cato home
all Syrians, only distinguished by the trifling with great honour, from the tribunal.
arms they bear." Titus, greatly concerned at his brother's mil-

After these great actions in Greece, and the fortune, leagued with the inveterate enemies of
conclusion of the war with Antiochus, Flami- Cato, and gaining a majority in the senate,
nius was created Censor. This is the chief dig- quashed and annulled all the contracts, leases,
nity in the state, and the crown, as it were, of all and bargains which Cato had made, relating to
its honours. He had for colleague the son of the public revenues; and stirred up many and
Marcellus, who had been five times Consul. violent prosecutions against him. But I know
Thry expelled four senators who were men of not whether he acted well, or agreeably to good
no great note: and they admitted as citizens policy, in thus becoming a mortal enemy to a
all who offered, provided that their parents man who had only done what became a lawful
were free. But they were forced to this by magistrate and a good citizen, for the sake of
Terentius Culeo. a tribune of the people, who one who was a relation indeed, but an unwor-
in opposition to the nobility, procured such or- thy one, and who had met with the punishment
ders from the commons. Two of the greatest he deserved. Some time after, however, the
and most powerful men of those times, Scipio people being assembled in the theatres to see
Africanus and Marcus Cato, were then at va- the shows, and the senate seated, according to
riance with each other. Flaminius appointed custom, in the most honourable place, Luciui
the former of these president of the senate, as was observed to go in a humble and dejected
the first and best man in the commonwealth; manner, and sit down upon one of the lowest
and with the latter he entirely broke, on the benches. The people could not bear to see
following unhappy occasion. Titus had a bro- this, but called out to him to go up higher, and
ther named Lucius Quinctius Flaminius, unlike ceased not until he went to the Consular bench,
him in all respects, but quite abandoned in his who made room for him. The native ambition
pleasures, and regardless of decorum. This of Flaminius was applauded, while it found
Lucius had a favourite boy whom he carried sufficient matter to employ itself upon in the
with him, even when he commanded armies wars we have given account of. And his serv-
and governed provinces. One day, as they ing in the army as a Tribune, after he had been
were drinking, the boy, making his court to Consul, was regarded with a favourable eye,
Lucius, said, " I love you so tenderly, that pre- though no one required it of him. But when
ferring your satisfaction to my own, I left a he was arrived at an age that excused him from
show of gladiators, to come to you, though I have all employments, he was blamed for indulging
never seen a man killed." Lucius, delighted a violent passion for fame, and a youthful im-
*ith the flattery, made answer, "If that be all, petuosity in that inactive season of life. To
you need not be in the last uneasy, for I shall some excess of this kind seems to have been
goon satisfy your longing." He immediately owing his behaviour with respect to Hannibal,*
ordered a convict to be brought from the pris- at which the world was much offended. For
on, and having sent for one of his lictors, Hannibal having fled his country, took refuge
commanded him to strike off the man's head, first at the court of Antiochus. But Antiochus,
in the room where they were carousing. Vale- after he had lost the battle of Phrygia, gladly
rius Antias writes, that this was done to gratify accepting conditions of peace, Hannibal wai
a mistress. And Livy relates, from Cato's again forced to fly; and, after wandering
writings, that a Gaulish deserter being at the through many countries, at length settled in
door with his wife and children, Lucius took Bithynia, and put himself under the protection
him into the banqueting-room, and killed him of Prusias. The Romans knew this perfectly
with his own hand; but it is probable, that well, but they took no notice of it, considering
Cato said this to aggravate ihe charge. For him now as a man enfeebled by age, and over-
that the person killed was not a deserter, but a thrown by fortune. But Flaminius, being neat
prisoner, and a condemned one too, appears
from many writers, and particularly from * Flaminius was no more than forty-four ytari of

af age, \vhcn lit weut ambasssador to rrusias. ft wuCicero, in his treatise on Old Age, where he not, therefore, an unseasonable desire of a public char-
introduces Cato himself giving that account of acter, or extravagant paasicn for fame, which was
the matter. blamed in him on this occasion, but an unworthy per-

Upon this account, Cato, when he was Cen- secution of a great, though unfortunate man. We arc
lor, anil srt himself to remove all obnoxious inclined, however, to think, that he had secret instruc-tions from the senate for what he did : for it is not

persons from the senate, expelled Lucius, probable that a man of his mild and huoiane disposi-
though he was of Consular dignity. His bro- tion, would choose to hunt down an old juhappf war*
Uier thought this proceeding reflected dishon- rior: and Plutarch coutirws this opmii u ajlerwirdi»
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by the senate upon an embassy to Prusias as lie had embraced him at the conference
about other matters, and seeing Hamnb.il at which he had with him before the battle, BO,
Jus court, could not endure that he should be alter it, when he settled the conditions of
tuffered to live. And though Prussias used peace, he offered not the least affront or insult
much intercession and entreaty in behalf of a to his misfortunes.
man who came to him as a suppliant, and livec It is reported that they met again at Ephesug,
with him under the sanction of hospitality, he and Hannibal, as they walked together, taking
could not prevail. the upper hand, Africanus suffered it, and

It seems there was an ancient oracle, which walked on without the least concern. After-
thus prophesied concerning the end of Hannibal wards they fell into conversation about great

Libyssan earth sh&U hide the bones of Hannibal. generals, and Hannibal asserted that Alexander
was the greatest general the world had f:ver

He therefore thought of nothing but ending seen, that Pyrrhus was the second, and him-
bis days at Carthage, and being buried in Li- self the third. Scipio smiled at thio, and said,
bya. But in Bithyma there is a sandy place "But what rank would you have placed your-
near the sea, which has a small village in it self in, if I had not conquered you?" " O,
called Libyssa. In this neighbourhood Han Scipio !" said he, " then I would not have
nibal lived. But having always been apprized placed myself the third, but the first."
of the timidity of Prusias, and distrusting him The generality admiring this moderation of
on that account, and dreading withal the at- Scipio, found the greater fault with Flammius
tempts of the Romans, he had some time be- for taking the spoils of an enemy, whom
fore ordered several subterraneous passages to another man had slain. There were some, in-
be dug under his house; which were continued deed, who applauded the thing, and observed,
a, great way under ground, and terminated in "That while Hannibal lived, they must have
several different places, but were all indiscern-looked upon him as a fire, which wanted only
ible without. As soon as he was informed of to be blown into a flame. That when he was
the orders which Flaminius had given, he at- in the vigour of his age, it ̂ vas not his bodily
tempted to make his escape by those passages; strength or his right hand which was so dread-
but finding the king's guards at the outlets, he ful to the Romans, but his capacity and ex-
resolved to kill himself. Some say, he wound perience, together with his innate rancour and
his cloak about his neck, and ordered his ser- hatred to their name. And that these are not
vant to put his knees upon his back, and pull altered by age; for the native disposition still
with all his force, and not to leave twisting till overrules the manners; whereas fortune, far
be had quite strangled him. Others tell us, "rom remaining the same, changes continually,
that, like Themistocles and Midas, he drank and by new hopes invites those to new enter-
bull's blood. But Livy writes, that having arises who were ever at war with us in their
poison in readiness, he mixed it for a draught; hearts." And the subsequent events contributed
and taking the cup in his hand, " Let us deliv-still more to the justification of Flaminius. For,
er the Romans," said he, " from their cares and in the first place, Aristonicus, the son of a harp-
anxieties, since they think it too tedious and er's daughter, on the strength of his being re-
dangerous to wait for the death of a poor hated futed the natural son of Eumenes, filled all
old man. Yet shall not Titus gain a conquest Asia with tumult and rebellion : and in the
wonli envying, or suitable to the generous pro- next place, Mithridates, after such strokes as
ceedings of his ancestors, who sent to caution IB had met with from Sylla and Fimbria, and
Pyrrhus, though a victorious enemy, against the so terrible a destruction among his troops and
poison that was prepared for him." officers, rose up stronger than ever against Lu-

Thus Hannibal is said to have died. When cullus, both by sea and land. Indeed, Hanni-
the news was brought to the senate, many in >al was never brought so low as Caius Marius
that august body were highly displeased. Fla- iad been. For Hannibal enjoyed the friend-
miuius appeared too officious and cruel in his ship of a king, from whom he received liberal
precautions, to procure the death of Hannibal, supplies, and with whose officers, both in the
now tarned by his misfortunes, like a bird that navy and army, he had important connections;
through age had lost his tail and feathers, and whereas Marius v/as a wanderer in Africa, and
Buffered to live so. And as he had no orders breed to beg his bread. But the Romans, who
to put him to death, it was plain that he did it iad laughed at his fall, soon after, bled in their
out of a passion of fame, and to be mentioned own streets, under bin rods and axes, and pros-
in aftertimes as the destroyer of Hannibal." rated themselves before him. So true it is,
On this occasion they recollected and admired hat there \B nothing either great or little at
more than ever, the humane and generous be- his moment, which is sure to hold so in the
haviour of Scipio Africanus; for when he had days to come; and that the changes we have
vanquished Hannibal in Africa, at a time when o experience only terminate with our lives.
he was extremely formidable, and deemed in- r^or this reason, some tell us, that Flaminiut
rincible, he neither insisted on his banishment, did not do this of himself, but that he wa«
oor demanded him of bis fellow-citizens; but, joined in commission with Lucius Scipio, and

that the sole purpose of their embassy was to
" If this was really the motive of Flaminiu', and no- procure the death of Hannibal. As we havething of apolitical tendency entered into this dastardly

destruction of that great general, it would hardly be 10 account after this, of any political or mill
.possible for all the virtues, all the triumphs of the tary act of Flaminius, and only know that he
Romans, to redeem him from the infamy olio base an died in his bed, it is time to come to the com-
ictioa. larisoa.
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FLAMINIUS AND PHILOPCEMEN COMPARED.

IF we consider the extensive benefits which owing to miperioT excellence. He had to dc
Greece received from Flaminius, we shall find with two of the most warlike nation? among
that neither Philopccmen, nor other Grecians the Greeks; the Crerans, who were the moat
more illustrious than PhiloptDnien, will stand artful, and the Lacedaemonians, who were the
the comparison with him. For the Greeks al- most valiant; and yet he mastered the former
ways fought against Greeks; but Flaminius, by policy, and the latter by courage. Add to
who was not of Greece, fought against that this, that Flaminius had his men ready armed
country. And at a time when Phalopcemen, and disciplined to his hand: whereas Pnilopce-
unable to defend hie fellow-citizens, who were men had the armour of his to alter, and to
engaged in a dangerous war, passed over into new-model their discipline. So that the thing*
Crete, Flaminius, having vanquished Philip in which contribute most to victory were the
the heart of Greece, set cities and whole na- invention of the one, while the other only prac-
tions free. If we examine into their battles, it tised what was already in use. Accordingly
will appear, that Philopoemen, while he com- Philopremen's personal exploits were many
manded the Achaean forces, killed more Greeks, and great; but we find nothing of that kind
than Flaminius, in asserting the Grecian cause, remarkable in Flaminius. On the contrary,
killed Macedonians. a certain .Etolian said, by way of raillery,

As to their failings, ambition was the fault " Whilst I ran, with my drawn sword, to charge
of Flaminius, and obstinacy that of Philopce- the Macedonians, who stood firm and con-
Dien. The former was passionate and the lat- tinued fighting, Titus was standing still, with
ter implacable. Flaminius left Philip in his his hands lifted up towards heaven, and pray-
royal dignity, and pardoned the jEtohans; ing."
whereas Philopcemen, in his resentment against It is true, all the acts of Flaminius were
his country, robbed her of several of her de- glorious, while he was general, and during hia
pendencies. Besides, Flaminius was always a lieutenancy too: but Philopoemen shewed him-
firm friend to those whom he had once served; self no less serviceable and active among the
but Philopcemen was ever ready to destroy the Achzans, when in a private capacity, than
merit of his former kindnesses, only to indulge when he had the command. For, when com-
his anger. For he had been a great benefac-mander-in-chief, he drove Nabis out of the city
tor to the Lacedaemonians; yet aftewards he of Messene, and restored the inhabitants to
demolished their walls, and ravaged their their liberty; but he was only in a private sta-
country: and in the end entirely changed and tion when he shut the gates of Sparta against
Overturned their constitution. Nay, he seems the general Diophanes, and against Flaminius,
to have sacrificed his life to his passion and and by that means saved the Lacedaemonians.
perverseness, by too hastily and unseasonably Indeed, nature had given him such talents for
invading Messenia; instead of taking, like command, that he knew not only how to gov-
J'laminius, every precaution for his own secur- ern according to the laws, but how to govern
ity and that of his troops. the laws themselves, when the public good re-

But Philopoemen's military knowledge and quired it; not waiting for the formality of the
experience were perfected by his many wars people's appointing him, but rather employing
and victories. And, whereas Flaminius decid- them, when the occasion demanded it. For
ed his dispute with Philip in two eng.-.gements; he was persuaded, that, not he whom the peo-
Philopoemen, by conquering in an incredible ple elect, but he who thinks best for the peo-
number of battles, left fortune no room to ple, is the true general.
question his skill. There was undoubtedly something great and

Flaminius, moreover, availed himself of the generous in the clemency and humanity of
power of a great and flourishing commonwealth, Flaminius towards the Grecians; but there
and raised himself by its strength; but Philo- was something still greater and more generous
poemen distinguished himself at a time when in the resolution which Philopoemen shewed in
his country was on the decline. So that the maintaining the liberties of Greece against the
success of the one is to be ascribed solely to Romans. For it is a much easier matter to be
himself, and that of the other to all the Ro- liberal to the weak, than to oppose and to sup-
Btuu. The one had good troops to command; port a dispute with the strong. Since, there-
*od Ihe other made those so which he com- fore, after all our inquiry into the character!
manded. And though the great actions of of these two great men, the superiority is not
Philopcemen, being performed against Gre- obvious, perhaps we shall not greatly err, if we
cians, do not prove him a fortunate man, yet give the Grecian the palm of generalship and
xhey prove him a brave man. For, where all military skill, and the Roman that of justice
other things are equal, great success must be and humanity.
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PYRRHUS.

ISOME historians write> that Photon was the blo. For the cur/ent being swelled by the late
Bret king after the deluge who reigned over rair.s, was very high and boisterous, and dark
the Thresprotians and Molossians, and that lie ness added to the horror. They now despair-
was one of those who came with Pelasgus into ed of getting the child and his nurses over,
Epirus. Others say, that Deucalion and Pyr without some other assistance; when perceiv-
rha, after they had built the temple of Dodo- ing some of the inhabitants of the place on tho
na,* settled among the Molossians. In after other side, they begged of them to assist their
times Neoptolemus,t the son of Achilles, taking passage, and held up Pyrrhus towards them.
bis people with him, possessed himself of the But though they called out loud and entreated
country, and left a succession of kings after earnestly, the stream ran so rapidly and made
him, called Pyrrhidee; for in his infancy he such a roaring, that they could not be he.ird.
was called Pyrihus; and he gave that name to Some time was spent, while they were crying
one of his legitimate sons whom he had by out on one side, and listening to no purpose on
Lanassa the daughter of Cleodcs son of Hyl- the other. At last one of Pyrrhus's company
lus. From that time Achilles had divine hon- thought of peeling off a piece of oak bark, and
ours in Epirus, being styled there Aspetos (i. e. of expressing upon it, with the tongue of a
the Inimitable.) After these first kings, those buckle, the necessities and fortunes of the
that followed became entirely barbarous, and child. Accordingly he put this in execution)
both their power and their actions sunk into and having rolled the piece of bark about a
the utmost obscurity. Tharrytas is the first stone, which wae made use of to give force
whom history mentions as remarkable for pol- to the motion, he threw it on the other side.
ishing and improving his cities with Grecian Some say, he bound it fast to a javelin, and
customs,{ with letters and good laws. Alcetas darted it over. When the people on the other
was the son of Tharrytas, Arybas of AJcetae; side had read it, and saw there was not a mo-
and of Arybas and Troias his queen was horn ment to lose, they cut down trees, and made a
JEacides. He married Phthia, the daughter of raft of them, and crossed the river upon it. It
Menon the Thessalian, who acquired great rep- happened that the first man who reached the
utation in the Lamian war, and, next to Leos- bank, was named Achilles. He took Pyrrhus
theoes, was the most considerable of the con- in his arms, and conveyed him over, while his
federates. By Phthia, JEacides had two daugh-companions performed the same service for hia
ters named Deidamia and Troias, and a son followers.
named Pyrrhus. Pyrrhus and his train, having thus got safe

But the Molossians, rising against jEacides, over, and escaped the pursuers, continued
deposed him, and brought in the sons of Neop- .their route, till they arrived at the court of
tolemus.§ On this occasion the friends of Glaucias king of Illyria. They found the king
2Eacides were taken and slain: only Andro- sitting in his palace with the queen hi« consort,*
clides and Angelus escaped with his infant son, and laid the child at his feet in the posture of
though he was much sought after by his ene- a suppliant. The king, who stood in fear of
mies; and carried him off with his nurses and a Cassander, the enemy of jEacides, remained a
few necessary attendants. This tram render- long time silent, considering what part he
ed their flight difficult and elow, so that they should act. While Pyrrhus, of his own accord
were soon overtaken. In this extremity they creeping closer to him, took hold of his robe,
put the child in the hands of Androcleon, Hip- and raising himself up to his knees, by this ac-
pias, and Neander, three active young men tion first excited a smile, and afterwards com-
whom they could depend upon, and ordered passion; for he thought he saw a petitioner
them to make the best of their way to Me- before him begging his protection .vith tears.
garae, a town in Macedonia; while they them- Some say, it was not Glauctas, biit the allot
selves, partly by entreaty, and partly by force, of the domestic gods which he Approached,
"topped the course of the pursuers till even- and that he raised himself up by rmbracmg it;
ing; when, having with much difficulty got from which it appeared to Glauc'us that Heav-
clear of them, they hastened to join those who en interested itself in the mfant'i. favour. For
carried the young prince. At sun-set they this reason he put him immediately in the
thought themselves near the summit of their hands of the queen, and ordered her to bring him
hopes, but they met with a sudden disappoint-up with his own children. His enemies demand-
ment. When they came to the river that runs ing him soon after, and Cassander offering two
by the town, it looked rough and dreadful; hundred talents to have him delivered up, Glau-
»nd upon trial, they found it absolutely unforda- cins refused to do it; and when he came to b«

twelve years old, conducted him into Epirus at
" Probably it wn only a druidical kind of temple. the head of an army, and placed him upon the
f Between Deucalion's flood and the times of Ncop- throne.

tokuius, there wai a space of about Ihrce hundred aud
forty years. Pyrrhus had an air of majesty rather terrible

} Justin docs not ascribe the civilizing of the Molos-
rians to Tharryta.1, but to Arybas the son of Alcetas I., * Justin calls this princess Berna. and says she wa«who had himself been polished and I.UII.JM/.. .1 b) Ins of the family of the JKarnJit ; «|iirh mii-t ha\e been
education at Allivn*. the najon of llicir seeking refuge lor l',mnu m thai

{ Tliis IVcoptokuius was the brother of Arybaj. court.
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than august. Instead of teeth in his upper jaw to an agreement with him, and associated him
he had one continued bone, marked with small in the kingdom. But in process of time ther«
lines resembling the divisions of a row of teeth. were some who privately sowed dissentioD and
It was believed that he cured the swelling of jealousies between thorn. Pyrrhus's chief
the spleen, by sacrificing a white cock, and quarrel with Neoptolemusis said to have taken
with his right foot gently pressing the part af- its rise as follows: It had been a custom for
fected, the patients lying upun their backs for the kings of Kpirus to hold an assembly at
that purpose. There was no person, however Passaron, a place in the province of the Moloi-
poor or mean, refused this relief, if requested. sians; where, after sacrificing to Jupiter tht
He received no reward, except the cock for warrior, mutual oaths were taken by them and
Bdcri6ce, and this present was very agreeable to their subjects. The kings were sworn to gov-
him. It 19 also euid, that the great toe of that ern according to law*, and the people, to <te-
foot had a divine virtue in it; for, after his fend the crown according to law. Both the
death, when the rest of hie body was consum- kings met on this occasion, attended by their
ed, that toe was found entire and untouched by friends, and after the ceremony, great present!
the flames. But this account belongs not to were made on all aides. Gelon, who was very
the period we are upon. cordially attached to Neoptolemus, among the

When lie was about seventeen years of age, rest, paid his respects to Pyrrhus, and made
and seemed to be quite established in his king- him a present of two yoke of oxen.* Myrtilus,
dom, he happened to be called out of his own one of this prince's cupbearers, begged them ol
territories, to attend the nuptials of one of him; but Pyrrhus refused him, and gave them
Glaucias's sons, with whom he had been edu- to another. Gelon perceiving that Myrtilui
cated. On this occasion the Molossians, re- took the disappointment extremely ill, invited
volting again, drove out his friends, pillaged his him to sup with him. After eupper he solicited
treasures, and put themselves once more under him to embrace the interest of Neoptolemug,
Neoptolemus. Pyrrhua having thus lost the and to poison Pyrrhus. Myrtilus seemed to
crown, and being in want of every thing, appli- listen to his suggestions with satisfaction, but
ed himself to Demetrius, the son of Antigonus, discovered the whole to his toaster. Then, by
who had married hia sister Deidamia. That his order, he introduced to Gelon, the chief
princess, when very young, had been promised cupbearer Alexicrates, as a person who wa»
to Alexander the son of Roxana (by Alexander willing to enter into the conspiracy; for Pyrr-
the Great;) but that family being unfortunately hus was desirous to have more than one wit-
cut off, she was given, when she came to be ness to so black an enterprise. Gelon being thin
marriageable, to jiemetrius. In the great bat- deceived, Neoptolcmua was deceived with him;
tle of Ipsus, where all the kings of the earth and, thinking the affair in great forwardness,
were engaged,* Pyrrhus accompanied Demet- could not contain himself, but in the excess of
rius; and, though but young, bore down all be- his joy mentioned it to his friends. One even-
fore him, and highly distinguished himself ing, in particular, being at supper with his sis-
among the combatants. Nor did he forsake ter Cadmia, he discovered the whole design,
Demetrius, when unsuccessful, but kept for thinking nobody else within hearing. And in-
him those cities of Greece with which he was deed there was none in the room but Phaena-

entrusted: and when the treaty was concluded rete the wife of Samon, chief keeper of Neop-
with Ptolemy, he went to Egypt as a hostage. tolemus's cattle: and she lay upon a couch
There, both in hunting and other exercises, he with her face turned towards the wall, and
gave Ptolemy proofs of hia strength and inde- aeemed to be asleep. She heard, however, the
fatigable abilities. Observing that among Pto- whole without being suspected, and went the
lemy's wives, Berenice was she who had the next day to Antigone the wife of Pyrrhus, and
greatest power, and was most eminent for vir- related to her all that she had heard Neoptole-
tue and understanding, he attached himself mus say to hie sister. This was immediately
most to her. For he had a particular art of laid before Pyrrhus, who took no notice of
making his court to the great, while he over- it for the present. But, on occasion of a
looked those that were below him. And as in solemn sacrifice, he invited Neoptolemus to
bis whole conduct ha paid great attention to supper, and took that opportunity to kill him.
decency, temperance, and prudence, Antigone, For he was well assured that all the leading
who was daughter to Berenice by her first hus- men in Epirus were strongly attached to him,
band Philip, was given him, in preference to and wanted him to remove Neoplolemus out
many other young princes. of the way: that, no longer satisfied with a small

On this account he was held in greater hon- share of the kingdom, he might possess himself
our than ever: and Antigone proving aneicel- of the whole: and by following his genius, riie
Itnt wife, procured him men and money, which to great attempts. And, as they had now a
enabled him to recover his kingdom of Epirus. strong suspicion besides, that Neoptolemus wai
At his arrival there, his subjects received him practising against him, they thought this was the
with open arms; for Neoptolemus was become time to prevent him by giving him the fatal blow.
obnoxious to the people, by reason of his arbi- In acknowledgment of the obligations he had
trary and tyrannical government. Nevertheless, to Berenice and Ptolemy, he named his son by
Pyrrhus, apprehending that Neoptolcmua might Antigone Ptolemy, and called the city which
have recourse to some of the other kings, came he built in the Chersonese of Epirus, Berenicii.

From this time he began to conceive many
gteat designs, but his first hopes lajd hold of

* He says all the king* of the earth were engaged,
because L) sirr.nchus, Seleucun, Plulemj, Cas«anJtr,
Antigonus, and Demetrius, were tberr in |>«rsou. This * Tin i present was rl iracttruticil of the simplicity
battle was fought about Once hundred years before of aucieul timu.
Christ.
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ill that A-as near home: and he found a plau-them. After which he left Pantanrhus among
sible pretence to concern himself in the affairs them with a considerable force, and went him-
of Macedonia. Antipater, the eldest son of self to seek Pyrrhus. Pyrrhus, as soon as he was
Cass.inder, had killed his mother Tliessaloniea, apprised of his design, went to meet him; but
»nd expelled his brother Alexander. Alexander taking a wrong route, they inadvertently passed
sent to Demetrius for succour, and implored each other. Demetrius entered Kpirus, and
likewise the assistance of Pyrrhus. Demetrius com milled great ravages; and Pyrrhus, falling
having many affairs upon his hands, could not in with Pcntauchus, gave him battle. The dis-
presently comply: but Pyrrhus came and de- pute was warm and obstinate on both sides, es-
manded as the reward of his services, the city pecially where the generals fought. For Pantau-
of Nymphaea," and all the maritime coast of chus, who in dexterity, courage, and strength]
Macedonia, together with Ambracia, Acarna- stood foremost among theollicers ol'Demetrius,
nia, and Amphilocio, which were some of the and withal was a man of a high and ambitious
countries that did not originally belong to the spirit, challenged Pyrrhus to the combat. And
kingdom of Macedon. The young prince Pyrrhus, who was behind none of the princes of
agreeing to the conditions, Pyrrhus possessed his time in valour and renown, and who was de-
himself of these countries, and secured them, sirous to appropriate to himself the honours of
with his garrisons: after which, he went on Achilles, rather by his sword than by kindred,
conquering the rest for Alexander, and driving advanced through the first lines against Pantau-
Antipater before him. chus. They began with the javelin; and then

King Lysimachus was well inclined to give coming to the sword, exhausted all that art or
Antipater assistance, but he was so much en- strength could supply. Pyrrhus received one
gaged with his own affairs, that he could not wound, and gave his adversary two, one in the
find time for it. Recollecting, however, that thigh, and the other in the neck; by which he
Pyrrhus would refuse nothing to hig friend overpowered him, and brought him to the
Ptolemy, he forged letters in Ptolemy's name, ground; but could not kill him outright, be-
enjoining him to evacuate Macedonia, and to cause he was rescued by his friends. The Ep
be satisfied with three hundred talents from irots, elated with their prince's victory, and ad
Antipater. But Pyrrhus no sooner opened the miring his valour, broke into and dispersed the
letters than he perceived the forgery. Forin- Macedonian phalanx, and pursuing the fugi-
itead of the customary salutation, The father tives, killed great numbers of them, and took
to his son, greeting, they began with King five thousand prisoners.
Ftolemy to king Pyrrlius^ greeting. He in- This battle did not so much excite the resent-
reighed against Lysimachus for the fraud, but ment and hatred of the Macedonians against
listened, notwithstanding, to proposals of peace; Pyrrhus for what they suffered, as it inspired
and the three princes met to offer sacrifices on them with an esteem of his abilities and admi-
the occasion, and to swear upon the altar to the ration of his valour. This furnished subject of
articles. A boar, a bull, and a ram being led discourse to all those who were witnesses of
up as victims, the ram dropped down dead of his exploits,or were engaged against lum in the
himself. The rest of the company laughed at action. For he recalled to their minds the coun-
the accident; but Theodotus the diviner advis- tenance, the swiftness, and motion of Alexan-
ed Pyrrhus not to swear; declaring that the der the Great; in Pyrrhus they thought they
Deity prcsignified the death of one of the kings; saw the very image of his force and impetuosity
upon which he refused to ratify the peace. And while the other kings represented that

Alexander's affairs were thus advantageously hero only in their purple robes, in the number
settled;! nevertheless Demetrius came. But it of guards, the bend of the neck, and the lofty
soon appeared that he came now unrequested, manner of speaking, the king of Epirus repre-
and that his presence excited rather fear than sented him in deeds of arms and personal
gratitude. When they had been a few days to- achievements. And of his great skill .n order-
gether, in mutual distrust, they laid snares for ing and drawing up an army, we have proofs in
each other; but Demetrius finding the first op- the writing he left behind him. It is also said,
portunity, was beforehand with Alexander, that Antigonus being asked, "Who was the
killed him, and got himself proclaimed king of greatest general?" answered, "Pyrrhus would
Macedon. be, if he lived to be old." Antigonus, indeed,

He had for a long time had subjects of com- spoke only of the generals of his time: but Han-
plaint against Pyrrhus j on account of the in- nibal said that, of all the world had ever be-
roads which he had made into Thessaly. Be- held, the first in genius and skill was Pyrrhus,
sides, that ambition to extend their dominions, Scipio the second, and himself the third: as we
which is a distemper natural to kings, rendered have written in the life of Scipio.* This was
their neighbourhood mutually alarming. These the only science he applied himself to; this was
jealousies increased after the death of Deida- the subject of his thoughts and conversation; for
mia. At last, each having possessed himself of he considered it as a royal study, and looked
part of Macedonia, and having one object in upon other arts as mere trifling amusements.
»iew, the gaining of the whole, this produced of And it is reported that when fie wag asked,
course, new causes of contention. Demetrius "Whether he thought Python or Cffiphisias tho
marched against the JEtolians and reduced best musician?" "Polysperchon," said he, 'is the

general;' intimating that this was the only point
* Dacier thinks Appolonia might be called JVym-

phxa, from A'ymphxum, a celebrated rock in its neigh- which it became a king to enquire into or know.
bourhood. Palmeriui would read Tymphza, that be- In the intercourse of life he was mild and not
ing the name of a town in thine pai U. There wa* a easily provoked, but ardent and <|iiK-k to r.-|,ay
city called Nynlplisum, in the Taurica Chersouesus,
but thai could nut be meant here. " This is differently related in the lifeaf Fbminiiu

\ Alexander was murdered soon after. There, it is said that Hannibal placed Aleiandtr firrt.
Fyrrhus second, and himself the third.
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< kindness. For this reason he was greatly af retreat, for the Macedonians liarassed his rear
flictcd at the death of jEropus. "His friend," all the way.
he said, "had only paid the tribute to nature Demetrius, though he had driven out Pyrrb.ua
but he blamed and reproached hirvaelf for put- with so much ease, was far from slighting and
ting o(T his acknowledgments till, by these de- despising him afterwards. But as he meditated
lays, he had lost the opportunity of" making any great things, and had determined to attempt
return. For those that owe money, can pay it the recovery of his paternal kingdom, with an
to the heirs ot" the deceased, but when a roturn army of a hundred thousand men, and five hun-
of kindness is no*, made to a peraon in his life- dred sail of ships, he thought it not prudent
time, it grieves the heart that has any goodness either to embroil himself with Pyrrhus, or to
and honour in it." When some advised him to leave behind him so dangerous a neighbour
banish a certain ill tongued Ambracian, who And as he waa not at leisure to continue the
abused him behind his back. "Let the fellow war with him, he concluded a peace that he
stay here," said he, "and speak against me to might turn his arms with more security against
a few, rather than ramhle about, and give me the other kings.* The designs of Demetrius
a bad character to all the world." And some were soon discovered by this peace, and by the
young men having taken great liberties with greatness of his preparations. The kings were
his character in their cups, and being after- alarmed, and sent ambassadors to Pyrrhus,
wards brought to answer for it, he asked them, with letters, expressing their astonishment, that
"Whether they really hid said such things?" he neglected his opportunity to make war upon
"We did, Sir," answered one of them, "and Demetrius. They represented with how much
should have said a great deal more, if we had ease he might drive him out of Macedonia,
had more wine."-Upon which he laughed and thus engaged as he was in many troublesome
dismissed them. enterprises; instead of which, he waited till

Alter the death of Antigone, he married sev- Demetrius had dispatched all his other affairs,
eral wives for the purposes of interest aod pow- and was grown so much more powerful as to be
er: namely the daughter of Autoleon, king of able to bring the war to his own doors; and to
the Psonians; Bircenna, the daughter of Bar- put him under the necessity of fighting for the
dylli-i, king of the Illynans; and Lanassa, the altars of Ins gods, and the sepulchres of his an-
daughter of Agathoclea of Syracuse, who cestors in Molos>sia itself: and this too, when
brought him in dowry the isle of Corcyra, he had just been deprived by Demetrius of the
which her father had taken. By Antigone he isle of Corcyra, together with hia wife. For
had a son named Ptolemy; by Lanassa he had Lanassa having her complaints against Pyr.
Alexander; and by Bircenna, his youngest son rhus, for paying more attention to his other
Helenus. All these princes had naturally a turn wives, though barbarians, than to her, had re-
for war, and he quickened their martial ardour tired to Corcyra; and wanting to marry anoth-
by giving them a suitable education from their er king, invited Demetrius to receive her hand,
infancy. For it is said, when he was asked by knowing him to be more inclined to marriage
one of them, who was yet a child, "To which than any of the neighbouring princes. Accord-
of them he would leave his kingdom.'" he said, ingly he sailed to the island, married Lumassa,
"to him who has the sharpest sword." This d left a garrison in the city.
was very hke that tragical legacy of (£dipus The kings, at the same time that they wrote
to his sons, these letters to Pyrrhus, took the field them

The sword's keen point the inheritance shall part.* selves to harass Demetrius, who delayed his
After the battle Pyrrhus returned home dis-expedition, and continued his preparations

tinguished with glory, and still more elevated Ptolemy put to sea with a great fleet, and drew
in his sentiments. The Epirots having given off many of the Grecian cities. Lvsimachua

him on this occasion the name of Eagle, he entered the upper Macedonia from Thrace,
said, "If 1 am an eagle, you have made me and ravaged the country. And Pyrrhus taking
one; for it is upon your arms, upon your wings, up arms at the same time, marched against
that I have risen so high." Eeroea, expecting that Demetrius would go to

Soon after, having intelligence that Deme- meet Lysimachus, and leave the lower Mace-

trius lay dangerously ill, he suddenly entered donia unguarded: which fell out accordingly.
Macedonia,! intending only an inroad to pillage The night before he set out, he dreamed that

the country. But he was very near seizing the Alexander the Great called him, and that when

whole, and taking the kingdom without a blow. tie came to him, he fouad him sick in bed, but

For he pushed forward as far as Edessa, with- was received with many obliging expressions

out meeting with any resistance; on the con- of friendship, and a promise of sudden assist-
trary, many of the inhabitants repaired to his ance. Pyrrhus said, "How can you sir, who

are sick, be able to assist me."1 Alexandeicamp, and joined him. The danger awaked
l>metrius,and made him act above his strength. answered, " I will do it with my name:" and,
His friends, too, and officers quickly assembled at the same time, he mounted a Nisxau horse,f
a good body of troops, and moved forward and seemed to lead the way.

with great spirit and vigour against Pyrrhus. Pyrrhus, greatly encouraged by this vision,

But as he came only with a design to plunder, advanced with the utmost expedition; and
he did not stand to receive them. He lost laving traversed the intermediate countries.
however a considerable number of men in his

» Seleucus, Ptolemy, and Lysimachus." FhenisKB Euripides, Ter. 68.
t Nisset was a province near the Caspian se

t In the third year of Ihc hundred ana twenty-third Hrabo lells us, was (amous for ili breed of horses. Thi
Olympiad, two hundred aud eighty four years before linf* of Persia uted to provide thtmsclm Cher*,--
'""hritt. Strata, lib. n.
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c»mp before Bercea and look it. There he more probity when they professedly mike war
filed his head quarters, and reduced the other that when they sanctify a short truce and ces^
cities by his generals. When Demetrius re- sation of mutual injuries, with the riamea if
ceived intelligence ol this, and perceived, justice and friendship. Pyrrhns was a proof
moreover, a spirit of mutiny among the Mace-of this. For opposing Demetrius again, when
donian? in his camp, he was afraid to proceed his affairs began to be a little re-established,
farther, lest, when they came in sight of a Ma- and checking his power, which seemed to be
cedonian prince, and one of an illustrious cha- recovering, as if it were from a great illness
racter too, they should revolt to him. He, he marched to the assistance of the Grecians^
therefore, turned back, and led them against and went in person to Athens. He ascended
Pyrrhus, who was a stranger, and the object into the citadel, and sacrificed to the goddess;
of their hatred. Upon his encamping near after which he came down into the city the
BeroDa, many inhabitants of (hat place mixed same day, and thus addressed the people :
with his soldiers, and highly extolled Pyrrhua. " I think myself happy in this testimony of the
They represented him as a man invincible in kind regard of the Athenians, and of the con-
arms, of uncommon magnanimity, and one who fidence they put in me; I advise them, how-
treated those who fell into his hands with great ever, as they tender their safety, never to ad-
gentleness and humanity. There were also mit another king wi^m their walls, but to shut
some of Pyrrhus's emissaries, who, pretending their gates against a" that shall desire it."*
themselves Macedonians, observed to Deme- Soon after this he concluded a peace with
trius's inen, that then was the time to get free Demetrius: and yet Demetrius was no sooner
from his cruel yoke, and to embrace the inter- passed into Asia, than Pyrrhus, at the instiga-
est of Pyrrhus who was a popular man, and tion of Lysimachus, drew off Thessaly from its
who loved a soldier. After this, the greatest allegiance, and attacked his garrisons in Greece.
part of the army was in a ferment, and they cast He found, indeed, the Macedonians better sub-
their eyes around for Pyrrhus. It happened jects in time of war than in peace, besides that
that he was then without his helmet; but re- he himself was more fit for action than repose.
collecting, himself, he soon put it on again, and At last Demetrius being entirely defeated in
was immediately known by his lofty plume and Syria, Lysimachus, who had nothing to feat
his crest of goat's horns.* Many of the Mace- from that quarter, nor any other affairs to en-
donians now ran to him, and begged him to give page him, immediately turned his forces against
them the word; while others crowned them- Pyrrhus, who lay in quarters at Edessa. Upon
selves with branches of oik, because they saw his arrival he fell upon one of the king's con
them worn by his men. Some had even the voys, and took it, by which he greatly distressed
confidence to tell Demetrius, that the most pru- his troops for want of provisions. Besides this,
dent part he could take would be to withdraw he corrupted the principal Macedonians by hn
lad lay down the government. As he found letters and emissaries, reproaching them for
the motions of the army agreeable to this sort choosing for their sovereign a stranger, whose
of discourse, he was terrified and made off pri- ancestors had always been subject to the Mace-
vately, disguised in a mean cloak and a com- donians, while they expelled the friends and
mon Macedonion hat. Pyrrhus, upon this be- companions of Alexander. As the majority
came master of the camp without striking a listened to these suggestions, Pyrrhus, fearing
blow, and was proclaimed king of Macedonia. the event, withdrew with his Epirots and auxili-

L/ysimachus made his appearance soon after, ary forces, and so lost Macedonia in the game
and, pretending that he had contributed equally manner he had gained it. Kings, therefore have
to the flight of Demetrius, demanded his share no reason to blame the people for changing for
of the kingdom. Pyrrhus, as he thought him- interest, since in that they do but imitate their
self not sufficiently established among the Ma- masters who are patterns of treachery and per-
cedonians, but rather in a dubious situation ndiousness, and who think that man most capa
Accepted the proposal; and they divided the ble of serving them, who pays the least regard
cities and" provinces between them. This par- to honesty.
tition seemed to be of service for the present, When Pyrrhus had thus retired into Epirus,
and prevented their going directly to war; but and left Macedonia, he had a fair occasion
eoon after, they found it the beginning of per- given him by fortune to enjoy himself in quiet
petual complaints and quarrels, instead of a and to govern his own kingdom in peace. But
perfect reconciliation. For how is it possible he was persuaded, that neither to annoy others
that they whose ambition is not to be termina- nor to be annoyed by them, was a life unsufler-
ted by seas and mountains and uninhabitable ably languishing and tedious. Like Achilles,
deserts, whose thirst of dominion is not to be he could not endure inaction;
confined by the bounds that part Europe and He pined in dull repose '. his heart indignant
Asia, should, when so near each other, and Bade the scene change to war, to v»ou»d», »nj death.
joined in one lot, sit down contented, and ab- His anxiety for fresh employment was relieved
"tain from mutual injuries? Undoubtedly they as follows; The Romans were then at war
are always at war in their hearts, having the with the Tarentines. The latter were not able
"eeds of perfidy and envy there. As for the to support the dispute, and yet the bold and tur-
names of Peace and War, they apply them bulent harangues of their leading men would
occasionally, like money to their use, not to the not suffer them to put an end to it. They re-
purposes of justice. And they act with much solved, therefore, to call in Pyrrhua, and put

their forces under his command; there being no
* Aletander the Great is represented on hi* medals

with such a crest. The goat, indeed, was the symbol other prince who had then so much leisure, o»
of the kingdom of Macedon. The Prophet Daniel was so able a general. The oldest and most
mei it as such. The original of that symbol may be * The Athenians followed hit advire ud drofe OBI
found iu Ju»Ucu DcmeUiu»'» garn&on.
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sensible of the citizens opposed this measure, power, and importance no man knows better
but were overborne by the noise and violence than you." Cineas, after a short pause, con-
of the multitude; and when they saw this, they tinued, " But after we have conquered Italy,
no longer attended the assemblies. But there what shall we do next, sir.'" Pyrrhus not
w as a worthy man named Melon, who, on the yet perceiving hie drift, replied, '"'There is
day that the decree was to be ratified, after the Sicily very near, and stretches out her arms
people had taken their seats, came into the as- to receive us, a fruitful and populous island,
sembly with an air of intoxication, having, like and easy to be taken. For Agathocles was
persons in that condition, a withered garland no sooner gone, than faction and anarchy pre-
upon his head, a torch in his hand, and a woman vailed among her cities, and every thing u
playing on the flute before him. As no deco- kept in confusion ay her turbulent dema-
rum can well be observed by a crowd of people gogues." " What yuu say, my prince," said
in a free state, some clapped their hands, others Cineas, " is very prooable ; but is the taking
laughed, but nobody pretended to stop him. of Sicily to conclude our expeditions?" " Far
On the contrary, they called upon the woman from it," answered Pyrrhus, " for if Heaven
to play, and him to come forward and sing. grants us success in this, that success shall only
Silence being made, he said, " Men of Taren- be the prelude to greater things. Who cati for-
tum, ye do extremely well to suffer those who bear Libya and Carthage, then within reach?
have a mind to it, to play (Bid be merry, while which Agathocles, even when he fled in a clan-
they may: and, if you are wise, you will all destine manner from Syracuse, and crossed the
now enjoy the same liberty: for you must have sea with a few ships only, had almost made him-
other business and other kind of life, when self master of. And when we have made
Pyrrhus once enters your city." This address such conquests who can pretend to say, that
made a great impression upon the Tarentines, any of our enemies, who are now so insolent,
and a whisper of assent ran through the assem-will think of resisting us?" "To be sure,"
bly. But some fearing that they should be said Cineas, "they wiil not; for it is clear
delivered up to the Romans, if peace were that so much power will enable you to recover
made, reproached the people with so tamely Macedonia, and to establish yourself uncon
Buffering themselves to be made a jest of, and tested sovereign of Greece. But when we have
insulted by a drunkard; and then turning upon conquered all, what are we to do then?" "Why
Melon, they thrust him out. The decree thus then, my friend," said Pyrrhus, laughing, " we
being confirmed, they sent ambassadors to will take our ease, and drink and be merry."
Epirus, not only in the name of the Tarentines Cineas, having brought him thus far, replied,
but of the other Greeks in Italy, with presents "And what hinders us from drinking and Inking
to Pyrrhus, and orders to tell him, "Thai they our ease now, when we have already those
wanted a general of ability and character. As things in our hands, at which we propose to ar-
for troops, he would find a large supply of rive through seas of blood, through infinite toils
them upon the spot, from the Lucanians, the and dangers, through innumerable calamities,
Messapians, the Samnites, and Tarenlmes, lo which we must both cause and suffer?"
the amount of Iwenty thousand horse, and This discourse of Cineas gave Pyrrhus pain,
three hundred and fifty thousand foot." These but produced no reformation. He saw the
promises not only elevated Pyrrhus, but raised certain happiness which ne gave up, but was
in the Epirots a strong inclination to the war. not able to forego the hopes that flattered his

There was then at the court of Pyrrhus, a desires. In the first place, therefore, he sent
Thessalian named Cineas, a man of sound Cineas to Tarentum with three thousand foot;
"ense, and who having been a disciple of De- from whence there arrived, soon after, a great
mosthenes, was the only orator of his time number of galleys, transports, and flat-bottom-
that presented his hearers with a lively image ed boats, on board of which he put twenty
of the force and spirit of that great master. elephants, three thousand horse, twenly ihou-
This man had devoted himself to Pyrrhus, and sand foot, two thousand archers, and five hun-
in all the embassies he was employed in, con- dred slingers. When all was ready, he set
firmed that saying of Euripides, sail; but as soon as he was got into the midat

of the Ionian sea, he was attacked by a vio-
The gates that steel exclude, resistless eloquence shall lent wind at north, which was unusual at that

enter. 
season. The storm raged terribly, but by the

This made Pyrrhus say, "That Cineas had skill and extraordinary efforts of his pilots
gained him more cities by his address, than and mariners, his ship made the Italian shore,
he had won by his arms;" and he continued with infinite labour and beyond all expecta-
to heap honours and employments upon him. tion. The rest of the fleet could not hold
Cineas now seeing Pyrrhus intent upon his their course, but were dispersed far and wide.
preparations for Italy, took an opportunity, Some of the ships were quite beaten off from
when he saw him at leisure, to draw him into the coast of Italy, and driven into the Libyan
the following conversation : " The Romans and Sicilian sea: others, not being able to
have the reputation of being excellent soldiers, double the cape of Japygia, were overtaken
tnd have the command of many warlike na- by the night; and a great and boisterous sea
tions; if it please Heaven that we conquer driving them upon a difficult and rocky shore,
them, what use, sir, shall we make of our they were all in the utmost distress. The
victory?" " Cineas," replied the king, "your king's ship, indeed, by its size and strength,
question answers itself. When the Romans resisted the force of the waves, while the wind
are once subdued, there is no town, whether blew from the sea; but that coming about, and
Greek or barbarian, in all the country, lhal blowing directly from the shore, the ship, as she
will dare oppose us; but we shall immediately stood with her head against il, was in djngei
e masters of all Italy, whose greatness. | of opening by the shocks al-e received. Ana
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jet to be dmen off again into a tempestuous it." He now became solicitous for the event,
"ea, while the wind continually shifted from and determining to wait (or the allies, set a
point to point, seemed the most dreadful case guard upon the river, to oppose the Romans, if
of all. In this extremity, Pyrrhua threw him- they should endeavour to pass it. The Romans,
self overboard, and was immediately followed on their part, hastening to prevent the coming
bf his friends and guards, who strove which up of those forces which he had resolved to wait
"hould give him the best assistance. But the for, attempted the passage. The infantry took
darkness of the night, and the roaring and re- to the fords, and the cavalry got over wherever
sistance of the waves which beat upon the shore, they could: so that the Greeks were afraid of be
and were driven back with equal violence, ren- ing surrounded, and retreated totheir main body.
dered it estreinely difficult to save him. At last, Pyrrhus, greatly concerned at tins, ordered
by daybreak, the wind being considerably fallen, his foot-officers to draw up the forces, and to
with much trouble he got ashore, greatly weak- stand to their arms; while he advanced with
ened in body, but with a strength and firmness the horse, who were about three thousand, in
of mind which bravely combatted the distress. hopes of finding the Humans yet bubied in th«
At the same time, the Messapians, on whose passage, and dispersed without any order.-
coast he was cast, ran down to give him all the But when he saw a great number of shield*
succour in their power. They also met with some glittering above the water, and the horse pre-
other of his vessels that had weathered the storm, serving their ranks as they passed, he closed nil
in which were a small number of horse, not own ranks and began the attack. Beside his
quite- two thousand foot, and two elephants. being distinguished by the beauty and lustre of
With these Pyrrhus marched to Tarentum. his arms, which were of very curious fabric, he

When Cineas was informed of this, he drew performed jets of valour worthy the great repu-
out his forces, and went to meet him. Pyrrhus, tation he had acquired. For, though he ex-
upon his arrival at Tarentum, did not choose posed his person in the hottest of the engage-
to have recourse to compulsion at first, nor to ment, and charged with the greatest vigour,
do any thing against the inclination of the in- he was never in the least disturbed, nor lost Ins
habitants, till his ships were safe arrived, and presence of mind; but gave his orders as coolly
the greatest part of his forces collected. But, as if he had been out of the action, and moved
after this, seeing the Tarentines, so far from to this side or that, as occasion required, to
bein^ in a condition to defend others, that they support his men where he saw them nuuutaia-
would not even defend themselves, except they ing an unequal fight.
were driven to it by necessity; and that they Leonatus of Macedon observed an Italian
sat still at home, and spent their time about horseman very intent upon Pyrrhua, changing
the baths, or in feasting and idle talk, as es- his post as he did, and regulating all his mo-
pecting that he would fight for them; he shut tions by his. Whereupon, he rode up, and
up the places of exercise and the walks, where said to him, " Do you see, s>ir, that barbarian
they used, as they sauntered along, to conduct upon the black horse with white feet; lie seems
the war with words. He also put a stop to to meditate some great and dreadful design.
their unseasonable entertainments, revels, and He keeps you in his eye; full of fire and spirit;
diversions. Instead of these, he called them lie singles you out; and takes no notice of any
to arms, and, in his musters and reviews, was body else. Therefore, be on your guard against
severe and inexorable; so that Diany of them him." Pyrrhus answered, "It is impossible,
quitted the place; for, being unaccustomed to Leonatus, to avoid our destiny. But neither
be under command, they called that a slavery this nor any other Italian shall have much satis-
which was not a life of pleasure. faction in engaging with me." While they

He now received intelligence that Li-vinus, were yet speaking, the Italian levelled his spear,
the Roman consul, was coming against him, and spurred his horse against Pyrrhus. He
with a great army, and ravaging Lucania by missed the king, but ran his horse through, as
the way. And though the confederates were Leonatus did the Italian's the same moment, so
not ctirne up, yet looking upon it as a disgrace that both horses fell togciher. Pyrrhus was
to sit still, and see the enemy approach still carried off by his friends, * ho gathered round
nearer, he took the field with the troops he had. him, and killed the Italian who fought to the
But first he sent a herald to the Romans, with very last. This Drave man had the command
proposals, before they came to extremities, to of a troop of horse; Ferentuin uas the place
terminate their differences amicably with the of his birth, and his name Oplacus.
Greeks in Italy) by taking him for the mediator This made Pyrrhus more cautious. And now
and umpire. Loivinus answered, " That the seeing his cavalry give ground, he sent his in-
Romans neither accepted Pyrrhus as a media- fantry orders to advance, and formed them as
tor, nor feared him as an enemy." Whereupon, suon as they came up. Then giving his robe
he marched forward, and encamped upon the and his arms to Mcgacles, one of his friends, h«
plain between the cities of Pandosia and He- disguised himself in his, and proceeded to the
raclea: and having notice that the .Romans charge. The Romans received lum with great
were near, and lay on the other side of the rirmness, and the success of the battle remain-
river Sins, he rode up to the river to take a ed long undecided. Ii IB even 6aid, that each
view of them. When he saw the order of army was broken, and gave way stvtn times,
their troops, the appointment of their watches, and rallied as often. He changed his arm! very
and the regularity of their whole encampment, seasonably, for that saved his life; but at the
he was struck with admiration, and said to a same time, it had nearly ruined liis affairs, and
friend who was by, " Megacles, the disposition lost him the victory. Many aimed at Megacles-
of these barbarians has nothing of the barbarian but the man who first wounded him and broughi
ill it; we shall see whether the re.gt will answer him to the ground, was named Deious
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ous s!ezed his helmet and his robe, and rode up Some, indeed, seemed inclined to peace, urging
to Lrevinus, shewing (he spoils, and crying out that they had already lost a great battle, and
that he had slain Pyrrhus. The spoils having had still a greater to expect, since Pyrrhus was
passed from rank to rank, as it were in triumph, joined by several nations in Italy. There wag
the Roman army shouted for joy, while that of then an illustrious Roman, Appius Claudius by
the Greeka was struck with grief and conster- name, who, on account of his great age and the
nation. This held till Pyrrhus, apprized of what loss of his sight, had declined all attendance to
had happened, rode about the army uncovered, public business. But when he heard of the em-
stretching out his hand to his soldiers, and giv- bassy from Pyrrhus, and the report prevailed
ing them to know him by his voice. At last the that the senate was going to vote for the peace,
Romans were worsted, chiefly by means of the he could not contain himself, but ordered his
elephants. For the horses, before they came servants to take him up, and carry him in hit
near them, were frightened, and ran back with chair through the forum to the senate-house.
their riders; and Pyrrhus commanding his Thes- When he was brought to the door, his sons and
Ealian cavalry to fall upon them while in this sons-in-law received him, and led him into the
disorder, they were routed with great slaughter. senate. A respectful silence was observed by
Dionvsius writes, that near fifteen thousand the whole body on his appearance; and he deliv-
Romans fell in this battle; but Hieronymus ered his sentiments in the following terms:-
makes the number only seven thousand. On " Hitherto, I have regarded my blindness as a
Pyrrhus's side, Dionysius says, there were thir- misfortune, but now, Romans, I wish I had been
teen thousand killed; Hieronymus not quite as deaf ae I am blind. For then I should not have
four thousand. Among these, however, were heard of your shameful counsels and decrees, so
ho most valuable of his friends and officers, ruinous to the glory of Rome. Where now are
whose services he had made grea^use of, and your speeches so much echoed about the world,
in whom he had placed the highest confidence. that if Alexander the Great had come into Italy

Pyrrhus immediately entered the Roman when we were young, and jour fathers mthevig
camp, which he found deserted. He gained over our of their age, he would not now be celebra
many cities which had been in alliance with ted as invincible, but either by his flight or his
Rome, and laid waste the territories of others. fall, would have added to the glory of Rome?
Nay, he advanced to within thirty-seven miles You now shew the vanity and folly of that boast,
of Rome itself. The Lucanians and the Sam- while you dread the Chaonians and Molossians,
nites joined him alter the battle, and were re- who were ever a prey to the Macedonians, and
proved for their delay; but it was plain that he tremble at the name of Pyrrhus, who has all his
*vas greatly elevated and delighted with having life been paying his court to one of the guards
defeated so powerful an army of Romans, with of that Alexander. At present he wanders about
the assistance of the Tarentmes only. Italy, not so much to succour the Greeks here,

The Romans, on this occasion, did not take as to avoid his enemies at home; and he promis-
the command from La;vinus, though Caius Fa- es to procure us the empire of this country with
bricius is reported to have said, " That the Ro- those forces which could not enable him to keep
mans ivere not overcome by the Epirots, but a small part of Macedonia. Do not expect,
Lsvinua by Pyrrhus:" intimating tliat the de- then, to get rid of him, by entering into alliance
feat was owing to the inferiority of the general, with him. That step will only open a door to
not of his troops. Then raising new levies, many invaders. For who is there that will not
filling up their legions, and talking in a lofty despise you, and think you an easy conquest,
and menacing tone about the war, they struck if Pyrrhus not only escapes unpunished for hi*
Pyrrhus with amazement. He thought proper, insolence, but gains the Tarentines and Saro-
therefore, to send an embassy to them first, mtes, as a reward for insulting the Romans."
to try whether they were disposed to peace; Appius had no sooner done speaking, thin
being satisfied that to take the city and make they voted unanimously for the war, and dis-
an absolute conquest, was an undertaking of missed Cineas with this answer, " That when

too much difficulty to be effected by such an Pyrrhus had quitted Italy, they would enter
army as his was at that time; whereas, if he upon a treaty of friendship and alliance with
could bring them to terms of accommodation, him, if he desired it: but while he continued
and conclude a peace with them, it would be there in a hostile manner, they would prosecute
very glorious for him after such a victory. the war against him with all their force, though

Cineas, who was sent with this commission, he should have defeated a thousand Lsevmus's
applied to the great men, and sent them and It is said, that Cineas, while he was upon
their wives presents in his master's name. But this business, took great pains to observe the
they all refused them; the women as well as manners of the Romans, and to examine into
the men declaring, " That when Rome had the nature of their government. And when he
publicly ratified a treaty with the king, they had learned what he desired, by conversing
should then on their parts be ready to give him with their great men, he made a faithful report
every mark of their friendship and respect." of all to Pyrrhus; and told him, among the
And though Cineas made a very engaging speech rest, " That the senate appeared to him an
to the senate, and used many arguments to in- assembly of kings; and as to the people, they
duce them to close with him, yet they lent not were so numerous, that he was a "raid he had to
a willing ear to his propositions, notwithstand-do with a Lerna?an hydra." For the Consul
ing that Pyrrhus offered to restore without ran- had already an army on foot, twice as large as
som the prisoners he had made in the battle, and the former, and had left multitudes behind in
promised to assist them in the conquest of Italy, Rome, of a proper age for enlisting, and suffi-
desiring nothing in return but their friendship cient to form many such armies.
for himself, and security for the Tarentines. After this. Fabncius came ambassador to
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Pyrrrais to treat about the ransom and exchange leagueinto the same sentiments,
of prisoners. Fabricius, as Cineas informed to Pyrrhus without losing a moment's time, to
Fvrrhus, was highly valued by the Romans tor caution him against the treason. The letter
bis probity and martial abilities, but he was ran thus:
extremely poor. Pyrrhus received him with " Caiue Fabricius and Quintus Emilias, con-
particular distinction, and privately offered him suls, to king Pyrrhus, health.
gold; not for any base purpose; but he beggeO
Ijini to accept of it as a pledge of friendship " It appears that you judge very ill both of
and hospitality. Fabricius refusing the pres-your friends and enemies. For you will find
ent, Pyrrbus pressed him no farther; but the by this letter which was sent to us, that you are
neit day, wanting to surprise him, and know-at war with men of virtue and honour, and trust
ing that he had never seen an elephant, he or- knaves and villains. Nor is it out of kindness
dered the biggest he had, to be armed and that we give you this information; but we do it,
placed behind a curtain in the room where lest your death should bring a disgrace upon
they were to be in conference. Accordingly us, and we should seem to have put a period to
this was done, and upon a sign given, the cur- the war by treachery, when we could not do it
tain drawn; and the elephant raising Ins trunk by valour."
over the head of Fabricius, made a horrid and Pyrrhus having read the letter, and detected
frightful noise. Fabricius turned about with- the treason, punished the physician; and, to
out being in the least discomposed, and said to shew his gratitude to Fabricius and the Romans,
Pyrrhus smiling, "Neither your gold yester-he delivered up the prisoners without ransom,
day, nor your beast to-day, has made any im- and sent Cineaa again to negociate a peace. The
pression upon me." Romans, unwilling to receive a favour from an

In the evening the conversation at table enemy, or a reward for not consenting to an ill
turned upon many subjects, but chieHy upon thing, did indeed receive the prisoners at hia
Greece and the Grecian philosophers. This led hands, but sent him an equal number of Taren-
Cineas to mention Epicurus,* and to give some tines and Sammies. As to peace and friend-
account of the opinions of his sect concerning ship, they would not hear any proposals about
the gods and civil government. He said, they it, till Pyrrhus should have laid down his arms,
placed the chief happiness of man in pleasure, drawn his forces out of Italy, and returned to
and avoided all concern in the administration of EpioiB in the same ships in which he came.
affairs as the bane of a happy life; and that they His affairs now requiring another battle, he
attributed to the Deity neither benevolence nor assembled his army, and marched and attacked
anger, but maintained that, far removed from the Romans near Asculum. The ground waa
the care of human affairs, he passed his time in very rough'and uneven, and marshy also to-
ease and inactivity, and was totally immersed wards the river, so that it was extremely in-
in pleasure. While he was yet speaking, Fa- convenient for the cavalry, and quite prevented
bricius cried out, "O heavens! may Pyrrhus the elephants from acting with the infantry.
and the Samnites adopt these opinions as long For this reason he had a great number of men
as they are at war with the Romans T' Pyrr- killed and wounded, and might have br-en en-
hus admiring the noble sentiments and princi- tirely defeated, had not night put an end to the
ples of Fabricius, was more desirous than ever battle. Next day, contriving, by an act of
of establishing a friendship with Rome, instead generalship, to engage upon even ground,
of continuing the war. And taking Fabiicius where his elephants might come at the enemy,
aside, he pressed him to mediate a peace, and he seized in time that difficult post where they
then go and settle at his court, where he should fought the day before. Then he planted a
be his most intimate companion, and the chief number of archers and slingers among his ele-
of his generals. Fabricius answered in a low phants; thickened his other ranks; and moved
voice, "That, sir, would be no advantage to forward in good order, though with great force
you. for those who now honour and admire and impetuosity against the Romans.
you, should they once have experience of me, The Romans, who had not now the advan-
would rather choose to be governed by me than tage of ground for attacking and retreating as
you." Such was tlie character of Fabricius. they pleased, were obliged to fight upon the

Pyrrhus, far from being offended at this an- plain man to man. They hastened to break
iwer, or taking it like a tyrant, made his friends the enemy's infantry, before the elephants came
acquainted with the magnanimity of Fabricius, up, and made prodigious efforts with their
and entrusted the prisoners to him only, on con- swords against the pikes; not regarding them*
dition that if the senate did not agree to a peace, selves or the wounds they received, but only
they should be sent back, acker they had embrac-looking where they might strike and slay. Af-
ed their relations, and celebrated the Saturnalia. ter a long dispute, however, the Romans were

After this, Fabricius being consul,! an un- forced to give way; which they did first where
known person came to his camp, with a letter Pyrrhus fought in person; for they could not
from the king's physician, who offered to take resist the fury of his attack. Indeed, it waj
off Pyrrhus by poison, and so end the war the force and weight of the elephants which
without any further hazard to the Romans, put them quite to the route The Roman val-
provided that they gave him a proper compen- our being of no use against those fierce crea-
tation for his services. Fabricius detested the tures, the troops thought it wiser to give way,
nan's villainy, and, having brought his eol- aa to an overwhelming torrent or an earth-
* Epicurus was then living. Tlie doctrines of that quake, than to fall in a fruitless opposition,

ihllusdphfr were greatly in vogue in Rome, just be- when they could gain no advantage, though
We the ruin of Ihe commonwiillh. they suffered the greatest extremities. And
r Tvto hundred and Kvenly-ieven yean before ChriiS they had not far to fly before they gained theif
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camp. Hieronymus says the Romans lost six them before him, and ruined their province
thousand men in the action, and Pyrrhus, Eryx was the strongest city in those parts, and
according to the account in hia own Commen-the best provided with men for its defence; yet
taries, lost three thousand five hundred. Never- he resolved to take it by storm. As soon ai
theless, Dionysius does not tell us, that there his army was in readiness to give the assault,
were two battles at Asculum, nor that it was he armed himself at all points; and, advancing
clear that the Romans were defeated; but that towards the walls, made a vow to Hercules of
the action hsted till sunset, and then the com- games and sacrifices in acknowledgment of
batants parted unwillingly, Pyrrhua being the victory, if in that day's action he should
wounded in the arm with a javelin, and the distingush himself before the Greek* in Sicily,
Samnites having plundered his baggage; and in a manner that became his great descent and
that the number of the slam, counting the loss his fortunes. Then he ordered the signal to be
on both sides, amounted to above fifteen thou- given by sound of trumpet; and having driven
sand men. When they had all quitted the field, the barharians from the walls with his missive
and Pyrrhus was congratulated on the victory, weapons, he planted the scaling-ladders, and
he said, "Such another victory and we are un- was himself the first that moun'.cti.
done." For he had lost great part of the forces There ne was attacked by a crowd of ene-
which hp brought with him, and all his friends mies, some of whom he drove back, others he
and officers, except a very small number. He pushed down from the wall on both sides: but
had no others to send for, to supply their place, the greatest part he slew with the sword, so
and he found his confederates here very cold that there was quite a rampart of dead bodies
and spiritless. Whereas the Romans filled up around him. In the mean time he himself re-
their legions with ease and despatch, from an ceived not the least harm, but appeared to hii
inexhaustible fountain which thevhad at home; enemies in the awful character of some supe-
and their defeats were so far from discouraging rior being; shewing on this occasion, that Ho-
them, that indignation gave them fresh strength mer spoke with judgement and knowledge,
and ardour for the war. when he represented valour as the only virtue

Amidst these difficulties, new hopes, as vain which discovers a divine energy, and those en-
as the former, offered themselves to Pyrrhus, thusiastic transports which raise a man above
and enterprises which distracted him in the himself. When the city was taken, he offered
choice. On one side, ambassadors came from a magnificent sacrifice to Hercules, and eibib-
Sicily, who proposed to put Syracuse, Agrigen- ited a varietv of shows and games.
tum, and the city of the Leontines in his hands, Of all the barharians, those above Messena,
and desired him to drive the Carthaginians who were called Mamertines, gave the Greeks
out of the island, and to free il from tyrants; the most trouble, and had subjected many of
and on the other side news was brought him them to tribute. They were a numerous and
from Greece, that Ptolemy Ceraunua was slain warlike people, and thence had the appellation
in battle by the Gauls, and that this would be of Mamertines, which in the Latin tongue sig-
a seasonable juncture for him to offer himself nifies martial. But Pyrrhus seized the collect-
to the Macedonians who wanted a king." On ors of the tribute, and put them to death; and
this occasion he complained greatly of fortune, having defeated the Mamertines in a set battle,
for offering him two such glorious opportunities he destroyed many of their strong holds.
of action at once: and, atllicted to think that The Carthaginians were now inclined to
in embracing the one he must necessarily give pe^ce, and offered him both money and ships,
up the other, he was a long time perplexed and on condition that he granted them his friend-
doubtful which to fix upon. At last the expe- ship. But, having farther prospects, he made
dition to Sicily appearing to him the more im- answer, that there was only one way to peace
portant by reason of its nearness to Africa, he and friendship, which was, for the Carthaginians
determined to go thither, and immediately des- to evacuate Sicily, and make the Libyan sea
patched Cineas befoie him, according to custom, the boundary between them and the Greeks.
to treat with the cities in his behalf. He placed, Elated with prosperity and his present strength,
however, a strong garrison in Tarentum, not- he thought of nothing hut pursuing the nopes
withstanding the remonstrances of the people; which first drew him into Sicily.
who insisted that he should either fulfil the pur- His first object now was Africa. He had
pose he came for, by staying to assist them ef- vessels enough for his purpose, but he wanted
fectually in the Roman war, or, if he would be mariners. And in the collecting of them he
gone, to leave their city as he found it. But was far from proceeding with lenity and mode-
he gave them a severe answer, ordered them ration: on the contrary he carried it to the
to he quiet and wait his time, and so set sail. cities with a high hand and with great rigour,

When he arrived in Sicily, he found eveiy seconding hiii orders for a supply with force,
thing disposed agreeably to his h<)pes. The and severely chastising those who disobeyed
cities readily put themselves in his hands: and them. This wan not the conduct which he hid
wherever force was necessary, nothing at first observed at fir it; for then he was gracious and
made any considerable resistance to his arms. affable to an eitreme, placed an entire confi-
But with thirty thousand foot, two thousand five dence in the people, and avoided giving them
hundred horse, and two hundred sail of ships, the least uneasiness. By these means he had
he advanced against the Carthaginians, drove gained their ho'.rts. Bui now turning from a

popular prince into a tyrant, his austerity
* Ptolemy Ccraunui was stain Ihree years before, drew upon him the imputation both of ingrati-during the coniulthip of Lxvinus. After him, (he

Macedonians had several kiri^-s in quick succession. tude and perfidiousness. Necessity, however,
AH, therefore, thai the letters could import, must be, obliged them to furnish him with what he de-
Dial thr Macedonians Mould prefer Pyrrbu* to Anli- manded, though they were little disposed to
jonm, who .il present wa> m posseiiiua. it. But what chiefly alienated their affc;'^-"-
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was nis behaviour to Thonon and Sostratus, Then taking with hrm the best troops that he
two persons of the greatest authority in Syra-found there, he advanced immediately against
cuse. These were the men who first invited the Romans, who were encamped in the coun-
him into Sicily, who upon his arrival immedi- try of the Samnitea.
ately put their city in his hands, and who had The affairs of the Samnitee were run to rurn,
been the principal instruments of the great and their spirits sunk, because they had been
things he had done in the island. Yet his sus- beaten in several battles by the Romans. There
picions would neither let him take them with remained also in their hearts some resentment
aim, nor leave them behind him. Sostratus, against Pyrrhus, on account of his leaving them
took the alarm and fled. Whereupon Thonon to go to Sicily, so that few of them repaired to
was seized by Py rrhua, who alleged that he was his standard. The forces that he had, ho di-
an accomplice with Sostratus, and put him to vided into two bodies, one of which he detach-
death. Then his affairs ran to ruin, not gradual-ed into Lucania, to keep one of the consuls*
ly and by little and little, but all at once. And employed, and hinder him from assisting his
the violent hatred which the cities conceived colleague: with the other corps he marched
for him led some of them to join the Carthagin- in person against the other consul Manius Cu
ians, and others the Mamertines. While he rius, who lay safely entrenched near the city
thus saw nothing around him but cabals, sedi- of Beneventum, and declined fighting, as well
tions, and insurrections, he received letters from in expectation of the succours from Lucania,
the Samnitcs and Tarentines, who being (juite as on account of his being deterred from action,
driven out of the field, and with difficulty de- by the augurs and soothsayers.
fending themselves within their walls, begged Pyrrhus hastening to attack him before he
his assistance This afforded a handsome pre- could be joined by his colleague, took the
tence for his departure, without its being called choicest of his troops and the most warlike of
a flight and an absolute giving up his affairs in his elephants, and pushed forward in the night
Sicily. But the truth was, that no longer being to surprise his camp. But as be had a long
able to ho!d the island, he quitted it like a circuit to take, and the roads were entangled
shattered ship, and threw himself again into with trees and bushes, his lights failed, and
Italy. It is reported, that, as he sailed away, numbers of his men lost their way. Thus the
he looked back upon the isle, and said to those night escaped. At daybreak he was discovered
about him, "What a field we leave the Car- by the enemy descending from the heights,
thaginians and Romans to exercise their arms which caused no small disorder in their camp.
in.'" and his conjecture was soon after verified. Manius, however, finding the sacrifices aus-

The barbarians rose against him as he set picious, and the time pressing, issued out of
tail; and being attacked by the Carthaginians his trenches, attacked the vanguard of the ene-
on his passage, he lost many of his ships: with my, and put them to flight. This spread a
the remainder he gained the Italian shore. consternation through their whole army, so
The Mamertines, to the number of ten thou- that many of them were killed, and some of
sand, had got thither before him; and, though the elephants taken. On the other hand, tho
they were afraid to come to a pitched battle, success led Manius to try a pitched baUle.
yet they attacked and harassed him in the dif- Engaging, therefore, in the open field, one of
ficult passes, and put his whole army in disor-his wings defeated that of the enemy's; but the
der. He lost two elephants, and a considera-other was borne down by the elephants, and
ble part of his rear was cut ia pieces. But he driven back to the trenches. In this exigency he
immediately pushed from the van to their as- called for those troops that were left to guard the
sistance, and risked his person in the boldest camp, who were all fresh men and well armed.
manner, against men trained by long practice These, as they descended from their advan-
to war, who fought with a spirit of resentment. tageous situation, pierced the elephants with
In this dispute he received a wound in the their javelins, and forced them to turn their
head, which forced him to retire a little out of backs; and those creatures rushing upon their
the battle, and animated the enemy still own battalions, threw them into the greatest
more. One of them, therefore, who was confusion and disorder. This put the victory
distinguished both by his size and arms, ad- in the hands of the Romans, and empire to-.
vanced before the lines, and with a loud voice gether with the victory. For, by the courage
called upon him to come forth if he was alive. exerted and the great actions performed thia
Pyrrhus, incensed at this, returned with his day, they acquired a loftiness of sentiment,
guards and with a visage so fierce with anger and enlargement of power, with the reputation
and so besmeared with blood, that it was dread-of being invincible, which soon gained them all
ful to look upon, made his way through his bat- Italy, and Sicily a little after.
talions, notwithstanding their remonstrances. Thus Pyrrhus fell from his hopes of Italy
Thus rushing upon the barbarian,he prevented and Sicily, after he had wasted six years in
his blow, and gave him such a stroke on the these expeditions. It is true he was not suc-
head with his sword, that, with the strength cessful; but amidst all his defeats he preserv-
of his arm, and the excellent temper of the ed his courage unconquerable, and was repu-
weapon, he cleaved him quite down, and in one ted to excel, in military experience and person
moment the parts fell asunder. The achieve-al prowess, all the princes of his time. But
ment stopped the course of the barbarians, what he gained by his achievements, he lost
who were struck with admiration and amaze-by vain hopes; his desire of something absent,
ment at Pyrrhus, as at a superior being. He never suffered him effectually to persevere in
made the rest of his march, therefore, without a present pursuit. Hence it was, that Atigo-
disturbance, and arrived at Tarentum with nus compared him to a gamester, who make*
twenty thousand foot and three thousand horse. * Auliu Comcuui LcntuJui.

U
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many good throws at dice, but knows not how request Clconymus was of the blood roymi
to make the best of his game. but as he seemed to be of a violent temper and

He returned to Epirus with eight thousand inclined to arbitrary power, he was neither
foot, and five hundred horse; but not having loved nor trusted by the Spartans, and Arew
funds to maintain them, he sought for a war was appointed to the throne. Thi» was an old
which might answer that end. And being join- complaint which be had against the citizens in
ed by a body of Gauls, he threw himself into general. But to this we must add, that when.
Macedonia, where Antigonus the son of De- advanced in years he had married a young
metrius reigned at that time. His design was woman of great beauty, named Chelidonis, who
only to pillage and carry off booty: but having was of the royal family, and daughter to Le-
taken many citizens, and drawn over two Ihou- otychides. Chelidonis entertaining a violent
land of Antigonus'a men, he enlarged his passion for Acrotatus the son of Areus, who
views, and marched against the king. Com- was both young and handsome, rendered the
ing up with him in a narrow pass, he put his match not only uneasy but disgraceful to Cle-
whole army in disorder. The Gauls, howev- onymus who was miserably in love; for there
er, who composed Antigonus's rear, being a was not a man in Sparta who did not know
numerous body, made a gallant resistance. how much he was despised by his wife. These
The dispute was sharp, but at last most of domestic misfortunes, added to his public ones,
them were cut in pieces; and they who had the provoked him to apply to Pyrrhus, who march-
charge of the elephants, being surrounded, de- ed to» Sparta with twenty-five thousand foot,
livered up both themselves and the beasts. two thousand horse, and twenty-four elephants.
After so great an advantage, Pyrrhus, follow- These great preparations made it evident at
ing his fortune rather than any rational plan, one view, that Pyrrhus did come to gain Spar-
pushed against the Macedonian phalanx, now ta for Cleonymus, but Peloponnesus for him-
struck with terror and confusion at their loss. self. He made, indeed, very different profes-
And perceiving that they refused to engage sions to the Lacedaemonians, who sent an em-
with him, he stretched out his hand to their bassy to him at Megalopolis: for he told them
commanders and other officers, at the same that he was only come to set free the cities
time calling them all by their names; by which which were in subjection to Antigonus; and,
means he drew over the enemy's infantry. what is more extraordinary, that he fully in-
Antigonus, therefore, was forced to fly; he tended, if nothing happened, to hinder it, to
persuaded, however, some of the maratime send his younger sons to Sparta, for a Lacedae-
towns to remain under his government. monian education, that they might, in this re-

Amidst so many instances of success, Pyr- spect, have the advantage of ail other kings
rhus, concluding that his exploit against the and princes.
Gauls was far the most glorious, consecrated With these pretences he amused those that
the most splendid and valuable of the spoils in came to meet him on his march; but as soon
the temple of Minerva Itonis, with this inscrip- as he set foot in Laconia, he began to plunder
tion : and ravage it. And upon the ambassadors rep-

resenting that he commenced hostilities with-
These spoils, that Fyrrhus, OD the martial plain,
Snatch'd from the vanquiah'd Gaul, {toman Fallas, out a previous declaration of war, he said,
He consecrates to thcc-If from his throne "And do we not know that you Spartans never
Antigonus, deserted, fled, and ruin declare beforehand what measures you are
Pursued the sword of Pyrrhui,-'tis no wonder- going to take?" to which a Spartan, named
From .Eacus he sprung. Mandricidas, who was in company, made an-

After the battle he soon recovered the cities. swer in this laconic dialect, "If thou art a god,
When he had made himself master of JEga?, thou wilt do us no harm, because we have
among other hardships put upon the inhabit- done thee none; if thou art a man, perhaps
ants, he left among them a garrison draughted we may find a better man than thee."
from those Gauls who ecrved under him. The In the mean time he moved towards Lace-
Gaule of all men are the most covetous of dsmon, and was advised by Cleonymus to give
money; and they were no sooner put in pos- the assault immediately upon his arnval. But
session qf the town than they broke open, the Pyrrhus, as we are told, fearing that his sol-
tombs of the kings who were buried there, diers woula plunder the city if they took it by
plundered the treasures, and insolently scatter-night, put him off, and said, they would pro-
ed their bones. Pyrrhus passed the matter ceed to the assault the next day. For he knew
very slightly over; whether it was that the there were but few men within the city, and
affairs he had upon his hands obliged him to those unprepared, by reason of his sudden ap-
put off the inquiry, or whether he was afraid proach; and .that Areas the king was absent,
of the Gauls, and did not dare to punish them. being gone to Crete to succour the Gortynians.
The connivance, however, was much censured The contemptible idea which Pyrrhus con-
by the Macedonians. ceived of its weakness and want of men, was

His interest was not well established among the principal thing that saved the city. For
them, nor had he any good prospect of its secu-supposing that he should not find the least re-
rity, when he began to entertain new visionary sistance, he ordered his tents to be pitched,
hopes: and, in ridicule of Antigonus, he said, and sat quietly down; while the helots and
"He wondered at his impudence, in not laying friends of Cleonymus busied themselves in
aside the purple, and taking the habit of a pri- adorning and preparing his house, in expecta-
vate person." tion that Pyrrhus would sup with him ther«

About this time, Cleonymuo the Spartan that evening.
came to entreat him that he would march to Night being come, the Lacedaemonians resolv-
Lacedxmon, and he lent a willing ear to hie ed, in the first place, to send off their women
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10 Crete, but they strongly opposed it: and AT- rhus fought in person. Many of the Spartans
ehidamia entering the senate with a sword in distinguished themselves in the action, and
ber hiad, complained of the mean opinion they among the rest, Pbillius made a glorious stand.
ente-tiioed of the women, if they imagined they He slew numbers that endeavoured to force a
wo,/ ̂  survive the destruction of Sparta. In passage, and when he found himself ready to
the next place, they determined to draw a faint with the many wounds he had received,
trench parallel to the enemy's camp and at he gave up his post to one of the officer* that
each end of it to gink wagons into the ground was near him, and retired to die in the midst
as deep as the naves of the wheels, that so be- of his own party, that the enemy might not get
ing firmly fixed, they might stop the course of his body in their power.
the elephants. As soon as the work was begun, Night parted the combatants and Pyrrhus,
both matrons and maids came and joined them, as he lay in his tent had this dream: he thought
th» former with their robes tucked up, and the he dated lightning upon Lacedcmon, which
latter in their under garments only, to assist aet all the city on fire, and that the sight filled
the older sort of men. They advised those him with joy. The transport awaking him, he
that were intended for the fight, to repose ordered his officers to put their men under
themselves, and in the mean time they under- arms: and to some of his friends he related his
took to finish the third part of the trench, which vision, from which he assured himself that he
they effected before morning. This trench was should take the city by storm. The thing was
in breadth six cubits, in depth four, and eight received with admiration and a general assent;
hundred feet long, according to Phylarchus. but it did not please Lysimachus. He said,
Hieronymua makes it less. that as no foot is to tread on places that are

At daybreak the enemy was in motion, where- struck by lightning, so the deity by this might
upon the women armed the youth, with their presignify to Pyrrhus, that the city should re-
own hands, and gave them the trench in charge, main inaccessible to him. Pyrrhus answered,
exhorting them to guard it well, and repre- "These visions may serve as amusements for
senting, "How delightful it would be to con- the vulgar, but there is not any thing in the
quer in the view of their country, or how glo- world more uncertain and obscure. While,
rious to expire in the arms of their mothers then, you have your weapons in your hands,
and their wives, when they had met their remember, my friends,
deaths as became Spartans." As for Chelido-
nis, she retired into her own apartment with a " The best of omens is the cause of Pyrrhiu."*

rope about her neck, determined to end her So saying, he arose, and, as soon as it waa
days by it, rather than fall into the hands of light, renewed the attack. The Lacedemo-
Oleonymus, if the city was taken. nians stood upon their defence with an alacrity

Pyrrhus now pressed forward with his infan- and spirit above their strength, and the women
try against the Spartans, who waited for him attended, supplying them with arms, giving
under a rampart of shields. But, besides that bread and drink to such as wanted it, and
the ditch was scarce passable, he found that taking care of the wounded. The Macedonians
there was no firm footing on the sides of it for then attempted to fill up the ditch, bringing
his soldiers, because of the looseness of the great quantities of materials, and throwing
fresh earth. His son Ptolemy seeing this, fetch-them upon the arms and bodies of the dead!
ed a compass about the trench with two thou- The Lacedemonians, on their part, redoubled
sand Gauls and a select body of Chaonians, and their efforts against them. But all on a sudden
endeavoured to open a passage on the quarter Pyrrhus appeared on that side of the trench,
of the wagons. But these were so deep fixed where the wagons had been planted to stop
and close locked, that they not only obstructed the passage, advancing at full speed towards
their passage, but made it difficult for the the city. The soldiers who had the charge of
Spartans to come up and make a close defence, that post cried out, and the women fled with
The Gauls were now beginning to drag out the loud shrieks and wailings. In the meantime
wheels, and draw the wagons into the river, Pyrrhus was pushing on, and overthrowing all
when young Acrotatus perceiving the danger, that opposed him. But his horse received a
traversed the city with three hundred men, and wound in the belly from a Cretan arrow, ran
by the advantage of some hollow ways sur- away, and, plunging in the pains of death,
rounded Ptolemy, not being seen till he began threw him upon steep and slippery ground. A«
the attack upon his rear. Ptolemy was now his friends pressed towards him in great con-
forced to face about and stand upon the defen- fusion, the Spartans come boldly up, and mak-
sive. In the confusion many of his soldiers run- ing good use of their arrows, drove them all
ning foul upon each other, either tumbled into back. Hereupon Pyrrhus put an entire stop to
the ditch, or fell under the wagons. At last, the action, thinking the Spartans would abate
after a long dispute and great effusion of blood, their vigour, now they were almost all wound-
they were entirely routed. The old men and ed, and such great numbers killed. But the
the women saw this exploit of Acrotatus: and as fortune of Sparta, whether she was satisfied
be returned through the city to his post, cover- with the trial she had of the unassisted valour
ed with blood, bold and elated with his victory, of her sons, or whether she was willing to shew
he appeared to the Spartan women taller and her power to retrieve the most desperate cir-
more graceful than ever, and they could not cumstances, just as the hopes of the Spartans
help envying Chelidoms guch a lover. Nay, were beginning to expire, brought to their re-
some of the old men followed and cried out, lief, from Corinth, Aminius, the Phocean, one
"Go, Acrotatus, and enjoy Chelidonis; and of Antigonus's officers, with an army of stria-
may your offspring be worthy of Sparta!"

The dispute was more obstinate where Pyr- *P»rody of« line in Hwtoe'. "pteeh, IL xii.
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gera; and they had no sooner entered the town, a terrible havoc of those brave Lacedemo-
but Areus their king arrived from Crete with nians who endeavoured to protect the body of
two thousand men more. The women now Evalcus. The great loss which Sparta suffer-
retired immediately to their houses, thinking it ed was now owing purely to the ill-timed am-
needless to concern themselves any farther in bition of her leaders; for the war WAS at an
the war: the old men too, who, notwithstand-end before the engagement.
ing their age, had been forced to bear arms, Pyrrhus, having thus sacrificed to the manea
were dismissed, and the new supplies put in of his son, and celebrated a kind of funeral
their place. games for him, found that he had vented much

These two reinforcements to Sparta served of his grief in the fury of the combat, and
only to animate the courage of Pyrrhus, and marched more composed to Argos. Finding
make him more ambitious to take the town. that Antigonus kept the high grounds adjoining
Finding, however, that he could effect nothing, to the plain, he encamped near the town of
after a scries of losses and ill success he quit- Nauplia. Neil day he sent a herald to Anti-
ted the siege, and began to collect booty from gonus, wifh a challenge in abusive terms to
the country, intending to pass the winter there. come down into the field, and fight with him
But fate is unavoidable. There happened at for the kingdom. Antigonus said, "Time if
that time a strong contention at Argos, be- the weapon that I use, as much as the swordj
tween the parties of Aristeas and Aristippus; and if Pyrrhus is weary of his life, there are
and as Aristippus appeared to have a con- many ways to end it." To both the kings
nection with Antigonus, Aristeas, to prevent there came ambassadors from Argos, entreat-
him, called in Pyrrhus. Pyrrhus, whose hopes ing them to retire, and so prevent that city
grew as fast as they were cut off, who, if he from being subjected to either, which had a
met with success, only considered it as a step friendship for them both. Antigonus agreed
to greater things, and if with disappointment, to the overture, and sent his son to the Argivei
endeavoured to compensate it by some new as a hostage. Pyrrhus at the same time prom-
advantage, would neither let his victories nor ised to retire, but sending no hostage, he wai
losses put a period to his disturbing both the much suspected.
world and himself. He began his march, there- Amidst these transactions, Pyrrhus was
fore, immediately for Argos. Areus, by fre- alarmed with a great and tremendous prodigy.
quent ambushes, and by possessing himself For the heads of the sacrifice-oxen, when sev-
of the difficult passes, cut off many of the ered from the bodies, were seen to thrust out
Gauls and Molossians who brought up his their tongues, and lick up their own gore.
rear. In the sacrifice which Pyrrhus had of- And in Argos the priestess of Apollo Lyceus
fered, the liver was found without a head, and ran about the streets, crying out that she saw
the diviner had thence forewarned him that the city full of dead carcasses and blood, and
he was in danger of losing some person that an eagle joining in the fight, and then imme-
was dear to him. But in the hurry and dis- diately vanishing.
order of this unexpected attack, he forgot the In the dead of night Pyrrhus approached the
menace from the victim, and ordered his son walls, and finding the gate called Diamperes
Ptolemy, with some of his guards, to the as- opened to him by Aristeas, he was not dis-
sistance of the rear, while he himself pushed covered till his Gauls had entered and seized
on, and disengaged his mam body from those the market-place. But the gate not being high
dangerous passages. In the mean time Ptol- enough to receive the elephants, they were
emy met with a very warm reception; for he forced to take off their towers; and having
was engaged by a select party of Lacedaemo- afterwards put them on again in the dark, it
nians, under the command of Evalcus. In the could not be done without noise and loss of
neat of action, a Cretan of Aptera, named time, by which means they were discovered.
OrcEsus, a man of remarkable strength and The Argives ran into the citadel called Jlspisf
swiftness, came up with the young prince, as and other places of defence, and sent to call in
he was fighting with great gallantry, and with Antigonus. But he only advanced towards the
a blow on the side laid him dead on the spot. walls to watch his opportunity for action, and
As soon as he fell, his party turned their backs contented himself with sending in some of his
and fled. The Lacedaemonians pursued them, principal officers and his son with considerable
and in the ardour of victory, insensibly ad- succours.
vancing into the open plain, got at a great dis- At the same time Arcua arrived in the town
tance from their infantry. Pyrrhus, who by with a thousand Cretans, and the most active
this time had heard of the death of his son, of his Spartans. All these troops being joined,
and was greatly afflicted at it, drew out his fell at once upon the Gauls, and put them in
Molossian horse, and charging at the head of great disorder. Pyrrhus entered at a place
them, satiated himself with the blood of the
Lacedemonians. He always indeed appeared " There wa« an annual feait at Argos, in honour of
great and invincible in arms, but now, in point Juno, called Hpaia, Junonia, and also Hecatombia,
of courage and force, he outdid all his former from the hecatomb of oxen then offered. Among other
exploits. Having found out Evalcus, he spur- games, this prize was proposed for the youth. In a
red his horse against him: but Evalcus inclin- place of considerable strength, above the theatre a

brazen buckler was nailed to the wall, and they wert
ing a little on one side, aimed a stroke at him to try their strength in plucking it off. The victor wa»
which had like to have cut off his bridle hand. crowned with a myrtle garland, and had the buckler
It happened, however, only to cut the reins, [in Greek .4ipt>] for his pains. Hence the name of
and Pyrrhus seizing the favourable moment, the fort. Not only the youth of Argos, but stranger*

were admitted to the contest: as appears from Pinda»i .
ran him through with his spear. Then spring-For, speaking of Diagoras of Rhodes, he says,
ing from Ins hone, he fought on foot, and made The Argfvt buckler kntv him. Olymp. Ode 7
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tailed Oylardbii* with great noise and loud town, one named Nicon, striving to tike up
"houte, which were echoed by the Gauls; but his master who was fallen off wounded, rushed
he thought their shouts were neither full nor against the party that was retreating: and over-
pold, but rather expressive of terror and dis* turned both friends and enemies promiscuously,
tress. He therefore advanced in great haste, till he found the body. Then he took it up
pushing forward his cavalry, though they with his trunk, and carrying it on his two teeth,
inarched in danger, by reason of the drains returned in great fury, and trod down all be-
and sewers of which the city was full. Be-fore him When they were thus pressed and
sides, in this nocturnal war, it was impossible crowded together, not a man could do any
either to see what was done, or to hear the thing singly, but the whole multitude, like one
orders that were given. The soldiers were close compacted body, rolled this way and
scattered about, and lost their way among the that all together. They exchanged but few
narrow streets; nor could the officers rally them blows with the enemy either in front or rear,
in that darkness, amidst euch a variety of and the greatest harm they did was to them-
noises, and in such strait passages; so that selves. For if any man drew his sword or
both sides continued without doing any thing, levelled his pike, he could not recover the one
and waited for daylight. or put up the other; the next person, therefore,

At the first dawn Pyrrhus was concerned to whoever he happened to be, was necessarily
lee the Aspis full of armed men; but his con- wounded, and thus many of them fell by the
cern was changed into consternation, when hands of each other.
among the many figures in the market-place he Pyrrhus, seeing the tempest rolling about
beheld a wolf and a bull in brass, represented him, took off the plume with which his helmet
in act to fight. For he recalled an old oracle was distinguished, and gave it to one of his
which had foretold, " That it was his destiny friends. Then trusting to the goodness of his
to die when he should see a wolf encountering horse, he rode in amongst the enemy who were
a bull." The Argives say, these figures were harassing his rear; and it happened that ha
erected in memory of an accident which hap- was wounded through the breast-plate with a
pened among them long before. They tell us, javelin. The wound was rather slight than,
that when Danaus first entered their country, dangerous, but he turned against the man who
as he passed through the district of Thyreatis, gave it, who was an Argive man of no note,
by the way of Pyramia which leads to Argos, the son of a poor old woman. This woman,
he saw a wolf fighting with a bull. Danaus among others, looking upon the fight from the
imagined that the wolf represented him, for roof of a house, beheld her son thug engaged.
being a stranger, he came to attack the natives, Seized with terror at the sight, she took up a
as the wolf did the bull. He therefore stayed large tile with both hands, and threw it at
to see the issue of the fight, and the wolf prov- Pyrrhus. The tile fell upon his head, and
ing victorious, he offered his devotions to notwithstanding his helmet, crushed the lower
Apollo Lyceus, and then assaulted and took vertebrx of his neck. Darkness, in a moment,
the town; Gelanor, who was then king, being covered hie eyes, his hands let go the reins,
deposed by a faction. Such is the history of and he fell from his horse by the tomb of
those figures. Liicymnius.* The crowd that was about him

Pyrrhus, quite dispirited at the sight, and
perceiving at the same time that nothing suc- * There is something strikingly contemptible in the
ceeded according to his hopes, thought it best fate of this ferocious warrior.-What reflections may
to retreat. Fearing that the gates were too it not afford to Ihosc scourges of mankind, who, to ei

tend their power and gratify their pride, tear out the
narrow, he sent orders to his son Helenus, vitals of human society!-How unfortunate that they
who was left with the main body without the do not recollect their own personal -insigniticwice, and
town, to demolish part of the wall, and assist consider, while they are disturbing the peace of tht
the retreat, if the enemy tried to obstruct it. earth, that they are beings whom an old woman may
But the person whom he sent, mistaking the kill with a stone !-It is impossible here to forget the

obscure fate of Charles the Twelfth, or the following
order in the hurry and tumult, and delivering verses lhal deKribe il:
it quite in a contrary sense, the young prince On what foundation stands the warrior's pride,
entered the gates with the rest of the elephants How just his hopes, let Swedish Charles decide;

, and the best of his troops, and marched to as- A frame of adamant, a soul of fire,
sist his father. Pyrrhus was now retiring; No dangers fright him, and no labours tire;
and while the market-place afforded room both O'er love, o'er fear, eitends his wide domain,
to retreat and fight, he often faced about and Unconquer'd lord of pleasure and of paia;No joys to him pacific sceptres yield,
repulsed the assailants. But when from that War sounds the trump, he rushes to the field.
broad place he came to crowd into the narrow Behold surrounding kings their power cumoine,
street leading to the gate, he fell in with those And one capitulate, and one resign.
who were advancing to his assistance. It was Peace courts his hand, but spreads her charms in Ttin,
in vain to call out to them to fall back: there "Think nothing gain'd," he cries, "till nought w

mftioj
were but few that could hear him; and such as On Moscow's walls, till Gothic standard] fly,
lid hear, and were most disposed to obey his And all be mine beneath the polar sky."
orders, were pushed back by those who came The march btgias in military state,
pouring in behind. Besides, the largest of the And nations on his eye suspended wait.
elephants was fallen in the gate-way on his Stern famine guard's the solitary coast,

And winter baricades the realm of froit:
side, and lying there and braying in a horrible He comes-not want and cold his course delay-
manner, he stopped those who would have got Hid«, blushing Glory, hide Pultowa's day!
SUL And among the elephants already in the The vanquish d hero leaves his broken bands

And shews his miseries to distant lands.
" Cylarabis waj a place of exercise near one of the Condemn'd a needy luppliaut to wait,

filw of Arjos. Paatan. While Udiu interpose, and slave* debate.
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did not know him, but one Zopyrus, who served barbarous wretch. Then putting hii robe be-
under Antigonus, and two or three others fore his eye«, he wept in remembrance of the
coming up, knew him and dragged him into a fate of his grandfather Antigonus,* and that of
porch that was at band, just an he waa begin- his father Demetrius, two instances in his own
ning to recover from the blow. Zopyrus had house of the mutability of fortune. As for the
drawn his Illyrian blade to cut off his head, head and body of Pyrrhus, he ordered them to
when Pyrrhus opened his eyes, and gave him be laid in magnificent attire on the funer; 1 pile
BO fierce a look, that he was struck with terror. and burned. After this, Alcyoneus, having met
His hands trembled, and between his desire to with Helenua in great distress and a mean garb,
give the stroke, and the confusion he was in, addressed him in a courteous manner, and con-
he missed his neck, but wounded him in the ducted him to his father, who thus expressed
mouth and chin, so that it was a long time himself on the occasion: " In this, my son, yon
before he could separate the head from the have acted much better than before; but still
body. you are deficient; for you should have taken off

By this time the thing was generally known, that mean habit, which is a greater disgrace to
.»nd Alcyoneus, the son of Antigonus, came us who are victorious, than it is to the van
hastily up, and asked for the head, as if he quished."
wanted only to look upon it. But as soon as he Then he paid his respects to Helenus in a
had got it, he rode off with it to his father, and very obliging manner, and sent him to Ephirus
cast it at his feet, as be was sitting with his with a proper equipage. He gave also the
friends. Antigonus,looking upon the head, and same kind reception to the friends of Pyrrhuj,
knowing it, thrust his son from him; and struck after he had made himself matter of his whole
hioi with his staff, calling him an impious and camp and army.

CAIUS MARIUS.

WE know no third name of Caius Marius, As to the figure of Marius, we have seen at
»ny more than we do of Quinctus Sertorious, Ravenna in Gaul his statue in marble, which
who held Spain so long, or of Lucius Mummius, perfectly expressed all that has been said of
who took Corinth. For the surname of Jlchai- his sternness and austerity of behaviour. For
ciit^Mummius gained by his conquest, as Scipio being naturally robust and warlike, and more
did that of Jlfricanus, and Metellus that of acquainted with the discipline of the camp than
Macedonicus. Posidonius avails himself chiefly the city, he was fierce and untractable when in
<x this argument to confute those who hold the authority. It is said that he neither learned to
third to be the Roman proper name, Camillus; read Greek, nor would make use of that lan-
for instance, Marcellus, Cato: for in that case, guage on any serious occasion, thinking it
those who had only two names, would have ridiculous to bestow time on learning the lan-
had no proper name at all. But he did not guage of a conquered people. And when, after
consider, that by this reasoning, he robbed the his second triumph, at the dedication of a tem-
.women of their names; for no woman bears ple, he exhibited shows to the people in the
the first, which Posidonius supposed the proper
name among the Romans. Of the other names, posterity of .'Eacus were called £acidz,so the Julian
one was common to the whole family, as the family had that name from lulus or Ascanius. Butthere were several other things which gave rite to the
Pompeii, Manlii, Cornelii, in the same manner Nomen, as animals,places,and accidents; for instance,
AS with us, the Heraclidx and Pelopidre; and Porcius, Ovilius, &c.
the other was a surname given them from The Cognomen was originally intended to distin
something remarkable in their dispositions, guish the several branches of a family. It was assumed
their actions, or the form of their bodies, as from DO certain cause, but generally from some par

ticular occurrence. It became, however, hereditary
Macrinus, Torquatus, Sylla, which are like except it happened to be changed for a mart honoura
Mnemon, Grypus, and Callinicus, among the ble appellation, as Macedonicus, Africanus. But it
Greeks. But the diversity of customs in this should be well remarked, that, under the emperors, the
respect, leaves much room for farther inquiry." Cognomen was often used as a proper name, and bro-

thers were distinguished by it, as Titus Flarius Vet-
But did not Chance at length her error mend? pasianus, and Titus Flavius Sabinus.
Did no subverted empire mark his end? As to women, they had anciently their Prenomefu

as well as the men, such as Caia, Lucia, &c. But af-Did rival monarch! give the fatal wound ?
Or hostile millions press him to the ground? terwards, they seldom used any other besides the family
Hit fall was destined to a barren strand, name, as Julia, TuUia, and the like. Where therewere two sisters in a house, the distinguishing appeuVA petty fortress, and a dubious hand.
He left the name at which the world grew pale, tions were major and minor; if a greater Dumber,
To point a moral, or adorn a tale ! Johnson. Prima, Sccunda, Tertia, 8tc.With respect to Ihe men who had only two names,
* The Romans had usually three names, the Pra- a family might be so mean as not to have (rained th*

nomen, the Nomen, and Ihe Cognomen. Cognomen; or there might be to few of the family,
The Pranamen, as Aulus, Cams, Decimus, was the that there was no occasion for it to distinguish thf

proper or distinguishing name between brothers, du- branches.
ring the time of the republic. " Antigonus the Finl was killed at the battle of

The ffomen was the family name, answering to the Ipsus, and Demetrius the First long kept a prisoner by
Grecian patronymic!. For, u among the Greeks, the hii lon-
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Grecian manner, he barely entered the theatre reject it, and to cite Manut to give account of
»nJ sat down, and then rose up and departed his conduct. Such a decree being made.
immediately. Therefore, as Plato used to say Marius, when he entered the senate, shewed
to Xenocntes the philosopher, who had a not the embarrassment of a young man ad-
morose and unpolished manner, " Good Xeno- vanced to office, without having lirst distin-
crates, sacrifice to the Graces;" so if any one guished himself, but assuming beforehand the
could have persuaded Marius to pay his court elevation which his future actions were to give
to the Grecian Muses and Graces, he had him, he threatened to send Cotta to prison,
never brought his noble achievements, both in if he did not revoke the decree. Cotta turn-
war and peace, to so shocking a conclusion; ing to Metellus, and asking his opinion, Me-
he had never been led, by unseasonable am- teflus rose up and voted with the consul.-
bition and insatiable avarice, to split upon the Hereupon Marius called in a lictor, and
rocks of a savage and cruel old age. But ordered him to take Metellus into custody.
this will soon appear from his actions them- Metellus appealed to the other tribunes, but as
selves. not one of them lent him any assistance, the

His parents were obscure and indigent peo- senate gave way, and repealed their decree-
ple, who supported themselves by labour; his Marius, highly distinguished by this victory,
father's name was the same with his; his went immediately from the senate to theforwn,
mother was called Fulcinia. It was late be- and had his law confirmed by the people.
fore he came to Rome, or had any taste of the From this time he passed for a man of in
"e&nements of the city. In the mean time he flexible resolution, not to be influenced by fear
lived at Cirraeatum,* a village in the territory or respect of persons, and consequently one
of Arpinum: and his manner of Jiving there that would prove a bold defender of the peo-
was perfectly rustic, if compared with the ple's privileges against the senate. But this
legance of polished life; but at the same time opinion was soon altered by his taking quite a

Jt -was temperate, and much resembled that of different part.-For a law being proposed con
the ancient Romans. cerning the distribution of corn, he strenuously

He made his first campaign against the opposed the plebeians, and carried it against
CcltiberianSjt when Scipio Africanus besieged them. By which action he gained equal esteem
Numantia. It did not escape his general how from both parties, as a person incapable of
far he was above the other young soldiers in serving either, against the jniblic advantage
courage; nor how easily he came into the re- WheiTKiB triSunesfiip was expired, he stood
formation in point of diet, which Scipio intro- candidate for the office of chief idile. For
duced into the army; before almost ruined by there are two offices of atdilei; the one called
luxury and pleasure. It is said also, that he curulis, from the chair with crooked feet, in
encountered and killed an enemy in the sight which the magistrate sits while he dispatches
of his general; who therefore distinguished business; the oilier, of a degree much inferior,
him with many marks of honour and respect, is called the plebeian z <i i(c. The more honour-
one of which was the inviting him to his table. able aediles are first chosen, and then the
One evening the conversation happened to people proceed the same day to the election of
turn upon the great commanders then in being, the other. When Marius found he could not
gome person :n the company, either out of carry the first, he dropped his pretension!
complaisance to Scipio, or becanse he really there, and immediately applied for the second.
wanted to be informed, asked, " Where the But as this proceeding of his betrayed a dis-
Romans should find such another general when agreeable and importunate obstinacy, he mii- -
he was gone."' upon which Scipio, putting his carried in that also. Vet though he was twice
hand on the shoulder of Marius, who sat next baffled in his application in one day (which
him, said, "Here, perhaps." So happy was never happened to any man but himself,) he
the genius of both those great men, that the was not at all discouraged. For, not long
one, while but a youth, gave tokens of his after, he stood for the prstorship, Snd was
future abilities, and the other from those be- near being rejected again. He was, indeed,
ginnings could discover the long series of glory returned last of all, and then was accused of
which was to follow. bribery. What contributed most to the suspi-

This saying of Scipio's, we are told, raised cion, was, a servant of Cassius Sabaco being
the hopes of Marius, like a divine oracle, and seen between the rails, among the electors;
was the chief thing that animated him to apply for Sabaco was an intimate friend of Marius.
himself to affairs of state. By the assist- He was summoned, therefore, by the judges;
ance of Czcilius Metellus, on whose house he and, being interrogated upon the point, he
had an hereditary dependence, he was chosen said, " That the heat having made him very
» tribune of the people4 In this office he thirsty, he asked for cold water; upon which
proposed a law for regulating the manner of his servant brought him a cup, and withdrew
Toting, which tended to lessen the authority of as goon as he had drank." Sabaco was ex-
the patricians in matters of judicature. Cotta pelled the senate by the neit censors,* and it
the consul, therefore, persuaded the senate to was thought he deserved that mark of infamy,

as having been guilty either of falsehood or
* A corruption of Ccrnetum. Pliny tells uj, the in-habitants of Cernehim were called Jnorvzni, undoubt-intemperance. Caius Herennius was also

edly from M'ATIUS their townsman, wVio had distin- cited as a witness against Marius-, but he
guished himself IB 90 extraordinary a manner. Plin. alleged, that it was not customary for patrorn
lib. Hi. c. 5. (so the Romans call protectors) to give evi-\ In the third year of Ihe hundred and liily-nrit
Olympiad, one hundred and thirty-three years before dence against their clients, and that the law

the birth of Christ. " Probably he had one of hij ilarcj to vote araon?
I One hundred and lerenteen ytan before Chriit. the freemen.
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excused them from that obligation. The prudence and foresight, and contesting it
judges were going to admit the plea, when the common soldiers in abstemiousness and
Marius himself opposed it, and told Heren- labour, he entirely gained their affections. For
nius, that when he was first created a magis- it is no small consolation to any one who is
trate, he ceased to be his client. But this was obliged to work, to see another voluntarily take
not altogether true. For it is not every office a share in his labour; since it seems to take off
that frees clients and their posterity from the the constraint. There is not, indeed, a more
service due to their patrons, but only those agreeable spectacle to a Roman soldier, than
magistracies to which the law gives a curule that of his general eating the same dry bread
chair. Marius, however, during the first days which he eats, or lying on an ordinary bed, or
of trial, found that matters ran against him, assisting his men in drawing a trench or throw-
his judges being very unfavourable; yet, at last, ing up a bulwark. For the soldier does not so
the votes proved equal, and he was acquitted much admire those officers who let him share

in their honour or their money, as those who
Li jus j,,,r-t.ir-,!ii|> hf ilid nutiling to riis~ will partake with him in labour or danger; and

him to distinction. But, at the expiration of he is more attached to one that will assist him
this office, the Farther Spain falling to his lot, in his work, than to one who will indulge him
he is said to have cleared it of robbers. That in idleness.

province as yet was uncivilized and savage in By these steps Marius gained the hearts of
its manners, and the Spaniards thought there the soldiers; his glory, his influence, his re-
was nothing dishonourable in robbery. At his putation, spread through Africa, and'ertended
return to Rome, he was desirous to have his even to Rome: the men under his command
chare in the administration, but had neither wrote to their friends at home, that the only
riches nor eloquence to recommend him; though means of putting an end to the war in those
these were the instruments by which the great parts, would be to elect Marius consul. This
men of those times governed the people His occasioned no small anxiety to Metellus, but
nigh spirit, however, his indefatigable industry, what distressed him most was the affair of Tur-
and plain manner of living, recommended him pilius. This man and his family had long been
f o effectually to the commonalty, that he gained retainers to that of Metellus, and he attended
offices, and by offices power: so that he was him in that war in the character of master of
thought worthy the alliance of the Cxsars, and the artificers, but being, through his interest,
married Julia of that illustrious family. Cssar, appointed governor of the large town of Vaca,
who afterwards raised himself to such emi- his humanity to the inhabitants and the unsus-
nence, was her nephew; and on account of pecting openness of his conduct, gave them
his relation to Marius, shewed himself very an opportunity of delivering up the place to
solicitous for his honour, as we have related in Jugurtha.* Turpilius, however, suffered no
uis life. t injury in his person; for the inhabitants, ha»

Marius, along with his temperance, was ing prevailed upon Jugurtha to spare him,
possessed of great fortitude in enduring pain. dismissed him in safety. On this account ha
There was an extraordinary proof of this, in was accused of betraying the place. Marius,
his bearing an operation in surgery. Having who was one ofthe council of war, was not only
both his legs full of wens, and being troubled severe upon him himself, but stirred up most
at the deformity, he determined to put him- of the other judges; so that it was carried
self in the hands of a surgeon. He would not against the opinion of Metellus, and much
be bound, but stretched out one of his legs to against his will he passed sentence of death
the knift; and without motion or groan, bore upon him. A little after, the accusation ap
the inexpressible pain of the operation in silence peared a false one; and all the other officers
and with a settled countenance. But when sympathized with Metellus, who was over-
the sur^on was going to begin with the other whelmed with sorrow while Marius, far from
leg, he would not suffer him, saying, " I see dissembling his joy, declared the thing wag
th' i-urr is i,nl iv ...rlli tin' ji.ini."' 

All.Mil this Inn. l.'.i i.ilms Mrtrlliis llir Ccill- 
his doing, and was not ashamed to acknow-
ledge in all companies, e' That he had lodged

sul,* being appointed to the chief command in an avenging fury in the breast of Metellus,
the war against Jugurlha, took Marius vvith who would not fail to punish him for having put
him into Africa as one of his lieutenants. to death the hereditary friend of his family."
Marius, now finding an opportunity for great They now became open enemies; and one
actions and glorious toils, took no care, like day when Marius was by, we are told, that
nis colleagues, to contribute to the reputation Metellus said by way of insult, " You think
of Metcllus, or to direct his views to his ser- then, my good friend, to leave us, and go
vice; but concluding that he was called to the home, to solicit the consulship: would you
lieutenancy, not by Metellus but by Fortune, not be contented to stay and be consul with
who had opened him an easy way and a noble this son of mine?" The son of Metellas
theatre for great achievements, exerted all was then very young. Notwithstanding this,
jlis powers. That war presenting many criti- Marius still kept applying for leave to bo
cal occasions, he neither declined the most gone, and Metellus found out new pre-
difficult service, nor thought the most servile tences for delay. At last, when there want-
beneath him. Thus surpassing his equals in ed only twelve days to the election, he dismiss-

ed him. Marius had a long journey from the
* Q. CsEcilius Metellus was consul with M. Juniui camp to Utica, but he dispatched it in two

Silanus, the fourth year ofthe oue hundred and sixty-
Kventh Olympiad, a hundred and seven years before
the birth of Christ. In this expedition, he acquired ' They put the Roman garrison to the sword, spsr
the surname of Numidicus. ing Done but Turpilius.
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days me? a night. At hi« arrival on the coast when he became a fugitive and a wanderer,
he offered sacrifice before he embarked; and and was reduced to the necessity of applying to
ihe diviner is said to have told him, " That Bocchus as his last resource, that prince re-
Heaven announces success superior to all his ceived him rather as a suppliant than as his
nopes. Elevated with this promise, he set sail son-in-law. When he had him in his hands he
»nd, having a fair wind, crossed the sea in four proceeded in public to intercede with Marius
days. The people immediately expressed their in his behalf, alleging in his letters, that he
inclination (or him; and being introduced by would never give mm up, but defend him to
one of their tribunes, he brought many false the last. At the same time in private intend-
charges against Metellus, in order to secure the ing to betray him, he sent for Lucius Sylla,
consulship for himself; promising at the same who was quzstor to Marius, and had done
time either to kill Jugurtha or to take him alive. Bocchus many services during the war. When

He was elected with great applause, and im- Sylla was come to him, confiding in his hon-
mediately began his levies; in which he ob- our, the barbarian began to repent, and often
"erved neither law nor custom; for he enlisted changed his mind, deliberating for some days
many needy persons, and even slaves* The whether he should deliver up Jugurtha or retain
generals that were before him, had not admit-Sylla too. At last, adhering to the treachery
ted such as these, but entrusted only persons he had first conceived, he put Jugurtha, alive,
of property with arms as with other honours, into the hands of Sylla.
considering that property as a pledge to the ~~ Hence the first seeds of that violent and^
public for their behaviour. Nor was this the implacable quarrel, which almost ruined the
only obnoxious thing in Marius. His bold Roman empire. For many, out of envy to
speeches, accompanied with insolence and ill Mariua, weie willing to attribute this success
manners, gave the patricians great uneasiness. to Sylla only; and Sylla himself caused a seal
For he scrupled not to say," That he had tak- to be made, which represented Bocchus de-
en the consulate as a prey from the effeminacy livering up Jugurtha to him. This seal he
of the high-born and the rich, and that he always wore, and constantly sealed his letters
boasted to the people of his own wounds, not with it, by which he highly provoked Marius,
the images of others, or monuments of the who was naturally ambitious, and could not
dead." He took frequent occasion, too, to endure a rival in glory. Sylla was instigated
mention Bestia and Albinus, generals who had to this by the enemies of Marius, who ascribed
been mostly unfortunate in Africa, as men of the beginning and the most considerable actions
illustrious families, but unfit for war, and con- of the war to Metellus, and the last and finish-
sequently unsuccessful through want of capaci- ing stroke to Sylla: that so the people might
ty. Tlren he would ask the people, " Whether no longer admire and remain attached to Ma-
they did not think that the ancestors of those rius, as the most accomplished of commanders.
men would have wished rather to leave a pos- The danger, however, that approached Italy
terity like him; since they themselves did not from the west, soon dispersed all the envy, the
rise to glory by their high birth, but by their hatred, and the calumnies, which had been
virtue and great actions. These things he said raised against Mariua. The people now in
not out of mere vanity and arrogance or need- want of an experienced commander, and
lessly to embroil himself with the nobility; but searching for an able pilot to sit at the helm,
he saw the people took pleasure in seeing the that the commonwealth might bear up against
senate insulted, and that they measured the so dreadful a storm, found that no one of an
greatness of a man's mind by the insolence of opulent or noble family would stand for the
his language; and therefore to gratify them, he consulship; and therefore they elected Marias,"
spared not the greatest men in the state. though absent. They had no sooner received

Upon his arrival in Africa, Metellus was the news that Jugurtha was taken, than report*
quite overcome with grief and resentment, to were spread of an invasion from the Teutones
think that when he had in a manner finished and the Cimbri. And though the account of
the war, and there remained nothing to take but the number and strength of their armies seem-
the person of Jugurtha, Marius, who had rais- e<? at first incredible, it afterwards appeared
ed himself merely by his ingratitude towards short of the truth. For three thousand wel'-
him, should come to snatch away both his vic- armed warriors were upon the march, and the
tory and triumph. Unable, therefore, to bear women and children, whom they had along
the sight of him, he retired, and left his lieu- with them, were said to be much more nume-
tenant Rutilius to deliver up the forces to rous. This vast multitude wanted lands on
Marius. But before the end of the war the which they might subsist, and cities wherein
divine vengeance overtook Marius. For Sylla to settle; as they had heard the Celts, before
robbed him of the glory of hia exploits, as he them, had expelled the Tuscans, and possessed
had done Metellus. I shall briefly relate here themselves of the best part of Italy.f As for
the manner of that transaction, having already these, who now hovered like a cloud over Gaul
given a more particular account of it in the and Italy, it was not known who they were,J

_Lfe of Sylla. or whence they came, on account of the email
5occhu9, king of the upper Numidia, was * One hundred and two years before Christ.

father-in-law to Jugurtha. He gave him, how- f In the reign of Tarquiniuj Priscus.
ever, very little assistance in the war, pretending J The Cimbri were descended from the ancient Go-
that he detested his perfidiousness, while he menu*, or Celtcs; Cimri or Cimbri being only a
really dreaded the increase of hie power. But harsher pronunciation of Gomerai. They were in »U

probability the most ancient people of Germany. They
* Florus does not say he enlisted slave?, but capite gave their name to the Cimbrica Chersonesus, which

cauoi, such as having no estates, had only their Dames was » kind of peninsula eittnding from the moulh of
altered in the registers. the Elbe into the north wi. Tt«y were all suppose^
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commerce which they had with the rest of the had destroyed Rome, and laid waste a?
world, and the length of way they had marched. Italy.
It was conjectured, indeed, from the largeness The Romans, alarmed from all quarters with
of their stature, and the blueness of their eyes, this news, called Harms to the command, and
as well as because the Germans call banditti elected him a second time consul. It was,
cimbri, that they were some of those German indeed, unconstitutional for any one to be
nations who dwell by live Northern Sea, chosen who was absent, or who had not waited

Some assert, that the country of the Celts the regular time between a first and second
is of such vast extent, that it stretches from consulship; but the people overruled all that
the Western ocean and most northern climes, was said against him. They considered, that
to the lake Maiotis eastward, and that part of this was not the first instance in which the
Scythia which borders upon Pontus: that law had given way to the public utility; nor
there the two nations mingle, and thence issue; was the present QIMW^OD less urgent than that,
not all at once, nor at all seasons, but in the when, contrary tylaw* tney made Scipio con-
spring of every year: that, by means of these sul; for then they were not anxious for the
annual supplies, they had gradually opened safety of their own city, but only desirous of
themselvei a way over the greatest part of the destroying Carthage. These reasons prevail-
European continent; and that, though they are ing, Marius returned with his army from Afri-
distinguished by different names according to ca, and entering upon his consulship on the
their tribes, yet their whole body is compre- first of January, which the Romans reckon the
hended under the general name of Celto- beginning of their year, led up his triumph the
Scythi. same day. Jugurtha, now a captive, was a

Others say, they were a small part of the spectacle as agreeable to the Romans, as it
Cimmerians, well known to the ancient Greeks; was beyond their expectation; no one having
and that this small part quitting their native ever imagined that the war could he brought
"oil, or being expelled by the Scythians on ac- to a period while he was alive: so various was
count of some sedition, passed from the Palus the character of that man, that he knew how
Ma'dtis into Asia, under the conduct of Lyg- to accommodate himself to all sorts of fortune,
damis their chief. But that the greater and and through all his subtlety there ran a vein of
more warlike part dwelt in the extremities of courage and spirit. It is said, that when he
the earth near the Northern sea. These in- was led before the car of the conqueror, he
habit a country so dark and woody that the sun lost his senses. After die triumph he was
is seldom seen, by reason of the many high and thrown into prison, where, whilst they were in
ipreading trees, which reach inward as far as haste to strip him, some tore bis robe off his
the Hercynian forest. They are under that back, and others catching eagerly at his pen-
part of the heavens, where the elevation of the dants, pulled off the tips of his ears with them.
pole is such, that by reason of the declination When he was thrust down naked into the dun-
of the parallels, it makes almost a vertical geon, all wild and confused, he said with a
point to the inhabitants; and their day and frantic smile, " Heavens'. how cold is this bath
night are of such a length, that they serve to of yours!" There struggling for six days, with
divide the year into two equal parts; which extreme hunger, and to the last hour labouring
gave occasion to the fiction of Homer concern- for the preservation of life, he came to such an
ing the infernal regions. end as his crimes deserved. There were car-

Hence, therefore, these barbarians, who ried (we are told) in this triumph, three thou-
came into Italy, first issued; being anciently sand and seven pounds of gold, five thousand
called Cimmeni, afterwards Cimbri; and the seven hundred and seventy-five of silver bul-
appellation was not at all from their manners. lion, and of silver coin seventeen thousand and
But these things rest rather on conjecture than twenty-eight drachmas.
historical certainty. Most historians, however, After the solemnity was over, Marina as-
agree, that their numbers, instead of being less, sembled the senate in the Capitol, where,
were rather greater than we have related. As either through inadvertency or gross insolence,
to their courage, their spirit, and the force and he entered in his triumphal rohe: but soon per-
"vivacity with which they made an impression, ceiving that the senate was offended, he wenl
we may compare them to a devouring flame. and put on bis ordinary habit, and then return-
Nothing could resist their impetuosity; all ed to las place.
that came in their way, were trodden down, When be set out with the army, be trained
or driven before them like cattle. Many re- his soldiers to labour while upon the road, ac-
spectable armies and generals* employed customing them to long and tedious marches,
by the Romans to guard the Trans-alpine and compelling every man to carry his own
Gaul, were shamefully routed; and the feeble baggage, and provide his own victuals. So
resistance they made to the first efforts of the that afterwards laborious people, who executed
barbarians, was the chief thing that drew them readily and without murmuring whatever they
towards Rome. For, having beaten all they were ordered, were called JUarius's mulct.
met, and loaded themselves with plunder, Some, indeed, give another reason, for toil
they determined to settle DO where, till they proverbial saying. They say, that when Scipio

besieged Numantia, he chose to inspect, not
the fiiur with the Cimmeriani that inhabited the only the arms and horses, but the very mulei
countries about the Palus Msolia: which it highly and wagons, that all might bo in readmesi
probable, both from the likeness of their names, and
from the dt *e» mlaiiU of Gomer havipg spread them- (Jscipio was elected consul before he was thirty
"elvea over all that northern tract years old, though the common age required in th«

* Casaius Longiuus, AurcUut, Scaurus, Czpio, and candidates was forty-two, indeed, the people <i>»
f . -ilklllj. pen>ed with it in other ''niUuicei bciidei ll.u.
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and good order; on which occasion Marius The barbarians dividing themselves into two
brought forth his horse in fine condition, and bodies, it fell to the lot of the Cimbri to march
his mule too in belter case, and stronger and the upper way through Noricum against Catu-
gentler than those of others. The genera), lus, and to force that pass; while the Teutonci
much pleased withMarius's beasts, often made and Ambrones took the road through Liguria
mention of them; and hence those, who, by along the sea-coaat, in order to reach Marius.
way of raillery, praised a drudging patient man, The Cimbri spent some time in preparing for
called him Marius's mule. their march: but the Tcutones and Ambrone*

On this occasion, it was a very fortunate set out immediately, and pushed forward with
circumstance for Marios, that the barbarians, great expedition; so that they soon traversed
turning their course like a reflux of the tide, the intermediate country, and presented to the
first invaded Spain. For this gave him time view of the Romans an incredible number of
to strengthen his men by exercise, and to raise enemies, terrible in their aspect, and in their
and confirm their courage; and what was still voice and shouts of war different from all other
of greater importance, to shew them what he men- They spread themselves over a vast
himself waa. His severe behaviour, and in- extent of ground near Marius, and when they
flexibility in punishing, when it had once ac- had encamped, they challenged him to battle.
customed them to rnind their conduct and be The consul, for his part, regarded them not,
obedient, appeared both just and salutary. but kept his soldiers within the trenches, re-
When they were a little used to his hot and buking the vanity and rashness of those who
.violent spirit, to the harsh tone of his voice, wanted to be in action, and calling them trai
and the fierceness of his countenance, they no tors to their country. He told them, "Their am-
longer considered him as terrible to themselves bition should not now be for triumphs and tro-
but to the enemy. Above all, the soldiers were phies, but to dispel the dreadful storm that hung
charmed with his integrity in judging; and this over them, and to save Italy from destruction."
contributed not a little to procure Marius a These things he said privately to his chief offi-
third consulate. Besides, the barbarians were cers and men of the first tank. As for the com-
expected in the spring, and the people were not mon soldiers, he made them mount guard by
willing to meet them under any other general. turns upon the ramparts, to accustom them to
They did not, however, come so soon as they bear the dreadful looks of the enemy, and to
ware looked for, and the year expired without hear their savage voices without fear, as well
his getting a sight of them. The time of a new as to make them acquainted with their arras,
election coming on, and his colleague being and their way of using them. By these means,
dead, Marius left the command of the army to what at first was terrible, by being often looked
Manias AquiUus, and went himself to Rome. upon, would in time become unanecting. For
Several persons of great merit stood for the he concluded, that with regard to objects of ter-
consulate; but Lucius Saturninus, a tribute ror, novelty adds many unreal circumstances,
who led the people, being gained by Marius, in and that things really dreadful lose their effect
all his speeches exhorted them to choose him by familiarity. Indeed, the daily sight of the
consul. Marius, for his part, desired to be ex- barbarians not only lessened the fears of the
cused, pretending that he did not want the of- soldiers, but the menacing behaviour and intol-
fice: whereupon Saturninus called him a traitor erable vanity of the enemy, provoked their re-
to his country, who deserted the command in sentment, and inflamed their courage. For
such time of danger. It was not difficult to per- they not only plundered and ruiaed the adja-
ceive that Marius dissembled, and that the tri- cent country, but advanced to the very trenches
bune acted a bungling part, under him; yet the with the greatest insolence and contempt.
people considering that the present junctura Marius at last was told, that the soldien
required both his capacity and good fortune, vented their grief in such complaints as these:
created him consul a fourth time, and appoint- "What effeminacy has Marius discovered in
ed Lutatius Catulus his colleague, a man much us, that he thus keeps us locked up, like so
esteemed by the patricians^ and not unaccepta- many women, and restrains us from fighting?
ble to the commons. Come on; let us with the spirit of freemen,

Marius, being informed of the enemy's ap- ask him if he waits for others to fight for the
proach, passed the Alps with the utmost expe- liberties of Home, and intends to make use of
dition; and having marked out his camp by the vis only as the vilest labourers, in digging
river Rhone, fortified it, and brought into it a trenches in carrying out loads of dirt, and turn-
large supply of provisions: that the want of ne- ing the course of rivers? It is for such noble
cessaries might never compel him to fight at a works as these, no doubt, that he exercises ua
disadvantage. But as the carr^e of provisions in such painful labours; and, when they are
by sea was tedious and very ex^".nsive, he found done, he will return and shew his fellow-citi-
a way to make it easy and very expeditious. zens the glorious fruits of the continuation of
The mouth of the Rhone was at that time his power. It is true, Carbo and Cffipio were
choked up with mud and sand, which the beat- beaten by the enemy: but does their ill success
ing of the sea had lodged there; so that it was terrify him? Surely Carbo and Caepio were
very dangerous, if not impracticable, for vessels generals as much inferior to Marius in valour
"f burden to enter it. Marius, therefore, set and renown, as we are superior to the army
his army, now quite at leisure, to work there; they led. Belter it were to be in action, though
and having caused a cut to be made capable of we suffered from it like them, than to ait still
receiving large ships, he turned a great part and see the destruction of our allies."
of the river into it; thus drawing it to a coast, Marius; delighted with these speeches, talked
"where the opening to the sea is easy and se- to them in a soothing way. He told them, "It
cure, Tlus cut (till retains IUB name was not- from any distrust of them that h»
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tat still, but that, by order of certain oracles solved to march forward, concluding that they
he waited both for the time and place whicl raight pass the Alps in full security. They pack-
were to ensure him the victory." For he hac ed up their baggage, therefore, and marched by
with him a Syrian woman, named Martha the Roman camp. Then it was that the immen-
"who was said to have the gift of prophecy. Sh( sity of their numbers appeared in the clearest
was carried about in a litter with great respec light from the length of their train, and the
and solemnity, and the sacrifices he offeree time they took up in passing; for it is said, that
were all by her direction. She had formerly though they moved on without intermission,
applied to the senate in this character, anc they were six days in going by Marina's camp.
made an offer of predicting for them future Indeed, they went very near it, and asked the
events, but they refused to hear her. Then Romans by way of insult, "Whether they had
she betook herself to the women, and gave them any commands to their wives, lor they should
a specimen of her art. She addressed herself be shortly with them?" As soon as the barba-
particularly to the wife of Marius, at whose rians had all passed by, and were in full march,
feet she happened to sit, when there was a Marius likewise decamped, and followed; al-
combat of gladiators, and fortunately enough ways taking care to keep near them, and choos-
told her which of them would prove victorious ing strong places at some small distance forhii
Marius's wife sent her to her husband, who re- camp, which he also fortified, in order that he
ceived her with the utmost veneration, and pro- might pass the nights in safety. Thus they
vided for her the litter in which she was gen- moved on till they came to Aqus Sextiae, from
erally carried. When she went to sacrifice, whence there is but a short march to the Alps.
"he wore a purple robe, lined with the same, There Marius prepared for battle; having
and buttoned up, and held in her hand a spear pitched upon a place for his camp, which wa«
adorned with ribbands and garlands. When unexceptionable in point of strength, but af-
they saw this pompous scene, many doubted forded little water. By this circumstance, they
whether Marius was really persuaded of her tell us, he wanted to excite the soldiers to ac-
prophetic abilities, or only pretended to be so, tion; and when many of them complained of
and acted a part, while he shewed the woman thirst, he pointed to a river which ran close by
in this form. the enemy's camp, and told them, "That thence

But what Alexander at Myndos relates con- they must purchase water with their blood."
cerning the vultures really deserves admiration. "Why then," said they, "do you not lead ui
Two of them, it seems, always appeared, and thither immediately, before our blood is quite
followed the army, before any great success, parched up?" To which he answered in a
being well known by their brazen collars. The softer tone, "I will lead you thither, but first
soldiers, when they took them, had put these let us fortify our camp."
collars upon them, and then let them go. From The soldiers obeyed, though with some re-
this time they knew, and in a manner saluted luctance. But the servants of the army, being
the soldiers; and the soldiers, whenever these in great want of water, both for themselves and
appeared upon their march, rejoiced in the as- their cattle, ran in crowds to the stream, some
surance of performing something extraordinary. with pick-axes, some with hatchets, and others

About this time, there happened many prod- with swords and javelins, along with their
igies, most of them of the usual kind. But pitchers; for they were resolved to have water,
news was brought from Ameria and Tuder- though they were obliged to fight for it
tum, cities in Italy, that one night there were These at first were encountered by a small
Been in the sky spears and shields of fire, now iarty of the enemy, when some having bathed,
waving about, and then clashing against each were engaged at dinner, and others were still
other, in imitation of the postures and motions lathing. For there the country abounds in hot
of men fighting; and that, one party giving way, wells. This gave the Romans an opportunity
and the other advancing, at last they all disap- of cutting off a number of them, while they
peared in the west. Much about this time too, were indulging themselves in those delicioui
there arrived from Pessinus, Batabaces, priest jaths, and charmed with the sweetness of the
of the mother of the gods, with an account that jlace. The cry of those brought others to their
the goddess had declared from her sanctuary, assistance, so that it was now difficult for Ma-
"That the Romans would soon obtain a great rius to restrain the impetuosity of his soldiers,
and glorious victory." The senate had given who were in pain for their servants. Besiden,
credit 1o his report, and decreed the goddess :he Ambrones, to the number of thirty thou-
a temple on account of the victory. But when sand, who were the best troops the enemy had,
Batabaces went out to make the same declara- and who had already defeated Manlius and
tion to the people, Aulus Pompeius, one of the spio, were drawn out, and stood to their
tribunes, prevented him, calling him an impos- arms. Though they had overcharged them-
tor, and driving him in an ignominious manner selves with eating, yet the wine they had drank
from the rostrum. What followed, indeed, lad given them fresh spirits; and they advanc-
was the thing which contributed most to the ed, not in a wild and disorderly manner, or
credit of the prediction, for Aulus had scarce with a confused and inarticulate noise: but
dissolved the assembly, and reached his own >eating their arms at regular intervals, and all
house, when he was seized with a violent fe- ceeping time with the tune, they came on cry-
»er, of which he died within a week. This ng out, Jlmbrones! Jlmbrones'. This they
was a fact universally known. did, cither to encourage each other, or to ter-

Marius still keeping close, the Teutones at- "ify the enemy with their name. The Ligurisni
tempted to force his entrenchments; but being vere the first of the Italians that moved againit
rer.eived with a shower of darts from the camp, hem: and when they heard the enemy cry
by which they lost a number of men, they re- Ambrones, they echoed back the word, which
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was indeed their own ancient name. Thus the patched his officers through the whole army,
"hout was often returned from one army to the with orders that they should stand still and wait
other before they charged, and the officers on for the enemy. When the barbarians were
both sides joining in it, and striving which within reach, the Romans were to throw their
should pronounce the word loudest, added by javelins, then come to sword in hand; and
this means to the courage and impetuosity of pressing upon them with their shields, pushed
their troops. them with all their force. For he knew the

The Ambrones were obliged to pass the river, place was so slippery, that the enemy's blows
and this broke their order-, so that, before they could have no great weight, nor could they
could form again, the Ligurians charged the preserve any close order, where the declivity
foremost of them, and thus began the battle. of the ground continually changed their poise
The Romans came to support the Ligurians, At the same time that he gave these directions,
lad pouring down from the higher ground, he was the firs* that set the example. For he
pressed the enemy so hard, that they soon put was inferior to none in personal agility, and in
them in disorder. Many of them justling each resolution he far exceeded them all.
other on the banks of the river, were slain The Romans by their firmness and united
there, and the river itself was filled with dead charge, kept the barbarians from ascending the
bodies. Those who were got safe over not dar- hill, and by little and little forced them down
ing to make head, were cut off by the Romans, into the plain. There the foremost battalion*
as they fled to their camp and carriages. There were beginning to form again, when the ut-
the women meeting them with awords and most confusion discovered itself in the rear.
axes, and setting up a horrid and hideous cry, For Marcellus, who had watched his opportu-
fell upon the fugitives, as well as the pursuers, nity, as soon as he found, by the noise, whicb
the former as traitors, and the latter as ene- reached the hills where he lay, that the battle
mies. Mingling with the combatants, they laid was begun, with great impetuosity and loud
bold on the Koman shields, catched at their shouts fell upon the enemy's rear, and destroy-
swords with their naked hands, and obstinate- ed a considerable number of them. The hind-
ly suffered themselves to be hacked in pieces. most being pushed upon those before, the
Thus the battle is said to have'been fought on whole army was soon put in disorder. Thug
the banks of the river rather by accident than attacked both in front and rear, they could not
any design of the general. stand the double shock, but forsook their ranks,

The Romany after having destroyed so many and fled.* The Romans pursuing, either kill-
of the Ambrones, retired as it grew dark; but ed or took prisoners above a hundred thousand,
the camp did not resound with sonjs of victory, and having made themselves masters of their
la might have been expected upon such suc- tents, carriages and baggage, voted as many of
cess. There were no entertainments, no mirth them as were not plundered, a present to Ma-
in their tents, nor, what is the most agreeable rius. This indeed was a noble recompense,
circumstance to the soldier after victory, any yet it was thought very inadequate to the gen-
Bound and refreshing sleep. The night was pass-eralship he had shewn in that great and immi-
ed in the greatest dread and perplexity. The nent danger.f
camp was without trench or rampart. There Other historians give a different account,
emained yet many myriads of the barbarians both of the disposition of the spoils, and the

nnconquered; and such of the Ambrones as es- number of the slain. From these writers w«
caped, mixing with them, a cry was heard all learn, that the Massilians walled in their vine-
night, not like the sighs and groans of men, but yards with the bones they found in the field:
like the howling and bellowing of wild beasts. and that the rain which fell the winter following,
As this proceeded from such an innumerable soaking in the iiioisture of the putrified bodies,
host, the neighbouring mountains and the hol- the grounl <vas so enriched by it, that it pro-
low banks of the river returned the sound, and doced the next season a prodigious crop. Thus
the horrid din filled the whole plains. The Ro- the opinion of Archilochus is confirmed, that
mans felt the impressions of terror, and Ma- fields are fattened with blood. It is observ-
rius himself was filled with astonishment at the ed indeed, that extraordinary rains generally
apprehension of a tumultuous night-engage-fall after great battles; whether it be, that
ment. However, the barbarians did not attack some deity chooses to wash and purify the
Ihem, either that night or next day, but spent earth with water from above, or whether the
the time in consulting how to dispose and draw blood and corruption, by the moist and heavy
themselves up to the best advantage. vapours they emit, thicken the air, which is

In the mean time Marius observing the slop- liable to be altered by the smallest cause.
ing hills and woody hollows that hung over the After the battle Mariua selected from among
enemy's camp, dispatched Claudius Marcellus the arms and other spoils, such as were elegant
with three thousand men, to lie in ambush and entire, and likely to make the greatest
there till the fight was begun, and then to fall show in his triumph. The rest he piled togeth-
upor the enemy's rear. The rest of his troops er, and offered them as a splendid sacrifice to
he ordered to sa? and go to rest in good time. the gods. The army stood round the pile
Next morning as soon as it was light he drew
np before the camp, and commanded the cav- * This victory was irained the (wood year of th«
alry to march into the plain. The Teutones see-hundred and liity-nimh Olympiad. Before Christ,
ing this, could not contain themselves nor stay one hundred.
till all the Romans were come down into the t And yet, there docs not appear any thing rery ei

traordinary in the grneralship of Manus on this occa
plain, where they might fight them upon equal "inn. The ignorance and rashness of the barbarians
terms, but arming hastily through thirst of ven- did every thing in his favour. The Teulones lost the
geance, advanced up to the hill. Marm dis- bailie, as Haul*)- lost it at Kalkirk, by Mlttnftiug lithills.
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crowned with laur:!; and himself arrayed in his his soldiers should not seem to fly, but to fol-
purple robe, and girt after the manner of the low their general.
Romans, took a lighted torch. Ho had just lift- The barbarians now assaulted and took the
ed it up with both hands towards heaven and fortress on the other side of the Athesis: but ad-
was going to set fire to the piles, when some miringthe bravery of the garrison, who had be-
friends were seen galloping towards him. Great haved in a manner suitable to the glory of
silence and expectation followed. When they Rome, they dismissed them upon certain con-
were come near, they leaped from their horses, ditions, having first made them swear to them
and saluted Marius consul the fifth time, deliv- upon a brazen bull. In the battle that followed,
ering him letters to the same purpose. This this bull was taken among the spoils, and is
added great joy to the solemnity, which the sol- said to have been carried to Catulus's house, as
diers expressed by acclamations and by clank- the first fruits of the victory. The country at
ing their arms; and while the officers were pre- present being without defence, the Cimbri
senting Marius with new crowns of laurel, he spread themselves over it, and committed great
set fire to the pile, and finished the sacrifice. depredations.

But whatever it is, that will not permit us to Hereupon Marius was called home. When be
enjoy any great prosperity pure and unmixed. arrived, every one expected that he would tri-
but chequers human life with a variety of good umph, and the senate readily passed a decree for
and evil; whether it be fortune or some chas- that purpose. However,he declined it; whether
tising deity; or necessity and the nature of it was that he was unwilling to deprive his men,
things; a few days after this joyful solemnity, who had shared in the danger, of their part of
the sad news was brought to Marius of what the honour, or that to encourage the people in
had befallen his colleague Catulus. An event, the present extremity, he chose to intrust the
which, like a cloud in £Tfe rnldst of a calm, glory of his former achievements with the for
brought fresh alarms upon Rome, and threat- tune of Rome, in order to have it restored to
ened her with another tempest Catulus, who him with interest upon his next success. Hav-
had the Cimbri to oppose, came to a resolu- ing made an oration suitable to the time, he
tion to give up the defence of the heights lest went to join Catulus, who was much encourag-
he should weaken himself by being obliged to ed by his coming. He then sent for his army
divide his force into many parts. He there- out of Gaul; and when it was arrived, he cross-
fore descended quickly from the Alps into Italy, ed the Po, with a design to keep the barbarians
and posted his army behind the river Athesis;* from penetrating into the interior parts of Italy
where he blocked up the fords with strong for- But they deferred the combat, on pretence that
tifications on both sides, and threw a bridge they expected the Teutones, and that they won-
over it; that so he might be in a condition to dered at their delay; either being really ignorant
succour the garrisons beyond it, if the barba- of their fate, or choosing to seem so. For they
rians should make their way through the nar- punished those who brought them that account
row passes of the mountains, and attempt to with stripes; and sent to ask Marius for lands
"form them The barbarians held their enemies and cities, sufficient both for them and their
in such contempt, and came on with BO much brethren. When Marius inquired of the ambas-
insolence, that, rather to show their strength sadors who their brethren were, they told him
and courage, than out of any necessity, they the Teutones. The assembly laughed, and ME-
exposed themselves naked to the showers of rius replied in a taunting manner, "Do not trou-
enow; and, having pushed through the ice and ble yourselves about your brethren ;for they have
deep drifts of snow to the tops of the moun- land enough, which we have already given them,
tains, they put their broad shields under them, and they shall have it for ever." The ambassa-
and so slid down in spite of the broken rocks dors perceiving the irony, answered in sharp
and vast slippery descents. and scurrilous terms, assuring him, "That the

When they had encamped near the river, and Cimbri would chastise him immediately, and
taken a view of the channel, they determined to the Teutones when they came." "And theyars
fill it up. Then they tore up the neighbouring not far off," said Marius, "it will be very un-
hills, like the giants of old; they pulled up kind, therefore, in you to go away without sa-
trees by the roots; they broke off massy rocks, luting your brethren." At the same time be
and rolled in huge heaps of earth. These were ordered the kings of the Teutones to be brought
to dam up the current. Other bulky materials, out, loaded as they were with chains: for they
besides these, were thrown in, to force away had been taken by the Sequani, as they were
the bridge, which being carried down the endeavouring to escape over the Alps.
ptrcam with great violence, beat against the As soon as the ambassadors had acquainted
timber, and shook the foundation. At the sight the Cimbri with what had passed, they marched
of this the Roman soldiers were struck with directly against Marius, who at that time lay
terror, and great part of them quitted thecamp still, and kept within his trenches. It is report-
and drew back. On this occasion Catulus, like ed that on this occasion he contrived a new
an able and excellent general, shewed that he form for the javelins. Till then they used to
preferred the glory of hia country to his own. fasten the shaft to the iron head with two iron
For whei he found that he could not persuade pins. But Marius now letting one of them re-
his men to keep their post, and that they were main as it was, had the other taken out, and a
deserting it in a very dastardly manner, he or- weak wooden peg put in its place. By this
dered his standard to be taken up, and running contrivance he intended, that when the javelin
to the foremcst of the fugitives, led them on stuck in the enemy's shield, it should not stand
himself; choosing rather that the disgrace should right out; but that, the wooden peg breaking
fail upon him than upon his country, and that and the iron pin bending, the shaft of the we«

pon should be dragged upon the ground, while
" Now the Adig» the point stuck last in the shield.
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fJoiorU, king of the Cimb-i, came now with enemy ; and having passed by their army,
small' party of horse to the Roman camp, and wandered about with his troops a long time in

challenged Marius to appoint the time and the field. In the mean time, the good fortune
p'ace where they should meet and decide it by of Catulus directed the enemy to him, and it
arms, to whom the country should belong. was his legions (in which Sylla tells us he
Marius answered, "That the Romans never fought) to whose Jot the chief conflict fell-
consulted their enemies when to fight; how- The heat of the weather, and the sun which
e/er, he would indulge the Cimbri in this point." shone full in the faces of the Cimbri, fought for
Accordingly they agreed to fight the third day the Romans. Those barbarians, being bred in
&j\er, and that the plain of Vercells should be shady and frozen countries, could bear the
the field of battle, which was fit for the Roman severest cold, but were not proof against heat.
cavalry to act in, and convenient for the bar- Their bodies soon ran down with sweat; they
barians to display their numbers. drew their breath with difficulty, and wer*

Both parties kept their day, and drew up forced to hold their shields to shade their faces
their forces over against each other. Catulus Indeed this battle was fought not long after
bad under his command twenty thousand and the summer solstice, and the Romans keep a
three hundred men: Marius had thirty-two festival for it on the third day of the calends of
thousand. The latter were drawn up in the August, then called Sextilis. The dust too,
two wings, and Catulua was in the centre. which hid the enemy, helped to encourage the
Sylla, who was present in the battle, gives us Romans. For as they could have no distinct
this account; and it is reported, that Marius view of the vast numbers of their antagonists,
"nade this disposition, in hopes of breaking the they ran to the charge, and were come to close
Cimbrian battalions with the wings only, and engagement before the sight of such multitudes
securing to himself and his soldiers the honour could give them any impressions of terror. Be-
of the victory, before Catulus could have an sides, the Romans were so strengthened by la-
opportunity to come up to the charge; it being bour and exercise, that not one of them was
usual, in a large front, for the wings to advance observed to sweat or be out of breath, notwith-
before the main body. This is confirmed by standing the suffocating heat and the violence
the defence which Catulua made of his own of the encounter. So Catulus himself is sav<l to
behaviour, in which he insisted much on the have written, in commendation of his soldiers.
malignant designs of Marius against him. The greatest and best part of the enemy's

The Cirobrian infantry marched out of their troops were cut to pieces upon the spot; those
trenches without noise, and formed so as to who fought in the front fastened themselves to-
have their flanks equal to their front; each gether, by long cords run through their belts,'
side of the square extending to thirty furlongs. to prevent their ranks from being broken. The
Their cavalry, to the number of fifteen thousand, Romans drove back the fugitives to their camp,
issued forth in great splendour. Their helmets where they found the most shocking spectacle.
represented the heads and open jaws of strange The women standing in mourning by their
and frightful wild beasts: on these were fixed carriages, killed those that fled; some their
high plumes, which made the men appear taller. husbands, some their brothers, others their
Their breast-plates were of polished iron, and fathers. They strangled their little children
their shields were white and glittering. Each with their own hands, and threw them under
man had two-edged darts to fight with at a the wheels and horses' feet. Last of all, they
distance, and when they came hand to hand, killed themselves. They tell us of one that
they used broad and heavy swords. In this was seen slung from the top of a wagon, with
engagement they did not fall directly upon the a child hanging at each heel The men, fot
front of the Romans, but wheeling to the right, want of trees, tied themselves by the neck,
they endeavoured by little and little to enclose some to the horns of the oxen, others to their
the enemy between them and their infantry, legs, and then pricked them on; that by the
who were posted on the left. The Roman starting of the beasts they might be strangled
generals perceived their artful design, but were or torn to pieces. But though they were eo
not able to restrain their own men. One hap- industrious to destroy themselves, above sixty
pened to cry out, that the enemy fled, and they thousand were taken prisoners, and the killed
all set off upon the pursuit. In the mean time, were said to have been twice that number.
the barbarian foot came on like a vast sea. Ma- Marius's soldiers plundered the baggage; but
lius having purified, lifted his hands towards the other spoils, with the ensigns and trumpets,
heaven, and vowed a hecatomb to the gode; and they tell ug, were brought to the camp of
Catulus, in the same posture, promised to con- Catulus; and he availed himself chiefly of this,
secrate a temple to the fortune of that day. as a proof that the victory belonged to him. A
As Marius sacrificed on this occasion, it is said, hot dispute, it seems, arose between his troopt
that the entrails were no sooner shewn him, and those of Marius, which had the best claim;
than he cried out with a loud voice, "The and the ambassadors from Parma, who hap-
victory is mine." pened to be there, were chosen arbitrators.

However, when the battle was joined, an Catulus's soldiers led them to the field of battle
accident happened, which, as Sylla writes,* to see the dead, and clearly proved that they
appeared to be intended by Heaven to humble were killed by their javelins, because Catulus
Marius. A prodigious dust, it seems, arose, had taken care to have the shafts inscribed
which hid both armies. Marius moving first with his name. Nevertheless, the whole
to the charge, had the misfortune to miss the honour of the day was ascribed to Marius, on

* It is a misfortune, that Catullus'! History of his * This waj an absurd contrivance to keep their
onsuUhip, and a greater, that Sylla'i commentaries, ranlo. But they intended alao to have bound their

arc lost. prisoner! wilh the cord* after the battle.
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account of his former victory, and his present and veracity, but particularly prejudiced against
authority. Nay, such was the applause of the Marius, tells us he obtained his sisth consulate
populace, that they called him the third found- by large sums which he distributed among tha
tr of Rome, as having rescued her from a danger tribes, and having thrown out Metellus by dint
not less dreadful than that from the Gauls. In of money, prevailed with them to elect Valeriuj
their rejoicings at home with their wives and Flaccus, rather hie servant than his colleague.
children, at supper they offered libations to The people had never before bestowed so
Marius along with the gods, and would have many consulates on any one man, except Va-
given him alone the honour of both triumphs. lerius Corvinus.* And there was this great
He declined this indeed, and triumphed with difference, that between the first and sixth con-
Catulus, being desirous to shew his moderation sulate of Corvinus there was an interval of
after such extraordinary instances of success. forty-five years; whereas Marius, after hii
Or, perhaps, he was afraid of some opposition first, was carried through five more without in-
from Catulus's soldiers, who miyht not have terruption, by one tide of fortune.
suffered him to triumph, if he had deprived In the last of these he exposed himself to
their general of his share of the honour. much hatred, by abetting Saturninus in all his

In this manner his fifth consulate was passed. crimes; particularly in his murder of Nonius,
And now he aspired to a sixth, wilh more ar- whom he slew because he was his competitor
dour than any man had ever shewn for hi, hiu+for the tribuneship. Saturninus, being appoint-
first. He courted the people, and endeavoured ed tribune of the people, proposed an Agrarian
to ingratiate himself with the meanest of them law, in which there was a clause expressly pro-
by such servile condescensions, as were not viding, "That the senate should come and swear
only unsuitable to his dignity, but even contrary in full assembly, to confirm whatever the people
to his disposition; assuming an air of gentle- should decree, and not oppose them in any
ness and complaisance, for which nature never thing." Marius in the senate pretended to de-
meant him. It is said, that in civil affairs and clare against this clause, asserting that, " He
the tumultuous proceedings of the populace, would never take such an oath, and that he be-
his ambition had given him an uncommon lieved no wise man would. For, supposing
timidity. That intrepid firmness which he dis- the law not a bad one, it would be a disgrace
covered in Battle foresook him in the assemblies to the senate to be compelled to give sanction
of the people, and the least breath of praise or to a thing, which they should be brought to
dislike disconcerted him in his address. Yet only by choice or persuasion."
we are told, that when he had granted the These, however, were not his real sentiments;
freedom of the city to a thousand Camerians, but he was laying for Metellus an unavoidable
who had distinguished themselves by their be- snare. As to himself, he reckoned that a great
naviour in the wars, and his proceeding was part of virtue and prudence consisted in dis-
found fault with as contrary to law, he said, simulation, therefore he made but small account
" The law spoke too softly to be heard amidst of his declaration in the senate. At the same
the din of arms." However, the noise that he time, knowing Metellus to be a man ofimmove-
dreaded, and that robbed him of his presence able firmness, who, with Pindar, esteemed
of mind, was that of popular assemblies. In Truth the spring of heroic virtue, he hoped,
war he easily obtained the highest rank, be- by refusing the oath himself, to draw him in to
cause they could not do without him; but in refuse it too; which would infallibly expose him
the administration he was sometimes in danger to the implacable resentment of the people.
of losing the honours he solicited. In these Tie event answered his expectation. Upon
cases he had recourse to the partiality of the Melellus's declaring that he would not take the
multitude; and had no scruple of making his oath, the senate w-as dismissed. A few days
honesty subservient to his ambition. after, Saturninus summoned the fathers to ap-

By these means he made himself obnoxious pear in the Jorum, and swear to that article,
to all the patricians. But he was most afraid and Marius made his appearance among the
of Metellus, whom he had treated with ingrati- rest. A profound silence ensued, and all eyei
tude. Besides, Metellus was a man who, tere fixed upon him, when bidding adieu to the
from a spirit of true virtue, was naturally an fine things he bad said in the senate, he told the
enemy to those who endeavoured to gain the audience, " That he was not so opinionated aa
populace by evil arts, and directed all their to pretend absolutely to prejudge a matter of
measures to please them. Marius, therefore, such importance, and therefore he would take
was very desirous to get him out of the way. the oath, and keep the law too, provided it waa
For this purpose he associated with Glaucias a law." This proviso he added, merely to give
and Saturninus, two of the most daring and a colour, to his impudence, and was sworn im-
turbulent men in Rome, who had the indigent mediately.!
and seditious part of the people at their com- * Valerius Corrinus was elected consul, when he was
mand. By their assistance he got several laws only twenty-three years of age, in the year of Rome
enacted; and having planted many of his sol- four hundred and six; and he was appointed Consul
diers in the assemblies, his faction prevailed, the sixth time iu the year of Rome four hundred and
and Metellus was overborne. fifty-two.

Rutilius,* in other respects a man of credit f Thus Marius made the first step towards the ruinof the Roman constitution, which happened not long
after. If the senate were to swrar to confirm what-

* P. Rutilius Rufus was Consul the year before the ever the people should decree, whether good or bad,
Kcond consulship of Marius. He wrote his own life they ceased to have a weight in the scale, and the gov-
0 Latin, and 3 Ruimin lii.itory in Greek. Cicero men- ernment became a democracy. And as the people grew
tion* him, on several occasions, as a man of honour so corrupt as to take the highest price that was offered
ind probity. He was eiiled six or seven years afler them, absolute power must be advanced with hastj
the siith consulship of Marius. SyUa would hare re- strides. Indeed, a nation whicli has no principle of
tailed biio, Lut he refused to rcturu. public virtue left, if Dot fit tc be governed bj an j olh«r
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The people charmed wilh his compliance, were all put to the sword.* He was now be-
expressed their sense of it in loud acclama-come equally odious both to the nobility and
tion! ; while the patricians were abashed, and the commons, so that when the time for th«
held his double-dealing in the highest detesta- election of Censors came on, contrary to e*
bon. Intimidated by the people, they took pectation, he declined offering himself and per-
the oath, however, in their order, till it came mitted others of less note to be chosen. But
to Metcllus. But Metellus, though his friends though it was his fear of a repulse that made
exhorted and entreated him to be conformable, him sit still, he gave it another colour; pretend-
and not expose himself to those dreadful penal-ing he did not choose to make himself obnox-
ties which Saturninius had provided for such as ious to the peopJe, by a severe inspection into
refused, shrunk not from the dignity of hig reso- their lives andnianu£i£~
lution, nor took the oath. That great man n edict was now proposed for the recal of
tbode by his principles; he was ready to suffer Metellus. Marius opposed it with all his pow-
the greatest calamities, rather than do a dis- er; but finding his endeavours fruitless, he
honourable thing; and as he quitted the forum, gave up the point, and the people passed the
he iiaid to those about him," To do an til action bill with pleasure. Unable to bear the sight
is base; to do a good one, which involves you of Metellus, he contrived to take a voyage to
in no danger, is nothing more than common: Cappadocia ajid Galatia, under pretence of of-
but it is the property.of a good man, to do great fering some sacrifices which he had vowed to
and good tilings, though he risks every thing the mother of the gods. But he had another
by it." reason which was not known to the people.

Saturninusihen caused a decree to be made, Incapable of making any figure in peace, and
that the coner Is should declare Metellus a per- unversed in political knowledge, he saw that
son interdicte 1 the use of fire and water, whom all his greatness arose from war, and that in a
DO man shoulp admit into his house. And the state of inaction its lustre began to fade. He,
meanest of the people, adhering to that party, therefore, studied to raise new commotions. If
were ready e en to assassinate him. The no- he could but stir up the Asiatic kings, and
bility now anxious for Metellus, ranged them- particularly Mithridates, who seemed most in-
selves on his side; but he would suffer no se- clined to quarrel, he hoped soon to be appointed
dition on hi account. Instead of that, be general against him, and to have an opportunity
adopted a wise measure, which was to leave to fill the city with new triumphs, as well as to
the city. " Flor," said he " either matters will enrich his own house with the spoils of Pontua
take a better turn, and the people repent and and the wealth of its monarch. For this rea-
recal me; oj if they remain the same, it will son, though Mithridates treated him in the po-
be best to be. at a distance from Rome:" what litest and most respectful manner, he was not
regard and V'hat honours were paid Metellus in the least mollified, but addressed him in the
during his banishment, and how he lived at following terms -"Mithridates, your buisness
Rhodes in tte study of philosophy, it will be is, either to render yourself more powerful than
more convenient to mention in his life. the Romans, or to submit quietly to their com "

Marius was so highly obliged to Saturninus mands," The king was quite amazed. He had
for this last piece of service, that he was forced often heard of the liberty of speech that pre-
to connive at him, though he now ran out vailed among the Romans, but that was the
into every act of insolence and outrage. He first time he experienced it.
did not consider that he was giving the reins to At his return to Rome, he built a house near
a destroying fury, who was making his way in theybrumj either for the convenience of those
blood to absolute power and the subversion of who wanted to -wait on him, which wa» the
the state. All this while Marius was desirous reason he assigned; or because he hoped to
to keep fair with the nobility, and at the same have a greater concourse of people at his gates
time to retain the good graces of the people; In this, however, he was mistaken. He hac1
and this led nim to act a part, than which noth- not those graces of conversation, that engaging
ing can be conceived more ungenerous and de- address, which others were masters of; and
ceitful. One night some of the first men in the therefore, like a mere implement of war, he
state came to his house, and pressed him to was neglected in time of peace. He was not
declare against Saturninus: but at that very so much concerned at the preference given to,
time he let in Saturninus at another door un- others, but that which Sylla had gained, afflict-
known to them. Then pretending a disorder ed him exceedingly; because he was rising by,
in his bowels, he went from one party to the means of the envy which the patricians bore
other: and this trick he played several times him, and his first step to the administration
over, still exasperating both against each other. was, a quarrel with him. But when Bocchus,
At last the senate and the equestrian order rose king of Numidia, now declared an, ally of the
in a body, and expressed their indignation in Romans, erected in the Capitol s.ome figures
luch strong terms, that he was obliged to send of Victory adorned with trophies, and placed
a party of soldiers into the/brum, to suppress by them a set of golden statues, which repre-
the sedition. Saturninus, Glaucias, and the sented him delivering Jugurthi into the handa
tctt of the cabal, fled into the Capitol. There of Sylla, Marius was almost distracted. He
they were besieged, and at last forced to yield considered this as an act by which Sylla want-
for want of water, the pipes being cut off. ed to rob him of the glory of his achievements,
When they could hold out no longer, they call- and prepared to demolish these monuments by
ed for Marius, and surrendered themselves to force. Sylla, on bis part as strenuously oppo
him upon the public faith. He Uie-1 every art ged him.
to save them, but nothing would avail; they
>o teener came down into \heforum, lhau they " Tin people despatched their irith clubj and itont%

\v
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This sedition was just upon the point of infirmities of age, went everyday into the Cam-
flaming out, when the war of the allies inter- pus Martins; where he took the most robust
vened,* and put a stop to it. The most war- exercises along with the young men, and shew
like and most populous nations of Italy con- ed himself nimble in his arms, and active on
spired against Rome, and were not far from horseback, though his years had now made
subverting the empire. Their strength con- him heavy and corpulent. Some were pleased
sisted not only in the weapons and valour of with these things, and went to see the spirit he
their soldiers, but in the courage and capacity exerted in the exercises. But the more sensi-
of their generals, who were not inferior to those ble sort of people, when they beheld it, could
DC-Rome. not help pitying the avarice and ambition of a

This war, so remarkable for the number of man, who, though raised from poverty to opu-
battles and the variety of fortune that attended lence, and from the meanest condition to great-
it, added as much to the reputation of Sylla, as ness, knew not how to set bounds to his good
it diminished that of Mahus. The latter now fortune. It shocked them to think, (hat this
seemed slow in his attacks, as well as dilatory man, instead of being happy in the admiration
in his resolutions: whether it were, that age he had gained, and enjoying his present pos-
had quenched his martial heat and vigour (for sessions in peace, as if he were in want of all
he was now above sixty-five years old) or that, things, was going, at so great an age, and after
as he himself said, his nerves being weak, and so many honours and triumphs, to Cappadocia
his body unwieldy, he underwent the fatigues and the Euxine sea, to fight, with Archelaus and
of war, which were in fact above his strength, Neoptolemus, the lieutenants of Mithridates.
merely upon a point of honour. However, he As for the reason that Marius assigned for thii
beat the enemy in a great battle, wherein he step, namely, that he wanted himself to train
killed at least six thousand of them, and through up his son to war, it was perfectly trifling.
the whole he took care to give them no advan- The commonwealth had been sickly for
tage over him. Nay, he suffered them to draw some time, and now her disorder came to a
a line about him, to ridicule, and challenge him crisis. Marius had found a fit instrument for
to the combat, without being in the least con- her ruin in the audacity of Sulpitius; a man
cerned at it. It was reported, that when Pom- who in other respects admired and imitated
pedius Silo, an officer of the greatest eminence Saturninius, but considered him as too timid
and authority among the allies, said to him, and dilatory in his proceedings. Determined
"If you are a great general, Marius, come to commit no such error, he got six hundred
down and fight us:" he answered, "If you are men of the equestrian order about him, as his

^JB. great general, Silo, make me come down and guard, whom he called his Jinti-senate.
I 6ght." Another time, when the enemy gave One day while the Consuls were holding an
I the Romans a good opportunity of attacking assembly of the people,* Sulpitius came upon
I them, and they were afraid to embrace it; after them with his assassins. The Consuls imme-
I both parties were retired, he called his soldiers diately fled, but he siezed the son of one of

together, and made this short speech to them them, and killed him on the spot. Sylla (the
-"I know not which to call the greatest cow- other Consul) was pursued, but escaped into
ards, the enemy or you; for neither dare they the house of Marius, which nobody thought of;
face your backs, nor you theirs." At last, pre- and when the pursuers were gone by, it is said
tending to be incapacitated for the service, by that Marius himself let him out at a back gate,
his infirmities, he laid down the command. from whence he got safe to the camp. But
"Yet when the war with the confederates Sylla, in his Commentaries, denies that he fled

drew to an end, and several applications were to the house of Marius. He writes, that he
made, through the popular orators, for the was taken thither to debate about certain
command against Mithridates, the tribune Sul- edicts, which they wanted him to pass against
pitius, a bold and daring man, contrary to all his will; that he was surrounded with drawn
expectation, brought forth Marius, and nomi-swords, and carried forcibly to that house: and
nated him Proconsul and general in the Mithri- that at last he was removed from thence to the
datic war. The people, upon this, were di- forum, where he was compelled to revoke the
vided, some accepting Marius, while others order of vocation,f which had been issued by
called for Sylla, and bade Marius go to the him and his colleague.
warm baths of Baiae for cure, since, by his Sulpitius, now carrying all before him, de-
own confession, he was quite worn out with creed the command of the army to Marius;
age and defluxions. It seems, Marius had a and Marius, preparing for his march, sent two
line "cilia at Misenum, more luxuriously and tribunes to Sylla, with orders that he should
effeminately furnished than became a man deliver up the army to them. But Sylla, in-
who had been at the head of so many armies, stead of resigning his charge, animated his
and had directed so many campaigns. Corne-troops to revenge, and led them, to the number
lia is said to have bought this house for sev-of thirty thousand foot and five thousand horse,
enty-five thousand drachmas; yet no long time directly against Rome. As for the tribune*
alter, Lucius Lucullus gave for it five hun- whom Marius had sent to demand the army ot
dred thousand two hundred: to such a height Sylla, they fell upon them, and cut them in
did expense and luxury rise in the course of a
fqw years. " Sylla and Pompeiiu Rufus were Consuls. It wii

Marius, however, affecting to shake off the 
the son of the latter that was alain.

t Ifthat order had not been revoked, no public bu»
" Thii was also called the Martian war. It broke ness could have been done ; consequently, Marius could

out ID the lit hundred and mty leccmd year of Rome not hare been appointed o the command against Milh-
Vule Ftor. 1. m. c. 16. ridatcj.
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the army at Samos too, he quitted it, and with-abject attendance at the doors of barbarians,
drew to Chersonesus. This battle, though not who bad indeed a great deal of gold, but noth-
considerable in itself, was made so by the mis- ing else to boast of. Necessity, however,
fortunes of Alcibiades. forced him into Lydia; where he went directly

Lysander now invited to Ephesus the boldest to the palace of Cyrus, and bade the porter*
and most enterprising inhabitants of the Greek tell him, that Callicratidas, the Spartan admi-
cities in Asia, and sowed among them the ral, desired to (peak to him. " Stranger,"
seeds of those aristocratical forms of govern-
ment which afterwards took place. He en-
couraged them to enter into associations, and
to turn their thoughts to politics, upon promise here till he has done." But when he found
that when Athens was once subdued, the popu-that these people considered him as a rustic,
lar government in their cities too should be dis- and only laughed at him, he went away. He
solved, and the administration vested in them. came a second time, and could not gain admit-
His actions gave them a confidence in his pro- tance. And now he could bear it no longer,
mise. For those who were already attached but returned to Ephesus, venting execrations
to him by friendship or the rights of hospitality, against those who first cringed to the barba-
be advanced to the highest honours and em- rians, and taught them to be insolent on ac-
ployments; not scrupling to join with them in count of their wealth. At the same time ho
any act of fraud or oppression, to satisfy their irotested, that as soon as he was got back to
avarice and ambition. So that every one en- iparta, he would use his utmost endeavours to
deavoured to ingratiate himself with Lysander; reconcile the Grecians among themselves, and
to him they paid their court; they fixed their to make them formidable to the barbarians, in-
hearts upon him; persuaded that nothing was stead of their poorly petitioning those people
too great for them to expect, while he had the for assistance against each other. But this
management of affairs. Hence it was, that Callicratidas, who had sentiments eo worthy
from the first they looked with an ill eye on of a Spartan, and who, in point of justice, mag-
Callicratidas, who succeeded him in the com- nanimity, and valour, was equal to the best of
mand of the fleet: and though they afterwards the Greeks, fell soon after in a sea fight at
found him the best and most upright of men, Arginuss, where he lost the day.
they were not satisfied with his conduct, which Affairs being now in a declining condition,
they thought had too much of the Doric* plain- the confederates sent an embassy to Sparta, to
ness and sincerity. It is true, they admired desire that the command of the navy might be
the virtue of Callicratidas, as they would the restored to Lysander, promising to support the
beauty of some hero's statue; but they wanted cause with much greater vigour, if he had the
the countenance, the indulgence, and support direction of it. Cyrus, too, made the same re-
they had experienced in Lysander, insomuch quisition. But as the law forbade the same
that when he left them, they were quite de- person to be chosen admiral twice, and yet the
jected, and melted into tears. Lacedaemonians were willing to oblige their

Indeed he took every method he could think allies, they vested a nominal command in one
of to strengthen their aversion to Callicratidas. Aracus, while Lysander, who was called lieu-
He even sent back to Sardis the remainder of tenant, had the power. His arrival was very
the money which Cyrus had given him for the agreeable to those who had, or wanted to have,
supply of the fleet, and bade hia successor go the chief authority in the Asiatic cities: for he
and ask for it, as he had done, or contrive had long given them hopes, that the democracy
some other means for the maintenance of his would be abolished, and the government de-
forces. And when he wag upon the point of volve entirely upon them.
sailing, he made this declaration, "I deliver As for those who loved an open and gener-
to you a fleet that is mistress of the seas." ous proceeding, when they compared Lysander
CiUicratidas, willing to shew the insolence and and Call'cratidas, the former appeared only a
vanity of his boast, said, " Why do not you man of craft and subtlety, who directed hie
then take Samos on the left, and sail round to operations by a set of artful expedients, and
Miletus, and deliver the fleet to me there? for measured the value of justice by the advantage
we need not be afraid of passing by our enemies it brought: who, in short, thought interest the
in that island if we are masters of the seas." thing of superior excellence, and that nature
Lysander made only this superficial answer, had made no difference between truth and
"You have the command of the ships, and falsehood, but either was recommended by it*
not I;" and immediately set sail for Pelopon- use. When he was told, it did not become
Desus. the descendants of Hercules to adopt such art

Calhcratidas was left in great difficulties. ful expedients, he turned it off with a jest, and
For he had not brought money from home with said, "Where the lion's skin falls short, it
him, nor did he choose to raise contributions must be eked out with the fox's."
from the cities, which were already distressed. There was a remarkable instance of thi«
The only way left, therefore, was to go, as Ly- subtlety in his behaviour at Miletus. His
sander had done, and beg it of the king's lieu- friends and others with whom he had con-
tenants. And no one was more unfit for such nexions there, who had promised to ajiplish
an office, than a man of his free and great the popular government, and to drive out all
spirit, who thought any loss that Grecians that favoured it, had changed their minds, and
might sustain from Grecians, preferable to an reconciled themselves to their adversaries. Iii

* Dacier refers this to the Dorian music. But the public he pretended to rejoice at the event, and
Doric manners had a simplicity iij them, u well as the to cement the union; but in private he loaded

them with reproaches, and excited them to
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attack tne commons. However, when he knew suaded the people to make a decree that the
the tumult was begun, he entered the city in prisoners of war should have their right thumb
haste, and running up to the leaders of the se- cut off, that they might be disabled from hand-
dition, gave them a severe reprimand, and ling a pike, but still be serviceable at the oars.
threatened to punish them in an exemplary For the present they all went to rest, in
manner. At the same time, he desired the hopes of coming to an action next clay. But
people to be perfectly easy, and to fear no Lyeander had another design. He command
farther disturbance while he was there. In all ed the seamen and pilots to go on board, as
which he acted only like an artful dissembler, if he intended to fight at break of day. These
to hinder the heads of the plebeian party from were to wait in silence for orders, the land
quitting the city, and to make sure of their forces were to form on the shore, and watch the
being put to the sword there. Accordingly signal. At sunrise the Athenians drew up in
there was not a man that trusted to his honour, a line directly before the Lacedemonians, and
who did not lose his life. gave the challenge. Lysander, though he had

There is a saying, too, of Lysander's, re- manned his ships over night, and stood facing
corded by Androclides, which shews the little the enemy, did not accept of it. On the con-
regard he had for oaths: " Children," he said, trary, he sent orders by his pinnaces to those
" were to be cheated with cockalls, and men ships that were in the van, not to stir, but to
with oaths." In this he followed the example keep the line without making the least motion.
of Polycrates of Samoa; though it ill became a In the evening, when the Athenians retired,
general of an army to imitate a tyrant, and he would not suffer one man to land, till two
was unworthy of a Lacedaemonian to hold the or three galleys which he had sent to look out,
gods in a more contemptible light than even his returned with an account that the enemy were
enemies. For he who overreaches by a false disembarked. Next morning they ranged them-
oath, declares that he fears his enemy, but selves in the same manner, and the like was
despises his God. practised a day or two longer. This made the

Cyrus, having sent for Lyeander to Sardis, Athenians very confident; they considered their
presented him with great sums, and promised adversaries as a dastardly set of men, who durst
more. Nay, to shew how high he wae in his not quit their station.
favour, he went so far as to assure him, that, Meanwhile, Alcibiades, who lived in a cas-
if his father would give him nothing, he would tle of his own in the Chersonesus, rode to the
supply him out of his own fortune; and if every Athenian camp, and represented to the gene
thing else failed, he would melt down the very rals two material errors they had commmitted
throne on which he sat when he administered The first was, that they had stationed theii
justice, and which was all of massy gold and ships near a dangerous and naked shore: the
silver. And when he went to attend his father other, that they were go far from Sestos, from
in Media, he assigned him the tribute of the whence they were forced to fetch all their pro-
towns, and put the care of his whole province visions. He told them, it was their business
in his hands. At parting he embraced, and to sail to the port of Sestos, without loss of
entreated him not to engage the Athenians at time; where they would be at a greater dis-
sea before his return, because he intended to tance from the enemy, who were watching
bring with him a great fleet out of Phoenicia their opportunity with an anny commanded by
and Cilicia. one man, and so well disciplined, that they

After the departure of the prince, Lysandcr would execute his orders upon the least signal.
did not choose to fight the enemy, who were These were the lessons he gave them, but
not inferior to him in foroe, nor yet to lie idle they did not regard him. Nay, Tydeus said,
with such a number of ships, and therefore he with an air of contempt, " You are not general
cruised about and reduced some islands. JEgina now, but we." Alcibiades even suspected some
and Salamis he pillaged; and from thence sail- treachery, and therefore withdrew.
ed to Attica, where he waited on Agis, who On the fifth day, when the Athenians had
was come down from Decclea to the coast, to offered battle, they returned, as usual, in a
shew his land forces what a powerful navy careless and disdainful manner. Upon this,
there was, which gave them the command of Lysander detached some galleys to observe
the seas in a manner they could not have ex- them; and ordered the officers, as soon as they
pected. Lysander, however, seeing the Athe- saw the Athenians landed, to sail back as fast
nians in chase of him, steered another way as possible; and when they were come half
back through the islands to Asia. As he way, to lift up a brazen shield at the head of
found the Hellespont unguarded, he attacked each ship, as a signal for him to advance. He
LampsacuB by sea, while Thorax made an as- then sailed through all the line, and gave in-
sault upon it by land; in consequence of which structions to the captains and pilots to have all
the city was taken, and the plunder given to their men in good order, as well mariners as
the troops. In the mean time the Athenian soldiers; and, when the signal was given,
fleet, which consisted of a hundred and twenty to push forward with the utmost vigour agains*
ships, had advanced to Eleue, a city in the the enemy. As soon, therefore, as the sig
Chersonosus. There getting intelligence that nal appeared, the trumpet sounded in the ad
Lampsatus was lost, they sailed immediately miral galley, the- ships began to move on, and
to Sestos; where they took in provisions, and the land forces hastened along the shore to
then proceeded to .Egoe Potamos. They were stiie the promontory. The space between
now just opposite the enemy, who still lay at the two continents in that place is fifteen fur-
anchor near Lampsacus. The Athenians were longs, which was soon overshot by the dili-
under the command of several officers, among gence and spirits of the rowers. Conon, the
whom Philocle* was one; the tame who per- Athenian general, was the first that descried
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them from land, and hastened to get his men ry fire, that go out the moment they are kin
on board. Sensible of the impending danger died; nor yet a quantity of ail bursting out
"ome he commanded, some he entreated, am from some compression, and taking fire in the
others he forced into the ships. But all his upper region; but that they are really heavenly
"endeavours were in vain. His men, not in bodies, which, from some relaxation of the ra-
the least expecting a surprise, were dispersec pidity of their motion, or by some irregular
up and down, some in the market-place, some concussion, are loosened, and fall, not so much
in the field; some were asleep in their tents upon the habitable part of the globe, as into
and some preparing tnc>< dinner. All this was the ocean, which is the reason that their sub-
owing to the inexperience of their command- stance is seMom seen.
ers, which had made them quite regardless of Damachus,* however, in his treatise concern-
what might happen. The shouts and the noise ing religion, confirms the opinion of Anaxago
of the enemy rushing on to the attack were ras. He relates, that for seventy-five days to-
now heard, when Conon fled with eight ships, gether, before that stone fell, there was seen
and escaped to Evagoras, king of Cyprus. in the heavens a large body of fire, like an in-
The Pcloponnesians fell upon the rest, took flamed cloud, not fixed to one place, but carried
those that were empty, and disabled the others, this way and that with a broken and irregular.
as the Athenians were embarking. Their sol- motion; and that by its violent agitation, sev-
diers, coming unarmed and in a straggling eral fiery fragments were forced from it, which
manner to defend the ships, perished in the at- were impelled in various directions, and darted
tempt, and those that fled were slain by that with the celerity and brightness of so many
part of the enemy which had landed. Lysan- falling stars. After this body was fallen in
der took three thousand prisoners, and seized the Chersonesus, and the inhabitants, recovered
the whole fleet, except the sacred galley called from their terror, assembled to see it, they
Peralus, and those that escaped with Conon. could find no inflammable matter, or the least
When he had fastened the captive galleys to sign of fire, but a real etone, which, though
his own, and plundered the camp, he returned large, was nothing to the size of that fiery
to Lampsacus, accompanied with the flutes globe they had seen in the sky, but appeared
and songs of triumph. This great action cost only as a bit crumbled from it. It is plain that
him but little blood; in one hour he put an end Damachus must have very indulgent readers,
to a long and tedious war,* which had been di- if this account of his gains credit. If it is a
versified beyond all others by an incredible true one, it absolutely refutes those who say,
variety of events. This cruel war, which had that this stone was nothing but a rock rent by
occasioned so many battles, appeared in such a tempest from the top of a mountain; which
different forms, produced such vicissitudes of after being borne for some time in the air by a
fortune, and destroyed more generals than all whirlwind, settled in the first place where the
the wars of Greece put together, was termin- violence of that abated. Perhaps, at last, thii
ated by the conduct and capacity of one man. phenomenon, which continued so many days,
Some, therefore, esteemed it the effect of a di- was a real globe of fire; and when that globe
vire interposition. There were those who came to disperse and draw towards extinction,
said, that the stars of Castor and Pollux ap- it might cause such a change in the air, and
peared on each side of the helm of Lysander's produce such a violent whirlwind, as tore the
»hip, when he first set out against the Athe- stone from its native bed, and dashed it on the
nians. Others thought that a stone which, ac- plain. But these are discussions that belong
cording to the common opinion, fell from :o writings of another nature.
heaven, was an omen of this overthrow. It fell When the three thousand Athenian prison
at -32gos Potamos, and was of a prodigious ers were condemned by the council to die, Ly
"ize. The people of the Chersonesns hold it sander called Philocles, one of the generals, and
in great veneration, and shew it to this day.f asked him what punishment he thought he
It is said that Anaxagoras had foretold, that one deserved, who had given his citizens such cruel
of those bodies which are fixed to the vault of advice with respect to the Greeks. Philo
heaven would one day be loosened by some cles, undismayed by his misfortunes, made an-
"hock or convulsion of the whole machine, and swer, "Do not start a question, where there
fall to the earth. For he taught that the stars is no judge to decide it; but now you are a
ate not now in the places where they were conqueror, proceed as you would have been
originally formed; that being of a stony sub- Droceeded with, had you been conquered."
fiance and heavy, the light they give is caused After this he bathed, and dressed himself in a
only by the reflection and refraction of the rich robe, and then led his countrymen to exe
ether; and that they are carried along, and cution, being the first, according to Theo-
kept in their Dibits, by the rapid motion of the ihrastus, who offered his neck to the axe.
heavens, which from the beginning, when the Lysander next visited the maratime towns,
cold ponderous bodies were separated from the and ordered all the Athenians he found, upon
rest, hindeied them from falling. Jain of death to repair to Athena His design

But there is another and more probable opin-was, that the crowds he drove into the city
ion, which holds, that falling stars are not might soon occasion a famine, and so prevent
emanations or detached parts of the elementa- he trouble of a long siege, which must have

>«en the case, if provisions had been plentiful.
* This war had lasted twenty-jtvcn years. Wherever he came, he abolished the demo-
f This victory was gained the fourth year ot the

ninety-third Olymyiad, four hundred and three years " Not Damachuj, but Diaroachui of Plataea, a very
kefore the birth of Christ. And it is pretended that abulom writer, and ignorant of the mathematics: in
Anaiagorn had delivered hia prediction lixtv-two which, as well as history, he pretended to great know
feari before the battle. fUn. xj, 58. edge. Strak. lib. i.
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eralic, and other forms of government, and set aible. The real decree of the ephori ran thus:
Up a Lacedaemonian governor, called Harmos- "The Lacedaemonians have come to these res-
tes, assisted by ten Archons, who were to be olutions: You shall pull down the Pirsui and
drawn from the societies he established. These the long walls; quit all the cities you are pot-
changes he made aa he sailed about at his sessed of, and keep within the bounds of At-
'eisure, not only in the enemy's cities, but in tica. On these conditions you shall hare
those of his allies, and by this means in a man- peace, provided you pay what is reasonable,
ner engrossed to himself the principality of all and restore the exiles.* As for the number of
Greece. For in appointing governors he had ships you are to keep, you must comply witk
no regard to family or opulence, but chose the orders we shall give you."
them from among his own friends, or out of the The Athenians submitted to this decree, upon
brotherhoods he had erected, and invested the advice of Theramenes, the son of Ancon.f
them with full power of life and death. He On this occasion, we are told, Cleomencs, one
even assisted in person, at executions, and of the young orators, thus addressed him:
drove out all that opposed hia friends and fa- "Dare you go contrary to the sentiments of
vourites. Thus he gave the Greeks a very in- Themistocles, by delivering up those walla to
different specimen of the Lacedzmonian gov- the Lacedsemonians, which he built in defiance
ernment. Therefore, Theoppmpus,* the comic of them?" Theramenea answered, "Young
writer, was under a great mistake, when he man, I do not in the least counteract the inten-
compared the Lacedaemonians to vintners, who tion of Themistocles; for he built the walls for
at first gave Greece a delightful draught of lib- the preservation of the citizens, and we for the
erty, but afterwards dashed the wine with vin- same purpose demolish them. If walls only
egar. The draught from the beginning was could make a city happy and secure, Sparta,
disagreeable and bitter; for Lysander not only which has none, would be the unhappiest in the
took the administration out of the hands of the world."
people, but composed his oligarchies of the After Lysander had taken from the Athe-
boldest and most factious of the citizens. nians all their ships except twelve, and their

When he had dispatched this business, fortifications were delivered up to him, he en-
which did not take up any long time, he sent tered the city on the sixteenth of the month
messengers to Lacedaemon, with an account Munychion (April); the very day they had
that he waa returning with two hundred ships. overthrown the barbarians in the naval fight at
He went, however, to Attica, where he joined Salamis. He presently set himself to change
the kings Agio and Pausanias, in expectation their form of government: and finding that the
of the immediate surrender of Athens. But people resented his proposal, he toW them,
finding that the Athenians made a vigorous de- "That they had violated the terms of their
fence, he crossed over again to Asia. There he capitulation; for their walls were still standing,
made the same alteration in the government of after the time fixed for the demolishing of them
cities, and set up his decemvirate, after having was passed; and that, since they had broken
lacrificed in each city a number of people, and the first articles, they must expect new onei
forced others to quit their country. As for the from the council." Some say, he really did
Samians,t he expelled them all, and delivered propose, in the council of the allies, to reduce
their towns to the persons whom they had the Athenians to slavery; and that Erianthus,
banished. And when he had taken Sestos out a Theban officer, gave it as his opinion, that
of the hands of the Athenians, he drove out the the city should be levelled with the ground, and
Sestians too, and divided both the city and the spot on which it stood turned to pasturage.
territory among his pilots and boatswains. Afterwards, however, when the general of-
This was the first step of his which the Lace- ficers met at an entertainment, a musician of
dsmonians disapproved: they annulled what Phocis happened to begin a chorus in the Elec-
he had done, and restored the Sestians to their tra of Euripides, the first lines of which, are
country. But in other respects the Grecians these:-
were well satisfied with Lysauder's conduct. Unhappy daughter of the great Atrides,
They saw with pleasure the JEgineta? recover- Thy straw-crown'd palace I approach.
ing their city, of which they had long been dis- The whole company were greatly moved at
possessed, and the Melians and Scionsans re- this incident, and could not help reflecting,
established by him, while the Athenians were how barbaroua a thing it would be to raze that
driven out, and gave up their claims. noble city, which had produced so many great

By this time, he was informed that Athens and illustrious men. Lysander, however, find-
was greatly distressed with famine; upon which ing the Athenians entirely in his power, col-
he sailed to the Pirzua, and obliged the city to lected the musicians in the city, and having
surrender at discretion. The Lacedaemonians joined to them the band belonging to the
say, that Lysander wrote an account of it to camp, pulled down the walls, and burned the
the ephori in these words, "Athens is taken;" ships, to the Bound of their instruments;
to which they returned this answer, "If it ia while the confederates, crowned with flowers,
taken, that is sufficient." But this was only aij danced, and hailed the day as the first of their
Invention to make the matter look more plau- liberty.

Immediately after this, he changed the form
* Muretus shewsj from a passage in Theodorua Me-

toebltcs, that we should read here T/teopomjna the " The Lacedaemonians knew that if the Athenian
li'tor.un, instead of Thcopompia the comic writer. exiles were restored, they would be friends and parti-

f These things did not happen in the order they are sans of theirs; and if they were not restored, they
here related. Samoa was uot taken till a considerable should hare a pretext for distressiug the Athene""
time after the long walls of Athens were demolished. when they pleased.
Zenoph, Hellen. j. f Or AgnOD*
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of their government, appointing thirty arc lions all the ancient money wa§ of this kind, and
in the city, and ten in the Pirams, and placing consisted either of pieces of iron or brans,
a garrison in the citade), the command of which from their form were called obeli*,*,
which he gave to a Spartan, named Callibius. whence we have still a quantity of small money
This Callibius, on some occasion or other, lift- called oboli, six of which make a drachma or
ed up his staff to strike Autolycus, a wrestler handful, that being as much as the hand can
whom Xenophon baa mentioned in hia Syrrv- contain.
potiaci; upon which Autolycus seized him by The motion for sending out the money wa«
the legs, and threw him upon the ground. Ly- opposed by Lysandert party, and they pro-
under, instead of resenting this, told Callibius, cured a decree, that it should be considered as
by way of reprimand, "He knew not they the public treasure, that it should be a capital
were freemen, whom he had to govern." The crime to convert any of it to private uses, ai
thirty tyrants, however, in complaisance to if Lycurgua had been afraid of the money, and
Callibius, soon after put Autolycus to death. not of the avarice it produces. And avarice waa

Lysander,* when he had settled these affairs, not so much prevented by forbidding the use
gaile'd to Thrace.f As for the money that re- of money in the occasions of private persons,
mained in his coffers, the crowns and other as it was encouraged by allowing it in the
presents, which were many and very consider-public; for that added dignity to its use, and
able, as may well be imagined, since his power excited strong desires for its acquisition. In-
was so extensive, and he was in a manner deed, it was not to be imagined, that while it
master of all Greece, he sent them to Lace- was valued in public it would be despised in
dzmon by Gylippus, who had the chief com- private, or that what they found so advantage-
mand in Sicily. Gylippus, they tell us, opened ous to the state should be looked upon of no
the bags at the bottom, and took a considerable concern to themselves. On the contrary, it is
sum out of each, and then sewed them up i.ilain, that customs depending upon national
again; but he was not aware that in every bag institutions, much sooner effect the lives and
there was a note which gave account of the manners of individuals, than the errors and
eum it contained. As soon as he arrived at vices of individuals corrupt a whole nation.
Sparta he hid the money he had taken out, un- For, when the whole is distempered, the parts
der the tiles of his houae, and then delivered must be affected too; but when the disorder
the bags to the ephori, with the seals tj.'tire. subsists only in some particular parts, it may
They opened them, and counted the money, be corrected and remedied by those that have
but found that the sums differed from the bills. not yet received the infection. So that these
At this they were not a little embarrassed, till magistrates, while they set guards, I mean law
& servant of Gylippus told them enigmatically, and fear of punishment, at the doors of the
a great number of owls roosted in the Cerami- citizens, to hinder the entrance of money, did
cus.|" Most of the coin then bore the im- not keep their minds untainted with the love
pression of an owl, in respect to the Athenians. of it; they rather inspired that love, by exhib-

Gylippus, having sullied his former great iting wealth as a great and amiable thing
and glorious actions by BO base and unworthy But we have censured this conduct of theirs in
a deed, quitted Lacedsmon. On this occa- another place.
sion, in particular, the wisest among the Spar- Lysander, out of the spoils he had taken,
tans observed the influence of money, which erected at Delphi his own statue, and those of
could corrupt not only the meanest but the his officers, in brass: be also dedicated in gold
most respectable citizens, and therefore were the stars of Castor and Pollux, which disap-
very warm in their reflections upon Lysander peared* before the battle of Leuctra. The
for introducing it. They insisted, too, that the jalley made of gold and ivory,t which Cyrus
ep/iori should send out all the silver and gold, sent in congratulation of his victory, and
as evils destructive in the proportion they were which was two cubits long, was placed in the
alluring. treasury of the Bracides and the Acanthians

In pursuance of this, a council was called, Alexandrides of Delphi writes,^ that Lysander
and a decree proposed by Sciraphidas, as deposited there a talent of silver, fifty-two
Theopompus writes, or, according to Ephorus, minx, and eleven staters: but this is not
by Phlogidas, "That no com, whether of gold agreeable to the accounts of his poverty we
or silver, should be admitted into Sparta, but have from all historians.
that they should use the money that had long Though Lysander had now attained to great-
obtained." This money was of iron, dipped er power than any Grecian before him, yet the
in vinegar, while it was red hot, to make it pride and loftiness of hia heart eiceeded it
brittle and unmalleable, so that it might not For he was the first of the Grecians, according
be applied to any other use. Besides, it was to Duris, to whom altars were erected by sev-
heavy, and difficult of carriage, and a great eral cities, and sacrifices offered, as to a god.§
quantity of H was of but little value. Perhaps

" They were ttolen. Plutarch mentions it u an
* Xenophon says, he went now against Samos. omen ol the dreadful loss the Spartam were to luffer
t Plularch should have mentioned in this place the in that battle.

conquest of the isle of Thasos, and in what a cruel t SoArutobuIuj.the Jewish prince, presented Pom-
manner Lysander, contrary lo hia solemn promise, pey w!lh a golden vineyard or garden, valued at fire
massacred such of lh« inhabitants as had been in the hundred laltnts. Thai rineyard was consecrated iainterest of Athens. This is related by Polyznus. Bui
W Plularch tells us afterwards that he behaved in this the temple of Jupiler Olympiiu, a» thij galley was a'

Delphi.
manner lo the Milesians, perhaps Iheslory is the same, J This Aleiandrides, or rather Anaiandridei.wroti
»nd there may be a mistake only in the names. an account of ihc offering, stolen from the temple at

ICeramicuB was the name of a place in Athens. It Delphi.
Ukevfiie signifies the tiling of a house. 6 What ioccDR the meaanen of human nature «ua
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To Lysandcr two hymns were first eung, one this respect, with the resentments and avaric*
of which began thus- of all his friends. Hence it was, that the

To the famed leader of the Grecian bands, saying of Eteocles, the Lacedaemonian wai
From Sparta's ample plum'. sing lo paean '. reckoned a good one, "That Greece could

not bear two Lysanders." Theophrastus, in-
Nay, the Samiana decreed that the feaat which deed, tells us, that Archistratus" had said the
they had used to celebrate in honour of Juno, same thing of Alcibiades. But insolence,
should be called (he feast of Lyeander. He luxury, and vanity, were the most disagreeable
always kept the Spartan poet Chierilua in hia part of his character; whereas Lysander's
retinue,* that he might be ready to add lustre power was attended with cruelty and savage-
to his actions by the power of Terse. And ness of manners, that rendered it insupport-
when Antilochus had written some stanzas in able.
his praise, he was so delighted that he gave
him hia hat full of silver. Antimachus of There were many complaints against him,

which the Lacedaemonians paid no regard to-
Colophon, and Niceratus of .ZEraclea, compos-However, when Pharnabazus sent ambassa-
ed each a panegyric that bore his name, and dors to Sparta, to represent the injury he had
contested in form for the prize. He adjudged received, from the depredations committed in
the crown to Niceratus, at which Antimachust his province, the ephori were incensed, and
was so much offended that he suppressed his put Thorax, one of his friends and colleagues,
poem. Plato, who was then very young, to death, having found silver in his possession
and a great admirer of Antimachus's poetry, contrary to the late law. They likewise or-
addressed him while under this chagrin, and dered Lysander home by their scytale, the
told him, by way of consolation, " That the nature and use of which was this: Whenever
ignorant are sufferers by their ignorance, as the magistrates sent out an admiral or a gene-
the blind are by their want of sight." Aris- ral, they prepared two round pieces of wood
tonous, the lyrist, who had six times won the with so much exactness, that they were per-
prize at the Pythian games, to pay his court to fectly equal both in length and thickness
Lysander, promised him, that if he was once One of these they kept themselves, the other
more victorious, he would declare himself Ly- was delivered to the officer then employed
Sander's retainer, or even his slave. These pieces of wood were called scytalae.

Lysander's ambition was a burden only to When they had any secret and important
the great, and to persons of equal rank with orders to convey to him, they took a long nar-
himself. But that arrogance and violence row scroll of parchment, and rolled it about
which grew into his temper along with his am- their own staff, one fold close to another, and
bition, from the flatteries with which he was then wrote their business on it. This done,
besieged, had a more extensive influence. He they took off the scroll and sent it to the gene-
set no moderate bounds either to his favour or ral. As soon as he received it, he applied it
resentment. Governments unlimited and un- to his staff, which being just like that of the
examined, were the rewards of any friendship magistrates, all the folds fell in with one an-
or hospitality he had experienced, and the sole other, exactly as they did at the writing; and
punishment that could appease his anger was though, before, the characters were so broker
the death of his enemy; nor was there any and disjointed that nothing could be made of
way to escape. them, they now became plain and legible. The

There was an instance of this at Miletus. parchment, as well as the staff, is called scy
He was afraid that the leaders of the plebeian tale, as the thing measured bears the name ot
party there would secure themselves by flight; the measure.
therefore to draw them from their retreats, he Lysander, who was then in the Hellespont,
took an oath, not to do any of them the least was much alarmed at the scytale. Pharna
injury. They trusted him, and made their ap- bazus being the person whose impeachment
pearance; but he immediately delivered them he most dreaded, he hastened to an interview
to the opposite party, and they were put to with him, in hopes of being abre to compose
death, to the number of eight hundred. In- their differences. When they met, he desired
finite were the cruelties he exercised in every him to send another account to the magistrates,
city, against those who were suspected of any signifying that he neither had nor made any
inclination to popular government. For he complaint. He was not aware (as the proverb
not only consulted his own passions, and has it) that " he was playing the Cretan with
gratified his own revenge, but co-operated, in a Cretan.1' Pharnabazus promised to comply

with his request, and wrote a letter in his
offer to one of their own species! nay, to one who, presence agreeable to his directions, but had
having no regard to honour or virtue, scarce deserved contrived to have another by him to a quite
the name of a man! The Samians worshipped him, contrary effect. When the letter was to beu the Indians do the devil, that he might do them no
more hurt; that after one dreadful sacrifice to his cru- sealed, he palmed that upon him which he had
elty, he might seek no more. written privately, and which exactly resembled

* There were three poet* of this name, but their it. Lysander, upon his arrival at Lacedaemon,
works are all lost. The first, who was of Samos, sung went, according to custom, to the senate-house,
the victory of the Athenians over Xerxes. HP flour- and delivered Pharnabazus's letter to the ma-
ished about the seventy-fifth Olympiad. The secondwas this Chcerilus of Sparta, who flourished about gistrates; assuring himself that the heaviest
seventy years after the first. The third was he who charge was removed. For he knew the La-
attended AleianJer the Great, above seventy years cedaemonians paid a particular attention to
after the time of Lysander's Choarilus. Pharnabazus, because, of all the king's lieu-

f According to others, he was of Claros. He was
reckoned next to Homer in heroic poetry. But tome tenants, he had done them the greatest servirei
thought him too pompous and verbose. * It should be read Ajiheslrtta*
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In the war. When the ephori had read the pute with him about their boundaries, and
letter, they shewed it to Lysander. He now thought their plea better than that of the La
found to his cost, " that others have art besides cedsemonians he shewed them his sword, and
Ulysses, and in great confusion left the senate said, " He that is master of this, can best plead
hcuie. about boundaries."

A few days after, he applied to the magis- When a citizen of Megara treated him with
trates, and told them, he was obliged to go to great freedom, in a certain conversation, he
the temple of Jupiter Ammon, and offer the said, " My friend, those words of thine should
sacrifices he had vowed before his battles. Some not come but from strong walls and bulwarks."
lay, that when he was besieging the city of the When the Boeotians hesitated upon some pro-
Aphyt&ans in Thrace, Ammon actually ap- positions he made them, he asked them, "Whe-
peared to him in a dream, and ordered him to ther he should trail or push his pikes amongst
raise the siege: that he complied with that or- them?"
der, and bade the Aphytmns sacrifice to Am- The Corinthians having deserted the league,
mon; and for the same reason, now hastened he advanced up to their walls; but the Lace-
to pay his devotions to that deity in Libya daemonians, he found, were very loth to begin
But it was generally believed that he only used the assault. A hare just then happening to
the deity as a pretext, and that the true reason start out of the trenches, he took occasion to
of his retiring was the fear of the ephori, and say, "Arsjnot you ashamed to dread those ene-
his aversion to subjection. He chose rather mies, who are so idle, that the very hares sit
to wander in foreign countries, than to be con- in quiet under their walls?"
trolled at home. His haughty spirit was like When king Agis paid the last tribute to
that of a horse, which has long ranged the pas- nature, he left behind him a brother named
tures at liberty, and returns with reluctance to Agesilaus, and a reputed son named Leotychi-
the stall, and to his former burden. As for the das. Lysander, who had regarded Agesilaus
reason which Ephorus assigns for this voyage, with an extraordinary affection, persuaded him
I shall mention it by and by. to lay claim to the crown, as a genuine descen-

With much difficulty, he got leave of the dant of Hercules; whereas, Leotychidas was
ephori to depart, and took his voyage. While suspected to be the son of Alcibiadcs, and the
he was upon it, the kings considered that it was fruit of a private commerce which he had with
by means of the associations he had formed, Timsa, the wife of Agis, during his exile in
.hat he held the cities in subjection, and was Sparta. Agis, they tell us, from his computa-
in effect master of all Greece. They resolved, tion of the time, concluded that the child was
Jierefore, to drive out his friends, and re-es- not his, and therefore took no notice of Leo-
tablish the popular governments. This occa- tychidas, but rather openly disavowed him
tioned new commotions. First of all, the Athe- through the whole course of his life. However,
nians, from the castle of Phyle," attacked the when he fell sick, and was carried to Hersa,*
thirty tyrants, and defeated them. Immediate- he was prevailed upon by the entreaties of the
ly upon this, Lysander returned, and persuaded youth himself, and of his friends, before he
the Lacedaemonians to support the oligarchies, died, to declare, before many witnesses, that
and to chastise the people; in consequence of Leotychidas was his lawful son. At the same
which, they remitted a hundred talents to the time, he desired all persons present to testify
tyrants, to enable them to carry on the war, these his last words to the Lacedemonians,
and appointed Lysander himself their general. and then immediately expired.
But the envy with which the kings were actu- Accordingly, they gave their testimony in
ated, and their fear that he would take Athens "avour of Leotychidas. As for Agesilaus, he
a second time, led them to determine, that one was a man of uncommon merit, and supported
of them should attend the expedition. Accord- resides by the interest of Lysander; but his
ingly, Pausamas marched into Attica, in ap- affairs were near being ruined by Diophites, a
pearance to support the thirty tyrants against amous interpreter of oracles, who applied thin
the people, but in reality to put an end to the prophecy to his lameness-
war, lest Lysander, by his interest in Athens,
should become master of it again. This he Beware, proud Sparta^ lest a maimed empire^
easily effected. By reconciling the Athenians Thy boasted strength impair; for other woe*Than thou behold'st await thee-borne awayamong themselves, and composing the tumults,
he clipped the wings of LysandeHs ambition.
Yet, as the Athenians revolted soon after, Pau- 

By the strong tide of war. 

Many believed this interpretation, and were
sanias was blamed for taking the curb of the turning to Leotychidas. But Lysander ob
oligarchy out of the mouth of the people, and served, that Diophites had mistaken the sense
letting them grow bold and insolent again. On of the oracle; for that the deity did not give
the contrary, it added to the reputation of Ly- limself any concern about their being governed
sander: he was now considered as a man who jy a lame king, but meant that thoir govern-
took not his measures either through favourer ment would be lame, if spurious persons should
ostentation, but in all his operations, how se-
vere soever, kept a strict and steady eye upon * Xenophon (1- "-Hells us Oat Agis fell nick at He-
the interests of Sparta. raa, a city of Arcadia, on his way from Delphi, and

Lysander, indeed, had a ferocity in his ex- that he was carried to Sparta and died there.
t The oracle considrred the two kiugs of Sparta as

pressions as well as actions, which confounded ts two legs, the supports of iU freedom ; which in fact
his adversaries. When the Argives had a dis- hey were, by being a check upon each other. The

l,acedzmonians were therefore icmonist.cd to bewar«
" A castle above Athens, strongly situated. Xeno- of a lame government, of having their republic con

Jhon often mention it in the second book of his Gre- verted into a monarchy , which, indeed, proved their.
nu History. ruin at last.-Vide Justin. 1. ti.
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wear the crown amongst the race of Hercules. an explanation with him, and their discourse
Thus, partly by his address, and partly by his was very laconic:-"Truly, Agesilaus, you
interest, he prevailed upon them to give the know very well how to tread upon your friends."
preference to A gesilaus, and he was declared " Yes," said he, " when they want to be great-
king. er than myself. It is but fit that those who are

Lysander immediately pressed him to carry willing to advance my power should share it."
Ji<- war into Asia, encouraging him with the " Perhaps," said Lysander, " this is rather
nope of destroying the Persian monarchy, and what you say, than what I did. I beg of you,
becoming himself the greatest of mankind. He however, for the sake of strangers who have
likewise sent instructions to his friends in Asia, their eyes upon us, that you will put me in
to petition the Lacedxmonians to give Agesi- some post, where I may be least obnoxious,
laus the conduct of the war against the barba- and most useful to you."
rians. They complied with his order, and sent Agreeably to this request, the lieutenancy of
ambassadors to Lacedaemon for that purpose. the Hellespont was granted him; and though

% Indeed, this command, which Lysander pro- he still retained his resentment against Agesi-
cured Agesilaus, seems to have been an honour laus, he did not neglect his duty. He found
equal to the crown itself. But ambitious spirits, Spithridatcs,* a Persian remarkable for hii
though in other respects not unfit for affairs of valour, and with an army at his command, a..
state, are hindered from many great aclions by variance with Pharnabazus, and persuaded him
the envy they bear their fellow-candidates for to revolt to Agesilaus. This was the only ser-
fame. For thus they make those their adver- vice he was employed upon: and when this
Earies, who would otherwise have been their commission was expired, he returned to Spar-
assistants in the course of glory. ta in great disgrace, highly incensed against

Agesilaus took Lysander with him, made Agesilaus, and more displeased than ever with
him one of his thirty counsellors, and gave him the whole frame of government. He resolved,
the first rank in his friendship. But when they therefore, now, without any farther loss of time,
came into Asia, Agesilaus found, that the peo- to bring about the change he had long medi-
ple, being unacquainted with him, seldom ap- tated in the constitution.
plied to him, and were very short in their When the Heraclidas mixed with the Dori
addresses; whereas, Lysander, whom they had ans, and settled in Peloponnesus, there was a
long known, had them always at his gates, or large and flourishing tnbe of them at Sparta.
in his train; some attending out of friendship, The whole, however, were not entitled to the
and others out of fear. Just as it happens in regal succession, but only two families, the
tragedies, that a principal actor represents a Eurytionidz and the Agidx, while the rest had
messenger or a servant, and is admired in that no share in the administration, on account of
character, while he who bears the diadem and their high birth. For as to t|)e common re
sceptre is hardly listened to when he speaks; wards of virtue, they were open to all men of
to in this case, the counsellor engrossed all the distinguished merit. Lysander, who was of
honour, and the king had the title of comman- this lineage, no sooner saw himself exalted by
der, without the power. his great actions, and supported with friends

IJoubtless, this unseasonable ambition of and power, but he became uneasy to think
Lysander deserved correction, and he was to that a city which owed its grandeur to him,
be made to know that the second place only should be ruled by others no better descend-
belonged to him. But entirely to cast off a ed than himself. Hence he entertained a de-
friend and benefactor, and, from a jealousy of sign to alter the settlement which confined
honour, to expose him to scorn, was a step the succession to two families only, and to
unworthy the character of Agesilaus. He be- lay it open to ill the Heraclidac. Some say,
gan with taking business out of his hands, and his intention was to extend this high honout
making it a point not to employ him on any not only to all the Heraclids, but to all the
occasion where he might distinguish himself. citizens of Sparta; that it might not so much
In the next place, those for whom Lysander belong to the posterity of Hercules, as to
interested himself, were sure to miscarry, and those who resembled Hercules in that virtue
to meet with less indulgence than others of the which numbered him with the gods. He hoped,
meanest station. Thus the king gradually un- too, that when the crown was settled in this
dermined his power. manner, no Spartan would have better preten-

When Lysander found that he failed in all sions than himself.
his applications, and that his kindness was only At first, he prepared to draw the citizens
a hinderance to his friends, he desired them into his scheme, and committed to memory au
to forbear their addresses to him, and to wait oration written by Cleon of Halicarnassus for
only upon the king, or the present dispensers that purpose. But he soon saw that so great
of his favours. In consequence of this, they and difficult a reformation required bolder
gave him no farther trouble about business, but and more extraordinary methods to bring it
still continued their attentions, and joined him to bear. And as, in tragedy, machinery is
in the public walks and other places of resort. made use of, where more natural means will
This gave Agesilaus more pain than ever; and not do, so he resolved to strike the people with
his envy and jealousy continually increased; oracles and prophecies; well knowing that
insomuch, that while he gave commands and the eloquence of Cleon would avail but little,
governments to common soldiers, he appointed unless he first subdued their minds with di-
Lysander his carver. Then, to insult the vine sanctions and tho terrors of superstition.
[onians, he bade them " go and make their * So Xenophon calls him, not Mithritlatr?, the com-
court to his carver." mon reading; in Plutarch. Indeed, some m-

Hereupon, Lyeander determined to come to have il SpiUiricUlti in the life of Agciilaiu.
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"phorus tolls us, he first attempted to corrup fanefl the sacrifice* Agesilaua was offering at
the priestess of Delphi, and afterwards thos Aulus; and that Androclidcs and Amphithcus,
"f Dodona by means of one Phereclcs; am being corrupted with Persian money,* attack-
naving no success in either application, h ed the Phocians, and laid waste their coun-
went himself to the oracle of Ammon, and ol try, in order to draw upon the Lacedemo-
fered the priest large sums of gold. They to> nians the Grecian war. On the other hand,
rejected Ins offers with indignation, and sen they who make Lysander, the author of the
deputies to Sparta to accuse him of that crime war inform us, he was highly displeased, that
When these Libyans found he was acquitted the Thebans only, of all the confederates,
they took their leave of the Spartans in this should claim the tenth of the Athenian spoils,
manner-" We will pass better judgments. taken at Decelea, and complain of his send-
when you come to live among us in Lybya/ ing the money to Sparta. But what he most
It seems there waa an ancient prophecy, tha resented was, their putting the Athenians in
the Laced.fmonians would some time orothei a way of delivering themselves from the thir-
settle in Africa. This whole scheme of Ly ty tyrants, whom he had set up. The Lace-
Bander's was of no ordinary texture, nor took da;monians, to strengthen the hands of other.
j)s rise from accidental circumstances, but wa tyrants and make them more formidable, ha4
laid deep, and conducted with uncommon arl decreed, that if any Athenian lied out of ths
and address: so that it may be compared to a city, he should be apprehended, wherever hej
mathematical demonstration, in which, front was found, and obliged to return; and that
some principles first assumed, the conclusion whoever opposed the taking such fugitives
is deduced through a variety of abstruse and should be treated as enemies to Sparta." Ths
intricate steps. \Ve shall, therefore, explain Thebans on that occasion gave out ortiars, that
it at large, taking Ephorus, who was both an deserve to be enrolled with the actions of Her-
historian and philosopher, for our guide. cules and Bacchus. They caused proclama-

There was a woman in Pontus who gave it tion to be made, "That every house and city
out that she was pregnant by Apollo. Many should be open to such Athenians as desired
rejected her assertion, and many believed it. protection. That whoever refused assistance
So that when she was delivered of a son, sev- to a fugitive that was seized should be fined a
eral persons of the greatest eminence took par- :alent; and that if any one should carry armd
ticular care of his education, and for some rea- hrough Boeotia against the Athenian tyrants,
eon or other gave him the name of Silcnus he should not meet with the least molesta.-
Lysander took this miraculous birth for a foun- :ion. Nor were their actions unsuitable to
dation, and raised all his building upon it. He these decrees so humane, and so worthy of
made choice of such assistants, as might bring Grecians. When Thrasybulus and his com-
the story into roputilion, and put it beyond pany seized the castle of Phyle, and laid the
luspicion. Then he got another story propa- plan of their other operations, it was from
gated at Delphi, and spread at Sparta, "That Thebes they set out; and the Tin.bans not
certain ancient oracles were kept in the pri- only supplied them with arms and money, but
vate registers of the priests, which it was not gave them a kind reception and every encour-
lawful to touch, or to look upon, till in some agement. These were the grounds of Lysan-
future age a person should arise, who could 1 Vs resentment against them.
clearly prove himself the son of Apollo, and He was naturally prone to anger, and the
he was to interpret and publish those oracles." melancholy that grew upon him with yean
The way thus prepared, Silenus was to make made him still more so. He therefore impor-
his appearance, as the son of Apollo, and "uned the ephori to send him against the The-
demand the oracles. The priests, who were >ans. Accordingly he was employed, and
in combination, were to inquire into every ar- narched out at the head of one aimy, and Pau-
ticle, and examine him strictly as to his birth. ;anias was soon sent after him with another.
At last they were to pretend to be convinced Pausamas took a circuit by mount Cithxron,
"f his divine parentage, and to shew him the o enter Bceotia, and Lysander went through
books. Silenus then was to read in public all ""hocU with a very considerable force to meet
those prophecies, particularly that for which im. The city of Orchomenus was surren-
the whole design was set on foot, namely,
"That it would be more for the honour and in- * Besides this affair of the sacrifice, the Lacedxmo-
terest of Sparta to set aside the present race ians were offended at the Thebans, for their claiming
of kings, and choose others out of the best and In- tenths of the In asure taken at Decelea ; as wtlj a*

or refusing U> ett* nd them in their expedition agajuit
most worthy of men in the commonwealth." he Firavus, and dissuading the Corinthians from join-
But when Silenus was grown up, and came to Tig in that enterprise, ludeed, the Thebans began to
undertake his part, Lysander had the morti- c jealous of the growing power of the Laccdxmoni
fication to see his piece miscarry by the cow- us^ and did not want In see the Athenians, whose
ardice of one of the actors, whose heart failed veight had been considerable in the balance of power

ntirely ruined. Jfenoj.A. Gr. Hist. I. iii.
him just as the thing was going to be put in f These were not the only persons W'ho had taken
execution. However, nothing of this was dis- Kc Persian money. Tithrausles, alarmed at the pro-
covered while Lysander lived. gress Agesilaus was making in Asia, suit Timocratet
He died before Agesilaus returned from Asia, the Rhodian with fifty talents to be distributed among

"fier he had engaged his country, or rather in- the leading men in the stales of Greece. Those o?
Corinth and Argos had their share as well a« the The-

volved all Greece, in the Boeotian war. It is bans. lu consequence of this, the Thebans persuaded
indeed related variously, some laying the blame the Locrians to pillage a tract of land that nas in di§
upon him, some upon the Thebans, and others milt btlwtcn Ihe thncinns and the Thibaus. The
upon both. Those who charge the Thehans Phociani made reprisals. The Thfbans supported tlie
With it say they overturned the altar, and pro- Locrians; whereupon (he I'hociaiu applied to Lh»

Spartans, and the war became general.
A
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dered to him, as he was upon his march, and arms; that, if they conquered, they should
he took Lcbadia by storm, and plundered it. bring it off, and bury it with honour, and if
From thence he sent letters to Pausanias, to they were worsted, they should fall gloriously
desire him lo remove from Platsa, and join upon the same spot with their commander,"
him at Haliartus; for he intended to be there Notwithstanding these representations of the
himself by breaK of day. But the messenger veterans, Pausanias saw it would be very dif-
was taken by a Theban reconnoitring party, ficult to beat the Thebans now flushed with
and the letters were carried to Thebes. Here- victory; and that even if he should have the
upon, the Thebans entrusted their city with a advantage, he could hardly without a truce
body of Athenian auxiliaries, and marched out carry off the body which lay so near the walls.
themselves about midnight for Haliartus. They He therefore sent a herald who settled the con-
reached the town a little before Lysander, and ditions, and then retired with his army. Ai
entered it with part of their forces. Lysan- soon as they were got out of the confines of
der at first thought proper to encamp upon an Bojotia, they interred Lysander in the territo-
eminence, and wait for Pausanias. But when ries of the Penopjeans, which was the first
the day began to decline, he grew impatient, ground belonging to their friends and confede-
and ordered the Lacedaemonians and confed- rates. His monument still remains, by the road
erates to arms. Then he led out his troops in from Delphi to Chaeronea. While the Lac?
a direct line along the high road up to the dxmomans had their quarters there, it is re-
"walls. The Thebans who remained without, ported that a certain Phocian, who was giving
taking the city on the left, fell upon his rear, an account of the action to a friend of his that
at the fountain called Cissusa.* was not in it, said, "The enemy fell upon

It is fabled that the nurses of Bacchus wash- them, just after Lysander had passed the Hop-
ed him in this fountain immediately after his lites. While the man stood wondering at the
birth. The water is, indeed, of a bright and account, a Spartan, a friend of LysandeHs,
ehtning colour like (vine, and a most agreea- asked Ihe Phocion what lie meant by Hop-
ble taste. Not far off grow the Cretan cane.sf lites,* for he could make nothing of it. "I
of which javeJins are made; by which the Har- mean," said he, "the place where the enemy
hartians would prove that Rhadamanthus dwelt cut down our first ranks. The river that runs
there. Besides, they shew his tomb, which by the town is called Hoplites." The Spar-
they call Alea. The monument of Alcmena tan, when he heard this, burst out into tears,
too is near that place; and nothing, they say, and cried out, "How inevitable is fate!" It
can be more probable than that she was buried seems, Lysander had received an oracle, couch-
there, because she married Rhadamanthus alter ed in these terms-
Amphitryon's death.

The other Thebans, who had entered the Fly from Hoplites and the earth-born dragon,
city, drew up with the Haliartians, and stood That stings thte in the rear.-

"till for home time. But when they saw Ly- Some say the Hoplites does not run by Hali-
eander with his vanguard approaching the walls, artus, but is a brook near Coronea, which
they rushed out at the gates and killed him, mixes with the river Philarus, and runs along
with a diviner by his side, and some few more; to that cily. It was formerly called Hopljas,
for the greatest part retired as fast as possible but is now known by the name of Isomantus.
to the main body. The Thebans pursued their The Haliartian who killed Lysander was
advantage, and pressed upon them with so named Neochorus, and he bore a dragon in
much ardour, that they were soon put to the his shield, which it was supposed, the oracle
rout, and fled to the hills. Their loss amount- referred to.
ed lo a thousand, and that of the Thebans to They tell us too, that the city of Thebe*,
three hundred. The latter lost their lives by during the Peloponnesian war, had an oracle
chasing the enemy into craggy and dangerous from the Ismenian Apollo, which foretold the
ascents. These three hundred had been ac- battle at Delium,f and this at Haliartus, though
cused of favouring the Laccdsemonians; and the latter did not happen till thirty years aftel
being determined to wipe off that stain, they the other. The oracle runs thus:-
pursued them with a rashness which proved
fata) to themselves. Beware the confines of Ihe wolf; nor spread

Pausanias received the news of this misfor- Thy snares for foxes on the Orchaiian hills.
tune, as he was upon his march from Platia The country about Deliuro he calls the con-
to Thespiz, and he continued his route in good fines, because Bceotia there borders upon At-
order to Haliartus. Thrasybulus likewise tica: and by the Orchaiian hill is meant that
brought up his Athenians thither from Thebes. in particular called Jllopeciisl on that side of
Fausanias wanted a truce, that he might article Helicon which looks towards Haliartus.
fcr the dead: but the older Spartans could not After the death of Lysander, the Spartant
think of it without indignation. They went to so much resented the whole behaviour of Pau-
him, and declared, ''That they would never
recover the body of Lysander by truce, but by * Hoplites, though the name of that rifer lignifiw

also a aeaiT/ iirmcd soldier.

* Tlit name of this fountain should probably be cor- \ The battle of Delium, in which the Athenianl
rected from Fausanias and Strabu, and read TUpfiasa were defeated by the Thebans, was fought the first
or T<t]i>u>sa. year of (he eigbly-ninlh Olympiad, lour hundred and

\ Strabo tells us Haliartus was destroyed by the Ro- twenty-two years before Christ; and that of Haliartul
mans, in the war with Perseus. He also mentions a full twenty-nine years after. But it is common for
lal - near it, which produces canes or reeds, not for historians to make use of a round number, eicept a
shafts or javelins, but for pipes or flutes. Plutarch, too, cases where great precision u required.
"JiulJi'io the latter UK in tlie life of iivljji. ) That is,/oi Ml
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wspect to the Athenians, contribute not a little over them the moat iruel and unjust of
to mark their characters. Sylla, though they tyrants.
bore arms against him for Mithridates, after he Perhaps, we shall not be wide of the truth,
had taken their city, indulged them with their if we conclude that in the life of Sylla there
liberty and the privilege of their own laws: are more great actions, and in LysandeHs
Lysatdcr shewed no sort of compassion for a fewer faults; if we assign to the Grecian the
people of late so glorious and powerful, but prize of temperance and prudence, and to the
abolished the popular government, and set Roman that of valour and capacity for war.

CIMON.

PtRtpOLTiS the diviner,* who conducted king Damon, for his part, committed depredation*
Ophelias and his subjects from Thessaly into in the adjacent country, and greatly harassed
Bceotia, left a family that flourished for many the city. The Chsroneans endeavoured to
years. The greatest part of that family dwelt decoy him by frequent messages and decrees
in Chsronea, where they first established in his favour: and when they had got him
themselves, after the expulsion of the barba- among them again, they appointed him master
rians. But as they were of a gallant and mar- of the wrestling-ring; but soon took opportu-
tial turn, and never spired themselves in time nity to despatch him as he was anointing him-
of action, they fell in the wars with the Medes self in the bagnio. Our fathers tells us, that
and the Gauls. There remained only a young for a long time certain spectres appeared on
orphan named Damon, and sumamed Peripol- that spot, and sad groans were heard; for
tas. Da.ro.oa in beauty of person and dignity which reason the doors of the bagnio were
of mind far exceeded all of his age, but he was walled up. And to this very day those who
of a harsh and morose temper, unpolished by live in that neighbourhood imagine that they
education. see .strange sights, and are alarmed with dole-

He was now in the dawn of youth, when a ful voices. There are some remains, however,
Roman officer, who wintered with his com- of Damon's family, who live mostly in the
pany in Chaeronea, conceived a criminal pas- town of Stiris in Phocis. These are called, ac-
sion for him; and, aa he found solicitations and cording to the ./Eolic dialect, i#s/ioJomeru>i,
vesents of no avail, he was preparing to use that is, Sooty-faced, on account of their ances-
force. It seems, he despised our city, whose tor having smeared his face with soot, when
affairs were then in a bad situation, and whose he went about the assassination.
tnullness and poverty rendered it an object of The people of Orchomenus, who wera
no importance. As Damon dreaded some vio- neighbours to the Chxroneans, having some
lence, and withal was highly provoked at the prejudice against them, hired a Roman infor-
past attempts, he formed a design against the mer to accuse the city of the murder of those
officer's life, and drew some of his comrades who fell by the hands of Damon, and his asso-
into the scheme. The number was but small, ciates, and to prosecute it as if it had been an
that the matter might be more private; in fact individual. The cause came before the gover-
.hey were no more than sixteen. One night nor of Macedonia, for the Romans had not yet
they daubed their faces over with soot, after sent pratora into Greece; and the persona
they had drank themselves up to a pitch of ele- employed to plead for the city appealed to the
vation, and next morning fell upon the Roman testimony of Lucullus. Upon this the gover-
as he was sacrificing in the market-place. The nor wrote to Lucullua, who gave a true account
moment they had killed him, and a number of of the affair, and by that means delivered Ch»-
those that were about him, they fled out of the roneafrom utter ruin.
city. All was now in confusion. The senate Our forefathers, in gratitude for their pre-
of ChEronea met, and condemned the assas- servation, erected a marble statue to Lucullus
«ins to death, in order to excuse themselves to in the market-place, close by that of Bacchus
the Romans. But as the magistrates supped And though many ages are since elapsed, we
together according to custom, Damon and his are of opinion that the obligation extends even
accomplices returned in the evening, broke to us. We are persuaded, too, that a repre-
into the town hall, killed every man of them, sentation of the body is not comparable to that
and then made off again. of the mind and the manners, and therefore in

It happened that Lucius Lucullus, who was this work of lives compared, shall insert hi*
going upon some expedition, marched that We shall, however, always adhere to the
way. He stopped to make an inquiry into the truth; and Lucullus will think himself suffi
affair, which was quite recent, and found that ciently repaid by our perpetuating the memory
the city was so far from being accessary to of his actions. He cannot want, in return for
the death of the Roman officer, that it was his true testimony, a false and fictitious account
* considerable sufferer itself. He therefore of himself. When a painter has to draw v
withdrew I'j; garrison, and took the soldiers fine and elegant form, which happens to have
with him. some little blemish, we do not want him entirely

to pass over that blemish, nor yet to mark it
* FluUrch here introduces an obscure and dirty itory, with exactness. The one would spoil the

fat the take of talking of the flue of hii nativity. beauty of the picture, and the other destroy tu«
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likeness. So in our present work, since it is a generosity and sincerity in his behaviour,
»ery difficult, or rather impossible, to find any which shewed the composition of his BOO! to
life whatever without its spots and errors, we be rather of the Peloponnesian kind. Like th»
must set the good qualities in full light, with Hercules of Euripides, he was
all the likeness of truth. But we consider the

faults and stains that proceed either from some Rough and unbred, but great on great occasion!.
sudden passion, or from political necessity, And therefore we may well add that article to
rather as defects of virtue than signs of a bad the account Stcsimbrotus has given us of him-
heart; and for that reason we shall cast them In his youth, he wai accused of a criminal
a little into shade, in reverence to human commerce with his sister Elpinice.* There are
nature, which produces no specimen of virtue other instances, indeed, mentioned of Elpuuce'*
absolutely pure and perfect. irregular conduct, particularly with respect to

When we looked out for one to put in com- Potygnotus the painter. Hence it was, we are
parison with Cimon, Lucullus seemed the pro- told, that when he painted the Trojan women,
perest person. They were both of a warlike in the portico then called Plenanaction,\ but
turn, and both distinguished themselves against now Poclnle, he drew Elpinicu's face in the
the barbarians. They were mild in their ad- character of Laodice. Potygnotus, however,
ministration,' they reconciled the contending was not a painter by profession, nor did be
factions in their country. They both gained receive wages for his work in the portico, but
great victories, and erected glorious trophies. painted without reward, to recommend himself
No Grecian carried his arms to more distant to his countrymen. So the historians write, a*
countries than Cimon, or Roman than Lucullus well as the poet Melanthius in these verses-
Hercules and Bacchus only exceeded them; un- The templet of the gods,
less we add the expeditions of Perseus against The fanes of heroes, and Cecropian hall*
the ./Ethiopians, Medes, and Armenians, and His liberal hand adorn'd.

that of Jason against Colchis. But the scenes It is true,there are some who assert that Elpinice
of these last actions are laid in such very an-did not live in a private commerce with Cimon,
cient times, that we have some doubt whether but that she was publicly married to him, her
the truth could reach us. This also they have in poverty preventing her from getting a husband
common, that they left their wars unfinished; suitable to her birth. Afterwards Callias, a
they both pulled their enemies down, but neith- rich Athenian, falling in love with her, made a
er of them gave them their death's blow. The proposal to pay the government her father's
principal mark, however, of likeness in their fine, if she would give him her hand, which
characters, is their affability and gentleness of condition she agreed to, and with her brother'sdeportment in doing the honours of their houses, consent, became his wife. Still it must be
and the magnificence and splendour with which acknowledged that Cimon had his attachmentsthey furnished their tables. Perhaps, there are to the sen. Witness his mistresses Asteria of

some other resemblances which we pass over, Salamis and one Menstra, on whose account
that may easily be collected from their history the poet Melanthius jests upon him in hisitself.

elegies. And though he was legally married
Ciraon was (lie son of Miltiades and Hegesi- to Isodice, the daughter of Euryptolemus, the

pyla. That lady was a Thracian, and daughter son of Megacles, yet he was too uxorious while
to king Olorus, as it stands recorded in the
poems of Archeiaus and Melanthius, written in 

she lived, and at her death he was inconsola-
ble, if we may judge from the elegies that werehonour of Cirnon. So that Thucydides the addressed to him by way of comfort and con-

historian was his relation, for his father was dolence. Panaetius, the philosopher, think?called Olorus; a name that had been long in Archeiaus the physician was author of those
the family, and he had gold mines in Thrace. elegies, and from the times in which he flour-Thucydides is said, too, to have been killed in ished, the conjecture seems not improbable.
Scapte Hyle,* a place in that country. His re- The rest of Cimon's conduct was great and
mains, however, were brought into Attica, and admirable. In courage he was not inferior to
his monument is shewn among those of Cimon's Miltiades, nor in prudence to Themistocles, andfamily, near the tomb of Elpinice, sister of he was confessedly an honester man than eitherCimon. But Thucydides was of the ward of of them. He could not be said to come short
Alimus, and Miltiades of that of Lacias. Mil- of them in abilities for war; and even while he
tiades was condemned to pay a fine of fifty was young and without military experience, it
talents, for which he was thrown into prison is surprising how much he exceeded them inby the government, and there he died. He political virtue. When Themistocles, upon tho
left his son Cimon very young, and his daughter invasion of the Medes, advised the people to
Elpinice was not yet marriageable. quit their city and territory, and retire to the

Cimon, at first, was a person of no reputa-straits of Salamis, to try their fortunes in a
tion, but censured as a disorderly and riotous "naval combat, the generality were astonished
young man. He was even compared to his at the rashness of the enterprise. But Cimon,
grandfather Cimon, who, for his stupidity, was with a gay air, led the way with his friendscalled Coalemos (that is, Ideot.) Stesimbrotus through the Ceramicus to the citadel, carrying
the Thasian, who was his contemporary, says, a bridle ID his hand to dedicate to the goddess.he had no knowledge of music, or any other
accomplishment which was in vogue among the * Some say Elpinice was only half sister to Cimon,
Greeks, and that he had not the least spa-k of and that as »ueh he married her; Ibc laws c/ -ilhenj
the Attic wit or eloquence; but that there was Dot forbidding him to marry one that was sister only

by the father's side. Cornelius Nepos expressly u
Hylf signifies a wood full of trenches. Stt- firms it.

(de urb J dull it Scaptesule. t Diogenes, Suidas, and othcn, call i* FeuiaaactioB,
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Thii wa§ to shew that Athens had no need of The allies, highly incensed at this infamoiu
cavalry, but of marine forces, on the present action, joined Cimon to besiege him in Byzan-
occasion. After he had consecrated the bridle, tium. But he found means to escape thence;
and taken down a shield from the wall, he and as he was still haunted by the spectre, he ii
paid bis devotions to the goddess, and then said to have applied to a temple at Heraclea,"
Went down to the sea; by which means he in- where the manei of the dead were consulted.
spired numbers with courage to embark. Be-There he invoked the spirit of Cleonice,t and
tides, as the poet Ion informs us, he was not entreated her pardon. She appeared, and told
unhandsome in his person, but tall and majes-him, "He would soon be delivered from all
tic, and had an abundance of hair which curled his troubles, after his return to Sparta;" in
upon his shoulders. He distinguished himself which it seems his death was enigmatically
in so extraordinary a manner in the battle, that foretold 4 These particulars we have from
he gained not only the praise, but the hearts of many historians.
his countrymen; insomuch that many joined All the confederates had now put themselves
his train, and exhorted him to think of designs under the conduct of Cimon, and he sailed
and actions worthy of those at Marathon. with them to Thrace, upon intelligence that

When he applied for a share in the adminis-some of the most honourable of the Persians,
tration, the people received him with pleasure. and of the king's relations, had seized the city
By this time they were weary of Themistocles, of Kiun upon the river Strymon, and greatly
and as they knew Cimon's engaging and hu- harassed the Greeks in that neighbourhood.
mane behaviour to their whole body, conse- Cimon engaged and defeated the Persian
quent upon his natural mildness and candour, forces, and then shut them up in the town.
they promoted him to the highest honours and Alter this, he dislodged the Thracians above
offices in the state. Aristides, the son of Ly- the Strymon, who had used to supply the town
eunacnus, contributed not a little to his ad- with provisions, and kept so strict a guard
vancement. He saw the goodness of his dis- over the country, that no convoys could escape
position, and set him up as a rival against the him. By this means, the place was reduced to
keenness and daring spirit of Themistocles. such extremity, that Butes the king's general,

When the Medes were driven out of Greece, in absolute despair, set fire to it, and so per-
Cimon was elected admiral. The Athenians ished there, with his friends and all his sub-
had not now the chief command at sea, but stance.
acted under the orders of Pausanias the Lace- In consequence of this, Cimon became mas-
dzmonian. The first thing Cimon did, was to ter of the town, but there was no advantage to
equip his countrymen in a more commodious be reaped from it worth mentioning, because
dinner, and to make them much better sea- the barbarians had destroyed all by lire. The
men than the rest. And as Pausanias began country about it, however, was very beautiful
to treat with the barbarians, and write letters and fertile, and that he settled with the Athe-
to the king; about betraying the fleet to them, nians. For this reason the people of Athena
in consequence of which he treated the allies permitted him to erect there three marble
in a rough and haughty style, and foolishly Hermx, which had the following inscription*:
gave in to many unnecessary and oppressive
tcts of authority; Cimon, on the other hand, Where Strymon, with his Biker wavej,
listened to the complaints of the injured with The lofty towers of Eioti laves,

The hapless Mede, with famine press'd,
10 much gentleness and humanity, that he in- The force of Grecian arms confessed.
iensibly gained the command of Greece, not by
arms, but by his kind and obliging manners. Let him who, born in distant days,

Beholds these monuments of praise-
Fortthe greatest part of the allies, no longer These forms that valour's glory save-
able to bear the severity and pride of Pausanias, And see how Athens crowns the brave,
put themselves under the direction of Cimon For honour feel the patriot sigh,
and Afistides. At the same time they wrote to And for his country learn to die.

the ephori, to desire them to recal Pausanias, Afar to Phrygia's fated lands,
by whom Sparta was so dishonoured, and all When Mnestheus leads his Attic bandl,
Greece so much discomposed. Behold! he bears in Homer still

It is related, that when Pausaniaa was at The palm of military skill,
In every age, on every coast,

Byzantium, he cast his eyes upon a. young virgin 'Tit thui the iota of Athens boast!
named Cleonice, of a noble family there, and
insisted on having her for a mistress. The pa- Though Cimon's name does not appear in any
rents, intimidated by his power, were under the of these inscriptions, yet his contemporaries
hard necessity of giving up their daughter. considered them as the highest pitch of hon-
The young woman begged that the light might our. For neither Themistocles nor Miltiade»
be taken out of his apartment, that she might were favoured with any thing of that kind.
go to his bed in secrecy and silence. When she Nay, when the latter asked only for a crown
entered he was asleep, and she unfortunately of olive, Sochares of the ward of Decelea stood
"tumbled upon the candlestick, and threw it
down. The noise waked him suddenly, and * Heraclea was a place near Olympia. Tausaniu
te, in his confusion, thinking it was an enemy applied to the necromancers there callid Psychagogi,
coming to assassinate him, unsheathed a dagger whose office it was to call up departed spirits.
lhat lay by him, and plunged it into the virgin's f Thus we 6nd that it was a custom in the Pagan u
leart. After this he could never rest. Her "well is in the Hebrew theology, to conjure up the

spirits of the dead, and that the witch of Endor warn.
mage appeared to him every night, and with a not the only witch in the world.
Menacing tone repeated this heroic verse- t The Licedxmomans having resolved to seize him,

he fled for refuge to a temple cf Minerva, called Choi-
Go to (he fate which pride and luit prepare! eiouali. There they >hut nun up aud starred him.
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Dp in the miast of the assembly, and spoke officers had entered the theatre, and made the
against it, in terms that were not candid, in- due libations to the god who presided over the
deed, but agreeable to the people. He said, games, the archon would not suffer them to
"Miltiades, when you shall fight the barbarians retire, but obliged them to sit down and select
alone, ami conquer alone, then ask to have ten judges upon oath, one out of each tribe.
honours paid you alone." What was it then The dignity of the judges caused an extraordi-
that induced them to give the preference so nary emulation among the actors. Sophocle*
greatly to this action of Cimon? Was it not gained the prize; at which jEschylus was BO
that, under the other generals, they fought for much grieved and disconcerted, that he could
their lives and existence as a people, but under not bear to stay much longer in Athens, but in
him they were able to distress their enemies, anger retired to Sicily, where he died, and was
by carrying war into the countries where they buried near Gela.
had established themselves, and by colonizing Ion tells us,that when he was very young,
Eiun and Amphipolis? They planted a colony, and lately come from Chios to Athens, he sup-
too in the isle of Sycros,* which was reduced ped at Laomedon's, with Cimon. After supper,
by Cimon on the occasion I am going to men- when the libations were over, Cimon was de-
tion. The Dolopes, who then held it, paid no sired to sing, and he did it so agreeably, that
attention to agriculture. They had so long the company preferred him in point of polite
been addicted to piracy, that at last they spared ness, to Themistocles. For he, on a like occa-
not even the merchants and strangers who sion, said, "He had not learned to sing or play
came into their ports, but in that of Ctesium upon the harp; but be knew how to raise a
plundered some Thessalians who came to traf- small city to wealth and greatness." The con-
fic with them, and put them in prison. These versation afterwards turned upon the actions of
prisoners, however, found means to escape, Cimon, and each of the guests dwelt upon such
and went and lodged an impeachment against as appeared to him the most considerable: he,
the place before the Amphictyones, who com- for his part, mentioned only this, which he look-
manded the whole island to make restitution. ed upon as the most artful expedient he had
Those who had no concern in the robbery were made use of. A great number of barbarian!
unwilling to pay any thing, and, instead of were made prisoners in Sestos and at Byzan-
that, called upon the persons who committed tium; and the allies desired Cimon to make a
it, and had the goods in their hands, to make division of the booty. Cimon placed the prison-
satisfaction. But, these pirates, apprehensive ers, quite naked on one side, and all their or-
of the consequence, sent to invite Cimon to naments on the other. The allies complained,
come with his ships and take the town, which the shares were not equal; whereupon he bade
they promised to deliver up to him. In pur- them take which part they pleased, assuring
suance of this, Cimon took the island, expel- them that the Athenians would be satisfied
led the Dolopes, and cleared the .ZEgian sea with what they left. Herophytus, the Samian,
of corsairs. advised them to make choice of the Persian

This done, he recollected that their ancient spoils, and of course the Persian captives fell
hero Theseus, the son of jEgeus, had retired to the share of the Athenians. For the present,
from Athens to Scyros, and was there treach- Cimon was ridiculed in private for the division
erously killed by king I^ycomedes, who enter- he had made; because the allies had chains of
tained some suspicion of him. And as there gold, rich collars and bracelets, and robes of
was an oracle which had enjoined the Athenians scarlet and purple to shew, while the Athe-
to bring back his remains,! and to honour him nians had nothing but a parcel of naked slaves,
as a derm-god, Cimon set himself to search for and those very unfit for labour. But a little
his tomb. This was no easy undertaking, for after, the friends and relations of the pinners
the people of Scyros had all along refused to came down from Phrygia and Lydia, and gave
declare where he lay, or to suffer any search large sums for their ransom. So that Cimon
for his bones. At last, with much pains aud with the money purchased four months' provi-
inquiry, he discovered the repository, and put sions for his ships, and sent a quantity of gold
his remains, set off with all imaginable mag- besides to the Athenian treasury.
nificence, on board his own galley, and carried Cimon by this time had acquired a great for-
them to the ancient seat of that hero, almost tune; and what he had gained gloriously in the
four hundred years after he had left it.} war from the enemy, he laid out with as much

Nothing could give the people more pleasure reputation upon his fellow citizena. He or
than this event. To commemorate it, they in- dered the fences of his fields and gardens to be
stituted games, in which the tragic poets were thrown down, that strangers, as well as his own
to try their skill; and the dispute was very countrymen, might freely partake of his fruit.
remarkable. Sophocles, then a young man, He had a supper provided at his house every
brought his first piece upon the theatre; and day, in which the dishes were plain, but suffi-
Aphepsion, the archon, perceiving that the au- cient for a multitude of guests. Every poor
dience were not unprejudiced, did not appoint citizen repaired to it at pleasure, and had hil
the judges by lot in the usual manner. The diet without care or trouble; by which meant
method he took was this: when Cimon and his he was enabled to give proper attention to pub-

lic affairs. Aristotle, indeed, says, this supper

" This happened about the beginning of the seTenty- was not provided for all the citizens in gen-
"eventh Olympiad. eral, but only for those of his own tribe, whick

f This oracle was delivered to them four yean be-was that of Lacia.*
fore ; in the Grst year of the seventy-siith Olympiad.

| Plulari-h could not make a mistake of four hundred * Cimon's ward being afterwards called Oeneis, it
years. We art ptrsuadeii, therefore, that he wrote must be reconciled with this place irom Stephanas, who
tijjit hundred. telli \B,thtLociodav>ereaptopltoftl>i wardOf"'
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Y\T)< n he walked out, he used to have a ret- asked him, "Whether he should choose t»
inue cf young men well clothed, and if he hap-have him his mercenary or his friend?" "My
pened to meet an aged citizen in a mean drees, friend, undoubtedly," said the barbarian. "Go
be ordered some one of them to change clothes then," said Cimon, " and take these thingi
with him. This was great and noble. But be- back with you; for if I be your friend, your
tide this, the same attendants carried with them money will be mine whenever I have occasion
a quantity of money, and when they met in the for it."
market-place with any necessitous person of About this time, the allies, though they paid
tolerable appearance, they took care to slip their contributions, began to scruple the fur-
tome pieces into his hand as privately as possi-nishing of ships and men. They wanted to
ble. Cratinus, the comic writer, seems to bid adieu to the troubles of war, and to till
have referred to these circumstances in one of the ground in quiet and tranquility, particu-
his pieces entitled Archilocbi. larly as the barbarians kept at home, and gave

them no disturbance The other Atnenian gen-
E«n I| Metrobiui, though a scrivener, hoptd erals took every method to compel them to
To pass A cheerful and a sleek old age, make good their quota, and by prosecutionsAna live to iny last hour at Cimon's table ;
Cimoo '. the best and noblest of the Greeks ! and fines rendered the Athenian government
Whose wide-spread bounty vied with that of Hearen ! oppressive and invidious. But Cimon took a
But, ah ! he's gone before me! different course when he had the command.

He used no compulsion to any Grecian; he
Gorgias the Leontine gave him this character, took money and ships unmanned of such as did
"He got riches to use them, and used them so not choose to serve in person; and thus suffer-
as to be honoured on their account." And ed them to be led by the charms of ease to do-
Critias, one of the thirty tyrants, in his Elegies mestic employment, to husbandry and manu-
thus expresses the utmost extent of his wishes: factures: so that, of a warlike people, they be-
The wealth of Scopas'* heirs, the soul of Cimon, came, through an inglorious attachment to lux-
And the famed trophies of Agesilaus. ury and pleasure, quite unfit for any thing in

the military department. On the other hand,
Lichis, the Lacedemonian, we know, gained he made all the Athenians in their turns serve
a great name among the Greeks, by nothing on board his ships, and kept them in continual
but entertaining strangers who came to see the exercise. By these means he extended thopublic exercises of the Spartan youth. But Athenian dominion over the allies, who were
the magnificence of Cimon exceeded even the all the while paying him for it. The Athe-
ancient hospitality and bounty of the Athenians. nians were always upon one expedition or oth
They indeed taught the Greeks to sow bread- er; had their weapons for ever in their hands,
corn, to avail themselves of the use of wells, and were trained up to every fatigue of service;
and of the benefit of fire: in these things they hence it was that the allies learned to fear and
justly glory. But Cimon's house was a kind of flatter them, and instead of being their fellow-
common hall for all the people; the first fruits soldiers as formerly, insensibly became their
of his lands were theirs', whatever the seasons tributaries and subjects.
produced of excellent and agreeable, they free- Add to this, that no man humbled the pridely gathered; nor were strangers in the least de- and arrogance of the great king more thanbarred from them: so that he in some measure

Cimon. Not satisfied with driving him out of
revived the community of goods, which pre-Greece, he pursued his footsteps, and without
vailed in the reign of Saturn, and which the suffering him to take breath, ravaged and laid
poets tell so much of. Those who malevolently waste some part of his dominions, and drew
ascribed this liberality of his to a desire of flat- over others to the Grecian league; insomuch
tering or courting the people, were refuted by
the rest of his conduct, in which he favoured that in all Asia, from Ionia to Pamphylia, there

was not a Persian standard to be seen. As
the nobility, and inclined to the constitution
and custom of Lacedaemon. When Themisto- soon as he was informed that the king's fleets

cles wanted to raise the power and privileges and armies lay upon the Pamphylian coast, he
wanted to intimidate them in such a manner

of the commons too high, he joined Aristides to that they should never more venture beyond
oppose him. In like manner he opposed Ephi- the Chelidoman isles. For this purpose he set
altes, who, to ingratiate himself with the peo-sail from Cnidus and Tnopium with a fleet of
ple, attempted to abolish the court of Areopa-
pus. He saw all persons concerned in the ad- two hundred galleys, which Themistocles had,
ministration, except Aristides and Ephialtes, in their first construction, made light and fit to

oillaging the public, yet he kept his own hands turn with the utmost agility. Cimon widened
them, and joined a platform to the deck ofclean, and in all his speeches and actions con- each, that there might in time of action be

tinued to the last perfectly disinterested. One room for a greater number of combatants.
instance of this they give us in his behaviour to
Rhcesaces, a barbarian who had revolted from When he arrived at Vhasehs, which was in-

the king of Persia, and was come to Athens habited by Greeks, but would neither receive

with great treasures. This man finding himself his fleet, nor revolt from the king, he ravaged
harassed by informers there, applied to Cimon their territories, and advanced to assault their

for his protection; and, to gain his favour, walls. Hereupon, the Chians who were among
placed two cups, the one full of gold, and the his forces, having of old had a friendship
other of silver darics in his antechamber. Ci- for the people of Phaselis, on one side endeav

oured to pacify Cimon, and on the other ad-mon, casting his eye upon them, smiled, and 
dressed themselves to the townsmen, by letters

* Scopa*, a rich Theisaliau, is mentioned in the life fastened to arrows, which they shot over the
walla. At length they reconciled the two par-
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ties; the conditions were, that the Phase- that he came into that famous peace, which
lites should pay down ten talents, and should limited him to the distance of a day's journey,*
follow Cimon's standard against the barbarians. on horseback, from the Grecian sea; and by

Ephorus says, Tithraustes commanded the which he engaged that none of his galleys or
king's fleet, and Pherendates hia land forces; other ships of war should ever come within the
bat CaUtethenes will have it, that Ariomandea Cyanean and Chelidonian isles. Callisthenei,
the son ot'Gobryas was at the head of the Per- indeed, denies that the king agreed to these
sians. He tells us farther, that he lay at an- conditions; but he allows that his subsequent
chor in the river Eurymedon, and did not yet behaviour was equivalent to such an agree-
choose to come to an engagement with the ment. For his fears, consequent upon the de-
Greeks, because he expected a reinforcement feat, made him retire so far from Greece, that
of eighty Phoenician ships from Cyprus. On Pericles with fifty ships, and Ephialtes with
the other hand, Cimon wanted to prevent that no more than thirty, sailed beyond the Cheli-
junction, and therefore sailed with a resolution donian rocks without meeting with any fleet
to compel the Persians to fight, if they declin- of the barbarians. However, in the collection
ed it. To avoid it, they pushed up the river. of Athenian decrees made by Craterus, there
But when Cimon came up, they attempted to is a copy of the articles of this peace, which
make head against him with six hundred ships, are in substance the same as we have related
according to Phanodemus, or, as Ephorus them. We are told also, that the Athenians
writes, with three hundred and fifty. They per- built an altar to Peace on thU occasion, and
formed, however, nothing worthy of such a fleet, that they paid particular honours to Callias
but presently made for land. The foremost got who negociated the treaty. So much was
on shore, and escaped the army which was raised from the sale of the spoils, that besides
drawn up hard by. The Greeks laid hold on what was reserved for other occasions, the
the rest, and handled them very roughly, as people had money enough to build the wall on
well as their ships. A certain proof that the the south side of the citadel. Nay, such was
Persian fleet was very numerous, is, that though the treasure this expedition afforded, that by
many in all probability got away, and many it were laid the foundation of the long walla
others were destroyed, yet the Athenians took called Legs; they were not finished indeed
no less than two hundred vessels. till some time after. And as the place where

The barbarian land forces advanced close they were to be erected was marshy and full
to the sea: but it appeared to Cimon an ar- of water, Cimon at his own expense had the
duous undertaking to make good his landing by bottom secured by ramming down large stones
dint of sword, and with his troops, who were and binding them with gravel. He too, first
fatigued with the late action, to engage those adorned the city with those elegant and noble
that were quite fresh and many times their num- places for exercise and disputation, which a
ber. Notwithstanding this, he saw the courage little after came to be so much admired. He
and spirits of his men elevated with their late planted theybrumwith plane trees: and where-
victory, and that they were very desirous to be as the academy before was a dry and unsightl}
led against the enemy. He therefore disem- plat, he brought water to it, and sheltered it
barked his heavy-armed infantry, yet warm with groves, so that it abounded with clean al-
from the action. They rushed forward with leys and shady walks.
loud shouts, and the Persians stood and re- By this time the Persians refused to evacuata
ceived them with a good countenance. A the Chersonesus; and, instead of that, called
sharp conflict ensued, in which the bravest and down the Thracians to their assistance. Cimon
most distinguished among the Athenians were set out against them from Athens with a very
slain. At last with much difficulty the barba- few galleys, and as they looked upon him with
rians were put to the rout: many were killed, contempt on that account, he attacked them,
and many others were taken, together with their and with four ships only, took thirteen of theirs.
pavilions, full of all manner of rich spoil. Thus he expelled the Persians, and beat the
Thus Cimon, like an excellent champion, won Thracians too; by which success he reduced

two prizes in one day, and by these two ac- the whole Chersonesus to the obedience of
tions outdid the victory of Salamis at sea, and Athena. After this, he defeated at sea the Tha
of Plataea at land. He added, however, anew sians, who had revolted from the Athenians,
trophy to his victories. Upon intelligence that took three-and-thirty of their ships, and storm-
the eighty Phoenician galleys, which were not ed their town. The gold mines which were
in the battle, were arrived at Hydrus,* he in the neighbouring continent he secured to his
"teered that way as fast as possible. They countrymen, together with the whole Thasian
bad not received any certain account of the territories.
forces to whose assistance they were going; From thence there was an easy opening to
and as this suspense much intimidated them, invade Macedonia, and possibly to conquer
they were easily defeated, with the loss of all great part of it; and as he neglected the oppor
their ships and most of their men. tunity, it was thought to be owing to the pres-

These events so humbled the king of Persia, ents which king Alexander made him. Hi*
enemies, therefore, impeached him for it, and* As no such place as Hydrua is to be found, Lubinus

thinks we should read Sydra, which was a maritime brought him to his trial. In his defence, he
town of Cilicia. Dacier proposes lo read Hydrusia thus addressed his judges-"I have no con

nexion with rich lonians or Thessalians, whoa?
other generals have applied to, in hopes of re-
ceiving compliments and treasures from them.

wo-o vcory. n as, a e wen gusc
ID a Persian dress, which 'lust be with » new to take

alle*. * Four hundred furlonji.
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My attachment is to the Macedonians,* whose daughter to Euryptolemug, the son of Me-
frugality and sobriety I honour and imitate; gacles.
things preferable with me to all the wealth in The Spartans contributed not a little to the
the world. I love indeed to enrich my country promotion of Cimon. Being declared enemies
"t the expense of its enemies." Stesimbrotus, to Themistocles, they much rather chose to
who mentions this trial, says Elpinice waited adhere to Cimon, though but a young man, at
on Pericles at his own house, to entreat that the head of affairs in Athens. The Athenians
be would behave with some lenity to her bro- too at first saw this with pleasure, because they
ther: for Pericles was the most vehement ac- reaped great advantage from the regard which
cuser he had. At present, he only said, the Spartans had for Cimon. When they be-
"You are old, Elpinice, much too old to trans-gan to take the lead among the allies, and
act «uch business as this. However, when the were gaining the chief direction of ail the busi-
cause came on, he was favourable enough to ness of the league, it was no uneasiness to
Cimon, and rose up only once to speak during them to see the honour and esteem he waa
the whole impeachment, and then he did it in held in. Indeed Cimon was the man they
a slight manner. Cimon therefore was hon- pitched upon for transacting that business, on
ourably acquitted. account of his humane behaviour to the allies,

As to the rest of his administration, he op- and his interest with the Lacedaemonians. But
posed and restrained the people who were when they were become great and powerfuJ,
invading the province of the nobility, and it gave them pain to see Cimon still adoring
wanted to appropriate the direction of every the Spartans. For he was always magnifying
thing to themselves. But when he was gone that people at their expense; and particularly,
out upon a new expedition, they broke out as Stesimbrotus tells us, when he had any
again, and overturning the constitution and fault to find with them, he used to say, "The
most sacred customs of their country, at the Lacedaemonians would not have done so." On
instigation of Ephialtes, they took from the this account his countrymen began to envy and
council of Areopagus those causes that used to to hate him.
come before it, and left it the cognizance of They had, however, a still heavier complaint
but very few. Thus, by bringing all matters against him, which took its rise as follows: la
before themselves, they made the government the fourth year of the reign of Archidamus the
a perfect democracy. And this they did with son of Zeuxidamus, there happened the great-
the concurrence of Pericles, who by this time est earthquake at Sparta that ever was heard
was grown very powerful, and had espoused of. The ground in many parts of Laconia wai
their party. It was with great indignation that cleft asunder; Mount Taygetus felt the shock,
Cimon found, at his return, the dignity of that and its ridges were torn off; the whole city
high court insulted; and he set himself to re- was dismantled, except five houses. The
atore its jurisdiction, and to revive such an young men and boys were exercising in the
aristocracy as had obtained under Clisthenes. portico, and it is said that a little before the
Upon this, his adversaries raised a great cla- earthquake a hare crossed the place, upon
mour, and exasperated the people against him, which the young men, naked and anointed ae
not forgetting those stories about his eister, they were, ran out in sport after it. The
and his own attachment to the Lacedemo- building fell upon the boys that remained, and
nians. Hence those verses of Eupolis about destroyed them altogether. Their monument
Cimon:- is still called, from that event, Sismatia.
He's not a villain, but a debauchee, Archidamus, amidst the present danger, per*
Whose careless heart is !ost on wine and women. ceived another that was likely to ensue, and,
The time has been, he ilept in Lacedzmon. as he saw the people busy in endeavouring to
And Jeft poor EJpiuice here alone. save their most valuable moveables, he ordered

But if with all his negligence and love of wine, the trumpets to give the alarm, as if some ene-
be took so many cities, and gained so many my were ready to fall upon them, that they might
victories, it is plain that if he had been a sober repair to him immediately with their weapona
roan and attentive to business, none of the in their hands. This was the only thing which
Greeks, either before or after him, could have at this crisis saved Sparta. For the Helots
exceeded him in great and glorious actions. flocked together on all sides from the fields to

From his first setting out in life, he had an despatch such as had escaped the earthquakes
attachment to the Lacedaemonians. According but finding them armed and in good order, they
to Stesimbrotus, he called one of the twins he returned to their villages, and declared open
bad by a Clitonian woman, Lacedaemomus, war. At the same time they persuaded some of
and the other Eleus; and Pericles often took their neighbours, among whom were the Mea-
occasion to reproach them with their mean senians, to join them against Sparta.
descent by the mother's side. But Diodorus In this great distress the Lacedaemonians
the geographer writes, that he had both these sent Periclidas to Athens, to beg for succours.
eons, and a third named Thessalus, by Isodice Aristophanes,* in his comic way, says, "There

was an extraordinary contrast between his pale
* The manuscript! in general have Lacedzmo lians ; face and his red robe, as he sat a suppliant at

"Ad that id probably the true reading. For Ci oon is the altars, and asked us for troops." Ephialtea
well known to have had a strong; attachment to that strongly opposed and protested against giving
people. Besides, the Macedonians were not a sober any assistance to re-establish a city which was
people. As to what some object, that it is strange he
"fSouJd make DO mention of the Macedonians, when he rival to their own, insisting that they ought
WM accused of being bribed by them ; the anjwer ii rather to suffer the pride of Sparta to be trodden
ruy, we are not certain that Plutarch has giren us til under foot. Cimon, however, as CritioH tells
Cimou's defence. " LjmtraU, 1. U4C.
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n§, preferred the relief of Sparta to the enlarge-would come against them from PeloponnesM
ment of the Athenian power, and persuadec the next spring. Hence it was, that they re-
the people to march with a great army to ite called Cimon from banishment, and Penclei
aid. Ion mentions the words which had the himself was the first to propose it. With so
most effect upon them: he desired them, it much candour were differences managed then,
leems, "Not to suffer Greece to be maimed so moderate the resentments of men, and »o
nor to deprive their own city of its companion.' easily laid down, where the public good re-

When he returned from assisting the Lace- quired it! Ambition itself, the strongest of all
daemonians, he marched with his army through passions, yielded to the interests and neces-
Corinth. Lachartus complained in high terms sities of the country!
of his bringing in his troops without permission Cimon, soon after his return, put an end to
of the citizens: "For," said he, "when we the war, and reconciled the two cities. After
knock at another man's door, we do not enter the peace was made, he saw the Athenian!
without leave from the master." "But you, could not sit down quietly, but still wanted to
Lachartus," answered Cimon, "did not knock be in motion, and to aggrandize themselves by
at the gates of Cleone and Megara, but broke new expeditions. To prevent their exciting
them in pieces, and forced your way in, upon further troubles in Greece, and giving a handle
this principle, that nothing should be shut for intestine wars, and heavy complaints of
against the strong." With this boldness and the allies against Athens, on account of their
propriety too did he speak to the Corinthian, formidable fleets traversing the seas about the
and then pursued his march. islands and around Peloponnesus, he fitted out

After this, the Spartans called in the Athe- a fleet of two hundred sail, to carry war into
nians a second time against the Messenians and Egypt and Cyprus.* This he thought would
Helots in Ithome.* But when they were ar- answer two intentions; it would accustom the
rived, they were more afraid of their spirit of Athenians to conflicts with the barbarians, and
enterprise than of the enemy, and therefore, of it would improve their substance in an honour-
all their allies, sent them only back again, as able manner, by bringing the rich spoils of
persons suspected of some dishonourable de- their natural enemies into Greece
sign. They returned full of resentment, of When all was now ready, and the army on
Course,t and now openly declared themselves the point of embarking, Cimon had this dream.
against the partisans of the Lacedaemonians, An angry bitch seemed to bay at him, and some-
and particularly against Cimon. In conse- thing between barking and a human voice, to
quence of this, upon a slight pretence, they utter these words: Come on; I andmy whelpl
banished him for ten years, which is the term with pleasure shall receive thee. Though the
the ostracism extends to. dream was hard to interpret, Astyphilus the

In the mean time, the Lacedaemonians, in Posidonian, a great diviner, and friend of
their return from an expedition in which they Cimon's, told him it signified his death. He
had delivered Delphi from the Phocians, en- argued thus: a dog is an enemy to the man he
camped at Tengara. The Athenians came to barks at; and no one can give his enemy
give them battle. On this occasion Cimon ap- greater pleasure than by his death. The mix-
peared in arms among those of his own tribe, ture of the voice pointed out that the enemy
which was that of Oeneis, to fight for his coun- was a Mede, for the armies of the Medes are
try against the Lacedaemonians. When the composed of Greeks and barbarians. After
council of five hundred heard of it, they were this dream, he had another sign in sacrificing
afraid that his enemies would raise a clamour to Bacchus. When the priest had killed the
against him, as if he was only come to throw victim, a swarm of ants took up the clotted
things into confusion, and to bring the Lacedae-
monians into Athens, and therefore forbade the " The history of the first expedition is thii. Wliile
generals to receive him. Cimon, upon this re- 3imon was employed in his enterprise against Cyprus,
tired, after he had desired Euthippus the Ana- [naru5, king of Libya, having brought the greatest
phlystian, and the rest of his friends, who were part of Lower Egypt to revolt from Aruxerxcs, calledin the Athenians to assist him to complete his conquest,
most censured as partisans of Sparta, to eiert Hereupon, the Athenians quitted Cyprus, and sailed
themselves gloriously against the enemy, and nto Egypt. They made themselves masters of the
by their behaviour to wipe off the aspersion. Nile, and, attacking Memphis, seized two of the out-

These brave men, in number about a hun-works, and attempted the third, called the u-tute \calL
dred, took Cimon's armour (as a sacred pledge) 

But the expedition proved very unfortunate. Artax-
erxes sent Mcgabyzus with a powerful army into EgypU

into the midst of their little band, formed them- He defeated the rebels, and the Libyans their associ-
selves into a close body, and fought till they all ates, drove the Greeks from Memphis, shut them up
fell with the greatest ardour imaginable. The n the island of Prospitis eighteen months, and at last
Athenians regretted them eiceedingly, and re- forced them to surrender. They almost all perished

pented of the unjust censures they had fixed 
'n that war, which lasted six years. Inarm, in vio-
ation of the public feilh, was crucified.

upon them. Their resentment against Cimon, The second expedition was undertaken a few yean
too, soon abated, partly from the remembrance after, and was not more successful. The Atheniani
of his past services, and partly from the diffi- went against Cyprus with two hundred gallrys. While
culties they lay under at the present juncture. .liry were besieging Citium there, AmyrLcus the SaiU
They were beaten in the great battle fought at applied to them for succours in Egypt, and Cimon sentum sixty of his galleys. Some say he went with them
Tanagra, and they expected another army limself; others, that he continued before Citium. But

nothing of moment was transacted at this time to the

" The Spartans were not ikilled in sieges. jrejudice of the Fenians in Egypt. However, in theenth year of Darius ZVothus, Amyrtxus issued from
t The Athenian*, in resentment of this affront, broke *he fens, and, being joined by all the Egyptians, drore

Uie alliance with Sparta, and joined in confederacy the Persians out of the kingdom, and became king of
with UK ArgiTca. TAucyd 1. i. i ie whol" cov. .try. Thucyd. 1. a. DM, Sic. 1. n.
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blood liy little and little, and laid it upon According to roost authors, he died a natural
Cimon's great toe. This they did fur some death during the siege of Citiuro; but some say
time without any one's taking notice of it: at he died of a wound he received in an engage-
last Cimon himself observed it, and at the same ment with the barbarians.
jaBla.nl the soothsayer came and shewed him The last advice he gave tho«j about him
the liver without a bead. was, to sail away immediately, and to conceal

The expedition, however, could not now be his death. Accordingly, before the enemy or
put off, and therefore he set sail. He sent their allies knew the real state of the case,
sixty of his galleys against Egypt, and with they returned in safety by the generalship of
the rest made for the Asiatic coast, where he Cimon, exercised, as Pbanodemus says, thirty
defeated the king's fleet, consisting of Phoeni- days after his death.
cian and Cilician ships, made himself master of After he was gone, there was not one Gre-
the cities in that circuit, and watched his op- cian general who did any thing considerable
portunity to penetrate into Egypt. Every thing against the barbarians. The leading oratori
was great in the designs he formed. He were little better than incendiaries, who set the
thought of nothing less than overturning the Greeks one against another, and involved them
«,.ole Persian empire; and the rather, because in intestine wars: nor was there any healing
hr was informed that Themistocles was in hand to interpose. Thus the king's affairs had
great reputation and power with the barbarians, time to recover themselves, and inexpressible
and had promised the king to take the conduct ruin was brought upon the powers of Greece.
of the Grecian war, whenever he entered upon Long after this, indeed, Agesilaus carried his
it. But Themistocles, they tell us, in despair arms into Asia, and renewed the war awhile
of managing it to any advantage, and of getting against the king's lieutenants on the coast: but
the better of the good fortune and valour of he was so soon recalled by the seditions and
Cimon, fell by his own hand. tumults which broke out a fresh in Greece,

When Cimon had formed these great pro- that he could do nothing extraordinary. The
jects as a first step towards them, he cast Persian tax-gatherers were then left amidst
anchor before Cyprus. From thence he sent the cities in alliance and friendship with the
persons in whom he could confide with a pri- Greeks; whereas, while Cimon had the com-
vate question to the oracle of Jupiter Ammon; mand, not a single collector was seen, nor so
for their errand was entirely unknown. Nor much as a horseman appeared within four hun-
did the deity return them any answer, but dred furlongs from the sea-coast.
immediately upon their arrival ordered them to That his remains were brought to Attica,
return, " Because Cimon,"said he, " is already his monument there is a sufficient proof, for it
with me." The messengers upon this, took still bears the title of Cimonia. Nevertheless
the road to the sea, and when they reached the the people of Citium have a tomb of Cimon,
Grecian camp, which was then on the coasts which they hold in great veneration, as Nausi-
of Egypt, they found that Cimon was dead. crates the orator informs us; the gods having
They then inquired what day he died, and ordered them in a certain famine not to disre-
comparing it with the time the oracle was gard his manes, but to honour and worship
delivered, they perceived that hia departure him as a superior being. Such was this Gre-
was enigmatically pointed at in the expression, cian general.
" That he was already with the gods."

LUCULLUS.

THE grandfather of Lucullus was a man of The cause was argued with so much vetie
consular dignity; Metellus, surnamed Numidi- mence, that they came to blows, and several
cus, was his uncle by his mother's side. His were wounded, and some killed; in the end,
father was found guilty of embezzling the pub- however, Servilius was acquitted. But though
lic money, and his mother, Cacilia, had but Lucullus lost his cause, he had great command
an indifferent reputation for chastity. As for both of the Greek and Latin tongues; inso-
Lucullus himself, while he was but a youth, much that Sylla dedicated his Commentarie*
before he solicited any public charge, or at- Vo him, as a person who could reduce the acU
tempted to gain a share in the administration, and incidents to much better order, and com-
he made his first appearance in impeaching pose a more agreeable history of them, than
Servilius the augur, who had been his father's himself. For his eloquence was not only oc-
accuser. As he had caught Servilius in some casional, or exerted when necessity called for
tct of injustice in the execution of his office, it, like that of othe: srators who beat about
all the world commended the prosecution, and in the ftman,
talked of it as an indication of extraordinary
tpirit. Indeed, where there was no injury to As sports the vaulting tunny In the main,
revenge, the Romans considered the business but when they are out of it,
of impeachments as a generous pursuit, and
they chose to have their young men fasten Art dry, inelegant, and dead-

npon criminals, like so many well bred hounds He had applied himself to the sciences called
Doon their prey. liberal, and was deep in the study of humanity
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from his youth; and in his age he withdraw the king in person. Ptolemy,* who was ba
from public labours, of which he had had a a youth, received him with all demonstration
great share, to repose himself in the bosom of of respect, and even lodged and provided him
philosophy, and to enjoy the speculations she a table in his own palace; an honour which
suggested; bidding a timely adieu to ambition had not been granted before to any foreign
after his difference with Pompey. To what commander. Nor was the allowance for hi»
we have said of his ingenuity and skill in expenses the same which others had, but four
languages, the following story may be added. times as much. Lucullus, however, took no
While he was but a youth, as he was jesting more than was absolutely necessary, and re-
one day with Hortensiua the orator, and Sisenna fused the king's presents, though he was offered
the historian, he undertook to write a short his- no less than the value of eighty talents. It it
tory of the Marsi, either in Greek or Latin said, he neither visited Memphis, nor any other
verse, as the lot should fall. They took him at of the celebrated wonders of Egypt; thinking it
his word, and, according to the lot, it was to be rather the business of a person who has time,
in Greek. That history of his is still extant. and only travels for pleasures, than of him who

Among the many proofs of his affection for had left his general engaged in a siege, and en-
his brother Marcus, the Romans speak most camped before the enemy's fortifications.
of the first. Though he was much older than Ptolemy refused to enter into alliance with
Marcus, lie would not accept any office without Sylla for fear of bringing war upon himself,
him, but waited his time. This was so agree- but he gave Lucullus a convoy to escort him to
able to the people, that in his absence they Cyprus, embraced him at parting, and respect-
created him a;dile along with his brother. fully offered him a rich emerald set in gold

Though he was but a stripling at the time Lucullus at first declined it, but upon the king's
of the Marsian war, there appeared many in- shewing him his own picture engraved on it,
stances of his courage and understanding. he was afraid to refuse it, lest he should be
But Sylla's attachment to him was principally thought to go away with hostile intentions, and
owing to his constancy and mildness. On this in consequence have some fatal scheme form-
account he made use of his services, from first ed against him at eea.
to last, in his most important affairs. Amongst In his return he collected a number of ships
other things, he gave him the direction of the from the maritime towns, excepting those that
mint. It was he who coined most of Sylla's had given shelter and protection to pirates,
money in Peloponnesus, during the Mithndalic and with this fleet he passed over to Cyprus.
war. From him it was called Lucullia; and There he found that the enemy's ships lay in
it continued to be chiefly in use for the occa- wait for him under some point of land; and
sions of the army, for the goodneso of it made therefore he laid up his fleet, and wrote to the
it pass wiih ease. cities to provide him quarters and all necessa-

Some time after this, Sylla engaged in the ries, as if he intended to pass the winter there.
siege of Athens; and though he was victorious But as soon as the wind served, he immediately
by land, the superiority of the enemy at sea launched again, and proceeded on his voyage,
straitened him for provisions. For this reason lowering his sails in the day-time, and hoisting
he despatched Lucullus into Egypt and Libya, them again when it grew dark; by which strata-
to procure him a supply of ships. It was then gem he got safe to Rhodes. There he got a
the depth of winter; yet he scrupled not to sail fresh supply of ships, and found means to per-
with three small Greek brigantines and as many suade the people of Cos and Cnidus to quit
small Rhodian galleys, which were to meet Mithridates, and join him against the Samians.
strong seas, and a number of the enemy's ships With his own forces he drove the king's troops
which kept watch on all sides, because their out of Chios; took Epigonus, the Colophonian
strength lay there. In spite of this opposition tyrant prisoner, and set the people free.
he reached Crete, and brought it over to Sylla's At this time Mithridates was forced to aban-
interest. don Pergamus, and had retired to Pitana. AM

From thence he passed to Cyrene, where he Fimbria shut him up by land, be cast his eyei
delivered the people from the tyrants and civil upon the sea, and in despair of facing in the
wars with which they had been harassed, and field that bold and victorious officer, collected
re-established their constitution. In this he his ships from all quarters. Fimbria saw this,
availed himself of a saying of Plato, who, when but was sensible of his want of naval strength,
he was desired to give them a body of laws, and therefore sent to entreat Lucullus to come
and to settle their government upon rational with his fleet, and assist him in taking a king,
principles, gave them this oracular answer: who was the most warlike and virulent enemy
"It is very difficult to give laws to so prosperous the Romans had. " Let not Mithridates," said
a people." In fact, nothing is harder to govern he, " the glorious prize which has been sougM
than man when Fortune smiles, nor any thing in so many labours and conflicts, escape; as
more tractable than he when calamity lays her he is fallen into the hands of the Romans, and
hands upon him. Hence it was that Lucullus is already in their net. When he is taken,
found the Cyrenians so pliant and submissive who will have a greater share in the honour
to his regulations. than he who stops his flight, and catches him

From Cyrene he sailed to Egypt, but was as he goes? If I shut him up by land, and yoa
attacked by pirates on his way, and lost most
of the vessels he had collected. He himself

escaped, and entered the port of Alexandria * Palmerius takc« Ihis for Ptolemy Auletes; but Au
in a magnificent manner, being conducted in letes was not king till the year before Christ silty-fiTe.

Il must, therefore, ha»e been Ptoltmy LathyruB. For
by the whole Egyptian fleet, set off to the best Sylla concluded the peace with Mithndatti in the ye*r
advantage, as it used to be when it attended befor* Chriit eighty-two.
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do the lime by sea, the plan will be all our which they thought he had abandoned, he fell
own. What value will Rome then let upon upon them, took most of them prisoners, and
the actions of Sylla at Orchomenus and Cnre- killed five hundred who stood upon their de-
ronea, though now so much extolled?" fence. Here he got six thousand slaves, and

There was nothing: absurd in the proposal. an immense quantity of other spoil.
Every body saw, that if Lucullus, who was at He had no hand in the various and unspeak-
no great distance, had brought up his fleet, and able evils which Sylla and Marius brought
blocked up the harbour, the war would have upon Italy; for by the favour of Providence, he
been at an end, and they would all have been was engaged in the affairs of Asia. Yet none
delivered from infinite calamities. But whether of Sylla's friends had greater interest with him.
it was that he preferred his fidelity, as Sylla's Sylla, as we have said, out of particular regard
lieutenant, to his own interest and that of the dedicated his Commentaries to him; and pass-
public; whether he abhorred Fimbria, as a vil- ing Pompey by, in his last will constituted him
lain, whose ambition had lately led him to mur- guardian to his son. This seems to have first
der his general and his friend; or whether, by occasioned those differences and that jealousy
tome overruling influence of fortune, he reserv- which subsisted between Pompey and Lucul-
ed Mithridates for his own antagonist, he abso- lus, both young men, and full of ardour in the
lutely rejected the proposal. He suffered him pursuit of glory.
to get out of the harbour, and to laugh at Fim- A little after the death of Sylla, Lucullus
bria's land forces. was chosen consul along with Marcus Cotta,

After this, he had the honour of beating the about the hundred and seventy-sixth Olympiad.
king's fleet twice. The first time was at Lec- At this time, many proposed to renew the war
tum, a promontory of Troas; the second at with Mithridates, and Cotta himself said, "The
Tenedos, where he saw Neoptolemus at anchor fire was not extinguished, it only slept in em-
with a more considerable force. Upon this, bers." Lucullus, therefore, was much con-
Lucullus advanced before the rest of the ships, cerned at having the Cisalpine Gaul allotted
in a Rhodian galley of five banks of oars, com- as his province, which promised him no op-
manded by Demagoras, a man very faithful to portunity to distinguish himself. But the hon-
the Romans, and experienced in naval affairs. our Pompey had acquired in Spain gave him
Neoptolemus met him with great fury, and or- most trouble; because that general's superior
dered the master of his ship to strike against reputation, he clearly saw, after the Spanish
that of Lucullus. But Demagoras, fearing the war was ended, would entitle him to the com-
weight of the admiral's galley and the shock of mand against Mithridates. Hence it was, that
its brazen beak, thought it dangerous to meet when Pompey applied for money, and informed
him a-head. He therefore tacked about, and the government, that if he was not supplied,
received him astern, in which place he received he must leave Spain and Sertorius, and bring
no great damage, because the stroke was upon his forces back to Italy, Lucullus readily ex-
the lower parts of the ship, which were under erted himself to procure the supplies, and to
water. In the meantime, the rest of his fleet prevent his returning upon any pretext what
coming up, Lucullus ordered his own ship to ever during his consulship. He knew that
tack again, fell upon the enemy, and, after every measure at home would be under Pom-
many gallant actions, put them to flight, and pey's direction, if he came with such an army.
pursued Neoptolemus for some time. For, at this very time, the tribune Cethegus,

This done, he went to meet Sylla, who was who had the lead, because he consulted no-
going to cross the sea from the Chersonesus. thing but the humour of the people, was at
Here he secured the passage, and helped to enmity with Lucullus, OB account of his de-
transport his army. When the peace was testing that tribune's life, polluted as it wag
agreed upon,'Mithridates sailed into the Eui- with infamous amours, insolence, and every
ine sea, and Sylla laid a fine upon Asia of species of profligacy. Against this man he
twenty thousand talents. Lucullus was com- declared open war. Lucius Qumtius, another
missioned to collect the tax, and to coin the tribune, wanted to annul the acts of Sylla,
money; and it was some consolation to the and to disorder the whole face of affairs, which
cities, amidst the severity of Sylla, that Lucul- was now tolerably composed. But Lucullus,
lus acted not only with the utmost justice, but Sy private representations and public remon-
with all the lenity that so difficult and odious strances, drew him from his purpose, and
a charge would admit of. restrained his ambition. Thus, in the most

As the Mityleniana had openly revolted, he johte and salutary way imaginable, he destroy-
wanted to bring them to acknowledge their ed the seeds of a very dangerous disease.
fault, and pay a moderate fine for having joined About this time, news was brought of the
Mamie's party. But, led by their ill genius, death of Octavlus, governor of Cilicia. There
they continued obstinate. Upon this he went were many competitors for that province, and
"gainst them with his fleet, beat them in a they all paid their court to Cethegus, as the
great battle, and shut them up within their Derson most likely to procure it for them.
walla. Some days after he had begun the Lucullus set no great value upon that govern-
iiege, he had recourse to this stratagem. In ment; but, as it was near Cappadocia, he
open day he set sail towards Elea, but returned concluded, if he could obtain it, that the
privately at night, and lay close, near the city. Romans would not think of employing any
The Mityltnians then sallying out in a bold other general against Mithridates. For this
and disorderly manner to plunder his camp, reason, he exerted all his art to secure tha

" Thii peace wai concluded in the year of Rome province to himself. At last, he was neceisi
lii hundred and iiity-nine, eighty yeari before the ;ated, against the bent of his disposition, to
de,ih of five in to a measure which was deemed wdi-
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rect and illiberal, but very conducive to bis that wore them. Instead of this, he armed
purpose them with swords in the Roman fashion, and

There was a woman then in Rome, named with large and heavy shields; and his cavalry
Praecia, famed for beauty and enchanting wit; he provided with horses, rather well-trained
but in other respects, no better than a common than gaily accoutred. His mfan.rv consisted
prostitute. By applying her interest with thoae of a hundred and twenty thousand, and his
who frequented her house and were fond of her cavalry of sixteen thousand, besides armed
company, to serve her friends in the adminis-chariots to the number oi a nundrcd. His navy
tration, and in other affairs, she added to her was not equipped, as before, with gilded pavil-
other accomplishments the reputation of being ions, baths, and delicious apartments for the
a useful friend and a woman of business. This women, but with all manner of weapons, of-
exalted her not a little. But when she had cap- fensive and defensive, and -money to pay the
tivatpd Cethegus, who was then in the height troops.
of his glory, and carried all before him in Rome, In this respectable form he invaded Bithynia,
the whole power fell into her hands. Nothing where the cities received him with pleasure;
was done without the favour of Cethegus; nor and not only that country, but all Asia returned
by Cethegus, without the consent of Pracia. to its former distempered inclinations, by rea-
To her Lucullus applied, by presents and the son of the intolerable evils that the Roman
most insinuating compliment*; nor could any usurers and tax-gatherers had brought upon
thing have been more acceptable to a vain them. These Lucullus afterwards drove away,
and pompous woman, than to see he/self flat- like so many harpies, which robbed the poor
tered and courted by such a man as Lucullus. inhabitants of their food. At present, he was
The consequence was, that Cethegus immedi- satisfied with reprimanding them, and bringing
ately espoused his cause, and solicited for him them to exercise their office with more modera-
the province of Cilicia. When he had gained tion; by which means, he kept the Asiatics
this, he had no farther need either of Pracia from revolting, when their inclination lay almost
or Cethegus. All came into his interest, and, universally that way.
with one voice, gave him the command in the While Lucullus was employed in these mat-
Mithridatic war. He indeed could not but be ters, Cotta, thinking he had found his oppor-
considered as the fittest person for that charge, tunity, prepared to give Mithridates battle.
because Pompey was engaged with Sertonus, And as he had accounts from many hands, that
and Metellus had given up his pretensions, on Lucullus was coming up, and was already en
account of his great age; and these were the camped in Phrygia, he did every thing to ex-
anly persons who could stand in competition pedite the engagement, in order to prevent Lu-
for it with Lucullus. However, his colleague cullus from having any share in the triumph,
Cotta, by much application, prevailed upon the which he believed was now all his own. He
senate to send him with a fleet to guard the was defeated, however, both by sea and land,
nropontis, and to protect Bithynia. with the loss of sixty ships and all their crews,

Lucullus, with a legion now levied in Italy, as well as four thousand land forces; after
passed over into Asia, where he found the rest which, he was shut up in Chalcedon, and had
of the troops that were to compose his army. no resource except in the aasislance of Lucul-
These had all been long entirely corrupted by lus. Lucullus was advised, notwithstanding,
luxury and avarice; and that part of them to take no notice of Cotta, but to march for-
called Fimbrians was more untractable than ward into the kingdom of Mithridates, which
the rest, on account of their having been under he would find in a defenceless state. On this
no command. At the instigation of Fimbria, occasion, the soldiers were loudest in their
they had killed Flaccus, who was consul and complaints They represented that Cotta had,
their general too, and had betrayed Fimbria by his rash counsels, not only ruined himself
himself to Sylla; and they were still mutinous and his own men, but done them too great pre-
and lawless men, though, in other respects, judice; since, had it not been for his error,
brave, hardy, and experienced soldiers. Nev- they might have conquered without loss. But
ertheless, Lucullus, in a little time, subdued Lucullus, in a set speech upon this subject
the seditious spirit of these men, and corrected told them, " He had rather deliver one Roman
the faults of the rest: so that now they first out of the enemy's hand, than take all the ene-
found a real commander, whereas, before they my had." And when Archelaus, who formerly
had been brought to serve by indulgence and had commanded the king's forces in Bozolia,
every promise of pleasure. but now was come over to the Romans, and

The affairs of the enemy were in this pos- fought for them, asserted, " That if Lucullus
ture. Mithridates, like a sophistical warrior, would but once make his appearance in Pon-
had formerly met the Romans in a vain and tus, all would immediately fall before him;'J he
ostentatious manner, with forces that were said, " He would not act in a more cowaidly
Bhewy and pompous indeed, but of little use. manner than hunters, nor pass the wild beasts
Baffled and disgraced in his attempt, he grew by, and go to their empty dens." He had no
wiser, and, therefore, in this second war, he sooner uttered these words, than he marched
provided troops that were capable of real ser- against Mithridates with thirty thouiand fast,
vice. He retrenched that mixed multitude of and two thousand five hundred horse.

nations, and those bravadoes that were issued When he got sight of the enemy, he was
from his camp in a barbarous variety of lan- astonished at their numbers, and determined
puii'ji', together with the rich arms adorned to avoid a battle and gain time. But Manui,*
with gold and precious stones, which he now a Roman officer, whom Sertorius had sent to
considered rather as the spoils of the con-
queror, than ae adding any vigour to the men * Appian calk him Variiu.
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Mithridates out of Spain with some troops, The Cyzicenians were prepared to combat tb*
advanced to meet Lucullus, and gave him the greatest difficulties, and to suffer the last ci
chillenge. Lucullus accepted it, and put trcmities in the Roman cause: but they knet
his army in order of battle. The signal was not where Lucullus was, and were much com
jusl ready to be given, when, without any vis-cerned that they could get no accourt of him
ible alteration, there was a sudden explosion Though his camp was visible enough, Vh«
in the air, and a large luminous body was enemy had the art to impose upon them
seen to fall between the two armies: its form Pointing to the Romans who were posted or
was like that of a large tun, and its colour the heights, "Do you see that army?" said
that of molten silver. Both sides were so they: "(hose are the Armenians and Medea,
affected with the phenomenon, that they part- whom Tigranes has sent as a reinforcement to
ed without striking a blow. This prodigy is Mithridates." Surrounded with such an im-
said to have happened in Phrygia at a place mense number of enemies, as they thought,
called Otryae. and having no hope of relief but from the ar-

Lucullus, concluding that no human supplies rival of Lucullus, they were in the utmost
could be sufficient to maintain so many myriads consternation.
as Mithridates had, for any length of time, When Demonax, whom Archelaus found
especially in presence of an enemy, ordered means to send into the town,* brought them
one of the prisoners to be brought before him. news that Lucullus was arrived, at first they
The first question he put to him was, how could hardly believe it, imagining he came only
many there were in his mess, and the second, with a feigned story, to encourage them to bear
what provisions he had left in his tent. When up in their present distress. However, the same
he had this man's answer, he commanded moment a boy made his appearance, who had
him to withdraw; and then examined a sec- been a prisoner among the enemy, and bad just
ond and a third in like manner. The next made his escape. Upon their asking him where
thing was to compare the quantity of provis-Lucullns was, he laughed, thinking them only
ions which Mithridates had laid in, with the in jest; but when he saw they were in earnest,
number of soldiers he had to support; by he pointed with his finger to the Roman camp.
which he found that in three or four days they This sufliciently revived their drooping spirits.
would be in want of bread-corn. This con- In the lake Dascylitis, near Cyzicus, there
firmed him in his design of gaining time; and were vessels of a considerable size. Lucullus
he caused great plenty of provisions to be hauled up the largest of them, put it upon a
brought into his own camp, that in the midst carriage, and drew it down to the sea. Then
of abundance he might watch the enemy's he put on board it as many soMiers as it coulo.
distress. contain, and ordered them to get into Cyzicus,

Notwithstanding this, Mithridates formed which they effected in the night.
a design against the Cyzicenians, who were It seems too that Heaven, delighted with the
beaten in the late battle near Chalcedon,* and valour of the Cyzicenians, supported them with
had lost three thousand men and ten ships. several remarkable signs. The feast of Proser
To deceive Lucullus, he decamped soon after pine was come, when they were to sacrifice a
supper, one dark tempestuous night; and black heifer to her; and as they had no living
marched with so much expedition that at animal of that kind, they made one of paste,f
break of day he got before the town, and and were approaching the altar with it. The
posted himself upon mount Adrastia.f As victim, bred for that purpose, pastured with
soon as Lucullus perceived he was gone, he the rest of their cattle on the other side of
followed his steps: and without falling una- the frith. On that very day she parted from
wares upon the enemy in the obscurity of the the herd, swam alone to the town, and pre-
night, as he might easily have done, he reach- sented herself before the altar. TbS same
ed the place of his destination, and sat down goddess appeared to Aristogoras, the public
at a village called Thraceia, the most com- secretary, m a dream, and said, "Go and
modious situation imaginable for guarding tell your fellow-citizens to take courage, for I
the roads and cutting off the enemy's con- shall bring the African piper against the
Toys. trumpeter of Pontus."

He was now so sure of his aim that he con- While the Cizycenians were wondering at
cealed it no longer from his men; but when this oracular expression in the morning, a
they had entrenched themselves, and returned strong wind blew, and the sea was in the ut-
from their labour, called them together, and most agitation. The king's machines erected
told them with great triumph, "In a few days against the walls, the wonderful work of Ni
ne would gain them a victory which should conidus the Thessahan, by the noise and crack-
cot cost one drop of blood." ing first announced what was to come. Thea
Mithridates had planted his troops in ten differ- a south wind incredibly violent arose; and in

ent posts about the city, and with his vessels the short space of an hour broke all the en
blocked up the frith which parts it from the gines to pieces and destroyed the wooden towef
continent,! so that it was invested on all sides. which was a hundred cubits high. It is more-

* \lone -with CotU.

t So called from a temple in the city consecrated by * By the assistance of bl»dder«, be iwam into tb«
Adristus lo the goddess Nemesis, who from thence had town. Fiona, 1. iii.
the name of Adraslia. t The Pythagoreans, who thought it unlawful to kill

1 Strabo say«, Cyzicus lies upon the Proponlis, and any animal, seem lo have been thi first amon-» thi
" an isbnd joined to Ihe continent by two bridges ; Greeks who offered th« figures of animals in piste,
"ear which is a cily of the same name, wilh two Har-myrrh, or some other composition. The poorer tortbours, rapablc of containing Iwo hundred Tends 
atraJi. I. in of Egyptians are said to hate done the same from u

other principle.
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over related, that Minerva was seen by many his generals to get off with the arm/ in the belt
at Ilium in tlieir sleep, all covered with sweat manner they could. Lucullus coming up with
and with part of her veil rent; and that she them at the river Granicus, killed full twenty
«aid, she was just come from assisting the thousand, and made a prodigious number of

- people of Cyzicus. Nay,they shewed at Ilium prisoners. It is said that in this campaign tb.8
a pillar which bad an inscription to that pur- enemy lost near three hundred thousand men,
pose. reckoning the servants of the army as well

As long as Mithridates waa deceived by his as the soldiers.
officers, and kept in ignorance of the famine Lucullus immediately entered Cyzicum,
that prevailed in the camp, he lamented his where he was received with every testimony
miscarriage in the siege. But when he came of joy and respect. After which he went to
to be sensible of the extremity to which his sol- the Hellespont, to collect ships to make up "
diers were reduced, and that they were forced fleet. On this occasion he touched at Troas,
to eat even human flesh,* all his ambition and and slept there in the temple of Venus. The
spirit of contention died away. He found Lu- goddess, he dreamed, stood by him, and ad-
cullus did not make war in a theatrical, osten- dressed him as follows:
tatious manner, but aimed his blows at his very
heart, and left nothing unattempted to deprive Dost thou then sleep, great monarch of the wood*?
him of provisions. He therefore seized his
opportunity while the Romans were attacking
a certain fort, to send off almost all his cavalry 

The fawua are rustling near thee. 

Upon this he rose and calling his friends to-
and his beasts of burden, as well as (he least gether tvhile it was yet dark, related to them
useful part of his infantry, into Bithynia. the vision. He had hardly made an end,

When Ldicullua was apprised of their de- when messengers arrived from Ilium, with an
parture, he retired during the night into his account that they had seen off the Grecian
camp. Next morning there was a violent harbour* thirteen of the king's large galleys
storm; nevertheless he began the pursuit with steering towards Lemnos. He went in pur-
ten cohorts of foot, besides his cavalry. All suit of them without losing a moment, took
the way he was greatly incommoded by the them, and killed their admiral Isidorus.
enow, and the cold was so piercing that When this was done, he made all the sail he
several of his soldiers sunk under it, and were could after some others which were before.
forced to stop. With the rest he overtook the These lay at anchor by the island; and as
enemy at the river Rhyndacus, and made such soon as the officers perceived his approach,
havoc among them, that the women of Apol- they hauled the ships ashore, and fighting from
lonia came out to plunder the convoys and to the decks, galled the Romans exceedingly
strip the slain. The Romans had no chance to surround them;

The slain, as may well be imagined, were nor could their galleys, which were by the
very numerous, and Lucullus made fifteen waves kept in continual motion, make any im
thousand prisoners; besides which, he took pression upon those of the enemy, which were
BIX thousand horses and an infinite number of on firm ground, and stood immoveable. At
beasts of burden. And he made it his business last, having with much difficulty found a land-
to lead them all by the enemy's camp. ing place, he put some of his troops on shore,

I cannot help wondering at Sallnst's saying, who taking them in the rear, killed a number
that this was the first time that the Romans of them, and forced the rest to cut their cables
saw a camel.f How could he think that those and stand out at sea. In the confusion the
who formerly under Scipio conquered Antiochus vessels dashed one against another, or fell
and lately defeated Archelaus at Orchomenus upon the beaks of those of Lucullus. The
and Chieronea, should be unacquainted with destruction consequently was great. Marina,
that animal? the general Bent by Sertorius, was among

Mithridates now resolved upon a speedy the prisoners. He had but one eye: and Lu-
flight; and to amuse Lucullus with employ- cullus, when he first set sail, had given bis
ment m another quarter, he sent his admiral men a strict charge not to kill any person
Aristonicus to the Grecian sea. But just as with one eye; in order that he might bo
he was on the point of sailing, he was betrayed reserved for a death of greater torture and
to Lucullus, together with ten thousand pieces disgrace.
of gold, which he took with him to corrupt After this, he hastened to pursue Mithri-
ior.ie part of the Roman forces. After this, dates himself, whom he hoped to find in
Mithridates made his escape by sea, and left Bithynia blocked up by Voconius. He

had sent this officer before with a fleet to

* T*ncre is something extremely improbable in this. Nicomedia, to prevent the king's escape. But
It does not appear that M ilhridales was so totally block- Voconius had loitered in Samothrace, about
ed up by Lucullitt. as to reduce him to this extremity; getting himself initiated in the mysteries! andkml even had that beeo the case, it would certainly have
been more eligible lo have risked a batlle, lhan to have
"ubmitted to the dreadful alternative here mentioned. * Plutarch means the harbour where Uie Grecian!
But wherefore eat human flesh, when afterwards we landed when they were going to the siege of Troy.
»re expressly told that they had beasts to send away? t The mysteries of the Cabiri. The worship of lhe»
There is, to the best of our knowledge and belief, as gods was probably brought from Phoenicia; for cotot
little foundation in history for this practice, as there is
ill nature. ID the language of that country signifies powerful.

They were reverenced as the most tremendous of su-
t l.ivy expressly tells us, (litre were camels in Anti- perior l>eings; the more so, because of the mysteries

ochus's army. " Before the cavalry were placed, the and awful solemu^ti:s of their worship. Some tia»t
chariots armed withtcylhcs, and camels of that species pretended to give us an account of their names, though
tilled dromedaries." LH-. lib. ixxvii. c. 40 tlit7 were lucked up io die profoundest secrecv.
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celebrated trsuvn.i. MViindates in the mean deserts lie behind him? Is not Causacus, with
time had got out, and was making great efforts all its immense train of mountains at hand,
to reach Pontus before Lucullus could come sufficient to hide him and numberless other
t» stop him. But a violent tentpeat overtook kings who wish to avoid a battle? It is but a
him, by which many of his vessels were dash-few days' journey from the country of the Ca-
ed to pieces and many sunk. The whole shore bin* into Armenia, where Tigranes, king of
was covered with the wreck which the sea kings, is seated, surrounded with that power
threw up for several days. As for the king which has wrested Asia from the Parthians,
himself, the ship in which he sailed was so which carries Grecian colonies into Media,
large, that the pilots could not make land with subdues Syria and Palestine, cuts off the Se
it amidst such a terrible agitation of the waves, leucidx and carries their wives and daughters
and it was by this time ready to founder with into captivity. This prince is nearly allied to
the water it had taken in. He therefore got Mithridates; he is his son-in-law. Do yon,
into a shallop belonging to some pirates, and think he will disregard him, when he comes ai
trusting his life to their hands, beyond all hope, a suppliant, and not take up arms in his cause?
wan brought safe to Heraclea, in Pontus, after why will you then be in such haste to drive
having passed through the most unspeakable Mithridates out of his dominions, and risk the
dangers. bringing Tigranes upon us, who has long wanted

Jn this war, Lucullus behaved to the senate a pretence for it? And surely he cannot find
of Rome with an honest pride, which had its a more specious one, than that of succouring a
luccess. They had decreed him three thousand father-in-law, and a king reduced to such ex-
talents to enable him to fit out a fleet. But he treme necessity. What need is there then for
acquainted them by letters, that he had no need us to ripen this affair, and to teach Mithndates
of money, and boasted that, without so much what he may not know, who are the confed-
expense and such mighty preparations, he would erates he is to seek against us; or to drive him,
drive Mithridates out of the sea with the ships against his inclination and his notions of hon-
the allies would give him. And he performed our, into the arms of Tigranes? Is it not bet-
his promise by the assistance of a superior ter to give him time to make preparations and
power. For the tempest which ruined the Pon- regain strength in his own territories, that we
tic fleet, is said to have been raised by the re- may have to meet the Colchians, the Tibare-
sentment of Diana of Priapus, for their plun- nians and Cappadocians, whom we have often
dering her temple and beating down her statue. beaten, rather than the unknown forces of the

Lucullus was now advised by many of his of- Medes and the Armenians?"
ficers to let the war sleep awhile; but, without Agreeably to these sentiments Lucullus spent
regarding their opinion, he penetrated into the a great deal of time before Amisus, proceeding
kingdom of Pontus, by way of Bithynia and very slowly in the siege. After the wmtei
Galatia. At first he found provisions so scarce, was passed, he left that charge to Murena,
that he was forced to have thirty thousand and marched against Mithridates, who was en-
Gauls follow him with each a measure* of wheat camped on the plains of the Cabiri, with a res-
upon his shoulders. But as he proceeded fur- olution to wait for the Romans there. His
ther in hit march, and bore down all opposi- army consisted of forty thousand foot and four
tion, he came to such plenty, that an ox was thousand horse, which he had lately collected;
eold for one drachma, and a slave for four. and in these he placed the greatest confidence.
The rest of the booty was so little regarded, Nay, he passed the river Lycus, and gave the
that some left it behind them, and others de- Romans the challenge to meet him in the field.
stroyed it; for, amidst such abundance, they In consequence of this, the cavalry engaged,
could not find a purchaser. Having in the ex- and the Romans were put to the rout. Pom-
cursions of their cavalry, laid waste all the ponius, a man of some dignity, was wounded
country as far as Themiscyra and about the and taken. Though much indisposed with his
river Thermadon, they complained that Lucul- wounds, he was brought before Muhridates,
lus took all the towns by capitulation, instead who asked him, "Whether, if he saved his
of storm, and gave not up one to the soldiers life, he would become his friend?" "On con-
for plunder. "Now," said they, " you leave dition you will be reconciled to the Romans,"
Amisus, a rich and flourishing city, which said he, "I will! but if not, I must remain your
might be easily taken, if you would assault it enemy." The king, struck with admiration of
rigorously; and drag us after Mithridates into his patriotism, did him no injury.
the wastes of Tibarene and Chaldsa." Lucullus was apprehensive of farther danger

Lucullus, however, not thinking they would on the plain, on account of the enemy's supe-
break out into that rage which afterwards ap- riority in horse, and yet he was loath to take
peared, neglected their remonstrances. He to the mountains, which were at a considerable
took more pains to excuse himself to those who distance, as well as woody, and difficult of as-
blamed hia slow progress, and his losing time cent. While he was in this perplexity, some
in reducing towns and villages of little conse- Greeks happened to be taken, who had hid
quence, while Mithridatee was again gathering themselves in a cave. Artemidorus, the eldest
power. "This is the very thing," said he, of them, undertook to conduct him to a post
" that I want and aim at in all my operations, where he might encamp in the utmost security,
lhat Mithridates may get strength, and collect
an army respectable enough to make him stand " Hence it appeara, as well ai from a pasvige in Slra-
in engagement, and not continue to fly before bo, that there was a district on the borders of Phrygia
Is. l)o you not see what vast and boundless called Cabiri. Indeed, the wonhip of thost jj.nls'haJ

prevailed in several parts of Asia, and they arc -uppu» d
to have had homage pa d them at Rome, uudtr lh«

* Medjmnuj. title of D,vi PoUt.
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tnd where there stood a castle which com-a proper time to see Lucullus, because after
manded the plain of the Cabiri. Lucullus gave long watching and fatigue, he was now taking
credit to liia report, and began his march in the some rest." Olthacus did not take this denial;
night, after he had caused a number of fires but said, " I must enter, whether you will or
to be lighted in his old camp. Having got not, for I have great and necessary business to
rifely through the narrow passes, he gained lay before him." Menedemus, incensed at hit
the heights, and in the morning appeared above insolence, answered, "Nothing is more neces-
the enemy's heads, in a situation where he sary than the preservation of Lucullus," and
might fight with advantage, when he chose it, thrust him back with both hands. Ollhacus
and might not be compelled to it, if he had a fearing his design was discovered, withdrew
oiind to sit still. privately from the camp, took horse, and re-

At present neither Lucullus norMithridates turned to Mithridates without effecting any
was inclined to risk a battle: but some of the thing. Thus the crisis, in other matters, ai
king's soldiers happening to pursue a deer, a well as in medicine, either saves or destroys.
party of Romans went out to intercept them. After this, Sornatius was'sent out with ten
This brought on a sharp skirmish, numbers cohorts to escort a convoy. Mithridates de-
continually coming upon each side. Atlength tached against him one of bis officers named
the king's troops had the advantage. Menander. An engagement ensued, and the

The Romans beholding from the camp the barbarians were routed with great loss. Anoth-
flight of their fellow-soldiers, were greatly dis- er time, Lucullus despatched Adrian with a
turbed, and ran to Lucullus, to entreat him to considerable corps, to protect the party em-
lead them out; and give the signal for battle. ployed in collecting provisions and supplying
Put he, willing to shew them of how much im- his camp. Mithridates did not let him pa»s
portance, in all dangerous conflicts, the presence unnoticed, but sent Menemachus and Myron
of an able general is, ordered them to stand still; against them with a strong body of cavalry
and descending into the plain himself, seized and another of infantry. All these combatants,
the toremost of the fugitives, and commanded except two, the Romans put to the sword.
them to face about. They obeyed, and the rest Mithridates dissembled his loss, pretending it
rallying with them, they easily put the enemy to was small, and entirely owing to the miecon
flight, and pursued them to their entrenchments. duct of the commanding officers. But when Ad-
Lucullus, at his return, inflicted on the fugi- rian passed by his cainp in great pomp, with
tives the usual punishment. He made them many wagons loaded with provisions and rich
strip to their vests, take off their girdles, and spoils in his train, the king's spirits began to
then dig a trench twelve feet long; the rest of droop, and the most distressing terror fell upon
the troops all the while standing and looking on. his army. They determined, therefore to quit

In the army of Mithridates there was a l)ar- that post.
danan grandee named Olthacus. The Darda- The nobility about the king began to send
rians are some of those barbarous people who off their baggage with all the privacy they
live near the lake Msotis. Olthacus was a could, but would not suffer others to do the
man fit for every warlike attempt that required same. The soldiers finding themselves jostred
strength and courage, and in counsel and con- and thrust back in the gateways, were so much
trivance inferior to none. Besides these accom- provoked at that treatment, that they turned
plishments, he was affable, easy, and agreeable upon them, fell to plundering the baggage, and
in the commerce of the world. He was always killed several of them. Dorylaus, one of the
involved in some dispute, or jealousy at least, generals, lost his life for nothing but a purple
of the other great men of his country, who, robe'which he had on. Hermaeus, a priest,
like him, aimed at the chief authority in it: and was trodden under foot at the gale. Mithri-
to bring Mithridates into his interest, he un- dates himself, without any attendant or groom
dertook the daring enterprise of killing Lucul- to assist him, got out of the camp amidst the
lus. Milhridates commended his design, and crowd. Of all his royal stud there was not
publicly gave him some affronts, to afford him one horse left him; but at last Ptolemy the
a pretence for resentment. Olthacus laid hold eunuch, seeing him carried along with the
on it, and rode off to Lucullus, who received torrent, and happening to be on horseback,
him with pleasure. For his reputation was dismounted, and gave him his. The Romans
well known in the camp; and, upon trial, the pressed hard upon him, and indeed came up
Roman general found his presence of mind and time enough to have taken him. He was in
his address so extraordinary, that he took him fact almost in their hands: but their avarice
to his table and his council-board. saved him. The prey, which had been pur-

When the Dardarian thought he had found sued through numberless conflicts and dan-
liis opportunity, he ordered hia servants to have gers, escaped, and the victorious Lucullus was
his horse ready without the camp. It was now robbed of the reward of his toils. The horse
mid-day, and the soldiers were sitting in the which the king rode was almost overtaken,
sun or otherwise reposing themselves, when he when a mule loaded with gold, came betwee»
went to the general's pavilion; expecting that him and his pursuers, cither by accident, or
none would pretend to hinder Ihc admission of by the king's contrivance. The soldiers im
a man who was intimate with Lucullus, and mediately began to rifle the load, and came K
who said he had business of importance to blows about the contents; which gave Mithn
communicate. And he had certainly entered, dates time to get off. Nor was this the onlj
if sleep, which has been the ruin of many disadvantage Lucullus experienced from theii
other generals, had not saved Lucullus. Menc- avarice. Callistratus, the king's secretary, wai
(iemus, one of his chamberlains, was then in taken, and the Roman general had ordered
waning, and he told Olthacus, '" This was not ' him to be brought before him; but those who
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nad the charge of it, perceiving he had five hun-reduced the less Armenia, with the towns ant!
dred crowns in his girdle, despatched him for castles. Then he sent Appius to Tigranca, to
the money. Yet to such men aa these he gave demand Mithridates; and in the meantime rq
np the plunder of the enemy's camp. turned to Amisua, which his troops were still

After this, he took Cabiri, and many other besieging. The length of the siege was owing
places of strength, in which he found much to Callimachus, who commanded in the town,
treasure. He likewise found in their prisons and was an able engineer, skilled in every art
many Greeks, and several of the king's own re- of attack and defence. By this he gave the
lations, confined; and, as they had long thought Romans much trouble, for which he suffere'
themselves in the most desperate circumstances, afterwards. Lucullus availed himself of a
the liberty which they gained by the favour of stratagem, against which he had not guarded.
Lucullus, appeared to them not so much a de- He made a sudden assault at the time who
liverance, as a resurrection and new life. One Callimachus used to draw off his men for re-
of the king's sisters, named Nyssa, very hap- freshment. Thus he made himself master of
pily for her, was of the number. The other some part of the wall; upon which, Callimachus
sisters and wives of Mithridates, who seemed either envying the Romans the plunder of the
placed more remote from danger, and at a dia place, or with a view to facilitate his own es-
tance from war, all perished miserably: he cape, set fire to the town, and quitted it. For
§ent the eunuch Bacchides to Phernacia, with no one paid any attention to those who fleci
orders to see them put to death. by sea. The flames spread with great ra-

Among the rest were two of hia aistera, pidity around the walls, and the soldiers pre-
Roxana and Statira, who were about the age pared themselves to pillage the houses. Lu-
of forty, and still virgins; and two of his wives, cullus, in commiseration of a fine city thus
both ibmans, Bernice of Chios, and Monime sinking into ruin, endeavoured to assist it from
of Miletus. The latter was much celebrated without, and ordered his troops to extinguish
among the Greeks. Though the king had tried the fire. But they paid no regard to him
every expedient to bring her to listen to a law- they went on collecting the spoils and clash-
less passion, and made her a present of fifteen ing their arms, till he was forced to give up the
thousand crowns at one time, she rejected all plunder to them, in hopes of saving the city
his solicitations till he agreed to marriage, sent from the flames. It happened, however, quite
her a diadem, and declared her queen. Before otherwise. In rummaging every corner, with
the last sad message, she had passed her time torches in their hands, they set fire to many of
very unhappily, and looked with grief and the houses themselves. So that when Lucullus
indignation on that beauty, which, instead of a entered the town next morning, he said to his
husband, had procured her an imperious master, friends, with tears in his eyes, " I have often
and, instead of the domestic comforts of mar- admired the good fortune of Syll.i, but never
riage, a guard of barbarians. Banished far so much as I do this day. He desired to save
from Greece, she had lost the real blessings of Athens, and succeeded. I wish to imitate him
life, and where she hoped for happiness, found on this occasion; but, instead of that, the gods
nothing but a dream. tiave classed me with Mummius."*

When Bacchides came and informed those Nevertheless, he endeavoured to restore the
princesses they must die, but that they were at jlace, as far as its unhappy circumstances
liberty to choose the death most easy and would permit. A shower, which, providen-
agreeable to them, Monime snatched the dia- tially, fell about the time it was taken, extin-
dem from her head, and applied it to her neck, "uished the fire, and saved many of the build-
that it might do the fatal office. But it broke, ngs; and, during his stay, he rebuilt most
and the princess said, "O cursed band! wouldst of those that were destroyed. Such of the
thou not at least serve me on this occasion?" nhabitants as had fled, he received with pleas-
Then spitting upon it, she threw it from her, ure, and added to them a draught of other
and stretched out her neck to Bacchides. Greeks who were willing to settle there. At

Bernice took poison, and as her mother, who he same time, he ijave them a territory of a
was present, begged a share of it, she granted lundred and twenty furlongs.
her request. They both drank of it; and its The city was a colony of Athenians, planted
force operated sufficiently upon the weaker here at a time when their power was at the
body: but Bernice, not having taken a proper height; and they were masters of the sea.
quantity, was long a-dying. Bacchides, there- Hence it was, that those who fled from the
fore, strangled her. Roxana, one of the un- tyranny of Aristion, retired to Amisus, and
married sisters, after having vented the most were admitted to the privilege of citizens; for-
bitter imprecations and reproaches against tunately enough gaining abroad what they lost
Mithridates, took poison. Statira, however, at home. The remainder of them Lucullus
died without one unkind or ungenerous word. now clothed in an honourable manner, gava
She rather commended her brother, when he each two hundred drachmas, and sent then*
must have his anxieties about his own life, for back into their own country. Tyrannic, the
not forgetting them, but providing that they grammarian^ was of the number. Murena
might die free and undishonoured. These events begged him of Lucullus, and afterwards en-
were very disagreeable to the native goodness franchised him; in which he acted ungenerous-
ind humanity of Lucullus. ly by his superior officers present. Lucullus

He continued his pursuit of Mithridates as would not have been willing that a man so
far as Talaura; where, having learned that he honoured f«.r his learning, should be first con-
was fled four days before into Armenia, to sidered as a slave, and then set free The -eal
Tigranes, he turned back again. He subdued,
However, the Chaldxans and Tibarenians, and " The deitrortr of Corinth.
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liberty he was born to, must be taken away TKere he had orders to wait for Tigranea,
before he could have this seeming freedom. who was then employed in reducing some
But this was not the only instance in which cities of Phoenicia; and he found means to
Murena acted with less generosity than became bring over to the Roman interest many princei
an officer of his rank. who submitted to the Armenians out of pure

Lucullus then turned towards the cities of necessity. Among these was Zarbienus, king
Asia, that he might bestow the time which was of Gordyene. A number of the cities, too,
not employed in war, on the promotion of law which Tigranes had conquered, privately sent
and justice. These had long lost their influ-deputies to Clodius; and he promised them all
ence m that province, which was overwhelmed the succour Lucullus could give him, but de-
with unspeakable misfortunes. It was deso- sired they would make no immediate resist-
lated and enslaved by the farmers of the rev- ance. The Armenian government was, in-
enue, and by usurers. The poor inhabitants deed, an insupportable burden to the Greeks;
were forced to sell the most beautiful of their particularly, the king's pride, Jhrough a long
cons and daughters, the ornaments and offer-course of prosperity, was become so enormous,
ings in their temples, their paintings, and the that he thought whatever is great and admira-
etatues of their gods. The last resource was, ble in the eyes of the world, was not only
to serve their creditors as slaves. Their suf- in his power, but even made for him. For
ferings, prior to this, were more cruel and in- though his prospects at first were small and
HUpportable; prisons, racks, tortures, exposures contemptible, he had subdued many nations,
to the burning sun in summer, and in winter to and humbled the Parthian power more thaa
the extremity of cold, amidst ice or mire; inso- any prince before him. He had colonized Me-
much, that servitude seemed a happy deliver- sopotamia with Greeks, whom he draughted
ance and a scene of peace. Lucullus, finding in great numbers out of Cilicia and Cappado-
the cities in such dreadful distress, soon res- cia. He had drawn the scenite* Arabian*
cued the oppressed from all their burdens. from their wandering way of life, and placed

In the first place, he ordered the creditors them nearer to Armenia, that he might avail
not to take above one in the hundred for a himself of their mercantile abilities. He had
month's interest:* in the next place, he abol- many kings at his court in the capacity of ser-
ished all interest that exceeded the principal: vants, and four in particular ae mace-bearers,
the third and most important regulation was, or footmen, who, whenever he rode on horse-
that the creditor should not take above a back, ran before him in short jerkins; and,
fourth part of the debtor's income. And if when he sat to give audience, stood by wjth
any one took interest upon interest, he was their hands clasped together; which last cir-
to lose all. By these means, in less than cumstance seems a mark of the lowest slavery,
four years, all the debts were paid, and the a token that they had not only resigned their
estates restored free to the proprietors. The liberty, but that they were prepared rather to
public fine which Sylla had laid upon Asia, suffer than to act.
was twenty thousand talents. It had been Appius, not in the least disconcerted at all
paid twice; and yet the merciless collectors, this pomp, plainly set forth his commission, at
by usury upon usury, now brought it to a hun- his first audience, " That he was come to de-
dred and twenty thousand talents. mand Mithridates, whom Lucullus claimed

These men, pretending they had been un- for his triumph; otherwise, he must declare
justly treated, raised a clamour in Rome, war against Tigranes." Whatever efforts the
against Lucullus, and hired a number of pop- prince made to receive the message with an
ular orators to speak against him. They had, easy countenance and a kind smile, it waa
indeed, a considerable interest; because many visible to all that he was affected with the
persons who had a share in the administration, young man's bold address. This was, indeed,
were their debtors. Lucullus, on the other the first free speech that he had heard for five-
hand, was beloved, not only by the nations and-twenty years; for so long he had been a
which had experienced his good offices; the king, or rather a tyrant. However, the answer
hearts of the other provinces were his, and he gave Appius was, "That he would not deliver
they longed for a governor who had made such up Mithridates; and if the Romans began the
numbers happy. war, he was able to defend himself." He was

Appius Clodius, who was sent ambassador to displeased with Lucullus for giving him, in his
Tigranes by Lucullus, and who was his wife's letter, barely the title of king, and not that of
brother, at first fell into the hands of guides that king of kings; and, therefore, in his answert
were subjects to Milhridates. These men made he would not address him as Imptrator. This
him take an unnecessary circuit of many days' did not hinder him from sending magnificent
journey in the upper countries; but at last an presents to Appius; and, when he found he
enfranchised servant of his, a Syrian by nation, did not accept them, he sent more. At last,
discovered tu him the imposition, and shewed Appius, that he might not seem to reject them
him the right road. He then bade adieu to out of any particular pique, took a cup, and
his barbarian guides, and in a few days pass-sent back all the rest. Then he returned with
ed the Euphrates, and reached Antioch of the utmost expedition to his general.
Daphne. + Before this, Tigranes had not deigned to ad-

* This was toe legal interest amnns; the Romans. village, about forty furlonrs from it, consecrated to tht
Whence we may learn the comparator scarcity of nymph of that name, ana adorned vilh rrovet of_»
money in those times. large extent, seTcral of them probably of laurel; il

t Among several cities of lhal name, this was the the midst of which stood the temple of Apollo and Di
principal. It was called, however, by way of distinc- ana. The grove and temple were a sanctuary.
tion the Antioch of Daphne. Daphne wu a beautiful " Probably 10 called from their U'TU>£ m tenth
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Bit Mithridates into his presence, nor to speak the iword, and after setting fire to the place,
to a prince who was so nearly allied to him endeavoured to escape in the night. But Lu-
and who had lately lo§t so great a kingdom cullus discovering their intention, entering tho
He had sent him in a contemptuous manner to town, and having killed eight thousand of
remote marshes and a sickly air, where he was them who were left behind, restored their
kept like a prisoner. But now he called him effects to the old inhabitants, and exerted him-
to court with great marks of honour and regard self greatly in saving the city from the flamee.
In a private conference they exculpated them- His particular inducement was the following
selves at the expense of their friends. Metro- dream. He dreamed that a person stood by
dorus the Scepsian was of the number; an him, and said, " Go forward, Lucullus; for
able speaker, and a man of extensive erudi- Autolycus is coming to meet you." When he
tion, who had been in such high favour, that awaked, he could form no conjecture about
he was styled the king's father. It seems, the signification of the dream. However, he
when he went ambassador from Mithridates took the city the same day, and in pursuing
to the Armenian court, to beg assistance against the Cilicians to their ships, he saw a statue
the Romans, Tigranes said, " What would lying on the shore, which they had not been
you, Metrodorus, advise me to in this case?" able to get on board. The work was one of
Whether it was that he had the interest of the masterpieces of Sthenis; and he was told
Tigranes in view, or whether he wanted to see that it was the statue of Autolycus, the founder
Mithridates absolutely ruined, he answered, of Sinope. This Autolycus is said to have
"As an ambassador, I should exhort you to it; been the son of Deimachus, and one of those
but, as your counsellor I should advise you Thessalians who assisted Hercules in the war
against it." Tigranes discovered this to Mith- against the Arnazons.* In his voyage back
ridates, not imagining he would resent it in the along with Demoleon and Phlogis his ship
manner he did. The unfortunate prince im- struck on a rock of the Chersouesus, called
mediately put Metrodorus to death; and Ti- Pedahon, and he lost it. He and his friends,
granes greatly repented the step he had taken, however saved their lives and their arms, and
though he was not absolutely the cause of that went to Sinope, which they took from the Sy-
minister's death, but only added stings to the rians. The Syrians who then held it, we are
hatred Mithridates had long entertained for told were so called, because they were the de-
him. This appeared when his private memo- scendants of Syrus the son of Apollo and Sinope
randums were taken, in which Metrodorus was the daughter of Asopus. When Lucullus heard
found among those marked out for the axe. this, he recollected the observation of Sylla in
Tigranes buried him honourably, and spared no iis Commentaries, " That nothing more de-
expense in his funeral, though he had been the serves our belief and attention than what is
cause of his death. signified to us in dreams."

Amphicrates, the orator, likewise died at After news was brought that Mithridatei
that court, if we may be allowed to record his and Tigranes were on the point of entering
name for the sake of Athens. He is said to Lycaoma and Cilicia with ail their forces, in
have been banished his country, and to have order to seize Asia before him, he could not
retired to Seleucia upon the Tigris, where the iclp thinking it strange that the Armenian did
inhabitants desired him to open a school of not make use of Mithjidales when in his glory,
rhetoric; but he answered in the most con- nor join the armies of Pontus while they were
temptuous manner, and with all the vanity of n their full strength; but suffered them to be
a sophist, " That a plate could not contain a >roken and destroyed; and now at last with
dolphin." From thence he went to the court cold hopes of success began the war, or rather
of Cleopatra, the daughter of Mithridates, and threw himself down headlong with those who
wife of Tigranes, where he soon made himself could stand no longer.
to obnoxious, that he was forbidden all inter- Amidst these transactions, Machares, the son
course with the Greeks; upon which he starved of Mithridates, who was master of the Bos-
himself to death. Cleopatra bestowed upon porus, sent LucuUus a coronet of gold of a
him too a magnificent funeral, and his tomb is housand crowns' value, and begged to be num-
near a place called Sapha. >ered among the friends and allies of Rome.

Lucullus, having established peace and good Lucullus, now concluding that the first war
laws in Asia, did not neglect what might be was finished, left Sornatius with a corps of
conducive to elegance and pleasure; but, during six thousand men, to settle the affairs of
his stay at Ephesus, entertained the Grecian that province; and with twelve thousand foot
cities with shows, triumphal feasts, and trials and less than three thousand horse, marched
of skill between wrestlers and gladiators. The to meet another war. It seemed amazing te-
pities, in return, instituted a feast to his honour, merity to go with a handful of men against so
which they called Lucullia; and the real affec-many warlike nations, so many myriads of
tion that inspired them with the thought was cavalry, and such a vast country, intersected
more agreeable than the honour itself. with deep rivers, and barricaded with nioun-

When Appius was returned, and had ac- ains for ever covered with snow. Of course
quainted him that it was necessary to go to lis soldiers, who were not otherwise under
war with Tigranes, he went back to Pontus, the best discipline, now followed with great
and put himself at the head of his troops. His reluctance, and were ready to mutiny. Onfirst operation was to lay siege to Sinope, or
rather to a corps of Cilicians who had thrown
themselves into the town on the part of Mith- * Slrabo tells m, Autolycas was one of the Arg»-
ridates. These, upon the approach of Lucul- lauls, who, after his voyage to Colchis, settled at

Sinope, and had diriDe honours paid him after hitiu, put a great number of the inhabitant* to death. Strut. I, xii.
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the other hand, the oopa.\r orators clamoured Part of the Roman forces were pitcmng their
against Inm in Roiiie, representing that he tents, and the rest were upon tne march when
tevied w.ir after war; not trut the public utility their scouts brought intelligence that the bar-
required it, but that he might always keep the barians were at hand. He had therefore hia
command, and continue in arms, and that he apprehensions, that if they attacked him before
might accumulate riches at the risk of the com- his troops were all assembled and formed, they
monwealth. These, at last succeeded in their might be put in disorder. The measure he took
design, which was to recal Lucullus. was to stay and intrench himself: meantime

At present he reached the Euphrates by long he sent his lieutenant Sextilius with sixteen
marches. He found it swoln and over-flowing hundred horse, and not many more infantry,
by reason of the late rains, and was apprehen-including both the light and the heary-armed,
sive he should find much delay and difficulty in with orders when he approached the enemy
collecting boats and making a bridge of them. to stop and amuse them, till he should be in-
But in the evening the flood began to subside, formed that the entrenchments were finished.
and lessened in such a manner in the night, Sextilius was willing to obey his orders, but
that next morning the river appeared much Mithrobarzanes came upon him so boldly, that
within the channel. The people of the country he was (breed to fight. Mithrobarzanes be-
seeing little islands in its bed, which had sel- haved with great bravery, but fell in the action.
dom been visible, and the stream breaking Then his troops took to flight, and were most
gently about them, considered Lucullus as of them cut in pieces.
something more than mortal. For they saw After this, Tigranes left Tigranocerta, tne
the great river put on a mild and obliging air to great city which he had built, and retired to
him, and afford him a quick and easy passage. mount Taurus, where he intended to collect

He availed himself of the opportunity, and all his forces. But Lucullus not giving him
passed it with his army. An auspicious omen much time for preparation, sent Murena to
appeared immediately after. A number of harass and cut off the parties on one side, ai
heifers, sacred to the Persian Diana, the god- fast as they came up; on the other side, Sex-
dess whom the inhabitants of those parts par- tilius advanced against a large corps of Ara
ticularly worship, pastured on the other side. bians, which was going to join the king. Sextilius
These heifers are used only in the way of came upon the Arabians as they were encamp-
sacrifice; at other times they range at large, ing, and killed the greatest part of them. Mu-
marked with the figure of a torch, as a token rena following the steps of Tigranes, took his
of their designation: and it was difficult to opportunity to attack him, as he was leading a
take them when they were wanted. But now great army along a rugged and narrow defile.
the army had no sooner crossed the river, than The king himself fled, abandoning all his bag-
one of them went and stood by a rock which gage. Many of the Armenians were put to the
's deemed sacred to the goddess, and hanging sword, and greater numbers made prisoners.
down her head in the manner of those that Lucullus, after this success, marched against
are bound, offered herself to Lucullus as a Tigranocerta, and invested it with his army
victim. He sacrificed also a bull to the Eu- There were in that city many Greeks who had
phrates, on account of his safe passage. been transplanted out of Cilicia, and many

He st-iyed there that whole day to refresh his barbarians whose fortunes had been no better
army. The next day he inarched through So- than that of the Greeks, Adiabenians, Assy-
phene, without doing the least injury to those rians, Gordyenians, and Cappadocians, whose
who submitted and received his troops in a pro-cities Tigranes had demolished, and then re-
per manner. Nay, when his men wanted to moved the inhabitants, and compelled them to
stop and take a fort that was supposed to be settle in that he had built. The place was full
full of treasure, he pointed to mount Taurus of treasure and rich ornaments; every private
which appeared at a distance, and said, " Yon- person as well as grandee, to make their court
der is the fort you are to take; as for these to the king, striving which should contribute
things, they will of course belong to the con- most to its embellishment. For this reason
queror." Then, pushing his march, he crossed Lucullus carried on the siege with great vigour,
the Tigris, and entered Armenia. in the opinion that Tigranes would, contrary

As Tigraoes ordered the first man who to his belter judgment, be provoked to give him
brought him an account of the enemy's arrival, battle. And he was not mistaken. Mithri-
to lose his head for his reward, no one after- dates, by messengers and letters, dissuaded the
wards presumed to mention it. He remained king much from hazarding a battle, and advised
in ignorance, though the hostile fire already him to cut off the Roman convoys with his
touched him; and with pleasure heard his cavalry. Taxiles too, who came on the part of
flatterers say, " Lucullus would be a great Mithridates to co-operate with Tigranes, eu
general, if he waited for Tigranes at Ephesus, treated him to avoid meeting the Roman arm
and did not quit Asia at the sight of his vast which he assured him were invincible.
armies." Thus it is not every man that can At first the king heard him with patience.
oear much wine, nor can an ordinary mind But when the Armenians and Gordyenians ar
bear great prosperity without staggering. The rived with all their forces; when the kings of
first of his friends who ventured to tell him the the Medes and Adiabenians had brought in
truth, was Mithrobarzanes; and he was but their armies; when numbers of Arabians came
ill rewarded for the liberty he had taken. He from the coasts of the Babylonian sea,* Alba-
was sent against Lucullus with three thousand nians from the Caspian, and Iberians from the
hone and a more respectable body of foot, neighbourhood of the Albanians; beside a can-
with orders to take the Roman general alive,
but to tread the rest under nig feet. * The Fenian Quit
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lidrrable body gained by presents and persua- on the east side of the' river. But the liver,
lioo, from those nations about the Araxcs that where it is most, forclable, makes a bend to the
live without regal government; then nothing west. As Lucullus marched hastily down to
was expressed at the king's table or council- that quarter, Tigranes thought he was retreat-
board, but sanguine hopes and barbarian me- ing. Upon this, he called to Taxiles, and said
naces. Taxiles was in danger of his life for with a scornful smile, " Seest thou not these
attempting to oppose the resolution to give bat- invincible Roman legions taking to flight?"
tle, and Mithridatcs himself was ascused of Taxiles answered, " I wish from my soul, my
envying the glorious success that would attend lord, that your good genius may work a mira-
his son-in-law. cle in your favour; but these legions do not

Tigranes, therefore, would not wait for him, use their best accoutrements in a mere march.
lest he should share with him the honour of the They do not wear their polished shields, nor
victory; but advanced immediately with all his take their bright helmets out of their cases, as
forces; and is said to have expressed to his you see they have now done. All this splendid
friends some uneasiness, "That he should appearance indicates their intention to fight,
have to do only with Lucullus, and not try his and to advance against their enemies as fast
strength at once with all the generals of as possible."
Rome." Indeed, these boasts of the king do While Taxiles was yet speaking, they saw
not appear entirely frantic and destitute of rea- the eagle of the foremost legion make a motion
son, while he was surveying so many nations to the right by order of Lucullus, and the co-
and princes under his standard, such astonish- horts proceed in good order to pass the river.
ing numbers of heavy-armed infantry, and so Then Tigranes with much difficulty awaked
many myriads of cavalry. He had twenty thou- from his intoxication, and exclaimed two or
sand archers and slingers, and fifty-five thousand three times, "Are these men coming against
horse, of which seventeen thousand were clad us?" After this, he drew out his forces in a
in steel, according to the account Lucullus sent hasty and disorderly manner; taking himself
to the senate. His infantry,divided into compa- the command of the main body, and giving the
nies and battalions, consisted of a hundred and left wing to the king of the Adiabeians, and
fifty thousand men; and there were thirty-five the right to the king of the Medes. Before
thousand pioneers and other labourers to make this right wing were placed most of the cav
good the roads, to prepare bridges, to cleanse airy that were armed in steel.
the course of rivers, to provide wood, and to As Lucullus was going to pass the river,
answer all the occasions of the army. These some of his officers admonished him to beware
were drawn up behind, to give it a greater ap- of that day, which had been an inauspicious,
pearance of strength and numbers. or, (as they called it) a black one to the Ro-

When he had passed mount Taurus and mans. For on that day Cipio's army was de-
ipread his troops upon the plain, he could see feated by the Cimbri. Lucullus returned that
the Roman army besieging Tigranocerta. The memorable answer, " I will make this day an
mixed multitude of barbarians in the city, like- auspicious one for Rome." It was the sixth
wise saw him, and in a menacing manner point- of October.
ed to their king's armies from the walls. Having thus spoken, and withal exhorted his

Lucullus, before the battle, held a council men to exert themselves, he advanced at the
of war. Some advised him to quit the siege, head of them, against the enemy. He was armra
and meet Tigranes with all hie forces; others with a breastplate of steel formed in scales,
were of opinion, that he should continue the which cast a surprising lustre; and the robe he
siege, and not leave so many enemies behind wore over it was adorned with fringe. He drew
him. He told them that neither, separately, his sword immediately, to shew his troops the
gave good counsel, but both together did. He necessity of coming hatfd to hand, with an en-
therefore divided his forces, and left Murena emy who were accustomed to fight at a distance;
before the place with six thousand men; while and by the vigour of their charge not to leave
he, with the rest of his infantry, consisting of them room to exercise their missive weapons.
twenty-four cohorts, which contained not more Observing that the enemy's heavy-armed caval-
than ten thousand combatants, with all his cav- ry, upon which they placed their chief depend
alry, and about a thousand slingers and arch- ance, was covered by a hill that was plain and
ers, marched against Tiojranes. even at the top, and which,with an extent of only

He encamped on a large plain with a river four furlongs, was not very difficult to ascend,
before him; where his army appearing no more he despatched his Thracian and Gaulish horse,
than a handful, afforded much matter of mirth with orders to take them in Hank, and to strike
to the flatterers of the king. Some ridiculed at nothing but the shafts of their pikes. Their
the diminutive appearance; others' by way of whole strength, indeed, consists in the pike,
jest, cast lots for the spoil. And there was not and they have no other weapon, either often
one of the generals and princes, who did not sive or defensive, that they can use, by reason
come and desire to be employed alone upon of their heavy and unwieldy armour, in which
that service, while Tigranes needed only to they arc, as it were, immured.
"it still and look on. The king, too, thinking Meanwhile he began to climb the hill with
he must shew himself facetious on the occa-two companies of infantry, and the soldiers
sion, made use of that celebrated expression, followed him with great readiness, when they
"That if they came as ambassadors, there saw him, encumbered as he was with his ar-
were too many of them; if as soldiers, too few." mour, the first to labour on foot up the ascent.
Thus they passed the first daj in raillery. When he had reached the summit, he stood on

Next morning at break of day Lucullus drew the most conspicuous part of it, and cried out,
out bia army The camp of the barbarians wai " The victory is ours, niy fellow-soldiers, tb«
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Tictory is ours!" At the same time he advanced found him in the most destitute and deplorable
against the heavy-armed cavalry, and ordered condition, he did not offer him the least insult
his men not to make any use of their javelins, Instead of that, he dismounted, and bewailed
but to come to close action, and to aim their with him their common misfortunes: gave him
blows at their enemies'legs and thighs, in which his own royal equipage, and held up to him a
parts alone they were not armed. There was prospect of better success. They began to levy
no need, however, to put this in execution; for, other forces.
instead of standing to receive the Romans, In Tigranocerta, the Greeks had mutinied
they set up a cry of fear, and most despicably against the barbarians, and wanted to deliver
ln-il without striking a stroke. In their flight, up the city to Lucullus. Accordingly he gave
they and their horses, heavy with armour, ran the assault, and took it. After he had secured
back upon their own infantry, and put them the royal treasures, he gave up the plunder ot
in confusion: insomuch that all those myriads the town to his soldiers, and they found there,
were routed, without standing to receive one besides other rich booty, eight thousand talcnti
wound, or spilling one drop of blood. Multi- in coined money. Lucullus added eight hun-
tudes, however, were slain in their flight, or dred drachmas to each man's share.
rather in their attempt to fly; their ranks being Being informed that there were found in the
eo thick and deep, tliat they entangled and im- town a number of such artists as are requisite
peded each other. in theatrical exhibitions, whom Tigranes had

Tigranes rode off one of the first, with a few collected from all parts, for opening the thea-
attendants; and seeing his son taking his share tre he had built, he made use of them in the
in bis misfortune, he took the diadem from his games and other public diversions 1/1 honour
head, gave it him with tears, and desired him of his victory.
to save himself in the best manner he could by He sent back the Greeks to their own coun
taking some other road. The young prince did tries, and furnished them with necessaries for
not venture to wear it, but put it in the hands that purpose. He likewise permitted the bar-
of one of his most faithful servants, who hap- barians who had been compelled to settle there,
pened afterwards to be taken and brought to to return to their respective abodes. Thus it
Lucullus: by this means the royal diadem of happened that, by the dispersion of the people
Tigranes added to the honours of the spoil. It of one city, many cities recovered their former
ia said that of the foot there fell above a hun- inhabitants. For which reason Lucullus wa«
dred thousund, and of the horse very few es- reverenced by them as a patron and founder.
caped; whereas the Romans had but five kill- He succeeded also in his other undertakings
ed, and a hundred wounded. Antiochus the agreeably to his merit; being more desirous of
philosopher,' in his treatise concerning the the praise of justice and humanity, than of that
Gods, speaking of this action says, the sun which arises from military achievements. For
never beheld such another. Strabo,f another in those the army claims no small part, and
philosopher, in his historical Commentaries, fortune a greater; whereas the other are proofs
informs us that the Romans were ashamed, of a gentle disposition and subdued mind, and
and ridiculed each other, tor having employed by them Lucullus brought the barbarians to
weapons against such vile slaves. And Livy submit without the sword. The kings of the
tells us, the Romans, with such inferior num- Arabs came over to him, and put their posses-
bers, never engaged such a multitude as this. sions in his power; the whole nation of So-
The victors did not, indeed, make up the twen- phane followed their example; and the Gordy-
tieth part of the vanquished. The most able enians were so well inclined to serve him, that
And experienced commanders among the Ro- they were willing to quit their habitations and
mans paid the highest .compliments to the gen- follow him with their wives and children. The
eralship of Lucullus; principally because he cause was this.
had defeated two of the greatest and most pow- Zarbienus, king of Gordyene, unable, as hai
erful kings in the world, by methods entirely been said, to support the tyranny of Tigranes,
different: the one by an expeditious and the applied privately through Appius to Lucullus,
other by a slow process. He ruined Mithri- and desired to be admitted as an ally. Thil
dates, when in the height of his power, by pro- application being discovered, he was put to
tracting the war, and Tigranes by the celerity death with his wife and children, before the
of his movements. Indeed, among all the gen- Romansentered Armenia. Lucullus, however,
erals in the world, there have been very few in- did not forget it, but, as he passed through
stances of any one's availing himself of delay Gordyene, took care that Zarbienus should
for execution, or of expedition for security. have a magnificent funeral, and adorned the

Hence it was, that Mithridates made no pile with gold stuffs and royal vestments found
haste to come to action, or to join Triganes; among the spoils of Tigranes. The Roman
imagining that Lucullus would proceed with general himself set fire to it, and, together,
bis usual caution and slowness. But as soon with the friends and relations of the deceased,
as he met a few Armenians on the road, with offered the accustomed libations: declaring him
the greatest marks of consternation upon them, his friend, and an ally to the Roman people.
he formed some conjecture of what had hap-He caused a monument to be erected to his
pened; and when many more came up naked memory at a considerable expense; for there
and wounOed, he was too well assured of the was found in the treasury of that prince a great
loss, and inquired for Tigranea. Though he quantity of gold and silver; there were found

also in his store-houses three millions of me-

" Antioebai of Ewalon. Cicero wai hl« disciple. dimni of wheat. This was a sufficient provision
for his soldiers; and Lucullus waa much ad-

f Strabo, Ihc geographer ond hijtorian, wa> also a
phllotoplier of lie Sloic form. mired for making the war maintain itself, and
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cairying it on vithout taking one drachma out after Antiochus was subdued Tjy the Romans,
of the public reasury. addressed himself to Artanas king of Armenia.

About this time there came an embassy While he was at that prince's court, beside
from the king of Parthia to solicit his I'nend- instructing him in other important matters, he
"hip and alliance. Lucullus received the pro-pointed out to him a place which, though it then
posal with pleasure, and sent ambassadors in lay neglected, afforded the happiest situation
his turn; who, when they were at that prince's imaginable for a city. He gave him the plan
court, discovered that he was unresolved what of one, and exhorted him to put it in execution.
part to act, and that he was privately treating The king, charmed with the motion, desired
with Tigranes for Mesopotamia, as a reward him to Uke the direction of the work; and in a
for the Huccours with which he should furnish short time there was seen a large aud beautiful
him. As soon as Lucullus was sensible of this, city, which bore that prince's name, and wa«
be determined to let Tigranes and Mithndates declared the metropolis of Armenia.
alone, as adversaries already tired out, and to When Lucullus advanced to lay siege to this
try his strength with the Parthian, by entering place, the patience of Tigranes failed him. He
his territories. He thought it would be glorious, marched in quest of the Romans, and the
if in one expedition, during the tide of good fourth day encamped over against them, being
fortune, like an able wrestler he would throw separated from them only by the river Arsamas,
three princes successively, and traverse the which they must necessarily pass in their march
dominions of three of the most powerful kings to Artaxata. Lucullus having sacrificed to the
under the sun, perpetually victorious. gods, in full persuasion that the victory was

For this reason he sent orders to Sornatius his own, passed over in order of battle with
and his other officers in Pontus, to bring their twelve cohorts in front. The rest were placed
forces to him, as he intended to begin his march in the rear to prevent their being surrounded
for Parthia from Gordyene. These officers by the enemy. For their motions were watched
bad already found their soldiers refractory and by a large select body of cavalry, covered by
obstinate, but now they saw them absolutely some flying squadrons of Mardian archers and
mutinous, and not to be wrought upon by any Iberian spear-men, in whose courage and skill
method of persuasion or of force. On the con- Tigranes, of all his foreign troops, placed the
trary, they loudly declared they would not even highest confidence. Their behaviour, however,
stay there, but would go and leave Pontus did not distinguish them. They exchanged a
itself unguarded. When an account of this few blows with the Roman horse, but did not
behaviour was brought to Lucullus, it cor- wait the charge of the infantry. They dispersed
rupted the troops he had with him: and they and fled, and the Roman cavalry pursued them
were very ready to receive these impressions, in the different routes they had taken.
loaded as they were with wealth, enervated Tigranes now seeing his advantagc,advanced
with luxury, and panting after repose. Upon with his own cavalry. Lucullus was a little
hearing, therefore, of the bold terms in which intimidated at their numbers, and the splendour
the others had expressed themselves, they said of their appearance. He therefore called his
they acted like men, and set an example wor- cavalry off from the pursuit; anil in the mean
thy of imitation; "And surely," continued time was the foremost to advance against the
they, "our services entitle us to a discharge, nobility, who, with the flower of the army,
that we may return to our own country, and were about the king's person. But they fled at
enjoy ourselves in security and quiet." the sight of him without striking a blow. Of

These speeches, and worse than these, the three kings that were then in the action,
coming to the ears of Lucullus, he gave up all the flight of Mithridates seems to have been the
thoughts of his Parthian expedition, and most disgraceful, for he did not stand the very
marched once more against Tigranes. It was shouts of the Romans. The pursuit continued
now the height of summer, and yet when he the whole night,until wearied with the carnage,
had gained the summit of mount Taurus, he and satisfied with the prisoners, and the booty
«aw with regret the corn only green; BO back- they made, the Romans drew off. Livy lelia
ward are the seasons in those parts, by reason us, that in the former battle there were greater
of the cold that prevails there.* He descended, numbers killed and taken prisoners: but in
however, into the plain, and beat the Arme- this, persons of higher quality.
nians who ventured to face him, in two or Lucullus,elevated with his success, resolved
three skirmishes. Then he plundered the vil- to penetrate the upper country, and to finish
lages at pleasure, and, by taking the convoys the destruction of this barbarian prince. It wag
designed for Tigranes, brought that want upon now the autumnal equinox, and he met with
the enemy, which he had dreaded himself. storms he did not expect. The snow fell al-

He omitted no meastira which might bring most constantly, and when the sky was clear.
them to a decisive battle; he drew a line of the frost was so intense, that by reason of the
circumvallation about their camp; he laid extreme cold the horses could hardly drink of
waste their country before their eyes; but they the rivers; nor could they pass them but with
had been too often defeated to think of risking the utmost difficulty, because the ice broke
»n engagement. He therefore marched against and cut the sinews of their legs. Besides, tha
Artaxata the capital of Tigranes, where he had greatest part of their march was through close
left his wives and children; concluding he and woody roads, where the troops were daily
would not suffer it to be taken, without at- wet with the snow that lodged upon the trees;
tempting its relief. and they Ud only damp places wherein to past

It is said that Hannibal, the Carthaginian, the night.
* Thi« particular ii confirmed by modern traveller), They had not, therefore, followed Lucullua

They tell us the mow lies there till Augiut. many days before they began to he refractory
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At first they hart recourse to entreaties, and never oncu suffered his troops to enter any Ore-
icnt their tribunes to intercede for them. cian city, or any other in alliance wilh Home.
Afterwards they met in a more tumultuous While the soldiers were of themselves thus
manner, and their murmurs were heard all ill-disposed, they were made still more muti-
over the camp by night; and this, perhaps, is nous by the demagogues at home; who,througb
the surest token of a mutiny. Lucullua tried envy to Lucullus, accused him of protracting
what every milder measure could do; he ex- the war from a love of command and of the
horted them only to compose themselves a lit- riches it procured him. He had almost the
tJe longer, until they had destroyed the Arme- entire direction (they said) of Cilicia, Asia,
nian Carthage, huilt by Hannibal, the greatest Bithynia, Paphlagonia, Galatia, Pontus. Arme-
enemy to the Roman name. But, finding his nia, and all the provinces as far as the Phasis:
eloquence ineffectual, he marched back, and and now he was pillaging the royal palaces of
passed the ridge of mount Taurus another way. Tigranes, as if he had been sent to strip, not
He came down into Mygdonia, an open and to subdue kings. So Lucius Qumtius, one of
fertile country, where stands a great and pop- the tribunes, is said to have expressed himself;
ulous city, which the barbarians called Nisi- the same who was principally concerned in
bis, and the Greeks Antioch of Mygdonia.* procuring a decree that Lucullus should have
Gouras, brother to Tigranes, had the title of a successor sent him, and that most of hii
governor, on account of his dignity; but the troops should have their discharge.
commander in fact wag Callimachus, who, by To these misfortunes was added another,
his great abilities as an engineer, had given which absolutely ruined the affairs of Lucullui.
Lucullus so much trouble at Amisus. Publius Claudius, a man of the utmost inso-

Lucullua, having invested the place, availed lence and effrontery, was brother to his wife,
himself of all the arts that are used in a siege, who was so abandoned a woman, that it wa§
and pressed the place with so much vigour believed she had a criminal commerce with
that he carried it sword in hand. Gouras sur- him. He now bore arms under Lucullus, and
rendered himself, and he treated him with great imagined he had not the post he deserved; for
humanity. He would not,however, listen to Cal- he wanted the first; and on account of his dis-
limachus, though he offered to discover to him orderly life, many were put before him. Find-
a vast quantity of hidden treasure; but put him ing this, he practised with the Fimbrian troops,
in fetters, in order that he might suffer capital and endeavoured to set them against LucuJlug,
punishment for setting fire to the city of Ami- by flattering speeches and insinuations,to which
sus, and by that means depriving him of the they were neither unaccustomed nor unwilling
honour of shewing his clemency to the Greeks. to attend. For these were the men whom

Hitherto one might say,fortune had foliowed Fimbria had formerly persuaded to kill the
Lucullus, and fought for him. But from this consul Flaccus, and to appoint him their gen-
time the gales of her favour fell; he could do eral. Still retaining such inclinations, they re-
nothing but with infinite difficulty, and struck ceived Clodiuswith pleasure,and called him the
upon every rock in his way. He behaved, soldier's friend. He did, indeed, pretend to
indeed, with all the valour and persevering be concerned at their sufferings, and used to
spirit of a good general, but his actions had no gay,-"Shall there no period be put to their
longer their wonted glory and favourable ac- wars and toils; shall they go on fighting one
ceptance with the world. Nay, tossed as he nation after another, and wear out their lives
was on the waves of fruitless contention, he in wandering over the world? And what is the
was in danger of losing the glory he had al- reward of so many laborious expeditions?
ready acquired. For great part of his mis- what, but to guard the wagons and camels of
fortunes he might blame himself, because, in Lucullus,loaded with cups of gold and precious
the first place, he would never study to oblige stones? Whereas Pompey's soldiers, already
the common soldiers, but looked upon every discharged, sit down with their wives and
compliance with their inclinations as the source children upon fertile estates, and in agreeable
of his disgrace and the destruction of his au- towns; not for having driven Mithridates ,ind
thority. What was of still greater conse-Tigranes into inaccessible deserts,and destroy-
quence, he could not behave in an eas,y, affable ing the royal cities in Asia, but for fighting
manner to those who were upon a footing with with fugitives in Spain and slaves in Italy. If
him in point of rank and birth, but treated we must for ever have our swords in our hands,
them with haughtiness, and considered himself let us reserve all our hearts, and what remain!
au greatly their superior.- These blemishes of our limbs, for a general who thinks the
Lucullus had amidst many perfections. He wealth of his men his greatest ornament."
T/as tall, well made, graceful, eloquent, and These complaints against Lucullus corrupt-
had abilities for the administration as well as ed his soldiers in such a manner, that they
for the field. would neither follow him against Tigranes,nor

Sallust tells us, the soldiers were ill-affected yet against Mithridates, who from Armenia had
to Uim from the beginning of the war, because thrown himself into Pontus, and was beginning
he made them keep the field two winters suc- to recover his authority there. They pretended
cessively, the one before Cizycum and the it was impracticable to march in winter, ano
other before Amisus. The rest of the winters therefore loitered in Gordyene, expecting
were very disagreeable to them; they either Pompey or some other general would come a*
passed them in hostilities against some enemy; successor to Lucullus. But when intelligence
or, i-.' they happened to be among friends, they was brought that Mithridates had defeated
weri obliged to live in tents. For Lucullus Fabius, and was marching against Sornatius

" It was called Antioch, because, in its delicious and Triarius, they were ashamed of their in-
w>IU and pleasing situation, it resembled the Antioch action, and told Lucullus he might lead them
"I Dapliut. wherever he pleased.
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1 riarius being informed of the approach o: found the matter still more in* ilious. La-
Ijucullus, was ambitious, before he arrived, t cullus had no longer the power either of re-
»eize the victory which he thought perfect! warding or punishing. Pompey suffered no man
secure; in consequence of which he hazardet to wait upon him about any business whatever,
and lost a great battle. It is said that abou or to pay any regard to the regulations he
seven thousand Romans were killed, among had made in concurrence with the ten com-
whom were a hundred and fifty centurions, am missioners. He forbade it by express and pub-
twenty-four tribunes. Mithridates likewise took lic orders; and his influence was great, on
their camp. Lucullus arrived a few days after account of his coming with a more respectable
fortunately enough for Triarius, whom he con army.
cealed from the soldiers, who wanted to wreak Vet their friends thought it proper that they
their vengeance upon him. should come to an interview; and accordingly

As Milhridates avoided an action with they did so in a village of Galatia. They ad-
cullus, and chose to wait for Tigranes, who dressed each other with much politeness, and
was coming with a great army, Lucullus, in with mutual complimcntson their great success.
order to prevent their junction, determined to Lucullus was the older man, but Pompey had
go in quest of Tigranes once more. But as he superior dignity, for he had commanded in more
was upon his march, the Fimbrians mutinied wars, arid had been honoured with two tri-
and deserted his standard, alleging that they umphs. Each had the forces carried before
were discharged by an express decree, and no lira, adorned with a laurel on account of their
longer obliged to serve under Lucullus, when respective victories; but as Pompey had travel-
those provinces were consigned to another. ed a long way through dry and parched coun-
Lucullus, on this occasion, submitted to many ries, the laurels about hisyiisccs were withered.
things beneath his dignity. He applied to the pri- The lictors that preceded Lucullus observing
vate men one by one, going round to their tents this, freely gave them a sufficient quantity of
with a supplicating aspect and with tears in his their fresh and green ones: which Pompey's
eyes; nay, he condescended to lake some of 'nends considered as an auspicious circum-
them by the hand. But they rejected all his stance. And, in fact, the great actions of Lu-
advances, and throwing down their empty cullus did cast a lustre over this expedition of
purses before him, bade him go and fight the ;"ompey.
enemy himself, since he was the only person This interview however, had no good effect,
that knew how to make his advantage of it. hey parted with greater rancour in their hearts

However, as the other soldiers interposed, han they entertained at their meeting. Pom-
the Fimbrians were prevailed upon to stay all >ey annulled the acts of Lucullus; and taking
the summer, on condition that if no enemy faced he rest of his troops from him, left him only
them in the field, during that time, they should ixteen hundred men for his triumph; and even
be at liberty to retire. Lucullus was obliged hese followed him with reluctance. So ill
either to accept this proposal, or to abandon [ualified, or so unfortunate, was Lucullus, with
the country, or to leave it an easy prey to the cspect to the first and greatest requisite in a
barbarians. He kept the troops together, there- jeneral, g.iining the hearts ofliis soldiers Had
fore, without pretending to exercise any act of his been added to his many other great and ad-
power upon them, or to lead them out to bat- mirable talents, his courage, his vigilance, hia
tle; thinking it all he could expect, if they rudence and justice, the Roman empire would
would but remain upon the spot. At the same lot have been terminated, on the side of Asia,
time he looked on, while Tigranes was ravag- >y the Euphrates, but by the Hyrcanian sea
ing Cappadocia, and Mithridatea was growing nd the extremities of the earth. For Tigranes
itrong and insolent again; though he had ac- iad already conquered the other nations; and
quainted the senate by letter that he v.as abso- tie power of the Parthians was neither eo
lutely conquered, and deputies were come to real nor so united in itself, during this expe-
settle the affairs of Pontus, as a province en- ition of Lucullus, as it was afterwards in the
tirely reduced. These deputies on their arri- ime of Crassus. On the contrary, they were
val, found that he was not even master of him- weakened by intestine wars and by hostilities
self, but exposed to every instance of insult nth their neighbours, insomuch that they were
and contempt from his own soldiers. Nay, ot able to repel the insults of the Armenians.
they treated their general with such wanton n my opinion, indeed, the advantages which
mockery, as, when the summer was passed, to s country reaped from Lucullus were not
arm, and challenge the enemy who were now quivalcnt to the calamities which he occasion-
retired into quarters. They shouted as in the d others to bring upon it. The trophies of
charge, made passes in the air, and then left irmenia, just in the neighbourhood of Parthia,
the camp, calling Lucullus to witness that they lie palms of Tigranocerta and Nisibis, with
had staid the time they promised him. 11 their vast wealth carried in triumph to

Pompey wrote to the other legions to attend Jome, and the captive diadem of Tigranes
him. For, through his interest with the people, doming the show, drew Crassus into Asia;
and the flattering insinuations of the orators, as if its barbarous inhabitants had been a sure
he was already appointed general against Mith- ana easy prey.-However, when he met tha
ridates and Tigranes. To the senate, indeed, Parthian arrows, he soon found that the suc-
and all the best of the Romans, Lucullus ap- cess of Lucullus was owing to his own courag*
peared to have very hard treatment, since a and capacity, and not to the folly and effemi
person was sent to succeed him, not so much nacy of the enemy.
in the war, as in his triumph: and he was Upon his return to Rome, Lucullus found
robbed rather of the prize of honour than of his brother Marcus impeached by Memmius,
*he command. Those that were upon the spot for the practices he had given into during hli
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quirslorship, by order of Sylla.-And when the distempered measures of Marius; who.
Marcus was acquitted, Memmius turned against after his victories over the Cimbri, and all hii
Lucullus himself; alleging that he had convert- glorious acmevements, was not content with
ed a great deal of the booty to his own private the admiration of his countrymen, but from an
use, and had wilfully protracted the war. By insatiable thirst of power, contended, in the de-
these means he endeavoured to exasperate the cline of life, with the ambition of young men,
people against him, and to prevail with them falling into dreadful crimes, and into sufferings
to refuse him his triumph. Lucullus was in still more dreadful. "How much happier,"
great danger of losing it; but at this crisis, the said they, " would it have been for Cicero if
Brut and greatest men in Rome mixed with the he had retired after the affair of Cataline; and
tribes, and after much canvassing and the most for Scipio, if he had furled his sails, when he
engaging application, with great difficulty pro- had added Numantia to Carthage. For there is
cured him the triumph. a period when we should bid adieu to political

Its glory did not consist, like that of others, contests; these, as well as those of wrestlers,
In the length of the procession, or in the aston- being absurd, when the strength and vigour of
ishing pomp and quantity of spoils, but in ex- life is gone."
hibiting the enemy's arms, the ensigns and other On the other hand, Crassus and Pompey ridi-
warlike equipage of the kings. With these he culed Lucullus for giving into a life of pleasure
had adorned the Circus Flaminius, and they and expense; thinking it full as unseasonable
made a very agreeable and respectable show. at his time of life to plunge into luxury, as to
In the procession there were a few of the heavy- direct the administration, or lead armies into
armrd cavalry, and ten chariots armed with the field. Indeed, the life of Lucullus doei
scythes. These were followed by sixty gran- look like the ancient comedy,* where first we
dees, either friends or lieutenants of the kings. see great actions, both political and military,
After them were drawn a hundred and ten gal- and afterwards feasts, debauches, (I had almost
leys with brazen beaks. The next objects were said masquerades,) races by torch-light, and
a statue of Mithridates in massy gold, full six every kind of frivolous amusement. For among
feet high, and his shield set with precious stones. frivolous amusements, I cannot but reckon his
Then came up twenty exhibitions of silver ves- sumptuous villas, walks and baths, and still
sels, and two-and-thirty more of gold cups, more so, the paintings, statues, and other
arms, and gold coin. All these things were works of art, which he collected at an im-
borne by men. These were followed by eight mense expense; idly squandering away upon
mules which carried beds of gold, and fifty-six them the vast fortune which he had amassed
more loaded with silver bullion. After these in the wars.f Insomuch, that even now, when
came a hundred and seven other mules, bearing luxury has made so much greater advances, the
silver coin to the amount of nearly two millions gardens of Lucullus are numbered with those
seven hundred thousand drachmas. The pro- of kings, and the most magnificent even of
cession was closed with the registers of the those. When Tubero, the Stoic, beheld hii
money with which he had furnished Pompey for works on the eea-coast, near Naples, the hilU
the war with the pirates, what he had remitted he had evacuated for vaults and cellars, the
the quaestors for the public treasury, and the reservoirs he had formed about his houses, to
distribution he had made a^nong the soldiers at receive the sea for the feeding of his fish, and
the rate of nine hundred and fifty drachmas his edifices in the sea itself; the philosopher
each man.-The triumph concluded with a called him Xerxes in a gown.f Beside these,
magnificent entertainment provided for the he had the most superb pleasure-houses in the
whole city and the adjacent villages. country near Tusculum, adorned with grand

He now divorced Clodia for her infamous in- galleries and open saloons, as well for th«
trigues, and married Servilia the sister of Cato, prospect as for walks. Pompey, on a visit
but this second match was not more fortunate there, blamed Lucullus for having made the
than the first. Servilia wanted no stain which villa commodious only for the summer, and ab-
Clidia had, except that of a commerce with solutely uninhabitable in the winter. Lucul-
her brothers. In other respects she was equal- lus answered with a smile, "What then do you
ly profligate and abominable. He forced him- think I have not so much sense as the cranes
self, however, to endure her a long time, out of and storks, which change their habitations with
reverence to Cato, but at last repudiated her the seasons.'"
too. A prator, who wanted to exhibit magnificent

The senate had conceived great hopes of games, applied to Lucullus for some purple
Lucullus, that he would prove a counterpoise robes for the chorus in his tragedy; and he
to the tyranny of Pompey, and a protector of told him, he would inquire whether he could
the whole patrician order; the rather because
he had acquired so much honour and authority * The ancient satirical or comic nieces were partif
by his great actions. He gave up the cause, tragical, and parlly comical. The Cyclops of Euripi
however, and quitted all pretensions to the ad-dcs is the only piece of lliat kind which is ciUni.
ministration: whether it was that he saw the f Plutarch's philosophy seems a little too severe OB
constitution in too sickly and declining a con- this occasion , for it is uot easy to see how public for-

tunes of this kind can be more properly laid out tliaa
dition to be corrected; or whether, as others in the encouragement of the arts. It is to be observed.
wilJ have it, that being satiated with public however, that Ihf immense weaJlh Lucujlut rcscFtca
honours, and having gone through many la- to himself in In.. Asiatic eipedition, in some measure
bours and conflicts which had not the most for- justifies the complaints of his army on that subject.
tunate issue, he chose to retire to a life of ease | This refers to the hills Lucullus bored for the com-

pltLiou of his vaults, or for the adtniuiou of water.
and indulgence. And they commend this Xcrxea Irad bored through N*iunl Albo*, and made a
change in his conduct, as much better than passage uadef it for bu shipi.
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fomifh him or not. Next day he asked how I " Nothing could be more agreeable ;" and
many he wanted. The praetor answered, "A I pressed them to come to his house. " Thea
hundred would be sufficient:" Upon which, we will wait on you," said Cicero, " this
Lucullus said, " He might have twice that num- evening, on condition you give us nothing but
ber if he pleased." The poet Horace makes what is providea for yourself." Lucullus maue
this remark on the occasion, some difficulty of accepting the condition, and

desired them to put off their favour till an-
Poor is the house, where plenty has not itorei other day. But they insisted it should be thatThai iniss the master'* eye 

His daily repasts were like those of a man 
very evening, and would not suffer him to
speak to his servants, lest he should ordor

suddenly grown rich; pompous, not only in some addition to the supper. Only, at his re-
the beds, which were covered with purple quest, they allowed him to tell one of them in
carpets, the side-boards of plate set with pre- their presence, " He should sup that evening
cious stones, and all the entertainment winch in the Apollo;" which was the name of one
musicians and comedians could furnish; but of his most magnificent rooms. The persons
in the vast variety and exquisite dressing of invited had no notion of his stratagem; but, it
the provisions. These things excited the ad- seems, each of his dining-rooms had its par-
miration of men of unenlarged minds. Poin- ticular allowance for provisions, and service of
pey, therefore, was highly applauded for the plate, as well as other furniture. So that the
answer he gave his physician in a fit of sick- servants, hearing what room he would sup in,
ness. The physician had ordered him to eat knew very well what expense they were to go
a thrush, and his servants told him, " That to, and what side-board and carpets they were
as it was summer, there were no thrushes to use. The stated charge of an entertainment
to be found, except in the menageries of Lu- in the Apollo was fifty thousand drachmas,
cullus." Bui he would not suffer them to ap- and the whole sum was laid out that evening.
ply for them there; and said to his physician, Pompey, of course, when he saw so vast and
"Must Pompey then have died, if Lucullus expensive a provision, was surprised at the ex-
had not been an epicure?" At the same time, pedition with which it was prepared. In this
he bade them provide him something which respect, Lucullus used his riches with all the
was to be had without difficulty. disregard one might expect to be shewn to so

Cato, though he was a friend as well as a many captives and barbarians.
relation to Lucullus, was so much displeased But the great expense he incurred in collect-
with the luxury in which he lived, that when ing books,deserves a serious approbation. The
a young man made a long and unseasonable number of volumes was great, and they were
speech in the house about frugality and tem- written in elegant hands; yet the use he made
perance, Cato rose up and said, " Will you of them was more honourable than the acqui-
never have done? Do you, who have the sition. His libraries were open to all: theGreeki
wealth of Crassus, and live like Lucullus, pre- repaired at pleasure to the galleries and porti
tend to speak like Cato?" But some, though cos, as to the retreat of the Muses, and there
they allow that there was such a rebuke, say spent whole days in conversation on matters
it came from another person. of learning; delighted to retire to such a scene

That Lucullus was not only delighted with from business and from care. Lucullus him-
this way of living, but even piqued himsitlf self often joined these learned men in their
upon it, appears from several of his remarkable walks, and conferred with them; and when he
sayings. He entertained, for a considerable was applied to about the affaire of their coun-
time, some Greeks who had travelled to Rome, try, he eave them his assistance and advice. So
till remembering the simplicity of diet in their that his house was in fact an asylum and senate-
own country, they were ashamed to wait on house to all the Greeks that visited Rome.
him any longer, and desired to be excused on He had >. veneration for philosophy in gen
account of the daily expense they brought upon eral, and there was no sect which he abso
him. He smiled, and said, " It is true, my lutclv rejfcjted. But his principal and original
Grecian friends, some part of this provision is attachment was to the Academy; not that which
for you, but the greatest part is for Lucullus." is called the new, though that flourished and
Another time, when he happened to sup alone, was supported by Philo, who walked in the
and saw but one table and a very moderate steps of Carneades; hut the old Academy,
provision, he called the servant who had the whose doctrines were then taught by Antiochus
care of these matters, ard expressed his dis- of Ascalon, a man of the most persuasive
satisfaction. The servant sa'.d, he thought, powers. Lucullus sought his friendship with
as nobody was invited, his master would not great avidity; and having prevailed with him
Want an expensive g'ipper. " What!" said he, to give him his company, set him to oppose the
" didst thou not kn >w that this evening Lu- disciples of Philo. Cicero was of the number.
cullus sups with Lucullus?" As this was the and wrote an ingenious book against the old
subject of much conversation in Rome, Cicero Academy, in which he makes Lucullus defend
and Pompey addressed him one day in the the principal doctrine in dispute, namely, that
Jorum, when he appeared to be perfectly dis- there is such a thing ascertain knowledge, and
engaged. Cicero was one of his most intimate himself maintains the contrary. The book is
friends, and though he had some difference entitled LUCULLUS. They were, indeed, as
with Pompey about the command of the army, we have observed, sincere friends, and acted
yet they used to see each other, and converse upon the same principle in the administration
freely and familiarly. Cicero, after the com- For Lucullus had not entirely abandoned th»
mon salutations, asked him, "Whether he was concerns of government; he only gave up the
»» leisure to see company?" He answered, point as to the first influence and direction.
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The contest for that, he saw, might be attended received, shewed plainly, that he was killed bj
not only with danger and disgrace, and there- theperaons who suborned him.
fore he soon left it to Crassus and Cato. When This event made Lucullus still more unwil
he had refused to take the lead, those who ling to interfere in the concerns of government,
looked upon the power of Pompey with a sus-and when Cicero was banished, and Cato sent
picious eye, pitched upon Crassus and Cato to to Cyprus, he quitted them entirely- It is said,
support the patrician interests. Lucullus, not- that his understanding gradually failed, and
withstanding, gave his attendance in thejbrum, that before his death, it was absolutely gone
"""hen the business of his friends required it; Cornelius Nepos, indeed, asserts that this fail
tnd he did the same in the senate-house, when ure of his intellects was not owing to sicknest
there was any ambitious design of Pompey to or old age, but to a potmn given him by an
combat He got Pompey's orders annulled, enfranchised slave of his, named Callisthencs.
which he had made after the conquest of the Nor did Callisthenes give him it as a poison,
two kings; and, with the assistance of Calo, but as a love potion. Howevi;r, instead of
threw out his bill for a distribution of lands conciliating his master's regards to him, it de-
among his veterans. prived him of his senses; so that, during the

This threw Pompey into the arms of Cras- last years of his life, his brother had the care
lus and Caesar, or rather, he conspired with of his estate.
them against the commonwealth; and having Nevertheless, when he died, he was as much
filled the city with soldiers, drove Cato and regretted by the people, as if he had departed
Lucullus out of the forum, and got his acts in that height of glory to which his merit in
established by force. war and in the administration had raised him.

As these proceedings were highly resented They crowded to the procession; and the body
by all who had the interest of their country at being carried into the forum by some young
heart, Pompey's party instructed one Vectius men of the first quality, they insisted it should
to act a part; and gave it out that they had de- be buried in the campus martius, as that of
tected him in a design against Pompey's life. Sylla had been. As this was a motion entirely
When Vectius was examined in the senate, he unexpected, and the preparations for the fune-
said, it was at the instigation of others; but in ral there could not easily be made, his brother,
the assembly of the people he affirmed, Lu- with much entreaty, prevailed with them to
cullus was the man who put him upon it. No have the obsequies performed on the Tusculan
one gave credit to the assertion; and a few estate, where every thing was provided for
days after, it was very evident that the wretch that purpose. Nor did he long survive him.
was suborned to accuse an innocent man, when As he had followed him close in the course of
bis dead body was thrown out of the prison. years and honours, so he was not far behind
Pompey's party said, he had laid violent hands him in his journey to the grave; to which ha
upon himself; hut the marks of the cord that bore the character of the best and most affec-
had strangled him, and of the blows he had tionate of brothers.

CIMON AND LUCULLUS COMPARED.

WE cannot but think the exit of Lucullus hap- templation, furnish the most suitable retreat
py, as he did not live to see that change in the for a man in years, who has bid adieu to mili-
constitution which fate was preparing for his tary and political pursuits. But to propose
Country in the civil wars. Though the com- pleasure as the end of great achievements,
monwealth was in a sickly state, yet he left it and, after long expeditions and commands, to
free. In this respect, the case of Cimon was lead up the dance of Venus, and riot in her
particularly similar. For he died while Greece smiles, was so far from being worthy of the
was at the height of her prosperity, and before famed Academy, and a follower of the sage
she was involved in those troubles which Xenocrates, that it rather became a disciple of
proved so fatal to her. It is true, there is this Epicurus. This is the more surprising, be-
difference: Cimon died in his camp, in the cause Cimon seems to have spent his youth in
office of general, not like a man, who, fa- luxury and dissipation, and Lucullus in letteri
tigued with war, and avoiding its conflicts, and sobriety. It is certainly another thing,
sought the reward of his military labours and notwithstanding, to change for the better; and
of the laurels he had won, in the delicacies of happier is the nature in which vices gradually
the table and the joys of wine. In this view, die, and virtue flourishes.
Plato was right in the censure of the followers They were equally wealthy, but did not
of Orpheus,* who had placed the rewards of apply their riches to the same purposes. For
futurity, provided for the good, in everlasting we cannot compare the palace at Naples and
intoxication. No doubt, case, tranquillity, the Belvideres amidst the water, which Lu-
literary researches, and the pleasures of con- cullus erected with the barbarian spoils, to the

south wall of the citadel, which Cimon built
* The passage licre alluded lo, is in the stoond book with the treasure he brought from the wari.

»f Plalo's Republic. Plalo censures not Orpheus, but
}lus2us and liis sun, for trachmg thin dnctrme. Mu- Nor can the sumptuous table of Lucullui,
ixus and his sou Eumolpui were, however, disciples which savoured too much of Eastern magnifi-
of Orjiliciu. cence be put in competition with the open and
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oenevolent table of Cimon. The one, at a mod-rant of the grievances of his o -iny, which ended
erate charge, daily nourished great numbers n so incurable an aversion or unwilling to
of poor; the other, at a vast expense, pleased "edress them.
the appetites of a few of the rich and the vo- This he has in common with Cimon, that be
luptuous. Perhaps, indeed, some allowance was impeached by his countrymen. The Athe-
must be made for the difference of the time. nians, it is true, went farther; they baninhtr
We know not, whether Cimon, if he had lived Cimon by the ostracism, th t they might not
to be old, and retired from the concerns of as Plato expresses it, hear his voice foi ten
war and of the state, might not have given 'ears. Indeed, the proceedings of the aristo-
into a more pompous and luxurious way of liv- :ratical party are seldom acceptable to the
ing: for he naturally loved wine and company, >cople; for while they are oMiged to use some
was a promoter of public feasts and games, violence for the correction of what is amiss,
and remarkable, aa we have observed, for his heir measures resemble th.: bandages of sur-
inclination for the sex. But glorious enter- geons, which are uneasy at i1 e same time that
prises and great actions, being attended with hey reduce the dislocation But in this ree-
pleasures of another kind, leave no leisure for >ect perhaps we may exculpate both the one
inferior gratifications; nay, they banish them and the other.
from the thoughts of persons of great abilities Lucullus carried his arms much the farthest.
for the field and the cabinet. And if Lucullus He was the first who led a Roman army over
bad finished his days in high commands and Mount Taurus, and passed the Tigris. He
amidst the conflicts of war, I am persuaded took and burned the royal cities of Asia, Ti-
the most envious caviller could have found rranocerta, Cabira, Sinope, Nisibis, in the
nothing to reproach him with. So much with light of their respective kings. On the north
tenpect to their way of living. it- penetrated as far as the Phasis, on the east

As to their military character, it is certain .o Media, and on the south to the Red Sea,
they were able commanders both at sea and the favour and assistance of the princes of
land. But as the champions, who in one day Arabia. He overthrew the armies of the two
gained the garland not only in wrestling but in great kings, and would certainly have taken
the Pancration," are not simply called victors, .hem, had they not fled, like savages, into dis-
but by the custom of the games, thejlowers of tant solitudes and inaccessible woods. A cer-
the victory; so Cimon, having crowned Greece tain proof of the advantage Lucullus had in
with two victories gained in one day, the one this respect, is, that the Persians, as if they had
at land, the other a naval one, deserve some suffered nothing from Cimon, soon made head
preference in the list of generals. against the Greeks, and cut in pieces a great

Lucullus was indebted to his country for his army of theirs in Egypt; whereas Tigrjnes and
power, and Cimon promoted the power of his Mithridates could affect nothing after the blow
country. The one found Rome commanding they had received from Lucullus. Mithridates,
the allies, and under her auspices extended enfeebled by the conflicts he had undergone,
her conquests; the other found Athens obey- did not once venture to face Pompey in the
ing instead of commanding, and yet gained her field: instead of that, he lied to the Bosphorus,
the chief authority among her allies, as well as and there put a period to his life. As for Ti-
conquered her enemies. The Persians he de- jranes, he delivered himself, naked and unarm-
feated, and drove them out of the sea, and he ed, to Pompey, look his diadem from his head,
persuaded the Lacedaemonians voluntarily to and laid it at his feet; in which he compliment-
surrender the command. ed Pompey, not with what was his own, but

If it be the greatest work of a general to with what belonged to the laurels of LucuLlua.
bring his men to obey him from a principle of The poor prince, by the joy with which he re-
affection, we shall find Lucullus greatly defi- ceived the ensigns of royalty again, confessed
cient in this respect. He was despised by his that he had absolutely lost them. However, he
own troops, whereas Cimon commanded the must be deemed the greater general, as well aa
veneration, not only of his own soldiers, but of the greater champion, who delivers las adversa-
all the allies. The former was deserted by ry, weak and breathless, to the next combatant.
his own, and the latter was courted by stran- Besides, Cimon found the king ofPersja ex-
gers. The one set out with a fine army, and tremely weakened, and the pride of his peo-
returned alone, abandoned by that army; the ple humbled, by the losses and defeats they had
other went out with troops subject to the orders experienced from Themistocles, Pausanias,
they should receive from another general, and and Leotychidas; and their hands could not
at his return they were at the head of the whole make much resistance, when their hearts were
league. Thus he gained three of the most gone. But Lucullus met Tigranes fresh and
difficult points imaginable, peace with the ene- unfoiled, elated and exulting m the battles h»
my, the lead among the allies, and a good un- had fought and the victories he had won Nor
derstanding with Sparta. is the number of the enemy's troops which

They both attempted to conquer great king- Cimon defeated, in the least to be compared
doms, and to subdue all Asia, but their pur- to that of those who gave battle to Lucullus.
poses were unsuccessful. Cimon's course was In short, when we weigh all the advantages
"topped by fortune; he died with his commis- of each of these great men, it is hard t.o say to
«ion in his hand, and in the height of his pros-which side the balance inclines. Heaven ap-
perity. Lucullus, on the other hand, cannot pears to have favoured both; directing the one
possibly be excused, as to the loss of his au- to what he should do, and waining the other
thority, since he must either have been ip what he should avoid. So that the gods bore

v The Pancratioo consisted of boxine and vrreitliD? witness of their virtue, and regarded them ai
persons in whom there was something divioe.

AA
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NICIAS.

WE have pitched upon Crassus, as a proper a sophist; and when that spirit of contest at*
penon to be put in parallel with Nicias; and the tempts things inimitable, it is perfectly absurd.
mirtbrtunes which bcfcl the one in Parthia, with Since, therefore, it is impossible to piss over
those which overtook the other in Sicily. But in eilence those actions of Nicias which Thu-
"we have an apology to make to the reader on cydides and Philistus have recorded; espe
an-.ther account. As we are now undertaking dally such aa indicate his manners and dispo-
a 'nstory, where Thucydides in the pathetic sition, which often lay concealed under the
La* even outdone himself, and in energy and weight of his misfortunes; we shall give aa
variety of composition ia perfectly inimitable; abstract from them of what appears most ne-
w» hope no one will suspect we have the am- cessary, lest we should be accused of negli-
biMon of Timajus, who flattered himself he gence or indolence. As for other matters not
could exceed the power of Thucydides, and generally known, which are found scattered
m^ke Philistus* pass for an inelegant and ordi- in historians or in ancient inscriptions and de-
nary writer. Under the influence of that de- crees, we shall collect them with care; not to
ception, Timxns plunges into the midst of the gratify a useless curiosity, but by drawing from
tattles both at eea and land, and speeches in them the true lines of this general's character,
which those historians shine the most. How- to serve the purposes of real instruction.
ever, he soon appears, The first thing I shall mention relating to

Nut like a footman by the Lydian car, him, is the observation of Aristotle: That
three of the most worthy men in Athens, who

"a Pindar expresses it, but a shallow puerile had a paternal regard and friendship for the
writer ft or, to use the words of the poet people, were Nicias the son of Niceratus,
Diphilus, Thucydides the son of Milesias, and Thera-

A heavy animal, menes the son of Agnon. The last, indeed,
Ca»ed in Sicilian lard 

was not so remarkable in this respect as the
Sometimes he falls into the dreams of Xenar- other two. For he had been reproached with
chus:J as where he says, "He could not but con- his birth, as a stranger come from the Isle of
sider it as a bad omen for the Athenians, that Ceos; and from his want of firmness, or rather
they had a general with a name derived from versatility, in matters of government, he wai
victory,§ who disapproved the exhibition." As called the Buskin.*
also, " That by the mutilation of the Hermae, Thucydides was the oldest of the three; and
the gods presigmfied that they should suffer most when Pericles acted a flattering part to the peo-
in the Syracusajn war from Hermocrates the son ple, he often opposed him in behalf of the no-
of Hcrmon."|| And again, " It is probable bility. Though Nicias was much the younger
that Hercules assisted the Syracusans, be- man, he gamed some reputation while Peri-
cause Proserpine delivered up Cerberus to cles lived, insomuch that he was several timei
him; and that he was offended at the Athe- his colleague in the war, and often command-
nians for supporting the jEgesteans, who were ed alone. But when Pericles died, he waa
descended from the Trojans, his mortal ene- soon advanced to the head of the administra-
mies, whose city he had sacked, in revenge for tion, particularly by the influence of the rich
the injuries he had received from Laomedon." and great, who hoped he would prove a bar-
He made these fine observations with the same rier against the daring insolence of Cleon.
discernment which put him upon finding fault He had, however, the good wishes of the peo-
with the language of Philistus, and censuring ple, and they contributed their share to his ad-
the writings of Plato and Aristotle. vancement.

For my part, I cannot but think, all emula- It is true, Cleon had a considerable interest,
tion and jealousy about expression, betray a which he gained by making his court to the
littleness of mind, and IB the characteristic of old men, and by his frequent donations to the

poor citizens. Yet even many of those whom
* Philistus was so able a writer, that Cicero call* he studied to oblige, seeing his avarice and

him the younger Thucydides. effrontery, came over to Nicias. For thet TiuiaMis might have his vanity; and, if he hoped
-to excel Thucydides, he certainly had. Yet Cicrro gravity of Nicias had nothing austere or mo-
cod Diodorus speak or him as a very able historian. rose in it, but was mixed with a reverence for
Longiuus reconciles the censure and the praise. He the people in which fear seemed to be preva-
"ays, sometimes you find him in the grand and sublime. lent, and consequently was very agreeable toBut, blind to his own defects, he is much inclined to
censure others, and is so fond of thinking out of the them. Indeed, he was naturally timid and
common road, that he often sinlu into the utmost pu- cold-hearted; but this defect was concealed
erility. by the long course of success with which for-

I Xcnarchug, the Peripatetic, was master to Strabo; tune favoured his expeditions. And his timid-
and Xenarchus, the comic poet, was author of several ity in the assemblies of the people, and dreadpieces of humour : but we know no historian of that
Dame. of persons who made a trade of impeachments,

6 That is, Nicias. Nice signifies victorii. was a popular thing. It contributed not t
jj Lonirinus quotes this passage as an example of the

frigid style, and of those puerilities he had condemned * The form of the buskin was such, that it might bt
in Time uj worn indifferently on either leg.
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little to gain him the regards of the multitude, he left in Delos as a monument of hia benefac-
who are afraid of those that despise them, and tion. As for the palm-tree, it was broken by
love to promote those that fear them, because the winds, and the fragment falling upon a
in general, the greatest honour they can hope great statue,* which the people of Nazos had
to obtain, is not to be despised by the great. set up, demolished it.

As Pericles kept the reins of government in It is obvious that most of these tilings were
his hands, b^mcans of real virtue, and by the done for osteatation, and with a view to popu-
force of his eloquence, he had no need to hold larity. Nevertheless, we may collect from the
out false colours, or to use any artifice with rest of his life and conduct, that religion had
the people. Nicias was deficient in those the principal share in these dedications, and
great endowments, but had superior riches; that popularity was but a secondary motive
and he applied them to the purposes of popu-For he certainly was remarkable for his fear of
larity. On the other hand, he could not, like the gods, and, as Thucydides observes, he wa«
Cleon, divert and draw the people by an pious to a degree of superstition.! It '9 relat-
easy manner and the sallies of buffoonery; and ed in the Dialogues of Pasiphon, that he sac-
therefore he amused them with the choruses of rificed every day, and that he had a diviner in
tragedy, with gymnastic exercises, and such his house, who, in appearance, inquired the suc-
like exhibitions, which far exceeded, in point cess of the public affairs, but in reality was
of magnificence and elegance, all that went much oftener consulted about his own, particu-
before him, and those of his own times too. larly as to the success of his silver mines in
Two of his offerings to the gods are to be seen the borough ofLaurium; which in general af
at this day; the one, a statue of Pallas dedicat-forded a large revenue, but were not worked
ed in the citadel, which has lost part of its without danger. He maintained there a mul
gilding; the other, a small chapel in the tem- titude of slaves; and the greatest part of his
ple of Bacchus, under the tripods, which are fortune consisted in silver. So that he had
commonly offered up by those who gam the many retainers, who asked favours, and were
prize in tragedy. Indeed, Nicias was already not sent away empty. For he gave not only
victorious in those exhibitions. It is said, that to those who deserved his bounty, but to such
in a chorus of that kind, one of his slaves ap- as might be able to do him harm; and bad men
peared in the character of Bacchus. The slave found resources in his fears, as well as good
was of an uncommon size and beauty, but had men in his liberality. The comic poets bea*
not arrived at maturity; and the people were witness to what I have advanced. Teleclides
BO charmed with him, thnt they gave him long introduced a trading informer speaking thus:
plaudits. At last, Nicias rose up and said. "Chariclcs would not give one mina to pre-
'"'He should think it an act of impiety to re- vent my declaring that he was the first fruita
tain a person in servitude, who seemed by the of his mother's amours; but Nicias, the son of
public voice to be consecrated to a god;" and Niceratus, gave me four. Why he did it, I
be enfranchised him upon the spot. shali not say, though I know it perfectly well.

His regulations with respect to Delos, arc For Nicias is my friend, a very wise man be-
itill spoken of, as worthy of the deity who pre-sides, in my opinion." Eupolis, in hisMarcia,
sides there. Before his time, the choirs which brings another informer upon the stage, who
the cities sent to sing the praises of Apollo,* meets with some poor ignorant man, and thus
landed in a disorderly manner, because the in- addresses him:
habitants of the island used to run up to the "Informer. How long is it since you sa«?
ship, and press them to sing before they were Nicias?
disembarked; so that they were forced to strike "Poor Man. I never saw him before this
up, as they were putting on their robes and moment, when he stood in the market place.
garlands. But when Niciaa had the conduct "Informer. Take notice, my friends, the
of this ceremony, known by the name of Theo- man confesses he has seen Nicias. And for
ria, he landed first in the Isle of Rhenia with what purpose could he see him, but to sell him
the choir, the victims, and all the other neces-his vote? Nicias, therefore, is plainly taken
sary preparations. He had taken care to have in the fact.
a bridge constructed before he left Athens, "Poet. Ah, fools! do you think you can
which should reach from that isle to Delos, ever persuade the world that so good a nuut
and which was magnificently gilded, and adorn- as Nicias was taken in mal-practices?"
ed with garlands, rich stuns, and tapestry. In Cleon, in Aristophanes, says in a menacing
the night he threw his bridge over the channel, tone, "1 will out-bawl the orators, and make
which was not large; and at break of day he Nicias tremble.''^ And Phrynichus glances
inarched over it at the head of the procession, at his excessive timidity, when, speaking of
with his choir richly habited and singing hymns another person, he says, "I know him to be
to the god. After the sacrifices, the games, an honest man and a good citizen, one who
and the banquets were over, he consecrated a does not walk the streets with a downcast look,
palm-tree of brass to Apollo, and likewise a field like Nicias."
which he had purchased for ten thousand With this fear of informers upon him, lie
drachmas. The Delians were to lay out the in- would not sup or discourse with any of the
come in sacrificing and feasting, and at the same citizens, or come into any of those' parties
time to jray for Apollo's blessing upon the
founder. This is inscribed on a pillar, which * A statue which the Naiians had dedicated lo

Apollo. The pedestal has been discovered by tome* There was a select band of music annually sent by modern travellers.
the principal cities of Greece. The procession was f Thucyd, lib. vii.
caJ/eJ Theoria, and it was looked upon as an honour- } This is in the Equities of Aristophanes, «r. 357
able conunijtioa to have the management of it* It u not Cleon, tut Agoracrituj, who speak*.
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which make the time piss so agreeably. When defeated by the Cbalcideana in Thrace, Cat
he was archon, he used to stay in court till hades and Xenophon had the command
night, being always the first that came, and Demosthenes was general, when they nv.scar
the last that went away. When he had no ricd in -Kioha; and when they lost a thousand
public business upon his hands, he shut \i\m- men at Dehum, they were under the conduc4
"elf up at home, and was extremely difficult of of Hippocrates. As for the plague, it wa»
access. And if any persons came to the gate, commonly thought to be occasioned by Peri-
his friends went and begged them to excuse cles, who, K> draw the burghers out of the
Nicias, because he had some affairs under way of the war, shut them up in the city, where
consideration which were of great importance they contracted the sickness by the change of
to the state. situation arid diet

The person who assisted him most in acting None of these misfortunes were imputed to
this farce, and gaining him the reputation of a Nicias: on tiie contrary, he took Cythera, an
man for ever intent upon business, was one island well situated for annoying Laconia, and
Hiero, who was brought up in his house, had at that time inhabited by Lacedaemonians. He
a liberal education, and a taste for music given recovered many places in Thrace which had
him there. He passed himself for the son of revolted from the Athenians. He shut up the
Dionysius, surnamed Chalcus, some of whose Megarensians within their walls, and reduced
poems are still extant, and who having con- the island of Minoa. From thence he made
ducted a colony into Italy, founded the city of an excursion soon after, and got possession of
Thurii. This Hiero transacted all the private tin- port of Nisaea. He likewise made a des-
business of IS'icias with the diviners; and cent upon the territones of Corinth, beat the
whenever he came among the people, he used troops of that state in a pitched battle, and
to Veil them, "What a laborious and miserable killed great numbers of them. Lycophron,
life Nicias led for their sakes. He cannot go their general, was among the slain.
to the bath," said he, "or the table, but some He happened to leave there the bodies of
affair of state solicits his attention: and he two of his men, who were missed in carrying
neglects his own concerns to take care of the otf the dead. But as soon as he knew it, he
public. He can scarce find time for repose slopped li>s course, and sent a herald to the
till the other citizens have had their first sleep. enemy, to ask leave to take away those bodies.
Amidst these cares and labours his health de- This he did, though there was a law and cus-
clines daily, and his temper is so broken that tom subsisting, by which those who desire a
his friends no longer approach him wifh pleas- treaty for carrying off the dead, give up the
urn; but he loses them too, after having spent victory, and are not at liberty to erect a trophy.
his fortune in your service. Meanwhile other And indeed, those who are so far masters of the
statesmen gain friends, and grow rich in their field, that the enemy cannot bury their dead
employments, and are sleek and merry in the without permission, appear to be conquerors,
Bteerage of government." because no man would ask that as a favour

In fact, the life of IS'icias was a life of so which he could command. Nicias, however,
much care, that he might have justly applied chose rather to lose his laurels than to leave
to himself that expression of Agamemnon, two of his countrymen unburied.*

In vain thr glare of pomp proclaims me master, After he had ravaged the coast of Laconia,
I'm strvaul of the people and defeated the Lacedaemonians who attempt.

ed to oppose him, he took the fortress of Thy-
Nicias perceived that the commons availed rza,f then held by the ..Egmetae, made the gar-
themselves of the services of those who were rison prisoner*, and carried them to Athens.
distinguished for their eloquence or capacity; Demosthenes having fortified Pylos,). the Pelo-
but that they were always jealous and on their ponnesians besieged it both by sea and land.
guard against their great abilities, and that they A battle ensued, in which they were worsted,
endeavoured to humble them, and to obstruct and about four hundred Spartans threw them,
their progress in glory. This appeared in the selves into the isle of Sphactena. The taking
condemnation of Pericles, the banishment of of them seemed, and indeed, was an important
Damon, the suspicions they entertained of An- object to the Athenians. But the siege was dif-
tipho the Rhamnusian, but above all in the ficult, because there was no water to be had up-
despair of Paches, who had taken Lesbos, on the spot, and it was troublesome and expen-
and who being called to give an account of his sive to get con vovs thither; in summer they were
conduct, drew his sword and killed himself in obliged to take a long circuit, and in winter it
open covirt.

Warned by these examples, he endeavoured * The burying of Ihe dead was a duty of great im-
to avoid such expeditions as he thought long portance in Ihe heathen world. The fable of theghosl of an unburied ptrson nol beine allowed lo pan
and difficult; and when he did take the com-Ihe Sly«. is well known. About eight years alter iht
mand, he made it his business to proceed upon dcalh of Nicias, the Athenians pul sii of Ihcir gene
a sure plan. For this reason he was generally rals to uVilh. for nol interring itiose v>Ulien that wer«
"uccessful: yet he ascribed his success to fur- ttlam in the battle of Arginusae.
tune, and took refuge under the wings of that f Thyr:ea was a fort situated between Laconia andthe lerritory of the Argives. It belonged of right to
divinity; contenting himself with a smaller the Lacedaemonians, but Ihey gave it lo the J^gmelz,
portion of honour, lest envy should rob him of who had been cipelled Iheir country.
the whole. t The Peloponnesians and their allies had tnltrtd

The event shewed the prudence of his con- Attica under the conduct of Agis, the son of Archid*

duct. For, though the Athenians received mas, and ravaged the country. Demosthenes, lh»Athenian general, made a diversion by stiiing and
tnany great blows in those limes, none of them I..niit in- rylos. This brought Agis back lo the d«-
could be imputed to Nicias. When they were lence of liis owu country* Tttucyd, 1. IT.
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«ra> absolute'^ impracticable. They were " 1st Athenian. I had rather itay at home,
Diuch perplexed ibout the affair, and repented and till the ground.
Iheir refusing the terms of peace which the " 2d Athenian. And who hinders thee?
Lacedaemonians hid offered by their ambassa- " 1st Athenian. You hinder me. And yet,
dors. I am willing to pay a thousand drachmas to be

Jt was t'1 rough CJeon that the embassy did fit used taking the commission.
not take elect; he opposed the peace, because "2d Athenian. Let us see. Your thousand
Nicias wis for it. Cleon was his mortal ene- drachmas, with those of Nicias, will make two
my, and iceing him countenance the Lacedz- thousand. We will excuse you."
tnoniaQH, persuaded the people to reject their Nicias, in this affair, was not only unjust to
propi-s.tions by a formal decree. But when himself, but to the state. He suffered Cleon.
they IOJIK! that the siege was drawn out to a by this means to gain such an ascendant as led
great length, and that there was almost a famine him to a degree of pride and effrontery that was
in their camp, they expressed their resentment insupportable. Many evils were thus brought
against Cleon. Cleon, for his part, laid the upon the commonwealth, of which Nicias him-
blame upon Niciai; alleging, that if the enemy self had his full share. We cannot but con
escaped, it must be through his slow and timid aider it as one great corruption, that Cleon now
operations; " Had I been the general," said he, banished all decorum from the general assem-
" they could not have held out so long." The bly. It was he who, in his speeches, first
Athenians readiiy answered, " Why do not you broke out into violent exclamations, threw
go now against these Spartans?" And Nicias back his robes, smote upon his thigh, and ran
rose up and doclared, " He would freely give from one end of the rostrum to the other.
up to him thr command in the affair of Pylos; This soon introduced such a licentiousness and
bade him ta>ewhat forces he pleased; and, disregard to decency among those who directed
instead of sh-.--»ing his courage in words, where the affairs of state, that it threw the whole
there was no danger, go and perlorm some ac- government into confusion.
tions worthy the attention of his country." At this time there sprung up another orator

Cleon, disconcerted with the unexpected at Athens. This was Alcibiades. He did not
offer, deol'ned it at first. But when he found prove so totally corrupt as Cleon. As it isthe Athenians insisted upon it, and that Nicias said of the land of Egypt, that, on account of
took his advantage to raise a clamour against its extreme fertility,him, hii pride was hurt, and he was incensed
to such, 'i. degree, that he not only undertook There plenty sows the fields with herbs salubrious,
the eipedition, but declared, " He would in But scatters many a baneful weed between ;
twenty days either put the enemy to the sword,
or br jg them alive to Athens." So in Alcibiades there were very different

Thi people laughed at his declaration,* in- qualities, but all in extremes; and these ex-
rteaU of giving it any credit. Indeed, they had tremes opened a door to many innovations.
long been accustomed to divert themselves So that when Nicias got clear of Cleon, he had
with the sallies of his vanity. One day, for no time to establish any lasting tranquillity in
instance, when a general assembly was to be Athens; but as soon as he had got things into a
held, they had sat waiting for him a long time. safe track, the ambition of Alcibiades came
At last he came, when their patience was upon him like a torrent, and bore him back
almost spent, with a garland on his head, and into the storms of war.
desired them to adjourn until the day following: It happened thus. The persons who most
" For, to-day," says he, " I am not at leisure; opposed the peace of Greece, were, Cleon and
I have strangers to entertain, and I have sacri-Brasidas. War helped to hide the vices of the
ficed to the gods." The Athenians only laugh-former, and to shew the good qualities of the
ed, and immediately rose up and dismissed the latter. Cleon found opportunity for acts of
assembly. njustice and oppression, and Brasidas for

Cleon, however, was so much favoured by great and glorious actions. But after (hey
fortune in this commission that he acquitted both fell in the battle near Amphipolis, Niciaa
himself better than any one since Demosthenes. applied to the Lacedaemonians on one hand,
He returned within the time he had fixed, who had been for some time desirous of peace,
after he had made all the Spartans who did and to the Athenians on the other, now no
not fall in battle, deliver up their arms; and longer so warm in the pursuits of war. In
brought them prisoners to Athens. fact, both parties were tired of hostilities, and

This reflected no small disgrace upon Nicias. ready to let their weapons drop out of their
It was considered as something worse than hands. Nicias, therefore, used his endeavours
throwing away his shield, meanly to quit his to reconcile them, and indeed to deliver all the
command, and to give his enemy an opportunity Greeks from the calamities they had suffered,
of distinguishing himself by his abdication. to bring them to taste the sweets of repose, and
Hence Aristophanes ridicules him in his come-to re-establish a long and lasting reign of hap-
dy called The Birds. " By heaven, this is no piness. He immediately found the rich, the
time for us to slumber, or to imitate the lazy aged, and all that were employed in the cul-
operations of Nicias." And in his piece enti-ture of the ground, disposed to peace; and by
tled The Husbandman, he introduces two addressing himself to the rest, and expostulating
Athenians discoursing thus:- with them respectively, he soon abated their

ardour for war.
" The wiser sort hoped either to hare the plcuore

of teeing the LoccdBmonuni brought prisoners to His next step was to give the Spartans hopeg
Athens, or else of getting rid ol the importunate pre- of an accommodation, and to exhort them to
tensions of Cltou. propose such measures as might effect it. Thcj
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readily confided in him, because they knew th> look upon the Lacedaemonians with so r>bng-
goodness of his heart; of which there was a ing an eye as before, because they thought
late instance in his humane treatment of their themselves injured by the alliance which their
countrymen who, were taken prisoners at Py new friends had entered into with the Boeo-
ios, and who found their chains greatly light tians, and because they had not delivered
ened by his good offices. up Panactus and Amphipolis in the condition

They had already agreed to a suspension ol they found them. He therefore dwelt upon
arms for one year; during which time, the; these points, and endeavoured to inflame the
often met, and enjoyed again the pleasures of people's resentment. Besides, he persuaded,
ease and security, the company of strangers and at last prevailed upon the republic of AT-
as well as nearer friends, and expressed their gos to send an embassy for the purpose of ne-
mutual wishes for the continuance of a We un- gociating a treaty with the Athenians.
disturbed with the horrors of war. It was with When the Lacedaemonians had intelligence
great delight they beard the chorus in such of this, they sent ambassadors to Athens, with
strains as this: full powers to settle all mattters in dispute.

Arachne freely now has leave These plenipotentiaries were introduced to
Her webs around my spear lo weave. the senate, and their proposals seemed per-

fectly just and reasonable. Alcibiades, upon
They recollected with pleasure the saying, this, fearing they would gain the people by

" That in time of peace men are awaked nol the same overtures, circumvented them by
by the sound of the trumpet, but the crowing perfidious oaths and asseverations; " Prom-
of the cock." They execrated those who said, ising he would secure the success of their
it was decreed by fate that the war should last commission, if they would not declare that
three times nine years;* and this free inter they came with full powers; and assuring them,
course leading them to canvass every point, they that no other method would be so effectual."
at last signed the peace .f They gave credit to his insinuations, and went

It was now the general opinion, that they over from Nicias to him.
were at the end of all their troubles. Nothing Upon introducing them to the people, the
was talked of but Nicias. He, they said, was first question he asked them was, " Whether

a man beloved of the gods, who, in recom- they came with full powers?" They denied
pence of his piety, had thought proper that it, as they were instructed. Then Alcibiade*
the greatest and most desirable of all blessings beyond all their expectations, changing sides,
should bear his name. It is certain, they as- called the senate to bear witness to their
cribed the peace to Nicias, as they did the war former declarations, and desired the people,
to Pericles. And, indeed, the one would plunge " Not to give the least credit or attention to
them, upon slight pretences into numberless ca- such manifest prevaricators, who, upon the
lamities, and the other persuaded them to bury same point, asserted one thing one day, and
the greatest of injuries in oblivion, and to unite another thing the next. Their confusion was
again as friends. It is therefore called the nespressible, as may well be imagined, and
fTicean peace to this very day. Vicias was struck dumb with grief and as ton -

It was agreed in the articles that both par- shment. The people, of course, sent imme-
ties should restore the towns and the prisoners diately for the deputies of Argos, to conclude
they had taken; and it was to be determined the treaty with them. But at that very mo-
by lot which of them should do it first; but, ment, there happened a slight shock of an
according to Theophrastus, Nicias secured the earthquake, which, favourably for Nicias, broke
lot by dint of money, so that the Lacedaemo- up the assembly.
nians were forced to lead the way. As the Next day they assembled again; and Nicias,
Corinthians and Boeotians were displeased at >y exerting all his powers, with much difficulty
these proceedings, and endeavoured, by sowing >revailed upon them not to put the last hand to
jealousies between the contracting powers, to he league with Argos; but, instead of that, to
renew the war, Nicias persuaded the Athenians send him to Spa.ru,* \vhere, he assured them,
and Lacedemonians to confirm the peace, and all would be well. When he arrived there,
to support each othjer by a league offensive and le was treated with great respect, as a man of
defensive. This he expected, would intimidate lonour, and one who had shewn that republic
those who were inclined to fly off. freat friendship; however, as the party that

During these transactions, Alcibiades at first lad favoured the Boeotians was the strongest,
made it his business privately to oppose the le could effect nothing/)- He returned, there-
peace. For he was naturally disinclined to ore, not only with disrepute and disgrace, but
inaction, and was, moreover, offended at the was apprehensive of worse consequences from
Lacedaemonians, on account of their attach-the Athenians, who were greatly chagrined and
ment to Nicias, and their neglect and disre- irovoked, that, at his persuasion, they had set
gard of him. But when he found this private ree so many prisoners, and prisoners of such
opposition ineffectual, he took another method. distinction. For those brought from Pylus,
In a little time, he saw the Athenians did not were of the first families in Sparta, and had

connections with the greatest personages there.
* "I remember," says Thuc"ydidei, "that through-Notwithstanding this, they did not expressout the whole war, many mentioned it was to last three

times nine years. And if we rcckou the first ten yean their resentment in any act of severity; they
of the war, the truce very short and ill observed that inly elected Alcibiades general, and took the
followed it, the treaties ill eiecuted, and the war that
was renewed thereupon, we bhall find the oracle fully * There were others joined in commission with him.
justified by the event." Thucyd. \. v. f IV'icias insisted that the Spartans should rriumnu

t Peace for fifty years was agreed upon and signed heir alliance with the Boeotians, because they had nol
(be year following : but it was toon broken again. acceded lo the peace.
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Manlineana and Eleans, who had quitted the largian, a relation of the tyrant, was the first.
Lacedaemonian interest,into league with them From this event it appears how intricate arc
along with the Argivea. They then sent a the ways of Fortune, how ijcomprchensiule to
marauding party to Pylos, from thence to make human reason. Had Nicias run the risk of the
excursions into Lacoma. Thus the war broke ostracism, he would either have expelled Alci-
out afresh. biades, and lived afterwards in his native city

As the quarrel between Nicias and Alcibia- in full security; or if it had been carried against
des rose daily to a greater height, the ostra- him, and he had been forced to retire, he would
cism was proposed. To this the people have have avoided the impending stroke of misery,
recourse at certain periods, and by it they ex and preserved the reputation of a wise ana ex-
pel for ten years any one who is suspected for perienced general. I am not ignorant, that
his authority, or envied for his wealth. Both Theophrastus says, Hyperbolus was banished
parties were greatly alarmed at the danger, not in the contest between }'ha.>ax and Alcibiades,
doubting that it would faJl to the lot of one of and not in that with Nicias. But most histo-
them. The Athenians detested the life and man- rians give it as above related.
ners of Alcibiadcs, and at the same time they About this time the JEgesteans and Leon-
dreaded his enterprising spirit; as we have re- tines sent an ambassy, to desire the Athenians
lated more at large in his life. As for Nicias, to undertake the Sicilian expedition. Nicias
his riches exposed him to envy, and the rather, opposed it, but was overruled by the address
because there was nothing social or popular in and ambition of Alcibiades. Indeed, Alcibia-
his manner of living; on the contrary, his re- des had previously gained the assembly by
cluse turn seemed owing to an inclination for Ins discourses, and corrupted the people to
oligarchy, and perfectly in a foreign taste. Be- such a degree with vain hopes, that the young
sides, he had combattcd their opinions, and by men in their places of exercise, and the old
making them pursue their own interest against men in the shops and other places where they
their inclination, was of course become ob- conversed, drew plans of Sicily, and exhibited
noxious. In one word, the whole was a dis- the nature of its seas, with all its ports and
pute between the young who wanted war, and bearings on the side next Africa. For they
the old who were lovers of peace. The former did not consider Sicily as the reward of their
endeavoured to make the ostracism fall upon operations, but only as a place of arms; from
Nicias, and the latter on Alcibiades: whence they were to go upon the conquest of

Carthage; nay, of all Africa, and to make them-But in seditions bad men rise to honour.
selves masters of the seas within the pillars of

The Athenians being divided into two factions, Hercules.
the subtlest and most profligate of wretches While they were so intent upon this expedi-
gained ground. Such was Hyperbolus of the tion, Nicias had not many on his side; either
ward of Penthois; a man whose boldness was among the commons or nobility, to oppose it.
not owing to any well grounded influence, but For the rich, fearing it might be thought they
whose influence was owing to his boldness; and were afraid to serve in person, or to be at the
who disgraced the city by the credit he had ac- expense of fitting out men of war, eat silent,
quired. contrary to their better judgment. iVicias,

This wretch had no apprehensions of banish- lowever, opposed it indefatigably, nor did he
ment by the honorable suffrage of the ostra- ;ive up his point after the decree was passed
cism, because he knew himself fitter for a gib- or the war, and he was elected general along
bet. Hoping, however, that if one of these with Alcibiades and Lamachus, and his name
^reat men were banished, he should be able to irst in the suffrages. In the first assembly that
make head against the other, he dissembled not was held after that, he rose to dissuade them,
his joy at this spirit of party, but strove to ex- and to protest against their proceedings. In
asperate the people against both. Nicias and conclusion, he attacked Alcibiades, for plung-
Alcibiades taking notice of his malice, came to ng the state in a dangerous and foreign war,
a private interview, in which they agreed to merely with a view to his own emolument and
unite their interests; and by that means avoid- "ame. But his arguments had no effect. They
ed the ostracism themselves, and turned it upon thought a man of his experience the fitter to
Hyperbolus. conduct this enterprise;and that nothing could

At first the people were pleased, and laugh- contribute more to its success, than to unite hig
ed at the strange turn things had taken; but aution with the fiery spirit of Alcibiades, and
upon recollection, it gave them great uneasiness the boldness of Lamachus. Therefore, they
to think that the ostracism was dishonored by were still more confirmed in their choice. Be-
its falling upon a person unworthy of it. They sides, Demostratus, who of all the orators
Were persuaded there was a dignity in that pun- took most pains to encourage the people to
ishment; or rather, that to such men as Tbu- that war, rose and said, be would soon cut off
cydides and Aristides it was a punishment; all the excuses of Nicias; and immediately he
Whereas to Hyperbolus it was an honour which proposed and carried an order, that the gene-
he might be proud of, since his profligacy had rals should have a discretionary power to lay
put him on the same list with the greatest pa-plans and put ihem in execution, both at home
triots. Hence Plato, the comic poet, thus speaks and abroad.
of him, " No doubt his crimes deserved chas- It is said, indeed, that the priests strongly
tisement, but a very different chastisement from opposed the expedition. But Alcibiades had
that which he received. The shell was not other diviners to set against them; and he gave
designed for such wretches as he." it out, that certain ancient oracles promised

In fact, no one afterwards was banished by the Athenians great glory in Sicily. The en
it. He wan the last, and Hipparchus the Cho- voys, too, who were sent to consult the oracle
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of Jupiter Ammon, returned with an answer of hig post, so as to depart from his opinion
importing that the Athenians would take all the Nevertheless, when he could neither divert tlie
Syracusans. people from their purpose, nor by all his ef

If any of the citizens knew of bad presages, forts get himself excused from taking the com
they took care toconccal them, lest they should mand, but was placed, as it were by violence,
seem to pronounce any thing inauspicious of at the head of a great army; it was then no
an enterprise which their countrymen had too time for caution and timid delay. He should
much at heart. Nor would any warnings have not then have looked back from his ship like a
availed, when they were not moved at the most child; or, by a multitude of protestations that
clear and obvious signs. Such was the mutila- his better counsels were overruled, have dis-
tion of the Hernne," whose heads were all heartened his colleagues, and abated the ardour
"truck off in one night, except that which was of his troops, which alone could give him a
called the Mercury of Andocides, and which chance of success. He should have immediate-
had heen consecrated by the tribe of Egis, be- ly attacked the enemy with the utmost vigour,
fore the door of the person just named. Such and made Fortune blush at the calamities she
also was the pollution of the altar of the was preparing.
twelve gods. A man got astride upon it, and But hie conduct was very different. When
there emasculated himself with a stone. In the Lamachus proposed to make a descent close
temple of Delphi there was a golden statue of by Syracuse,* and to give battle under tho
Pallas, which the Athenians had erected upon walls; and Alcibiades was of opinion, they
a palm-tree of brass, in commemoration of the should first reduce the cities that owned the
victory over the Medes. The crows came and authority of Syracuse, and then march against
beaked it for several days, and pecked off the the principal enemy: Nicias opposed both. He
golden fruit of the tree. gave it for coasting along Sicily without any

The Athenians, however, said, these were act of hostility, and shewing what an armament
only fictions propagated at Delphi at the insti- they had. Then he was for returning to
gation of the Syracusans. A certain oracle Athens, after having left a small reinforcement
ordered them to fetch a priestess of Minerva with the^gesteans, as a taste of the Athenian
from Clazomenae; and when she came, they strength. Thus he intercepted all their schemes,
found her name was Hcsychia, by which the and broke down their spirits.
Deity seemed to exhort them to continue in The Athenians, soon after this, called Alci-
quiet. Melon the astrologer, whether he was biades home to take his trial; and Nicias re-
struck with these signs, or whether by the eye mained, joined indeed with another in commia
of human reason he discovered the impending sion, but first in authority. There was now no
danger (for he had a command in the army,) end of his delays. He either made an idle pa-
feigned himself mad, and set fire to his house. rade of sailing along the coast, or else sat etill
Others say, he used no pretence to madness, deliberating; until the spirit of confidence
but having burned down his house in the night, which buoyed up his own troops was evaporat-
addressed himself next morning to the assem- ed and gone, as well as the consternation with
bly in a forlorn condition, and desired the citi- which the enemy were seized at the first sight
zens, in compisjion for his misfortune, to ex- of his armament.
cuse his son, who was to have gone out captain It is true, before the departure of Alcibiades,
of a galley to Sicily. they had sailed towards Syracuse with sixty

The genius of Socrates,t on this occasion, galleys, fifty of which they drew up in line of
warned that wise man by the usual tokens, battle before the harbour; the other ten they
that the expedition would prove fatal to Athens. sent in to reconnoitre the place. These ad-
He mentioned this to several of his friends and vanced to the foot of the walls, and, by procla-
acquaintance, and the warning was commonly mation, invited the Leontines to return to their
talked of. Many were likewise greatly dis- old habitations.-)- At the same time they
couraged on account of the time which the happened to lake one of the enemy's vessels,
fleet happened to be sent out. The women with the registers on board, in which all th&
were then celebrating the feasts of Adonis, Syracusans were set down according to theii
during which there were to be seen in every tribes. They used to be kept at some distance
quarter of the city images of the dead and from the city in the temple of Jupiter Olympue,
funeral processions; the women accompanying but were then sent for to be examined, in order
them with dismal lamentations. So that those to the forming a list of persons able to bear
who took any account of omens, were full of arms. When these registers were brought to
concern for the fate of their countrymen. They the Athenian generals, and such a prodigious
trembled to think that an armament fitted at number of names was displayed, the diviners
"o vast an expense, and which made so glorious were greatly concerned at the accident; think-
ic appearance, would soon lose its conse- in" the prophecy, that the Athenians should
quence. take all the Syracusans, might possibly in this

AB for Nicias, he shewed himself a wise and have its entire accomplishment on another oc-
worthy man, in opposing the expedition while casion, when Calippua the Athenian, alter he
it was under consideration; and in not suffer-
ing himself, after it was resolved upon, to be * Vid. Tkucyd. 1. ?i.
dazzled by vain hopes, or by the eminence f They ordered proclamation to be made braherald,

that the Athenians were come to restore tuc Leonlinea
to their country, in virtue of the relation and alliance

" The Hcrmt, or statues of Mercury, were square between them. In consequence of which, such of the
fig gures, placed by the Athenians at the gate* of their Leontines as were in Syracuse, had nothing to do but
te mples and at the doors of their houtci. to repair to the Athenians, who would take care U

f lii Tlieog. conduct them.
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bad killed Dion, made himself master of Sy- tion, where the enemy could least annoy him
racuse. by that in which their chief strength consist-

When Alcibiades quitted Sicily with a small ed, and where he could easily exert the strength
retinue, the whole power devolved upon Ni- in which he was superior.
cias. Lamachus, indeed, was a man of great The Syracusans, at their return from Ca-
courage and honour, and he freely cxpos- tana, drew up before the walls, and Niciaf
ed himself in time of action; but his circum-immediately attacked and beat them. They
stances were so mean, that whenever he gave did not, however, lose any great number of
in his accounts of a campaign, he charged a men, because their cavalry stopped the Athe-
email sum fur clothes and sandals. Nicias,on nians in the pursuit. As Nicias had broken
the contrary, besides his other advantages, down all the bridges that were upon the river,
derived great authority from his eminence both he gave Hermocrates opportunity to encour-
as to wealth and name. We are told, that on age the Syracusans, by observing, "That it
another occasion, when the Athenian generals was ridiculous in Nicias to contrive means to
met in a council of war, Nicias desired Sopho-prevent fighting: as if fighting was not the busi-
cles the poet, to give his opinion first, because ness he came about." Their consternation,
he was the oldest man. "It is true," said indeed, was so great, that, instead of the fi£
Sophocles, "I am older in respect of years; teen generals they had, they chose three
but you are older in respect of service." In others, and the people promised, upon oath,
the same manner he now brought Lamachus to indulge them with a power of acting at dis-
to act under his orders, though he was the cretion.
abler general; and his proceedings were for ever The temple of Jupiter Olympius was near
timid and dilatory. At first he made the cir- the camp, and the Athenians were desirous to
cuit of the island with his ships at a great dis- tak" it, because of the quantity of its rich
tance from the enemy; which served only to offerings in gold and silver. But Nicias in-
raise their spirits. His first operation was, to dustriously put off the attack, and suffered a
lay siege to the little town of Hybla; and not Syracusan garrison to enter it; persuaded that
lucceeding in that affair, he exposed himself to the plunder his troops might get there would
the utmost contempt. Afterwards he retired be of no service to the public, and that he
to Catana, without any other exploit than that should bear all the blame of the sacrilege.
of ruining Hyccara, a small place subject to The news of the victory soon spread over
the barbarians. Lais the courtesan, who was the whole island, but Nicias made not the
then a girl, is said to have been sold among least improvement of it. He soon retired to
the prisoners, and carried from thence to Pe- Naxos,* and wintered there: keeping an army
loponnesus. on foot at a great expense, and effecting but

Towards the end of the summer, he was in- little; for only a few Sicilians came over to
formed, the Syracusans were come to that de- him. The Syracusans recovered their spirit*
gree of confidence, that they designed to attack again so as to make another excursion to Ca-
him. Nay, some of their cavalry rode up to tana, in which they ravaged the country, and
his trenches, and asked his troops in great de- burned the Athenian camp. Meanwhile all
rision, "Whether they were not rather come the world censured Nicias, and said, that by
to settle in Catana themselves, than to settle his long deliberations, delays, and extreme
the Leontines in their old habitations?" caution, he lost the time for action. When

Nicias, now, at last, with much difficulty he did act, there was nothing to be blamed in
determined to sail for Syracuse. In order to the manner of it: for he was as bold and vig-
land his forces, and encamp them without orous in executing as he was timid and dila-
running any risk, he sent a person to Catana tory in forming a resolution.
before him, who, under pretence of being a When he had once determined to return
deserter, should tell the Syracusans, that if with his forces to Syracuse, he conducted all
they wanted to surprise the enemy's camp, in his movements with so much prudence, expe-
a defenceless state, and make themselves mas- dition, and safety, that he had gained the pen-
ters of their arms and baggage, they had noth- insula of Thapsos, disembarked his men, and
ing to do but to march to Catana with all their got possession of Epipolap, before the enemy
forces, on a day that he mentioned. For the knew of his approach. He beat, on this occa-
Athenians, he said, passed the greatest part of sion, some infantry that were sent to succour
their time within the walls: and such of the the fort, and made three hundred prisoners;
inhabitants as were friends to the Syracusans he likewise routed their cavalry, which waa
had deteimined, upon their approach, to shut thought invincible.
in the enemy, and to bnm their fleet. At the But what most astonished the Sicilians, and
nine tiim: he assured them, their partisans appeared incredible to the Greeks, was, that in
were very numerous, and waited with impa- a short space of time he enclosed Syracuse
tience for their arrival.* with a wall, a city not less than Athens, and

This was the best act of generalship Nicias much more difficult to be surrounded by such
performed in Sicily. Having drawn by this a work, by reason of the unevenness of the
means the enemy's force out of Syracuse, so ground, the vicinity of the sea, and the adjoin-
that it was left almost without defence, he ing marshes. Add to this, that it was almost
Bailed thither from Catana, made himscrf mas-effected by a man whose health was by no
ters of their ports, and encamped in a situa- means equal to such an undertaking, for ho

* Nicias knew he could not make a descent from was afflicted with the stone, and rf it was not
bii ihipp near Syracuse, because the inhabitant* were entirely finished, we must impute it to that
prepared fur > lui; nor could he go by land, for want circumstance.

" A city between Syracuse and CatanA.
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I cannot, indeed, but admire the attention of | the city was about to capitulate. Hence It
the general and the invincible courage of the was that he took no account of the approach
soldiers, in effecting what they did, in this as of Gylippus, nor placed any regular guard to
well as in other instances. Euripides, after their prevent his coming ashore; so that, screened
defeat and death, wrote this epitaph for them: by this utter negligence, Gylippus landed with

safety. It was at a great distance from Syra-Eight trophies Ihcse from Syracuse obUin'd,
Ere yet the gods were partial. cuse, and he found means to collect a con-siderable army. But the Syracusana wero to

And in fact we find that the Athenians gained far from knowing or expecting his arrival,that
not only eight, but several more victories of they had assembled that very day to consider
the Syracusans, till the gods or fortune declar- of articles of capitulation; nay, some were
ed against them, at a time when they were ar- for coming to terms that moment, before the
rived at the highest pitch of power. Nicias city was absolutely enclosed. For there was
forced himself beyond what his health would but a small part of the wall unfinished, and all
allow, to attend most of the actions in person; but necessary materials were upon the spot.
but when his distemper was very violent, he At this critical and dangerous instant, Gon-
was obliged to keep his bed in the camp, with gylus arrived from Corinth with one galley of
a few servants to wait upon him. three banks of oars. The whole town was in

Meantime, Lamachus, who was now com- motion, as might naturally be expected. He
mander-in-chicf, came to an engagement with told them, Gylippus would soon come, with
the Syracusans, who were drawing a croaj several other ships, to their succour. They
wall from the city, to hinder the Athenians could not give entire credit to Gongylus; but
from finishing theirs. The Athenians generally while they were weighing the matter, a mes-
having the advantage, went in too disorderly a senger arrived from Gylippus, with orders that
manner upon the pursuit; and it happened one they should march out to join him. Immedi-
day that L,amachus was left almost alone to ately upon this, they recovered their spirits, and
receive the enemy's cavalry. Calibrates, an armed. Gylippus soon arrived and put his
officer remarkable for his strength and courage, troops in order of battle. As Nicias was
advanced before them, and gave Lamachus drawing up against him, Gylippus reeled his
the challenge; which he did not decline. La- arms, and sent a herald with an offer of safe
machus received the firat wound, which proved conduct to the Athenians, if they would quit
mortal, but he returned it upon his adversary, Sicily. Nicias did not deign to give him any
and they fell both together. The Syracusans answer. But some of the soldiers asked him,
remained masters of the body and arms of by way of ridicule, "Whether the Syracusant
I.amachus, carried them off, and without los- were become so strong by the arrival of one
ing a moment, marched to the Athenian camp, I.acedzmonian cloak and staff, as to despise
where Nicias lay without any guards to defend the Athenians who had lately knocked off the
him. Roused, however, by necessity and the fetters of three hundred Spartans and released
sight of his danger, he ordered those about them, though all abler men, and better haired
him to set fire to the materials before the in- than Gylippus?"
trenchments which were provided for the ma- Tiniams says, the Sicilians set no great value
chines, and to the machines themselves. This upon Gylippus. For in a little time they dis-
put a stop to the Syracusans, and saved Nicias, covered his sordid avarice and meanness; and,
together with the Athenian camp and baggage. at his first appearance, they laughed at his
For as soon as they beheld the flames rising cloak and head of hair. Yet the same historian
in vast columns, between the camp and them, relates, that as soon as Gylippus shewed him-
they retired. self, the Sicilians gathered about him, as birds

Nicias now remained sole commander, but do about an owl, and were ready to follow
he had reason to form the most sanguine hopes him wherever he pleased. And the latter ac-
of success. The cities declared for him, and count has more truth in it than the former. In
ships laden with provisions came daily to his the staff and cloak they beheld the symbols of
camp; his affairs being in so good a train that the Spartan dignity, and therefore repaired to
the Sicilians strove which should first e.iprese them. Thucydides also tells us, that Gylippus
their attachment. The Syracusans themselves, was the only man who saved Sicily; aud Phy-
despairing of holding out much longer, began listus, a citizen of Syracuse, and an eye-wit-
to talk of proposals for an accommodation. ness to those transactions, does the same.
Gylippus, who was coming from Lacedzmon In the first engagement the Athenians had
to their succour, being informed of the wall the advantage, and killed some of the Syracu-
with which they were enclosed, and the ex- sans. Gongylus of Corinth fell at the same
tremities they were reduced to, continued his time. But the next day, Gylippus shewed them
voyage, not with a view to Sicily, which he of what consequence experience in a general
gave up for lost, but, if possible, to save the is; with the very same arms and horses, and
Greek cities in Italy. For the renown of the on the same ppot, by only altering his order of
Athenia/.7 "'as ROW very extensive; it was re- battle," he heat the Athenians, and drove them
ported that they carried all before them, and to their camp. Then taking the stones and
that they had a general whose prudence as other materials which they had brought for
well as good fortune, rendered him invincible. their wall, he continued the cross wall of the
Nicias, himself, contrary to his nature, was " He had the address to impute the late defeat to
suddenly elated by his present strength and himself, and to assure his men that their bthaviour
success; the more so, because he was per- was irreproachable. He said, that by ranging (hem

the day before between walU, where their cavalry and
suaded, upon private intelligence from Syra-archers had uol room to act, he had prevented theft
cuse, as well as more public application, that couqucrlDf.
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Syracusans, and cut through theirs in such would be utterly lost, if they shewed any fear
a manner, that if they gained a victory, they of the Syracusan fleet. Thus they overruled
could make no advantage of it. Nicias and gave battle. But they were soon

Encouraged by this success, the Syracusans defeated by a stratagem of Ariston, the Corin-
manned several vessels; and beating about the thian, who was a most excellent seaman.*
country with their cavalry and allies, they made Their left wing, as Thucydides relates, was
many prisoners. Gylippus applied to the towns entirely routed, and they lost great numbers of
in person, and they readily listened to him and their men. This loss threw Nicias into the
lent him all the assistance in their power. So greatest consternation. He reflected upon the
that Nicias, relapsing into his former fears and checks he had met with while he had the sole
despondence, at the sight of such a change of command, and that he had now miscarried again
affairs, applied to the Athenians by letter, through the obstinacy of his colleagues.
either to send another army, or to recal that While he was indulging these reflections,
which he had; and at the same time he desired Demosthenes appeared before the fort with a
them by all means to dismiss him from the com- very gallant and formidable fleet. He had sev-
mand, on account of his infirmities. enty-three galleys,! on board of which were

The Athenians had designed some time be- five thousand heavy-armed soldiers, and arch-
fore to send another army into Sicily; but the ers, spearmen, and slingers, to the number of
envy which the first success of Nicias had ex- three thousand. Their armour glittered, the
cited, had made them put it off upon several streamers waved, and the prows of the shipi
pretences. Now, however, they hastened the were adorned with a variety of rich paintings.
succours. They likewise came to a resolution, He advanced with loud cheers and martial
that Demosthenes should go in the spring with music, and the whole was conducted in a the-
a respectable fleet; and that Eurymedon," with- atrical manner to strike terror into the enemy.
out waiting till winter was over, should carry The Syracusans were ready to fall into des-
money to pay the troops, and acquaint Nicias pair again. They saw no end or truce to their
that the people had pitched upon Euthydemus miseries; their labours and conflicts were all
and Menander, officers who then served under to begin anew, and they had been prodigal of
him, to assist him in his charge. their blood to no purpose. Nicias, however,

Meantime, Nicias was suddenly attacked had not long to rejoice at the arrival of such an
both by sea and land. At first, part of his army. At the first interview, Demosthenes
fleet was worsted; but in the end he proved wanted him to attack the enemy, that they
victorious and sunk many of the enemy's ships. might take Syracuse by an immediate and de-
He could not, however, succour his troops by cisive stroke, and return again with glory tt
land, as the exigence of the case required. Athens. Nicias, astonished at his heat and pre-
Gylippus made a sudden attack upon the fort cipitation, desired him to adopt no rash or des-
of Plemmyrium, and look it; by which means perate measures. He assured him, delay would
he became master of the naval stores of the make against the enemy, since they were
Athenians, and a great quantity of treasure, already in want of money, and their allies
which had been lodged there. Most of the would soon quit both them and their cause.
garrison was either killed or taken prisoners. Consequently when they began to feel the hard
But, what was still a greater blow to Nicias, hand of necessity, they would apply to him
by the loss of this place, he lost the conve- again, and surrender upon terms, as they were
nience of his convoys. For, while he had going to do before. In fact, Nicias had a pri-
Plemtnyrium, the communication was safe and vate understanding with several persons in Sy-
easy; but when that was taken, his supplies racuse, who advised him to wait with patience,
could not reach him without the utmost diffi- because the inhabitants were tired out with the
culty, because his transports could not pass war, and weary of Gylippus; and when their
without fighting the enemy's ships, which lay necessities should become a little more press-
at anchor under the fort. ing, they would give up the dispute.

Besides, the Syracusans thought their fleet As Nicias mentioned these things in an enig-
was beaten, not by any superior strength they matical manner, and did not choose to speak
had to combat, but by their going in, a disor- out, it gave occasion to the other generals, to
derly manner upon the pursuit. They therefore accuse him of timidity. "He is coming upon
fitted out a most respectable fleet, in order for us," said they, " with his old delays, dilatory,
another action. Nicias, however, did not choose slow, over cautious counsels, by which the
at present, to try the issue of another naval vigour and ardour of his troops were lost.
fight, but declared it very absurd, when a large When he should have led them on immedi-
reinforcement of ships and fresh troops were ately, he waited till their spirit was gone, and
hastening to him under the conduct of Demos-the enemy began to look upon them with con-
thenes, to hazard a battle with a force so much tempt." The other officers, therefore, listen-
inferior and so ill provided. ed to Demosthenes, and Nicias at last was

On the other hand, Menander and Euthyde- forced to give up the point.
inus, who were appointed to a temporary share
in the command, were led by their ambition * Ariston advised the captains of the galleys to hiTt
and jealousy of Demosthenes and Nicias, to refreshments ready for their men on the »hore, wbill
Itrike some extraordinary stroke, in order to the Athenians imagined they went into the town foi

them. The Athenians, thus deceived, landed and went
be beforehand with the one, and to outdo the to dinner likewix. In the mean time, the Syracusans,
most shining actions of the other. Their pre- having made an eipedilious meal, re-embarked, and
tence was the glory of Athens, which they said attacked the Athenian ships when there wai scarce any

body to defend them.
f Diodorus Sicului makes them thre« hundred in<

* Eurymedon went with ten giUeyi.
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Upon this, Demosthenes put himself at the | by the hands of the enemy than those of hi*
head of the land forces, and attacked Epipols j fellow-citizens." In this respect he greatly
in the night. As he came upon the guards by | differed from Leo, of Byzantium, who afler-
BMrprisc, he killed many of them, and routed wards said to his countrymen, " I had rather
those who stood upon their defence. Not die with you than for you." Nicias added,
content with this advantage, he proceeded ti "That if it should appear necessary to encamp
he came to the quarter where the Boeotian in another place, they might consider of it at
were posted. Those closed their ranks, am their leisure."
first charged the Athenians, advancing with lev Demosthenes urged the matter no farther,
elled pikes, and with all the alarm of voices because his former counsels had proved unfor-
by which means they repulsed them, and killec tunate. And he was more willing to submit,
a considerable number. Terror and confu because he saw others persuaded that it was
sion spread through the rest of the army. They the dependance Nicias had on his correspond-
who Btill kept their ground, and were victo ence in the town which made him so strongly
nuns, were encountered by those that fled; an oppose their return to Athens. But as fresh
they who were marching down from Epipol forces came to the assistance of the Syracu-
to support the foremost bands, were put in sans, and the sickness prevailed more and
disorder by the fugitives; for they fell fou more in (he Athenian camp, Nicias himself
of one another, and took their friends for ene altered his opinion, and ordered the troops to
mies. The confusion, indeed was inexpressi be ready to embark.
ble, occasioned by their fears, the uncertainty Every thing accordingly was prepared for
of their movements, and the impossibility of embarkation, and the enemy paid no attention
discerning objects as they could have wished to these movements, because they did not ex-
in a night which vvas neither quite dark nor pect them. But in the night there happened an
sufficiently clear : the moon being near her eclipse of the moon, at which Nicias and all
setting, and the little light she gave renderec the rest were struck with a great panic; either
useless by the shade of so many bodies anc through ignorance or superstition. As for an
weapons moving to and fro. Hence the appre- eclipse of the sun, which happens at the con-
hensions of meeting with an enemy made the junction, even the common people had some
Athenians suspect their friends, and threw idea of its being caused by the interposition of
them into the utmost perplexity and distress. the moon; but they could not easily form a
They happened, too, to have the moon upon conception, by the interposition of what body
their backs, which casting their shadows be- the moon when at the full, should suddenly
fore them, tmth hid the number of their men lose her light, and assume such a variety of
and the glittering of their arms; whereas the colours. They looked upon it, therefore, as a
reflection from the shields of the enemy, made strange and preternatural phenomenon, a sign
them appear more numerous, and better armed [>y which the gods announced some great ca-
than they really were. At last, they turned lamity.
their backs, and were entirely routed. The Anaxagoras, was the first, who, with any
enemy pressed hard upon them on all sides, clearness and certainty shewed in what manner
and killed great numbers. Many others met he moon was illuminated and overshadowed.
Jheir death in the weapons of their friends. But he was an author of no antiquity,* nor
Not a few fell headlong from the rocks or was his treatise much known, it was confined
walls. The rest were dispersed about the fields, o a few hands, and communicated with cau-
where they were picked up the next morning tion and under the seal of secresy. For the
6y the cavalry, and put to the sword. The >eople had an aversion to natural philosophers
Athenians lost two thousand men in this ac- md those who were then called JWeteoroleschse
tion; and very few returned with their arms to inquirers into the nature of meteors) suppoa
the head quarters. ng that they injured the divine power and prov

This was a severe blow to Nicias, though dence, by ascribing things to insensate causes
it was what he expected; and he inveighed unintelligent powers, and inevitable necessity
against the rash proceedings of Demosthenes. Protagoras was forced to fly on account ol
That general defended himself as well as he such a system; and Anaxagoras was thrown
could, but at the same time, gave it as his into prison, from whence Pericles with great
opinion, that they should embark and return difficulty got him delivered. Even Socrates,t
home as fast as possible. "We cannot hope," who meddled not with physics, lost his life for
"aM he, "either for another army, or to con- philosophy. At last, the glory of PJaJo en-
quer with the forces we have. Nay, supposing lightened the world, and hisdoctrine was gene
we had the advantage, we ought to relinquish rally received, both on account of his life, and
a lituation, which is well known at all times his subjecting the necessity of natural causes
to be unhealthy for the troops, and which now to a more powerful and divine principle. Thus
we find still more fatal from the season of the he removed all suspicion of impiety from such
year." It was, indeed, the beginning of au- researches, and brought the study of mathe-
tumn: numbers were sick, and the whole army
was dispirited. * He was contemporary with Pel-idea, and with

Nevertheless, Nicias could not bear to hear Nicizs too ', for he died the fir«t year of the eighty-
of returning home; not that he was afraid of eighth Olympiad, and Nicias was killed the fourthyear of the ninety-first.
any opposition from the Syracusans, but he
dreaded the Athenian tribunals and unfair im- f Socrates tells us, in his apology, that he had beta
peachments there. He therefore replied "That accused of a criminal curiosity, in prying into tht

heavens and into the abysses of llie earth. However,
there was no great and visible danger at pres- he could not be said to lose his life for his philosophy
ent, mid if there were, he would rather die BO much ai Cor his theology.
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matics into fashion. Hence it was that his Then the great sea-fight began; remarkable
friend Dion, though the moon was eclipsed at not only for the vigour that was exerted but
the time of his going from Zacynthus against for its causing as great a variety of passion and
Dionysius, was not in the least disconcerted, but agitation in the spectators as in the combatants
pursued his voyage, and expelled the tyrant. themselves. For those who looked on from

It was a great unhappiness to Nicias, that he the shore could discern every different and
had not with him then an able diviner. Stil- unexpected turn it took. The Athenians suf-
bides, whom he employed on such occasions, fered not more harm from the enemy than they
and who used to lessen the influence of his su- did from their own order of battle and the na-
perstition, died a little before. Supposing the ture of their armament. Their ships were all
eclipse a prodigy, it could not, as Pliilochorus crowded together, and were heavy and un-
observes, be inauspicious to those who wanted wieldy besides, while those of the enemy were
to fly, but on the contrary, very favourable; for so light and nimble, that they could easily
whatever is transacted with fear, seeks the change their situation, and attack the Atheniani
shades of darkness; light is the worst enemy. on all sides. Add to this, that the Syracusans
Besides, on other occasions, as Auticlides* re- were provided with a vast quantity of stone§
Iiarks, in his Commentaries, there were only which seldom failed of their effect wherever
three days that people refrained from business discharged: and the Athenians had nothing to
after an eclipse of either sun or moon; whereas oppose to them but darts and arrows, the flight
Nicias wanted to stay another entire revolution of which was so diverted by the motion of the
of the moon, as if he could not see her as bright ship, that few of them could reach their mark.
as fvfi, Jie moment she passed the shadow The enemy was put upon thia expedient by
caused by the interposition of the earth. Anston the Corinthian, who, after he had given

He quitted, however, almost every other great proofs of his courage and ability, fell the
care, and sat still observing his sacrifices, till moment that victory was declaring for the Sy-
the enemy came upon him, and invested his racusans.
walls and intrenchments with their land forces, After this dreadful defeat and loss, there was
as well as circled the harbour with their fleet. no possibility of escaping by sea. At the same
Not only the men from the ships, but the very time the Athenians saw it was extremely diffi-
boys from fishing-boats and small barks, chal- cult to save themselves by land. In this des-
lenged the Athenians to come out, and offered pair they neither opposed the enemy who were
them every kind of insult. One of these boys, seizing their vessels close to the shore, nor
named Heraclides, who was of one of the best demanded their dead. They thought it not so
families in Syracuse, advancing too far, was deplorable a circumstance to leave the dead
pursued by an Athenian vessel, and very near without burial, as to abandon the sick and
being taken. His uncle Pollichus, seeing his wounded. And though they had great miseries
danger, made up with ten galleys which were before their eyes, they looked upon their own
under his command; and others, in fear for case as still more unhappy, since they had many
Pollichus, advanced to support him. A sharp calamities to undergo, and were to meet the
conflict ensued, in which the Syracnsans were same fate at last.
victorious, and Eurymedon and numbers more They did, however, design to begin their
were killed. march in the night. Gylippus saw the Syra-

The Athenians not brooking any farther de- cusans employed in sacrifices to the gods, and
lay, with great indignation, called upon their in entertaining their friends on account of the
generals to lead them off by land. For the victory, and the feast of Hercules; and he
Syracusans, immediately after the victory, knew that neither entreaty nor force would
blocked up the harbour. Nicias, however, prevail with them to leave the joys of festivity,
would not agree to it; thinking it a cruel thing and oppose the enemy's flight. But* Hermo-
to abandon so many ships of burden and near crates found out a method to impose upon
two hundred galleys. He therefore embarked Nicias. He sent persons in whom he could
his best infantry, and a select number of arch-confide, who were to pretend thai they came
ers and spearmen, and manned with them a from the old correspondents of that general
hundred and ten galleys, as far as his rowers within the town; and that their business was
would supply him. The rest of his troops he to desire him not to march in the night, because
drew up on the shore; abandoning his great the Syracusans had laid several ambushes for
camp and his walls which reached to the tem- him, and seized all the passes. The stratagem
ple of Hercules. The Syracusans had not for had its effect. Nicias sat still, in the simplicity
a long time offered the usual sacrifices to that of his heart, fearing he should really fall into
deity, but now both the priests and generals the enemy's snares. In the morning the enemy
went to observe the solemnity. got out before him. Then indeed they did

Their troops were embarked; and the in- seize all the difficult passes; they threw up
spectors of the entrails promised the Syracu-wo.ks against the fords, broke down the
sans a glorious victory, provideo they did not bridges, and planted their cavalry wherever the
begin the attack, but only repelled force with ground was open and even; so that the Athe-
force. For Hercules, they said, was victorious nians could not move one step without fighting.
oa)y in standing upon the defensive, and wait- These poor men lay close all .hat day and
ing to be attacked. Thus instructed, the Syra-the night following, and then began their marchcusans set out.

" This should probably be read Anticlidci: for he ' Hermocratcs was sensible of what importance il
fwrni lo be the rame person whom Plutarch haj men- was to prevent Nicias from retiring by land. With

an army of for[y thousand men, which he had stil
tioned in the life of Alexander, and in hi] isis Hud left, he mifht have fortiBed hi.iutlf in tome part at

Sicily, and renewed the war
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with tears and loud lamentations; as if they all the way, and, when they came lo the bankf
had been going to quit their native country, not of the river, pushed them in. Nay, some, im-
that of the enemy. They were, indeed, in great patient to quench their burning thirst, volun-
want of provisions, and it was a miserable cir- tarily plunged into the stream. Then followed
cumstance to leave their sick and wounded a most cruel scene of blood and slaughter; the
"fiends and comrades behind them; yet they poor wretches being massacred as they were
ooked upon their present misfortunes as small drinking. At last, Nicias threw himself at
in comparison of those they had to expect. the feet of Gylippus, and said, " Gylippus, you

But among the various spectacles of misery, should shew some compassion amidst your
there was not one more pitiable than Nicias victory. I ask nothing for myself. What U
himself: oppressed as he was with sickness, life to a man, whose misfortunes are even pro-
and unworthily reduced to hard diet and a verbial? But, with respect to the other Athe-
scanty provision, when his infirmities required nians, methinks you should remember that tha
a liberal supply. Yet in spite of his ill health, chance of war is uncertain, and w ith what hu-
he acted and endured many things which the manity and moderation they treated you, when
most robust underwent not without difficulty. they were victorious."
All this while his troops could not but observe, Gyhjtpus was somewhat affected both at tha
it was not for his own sake, or any attachment sight of Nicias, and at his speech. He knew
to life, he submitted to such labours, but that the good offices he had done the Lacedemo-
he seemed still to cherish hope on their ac- nians at the last treaty of peace; and he was
count. When sorrow and fear brought others sensible it would contribute greatly to his hon-
to tears and complaints, if Nicias ever dropped our, if he could take two of the enemy's gene-
a tear among the rest, it was plain he did it rals prisoners. Therefore, raising Nicias from,
from a rejection on the miserable and dis- the ground, he bade him take courage; and
graceful issue of the war, which he hoped to gave orders that the other Athenians should
have finished with great honour and success. have quarter. But as the order was slowly
Nor was it only the sight of his present misery communicated, the number of those that were
that moved them, but when they recollected saved was greatly inferior to that of the slain;
Ihe speeches and warnings by which he en- though the soldiers spared several unknown to
deavoured to dissuade the people from the ex- their officers.
pedition, they could not but think his lot much When the Syracusans had collected all the
more unhappy than he deserved. All their prisoners they could find into one body, they
hopes, too, of assistance from Heaven aban- dressed some of the tallest and straightest trees
doned them, when they observed that so reli- that grew by the river, as trophies, with the
gious a man as Nicias, one who had thought arms they had taken from the enemy. After
no expense too great in the service of the gods, which they marched homeward, with garland*
had no better fortune than the meanest and on their heads, and with their horses adorned
most profligate person in the army. in the most splendid manner; having first shorn

Notwithstanding all these difficulties, he those of the Athenians. Thus the) entered tin
still endeavoured, by the tone of his voice, by city, as it were in triumph, after the happy ter-
iis looks, and every expression of kindness to mination of the sharpest dispute that ever sub-
Ihe soldiers, to shew himself superior to his sisted between Grecians, and one of the most
nisfortunes. Nay, through a march of eight complete victories the sun ever beheld, gained
lays, though attacked and harassed all the way by a glorious and persevering exertion of firm-
fcy the enemy, he preserved his own division ness and valour.
"f the army tolerably entire; till Demosthenes A general assembly of the people of Syra-
was taken prisoner, and the troops he had the cuse and of its allies was then held, in which
conduct of were surrounded, after a brave re- Eurycles* the orator proposed a decree, "That,
aistance, at a small place called Polyzelium. in the first place, the day they took Nicias
Demosthenes then drew his sword and stabbed should be observed as a festival, with the title
himself, but as the enemy came immediately of Jlsinaria, from the river where that great
upon him and seized him, he had not time to event took place, and that it should be entirely
give himself the finishing stroke. employed in sacrifices to the gods." This was

Some Syracusans rode up to Nicias with the twenty-seven th day of the month Cameut,
this news, and he sent a few of his own cavalry called by the Athenians Jlletagitnion.^ "As
to know the certainty. Finding, from their to the prisoners, he proposed, that the Athenian
account, that Demosthenes and his party were servants and all the allies should be sold for
really prisoners, he begged to treat with Gy- slaves; that such of the Athenians as were
bppus, and offered hostages for paying the Sy- freemen, and the Sicilians their partisans,
racusans the whole charge of the war, on con- should be confined to the quarries; and that
dition they would suffer the Athenians to quit the generals should be put to death." As the
Sicily. The Syracusans rejected the proposals Syracusans accepted the bill, Hennocrates
with every mark of insolence and outrage, and rose up and said, "It was a more glorious
fell again upon a wretched man, who was in thing to make a good use of a victory than to
want of all manner of necessaries.* gain oie." But his motion raised a great fer-

He defended himself, however, all that night, ment in the assembly. Gylippus expressing
and continued his march the next day to the * Diodorus SiculuscalU him Diocles.
river Asmarus. The enemy galled his troops f Though it is not easy, as we have observed in a Co*

mer note, to bring the Grecian months to accord with
* But were these brare people lo blame? Was it not ouri, yet we agree in this place with Dacier, thai Sep-

Datura! for them lo use every means in their power to tember is probably meant, or part of it; btcaiue Pin-
baratts and weaken an enemy, who had ambitiously larch had said above, that the sickue&s had set io with
"ousidertd tb-ir cciuilrj u a propcrtv* autumn.
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hii desire to have the Athenian generals, that was the muse whom the Sicilians were mo«i
he might carry them prisoner? to Lacedsmon in love with. From every stranger lhal landed
the Svracusans, now grown insolent with their in their island, they gleaned every small speci-
good "fortune, loaded him with reproaches men or portion of his works, and communi-
Indeed, they could not well bear his severity cated it with pleasure to each other. It ii
ind Lacedzmonian rigour in command, while said that on this occasion a number of \the-
the war lasted. Besides, as Titnius observes, nians, upon their return home, went to Euri-
they had discovered in him an avarice anc pides, and thanked him in the most respectful
meanness, which was a disease he inherited manner for their obligations to his pen; some
from his father Cleandrides, who was banished having been enfranchised for teaching their
for taking of bribes. The son, out of the thou- masters tvhat they remembered of his poems,
»and talents which Lysander sent by him to and others having got refreshments when they
Sparta, purloined thirty, and hid them under were wandering about alter the battle, for
the tiles of his house. Being delected in it, singing a few of his verses. Nor is this to ba
he fled his country with the utmost disgrace; wondered at, since they tell us, that when *
as we have related more at large in the life of ship from Caunus, which happened to be pur-
L/ygander. sued by pirates, was going to take shelter in

Timaeus does not agree with Philistus and one of their ports, the Sicilians at first refused
Thucydides, that Demosthenes and Nicias to admit her; upon asking the crew whether
were stoned to death by the Syracusans. In- they knew any of the verses of Euripides, and
ttead of that, he tells us, that Hermocrales Deing answered in the affirmative, they receiv-
»ent one of his people to acquaint those two ed both them and their vessel.
jenerals with what was passing in the as- The Athenians, we are told, did not give
tembly, and the messengers being admitted by credit to the first news of this misfortune; the
Ihe guards before the court was dismissed, the nerson who brought it not appearing to deserve
unhappy men despatched themselves. Their .heir notice. It seems, a stranger who landed
bodies were thrown without the gates, and Jay n the Piraeus, as he sat to be shaved ID a bar-
there exposed to the view of all those who ter's shop, spoke of it as an event already
wanted to enjoy the spectacle. I am informed mown to the Athenians. The barber no
that a shield, said to be that of Nicias, is sooner heard it, but, before the stranger could
"hewn to this day in one of the temples at Sy- communicate it to any other person, he ran
racuse; the exterior texture of which is gold nto the city; and applying to the magistrates,
Ind purple, and executed with surprising art. nformed them of the news in open court.

As to the other Athenians, the greatest part Trouble and dismay seized all that heard it.
perished in the quarries to which they were The magistrates immediately summoned an
confined, by diseases and bad diet; for they assembly, and introduced the informant. There
were allowed only a pint of barley a day, and ie was interrogated, of whom he had the in-
half a pint of water. Many of those who were elligence; and, as he could give no clear and
concealed by the soldiers, or escaped by pass- )ertment answer, he was considered as a
ing as servants, were sold for slaves, and stig- brger of false news and a public incendiary.*
matized with the figure of a horse upon their n this light he was fastened to the wheel,
foreheads. Several of these, however, sub- where he bore the torture for some time, till at
mitted to their fate with pationce; and the ength some credible persons arrived, who
modesty and decency with which they behaved rave a distinct account of the whole disaster.
were such, that they were either soon releas- iVith so much difficulty did the misfortunes of
ed, or treated in their servitude with great res- Viciae find credit among the Athenians, though
pect by their masters. ie had often forewarned them that thej wotlj

Some there were who owed their preserva-;ertainly happen.
tion to .Luripides. Of aJJ the Grecians, his

MARCUS CRASSUS.

MARCUS CRASSCS, whose father had borne on trial. It seems the vestal had a beautiful
the office of censor, and been honoured with a country-house, which Crassus wanting to bare
triumph, was brought up in a small house with at an under-price, paid his court to the lady
his two brothers. These married while their with great assiduity, and thence fell under that
parents were living, and they all ate at the same suspicion. His judges, knowing that avarice
table. This, we may suppose, contributed not was at the bottom of all, acquitted him of the
a little to render him sober and moderate in charge of corrupting the vestal: and he never
his diet. Upon the death of one of his brothers, let her rest till she had sold him her house.
he took the widow and children into his house. The Romans say, Crassus had only that on»
With respect to women, there was not a man vice of avarice, which cast a shade upon tin
in Rome more regular in his conduct; though, * Casauboo would infer from hence, that the Alhe
when somewhat advanced in years, he was mans hail a law for punishir/r the forgt rj of false Drw».
suspected of a criminal commerce with one of But this person was punished, not 90 much as a forger
the vestal virgins named Licinia. Ljcinia was of false news, as a public incendiary, who, bv noting
impeached by one Plotinus, but acouitted up- groundless terroM in the people, aided and abttui

their enemies.
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many virtues. He appeared, indeed, to have lated what such a monster as war will devour,
bul one bad quality, because it was so much Nor consequently can it lie determined what
itronger and more powerful than the rest, that fortune is sufficient for its demands. Very dif-
it quite obscured them. Hia love of money is ferent in this respect were the sentiments of
"very evident from the size of his estuie, and Crassus from those of Mariua. "When the
his manner of raising it. At first it dm not latter had made a distribution of lands among
exceed three hundred talents. But, during hi» soldiers at the rate of fourteen acres a man,
his public employments, after he had conse-and found they wanted more, he said, "I hope
crated the tenth of his substance to Hercules, no Roman will ever think that portion of land
giver, an entertainment to the people, and a too little which is sufficient to maintain him."
supply of bread corn to each citizen for three It must be acknowledged that Craesus be-
months, he found, upon an exact computation, haved in a generous manner to strangers; hit
that he was master of seven thousand one house was always open to them. To which we
hundred talents. The greatest part of this for- may add, that he used to lend money to hit
tune, if we may declare the truth, to his ex- friends without interest. Nevertheless his rig-
treme disgrace, was gleaned from war and our in demanding his money the very day it was
from fires-, for he made a traffic of the public due, often made his appearing favour a greater
calamities. When Sylla had taken Rome, and inconvenience than the paying of interest would
gold the estates of those whom he had put to have been. As to his invitations, they were
death, which he both reputed and called the most of them to the commonalty; and though
spoils of his enemies, he was desirous to in- there was a simplicity in the provision, yet at
volve all persons of consequence in his crime, the same time there was a neatness and un
and he found in Crassus a man who refused ceremonious welcome, which made it more
no kind of gift or purchase. agreeable than more expensive tables.

Crassus observed, also, how liable the city As to his studies, he cultivated oratory, most
was to fires, and how frequently houses fell particularly that of the bar, which had its su
down; which misfortunes were owing to the perior utility. And though he might not be
weight of the buildings, andt their standing so reckoned equal, upon the whole, to the first-
close together.* In consequence of this, he rate speakers, yet by his care and application,
provided himself with slaves who were carpen- he exceeded those whom nature had favoured
lers and masons, and went on collecting them more. For there was not a cause, however
till he had upwards of five hundred. Then he unimportant, to which he did not come pre-
made it his business to buy houses that were pared. Besides, when Pompey, Caesar, and
on fire, and others that joined upon them; and Cicero, refused to speak, he ot'ten rose and
he commonly had them at a low price, by finished the argument in favour of the defend-
reason of the fears and distress the owners ant. This attention of his to assist any unfor-
were in about the event. Hence, in time, he tunate citizen, was a very popular thing; and
became master of a great part of Rome. But his obliging manner in his common address
though he had so many workmen, he built no had an equal charm. There was not a Ro-
more for himself than one house in which he man, however mean and insignificant, whom
toved. For he used to say, "That those who he did not salute, or whose salutation he did
love building will soon ruin themselves, and not return by name.
need no other enemies." His knowledge of history is also said to have

Though he had several silver mines, and been extensive, and he was not without a taste
lands of great value, as well as labourers who of Aristotle's philosophy. In the latter branch
turned them to the best advantage, yet it may he was assisted by a philosopher named Alex-
be truly asserted, that the revenue he drew ander;4 a man who gave the most glonoua
from these was nothing in comparison of that proofs of his disinterested and mild disposition,
produced by his slaves. Such a number had during his acquaintance with Crassus. For it
he of them, and all useful in life, readers, is not easy to say, whether his poverty was
amanuenses, book-keepers, stewards, and greater when he entered, or when he left his
cooks. He used to attend to their education, house. He was the only friend that Crassus
and often gave them lessons himself; esteeming would take with him into the country; on
it a principal part of the business of a master which occasions he would lend him a cloak
to inspect and take care of his servants, whom for the journey, but demand it again when he
he considered the living instruments of econo-returned to Rome. The patience of that man
my. Jn this he was certainly right, if he is truly admirable, particularly if we consider
thought, as he often said, that other matters that the philosophy he professed did not look
should be managed by servants, but the ser- upon poverty as a thing indifferent.! But this
vants by the master. Indeed, economists,so was a later circumstance in the life of Crassus.
far as they regard only inanimate things, serve When the faction of Cinna and Marius pre-
only the low purposes of gain: but where they vailed, it soon appeared that they were not
regard human beings, they rise higher, and returning for any benefit to their country,
form a considerable branch of politics. He but for the ruin and destruction of the nobility.
was wrong, however, in saying, that no man Part of them they had already caught and
ought to be esteemed rich, who could not with
bis own revenue maintain an army. For as * Xylander conjectures this might be Alexander tin
Archidamus observes, it never can be calcu- Milesian, who is called Polyliistor and Cornelius; and

who it said to have flourished in the times of Sj Ha.

* The street* were narrow and crooked, and the f AristoUe's, as well as Date's pliilusoplij, reckoned
>i uses chiefly of wood, after the Gauli had burned the riches amoug real blessings, and luukud upon them US
til* conducive to virtue.
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put to death; among whom were the father and there; and they served to carry his messagebrother of Crassus. Crassus himself, who wag to Vibius, and to bring answers back. Fencs-
then a *ery young man, escaped the present tella, s;iys," he saw one of them when she was
dangei But, as he saw the tyrants had their very old, and often heard her tell the story
hunters beating about for him on all sides, he with pleasure,
took three friends and ten servants with him, Crassus spent eight months in this privacy,
and fled with surprising expedition into Spain; at the end of which he received intelligence
where he had attended his father during his that Cmna was dead. Then he immediately
pratorship, and gained himself friends. There, made his appearance, and numbers repaired to
loo, he found the minds of men full of terror, him; out of which he selected a corps of two
ind all trembling at the cruelly of Marius, as thousand five hundred men. With these he
if he had been actually present; therefore, he visited the cities; and most historians agree that
did not venture to apply to any of his friends he pillaged one called Malacca. But others
in public: Instead of that, he went into a farm tell us, he absolutely denied it, and disclaimed
which Vibiub Pacianus had contiguous to the the thing in the face of those who spread the
sea and hid himself in a spacious cave there. report. After this, he collected vessels, and
From thence he sent one of his servants to passed over into Africa, to join Metellus Pius,
"punii Vibius; for his provisions already began an officer of great reputation, who had raised
to fail. Vibius, delighted to hear that he had considerable forces. He did not, however, stay
escaped, inquired the number of people he had long there. Upon some difference with Me-
with him, and the place of his retreat. He did tellus, he applied himself to Sylla, who re-
Dot wait on him in person, but sent immediate-ceived him with pleasure, and ranked him
ly for the steward of that farm, and ordered among his principal friends.
him to dress a supper every day, carry it to the When Sylla was returned to Italy, he chose
foot of the rock, and then retire in silence. He to keep the young men he had about him" in ex-
charged him not to be curious in examining ercise, and sent them upon various commis-
into the affair, under pain of death; and prom- sions. Crassus he despatched to levy troops
ised him his freedom, if he proved faithful in among the Marsi; and, as his passage lay through
his commission. the enemy's country,, he demanded guards of

The cave is at a small distance from the ssa. Sylla. "I give thee for guards," said he in an
The surrounding rocks which form it, admit angry tone, "I give thee for guards, thy father,
only a slight and agreeable breath of air. A thy brother, thy friends, thy relations, who have
little beyond the entrance, it is astonishingly been unjustly and abominably sacrificed, and
loftj, and the compass of it is so great, that it whose cause I am going to revenge upou their
has several large caverns, like a suit of rooms, murderers."
one within another. It is not destitute either Crassus, roused and inflamed with these
of water or light. A spring of excellent water words, passed boldly through the midst of the
flows from the rock; and there are small natu- enemy; raised a considerable army, and shew-
ral apertures, where the rocks approach each ed his attachment, as well as exerted his cour-
other at top, through which day-light is admit- age, in all Sylla's conflicts. Hence, we are
ted. By reason of the thickness of the rock, told, came his first competition and dispute
the interior air too is pure and clear; the foggy with Pompey for the palm of honour. Pou>
and moist part of it being carried away with pey was the younger man, and had this greal
the stream. disadvantage besides, that his father was more

Crassus, in this asylum, had his provisions hated than any man in Rome. Yet his geniui
brought every day by the steward, who neither broke forth with such lustre on these occa-
saw nor knew him or his people, though, hu sions, that Sylla treated him with more respect
was seen by them, because they knew his than he generally shewed much older men, of
time, and watched for his coming. And he even those of his own rank. For he used In
brought not only what was sufficient for use, rise up at his approach, and uncover ms head,
but delicacies, too, for pleasure. For Vibius and salute him as Imperator.
had determined to treat his friend with all Crassus was not a little piqued at these
imaginable kindness. He reflected that some things, though there was no reason for his pre-
regard should be had to his time of life, and tensions. He had not the capacity of Pompey;
as he was very young, that he should have besides his innate blemishes, his avarice and
some particular indulgencies on that account. meanness, robbed his actions of all their grace
To supply hia necessities only, he thought, and dignity. Foe instance, when he took tha
looked more like constraint than friendship. city of Tuder, in Umbria, be was supposed
Therefore, one day he took with him two to have appropriated the greatest part of the
handsome maid-servants, and walked towards plunder to ins own use, and it was represented
the sea. When they came to the cave, he in that light to Sylla. It is true in the bat-
"hewed them the entrance, and bid them go tle fought near Rome, which was the greatest
boldly in, for they had nothing to fear. Cras- and most decisive of all, Sylla was worsted,
lus, seeing them, -was afraid his retreat was his troops repulsed, and a number of them kill-
discovered, and began to examine who they ed. Meantime, Crassus, who commanded the
were, and what they wanted. They answered right wing, was victorious, and having pursued
as they were instructed, "That they were the enemy till night, seut to inform Sylla of
come to seek their master who lay concealed
there." Upon which, he perceived, it was
only a piece of gallantry in Vibius, who studied " FenesMla wrote M«ralbook»of annals. He mighl

if ry well liave seen one of theie slates when siic wu
to divert him. He received the damsels, there-old ; for he did not die liil the siilh year of the rcir»
fore, and kept them all the time he stayed of Tiberiiu, nor uuli] be wu teventy yean of age.
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big success, and to demand refreshments for because he could not satisfy them, Crasroe w«J
his men. kind enough to deliver him from the embar-

But in the time of the proscriptions and con rassment, by giving security for eight hundred
fiscalioris, he lost all the credit he had gained; and thirty talents.
Lu.yiiiL' great estate-sat an undtr-price, and often Rome was ut this time divided into three
begging such as he had cast his eye upon. Nay, purties, at the head of which were Pompey,
in the country of the Brutians, he is said to Cssar, and Crassus. For, as to Cato, his rep-
have proscribed one man without Sylla's order, utation was greater than his power, and hii
merely to seize his fortune. Upon this, Sylla virtue more admired than followed. The pru-
gave him up, and never after employed him in dent and steady pan of the city, were for
any public affair. Pompey; the violent and the enterprising gave

Though Crassus was an exquisite flatterer into the prospects of Ca:sar; Crassus steered
himself, yet no man was more easily caught by a middle course, and availed himself of both.
flattery tljaj) he. And what was very particular, Crassus, indeed, often changed sides,and neith-
though he was one of the most covetous men in er was a firm friend, nor an implacable enemy.
the world, no man was more averse to, or more On the contrary he frequently gave up either
severe against, such as resembled him." But his attachments or resentments indifferently
it gave him still more pain to see Pompey so when his interest required it: insomuch that
successful in all his employments, to see him in a short space of time, he would appear
honoured with a triumph, and saluted by the either in support or opposition to the same per-
citizens with the title of the Great. One day sons and laws. He hid some influence found-
he happened to be told "Pompey the Great ed in love, and some in fear; but fear was the
was coming;" upon which he answered \vith a wore serviceable principle of the two. An in-
acorul'ul smile, "How big is he?" stance of the latter we have in Licinius, who

As he despaired of rising to an equality with was very troublesome to the magistrates and
him in war, he betook himself to the adminis- leading orators of his time. When he wag
tration) and by paying his court, by defending asked, why he did not attack Crassus among
the impeached, by lending money, and by as- the rest, he answered, "He wears wisps upon
sisting and canvassing for persona who stood his horns."* So the Romans used to serve a
for olliccs, he gained an authority and influence vicious bull, for a warning to all persona that
equal to tint which Pompey acquired by his passed him.
military achievements. There was something When the gladiators took up anna and rav-
remarkably peculiar in their case. The name aged Italy, their insurrection was commonly
and interest of Pompey were much greater in called the war of Spartacus. Its origin wai
Rome, when he was absentt and distinguishing this: One Lentulus Batiatus kept at Capua a
himself in the field. When present, Crassus number of gladiators, the greatest part of which
often carried his point against him. This must were Gauls and Thracians; men not reduced
be imputed to the state and grandeur that he to that employment for any crimes they had
affected: he seldom shewed himself in public, committed, but forced upon it by the injustice
or appeared in the assemblies of the people; of their master. Two hundred of them, there-
and lie very rarely served those who made ap- fore, agreed to make their escape. Though the
plication to him; imagining by that means he plot was discovered, threescore and eighteen
should lave his interest entire when he wanted of them, by their extreme vigilance, were be-
it himself. Crassus, on the contrary, had his forehand with their master, and sallied out of
services ever ready for those who wanted them; town, having first seized all the long knives and
he constantly made his appearance; he was spits in a cook's shop. On the road they met
easy of access; his life was spent in business some wagons carrying a quantity of gladiators'
and good offices; so that his open and obliging arms to another place. These they seized, and
manner got the better of Pompey's distance armed themselves with them. Then they re-
and state. tired to a place of strength, and made choice

As to dignity of person, powers of persuasion, of three leaders-! The first was Spartacus,
and engaging turn of countenance, we are told whose extraction was from one of those Thra-
they were the same. But the emulation with cian hordes called Nomades. This man hat
"which Crassus was actuated never carried him not only a dignity of mind, a strength of body,
on to hatred and malignity. It is true, he was but a discernment and civility superior to hii
concerned to see Pompey and Caesar held in fortune. In short, he was more of a Greek
greater honour, but he did not add rancour and than a barbarian, in his manner.
malevolence to his ambition; though Czsar, It is said, that when he was first brought to
when he was taken by pirates, in Asia, and Rome to be sold, a serpent was seen twisted
strictly confined, cried out, "O Crassus, what about his face as he slept. His wife, who wai
pleasure will it give thee to hear that I am of the same tribe, having the gift of divination,
taken'." However, they were afterwards upon and being a retainer besides to the orgies of
e footing of friendship; and when Caesar was Bacchus, said, it was a sign that be would rise
.going to set out for his command in Spain, and to something very great and formidable, the re-
bin creditors were ready to seize his equipage, sult of which would be happy.J This woman

still lived with him, and was the companion
" tt w«3 observed by the late ingenious Mr. Shen- of his flight.

Itonr, that a coicomb will be the lint to find out and
expose a coicomb. Men of the same virtues love each This passed into a proverb.
other lor the sake of those virtues; but sympa'hy iu Spartacus, Chrisus, and jEnomaus. Thij w»r b»-
rice or folly has generally a contrary effect. gan in the year of Rome 660; before Christ 71.

f This was noi peculiar to Pompey: it was the case ( His end was happy for a gladiator. He died fight-
" f Mar iu &nd many others. Jig gallantly at the head of hii troops.
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The fugitives first distinguished themselves cus, with hi* forces, which were very consider
OT defeating a parly sent against them from able. Spartacus met him fairly in the field,
Capua; whose arms they seized and wore with beat his lieutenants, and stripped them of their
freat satisfaction; throwing away those of baggage. He then continued his route towards
gladiators, as dishonourable and barbarous. the Alps, but was opposed by Cassius, who
Clodius the praetor* was then sent against them commanded in that part of Gaul which lay
from Rome, with a body of three thousand about the Po, and came against him at the
men; and he besieged them on the hill where head of ten thousand men. A battle ensued,
they were posted. There was but one ascent, in which Caius was defeated, with great loss,
which was very narrow and rugged, and there and saved himself not without difficulty.
i-: placed a sufficient guard. The rest was all No sooner were the senate informed of these
I craggy precipice, but covered w:th wild vines. miserable proceedings, than they expressed the
The fugitives cut off such of the branches as greatest indignation against the consuls, and
night be of most service, and formed them into gave orders that they should be superseded in
t ladder of sufficient strength, and so long as the command. Crassus was the person they
lo reach the plain beneath. By the help of pitched upon as a successor, and many of the
iis ladder they all got down safe, except one. nobility served under him, as voJunteers, as
This man remained above only to let down well on accountofhispoliticalinfluenceasfrom,
\heir arms; and when he had done that, he personal regard. He went and posted himself
Descended after them. in the Picene, in order to intercept Spartacus,

The Romans knowing nothing of this ma- who was to march that way. At the same
iceuvre, the gladiators came upon their rear, time he sent his lieutenant Mummius round
ind attacked them so suddenly, that they fled with two legions; giving him strict orders only
m great consternation, and left their camp to to follow the enemy, and by no means to haz-
ihe enemy. Spartacus was there joined by the ard either battle or skirmish. Mummius, how-
herdsmen and shepherds of the country, men of ever, upon the first promising occasion, engag-
rreat vigour, and remarkably swift of foot. ed Spartacus, and was entirely routed. Num-
some of ^these he clad iu heavy armour, and bers fell upon the field of battle, and many
Ihe rest served as reconnoitring parties, and others threw away their arms, and fled for
fcrothe* purposes of the light-armed. their lives.

The next general sent against these gladia- Crassus gave Mummius a severe reprimand,
jors was Publius Vannus. They first routed and new armed his men, but insisted withal
«B lieutenant Furius, who engaged them with that they should find security for their keeping
I detachment of two thousand men. After this those arms they were now entrusted with,
iparticus watched the motions of Cossmius, The first five hundred, who had shewn the
who was appointed assistant and chief counsel- greatest marks of cowardice, he divided into
lor to Varinus, and was now marching against fifty parts, and put one in each decade to death,
lim with a considerable force. His vigilance to whose lot it might happen to fall; thus re-
was such, that he was very near taking Cos- viving an ancient custom of military punish-
linius in the hath at Salens; and though he ment which had been long disused. Indeed,
did escape with much difficulty, Spartacus this kind of punishment is the greatest mark
seized his baggage. Then he pursued his of infamy, and being put in execution in sight
steps, and took his camp, having first killed of the whole army, is attended with many aw-
great numbers of the Romans. Cossinius ful and affecting circumstances.
himself was among the slain. His subsequent After thus chastising his men, he led them
operations were equally decisive. He beat against the enemy. But Spartacus turned
Varinus in several engagements, and took his back and retired through Lucania to the sea.
lictors, and the very horse he rode. The rebel happening to find a number of ves-

By this time he was become great and for- sels in harbour belonging to the Cilician pi-
midable. Nevertheless his views were moder- rates, resolved to make an attempt upon Sicily;
ate: lie had too much understanding to hope where, at the head of two thousand men, he
the conquest of the Romans: and therefore thought he could easily re-kindle the Servile
led his army to the Alps, with an intention to war, which had but lately been smothered,"
cross them, and then dismiss his troops, that and which wanted little fuel to make it flame
they might retire to their respective countries, out again. Accordingly the pirates entered
some to Thrace and some to Gaul. But they, into agreement with him; but they had no
relying upon their numbers, and elated with sooner taken his money than they broke their
success, would not listen to his proposal. In- engagement, and sailed another way. Spar-
stead of that, they laid Italy waste as they tacus, thus deceived, left the sea, and entrench-
traversed it. ed himself in the peninsula of Rhegium.

It was no longer the indignity and disgrace When Crassus came up, he observed that
of this revolt that afflicted the senate; it was the nature of the place suggested what mea-
fear and danger: and they now employed both sures he should take; in consequence of which
the consuls in this war, as one of the most he determined to build a wall across the isth-
difficult and important they ever had upon mus. This, he knew, would at once keep hn
their hands. Gelius, one of the consuls, hav- soldiers from idleness, and cut off the enemy's
ing surprisedti body of Germans who were so supplies. The work was great and difficult:
rash and self-opinionated as to separate from nevertheless he finished it beyond all expecta-
the troopsof Spartacus, defeated them entirely tion, in a short time; drawing a trench from
tod put them to the sword. Lenlulus, the
other cousul, endeavoured to surround Sparta- * It wu but nineteen year) before, that i p«rio4

* Clodiiu Olaber. wu put lo be Servile war in Sicily.
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§ea to sea three hundred furlongs in length, proaching; and of the many speeches to the
fifteen feet in breadth, and as many in depth; people on occasion of the ensuing election, in
he built a wall also above it of considerable which it was asserted, that this laurel bevng-
height and strength. ed to him, and that, as soon as he made his ap-

Spartacus at first made a jest of the under-pearance, he would, by some decisive stroke,
taking. But when his plunder began to fail, put an end to the war.
And he wanted to go farther, he saw the wall Crassus, therefore, hastened to give that
before him, and at the same time was conscious stroke himself, and, with the game view, en-
ihat the peninsula was exhausted. He watched camped very near the enemy. One day when
his opportunity, however, in a snowy and tem- he had ordered his soldiers to dig a trench, the
pestuous night, to fill up the trench with earth, gladiators attacked them as they were at work.
wood and other materials-, and so passed it Numbers came up continually on both sides to
with a third part of his army. Crassus now support the combatants; and at last Sparlacua
began to fear, that Spartacus, in the spirit of seeing what the case necessarily required,
enterprise, would march immediately to Rome. drew out hia whole army. When they brought
But when he observed that a number of the him his horse, he drew his sword and killed
enemy upon some difference or other, separated him, saying at the same time, "If I prove vic-
and encamped upon the Lucaman lake, he re- torious, I shall have horses at command; if I am
covered his spirits. The water of this lake is defeated, I shall have no need of this." His
said to change in such a manner, as sometimes aim was to find Crassus, and he made his way
to be sweet and fresh, and at other times so through showers of darts and heaps of the
salt, that it is impossible to drink it. Crassus slain. He did not, indeed, reach him, but he
fell upon this party, and drove them from the killed with his own hand two centurions who
lake, but could not do any great elocution, or ventured to engage him. At last, those that
continue the pursuit far, because Spartacua seconded him tied. He, however, still stood
made his appearance, and rallied the fugitives. his ground, and though surrounded by num-

Crassus now repented of having written to bers, fought with great gallantry, till he was
the senate, that it was necessary to recal cut in pieces.
Lucullus from Thrace, and Pompey from Crassus, on this occasion, availed himself of
Spain; and hastened to finish the war himself every circumstance with which fortune favour-
For he was sensible that the general who ed him; he performed every act of generalship;
should come to his assistance, would rob him he exposed his person in the boldest manner;
of all the honour. He resolved, therefore, in yet he was only wreathing a laurel for the
the first place, to attack the troops which had brows of Pompey. Pompey met, it seems,
revolted, and formed a separate body, under those who escaped out of the field, and pat
the command of two officers named Cannicius them to the sword. In consequence of which
and Custus. With this view, he sent a corps he wrote to the senate, "That Crassus had,
of six thousand men before to seize an emi- indeed, beaten the fugitive gladiators in a pitch-
nence which he thought would be of service to ed battle; but that it was he who had cut up
him, but ordered them to conduct their enter- the war by the roots."
prise with all imaginable secrecy. They ob- Pompey, on his return to Rome, triumphed
served his directions; and to conceal their in a magnificent manner for his conquest ufSer-
march the better, covered their helmets and the torius and Spam. As for Crassus, he did not
rest of their arms. Two women, however, pretend to ask for the greater triumph; and
who were sacrificing before the enemy's camp, even the less, which is led up on foot, under
discovered them; and they would probably the name of an ovation, seemed to have no pro-
have met their fate, had not Crassus advanced priety or decorum in the conquest of fugitive
immediately, and given the enemy battle. This slaves. In what respects this differs from the
was the most obstinate action in the whole other, and whence the term oration is derived,
war. Twelve thousand three hundred of the we have considered in the Life of Marcellus.
enemy were killed, of which number there Pompey was immediately called to the con-
were only two found wounded in the back; the sulship; and though Crassus had interest
rest died in their ranks, after the bravest exer- enough of his own to encourage him to hope
tions of valour. for the same honour, yet he scrupled not to

Spartacus, after this defeat, retired towards solicit his good offices. Pompey received 'ha
the mountains of Petelia; and Quintus, one of application with pleasure; for he was desi 0115
Crassus's olficers, and Scropha the quaestor, by all means to have Crassus under an obliga-
marched after to harass his rear. But, Spar- tion to him. He, therefore, readily espoused
tacus facing about, the Romans fled in the most his cause; and, at last, when he made his
dastardly manner, and with great difficulty speech to the people, said, "he was as much
carried off the qusestor, who was wounded. indebted to them for the colleague they had
This success was the rum of Spartacus. It given him as for their favour to himself."
gave the fugitives such spirits, that they would However, the same good understanding did
no longer decline a decisive action, or be obe- not long continue; they differed about almost
dient to their officers; but as they were upon every article that came before them: and those
the road, addressed them with their swords in disputes and altercations prevented their doing
their hands, and insisted on marching back any thing considerable during their whole con-
through Lucama with the utmost expedition, sulship. The most remarkable thing was, that
to meet the Romans, and face Crissus in the Crassus offered a great sacrifice to Hercu'es_
field. entertained the people at ten thousand tables,

This was the very thing that Crassus desir- and gave then a supply of bread-corn foi
od. He was informed that Pompey wag ap- three months.
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When they held one of the last assemblies for him:-hence his attachment to Cicero wa«
before they quitted their charge, a Roman so great, that when the bill for his banishment
knight, named Onatius Aurelus, who had spent was proposed, he went into mourning, and per-
most of hia time in a retired manner in the suaded the rest of the Roman youth to do the
country, and was a man of no great note, same. At last, he even prevailed with fan
mounted tke rostrum, and gave the people an father to be reconciled to him.
account of a vision that had appeared to him. About thia time, Ca;sar returned from hit
"Jupiter," said he, "appeared to me in a government, to solicit the consulship. Finding
dream, and commanded me to inform you in Crassus and Pompey again at variance, he
this public manner, that you are not to suffer would not apply to either in particular, lest he
the consuls to lay down their office before they should make the other his enemy; nor could
ire reconciled." He had no sooner ended he hope to succeed without the assistance of
nis speech than the people insisted that they one of them. In this dilemma he determined,
ihould be reconciled.-Pompey stood without if possible, to effect a good understanding once
making any motion towards it, but Crassus more between them. For which purpose he
went and offered him hia hand. " I am not represented, " That, by levelling their artillery
ashamed, my fellow-citizens," said he, " nor do against each other, they raised tht Ciceros,
I think it beneath me, to make the first ad- the Catuli, and the Catos; who would be
vances to Pompey, whom you distinguish with nothing, if they were once real friends, and
the name of Great, while he was but a beard- took care to act in concert. If that were the
less youth, and whom you honoured with a tri- case," said he, " with your united interes'ta
umph before he was a senator." and counsels you might carry all before you."

These were the only memorable things in These representations had their effect; and,
the consulate of Crassus. As for his censor- by joining himself to the league, he formed
ihip, it passed without any thing worth men- that invincible triumvirate which ruined the
tioning." He made no inquisition into the senate and people of Rome. Not that either
lives and manners of the senators; he did not Crasaus or Pompey gained any advantage from
review the equestrian order, or number the their union; but Cssar, by the help of both,
people. Lutacius Catulus, one of the best climbed to the highest pinnacle of power. Au
natured men in the world, was his colleague; earnest of this he had, in his being unanimously
tnd it is said, that when Crassus wanted to elected consul. And as he acquitted himself
adopt a violent and unjust measure, I mean the in his office with great honour, they procured
making of Egypt tributary to Rome, Catulua him the command of armies, and decreed him
itrongly opposed it; and hence arose that dif- the province of Gaul, where he was established,
ference, in consequence of which they resigned as in an impregnable castle. For, they im-
their charge. agined if they did but secure to him the pro-

When the great conspiracy of Catiline, vince that was fallen to hia lot, they might
which brought the commonwealth to the verge share the rest between them at their leisure.
of destruction, broke out, Crassus was sus- It was the immoderate love of power which
pected of having some concern in it. Nay, led Pompey into this error. And Crassus to
there was one who named him among the con- his old disease of avarice now added a new
spirators; but no one gave credit td his in- one. The achievements, the victories, and
formation.f It is true, Cicero, in one of his triumphs of Czsar, raised in Crassus a passion
orations, openly accuses both Crassus and for the same; and he could not be content to
Caesar of that crime. But that oration did not be beneath him in this respect, though he wag
appear in public till both those great men were so much superior in others. He therefore
dead. On the other hand, the same Cicero, in never let himself rest, till he met an inglonoui
the oration he delivered relating to his consul- fate, and involved hia country in the most
ship, expressly says, that Crassus came to him dreadful calamities.
one night, and put a letter in his hands, which On CEesaHs coming from Gaul to the city of
shewed the reality of the plot into which thjey Lucca, numbers went to wait upon him, and
were then inquiring. Be that as it may, it is among the rest Crassus and Pompey. These,
certain that Crassus after this conceived a in their private conferences, agreed with him
mortal hatred for Cicero, and would have to carry matters with a higher hand, and to
shewn it in some act of violence, had not his make themselves absolute in Rome. For this
son PubliuK prevented it. Publius was a man purpose CfEsar was to remain at the head of
of letters, and eloquence had a particular charm his army, and the other two chiefs to divide

the rest of the provinces and armies between
* He was censor six years afler hia consulship, sixty-

three years before the birth of Christ. them. There was no way, however, to carry
f Sallust says otherwise. He tells us, it did appear their scheme into execution, without suing for

incredible to some, but others believed it. . Yet, not another consulship; in which Cssar was to
thinking it advisable to exasperate a man of so much assist by writing to his friends, and by sending
power, they joined his retainers, and those who owed a number of hia soldiers to vote in the election.
Dim money, in crying it was a calumny, and in saying
the senate ought to exculpate him; which, accordingly, When Crassua and Pompey returned to
they did. Some were of opinion, and Cnusua himself Rome, their designs were very much auspect-
unong the rest, the informer was suborned by Cicero. cd: and the general discourse was, that the
But v* hat end coukl Cicero have in accusing a man of late interview boded no good to the common-
his consequence, unless it were to alarm the senate and wealth. Hereupon, Marcellinua and Domi-
people the more with a sense of their danger ? And
what could Crassus propose to himself, in entering tius* asked Pompey in full senate, " Whether
into a plot to buru a city in which nil property wu to

* Domitiui JEnobarbuj.
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he intended to solicit the consulship?" To penetrate to the Hadrians, the Indians, th>
which he answered, " Perhaps I may-per- eastern ocean, and in his hopes he had already
haps not." And upon their interrogating him swallowed up the east.
a second time, he said, " If I solicit it, I shall In the law relating to the government of
"olicit it for men of honour, and not for men Crassus, no mention was made of a war in it»
of a meaner principle." As this answer ap- neighbourhood; but all the world knew ( r.ie-
peared to have too much of haughtiness and sus had an eye to it. And Caesar, in the letter
contempt, Crassus expressed himself with more he wrote to him from Gaul, commended his
moderation, *' If it be for the public good, I design, and encouraged him to attack the Par.
shall solicit it-if not, I shall forbear." thians. But when he was going to set out,

By this some other candidates, and among Ateius, one of the tribunes, threatened to stop
the rest Domilius, were emboldened to appear; him, and numbers joined the tribune's party.
but as soon as Crassus and Pompey declared They could not without indignation think of hii
themselves, the rest dropped their pretensions. going to begin hostilities against a people who
Only Uomitius was exhorted and encouraged had done them no injury, and were in fact
by his friend and kinsman Cato, "Not to aban- their allies. Crassus, alarmed at this, desired
don his prospects, but to stand boldly up for Pompey to conduct him out of Rome. He knew
the liberties of his country. As for Pompey the dignity of Pompey, and the veneration the
and Crassus, he said, they wanted not the con- populace had for him: and on this occasion,
sulship, but absolute power; nor was it so much though many were prepared to withstand Cras-
their aim to be chief magistrates at home, as eus, and to raise a clamour against him, yet
to seize the provinces, and to divide the ar- when they saw Pompey marching before him
mies between them." with an open and gay countenance, they dropped

Cato having thus expressed his real senti- their resentment, and made way in silence.
ments, drew Domitius almost forcibly into the Ateius, however, advanced to meet him. In
forum, and numbers joined them there. For the first place, by the authority of his office
they were greatly surprised at this step of he commanded him to stop, and protested
Crassus and Pompey. "Why do they demand," against his enterprise. Then he ordered one
sajd they, "a second consulship? Why together? of his officers to seize him. But the other tri-
Why not with others? Have we not many per- bunes interposing, the officer let Crassus go.
sons of merit sufficient to entitle them to be Ateius now ran before to the gate, and placed
colleagues with either Crassus or Pompey?" there a censer with fire in it. At the approach

Pompey's party, alarmed at these speeches, of Crassus, he sprinkled incense upon it, of-
threw off the mask, and adopted the most vio- fered libations, and uttered the most horrid
lent measures. Among other outrages, they imprecations, invoking at the same time cer-
waylaid Domitius as he was going to the place tain dreadful and strange gods. The Romans
of election before day, accompanied by hie say, these mysterious and ancient imprecations
friends; killed the torch-bearer, and wounded have such power,* that the object of them
many of his tram, Cato among the rest Then never escapes their effect; nay, they add, that
they shut them ail up together till Crassus and the person who uses them is sure to be un
Pompey were elected. happy so that they are seldom used, and never

A little after this, they confined Domitius to but upon a great occasion. Ateius was much
his house, by planting armed men about it, blamed for his rash zeal. It was for his coun-
drove Cato out of the forum, and killed seve- try's sake that he was an adversary to Crassus,
ral who made resistance. Having thus cleared and yet it was his country he had laid under
the way, they continued Caesar in his govern- that dreadful curse.
ment for five years more, and got Syria and Crassus, pursuing his journey, came to Brun-
both the Spams for their own provinces. Upon dusium; and though the winter storms made
casting lots, Syria fell to Crassus, and the Spams the voyage dangerous, he put to sea, and lost
to Pompey. a number of vessels in his passage. As soon

The allotment was not disagreeable to the as he had collected the rest of his troops, he
multitude. They chose to have Pompey not continued his route by land through Galatia
far from Rome; and Pompey, who passionately There he paid his respects to Deiotarus, who,
loved his wife, was very glad of the opportunity though an old man, was building a new city
to spend most of his time there. As for Cras- Crassus laughed, and said, " You begin to
"us, as soon as it appeared that Syria was his build at the twelfth hour of the day!" The
lot, he discovered the greatest joy, and con- king laughed in his turn, and answered, " You
sidered it as the principal happiness of his life; do not set out very early in the morning against
insomuch that even before strangers and the the Parthians!" Crassus, indeed, was then
populace he could hardly restrain his transports. above sixty years of age,f and he looked oiuch
To his intimate friends he opened himself more older than he was.
freely, expressing the most sanguine hopes and Upon his arrival in Syria, his affaire pVos-
indulging in vain elevations of heart, unsuita-pered at first according to his expectation.
ble to his age and disposition: for in general He threw a bridge over the Euphrates with
he was far from being pompous or inclined to ease, and his army passed over it without
vanity. But now extravagantly elated and cor- opposition. Many cities in Mesopotamia vol-
rupted by his flattering prospects, he consider-untarily received him; and one only stoo*
ed not Syria and the Parthians as the termina-
tion of his good fortune-, but intended to make * Dira Jctcstatio
the expedition of Lucullug against Tigranes, IS'ulU expiatur viccimi.-Jforu**.
ind of Pompey against Mithndates, appear f Cnssat Kt out upon this expedition in th. few Ol
Only the sports of children. His design was to Rome tiUU.
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"pon its defence. The prince who governed I Upon which, Vagises, the oldest of the amba*
it was named Apollonius. The Romans hav-sadors, laughed: and turning up the palm of
ing lost about a hundred men before it, Cras- his hand, replied, " Crassus, here will hair
lus marched zgainst it with all his forces, took grow before thou wilt see Seluucia."
it by assault, plundered it of every thing val- The ambassadors then returned to their king
uable, and sold the inhabitants for slaves. The Orodes,* and told him he must prepare for
Greeks called that city Zenodotia.* Crassus, war. Meantime, some Romans escaped with
upon taking it, suffered his army to salute him difficulty from the cities they garrisoned in
Imperator; a thing which reflected no small Mesopotamia, and brought a ver) alarming
disgrace upon him: it shewed the meanness of account of the enemy. They said, " they had
his spirit, and his despair of effecting any thing been eye-witnesses to their immense numbers,
considerable, when he valued himselt upon and to their dreadful manner of fighting when
luch a trifling acquisition. they attacked the towns." And, as it is usual

After he had garrisoned the towns that had for fear to magnify its object, they added, " It
submitted, with seven thousand foot and a is impossible either to escape them when they
thousand horse, he returned into Syria to win- pursue, or to take them when they fly. They
ter. There he was joined by his son, whom have a new and strange sort of arrows, which
Caesar had sent to him from Gaul, adorned are swifter than lightning, and reach their mark
with military honours, and at the head of a before they can see you are discharged; nor
thousand select horse. are they less fatal in their effects than swift in

Among the many errors which Crassus com- their course. The offensive arms of their cav-
mitted in this war, the first, and none of the alry pierce through every thing, and the defen-
least, was his returning so soon into Syria. sive arms are so well tempered, that nothing
He ought to have gone forward and strength- can pierce them."
ened himself with the accession of Babylon and The Roman soldiers were struck with this
Seleucia, cities always at enmity with the Par- account, and their courage began to droop.
thians: instead of which, he gave the enemy They had imagined that the Parthians were
abundant time to prepare themselves. Besides, not different from the Armenians and Cappa-
bis occupations in Syria were greatly censured, docians, whom Lucullus had beaten and driven
having more of the trader in them than of the before him till he was weary; and consequent-
general. Instead of examining into the arms ly that the hardest part of the expedition would
of his soldiers, keeping them in exercise, and be the length of the way, and the trouble of
improving their strength and activity by proper pursuing men who would never stand an en-
rewards, he was inquiring into the revenues gagement. But now they found they had war
of the cities, and weighing the treasures in the and danger to look in the face, whicn they had
temple of the goddess of Hierapolis.f And not thought of: insomuch that several o( the
though he fixed the quotas of troops which the principal officers were of opinion that Crassus
itates and principalities were to furnish, he let ought to stop, and call a council to consider
them off again for a sum of money; which ex- whether new measures ought not to be taken.
posed him to the contempt of those whom he Of this number was Cassius the quzstor. Be-
excused. sides, the soothsayers whispered that the sacri-

The first sign of his future fortune came from fices were not accepted by the gods, and tho
this very goddess, whom some call Venus, some signs appeared always inauspicious to the gen-
Juno, others Nature, or that great principle eral. However, he paid no attention to them,
which produces all things out of moisture, and nor to any but those who were for hastening
instructs mankind in the knowledge of every his march.
thing that is good. As they were going out of He was the more confirmed in his intention!
the temple, young Crassus stumbled and fell by the arrival of Artavasdes,t king of Armenia
it the gate, and his father fell upon him. That prince came with six thousand horse,

He was now drawing his troops out of win- which he said were only his body guard. He
ter-quarters, when ambassadors came from promised Crassus ten thousand more, armed
Arsaces, and addressed him in this short at all points, and thirty thousand foot, all to be
ipeech: "If this army was sent against the maintained at his own expense. At the same
Parthians by the Roman people, that people time, he advised him to enter Partlua by way
has nothing to expect but perpetual war and of Armenia, "By that means," said he, "you
enmity irreconcilable. But if Crassus, against will not only have plenty of provisions, which
the inclinations of his country (which they were I shall take care to supply you with; but your
informed was the case,) to gratify his own march will be safe, as it will lie along a chain
"varice, has undertaken this war, and invaded of mountains, and a country almost impractica
one of the Parthian provinces, Arsaces will ble for cavalry, in which the Parthian strength
"ct with more moderation. He will take com- consists." Crassus received his tender of
passion on Crassus'a age, and let the Romans service and his noble offer of succours but
go, though in fact he considers them rather as coldly; and said, "He should march through
in prison than in garrison." To this Crassus
made no return but a rnodomontade; he said, * Here the king of Farthia is called Orodes, who
"He would give them his answer at Seleucia." before was called Arsaces. Arsaces was probably &

name common to the kings of that country, and Orodes
" Zenodotia, in the province of Osrhoeje. the proper name of this prince. He was the son of
t About twenty miles from the Euphrates, there was Phraates the second, and made his way to the crown

I city, Itoownb)the several namesof Bamlivce, Edessa, through the blood of his elder brother Mithridatej.
aud Hierapolis. By the Syrians it was called Magog. For this, he deservedly died the same kind of death.
The goddess Alai-galis was worshipped there with t In the text, he is here called Artabases j but, at
great dcvHion. Lucian mentions her temple as the Plutarch calls him Artavasdcs ever}' whcrt afterward*.
licheit lu the world. we thought it proper to put it so here.
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Mesopotamia, where he hid left a number of how much Ariamnes was indejted to that get*
brave Romans. Upon this the Armenian bade eral's favour, and that in consequence he
him adieu, and returned to his own country. passed for a well-wisher to the Romans. But

As Crassus was passing the Euphrates at now, gained by the Parthian officers, he con-
Zeugma, he met with dreadful bursts of thun- certed with them a scheme to diaw Crassuj
der, and lightnings flamed in the face of his from the river and the higher grounds, into an
troops. At the same time, the black clouds immense plain, where he might easily be sur
emitted a hurricane, mingled with fire, which rounded. For the enemy thought of nothing
broke down and destroyed great part of his less than fighting a pitched battle with the
bridge. The place which he had marked out Romans.
for a camp, was also twice struck with light- This barbarian, then, addressing himself to
ning. One of the general's war horses, richly Crassus, at first launched out into the praise*
caparisoned, running away with his rider, leap- of Pompey as his benefactor, for he was a
ed into the river, and was seen no more. And voluble and artful speaker. Then he expressed
it is said when the foremost eagle was moved, his admiration of so fine an army, but withal
in order for a march, it turned back of its own took occasion to blame Crassus for his delays,
accord. Besides these ill tokens, it happened and the time he spent in preparing ; as if
that when the soldiers had their provisions dis- weapons, and not rather active hands and feet,
tributed, after they had crossed the river, they were required against a people, who had long
were first served with lentils and salt, which been determined to retire with their most val-
are reckoned ominous, and commonly placed uable effects, and with their families and
upon the monuments of the dead. In a speech friends, to the Scythians and Hyrcanians. " Of
of Crassus to the army, an expression escaped suppose you have to fight," said he, "you
him, which struck them all with horror. He ought to hasten to the encounter, before the
said " He had broken down the bridge, that not king recover his spirits, and collect all hu
one of them might return." And when he forces. At present he has only sent out Sure-
ought, upon perceiving the impropriety of the na and Sillaces to amuse you, and to prevent
expression, to have recalled or explained it to your pursuit of himself. For his part, he will
the intimidated troops, his obstinacy would not take care not to appear in the field.
permit him. To which we may add, that in This story was false in every circumstance.
the sacrifice offered for the lustration of the For Orodes had divided his army into two
army, the aruspex having put the entrails in parts; with one of which he was ravaging Ar-
his hands, he let them fall. All that attended menia, to wreak his vengeance upon Arta-
the ceremony were struck with astonishment; vasdes; Surena was left with the other, to
but he only said with a smile, " See what it is make head against the Romans. Not that the
to be old! My sword, however, shall not slip king (as some will have it) had any contempt
out of my hands in this manner." for the Romans, for Crassus, one of the most

Immediately after this, he began his march powerful men Rome had produced, was not an
along the side of the Euphrates, with seven antagonist whom he should despise, and think
legions, near four thousand horse, and almost it a fairer field of honour to go and fight with
as many of the light-armed. He had not gone Artavasdes, and lay waste Armenia. On tha
far before some of his scouts returned, and told contrary, it is highly probable, it was his ap-
him, they had not found so much as one man in prehension of danger which made him keep at
their excursion, but that there were many ves- a distance and watch the rising event; in order
tiges of cavalry, who appeared to have fled as to which he sent Surena before him. to make
if they had been pursued. trial of the enemy's strength, and to amuse

Crassus now began to be more sanguine in them with his stratagems. For Surena was no
his hopes, and the soldiers to hold the enemy ordinary person; but in fortune, family, and
in contempt, upon a supposition that they durst honour, the first after the king; and in point of
not stand an encounter. Nevertheless, Cassius courage and capacity, as well as in size a»
addressed himself to the general again, and beauty, superior to the Parthians of his time.
advised him, " To secure his troops in some If he went only upon an excursion into the coun-
fortified town, till he should have some ac- try, he had a thousand camels to carry his
count of the enemy that might be depended baggage, and two hundred carnages for hu
upon. If he did not choose that, he desired concubines. He was attended by a thousand
him to keep along the river till he reached heavy-armed horse, and many more of the
Seleucia: for by this means he would be con- light-armed rode before him. Indeed, his vas-
stantly supplied with provisions from the ves- sals and slaves made up a body of cavalry little
sels that would follow his camp; and the river less than ten thousand. He had the heredita-
preventing his being surrounded, he would ry privilege in his family to put the diadem
always have it in his power to fight upon equal upon the king's head when he was crowned.
terms." When Orodes was driven from the throne, he

While Crassus was weighing these counsels restored him; and it was he who conquered
with much deliberation, there arrived an Arab- for him the great city of Seleucia, being the
ian chief named Ariamnes.* This artful and first to scale the wall, and beating off the ene-
perfidious man was the principal instrument my with his own hand. Though he was then
of all the calamities which fortune was prepar- not tin rty years old, his discernment was strong,
ing for the ruin of Crassus. Some of his of- and his council esteemed the best. These were
ficers, who had served under Pompey, knew the talents by which he overthrew Crassug,

who laid himself open to his arts, first by a too
* Af niiji .111.1 Dion Cuiiui call bun Acbiriu or Ag- sanguine confidence, aud afterwards by his

km* fears and depression under misfortunes.
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When Crassus had listened to the lure of march the more, making the foot keep up with
Anamnes, and left the river to march into the *,he cavalry. Meantime the remains of a re-
plain, the traitor led him a way that was smooth connoitring party returned, with an account
and easy at first; but after a while it became that their comrades were killed \>y the Par-
extremely difficult, by reason of the deep sands thians, and that they had escaped with great
La which he had to wade, and the sight of a difficulty. At the same tune they assured him,
vast desert without wood or water, which af- that the enemy was advancing with very nu
forded no prospect of repose, or hope of re- merous forces, and in the highest spirits.
freshment. So that his troops were ready to This intelligence spread great dismay among
give out, not only through thirst and the diffi- the troops, and Crassus was the most terrified
culty of the march, but through the comfortless of all. In his confusion, he had scarce under-
and melancholy view before them of a country standing enough about him to draw his army
where there was neither tree nor stream to be properly. At first, agreeably to the opinion ol
seen, no hill to shelter them, no green herb Cassius, he 'extended the front of his infantry
growing, but the billows of an immense sea of so as to occupy a great space of ground, to pre-
"and surrounding the whole army. vent their being surrounded, and distributed

These things gave them sufficient reason to the cavalry in the wings. But soon altering
wjspcct they were betrayed; but when the en- his mind, he drew up the legions in a close
voys of Artavasdes arrived, there was no room square, and made a front every way, each front
to doubt it. That prince informed Crassus, consisting of twelve cohorts; every cohort had
"That Orodes had invaded his kingdom with a its troop of horse allotted it, that no part might
great army, so that now he could send the Ro- remain unsupported by the cavalry, but that
mans no succours. Therefore, he advised them the whole might advance with equal security
to march towards Armenia, where with their to the charge. One of the wings was given to
united forces, they might give Orodes battle. Cassius, the other to young Crassus, and the
If Crassus did not relish this advice, he con- genert! placed himself in the centre.
jured him at least never to encamp upon any In this order they moved forward, till they
ground favourable to the cavalry, but to keep came to a river called Balissus, which in itself
close to the mountains." Crassus, in his resent- was not considerable, but the sight of it gave
ment and infatuation would send no answer in pleasure to the soldiers, as well on account of
writing; he only said, "He was not at leisure their heat and thirst, as the fatigues of a march
now to think of the Armenians, but by and by through a dry and sandy desert. Most of the
he would come and chastise their king for his officers were of opinion that they ought to pasa
perfidiousness." Cassius was extremely chagrin- the night there, and after having got the beat in-
ed, but would not make any more remonstrances telligence they could of the number of the ene-
to the general, who was already offended at the my and their order, advance against him at
liberty he had taken. He applied, however, to break of day. But Crassus, carried away by
the barbarian in private, in such terms as these, the eagerness of his son, and of the cavalry
"0 thou vilest of impostors, what malevolent about him, who called upon him to lead them
dzmon has brought ttiee amongst us?" By what to the charge, commanded those who wanted
potions, by what enchantments, hast thou pre- refreshment to take it as they stood in their
vailed upon Crassus to pour his army into this ranks. Before they had all done, he began his
vast, this amazing desert; a march more fit for march, not leisurely and with proper pauses,
a Numidian robber than for a Roman general "f" as is necessary in going to battle, but with a
The barbarian, who had ar' enough to adapt quick and continued pace till they came in
himself to all occasions, humbled himself to sight of the enemy, who appeared neither so
Cassius, and encouraged him to hold out and numerous nor so formidable as they had ex
have patience only a little longer. As for the pected. For Surena had concealed his main
soldiers, he rode about the ranks under a pre- force behind the advanced guarJ, and, to pre-
tence of fortifying them against their fatigues, vent their being discovered by the glittering of
and made use of several taunting expressions their armour, he had ordered them to cover it
to them, " What," said he, "do you imagine with their coats or with skins.
that you are marching through Campania ? When both armies were near enough to en-
Do you expect the fountains, the streams, the gage, and the generals had given the signal,
shades, the baths, and houses of refreshment the field resounded with a horrid din and
you meet with there? And will you never re- dreadful bellowing. For the Parthians do not
member that you are traversing the barren con- excite their men to action with cornets and
fines of the Arabians and Assyrians?" Thus trumpets, but with certain hollow instrument*
the traitor admonished, or rather insulted the covered with leather, and surrounded with brasi
Romans, and got off at last before his imposture bells, which they beat continually. The sound,
was discovered. Nor was this without the gen- is deep and dismal, something between the
eral's knowledge; he even persuaded him then, howling of wild beasts and the crashing of
that he was going upon some scheme to put thunder; and it was from sage reflection they
the enemy in disorder. had adopted it, having observed that of all the

It is said, that Crassus on that day did not senses, that of hearing soonest disturbs the
appear in a purple robe, such as the Roman mind, agitates the passions, and unhingea tha
generals used to wear,but in a black one; and understanding.
when he perceived his mistake, he went and While the Romans were trembling at the
changed it. Some of the standards, too, were horrid noise, the Parthians suddenly uncovered
10 rooted in the ground, that they could not be their arms, and appeared like battalions of
moved without the greatest efforts. Crassus fire, with the gleam of their breastplates and
"nly laughed at the omen, and hastened bit their helmets of Margian steel polished to thi
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greati-st perfection. Their cavalry too, com- came against them in such good order, which
pletely armed in brass and steel, shed a lustre some say wa« the case; or whether they want
no Jess striking. At the head of them appeared ed to draw young Crasaus as far as they possi-
Surena, tall and well made; but his feminine bly could from bis father, turned their back*
beauty did not promise such courage as he was and fled.* The young man cried out, T/iej/
possessed of. For he was dressed in the fashion dare not stand us, and followed at full speed.
of the JVIeJes, with his face painted, and his So did Censorinus and Megabacchusjt the lat-
hair curled and equally parted; while the rest ter, a man noted for his strength and courage,
of the Parthiane wore their hair in great dis- and the former, a person of senatorial dignity,
order, like the Scythians, to make themselves and an excellent orator. Both were intimate
look more terrible. friends of young Crassus, and nearly of liii

At first, the barbarians intended to have age.
charged ivith their pikes, and opened a way The cavalry kept on, and such was the alac-
through their foremost ranks; but when they rity and spirit of hope with which the infantry
saw the depth of the Roman battalions, the were inspired; that they were not left behind;
closeness of their order, and the firmness of tor they imagined they were only pursuing a
their standing they drew back, and, under the conquered enemy. But they had not gone far
appearance of breaking their ranks and dis- before they found how much they were de-
persing, wheeled about and surrounded the ceived. The pretended fugitives faced about,
Romans. At that instant Crassus ordered his and many others joining them, advanced to the
archers and light infantry to begin the charge encounter. The Romans, upon this, made a
But they had not gone far before they were sa- stand, supposing the enemy would come to
luted with a shower of arrows, which came close quarters with them, because their num-
with such force and did so much execution, as ber was but small. The Parthians, however,
drove them back upon the battalions. This only formed a line of their heavy-armed cav-
was the beginning of disorder and consterna- alry opposite their adversaries, and then order
tion among the heavy-armed, when they beheld ed their irregulars to gallop round, and beat
the force and strength of the arrows, against up the sand and dust in such a manner, that
which no armour was proof, and whose keen- the Romans could scarce either see or speak
ness nothing could resist. The Parthians now for the clouds of it. Besides, the latter were
separated, and began to exercise their artillery drawn up in so email a compass and pressed
upon the Romans on all sides at a considerable so close upon each other, that they were a
distance; not needing to take an exact aim, by very fair mark for the enemy. Their death,
reason of the closeness and depth of the square too, was lingering. They rolled about in ago-
in which their adversaries were drawn up nies of pain, with the arrows sticking in themj
Their bows were large and strong, yet capable and before they died, endeavoured to pull out
of bending till the arrows were drawn to the the barbed points which were entangled with-
head; the force they went with was conse in their veins and sinews: an effort that served.
quently very great, and the wounds they gave, only to enlarge their wounds and add to theii
mortal. torture.

The Romans were now in a dreadful situa- Many died in this miserable manner, an<
tion. If they stood still, they were pierced those who survived were not fit for action.
through; if they advanced, they could make When PubliusJ desired them to attack the
no reprisals, and yet were sure to meet their heavy-armed cavalry, they shewed him their
fate. For the Parthians shoot as they tiy; li.i/;<Js Bailed to their shields, and their feet
and this they do with dexterity inferior only fastened to the ground, so that they could
to the Scythians. It is, indeed, an excellent neither fight nor fly. He therefore encouraged
expedient, because they sire themselves by re- his cavalry, and advanced with great vigour to
tiring, and, by fighting all the while, escape the charge. But the dispute was by no meaui
the disgrace of flight. upon an equality, either in respect of attack or

While the Romans had any hopes that the defence. For his men hid only weak and short
Parthians would spend all their arrows and quit lavelma to attack the Parthian cuirasses, which
the combat, or else advance hand to hand, they were made either of raw hides or steel; while
bore their distresses with patience. But as the enemy's strong pikes could easily make an
soon as it was perceived, that behind the ene- impression upon the naked or light-armed
my there was a number of camels loaded with Hauls. These were the troops in which h«
arrows, from whence the first ranks, after they ulaccd his chief confidence, and indeed he
emptied their quivers, were supplied, Crassus, worked wonders with them. They laid hold
"eemg no end to his sufferings, was greatly on the pikes of the barbarians, and grappling
distressed. The step he took, was to send or- with them pulled them from their horses, and
ders to hU son to get up with the enemy, and threw them on the ground, where Aey could
charge them, if possible, before he was quite
"urrounded; for it was principally against him
that one wing of the Parthian cavalry directed * It wa.< their common method, not to stand a pitched
their efforts, in hopes of taking him in the rear. >attle wilh troops that Here in any degree their match*
Upon this, the young man took thirteen hun- n retreating and advancing, as occasion required, theymew the advantage had in Ihe swifliiesaof their hones,
dred horse, of which those he had from Caesar and in the excellence of their arthcr».
made a thousand, five hundred archers, and f Jt is not easy to fay what Reman Dame Me^abac-
eight cohorts of infantry, which were next at hus could be Ihe corruption of. Xylander tells us
hand, and wheeled about to come to the charge. he fuund io an old translation, Cnei. PUncta Prob-
However, the Parthians, whether it was that ably that translator might have the authority of aim*manuscript.
they were afraid to meet a detachment that } Young Crajsui,
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scarce stir, by rea«on of the weight of their not form any rational scheme. On the one
own armour. Many of them even quitted their hand, he was afraid of sacrificing the whole
own horses, and getting under those of the army, and on the other, anxious for the preser-
Parthisns, wounded them in the bell)1; upon vation of his son; but at last he resolved to
which the horses, mad with pain, plunged and march to his assistance.
threw their riders, and treading them under Meantime the enemy advanced with loud
foot along with the enemy, at last fell down dead shouts and songs of victory, which made them
upon both. What went hardest against the appear more terrible; and all the drums bel-
Gauls was heat and thirst, for they had not lowing again in the ears of the Romans, gave
been accustomed to either. And they lost them notice of another engagement. The Par-
most of their horses by advancing furiously thians coming forward with the head of Pub-
against the enemy's pikes. lius on a spear, demanded, in the most con

They had now no resource but to retire to temptuous manner, whether they knew the
their infantry, and to carry off young Crassus, family and parents of the young man. "For,"
who was much wounded. But happening to said they, "it is not possible that so brave and
ice a hill of sand by the way, they retired to it; gallant a youth should be the son of Crassus,
and having placed their horses in the middle, the greatest dastard and the meanest wretch in
they locked their shields together all around, the world."
imagining that would prove the best defence This spectacle broke the spirits of the Ro-
against the barbarians. It happened, however, mans more than all the calamities they bad
quite otherwise. While they were upon plain met with. Instead of exciting them to revenge,
ground, the foremost rank afforded some shel-as might have been expected, it produced a
ter to those behind; but upon an eminence, horror and tremour, which ran through the
the unevenness of the ground shewed one whole army. Nevertheless, Crassus, on this
above another, and those behind higher than melancholy occasion, behaved with greater
those before, so that there was no chance for magnanimity than he had ever shewn before.
any of them to escape; they fell promiscuous-He marched up and down the ranks and
ly, lamenting their inglorious fate, and the im- cried, "Romans, this loss is mine. The fortunes
possibility of exerting themselves to the last. and glory of Rome stand safe and undimimsh-

Young Crassus had with him two Greeks, ed in you. If you have any pity for me, who
named Hieronymus and Nicomachus, who had am bereaved of the best of sons, shew it in
settled in that country in the town of Carrie. your resentment against the enemy. Put aa
These advised him to retire with them, and to end to their triumph; avenge their cruelty.
make his escape to Ischnx, a city which had Be not astonished at this loss; they must al-
adopted the Roman interests, and was at no ways have something to suffer who aspire to
great distance. But he answered, "There was great things. Lucullus did not pull down Ti-
no death, however dreadful, the fear of which granes, nor Scipio Antiochus, without some
could make him leave so many brave men expense of blood. Our ancestors lost a thou-
dying for his sake." At the same time he de- sand ships before they reduced Sicily, and
sired them to save themselves, and then embrac- many great officers and generals in Italy; but no
ed and dismissed them. As his own hand was previous loss prevented their subduing the con-
transfixed with an arrow, and he could not use querors. For it was not by her good fortune,
it, he offered his side to his armour-bearer, and but by the perseverance and fortitude with
ordered him to strike the blow. Censorinus which she combated adversity, that Rome hat
is said to have died in the same manner. As risen to her present height of power."
for Megabacchus, he despatched himself with Crassus, though he thus endeavoured to ani-
his own band, and the other principal officers mate his troops, did not find many to listen to
followed his example. The rest fell by the him with pleasure. He was sensible their de-
Parthian pikes, after they had defended them- pression still continued, when he ordered them
selves gallantly to the last. The enemy did to shout for the battle; for their shout was
not make above five hundred prisoners. feeble, languid, and unequal, while that of the

When they had cut off the head of young barbarians was bold and strong. When the
Crassus, they marched with it to his father, attack began, the light-armed cavalry taking
whose affairs were in this posture. After he the Romans in flank, galled them with their
had ordered his son to charge the Parthians, arrows; while the heavy-armed, charging them
news was brought him that they fled with in front with their pikes, drove them into a
great precipitation, and that the Romans pur- narrow space. Some, indeed, to avoid a more
sued them with equal vivacity. He perceived painful death from the arrows, advanced with
also, that on his side the enemy's operations the resolution of despair, but did not much
were comparatively feeble: for the greatest execution. All the advantage they had was,
part of them were then gone after his son. that they were speedily despatched by tha
Hereupon he recovered his spirits in some de- large wounds they received from the broad
gree, and threw his forces back to some high-heads of the enemy's strong pikes, which they
er ground, expecting every moment his son's pushed with such violence, that they often
return from the pursuit. pierced through two men at once.*

Publius had sent several messengers to in- The fight continued in this manner all day,
form him of his danger; but the first had fallen and when the barbarians came to retire, they
in with the barbarians,and were cut in pieces; said, "They would give Crassus one night to
and the last having escaped with great diffi- bewail his son; if he did not in the meantime
culty, told him his son was lost, if he had not
large and immediate succours. Crassus was * There It nothing incredible in this, for it it fre
so distracted by different passions that he could quently don» by the Tartars, in the tame mode of 6sht

ing, at thu day.
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consider better, and rather choose to go nn< sue them; but at break of day they fell upon
surrender himself to Arsaces, than be carried.' those that were left in tl.e camp, and despatch-
Then they sat down near the Roman army ed them, to the number of four thousand. The
and passed the night in great satisfaction, hop cavalry also picked up many others who were
mp to finish the affair the next day, straggling upon the plain. One of the Roman

It was a melancholy and dreadful night to officers, named Varguntinus, who had wandered
Ihe Romans. They took no care to bury the in the night from the main body with four co-
dead, nor any notice of the wounded, man; horts, was found next morning posted upon a
of whom were expiring in great agonies hill. The barbarians surrounded their little
Every man had his own fate to deplore. Tha corps, and killed them all, except twenty men.
fate appeared inevitable, whether they re These made their way through the enemy,
rnained where they were, or threw themselvei sword in hand, who let them pass, and they
in the night into that boundless plain. The; arrived safe at Carrs.
found a great objection, too, against retiring A rumour was now brought to Surena, that
in the wounded; who would retard their flight Crassus, with the best of his officers and troops,
if they attempted to carry them off, and alarm had escaped, and that those who had retired
the enemy with their cries, if they were left into Carra?, were only a mixed multitude, not
behind. worth his notice. He was afraid, therefore,

AB for Crassus, though they believed him that he had lost the fruits of his victory; but
the cause of all their miseries, they wantet not being absolutely certain, he wanted better
him to make his appearance and speak to them information, in order to determine whether he
But he had covered his head, chosen darkness should besiege Carrse, or pursue Crassui
forhia companion, and stretched himself upon wherever he might have fled. For this purpose
the ground. A sad example to the vulgar of he despatched an interpreter to the walls, who
the instability of fortune; and to men of deeper was to call Crassus or Cassius in Latin, and
thought, of the effects of rashness and ill-plac- tell them that Surena demanded a conference.
ed ambition. Not contented with being the As soon as the business of the interpreter was
first and greatest among many millions of men, made known to Crassus, he accepted the pro-
he had considered himself in a mean light, be posal. And not long alter, certain Arabians
cause there were two above him. arrived from the same quarter, who knew Cras-

Octavius, one of his lieutenants, and Cas- sus and Cassius well, having been in tht Ro
"ius, endeavoured to raise him from the ground man camp before the battle. These seeing Cas-
and console him, but found that he gave him- sius upon the walls, told him, "Surena was
self entirely up to despair. They then, by ready to conclude a peace with them, on con-
their own authority, summoned the centurions dition they would be upon terms of friendship
and other officers lo a council of war, in which with the king his master, and give up Mesopo-
it was resolved they should retire. Accord- tamia; for he thought this more advantageous
ingly they began to do so without sound of to both than coming to extremities." Cassius
trumpet, and silently enough at first. But when embraced the overture, and demanded that the
the sick and wounded perceived they were time and place might be fixed for an interview
going to be deserted, their doleful cries and aetween Surena and Crassua; which the Ara-
lamentations filled the whole army with con- bians undertook for, and then rode off.
fusion and disorder. Still greater terror seiz- Surena, delighted to find that the Romans
ed them as they proceeded, the foremost troops were in a place where they might be besieged,
imagining that those behind were enemies. led his Parthians against him the next day.
They often missed their way, often stopped to These barbarians treated them with great in-
put themselves in some order, or to take some science, and told them, if they wanted either
of the wounded off the beasts of burden, and >eace or truce, they might deliver up Crassus
put others on. By these things they lost a and Casaius bound. The Romans, greatly af-
great deal of time; insomuch, that Ignatius Ucted at finding themselves so imposed upon,
only, who made the best of his way with three told Crassus he must give up his distant and
hundred horse, arrived at Carrte about mid- vain hopes of succour from the Armenians, and
night. He saluted the guards in Latin, and resolve upon flight. This resolution ought to
when he perceived they heard him, he bade lave been concealed from all the inhabitants ot
them go and tell Coponius, who commanded 3arra; till the moment it was put in execution.
there, that Crassus had fought a great battle But Crassus revealed it to Andromachus, one
with the Parthians. Then, without explaining f the most perfidious amongst them, whom he
himself farther, or acquainting them who he ko chose for his guide. From this traitor the
was, he made olT as fast as possible to Zeug- Parthians learned every step that was taken.
ma; by which means be saved himself and his As it was not their custom, nor consequently
troop; but, at the same time, was much blam-very practicable for them to fight in the night,
ed for deserting his general. and it was in the night that Crassus marched

However, Crassus found bis advantage in out, Andromachus contrived that they might
the hint given to Coponiua. That officer con- not be far behind. With this view he artfully
sidering that the hurry and confusion with edlhe Romans sometimes one way, sometimes
which the message was delivered, betokened another, and at last entangled them among
no.good, ordered his men to arm; and as soon deep marshes and ditches, where it was diffi-
as he was apprised that Crassus wag marching cult to get either forward or backward. There
that way, he went out to meet him, and con- were several who conjectured from this shift-
ducted his army into the town. ng and turning, that Andromachus had some

Though the Parthians in the night perceiv- 11 design, and therefore refused to follow him
ed the llight of the Romans, they djd not pur- any farther. As for Cassius, he returned to
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Came; and when his guides, who were Ara At first he had recourse to cntrtaties, and re-
Diana, advised him to wait till the mooD hac presented, that if they would but hold out the
passed the Scorpion, he answered, " I am more remainder of the day, they might in the night
afraid of the Sagittary."" Then making the gain the mountains and rocks, which would be
best of his way, he got into Assyria with five inaccessible to cavalry. At the same time he
hundred horse. Others finding faithful guides pointed to the way, and begged them not to
reached the mountains of Sinnaca, and were forego the hopes of safety when they had it so
perfectly secure, before it was light. These near. But when he found they received his
about five thousand in number, were under the address with anger, and clashing their arms in
conduct of Octavius, a man of great merit anc a menacing manner, he was terrified, and began
honour. to go; only turning round a moment to epeak

Meantime, day overtook Crassus, while these few words, "You, Octavius, and you,
through the treachery of Andromachus, he was Petronins, and all you Roman officers thai ara
wandering on bogs and other impracticable present, are witnesses of the necessity I am
ground. He had with him only four cohorts under to take this step, and conscious of the
of infantry, a very small number of horse, and dishonour and violence 1 suffer. But when you
five lictors. At length he regained the road are safe, pray tell the world that I was deceived
with much labour and difficulty: but by this by the enemy, and not that I was abandoued
time the enemy was coming up. Ho was not by my countrymen."
above twelve furlongs behind the corps under However, Octavius and Petronius would not
Octavius. However, as he could not join him, stay behind; they descended the hill with htm,
all he could do was to retire to a hill, not so His lictors too would have followed, but he
secure against cavalry as Sinnaca, but situated sent them back The first persons that met
under those mountains, and connected with him, on the part of the barbarians, were two
them by a long ridge which ran through the Greeks of the half breed. They dismounted
plain. Octavius, therefore, could see the dan- and made Crassus a low reverence, and ad-
ger Crassus was in, and he immediately ran dressing him in Greek, desired he would send
down with a small band to his assistance. some of his people to see that Surena and his
Upon this, the rest, reproaching themselves company came unarmed, and without any wea-
for staying behind, descended from the heights, pons concealed about them. Crassus answer-
and falling upon the Parthians, drove them ed, " That if his life had been of any account
from the hill. Then they took Crassus in the wuh him, he should not have trusted himself
midst of them, and fencing him with their in their hands." Nevertheless, he sent two
shields, boldly declared, that no Parthian ar- brothers of the name of Roscius before him, to
row should touch their general, while any of inquire upon what footing, and how many of
them were left alive. each side were to meet. Surena detained those

Surena now perceiving that the Parthians messengers, and advanced in person with his
were less vigorous in their attacks, and that principal officers on horseback. " What is
if night came on, and the Romans gained the this," said he, " I behold? A Roman general
mountains, they would be entirely out of his on foot, when we are on horseback?" Then
reach, formed a stratagem to get Crassus into *ie ordered a horse to be brought for him. But
his hands. He dismissed some of his prisoners Crassus answered, " There was no error on
after they had heard the conversation of the ither side, since each came to treat after the
Parthian soldiers, who had been instructed to manner of his country." " Then," said Sure-
"ay, that the king did not want perpetual war na, " from this moment there shall be peace
"with ihe Romans, but had rather renew the and an alliance between Oroiles and the Ro-
friendship and alliance by his generous treat' mans; but the treaty must be signed upon the
ment of Crassus. After this manoeuvre, the banks of the Euphrates; for you Komaus re-
barbarians withdrew from the combat, and member your agreements very ill." Then he
Surena, with a few of his principal officers, offered him his hand; and when Crassus would
advancing gently to the hill, where he unstrung lave sent for a horse, he told him, " There was
his bow, and ottering his hand, invited Crassus no need; the king would supply him with one."
to an agreement. He said, " the king had At the same time a horse was brought with
hitherto contrary to his inclinations, given "urmture of gold, and the equerries having
proofs of his power, but now he would with mounted, Crassus began to drive him forward.
pleasure shew his moderation and clemency, Dctavius then laid hold on the bridle; in which
in coming to terms with the Romans, and suf- ie was foMowed by Patromus, a legionary tri-
fering them to depart in peace." )une. Afterwards the rest of the Romans who

The troops received this proposal of Surena attended, endeavoured to stop the horse, and
with jov. But Crassus, whose errors had all to draw off those who pressed upon Crassus on
been owing to the Parthian treachery and de-each side. A scuffle and tumult ensued, which
ceit, and thought this sudden change in their ;nded in blows. Thereupon Octavius drew
behaviour a very suspicious circumstance, did lis sword, and killed one of the Parthian grooms;
not accept the overture, but stood deliberating. and another coming behind, Octavius despatch-
Hereupon, the soldiers raised a great outcry, ed him. Petronius, who ha3 no arms to de-
and bade him go down. Then they proceeded end him, received a stroke on his breast-plate
to insults and reproaches, telling him, " He but leaped from his horse imwounded. Cras-
was very willing to expose them to the weapons sus was killed by a Parlhian named Pomaiz-
of the Parthians, but did not dare to meet them tires:* though some say another despatched
himself, when they had laid down their arms, inn, and Poma.xiEthres cut off his head and
and wanted only a friendly conference."

and iu
" All idioe to the Parthian archer*.
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right hand. Indeed, all these circumstance During these transactions, Orodes was re>
must be rather from conjecture than knowledge conciled to Artavasdes the Armenian, and baa
J'or part of those who attended were slain i: agreed to a marriage between that prince's sis-
attempting to defend Crassus, and the rest hai ter and his son Pacorus. On this occasion
run up the hill on the first alarm. they freely went to each others' entertainments,

After this, the Parthians went and address in which many of the Greek tragedies were
ed themselves to the troops at the top. The^ presented. For Orodes was not unversed in
told them, Crassus had met with the rewart the Grecian literature; and Artavasdes \ud
his injustice deserved; but, as for them, Sure written tragedies himself, as well as oration*
na desired they would cemc down boldly, fo and histories, some of which are still extant
they had nothing to fear. Upon this promise In one of these entertainments, while they were
some went down and surrendered themselves yet at table, the head of Crassus was brought
Others attempted to get off ia the night; bu to the door. Jason, a tragedian of the city of
very few of those escaped. The rest wen Tralles, was rehearsing the Baccha: of Euri-
hunted by the Arabians, and either taken o pides, and the tragical adventures of Pcntheus
put to the sword. It is said, that in alf there and Agave. All the company were expressing
were twenty thousand killed, and ten thousan their admiration of the pieces, when Sillaces
made prisoners. entering the apartment prostrated himself be-

Surena sent the head and hand to Orodes in fore the king, and laid the head of Crassus at
Armenia; notwithstanding which he ordere( his feet. The Parthians welcomed it with ac-
his messengers to (jive it out at Seleucia, tha clamations of joy, and the attendants, by the
he was bringing Crassus alive. Pursuant to king's order, placed Sillaces at the table.
this report, he prepared a kind of mock pro Hereupon, Jason gave one of the actors the
cession, which, by way of ridicule, he callcc habit of Pentheus, in which he had appeared,
triumph. Caius Pacianus, who of all the pri- and putting on that of Agave, with the frantic
Eoncrs, most resembled Crassus, was dressec air and all the enthusiasm of a Bacchanal, sung
in a rich robe in the Parthian fashion, and in that part, where Agave presents the head of
structcd to answer to the name of Crassus anc Pentheus upon her thyrsus, fancying it to ba
title of general. Thus accoutred, he marchec that of a young lion-
on horseback at the head of the Romans. Be-

Well are our toils repaid : On yonder mountain
fore him marched the trumpets and lictors We pierced the lordly savage.
mounted upon camels. Upon the rods were
suspended empty purses, and, on the axes, Finding the company ejtremely delighted, b»
heads of the Romans newly cut off. Behind went on-
came the Seleucian courtesans with music, The Chorus asks, "Who gave the glorious blow !"
singing scurrilous and farcical songs upon the Jjgave answers, "Mine, mice is the prize."
effeminacy and cowardice of Crassus. PomaxEthres, who was sitting at the table

These things were to amuse the populace. upon hearing this started up, and would have
But after the farce was over, Surena assembled taken the head from Jason, insisting that that
the senate of Seleucia, and produced the ob- lart belonged to him, and not to the actor. The
scene books of Aristides, called JWelesiacs. iing, highly diverted, made Pomajsethres the
Nor wasthia a groundless invention to blacken presents usual on such occasions, and rewarded
the Romans. For the books being really found (ason with a talent. The expedition of Cras-
in the baggage of Rustius,* gave Surena an sus was a real tragedy, and such was the exor-
excellent opportunity to say many sharp and dium,* or farce after it.
satirical things of the Romans, who, even in However, the Divine Justice punished Orodes
ihe time of war, could not refrain from such or his cruelty, and Surena for his perjury.
libidinous actions and abominable books. Orodes, envying the glory Surena had acquired,

This scene put the Seleucians in mind of ml him to death soon after. And that prince,
the wise remark of ̂ sop. They saw Surena laving lost his son Pacorus in a battle with the
had put the Milesian obscenities in the forepart iomans, fell into a languishing disorder which
of the wallet, and behind they beheld a Par- urned to a dropsy. His second son Phraatei
thian Sybaris,t with a long train of carriages ook the opportunity to give him aconite. But
full of harlots; insomuch that his army resem-'.ndiug the poison worked only upon the watery
bled the serpents called syctalse. Fierce and Tumour, and was carrying off the disease with
formidable in its head, it presented nothing but t, he took a shorter method, and strangled him
pikes, artillery, and war horses; while the tail with his own hauds.f
ridiculously enough exhibited prostitutes, musi-
cal instruments, and nights spent in singing * Eiordium, in its original sense, signified the un-
and riot with those women. Ruetius undoubt- availing of the plot, Ihe catastrophe of a tragedy; end
edly was to blame; but it was an impudent : retained that sense amonj the Greeks, out when
thing in the Parthians to censure the JWUesi- ie Romans began to act their light satirical pieces (ofhich they had always been very fond) after their
acs, when many of the Arsacids who 611ed the ragcdies, they applied the term to those pieces.
throne were sons of Milesian or Ionian cour- t There have been more eiecrable characters, but
tesans. icre i* not, perhaps, in the history of mankind, one

lore contemptible than that uf Crassus. His ruling

* One of the Bodleian manuMripti hai it ROKIUI. assion was the most sordid lust of wealth, and the
f Sy barn was a to wo-in Lucuut, lamoiu for it* 1m- whole of his conduct, political, popular,aud military,

Irj »uJ rlkum.ucy. "a« subservient to tins, if at any time b< gave into
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NICIA8 AND CRASSUS COMPARED.

OKI ol thi first things that occurs in this com-to a small part of what Crassus expended at
parison is, that Nicias gained his wealth in a once, in entertaining so many myriads of men,
less exceptionable manner than Crassus. The and supplying them with bread afterwards.
irorking of minos, indeed, does not seem very But it would be very strange to me, if there
suitable to a man of Nicias's character, where should be any one who does not perceive that
the persons employed arc commonly malefac- this vice is nothing but an inequality and in-
tors or barbarians, some of which work in fet- consistency of character; particularly when he
ters, till the dumps and unwholesome air put an Bees men laying out that money in an honoura-
end to their being.-But it is comparatively an ble manner, which they have got dishonour-
honourable pursuit, when put in parallel with ably. So much with regard to their riches.
getting an estate by the confiscations of Sylla, If we consider their behaviour in the admin
or by buying houses in the midst of fires. Yet istration, we shall not find in Nicias any in-
Crassus dealt as openly in these things as he stance of cunning, injustice, violence, or ef
did in agriculture and usury. As to the other frontery. On the contrary, he suffered Alci-
matters which he was censured for, and which biades to impose upon him, and he was modest
he denied, namely, his making money of his or rather timid in his applications to the peo-
vote in the senate, his extorting it from the ple. Whereas Crassus, in turning from hij
allies, his overreaching silly women by flattery, friends to his enemies, and back again if his
and his undertaking the defence of ill men; interest required it, is justly accused of an il
nothing like these things was ever imputed by liberal duplicity. Nor could he deny that he
Slander herself to Nicias. As to his wasting used violence to attain the consulship, wheu he
his money upon those who made a trade of hired ruffians to lay their hands upon Cato and
impeachments to prevent their doing him any Domilins. In the assembly that was held for
harm, it was a circumstance which exposed the allotment of the provinces, many weri
him to ridicule; and unworthy, perhaps, of the wounded, and four citizens killed. Nay, C.J»-
characters of Pericles and Aristicles; but neces- sus himself struck a senator, named Luciui
"ary for him, who had a timidity in his nature. Annalms, who opposed his measures, upon Vhe
It was a thing which Lycurgus the orator af- face with his fist (a circumstance which es-
terwards made a merit of to the people: when caped us in his Life,) and drove him out of the
censured for having bought off one of these Jorum covered with blood.
trading informers, "I rejoice," said he, "that But if Crassus was too violent and tyrannical
after being so long employed in the adminis- in his proceedings, Nicias was as much too
tration, I am discovered to have given money, timid. His poltroonery and mean submission
and not taken it." to the most abandoned persons in the stale de

As to their expenses, Nicias appears to have serve the greatest reproach. Besides, Craseui
been more public spirited in his. His offerings shewed some magnanimity and dignity of sen-
to the gods, and the games and tragedies with timent, in contending, not with such wretches
which lie entertained the people, were so many as Cleon and Hyperbolus, but with the glory
proofs of noble and generous sentiments. It is of Czsar and the three triumphs of Pompey.
true, all that Nicias laid out in this manner, In fact, he maintained the dispute well with
and, indeed, his whole estate, amounted only them for power, and in the high honour of the

censorship he was even t>2yoiid Pompey. For
public munificence, it was wilh him no more than a he who wants to stand at the helm, should not"pecies of commerce. By thus treating the people, he
was laying out Ms money in the purchase of provinces. consider what may expose him to envy, but
When Syria fell to his lot, the transports he discover-what is great and glorious, and may by its lus-
ed sprung not from the great ambition of carrying the tre, force envy to sneak behind. But if security
RoAan eagles over the east: they were nothing more and repose are to be consulted above all things;than lh» joy of a miser, when lie sttr-nblcs upon a hid-
den treasure. Dazzled with the prospect of barbarian if you are afraid of Alcibiades upon the ros-
cold, he grasped with eagerness a command for which triem, of the Lacedxmonians at Pylos, and of
he had no adequate capacity. We find him embar- Perdiceas in Thrace, then, surely, Nicias.
lassed by the slightest difficulties in his military npe- Athens is wide enough to afford you a corner
ratiotii; aud, when his obstinacy would permit him, to retire to, where you may weave yourselfUking his measures from the advice of his lieutenants.
We look with indignation on the Roman squadrons the soft crown of tranquility, as some of the
"landing, by his dispositions, as a mark for the Par-philosophers express it. The love Niuias had
thian archers, and incapable of acting either on the for peace was, indeed, a divine attachment,
offensive or defensive. The Romans cuuld not be igno- and his endeavours, during his whole idniims-
rant of the Parthian method of attacking and retreat-
ing, when they had before spent so much time in Ar- tration, to put an end to the war, were worthy
menia. The fame of their cavalry could not be un- of the Grecian humanity. This alone places
known in a country where it was so much dreaded. him in so honourable a light, that Crassus could
it was, therefore, tl.e first business of the Roman gen-not have been compared with him, though he
eral to avoid those countries which might give them had made the Caspian sea or the Indian occia
toy advantage in the equestrian action. Bui the hot the boundary of the JRorhan empire."cent of eastern treasure made him a dupe evrn to thepolicy of the barharians, and to arrifc at this the near- Nevertheless, in a commonwealth which re-
"tt way he sa **ed the lives of thirty thousand Ro- tains any sentiments of virtue, he who has th«
Muu. lead should not give place for a moment M
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persons of no principle; he should intrust no Nevertheless, in this respect, it is easier to
charge with those who want capacity, nor commend Nicias than to blame Crassus. The
place any confidence in those who want hon- capacity and skill of the former as a general
our. And Nicias certainly did this in raising kept him from being drawn away with the
Cleon to the command of the army, a man who vain hopes of his countrymen, and he declared,
had nothing to recommend him but his impu- from the first, that Sicily could not be conquer-
dence and his bawling in the rostrum. On the ed: the latter called out the Romans, to the
other hand, I do not commend Crassus for ad- Parthian war, as an easy undertaking. In this
vancing to action, in the war with Spartacus, he found himself sadly deceived; yet his aim
with more expedition than prudence; though was great. While Caesar was subduing the
his ambition had this excuse, that he was afraid west, the Gauls, the Germans, and Britain, he
Pompey would come and snatch his laurels attempted to penetrate the Indian ocean on th«
from him, as Mummius had done from Me- east, and to conquer all Asia; things whig)
tellus at Corinth. But the conduct of Nicias Pompey and Lucullus would have effected if
was very absurd and mean-spirited. He would they had been able. But though they were
not give up to his enemy the honour and trust both engaged in the same designs, and mad*
of commandi;r-in-chief while he could execute the same attempts with Crassus, their charac-
that charge with ease, and had good hopes of ters stood unimpcached both as to moderation
success; but as soon as he saw it attended and probity. It" Crassus was opposed by one
with great danger, he was willing to secure of the tribunes in his Parthian eijycdiUon,
himself, though he exposed the public by it. Pompey was opposed by the senate when be
It was not thus Themistocles behaved in the got Asia for his province. And when Caesar
Persian war. To prevent the advancement of had routed three hundred thousand Germans,
a roan to the command who had neither capa- Cato voted that he should be given up to that
city nor principle, which he knew must have injured people, to atone for the violation of the
been the ruin of his country, he prevailed with peace. But the Roman people, paying no re-
him by a sum of money to give up his preten- gard to Cato, ordered a thanksgiving to the
sions. And Cato stood for the tribuneship, gods, for fifteen days, and thought themselves
when he saw it would involve him in the happy in the advantage gamed. Io what rap-
greatest trouble and danger. On the contrary, tures then would they have been, and for how
Nicias was willing enough to be general, when many days would they have offered sacrifices,
hf <«d only to go against Minoa, Cythera, or if Crassus could have sent them an account
the |/i>or Melians; but if there was occasion to from Babylon, that he was victorious; and if n«
fight with the Lacedaemonians, he put off his had proceeded from thence through Media,
armour, and intrusted the ships, the men, the Persia, Hyrcania, Susa, and Bactria, and re-
Warlike stores, in short the entire direction of duced them to the form of Roman provinces.
a war which required the most consummate For, according to Euripides, if justice must be
prudence and experience, to the ignorance and violated, and men cannot sit down quiet and
rashness of Clcon, in which he was not only contented with their present possessions, it
Unjust to himself and his own honour, but to should not be for taking the small town of
the welfare and safety of his country. This Scandia, or razing such a castle as Mende; nor
made the Athenians send him afterwards, con- yet for going in chase of the fugitive Egioitas,
trary to his inclination, against Syracuse. They who, like birds, have retired to another coun-
thought it was not a conviction of the improba-try: the price of injustice should be high: so
bility of success, but a regard to his own ease sacred a thing as right should not be invaded
and a want of spirit, which made him willing for a trifling consideration, for that would be
to deprive them of the conquest of Sicily. treating it with contempt indeed. In fact, they

There is, however, this great proof of his who commend Alexander's expedition, and
Integrity, that though he was perpetually against decry that of Crassus, judge of actions only
war, and always declined the command, yet by the event.
they failed not to appoint him to it as the ablest As to their military performances, several
and best general they iiad. But Crassus, of Nicias's are very considerable. He g.imed
though he was for ever aiming at such a many battles, and was very near taking Syra-
charge, never gained one except in the war cuse. Nor were all his miscarriages so many
with the gladiators; and that only because errors; but they were to be imputed partly to
Pompey, Metellus, and both the Lucullus's his ill health, and partly to the envy of hit
were absent. This is the more remarkable, countrymen at home. On the other hand,
because Crassus was arrived at a high degree Crassus committed so many errors, that For-
of authority and power. But, it seems, his tune had no opportunity to shew him any fa-
best friends thought him (as the comic poet ex- vour; wherefore we need not so much wonder,
presses it) that the Parthian power got the better of his

In «11 trades akill'd, ticept the trade of war. incapacity, as that his incapacity prevailed over
the good fortune of Rome.

However, this knowledge of his talents availed As one of them paid the greatest attention to
the Romans but little; his ambition never let divination, and the other entirely disregarded
them rest, till they assigned him a province. it, and yet both perished alike, it is hard to
The Athenians employed Nicias against his say whether the observation of omens is a salu-
inclination; and it was against the inclination tary thing or not. Nevertheless, to err on the side
of the Romans that Crassus led them out. of religion, out of regard to ancient and receiv-
Crassus involved his country in misfortunes; ed opinions, is a more pardonable thing than
but the misfortunes of Nicias were owing to to err through obstinacy and presumption.
Jiu country. Crasaus, however was not so reproachabla
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In his eiii. He did not surrender himself, or Whereas Nicias, from a mean and unmanly
tub nut to be bound, nor was he deluded with fondness for life, put himself in the enemy'*
rain hopes; but in yielding to the instances of hands, by which means he came to a baser and
his friends he met his fate, and fell a victim to more dishonorable end.
the perfidy and injustice of the barbarians.

SERTORIUS.

IT Is not at all astonishing that Fortune, in nus, Hannibal, and Sertorius, whose li(e we
the variety of her motions through a course of are now going to write. A man whose con-
numberless ages, happens often to hit upon the duct, with respect to women, was preferable
same point, and to produce events perfectly to that of Philip, who was more faithful to his
similar. For, if the number of events be infi- friends than Antigonus, and more humane to
nite, Fortune may easily furnish herself with his enemies than Hannibal; but, though he wa«
parallels in such abundance of matter; if their inferior to none of them in capacity, he fell
number be limited, there must necessarily be a short of them all in success. Fortune, indeed,
return of the same occurrences, when the was ever more cruel to him than his most in-
whole is run through. veterate and avowed enemies; yet he shewed

Some there are who take a pleasure in col- himself a match for Metellus in experience, for
lecting those accidents and adventures they Pompey in noble daring, for Sylla in his victo-
have met with in history or conversation, ries, nay, for the whole Roman people in pow-
which have such a characteristical likeness, as er; and was all the while an exile and a so
to appear the effects of reason and foresight journer among barbarians-
For example, there were two eminent persons The Grecian general who, "we think, most
of the name of Attis,* the one a Syrian, the resembles him, is Eumencs of Cardia.* Both
other an Arcadian, who were both killed by a of them excelled in point of generalship, in all
boar. There were two Acteons, one of which the art of stratagem, as well as courage. Both
was torn in pieces by his dogs, and the other by were banished their own countries, and com-
his lovers.f Of the two Scipios, one conquer- manded armies in others. And both had to
ed Carthage, and the other demolished it. contend with Fortune, who persecuted them so
Troy was taken three times; the first time by violently, that at last they wtre assassinated
Hercules, on account of Laomedon's horses; through the treachery of those very persons
the second time by Agamemnon, through means whom they had often led to victory.
of the wooden horsejf the third by Charide- Quintus Sertorius was of a respectable family
mus, a horse happening to stand in the way, in the town ot'Nursia, and country of the Sa-
and hindering the Trojans from shutting the bines Having lost his father when a child, he
gates so quickly as they should have done. had a liberal education given him by his mo-
There are two cities that bear the names of the ther, whom on that account he always loved,
most odoriferous plants, /os§ and Smyrna, with the greatest tenderness. Her name was
Violet and Myrrh, and Homer is said to have Rhea. He was sufficiently qualified to speak
been bom in the one, and to have died in the in a court of justice; and by his abilities that
other. To these instances we may add, that way gained some interest, when but a youth,
some of the generals who have been the great- in Rome itself. But his greater talents for the
eat warriors, and have exerted their capacity camp, and his success as a soldier, turned his
for stratagem in the most successful manner, ambition into that channel.
have had but one eye; I mean Philip Antigo- He made his first campaign under Cspio,f

when the Cimbri and Teutones broke into

" Pausanias, in his Achaics, mentions one Attis, or Gaul. The Romans fought a battle, in which
Attes, the son ot'Calaus the Phrygian, who introduced
the worship of the mother of the gods among the Ly- their behaviour was but indifferent, and thej
dians. He was himself under a natural incapacity of were put to the route. On this occasion Ser-
having children, and, therefore, he might possibly be torious lost his horse, and received many
the first who proposed that all the priests of that god-wounds himself, yet be swam the river Rhone,
dess should be eunuchs. Pausanias adds, that Jupiter, armed as he was with his breastplate and shield,
displeased at his being so great a favourite with her, in spite of the violence of the torrent. Suchlent a boar, which ravaged the fields and slew Attis,
w well as many of the Lvdiaus. We know nothing of was his strength of body, and so much had he
my other Attis. improved that strength by exercise.

f Acteon, the son of Ansteacus, was torn in pieces The same enemy came on a second time,
by his own dogs; and Acteon, the son of Melissus, by with such prodigious numbers, and such dread-the Bacchiadx. See the Scholiast upon Apollonius,
Book iv. ful menaces, that it was difficult to prevail with

{ These are all wooden instances of events being un-
der the guidance of an intelligent being. Nay, they * In the Thracian Chcrsonesus.
are such puerilities as Timxus himself scarce ever gave fin the printed leit it is Scipio ; but two manu-
into. scripts give us Crjiio. And ii certainly vias Q. Ser-

§ Some suppose los to have been an island rather vilius Csepio., who, with the consul Cu. Mallus, waj
than a town. But if it was an island, there might be defeated by the Cimbri. in the fjurlli 5 far of the hun-
t UJV.D n\ it of the same name, which v*ai oftta the dred »nd »nty eighth Olympiad, a hundred and thre«
<ut it <v» O'"k yeirs before the Christian era.

Cc
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a Roman to kenp his post, or to obey his gen-out. This, however, he always gloried in. H«
eral. Marius had then the command, and said others did not always carry about with
Sertorius offered his services to go as a spy, Ihem the honourable badges of their valour, bat
and bring him an account of the enemy. For sometimes laid aside their chains, their tnm-
this purpose he took a Gaulish habit, and hav- cheOIW, and coronets; while he had perpetually
ing learned as much of the language as might the evidences of his bravery about him, and
suffice for common address, he mingled with those who saw his misfortune, at tne same time
the barbarians. When he had seen and heard beheld his courage. The people, too, treated
enough to let him into the measures they were him with the highest respect. When he entered
taking, he returned to Marius, who honoured the theatre, they received him with the loudert
him with the established rewards of valour; plaudits and acclamations, an honor which offi-
and, during that whole war, he gave such cers distinguished for their age and achieve-
proofs of his courage and capacity, as raised ments did not easily obtain.
him to distinction, and perfectly gained him the Yet when he stood for the office of tribune
confidence of his general. of the people, he lost it through the opposition

After the war with the Cimbri and Teu- of Sylla's faction; which was the chief cause
tones, he was sent as a legionary tribune, un- of his perpetual enmity against Sylla. When
der Didius, into Spain, and took up his winter Marius was overpowered by Sylla, and fled
quarters in Castulo,* a city of the Celtiberians for his life, and Sylla was gone to carry on the
The soldiers, living in great plenty, behaved in war against Mithridates, Octavius, one of the
an insolent and disorderly manner, and com- consuls, remained in Sylla'a interest; but
monly drank to intoxication. The barbarians, Cinna, the other consul, whose temper waa
ieeing this, held them in contempt; and one restless and seditious, endeavoured to revive
night having got assistance from their neigh- the sinking faction of Marius. Sertorius join-
bours the Gyriso?nians,t they entered the houses ed the latter; the rather because he perceived
where they were quartered, and put them to that Octavius did not act with vigour, and that
the sword. Sertorius, with a few more, having he distrusted the friends of Marius.
found means to escape, sallied out and collect- Some time after, a great battle was fought by
ed all that he had got out of the hands of the the consuls in the forum, in which Octaviua
barbarians. Then he marched round the town, was victorious, and Cinna and Sertorius hav-
and finding the gate open at which the Gy- ing lost not much less than ten thousand men,
riscenians had been privately admitted, he en- were forced to fly. But, as there was a number
tered; but took care not to commit the same of troops scattered up and down in Italy, they
error they had done. He placed a guard there, gained them by promises, and with that ad-
made himself master of all the quarters of the dition found themselves able to make head
town, and slew all the inhabitants who were against Octavius again. At the same time Ma-
able to bear arms. After this execution, he rius arrived from Africa, and offered to range
ordered his soldiers to lay aside their own arms himself under the banners of Cinna, as a private
and clothes, and take those of the barbarians, man under the consul. The officers were of
and to follow him in that form to the city of opinion that they ought to receive him; only
the Gyriscpriians. The people, deceived by Sertorius opposed it. Whether it was that he
the suits of armour and habits, they were ac- thought Cinna would not pay so much atten-
quainted with, opened their gales and sallied tion to him, when he had a man of so much
forth, in expectation of meeting their friends greater name, as a general, in his army; or
and fellow-citiiens in all the joy of success. whether he feared, the cruelty of Mariui
The consequence of which was, that the would throw all their affairs into confusion
greatest part of them were cut in pieces at the again; as he indulged his resentments without
gates; the rest surrendered, and were sold as any regard to justice or moderation whenever
"laves. he had the advantage. He remonstrated,

By this manoeuvre, the name of Sertorius that aa they were already superior to the ene-
became famous in Spain; and upon his return my, they had not much left to do; but if they ad-
to Rome, he vtfis appointed qusstor in the Ci- mitted Marius among them, he would rob them
salpine Gaul. That appointment was a very of all the honour and the power at the same
"easonable one: for the Marian war soon time, for he could not endure an associate in
breaking out, and Sertorius being employed to command, and was treacherous in every thing
levy troops and to provide arms, he proceeded where his own interest was concerned.
in that commission with such expedition and Cinna answered, that the sentiments of Scr-
activity, that, while effeminacy and supmeness torius were perfectly right, but that he was
were spreading among the rest of the Koman ashamed, and knew not how to reject Mariui,
youth; he was considered as a man of spirit and when he had invited him to take a part in the
enterprize. direction of affairs. Sertorius replied, " I

Nor did his martial intrepidity abate, when imagined that Marius had come of his own ac-
he arrived at the degree of general. Hii per- cord into Italy, and pointed out to you what in
sonal exploits were still great, and he faced that case was most expedient for you to do;
danger in the most fearless manner; in conse- but as he came upon your invitation, you should
quence of which he had one of his eyea struck not have deliberated* a moment whether he

was to be admitted or not. You shoulil have
* A town of New Castile, on the confines of Anda received him immediately. True honour leavei

liuia. no room for doubt and hesitation."
» The GyriscEnians being a people whom vre know Cinna then sent for Marius; and the forcei

Delimit: of, 'I has been conjectured that we should
read OritwfWi Tlic Orisian» were of that district. being divided into three parts, each of these
Bee Celleriui. * Qui delibtroat deKiterunL-Tacit.
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ttree great officers had a command. When the without the walls, and he set them the exam
war was over, Cinna and Marius gave into pie. He did not, however, place his whole de-
every kind of insolence and cruelty. Sertorious pendance upon the attachment of the barba
"lone neither put any man to death to glut his rians. Whatever Romans had settled there,
own revenge, nor committed any other outrage; and were fit to beor arms, he incorporated with
on the contrary, he reproached Marius with his troops: he provided such a variety of war-
bis savage proceedings, and applying to Cinna like machines, and built such a number ofshipg,
in private, prevailed with him to make a more as kept the cities in awe: and though his ad-
moderate use of his power. At last, finding dress was mild and gentle in peace, he made
that the slaves, whom Marius had admitted his himself formidable by his preparations for war.
fellow-soldiers, and afterwards employed as ,As soon as he was informed that Sylla had
the guards of his tyranny,* were a strong and made himself master of Rome, and that the
numerous body; and that partly by order or faction of Mariue and Carbo was entirely sup-
permission of Marius; partly by their native fe- pressed, he concluded that an army would soon
rocity, they proceeded to the greatest eicesses, be sent against him under the conduct of an
killing their masters, abusing their mistresses, able general. For this reason he sent Julius
and violating their children; he concluded, that Salinator, with six thousand foot, to block up
these outrages were insupportable, and shot the passes of the Pyrenees. In a little time
them all with arrows in their camp, though Caius Annius arrived on the part of Sylla; and
their number was not less than four thousand. seeing it impossible to dislodge Salinator, he

After the death of Marius, the assassination sat down at the foot of the mountain, not
of Cinna that followed it, and the appoint- knowing how to proceed. While he was in
ment of young Marius, to the consulship, con- this perplexity, one Calpurnius, sumamed Le-
trary to the will of Sertorius and the laws of narius, assassinated Salinator, and his troop*
Rome, Carbo, Scipio, and Norbanus carried thereupon quitting the Pyrenees, Anniua piss-
on the war against Sylla, now returned to Ita- ed them, easily repulsing with his great army
ly, but without any success. For sometimes the few that opposed him. Sertorius, not being
the officers behaved in a mean and dastardly in a condition to give him battle, retired with
manner, and sometimes the troops deserted in three thousand men to New Carthage; where
large bodies. In this case Sertorius began to he embarked, and crossed over to Africa.
think his presence of DO importance, as he The Maurusian coast was the land he touched
gaw their affairs under a miserable direction, upon; and his men going upon shore there to
and that persons of the least understanding water, and not being on their guard, the bar-
had most power. He was the more confirmed barians fell upon them, and killed a consider-
in his opinion, when Sylla, encamped near able number; so that he was forced to make
Scipio, and, amusing him with caresses, under back for Spain. He found the coasts guarded,
pretence of an approaching peace, was all the and that it was impracticable to make descent
while corrupting his troops. Sertorius adver- there; but having met with some vessels of
tised Scipio of it several times, and told him Cilician pirates, he persuaded them to join him,
what the event would be, but he never listened and made his landing good in the isle of
to him. Pitiusa,* forcing his way through the guards

Then giving up Rome for lost, he retired which Annius had placed there.
with the utmost expedition into Spain; hoping Soon after Annius made his appearance with
if he could get the government there into his a numerous fleet, on board of which were five
bands, to be able to afford protection to such thousand men. Sertorious ventured to engage
of his friends as might be beaten in Italy. He him; though his vessels were small, and made
met with dreadful storms on his way, and when rather for swift sailing than strength. But a
he came to the mountains adjoining to Spain, violent west-wind springing up, raised such a
the barbarians insisted that he should pay toll, storm, that the greatest part of Sertorius's
and purchase his passage over them. Those ships, being too light to bear up against it, were
that attended him were fired with indignation, driven upon the rocky shore. Sertorius him-
and thought it an insufferable thing for a Ro- self was prevented by the storm from making
man proconsul to pay toll to such a crew of his way at sea, and by the enemy from land-
barbarians. But he made light of the seeming ing; so that he was tossed about by the waves
disgrace, and said, "Time was the thing he for ten days together, and at last escaped with
purchased, than which nothing in the world great difficulty.
could be more precious to a man engaged in At length the wind abated, and he ran. in
great attempts." He therefore satisfied the among some scattered islands in that quarter.
demands of the mountaineers, and passed over There he landed; but finding they were with-
into Spain without loosing a moment. out water, he put to sea again, crossed the

He found the country very populous, and Straits of Gades, and keeping to the right.
abounding in youth fit for war, but at the same landed a little above the mouth of the river
time the people, oppressed by the avarice and Baetis, which running through a large track to
rapacity of former governors, were ill disposed discharge itself in the Atlantic Ocean, givea
towards any Roman government whatever. To name to all that part of Spain through which it
remove this aversion, he tried to gain the bet-passes.f There he found some mariners lately
ter sort by bis affable and obliging manner, and arrived from the Atlantic Islands.! These are
the populace by lowering the tales. But his two in number, separated only by a narrow
excusing them from providing quarters for the channel, and are at the distance of four hun-
soldiers was the most agreeable measure. For
he ordered his men to pass the winter in tents * Now Ivica.

" Th« Bardiaeani. | Hatica, nowI The Cmariei.
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dred leagues* from the African coast. They here by Hercules. These particular! we men
»re called the Fortunate Islands. Rain sel- tion for the sake of Juba, the best of all roya.
dom falls there, and when it does, it falls mod- historians; for he is said to have been a descend-
erately: but they generally have soft breezes, ant of Sophax and Diodorus, the BOD and
which scatter such rich dews, that the soil is grandson of Hercules.
not only good for sowing and planting, but Sertorius having thus cleared the field, did
spontaneously produces the most excellent no sort of harm to those who surrendered
fruits, and those in such abundance, that the themselves or placed a confidence in him. He
inhabitants have nothing more to do than to restored them their possessions and cities, and
indulge themselves in the enjoyment of ease. put the government in their hands again; taking
The air is always pleasant and salubrious, nothing for himself but what they voluntarily
through the happy temperature of the seasons, offered him.
and their insensible transition into each other. As he was deliberating which way be should
For the north and east winds which blow from next turn his arms, the Lusitaniana sent am-
our continent, in the immense track they have bassadors to invite him to take the command
to pass, are dissipated and lost: while the sea among them. For they wanted a general of
winds, that is, the south and the west, bring his reputation and experience, to support them
with them from the ocean slight and gentle against the terror of the Roman eagles; and he
showers, but oftener only a refreshing moisture, was the only one on whose character and
which imperceptibly scatters plenty on their firmness they could properly depend. Indeed,
plains. So that it is generally believed even he is said to have been proof against the im-
among the barbarians, that these are the Ely- pressions both of pleasure and fear; intrepid in
sian Fields, and the seats of the blessed, which time of danger, and not too much elated with
Homer has described in the charms of verse.f more prosperous fortune; in any great and sud-

Sertorius hearing these wonders, conceived den attempt as daring as any general of his
a strong desire to fix himself in those islands, time, and where art and contrivance, as well
where he might live in perfect tranquillity, at a as despatch, was necessary for seizing a pass or
distance from the evils of tyranny and war. securing a strong hold, one of the greatest
The Cilicians, who wanted neither peace nor masters of stratagem in the world; noble and
repose, but riches and spoils, no sooner per- generous in rewarding great actions and in
ceived this, than they bore a way for Africa, to punishing offences very moderate.
restore Ascalis the son of Iphtha to the throne It is true his treatment of the Spanish hos-
of Mauritania. Sertorius, far from givjng him- tages in the latter part of his life, which bore
self up to despair, resolved to go and assist such strong marks of cruelty and revenge,
the people who were at war with Ascalis, in seems to argue that the clemency he shewed
order to open to his troops another prospect in before, was not a real virtue in him, but only
this new employment, and to prevent their a pretended one, taken up to suit his occasions.
relinquishing him for want of support. His I think indeed, that the virtue which is sincere.
arrival was very acceptable to the Moors, and and founded upon reason, can never be so con-
he soon beat Ascalis in a pitched battle; after quered by any stroke whatever, as to give place
which he beseiged him in the place to which to the opposite. Yet dispositions naturally ha
he retired. mane and good, by great and undeserved ca,

Hereupon, Sylla interposed, and sent Pac- lamities may possibly be soured a little, and the
cianus with a considerable force to the assist- man may change with his fortune. This, I am
ance of Ascalis. Sertorius meeting him in the persuaded, was the case of Sertorius; when
field, defeated and killed him; and having in- fortune forsook him, his disposition was sharp-
corporated his troops with his own, assaulted ened by disappointment, and he became severe
and took the city of Tingis,f whither Ascalis to those who injured or betrayed him.
and his brothers had fled for refuge. The Af- At present having accepted the invitation to
ricans tell us the body of Antreus lies there; Lusitanin, he took his voyage from Africa thith-
and Sertorius, not giving credit to what the er. Upon his arrival he was invested with
barbarians related of his gigantic size, opened full authority as general, and levied forces,
his tomb for satisfaction. But how great was with which he reduced the neighbouring pro-
his surprise, when (according to the account vinces. Numbers voluntarily came ovf.r to
we have of it) he beheld a body sixty cubits him, on account of his reputation for clemency
long. He immediately offered sacrifices, and as well as the vigour of his proceedings. And
closed up the tomb; which added greatly to the to these advantages he added artifices to amus»
respect and reputation it had before. and gain the people.

The people of Tmgis relate, that after the That of the hind was none of the least.*
death of Antaius, Hercules took his widow Spanus, a countryman who lived in those parti
Tinga to his bed, and had by her a son named happening to fall in with a hind which had
Sophax, who reigned over that country, and newly yeaned, and which was flying from the
founded a city to which he gave his mother's hunters, failed in his attempt to take her; oui,
name. They add, that Diodorus, the son of charmed with the uncommon colour of the f iwn,
Sophax, subdued many African nations with which was a perfect white, he pursued and tonk
an army of Greeks, which he raised out of the it. By good fortune Sertorius had his catop in
colonies of Olbians and Myceneans settled that neighbourhood; and whatever wash-ought

" In the original ten thousand furlongs. of him taken in hunting, or of the production!
f OJyas. iv. of :he field, he received with pleasure, and re-
j la the (tit Ttnstne. Sfrabo (ells us, the barba-turned the civility with interest. The country-

rians call it Tinga, that Arttmidorus cives it the name
if LITIJJU, aud Eratosthenes that of Ltxus. * Serlorius had learned these arta ol Muiu.
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man went and offered him the fawn. He re- and, yet would not come to a pitched battle,
ceived this present like the rest, and at first and who, by the lightness and inactivity of the
took no extraordinary notice of it. But in time Spanish troops, turned himself into all man-
it became so tractable and fond of him, that it ner of forms. He was sufficiently skilled, in-
would come when he called, follow him wher-deed, in set battles, and he commanded a firm
ever he went, and learned to bear the hurry heavy-armed infantry, which knew how to re
and tumult of the camp. By little and little, pulse and bear down any thing that would
be brought the people to believe there was make head against them, but had no experi-
something sacred and mysterious in the affair: ence in climbing mountains, or capacity to via
giving it out that the fawn was a gift from in flying, and pursuing men as swift as the
Diana, and that it discovered to him many im- wind. Nor could his troops bear hunger, eat
portant secrets. For he knew the natural any thing undressed, or lie upon the ground
power of superstition over the minds of the without tents, like those of Sertorius. Beside*
barbarians. In pursuance of his scheme, when Metellus was now advanced in years, and after
the enemy was making a private irruption into his many campaigns and long service, had be-
the country under his command, or persuad-gun to indulge himself in a more delicate way
ing some city to revolt, he pretended the lawn of living; whereas Sertorius was in the vigour
bad appeared to him in a dream, and warned of his age, full of spirits, and had brought
him to have his forces ready. And if he had strength and activity to the greatest perfection
intelligence of some victory gained by his of- by exercise and abstemiousness. He never
ficers, he used to conceal the messenger, and indulged in wine, even when he had nothing
produce the fawn crowned with flowers for its else to do; and he had accustomed himself to
good tidings; bidding the people rejoice and bear labour and fatigue, to make long march-
sacrifice to the gods, on account of eome news es, and pass many successive nights without
they would soon hear. sleep, though supported all the while with

By this invention he made them ao tractable mean and slender diet. By bestowing his lei-
that they obeyed his orders in every thing with- sure on hunting and traversing all the country
out hesitation, no longer considering themselves for game, had gained such a knowledge of the
as under the conduct of & stranger, but the im- impracticable as well as open parts of it, that
mediate direction of Heaven. And the aston- when he wanted to fly, he found no manner of
ishing increase of his power, far beyond all difficulty in it, and if he had occasion to pur-
they could rationally expect, confirmed them sue or surround the enemy, he could execute
in that persuasion. For, with two thousand six it with ease.
hundred men, whom he called Romans (though Hence, it was that Metellus, in being pre-
among them there were seven hundred Afri- vented from coming to any regular action, suA
cans, who came over with him) and an addi- fered all the inconveniences of a defeat; and
tion of four thousand light-armed Liuitaniana Sertoriua gained as much by flying as he could
and seven hundred horse, he carried on the have done by conquering and pursuing. For
war against four Roman generals, who had a he cut his adversary off from water, and pre-
hundred and twenty thousand foot, six thou- vented his foraging. If the Romans began to
"aud horse, two thousand archers and slmgers, march, he was on the wing to harass them;
and cities without number under their com- and if they sat still, he galled them in such a.
mand; though at first he had twenty cities only. manner, that they were forced to quit their
Nevertheless, with so trilling a force, and such post. If they invested a town, he was soon
"mall beginnings, he subdued several great na- upon them, and by cutting off their convoys,
tions, and took many cities. Of the generals as it were, besieged the besiegers: insomuch,
that opposed him, he beat Cotta. at sea in the that they began to give up the point, and to call
straits over against Mellana; he defeated Phi- upon Metellus to accept the challenge that Ser
dius* who had the chief command in Baeltica, toriua had given, insisting that general should
and killed four thousand Romans upon the fight with general, and Roman with Roman;
banks of the Bstis. By his qusstor he beat and when he declined it, they ridiculed and
JJomitius and Lucius Manlius, proconsul of abused him. Metellus only laughed at them,
the other Spain; he likewise slew Thorania9,t and he did perfectly right; for, as Theophras-
*ne of the officers sent against him by Mctel- tus says, "A general should die like a general,
lus, together with his whole army. Nay, Me- and not like a common soldier."
tellus himself, a general of as great reputation He found that the Langobrite were very
as any the Komans then had, was entangled serviceable to Sertorius, arid perceived, at the
by him in such difficulties, and reduced to such same time, that he might soon bring them to
extremities, that he was forced to call in Lu- surrender for want of water; for they had but
cius Lol'lius, from Gallia Narbonensis, to his one well in the city, and an enemy might im-
assistance, and Pompey the Great was sent mediately make himself master of the springe
with another army from Rome with the ut- in the suburbs, and under the walls. He,
most expedition. For Metcllus knew not therefore advanced against the town; but con-
what measures to take against so daring an cluding he aliould take it within two days, he
enemy, who was continually harassing him, ordered his troops to take only five days pro-

visions with them. But Sertoriua gave the
" Xylander has it Di&ut, which it agreeable to some people speedy assistance. He got two thou-

manubcrtpts; Cruseriut, upon conjecture only, reads sand skins, and filled them with water, prom
it.iu/miu*. Frienshem, in his Supplement to Livy, ising a good reward for the care of each ves-
(ic. 28.) call» this general Purfidius; and he might do
it upon the authority of some ancient manuscript of sel or skin. A number of Spaniards and Moor*
Pluurch. offered their service on this occasion; and hav-

t Floruj hat it Thariui ing selected the strongest and swiftest of them,
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he sent them along the mountains with orders, the walls of a town, and the enemy were press.
when they delivered these vessels, to take all ing hard upon him, the Spaniards, to save Set-
Useless persons out of the town, that the water torius, exposed themselves without any pre-
might be fully sufficient for the rest during the caution. They passed him upon their shoul-
whole course of the siege. ders, from one to another, till he had gained

When Metellus was informed of this ma- the walls, and when their general was secure,
noeuvre, he was greatly concerned at it; and then they dispersed, and fled for their own lives.
as his provisions began to fail, he sent out Nor was he beloved by the Spanish soldiers
Aquilius with six thousand men to collect fresh only, but by those which came from Italy too.
supplies. Sertorius who had early intelligence When Perpenna Vento, who was of the same
of it, laid an ambush for Aquilius, and upon hie party with Sertorius, came into Spain with a
return, three thousand men, who were placed great quantity of money, and a respectable array,
in the shady channel of a brook for the pur- intending to proceed in his operations against
pose, rose up and attacked him in the rear. At Metellus upon his own bottom; the troops dig-
the same time Sertorius himself charged him in liked the scheme, and nothing was talked of in
front, killed a considerable number of his party, the camp but Sertorius. This gave great un-
and took the rest prisoners. Aquilius got back easiness to Perpenna, who was much elated
to Metellus, but with the loss both of his horse with his high birth and opulent fortune. Nor
and his arms; whereupon MeteJlus retired did the matter stop here. Upon their having
with disgrace, greatly insulted and ridiculed by intelligence that Pompey had passed the Pyre-
the Spaniards. nees, the soldiers took up their arms and stand

This success procured Sertorius the admira- ards, and loudly called upon Perpenna to lead
tion and esteem of the Spaniards; but what them to Sertorius; threatening if he would not
charmed them still more was, that he armed comply, to leave him, and go to a general vcho
them in the Roman manner, taught them to knew how to save both himself and those un-
keep their ranks, and to obey the word of com- der his command. So that Perpenna was forc-
mand; so that, instead of exerting their strength ed to yield, and he went and joined Sertoriuf
in a savage and disorderly manner, and behav- with fifty-three cohorts.*
ing like a multitude of banditti, he polished Sertorius now found himself at the head of
them into regular forces. Another agreeable a great army; for, besides the junction of Per-
circumstance was, that he furuished them with penna, all the countries within the Iberus had
abundance of gold and silver to gild their hel- adopted his interest, and troops were daily
mets, and enrich their shields; and that he flocking in on all sides. But it gave him pain
taught them to wear embroidered vests, and to see them behave with the disorder and fero-
magnificent coats; nor did he give them sup- city of barbarians; to find them calling upon
plies only for these purposes, but he set them him to give the signal to charge, and impatient
the example.* The finishing stroke was, his of the least delay. He tried what mild repre-
collecting from the various nations, the chil- sentations would do, and they had no effect
dren of the nobility into the great city of Osca,f They still continued obstinate and clamorous,
and his furnishing them with masters to instruct often demanding the combat in a very unsea-
them in the Grecian and Roman literature. sonable manner. At last he permitted them
This had the appearance only of an education. to engage in their own way, in consequence of
to prepare them to be admitted citizens of which they would suffer great loss, though he
Rome, and to fit them for important commis- designed to prevent their being entirely defeat-
sions; but, in fact, the children were so many ed. These checks, he hoped, would make then
hostages. Meanwhile the parents were de- more willing to be under discipline.
lighted to see their sons in powns bordered The event answered his expectation. They
with purple, and walking in great state to the fought and were beaten; but making up with
schools, without any expense to them. For succours, he rallied the fugitives, and conduct-
Sertorius took the whole upon himself, often ed them safe into the camp. His next step
examining besides, into the improvements they was to rouse them up out of their despond-
made, and distributing proper rewards to those ence. For which purpose, a few days after,
of most merit, among which were the golden he assembled all big forces, and produced two
ornaments furling down from the neck, called horses before them; the one old and feeble,
by the Romans, bulltK. the other large and strong, and remarkable

It was then the custom in Spain, for the band besides for a fine flowing tail. By the poor
which fought near the general's person, when weak horse stood a robust able-bodied man,
he fell to die with him. This manner of de- and by the strong horse stood a little man of a
voting themselves to death, the barbarians call very contemptible appearance. Upon a signal
" Libation.J The other generals had but a few given, the strong man began to pull and drag
of these guards or knights companions; where- about the weak horse by the tail, as if he would
as Sertorius was attended by many myriads, pull it off; and the little man to pluck off
who had laid themselves under that obligation. the hairs of the great horse's tail, one by one.
It is said, that when he was once defeated near The former tugged and toiled a long time to

the great diversion of the spectators, and at
" Alexander had taken (he same method,before him. last was forced to give up the point; the latter,

imong llic Pirsiaru. For he ordered thirty thousand without any difficulty, soon stripped the great
Per»ian boys to be taught Greek, and trained in the horse's tail of all its hair.f Then Sertorius
Macedonian manner. rose up and said, "You see, my friends and

+ A city in Hispania Tarraconensis.
j ID Gaulj the persons who laid themselves under

thii obligation, wtrt called SoltLini. Cat. de Bell. * A cohort is the tenth part of a legion.
Gall. 1. iS. f Horace allude* to thai, J. ii. Ep. 1.
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fellow-soldiers, how much greater a 'e the effects and as the sun got up higher, the Ctecia* blew
of perseverance, thau those of force, and that again, and, by its violence, covered all the
there are many things invincible in their col-hill with dust. Meantime, the soldiers stirred
lective capacity and in a state of union, which up the heap from the very bottom, and crum-
may gradually be overcome, when they are once bled all the clay, and some gallopped up and
"eparatcd. In short, perseverance is irresisti-down, to raise the light earth, and thicken the
ble. By this means, Umc attacks arid destroys clouds of dust in the wind, which carried them
the strongest things upon earth. Time, I say, into the dwellings of the Characitani; their
who is (he best friend and ally to those that have entrances directly facing it. As they were
the discernment to use it properly, and watch caves, and, of course, had no other aperture,
the opportunities it presents, and the worst the eyes of the inhabitants were soon filled,
enemy to those who will be rushing into action and they could scarce breathe for the suffo-
when it does not call them." By such sym-cating dust which they drew in with the air.
bols as these, Sertorious applied to the senses In these wretched circumstances, they held out
of the barbarians, and instructed them to wait two days; though with great difficulty, and the
for proper junctures and occasions. third day surrendered themselves to Sertorius,

But his contrivance with respect to the Char- at discretion; who, by reducing them, did not
icitaai gained him as much admiration as any gain such an accession of strength as of hon-
of his military performances whatever. The our. For an honour it was to subdue those by
Characitani are seated beyond the river Tagus. policy, whom his arms could not reach.
They have neither cities nor villages, but dwell While he carried on the war against Me-
upon a large and lofty hill, in dens and caverns tellus only, his success in general was imputed
of the rocks, the mouths of which are all to the to the old age and inactivity of his adversary,
north. The soil of all the country about is a who had to contend with a bold young man,
clay, so very light and crumbly, that it yields at the head of troops so light, that they might
to the pressure of the foot, is reduced to pow- pass rather for a marauding party, than a reg-
der by the least touch, and flies about like ashes ular army. But when Pompey had passed the
or unslacked lime. The barbarians, whenever Pyrenees, and Sertorious took post against him,
they are apprehensive of an attack, retire to every art of generalship on both sides was ex-
these caves with their booty, and look upon hausted; and yet, even then it appeared, that,
themselves as in a place perfectly impregnable. in point both of attack and defence, Serto-

It happened that Sertorius, retiring to some riua had the advantage. In this case, the fame
distance from Metellus, encamped under this of Sertorius greatly increased, and extended
bill; and the savage inhabitants imagining he itself as far as Rome, where he was considered
retired only because he was beaten, offered the ablest general of his time. Indeed, the
him several insults. Sertorius, either provoked honour Pompey had acquired was very consid-
at such treatment, or willing to shew them he erable, and the actions he had performed un-
was not flying from an enemy, mounted his der Sylla, set him in a very respectable light,
horse the next day, and went to reconnoiter insomuch, that Sylla had given him the appel
the place. As he could see no part in which lation of the Great, and he was distinguished
it was acccessible, he almost despaired of tak- with a triumph, even before he wrote man.
ing it, and could only vent his anger in vain This made many of the cities, which were
menaces. At last he observed, that the wind under the command of Sertorius, cast their
blew the dust in great quantities towards the eyes upon Pompey, and inclined them to open
mouths of the caves, which, as I said before, their gates to him. But they returned to their
are all to the north. The north wind, which old attachment, upon the unexpected success
some call Cojcios,* 'prevails most in those that attended Sertorius at Lauron.*
parts; taking its rise from the marshy grounds, Sertorius was besieging that place, and Pom-
and the mountains covered with snow. And, pey marched with his whole army to its relief.
as it was then the height of summer, it was re- There was a hill at some distance from the
markably strong, having fresh supplies from walls, from which the city might be greatly
the melting of the ice on the northern peaks; annoyed. Sertorius hastened to seize it, and
10 that it blew a most agreeable gale, which, Pompey to prevent him: but the former gained
in the day-time, refreshed both these savages the post Pompey, however, sat down by it,
and their flocks. with great satisfaction, thinking he had been

Sertorius reflecting upon what he saw, and fortunate enough to cut Sertorius off from the
being informed by the neighbouring Spaniards town; and he sent a message to the Lauronitea,
that these were the usual appearances, ordered " That they might be perfectly easy, and sit
bis soldiers to collect vast quantities of that quietly upon their walls, while they saw him
dry and crumbly earth, so as to raise a mount besiege Sertorius." But when that genera]
pf it over against the hill. The barbarians, was informed of it, he only laughed, and said,
imagining he intended to storm their strong " I will teach that scholar of Sylla" (so in
holds from that mount, laughed at his proceed-ridicule he called Pompey,) "that a general
ings. The soldiers went on with their work ought to look behind him, rather than before
till night, and then he led them back into the him." At the same time, he shewed the be
camp. Next morning, at break of day, a gen- sieged a body of six thousand foot in the camp
tle breeze sprung up,f which moved the light- which he had quitted in order to seize the hill,
tit part of the heap, and dispersed it like smoke, and which had been left there on purpose to

take Pompey in the rear, when he should come* Media inter Aquilonem et Eiortum jEquinoctia-
fcm. PUn. 1. ii. c. 47. to attack Sertorius in the post he now occupied.

t Warrant et in Pouto Czcian in tt trthere nubei.
Ik. * A city of Hither Spain, fire league* from Valencia.
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Pompey, not discovering this manoeuvre till gaiety: " If the old woman," said he, "had
it was too late,did not dare to begin the attack, not been here, I would have flogged the boy
lost he should be surrounded. And yet, he was well, and sent him back to Rome."
ashamed to leave the Lauronitcs in such ex- He was, notwithstanding, much afflicted for
treme danger. The consequence was, that he the loss of his hind. For she was an excellent
was obliged to sit still and see the town lost. engine in the management of the barbarian*,
The people, in despair of assistance, surcnder- who now wanted encouragement more than
ed to Sertorius, wlio was pleased to spare the ever. By good fortune, some of his soldiers, as
inhabitants, and let them go free; but he laid they were strolling one night about the country,
their cities in ashes. This was not done out of met with her, and knowing her by the colour,
anger, or a spirit of cruelty (for he seems to brought her to him. Sertorius, happy to find her
have indulged his resentment less than any other again, promised the soldiers large sums, on con
general whatever,) but to put the admirers of dition they would not mention the affair. He
Pompey to the blush; while it was said among carefully concealed the hind; and a few days
the barbarians, that though he was at hand, and after, appeared in public, with a cheerful coun-
almost warmed himself at the flame, he suffer- tenance, to transact business, telling the barba-
ed his allies to perish. rian officers that he had some extraordinary hap-

It is true, Sertorius received many checks in piness announced to him from heaven in a dream.
the course of the war; but it was not where he Then he mounted the tribunal, for the despatch
acted in person; for he ever continued invinci- of such affairs as might come before him. At
ble; it was through his lieutenants. And such that instant the hind, being let loose near the
was his manner of rectifying the mistakes, that place by those who had the charge of her, and
he met with more applause than his adversaries seeing Sertorius, ran up with great joy, leaped
in the midst of their success. Instances of which upon the tribunal, laid her head upon his lap,
we have in the battle of Sucro with Pompey, and and licked his right hand, in a manner to which
In that of Tuttia* with Pompey and Metellus. she had long been trained. Sertorius returned

As to the battle of Sucro, we are told it was her caresses with all the tokens of a sincere
fought the sooner, because Pompey hastened affection, even to the shedding of tears. The
it, to prevent Metellus from having a share in assembly at first looked on with silent astonish-
the victor)'. This was the very thing Sertorius ment: but afterwards they testified their regard
wanted, to try his strength with Pompey, before for Sertorius with the loudest plaudits and ac-
Metellus joined him. Sertorius came up and clamations, as a person of a superior nature, be-
engaged him in the evening. This he did out loved by the gods. With these impressions, they
of choice, in the persuasion that the enemy, not conducted him to his pavilion, and resumed aU
being acquainted with the country, would find the hopes and spirits with which he could have
darkness a hindrance to them, whether they wished to inspire them.
should have occasion to fly or to pursue. When He watched the enemy so close in the plains
they came to charge, he found that he had not of Saguntum, that they were in great want of
to do with Pompey, as he could have wished, provisions; and as they were determined at last
but that Af'ranius commanded the enemy's left to go out to forage and collect necessaries, this
wing, opposite to ftim, who was at the head unavoidably brought on a battle. Great acts of
of his own right wing. However, as soon as valour were performed on both sides. Memmius,
ha understood that the left gave way to the vig- the best officer Pompey had, fell in the hottest of
orous impressions of Pompey, he put his right the fight. Sertorius carried all before him, and
under the direction of other officers, and has- through heaps of the slain made his way towards
tened to support that which had the disadvan- Metellus, who made great efforts to oppose him,
tage. By rallying the fugitives, and encourag- and fought with a vigour above his years, but at
ing those who kept their ground, he forced last was borne down with the stroke of a spear.
Pompey to fly in great confusion, who before All the Romans, who saw or heard of this disas-
was pursuing: nay, that general was in the ter, resolved not to abandon their general, and,
greatest danger; he was wounded, and got off from an impulse of shame as well as anger, they
with difficulty. For the Africans, who fought turned upon the enemy, and sheltered Metellus
under the banners of Sertorius, having taken with their shields, till others carried him off in
Pompey's horse, adorned with gold and other safety. Then they charged the Spaniards with
rich furniture, left the pursuit, to quarrel about great fury, and routed them in their turn.
dividing the spoil. In the meantime, when Ser- As victory had now changed sides, Sertorius,
torius was flown from his right wing to succour to secure a safe retreat for his troops, as well
the other in distress, Aframus overthrew all be- as convenient time for raising fresh forces,
fore him, and closely pursued the fugitives, en- had the art to retire into a city strongly situated
tered their camp with them, which he pillaged upon a mountain. He repaired the walls, and
till it was dark; he knew nothing of Pompey's barricaded the gates, as though he thought of
defeat, and was unable to keep the soldiers from nothing less than standing a siege. The enemy,
plundering, if he had desired it. At this instant, however, were deceived by appearances. They
Sertorius returns with the laurels he had won, invested the place, and, in the imagination that
falls upon the troops of Afranius, which were they should make themselves masters of it
scattered up and down the camp, and destroys without difficulty, took no care to pursue the
great numbers of them. Next morning he arm- fugitive barbarians, or to prevent the new levies
ed, and took the field again; but perceiving which the officers of Sertorius were making.
vhat Metellus was at hand, he drew off and de- These officers he had sent to the towns under
camped. He did it, however, with an air of his command, with instructions, when they had

* Grzviu* Ciinjfctiirca, that we should read Tvria, assembled a sufficient number, to send a mes-
the Turius being a river which fall* into the Sucro. senger to acquaint him with it.
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Upon the receipt of such intelligence, he mitted to return in the capacity of a private
tallied out, and having made his way through man. He said he had rather be the meanest
Ihe enemy without much trouble, he joined his citizen in Rome, than an exile with the com-
new-raised troops, and returned with that ad-mand of all the other countries in the world.
ditional strength. He now cut off the Roman This love of his country is said lo have been
convoys both by sea and land: at land, by lay- in some measure owing to the attachment ho
ing ambushes or hemmirg them in, and, by the had to his mother. His father died in his in-
rapidity of his motions, meeting them in every fancy, and he had his education wholly from
quarter: at sea, by guarding the coatt with his her; consequently his affections centered in her.
light piratical vessels. In consequence of this, His Spanish friends wanted to constitute him
the Romans were obliged to separate. Metel- supreme governor; but having information at
lus retired into Gaul, and Pompey went and that time of the death of his mother, he gave
took up his winter quarters in the territories of himself up to the most alarming grief. For
the Vacceians, where he was greatly distressed seven whole days he neither gave the word, nor
for want of money, insomuch that he informed would be seen by any of his friends. At last
the senate, he should soon leave the country, if his generals, and others who were upon a foot-
they did not supply him; for he had already sac- ing with him in point of rank, beset his tent,
rificed his own fortune in the defence of Italy. and insisted that he should rise from the ground
Indeed, the common discourse was, that Serto- and make his appearance, to speak to the sol-
rius would be in Italy before Pompey. So far diers, and to take the direction of their affairs,
had hia capacity prevailed over the most dis- which were then as prosperous as he could de-
tinguished and the ablest generals in Rome. sire. Hence many imagined, that he was

The opinion which Metellus had of him, and naturally of a pacific turn, and a lover of tran-
the dread of his abilities, was evident from a quillity, but he was brought against his inclina-
proclamation then published; in which Metel- tion, by some means or other, to take upon
ius offered a reward of a hundred talents of him the command; and that when he was hard
"ilver, and twenty thousand acres of land, to pressed by his enemies, and had no other shel-
any Roman who should take him; and if that ter but that of war to fly to, he had recourse
Roman was an exile, he promised he should be to it merely in the way of self-defence.
restored to his country. Thus he plainly dis- We cannot have greater proofs of his mag-
covered his despair of conquering his enemy, nanimity than those that appear in his treaty
by the price which he set upon him. When he with Mithridates. That prince, recovering
once happened to defeat him in a pitched bat- from the fall given him by Sylla, entered the
tle, he was so elated with the advantage, and lists again, and renewed his pretensions to
thought the event so fortunate, that he suffered Asia. By this time the fame of Sertorius had
himself to be saluted as Imperator; and the extended itself into all parts of the world.
cities received him with sacrifices and every The merchants who traded to the west, carried
testimony of gratitude to the gods at their al- back news of his achievements, like commodi-
tars. Nay, it is said, he received crowns of ties from a distant country, and filled Pontua
victory,xthat he made most magnificent enter- with his renown. Hereupon Mithridates de-
tainments on the occasion, and wore a triumph- termined to send an embassy to him; induced
al robe. Yictories, in effigy, descended in ma- to it by the vain speeches of his flatterers, who
chines, with trophies of gold and garlands in compared Sertorius to Hannibal, and Mithri-
their hands; and choirs of boys and virgins dates to Pyrrhus, and insisted that the Romans
sung songs in his praise. These circumstances would never be able to bear up against two
weje extremely ridiculous, if he expressed BO such powers and two persons of such geniua
E_ch joy and such superabundant vanity, while and abilities, when attacked by them in differ-
he called Sertorius a fugitive from Sylbj and ent quarters; the one being the most excellent
the poor remain's of Carbo's faction. of generals, and the other the greatest of kings

On the other hand, the magnanimity of Ser- In pursuance of this scheme, Mithridatea
torius appeared in every step he took. The sent ambassadors into Spain, with letters to
patricians, who had been obliged to fly from Sertorius, and proposals to be made in confer-
Rome, and take refuge with him, he called a ence; the purport of which was that the king
senate. Out of them he appointed quasstors would supply him with money and ships for
and lieutenants, and in every thing proceeded the war, on condition that he confirmed hie
according to the laws of his country. What was claim to Asia, which he had lately given up to
of still greater moment, though he nade war the Romans in the treaty with Sylla.
only with the arms, the money, and the men Sertorius assembled his council, which he
of Spain, he did not suffer the Spaniards to called the. Senate. They were unanimous in
Vave the least share in any department of gov- their opinions that he should accept the con-
frnment, even in words or titles. He gave ditions, and think himself happy in them; since
them Roman generals and governors; to make they were only asked an empty name and title
it appear that the liberty of Rome was his to things which it was not in their power to
great object, and that he did not want to set give, and the king in return would supply
up the Spaniards against the Romans. In fact, them with what they most wanted. But Ser-
he was a true lover of his country, and his pas-torius would by no means agree to it. He said,
sion to be restored to it, was one of the first he had no objection to that prince's having
in his heart. Yet, in his greatest misfortunes, Bythinia and Cappadocia, countries accustom-
he never departed from his dignity. On the ed to kingly government, and not belonging to
other hand, when he was victorious, he would the Romans by any just title; but as to a pro-
make an offer to Metellus or Pompey, to lay vince to which the Romans had an undeniabla
down his arms, on condition he might be per-claim; a province which they had been do.
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prived of by Mithridates, which he afterwards they reconciled, and inflamed the rising ipint
lost to Fimbria, and at last had quitted upon of disobedience; insomuch that Sertorius, de-
the peace with Sylla, he could never consent parting from his former clemency and modera-
that he should be put in possession of it again. tion, behaved with great injustice and outrage
"Rome," said he, "ought to have her power to the children of the Spaniards in Osca, put
extended by my victories, and it is not my ting some to death, and selling others lor slaves.
right to rise to power at her expense. A man The conspiracy daily gathered strength, and
"who nas any dignity of sentiment, should con- among the rest, Perpenna drew in Manhus,*
quer with honour, and not use any base means who had a considerable command in the army.
even to save his life." " " " * *

Mithridates was perfectly astonished at this He and his partisans then prepared letters for
answer, and thus communicated his surprise Sertorius, which imported that a victory wai
to his fnends: "What orders would Sertorius gained by one of his great officers, and great
give us, when seated in the senate-house at numbers of the enemy slain. Sertorius offer-
Rome, if now, driven as he is to the coasts of ed sacrifice for the good tidings; and Perpen-
the Atlantic ocean, he prescribes bounds to na gave him, and his own friends who were
our empire, and threatens us with war if we by, and who were all privy to the design, an
make any attempt upon Asia?" The treaty, invitation to supper, which, with much en-
however, went on, and was sworn to. Mith- treaty, he prevailed upon him fo accept.
ridates was to have Cappadocia and Bithynia, The entertainments at which Sertorius was
and Sertorius to supply him with a general present, had been always attended with great
and some troops; the king, on the other hand, order and decorum; for he could not bear eith-
was to furnish Sertorius with three thousand er to see or hear the least indecency, and he
talents, and forty ships of war. had ever accustomed the guests to divert them-

The general whom Sertorius sent into Asia, selves in an innocent and irreproachable man-
was a senator who had taken refuge with him, ner. But in the midst of the entertainment,
named Marcus Marius. When Mithridates, the conspirators began to seek occasion to
by his assistance, had taken some cities in quarrel, giving into the most dissolute dis-
Asia, he permitted that officer to enter them course, and pretending drunkenness as the
with his rods and axes, and voluntarily took cause of their ribaldry. All this was done to
the second place as one of his train. Marius provoke him. However, either vexed at theii
declared some of those cities free, and excused obscenities and design, or guessing at their de-
others from imposts and taxes, telling them signs by the manner of their drawling them
they were indebted for these favours to Serto- out, he changed his posture, and threw himself
rius. So that Asia, which laboured again un- back upon his couch, as though he neither
der the exaction of the Roman tax-gatherers, heard nor regarded them. Then Perpenna
and the oppressions and insults of the garri- took a cup of wine, and as he was drinking,
sons, had once more a prospect of some hap- purposely let it fall out of his hands. The
pier mode of government. noise it made being a signal for them to fall on,

But in Spain, the senators about Serlorius, Antony, who sat next to Sertorius, gave him
whn looked upon themselves as on a footing a stroke with his sword. Sertorius turned,
with him, no sooner saw themselves as a and strove to get up; but Antony throwing
match for the enemy, than they bade adieu to himself upon his breast, held both his hands;
fear, and gave into a foolish jealousy and envy so that not being able in the least to defend
of their general. At the head of these was himself, the rest of the conspirators despatch-
Perpenna, who, elated with the vanity of birth, ed him with many wounds.
aspired to the command, and scrupled not to Upon the first news of his death, most ot
address his partisans in private with such the Spaniards abandoned Perpenna, and by
speeches as these: "What evil daemon posses-their deputies, surrendered themselves to Pom
ses us, and leads us from bad to worse? We, pey and Metellus. Perpenna attempted some
who would not stay at home and submit to the thing with those that remained; but though he
orders of Sylla, who is master both of sea had the use of all that Sertorius had prepared,
and land, what are we to come to? Did we he made so ill a figure, that it was evident he
not come here for liberty? Yet here we are knew no more how to command than how to
voluntary slaves. Guards to the exiled Ser- obey. He gave Pompey battle, and was soon
torius. We suffer ourselves to be amused routed and taken prisoner. Nor in this last
with the title of a senate; a title despised and distress did he hehave as became a general.
ridiculed by all the world. O noble senators, He had the papers of Sertorius in his posses-
who submit to the most mortifying tasks and sion, and he offered Pompey the sight of origi-
labours, as much as the meanest Spaniards nal letters from men of consular dignity, and
and Lusitanians!" the greatest interest in Rome, by which the'

Numbers were attacked with these and such invited Sertorius into Italy, in consequence of
like discourses; and though they did not open- the desire of numbers, who wanted a change
ly revolt, because they dreaded the power of in the present state of affairs, and a new ad-
Sertorius, yet they took private methods to ministration.
ruin his affairs, by treating the barbarians ill, Pompey, however, behaved not like a young
inflicting heavy punishments, and collecting man, but with all the marks of a solid and
exorbitant subsidies, as if by his order. Hence improved understanding, and by his prudence
the cities began to waver in their allegiance, delivered Rome from a tram of dreadful feari
and to raise disturbances; and the persons * Dacier thinks we should read Afantus, by which
sent to compose those disturbances by mild he means Jtfomui vin&miiu, who gave Serlorius Ihi
+n< gentle methods, made more enemies than first blow.
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and n«w commotions. He collected all those brought Vo Pompey, and by him ordered to th«
letters, and the other papers of Sertorius, and block, and others, who fled into Africa, shot by
burned them, without either reading them him-the Moors. None escaped but Aufidiua, the
self, or suffering any other person to do it. As rival of Manlius. Whether it was that be
for Petpenna, he put him to death immediate-could not be found, or they thought him not
ly, lest he should mention the names of those worth the seeking, he lived to old age in a vil-
who wrote the letters, and thence new seditions lage of the barbarians, wretchedly poor, and
and troubles should arise. Perpenna's accom-universally despised.
plices met the same fate: some of them being

EUMENES.

Drmis the historian writes, that Eumenes the Tet it must be acknowledged, he was oltea
Cardian was the son of a poor wagoner in the in disgrace with Alexander, and once or twice
Chersonesus, and yet that he had a liberal in danger too, on account of Hephaestion. la
education both as to learning and the exercises the first place, Hephaestion gave a musician
then in vogue.* He says that while he was named Evius, the quarters which the servants
but a lad, Philip happening to be in Cardia, of Eumenes had taken up for him. Upon this,
went to spend an hour of leisure in seeing how Eumenes went in great wrath to Alexander
the young men acquitted themselves in the with Mentor,* and cried, " The best method
pancrationj and the boys in wrestling. Among they could take, was to throw away their arms,
these Eum«nes succeeded so well, and shewed and learn to play upon the flute, or turn trage-
so much activity and address, that Philip was dians." Alexander at first entered into his
pleased with him, and took him into his train. quarrel, and sharply rebuked Hephaestion; but
But others assert, with a greater appearance he soon changed his mind, and turned the
of probability, that Philip preferred him on weight of his displeasure upon Eumenes; think*
account of the ties of friendship and hospitality ing he had behaved with more disrespect to
there were between him and the father of him than resentment against Hephaestion.
Eumenes. Again; when Alexander wanted to send out

After the death of Philip, he maintained the Nearchus with a fleet to explore the coasts of
reputation of being equal to any of Alexander's the ocean, he found his treasury low, and
officers in capacity, and in the honour with asked his friends for a supply. Among the
which he discharged his commissions; and rest he applied to Eumenes for three hundred
though he had only the title of principal secre- talents, who offered him only a hundred, and
tary, he was looked upon in as honourable a assured him, at the game time, he should find
light as the king's most intimate friends and it difficult to collect that sum by his stewards.
counsellors ; insomuch that he had the sole Alexander refused the offer, but did not re-
direction of an Indian expedition, and upon monstrate or complain. However, he ordered
the death of Hephaestion, when Perdiccas had his servants privately to set fire to Eumenes's
the post of that favourite, he succeeded Per- tent, that he might be forced to carry out his
diccas. Therefore, when Neoptolemus, who money, and be openly convicted of the falsity.
bad been the principal armour-bearer, took It happened that the tent was entirely con-
upon him to say, after the death of Alexander, sumed, and Alexander was sorry on account
" That he had borne the shield and spear of of the loss of his papers. There was gold and
that monarch, and that Eumenes had only fol- silver found melted, to the amount of more
lowed with his eschtoir," the Macedonians than a thousand talents, yet even then the king
only laughed at his vanity; knowing that, be- took none of it. And having written to all his
lides other marks of honour, Alexander had grandees and lieutenants to send him copies of
thought Eumenes not unworthy his alliance. the despatches that were lost, upon their ar-
For Barsine, the daughter of Artabazus, who rival he put them again under the care of
was the first lady Alexander took to his bed in Eumenes.
Asia, and who brought him a son named Her- Some time after, another dispute happened
cules, had two sisters; one of which, called between him and Hephaestion, on account of
Apama, he gave to Ptolemy; and the other, some present from the king to one of them.
called also Barsine, he gave to Eumenes, at Much severe and abusive language passed be-
the time when he wai selecting Persian ladies tween them, yet Alexander, for the present,
as wives for his ftiends.J did not look upon Eumenes with less regard.

But, Hephaestion dying soon after, the king,
* There were public schools, where children of all in his unspeakable affliction for that loss, ei-

conditions were taught without distinction. pressed his resentment against all who he
f The pancration (as we have already obserred)

was a composition of wrestling and boiing. inconveniences on the other. he itkettd eighty virgin*
out of the most honourable families in Persia, and per-

\ Alexander had married Statira, the eldest daugh-suaded his principal friends and officers to marry (hem.
ter of Darius, and riven the youngest, named Trypelis. * Mentor was brother to Memnon. whose widow
to Hephxstipn. This was a measure well calculated Barnne was Alexander's mistress. He was brother-
for establishing him and his posterity on the Persian >n-law to ArUbazus; and the second Bartine, nhon
-hroii. ; but it was obooiioiu to the Macedonians. Eumenes married, Kerns to have been daughter Utherefore, to support it on out hud, and to obvrate Memnon, and Mentor's sister.
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thought envied that favourite while he lived in his temper, and followed every impulse of
or rejoiced at his death. Eumcnes was one of a precipitate ambition, he withdrew from hint
those whom he most suspected of such senti in the night with all his equipage, which con-
ments, and he often mentioned the differences sisted of three hundred horse, two hundred of
and the severe language those differences hat his domestics well armed, and all his treasure,
produced. Eumenes, however, being an artfu amounting to five thousand talents. With lhi»
man, and happy at expedients, made the very he fled to Perdiccas; and as he acquainted
lerson through whom he had lost the king's that general with the secret designs of Leona-
'avour, the means of regaining it. He secondei tus, he was immediately taken into a high de-
the zeal and application of Alexander to ccle gree of favour, and admitted to a share in hi§
brate the memory of Hephsstion. He sug- councils. In a little time, too, Perdiccas in
gested such instances of veneration as he person conducted him into Cappadocia, with a
thought might do much honour to the deceased great army; took Ariarathes prisoner, subdued
and contributed largely and freely, out of his all the country, and established Eumenes in
own purse, towards the expenses of his funeral that government: in consequence of which

Upon the death of Alexander, a great quar- Eumenes put the cities under the direction of
rel broke out between the phalanx and the hio friends, placed guards and garrisons with
late king's friends and generals. Eumenes, in proper officers at their head, and appointed
nis heart, sided with the phalanx, but in ap- judges and superintendants of the revenue;
pearance stood neuter, as a person perfectly Perdiccas leaving the entire disposition of
indifferent j saying, it did not become him, those things to him. After this he departed
who was a stranger, to interfere in the disputes with Perdiccas; choosing to give him that tes-
of the Macedonians. And when the other timony of respect, and not thinking it consis-
great officers retired from Babylon, he stayed tent with his interest to be absent from hii
there, endeavouring to appease that body of in- court. But Perdiccas, satisfied that he could
fantry, and to dispose them to a reconciliation. himself execute the designs he was meditating,

After these troubles were passed, and the and perceiving that the provinces lie had left
generals met to consult about dividing the behind required an able and faithful guardian,
provinces and armies among them, the coun sent back Eumenes when he had reached Cili-
tries assigned Eumenes, were Cappadocia and cia. The pretence was, that he might attend
Paphlagonia., and the coast of the sea of Pontus to the concerns of his own government; but
as far as Trapezus. These countries were not the real intention, that he should secure the
then subject to the Macedonians, for Ariarathes adjoining province of Armenia, which was dis-
was king of them; but Leonatus and Antigonus turbed by the practices of Neoptolemus.
were to go with a great army and put Eumenes Neoptolemus was a man of sanguine pursuits,
in possession. Antigonus, now elated with and unbounded vanity. Eumenes, however,
power, and despising all the world, gave no endeavoured to keep him to his duty, by sooth-
attention to the letters of Perdiccas. But ing applications. And as he saw the Mace-
Leonatus marched down from the upper pro- donian infantry were become extremely inso-
vinces into Phrygia, and promised to undertake lent and audacious, he applied himself to
the expedition for Eumenes. Immediately after raising a body of cavalry which might be a
this, Hecatsus, a petty tyrant in Cardia, ap- counterpoise against them. For this purpose
plied to Leonatus, and desired him rather to go ie remitted the taxes, and gave other immuni-
to the relief of Antipater and the Macedonians, :ies to those of his province who were gooa
who were besieged in Lamia.* Leonatus, lorsemen. He also bought a great number of
being inclined to go, called Eumenes, and at- lorses, and distributed them among such of
tempted to reconcile him to Hecateus. They lis courtiers as he placed the greatest confi-
had long had a suspicion of each other on ac- dence in; exciting them by honours and re-
count of a family difference in point of politics; wards, and training them to strength and skill
in consequence of which Eumenes had once >y a variety of exercises. The Macedonian*
accused Hecatsus of setting himself up tyrant upon this were differently affected, some with
in Cardia, and had entreated Alexander to re- astonishment, and others with joy, to see a
store that people to their liberty. He now body of cavalry collected, to the number of six
desired to be excused taking a share in the thousand three hundred, and trained in so short
Crecian expedition, alleging he was afraid a space of time.
Antipater, who had long hated him, to gratify About that time Craterus and Antipater,
himself as well as HecatEus, would make some laving reduced Greece, passed into Asia, to
attempt upon his life. Upon which, Leonatus, overthrow the power of Perdiccas; and ncwi
placing an entire confidence in him, opened was brought that their first intention was to
to him all his heart. He told him the assisting enter Cappadocia. Perdiccas himself was en-
Antipater was nothing but a pretext, and that ;aged in war with Ptolemy; he therefore ap-
he designed, as soon as he landed in Greece, >ointed Eumenes commander-in-chief of the
to assert his claim to Macedonia. At the same brces in Armenia and Cappadocia; and wrote
time he shewed him letters from Cleopatra,t o Alcetas and Neoptolemus to obey the
in which she invited him to Pella, and pro- orders of that general, whom he had invested
mised to give him her hand. with discretionary powers. Alcetas plainly

Whether Eumenes was really afraid of An- efused to submit to that injunction; alleging
tipater, or whether he despaired of any service hat the Macedonians would be ashamed to
from Leonatus, who was extremely obstinate ight Antipater; and as for Craterus, their af

ection for him was such that they would re.
" A city of Thessaly. eive him with open arms. On the other
t The tiller of Alexander. land, it was visible that Neoptolemus wat
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forming some treacherous scheme agains nian horse. The night he designed to decamp,
Eumenes; for when called upon, he refuse he fell into a sound sleep, and had a very ex-
tc join him, and, instead of that, prepared t traordinary dream. He thought he saw two
give him battle. Alexanders prepared to try their strength

This was the first occasion on which Eu against each other, and each at the head of a
menes reaped the fruits of his foresight an phalanx. Minerva came to support the one
timely preparations. For, though his infantr and Ceres the other. A sharp conflict ensued,
were beaten, with his cavalry he put Neoptole in which the Alexander assisted by Minerva
BUS to flight, and took his baggage. Am was defeated, and Ceres crowned the victor
while the phalanx were dispersed upon thi with a wreath of corn He immediate!) con-
pursuit, he fell upon them in such good orde cluded that the dream was in his favour, be-
with his horse, that they were forced to la cause he had to fight for a country which was
down their arms, and take an oath to serve him most of it in tillage, and which had then so ex-
Neoptolemus collected some of the fugitives cellent a crop, well advanced towards the
and retired with them to Craterusand Antipa sickle, that the whole face of it had the appear
ter. They had already sent ambassadors t< ance of a profound peace. He was the more
Eumenes, to desire him to adopt their interesti confirmed in his opinion, when he found the
in reward of which, they would confirm to him enemy's word was JWinerva and JHezander:
the provinces he had, and give him others and in opposition to it he gave Ceres and
with an additional number of troops: in whicl Alexander. At the same time, he ordered his
case he would find Antipater a friend instead of men to crown themselves, and to cover their
an enemy, and continue in friendship with Cra arms, with ears of corn. He was several time*
terus instead of turning his arms against him upon the point of declaring to his principal of-

Eumenes made answer to these proposals ficers and captains what adversary they had to
"That having long been on a footing of enmity contend with; thinking it a hazardous under-
with Antipater, he did not choose to be his taking to keep to himself a secret so important,
frienJ, at a time when he saw him treating his and perhaps, necessary for them to know.-Yet
friends as so many enemies. As for Craterus, he abode by his first resolution, and trusted his
he was ready to reconcile him to Perdiccas, own heart only with the danger that might ensue.
and to compromise matters between them upon When he came to give battle, he would not
just and reasonable terms. But if he shoulc set any Macedonian to engage Craterns, but
begin hostilities, he should support his injured appointed to that charge two bodies of foreign
friend while he had an hour to live, and rather lorse, commanded by Pharnabazus the son of
sacrifice life itself than his honour." Artabazus, and Phoenix of Tenedos. They

When this answer was reported to Antipater lad orders to advance on the first sight of the
and Craterus, they took some time to deliber- enemy, and come to close fighting, without
ate upon the measures they should pursue. giving them time to retire; and if they attempt-
Meanwhile Neoptolemus arriving, gave them ed to speak or send any herald, they were not
an account of the battle he had lost, and re- .0 regard it. For he had strong apprehensions
quested assistance of them both, but particular- hat the Macedonians would go over to Cra-
ly of Craterus. He said, "The Macedonians :erus, if they happened to know him. Eu-
had so extraordinary an attachment to him, that mcnes himself, with a troop of three hundred
if they saw but his hat, or heard one accent of lelect horse, went and posted himself in the
his tongue, they would immediately run to him "ight wing, where he should have to act against
with their swords in their hands." Indeed, the Veoptolemus. When they had passed a little
reputation of Craterus was very great among lill that separated the two armies, and came
them, and, after the death of Alexander, most n view, they charged with such impetuosity
of them wished to be under his command. hat Craterus was extremely surprised, and
They remembered the risks he had run of em- :xpressed his resentment in strong terms
broiling himself with Alexander for their sakes; gainst Neoptolemus, who he thought, had de-
how he had combatted the inclinations for Per- eived him with a pretence that the Macedo-
sian fashions which insensibly grew upon him, ians would change sides. However, he ei-
and supported the customs of his country lorted his officers to behave like brave men,
against the insults of barbaric pomp and nd stood forward to the encounter. In the
luxury. irat shock, which was very violent, the spears

Cratcrus now sent Antipater into Cilicia, vere soon broke, and they were then to decide
and taking a considerable part of the forces ae dispute with the sword.
himself, marched along with Neoptolemus The behaviour of Craterus did no dishonour
against Eumenes. If Eumenes foresaw his o Alexander. He killed numbers with his own
coming, and was prepared for it, we may im- iand, and overthrew many others who assailod
pute it to the vigilance necessary in a general; im in front. But at last he received a sida
WB see nothing in that of superior genius. But ilow from a Thracian, which brought him to
when, besides his concealing from the enemy lie ground. Many passed over him without
what they ought not to discover, he brought nowing him: but Gorgias, one of Eumenes's
his own troops to action, without knowing who fficers took notice ophim; and being well ac-
was their adversary, and made them serve uainted with his person leaped from his horse
against Craterus, without finding out that he nd guarded the body. It was then, however,
was the officer they had to contend with; in oo late; he was at the last extremity, and in
this we see characteristical proofs of general- le agonies of death.
ship. For he propagated a report, that Ne In the meantime, Neoptolemus engaged Eu-
optolemus, assisted by Pigris, was advancing icnes.-The most violent hatred had long
again with some Cappadocian and Paphlago- ubsisted between them, and this day added
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stings to it. They knew not one another in the of the king's goods and chattels stated eithe*
two first encounters, but in the third they did; on one side or the other."
ind then they rushed forward impetuously Eumenes intended to give battle upon tho
with swords drawn, and loud shouts. The plains of Lydia near Sardis, both because he
shock their horses met with was so violent, was strong in cavalry, and because he was am-
that it resembled that of two galleys. The bitious to shew Cleopatra what a respectable
fierce antagonists quitted the bridles, and laid force he had. However, at the request of that
bold on each other; each endeavouring to tear princess, who was afraid to give Antipater any
off the helmet or the breast-plate of his enemy. cause of complaint, he marched to the Upper
While their hands were thus engaged, their Phrygia, and wintered in Cetem. There Al-
horses went from under them; and as they fell cetas, Polemon, and Docimus, contended with
to the ground without quitting their hold, they him for the command; upon which he said,
wrestled for the advantage. Neoptolemus was "This makes good the observation, Every one
beginning to rise first, when Eumenes wounded thinks of advancing himself, but no one thinki
him in the ham, and by that means got upon of the danger that may accrue to the public
his feet before him. Neoptolemus being wound- weal."
ed in one knee, supported himself upon the He had promised to pay his army within three
other, and fought with great courage under- days, and as he had not money to do it, he sold
neath, but was not able to reach his adversary them all the farms and castles in the country,
a mortal blow. At last, receiving a wound in together with the people and cattle thai were
the neck, he grew faint, and stretched himself upon them. Every captain of a Macedonian
upon the ground. Eumenes, with all the ea- company, or officer who had a command in the
gerness of inveterate hatred, hastened to strip foreign troops, received battering engines from
him of his arms, and loading him with re- Eumenes; and when he had taken the castle,
proaches, did not observe that his sword was he divided his spoils among his company, ac-
still in his hand; so that Neoptolemus wound- cording to the arrears due to each particulai
ed him under the cuirass, where it touches man. This restored him the affections of the
upon the groin. However, as the stroke was soldiers; insomuch, that when papers were
but feeble, the apprehensions it gave him were found in his camp, dispersed by the enemy, in
greater than the real hurt. which their generals promised a hundred tal-

When he had despoiled his adversary, weak ents and great honours to the man who should
as he was with the wounds he had received in kill Eumenes, the Macedonians were highly
his legs and arms, he mounted his horse and incensed, and gave order that from that time
made up to his left wing, which he supposed he should have a body guard of a thousand of-
might still be engaged with the enemy. There, ficermen always about him, who should keep
being informed of the fate of Crateros, he has- watch by turns, and be in waiting day and
tened to him; and finding his breath and senses night. There was not a man who refused that
not quite gone, he alighted from his horse, wept charge; and they were glad to receive from
over him, and gave him his hand. One while he Eumenes the marks of honour which those
vented his execrations upon Neoptolemus, and who were called the king's friends used to re-
another while he lamented his own ill fortune, ceive from the hands of royalty. For he too
and the cruel necessity he was under of coming was empowered to distribute purple hats and
to extremities with his most intimate friend, rich robes, which were considered as the prin-
and either giving or receiving the fatal blow. cipal gifts the kings of Macedon had to bestow.

Eumenes won this battle about ten days after Prosperity gives some appearance of higher
the former. And it raised him to a high rank sentiments even to persons of mean spirit, and
of honour, because it brought him the palm we see something of grandeur and importance
both of capacity and courage, but at the same about them in the elevation where Fortune
time it exposed him to the envy and hatred has placed them. But he who is inspired by
both of his allies and his enemies. It seemed real fortitude and magnanimity, will shew it
hard to them, that a stranger, a foreign adven- most by the dignity of his behaviour under
turer, should have destroyed one of the greatest losses, and in the most adverse fortune. So
and most illustrious of the Macedonians with did Eumenes. When he had lost a battle to

the arms of those very Macedonians. Had the Antigonus in the territory of the Orcynians
news of the death of Craterus been brought in Cappadocia, through the treachery of one
tooncr to Perdiccas, none but he would have of his officers, though he was forced to fly
iwayed the Macedonian sceptre. But he was himself, he did not suffer the traitor to escape
slain in a mutiny in Egypt, two days before the enemy, but took him and hanged him upon
the news arrived. The Macedonians were so the spot. In his flight he took a different way
much exasperated against Eumenes upon the from the pursuers, and privately turned round
late event that they immediately decreed his in guch a manner, as to regain the field of
death. Antigonus and Antipater were to take battle. There he encamped, in order to
the direction of the war which was to carry bury the dead, whom he collected, and burn
that decree into execution. Meantime Eu. ed with the door posts of the neighbouring
menes went to the king's horses which were villages. The bodies of the officers and com-
pasturing upon mount Ida, and took such as mon soldiers were burned upon separate
he had occasion for, but gave the keepers a piles; and when he had raised great monu
discharge for them. When Antipater was ap- ments of earth over them, he decamped So
prized of it, he laughed, and said, "He could that Antigonus coming that way afterwards
Dot enough admire the caution of Eumenes, was astonished at his firmness and intre-
who must certainly expect to see the account pidity.
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Another timo he fell in with the baggage of fore insisted that Antigonus should send hosta
Antigonua, and could have easily have taken it, ges, if he wanted to treat with him in person.
together with many persons of free condition, And when Antigonus wanted him to make his
a great number of slaves, and all the wealth application to him first, as the greater man, he
which had been amased in so many wars, and said " While I am master of my sword, I shall
the plunder of so many countries. But he was never think any man greater than myself. At last
afraid that his men, when possessed of such Antigonus sent his nephew Ptolemy into the
riches and spoils, would think themselves too fort as a hostage, and then Eumenes came out
heavy for flight, and be too effeminate to bear to him. They embraced with great tokens
me hardships of long wandering from place to of cordiality, having formerly been intimate
place: and yet time, he knew, was his princi- friends and companions.
pal resource for getting clear of Antigonus. On In the conference, which lasted a considera-
the other hand, he was sensible it would be ex- ble time, Eumenes made no mention of securi
tremely difficult to keep the Macedonians from ty for his own life, or of an amnesty for what
flying upon the spoil, when it was so much was passed. Instead of that, he insisted on
within reach. He therefore ordered them to having the government of his provinces cofirm-
refresh themselves, and feed their horses, be- ed to him, and considerable rewards for his ser-
fore they attacked the enemy. In the mean vices besides; insomuch that all who attended
time he privately sent a messenger to Menan- on this occasion, admired his firmness, and
der, who escorted the baggage, to acquaint were astonished at his greatness of mind.
him, " That Eumenes, in consideration of the During the interview, numbers of the Ma-
friendship which had subsisted between them, cedonians ran to see Eumenes; for, after the
advised him to provide for his safety, and to death of Craterus, no man was so much talked
retire as fast as possible from the plain, where of in the army as he. But Antigonus, fearing
he might easily be surrounded, to the foot of they should offer him some violence, called to
the neighbouring mountain where the cavalry them to keep at a distance; and when they
could not act, nor any troops fall upon his rear." still kept crowding in, ordered them to be driv-

Menander soon perceived his danger, and re- en off with stones. At last he took him in his
tired. After which, Eumenes sent out his scouts arms, and keeping off the multitude with his
in the presence of all the soldiers, and com- guards with some difficulty got him safe again
manded the latter to arm and bridle their horses, into the castle.
in order for the attack. The scouts brought As the treaty ended in nothing, Antigonus
back an account that Menander had gained a drew a line of circumvallation round the place,
situation where he could not be taken. Here- and having left a sufficient number of troops to
upon Eumenes pretended great concern, and carry on the siege, he retired. The fort was
drew off his forces. We are told, that upon abundantly provided with corn, water, and salt,
the report Menander made of this affair to An- but in want of every thing else requisite for the
tigonus, the Macedonians launched out in the table. Yet with this mean provision he furnish-
praises of Eumenes, and began to regard him ed a cheerful entertainment for his friends,
with an eye of kindness, for acting so generous whom he invited in their turns; for he took care
a part, when it was in his power to have en- to season his provisions with agreeable dis-
slaved their children and dishonoured their course and the utmost cordiality. His appear-
wives. The answer Antigonus gave them was ance was indeed very engaging. His counte-
this: " Think not, my good friends, it was for nance had nothing of a ferocious or war-worn
your sakes he let them go; it was for his own. turn, but was smooth and elegant; and the pro-
He did not choose to have so many shackles portion of his limbs was so excellent that they
upon him, when he designed to fly." might seem to have come from the chisel of

After this, Eumenes being forced to wander the statuary. And though he was not very elo-
and fly from place to place, spoke to many of quent, he had a soft and persuasive way of
his soldiers to leave him; either out of care for speaking, as we may conclude from his epistles.
their safely, or because he did not choose to He observed, that the greatest inconveni-
have a body of men after him, who were too ence to the garrison was the narrowness of the
few to stand a battle, and too many to fly in space in which they were confined, enclosed as
privacy. And when he retired to the castle of it was with small houses, and the whole of it
Nora,* on the confines of Lycaonia and Cap- not more than two furlongs in circuit; so that
padocia, with only five hundred horse and two they were forced to take their food without
hundred foot, there again he gave all such of exercise, and their horses to do the same. To
his friends free leave to depart as did not like remove the languor which is the consequence
the inconveniences of the place and the mean- of that want, as well as to prepare them for
lets of diet,f and dismissed them with great flight, if occasion should offer, he assigned a
marks of kindness. room fourteen cubits long, the largest in all the

In a little time Antigonus came up, and be- fort, for the men to walk in; and gave them or-
fore he formed that siege, invited him to a con- ders gradually to mend tneir pace. As for the
ference. Eumenes answered, " Antigonus horses, he tied them to the roof of the stable
had many friends and generals to take his with strong halters. Then he raised their heads
place, in case of accidents to himself; but the and fore-parts with a pulley, till they could
troops he had the care of had none to com-scarce touch the ground with their fore-feet,
mand or to protect them after him." He there- but, at the same time, they stood firm upon

their hind-feet. In this posture the grooms
" It was only two hundred and fifty paces in cir- plied them with the whip and the voice; and

cumference. the horses, thus irritated, bounded furiously on
t A hundred left him upon thu offer. their hind-feet, or strained to set their fore-
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feet on the ground; by which efforts their commanded the Jlrgyraspides, had directions
whole body was exercised, till they were out to support him.
of breath and in a foam. After this exercise, These officers, in appearance, gave Eume-
which was no bad one either for speed or nes a kind reception, but it was not difficult to
strength, they had their barley given them discover the envy and jealousy they had in
boiled, that they might sooner despatch, and their hearts, and how much they disdained to
better digest it. act under him. Their envy he endeavored to

As the siege was drawn out to a considera-remove, by not taking the money, which he
ble length, Antigonus received information ol told them he did not want. To remove th«jr
the death of Antipater in Macedonia, and ol obstinacy and ambition for the first place, was
the troubles that prevailed there th ough the not so easy an affair; for, though they knew
animosities between Cassander and Polyper- not how to command, they were resolved not
c In HI. He now bade adieu to all infenor proa to obey. In this case he called in the assist-
pects, and grasped the whole empiie in his ance of superstition. He said, Alexander had
schemes: in consequence of which he wanted appeared to him in a dream, and shewed him
to make Eurnenes his friend, and bring him to a pavilion with royal furniture, and a throne in
co-operate in the execution of his plan. For the middle of it; after which, that prince de
this purpose he sent to him Hieronymus,* with clared, " If they would hold their councils, and
proposals of peace, on condition he took the despatch business there, he would be with
oath that was offered to him. Eumenes made them, and prosper every measure and action,
a correction in the oath, and left it to the Ma- which commenced under his auspices."*
cedonians before he place to judge which form He easily persuaded Antigenes and Teuta
was the most reasonable. Indeed, Antigonus, mus to believe he had this vision. They were
to save appearances, bad slightly mentioned not willing to wait upon him, nor did be choose
the royal family in the beginning, and all the to dishonour his commission by going to them.
rest ran in his own name. Eumenes, therefore, They prepared, therefore, a royal pavilion, and
put Olympias and the princess of the blood a throne in it, which they called the throne
first; and he proposed to engage himself by of Alexander; and thither they repaired, to
oath of fealty not to Antigonus onJy, but to consult upon the most important affairs.
Olympias, and the princess her children. This From thence they marched to the higher
appearing to the Macedonians much more con- provinces, and, upon the way, were joined by
sistent with justice than the other, they per- Peucestas, a friend of Eumenes, and other
mitted Eumenes to take it, and then raised the governors of provinces. Thus the Macedo-
siege. They likewise sent this oath to Anti- nians were greatly strengthened, both in point
gonus, requiring him to take it on the other part. of numbers, and in the most magnificent pro-

Meantime Eumenes restored to the Cappa- vision of all the requisites of war. But power
docians all the hostages he had in Nora, and and affluence had rendered these governors
in return they furnished him with horses, beasts so (intractable in society, and so dissolute in
of burden, and tents. He also collected great their way of living, since the deatli of Alex-
part of his soldiers who had dispersed them- ander, and they came together with a spirit of
selves after his defeat, and were straggling despotism so nursed by barbaric pride, that
ibout the country. By this means he assem- they soon became obnoxious to each other, and
bled near a thousand horse,f with which he no sort of harmony could subsist between
marched off as fast as possible; rightly judging them. Besides, they flattered the Macedonians
he had much to fear from Antigonus. For that without any regard to decorum, and supplied
general not only ordered him to be besieged them with money in such a manner, for their
again, and shut up with a circular wall, but, in entertainments and sacrifices, that, in a little
his letters, expressed great resentment against time, their camp looked like a place of public
the Macedonians for admitting the correction reception for every scene of intemperance, and
of the oath. those veterans were to be courted for military

While Eumenes was flying from place to appointments, as the people are for their votes
plate, he received letters from Macedonia, in in a republic.
which the people declared their apprehensions Eurntnes soon perceived that the new ar-
of the growing power of Antigonus; and rived grandees despised each other, but were
others from Olympias, wherein she invited him afraid of him, and watched an opportunity to
to come and take upon him the tuition and kill him. He therefore pretended he was in
care of Alexander's son, whose life she conceiv- want of money, and borrowed large sums of
ed to be m danger. At the same time Poly- those that hated him most.f in order that they
cerchon and king Philip sent him orders to might place some confidence in him, or at
carry on the war against Anligonus with the least might give up their designs upon his life,
forces in Cappadocia. They empowered him out of regard to the money lent him. Thus he
also to take five hundred talenU out of the found guards for himself, in the opulence of
royal treasure at Quinda,f for the re-establish-
ment of his own affairs, and as much more as
he should judge necessary for the purposes of " In consequence of this, according to Diodonu,

Eumenei proposed to take a sum out of the treasury
the war. Antigenes and Tcutamus too, who sufficient for making a throne of gold ; to place upon

that throne the diadem, the sceptre, and crown, and
* Hieronvmus was of Cardia, and therefore a coun- all the other ensigns of royalty belonging to that prince

tryman of Eumcnes. He wrote the history of those that every morning a sacrifice should be oflercd him
princes who divided Alexander':* dominions among by all the officers; and that all orders should be issued
them, and ol' their successors. iu his name. A stroke of policy suitable to the gemui

f Diudorus Siculus aays two thousand. of Eumeues.
J ID i .11, >- f Four hundred thousand crowns.
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Others', and) though men in general seek to ing the litter carried about from one wing to
"ave their lives by giving, he provided for bis the other, he laughed out aloud, as his manner
lafety by receiving. was, and said to his friends, "Yon litter is the

While no danger was near, the Macedonians thing that pitches the battle against us." After
took bribes of all who wanted to corrupt them, this, he immediately retreated to his entrench-
uid, like a kind of guards, daily attended the ments."
gates of those that affected the command. But The Macedonians had hardly recovered
when Antigonus came and encamped over themselves from their fears, before they began
against them; and affairs called for a real gen-to behave again in a disorderly and mutinom
eral, Eumenes was applied to, not only by the manner to their officers, and spread themselves
toldierg, but the very grandees who had taken over almost all the provinces of Gabene for
BO. much state upon them in time of peace and winter quarters; insomuch that the first were
pleasure, freely gave place to him, aad took at the distance of a thousand furlongs from the
the post assigned them without murmuring. last. Antigonus being informed of this cir-
Indeed, when Antigonus attempted to pass the cumstance, moved back agaiust them, without
river Pasitigris, not one of the other officers losing a moment's time. He took a rugged
who were appointed to guard it, got any intel- road, that afforded no water, because it was
ligence of his motions: Eurnenes alone was thfe shortest; hoping, if he fell upon them
tt hand to oppose him; and he did it so effect- while thus dispersed, that it would be impot-
Daily, that he tilled the channel with dead bo- sible for their officers to assemble them.
dies, and made four thousand prisoners. However, as scon as lie had entered that

The behaviour of the Macedonians, when desolate country, his troops were attacked
Eumenes happened to be sick, still more par- with such violent winds, and severe frosts, that
ticularly shewed, that they thought others fit it was difficult for them to proceed; and they
to direct in magnificent entertainments, and found it necessary to light many fires. For
the solemnities of peace, but that he was the this reason their march could not be conceal-
only person among them fit to lead an army. ed. The barbarians, who inhabited the mouH'
For Peuccstas having feasted them in a sump- tains that overlooked the desert, wondering
tuous manner in Persia, and given each man a what such a number of fires cuuld mean, sent
theep for sacrifice, hoped to be indulged with
the command. A few days after, as they were
marching against the enemy, Eumenes was so * There are some particulars in Diodoriu, which
dangerously ill, that he was forced to be car- deserve to be inserted here. After the two armies were
ried in a litter, at some distance from the separated, without coining to action, they encamped
ranks, lest his rest, which was very precarious, about three furlongs1 distance from each other; and
should be disturbed with the noise. They had Antigonus, soon finding the country where he lay 00much exhausted that it would be very difficult for him
not gone fir, before the enemy suddenly made lo subsist, sent deputies to the confederate army, to so-
their appearance, for they had passed the in- licit them, especially the governors of provinces, and
termediate h.ll, and were now descending into the old Macedonian corps, to desert Eumtnts, aad to
the plain. The lustre of their golden armour 'join him; which, at this time, they rejected with the
glittering in the sun, as they marched down highest indignation. After the deputies were dismiss-ed, Eumenes came into the assembly, and delivered
the hill, the elephants with the towers ou their himself in the following fable : " A lion ouce, falling
backs, and the purple vests which the cavalry in love with a young uaznsel,demanded her in marriage
used to wear when they were advancing to the of her father. The father made answer, lh;it he looked
combat, struck the troops that wer<> to oppose on such an alliance as a great honour to his family, but
them with such surprise that the front halted, stood in fear of his claws and teeth, lest, upon any tri-

fling dispute that might happen between them after mar-
and called out for Eumenes; declaring that they riage, he might exercise them a little too hastily upou IMJ
would not move a step farther, if he had not daughter. To remove this objection, the amorous lion
the direction of them. At the same time caused both his nails and teeth to be drnv.ii immedi*

they grounded their arms, exhorting each alely; whereupon, the father took a cudgel, and soon
other to stop, and insisted that their officers got rid of his enemy." " This," continued he, " iithe very thing aimed at by Anligonuj, whois liberal m
should not hazard an engagement without Eu- promises, till he has made himself master of your forces,
menes. and then beware of his teeth and paws." A few dayi

Eumenes no sooner heard this, than he ad- after this, Eumenes, having intelligence that Antigooui
vanced with the utmost expedition, hastening intended to decamp in the night, nrr.suiUy guessed that
with the slaves that carried the litter. He like- his design was to seek quarters cf refreshment for hit

army in the rich dislrictof Gzbeuc. To prevent thii,
wise opened the curtains, and stretched out his and, at the same time, to gain a passage into that coun-
hand, in token of his joy. On the first sight try, he instructed some soldiers to prelrnd that they
of the general of their heart, the troops salut- were deserters, and sent them into the camp of Anti-
ed him in the Macedonian language, clanked gonus, where they reported, that Eumenes intended to
their arms, and, with loud shouts, challenged attack him in his trenches that very night. But, whil*

Antigonus's troops were under arms, Kumenes march-
the enemy to advance, thinking themselves in- ed for Gabene, which, at length, Autigonus suspected ;
vincible while he was at their head. and, having given proper orders to his foot, marched

Aotigonus having learned from some prison- immediately after him with his cavalry. Early m the
ers, that Eumenes was so extremely ill, that morning, from the top of a hill, he discerned Eumenei
he was forced to be carried in 3 litter, con- with/hi! army below ; and Eumenei, upon sight of the
cluded he should find no great difficulty in cavalry, concluding that the whole army of Antigonut

was at hand, faced about, and disposed his troops in
beating the othv generals; and, therefore, order to battle. Thus Eumenei was deceived in hii
hastened to the attack. But when he came to turn: anil »s soon as Antigonus's infantry came up, 4
reconnoitre the enemy's army, and saw in what eharp action followed, in which the victory seemed
excellent order it was drawn up, he stood still won and loit several times. At last, however Anti-

couus had "nbly the worst, being forced to withdraw,
sometime, in silent admiration. At last, spy- by long marchei, into Media. DM. S.c. lib. iTiii.UIDD
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Borne persons upon dromedaries to Peucestas, mate the Greeks and the barbarians. On the
With an account of them. other hand, the Phalanx and the Argyrcu-

Peucestas, distracted with terror at this news, pides bade him be of good courage, assuring
prepared for flight, intending to take with him him that the enemy would not stand the en-
such troops as he could collect on the way. counter. For they were veterans who had
But Eumenes soon dispelled their fears and served under Philip and Alexander, and like
Uneasiness, by promising BO to impede the ene so many champions of the ring, had never had
my's march, that they would arrive three days a fall to that day. Many of them were sev-
later th.in they were expected. Finding that enty years of age, and none less than silly.
they listened to him, he sent orders to the offi- So that when they charged the troops of Anti-
cers to draw all the troops from the quarters, gonus, they cried out, "Villains', you fight
and assemble them with speed. At the same against your fathers!" Then they fell furiously
time he took his horse, and went with his col- upon his infantry and soon routed them. In-
leagues to seek out a lofty piece of ground, deed, none of the battalions could stand the
which might attract the Mention of the troops shock, and the most of them were cut in piecei
inarching below. Having found one that an upon the spot. But though Antigonus had
BWI.TI <1 his purpose, he measured it, and caus-such bad success in this quarter, his cavalry
ed a number of fires to be lighted at proper were victorious, through the weak and das-
intervals, so as to resemble a camp. tardly behaviour of Peucestas, and took all tha

When Antigonus beheld those fires upon the baggnge. Antigonus was a man, ivbo had in
heights, he was in the utmost distress. For he excellent presence of mind on the most trying
thought the enemy were apprised of his inten- occasions, and here the place and the occasioa
tion some time before, and were come to meet befriended him. It was a plain open country,
him. Not choosing, therefore, with forces so the soil neither deep nor hard, but like the
harassed and fatigued with their march, to be sea-shore, covered with a fine dry sand, which
obliged to fight troops that were perfectly fresh the trampling of so many men and horses, dur-
and had wintered in agreeable quarters, he left ing the action, reduced to a small white dust,
the short road, and led his men through the that, like a cloud of lime, darkened the air, and
towns and villages; giving them abundant time intercepted the prospect; so that it was easy
to refresh themselves. But when he found for Antigonus to take the baggage unperceived.
that no parties came out to gall him in his After the battle was over, Teutamus sent
inarch, which is usual when an enemy is near, some of his corps to Antigonus, to desire him
and was informed, by the neighbouring inhab- to restore the baggage. He told them, he
itants, that they had seen no troops whatever, would not only return the Jlrgyraspides their
nor any thing but fires upon the hills, he per- baggage, but treat them, in all other respects,
ceived that F.umencs had outdone him in point with the greatest kindness, provided they would
of generalship; and this incensed him so much put Eumenes in his hands. The ̂ rgyraspidti
that he advanced with a resolution to try his came into that abominable measure, and agreed
strength in a pitched battle. to deliver up that brave man alive to his ene-

Meantime the greatest part of the forces re- mies. In pursuance of this scheme, they ap-
pairing to fiumenes, in admiration of his ca- proached him unsuspected, and planted them-
pacity, desired him to take the sole command. selves about him. Some lamented the loss of
Upon this Antigenesand Teutamus, who were their baggage, some desired him to assume the
at the head of the Jlrgyraspides, were so ex- spirit of victory,which he had gained; others
asperated with envy, that they formed a plot accused the rest of their commanders. Thus
against his life: and having drawn into it most watching their opportunity, they fell upon
of the grandees and generals, they consulted him, took away his sword, and bound bis
upon a proper time and method to take him off. hands behind him with his own girdJe.
They all agreed to make use of him in the en- Nicanor was sent by Antigonus to receive
suing battle, and to assassinate him immediate-him. But, as they led him through the midst
ly after. But Eudamus, master of the ele- of the Macedonians, he desired first to speat
phants, and Phojdimus, privately informed to them; not for any request he had to make,
Eumenes of their resolutions; not out of any but upon matters of great importance to them.
kindness or benevolent regard, but because Silence being made, he ascended an eminence,
they were afraid of losing the money they had and stretching out his hands, bound ai they
lent him. He commended them for the hon- were, he said: "What trophy, ye vilest of all
our with which they behaved, and retired to the Macedonians! what trophy could Anti-
his tent. There he told his friends, "That he genus have wished to raise, like this which
lived among a herd of savage beasts," and im- you are raising, by delivering up your general
mediately made his will. After which he des- bound? Was it not base enough to acknow-
troytd ail his papers, lest, after his death, ledge yourselves beaten, merely for the sako
charges and impeachments should rise against of your baggage, as if victory dwelt among
the persons who wrote them, in consequence your goods and chattels, and not upon the
of the secrets discovered there. He then con- points of your swords; but you must also
sidered, whether he should put the enemy in send your general as a rantom for that bag-
the way of gaining the victory, or take his gage.'' For my part, though thus led, I
flight through Media and Armenia into Cappa- am not conquered; I have beaten the enemy,
docia; but he could not fii upon any thing and am ruined by my fellow-soldiers. But 1
vthilr- his friends stayed with him. After re- conjure you by the god of armies,* and ihe
volving various expedients in his mind, which awful deities who preside over oaths, to kill
was now almost as changeable as his fortune,
b* drew uf> the forces and endeavoured to ani- * JupiUr.
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me here with your own hands. If my life be 1 bring him necessary refreshments. Thus he
taken by another, the deed will be still yours. spent some considerable time in deliberating
Nor will Antigonus complain, if you take the how to dispose of him, anj sometimes listened
work out of his hands; for he wants not £u- to the applications, and promises of Nearche*
menes alive, but Eumenes dead. If you the Cretan, arid his own son Demetrius, who
choose nut to be the immediate instruments, made it a point to save him. But all the other
loose but one of my hands, and that shall do officers insisted that he should be put to death,
my business. If you will not trust me with a and urged Antigonus to give directions for it
eword, throw me, bound as I am, to wild One d:iy, we are told, Eumenes asked his
beasts. If you comply with this last request, keeper, Onomarchus, " Why Antigonus, now
I acquit you of all guilt with respect to me, he had got his enemy into his power, did not
and declare you have behaved to your general either immediately dispatch him, or generously
like the best and honestest of men." release him?" Onomarchua answered, in a

The rest of the troops received this speech contemptuous manner, " That in the battle,
with sighs and tears, and every expression and not now, he should have been so ready to
of sorrow; but the Jlrgyra&pidts cried out, meet death." To which Eumenes replied,
" Lead him on, and attend not to his trifling. "By heavens, I was so! Ask those who ven-
For it is no such great matter, if an execrable tured to engage me if I was not. I do not
Chersonesian, who has harassed the Mace- know that I met with a better man than my-
donians with infinite wars, have cause to la- self."-" Well," said Onomarchus, " now you

ment his fate; as it would be, if the best of have found a better man than yourself, why do
Alexander's and Philip's soldiers should be you not patiently wait his time?"
deprived of the fruit of their labours, and have When Antigonus had resolved upon his
their bread to beg in their old age. And have death, he gave orders that he should have no
not our wives already passed three nights with kind of food. By this means, in two or three
our enemies?" So saying they drove him for- days time, he began to draw near his end: and
ward. then Antigonua, being obliged to decamp upon

Antigonus, fearing some bad consequence some sudden emergency, sent in an executioner
from the crowd (for there was not a man left to dispatch him. The body he delivered to his
La his camp), sent out ten of his best elephants, friends, allowing them to burn it honourably
and a corps of spearmen, who were Medes and and to collect the ashes into a silver urn, in
Parthians, to keep them off. He could not order to their being sent to his wife and chil-
bear to have Eumenes brought into his pre- dren.
sence, because of the former friendly con- Thus died Eumenes: and divine justice did
nexions there had been between them. And not go far to seek instruments of vengeance
when those who took charge of him, asked, against the officers* and soldiers who had be-
in what manner he would have him kept? He trayed him. Antigonus himself, detesting the
said, " So as you would keep an elephant or a Jlrgyraspides as impioua and savage wretches,
lion." Nevertheless he soon felt some impres- ordered Ibyrtius, governor of Araceosia,f un-
sions of pity, and ordered them to take off his der whose directions he put them, to take
heavy chains, and allow him a servant who every method to destroy them; so that not one
had been accustomed to wait upon him. He of them mipht return to Macedonia, or set hia
likewise permitted such of his friends as de- eyes upon the Grecian sea.
tircd it, to pass whole days with him, and to

SERTORIUS AND EUMENES COMPARED.

THESE are the most remarkable particulars had been subject to Rome; the other was a
which history has given us concerning Eumenes Chersonesian, and commanded the Macedo-
and Sertorius. And now to come to the com- nians, who had conquered the whole world.
parison. We observe first, that though they It should be considered too, that Sertorious the
were both strangers, aliens, and exiles, they more easily made his way, because he was a
had, to the end of their days, the command of senator, and had led armies before; but Eu-
many warlike nations, and great and respect-menes, with the disreputation of having been
able armies. Sertorius, indeed, has this ad- only a secretary, raised himself to the first
.antage, that his fellow-warriors ever freely military employments. Nor had Eumenes
gave up the command to him on account of his only fewer advantages, but greater impedi-
superior merit; whereas many disputed the post menta also in the road to honour. Numbers
of honour with Eumenes, and it was his actions opposed him openly, and as many formed pri
only that obtained it for him. The officers of vate designs against his life: whereas no man
Sertorius were ambitious to have him at their ever opposed Sertorius in public, and it wa»
ncad; but those who acted under Eumenes not till towards the last, that a few nf his party
never had recourse to him, till experience had
shewed them their own incapacity, and the ne- * Antigines, commander-in-chief of Ihe Silver
cessity of employing another. SA.cMs, was, by order of Aniieonus, pin in a roftin,

The one was a Roman, and commanded the and bun-d alive. Eudamui, Cilbanus, and many olhe.
Spaniards and Lusitamans, who for many years of Ihe enemies of Eumcnei, experienced a like lilt.

t A province of Parlhia, near Baclnaaa.
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entered upon a private scheme to destroy him. citizen Hence, the one voluntarily engaged
Tnc dangers of Sertorius were generally over in war, for the sake of gaining the chief com-
when he had gained a victory; and the dangers mand; the other involuntarily took the com-
of Eumenes grew out of his very victories, mand, because he could not live in peace-
among those who envied his success. Eumenes, therefore, in his passion for the

Their military performances were equal and camp, preferred ambition to safety; Sertoriui
"imilar, but their dispositions were very dif- was an able warrior, but employed his talentg
ferent. Eumeiies loved war, and had a native only for the safety of his person. The one wag
spirit of contention; Sertorius loved peace and not apprized of his impending fate; tbo other
tranquillity. The former might have lived in expected his every moment. The one had the
great security and honour, if he would not have candid praise of confidence in his friends; the
stood in the way of the great; but he rather other incurred the censure of weakness; for he
chose to tread for ever in the uneasy paths of would have fled,* but could not. The death
power, though he had to fight every step he of Sertorius did no dishonour to bis life; he
took; the latter would gladly have withdrawn suffered that from his fellow-soldiers which the
from the tumult of public affairs; but was enemy could not have effected. Kumeneg
forced to continue the war, to defend himself could not avoid his chains, yet after the indig-
against his restless persecutors. For Anligo- nity of chains,t he wanted to live; so that he
nus would have taken pleasure in employing could neither escape death, nor meet it as he
Eumenes, if he would have given up the dis- ought to have done; but, by having recourse
pute for superiority, and been content with the to mean applications and entreaties, put his
station next to his; whereas Pompey would not mind in the power of the man who was onjjf
grant Sertorius his request to live a private master of his body.

AGESILAUS.

ARCHroAMtrs,' the son of Xeuxidemus, after conquered or borne down, yet he was equally
having governed the Lacedemonians with a remarkable for his gentleness, where it w«g
very respectable character, left behind him two necessary to obey. At the same time, it ap-
eons; the one named Agis, whom he had of peared, that his obedience was not owing to
Lampito,t a woman of an illustrious family; fear, but to the principle of honour, and that
the other much younger, named Agesilaus, throughout his whole conduct he dreaded dig-
whom he had by Eupolia, the daughter of Me- grace more than toil.
lisippidas. As the crown, by law, was to de- He was lame of one leg: but that defect, dur-
ecend to Agis, Agesilaus had nothing to expect ing his youth, was covered by the agreeable
but a private station, and therefore had a com- turn of the rest of his person; and the easy
mon Lacedaemonian education; which, though and cheerful manner in which he bore it and
hard in respect of diet, and full of laborious his being the first to rally himself upon it,
exercises, was well calculated to teach the always made it the less regarded. Nay, that
youth obedience. Hence, Simonides is said to defect made his spirit of enterprise more re-
have called that famed city, the man-subduing markable; for he never declined on that ac
Sparta, because it was the principal tendency count any undertaking, however difficult or ia-
of her discipline to make the Mtizens obedient bonoua.
and submissive to the laws; and she trained her We have no portrait or statue of him. He
youth as the colt is trained to the manege. would not suffer any to be made while he
The law does not lay the young princes who lived, and at his death he utterly forbade it.
are educated for the throne under the same ne- We are only told, that he was a little man, and
cessity. But Agesilaus was singular in this, that he had not a commanding aspect. But
that before he came to govern, he had learned a. perpetual vivacity and cheerfulness, attended
to obey. Hence it was that he accommodated with a talent for raillery, which was expressed
himself with a better grace to his subjects without any severity either of voice or look,
than any other of the kings; having added to made him more agreeable, even in age, than
his princely ulenta and inclinations a humane the young and the handsome. Theophrastui
manner and popular civility. tells us, the Ephori fined Archidamus for mar-

While he was yet in one ol* the classes or rying a little woman. " She will bring us," said
societies of boys, Lysander had that honour- they, " a race of pigmies, instead of kings."
«b)e attachment to him which the Spartans During the reign of Agis, AJcibiades, upon
distinguish with the name of love. He was his quitting Sicily, came an exile to Lacedxmon.
charmrd with his ingenuous modesty. For,
though he had a spirit above his companions, * Upon notice of the intention of hii encmiea to de-
an ambition to excel, which made him unwill- stroy him after the battle, he deliberated whether b*
ing to sit down without the prize, and a should give up the victory to Anbgouiu, or retire inU
vigour and impetuosity which could not be Cappadocia.

f This does not appear from Plutarch's account 01
* Archidamus H. him. He only desired Antigoutis either to (pvt imme-
f Lain|>ii". nr Lampido, was sister 10 Arch'dajnus, diate orders fur hi* ciccutiou or to show his geoerof

bj die lall.tr » side. Vid. Ptut. ity lu releuiug him.
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And he had not been there long, before he among them; by which means the inheritance
was suspected of a criminal commerce with procured him respect and honour, instead of
Timsc, the wife of Agis. Agis would not ac- envy and aversion.
knowledge the child which she had for his, Xenophon tells us, that by obedience to the
but said it was the son of Alcibiadea. Duria laws of his country, Agesilaus gained so much
informs us, that the queen was not displeased power, that his will was not disputed. The
at the supposition, and that she used to whisper case was this, the principal authority was then
to her women, the child should be called Al- in the hands of the Ephori and the senate
cibiades, not Leotychidas. He adds, that Al- The Ephori were annual magistrates, and the
cibiades himself scrupled not to say, "He did senators had their office for life. They were
not approach Timia to gratify his appetite, both appointed as a barrier against the power
but from an ambition to give kings to Sparta." of the kings, as we have observed in the life of
However, he was obliged to fly from Sparta, Lycurgus. The kings, therefore, had an old
lest Agis should revenge the injury. And that and hereditary antipathy to them, and perpetual
prince looking upon Leotychidas with an eye disputes subsisted between them. But Lysan-
of suspicion, did not take notice of him as a der took a different course. He gave up all
ion. Yet, in his last sickness, Leotychidas thoughts of opposition and contention, and paid
prevailed upon him by his tears and entreaties, his court to them on every occasion; taking
to acknowledge him as such before many wit- care in all his enterprizes, to set out under
nesses. their auspices. If he was called, he went faster

Notwithstanding this public declaration, Agis than usual: if he was upon his throne, admin-
was no sooner dead, than Lysandcr, who had istering justice, he rose up when the Ephori
ranquished the Athenians at sea, and had great approached: if any one of them was admitted
power and interest in Sparta, advanced Agesi- a member of the senate, he sent him a robe
iaus to the throne; alleging that Leotychidas and an ox,* as marks of honour. Thus, while
was a bastard, and consequently had no right he seemed to be adding to the dignity and im-
to it. Indeed the generality of the citizens, portance of their body, he was privately in-
knowing the virtues of Agesilaus, and that he creasing his own strength, and the authority of
bad been educated with them in all the severi- the crown, through their support and attach-
ty of the Spartan discipline, joined with pleas- ment.
ure in the scheme. In his conduct with respect to the other citi-

There was then at Sparta, a diviner, named zens, he behaved better as an enemy than as a
Diopithes, well versed in ancient prophecies, friend. If he was severe to his enemies, he wa«
and supposed an able interpreter of every thing not unjustly so; his friends he countenanced
relating to the gods. This man insisted, it was even in their unjust pursuits. If his enemies per-
contrary to the divine will, that a lame man formed any thing extraordinary, he was asham-
should sit on the throne of Sparta; and on the ed not to take honourable notice of it; hi*
day the point was to be decided, he publicly friends he could not correct when they did
read this oracle- amiss. On the contrary, it was his pleasure to

Beware, proud Sparta, lest a maimed empire* support them, and go the same lengths they didj
Thy boasted strength impair; for other woes for he tHought no service dishonourable which
Than thou beholdst, awail thee-borne away he did in the way of friendship. Nay, if his ad-
By the strange tide of war 

Lysander observing upon this, that if the 
versaries fell into any misfortune, he was tho
first to sympathize with them, and ready to givo
them his assistance, if they desired it. By tbesoSpartans were solicitous to act literally accord- means he gained the hearts of all his people.

ing to the oracle, they ought to beware of Leo- The Ephori saw this, and, in their fear of his
tychidas; for that heaven did not consider it as increasing power, imposed a fine upon him; al-
a matter of importance, if the king happened leging this as a reason, that whereas the cit
to have a lame foot; the thing to be guarded izens ought to be in common, he appropriated
against was the admission of a person who was them to himself. As the writers upon physicinot a genuine descendant of Hercules: for that say, that if war and discord were banished the
would make the kingdom itself lame. Agesi-universe, the heavenly bodies would stop theirlaus added, that Neptune had borne witness to course, and all generation and motion would
the bastardy of Leotychidas, in throwing Agis cease, by reason of that perfect harmony; so the
out of his bed by an earthquake ;f ten months great Lawgiver infused a spirit of ambition and
after which, and more, Leotychidas was born; contention into the Spartan constitution, as an
though Agis did not cohabit with Timaea dur-incentive to virtue, and wished always to seeing that time.

some difference and dispute among the good
By these ways and means, Agesilaus gained and virtuous. He thought that general com

the diadem, and at the same time was put in plaisance, which leads men to yield to the
possession of the private estate of Agis; Leoty-next proposal, without exploring each other's
chidas being rejected on account of his illegiti-intentions, and without debating on the conse-macy. Observing, however, that his relations
by the mother's side, though men of merit, were quences, was an inert principle, and deserved

not the name of harmony.f Some imagine that
»ery poor, he gave a moiety of the estate he would not have made Agamemnon rejoicej

" The two legs of the Spartan constitution were the * Emblems of magistracy and patriotism.
two kings, winch, therefore, must be in a maimed and t Upon the same principle, we need not be greatlf
ruined stale when one of them was gone. In fact, the alarmed at parly disputes in our owu nation. Th«y
rontequence produced not a just and good monarch, will not expire but witli liberlv. And such ftrmtttU
»ut a tyrant. are often necessary to throw off viciuui humours.

t S« Xenophon, Grecian Hist, book iii. 1 Odyssey, lib. via.
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Homer saw this, and when Ulysses and Achil- of Bceoiia. And the officers not on 17 gave
les contended in such opprohious terms, if he him such notice, but threw the thighs of the
hai. not expected that some great benefit would victim from the aliar. Agesilaus was highly
arise to their affairs in general, from this par- offended at this treatment, aad departed in
ticular quarrel among the great. This point, great wrath with the Thebans. Nor could he
however, cannot be agreed to, without some ex- conceive any hopes of success after such an
ccplion; for violent dissensions are pernicious omen; en the contrary, he concluded his oper-
to a state, and productive of the greatest dan- ations would be incomplete, and his expedi-
gers. tion not answer the intention.

Agesilaus had not long been seated on the When he came to Ephesus, the power and
throne before accounts were brought from Asia, interest of Lysander appeared in a very obnox
that the king of Persia was preparing a great ious light. The gates of that minister were
fleet to dispossess the Lacedemonians of their continually crowded, and all applications were
dominion of the sea. Lysander was very desi- made to him; as if Agesilaus had only the name
rous to be sent again into Asia, that he might and badges of command, to save the forms of
support his friends whom he left governors and law, and Lysander had in fact the power, and
masters of the cities, and many of whom, hav- all business were to pass through his hands
ing abused their authority to the purposes of Indeed, none of the generals who were sent to
violence and injustice, were banished or put to Asia, ever had greater sway, or were more
death by the people. He therefore persuaded dreaded than he; none ever served their friends
AgesiJaus to enter Asia with his forces, and more effectually, or humbled their enemies §o
fix the seat of war at the greatest distance much. These were things fresh in every one's
fron Greece, before the Persian could have memory; and when they compared also the
finished his preparations. At the same time plain, the mild, and popular behaviour of Ages-
be instructed his friends in Asia to send depu- ilaus, with the stern, the short, and authorita-
ties to Lacedamon, to desire Agesilaus might tive manner of Lysander, they submitted to
be appointed to that command. the latter entirely, and attended to him alone.

Agesilaus received their proposals in full as- The other Spartans first expressed their re-
eembly of the people, and agreed to undertake sentment, because that attention to Lysander
the war, on condition they would give him made them appear rather as his ministers, than
hirty Spartans for his officers and counsellors, as counsellors to the king. Afterwards Age-

a select corps of two thousand newly enfran- silaus, himself, was piqued at it. For though
chised Helots, and six thousand of the allies. he had no envy in his nature; or jealousy of
All this was readily decreed, through the in- honours paid to merit, yet he was ambitious
fluence of Lysander, and Agesilaus sent out of glory, and firm in asserting his claim to it.
with the thirty Spartans. Lysander was soon Besides, he was apprehensive that if any great
at the head of the council, not only on account action were performed, it would be imputed
of his reputation and power, but the friendship to Lysander, on account of the superior light
of Agesilaus, who thought the procuring him in which he had still been considered.
this command a greater thing than the raising The method he took to obviate it was this.
him to the throne. His first step was, to oppose the counsels of

While his forces were assembling at Geras- Lysander, and to pursue measures different
tus, he went with his friends to Aulis; and pass- from those, for which he was most earnest
ing the night there, he dreamed that a person Another step was to reject the petitions of all
addressed him in this manner: "You are sensi- who appeared to apply to him through the in-
ble that, since Agamemnon, none has been ap- terest of that minister. In matters too, which
pointed captain-general-of all Greece, but your- were brought before the king in a judicial way,
self, the king of Sparta; and you are the only those against whom Lysander exerted himself
person who have arrived at that honour. Since, were sure to gain their cause; and they for
therefore, you command the same people, and whom he appeared, could scarce escape with-
go against the same enemies with him, as well out a fine. As these things happened not cas-
as take your departure from the same place, ually, but constantly and of set purpose, Ly-
you ought to propitiate the goddess with the sander perceived the cause, and concealed it
same sacrifice; which he offered here before not from his friends. He told them, it was on
he sailed." his account they were disgraced, and desired

Ape?ilaus at first thought of the sacrifice of them to pay their court to the king, and to
' -^higenia, whom her father offered in obedi- those who hid greater interest with him than
ence to the soothsayers. This circumstance, himself. These proceedings seemed invidious,
however, dill not give him any pain. In the and intended to depreciate the king: Agesi-
morning he related the vision to his friends, laus, therefore, to mortify him still more, ap-
and told them he would honour the goddess pointed him his carver: and we are told, he
with what a superior Being might reasonably said before a large company; "Now let them
be supposed to take pleasure in, and not imitate go and pay their court to my carver."
the savage ignorance of his predecessor. In Lysander, unable to bear this last instance
consequence of which, he crowned a hind of contempt, said, "Agesilaus, you know very
with flowers, and delivered her to her own well how to lessen your friends." Agesilaus
soothsayer, with orders that he should perform answered, " I know very well who want to
the ceremony, and not the person appointed to be greater than myself." "But, perhaps,"
that office by the Bccotians. The first magis-said Lysander, "that has rather been so rep
trates of BoDOtia incensed at this innovation, resented to you, than attempted by me. Place
sent their officers to insist that Agesilaus should me, however, where I may serve you, with-
not sacrifice contrary to the laws and customs out giving you the least umbrage." Upon
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this Aecsilaus appointed him his lieutenant in excused a dastardly rich man the service."*
the Ildfespont, where he persuaded Spithri One day he ordered his commissaries to sell
dates, a Persian, in the province of Pharna the prisoners, but to strip them first. Their
b.izus, to come over to the Greeks, with a clothes found many purchasers; but as to the
considerable treasure, and two hundred horse prisoners themselves, their skins being soft
Vet he retained his resentment, and nourish and white, by reason of their having li\cd so
ing the remembrance of the affront he ha( much within doors, the spectators only laughed
received, considered how he might deprive at them, thinking they would be of no service
the two families of the privilege of giving kings as slaves. Whereupon Agesilaus, who stood
to Sparta,* and open the way to that high sta by at the auction, said to his troops, "These
tion to all the citizens. And it seems he woulc are the persons whom you fight with;" and
have raised great commotions in pursuit of his then pointing to the rich spoils, "Those tire
-evenge, if he had not been killed in this ex- the things ye fight for."
pedition into Bceotia. Thus ambitious spirits, When the season called him into the field
when they go beyond certain bounds, do much again, he gave it out that Lydia was his object.
more harm than good to the community. For In this he did not deceive Tisaphernes; that
if Lysander was to blame, as in fact he was, general deceived himself. For, giving noticed
in indulging an unreasonable avidity of honour, to the declarations of Agesilaus, because he
Agesilaus might have known other methods to had been imposed upon by them before, he
correct the fault of a man of his character and concluded he would now enter Caria, a country
epirit. But under the influence of the same not convenient for cavalry, in which his strength
passion, the one knew not how to pay proper did not lie. Agesilaus, as he had proposed,
respect to his general, nor the other how to went and sat down on the plains of Sardis, and
bear the imperfections of his friend. Tisaphernes was forced to march thither in

At first Tisaphernes was afraid of Agesilaus, jreat haste with succours. The Persian, a*
and undertook by treaty, that the king would tie advanced with his cavalry, cut off a number
leave the Grecian cities to be governed by of the Greeks who were scattered up and down
their own laws; but afterwards thinking his 'or plunder. Agesilaus, however, considered
strength sufficiently increased, he declared war. that the enemy's infantry could not yet be
This was an event very agreeable to Agesilaus. come up; whereas he had all his forces about
He hoped great things from this expedition ;f lim; and therefore resolved to give battle im-
and he considered it as a circumstance which mediately. Pursuant to this resolution, he
would reflect dishonour upon himself, that mixed his light-armed foot with the horse, and
Xenophon could conduct ten thousand Greeks ordered them to advance swiftly to the charge,
from the heart of Asia to the sea, and beat the while he was bringing up the heavy-armed
king of Persia whenever his forces thought roops, which would not be far behind. The
proper to engage him; if he, at the head of the Barbarians were soon put to flight; the Greeks
Lacedemonians, who were masters both at sea ursued them, took their camp, and killed
and land, could not distinguish himself before real numbers.
the Greeks by some great and memorable stroke. In consequence of this success, they could

To revenge, therefore, the perjury of Tisa- tillage the king's country in full security; and
phernrs hy an artifice which justice recom- lad all the satisfaction to see Tisaphernes, a
mended he pretended immediately to march man of abandoned character, and one of the
into Cana; and when the barbarian had drawn jreatest enemies to their name and nation,
his forces to ttoat quarter, he turned short and jroperly punished. For the king immediately
entered Phrygia. There he took many cities; :ent Tithrauftes against him, who cut off his
and made himself master of immense treasures; lead. At the same time he desired Agesilaus,
by which he shewed his friends, that to violate o grant him peace, promising him large sums,t
a treaty is to despise the gods; whilst to deceive in condition that he would evacuate his do-
an enemy is not only just but glorious, and the ninions. Agesilaus answered, "His country
way to add profit to pleasure; but, as he was was the sole arbitress of peace. For his own
inferior in cavalry, and the liver of the victim >art, he rather chose to enrich his soldiers than
appeared without a head, he retired to Ephesus, nmself; and the great honour among tha
to raise that sort of troops which he wanted. Greeks was, to carry home spoils, and not pre-
The method he took was to insist that every ents from their enemies." Nevertheless, to
man of substance, if he did not chose to serve gratify Tithraustes, for destroying Tisaphernes,
in person, should provide a horse and a man.
Many accepted the alternative; and, instead * Then Menelaus hii Podargns brings,
of a parcel of indifferent combatants, such as And the famed courser of the king oT kings;
the rich would have made, he soon got a nu- 'Whom rich Echepolus (more rich than brave)

To 'scape Hie wars to Apummnon gave
merous and respectable cavalry. For those (.Silhe her name), at home to end his days,
who did not choose to serve at all, or not to Base wealth preferring to eternal praise.
serve as horse, hired others who wanted neither Pope, IL iiiij.
courage nor inclination. In this he professedly Thus Sciplo, when he went to Africa, ordered th»
imitated Agamemnon, who, for a good mare, Sicilians either to attend him,or togiie him horses or

~ien.

t He promised also to restore the Greek cities ia

" The Eurytionidae and the Agidz. Asia to their liberty, on condition that they paid the
stablished tribute; and he hoped 'vht saiJ) thai thuf He l}ld t>ie Persian ambassadors, "He was much

obliged to their roaster fortheilep he had taken, since ondcscension would persuade Agesilaus to accept the
jeace, and to return home ; the rather btcausc Tisu-

bj the violation of his oath, he had made the gods ene- Jhcrnes, who was guilty of the first breach, wa. pu»-Diict i-j 1'ersia, and frieuds to Greece." shed as he deterred.
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the common enemy of the Greeks, he decamped One day Megabates approached to.salaic
and retired into Phrygia, taking thirty talents of him, and Agesilaus declined that mark of hie
lhat viceroy to defray the charges of his march. affection. The youth, after this, was more dis-

As he was upon the road, he received the tant in his addresses. Then Agesilaus was
teytale from the magistrates of Lacedaemon, sorry for the repulse he had given him, and
which invested him with the command of the pretended to wonder why Megabates kept at
navy as well as the army; an honour which such a distance. His friends told him, he must
that city never granted to any one but himself. blame himself for rejecting his former applica-
He was, indeed, (as Theopompus somewhere tion. "He would still," said they, be glad to
"ays,) confessedly the greatest and most illus- pay his most obliging respects to you but take
trious man of his time; yet he placed his dig- care you do not reject them again." Agesilaui
nity rather in his virtue than his power. Not- was silent some time, and when he had consid-
withstanding, there was this flaw in his char- ered the thing, he said, "Do not mention it to
acter, when he had the conduct of the navy him. For this second victory over myself
given him, he committed that charge to Pisan- gives me more pleasure than I should have in
der, when there were other officers of greater turning all I look upon to gold." This resolu-
age and abilities at hand. Pisander was his tion of his held while Megabates was with
wife's brother, and, in compliment to her, he him; but he was so much affected at his de-
respected tiiat alliance more than the public parture, that it is hard to.say how he would
good. have behaved, if he had found him again.

He took up his own quarters in the province After this, Pharnabazus desired a confer-
of Pharnabazus, where he not only lived in ence with him; and Apollophanes of Cyzicus,
plenty, but raised considerable subsidies.- at whose house they had both been entertain-
From thence he proceeded to Paphlagoma, ed, procured an interview. Agesilaus came
and drew Cotys, the king of that country, into first to the place appointed, with his friends,
his interest, who had been some times desirous and sat down upon the long grass under a shade,
of such a connection, on account of the vir- to wait for Pharnabazus. When the Persian
tue and honour which marked his character. grandee came, his servants spread soft skint
Spithridates, who was the first person of con- and beautiful pieces of tapestry for him; but
sequence that came over from Pharnabazus, u pon seeing Ageailaus so seated, he was a sham
accompanied Agesilaus in all his expeditions, ed to make use of them, and placed himself
and took a share in all his dangers. This carelessly upon the grass in the same manner,
Spit'aridates had a son, a handsome youth, for though his robes were delicate, and of the
whom Agcsilaus had a particular regard, and finest colours.
a beautiful daughter in the flower of her age, After mutual salutations, Pharaabazus open-
whom he married to Cotys. Cotys gave him ed the conference; and he had just cause of
a thousand horse, and two thousand men complaint against the Lacedaemonians, after
drawn from his light-armed troops, and with the services he had done them in the Athenian
these he returned to Phrygia. war, and their lute ravages in his country

Agesilaus committed great ravages in that Agesilaus saw the Spartans were at a loss for
province; but Pharnabazus did not wait to op- an answer, and kept their eyes fixed upon the
pose him, or trust his own garrisons. Instead ground; for they knew that Pharnabazus was
of that, he took his most valuable things with injured. However, the Spartan general found
him, and moved from place to place; to avoid an answer, which was as follows: "While we
a battle. Sjnthndades, however, watched him were friends to the king of Persia^ we treated
go narrowly, that, with the assistance of He- him and his in a friendly manner: now we are
rippidas* tlie Spartan, at last he made him- enemies, you can expect nothing from us but
self master of Ins camp and all his treasures. hostilities. Therefore, while you, Pharnaba-
Herippidas made it his business to examine zus, choose to be a vassal to the king, we
what part of the baggage was secreted, and wound him through your sides. Only be a
compelled the barbarians to restore it; he friend and ally to the Greeks, and shake ofl
looked indeed with a keen eye into every thing. that vassalage, and from that moment you have
This provoked Spithridates to such a degree, a right to consider these battalions, these arms
that he immediately marched off with the and ships, in short, all that we are or have, as
Paphlagonians to Sardis. guardians of your possessions and your liberty;

There was nothing in the whole war that without which nothing is great or desirable
touched Agt-silaus more nearly than this. Be- among men."*
tides the pain it gave him to think he had lost Pharnabazus then explained himself in these
Spithridates, and a considerable body of men terms: "If the king sends another lieutenant
with him, he was ashamed of a mark of ava- in my room, 1 will be for you; but while he
rice and illiberal meanness, from which he had continues me in the government, I will, to the
ever studied to keep both himself and his coun- best of my power, repel force with force, and
try. These were causes of uneasiness that make reprisals upon you for him." Agesilaus,
might be publicly acknowledged; but he had charmed with this reply, took his hand, and
a private, and a more sensible one, in his at- rising up with him said: "Heaven grant that,
tachment to the eon of Spithridatca; though with such sentiments as these, you may be oui
while he was with him, he had made a point friend and not our enemy!"
to combat that attachment.

" He added, " However, if we continue at war,'
will, for the future, avoid your territories as much M" Herippldaa was at th« head of the new council of pew bit, and rather forage and raise contributions U

frirly, sent to Aj«ilaui the second year of the war. »nv other protiiice." Xen. Grec. War, b. IT.
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Ag Pharnabazus and his company were go- transforming themselves into another shape,
Ing away, his son, \vlio was behind, ran up to Many thought that line of Tirootheui applica-
Agesilaus, and said, with a smile, " Sir, I ble on this occasion-
enter with you into the rites of hospitality:" Man It the god; and Greece reveres not goU.
at the same time, he gave him a javelin which
he had in his hand. Agesilaus received it; All Asia was now ready to revolt from tho
and, delighted with hie looks and kind regards, P. ̂ ans. Agesilans brought the cities under
looked about for something handsome to give excellent regulations, and settled their police,
a youth of his princely appearance in return. without putting to death or banishing a single
His secretary Adfeus happening to have a horse subject. After which, he resolved to change
with magnificent furniture just by, he ordered the seat of war, and to remove it from the
it to be taken off and given to the young man; Grecian sea to the heart of Persia; that tht
nor did he forget him afterwards. In process king might have to fight for Ecbatana and Susa.
of time, this Persian was driven from his instead of sitting at his ease there, to bribe the
home, by his brothers, and forced to take re- orators, and hire the. states of Greece to destroy
fagf in Peloponnesus. Agesilaus then took each other. But amidst these schemes of his,
him into his protection, and served him on all Epicydidas the Spartan came to acquaint him,
occasions. The Persian had a favourite in the that Sparta was involved in a Grecian war, and
wrestling ring at Athena, who wanted to be that the Eplwri had sent him orders to come
introduced at the Olympic games; but as he home and defend his own country.
was past the proper age, they did not choose to Unhappy Greeks ! barbarians to each other!
admit him.* In this case, the Persian applied
to Agesilaus, who, willing to oblige him in this What better name can we give that envy,
as well as other things, procured the young which incited them to conspire and combine

man the admission he desired, though not with-for their mutual destruction, at a time whea
out much difficulty. Fortune had taken them upon her wings, and

Agesilaus, indeed, in other respects, was was carrying them against the barbarians; and

strictly and inflexibly just; but where a man's yet they clipped her wings with their own hand*,
friends are concerned, he thought a rigid re- and brought the war home to themselves, w hich
gard to justice a mere pretence.-There is still was happily removed into a foreign country.*
eitant a short letter of his to Hydreius the I cannot, indeed, agree with Uemaratus of Co-
Carian, which is a proof of what we have said. rinth, when he says, those Greeks fell short of
"If Nicias is innocent, acquit him: if he is great happiness, who did not live to see Alexan-

der seated on the throne of Darius. But I think
not innocent, acquit him on my account: how-
ever, be sure to acquit him." the Greeks had just cause for tears, when they

Such was the general character of Agesilaus considered that they left that to Alexander and
as a friend. There were, indeed, times when the Macedonians, which might have been ef-
his attachments gave way to the exigencies of fected by the generals whom they slew in the
state. Once being obliged to decamp in a hurry, fields of Leuctra,Coronea, Corinth and Arcadia.
he was leaving a favourite sick behind him. However, of all the actions of Agesilaua,
The favourite called after him, and earnestly there is none which had greater propriety, or
entrented him to come back; upon which, he was a stronger instance of his obedience to the
turned and said, " How little consistent are laws and justice to the public, than his im-
love and prudence!" This particular we have mediate return to Sparta. Hannibal, though
from Hieronymus the philosopher. his affairs were in a desperate condition, and ho

Agesilaus had been now two years at the was almost beaten out of Italy, made a diffi-
head of the army, and was become the gen-culty of obeying the summons of his country-
eral subject of discourse in the upper prov- men to go and defend them in a war at home.
inces. His wisdom, his disinterestedness, his And Alexander made a jest of the information
moderation, was the theme they dwelt upon he received, that Agis had fought a battle with
with pleasure. Whenever he made an excur-Antipater: He said, " It seems, my friends,
sion, he lodged in the temples most renowned that while we were conquering Darius here,
for sanctity; and whereas, on many occasions, there was a combat of mice in Arcadia." How
we do not choose that men should see what we happy then was Sparta in the respect which
are about, he was desirous to have the gods Agesilaus paid her, and in his reverence for the
inspectors and witnesses of his conduct.- laws! No sooner was the scytala brought
Among so many thousands of soldiers as he him, though in the midst of his power and good
bad, there was scarce one who had a worse fortune, than he resigned and abandoned lug
or harder bed than he. He was so fortified flourishing prospects, sailed home, and left his
against heat and cold, that none was so well great work unfinished. Such was the regret
prepared as himself for whatever seasons the his friends as well as his allies had for the lost
climate should produce.

The Greeks in Asia never saw a more agree- * That corruption, which brought the states of
able spectacle than when-lhe Persian governors Greece to lake Persian gold, uniluublrdly deserrej
ind generals, who had been insufferably elated censure. Yet we must talce leave to observe, that th«
with power, and rolled in riches and luiury, divisions and jcafousies which reigned in Greece, wei«
humbly submitting and paying their court to a the support of its liberties, and that Persia was noil

conquered till nothing but the shadows of those liber-
man in a coarse cloak, and, upon one laconic ties remained. Were there, Indeed, a number oflittle
word, conforming to his sentiments, or rather independent states, which made justice the constant

rule of their conduct to each other, and which would
be always ready to unite upo» any alarm from a for-

A Sometimes boys had a share in these exhibitions, midable enemy, they might preserve their libcrucs IBwho after a certain age, were excluded the liiti. violtte for ever.
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of him, tint it was a strong confutation of the cium; and he valued himself the more upon it
Baying of DeiruostratuH the Phaeacian, " That because, with so small a number of his owi
the Lacedemonians excelled in public, and the training, he had beaten people who reckoned
Athenians in private characters." For. though their's the best cavalry in Greece. Here Di-
he had great merit as a king and a general, yet phridas, one of the Kplicri, met him, and gave
still he was a more desirable friend and an him orders to enter licrotia immediately' And
agreeable companion. though his intention was to do it afterward*,

As the Persian money had the impression of when he had strengthened his army with some
an archer, he said, " HP was driven out of reinforcements, he thought it waa not right
Asia by ten thousand of the king's archers."* to disobey the magistrates. He, th«r<-fure,
For the orators of Athens and Thebes having said to those about him, " Now conn s the
been bribed with so many pieces of money, had day, for which we were railed out of AMU."
excited their couutrymen to take up arms against At the same time, he sent for two cohorts from
Sparta. the army near Crrinth. And the Lacuduumo-

When he had crossed the Hellespont, he nians did him the honour to cause prutUrnaliOb
inarched through Thrace without asking leave to be made at home, that such of the youth as
of any of the t/arbariaiis. lie oniy desired to were inclined to go and assist the king might
know of each people, " Whether they would give in their names. All the young men in
have him pass as a friend or as an enemy?" Sparta presented themselves lor that service;
All the rest received him with tokens of friend- but the magistrates selected only fifty of the
ship, and shewed him all the civilities in their ablest, and sent them.
power on his way; but the Trallians,t of Agesilaus, having passed the straits of The*
whom Xerses is said to have bought a passage, mopyla;, and traversed Phocis, which was in
demanded of Ageeilaus a hundred talents of friendship with the Spartans, entered Bet-olio,
silver, and as many women. He answered and encamped upon the plains of Chxronea.
the messenger ironically, " Why did not they He had scarce intrenched himself, vtlitn there
then come to receive them?" At the same happened an eclipse of the sun.* At the same
time, he marched forward, and finding them time, he received an account lhat Pjsandcr wa«
drawn up to oppose him, he gave them battle, defeated at sea, and killed, by Pharnabazus
and routed them with great slaughter. and Conon. He was much afflicted with hia

He sent some of his people to put the same own loss, as well as that of the pulilic.-Yet,
question to tin- king of Macedon, who answered, Inst his army, which was going to give battle,
" I will consider of it." " .Let him consider," should be discouraged at the news, he ordered
iaid he, u in the mean time we inarch." The his messengers to give out that Pisander was
king; surprised and awed by his spirit, desired victorious. Nay, he appeared in public with a
him to pass as a friend. chaplet of (lowers, returned solemn thanks for

The Thessalians were confederates with the the pretended success, and sent portions of the
enemies of Sparta, and therefore he laid waste sacrifice to his friends.
their territories. To the cities of Lanssa, in- When he came up to Coronea,t and was in
deed, he offered his friendship, by his ambassa- view of the enemy, he drew up his army. The
dors, Pcnocles and Scytha: but the prnplr left wing he gave to the Orehomenians, and
seized them and put them in prison. His troops took the right himself. The Thebans, also,
so resented this affront, that they would have putting themselves in order of battle, placed
had him go and lay seige to the place. Agesi- themselves on the right, and the Argivcs on the
laus, however was of another mind. He said, left. Xenophon says, that this was the most
" He w»ul J not lose one of his ambassadors for furious battle in his time; and he certainly was
gaining all Thessaly;" and he afterwards found able to judge, for he fought in it for Agcsilaus,
means to recover them by treaty Nor are we \\iih \\hom he returned from Asia.
to wonder that Agesilaus took this step, since, The first charge was neither violent nor
upon news being brought him that a great bat- lasting; the Thebans soon routed the Urcho-
tle had been fought near Corinth, in which menians, and Agesilaus the Argives. But
many brave men were suddenly taken off, but when both parties were informed that their
that the loss of the Spartans was small in com- left wings were broken and ready fur flight,
parison of that of the enemy, he was not ele- both hastened to their relief. At this instant,
vated in the least. On the contrary, he said, Agesilaus might have secured to himself the
with a deep sigh, " Unhappy Greece! why hast victory, without any risk, if he would have
thou destroyed so many brave men with thy suffered the Thebans to pass, and then have
own hands, who, had they lived, might have charged them in the rear 4 but borne along
conquered all the barbarians in the world?" with his fury, and an ambition to display his

However, as the Pharsilians attacked and valour, he attacked them in front, in the con
harassed him in his march, he engaged them fidence of beuting them upon equal terms
with five hundred horse, and put them to flight. They received him, however, with equal vivi-
He was so much pleased with this success,
that he erected a trophy under mount Nartha- 1 This eclipw happened on the twenty-ninth of

August, in the third j tar of the ninety-sixth Olympiad,
thrue hundred and Uluety-two jears before thr Chrii

* Tithraustcs sent Timocratesof Rhodej'nto Greece tian aera.
with fifly tali uls, which hf distributed at Thebes, Ar- f In the printed text it is Corcnca, nr>r have Vfc any
go>, and Corinth; but, according to Xcuophon, Ath- various reading. But mid''.iDletlly Cfurroiica, upon
ens had no -h.u. in that distribution. the Cephisis, was the place where (lie b;itlle was fought;

f Brsiilt ll» Trallians in Lydia, Ihcre was a people and we must not confound it wilh the bailie of Coronet
of that nam<_- in Illyncum. upon the runfineB of Thrace in Thessaly, fought fifty-three yi ars htlure.
and Macedonia. So at kast, according to Dacier, ! .\iii.ipiiun rives another luru to the matter; Cat
Theopompus (ao. Steph.) Ustiuei. with him Agetilani waj n«Ter \vroug.
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city, and great efforts were exerted in all assures us, that his daughter's carriage was not
quarters, especially where Agesilaus and his in the least richer than those of other young
fifty Spartans were engaged. It was a happy ladies. These carriages, called canathra, and
circumstance that he hail those volunteers, and made use of by the virgins in their solemn pro-
they could not have come more seasonably. cessions, were a kind of wooden chaises, made

, For Ihey fought with the most determined val- in the form of griffins, or goat stags. Xciio-
our, and exposed their persons to the greatest phon has not given us the name of this daugh-
dangers in his defence; yet they could not pre- ter of Agesilaus: and Diciarchus is greatly
vent his being wounded. He was pierced dissatisfied, that neither her name is preserved,
through his armour in many places with spears nor that of the mother of Eparninondas. But
and swords; and though they formed a ring we find by some Laceda-monian inscriptions,
about him, it was with difficulty they brought that the wife of Agesilaus was called Cleora,
him off alive, after having killed numbers of and his daughters Apolia and Prolyta.* We
tbe enemy, and left not a few of their own see also at Lacedxmon the spear he fought
body dead on the spot. At last, finding it im- with, which differs not from others.
practicable to break the Theban front, they As he observed that many of the citizens
were obliged to have recourse to a mana-uvre valued themselves upon breeding horses for
which at first they scorned. They opened their the Olympic games ne persuaded his sister
ranks,'and let the Thebans pass; after which, Cynisca, to make an attempt that way, and to
observing that they marched in a disorderly try her fortune in the chariot-race in person.
manner, they made up again, and took them in This he did, to shew the Greeks that a victory
flank and rear. They could not, however, of that kind did not depend upon any extraor-
break them. The Thebans retreated to Heli- dinary spirit or abilities, but only upon riches
con, valuing themselves much upon the battle, and expense.
because their part of the army was a full match Xenophon, so famed for wisdom, spent much
for the Lacedaemonians. of his time with him, and he treated him with

Agesilaus, though he was much weakened great respect. He also desired him to send
by his wounds, would not retire to his tent, till for his sons, that they might have the benefit
ne had been carried through all his battalions, of a Spartan education, by which they would
and had seen the dead borne off upon their gain the best knowledge in the world, the
arms. Meantime he was informed, that a part knowing how to command and how to obey.
of the enemy had taken refuge in the temple After the death of Lysander, he found out a
of the Itonian Minerva, and he gave orders that conspiracy, which that general had formed
they should be dismissed in safety. Before against him immediately after his return from
this temple stood a trophy, which the Bu:o- Asia. And he was inclined to shew the public
tians had formerly erected, when, under the what kind of man Lysander really was, by ei-
conduct of Sparton, they had defeated the posing an oration found among his papers,
Athenians, and killed their general Tolmides." which had been composed for him by Cluon of

Early next morning, Agesilaus, willing to try Halicarnassus, and was to have been delivered
whether the Thebans would renew the combat, by him to the people, in order to facilitate the
commanded his men to wear garlands, and the innovations he was meditating in the constitu-
music to play, while he reared and adorned a tion. But one of the senators having the pe-
trophy in token of victory. At the same time, rusal of it, and finding it a very plausible com-
the enemy applied to him for leave to carry position, advised him "not to dig Lysander out
off their dead: which circumstance confirmed of his grave, but rather to bury the oration
the victory to him. He, therefore, granted with him." The advice appeared reasonable,
them a truce for that purpose, and then caused and he suppressed the paper.
himself to be carried to Delphi, where they As for the persons who opposed the measure!
were celebrating the Pythian games. There most, he made no open reprisals upon them;
he ordered a solemn procession in honour of but he found means to employ them as gener-
the god, and consecrated to him the tenth of als or governors. When invested with power,
the spoils he had taken in Asia. The offering they soon shewed what unworthy and avari-
amounted to a hundred talents. cious men they were, and in consequence were

Upon his return to Sparta, he was greatly called to account for their proceedings. Then
beloved by the citizens, who admired the pecu- he used to assist them in their distress, and la-
liar temperance of bis life. For he did not, bour to get them acquitted; by which he made
like other generals, come changed from a for- them friends and partisans instead of adversa
eign country, nor, in fondness for the fashions ries; so that at last he had no opposition to
he had seen there, disdain those of his own. contend with. For his royal colleague Agesi-
On the contrary, he shewed as much attach-polis,t being the son of an exile, very young,
ment to the Spartan customs as those who had and of a mild and modest disposition, inter-
Bever passed the Eurotas. He changed not fered not much in the affairs of government,
his repasts, his baths, the equipage of his wife, Agesilaus contrived to make him yet more
the ornaments of his armour, or the furniture tractable. Two kings, when they were at
of his house. He even let his doors remain, Sparta, eat at the same table. Agesilaus knew
which were so old that they seemed to be that Agesipohs was open to the impressions of
those set up by Aristodemus.-f Xenophou also love as well as himself, and therefore constantly

turned the conversation upon some amiable

" In the batlle of Coronea. Agesilaus's palace, if set up by Aristcdemus, had then
f Ariitodemut, the son of Hercules, and founder of stood seven hundred and eight years.

the royal family of Sjmrla, nourished eleven hundred * Eujiotia and Proauga. Cod. Vulcob,
fears before the Cbristiar «era; so that the gatei of f Agesipohs wu the too of Pausaniat.
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young persons. He even assisted him in his he took the temple of Juno: and as he 8too4
views that way, and brought him at last to 61 looking upon the soldiers who were carrying
upon the same favourite with himself. For at off the prisoners and the spoils, ambassadors
Sparta there is nothing criminal in these at- came from Thebes with proposals of peace.
tachments; on the contrary (as we have ob- He had ever hated that city; and now thinking
"erved in the life of Lycurgus,) such love is it necessary to express his contempt for it, ho
productive of the greatest modesty and honour, pretended not to see the ambassadors, nor to
and its characteristic is an ambition to improve hear their address, though they were before
the object in virtue. him. Heaven, however, avenged the affront.

Agesilaus, thus powerful in Sparta, had the Before they were gone, news was brought him,
address to get Teleutias, his brother by the that a battalion of Spartans was cut in piece*
mother's side, appointed admiral. After which, by Iphicrates. This was one of the greatest
he inarched against Corinth" with his land losses his country had sustained for a long
forces, and took the long walls; Teleulias as- time: and besides being deprived of a number
tisted his operations by sea. The Argives, of brave men, (here was this mortification, that
who were then in possession of Corinth, were their heavy-armed soldiers were beaten by the
celebrating the Isthmian Games: and Agesilaus light-armed, and Lacedaemonians by merce-
coining upon them as they were engaged in the naries.
sacrifice, drove them away, and seized upon Agesilaus immediately marched to their as-
all that they had prepared for the festival. The sistance; but finding it too late, he returned to
Corinthian exiles who attended him, desired the temple of Juno, and acquainted the Boeotian
him to undertake the exhibition, aa president; ambassadors that he was ready to give them
but not chooEing that, he ordered them to pro- audience. Glad of the opportunity to return
ceed with the solemnity, and stayed to guard the insult, they came, but made no mention of
them. But when he was gone, the Argives the peace. They only desired a safe conduct
celebrated the games over again; and some to Corinth. Agesilaus provoked at the de-
who had gained the prize before, had the same mand, answered, "If you are desirous to ico
good fortune a second time; others who were your friends in the elevation of success, to-
victorious then, were now in the list of the morrow you shall do it with all the security you
vanquished. Lysander took the opportunity can desire." Accordingly, the next day he laid
to remark how great the cowardice of the Ar- waste the territories of Corinth, and taking
gives must be, who, while they reckoned the them with him, advanced to the very walls.
presidency at those games so honourable a Thus having shewn the ambassadors, that the
privilege, did not dare to risk a battle for it. Corinthians did not dare to oppose him, ha
He was, indeed, of opinion, that a moderate dismissed them: then he collected such of hif
regard for this son of diversions was best, and countrymen as had escaped in the late action,
applied himself to embellish the choirs and and marched to Lacedzmon; taking cara
public exercises of his own country. When everyday to move before it was light, and to
be was in Sparta, he honoured them with his encamp after it was dark, to prevent the in-
presence, and supported them with great zeal sults of the Arcadians, to whose aversion and
and spirit, never missing any of the exercises envy he was no stranger.
of the young men or the virgins. As for olhpr After this, to gratify the Achzans,* he led
entertainments, so much admired by the world, his forces, along with theirs, into Acarnania,
.he seemed not even to know them. where he made an immense booty, and defeated

One day Callipedes, who had acquired great the Acamanians in a pitched battle. The
reputation among the Greeks as a tragedian, Achaeans desired him to stay till winter, in or-
and was universally caressed, approached and der to prevent the enemy from sowing theii
paid his respects to him; after which he mixed lands. But he said, "The step he should take
with a pompous air in his train, expecting he would be the very reverse; for they would be
would take some honourable notice of him. more afraid of war, when they had their fieldi
At last he said, "Do not you know me, Sir?" covered with com." The event justified his
The king casting his eyes upon him, answered opinion. Next year, as soon as an army ap
elightly, "Are you not Callipedes the stage- peared upon their borders, they made peacf
player.'" Another time, being asked to go to with the Achians.
hear a man who mimicked the nightingale to When Conon and Pharnabazus, with tee
great perfection, he refused, and said, "I have Persian fleet, had made themselves masters of
beard Ihe nightingale herself." the sea, they ravaged the coasts of Laconia;

Menecrates the physician, having succeeded and the walls of Athens were rebuilt with tha
in some desperate cases, got the surname of money which Pharnabazus supplied. Tha
Jupiter. And he was so vain of the appella- Lacedaemonians then thought proper to con-
tion, that he made use of it in a letter to the clude a peace with the Persians, and sent An-
king. "Menecrates Jupiter to king Agesilaus, talcidas to make their proposals to Tinbazue,
health." His answer began thus: "King Age- Antalcidas, on this occasion, acted an infamous
siiaus to Menecrates, his senses." part to the Greeks in Asia; and delivered up

While he was in the territories of Corinth, those cities to the king of Persia, for whos«

" There were two expeditions of Agesilaus against * The Achxans were m possession of Calydon, which
Corinth; Plutarch in this place confounds them; before had belonged to the JEtuhans. The Acarnaui
whereas Xenophon, in his fourth book, has distineuish- ans, now assisted by the Athenians and Boeotians, at
td them very clrarly. The enterprise in which Te- tempted to make themselves masters of it. But tht
leutias assisted did not succeed; for Iphicrates, the Achxans applied to the Lacedxmouians for succour*,
Athenian general, kept Corinth and its territories from who employed Agesilaus in that business. A'cn. Gr,
feeling the effects of Agcsilaui's resenimtut. Hut. book iv.
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liberty Agesilaus had fougnt. No part of the Theban administration in the hands of Arcniai
dnnonour, indeed, fell upon Agesilaus. Ant.il- and Leontidas, who had betrayed tne citadel
eidas v.as his enemy, and he hastened the to Phoebidas. Hence it was natural to suspect
peace by all the means he could devise, be- that though Phcebidas was the instrument, the
cause he knew the war contributed to the re- design was formed by Agesilaus, and the sub-
putation and power of the man he hated. sequent proceedings confirmed it beyond con-
Nevertheless, when Agesilaus was told, " the tradiction. For when the Athenians had et
Lacedaemonians were turning Medes,"he said pelled the garrison,* and restored the Thebana
" No; the Medea are turning Lacedimodians." to their liberty, he declared war against the
And as some of the Greeks were unwilling to latter for putting to death Archias and .Leonti-
be comprehended in the treaty, he forced them das, whom he called Polemarchs, but who
to accept the king's terms, by threatening them in fact were tyrants. Cleombrotus,t who upon
with war.* the death of Agesipolis succeeded to the throne,

His view in this was to weaken the The- was sent with an army into BoL'utia. For Age-
bans; for it was one of the conditions that the Bilaus, who was now forty years above the age
cities of Btrotia should be free and indepen- of puberty, and consequently excused from
dent. The subsequent events made the mat- service by law, was very willing to decline this
ter very clear. When Phoebidas, in the most commission. Indeed, as he had lately made
unjustifiable manner, had seized the citadel of war upon the Phliasians in favour of exiles, he
Cadmea in time of full peace, the Greeks in was ashamed now to appear in arms against
general expressed their indignation, and many the Thebans for tyrants.
of the Spartans did the same, particularly There was then a Lacedaemonian named
those who were at variance with Agesilaus. Sphodrias, of the party that opposed Agesilaus,
These asked him in an angry tone. " By whose lately appointed governor of Thespiae. He
orders Phcebidas had done so unjust a thing.'" wanted neither courage nor ambition ; but he
hoping to bring the blame upon them. He was governed rather by sanguine hopes than
scrupled not to say, in behalf of Phoebidas, good sense and prudence. This man, fond of
" You should examine the tendency of the ac- a great name, and reflecting how Phcebidas
tion; consider whether it is advantageous to had distinguished himself in the lists of fame
Sparta. If its nature is such, it was glorious by his Theban enterprise, was persuaded it
to do it without any orders." Yet in his dis- would be a much greater and more glorious
course he was always magnifying justice, and performance, if without any directions from his
giving her the first rank among the virtues. superiors, he could seize upon the Piraeus, and
" Unsupported, by justice," said he, " valour deprive the Athenians of the empire of the sea,
ia good for nothing;! and if all men were just, by a sudden attack at land.
there would be no need of valour." If anyone, It is said, that this was a train laid for him
in the course of conversation happened to say, by Pelopidas and Gelon, first magistrates in
u Such is the pleasure of the great king ;" he Bceotia.f They sent persons to him, who pre-
would answer, " How is he greater than I, if tended to be much in the Spartan interest, and
he is not more just?" which implies a maxim who by magnifying him as the only man fit for
indisputably right, that justice is the royal in- such an exploit, worked up his ambition till he
strument by which we are to take the differ- undertook a thing equally unjust and detesta-
ent proportions of human excellence. ble with the affair of the Cadmea, but conduct-

After the peace was concluded, the king of ed with less valour, and attended with less suc-
Persia sent him a letter, whose purport was, cess. He hoped to have reached the Piraeus
to propose a private friendship, and the rites in the night, but daylight overtook him upon
of hospitality between them; but he declined the plains of Thriasia. And we are told, that
it. He said, " The public friendship was suf- some light appearing to the soldiers to stream
ficient; and while that lasted, there was no from the temples of Eleusis, they were struck
need of a private one." with a religious horror. Sphodrias himself lost

Yet he did not regulate his conduct by these his spirit of adventure, when he found hia
honourable sentiments: on the contrary, he march could no longer be concealed; and hav-
was often carried away by his ambition and ing collected some trifling booty, he returned
resentment. Particularly in this affair of the with disgrace to Thespis.
Thebans, he not only screened Phoebidas from Hereupon, the Athenians sent deputies to
punishment, but persuaded the Spartan com- Sparta, to complain of Sphodrias; but they
monwealth to join in his crime, by holding found the magistrates had proceeded against
the Cadmea for themselves, and putting the him without their complaints, and that he was

already under a capital prosecution. He had" The king of Persia's terms were : That the Greek
cities in Asia, with the islands of Clazomtnae and Cy- not dared to appear and take his trial; for he
prus, should " in.nn to him; that all the other states, dreaded the rage of his countrymen, who were
"nail and great, should be left free excepting ouly ashamed of his conduct to the Athenians, and
I/emnos, Imbros, and Scyros, which haviug brcn from who were willing to resent the injury as done
time immemorial subject to the Athenians, should re-
main so ; and that such as refused to embrace the to themselves, rather than have it thought that
peace, should be compelled to admit it by force of arms. they had joined in so flagrant an act of injustice.
Xen. Hellen. lib. T. ^'^", Xm- Grec- Hist- '" T- w''"ce it appears th»tThis peace of Antalcidas was made in the year be-
fcre Christ 387. the Cadmea was recovered by the Athenian forces.

Lleombrotus was the youngest son of Fauianiaj
f This is not the only instance, in which we find it was and brother to Agesipolis.

" maxim among the Lacedaemonians, that a man ought } They feared the Lacedxtnonians were too strone
to be strictly just in his private capacity, but that he lor them, and, therefore, pu' gphodrias upon this act
nay take what latitude he pleases in a public OIK, pro >f h.anhty against the Athtaiam, u, order to draw
Tided his couutxv is a gainer by v them into the quarrel.
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Sphodrias had a son named Cleonymus; well for teaching them to fight, when they had
young and hamlsotne, and a particular favourite neither inclination nor sullicieiit skill for it."
of Archidamus, the son of Agesilaus. Archi- It is certain the Thebans were at this time
damus, as it is natural to suppose, shared in all much more formidable in the field than they
the uneasiness of the young man for his father; had ever been; after having been trained and
but IIR knew not how to appear openly in hie exercised in so many wars with the Lacedje-
behalf, because Sphodrias had been a strong moniaris. For the same reason their ancient
adversary to Agesilaus. However, as Cleony- sage, Lycurgus, in one of his three ordinance!
mus applied to him, and entreated him with called llliatrx, forbad them to go to war with
many tears to intercede with Agesilaus as, the the same enemy often; namely, to prevent the
person whom they had most reason to dread, enemy from learning their art.
he undertook the commission. Three or four The allies of Sparta likewise complained ol
days passed, during which he was restrained Agesilaus, " That it was not in any public
by a reverential awe from speaking of the mat- quarrel, but from an obstinate spirit of privile
ter to his father: but he followed him up and resentment,* that he sought to destroy the
down in silence. At last, when the day of trial Thebans. For their part, they said, they were
was at hand, he summoned up courage enough wearing themselves out, without any occasion,
to say, Cleonymus was a suppliant to him for by going in such numbers upon this or that ex-
his father. .Agesilaus, knowing the attachment pedition every year, at the will of a handful oi
of his son to that youth, did not lay any in- Lacedaemonians." Hereupon, Agesilaus, de-
junctions upon him against it. For Cleony- sirous to shew them that the number of their
mus. from his infancy, had given hopes that he warriors was not so great, ordered all the
would one day rank with the worthiest men in allies to sit down promiscuously on one aide,
Sparta. Yet he did not give him room to ex- and all the Lacedaemonians on the other. This
pect any great favour in this case: he only said, done, the crier summoned the trades to stand
"He would consider what would be the con- up one after another; the potters first, and then
sistent and honourable part for him to act." the braziers, the carpenters, the masons, in

Archidamus, therefore, ashamed of the inef- short all the mechanics. Almost all the allieg
ficacy of his interposition, discontinued his rose up to answer in one branch of business or
visits to Cleonymus, though before he used to other, but not one of the Lacedaemonians; for
call upon him many times in a day. Hence the they were forbidden to learn or exercise any
friends of Sphodrias gave up the point for lost; manual art. Then Agesilaus smiled and said,
till an intimate acquaintance of Agesilaus, " You sec, my friends, we send more warrion
named Etymocles, in a conversation which into the field than you."
passed between them, discovered the senti- When he was come as far as Megara, upon
ments of that prince, He told them, "He his return from Thebes, as he was going up to
highly disapproved that attempt of Sphodrias, the senate-house in the ciladel,t he was seized
yet he looked upon him as a brave man, and with spasms and an acute pain in his right leg.
was sensible that Sparta had occasion for such It swelled immediately, the vessels were dis-
solilirrs as he." This was the way, indeed, in tended with blood, and there appeared all the
which Agesilaus constantly spoke of the cause, signs of a violent inflammation. A Syracusan
in order to oblige his son. By this Cleonymus physician opened a vein below the ancle; upon
immediately perceuved with how much zeal which the pain abated, but the blood came so
Archidamus had served him; and the friends of fast, that it was not stopped without great dif-
Sphodrias appeared with more courage in his ficulty, nor till he fainted away, and his life
behalf. Agesilaus was certainly a most affec- was in danger. He was carried to Lacednmon
tionate father. It is said, when his children in a weak condition, and continued a long tune
were small, he would join in their sports; and incapable of service.
a friend happening to find him one day riding In the meantime the Spartans met with sev-
among them upon a stick, he desired him " not eral checks both by sea and land. The most
to mention it till he was a father himself." considerable loss was at Leuctra,t which

Sphodrias was acquitted; upon which the was the first pitched battle the Thebans gain-
Athenians prepared for war. This drew the ed against them. Before the last mentioned
censures of the world upon Agesilaus, who, to action, all parties were disposed to peace, and
gratify an absurd and childish inclination of his the states of Greece sent their deputies to
eon, obstructed the course of justice, and Lacedzmon to treat of it. Among these wa
brought his country under the reproach of such Kpammondas, who was celebrated for his
flagrant offences against the Greeks. As he erudition and philosophy, but had as yet given
found his colleague Cleombrotus* disinclined
to continue the war with the Thebana, he * This private resentment and enmity, which Age-
dropped the excuse the law furnished him silaus entertained against the Thebans, went near to
with, though he had made use of it before, and bring ruin both upon himself and his country.
marched himself into Boeotia. The Thebans t Xenophon (Htllan. 337,12 Ed. St.) says", itwuii
mffered much from his operations, and he felt he wa> going from the temple of Venus to the senale-

house.

the same from theirs in his turn. So that An- 4 Some jnanuscriptf have it Tegyra; but here is no
talcirlas one day seeing him come ofTwoundcd, necessity to alter the received reading; though Palmer
thus addressed him: " The Thebans pay you insists so much upon it. For that of Leuctra was cer-

tainly the first pitched battle in which the Thebaol
* Xfoophon say«, Hie Ephori thought Agcsilaui, ai defeated the Athenians ; and they effected it at the nr*(

" more erpcrienced general, would conduct (he war career Besides, it appears from Xcnuplion, (Htlljn.
kKtr than CleojnbrotUI. To« v t, has nothing to do 349, 25.) Iliac Agesilaus was not then recovered of tb<
ID the Utt. "icluicu mentioned in the text.
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no proofs of his capacity for commanding ar- ful CleonymUB, the son of Sphodrias, was of
mies. He saw the other deputies were awed the number: he was struck down three several
by the presence of Agesilaus, and he was the times, as he was fighting in defence of his
only one who preserved a proper dignity and prince, and rose up as often; and at last wai
freedom, hoth in his manner and his proposi-killed with his sword in his hand.*
tions, lie made a speech in favour, not only After the Lacedaemonians had received this
of the Thebans, but of Greece in general; in unexpected Wow, and the Thenans were
which he shewed that war tended to aggrandize crowned with more glorious success than
Sparta, at the expense of the other states; and Greeks had ever boasted, in a battle with
insisted that the peace should be founded upon Greeks, the spirit and dignity of the vanquish-
justice and equality; because then only it would ed was, notwithstanding, more to be admired
be lasting, when all were put upon aa equal and applauded than that of the conquerors.
footing. And, indeed, if, as Xenophon says, "Men of

Agesilaus perceiving that the Greeks listened merit, in their convivial conversations, let fall
to him with wonder and great attention, asked some expressions that deserve to be remarked
him, "Whether he thought it just and equita- and preserved, certainly the noble behaviour
ble that the cities, of Bocotia should be declar- and the expressions of such persons, when
ed free and independent?" Epammondas, with struggling with adversity, claim our notice
great readiness and spirit, answered him with much more." When the Spartans received
another question, "Do you think it reasonable the news of the overthrow at Leuctra, it hap-
that all the cities of Laconia should be declar- pened that they were celebrating a fc-stiva.1,
ed independent?" Agesilaus. incensed at this and the city was full of strangers; for the
answer, started up, and insisted upon his de- troops of young men and maidens were at their
clarmir peremptorily, "Whether he agreed to exercises in the theatre. The Ephori, though
a perfect independence for Bo;otia?' and thi-y immediately perceived that thor affairs
Epaminondas replied as before, "On condition were ruined, and that they had lost the empire
you put Laconia in the same state." Ages- of Greece, would not suffer the sports to break
ilaus, now exasperated to the last degree, and off, nor any of the ceremonies or decorationi
glad c/a pretence against the Thebans, struck of the festival to be omitted; but having sent
their name out of the treaty, and declared war the names of the killed to their respective
against them upon the spot. After the rest of families, they stayed to see the exercises, the
the deputies had signed such points as they dances, and all other parts of the exhibition
could settle amicably, he dismissed them; concluded.!
leaving others of more difficult nature to be Next morning, the names of the killed, and
decided by the sword of those who survived the battle, being perfect-

Aa Cleombrotus had then an army in Pho- ly ascertained, the fathers and other relations
cis, the Eplwri sent him orders to march of the dead, appeared in public, and embraced
against the Thebans. At the same time they each other with a cheerful air and a generous
ient their commissaries to assemble the allies, pride; while the relations of the survivors shut
who were ill inclined to the war, and consid- themselves up, as in tune of mourning. And
ered it as a great burden upon them, though they if any one was forced to go out upon business,
durst not contradict or oppose the Laceda:- he shewed all the tokens of sorrow and hu-
monians. Many inauspicious signs and prodi- miliation, both in his speech and countenance
gies appeared, as we have observed in the life The difference was still more remarkable
of Euarninondas; and Prolheus" the Spartan among the matrons. They who expected to
opposed the war to the utmost of his power. see their sons alive from the battle, wcm
But Agcsilaus could not be driven from his melancholy and silent, whereas those who had
purpose. He prevailed to have hostilities com- * Epamioondas placed his best troops in one wing,
menced ; in hopes, that while the rest of Greece and those he least depended OD in the other. The fur-
was in a state of freedom, and in alliance with in* r he commanded in person ; to the latter he gave
Sparta, and the Thebans only excepted, he directions, that when they found the enemy's charg*
should have an excellent opportunity to chas- too heavy, they should retire k-isurely, $o as to expose
tise them. That the war was undertaken to to them -A sloping front. Cleombrotus and Archidamtis

advanced to the charge with grt-at vigour ; but, as thry
gratify his resentment, rather than upon ration- resssed on the Theban wing which retired, thfy gave
al motives, appears from hence: the treaty was paininondas an opportunity of charging thrm both in
concluded at Lacedrcmon on the fifteenth of flank and front; which he did with so much bravery,
June, and the Lacedasmonians were defeated that the Spartans began to give wav, especially after
at Leuctra on the fifth of JuJy: which was Cleombrotus was slam, whose dead body, however,

only twenty days after. A thousand citizens of 
they recovered. At length, they were totally defeated.
chiefly by the skill and conduct of the The ban general.

I^acedaemon were killed there, among whom Four thousand Spartan* were killed on the. tield of
were their king Cleombrotus and the flower of battle; whereas the Thcbans did not lose above three
their army, who fell by his side. The beauti- hundred. Such was the fatal battle of Leuctra, where-

in the Spartans lost their superiority in Greece, which
they had held Dear five hundred \ears.

" ProthtDi proposed rhat the Spartans should disband t But where was the merit of all this? What could
their army, according to their engagement; that all such a conduct have for its support but either insensi-
the states should carry their contributions to the tem-bility or affectation? If they found any reason to re-
ple of Apollo, to be employed only in making war up- joice in the glorious deaths oftheir friends and fi-lloir-
on such at should oppose the liberty of the cities. This, citizeni, certainly the ruin of the stale was an object
he said, «ould give the cause the sanction of Heaven, sufficiently serious to call them from tne pursuits ot
aud Ilie states of Greece would at all times be ready to fe«tmty ! But, Quos Jupiter rail jierJere prim It
erabark in it. But the Spartans only laughed at this men/an/: The infatuation of ambition and jeilouiy
advice ; for, as Xenophon adds, " It looked ai if the drew upon them the Theban war, and it seemed to
rods were already urging »o the Lacedaemonians to
their ruin." last upon them, even when they had felt iU fatal coo,

sequence!.
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an account that their eons were »lain, repaired fore. But now a new scene of hostihtiei ap-
immediately to the temples to return thanks, peared; the confederates advanced without re-
and visited each other with all the marks of sistance, laying all waste with tire and aworo_
joy and elevation. as far as the Eurotas, and the very suburbs of

The people, who were now deserted by Sparta. For, as Theopompus informs us.
their allies, and expected that Epaminondaa, Agesilaus would not suffer the Lacedemonian!
in the pride of victory, would enter Pelopon- to engage with such an impetuous torrent of
nesus, called to mind the oracle, which they ap- war. He contented himself with placing hut
plied again to the lameness of Agesilaus. The best infantry in the middle of the city, and
icruplesthey had on this occasion, discouraged other important posts; and bore the menacef
them extremely, and they were afraid the di- and insultaof the Thebans, who called him out
vine displeasure had brought upon them the by name, as the firebrand which had lighted up
late calamity for expelling a sound man from the war, and bade him fight for his country, up-
the throne, and preferring a lame one, in spite on which he had brought so many misfortune)
of the extraordinary warnings Heaven had Agesilaus was equally disturbed at the tumult
given them against it. Nevertheless, in regard and disorder within the city, the outcries of the
of his virtue, his authority, and renown, they old men, who moved backwards and forwards,
looked upon him as the only man who could expressing their gr.ef and indignation, and tha
retrieve their affairs; for, besides marching wild behaviour of the women, who were tet-
them under his banners as their prince and rified, even to madne*', at the shouts of th*
general, they applied to him in every internal enemy, and the flames which ascended around
disorder of the commonwealth. At present them. He was in pain, too, for his reputation.
they were at a loss what to do with those who Sparta was a great and powerful state at his ac-
had fled from the battle. The Lacedaemo- cession, and he now saw her glory wither, and
nians call such persons tresantas* In this his own boasts come to nothing. It seems, he
case they did not cnoose to set such marks of had often said, "No Spartan woman ever saw
disgrace upon them as the laws directed, be- the enemy's camp." In like manner, when
cause they were so numerous and powerful, an Athenian disputed with Antalcidas, on the
that there was reason to apprehend it might subject of valour, and eaid, "We have often
occasion an insurrection: for such persons are driven you from the banks of the Cephisus,"
not only excluded all offices, but it is infamous Antalcidas answered, "But we never drove
to intermarry with them. Any man who you from the banks of the Eurotas." Near
meets them is at liberty to strike them. They akin to this, was the repartee of a Spartan of
are obliged to appear in a forlorn manner, and less note, to a man of Argos, who said, "Many
in a vile habit, with patches of divers colours; of you sleep on the plains of Argos." Thi
and to wear their beards half shaved and half Spartan answered, "But not one of you sieepi
unsh.ived. To put so rigid a law as this in exe- on the plains of Lacedaemon."
cution, at a lime when the offenders were so Some say, Antalcidas was then one of the
numerous, and when the commonwealth had Epfiori, and that he conveyed Jus children to
so much occasion for soldiers, was both im- Cythera, in fear that Sparta would be taken.
politic and dangerous. As the enemy prepared to pass the Eurotas, in

In this perplexity they had recourse to order to attack the town itself, Agesilaus re-
Ages"aus, and invested him with new powers linquished the other posts, and drew up all his
of legislation. But he, without making any forces on an eminence in the middle of the
addition, retrenchment, or change, went into city. It happened that the river was much
the assembly and told the Lacedaemonians, swoln with the snow which had fallen in great
"The laws should sleep that day, and resume quantities, and the cold was more troublesome
their authority the day following, and retain to the Thebans than the rapidity of the current;
it forever." By this means he preserved to yet Epaminondas forded it at the head of his
the state its laws entire, as well as the obnox- infantry. As he was passing it, somebody
ious persons from infamy. Then, in order to pointed him out to Agesilaus; who, after hav-
raise the youth out of the depression and mel- ing viewed him for sometime, only let fall thii
ancholy under which they laboured, he enter- expression, "O adventurous man!" All the
ed Arcadia at the head of them. He avoided ambition of Epaminondas was to come to an
a battle, indeed, with great care, but he took engagement in the city, and to erect a trophy
a little town of the Mantmeans, and ravaged there; but finding ho could not draw down
the flat country. This restored Sparta to her Agesilaus from the heights, he decamped, and
spirits in some degree, and gave her reason to laid waste the country.
bone that she was not absolutely lost. There had long been a disaffected party in

Soon after this, Epaminondas and his allies Lacedaemon, and now about two hundred of
entered Laconia. His infantry amounted to that party leagued together, and seized upon a
forty thousand men, exclusive of the light- strong post, called the Issorimn, in which
armed, and those wh5, without arms, followed stood the temple of Diana. The Lacedaemo
only for plunder. For, if the whole were n;ans wanted to have the place stormed imme-
reckoned, there were not fewer than seventy diately: but Agesilaus, apprehensive of an in-
thousand that poured into that country. FuJJ surrection in their favour, took his cloak and
aix hundred years were elapsed since the first one servant with him, and told them aloud,
establishment of the Dorians in Lacedxinnn, 'That they had mistaken their orders." "I did
and this was the first time in all that long pe- not order you," said he, "to lake post here, nor
riod, they had seen an enemy in their territo- all in any one place, but some there, (pointing
tico; none ever dared to set foot in them be- to another place,) and some in other quarters."

" That ii, vertotu governed by tktvr feart. , When they heard this they were happy in think-
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big their design was not discovered; and they received the tidings of victory overjoyed. Even
"ame out and went to several posts as he direct-when that great battle was fought at Manti
ed them. At the same time he lodged another nea, which Thucydides has so well described,
corps in the /ssorium, and took about fifteen the Ephori presented the person who brought
of the mutineers, and put them to death in the him the first news of their success with noth-
night. ing but a mess of meat from the public table

Soon after this he discovered another, and But now, when an account of this battle was
much greater conspiracy of Spartans, who met brought, and Archidamus approached the town,
privately in a house belonging to one of them, they were not able to contain themselves.
to consider of means to change the form of First, his father advanced to meet him with
government. It was dangerous either to bring tears of joy, and after him the magistrates.
Diem to a trial in a time of so much trouble, or Multitudes of old men and of women flock
to let their cabals pass without notice. Age- ed to the river, stretching out their hands, and
silaus, therefore, having consulted with the blessing the gods, as if Sparta had washed off
Ephori, put them to death without the formal-her late unworthy stains, and seen her glory
ity of a trial, though no Spartan had ever suf- stream out afresh. Till that hour the men
fered in that manner before. were so much ashamed of the loss they had

Ag many of the neighbouring burghers, and sustained, that, it is said, they could not even
of the Helots who were enlisted, slunk away carry it with an. unembarrassed countenance
from the town, and deserted to the enemy, and to the women.
this greatly discouraged his forces, he ordered When Epaminondas re-established Messene,
his servants to go early in the morning to their and the ancient inhabitants returned to it from
quarters, and where they found any had de- all quarters, the Spartans had not courage to
serted, to hide their arms, that their numbers oppose him in the field. But it gave them
might not be known. great concern, and they could not look upon

Historians do not agree as to the time when Agesilaus without anger when they considered
the Thebans quitted Laconia. Some say the that in his reign they had lost a country full as
winter soon forced them to retire; the Arcadians extensive as Laconia, and superior in fertility
being impatient of a campaign at that season, to all the provinces of Greece; a country whose
and falling off ina very disorderly manner: oth- revenues they had long called their own. For
ers affirm, that the Thebans staid full three this reason, Agesilaus rejected the peace which
months: in which time they laid waste almost the Thebans offered him; not choosing formal-
all the country. Theopompus writes, that at ly to give up to them what they were in fact
the very juncture the governors of Breotia had possessed of. But while he was contending
sent them orders to return, there came a Spar- for what he could not recover, he was near
tan, named Phrixus, on the part of Ageeilaus, losing Sparta itself, through the superior gen-
and gave them ten talents to leave Laconia. eralship of his adversary. The Mantineani
So that, according tohim, they not only execut- had separated again from their alliance with
ed all that they intended, but had money from Thebes, and called in the Lacedemonians to
the enemy to defray the expenses of their return. their assistance. Eparoinonvlas being apprix-
For my part I cannot conceive how Theopom- ed that Agesilaus was upon his march to Man-
pus came to be acquainted with this particular, tinea, decamped from Tegea in the night, un-
which other historians knew nothing of. known to the Mantineans, and took a differ-

It is universally agreed, however, that Ages- ent road to Lacedzmon from that Agesilaug
ilaus saved Sparta by controlling his native pas- was upon; so that nothing was more likely
sions of obstinacy and ambition, and pursuing than that he would have come upon the city
no measures but what were safe. He could not, in this defenceless state, and have taken it
indeed, after the late blow, restore her to her with ease. But Euthynus, of Thespme, at
former glory and power. As healthy bodies, long Callisthenes relates it, or some Cretan, ac
accustomed to a strict and regular diet, often cording to Xenophon, informed Agesilaus of
find one deviation from that regimen fatal, so the design, who sent a horseman to alarm the
one miscarriage brought that flourishing state city, and not long after entered it himself.
todecay. Nor is to be wondered at. Theircon- In a little time the Thebans passed the Eu->
etitution was admirably formed for peace, for rotas, and attacked the town, Agesilaus de«
virtue, and harmony; but when they wanted to fended it with a vigour above his years. He
add to their dominions, by force of arms, and saw that this was not the time (as it had been)
to make acquisitions which Lycurgus thought for safe and cautious measures, but rather for
unnecessary to their happiness, they split upon the boldest and most desperate efforts; inso-
that rock he had warned them to avoid. much that the means in which he had never

Agesilaus now declined the service, on ac- before placed any confidence, or made the
count of his great age. But his son, Archida- least use of, staved off the present danger and
mu», having received some succours from Di- snatched the town out of the hands of Epami-
onysius, the Sicilian tyrant, fought the Arca- nondas. He erected a trophy upon the occa-
dians, and gained that which is called the fear- sion, and shewed the children and the women
less battle; for he killed great numbers of the how gloriously the Spartans rewarded their
enemy, without losing a man himself. country for their education. Archid." mus grc at-

Nothing could afford a greater proof of the ly distinguished himself that day, both by his
weakness of Sparta than this victory. Before courage and agility, flying through the bye-
it had been so common and so natural a thing lanes, to meet the enemy where they pressed
for Spartans to conquer, that on such occasions the hardest, and every where repulsing them
they ofcred no greater sacrifice than a cock: with his little band.
the combatants were not elated, nor those who But Isadui the son of Phrebidas, wag U»e

Ei
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most extraordinary and striking spectacle, not a rebel against the king hii master. Had he,
only to his countrymen, but to the enemy. He now he was upwards of eighty, and his body
was tall and beautiful in his person, and just full of wounds and scars, accepted again of th«j
growing from a boy into a man, which is the appointment of captain-general, to fight for the
time the human flower hue the greatest charm liberties of Greece, his ambition, at that tima
He was without either arms or clothes, nakec of day, would not have been entirely unexcep-
and newly anointed with oil, only he had a spear tionable. For even honourable pursuits must
in one hand, and a sword in the other. In this have their times and seasons to give them a
condition he rushed out of his house, and hav- propriety; and the avoiding of all extremes i*
ing made his way through the combatants, he the characteristic which distinguishes honoura-
dealt his deadly blows among the enemy's ranks, ble pursuits from dishonourable. But Agcsilaus
striking down every man he engaged with. Vet was not moved by this consideration, nor did he
he received not one wound himself; whether think any public service unworthy of him; he
it was that Heaven preserved him in regard to thought it much more unbecoming to lead an
his valour, or whether he appeared to his ad- inactive life at home, and to sit down and wait
versaries as something more than human. It is till death should strike his blow. He therefore
aaid, the Ephorl honoured him with a chaplet raised a body of mercenaries, and fitted out a
for the great things he had performed, but at fleet, with the money which Tachos had sent
the same time, fined him a thousand drachmas him, and then set sail; taking with him thirty
for daring to appear without his armour. Spartans for his counsellors, as formerly.

Some days after this, there was another bat- Upon his arrival in Egypt, all the great offi-
tle before Mantinea. Epaminondas, after having cers of the kingdom came immediately to pay
routed the first battalions, was very eager in the their court to him. Indeed, the name and
pursuit; when a Spartan, named Anticrales, character of Agesilaus had raised great expec-
turned short, and gave him a wound with a tations in the Egyptians in general, and they
spear, according to Dioscorides, or, as others crowded to the shore to get a sight of him.
say, with a sword.* And, indeed, the descend- But when they beheld no pomp or grandeur of
ants of Anticrates are to this day called ma- appearance, and saw only a little old man, and
ch&riones, swordsmen, in Laccda;mun. This in as mean attire, seated on the grass by the
action appeared so great, and was so accepts sea-side, they could not help regarding the
ble to the Spartans, on account of their fear of thing in a ridiculous light, and observing, tint
Kpaminondas, that they decreed great honours this was the very thing represented in the
and rewards to Anticrates, and an exemption fable,* "The mountain had brought forth a
from taxes to his posterity; one of which, nam- mouse." They were still more surprised at
ed Gallic rates,! "ow enjoys that privilege. his want of politeness, when they brought hid

After tins battle, and the death of Epami- such presents as were commonly made to stran-
nondas, the Greeks concluded a peace. But gers of distinction, and he took only the flour,
Agesilaus, under pretence that the Messenians the veal, and the geese, and refused the pas-
were not a state, insisted that they should not ties, the sweatmeats, and perfumes; and when
be comprehended in the treaty. AH the rest, they pressed him to accept them, he said,
however, admitted them to take the oath, as " They might carry them to the Helots." The-
one of the states; and the Lacedaemonians with- ophrastus tells us, he was pleased with the
drew, intending to continue the war, in hopes papyrus, on account of its thin and pliant tex-
of recovering Messenia. Agesilaus could not, ture, which made it very proper for chapleta;
therefore, be considered but as violent and ob- and, when he left Egypt, he asked the king for
stinate in his temper, and insatiably fond of some of it.
hostilities, since he took every method to ob- Tachos was preparing for the war; and Ages-
struct the general peace, and to protract the ilaus upon joining him, was greatly disappoint-
war; though at the same time, through want of ed to find he had not the command of all the
money, he was forced to borrow of his friends, forces given him, but only that of the merce-
and to demand unreasonable subsidies of the naries. Chabnas, the Athenian, was admiral:
people. This was at a time, too, when ha had Tachos, however, reserved to himself the chief
the fairest opportunity to extricate himself from direction, both at sea and land. This was the
all his distresses. Besides, after he had let iirst disagreeable circumstance that occurred
iJip the power, which never before was at such '.o Agesil.ius; and others soon followed. The
a height, lost so many cities, and seen his vanity and insolence of the Egyptian gave him
country deprived of the superiority both at sea ;reat pain, but he was forced to bear them.
and land, should he have wrangled about the fie consented to sail with him against the
properly and the revenues of Messene? Phoenicians; and, contrary to his dignity »nd

He still lost more reputation by taking a nature, submitted to the barbarian, till he could
command under Tachos, the ̂ Egyptian chief. find an opportunity to shake off his yoke. That
It was not thought suitable to one of the great- opportunity soon presented itself. Nectanibis,
est characters in Greece, a man who had filled cousin to Tachos, who commanded part of the
the whole world with his renown, to hire out brces, revolted, and was proclaimed king bj
his person, to give his name and his interest he Egyptians.
for a pecuniary consideration, and to act as cap- In consequence of this, Nectanabis sent am-
tain of a band of mercenaries, for a barbarian, lassadors to Agesilaus, to entreat his assist

ance. He made the same application to Cha
" Diodorus Siculus attributes this action to Gnllus- irias, and promised them both great rewards

Uie SOD ofXenonhon, who, he eays, was killed imme-
diately aftrr. But Ftularch's account, it teems, was
better grounded. " Alhenaeus makes Tachos say this, and AeeiiUui

f tf ear five hundred yean after. uiivter, " You will find me a lion by and bj'."
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Tachos was apprised of these proceedings, and persons to sound Agesilaus. This alarmed
begged of them not to abandon him. Chabrias Neclanabia: and when Agesilaus ad vised him
listened to his request, and endeavoured also to give battle immediately, and not to protract
to appease the resentment of Agesilaus, and the war with men who had seen no service, but
keep him to the cause he had embarked in. who, by the advantage of numbers, might draw
Agesilaus answered, " As for you, Chabrias, a line of circumvallation about his trenches,
you came hither as a volunteer, and, therefore, and prevent him in most of his operations;
may act as you think proper; but I was sent by then his fears and suspicions increased, and
my country, upon the application of the Egyp- put him upon the expedient of retiring into a
tians, for a general. It would not then be right large and well fortified town. Agesilaus could
to commence hostilities against the people, to not well digest this instance of distrust; yet he
whom I was sent as an assistant, except Sparta was ashamed to change sides again, and at last
should give me such orders." At the same return without effecting any thing. He there-
time he sent some of his officers home, with fore followed his standard, and entered the
instructions to accuse Tachos, and to defend town with him.
the cause of Nectanabis. The two rival kings However, when the enemy came up, and
also applied to the Lacedaemonians; the one as aegan to open their trenches, in order to en-
in ancient friend and ally, and the other as one close him, the Egyptian, afraid of a siege, was
who had a greater regard for Sparta, and inclined to come immediately to an engage-
would give her more "valuable proofs of his at- ment; and the Greeks werp of his opinion,
tachment jecause there was no great quantity of provi-

The Lacedsmonians gave the Egyptian de- sions in the place. But Agesilaus opposed it;
puties the hearing, and this public answer, and the Egyptians, on that account, looked
" That they should leave the business to the upon him in a worse light than before, not
care of Agesilaus. But their private instruc- scrupling to call him a traitor to their king.
tions to him were, " to do what should appear These censures he now bore with patience, be-
most advantageous to Sparta." Agesilaus had cause he was waiting a favourable moment for
no sooner received this order, than he with- putting in execution a design he had formed.
drew with hia mercenaries, and went over to The design was this. The enemy, as we
Nectanabis; covering this strange and scandal-have observed, were drawing a deep trench
ous proceeding with the pretence of acting in round the walls, with an intent to shut up
the best manner for his country:* when that Nectanabis. When they had proceeded so far
slight veil is taken off, its right name is treach- in the work that the two ends were almost
ery, and base desertion. It is true, the Lace- ready to meet, as soon as night came on, Age-
daemonians, by placing a regard to the advan- silaus ordered the Greeks to arm, and then
tage of their country, in the first rank of went to the Egyptian, and said, " Now is the
honour and virtue, left themselves no criterion time, young man, for you to save yourself,
of justice, but the aggrandizement of Sparta. which I did not choose to speak of sooner,

Tachos, thus abandoned by the mercenaries, lest it should be divulged and lost. The enemy
took to flight. But, at the same time, there with their own hands have worked out your
rose up in Mendes another competitor, to dis- security, by labouring so long upon the trench,
pute the crown with Nectanabis; and that that the part which is finished will prevent our
competitor advanced with a hundred thousand suffering by their numbers, and the space which
men, whom he had soon assembled. Ne.cta- is left puts it in our power to fight them upon
nabis, to encourage Agesilaus, represented to equal terms. Come on then; now shew your
him, that though the numbers of the enemy courage; sally out ilong with us, with the ut-
were great, they were only a mixed multitude, most vigour, and save both yourself and your
and many of them mechanics, who were to be army. The enemy will not dare to stand us
despised for their utter ignorance of war. " It in front, and our flinka are secured by the
is not their numbers," said Agesilaus, " that I trench." Nectanabis now, admiring his capa-
fear, but that ignorance and inexperience, you city, put himself in the middle of the Greeks,
mention, which render them incapable of being and, advancing to the charge, easily routed all
practised upon by art or stratagem: for those that opposed him.
can only be exercised with success upon such Agesilaus having thus gained the prince's
as, having skill enough to suspect the designs confidence, availed himself once more of the
of their enemy, form schemes to countermine same stratagem, as a wrestler sometimes uses
him, and, in the mean time, are caught by new the same sleight twice in one day. By some-
contrivances. But he who has neither expec- times pretending to fly, and sometimes facing
tation nor suspicion of that sort, gives his ad- about, he drew the enemy's whole army into a
versary no more opportunity than he who stands narrow place, enclosed with two ditches that
(till gives to a wrestler." were very deep, and full of water. When he

Soon after the adventurer of Mendes sent saw them thus entangled, he advanced to Uie
charge, with a front equal to theirs, and se-

* Xenophon has succeeded well enough in defending
Agesilaus, with respect to his undertaking the eipe- cured by the nature of the ground against being
djtioDs into Egypt. He represent* him pleased with surrounded. The consequence was, that they
the hopes of making Tachos some return for hit many made but little resistance; numbers were killed,
"ervices to the Lacedaemonians; of restoring, through and the rest fled, and were entirely put to the
hit means, the Greek ities in Asia to their liberty, rout.
ind of r-veuging the ill offices done the Spartans by
the king of Persia. But it was in vain fur that histo- The Egyptian, thus successful in his affairs,
rian to attempt to eiculnate him, with respect to hii and firmly established in his kingdom, had a
deserting Tachoj ithicn Plutarch juitly treat* as an grateful sense of the services of Agesilaus, and
Act of treachery. pressed him lo spend the winter with him
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But lie hastened his return to Sparta, on ac- upon at Commander-in-chief, and, as it were
count of the war she had upon her hands at king of Greece, till the battle of Leuctra.
home; for he knew that her finances were low, It was the custom of the Spartans to bury
though, at the same time, she found it neces- persons of ordinary rank in the place wher«
lary to employ a body of mercenaries. Nec- they expired, when they happened to die in a
tanabis dismissed him with great marks of hon-foreign country, but to carry the corpses of theii
our, and, besides other presents, furnished biro kings home. And as the attendants of Agegi-
with two hundred and thirty talents of silver, laus had not honey to preserve the body, they
for the expenses of the Grecian war. But, as embalmed it with melted wax, and so convey
it was winter, he met with a storm which drove ed it to Laccdi-mon. His son Archidamua
him upon a desert shore in Africa, called the succeeded to the crown, which descended in
Hiven ofJ\fenclaus; and there he died, at the his family to Agis, the fifth from Ageeilaua.
age of eighty-four yeara; of which he had reign- This Agis, the third of that name, was assas-
ed forty-one in Lacedjcmon. Above thirty sinated by Leonidas, for attempting to restart
years of that time he made the greatest figure, the ancient discipline of Sparta.
both as to reputation and power, being looked

POMPEY.

THE people of Rome appear, from the first, to der, and he did not retuse it; others applied
have been affected towards Pompey, much in it to him by way of ridicule. And Lucius
the same manner as Prometheus, in JEschylus, Philippus,* a man of consular dignity, as he
was towards Hercules, when after that hero was one day pleading for him, said, " It was
had delivered him from his chains, he says, no wonder if Philip was a lover of Alexander."

The sire I hated, but the son I lore.* We are told that Flora, the courtesan, took
a pleasure, in her old age, in speaking of the

For never did the Romans entertain a stronger commerce she had with Pompey; and she
and more rancorous hatred for any general than used to say, she could never quit bis embrace*
for Strabo, the father of Pompey. While he without giving him a bite. She added, that Ge-
lived, indeed, they were afraid of his abilities minius, one of Pompey's acquaintance, had a
as a soldier, for he had great talents for war; passion for her, and gave her much trouble
but upon his death, which happened by a with his eolicitations. At last, she told him
stroke of lightning, they dragged his corpse she could not consent on account of Pompey
from the bier, on the way to the funeral pile, Upon which he applied to Pompey for his
and treated it with the greatest indignity. On permission, and he gave it him, but never ap-
the other hand, no man ever experienced from proached her afterwards, though he seemed to
the same Romans an attachment more early retain a regard for her. She bore the loss of
begun, more disinterested in all the stages of him, not with the siight uneasiness of a pros-
his prosperity, or more constant and faithful titute, but was long sick through sorrow and
in the decline of his fortune, than Pompey. regret. It is said that Flora was eo celebrated

The sole cause of their aversion to the for her beauty and fine bloom that when Csci-
father was his insatiable avarice; but there lius Metellus adorned the temple of Castor and
were many causes of their affection for the son; Pollux with statues and paintings, he gave her
his temperate way of living, his application to picture a place among them.
martial exercises, his eloquent and persuasive Demetrius, one of Pompey's freedmen, who
address, his strict honour and fidelity, and the had great interest with him, and who died
easiness of access to him upon all occasions; worth four thousand talents, had a wife of ir-
for no man was ever less importunate in asking resistible beauty. Pompey on that account,
favours, or more gracious in conferring them. behaved to her with less politeness than was
When he gave, it was without arrogance; and natural to him, that he might not appear to be
when he received, it was with dignity. caught by her charms. But though he took his

In his youth he had a very engaging counte- measures with so much care and caution in this
nance, which spoke for him before he opened respect, he could not escape the censure of his
his lips. Yet that grace of aspect was not un- enemies, who accused him of a commerce
attended with dignity, and amidst his youthful with married women, and said he often ne-
bloom there was a venerable and princely air. glected, or gave up points essential to the pub-
His hair naturally curled a little before; which, lic, to gratify his mistresses.
together with the shining moisture and quick As to the simplicity of his diet, there is a
turn of his eye, produced a stronger likeness remarkable saying of his upon record. In a
of Alexander the Great than that which ap- great illness, when his appetite waa almost
peared in the statues of that prince. So that gone, the physician ordered him a thrush. His
some seriously gave him the name of Alexan- servants, upon inquiry, feund there was Dor

* Of the tragedy of Prometheus Released, from
which this line is taken, we have only some fragments * Lucius Marcus Philippug, one of the greatest ora-
remaining. Jupiter had chained Prometheus to the tors of his time. He was falher-iD-law to Augustus)
rocks of Caucasus, and Hercules, the son of Jupiter, having married his mother Attii. Horace sptaks of
releawd bun- liim, fib. i. c|i. 7.
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one to be had for money, for the season was btoke out in the old marriage acclamation of
past. They were informed, however, that of Talasio.
Luculliu had them all the year in his menage- The origin of the term is said to have been
ries. This being reported to Pompey, he said, this. When the principal Romans seized the
"Does Potnpey's lite depend upon the luiury of daughters of the Sabioes who were come to
Lucullus?" Then, without any regard to the see the games they were celebrating to entrap
physician, he ate something that was easy to them, some herdsmen and shepherds laid hold
be had. But this happened at a latter period of a virgin remarkably tall and handsome; and,
in life. lest she should be taken from them, as they

While he was very young, and served under carried her off, they cried all the way they went
his father, who was carrying on the war against Talasio. Talasius was a young man, univer-
Cinna,* one Lucius Terenlius was his comrade, sally beloved and admired-, therefore all who
and they slept in the same tent. This Teren- heard them, delighted with the intention, join-
tius. gained by Cmna's money, undertook to ed in the cry, and accompanied them with
assassinate Pompey, while others set fire to plaudits. They tell us, the marriage of Tala-
the general's tent. Pompey got information of sius proved fortunate, and thence all bride-
this when he was at supper, and it did not put grooms, by way of mirth, were welcomed with
him in the least confusion. He drank more that acclamation. This is the most probable
freely, and caressed Terenlius more than usu- account I can find of the term.*
al; but when they were to have gone to rest, Pompey in a little time married Antistia;
he stole out of the tent, and went and planted and afterwards repaired to Cinna's camp. But
a guard about his father. This done, he wait- finding some unjust charges laid against him
ed quietly for the event. Terentius, as soon there, he took the first private opportunity to
as he thought Pompey was asleep, drew his withdraw. As he was no where to be found,
sword, and stabbed the coverlets of the bed a rumour prevailed in the army, that Cinna
in many places, imagining that he was in it. had put the young man to death; upon which,

Immediately after this, there was a great numbers who hated Cinna, and could no longer
mutiny in the camp. The soldiers who hated bear with his cruelties, attacked his quarters.
their general, were determined to go over to He fled for his life; and being overtaken by
the enemy, and began to strike their tents and one of the inferior officers, who pursued him
take up their arms. The general dreading the with a drawn sword, he fell upon his knees,
tumult, did not dare to make his appearance. and offered him his ring, which was of no small
But Pompey was every where; he begged of value. The officer answered, with great fe-
them with teara to stay, and at last threw him- rocity, "I am not come to sign a contract, but
self upon his face in the gateway. There he to punish an impious and lawless tyrant," and
lay weeping, and bidding them if they would then killed him upon the spot.
go out, tread upon him. Upon this, they were Such was the end of Cinna; after whom
ashamed to proceed, and all, except eight hun- Carbo, a tyrant still more savage, took the
dred, returned and reconciled themselves to reins of government. It was not long, how-
their general. ever, before Sylla returned to Italy, to the

After the death of Strabo, a charge was laid jreat satisfaction of most of the Romans, who,
that he had converted the public money to his in their present unhappy circumstances, thought
own use, and Pompey, as his heir, was obliged the change of their master no small advantage.
to answer it. Upon inquiry, he found that To such a desperate state had their calamities
Alexander, one of the enfranchised slaves, had brought them, that no longer hoping for liberty,
secreted most of the money; and he look care they sought only the most tolerable servitude.
to inform the magistrates of the particulars. At that time Pompey was in the Picenc,
He was accused, however, himself, of having whither he had retired, partly because he had
taken some hunting-nets and books out of the lands there, but moie on account of an old at
spoils of Asculum; and, it is true, his father tachment which the cities in that district had
gave them to him when he took the place; but to his family. As he observed that the best
he lost them at the return of Cinna to Rome, and most considerable of the citizens left their
when that general's creatures broke into and houses, and took refuge in Sylla's camp as in a
pillaged his house. In this affair he maintained port, he resolved to do the same. At the same
the combat well with his adversary at the bar, time he thought it did not become him to go
and shewed an acuteness and firmness above like a fugitive who wanted protection, but
his years; which gained him so much applause rather in a respectable manner at the head of
that Antistius, the prstor, who had the hearing an army. He therefore tried what levies he
of the cause, conceived an affection for him, could make in the Picene,f and the people
and offered him his daughter in marriage. The readily repaired to his standard; rejecting the
proposal, accordingly, was made to his friends. applications of Carbo. On this occasion, one
Pompey accepted it; and the treaty was con- Vindius happening to say, "Pompey is just
cluded privately. The people, however had come from under the hands of the pedagogue,
some notion of the thing from the pains which and all on a sudden is become a demagogue
Antistius took for Pompey; and at last, when among you," they were so provoked, that they
he pronounced the sentence in the name of all fell upon him and cut him in pieces.
the judges, by which Pompey was acquitted, Thus Pompey, at the age of twenty-three
the multitude, as it were, upon a signal given, without a commission from any superior author

'' ID the year of Rome 666. And as Pompey was ity, erected himself into a general; and having
born in the time year with Ci«ro, *IT. in th< year of placed his tribunal in the most public part of
Rome 647, he muit, in thu war with Cinna, have been * See more of this in the life of Romuliu.
nineteen ycari old t Now the March of Ancoua.
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the great city of Auximum, by a formal decre as that in the first interview. He used to rat
commanded the Venlidii, two brothers who up and uncover his head, whenever Pompej
opposed him in behalf of Carbo, to depart th came to him; which he was rarely observed to
city. He enlisted soldiers; he appointed tri do for any other, though he had a number of
bunes, centurions, and other officers, according persons of distinction about him.
to the established custom. He did the same in Pompey was not elated with these honours
"11 the neighbouring cities; for the partisans On the contrary, when Sylla wanted to send
of Carbo retired and gave place to him, and the him into Gaul, where Metullus had done noth-
rest were glad to range themselves under hi ing worthy of the forces under his directions,
banners. So that in a little time they raisei he said, " It was not right to take the com-
chrec complete legions, and furnished himself mand from a man who was his superior both in
with provisions, beasts of burden, carriages age and character; but if Metellus should de-
in short, with the whole apparatus of war. sire his assistance in the conduct of the war, it

In this form be moved towards Sylla, not by was at his service." Metellus accepted the
hasty marches, nor as if he wanted to concea proposal,and wrote to him to come; whereupon
himself; for he stopped by the way to harass he entered Gaul, and not only signalized his
rhe enemy, and attempted to draw off from own valour and capacity, but excited once
Carbo all the parts of Italy through which he more the spirit of adventure in Metellus, which
passed. At last, three generals of the opposite was almost extinguished with age: just as brass
party, Carinna, Coelius and Brutus, came in a state of fusion is said to melt a cold plate
against him all at once, not in front, or in one sooner than fire itself. But as it is not usual,
body, but they hemmed him in with their three when a champion has distinguished himself in
armies, in hopes to demolish him entirely. the lists, and gained the prize in all the games,

Pompey, far from being tern6ed, assembled to record or to take any notice of the perform-
ill his forces, and charged the army of Brutus ances of his younger years; so the actions of
at the head of his cavalry. The Gaulish horse Pompey, in this period, though extraordinary
on the enemy's side sustained the first shock; in themselves, yet being eclipsed by the num-
But Pompey attacked the foremost of them, who ber and importance of his later expeditions, I
was a man of prodigious strength, and brought shall forbear to mention, lest, by dwelling upon
him down with a push of his spear. The rest his first essays, I should not leave myself room
immediately fled and threw the infantry into for those greater and more critical events
such disorder that the whole was soon put to which mark his character and turn of mind.
flight. This produced so great a quarrel among After Sylla had made himself master of Ita-
the three generals, that they parted and took sep ly, and was declared dictator, he rewarded his
arate routes. In consequence of which the cities, principal officers with riches and honours;
concluding that the fears of the enemy had made making them liberal grants of whatever they
them part, adopted the interest of Pompey. applied for. But he was most struck with the

Not long after, Scipio the consul advanced excellent qualities of Pompey, and was per-
to engage him. But before the infantry were suaded that he owed more to his services than
near enough to discharge their lances, Scipio's those of any other man. He therefore resolved,
soldiers saluted those of Pompey, and came if possible to take him into his alliance; and,
over to them. Scipio, therefore, was forced to as his wife Metella was perfectly of his opin-
fly. At last Carbo sent a large body of cavalry ion, they persuaded Pompey to divorce Antis-
against Pompey, near the river Arsis. He gave tia, and to marry lEmilia, the daughter-in-law
them so warm a reception, that they were soon of Sylla, whom Metella had by Scaurus, and who
broken, and in the pursuit drove them upon was at that time pregnant by another marriage.
impracticable ground; so that finding it im- Nothing could be more tyrannical than this
possible to escape, they surrendered themselves new contract. It was suitable, indeed, to the
with their arms and horses. .imes of Sylla, but it ill became the character

Sylla had not yet been informed of these of Pompey to take JEimlm, pregnant as she
transactions; but upon the first news of Pom- vas, from another, and bring her into hi*
pey's being engaged with so many adversaries, louse, and at the same time to repudiate An-
and such respectable generals, he dreaded the istia, distressed as she must be for a father
consequence, and marched with all expedition whom she had lately lost, on account of this
to his assistance. Pompey, having intelligence cruel husband. For Anlistius was killed in the
of his approach, ordered his officers to see that enate-house, because it was thought his regard
the troops were armed and drawn up in such or Pompey had attached him to the cause of
a manner as to make the handsomest and most Sylla. And her mother, upon this divorce, laid
gallant appearance before the Commander-in- riolent hands upon herself. This was an ad-
chief, t or he expected great honours from litional scene of misery in that tragical mar-
him, and he obtained greater. Sylla no sooner iage; as was also the fate of JEmiha in Pom-
saw Pompey advancing to meet him, with an ley's house, who died there in childbed.
army in excellent condition, both as to age and Soon after this, Sylla received an account
aize of the men, and the spirits which success hat Perpenna had made himself master of
had given them, than he alighted; and upon "iicily, where he afforded an asylum to the
being saluted of course by Pompey as impera- arty which opposed the reigning powers.
tor, he returned his salutation with the same Carbo was hovering with a fleet about that
title: though no one imagined that he would sland; Domitius had entered Africa; and
have honored a young man, not yet admitted many other persons of great distinction, who
into the senate, with a title for which he was lad escaped the fury of the proscriptions by
contending with the Scipios and the Marii. flight, had taken refuge there. Pompey was
The rest of his behaviour was as respectable eat against them with a considerable armi
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roent. Ho soon forced Perpenna to quit the came a tyrant. Pompey soon finished Ins pre-
island; and having recovered the cities, which parations for this expedition; and leaving the
had been much harassed by the armies that command in Sicily to Memmius, his sister's
were there before his, he behaved to them all husband, he set sail with a hundred and twenty
wilh great humanity, except the Mamertines, armed vessels, and eight hundred storeships,
who were seated in Messina. That people had laden with provisions, arms, money, and ma-
refused to appear before his tribunal, and to chines of war. Part of his fleet landed at U tics'
acknowledge his jurisdiction, alleging that they and part at Carthage: immediately after which,
stood excused by an ancient privilege granted seven thousand of the enemy came over to him,
to them by the Romans. He answered, "Will and he had brought with him six legions com-
you never have done with citing laws and plete.
privileges to men who wear swords?" His On his arrival, he met with a whimsical ad-
behaviour, too, to Carbo, in his misfortunes, venture. Some of his soldiers, it seems, found
appeared inhuman. For, if it was necessary, a treasure, and shared considerable sums. The
as, perhaps, it was, to put him to death, he thing getting air, the rest of the troopg con-
should have done it immediately, and then it cluded that the place was full of money, which
would have been the work of him that gave the Carthaginians had hid there in some time
orders for it. But, instead of that, he caused of public distress. Pompey, there-lure, could
a Roman, who had heen honoured with three make no use of them for several days, as they
consulships, to>be brought in chains before his were searching for treasures; and he had nothing
tribunal, where he sat in judgment on him, to to do but walk about and amuse himself with
the regret of all the spectators, and ordered the sight of so many thousands digging and turn-
him to be led off to execution. When they 111 up theground. At last, they gave up the point,
were carrying him off, and he beheld the sword and bade him lead them wherever he pleased,
drawn, he was so much disordered at it, that for they were sufficiently punished for their folly.
he was forced to beg a moment's respite, and Domitius advanced to meet him, and put his
a private place for the necessities of nature. troops in order of battle. There happened to

Caius Oppius,* the friend of Cssar, writes, be a channel between them, craggy and difficult
that Pompey likewise treated Quintus Valerius to pass. In the morning it began, moreover,
with inhumanity.-For, knowing him to be a to rain, and the wind blew violent!)'; insomuch,
man of letters, and that few were to be com- that Domitius, not imagining there would be
pared to him in point of knowledge, he took any action that day, ordered his army to retire.
him (he says) aside, and after he had walked But Pompey looked upon this as his opportu
with him till he had satisfied himself upon nity, and he passed the defile with the utmost
leveral points of learning, commanded his ser- expedition. The enemy stood upon their de-
vants to take him to the block. But we must fence, but it was in a disorderly and tumultu-
be very cautious how we give credit to Oppius, ous manner, and the resistance they made was
when he speaks of the friends and enemies of neither general nor uniform. Besides, the wind
CiEsar. Pompey, indeed, was under the neces- and rain beat in their faces. The storm in-
iity of punishing the principal enemies of Sylla, commoded the Romans too; for they could
particularly -when they were taken publicly. not well distinguish each other. Nay, Pom-
But others he suffered to escape, and even as- pey himself was in danger of being killed by
sisted some in getting off. a soldier, who asked him the word, and receiv-

He had resolved to chastise the Himereans ed not a speedy answer.-At length, however,
for attempting to support his enemies, when the he routed the enemy with great slaughter; not
orator Sthennis told him, " He would act un- above three thousand of them escaping out of
justly, if he passed by the person that was twenty thousand. The soldiers then saluted
guilty, and punished the innocent." Pompey Pompey imperator, but he said he would not
asked him, "Who was the guilty person?" accept that title while the enemy's camp stood
and he answered, " I am the man. I persuaded untouched; therefore, if they chose to confer
my friends, and compelled my enemies, to take such an honour upon him, they must first make
the measures they did." Pompey, delighted themselves masters of the intrenchinents.
with his frank confession and noble spirit, At that instant they advanced with great
forgave him first, and afterwards all the people fury against them. Pompey fought without his
of Himera. Being informed that his soldiers helmet, for fear of such an accident as he had
committed great disorders in their excursions, just escaped. The camp was taken, and Do-
he sealed up their swords, and if any of them mitius slain; in consequence of which most of
broke the seal, he took care to have them pun- the cities immediately submitted, and the rest
ished. were taken by assault. He took Jarbas, one

While he was making these and other regu- of the confederates of Domitius, prisoner, aad
lations in Sicily, he received a decree of the bestowed his crown on Hiempsal. Advancing
senate; and letters from Sylla, in which he was with the same tide of fortune, and while his
commanded to cross over to Africa and to carry army had all the spirits inspired by success, he
on the war with the utmost vigour, against Do- entered Numidia, in which he continued hia
mitius, who had assembled a much more pow- march for several days, and subdued all that
erful army than that which Marius carried not came in his way. Thus he revived the terror
long before from Africa to Italy, when he made of the Roman name, which the barbarians had
himself master of Rome, and of a. fugitive be- begun to disregard. Nay, he chose not to

leave the savage beasts in the deserts without
* The rame who wrole an account of the Spanish

jrar. He was also a biographer ; but his works of iK.it giving them a specimen of the Roman valour
kind are lost. He ww mean enough to wrile a Irea- and success. Accordingly he spent a few days
IIM. to ihow that Caeiario was not the son of Caesar. in hunting lions and elephants. The whole
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lime lie passed in Africa, they tell us, was not had been admitted into the senate on
above forty days; in which he defeated the of their opulent fortunes.
enemy, reduced the whole country, and brought When Pompey arrived at Rome, he de-
the affairs of its kings under proper regula- manded a triumph, in which he was opposed
tions, though he was only in his twenty-fourth by Sylla. The latter alleged, " That the lawi
year. did not allow that honour to any person who

" Upon his return to Utica, he received letters was not either consulior praUor."* Hence it
from Sylla, in which he was ordered to send was that the first Scipio, when he returned
home the rest of his army, and to wait there victorious from greater wars and conflicts with
with one legion only for a successor. This gave the Carthaginians in Spain, did not demand a
him a great deal of uneasiness, which he kept triumph; for he was neither consul nor praitor."
to himself, but the army expressed their indig- He added, " That if Pompey, who was yet lit
nation aloud; insomuch that when he entreated tie better than a beardless youth, and who was
them to return to Italy, they launched out into not of age to be admitted into the senate, should
abusive terms against Sylla, and declared they enter the city in triumph, it would bring an
would never abandon Pompcy, or suffer him to odium both upon the dictator's power, and
trust a tyrant. At first he endeavoured to those honours of his friend." These arguments
pacify them with mild representations: and Sylla insisted on, to shew him he would not
when he found those had no effect, he descend- allow of his triumph, and that, in case he per-
ed from the tribunal, and retired to his tent in sisted, he would chastise his obstinacy.
tears. However, they went and took him Pompey, not in the least intimidated, bade
thence, and placed him again upon the tribu- him consider, " That more worshipped tho
nal, where they spent great part of the day; rising than the setting sun;" intimating that
they insisting that he should stay and keep the his power was increasing, and Sylla's upon
command, and he in persuading them to obey the decline. Sylla did not well hear what hn
Sylla's orders, and to form no new faction. said, but perceiving by the looks and gestures
At last, seeing no end of their clamours and of the company that they were struck with th«
importunity, he assured them, with an oath, expression, he asked what it was. When he
" That he would kill himself, if they attempted was told it he admired the spirit of Pompey,
to force him." And even this hardly brought and cried, "Let him triumph! Let him tri-
them to desist. umph!"

The first news that Sylla heard of was, that As Pompey perceived a strong spirit of envy
Pompey had revolted; upon which he said to and jealousy on this occasion, it is said, that to
his friends, " Then it is my fate to have to con- mortify those who gave into it the more, he
tend with boys in my old age." This he said, resolved to have his chariot drawn by fou?
because Marius, who was very young, had elephants; for he had brought a number from
brought him into so much trouble and danger. Africa, which he had taken from the kings of
But whrn he received true information of the that country. But finding the gate too narrow,
affair, and observed that all the people flocked he gave up that design, and contented himself
out to receive him, and to conduct him home with horses.
with marks of great regard, he resolved to ex- His soldiers, not having obtained all they
ceed them in his regards, if possible. He, expected, were inclined to disturb the procea-
therefore, hastened to meet him, and embrac- sion; but he took no pains to satisfy them: he
ing him in the most affectionate manner, sa- said, " He had rather give up his triumph than
luted him aloud by the surname of Magnus, or submit to flatter them." Whereupon Servi-
the Great: at the same time he ordered all hus, one of the most considerable men in
about him to give him the same appellation. Rome, and one who had been most vigorous
Others say, it was given him by the whole in opposing the triumph, declared, " He now
army in Africa, but did not generally obtain found Pompey really the Great, and worthy of
till it was authorized by Sylla. It is certain, he a triumph."
was the last to take it himself, and he did not There is no doubt th"at he might then have
make use of it till a long time after, when he been easily admitted a senator, if he had de-
was sent into Spain with the dignity of pro- sired it; but his ambition was to pursue hon-
consul against Sertorius. Then he began to our in a more uncommon track. It would have
write himself in his letters and in all his been nothing strange, if Pompey had been a
edicts, Pompey the Great: for the world was senator before the age fixed for it; but it was a
accustomed to the name, and it was DO longer very extraordinary instance of honour to lead
invidious. In this respect we may justly ad- up a triumph before he was a senator. And it
mire the wisdom of the ancient Romans, who contributed not a little to gain him the affec-
iestowed on their great men such honourable tions of the multitude; the people were delight-
names and titles, not only for military achieve-ed to see him, after his triumph, class with the
ments, but tor the great qualities and arts which equestrian order.
adorn civil life. Thus the people gave the sur- Sylla was not without uneasiness at finding
name of J\I<u:imiis to Valerius,* for reconciling him advance so fast in reputation and power,
them to the senate after a violent dissension,
and to Fabius Kullus for expelling some per- his reducing the populace of Rome into four tribes,

who before were dispersed among all the tribes, aod,
"ons descended of enfranchised slaves,t who by that means, had too much influence in election*

and other public affairs. These were called rrt6u*ur-
" This was Marcus Valerius, the brother of Vale- uz. Liv. ix. 46.

rius Publicola, who was dictator. Livy (Lib. ixii.) tells us, the senate refused L.
f It was nut Ins expelling the detcendants of enfran- Cornelius Lentulus a triumph, for the same reason,

chised slaves the senate, nor yet his glorious victories, though they thought his achievements worthy of that
which procured Fabius the surname of Maiiraui; but lonour.
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yet he could not think of preventing it, til! and wrote othe' letters, containing heavy
with a high hand, and entirely against his will charges against him. This was the father of
Pompey raised Lepidus* to the consulship, b that Brutus, who together with Cassius, slew
assisting him with all his interest in the elec Caesar. But the son did not resemble the father,
tion. Then Sylla, seeing him conducted hom< either in war or in his death, as appears from
by the people, through theforum, thus address the life we have given of him. Lepidus, being
ed him: "I see, young man, you are proud ol soon driven out of Italy, fled into Sardinia,
your victory. And undoubtedly it was a grea where he died of grief, not in consequence of
and extraordinary thing, by your management o the ruin of his affairs, but of meeting with a
the people, to obtain for Lepidus the worst man billet (as we are told,) by which he discover-
in Home, the return before Catulus, one of the ed that his wife had dishonoured his bed.
worthiest and the best. Butawakel chargeyou At that time, Sertorius, an officer "very dif-
and be upon your guard. For you have now ferent from Lepidus, was in possession of
made your adversaries stronger than yourself." Spain, and not a little formidable to Rome it-

The displeasure Sylla entertained in his self; all the remains of the civil wars being
beart against Pompey appeared most plainly by collected in him, just as in a dangerous diseaso
his will. He left considerable legacies to his all the vicious humours flew to a distempered
friends, and appointed them guardians to his part. He had already defeated several generals
son, but he never once mentioned Pompey. The of less distinction, and he was then engaged
latter, notwithstanding, bore this with great with Metellus Pius, a man of great character
temper and moderation; and when Lepidus in general, and particularly in war; but age
and others opposed his being buried in the seemed to have abated that vigour which is ne-
Campus Martins, and his having the honours cessary for seizing and making the best advan-
rf a public funeral, he interposed, and by his tage of critical occasions. On the other hand,
presence not only secured, but did honour to nothing could exceed the ardour and expedition
the procession. with which Sertorius snatched those opportuni-

Sylla's predictions were veried soon after his ties from him. He came on in the most daring
death. Lepidus wanted to usurp the authority manner, and more like a captain of a banditti
of a dictator; and his proceedings were not in- han a commander of regular forces; annoying1
direct, or veiled with specious pretences. He vith ambuscades, and other unforeseen alarms,
immediately took up arms, and assembled the a champion who proceeded by the common,
disaffected remains of the factions which Sylla rules, and whose skill lay in the management
could not entirely suppress. As for his col- of heavy-armed forces.
league Catulus, the uncorrupted part of the At this juncture, Pompey, having an army
Senate and people were attached to him, and without employment, endeavoured to prevail
in point of prudence and justice, there was not with the senate to send him to the assistance
a man in Rome who hiid a greater character; of Metellus. Meantime, Catulus ordered him
but he was more able to direct the civil gov- o disband his forces; but he found various pre-
ernment than the operations of war. This ences for remaining in arms in the neigh-
crisis, therefore, called for Pompey, and he did >ourhood of Rome, till at last, upon the mc-
not deliberate which side he should take. He lon of Lucius Philippus, he obtained the
joined the honest party, and was declared gen- :ommand he wanted. On this occasion, we
eral against Lepidus, who by this time had re- re told, one of the senators, somewhat sur-
duced great part of Italy, and was master of irised at the motion, asked him wh" made it,
Cisalpine Gaul, where Brutus acted for him vhether his meaning was to send out Pompey
with a considerable force. pro consule] as the representative of a con-

When Pompey took the field, he easily ul? " No," answered he, "but [pro con*u-
made his way in other parts, but he lay a long ifeus] as the representative of both consuls;"
time before Mutina, which was defended by ntimating by this the incapacity of the consuls
Brutus. Meanwhile Lepidus advanced by that year.
hasty marches to Rome, and sitting down be- When Pompey arrived in Spain, new hopes
fore it, demanded a second consulship. The were excited, as is usual upon the appearance
inhabitants were greatly alarmed at his num- f a new general of reputation; and such of
bers; but their fears were dissipated by a let- ie Spanish nation as were not very firmly at-
ter from Pompey, in which he assured them, ached to Sertorius, began to change their
he had terminated the war without striking a pinions, and to go over to the Romans. Ser-
blow. For Brutus, whether he betrayed his onus then expressed himself in a very insolent
army, or they betrayed him, surrendered him- nd contemptuous manner with respect to
self to Pompey; and having a party of horse 'ompey; he said, " He should want no other
given him as an escort, retired to a little town weapons than a rod and ferula to chastise the
upon the Po. Pompey, however, sent Gemi- oy with, were it not that he feared the old
nius the next day to despatch him; which voman;" meaning MeteUus. But, in fact, it
brought no small stain upon his character. Im- was Pompey he was afraid of, anil on his ao
mediately after Brutus came over to him, he ount he carried on his operations with much
bad informed the senate by letter, it was a reater caution. For Metellus gave into a
measure that general had voluntarily adopted, ourse of luxury and pleasure, which no one
md yet on the morrow he put him to death, ould have expected, and changed the s'mphc-

ty of a soldier's life for a life of pomp and
* Marcus Emilias Lepidus, who, by Porapey't in- arade. Hence Pompey gained additional

terest, was declared consul with Q,. Lutatiui Catului, onor and interest; for he cultivated plain-
in the year of Rome 675. ess and frugality more than ever, though he
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had not, in that respect, much to correct in him- fortune in support of the war, applied to the
"elf, being naturally eobcr and regular in his senate for money to pay the troops, declaring
desires. he would return with his army to Italy, if they

The war appeared in many formi; but no- did not send it to him. Lucullus, who wa»
thing touched Pompey so nearly as the loss of then consul, though he was upon ill terms with
Lauron, which Sertorius took before his eyes. Pompey, took care to furnish him with the
Pompey thought he had blocked up 1 he enemy, money as soon as possible; because he wanted
and spoke of it in high terms, when suddenly to be employed himself in the Mithridatic war,
he found himself surrounded, and being afraid and he was afraid to give Pompey a pretext to
to move, had the mortification to see the city leave Sertorius, and to solicit the command
laid in ashes in his presence. However, in an against Mithridates, which was a more hon-
tngagment near Valencia, he defeated Heren- ourable, and yet appeared a less difficult com
mus and Perpenna, officers of considerable mission.
lank, who had taken part with Sertorius, and Meantime Sertorins was assassinated by hit
acted as hie lieutenants, and killed above ten own officers;* and Perpenna, who was at the
thousand of their men. head of the conspirators, undertook to supply

Elated with this advantage, he hastened to his place. He had, indeed, the same troops, the
attack Sertorius, that Metellus might have no same magazines and supplies, but he had not
ahare in the victory. He found him near the the same understanding to make a proper use
river Sucro,and they engaged near the close of of them. Pompey immediately took the field,
day. Both were afraid Metellus should come and having intelligence that Perpenna was
up; Pompey wanting to fight alone, and Serto- greatly embarrassed as to the measures he
rius to have but one general to fight with. The should take, he threw out ten cohorts as a bait
issue of the battle was doubtful; one wing in for him, with orders to spread themselves over
each army being victorious. But of the two the plain. When he found it took, and that
generals Sertorius gained the greatest honour, Perpenna was busied in the pursuit of that
for he routed the battalions that opposed him. handful of men, he suddenly made his appear-
As for Pompey, he was attacked on horseback ance with the main body, attacked the enemy,
bv one of the enemy's infantry, a man of un- and routed him entirely. Most of the officers fell
common size. While they were close engaged in the battle; Perpenna himself was taken pri-
with their swords, the strokes happened to soner, and brought to Pompey, who command-
light on each other's hand, but with different ed him to be put to death. Nevertheless, Pom-
success; Pompey received only a slight wound, pey is not to be accused of ingratitude, nor are
and he lopped off the other's hand. Numbers we to suppose him (as some will have it) for-
then fell upon Pompey, for his troops in that getful of the services he had received from that
quarter were already broken; but he escaped officer in Sicily. On the contrary, he acted with
beyond all expectation, by quitting his horse, a wisdom and dignity of mind that proved very
with gold trappings and other valuable furni- salutary to the public. Perpenna having got the
ture, to the barbarians, who quarrelled and papers of Sertorius into his hands, shewed let-
came to blows about dividing the spoil. ters by which some of the most powerful men

Next morning, at break of day, both drew in Rome, who were desirous to raise new com-
up again, to give the finishing stroke to the motions, and overturn the establishment, had
victory, to which both laid claim. But, upon invited Sertorius into Italy. But Pompey fear-
Metellus coming up, Sertorius retired, and his ing those letters might excite greater wars than
army dispersed. Nothing was more common that he was then finishing, put Perpenna to
than for his forces to disperse in that manner, death, and burned the papers without reading
and afterwards to knit again; so that Sertorius them. He stayed just long enough in Spam
was often seen wandering alone, and as often to compose the troubles, and to remove such
advancing again at the head of a hundred and uneasinesses as might tend to break the peacej
fifty thousand men, like a torrent swelled with after which he marched back to Italy, where
sudden rains. he arrived, as fortune would have it, when the

After the battle Pompey went to wait on Servile war was at the height.
Metellus; and upon approaching him, he order- Crassus, who had the command in that war,
ed his lictors to lower the fasces, by way of upon the arrival of Pompey, who, he feared,
compliment to Metellus, as tus superior. But might snatch the laurels out of his hand, re-
Metellus would not suffer it: and, indeed, in all solved to come to battle, however hazardous
respects he behaved to Pompey with great po- it might prove. He succeeded and killed
liteness, taking nothing upon him on account of twelve thousand three hundred of the enemy.
his consular dignity, or his being the older man, Yet fortune, in some sort, interweaved this
except to give the word, when they encamped with the honours of Pompey; for he killed
together. And very often they had separate five thousand of the slaves, whom he fell in
camps; for the enemy, by his artful and various with as they fled after the battle. Immediately
measures, by making his appearance at different upon this, to be beforehand with Crassus, he
places almost at the same instant, and by draw- wrote to the senate, " That Crassus had beaten
ing them from one action to another, obliged the gladiators in a pitched battle, but that it
them to divide. He cut off their provisions, he was he who had cut up the war by the roots."
laid waste the country, he made himself master The Romans took pleasure in speaking 01
of the sea; the consequence of which was, that this, one among another, on account of their
they were both forced to quit their own provin-
ces, and go Into those of others for supplies. " It was three years afler the consulate of Lucullui,

Pompey, having exhausted most of his own that Sertorius was atsaisiuated.
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regard for Pompey; which was such, that no people. For lie had restored them the tribu
part of the success in Spain, against Sertorius, nitial power, and had suffered a law to be
was ascribed by a man of them, either in jest made, that judges should again be appointed
or earnest, to any but Pompey. out of the equestrian order " However, theYet these honours and this high veneration most agreeable spectacle of all to the people
for the man, were mixed with some fears and was Pompey himself, when he went to claim
jealousies that he would not disband his army, his exemption from serving in the wars. I*.
but, treading in the steps of Sylla, raise him-was the custom for a Roman knight, when he
self by the sword to sovereign power, and had served the time ordered by law, to lead
maintain himself in it, as Sylla had done.* his horse into the forum, before the two
Hence, the number of those that went out of magistrates called censors; and after hiving
fear to meet him, and congratulate him on his given an account of the generals and other
return, was equal to that of those who went officers under whom he had made his cam-
out of love. But when he had removed this paigns, and of his own actions in them, to
suspicion, by declaring that he would dismiss demand his discharge. On these occasions
his troops immediately after the triumph, there they received proper marks of honour or dis-
remained only one more subject for envious grace, according to their behaviour.
tongues; which was, that he paid more atten- Gellius and Lentulus were then censors, and
tion to the commons than to the senate; and had taken their seats in a manner that became
whereas Sylla had destroyed the authority of their dignity, to review the whole equestrian
the tribunes, he was determined to re-establish order, when Pompey was seen at a distance
it, in order to gain the affections of the people. with all the badges of his office, as consul,
This was true: for there never was any thing leading his horse by the bridle. As soon as he
they had so much set their hearts upon, or was near enough to be observed by the cen-
longed for so extravagantly, as to see the tribu- sors, he ordered his lictors to make an open-
nitial power put into their hands again. So that ing, and advanced, with his horse in hand, to
Pompey looked upon it as a peculiar happiness, the foot of the tribunal. The people were
that he had an opportunity to bring that affair struck with admiration, and a profound silence
about; knowing, that if any one should be be- took place; at the same time a joy, mingled
fore-hand with him in this design, he should with reverence, was visible in the countenances
never find any means of making so agreeable of the censors. The senior censor then ad-
a return for the kind regards of the people. dressed him as follows: "Pompey. the Great,

A second triumph waa decreed him,t to- I demand of you, whether you have served all
gether with the consulship. But these were the campaign required by law?" He answer-
not considered as the most extraordinary in- ed, with a loud voice, "I have served them allj
stances of his power. The strongest proof of and all under myself, as general." The peo-
his greatness was, that Crassus, the richest, ple were so charmed with this answer, that
the most eloquent, and most powerful man in there was no end of their acclamations. At
the administration, who used to look down up- last, the censors rose up, and conducted Pom-
on Pompey and all the world, did not venture pey to his house, to indulge the multitude, who
to kolicit the consulship without first asking followed him with the loudest plaudits.
Pompey's leave. Pompey, who had long wish- When the end of the consulship approached,
ed for an opportunity to lay an obligation upon and his difference with Crassus was increasing
him, received the application with pleasure, daily, Caius Aurelius,f a man who was of the
and made great interest with the people in his equestrian order, but had never intermeddled
behalf; declaring he should take their giving with state affairs, one day, when the people
him Crassus for a colleague as kindly as their were met in full assembly, ascended the ros-
favour to himself. tra, and said, "Jupiter had appeared to him in

Yet when they were elected consuls, they a dream, and commanded him to acquaint the
disagreed in every thing, and were embroiled consuls, that they must take care to be recon
in all their measures. Crassus had most in- ciled before they laid down their office." Pom-
terest with the senate, and Pompey with the pey stood still and held his peace; but Cras-

sus went and gave him his hand, and saluted

* Cicero, in his epistles to AUicus. says, Fompey him in a friendly manner. At the same time
made but little secret of this unjustifiable ambition. he addressed the people as follows: "I think,
The passages are remarkable. mirandum enim t'n my fellow-citizens, there is nothing dishonour-
modum Cneius noster Syllani regni simiUudinem con- able or mean in making the first advances to
eupivU: Etiuc <ro» >"'"'"*', iiifiil \tle unyuam minus 06-
tcure tulit. Li\>. vii. ep. 9. "Our friend Pompey is Pompey, whom you scrupled not to dignify
wonderfully desirous of obtaining a power like tliat of with the name of the Great, when he was yet
Sylla; 1 tell you no more than what I know, for ht but a beardless youth, and for whom you. voted
makes no secret of it." And again, Hoc turpe Cneius two triumphs before he was a senator." Thus
noster biennio ante cogitavit; ita Sylia tulit animus reconciled, they laid down the consulship.
tjus, et proscriptunt- Ibid. ep. 10. " Pompey has
been forming this infamous design for these two years Crassus continued his former manner of life,
pasl; »o alrongly is ht benl upon imitating Sylla, and but Pompey now seldom chose to plead the
proscribing like him." Hence we ace how happy it causes of those that applied to him, and by
was for Rome, that in the civil wars, Caesar, and uot degrees he left the bar. Indeed, he seldom
Pompey, proved the conqueror. appeared in public, and when he did, it was

t He triumphed towards the end of the year of Rome always with a great train of friends and attend-
182, and at the same time was declared consul for the * L. Aurelius Cotta carried that point when he wa»
year ensuing. This was a peculiar honour, to gain praetor; and Plutanh say« again, becavst Caius Orac
the consulate without first bearing the subordinate chus had conveyed that privilege to the koighu fiftyoffice!; bM his two triumphs, and hi» great services, years before.
icuml that deviation from the common rules. t Oralius Aureliiu.
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ants; so that it was not easy either to speak those of Neptune in the Isthmus, at Tsnarut
to him or see him, but in the midst of a crowd. and in Calauria, those of Apollo at Actium and
He took pleasure in having a number of retain-in the isle of Leucas, those of Juno at Samoa,
ers about him, because he thought it gave him Argos, and the promontory of Lacinium."
an air of greatness and majesty, and he was They likewise offered strange sacrifices;
persuaded that dignity should be kept from be- those of OJympus I mean,f and they celebrat-
ing soiled by the familiarity, and indeed by the ed certain secret mysteries, among which those
very touch of the many. For those who are of Mithra continue to this day,J being original-
raised to greatness by arms, and know not how ly instituted by them. They not only insulted
to descend again to the equality required in a the Romans at sea, but infested the great
republic, are very liable to fall into contempt roads, and plundered the villas near the coast:
when they resume the robe of peace. The they carried off Sextilius and Bellinus, two
soldier is desirous to preserve the rank in the prxtors, in their purple robes, with all their
forum which he had in the field; and he who servants and lictors. They seized the daugh-
cannot distinguish himself in the field, thinks ter of Antony, a man who had been honoured
it intolerable to give place in the administra- with a triumph, as she was going to her coun
tion too. When, therefore, the latter has got try house, and he wa§ forced to pay a large
the man who shone in camps and triumphs into ransom for her.
the assemblies at home, and finds him attempt- But the most contemptuous circumstance of
ing to maintain the same pre-eminence there, all was, that when they had taken a prisoner,
of course he endeavours to humble him; and he cried out that he was a Roman, and
whereas, if the warrior pretends not to take told them his name, they pretended to be
the lead in domestic councils, he is readily al- struck with terror, smote their thighs, and fell
lowed the palm of military glory. This soon upon their knees to ask him pardon. The
appeared from the subsequent events. poor man; seeing them thus humble themselves

The power of the pirates had its foundation before him, thought them in earnest, and said
in Cilicia. Their progress was the more dan- he would forgive them; for some were so offi-
gerous, because at first it was little taken no- cious as to put on his shoes, and others to help
tice of. In the Mithridatic war they assumed him on with his gown, that his quality might
new confidence and courage, on account of no more be mistaken. When they had carried
some services they had rendered the king. Af- on this farce, and enjoyed it for some time, they
ter this, the Romans being engaged in civil let a ladder down into the sea, and bade him
wars at the very gates of their capital, the sea go in peace; and if he refused to do it, they
was left unguarded, and the pirates by de- pushed him off the deck, and drowned him.
grees attempted higher things; they not only Their power extended over the whole Tus-
attacked ships, hut islands and maritime towns. can sea, so that the Romans found their trade
Many persons, distinguished for their wealth, and navigation entirely cut off. The conse-
their birth, and their capacity, embarked with quence of which was, that their markets were
them, and assisted in their depredations, as if not supplied, and they had reason to apprehend
their employment had been worthy the ambi- a famine. This, at last, put them upon send-
tion of men of honour. They had in ing Pompey to clear the sea of pirates. Ga-
various places arsenals, ports, and watch-tow-binius, one of Pompey's intimate friends, pro-
ers, all strongly fortified. Their fleets were posed the decree,§ which created him not ad-
not only extremely well manned, supplied with miral, but monarch, and invested him with
skilful pilots, and fitted for their business by absolute power. The decree gave him the
their lightness and celerity; but there was a empire of the sea as far as the pillars of Her-
parade of vanity about them more mortifying cules, and of the land for four hundred fur-
than their strength, in gilded sterns, purple longs from the coasts. There were few parts
canopies, and plated oars; as if they took a of the Roman empire which this commission
pride and triumphed in their villany. Music did not take in; and the most considerable of
resounded and drunken revels were exhibited the barbarous nations and most poiverfu' kings,
on every coast. Here generals were made were moreover comprehended in it! Besides
prisoners; there the cities the pirates had taken this, he was empowered to choose out of the
were paying their ransom; all to the great senators fifteen lieutenants, to act under him,
disgrace of the Roman power. The number in such districts, and with such authority as he
of their galleys amounted to a thousand, and should appoint. He was to take from the
the cities they were masters of to four hundred. qusstors, and other public receivers, what

Temples, which had stood inviolably sacred
till that time, they plundered. They ruined * The printed text gires us the erroneous readibg
the temple of Apollo at Claros, that, where he of Lucamum, but two manuscripts give us Lacinium.
was worshipped, under the title of Didymsus,* Livy often mentions Juno Lacinia.
tnat of the Cabin in Samothrace, that of Ceresf t Not on mount Olympus, but in the city of Olym-
at Hermione, that of jEsculapius at Epidaurus, pus, near Phaselis in Pamphylia, which was one of the

receptacles of the pirates. What sort of sacrifices they
* So called from Didyme, in the territories of Mi- used to offer there is not known.

letus. t According to Herodotus, the Persians worshipped
t Pausanias (m Laconic,) tells us the Lacedaemoni-Venus under the name of Mithres, or Mithra; out

ans worship Ceres under the name of Chthanin: and the sun is worshipped in that country.
(in Corin/fluic.) he gives us the reason of her having
fhat name. " The Argives say, that Chthonia, the § This law was made in the year of Rome 686. The
daughter of Colontas, having been saved out of a con- crafty tribune, when he proposed it, did not name
flagration by Ceres, and conveyed to Hermione, built Fompey. Pompey was now in the thirty-ninth veil
t, temple to that goddess, who was worshipped tbtre of his age. His friend Gabinius, as appeals from Ctef
tader the name ofChlhooia." ro, was a man of infamous character.
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money he pleased, and equip a fleet of two divided the whole Mediterranean into thirteen
hundred sail. The number of marine forces parts, appo nting a lieutenant for each, and as-
of mariners and rowers, were left entirely to signing him a squadron. By thus stationing
hi* discretion. his fleets in all quarters, he enclosed the pirates

When this decree was read in the assembly as it were in a net, look great numbers of
the people received it with inconceivable plea them, and brought them into harbour. Such of
lure. The most respectable part of the senate their vessels as had dispersed and made off in
"aw, indeed, that such an absolute and unlimit time, or could escape the general chase, re-
ed power was above envy, but they considerec tired to Cilicia, like so many bees into a hive.
it as a real object of fear. They, therefore, all, Against these he proposed to go himself with
except Caesar, opposed its passing into a law sixty of his best galleys; but first he resolved
He was for it, not out of regard for Pompey to clear the Tuscan sea, and the coasts of Af-
but to insinuate himself into the good graces rica, Sardinia, Corsica, and Sicily, of all pirat-
of the people, which he had long been court- ical adventurers; which he effected in forty
ing. The rest were very severe in their ex- days, by his own indefatigable endeavours and
pressions against Pompey: and one of the con- those of his lieutenants. But, as the consul
tula venturing to Bay,* "If he imitates Romu- Pigo was indulging his malignity at home, in
lus, he will not escape his fate," was in danger wasting his stores and discharging his seamen,
of being pulled in pieces by the populace. he sent his fleet round to Brundusium, and

It is true, when Catulua rose up to speak went himself by land through Tuscany to Rome.
against the law, out of reverence for his per- As soon as the people were informed of hia
son they listened to him with great attention. approach, they went in crowds to receive him,
After he had freely given Pompey the honour in the same manner as they had done a few
that was his due, and said much in his praise, days before, to conduct him on his way. Their
he advised them to spare him and not to ex- extraordinary joy was owing to the speed with
pose such a man to BO manjfcdangers; "for which he had executed his commission, eo far
where will you find another," said he, "if you beyond all expectation, and to the superabun-
lose him?" They answered with one voice, dant plenty which reigned in the markets.
'Tfourself." Finding his arguments had no For this reason Piso was in danger of being
effect, he retired. Then Roscius mounted the deposed from the consulship, and Gabiniua
rostrum, but not a man would give ear to him. lad a decree ready drawn up for that purpose;
However he made signs to them with his fin- mt Pompey would not suffer him to propose
gers, that they should not appoint Pompey t. On the contrary, his speech to the people
»lone, but give him a colleague. Incensed at was full of candour and moderation; and when
the proposal, they set up such a shout, that a le had provided such things as he wanted, he
crow, which was flying over the Jorum, was went to Brundusium, and put to sea again.
"tunned with the force of it and fell down Though he was straightened for time, and in
among the crowd. Hence we may conclude, lis haste sailed by many cities without calling,
that when birds fall on such occasions, it is fet he stopped at Athens. He entered the
not because the air is so divided with the shock own and sacrificed to the gods; after which he
as to leave a vacuum but rather because the addressed the people, and then prepared to re-
sound strikes them like a blow, when it as- embark immediately. As he went out of tho
cends with such force, and produces so vio- gate he observed two inscriptions, each com
lent an agitation. >rised in one line.

The assembly broke up that day, without
coming to any resolution. When the day That within the gate was-

came that they were to give their suffrages, But know thyself a man, and be a god.
Pompey retired into the country; and, on re- That without-
ceiving information that the decree was passed,
he returned to the city by night, to prevent the We wish'd, we saw; we loved, and we adored.
envy which the multitudes of people coming Some of the pirates, who yet traversed the
to meet him would have excited. Next morn- ieas, made their submission; and as he treated
ing at break of day, he made his appearance, hem in a humane manner, when he had themand attended the sacrifice. After which he

md their ships in his power, others entertained
summoned an assembly, and obtained a grant lopes of mercy, and avoiding the other officersof almost .is much more as the first decree

surrendered themselves to Pompey, together
had given him. He waa empowered to fit out vith their wives and children. He spared
five hundred galleys, and to raise an army of a hem all; and it was principally by their means
hundred and twenty thousand foot, and five hat he found out and took a number who were
thousand horse. Twenty-four senators were ;uilty of unpardonable crimes, and therefore
selected, who had all been generals or prxtors, lad concealed themselves.
and were appointed his lieutenants; and he
had two quaestors given him. As the price of Still, however, there remained a great num

>er, and indeed the most powerful part of theseprovisions fell immediately, the people were
greatly pleased, and it gave them occasion to corsairs, who sent their families, treasures, and

sL. useless hands, into castles, and fortified§ay, "The very name of Pompey had termi-
nated the war." owns upon Mount Taurus. Then they manned

However, in pursuance of his charge, he heir ships, and waited for Pompey at Cora-
cesium, in Cilicia. A battle ensued, and the

* The consuls in Ihii year were Calpurniuj Piso, )irates were defeated; after which they retired
mi Acilius Glabrio, into the fort. But they had not been long be-
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itemed before they capitulated,and surrendered but like a frantic youth carried away by an et
theiiinHves, together with the cities and islands travagant passion for fame, when he mad*
which they had conquered and fortified, and signs to his troops not to touch Hector.
whith by their works, as well as situation, were Lett tome strong arm ilinuld match the gloriou pro*
almost impregnable. Thus the war was fin-
ished, and the v> hole force of the pirates de-
ftroycd, within three months at the farthest. 

Before Pellidei.- 

But Pompey fought for the common enemiei
Besides the other vessels, Pompey took of mankind, in order to deprive a pra;tor; who

ninety ships with beaks of brass; and the pris- was labouring to destroy them, of the honours
oners amounted to twenty thousand. He did of a triumph. Metellus, however, pursued his
not choose to put them to death, and at the operations till he took the pirates, and put them
eame time he thought it wrong to suffer them to all to death. As for Octavius, he exposed
disperse, because they were not only numerous, him in the camp as an object of contempt,
but warlike and necessitous, and therefore would and loaded him with reproaches, after which
probably knit again and give future trouble. he dismissed him.
He reflected, that man by nature is neither a When news was brought to Rome, that the
Ravage nor an unsocial creature; and when he war with the pirates was finished, and that
becomes so it is by vices contrary to nature; Pompey was bestowing his leisure upon visit-
yel even then he may be humanized by chang-ing the cities, Manilius, one of the tribunes of
ing his place of abode, and accustoming him to the people, proposed a decree, which gave him
a new manner of life: as beasts that are natu- all the provinces and forces under the com-
rally wild put off their fierceness, when they mand of Lucullus, adding likewise Bithyma,
are kept in a domestic way. For this reason which was then governed by Glabrio. It di-
he determined to remove the pirates to a great rected him to carry on the war against Mithri-
distance from the sea, and bring them to taste dates and Tigranes; for which purpose he was
the sweets of civil life, by living in cities, and also to retain his naval command. This was
by the culture of the ground. He placed some subjecting at once the whole Roman empire
of them in the little towns of Cilicia, which were to one man. For, the provinces which the for-
almost desolate, and which received them with mer decree did not give him, Phrygia, Lycao-
pleasure, because at the same time he gave them nia, Galatia, Cappadocia, Cilicia, the Upper
an additional proportion of lands. He repaired Colchis, and Armenia, were granted by this,
thecity ol'Soli/ which had lately been disman-together with all the forces, which under Lucul-
tled and deprived of its inhabitants by Tigranes, lus, had defeated Mithridates and Tigranes.
king of Armenia, and peopled it with a number By this law, Lucullus was deprived of the
of these corsairs. The remainder which was a honours he had dearly earned, and had a per-
considerable body, he planted in Dyma, a city son to succeed him in his triumph, rather than
of Achaia, which, though it had a large and in the war; but that was not the thing which
fruitfu. territory, was in want of inhabitants. affected the Patricians most. They were per-

Such as looked upon Pompey with envy suaded, indeed, that Lucullus was treated with
found fault with these proceedings;but his con- injustice and ingratitude; but it was a much
duct with respect to Metellue in Crete was not more painful circumstance, to think of a power
agreeable to his best friends. This was a re- in the hands of Pompey, which they could call
lation of that Melellus who commanded in nothing but a tyranny.* They therefore ex-
conjunction with Pompey in Spain, and he had horted and encouraged each other to oppose
been sent into Crete some time before Pompey the law, and maintain their liberty. Yet when
was employed in this war. For Crete was the time came, their fear of the people pre-
the second nursery of pirates after Cilicia. vailed, and no one spoke on the occasion but
Metellus bad destroyed many nests of them Catulus. He urged many arguments againit
there, and the remainder, who were beseiged the bill; and when he found they had no effect
by mm at this time, addressed themselves to upon the commons, he addressed himself to
Pompey as suppliants, and invited him into the the senators, and called upon them many times
island, as included in his commission, and fall- from the rostrum, " To seek some mountain,
ing within the distance he had a right to carry as their ancestors had done, some rock whither
his arms from the sea. He listened to their they might fly for the preservation of liberty."
application, and by letter enjoined Metellus to We are told, however, that the bill was
take no further steps in the war. At the same passed by all the tribes,f and almost the same
time he ordered the cities of Crete not to obey universal authority, conferred upon Pompey in
Metellus, but Lucius Octavius, one of his own hia absence, which Sylla did not gain but by
lieutenants, whom he sent to take the command.

Octavius went in among the beseiged, and
fought on their side; a circumstance which * "We have then got at last," said they, " a «ote-
rendered Pompey not only odious, but ridicu-reign ; the republic is changed into a monarchy ; theservices of Lucullus, the honour of Glabrio ana Mar-
lous. For what could be more absurd than to ciU3, two zealous and worthy senators, are to be sacri-
§utfer himself to be so blinded by his envy and ficed to the promotion of Fompey. Sylla neTer caned
"ealousy of Metellus aa to lend hia name and nil tyranny so far."
authority to a crew of profligate wretches, to f Two great men spoke in favour of (be law, namely,Cicero and Caesar. The former aimed at the consulate^
be used as a kind of amulet to defend them. which Pompey's party could more easily procure him,
Achilles was not thought to behave like a man, than that of Catulus and the senate. As for Cjesar, he

was delighted to see the people insensibly lose that re
publican spirit and lore of liberty, which might one day

" He exiled It after hii own name Fompciopolii. obstruct the vast designs he bad already foimcd.
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tne gword, and by carrying war into the bowel* disparage the conduct of Lucullan, and to rep-
of hi» country. When Pompey received the regent his actions in a despicable light. "Th-s
letters which notified his high promotion, and battles of Lucullus," he said, "were only mock
nis friends, who happened to be by, congratu-battles, and he had fought with nothing but
lated him on the occasion, he is said to have the shadows of kings; but that it was left for
knit his brows, smote his thigh, and expressed htm to contend with real strength and well
himself as if he was already overburdened and disciplined armies; since Mithridates had be-
wearied by the weight of power:* "Alas! is taken himself to swords and shields, and knew
there no end of ray conflicts? How much how to make proper use of his cavalry."
better would it have been to be one of the un- On the other hand, Lucullus defended him
distinguished many, than to be perpetually en- self by observing, "That it was nothing now
gaged in war? Shall I never be able to fly to Pompey to 6ght with phantoms and sha-
from envy to a rural retreat, to domestic hap- dows of war; for like a dastardly bird, he had
piness, and conjugal endearments?" Even his been accustomed to prey upon those whom he
friends were unable to bear the dissimulation had not killed, and to tear the poor remains of
of this speech. They knew the flame of his a dying opposition. Thus he had arrogated
nati»e ambition and lust of power was blown to himself the conquest of Sertorius, of Lepi-
up to a greater height by the difference he had dua, and Spartacus, which originally belonged
with Lucullus, and that he rejoiced the more to Metellus, to Catulus, and Crassus. Conse-
in the present preference, on that account. quently, he did not wonder that he was come

His actions soon unmasked the man. He to claim the honour of finishing the wars of Ar-
caused public notice to be given in all places menia and Pontus, after he had thrust himself
within his commission, that the Roman troops into the triumph over the fugitive slaves."
were to repair to him, as well as the kings and In a little time Lucullus departed for Rome;
princes their allies. Wherever he went, he an- and Pompey, having secured the sea from
nulled the acts of Lucullus, remitting the fines Phoenicia to the Bosphorus, marched in quest
he had imposed, and taking away the rewards of Mithridates, who had an army of thirty
he had given. In short, he omitted no means thousand foot and two thousand horse, but durst
to shew the partisans of that general that all not etand an engagement. That prince was in
his authority was gone. possession of a strong and secure post upon

Lucullus, of course, complained of this treat- a mountain, which he quitted upon Pompey'a
ment; and their common friends were of opin- approach, because it was destitute of water.
ion, that it would be best for them to come to Pompey encamped in the same place; and
an interview; accordingly they met in Galatia. conjecturing, from the nature of the plants and
AB they had both given distinguished proofs of the crevices in the mountain, that springs
military merit, the lictors had entwined the might be found, he ordered a number of wells
rods of each with laurel. Lucullus had march- to be dug, and the camp was in a short time
ed through a country full of flourishing groves, plentifully supplied with water.* He was not
but Pompey's rout was dry and barren, without a little surprised that this did not occur to
the ornament or advantage of woods. His Mithridates during the whole lime of Jus en-
laurels, therefore, were parched and withered; campment there.
which the servants of Lucullus no sooner ob- After this Pompey followed him to his new
served, than they freely supplied them with camp, and drew a line of circumvallation round
frr-sh ones, and crowned hisjfasces with them. him. Mithridates stood a siege of forty-five
This seemed to be an omen that Pompey would days, after which he found means to steal off
bear away the honours and rewards of Lucul- with his best troops, having first killed all
lus'a victories. Lucullus had been consul be- the sick, and such as could be of no service.
fore Pompey, and was the older man; but Pom-Pompey overtook him near the Euphrates, and
pey's two triumphs gave him the advantage in encamped over against him; but fearing he
point of dignity. might pass the river unperceived, he drew out

Their interview had at first the face of great his troops at midnight. At that time Mithn-
politeness and civility. They began with mu- dates is said to have had a dream prefigura-
tual compliments and congratulations: but they tive of what was to befal him. He thought he
toon lost sight even of candour and modera-was upon the Pontic sea, sailing with a favour-
tion ; they proceeded to abusive language; Pom- able wind, and in sight of the Bosphorus; so
pey reproaching Lucullus with avarice, and that he felicitated his friends in the ship, like a
LuculJus accusing Pompey of an insatiable man perfectly safe, and already in harbour.
lust of power; insomuch, that their friends But suddenly he beheld himself in the most
found it difficult to prevent violence. After destitute condition, swinging upon a piece of
thin, Lucullus gave his friends and followers wreck. While he was in all the agitation
lands in Galatia, as a conquered country, and which this dream produced, his friends awak-
made other considerable grants. But Pompey, ed him, and told him that Pompey wag al
who encamped at a little distance from him, hand. He was now under a necessity of fight-
declared he would not suffer his orders to be ing for his camp, and his generals drew up the
earned into execution, and seduced all his sol forces with all possible expedition.
diers, except sixteen hundred, who, he knew, Pompev seeing them prepared, was loath to
were 6t> mutinous that they would be as un- risk a battle in the dark. He thought it suffi-
lerviceable to him as they had been ill-affected cient to surround them, so as to prevent then
to their old general. Nay, he scrupled not to flight: and what inclined him still more to wait

" Ii it pOKJble to read this, without recollecting the
imilar character of oar Richard the third? * Paulu. JEmi\iui had done th« »»m«. Ihing lone be.

fore, in the Macedonian w&r.
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for daylight, was the consideration that h suring him that no man was ever seen on horW'
troops were much oetter than the enemy'i back in a Roman camp. Tigranes obeyed,
However, the oldest of his officers entreate and even took off his sword, and gave it them.
Him to proceed immediately to the attack, an As soon as he came before Pompey, be pulled
at last prevailed. It was not indeed very dark off his diadem, and attempted to lay it at hia
for the moon, though near her setting, gav feet. What was still worse, he was going to
light enough to distinguish objects. But it was prostrate himself, and embrace his knees. But
a great disadvantage to the king's troops, tha Pompey preventing it, took him by the hand,
the moon was so low, and on the backs of th and placed him on one side of him, and Ina
Romans; because she projected their shadow son on the other. Then addressing himself to
BO far before them, that the enemy could form the father, he said, "As to what you had lost
no just estimate of the distances, but thinkin before, you lost it to L,ucullus. It was he
them at hand, threw their javelins before the who took from you Syria, Phoenicia, Cilicia,
could do the least execution. Galatia, and Sophene. But what you kept till

The Romans, perceiving their mistake, ac my time, I will restore you, on condition you
vajiced to the charge with all the alarm o pay the Romans a fine of six thousand talents
voices. The enemy were in such a consterna for the injury you have done them. Your son
tion, that they made not the least stand, anc I will make king of Sophene."
in their flight, vast numbers were slain. The Tigranes thought himself so happy in these
lost above ten thousand men, and their cam] terms, and in finding that the Romans saluted
was taken. As for Mithridates, he brok< him king, that in the joy of his heart he prom-
through the Romans with eight hundred horse ised every private soldier half a mina, every
in the beginning of the engagement. Tha centurion ten minas, and every tribune a tal-
corps, however, did not follow him far befon ent. But bis son was little pleased at the de-
they dispersed, and left him with only three o termination ; and when he was inviled to sapper,
his people; one of which was his concubine he said, "He had no need of such honours
Hypsicratia, a woman of such a masculine anc from Pompey; for he could find another Ro-
daring spirit, that the king used to call her man." Upon this, he was bound, and reserv-
Hypsicrates. She then rode a Persian horse ed in chains for the triumph. Not long after,
and was dressed in a man's habit, of the fashion Phraates, king of Parthia, sent to demand the
of that nation. She complained not in the young prince, as his son-in-law, and to propose
least of the length of the march; and besides that the Euphrates should be the boundary
that fatigue, she waited on the king, and took between him and the Roman empire. Pom-
care of his horse, till they reached the caslJe o pey answered, " That Tigranes was certain-
Inora,* where the king's treasure, and his most ly nearer to his father than his father-in-law;
valuable moveables were deposited. Mithri- and as for the boundary, justice should direct
dates took out thence many rich robes, anc it."
bestowed them on those who repaired to him When he had dispatched this affair, he left
after their flight. He furnished each of his Afranms to take care of Armenia, and march-
friends, too, with a quantity of poison, that ed himself to the countries bordering on Mount
none of them, against their will, might come Dausacus, through which he must necessarily
alive into the enemy's hands. jass in search of Mithridates. The Albanians

From Inora, his design was to go to Ti- and Iberians are the principal nations in those
granes, in Armenia. But Tigranes had given )arts. The Iberian territories touch upon the
up the cause, and set a price of no less than a Vloschian mountains and the kingdom of Pon-
hundred talents upon his head. He therefore, ua; the Albanians stretch more to the east,
changed his route, and having passed the head and extend to the Caspian sea. The Albanians
of the Euphrates, directed his flight through it first granted Pompey a passage: but as win-
Colchis. er overtook him in their dominions, they took

In the meantime, Pompey entered Armenia, he opportunity of the Saturnalia, which the
upon the invitation of young Tigranes, who lomans observe religiously, to assemble their
had revolted from his father, and was gone to brces to the number of forty thousand men,
meet the Roman general at the river Araxes. with a resolution to attack them; and for that
This river takes its rise near the source of the mrpose passed the Cyrnus." The Cyrnus rises
Euphrates, but bends its course eastward, and n the Iberian mountains, ana being joined in
empties itself into the Caspian sea. Pompey ts course by the Araxes from Armenia, it dis-
and young Tigranes, in their march, received charges itself, by twelve mouths, into the Ca«-
the homage of the cities through which they Dian sea. Some say, the Araxes does not run
passed. As for Tigranes the father, he had nto it,f but has a separate chani?«l, and emp
been lately defeated by Lucullus; and now, ies itself near it into the same sea.
being informed that Pompey was of a mild Pompey suffered them to pass the river,
and humane disposition, he received a Ro- hough it was in his power to have hindered
man garrison into his capital; and taking his t; and when they were all got over, he attack-
friends and relations with him, went to sur- d and routed them, and killed great numbers
render himself. As he rode up to the intrcnch- m the spot. Their kings sent ambassadors to
menls, two of Pompey's lictors came and or- ieg for mercy; upon which Pompey forgave
dered him to dismount, and enter on foot; as- im the violence he had offered, and entered

nto alliance with him. This done, he march-

* It seems from a passage in Strabo, (B. Til.) that, " Slrabo and Pliny call this river Cyna, and so FIu-
instead of /nora, we should read Sinoria: for that ,rch probably wrote it.
was ODC or the many fortresses Mithridatei had built f This is Strabo'i opinion, in which he is followed
between (he greater and the leu Armenia C modern geographers.
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«d against the Iberians, who were equally nu-Medes, and dismissed them with letters expreimerous and more warlike, and who were very live of his regard. Meantime the king of Par
desirous to signalize their zeal for Mithridites, thia had entered Gordyene, and was doing in
by repulsing Pompey. The Iberians were never finite damage to the subjects of Tigranei.
"ubjcct to theMedesor Persians: they escaped Against him Pompey sent Aframus, who put
even the Macedonian yoke, because Alexander him to the rout, and pursued him as f»r as tha
"was obliged 10 leave fiyrcinia. in haste. Pora- province of Arbelis.
pey, however, defeated this people too, in a great Among all the concubines of Mithridates thafbattle, in which he killed no less than nine thou- were brought before Pompey, he touched no\
land, and took above ten thousand prisoners. one, but sent them to their parents or bus-

After this, he threw himself into Colchis; bands; for most of them were either daughters
and Servilius came and joined him at the mouth or wives of the great officers and principal per-
of the Phasis, with the fleet appointed to guard sons of the kingdom. But Stratomce, whowai
the Euxine sea. The pursuit of Mithndates the first favourite, and had the care of a fort
was attended with great difficulties: for he had where the best part of the king's treasure wai
concealed himself among the nations settled lodged, was the daughter of a poor old musician.
about the Bosphorus and the Palus Mxotis. She sung one evening to Mithridates at an en-
Besides, news was brought Pompey that the Al- tertainment, and he was so much pleased with
banians had revolted, and taken up arms again. her that he took her to his bed that night, and
The desire of revenge determined him to march sent the old man home in no very good humour,
back, and chastise them. But it wag with in- because he had taken his daughter without
finite trouble and danger that he passed the condescending to speak one kind word to him.
Cyrnus again, the barbarians having fenced it But when he waked next morning, he saw ta-
on their side with pallisades all along the banks. bles covered with vessels of gold and silver, a
And when he was over, he had a large country great retinue of eunuchs and pages, who offer-
to traverse, which afforded no water. This last ed him the choice of rich robes, and before his
difficulty he provided against, by filling ten gate a horse with such magnificent furniture,
thousand bottles; and pursuing his march, he as is provided for those who are called the,
found the enemy drawn up on the banks of the king's friends. All this he thought nothing but
river Abas,' to the number of sixty thousand an insult and burlesque upon him, and therefore
foot, and twelve thousand horse, but many of prepared for flight; but the servants stopped
them ill-armed, and provided with nothing of him, and assured him that the king had given
the defensive kind but skins of beasts. him the house of a rich nobleman lately de-

They were commanded by the king's brother, ceased, and that what he saw was only the first
named Cosis; who, at the beginning of the bat- fruits-a small earnest of the fortune he intend-
tle, singled out Pompey, and, rushing in upon ed him. At last he suffered himself to be per-
him, struck his javelin into the joints of his suaded that the scene was not visionary; be
breastplate. Pompey in return, run him through put on the purple, and mounted the horse, and,
with his spear and laid him dead on the spot. as he rode through the city, cried out "All thia
It is said that the Amazons came to the assis- is mine." The inhabitants, of course, laughed
tance of the barbarians from the mountains at him; and he told them, " They should not
near the river Thermodon, and fought in this be surprised at this behaviour of his, but rather
battle. The Romans, among the plunder of wonder that he did not throw stones at them,"
the field, did, indeed, meet with bucklers in From such a glorious source sprang Stroionice.
the form of a half-moon, and such buskins as She surrendered to Pompey the castle, and
the Amazons wore; but there was not the body made him many magnificent presents; howev-
of a woman found among the dead. They in- er, he took nothing but what might be an or-
habit that part of Mount Causacus which nament to the solemnities of religion, and add
stretches towards the Hyrcanian sea, and are luatre to his triumph. The rest he desired she
not next neighbours to the Albanians ;f for would keep for her own enjoyment. In likeGels and Leges lie between; but they meet manner, when the king of Iberia sent him athat people, and spend two months with them
every year on the banks of the Thermodon: bed-stead, a table, and a throne, all of massy

gold, and begged of him to accept them as aafter which they retire to their own country,
where they live without the company of men. mark of his regard, he bade the qu;estors apply

them to the purposes of the public revenue.After this action, Pompey designed to make
hie way to the Caspian sea, and march by its In the castle of Caenon he found the privaW

papers of Mithridates; and he read them withcoasts into Hyrcama; but he found the number
some pleasure, because they discovered that

of »enomu» serpents so troublesome, that he prince's real character. From these memoirs)
was forced to return, when three days' march
"jaore would have carried him as far as he pro- it appeared, that be had taken off many per-

sons by poison, among whom were hii ownposed. The next route he took was into Arme-
nia the Less, where he gave audience to am- son Ariarathes and Alcaeua of Sardis. Hit
bassadors from the kings of the Elymseansf and pique against the latter took its rise merely

from his having better horses for the race than
" This river takes iU rise in the mountains of Alba- he. There were also interpretations, both of

Bit, and (alls into the Caspian Sea. Ptolemy ctUi it
"VttXHUff his own dreams and those of his wives; and

t The Albanian forces, according to Slrabo, were the lascivious letter* which had passed between
numerous, but ill-disciplined. Their offensire wea- him and Monime. Theophanes pretends ttj
pons were darts and arrows, and their defensive armour
was made of the skin! of beasU. lions three provinces belonging to them, G»biin«.

} Strabo (Lib. ivi.) places the Elynwaas in thai Messabalice, and Corbiane. He adds, that they we H
p»rt of Assyria wLich borders upon Sledia, lad DMB- PUW, ful enough to refuse submission to the king W

FF
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lay, that there was found among those papers Roman province, because it had no lawftil
" memorial composed by Rutiliua,* exhorting king.* He reduced Judsa, and toi k its king
Mithridates to massacre all the Romans in Asia. Arietobulus prisoner. He founded gome cities,
But most people believe this was a malicious and set others free; punishing the tyranU who
invention of Theophanes, to blacken Rutiliua, had enslaved them. But most of his time wai
whom probably he hated, because he was a per- spent in administering justice, and in deciding
fect contrast to him; or it might be invented by the disputes between cities and princes. Where
J*ompey, whose father was represented io Ru- he could not go himself, he sent his friends; the
tulius's Histories as one of the worst of men. Armenians and Parthians, for instance, hav-

From Cznon Pompey marched to Anmus; ing referred the difference they had about some
where his infatuating ambition put him upon territory, to his decision, he sent three arbi-
very obnoxious measures. He had censured trators to settle the affair. His reputation ai
Lucullus much for disposing of provinces at a to power was great, and it was equally res-
time when the war was alive, and for bestow- pectable as to virtue and moderation. Thit
ing other considerable gifts and honours, which was the thing which palliated most of big
conquerors use to grant after their wars were faults, and those of his ministers. He knew
absolutely terminated. And yet when Mithn- not how to restrain or punish the offences of
dates was master of the Boaphorus, and had those he employed, but he gave so gracioui a
assembled a very respectable army again, the reception to those who came to complain of
game Pompey did the very thing he had cen- them, that they went away not ill satisfied with
Bured.-As if he had finished the whole, he dis- all they had suffered from their avarice and
posed of governments, and distributed other re- oppression.
wards among his friends. On that occasion many His first favourite was Demetrius his en-
princes and generals, and among them twelve franchised slave; a young man, who, in other
barbarian kings, appeared before him; and to respects, did not want understanding, Lut who
gratify those princes, when he wrote to the king made an insolent use of his good fortune.
of Parthia, he refused to give him the title of They tell us this story of him. Cato the philoso-
King of kings, by which he was usually ad- pher, then a young man, but already celebrated
drewed. for his virtue and greatness of mind, went to

He was passionately desirous to recover see Antioch, when Pompey was not there.
Syria, and passing from thence through Arabia, According to custom, he travelled on foot, but
to penetrate to the Red sea, that he might go his friends accompanied him on horseback.
on conquering every way to the ocean which When he approached the city, he saw a great
lurrounds the world. In Africa he was the number of people before the gates, all in white,
first whose conquests extended to the Great and on the way a troop of young men ranged
Sea; in Spam he stretched the Roman domin- on one side, and of boys on the other. Thii
ions to the Atlantic; and in his late pursuit of gave the philosopher pain; for he thought it a
the Albanians, he wanted but little of reaching compliment intended him, which he did not
the Hyrcanian sei. In order, therefore, to take want. However, he ordered his friend* to alight
the Red Sea, too, into the circle of hie wars, he and walk with him. As soon as they were near
began his march; the rather, because he saw it enough to be spoken with, the master of the
difficult to hunt out Mithridates with a regular ceremonies, with a crown on his head, and a
force, and that he was much harder to deal staff of office in his hand, came up and asked
with in his flight than in battle. For this rea- them, "Where they had left Demetrius, and
"on, he said, "He would leave him a stronger when he might be expected?" Cafe's compan
enemy than the Romans to cope with, which ions laughed, but Cato said only, "Alas, poor
was famine." In pursuance of this intention, city!" and so passed on.
he ordered a number of ships to cruise about Indeed, others might the better endure the
and prevent any vessels from entering the Bos- insolence of Demetrius, because Pompey bore
phorus with provisions; and that death should with it himself. Very often, when Pompey
be the punishment tor such as were taken in was waiting to receive company, Demetriu*
the aXempt. seated himself in a disrespectful manner at

As he was upon his march with the best part table, with his cap of liberty pulled over his
of his army, he found the bodies of those Ro- ears. Before his return to Italy he had pur-
mans, who fell in the unfortunate battle between chased the pleasantest villas' about Rome, with
Triariusf and Mithridates, still uninterred. He magnificent apartments for entertaining bu
gave them an honourable burial; and the omis- friends; and some of the most elegant aqd ex-
Eion of it seems to have contributed not a lit- pensive gardens were known by his Amr.
tle to the aversion the army had for Lucullus. Yet Pompey himself was satisfied with »in

Proceeding in the execution of his plan, he different house till the third triumph. After-
subdued the Arabians about mount Amanus, wards he built that beautiful and celebrated
by his lieutenant Afranius, and descended him- theatre in Rome; and as an appendage to it,
self into Syria; which bo converted into a built himself a house much handsomer than the

former, but not ostentatiously great; for he who
" P. Rutilius Rufui wu coiuul in the yrar of Rome

648. Ciceio girci him a great character. He wa» " Pompey look the temple of Jerusalem, killing B*
afterwards banished into Asia, and when Sylla retailed [ess than* twelve thousand Jew* in the action. He en-
him, he refused to return. He wrote a Roman history tered the temple contrary to their law, but had th«
u Greek, which Appran made great lite of. moderation Dot to touch any of the holy uteofilf, or

f Triariui was defeated by Mithridates three Tears :hc treasure belonging to it. Aristobolus pretenUd
before Pompey's march into Syria. He had twenty- lim with a golden vine, valued at five hundred talenU,
ibree tribunrs, and a hundred tad &l\j ceulurioiu kul- which he afterward* cojuccrztcd ut U»e tempi*) of Jt-
"d in that bailie ; and his camp ww taken. >iUr CapitoliaiK,
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came to be master of it after him, at his firat en- he looked upon and admired the magnificence
trance was surprised, and asked " Where was of hii habit, and the size and beauty of hit
the room in which Pompey the Great used to arms. The scabbard of tht sword, which cost
"up.'" Such is the account we have of these four hundred talents, was stolen by one Pub-
matters. hus, who sold it to Ariarathes. And Caius,

The king of Arabia Petraa had hitherto con- the foster-brother of Mithridales, took the dia-
sidered the Romans in no formidable light, dem, which was of most exquisite workman-
but he was really afraid of Pompey, and sent ship, and gave it privately to Faustus, the son
letters to acquaint him that he was ready to of Sylla, who had begged it of him. This
obey his commands. Pompey, to try the sin- escaped the knowledge of Pompey, but Phar-
cerity of hie professions, marched against Pe- naces, discovering it afterwards, punished the
tra. Many blamed this expedition, looking persons guilty of the theft.
upon it as no better than a pretext to be ex- Pompey having thoroughly settled the affairs
cused pursuing Mithridates, against whom they of Asia, proceeded in his return to Rome with
would have had him turn, as against the an- more pomp and solemnity. When he arrived
cient enemy of Rome; and an enemy who, ac- at Mitylene, he declared it a free city, for the
cording to all accounts, had so far recovered sake of Theophanes, who was born there.
his strength as to propose marching through He was present at the anniversary exercises of
Scythia and Pacoma into Italy. On the other the poets, whose sole subject that year was the
band, Pompey was of opinion that it was much actions of Pompey. And he was so much
easier to ruin him when at the head of an army, pleased with their theatre, that he took a plan
than to take him in his flight, and therefore of it, with a design to build one like it at
would not amuse himself with a fruitless pur- Rome, but greater and more noble. When
suit, but rather chose to wait for a new he came to Rhodes, he attended the declama-
emergency, and, in the meantime, to turn his tions of all the Sophists, and presented each
arms to another quarter. of them with a talent. Posidonius committed

Fortune soon resolved the doubt He had the discourse to writing, which he made be-
advanced near Petra, and encamped for that fore him against the position of Hermagoras,
day, and was taking some exercise on horse- another professor of rhetoric concerning In-
back without the trenches, when messengers vention in general.* He behaved with equal
arrived from Pontus; and it was plain they munificence to the philosophers at Athens,
brought good news, because the points of their and gave the people fifty talents for the repair
spears were crowned with laurel. The sol- of their city.
diers seeing this, gathered about Pompey, who He hoped to return to Italy the greatest and
was inclined to finish his exercise before he happiest of men, and that his family would
opened the packet; but they were so earnest meet his affection with equal ardour. But the
in their entreaties, that they prevailed upon deity whose care is always to mix some por-
him to alight and take it. He entered the tion of evil with the highest and most splendid
camp with it in his hand; and as there was no favours of fortune, had been long preparing
tribunal ready, and the soldiers were too im- him a sad welcome in his house. Mucia,f in
patient to raise one of turf, which was the hia absence, had dishonoured his bed. While
common method, they piled a number ofpack- he was at a distance, he disregarded the report,
laddles one upon another, upon which Pom- but upon his approach to Italy, and a more ma-
pey mounted, and gave them this information: ture examination into the affair, he sent her
" Milhndates is dead. He killed himself upon a divorce without assigning his reasons either
the revolt of his son Pharnaces. And Pharna- then or afterwards. The true reason is to be
ces has seiied all that belonged to his father; found in Cicero's epistles.
which he declares he has done for himself and People talked variously at Rome concerning
the Romans." , Pompey's intentions. Many disturbed them-

At this news Ihe army, as might be expect- selves at the thought that he would march with
ed, pave a loose to their joy, which they ex- his army immediately to Rome, and make him-
pressed in sacrifices to the gods, and in recip- self sole and absolute master there. Crasjiw
rocal entertainments, as if ten thousand of took his children and money, and withdrew;
their enemies had been slain in Mithridates. whether it was that he had some real appre-
Pompey having thus brought the campaign and hensions, or rather that he chose to counte-
the whole war to a conclusion so Wappy, anil nance the calumny, and add force to the sling ot
so far beyond his hopes, immediately quitted
Arabia, traversed the provinces between that * Hermagoraa wai for reducing invention under tw«
and Galalia with great rapidity, and soon ar- general heads, the reason of Ihe process, and the at&te
rived at Amisus. There he found many pre- of the Question; which limitation Cicero disapproved
tent* from Pharnaces, and several corpses of as much as hii mailer Poiidoniu*. Vide Cicero, d<

loveul. Rhetor. Lib. i.

the royal family, among which was that of This Potidonius who wat-of Apamea, n not to b«
Mithridates. The face of that prince could confounded with Poiidomu: of Aleiaudna. the diicipl*
Cot be easily known, because the embalmers of Zeno.
had Dot taken oat the brain, and by the corrap- t Mucia was litter to Metellu. Ctler, and to M«tel
tiou of that, the features were disfigured. lus Ncpoi. She wai debauched by Caerar; Tor which
Vet some that were curious to examine it dis- r«a»n, when Pompey married Cztar'l daughter, all

the world blurted him for turning off a wife by whom
tinguished it by the scars. As for Pompey, he he had three children, to espouse the daughter of a
would not see the body, but to propitiate the man whom he had often, with a ligh, called hi§ JEei,
avenging deity,* sent it to Smope. However, thus. Mucia'» disloyally must have been very public

since Cicero, iu one ol hii letucri to Alticui, »ji lha
"* Nemeiii. divorce ol Muci» me<u with general approbation "

Lib. i. ep. 12.
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envy; the latter seems the more probable. But pey had brought into the public treasury, i»
Pompey had no sooner set foot in Italy, than he money, and in gold and silver vessels, to the
called an assembly of his soldiers, and, after a value of twenty thousand talents, besides what
kind and suitable address, ordered them to dis- he had distributed among the soldiers, of whom
perse in their respective cities, and attend to he that received least had fifteen hundred
their own affairs till his triumph, on which drachmas to his share. The captives who
occasion they were to repair to him again. walked in the procession (not to mention the

As soon as it was known that hia troops chiefs of the pirates) were the son of Tigranci,
were disbanded, an astonishing change ap- king of Armenia, together with his wife and
peared in the face of things. The cities seeing daughter; Zosima, the wife of Tigranes him-
Pompey the Great unarmed, and attended by a self; Arislobulus, king of Judea; the sister of
few friends, as if he was returning only from a Mithridates, with her five sons; and some
common tour, poured out their inhabitants af- Scythian women. The hostages of the Alba-
ter him, who conducted him to Rome with the nians and Iberians, and of the king of Com-
sincerest pleasure, and with a much greater magcnc also appeared in the train: and as
force than that which he had dismissed; so that many trophies were exhibited as Pompey had
there would have been no need of the army, if gained victories, either in person or by his lieu-
he had formed any designs against the state. tenants, the number of which was not small.

As the law did not permit him to enter the But the most honourable circumstance, and
city before his triumph, he desired the senate what no other Roman could boast, was that his
to defer the election of consuls on his account, third triumph was over the third quarter of the
that he might by his presence support the in- world, after his former triumphs had been over
terest of Piso. But Cato opposed it, and the the other two. Others before him had been hon-
motion miscarried. Pompey, admiring the lib- oured with three triumphs, but his first tri-
erty and firmness with which Cato maintained umph was over Africa, his second over Europe,
the rights and customs of his country, at a and his third over Asia; so that the three
time when no other man would appear so open- seemed to declare him conqueror of the world.
ly for them, determined to gain him if possi- Those who desire to make the parallel be-
ble; and as Cato had two nieces, he offered tween him and Alexander agree in all respect*,
to marry the one, and asked the other for his tell us he was at this time not quite thirty-four,
eon. Cato, however, suspected the bait, and whereas, in fact, he was entering upon hii
looked upon the proposed alliance as a means fortieth year.* Happy it had been for him, if he
intended to corrupt his integrity. He there- had ended his days, while he was blessed with
fore refused it, to the great regret of his wife Alexander's good fortune! Throughout the rest
and sister, who could not but be displeased at of his life, every instance of success brought ita
his rejecting such advances from Pompey the proportion of envy, and every miscarriage was
Great. Meantime Pompey being desirous to irretrievable. For the authority which he had
get the consulship from Afranius, distributed gained by his merit he employed for others in
money for that purpose among the tribes, and a way not very honourable; and his reputation
the voters went to receive it in Pompey's own consequently sinking, as they grew in strength,
gardens. The thing was so public that Pom- he was insensibly ruined by the weight of hia
pey was much censured for making that office own power. As it happens in a seige, every
venal, which he had obtained by his great ac- strong work that is taken adds to the beseiger'g
tions, and opening a way to the highest hon- force; so Czsar, when raised by the influence
our in the state to those who had money, but of Pompey, turned that power, which enabled
wanted merit. Cato then observed to the la- him to trample upon his country, upon Pom-
dies of his family, that they must all have pey himself. It happened in this manner.
shared in this disgrace; if they had accepted Lucullus, who had been treated so unwor-
Pompey's alliance; upon which they acknow- thily by Pompey in Asia, 'upon his return to
ledged he was a better judge than they of hon- Rome met with the most honourable reception
our and propriety. from the senate; and they gave him still greater

The triumph was eo great, that though it was marks of their esteem after the arrival of Pom-
divided into two days, the tune was far from pey; endeavouring to awake his ambition, and
being sufficient for displaying what was pre- prevail with him to attempt the lead in the ad-
pared to be carried in procession; the"re re- ministration. But his spirit and active powers
mained still enough to adorn another triumph. were by this time on the decline; he had given
At the head of the shew appeared the titles of himself up to the pleasures of ease and the
the conquered nations; Pontus, Armenia, Cap- enjoyments of wealth. However, he bore up
padocia, Paphlagouia, Media, Colchis, the against Pompey with some vigour at first, and
Iberians, the Albanians, Syria, Cilicia, Meso- got his acts confirmed which his adversary had
potamia, Phoenicia, Palestine, Judea, Arabia, annulled; having a majority in the senate
the pirates subdued both by sea and land. In through the assistance of Cato.
those countries, it was mentioned that there Pompey, thus worsted in the senate, had re-
were not less than a thousand castles, and near course to the trilunes of the people and to the
rune hundred cities taken; eight hundred gal- young plebeians. Clodius, the most daring
leys taken from the pirates; and thirty-nine and profligate of them all, received him with
desolate cities repeopled. On the face of the open arms, but at the same time subjected him
tablets it appeared besides, that whereas the to all the humours of the populace. He made
revenues of the Uoman empire before these
conquests amounted but to fifty millions of " II should be forty-siilh ye»r. Pompey wa§ born

ID the beginning of the month of August, ID the year
drachmas, by the new acquisitions they were of Romt 647, and hit triumph was in the Mine m <uu\
advanced tocighly-tive millions: and that Pom- in the year ol' Rome 692.
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Mn dangle after him in the forum in a man-so obnoxious; and his friends could only say,
ner far beneath hia dignity, and insisted upon by -way of apology, that it was an expression
his supporting every bill that he proposed, and which had escaped him. But it appeared by
every speech that he made, to flatter and in- the subsequent events, that he was then en-
gratiate himself with the people. And, as if tirely at Cssar's devotion. For within a few
tin' connection with him had been an honour days, to the surprise of all the world, he mar-
instead of a disgrace, he demanded still higher ried Julia, Cigar's daughter, who had been
wages; that Pompcy should give up Cicero, promised to Caepio, and was upon the point of
who had ever been his fast friend, and of the being married to him. To appease the resent-
greatest use to him in the administration. And ment of Ca:pio, he gave him his own daughter,
these wages he obtained. For when Cicero who had been before contracted to Faustua,
came to be in danger, and requested Pompey's the son of Sylla; and Caesar married Calpur
assistance, he refused to see him, and shutting nia, the daughter of Pieo.
his pates against those that came to intercede Pompey then filled the city with soldiers,
for him, went out at a back door. Cicero, and carried every thing with open force. Upon,
therefore, dreading the issue of the trial, de- Bibulus the consul's making his appearance in
parted privately from Rome. the forum together with Lucullus and Cato

At this time Caesar, returning from his pro- the soldiers suddenly fell upon him, and broke
vince," undertook an affair, which rendered his fasces. Nay, one of them had the impu-
him very popular at present, and in its conse-dence to empty a basket of dung upon the head
quences gained him power, but proved a great of Bibulus; and two tribunes of the people,
prejudice to Pompey and to the whole com-who accompanied him, were wounded. The
monwealth. He was then soliciting his first forum thus cleared of all opposition, the law
consulship, and Crassus and Pompey being at passed for the division of lands. The people,
variance, he perceived that if he should join caught by this bait, became tame and tractable
the one, the other would be his enemy of in all respects, and without questioning the ex-
course; he therefore set himself to reconcile pediency of any of their measures, silently gave
them. A thing which seemed honourable in their suffrages to whatever was proposed. The
itself, and calculated for the public good; but acts of Pompey, which Lucullus had contested,
the intention was insidious, though deep laid were confirmed; and the two Gauls on this
and covered with the most refined policy. For and the other side the Alps and Illyria, were
while the power of the state was divided, it allotted to Caesar for five years, with four com
kept it in an equilibrium, as the burden of a plete legions. At the same time Piso, Caesar's
ship properly distributed, keeps it from inclin- father-in-law, and Gabinius, one of the most
ing to one side more than another, but when abandoned flatterers of Pompey, were pitched
the power came to be all collected into one upon for consuls for the ensuing year.
part, having nothing to counterbalance it, it Bibulus, finding matters thus carried, shut
overset and destroyed the commonwealth. himself up in his house, and for the eight fol-
Hence it was, that when some were observing lowing months remained inattentive to the
that the constitution was ruined by the differ- functions of his office;* contenting himself with
ence which happened afterwards between publishing manifestos full of bitter invectiveg
Caesar and Pompey, Cato said, " You are un- against Pompey and Caesar. Cato, on this oc-
der a great mistake: it was not their late dis- casion, as if inspired with a spirit of prophecy,
agreement, but their former union and connec- announced in full senate the catamites which
tion which gave the constitution the first and would befal the commonwealth and Pompey
greatest blow." himself. Lucullus, for his part, gave wp all

To this union Caesar owed his consulship. thoughts of state affairs, and betook himstlf to
And he was no sooner appointed than he began repose, as if age had disqualified him for the
to make his court to the indigent part of the concerns of government. Upon which Pom-
people, by proposing laws for sending out colo- pey observed, " That it was more unseasonable
nies, and for the distribution of lands; by for an old man to give himself up to luxury
which he descended from the dignity of a con- than to bear a public employment." Yet, not-
sul, and in some sort took upon him the office withstanding this observation, he soon suffered
of a tribune. His colleague Bibulus opposed himself to be effeminated by the love of a
him, and Cato prepared to support Bibulus in young woman; he gave up his time to her; he
the most strenuous manner; when Cssar placed "pent the day with her in his villas and gar-
Pompey by him upon the tribunal, and asked dens, to the entire neglect of public affairs;
him, before the whole assembly, " Whether he insomuch that Clodius the tribune began to
ipproved his lawe?" and upon his answering despise him, and to engage in the boldest de-
in the affirmative, he put this farther question, signs against him. For after he had banished
"Then if any one shall with violence oppose Cicero, and sent Cato to Cyprus, under pre-
these laws, will you come to the assistance of tence of giving him the command in that island;
the people?" Pompey answered, " I will cer- when Caesar was gone upon his expedition into
tainly come; and against those that threaten to Gaul, and the tribune found the people en
take the sword, I will bring both sword and tirely devoted to him, because he flattered their
buckler." inclinations in all the measures he took, he

Pompey til] that day had never said any thing attempted to annul some of Pompey'a ordi-
nances; he took his prisoner Tigranes from

" It was not at the time of Cicero'i going into eiile, him, kept him in his own custody, and ira
that Caesar returned from hii province in Spain, which * Hence the wiu of Rome, instead of saying, such
he had governed with the tille of praetor, but (wo a Ihiug happened in the consuUhip of Caisar and Bib-
Tears before. Czsar returned in the year of Rome ulus, said it happened in the coniulshif of Julius an!
193, and Cicero quitted Rome iu the year 695. Cxsar.
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peached gome of his friends, in order to try in Clodius, on the other hand, alleged, "Thai
them the strength of Pompey's interest. At the law was not made on account of the real
last, when Pompey appeared against one of scarcity of provisions, but that an artificial
these prosecutions, Clodius, having a crew of scarcity was caused for the sake of procuring
profligate and insolent wretches about him, as- the law, and that Pompey, by a new commis-
cended an eminence, and put the following sion, might bring his power to life again, which
questions, " Who is the licentious lord of was sunk, as it were, in a deliquium." Others
Rome? Who is the man that seeks for a man?* say, it was the contrivance of the consul
Who scratches his head with one finger?"! Spinther, to procure Pompey a superior em
And his creatures, like a chorus instructed in ployment, that he might himself be sent to re-
their part, upon his shaking his gown, an- establish Ptolemy in his kingdom.'
swered aloud to every question, PompeyJ However, the tribune Canidius brought him

These things gave Pompey uneasiness, be- a bill, the purport of which was, that Pompey
cause it was a new thing to him to be spoken should be sent without an army, and with only
ill of, and he was entirely unexperienced in two lictors, to reconcile the Alexandrians to
that sort of war. That which afflicted him their king. Pompey did not appear displeased
most, wag his perceiving that the senate were at the bill; but the senate threw it out, under
pleased to see him the object of reproach, and the honourable pretence of not hazarding hii
punished for his desertion of Cicero. But person. Nevertheless, papers were found scat-
when parties ran so high that they came to tered in the forum and before the senate-
blows in the forum, and several were wound- house, importing that Ptolemy himself desired
ed on both sides, and one of the servants of that Pompey might be employed to act for him
Clodius was observed to creep in among the instead of Pinther. Timagenes pretends, that
crowd, towards Pompey, with a drawn sword Ptolemy left Egypt without any necessity, at
lii his hand, he was furnished with an excuse the persuasion of Theophanes, who was de-
'or not attending the public assemblies. Be- sirous to give Pompey new occasions to enrich
tides, he was really afraid to stand the impu- himself, and the honour of new commands. But
oence of Oodius, and all the torrent of abuse the baseness of Theophanes does not so much
that might be expected from him, and therefore support this story, as the disposition of Pom-
made his appearance no more during his tri- pey discredits it; for there was nothing so mean
buneship, but consulted in private with his and illiberal in his ambition.
friends how to disarm the danger of the senate The whole care of providing and importing
and the valuable part of the citizens. Culleo corn being committed to Pompey, he sent his
advised him to repudiate Julia, and to exchange deputies and agents into various parts, and
the friendship of Caesar for that of the senate; went in person into Sicily, Sardinia, and Afri-
but he would not hearken to the proposal. ca, where he collected great quantities. When
Others proposed that he should recal Cicero, he was upon the point of re-embarking, a violent
who was not only an avowed enemy to Clo- wind sprung up, and the mariners made a dif
dius, but the favourite to the senate; and he faculty of putting to sea; but he was the first
agreed to that overture. Accordingly, with a to go on board, and he ordered them to weigh
strong body of his retainers, he conducted Ci- anchor, with these decisive words, " It is neces-
cero's brother into the forum, who was to ap- sary to go; is it not necessary to live?" His suc-
ply to the people in his behalf, and after a scuf-cess was answerable to his spirit and intrepid-
fle, in which several were wounded, and some ity. He filled the markets with corn, and cov-
slain, he overpowered Clodius, and obtained a ered the sea with his ships; insomuch that the
decree for the restoration of Cicero. Immediate- overplus afforded a supply to foreigners, and
ly upon his return, the orator reconciled the sen-from Rome, as from a fountain, plenty flowed
ate to Pompey, and by effectually recommend-over the world.
ing the law which was to intrust him with the In the meantime the wars in Gaul lifted
care of supplying Rome with com,§ he made Czsar to the first sphere of greatness. The
Pompey once more master of the Roman em- scene of action was at a great distance from
pire, both by sea and land. For by this law Rome, and he seemed to be wholly engaged
the ports, the markets, the disposal of provis-with the Belgz, the Suevi, and the Britons;
ions, in a word, the whole business of the but his genius all the while was privately at
merchant and the husbandman, were brought work among the people of Rome, and he wai
under hia jurisdiction. undermining Pompey in his most essential in-

terests. His war with the barbarians was not

his principal object. He exercised his army,
* Tie <ty<if i>Tn sivfga. ZITII» *vSf* was a pro- indeed, in those expeditions, as he would have

verbial expression brought from Athens to Rome. It
was taken originally from .flEsop's seeking an honest done his own body, in hunting and other di-
man with a lantern at noonday ; and, by degrees, it versions of the field; by which he prepared
came to signify the loss of manhood, or the manly cha-them for higher conflicts, and rendered them
racter, which loss Pompey was allowed to have sus-not only formidable but invincible.
tained in the embraces of Julia. The gold and silver, and other rich ipoillf Una tialperc digito was likewise a proverbial ex-
pression for a Roman petit mat/re. which he took from the enemy in great abun-

{ Plutarch does not here keep exactly to the order of
time. This happened in the year of Rome 677, as ap-
pears from Dio, (Book xxxii.) that is, two years after " Plolemy Auletes, the son of Ptolemy Lathymi,
what he h going to mention concerning that tribune's hated by his subjects, and forced to fly, applied to tht
"lare being taken with a sword. consul Spinther, who was to hate the province of Ci

<) The law also gate Pompey proconsular authority licia, to re-establish him in bis kingdom. Z>io. uoi
for five yetrs, both tu and out of Italy. D\o. lib. xxxix. supra.
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dance, he sent to Rome; and by distributing corrupted with money, declared Antius and
them freely among the aediles, prxlors, con- Vatiniua praetors. Then, in pursuance of their
ials, and their wives, he gained a great party agreement with Cisar, they put Treboniua;
Consequently when he passed the Alps am one of the tribunes, on proposing a decree, by
wintered at Lucca, among the crowd of men which the government of the Gauls wag con-
and women, who hastened to pay their respects tinued for five years more to Cajsar; Syria, and
to him, there were two hundred senators, Pom the command against the Parlhians, were givea
pey and Crassus of the number; and there were to Crassus; and Pompey was to have all Africa,
DO fewer than a hundred and twenty proconsuls and both the Spains, with four legions, two of
and prztors, whose fasces were to be seen al which he lent to Czsar, at his request, for the
the gates of Caesar. He made it his business in war in Gaul.
general to give them hopes of great things, Crassus, upon the expiration of his consul-
and his money was at their devotion; but he ship, repaired to his province. Pompey, re-
entered into a treaty with Crassus and Pom- maining at Rome, opened his theatre; and, to
pey, by which it was agreed that they should make the dedication more magnificent, exhibit.
apply for the consulship, and that Caesar should ed a variety of gymnastic games, entertain-
as: ist them, by sending a great number of his ments of music, and battles with wild beasts,
soldiers to vote at the election. As soon as they in which were killed five hundred lions; hut the
were chosen, they were to share the provinces. battle of elephants afforded the most astonish-
and take the command of armies, according to ing spectacle.* These things gained him the
their pleasure, only confirming Cesar in the love and admiration of the public; but he in-
possession of what he had, for five years more. curred their displeasure again, by leaving hu

As goon as this treaty got air, the principal provinces and armies entirely to his fnendi
persons in Rome were highly offended at it. and lieutenants, and roving about Italy with
Marcelhnus, then consul, planted himself his wife from one villa to another. Whether
amidst the people, and asked Pompey and it was his passion for her, or hers for him, that
Crassus, " Whether they intended to stand for kept him so much with her, is uncertain. For
the consulship ."' Pompey spoke first, and the latter has been supposed to be the case and
Raid,* " Perhaps he might, perhaps he might nothing was more talked of than the fondness
not." Crassus answered with more modera-of that young woman for her husband, though
tion, " He should do what might appear most at that age his person could hardly be any
expedient for the commonwealth." As, Mar- Treat object of desire. But the charm of hit
cellinus continued the discourse against Pom- fidelity was tha cause, together with his con-
pey, and seemed to bear hard upon him, Pom- versation, which, notwithstanding his natural
pey said, " Where is the honour of that man, ;ravity, was particularly agreeable to the wo-
who has neither gratitude nor respect for him men, if we may allow the courtesan Flora
who made him an orator, who rescued him to be a sufficient evidence. This strong at-
from want, and raised him to affluence?" tachment of Julia appeared on occasion of an

Others declined soliciting the consulship, election of axliles. The people came to blows,
but Lucius Domitius was persuaded and en- and some were killed so near Pompey that he
couraged by Cato not to give it up. " For the was covered with blood, and forced to change
dispute," he told him, " was not for the con- lis clothes. There was a great crowd and tu-
sulship, but in defence of liberty, against ty- mult about his door, when his servants went
rants." Pompey and his adherents saw the lome with the bloody robe; and Julia, who wai
vigour with which Cato acted, and that all the with child, happening to see it, fainted away
senate was on his side. Consequently they and was with difficulty recovered. However,
were afraidthat, so supported, he might bring such was her terror and the agitation of her
over the uncorrupted part of the people. They spirits, that she miscarried. Alter this, those
resolved, therefore not to suffer Domitius to who complained most of Pompey's connection
enter the forum, and sent a party of men well with Caesar could not find fault with his love
armed: who killed Melitus, the torch-bearer, of Julia. She was pregnant, afterwards, and
and put the rest to ftignt. Cato retired the irought him a daughter, but unfortunately died
last, and not till after he had received a wound n childbed; nor did the child long survive her.
in his right elbow in defending Domitius. Pompey was preparing to bury her near a seat

Thus they obtained the consulship by vio- of his at Alba, but the people seized the corpse,
lence, and the rest of their measures were not and interred it in the Campus Martiug. Thii
conducted with more moderation. For, in the hey did more out of regard to the young wo
first place, when the people were going to man, than either to Pompey or Ca?sar; yet in
choose Cato praetor, at the instant their suf- the honours they did her remains, their attach-
frages were to be taken, Pompey dismissed the ment to Caesar, though at a distance, had a
assembly, pretending he had seen an inauspi-greater share, than any respect for Pompey,
cious flight of birds.t Afterwards the tribes, who was on the spot.

Immediately after Julia's death, the people* Dio makes him return an answer more suitable to
his character-" It ii not on account of the virtuous
and the good that 1 desire any share in the magistracy, should make any observations in the heavens while th«
but that I may be able to restrain the ill-disposed and )eople were assembled.
the seditious." ' Dio lay), the elephants fought with armed men.

f This was making i eligion merely an engine of state, There were no less than eighteen of them ; and he
and it often proved a very convenient one for the pur- idds, that some of them seemed to appeal, with piteous
poses of ambition. Clodius, though otherwise one of 'rits, to the people ; who. in compassion, saved their
the vilest tribunes that ever existed, was very right in ivei. If we may believe hisi, 22 oath had been taken
attempting to put a stop 1} that means i>fdismis9.;ng an before they left Africa, that no injury should be don*
assembly. He preferred a bill that no magistrate them.
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of Rome were in great agitation, and there The same anarchy and confusion afterwardl
was nothing in their speeches and actions took place again, and numoers began to talk
which did not tend to a rupture. The alliance, more boldly of setting up a dictator. Cato,
which rather covered than restrained the am- now fearing he should be overborne, wai of
bition of the two great competitors for power, opinion that it were better to give Pompey
was now no more. To add to the misfortune, some office whose authority was limited by
news was brought soon after that Crassus was law, than to intrust him with absolute power
slain by the Parthians; and in him another Bibulus, though Pompey's declared enemy
great obstacle to a civil war was removed. Out moved in full senate, that he should be appoint-
of fear of him, they had both kept some meas-ed sole consul. " For, by that means," said he,
ures with each other. But when fortune had " the commonwealth will either recover from
carried off the champion who could take up the her disorder, or, if she must serve, will serve a
conqueror, we may say with the comic poet, man of the greatest merit." The whole house

-High spirit of emprise was surprised at the motion; and when Cato
Elates each chief; they oil their brawny limbs, rose up, it was expected he would oppose it.
And dip their hands in dust. 

So little able is fortune to fill the capacities 
A profound silence ensued, and he said, " He
should never have been the first to propqte

of the human mind; when such a weight of such an expedient, but as it was proposed by
power, and extent of command, could not sa- another, he thought it advisable to embrace it:
lisfy the ambition of two men. They had heard for he thought any kind of government better
and read that the gods had divided the uni- than anarchy, and knew no man fitter to rule
verse into three shares," and each was content than Pompey, in a time of so much trouble.''
with that which fell to his lot, and yet these The senate came into his opinion, and a de-
men could not think the Roman empire suffi- cree was issued, that Pompey should be ap-
cient for two of them. pointed sole consul, and that if he should have

Yet Pompey, in an address to the people at need of a colleague, be might choose one him-
that time, told them, " He had received every self, provided it were not before the expiration
commission they had honoured him with soon- of two months.
er than he expected himself; and laid it down Pompey being declared sole consul by the
sooner than was expected by the world." And, Interrex, Sulpitius made his compliments to
indeed, the dismission of his troops always Cato, acknowledged himself much indebted to
bore witness to the truth of that assertion. But his support, and desired his assistance and ad-
now, being persuaded that Caesar would not vice in the cabinet, as to the measures to be
disband his army, he endeavored to fortify him- pursued in his administration. Cato made an-
self against him by great employments at home; swer, " That Pompey was not under the least
and this without attempting any other inno- obligation to him; for what he had said waa
vation. For he would not appear to distrust not out of regard to him, but to his country. If
him; on the contrary, he rather affected to des- you apply to me," continued he, " I shall give
pise him. However, when he saw the great you my advice in private; if not, I shall in-
offices of state not disposed of agreeably to his form you of my sentiments in public," Such
desire, but that the people were influenced, was Cato, and the same on all occasions.
and his adversaries preferred for money, he Po.-npey then went into the city, and marri-
thought it would best serve his cause to suffer ed Cornelia, the daughter of Metullus Scipio.*
anarchy to prevail. In consequence of the She was not a virgin, but a widow, having
reigning disorders, a dictator was much talked been married, when very young, to Publius the
of. Lucilius, one of the tribunes, was the first son of Crassus, who was lately killed in the
who ventured to propose it in form to the peo- Carthian expedition. This woman had many
ple, and he exhorted them to choose Pompey charms besides her beauty. She was well vers-
dictator. Cato opposed it so effectually that ed in polite literature: she played upon the
the tribune was in danger of being deposed. lyre, and understood geometry; and she had
Many of Pompey's friends then stood up in de- made considerable improvements by the pre-
fence of the purity of his intentions, and de- cepts of philosophy. What is more, she had
clared, he neither asked nor wished for the nothing of that petulance and affectation
dictatorship. Cato, upon this, paid the highest which studies are apt to produce in women of
compliments to Pompey, and entreated him to her age. And her father's family and reputa-
assitt in the support of order and of the consti- tion were unexceptionable.
tution. Pompey could not but accede to such Many, however, were displeased with this
a proposal, and Domitius and Messala were match, on account of the disproportion of
elected consuls :f years; they thought Cornelia would have been

more suitable to his son than to him. Those
* Flutarrh alludes here to a passage in the fifteenth that were capable of deeper reflection thought

book of the /had, where Neptune says (o Iris, the concerns of the commonwealth neglected,
" Assign *d by lot, otip triple rule we know; which in a distressful case had chosen him for

Infernal Pluto sways the shades below;
O'er Ihe wide clouds, and o'er th« starry plain,
EtluTial Jove extends his high domain: ing, among the heads of factions; and those who re
My court beneath the hoary waves I keep, :eived it, employed force and violence in favourofthoM
And hush the roarings of the sacred f en." person! who paid them ; so that scarce any office waa

Pope. Disposed of, but what had been disputed with the sword,
f In the year of Rome 700. Such corruption now mdcoit the lives of many citizens.

prevailed among the Romans, that candidates for the
run.lt offices brought their money openly to Ihe place * The son of Scipio Na»ica, but adopted iato tk*
of election, where they diltrttnited it, without bluih- family of the MclcUi.
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It* ohysician, and confided in him alone. It the command in Gaul; only he thought it
jr^rved them to see him crowned with gar-reasonable that he should be permitted, though
lands, and offering sacrifice amidst the festivi-absent, to stand for the consulship* Cato,
ties of marriage, when he ought to have con-opposed this with all his force, and insisted,
sidered his consulship as a public calamity, " That Cssar should lay down his arms, and
since it would never have been given him in a return as a private man, if he had any favour
manner so contrary to the laws, had his coun-to ask of his country." And as Pompey did not
try been in a prosperous situation. labour the point, but easily acquiesced, it was

His first step was to bring those to account suspected that he had no real friendship for
who gained offices and employments by bri- Cisar. This appeared more clearly, when
bery and corruption, and he made laws by he sent for the two legions which he had lent
which the proceedings in their trials were to be him, under pretence of wanting them for the
regulated. In other respects he behaved with Parthian war. Caesar, though he well knew
great dignity and honour; and restored secu-for what purpose the legions were demanded,
rity, order, and tranquillity, to the courts of sent them home laden with rich presents.
judicature, by presiding there in person with After this, Pompey had a dangerous illneS
a band of soldiers. But when Scipio, his at Naples, from which however, he recovered,
father-in-law, came to be impeached, he sent Praxagoras then advised the Neapolitans tc
for the three hundred and eixty judges to his offer sacrifices to the gods, in gratitude for his
hoase, and desired their assistance. The ac- recovery. The neighbouring cities followed
cuser, seeing Scipio conducted out of the forum their example; and the humour spreading it-
to his house, by the judges themselves, drop-self over Italy, there was not a town or village
ped the prosecution. This again exposed Pom- which did not solemnize the occasion with
pey to censure; but he was censured still more, festivals. No place could afford room for the
when after having made a law against enco- crowds that came in from all quarters to meet
miums on persons accused, he broke it him- him; the high roads, the villages, the ports
aelf, by appearing for Plancus, and attempting were filled with sacrifices and entertainments.
to embellish his character. Cato, who hap- Many received him with garlands on their
pened to be one of the judges, stopped his heads and torches in their hands, and, as they
ears-, declaring, " It was not right for him to conducted him on his way, strewed it with
hear such embellishments, contrary to law." flowers. His returning with such pomp af-
Cato, therefore, was objected to and set aside forded a glorious spectacle; but it is said to
before sentence was passed. Plancus, how- have been one of the principal causes of the
ever, was condemned by the other judges, to civil war. For the joy he conceived on this
the great confusion of Pompey." occasion, added to the high opinion he had of

A few days after, Hypsaeus, a. man of consu-his achievements, intoxicated him so far, that,
lar dignity, being under a criminal prosecution, bidding adieu to the caution and prudence
watched Pompey going from the bath to sup- which had put his good fortune and the glory
per, and embraced his knees in the most sup- of his actions upon a sure footing, he gave into
pliant manner. But Pompey passed with dis- the most extravagant presumption, and even
dain, and all the answer he gave him was, contempt of Caesar; insomuch, that he de-
" That his importunities served only to spoil clared, " He had no need of arms, nor any ex-
his supper.'' This partial and unequal behav- traordinary preparations against him, since he
iour was justly the object of reproach. But could pull him down with much more ease
all the rest of his conduct merited praise, and than he had set him up."
he had the happiness to re-establish good order Besides, when Appius returned from Gaul
in the commonwealth. He took his father-in- with the legions which had been lent to Caesar,
law for his colleague the remaining five months. he endeavoured to disparage the actions of that
His governments were continued to him for general, and to represent him in a mean light.
four years more, and he was allowed a thous- " Pompey," he said, " knew not his own
and talents a year for the subsistence and pay strength and the influence of his name, if he
of his troops. sought any other defence against Caesar, upon

Caesar's friends laid hold on this occasion to whom his own forces would turn, as eoon as
represent, that some consideration should be they saw the former; such was their hatred of
had of him too, and his many great and laborious the one, and their affection for the other."
services for his country. They said, he cer- Pompey was so much elated at this account,
tainly deserved either another consulship, or and his confidence made him so extremely
to have the term of his commission prolonged; negligent, that he laughed at those who seem-
that he might keep the command in the prov- ed to fear the war. And when they said, that
inces he had conquered, and enjoy, undis- if Caesar should advance in a hostile manner to
turbed, the honours he had won, and that no Rome, they did not see what forces they had
successor might rob him of the fruit of his to oppose him, he bade them, with an open
labours or the glory of his actions. A dispute and smiling countenance, give themselves no
arising upon the affair, Pompey, as if inclined pain: "For, if in Italy," said he, "I do but
to fence against the odium to which Caesar might stamp upon the ground, an army will appear."
be exposed by this demand, said, he had let- Meantime Caesar was exerting himself great-
ters from Caesar, in which he declared himself ly. He was at no great distance from Italy,
willing to accept a successor, and to give up and not only sent his soldiers to vote in ths

* There was a law against any absent person's bciri
* Cicero, who managed the impeachment, was much admitted a candidate; but Pompey had added > claue

delighted with Ihe success of hi> eloquence; ai appears
from his epistle to Miriui, lib. rii. ep. 3. which empowered the public to except any man >"»

I name from personal attendance.
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elections, but by private pecuniary applications, levy what new onei you please." 'Lentulun,
corrupted man) of the magistrates. Paulus one of the consuls elect for the next year, said
the consul was of the number, and he had fif- the same. But when Pompey came to make
teen hundred talents" for changing sides. So the new levies, some absolutely refused to en-
were also Curio, one of the tribunes of the list; others pave in their names in small num-
people, for whom he paid off an immense debt, bers and with no spirit; and the greatest part
"nd Mark Antony, who, out of friendship for cried out, " A peace! A peace!" For Antony,
Curio, had stood engaged with him for the debt. notwithstanding the injunctions of the senate

It is said, that when one of Czsar'g officers, to the contrary, had read a letter of Caesar's to
who stood before the senate-house, waiting the the people, well calculated to gain them. He
issue of the debates, was informed, that they proposed, that both Pompey and he should re-
would not give Caesar a longer term in his sign their governments and dismiss their forces,
command, he laid his hand upon his sword, and then come and give an account of their
and said, " But this shall give it." conduct to the people.

Indeed all the actions and preparations of Lentulus, who by this time had entered upon
his general tended that way; though Curio's his office, wcuiu not assemble the senate; for
demands, in behalf of Caesar, seemed more Cicero, who was now returned from his govern-
plausible. He proposed, that either Pompey ment in Cilicia, endeavoured to bring about a
should likewise be obliged to dismiss his forces, reconciliation. He proposed, that Citsar should
or Czsar suffered to keep his. " If they are give up Gaul and disband the greatest part of
both reduced to a private station," said he, his army, and keeping only two legions and
" they will agree upon reasonable terms; or, the province of Illyncum, wait for another
if each retains his respective power, they will consulship. As Pompey received this propo-
be satisfied. But he who weakens the one, sal very ill, Caesar's friends were persuaded to
without doing the same by the other, must agree, that he should only keep one of those
double that force which he fears will subvert two legions. But Lentulus was against it, and
the government."! Calo cried out, " That Pompey was commuting

Hereupon, Marcellus the consul called Caeaar a second error, in suffering himself to be so im-
a public robber, and insisted that he should be posed upon;" the reconciliation, therefore, did
declared an enemy to the state, if he did not not take effect.
lay down his arms. However, Curio, together At the same time news was brought, that
with Anthony and Pisco, prevailed that a farther Caesar had seized Arminium, a considerable
inquiry should be made into the sense of the city in Italy, and that he was marching directly
senate. He first proposed, that such as were towards Rome with all his forces. The last
of opinion, " That Cssar should disband his circumstance, indeed, was not true. He ad-
army, and Pompey keep his," should drnw to vanced with only three hundred horse and five
one side of the house, and there appeared a thousand foot; the rest of his forces were on
majority for that motion. Then he proposed, the other side of the Alps, and be would not
that the number of those should be taken, wait for them, choosing rather to put his
whose sense it was, " That both should lay adversaries in confusion by a sudden and un-
down their arms, and neither remain in com- expected attack, than to fight them when tet-
mand;" upon which question, Pompey had ter prepared. When he came to the river
only twenty-two, and Curio all the reot.f Rubicon, which was the boundary of his pro-
Curio, proud of his victory, ran in transports of vince, he stood silent a long time, weighing
joy to the assembly of the people, who received with himself the greatness of his enterprise.
him with the loudest plaudits, and crowned At last, like one who plunges down from the
him with flowers. Pompey was not present at top of a precipice into a gulf of immense depth,
the debate in the house; for the commander of he silenced his reason, and shut his eyes against
an army is not allowed to enter the city. But the danger; and crying out, in the Greek lan-
Marcellus rose up and said, " I will no longer guage " The die is cast," he marched over with
sit to hear the matter canvassed; but, as I see his army.
ten legions have already passed the Alps, I Upon the first report of this at Rome, the
will send a man to oppose them in behalf of city was in greater disorder and astonishment
my country." than had ever been known. The senate and

Upon this, the city went into mourning, as in the magistrates ran immediately to Pompey.
« time of public calamity. Marcellus walked Tullus* asked him, what forces he had ready
through the forum., followed by the senate, for war; and as he hesitated in his answer
and when he was in sight of Pompey without and only said at last, in a tone of no grea
the gate, he said, " Pompey, I charge you to assurance, " That he had the two legions lately
assist your country; for which purpose you sent him back by Caesar, and that out of the
shall make use of the troops you have, and new levies he believed he should shortly be able

to mane up a body of thirty thousand men;"
" 310,6851. .tcrling. With thii money he built the Tullus exclaimed, "O Pompey! you have de-

stately zi<u»£ica, that afterwards bore his name. ceived us;" and gave it as his opinion, thatf Cornelius Scipio, one of Pompey's friends remon-
strated, that, in the present case, a great difference ambassadors should immediately be despatched
was to be made between the proconsul of Spain and to Caesar. Then one Favonius, a man other-
the proconsul of Gaul, since tne term of tbr former wise of no ill character, but who, by an in-
was not expired, whereas that of the latter was. solent brutality, affected to imitate the nobl*

J Dio, on the ri.ulr.irv, affirms that, upon this ques-freedom of Cato, bade Pompey " Stamp upontion, the senate were almost unanimous for Pompey;
only two Toting for Caesar, TU. Marcus Caeciliiu and
Curio. " Lueitu Volcaliui Tuliui.
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tne ground, and call forth the armies he had CniEUd, into Syrius, to provide ships of war
promised." He had well secured the gates of the city, and

Pompey bore this ill-timed reproach with planted the lightest of his slingers and archeri
great mildness; and when Cato put him in upon the walls; and having now ordered the
mind of the warnings he had given him as to Brundusians to keep within doors, he caused a
Cssar, from the first, he said "Cato, indeed, number of trenches to be cut, and sharp etakes
nad spoken more like a prophet, and he had to be driven into them, and then covered with
acted more like a friend." Cato then advised earth, in all the streets, except two, which led
that Pompey should not only be appointed gen-down to the sea. In three days all his other
eral, but invested with a discretionary power: troops were embarked without interruption;
adding that " those who were the authors of and then he suddenly gave the signal to those
great evils knew best how to cure them." So who guarded the walls; in consequence of
saying, he set out for his province of Sicily, which, they ran swiftly down to the harbour,
and the other great officers departed for theirs. and got on board. Thus having his whole

Almost all Italy was now in motion, and no- complement, ho set sail; and crossed the sea
thing could be more perplexed than the whole to Dyrrhachium.
face of things. Those who lived out of Rome When Caesar came and saw the walls left
fled to it from all quarters, and those who lived destitute of defence;" he concluded that Pom-
in it abandoned it as fast. These saw, that pey had taken to flight, and in his eagerness to
in such a tempestuous and disorderly state of pursue, would certainly have fallen upon the
affairs, the well disposed part of the city want- sharp stakes in the trenches, had noltheT'run-
ed strength, and that the ill disposed were dusians informed him of them. He then avoid-
so refractory that they could, not be managed ed the streets, and took a. circuit round the
by the magistrates. The terrors of the peo- town, by which he discovered that all the ves-
ple could not be removed, and no one would sels were set out, except two that had not
suffer Pompey to lay a plan of action for him- many soldiers aboard.
self. According to the passion wherewith each This manoeuvre of Pompey Was commonly
was actuated, whether fear, sorrow, or doubt, reckoned among the greatest acts of general-
they endeavoured to inspire him with the same; ship. Cxsar, however could not help wonder-
insomuch that he adopted different measures ing, that his adversary who was in possession
the same day. He could gain no certain in- of a fortified town, and expected his forces
telligence of the enemy's motions, because, from Spain, and at the same time was master
every man brought him the report he happened of the sea, should give up Italy in such a man-
to take up, and waa angry if it did not meet ner. Cicero,f too, blamed him for imitating
with credit. the conduct of Themistocles, rather than that

Pompey, at last, caused it to be declared, by of Pericles, when the posture of his affairs
an edict in form, that the commonwealth was more resembled the circumstances of the lat-
in danger, and no peace to be expected. After ter. On the other hand, the steps which Cxsar
which, he signified that he should look upon took, shewed he was afraid of having the war
those who remained in the city as the partisans drawn out to any length; for having taken Nu-
of Cesar; and then quitted it in the dusk of Tierius,} a friend of Pompey's, he had sent
the evening. The consuls also fled, without nim to Brundusium, with offers of coming to an
offering the sacrifices which their customs re- accommodation upon reasonable terms. But
quired before a war. However, in this great Vumerius, instead of returning with an answer
extremity, Pompey could not but be considered cailed away with Pompey.
as happy in the affections of his countrymen. Caesar thus made himself master of all Italy
Though many blamed the war, there was not n sixty days, without the least bloodshed, and
a man who hated the general. Nay, the num- IB would have been glad to have gone imme-
ber of those who followed him, out of attach- diately in pursuit of Pompey. But as he was
ment to his person, was greater than that of in want of shipping, he gave up that design for
the adventurers in the cause of liberty. the present, and marched to Spain, with an in-

A few days after, Czsar arrived at Rome. tent to gain the forces there.
When he was in possession of the city, he be- In the meantime Pompey assembled a great
baved with great moderation in many respects, army; and at sea he was altogether invincible.
and composed, in a good measure, the minds For he had five hundred ships of war, and the
of its remaining inhabitants. Only when Mc- number of his lighter vessels was still greater.
tellus, one of the tribunes of the people, for- As for his land forces, he had seven thousand
bade him to touch the money in the public horse, the flower of Rome and Italy, § all men
t-easury, he threatened him with death, adding
*n expression more terrible than the threat it-
self, " That it was easier for him to do it than " Catrar Wie^d the place nine days, during which
to say it." Metellas being thus frightened off, he not only invested it on Ihe laud lide, but undertook
CaMiar took what sums he wanted, and then to shut up the port by a ttoccodo of his own invention.
went in pursuit of Pompey; hastening to drive However, before the work could be completed, Pom

pey made hii escape.
him out of Italy, before his forces could arrive t Ep. to Alticus, vii. 11.
from Spain.

Pompey, who was master of Brundusium, t Czsar calls him Cn. Xugiui. He wa, Master of
rompey's Board of Works.

and had a sufficient number of transports, de- } Caesar, on Ihe contrary, lays, that this body of hori*
lired the consuls to embark without loss of was almost entirely composed of strangers. "There
time, and sent them before him with thirty were >u hundred Galaliaus, five hundred Cappado-
cohorts to Dyrrhachium. But the same time cians, as many Thracians, two hundred Macedonians,
ne sent his father-in-law, Scipio, and his son five hundred Gauls, or Germans eight hundred raise,/

out of hu own estates, or out of his own retinue ;>' and
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of family, fortune, and courage. His infantry own. After this, he pissed the Alps again.
though numerous, was a mixture or raw, un and marched through Italy to Brundusium,
disciplined soldiers; he therefore exercisec where he arrived at the time of the winter
them during his stay at Bercea, where he was solstice. There he crossed the sea, and landed
by no means idle, but went through all the ex- at Oricum; from whence he dispatched Vibul
ercises of a soldier, as if he had been in the lius,* one of Pompey's friends, whom he had
flower of his age. It inspired h« troops with brought prisoner thither, with proposals ot
new courage, when they saw Pompey the a conference between him and Pompey, " in
Great, at the age of fifty-eight, going through which they should agree to disband their ar-
the whole military discipline, in heavy armour, mies within three days, renew their friendship,
on foot; and then mounting his horse, drawing confirm it with solemn oaths, and then both re-
his sword with ease when at full speed, and as turn to Italy."
dexterously sheathing it again. As to the jav- Pompey took this overture for another snare,
elin, he threw it not only with great exact- and therefore drew down in haste to the sea,
ness, but with such force that few of the young and secured all the forts and places of strength
men could dart it to a greater distance. for land forces, as well as all the ports and

Many kings and princes repaired to his camp, other commodious stations for shipping; so that
and the number of Roman officers who had there was not a wind that blew, which did
commanded armies was so great, that it was not bring him either provisions, or troops, or
sufficient to make up a complete senate. La- money. On the other hand, Cassar was re-
bienus,* who had been honoured with Caesar's duced to such straits, both by sea and land,
friendship, and served under him in Gaul, now that he was under the necessity of seeking a
joined Pompey. Even Brutus, the son of that battle.-Accordingly, he attacked Pompey's
Brutus who was killed by him not very fairly entrenchments, and bade him defiance daily.
in the CisaJpine Gaul, a man of spirit, who had In most of these attacks and skirmishes he
aever spoken to Pompey before, because he had the advantage; but one day was in danger
considered him as the murderer of his father, of losing his whole army. P.ompey fought with
now ranged himself under his banners, as the so much valour, that he put Caesar's whole de
defender of the liberties of his country. Cice- tachment to flight, after having killed two
ro, too, though he had written and advised oth- thousand men upon the spot; but was either
erwise, was ashamed not to appear in the num- unable or afraid to pursue his blow, and enter
ber of those who hazarded their lives for Rome. their camp with them. Caesar eaid to his friends
Tidius Sextius, though extremely old, and on the occasion, " This day the victory had
maimed of one leg, repaired, among the rest, been the enemy's, had their general known
to his standard in Macedonia; and though oth- how to conquer.^
ers only laughed at the poor appearance he Pompey's troops, elated with this success,
made, Pompey, no sooner cast his eyes upon were in great haste to come to a decisive battle,
him, than he rose up, and ran to meet him; Nay, Pompey himself seemed to give into their
considering it as a great proof of the justice of opinions, by writing to the kings, the generals,
his cause, that, in spite of age and weakness, and cities, in his interest, in the style of a con-
persons should come and seek danger with queror. Yet, all this while, he dreaded the issue
him, rather than stay at home in safety. of a general action, believing it much better, by

But after Pompey had assembled his senate, 'ength of time, by famine and fatigue, to tire
and at the motion of Cato, a decree was made, out men who had been ever invincible in arms,
" That no Roman should be killed except in and long accustomed to conquer when thej
battle, nor any city that was subject to the Ro- ?ought together, Besides, he knew the infir
mans be plundered," Pompey's party gained mities of age had made them unfit for the other
ground daily. Those who lived at too great a operations of war, for long marches and coun-
distance, or were too weak to take a share in ter-marches, for digging trenches and building
the war, interested themselves in the cause as brts, and that, therefore, they wished for no-
much as they were able, and with words at thing so much as a battle. Pompey, with all
least, contended for it; looking upon those as .hese arguments, found it no easy matter to
enemies both to the gods and men, who did teep his army quiet.
not wish that Pompey might conquer.

Not but that Caesar made a merciful use of t In the printed teit it is Jubius; but one of lh*
his victories. He had lately made himself manuscripts gives us 1'ilwUius, which is the name he
master of Pompey's forces in Spain, and though las in CiEsar's Commin. lib. iii. Vibullius Kufui
it was not without a battle, he dismissed the travelled night and day, without allowing himself any
officers, and incorporated the troops with his rese, (ill he reached Pompey's camp, who had not yetreceived advice of Caesar's arrival; but was no sooner

nformed of the taking of Oricum and Apollonia, than
so of the rest, whom he particularly mentions, and teils he immediately decamped, and by long marches reach-
us to what countries they belonged. ed Oricum before Caesar.

* It eeemcd very strange, says Dio, that Labienus f Yet it may be obserred, in defence of Pompey,
should abandon Caesar, who had loaded him with hon- .hat, as his troops were raw and inexperienced, it wai
ours, and given him the command of all the forces on not amiss to try them in many skirmishes and light at-
the ot'ner side of Ihc Alps, while he was at Rome. But tacks, before he hazarded a general engagement with
he gives this reason for it: " Labienua, elated with bis an army of veterans. Many instances of that kind
immense wealth, and proud of his preferments, forgot might be produced from the conduct of the ablest gen-
himself to such a degree as to assume a character very erals. And we arc persuaded, that if Pompey had at-
unbecoming a person in his circumstances. He was empted to force Cesar's camp, he would have been
cren for putting hitn&elf upon an equality with Cxsar. cpubed with loss and disgrace. Pompey's greateit
who thereupon grew cool towards him, and treated rror seems to have been, his suffering himself to b«
tun with loaie rcMrre, which Lai/ientu resented, and iroughl to 4n action at Ja>( br the importunity ol hit
went over to Pompey. ' mcers and soldiers.
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After this last engagement, Cxsar wai in And Lucius Afranius, who lost the forces in
iuch want of provisions, that he was forced to Spain, and was accused of having betrayed
decamp, ami he took his way through Atha- them into the enemy's hand, now when he saw
maniii into Thessaly. This added so much to Pompey avoid a battle, said, "He was sur
the high opinion Pompey's soldiers h»d of prised that his accusers should make any diffi-
themselves, that it was impossible to keep it culty of fighting that merchant (as they called
within bounds. They cried out with one him) who trafficked for provinces."
Toice, "Caesar is fled." Some called upon the These and many other like sallies of ridi-
general to pursue: some to pass over into cule, had such an effect upon Pompey, who
July. Others sent their friends and servants was ambitious of being spoken well of by the
to Rome, to engage houses near the forum, world, and had too much deference for the
for the convenience of soliciting the great offi- opinions of his friends, that he gave up hii
ces of state. And not a few went of their own better judgment, to follow them in the
own accord to Cornelia, who had been private-career of their false hopes and prospects. A
ly lodged in Lesbos, to congratulate her upon thing which would have been unpardonable in
the conclusion of the war. the pilot or master of a ship, mt.ch more in the

On this great emergency, a council of war commander-in-chief of so many nations, and
was called; in which Aframus gave it as his such numerous armies. He had often com-
opinion, "That they ought immediately to re- mended the physician who gives no indulgence
gain Italy, for that was the great prize aimed to the whimsical longings of his patients, and
at in the war. Sicily, Sardinia, Corsica, Spain, yet he humoured the sickly cravings of hia
and both the Gauls, would soon submit to those army, and was afraid to give them pain, though
who were masters there. What should affect necessary for the preservation of their life and
Pompey still more was, that his native coun- being. For who can say that army was in a
try, just by, stretched out her hands to him as sound and healthy state, when some of the
a suppliant; and it could not be consistent officers went about the camp canvassing for the
with his honour to let her remain under such offices of consul and prator; and others, name-
indignities, and in so disgraceful a vassalage ly, Spinther, Domitius, and Scipio, were en-
to the slaves and flatterers of tyrants." But gaged in quarrels and cabals about Cx-ear's
Pompey thought it would neither be for his high-priesthood, as if their adversary had been
reputation, to fly a second time from Cssar, only a Tigranes, a king of Armenia, or a prince
and again to be pursued, when fortune put il of the Nabalhzans; and not that Caesar, and
in his power to pursue; nor agreeable to the that army, who had stormed a thousand cities,
laws of piety, to leave his father-in-law Scipio, subdued above three hundred nations, gained
and many other persons of consular dignity, in numberless battles of the Germans and Gauls,
Greece and Thessaly, a prey to Caesar, with all taken a million of prisoners, and killed as
their treasures and forces. As for Rome, he many fairly in the field? Notwithstanding all
ehoultl take the best care of her, by fixing the this, they continued loud and tumultuous hi
scene of war at the greatest distance from her; their demands of a battle, and when they came
that, without feeling its calamities, or perhaps to the plains of Pharsalia, forced Pompey to
hearing the report of them, she might quietly call a council of war. Labienus, who had
wait for the conqueror. the command of the cavalry, rose up first, and

This opinion prevailing, he set out in pur- took an oath, "That he would not return from
suit of Ciesar, with a resolution not to hazard the battle, till he had put the enemy to flight.'
a battle, but to keep near enough to hold him, All the other officers swore the same.
as it were, besieged, and to wear him out with The night following, Pompey had this dream
famine. This he thought the best method he He thought," he entered his own theatre, and
could take; and a report was, moreover, was received with loud plaudits; after which,
brought him, of its being whispered among the he adorned the temple of Venus the I'ictorioui
equestrian order, " That as soon as they had with many spoils." This vision, on one side,
taken off Caasar, they could do nothing better encouraged him, and on the other alarmed
than take off him too." Some say, this was him. He was afraid that CoBsar, who was a
the reason wny he did not employ Cato in any descendant of Venus, would be aggrandized
"ervice of importance, but, upon his march at his expense. Besides, a panic* fear ran
against Czsar, sent him to the sea-coast, to through the camp, the noise of which awaken-
take care of the baggage, lest, after he had ed him. And about the morning watch, over
destroyed Ciesar, Cato should soon oblige him Caesar's camp, where every thing was perfect-
to lay down his commission. ly quiet, there suddenly appeared a great light,

While he thus softly followed the enemy's from which a stream of fire issued in the form
"teps, a complaint was raised against him, and of a torch, and fell upon that of Pompey.
urged with much clamour, that he was not ex- Cajsar himself saye, he saw it as he was going
ercising his generalship upon Cxsar, but upon his rounds.
the senate and the whole commonwealth, in Caesar was preparing, at break of day, to
order that he might for ever keep the command march to Scotusa;f his soldiers were striking
in his hands, and have those for his guards and
"ervants, who had a right to govern the world. " Panic fears were ao called, from the terror which
Domitius jEnobarbus, to increase the odium, the god Pan is .aid to have struck the enemiw of

Greece, with, al the batile of Marathon
always called him Agamemnon, or king of t Scotusa was a city of Thes.aly. Cxsar »u per
kings. Favonius piqued him no less with a suaded that Pom|.ey would not come to aclion, and.
jest, than others with their unseasonable se- therefore, chose to march in search of provisions, u
verity; he went about crying, "My friends, we I as lo harass Ihe enemy with frequent movement*
we thall eat no figs in Tusculum this year." i 7"?!1, *" 0PP°r""»'y, "> »me of those ino,.menti, lo lalj upou them.
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their tents, and the servants, and beasts of While Caesar was thus employed, Pompey
burden, were already in motion, when his took a view on horseback of the order uf both
scouts brought intelligence, that they had seen armies; and finding that the enemy kept their
arms handed about in the enemy's camp, and ranks with the utmost exactness, and quietly-
perceived a noise and bustle, which indicated waited for the signal of battle, while his own
an approaching battle. After these, others men, for want of experience, were fluctuating
came and assured him, that the first ranks were and unsteady, he was afraid they would b«
drawn up. broken upon the first onset. He therefore

Upon this Caesar said, "The long-wished commanded the vanguard to stand firm in
day is come, on which we shall fight with men, their ranks,* and in that close order to receive
and not with want and famine." Then he the enemy's charge. Caesar condemned this
immediately ordered the red mantle to be put measure, as not only tending to lessen the vig-
up before his pavilion, which, among the Ro- our of the blows, which is always greatest in
mans, is the signal of a battle. The soldiers the assailants, but also to damp the fire and
BO sooner beheld it, than they left their tent* spirit of the men; whereas those who acKaoca
as ;hey were, and ran to arms with loud shouts, with impetuosity, and animate each other with
and every expression of joy. And when the shouts, are filled with an enthusiastic valour
officers began to put them in order of baitle, and superior ardour.
each man fell into his proper rank as quietly, Cesar's army consisted of twenty-two thous-
and with as much skill and ease, as a chorus and men; and Pompey's was something more
in a tragedy. than twice that number. When the signal

Pompey* placed himself in his right wing was given on both sides, and the trumpet*
over against Antony, and his father-in-law, sounded a charge, each common man attended
Scipio, in the centre, opposite Domitiua Cal- only to his own concern. But some of the
vinus. His left wing was commanded by Lu- principal Romans and Greeks, who only stood
cius Domitius, and supported by the cavalry; and looked on, when the dreadful moment of
for they were almost all ranged on that side; action approached, could not help considering
in order to break in upon Caesar, and cut off to what the avarice and ambition of two men
the tenth legion, which was accounted the had brought the Roman empire. The same
bravest in his army, and in which he used to arms on both sides, the troops marshalled in
fight in person. Cxsar, seeing the enemy's the same manner, the same standards; in short,
left wing so well guarded with horse, and fear- the strength and flower of one and the same
ing the excellence of their armour, sent for a city turned upon itself! What could be a
detachment of BIX cohorts from the body of stronger proof of the blindness and infatua-
reserve, and placed them behind the tenth le- tion of human nature, when carried away by
gion, with orders not to stir before the attack, its passions? Had they been willing to enjoy
Je»t they should be discovered by the enemy; the fruits of their labours in peace and tran-
but when the enemy's cavalry had charged, to quillity, the greatest and best pirt of the world
make up through the foremost ranks, and then was their own. Or, if they must have indulg-
not to discharge their javelins at a distance, as ed their thirst of victories and triumphs, the
brave men generally do in their eagerness to Parthians and Germans were yet to be sub-
come to sword in hand, but to reserve them dued; Scythia and India yet remained; togeth-
till they came to close fighting, and push them er with a very plausible colour for their lust
upwards into the eyes and faces of the enemy. of new acquisitions, the pretence of civilizing
" For those fair young dancers," said he," will barbarians. And what Scythian horse, what
never stand the steel aimed at their eyes, but Parthian arrows, what Indian treasures, could
will fly to save their handsome faces." have resisted seventy thousand Romans, led

" It i> lomewhat surprising, that the account which on by Pompey and Caesar, with whose names
Caesar himself has left us of thi> memorable battle, those nations had long been acquainted? Into
"hould meet with contradiction. Vet s< it is; Plu- such a variety of wild and savage countries
tarch differs widely from him, and Appiau from both. had these two generals carried their victorious
According to Caeiar (Bell. Civil, lib. in.), Pompey was arms! Whereas now they stood threatening
oti the left, with the two legions which Caesar }iad re-each other with destruction; not sparing even
turned him at the beginning of the war. Scipio, Epm-pey's father-in-law, was in the centre, with the legions their own glory, though to it they sacrificed
he had brought from Syria, and the^reinforcemeota their country, but prepared, one of them, to
Mot by several kings and states of Asia. The Cicilian lose the reputation of being invincible, which
legion, and some cohorts which had served in Spain, hitherto they had both maintained. So thatwere lu the right, under the command of Afranius. As
Pompey's right wine was covered by the Enineus, he the alliance which they had contracted by
"trengtriened the left with th« tcrcn thousand horse, Pompey's marriage to Julia, was from the
34 well as with the stingers and archers. The whole first only an artful expedient; and her charms
army, consisting of forty-five thousand men, was drawn were to form a self-interested compact, in-
op in three lines, with v<ry little spaces between them. stead of being the pledge of a sincere friend-In conformity to this disposition, Caesar's army was
drawn up in the following order: the tenth legion, ship.
which had on all occasions signalized itself above the The plain of Pharsalia was now covered
rest, was placed in the right wing, and the ninth with men, and horses, and arms; and the srg
ID the left; but u the latter had been considerably nal of battle being given on both sides, the
weakened in the action at Dyrrachium, the eighth le- first on Cesar's side who advanced to ths
gion was placed so near it, as to be able to support and
reiuforce it upon occasion. The rest of C<esar'» fbr«l
filed up the spaces between the two wings. Mark
Antony commanded Ihe left wing, Sylla the right, and * Vide Cxi. uhl supra.
Cneiut Domitius Calvus the m?jn body. As for Caesar, This, however, musl be said in «CUK for Pompey
be posted himself on the right, over agaiDi! Pompey, that generals of great fame and experience hare some-
tut be might hate him always in light. times done as he did.
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durge wai Caiut Crastinus,* who commanded O'er his broad back his moony shield he threw.
" corps of a hundred and twenty men, and waa And glaring round by tardy steps withdrew.-Pop*,
determined to make good his promise to his In this condition he entered his tent, where
general. He was the first man Caisar saw he sat down, aud uttered not a word till at
when he went out of >the trenches in the morn- last, upon finding that some of the enemy en-
ing; and upon Caesar's asking him what he tered the camp with the fugitives, he »aid,
thought of the battle, he stretched out his " What! into my camp too!" After this short
hand, and answered in a cheerful tone, " You exclamation, he rose up, and dressing himself
will gain a glorious victory, and I shall hnve in a manner suitable to his fortune, privately
your praise thia day, either alive or dead." In withdrew.* All the other legions fled, and
pursuance of this promise, he advanced the a great slaughter was made in the camp, of the
foremost, and many following to support him, servants and others who had the care of the
he charged into the midst of the enemy. They tents. But Asimus Pollio, who then fought on
§oon took to their swords, and numbers were Caesar's side, assures us, that of the regular
alain; but as Crastinus was making his way troops there were not above six thousand men
forward, and culling down all before him, one killed.t
of Pompey's men stood to receive him, and Upon the taking of the camp, there was a
pushed his sword in at his mouth with such spectacle which shewed, in strong colors, the
force, that it went through the nape of his vanity and folly of Pompey'e troops. All the
neck. Crastinus thus killed, the fight was tents were crowned with myrtle; the beda
maintained with equal advantage on both sides. were strewed with flowers; the tables covered

Pompey did not immediately lead on his with cups, and bowls of wine set out. In
right wmg, but often directed his eyes to the short, every thing had the appearance of pre-
left, and lost time in waiting to see what exe- parations tor feasts and sacrifices, rather than
cution his cavalry would do there. Meanwhile for men going out to battle. To such a de-
they had extended their squadron to surround gree had their vain hopes corrupted them, and
Cajsar, and prepared to drive the few horse with such a senseless confidence they took
he had placed in front, back upon the foot. the field!
At that instant Cssar gave the signal: upon When Pompey had got at a little distance
which hie cavalry retreated a little; and the from the camp, he quitted his horse. He had
six cohorts, which consisted of three thousand very few people about him; and, as he saw he
men, and had been placed behind the tenth was not pursued, he went softly on, wrapped
legion, advanced to surround Pompey's caval- up in such thoughts as we may supose a. man
ry; and coming close up to them, raised the to have, who had been used for thirty-four
points of their javelins, as they had been years to couquerand carry all before him, and
taught, and aimed them at the face. Their ad- now in his old age first come to know what it
versaries, who were not experienced in any was to be defeated and to fly. We may easily
kind of fighting, and had not the least previous conjecture «hat his thoughts must be, when in
idea of this, could not parry or endure the one short hour he had lost the glory and the
blows upon their faces, but turned their backs, power which had been growing up amidst BO
or covered their eyes with their hands, and many wars and conflicts, and he who wai
loon fled with great dishonour. Cxsar's men, lately guarded with such armies of horse aud
took no care to pursue them, but turned their foot, and such great and powerful fleets, waa
force upon the enemy's infantry, particularly reduced to so mean and contemptible an equip-
upon that wing, which, now stripped of its age, that his enemies, who were in search of
horse, lay open to the attack on all sides. The him, could not know him.
"il cohorts, therefore, took them in flank, He passed by Larissa, and came to Tempe,
while the tenth legion charged them in front; where, burning with thirst, he threw himself
and they, who had hoped to surround the ene-upon his face, and drank out of the river; after
my, and now, instead of that, saw themselves
surrounded, made but a short resistance, and
then took to a precipitate flight. * Caesar tells us that the cohorts appointed to defend

the camp, made a vigorous resistance; but being at
By the great dust that was raised, Pompey length overpowered, fled to a neighbouring mountain,

conjebtured the fate of his cavalry; and it is where he rttulved to invest them. Bui be£pre he had
hard to say what passed in his mind at that finished his lines, want of water obliged them to aban-
moment. He appeared like a man moonstruck don that post, and retired towards Darissa. CaEsaf
»nd distracted; and without considering thai pursued the fugitives, at the head of four legions, (notof the fourth Rgion, as the authors of the Universal
he was Pompey the Great, or speaking to any History erroneously say,) and, arttr til miles' march,
one, he quitted the ranks, and retired step by came up with them. But they, not daring to engage
etcp towards his camp. A scene which cannot troops flushed with victory, fled for refuge to a niyh
be better painted than in these verses of hill, the foot of which was watered by a little riv:r.
Homer :t - Though Cxsar's men were quite sjunl, and ready to

faint with the excessive heat and the fatigue of the
Bui partial Jove, espousing Hector's part, whole day, yet, by his obliging manner, he prevailed

upon them to cut off the convenience of the waler fromShot heaven-bred horror through the Grecian heart ;
Confused, unoerv'd in Hector's presence grown, the enemy by a trench. Hereupon, the unfortunate

he stood with terrors not his own. fugitives came to acanitulation, threw down their arms,
and implored the cutncncy of the conqueror. This
thet ail did, eicrpl some senators, who, as it was now

* So Cesar calls him. His name in Plutarch is night, escaped in the dark. Vide Cnur, Bel. lib. iii.
Craitiania, in Appian Croiti'nu*. tfO.

* ID the eleventh book of the Iliad, where he ii speak- f Czsar says, that in all there were 6ftcen Ihoniud
ing of the flight of Ajaz before Hector killed, and twenty-four thoinnd taken prisoner*
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which, he passed through the valley, and went ble and speechless. At .ast, coming lo herself
down to the sea-coast. There he spent the she perceived there was no time to be loBt io
remainder of the night in a poor fisherman's tears and lamentations, and therefore hastened
csbin. Next morning, about break of day, he through the town to the sea. Pompey ran to
went on board a small river-boat, taking with meet her, and received her to his firms as she
him such of his company as were freemen. was just going to fall. While she hung upon
The slaves he dismissed, bidding them go to his neck, she thus addressed him: " I see, my
Caesar, and fear nothing. dear husband, your present unhappy condition

Aa he was coasting along, he saw a ship of is the effect of my ill fortune, and not your's.
burden just ready to sail; the master of which Alas! how are you reduced to one poor vessel,
was Peticius, a Roman citizen, who, though who, before your marriage with Cornelia, tra-
not acquainted with Pompey, knew him by versed this sea with five hundred galleys! Why
eight. It happened, that this man, the night do you come to see me, and not rather leave
before, dreamed he saw Pompey come and talk me to my evil destiny, who have loaded you
to him, not in the figure he had formerly known too with such a weight of calamities! How
him, but in mean and mqlancholy circumstan-happy had it been for me to have died be-
ces. He was giving the passengers an account fore I heard that Publius, my first husband
of his dream, as persons, who have a great deal was killed by the Parthians! How wise, had
of time upon their hands, love to discourse I followed him to the grave, as I once in-
about such matters; when, on a sudden, one tended ! What have I lived for since, but to
of the mariners told him, he saw a little boat bring misfortunes upon Pompey the Great?"*
rowing up to him from the land, and the crew Such, we are assured, was the speech of
making signs, by shaking their garments and Cornelia; and Pompey answered, " Till this
stretching out their hands. Upon this, Peticius moment, Cornelia, you have experienced no-
stood up, and could distinguish Pompey among thing but the smiles of fortune; and it was
them, in the same form as he had seen him in she who deceived you, because she stayed
his dream. Then beating his head for sorrow, with me longer than she commonly does with
he ordered the seamen to let down the ship's her favourites. But, fated as we are, we must
boat, and held out his hand to Pompey to in- bear this reverse, and make another trial of
vite him aboard; for by his dress he perceived her. For it is no more improbable, that we
his change of fortune. Therefore, without may emerge from this poor condition, and rise
waiting for any further application, he took to great things again, than it was that we
him up, and such of his companions as he should fall from great things into this pool
thought proper, and then hoisted sail. The per- condition."

eons Pompey took with him, were the two Cornelia then sent to the city for her most
Lentuh and Favonius; and a little after, valuable moveables and her servants. The
they saw king Deiotarus beckoning to them people of Mitylene came to pay their respecti
with great earnestness from the shore, and to Pompey, and to invite him to their city-
took him up likewise. The master of the ship But he refused to go, and bade them surren-
provided them the beet supper he could, and der themselves to the conqueror without fear;
when it was almost ready, Pompey, for want " For Csesar," he told them, " had great clem-
of a servant, was going to wash himself, hut ency." After this, he turned to Cratippus
Favonius seeing it, stepped up, and both wash-the philosopher, who was come from the town
ed and anointed him. All the time he was on to see him, and began to complain a little of
board, he continued to wait upon him in all Providence, and express some doubts concern-
the offices of a servant, even to the washing of ing it. Cratippus made some concessions,
his feet and providing his supper; insomuch, and, turning the discourse, encouraged him to
that one who saw the unaffected simplicity and hope better things; that he might not give him
sincere attachment with which Favonius per-pain, by an unseasonable opposition to his ar-
formed these offices, cried out, gument; else he might have answered his

objections against Providence, by shewing,
The generous mind adds dignity that the state, and indeed the constitution, waaTo every act, and uoiluug misbecomes it,

in such disorder, that it was necessary it
Pompey, in the course of his voyage, sailed should be changed into a monarchy, Or this

by Amphipolis, and from thence steered for one question would have silenced him, " How
Mitylcne, to take up Cornelia, and his son. As do we know, Pompey, that, if you had con-
Boon as he reached the island, he sent a mes- quered, you would have made a better use of
senger to the town with news far different your good fortune than Cssar?" But we must
from what Cornelia expected. For, by the leave the determinations of Heaven to iU su
flattering accounts which many officious per- perior wisdom.
Bons had given her, she understood that the As soon aa bis wife and his friends were
dispute was decided at Dyrrhachium, and that
nothing but the pursuit of Caesar remained to * Cornelia i« represented by Lucan, too, as imputing
be attended to. The messenger, finding her the misfortunes of Pompey to her alliance with him;
possessed with such hopes, had not power to and it seems, from one part of her speech on this occa-
make the usual salutations, but expressing the sion, that she should have been given to Czsar.
greatness of Pompey's misfortunes by his tears O ulinaro Thalamos invbi Caesaris issem!
rather than words, only told her, " She must If there were any thing m this, it might have been 1
make haste, if she had a mind to see Pompey material cause of the quarrel between Czsar and Pom-
with one ship only, and that not his own." pey, as the latter, by means of this alliauce, must harestrengthened himself with the Crassian interest- for

At this news Cornelia threw herself upon Cornelia was the relict of Fublitu Cnuus, the ion of
(he ground, where she lay a long time insensi-Marcus Crassuj,
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flnbarked, ho set sail, and continued his course tion only prevented his marching to the Ea-
without touching at any port, except for water phiiteo; but it is some doubt with us, whether
»nd piuvisions, till he came to Atlalia, a city it was not rather his fate than his opinion,
«f Pamphylia. There he was joined by some which directed his steps another way.
Cilicinn galleys; and beside picking up a num- When it was determined that they shouldDer of soldiers, he found in a little time, sixty seek for refuge in Egypt, he set sail frop Cy-
senators about him. When he was informed prus with Cornelia, maSeleucian galley. I he
Jiat his fleet was still entire, and that Cato rest accompanied him, some in ships of war,
was gone to Africa with a considerable body and some in merchantmen: and th«y made a
of men which he had collected after their flight, safe voyage. Being informed that Ptolemy wa»
be lamented to his friends his great error, in with his army at Pelusium, where he was en-
suffering himself to be forced into a.n engage-gaged in war with his sister, he proceeded thith-
ment at land, and making no use of those er, and sent a messenger before him to notify
forces, in which he was confessedly stronger; his arrival, and to entreat the king's protection.
nor even taking care to fight near his fleet, that, Ptolemy was very young, and Photimis, his
in case of his meeting with a check at land, prime minister, called a council of his ablest
he might have been supplied from sea with officers; though their advice had no more
another army, capable of making head against weight than he was pleased to allow it. He
the enemy. Indeed, we find no greater mis-ordered each, however, to give his opinion.
take in Pompey's whole conduct, nor a more But who can, without indignation, conatder,
remarkable instance of Caesar's generalship, that the fate of Pompey the Great was to he
than in removing the scene of action to such determined by Photinus, an eunuch; by Theoc
" aistance from the naval forces. dotus, a man of Chios, who was hired to

However, as it was necessary to undertake teach the prince rhetoric; and by. Achillas, i\a
something with the small means hje had left, Egyptian? For among the king's chamber
be sent to some cities, and sailed to others lains and tutors, these had the greatest influ-
himself, to raise money, and to get a supply ence over him, and were the persons he most
of men for his ships. But knowing the extra-consulted. Pompey lay at anchor at some dis-
ordinary celerity of the enemy's motions, he tance from the place, waiting the determina-
was afraid he might be beforehand with him, tion of this respectable board; while he thought
and seize all that he was preparing. He there-it beneath him to be indebted to Casar for his
fore, began to think of retiring to some asylum, safety. The council were divided in their
and proposed the matter in council. They could opmons; some advising the prince to giVe him
not think of any province in the Roman em- an honourable reception; and others to send
pire that would afford a safe retreat; and when him an order to depart. But Theodotus,
they cast their eyes on the foreign kingdoms, to display his eloquence, insisted tli.it both
Pompey mentioned Parthia as the most likely were wrong. " If you receive him," said he.
to receive and protect them in their present 

" you will have Caasar for your enemy, and
weak condition, and afterwards to send them Pompey for your master. If you order him
back with a force sufficient to retrieve their off, Pompey may one day revenge the affront,
affairs. Others were of opinion, it was pro- and Cassur resent your not having put him in
per to apply to Africa, and to Juba in particu- his hands: the best method, therefore, is to
lar. But Theophanes of Lesbos observed it send for him, and put him to death. By this
was madness to leave Egypt, which v/as dis- means you will do Cssar a favour, and have
tant but three days' sail. Besides, Ptolemy,* nothing to fear from Pompey." He added,
who was growing towards manhood, had par- with a smile,," Dead men do not bite."
ticular obligations to Pompey on his father's This advice being approved of, the execu-
account; aud should he go then, and put hin- tion of it was committed to Achillas. In con-
self in the hands of the Parthians, the most sequence of which, he took with him Septi-
perfidious people in the world? He represent-mius, who had formerly been one of Pompey's
ed what a wrong measure it would be, if, officers, and Salvius, who had also acted un-
rather than trust to the clemency of a noble der him as a centurion, with three or four as-
Roman, who was his father-in-law, and be con- sistants, and made up to Pompey's ship, where
tented with the second place of eminence, he his principal friends and officers had assem-
would venture his person with Arsaces,t by bled, to see how the affair went on. AVhen
whom even Crassus would not be taken alive. they perceived there was nothing magnificent
He added, that it would be extremely absurd in their reception, nor suitable to the hopes
to carry a young woman of the family of Scipio which Theophanes had conceived, but that a
among barbarians, who thought power con- few men only, in a fishing-boat, came to waiJ
sisted in the display of insolence aud outrage; upon them, such want of respect appeared a
and where, if she escaped unviolated, it would suspicious circumstance; and they advise*
be believed she did not, after she had been Pompey, while he was out of the reach of
with dose who were capable of treating htr missive weapons, to get out to the main sea.
with indignity. It is said, this last considera- Meantime, the boat approaching, Septimius

spoke first, addressing Pompey, in Latin, by
* Thii wai Ptolemy Dionysim, the son of Ptolemy the title of Jmperator. Then Achillas salu-

Anletei, who died in the yes- of Rome 704, which ted him in Greek, and desired him to com*
wu the vcsr btfure lh« battle of Fharsaba. He WM
'n hii fourteenth year. into the boat, because the water was very shal

t From this pasnage it appeiri, that Ar««es wm the low towards the shore, and a galley must Btrik*
eosunon name of tKe kings of Parthia. For it wai not upon the sands. At the same time they sa*
the proper Dame of the kin? then upon the throne nor several of the king's ships getting ready, and
*f him who wu at war with Crauui.

Go the shore covered with troops, so that if thej
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would have -handed their minds, it was then fishing-boat; which, though not .'arge, would
too late; besides, their distrust would have make a sufficient pile for a poor naked body
furnished the assassins with a pretence for that was not quite entire.
their injustice. He, therefore, embraced Cor- While he was collecting the peiccs of plank
nelia, who lamented his sad exit before it hap- and putting them together, an old Roman,
pened; and ordered two centurions, one of his who had made some of his first campaigns un-
enfranchised slaves named Philip, and a ser- der Pompey, came up and said to Philip,
vant called Scenes, loget into the boat before " Who are you that are preparing the funeral
him. When Achillas had hold of hie hand, of Pompey the Great?' Philip answerei1, "I
and he aas going to step iu himself, he turned am his freedman." " But you shall not," said
to his wtfn and sou, and repeated that verse of the old Roman, "hive this honour entirely to
Sophocles, yourself. As a work of piety offers itself, let me

have a share in it; that I may not absolutelySuk'st thuu a tyrant's door? then ferewell freedom?
Thorjghyjfe as air before 

These were the last words he spoke to them. 

repent my having passed so many years in a
foreign country; but, to compensate many mil-
fortunes, may have the consolation of doing

As there was a considerable distance be- some of the last honours* to the greatest gen-
tween the galley and the shore, and he observ-eral Rome ever produced." In this manner
ed that not a man in the boat shewed him the was the funeral of Pompey conducted.
least civility, or even spoke to him, he looked Next day Lucius Lentulus, who knew no-
at Septimius, and said, "Mcthinks, I remem-thing of what had passed, because he was upon
ber you to have been my fellow-soldier:" but his voyage from Cyprus, arrived upon the
he answered only with a nod, without testify-Egyptian shore, and as he was coasting along,
ing any regard or friendship. A profound si- saw the funeral pile, and Philip whom he did
lence again taking place, Pompey took out a not yet know, standing by it. Upon which he
paper, in which he had written a speech in said to himself, " Who has finished his days,
Greek, that he designed to make lo Ptolemy, and is going to leave his remains upon Jus
and amused himself with reading it. shore!" adding after a short pause, with a

When they approached the shore, Cornelia, sigh, "Ah! Pompey the Great! perhaps thou
wilh her friends in the galley, watched the mayest be the man." Lentulus soon after went
event with great anxiety. She was a little on shore, and was taken and slain.
encouraged, when she saw a number of the Such was the end of Pompey the Great. As
king's great officers coming down to the strand, for Caesar, he arrived not long after in Egypt,
in all appearance to receive her husband and which he found in great disorder. When they
do him honour. But the moment Pompey was came to present the head, he turned from it,
taking hold of Philip's hand, to raise him with and the person that brought it, as a sight ot
more ease, Septimius came behind, and run horror. He received the seal, but it was with
him through the body; aflerwhich Sulvius and tears. The device was a lion holding a sword.
Achillas also drew their swords. Pompey The two assassins, Achillas and Photinus, he
took his robe in both hands and covered his put to death; and the king, being defeated in
face; and without saying or doing the least battle, perished in the river. Theodotus, the
thing unworthy of him, submitted to his fate: rhetorician, escaped the vengeance of Caesar,
only uttering a groan, while they despatched by leaving Egypt; but he wandered about, a
him with many blows. He was then just miserable fugitive, and was hated wherever he
fifiy-nine years old, for he was killed the day went. At last, Marcus Brutus, who killed
after his birth-day.* Caesar, found the wretch, in his province of

Cornelia, and her friends in the galleys, upon Asia, and put him to death, after having made
seeing him murdered, gave a shriek that was him suffer the most exquisite tortures. The
heard to the shore, and weighed anchor imme- ashes of Pompey were carried to Cornelia,
diately. Their flight was assisted by a brisk who buried them in his lands near Alba.f
.gale, as they got out more to sea; so that the
Egyptians gave up their design of pursuing * Of touching and wrapping up the body.
them. The murderers having cut off Pompey's t Pompey has, in all appearance, and in all conside-
head, threw the body out of the boat naked, rations of his character, had less justice done him by
and left it exposed to all who were desirous historians than any other man of his lime. His pop-
of such a sight. Philip stayed till their curios-ular humanity, his mililary and political skill, his pru-dence, (which he sometimes unfortunately gave up,)
ity was satisfied, and then washed the body his natural bravery and generosity, hia conjugal vir-
with sea-water, and wrapped it in one of his tues, which (though sometimes impeached) were bolk
own garments, because he had nothing else at naturally and morally great; his cause, which waj
hand. The next thing was to look out for certainly, in its original interests, the cause of Rome;
"wood for the funeral-pile; and casting his eyes all these circumstances enlilled him lo a more disUn-

guifthed and more respectable character than any of
over the shore, he spied the old remains of a his historians have thought proper to afford him. One

circumstance, indeed, renders the accounts Dial Ihe
" Some divines, in raying that Pompey never pros-writers, who rose after the established monarchy, havepered after he presumed to enter the sanctuary in the given of his opposition, perfectly r«oBriltab)« lo U>»temple at Jerusalem, intimate that his misfortunes prejudice which appear* against him, or rather, to

-wcrr: owing to that profanation ; but we forbear, wilh the reluctance which Ihtj hare shewn lo that praiM
riui.ir.li. to commcnl on the providential determina-which they seemed to have fell that he deserved: Whei
tions of the Supreme Being. Indeed, he fell » sacrifice tne commonwealth was no more, and the supporters of
to as vile a set of people as he had before insulted ; for, hu inleresl had fallen wilh it. then history itself, not
the Jews eicepled, there was not upon earth a more lo menlion poetry, deparled from its proper privilege
despicable race of men than Ihi coward))', cruel Egyp-of impartiality, and even Plutarch made a sacrifice to
tians. imperial power.
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AGESILAUS AND POMPEF COMPARED.

SCCH is the account we had to give of the who was neither spurious nor maimed, had nc«
Jives of these two great men; and, in drawing Lysander been industrious enough to render
up the parallel, we shall previously take a short the oracle obscure for the sake of Agesilaus.
survey of the difference in their characters. As to their political talents, there neve, was

In the first place, Pompey rose to power, and a finer measure than that of Agesilaus, wnen,
established his reputation, by just and lauda- in the distress of the Spartans how to proceed
ble means; partly by the strength of his own against the fugitives after the battle of Leuctra,
genius, and partly by his services to Sylls, in he decreed that the laws should be silent for
freeing Italy from various attempts of despot-that day. We have nothing of Pompey'a that
ism. Whereas Agesilaos came to the throne by can possibly be compared to it. On the con-
methods equally immoral and irreligious; for trary, he thought himself exempted from ob-
it was by accusing Leotychidas of bastardy, serving the laws he had made, and that hia
whom his brother had acknowledged as his le- transgressing them shewed his friends his su-
gitimate son, and by eluding the oracle relative perior power: whereas Agesilaus, when under
to a lame king.* a necessity of contravening the laws, to save a

In the next place, Pompey paid all due res- number of citizens, found out an expedient
pect to Sylla during his life, and took care to which saved both the laws and the criminals.
see his remains honourably interred, notwith- I must also reckon among his political virtues,
standing the opposition it met with from Lepi- his inimitable behaviour upon the receipt of the
dus; and afterwards he gave his daughter to scytale, which ordered him to leave Asia ic the
Fauslus, the son of Sylla. On the other hand, height of his success. For he did not, like
Agesilaus shook off i>ysander upon a slight Pompey, serve the commonwealth only in af-
pretence, and treated him with great indignity. fairs which contributed to his own greatness;
Vet the services Pompey received from Sylla the good of his country was his great object,
were not greater than those he had rendered and, with a view to that, he renounced such
him; whereas Agesilaus was appointed king of power and so much glory as no man had either
Sparta by Lysander's means, and afterwards before or after him, except Alexander the
captain-general of Greece. Great.

In the third place, Pompey's offences against If we view them in another light, and con-
the laws and the constitution were principally sider their military performances; the trophies
»wmg to his alliances, to his supporting either which Pompey erected were so numerous, the
Cxsar or Scipio (whose daughter he had mar- armies he led so powerful, and the pitched
ried) in their unjust demands. Agesilaus not battles he won so extraordinary, that I suppose
only gratified the passion of his son, by sparing Xenophon himself would not compare the vic-
the life of Sphodrias, whose death ouglit to tories of Agesilaus with them; though that
bave atoned for the injuries he had done the historian, on account of his other excellencies,
Athenians: but he likewise screened Phcebi- has been indulged, the peculiar privilege of
dae, who was guilty of an egregious infraction saying what he pleased of his hero.
of the league with the Thebans, and it was There was a difference too, I think, in their
visibly for the sake of his crime that he took behaviour to their enemies, in point of equity
him into his protection. In short, whatever and moderation. Agesilaus was bent upon en-
troubles Pompey brought upon the Romans, slaving Thebes, and destroyed Messene; the
either through ignorance or a timorous com- former the city from which hia family sprung,
plaisance for his friends, Agesilaus brought as the latter Sparta's sister colony;* and in the
great distresses upon the Spartans, through a attempt he was near ruining Sparta, itself. On
spirit of obstinacy and resentment; for such the other hand, Pompey, after he had conquer-
was the spirit that kindled the Boeotian war. ed the pirates, bestowed cities on such as were

If, when we are mentioning their faults, we willing to change their way of life; and when
may take notice of their fortune, the Romans he might have led Tigranes, king of Armenia,
could have no previous idea of that of Pompey; captive at the wheels of his chariot, he rather
but the Lacedaemonians were sufficiently fore- chose to make him an ally; on which occasion
warned of the danger of a lame reign, and yet he made use of that memorable expression,
Agesilaus would not suffer them to avail them- " I prefer the glory that will last for ever, to
selves of that warning .^ Nay, supposing Le- that of a day."
otychidas a mere stranger, and as much a bas- But if the pre-eminence in military virtue is
tard as he was; yet the family of Eurytion to be decided by such actions and counsels at
could easily have supplied Sparta with a king are most characteristical of the great and wise

commander, we shall find that the Lacedsmo
* See the Lift of Agesilaus. nian leaves the Roman far behind. In the first
f It is true, the latter part of Agesilaus's reign was place, he never abandoned his city, though it

unfortunate, but the misfortunes were owing to his was besieged by seventy thousand men, whilemalice against the Thebans, autl to his fighting (con-
trary to Lite laws of Lycurgus) the same enemy so fre- he had but a handful of men to oppose them
quently, that he taught them to beat him at last.

Nevertheless, the oracle, as we have observed in a * For Hercules was born at Thebes, and Mesten*
Cirtncr note, probably meant the lameness of the king-"was » colony of the Herac)idie,as well us Sparta. Th«
dom, in having but one king instead of two, and uui Latin and F rench translations have mistaken the MUM
the lameness of the king. of tbis pauage.
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with, and those lately defeated in the battle of fought for the city of Rome: and not, after
Lieuctra. But Pompey,* upon Caisar's ad- calling his flight a manoeuvre of Themistocles,
vancing with five thousand three hundred men to look upon the delaying a battle in Thessaly
only, and taking one little town in Italy, left as a dishonour. For the gods had not appoint-
Rome in a panic; either meanly yielding to so ed the fields of Pharsalia as the listg in which
trifling a force, or failing in his intelligence of he was to contend for the empire of Rome,
their real numbers. In his flight he carried off nor was he summoned by a herald to make his
his own wife and children, bu! he Jeft those of appearance there, or otherwise forfeit the paJra
the other citizens in a defenceless state; when to another. There were innumerable plaini
he ought either to have stayed and conquered and cities; nay, his command of the sea left
for his country, or to have accepted such con- the whole earth to his choice, had he been de-
ditions as the conqueror might impose, who was termined to imitate Maximus, Marius, or Lu-
both his fellow-citizen and his relation. A lit- cullus, or Agesilaus himself.
tle while before, he thought it insupportable Agesilaus certainly had no less tumults to
to prolong the term of his commission, and to encounter in Sparta, when the Thebans chal-
grant him another consulship; and now he suf- lenged him to come out and fight for his domin-
fered him to take possession of the city, and to ions: nor were the calumnies and (landers he
tell Metellus," That he considered him and all met with in Egypt from the madness of the
the other inhabitants, as his prisoners. king less grating, when he advised that prince

If it is the principal business of a general to to lie still for a time. Yet by pursuing the
know how to bring the enemy to a battle when sage measures he had first fixed upon, be not
he is stronger, and how to avoid being com- only saved the Egyptians in spite of them-
pelled to one when he is weaker, Agesilaua selves, but kept Sparta from sinking in the earth-
understood that rule perfectly well, and, by quake that threatened her; nay, he erected there
observing it, continued always invincible. But the best trophy imaginable against the Thcbans;
Pompey could never take Ciesarata disadvan- for by keeping the Spartans from their ruin,
tage; on the contrary, he suffered Czsar to which they were so obstinately bent upon, he
take advantage of him, by being brought to put it in their power to conquer afterward
hazard all in an action at land. The conse- Hence it was that Agesilaus was praised by the
quence of which was, that Cicsar became mas- persons whom he had saved by violence; and
ter of his treasures, his provisions and the sea Pompey, who committed an error in complai-
itself, when he might have preserved them all, sance to it. Some say, indeed, that he wasde
bad he known how to avoid a battle. ceived by his father-in-law Scipio, who, want-

As for the apology that is made for Pompey ing to convert to his own use the treasures he
in this case, it reflects the greatest dishonour had brought from Asia, had concealed them for
upon a general of his experience. If a young that purpose, and hastened the action, under
officer had been so much dispirited and dis- the pretence that the supplies would soon fail.
turbed by the tumults and clamours among his But, supposing that true, a general should not
troops, as to depart from his belter judgment, have suffered himself to be so easily deceived,
it would have been pardonable. But for Pom- nor, in consequence of being so deceived, have
pey the Great, whose camp the Romans called hazarded the loss of all. Such are the princi-
their country, and whose tent their senate, pal strokes that mark their military characters.
while they gave the name of"rebels and traitors As to their voyages to Egypt, the one fled
to those who stayed and acted as pranors and thither out of necessity; the other, without any
consuls in Rome; for Pompey, who had never necessity or sufficient cause, listed himself in
been known to serve as a private soldier, but the service of a barbarous prince, to raise a
had made all his campaigns with the greatest fund for carrying on the war with the Greeks.
reputation as general; for such a one to be So that if we accuse the Egyptians for their
forced, by the scoffs of f'avonius and Domitiua, behaviour to Pompey, the Egyptians blame
and the fear of being called Agamemnon, to Agesilaus as much for his behaviour to them.
risk the fate of the whole empire, and of liber- The one was betrayed by those in whom he
ty, upon the cast of a single die-who can bear put his trust; the other was guilty of a breach
it? II'lie dreaded only present infamy, he ought of trust, in deserting those whom he went M
to have made a stand at first, and to have support, and going over to their enemies

ALEXANDER.

IN this volume we shall give the lives of Alex- threw Pompey; and, as the quantity of mato
ander the Great, and of Cajuar, who over- rials was so great, we shall only premise, that

we hope for indulgence though we do not
" Here i< another epregious instance of PluUirch's give the actions in full detail and with a scru-

prejudice against the character of Pompey. It is cer- pulous exactness, but rather in a short sum-
tain that he lell Dot Rome till he was well convinced mary; since we are not writing Histories, but
of the impossibility of maintaining it apiinat the arms Lives. No; is it always in the most distin-
of Cxsar. For he was not only cumins against it with
« forre much more powerful than is here mentioned, guished achievements that men's virtues or
but he had rendered cTen a siege uuni cessary, by a i vices may be best discerned; but often an ac-
"rcTioui dittribulicti of hii gold amongst the citucui. [ tion of small note, a short saying, or a jest,
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"hall d itinguish a person's real character more Chiron, of Megalopolis, to consult the oracle
than t) ; greatest sieges or the most important at Delphi; and we are told, Apollo command-
battles Therefore, as painters in their portraits ed him to sacrifice to Jupiter Ammon, and to
labour he likeness in the face, and particularly pay his homage principally to that god. It is
about le eyes, in which the peculiar turn of also said, he lost one of his eyes, which was
mind i ost appears, and run over the rest with that he applied to the chink of the door, when
a mor< careless hand; so we must be permitted he saw the god in his wife's embraces in the
to stri e off the features of the soul, in order to form of a serpent. According to Eratosllien.es,
five a eal likeness of these great men, and Olympias, when she conducted Alexander oo
leave > others the circumstantial detail of their his way in his first expedition, privately dis-
laboui and achievements. covered to him the secret of his birth, and ex-

It i allowed as certain, that Alexander wae horted him to behave with a dignity suitable to
a den 'ndint ot'HrrculesTby Caranus," and of his divine extraction. Others affirm, that she
JEac\ i by Neoptolemus. His father Philip is absolutely rejected it as an impious fiction, and
said > have been initiated, when very young, used to say, "Will Alexander never leave em-
alony Uli Olympias, in the mysteries at Sam- broiling me with Juno:"
othrace: and having conceived an affection for Alexander* was born on the sixth of Heca-
her, he obtained her in marriage of her brother tombcEont [July], which the Macedonians call
Arymbas, to whom he applied, because she Lous, the same day that the temple of Diana
was left an orphan. The night before the con- at Ephcsus was burned; upon which Hegesias
lummation of the marriage, she dreamed, that the Magnesian, has uttered a conceit frigid
a thunder-bolt fell upon her belly, which kin- enough to have extinguished the flames. " It
dled a great fire, and that the flame extended is no wonder," said he, " that the temple of
itself far and wide before it disappeared. And Diana was burned, v/hen she was at a dis-
Borne time after the marriage, Philip dreamed tance, employed in bringing Alexander into the
that he sealed up the queen's womb with a world." All the Jllctgi who were then at Ephc-
seal, the impression of which he thought was sus, looked upon the fire as a sign which be-
a lion. Most of the interpreters believed the tokened a much greater misfortune: they ran
dream announced some reason to doubt the about the town, beating their faces, and cry-
honour of Olympias, and that Philip ought to ing, " That the day had brought forth the great
look more closely to her conduct. But Aris- scourge and destroyer of Asia."
tauder, of Themesus, said, it only denoted that Philip had just taken the city of Potidza,}
the queen was pregnant; for a seal is never put and three messengers arrived the same day
upon any thing that is empty: and that the with extraordinary tidings. The first inform-
child would prove a boy, of a bold and lion- ed him, that Parmenio had gained a great
like courage. A serpent was also seen lying battle against the Illyrians; the second, that
by Olympias as she slept; which is said to have his race-horse had won the prize at the Olym-
cooled Philip's affections for her more than any pic games, and the third, that Olympias was
thing, insomuch that he seldom repaired to her brought to bed of Alexander. His joy on that
bed afterwards; whether it was that he feared occasion was great, as might naturally be ex-
some enchantment from her, or abstained from pected; and the soothsayers increased it, by as-
ner embraces because he thought them taken suring him, that his son who was born in the
np by some superior being. midst of three victories, must of course prove

Some, indeed, relate the affair in another invincible.
manner. They tell us, that the women of this The statues of Alexander, that roost resem-
country were, of old, extremely fond of the bled him, were those of Lysippus, who alone
ceremonies of Orpheus, and the orgies of Bac- had his permission to represent him in mar-
chus; and that they were called Clodoncs and ble. The turn of his head, which leaned a lit-
JUimallones, because in many things they imi- tle to one side, and the quickness of his eye,
tated the Edonian and Thracian women about in which many of his friends and successors
Mount Hacmus; from whom the Greek word most affected to imitate him, were best hit off
threscuein seems to be derived, which signifies by that artist. Apellcs painted him in the
the exercise of extravagant and superstitious character of Jupiter, armed with thunder, but
observances. Olympias being remarkably am- did not succeed as to his complexion. He over-
bitious of these inspirations, and desirous of charged the colouring, and made his skin too
giving the enthusiastic solemnities a more brown; whereas he was fair, with a tinge of red
strange and horrid appearance, introduced a
number of large tame serpents, which, often * In the first jear of tht hundred and ««th Olynv-
creeping out of the ivy and the mystic fans, piad, before Christ 354.
and entwining about the thyrsuses and gar- t JElian (Var. Hist. 1. ii. c. 25.) says expressly, that
lands of the women, struck the spectators with Alexander was born and died on the sixth day of the
terror. month Thargelion. But supposing Plutarch right in

placing his birth in the month Hecatomboeon, yet not
Philip, however, upon this appearance, sent that month, but Bcedromion then answered to the Ma-

cedonian month Lous : as appears clearly from a letter
of Philip's, still preserved ID the Orations of Demos-

" Caranus, the sixteenth in descent t""n Herculfs, thenes, (in Oral, de Corona.) In aftertimes, indeed,made himself muter of Macedonia in we year be-
fore Christ 794; and Ale-iander the Great was the the month Lous answered to Hecatomboeon. which,

without doubt, was the cause of Plutarch's mistake.
twenty-second in descent from Caranus; so that from } This is another mistake. Potidaca was taken two
Hercules to Alexander there were thirty-eight gene-years before, viz. in the third year of the one hundred
rations. The descent by his mother's side is not so and third Olympiad ; for which we hwe again Iht »n
clear, there being many degrees wanting in it. It is thority of Demosthenes, who was Philip's contempo-
sufficient to know, that Olympias was the daughter of rary (in Oral. Cont. Leptincn? ) as well as of Diodorui
Ncoptolemus, and sister to Arymbas. Siculus, I. xri.
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in his face and upon his broast. We read in traordinary left for you and me to do." Ai
the memoirs of Aristoxenus, that a most agree-neither pleasure nor richc*, bat valour and glo-
able scent proceeded from his skin, and that ry were his great objects, he thought, that in
his breath anil whole body were so fragrant, proportion as the dominions he was to receiva
that they perfumed his under garments. The from hia father grew greater, there would be
cause of this might possibly be his hoi temper- less room for him to distinguish himself. Every
ament. For, as Theophrastus conjectures, it new acquisition of territory he considered as a
is the concoction of moisture by heat which diminution of his scene of action; for he dif
produces sweet odours ; and hence it is that not desire to inherit a kingdom that would
those countries which are driest, and most bring him opulence, luxury and pleasure; but
parched with heat produce spices of the best one that would afford him wars, conflicts and
kind, and in the greatest quantity; the sun ex- all the exercise of great ambition.
haling from the surface of bodies that moisture He had a number of tutors and preceptors.
which is the instrument of corruption. It seems Leonidas, a relation of the queen's, and a man
to li.-ivc been the same heat of constitution of great severity of manners, was at the head
which made Alexander so much inclined to of them. He did not like the name of precep-
drink, and so subject to passion. tor, though the employment was important and

His continence shewed itself at an early honourable; and, indeed, his dignity and alli-
period ; for, though he was vigorous, or rather ance to the royal family gave him the title of
violent in his other pursuits, he was not easily the prince's governor. He who had both the
moved by the pleasures of the body, and if name and business of preceptor, was Lysima-
he tasted them, it was with great moderation. chus, the Acarnaman; a man who had neither
But there was something superlatively great merit nor politeness, nor any thing to recom-
and sublime in his ambition, far above his mend him, but his calling himself Ph<rni.ij
years. It was not all sorts of honour that he Alexander, Achilles; and Philip, Peleus. This
courted, nor did he seek it in every track, like procured him some attention, and the second
his father Philip, who was as proud of his elo- place about the prince's person.
quence as any sophist could be, and who had When Philomcus, the Thessalian, offered
the vanity to record his victories in the Olym- the horse named Bucephalus in sale to Philip,
pic chariot-race in the impression of his coins. at the price of thirteen talents,* the king, with
Alexander, on the other hand, when he was the prince and many others, went into the field
asked by some of the people about him, to see some trial made of him. The horse ap-
"Whether he would not run in the Olympic peared extremely vicious and unmanageable,
race?" (for he was swift of foot), answered, and was so far from suffering himself to be
" Yes, if I had kings for my antagonists. " It mounted, that he would not bear to be spoken
appears that he had a perfect aversion to the to, but turned fiercely upon all the grooms
whole exercise of wrestling.* For, though he Philip was displeased at their bringing him so
exhibited many other sorts of games and pub- wild and ungovernable a horse, and bade them
lic diversions, in which he proposed prizes for take him away. But Alexander, who had ob-
tragic poets, for musicians who practised upon served him well, said "What a horse are they
the flute and lyre, and for rhapsodists too, losing, for want of skill and spirit to manage
though he entertained the people with the hunt- him!" Philip at first took no notice of this}
ing of all manner of wild beasts, and with fenc- but, upon the prince's often repeating the same
ing or fighting with the staff, yet he gave no expression, and shewing great uneasiness, he
encouragement to boxing or to the Pancra- said, " Young man, you find fault with your el*

dels, as if you knew more than they, or could
Ambassadors from Persia happening to ar- manage the horse better." " And I certainly

rive in the absence of his father Philip, and could," answered the prince. " If you should
Alexander receiving; them in his stead, gained not be able to ride him, 'what forfeiture will
upon them greatly by his politeness and solid you submit to for your rashness?" I will pay
sense. He asked them no childish or trifling the price of the horse."
question, but inquired the distances of places, Upon this all the company laughed, but the
and the roads through the upper provinces of king and prince agreeing as to the forfeiture,
Asia; he desired to be informed of the charac-Alexander ran to the horse, and laying hold
ter of their king, in what manner he behaved on the bridle, turned him to the sun; for he
to his enemies, and in what the strength and had observed, it seems, that the shadow whicn
power of Persia consisted. The ambassadors fell before the horse, and continually moved as
"were struck with admiration, and looked upon he moved, greatly disturbed him. While hi*
the celebrated shrewdness of Philip as nothing fierceness and fury lasted, he kept speaking to
in comparison of the lofty and enterprising ge- him softly and stroking him; after which he
nius of his son. Accordingly, whenever news gently let fall his mantle, leaped lightly upon
was brought that Philip, had taken some strong his back, and got his seat very safe. Then,
town, or won some great battle, the young
man, instead of appearing delighted with it, * That is, 25181. 15«. sterling. This will appear a
uaed to say to his companions, " My father moderate price, compared wiUi what we find in Varro-
will go on conquering, till there be nothing ex- (de Re Rmlic. 1. iii. c. 2.) viz. that Q. Axiu», a sena-tor, gave four hundred thousand sesterces for an IM ;

and still more moderate when compared with (he ac-
" PhilopcemtD, like him had an aversion for wresl- count of Tarernier. that some horses ju Arabia wtr«

linj, because all Ihe exercises which fit a man to excel valued at a hundred thousand crowns.
ID it make him unfit for war. Pliny, in his Natural History, say, the price of Bo

f If it be asked how thii ihewi that Alexander did cephalus was sixteen talents-Sedecum talfnta jeronl
"nt love wrestling, the answer is, the Pancratium wai ex Philoruci FhartM grege mptum. Nat. Hist, lib,
(mixture of boxing and wrestling. iiu cap. 42.
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Without pulling the reins too li.-vrd, or using much less teach it others: it serves only to re
either whip or spur, he set him a-going. As fresh the memories of those who have been
loon as he perceived his uneasiness abated, taught by a master.
and that he wanted only to run, he put him in It appears also to me, that it was by Am-
" full gallop, and pushed him on both with the totle rather than any other person, that Alex-
voice and spur. ander was assisted in the study of physic, for

Philip and all his court were in great distress he not only loved the theory, Imt the practice
for him at first, and a profound silence took too, as is clear from his epistles, where we
place. But when the prince had turned him find that he prescribed to his friends medi-
and brought him straight back, they all re- cines and a proper rtgimen.
ceived him with loud acclamations, except his He loved polite learning too, and his natural
father, who wept for joy, and, kissing him, thirst of knowledge made him a man of exten-
gaid, " Seek another kingdom, my son, that sive reading. The Iliad, he thought, as well a«
may be worthy of thy abilities; for Macedonia called, a portable treasure of military know-
is too small "for thee." Perceiving that he ledge; and he had a copy corrected by Aris-
did not easily submit to authority, because he totle, which is called the casket copy.* One-
would not be forced to any thing, but that he sicntus informs us, that he used to lay it under
might be led to his duty by the gentler hand of his pillow with his sword. As he could not
reason, he took the method of persuasion find many other books in the upper provinces
rather than of command. He saw that his of Asia, he wrote to Harpalus for a supply-|
education was a matter of too great impor-who sent him the works of Philistus, most of
tance to be trusted to the ordinary masters in the tragedies of Euripides, Sophocles, and
music; and the common circle of sciences; and jEschylus, and the Dithyrambics of Telestusf
that his genius (to use the eipression of Sopho-and Philoxcnus.
cles) required Aristotle was the man he admired in his

younger years, and, as he said himself, he had
The rudder's guidance and the curb's restraint. no less affection for him than for his own

He therefore sent for Aristotle, the most cele- father: "From the one he derived the blessing
brated and learned of all the philosophers ; of life, from the other the blessing of a good
and the reward he gave him for forming his life." But afterwards he looked upon him
son was not only honourable, but remarkable with an eye of suspicion. He never, indeed,
for its propriety. He had formerly dismantled did the philosopher any harm; but the testi-
the city of Stagira, where that philosopher was monies of his regard being neither so extraor-
born, and now he re-built it, and re-established dinary nor so endearing as before, he discov-
the inhabitants, who had either fled or been ered something of a coldness. However, his
reduced to slavery.* He also prepared a lawn, love of philosophy, which he was either born
called Mieza, for their studies and literary con- with, or at least conceived at an early period,
versations; where they still shew us Aristotle's never quitted his soul; as appears from the hon-
stone-seats, and shady walks. ours he paid Anaxarchus, tne fifty talents he

Alexander gained from him not only moral sent Xenocrates,J and his attentions to Dan-
and political knowledge, but was also instruct- damis and Calanus.
ed m those more secret and profound branches When Philip went upon his expedition
of sciences, which they call acroamatic and against Byzantium, Alexander was only su-
epoptic, and which they did not communicate teen years of age, yet he was left regent of
to every common scholar.! For when Alexan- Macedonia and keeper of the seal. The Me-
der was in Asia, and received information that dari§ rebelling during his regency, he attacked
Aristotle had published some books, in which and overthrew them, took their city, expelled
those points were discussed, he wrote him a the barbarians, planted there a colony of peo-
letter in behalf of philosophy, in which he ple collected from various parts, and gave it
blamed the course he had taken. The follow- the name of Alexandropolis. He fought in the
ing is a copy of it: battle of Chzronea against the Greeks, and u

" Alexander to Aristotle, prosperity. You said to have been the first man that broke the
did wrong in publishing the acroamatic parts sacred band of Thebans. In our times an old
of science.}: In what shall we differ from * He kept it in a rich casket, found among the spoiU
others, if the sublimer knowledge which we of Darius. A correct copy of this edition, revised by
gained from you, be made common to all the Aristotle, Callisthenes, and Anaiarchus, was published
world? For my part, I had rather excel the after the death of Alexander. " Darius," said Alex-
bulk of mankind in the superior parts of learn-ander, " used to keep his ointments in this casket; but
ing than in the extent of power and dominion. I, who have no time to anoint myself, will convert it

to a nobler use."

Farewell." t Ttlestuswas a poetofiome rcputalion, and a mon-
Aristotle, in compliment to this ambition of ument was erected to his memory by Arisiatus the Sv-

bis, and by way of excuse for himself, made rionian tyrant. Frotogenes was sent for to paint th"i»
answer, " that those points were published and monument, and not arriving within the limited time
not published." In fact, his book of meta- wa« in danger of the tyrant's displeasure ; but the ce-

lerity and excellence of his execution saved him. Phi-
physics is written in such a manner, that no loxenus was his scholar. Philistus was au historian
one can learn that branch of science from it, often cited by Plutarch.

t Th* philosopher look but a small part of this mo" Pliny the elder and Valerius Maximus tell us, tkat
Stagira was rebuilt by Alexander, and this when Aris- ncy. and sent (he rest back ; telhng the giver he had
totle was very old. more occasion for it, because he had more people tomaintain.

t The scholars in general were instructed only in
the exoteric doctrines. Vid. Jl\d. Getl. lib. xx. cap. 5 § We know ofno such people as the Modari; but a

1 Doctrines uught by private communication, and people called Maedi there was in Thrace, who, as Lir»
delivered v\va vote. tells ui (1. «yi.), used to make inroads into Mace-

donia.
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oak was shewn near the Ccphisus, called Jllex- But Philip no sooner had intelligence of it, thea
ander's oak, because his tent had been pitched he went to Alexander's apartment, taking along
under it; and a piece of ground at no great dis- with him Philotas, the son of I'armenio, one
tance, in which the Macedonians had buried of his most intimate friends and companions,
theii dead. and, in his presence, reproached him with hii

1 his early display of great talents made degeneracy and meanness of spirit, in thinking
Philip very fond of his eon, so that it was with of being son-in-law to a man of Caria. one of
pleasure he heard the Macedonians call Alex- the slaves of a barbarian king. At the same
ander Icing, and him only general. But the time he wrote to the Corinthians,* insisting that
troubles which his new marriage and his they should send Thessalus to him in chains.
amours caused in his family, and the bicker- Harp.-ilus and Niarchus, Phrygiusand Ptolemy,
ings among the women dividing the whole some of the other companions of the prince, he
kingdom into parties, involved him in many banished. But Alexander afterwards recalled
quarrels with his son; all which were height- them, and treated them with great distinction
ened by Glympias, who, being a woman of a Some time after the Carian negotiation,
jealous and vindictive temper, inspired Alex- Pausanias being abused by order of Attalus and
ander with unfavourable sentiments of his Cleopatra, and not having justice done him for
father. The misunderstanding broke out into the outrage, killed Philip who refused that jus-
a flame on the following occasion: Philip fell tice. Olympiae was thought to have been
in love with a young lady named Cleopatra, at principally concerned in inciting the young
an unseasonable time of life, and married her. man to that act of revenge; but Alexander did
When they were celebrating the nuptials, her not escape uncensured. It is said that when
uncle Atulus, intoxicated with liquor, desired Pausanias applied to him, after having been so
the Macedonians to entreat the gods that this dishonoured, and lamented his misfortune,
marriage of Philip and Cleopatra might pro- Alexander by way of answer, repeated that line
duce a lawful heir to the crown. Alexander, in the tragedy of Medea,f
provoked at this, said, " What then, dost thou The bridal lather, bridegroom, and the bride.
take me for a bastard!" and at the same time It must be acknowledged, however, that ha
he threw his c p at his head. Hereupon Philip caused diligent search to be made after the per-
rose up and drew his sword; but, fortunately sons concerned in the assassination, and took
for them both, his passion arid the wine he had care to have them punished; and he expressed
drank made him stumble, and he fell. Alex- his indignation at Olympias's cruel treatment
ander, takuig an insolent advantage of this cir- of Cleopatra in his absence.
cumstance, said, "Men of Macedon, see there He was only twenty years old when he suc-
the man who was preparing to pass from ceeded to the crown, and he found the king-
Europe into Asia! he is not able to pass from dom torn in pieces by dangerous parties and
one table to another without falling." After implacable animosities. The barbarous nations,
this insult, he carried off Olympias, and placed even those that bordered upon Macedonia,
her in Epirus. Illyricum was the country he could not brook subjection, and they longed
pitched upon for his own retreat. for their natural kings. Philip had subdued

In the meantime, Demaratus, who had en- Greece by his victorious arms, but not having
gagements of hospitality with the royal family had time to accustom her to the yoke, he had
of Macedon, and who, on that account, could thrown matters into confusion, rather than pro-
speak his mind freely, came to pay Philip a duced any firm settlement, and he left the
visit. After the Erst civilities, Philip asked whole in a tumultuous state. The young king a
him "What sort of agreement subsisted among Macedonian counsellors, alarmed at the trou-
the Greeks?" Demaratus answered, " There bles which threatened him, advised him to giie
is, doubtless, much propriety in your inquiring up Greece entirely, or at least to make no at-
after the harmony of Greece, who have rilled tempts upon it with the sword; and to recal
your own house with so much discord and dis- the wavering barbarians in a mild manner to
order." This reproof brought Philip to him- their duty, by applying healing measures to tie
self, and through uie mediation of Demaratus, beginning of the revolt. Alexander, on the
he prevailed with Alexander to return. contrary, was of opinion, that the only way to

But another event soon disturbed their re- security, and a thorough establishment of his
pose. Pexodorus, the Persian governor in affairs, was to proceed with spirit and magna-
Caria, being desirous to draw Philip into a nimity. For he was persuaded, that if he ap-
league, offensive and defensive, by means of peared to abate of his dignity in the least article,
an alliance between their families, offered his le would be universally insulted. He therefore
eldest daughter in marriage to Aridzus, the quieted the commotions, and put a stop to the
son of Philip, and sent Aristocritus into Mace- ising wars among the barbarians, by marching
donia to treat about it. Alexander's friends vith the utmost expedition as far as the Danube,
and his mother now infused notions into him where he fought a great battle with Syrmus,
again, though perfectly groundless, that, by so ting of the Tnballi, and defeated hun.
noble a match, and the support consequent upon
it, Philip designed the crown for Aridzus. " Theisalus, upon his return from Alia, mast have

Alexander, in the uneasiness these suspicions retired to Corinth; for the Corinthian* had nothing
gave him, sent one Thessatus, a player, into to do in Caria.
Caria, to desire the grandee to pass by Aridseus, f The persons meant in the tragedy were Ja»on,Creu-
who was of spurious birth, and deficient in sa, and Creon; and in Alexander's application of it,
point of understanding, and to take the lawful Philip is the bridegroom, Cleopatra the briile, and At-lui the father.
heir to the crown into his alliance. Pexodorus Cleopatra, the niece of Attalui, is by Arriau called
was infinite!' more pleased with this proposal. Eurrdice. 1. ii. c. 14.
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Som* time after this, having intelligence As for the Athenians, he forgave them;
that the Thebans had revolted, and that the though they expressed u'rcat concern at the
Athenians had adopted the same sentiments, misfortune of Thebes. For, though they were
he resolved to shew them he was no longer a upon the point of celebrating the feast of the
boy, and advanced immediately through the great mysteries, they omitted it on account of
pass of Thermopylae. " Demosthenes," said the mourning that took place, and received
he, " called me a boy, while I was in Illyricum, such of the Thebans as escaped the general
and among the Triballi, and a stripling when wreck, with all imaginable kindness, into their
in Thessaly; but I will shew him before the city. But whether his fury, like that of a lion,
walls of Athens that I am a man." was satiated with blood, or whether he had a

When he made his appearance before mind to efface a most cruel and barbarous ac-
Thebes, he was willing to give the inhabitants tion by an act of clemency, he not only over-
time to change their sentiments. He only de- looked the complaints he had against them,
manded Pha-nix and Prothytes, the first pro- but desired them to look well to their affairs,
moters of the revolt, and proclaimed an am- because if any thing happened to him; Athena
nesty to all the rest, But the Thebans, in would give law to Greece.
their turn, demanded that he should deliver It is said the calamities he brought upon the
up to them Philotas and Antipater, and invit- Thebans, gave him uneasiness long after, and
ed, by sound of trumpet, all men to join them on that account, he treated many others with
who chose to assist, in recovering the liberty of less rigour. It is certain he imputed the mur-
Greece. Alexander then gave the reins to the der of Chtus, which he committed in his wine,
Macedonians, and the war began with great and the Macedonians' dastardly refusal to pro-
fury. The Thebans, who had the combat to ceed in the Indian expedition, through which
maintain against forces vastly superior in num- his wars and his glory were left imperfect, to
ber, behaved with a courage and ardour far the anger of Bacchus, the avenger of Thebes.
above their strength. But when the Mace- And there was not a Theban who survived the
donian garrison fell down from Cadmea, and fatal overthrow, that was denied any favour he
charged them in the rear, they were surround- requested of him. Thus much concerning the
ed on all sides, and most of them cut in pieces. Theban war.
The city was taken, plundered, and levelled A general assembly of the Greeks being
with the ground. held at the Isthmus of Corinth, they came to

Alexander expected that the rest of Greece, a. resolution to send their quotas with Alexan-
astonished and intimidated by so dreadful a der against the Persians, and he was unani-
punishment of the Thebans, would submit in mously elected captain-general. Many states-
silence. Yet he found a more plausible pre- men and philosophers came to congratulate
tence for his severity; giving out that his late him on the occasion; and he hoped that Dioge-
proceedings were intended to gratify his allies, nes of Sinope, who then lived at Corinth,
being adopted in pursuance of complaints would be of the number. Finding, however,
made against Thebes by the people of Phocis that lie made but little account of Alexander,
and Plata^a. He exempted the priests, all that and that he preferred the enjoyment of his
the Macedonians were bound to by the ties of leisure in a part of the suburbs called Cranium,
hospitality, the posterity of Pindar, and such ic went to see him. Diogenes happened to
as had opposed the revolt: the rest he sold for be Iving in the sun; and at the approach of so
slaves, to the number of thirty thousand. There many people, he raised himself up a little, and
were above six thousand killed in the battle. fixed his eyes upon Alexander. The king ad-

The calamities which that wretched city dressed him in an obliging manner, and asked
suffered, were various and horrible. A party him, " If there was any thing he could serve
of Thracians demolished the house of Timo- him in?" " Only stand a little out of my sun-
clea, a woman of quality and honour. The shine," said Diogenes. Alexander, we are
soldiers carried off the booty; and the captain, told, was struck with such surprise at finding
after having violated the lady, asked her wheth- himself so little regarded, and saw something
er she had not some gold and silver concealed. so great in that carelessness, that, while his
She said she had; and taking him alone into courtiers were ridiculing the philosopher as a
the garden, shewed him a well, into which, monster, he said, " If I were not Alexander,
she told him, she had thrown every thing of I should wish to be Diogenes."
value, when the city was taken. The officer He chose to consult the oracle about tha
stooped down to examine the well; upon event of the war, and for that purpose went
which she pushed him in, and then dispatched to Delphi. He happened to arrive there
him with stones. The Thracians, coming up, on one of the days called inauspicious, upon
seized and bound her hands, and carried her which the .»w permitted no man to put
before Alexander, who immediately perceived his question. At first he sent to the prophet
by her look and gait, and the fearless manner ess, to entreat her to do her office; but finding
in which she followed that savage crew, that she refused to comply, and alleged the law in
she was a woman of quality and superior sen-her excuse, he went himself, and drew her by
timents. The king demanded who she was? force into the temple. Then, as if conquered
She answered, " I am the sister of Thfiagenes. by his violence, she said, " My son, thou art
who, in capacity of general, fought Philip for invincible." Alexander, hearing this, said,
the liberty of Greece, and fell in the battle " He wanted no other answer, for he had tho
of Chironea." Alexander, admiring her an- very oracle he desired."
swer a.id the bold action she had performed, When he was on the point of setting out
commanded her to be set at liberty and her upon his expedition, he had many signs from
children with her. the divine powers. Among the rest, thn atatu*
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of Orpheus in Libethra,* which was of cy- time. For the kings of Macetion used never
press wood, was in a profuse sweat for several to march out to war » the month Daisiut,
days. The generality apprehended this to be Alexander cured them of this piece of super
an ill presage; but Aristander bade them dis- stition, by ordering that month to be called the
miss their fears.-"It signified,"he said,"that second Jlrtemisius. And when Parmenio ob-
Alexander would perform actions so worthy jected to his attempting a passage so late in the
to be celebrated, that they would cost the day, he said, " The Hellespont would bluah, if
poets and musicians much labour and sweat." after having passed it, he should be afraid of

As to the number of his troops, those that the Granicug." At the same time he threw
put it at the least, say he carried over thirty himself into the stream with thirteen troops of
thousand foot and five thousand horse; and horse; and as he advanced in the face of the
Ihey who put it at the most, tell us his army enemy's arrows, in spite of the steep banks,
consisted of thirty-four thousand foot and four which were lined with cavalry well armed, and
thousand horse. The money provided for their the rapidity of the river, which often bore him
subsistence and pay, according to Aristobulus, down or covered him with its waves, his mo-
was only seventy talents; Dunus says, he had tions seemed rather the effects of rnadncsi
no more than would maintain them one month; than sound sense. He held on, however, till,
but Onesicntus alfirms, that he borrowed two by great and surprising efforts, he gained the
hundred talents for that purpose. opposite banks, which the inud made extreme-

However, though his provision was so small, ly slippery and dangerous.-When he was
he chose, at his embarkation, to enquire into there, he was forced to stand an engagement
the circumstances of his friends; and to one with the enemy, hand in hand, and with great
he gave a farm, to another a village; to this the confusion on his part, because they attacked
revenue of a borough, and to that of a post. his men as fast as they came over, before he
When in this manner he had disposed of almost had time to form them. For the Persian troops
all the estates of the crown, Perdiccas asked, charging with loud shouts, and with horse
him, " What he had reserved for himself!" The against horse, made good use of their spears,
king answered, "Hope." "Well," replied and, when those were broken, of their swords.
Perdiccas, " we who share in your labours will Numbers pressed hard on Alexander, he-
also take part in your hopes." In consequence cause he was easy to be distinguished, both by
of which, he refused the estate allotted him, his buckler, and by his crest, on each side of
and some others of the king's friends did the which was a large and beautifuj plume of
eaine. As for those who accepted his offers, white feathers. His cuirass was pierced by a
or applied to him for favours, he served them javelin at the joint; but he escaped unhurt.
with equal pleasure; and by these means most After this, Rhcesaces and Spithridates, two of-
of his Macedonian revenues were distributed ficers of great distinction, attacked him at
and gone. Such was the spirit and disposition once. He avoided Spithridates with great ad-
with which he passed the Hellespont. dress, and received Rhcesaces with such a

As soon as he landed, he went up to Ilium, stroke of his spear upon his breastplate, that
where he sacrificed to Minerva, and offered it broke it in pieces. Then he drew his sword
libations to the heroes. He also anointed the to dispatch him, but hiR adversary still main-
pillar upon Achilles's tomb with oil, and ran tained the combat. Meantime, Spithridatea
round it with his friends, naked, according to came up on one side of him, and raising him-
the custom that obtains; after which he put a self up on his horse, gave him a blow w ith hia
crown upon it, declaring, "He thought that battle-axe, winch cut off his crest with one
hero extremely happy, in having found a failli- side of the plume. Nay, the force of it was
ful friend while he lived, and after his death, such, that the helmet could hardly resist it;
an excellent herald to set forth his praise." As it even penetrated to his hair. Spithridatea
he went about the city to look upon the curi- was going to repeat his stroke, when the cele-
osities, he was asked, whether he chose to see brated Glims prevented him, by running him
Paris's lyre? " I set but little value," said he, through the body with a spear. At the same
"upon the lyre of Paris; but it would give me time Alexander brought Kha-saces to the
pleasure to sec that of Achilles, to which he ground with his sword.
sung the glorious actions of the brave."f While the cavalry were fighting with so

Jo the mean time, Danus's generals had as- much fury, the Macedonian phalanx passed
sembled a great army, and taken post upon the the river, and then the infantry likewise en-
banks of the Gramcus; so that Alexander was gaged. The enemy made no great or long re-
under the necessity of fighting there, to open sistancc, but soon turned their backs and fled,
the gates of Asia. Many of his officers were all but the Grecian mercenaries, who, making
apprehensive of the depth of the river, and the a stand upon an eminence, desired Alexander
rough and uneven banks on the other side; and to give his word of honour that they inould
some thought a proper regard should be paid be spared. But that prince, influenced rather
to a traditionary usage with respect to the by his passion than his reason, instead" of giv-

ing them quarter, advanced to attack them, and
was so warmly received, that he had his horse
killed under him. It was not, however, the
famous Bucephalus. In this dispute he haduouni neuron, prooaoiy so denominated uy urpneus.

t '(in-, alludes lo thai passage m the ninth book of more of his meii JciDed and wounded than in
be Iliad . all the rest of the battle; for here they had tc

do with experienced soldiers, who fought with
a courage heightened with despair.

The barbarians, we are told, lost in thu
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tattle tw ;nty thousand foot and two thousand He had stayed tome time at Phaselis; and
6ve hundred horse;* whereas Alexander had having found in the market-place a statue ol
Do more than thirty-four men killed,f nine of Theodectes, who was of that place, but then
which were the infantry. To do honour to their dead, he went out one evening when he had
memory, he erected a statue to each of them in drank freely at supper, in masquerade, and
brass, the workmanship of Lysippus. And that covered the statue with garlands. Thus, in an
the Greeks might have their share in the glory hour of festivity, he paid an agreeable compli-
of the day, he sent them presents out of the ment to the memory of a man with whom h«
spoil: to the Athenians in particular he sent had formerly had a connection, by mcaus of
three hundred bucklers. Upon the rest of the Aristotle and philosophy.
"polls hn put ihis pompous inscription, WON BY After this he subdued such of the Piaidiam
ALEXAN1IER THE SON OF PHILIP, AND THE as had revolted, and conquered Phrygia. Upon
GREEKS (EXCEPTING THE LACED.-EMONIANS,) taking Gordium, which is said to have been
or THE BARBARIANS IN ASIA. The greatest the seat of the ancient Midis, he found the fa,
part of the plate, the purple furniture, and mous chariot, fastened with cords, made of the
other things of that kind which he took from bark of the cornel-tree, and was informed of a
the Persians, he sent to his mother. tradition, firmly believed among the barbarians,

This battle made a great and immediate " That the Kates had decreed the empire of the
change in the face of Alexander's affairs; inso- world to the man who should untie the knot."
much that Sardis, the principal ornament of Most historians say that it was twisted so many
the Persian empire on the maritime side, made private ways, and the ends so artfully concealed
its submission. All the other cities followed within, that Alexander, finding he could not
its example, except Halicarnassus and Mile- untie it, cut it asunder with his sword, and so
tus; these he took by storm, and subdued all made many ends instead of two. But Ansto-
the adjacent country. After this he remained bulus affirms, that he easily untied it, by taking
Eome time in suspense as to the course he should out the pin which fastened the yoke to the
take. One while he was for going with great beam, and then drawing out the yoke itself.
expedition, to risk all upon the fate of one bat- His next acquisitions were in Paphlagoma and
tle with Dariun; another while he was for first Cappadocia; and there news was brought him
reducing all the maritime provinces; that when of the death of Memnon,* who was the most
he had exercised and strengthened himself by respectable officer Darius had in the maritime
those intermediate actions and acquisitions, he parts of his kingdom, and likely to have given
might then march against that prince. the invader most trouble. This confirmed him

There is a spring in Lycia, near the city of in his resolution of marching into the upper
the Xanthians, which, they tell us, at that time provinces of Asia.
turned its course of its own accord, and, over- By this time Darius had taken his departure
flowing its banks, threw up a plate of brass, from Susa, full of confidence in his numbers,
upon which were engraved certain ancient for his army consisted of no less than six hun-
characters, signifying " That the Persian em- dred thousand combatants; and greatly en-
pire would one day come to a period and be
destroyed by the Greeks." Encouraged by this city of Phaselis," say* he, tl between Lycia and Pam-
prophecy, he hastened to reduce all the coast, phylia, there is a passage by the sea-side, through w hich
as far as PhoeniceJ and Cilicia. His march Alexander marched his army. This passage is Ttry
through Pamphylia has afforded matter to many narrow, and lies between the shore and the mountain
historians for pompous description, as if it Climax, which overlooks the Pamjihjlian sea. It is dry

at low water, so that travellers pass through it with
was by the interposition of Heaven that the sea safety ; but when the sea is high, it is overflowed. It
retired before Alexander, which at other times was then the winter season, and Alexander, who de-
ran there with so strong a current, that the peuded much upon his good fortune, was resolved to
breaker-rocks at the foot of the mountain very set out, without staying till the floods were abated,

seldom were left bare. Menander, in his plea- so that his men were forced to march up to the middle
in water.'1 Strab. lib. xiv.

sant way, refers to this pretended miracle in Josephus refers to this passage of Aletander, to gain
one of his comedies. th« more credit, among tht Gvetln and Romans, to

How like great Alexander! do I seek the passage of the Israelites through the Red $ta.
A friend ? Spontaneous he presents himself. * Upon the death of Meinnou, who had begun with
Have 1 to march where seas indignant roll/ great success to reduce the Greek inlands, and w.n on
The sea retires, and there 1 march. the point or invading Euboja, Darius was at a losi

whom to employ. While he was in this suspense,
But Alexander himself, in his Fpistles, makes Charidemus, an Athenian, who had served with great
no miracle of it;§ he only says, "He march- reputation under Philip of Macedon, but was now very
ed from Phafelis, by the way called Climax." jealous for the Persian interest, attempted to set the

king and his ministers right. " While you, Sir," said
* Some manuscripts mention only ten thousand foot he to Darius, " are safe, the empire can never be in

filled, which is the uumber we have in Diodorus (505). great danger. Let me, therefore, eihort you never to
Arrian (p. 45.) makes the number of horse killed only eipoac your person, but to make choice of some able
ft thousand. general to march against your enemy. One hundred

t Airran (47.) nyt, there were about twenty five of thousand men will be more than suflicient, provided a
the king's friend* killed ; and of persons of less note, third of them be mercenaries, to Cmnptl him to aban-
liily horse and thirty foot. C. Curtius informs us, don this enterprise ; and if you will honour me with
it was only the twenty-five Jriends who had staiues. the command, 1 will be accountable for the success of
They were erected at Dia, a city of Macedonia, from what I advise." Darius was ready to accede to the
whence Q. Metellus removed them long afltt, and «ar-
ried them to Rome. proposal; but Ite Fenian grandtes, through envy, ac-

cused Charidemus of a treasonable design, and tflected
} 1 his Plicenice, as Palcrmius ha* observed, was a his ruin. Darius repented in a few dayj, but it wai

district of Lycia or Pamphylia. then too late. That able counsellor a id general wu$ There is likewise a passage in Slrabo which fully condemned and executed. Uiod. Sic. 1. jvii. O Curt,
proves that there was no miracle iu it:- " Near the lib. in.
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couraged besides by a dream, which the Magi and recovered »o well that he was able to shew
had intei preted rather in the manner they himself to the Macedonians, whose distress
thought would please him than with a regard did not abate till he came personally before
to probability. He dreamed " That he saw them.
the Macedonian phalanx all on fire, and that There was in the army of Darius, a Mace
Alexander, in the dress which he, Darius, had donian fugitive, named Amyntas, who knew per-
formerly worn, when one of the king's couriers, fectly well the disposition of Alexander. This
acted as his servant; after which Alexander man, perceiving that Darius prepared to march
went into the temple oPBelus, and there sud- through (he straits in quest of Alexander,
denly disappeared." By this Heaven seems to begged of him to remain where he was, an/
have signified, that prosperity and honour take the advantage of receiving an enemy, so
would attend the Macedonians; and that Alex- much inferior to him in number, upon large
ander would become master of Asia, like Da- and spacious plains. Darius answered, " He
rius before him, who, of a simple courier, be- was afraid in that case the enemy would fly with-
came a king; but that he would nevertheless out coming to an action, and Alexander escape
soon die, and leave his glory behind him. him." " If that is all your fear," replied the

Darius was still more encouraged by Alex- Macedonian, " let it give you no farther unea-
ander's long stay in Cilicia, which he looked siness; for he will come to seek you, and is
upon as the effect of his fear. But the real already on his march." However, his repre-
cause of his stay was sickness, which some at- sentations had no effect: Darius set out for
tribute to his great fatigues, and others to his Cilicia; and Alexander was making for Syria
bathing in the river Cyduus, whose water is in quest of him; but happening to miss each
extremely cold. His physicians durst not give other in the night, they both turned back;
him any medicines, because they thought them- Alexander rejoicing in bis good fortune, and
selves not so certain of the cure, as of the dan- hastening to meet Darius in the straits; while
ger they must incur in the application; for they Darius endeavoured to disengage himself, and
feared the Macedonians, if they did not suc- recover his former camp. For, by this time, he
ceed, would suspect them of some bad practice. was sensible of his error in throwing himself
Philip, the Acarnanian, saw how desperate the into ground, hemmed in by the sea on one side,
king's case was, as well as the rest; but, beside and the mountains on the other, and intersect-
the confidence he had in his friendship, he ed by the river Pinarus; so that it was imprac-
thought it the highest ingratitude, when his ticable for cavalry, and his infantry could only
master was in so much danger, not to risk act in small and broken parties, whilej at the
lomething with him, in exhausting all his art same time, this situation was extremely conve-
for his relief. He therefore attempted the nient for the enemy's inferior numbers.
cure, and found no difficulty in persuading the Thus fortune befriended Alexander as to the
king to wait with patience till bis medicine was scene of action, but the skilful disposition of his
prepared, or to take it when ready;so desirous forces contributed still more to his gaining the
was he of a speedy recovery, in order to pro- victory. As his army was very small in com-
secute the war. parison of that of Darius, he took care to draw

In the meantime, Parmenio sent him a letter it up so as to prevent its being surrounded, by
from the camp, advising him " To beware of stretching out his right wing farther than the
Philip, whom," he said," Darius had prevailed enemy's left. In that wing he acted in person,
upon, by presents of infinite value, and the pro- and, fighting in the foremost ranks, put the
mise of his daughter in marriage, to take him barbarians to flight. He was wounded, how-
off by poison." As soon as Alexander had read ever, in the thigh, and, according to Chares, by
the letter, he put it under his pillow, without Darius, who engaged him hand to hand. But
shewing it to any of his friends. The time Alexander, in the account he gave Antipater of
appointed being come, Philip, with the king's the battle, does not mention who it was that
friends, entered the chamber, having the cup ivounded him. He only says, he received a
which contained the medicine in his hand. The wound in his thigh by a sword, and that no
king received it freely, without the least marks dangerous consequences followed it.
of suspicion, and at the same time put the let- The victory was a very signal one; for he
ter in his hunds. It was a striking situation, killed above a hundred and ten thousand of
and more interesting than any scene in a trage- the enemy." Nothing was wanting to com-
dy; the one reading while the other was drink- plete it but the taking of Darius; and that
ing. They looked upon each other, but with a prince escaped narrowly, having got the start
very different air. The king, with an open of his pursuer only by four or five furlongs.
and unembarrassed countenance, expressed his Alexander took his chariot and his bow, and
regard for Philip, and the confidence he had in returned with them to his Macedonians. He
his nonuur; Philip's looks shewed his indigna- found them loading themselves with the plun-
tion at the calumny. One while he lifted up der of the enemy's camp, which was rich and
his eyes and hands to heaven, protesting his various; though Darius, to make "liis troops
fidelity; another while he threw himself down fitter for action, had left most of the baggage
by the bedside, entreating his master to be of in Damascus. The Macedonians had reserved
good courage and trust to his care. for their master, the tent of Darius, in which he

The medicine, indeed, was so strong, and found officers of the household magnificently
orerpuwered his spirits in such a manner, that clothed, rich furniture, and great quantities of
at first he was speechless, and discovered gold and silver.
"carccanysign of sense or life. But afterwards As soon as 'he had put off his armour, he
be was soon relieved by this faithful physician,*

* >u three Jays' lime. * Diodoruj sayi a I undred anil thirty thousand.

I
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wept lo the bath, saying to those about him lives, though they were tall and beautiful, Alei-
"Ixit us go and refresh ourselves, after the fa ander took no farther notice of them than to
tieuea of the field, in the ba(h of Darius.' say, by way of jest, " What eye-sores these
" Nay, rather," said one of his friends, " in th< Persian women are!" He found a counter-
bath of Alexander; for the goods of the con charm in the beauty of self-government and
quered are, and shall be called, the conquer sobriety; and, in the strength of that, passed
or's." \Vher. he had taken a view of the basons them by, as so many statues.
vials, boxes, and other vases curiously wrought Philoxenus, who commanded his forces upon
ingold,smelled the fragrant odours of essences the coast, acquainted him by letter, that there
and seen the splendid furniture of spacious was one Theodorus, a Tarentine, with him,
apartments, he turned to his friends, and said who had two beautiful boys to sell, and desired
" This, then, it seems, it was to be a king !"* to know whether he chose to buy them. Alex-

As he was sitting down to table, an account ander was so much incensed at this applica-
was brought him, that among the prisoners tion, that he asked his friends several times,
were the mother and wife of Darius, and two " What base inclinations Philoxenus had ever
unmarried daughters; and that upon seeing his seen in him, that he durst make him so infa-
chariot and bow, they broke out into great la- mous a proposal?" in his answer to the letter,
mentations, concluding that he was dead. which was extremely severe upon Philoxenug
Alexander, after some pause, during which he he ordered him to dismiss Theodorus and his
was rather commiserating their misfortunes, vile merchandise together. He likewise repri-
than rejoicing in his own success, sent Leona- manded young Agnon, for offering to purchase
tus to assure them," That Darius was not dead; Crobylus for him, whose beauty was famous in
that they had nothing to fear from Alexander, Corinth. Being informed, that two Macedo-
for his dispute with Darius was only for em- nians, named Damon and Tirnotheus, had cor-
pire; and that they should find themselves pro- rupted the wives of some of his mercenaries,
Tided for in the same manner as when Darius who served under Parmenio, he ordered that
was in his greatest prosperity." If this message officer to enquire into the affair, and if they
to the captive princesses was gracious and hu- were found guilty, to put them to death, as no
mane, his actions were still more so. He al- better than savages bent on the destruction of
lowed them to do the funeral honours to what iijrnan kind. In the same letter, speaking of
Persians they pleased, and for that purpose fur- us own conduct, he expresses himself in these
nished them out of the spoils with robes, and terms: "For my part, I have neither seen,
all the other decorations that were customary. nor desired to see, the wife of Dariusj so far
They had as many domestics, and were served, "rom that, I have not suffered any man to speak
in all respects, in as honourable a manner as of her beauty before me." He used to say,
before; indeed, their appointments weregreat- " That sleep and the commerce with the set
er But there was another part of his beha- were the things that made him most sensible
viour to them still more noble and princely. of his mortality" For he considered both
Though they were now captives, he consider- weariness and pleasure as the natural effect*
ed that they were ladies, not only of high rank, of our weakness.
but of great modesty and virtue, and took care He was also very temperate in eating. Of
that they should not hear an indecent word, his there are many prooi's; and we have a re-
nor have the least cause to suspect any danger markable one in what he said to Ada, whom
to their honour. Nay, as if they had been in a le called his mother, and had made queen of
holy temple, or asylum of virgins, rather than 7aria.fc Ada, to express her affectionate re-
in an enemy's camp, they lived unseen and un- ;ards, sent him every day a number of eicel-
approached, in the most sacred privacy. ent dishes and a handsome dessert; and at

It is said, the wife of Darius was one ofthe ast she sent him some of her best cooks and
most beautiful women, as Darius was one of bakers. But he said, " He had no need of
the tallest and handsomest men in the world, hem; for he had been supplied with better
and that their daughters much resembled them. cooks by his tutor Leonidas; a march before
But Alexander, no doubt, thought it more glo- lay to dress his dinner, and a light dinner to
rious and worthy of a king to conquer himself repare his supper." He added, that" the same
than to subdue his enemies, and therefore nev- -.eonidas used to examine the chests and wanl-
er approached one of them. Indeed, his con- obes in which his bedding and clothes weie
tinence was sue.i, that he knew not any woman >ut, lest something of luxury and superfluity
before his marriage, except Barsine, who be- hould be introduced there by his mother."
came a widow by the death of her husband Nor was he so much addicted to wine as he
Memnon, and was taken prisoner near Damas- vas thought to be. It was supposed so, be-
cus. She was very well versed in the Greek cause he passed a great deal of his time at ta-
literature, a woman ofthe most agreeable tem- >le; but that was spent rather in talking than
per, and of royal extraction; for her father drinking; every cup introducing some long dis
Artabazus was grandson to a king of Pf-sia.f course. Besides, he never made these long
According te 'Vnstobulus, it was Parmemo that meals but when he had abundance of leisuie
put Alexander upon this connection with so ac-
complished a woman, whose beauty was her
least perfection. As for the other female cap- * This princeis, after the death of hcreldeit brother

Vlausolus, and his consort Artemisia, who died without
hildreu, succeeded to the throne, with her brothrr
lidreus, to whom ihe had been marntd. Hidre'U

*As if he had said, "Could a king place his happiness )inK before her, Peiodoru., her third brother, de-
ID jucn enjoyments as these?" Cor Alexander wunot, hrm.ed her, and, after hisueaih, his iwo-in-law Oron
till long after this, corrupted by the Persian, luiury. i-s »ei/,ed the crown. Dul Alriander rcilored t«r I*

t Ron tu a kiug uf Persia'» daughter. Uie poueiiioa of her duiniuioni.
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upon his handi. When business called, he It appeared to Alexander a matter of great
was not to be detained by wine, or sleep, or importance, betore he went farther, to gain the
pleasure, or honourable love, or the most en- maritime powers. Upon application, the kingi
tertaining spectacle, though the motions of of Cyprus and Phoenicia made their submission:
other generals have been retarded by some of only Tyre held out. He besieged that city
these things. His life sufficiently confirms this seven months, during which time he erected
assertion; for, though very short, he performed vast mounts of earth, plied it with his engines,
ID it the innumerable great actions. and invested it on the side next the sea with

On his days of leisure, as soon as he was two hundred galleys. He had a dream in which
risen he sacrificed to the gods; after which he he saw Hercules offering him his hand from
took his dinner silling. The rest of the day he the wall, and inviting him to enter. And manj
"pent in hunting, or deciding the differences of the Tyrians dreamed,* " That Apollo de-
among his troops, or in reading and writing. clared he would go over to Alexander, because
If he was upon a march which did not require he was displeased with thdr behaviour in the
haste, he would exercise himself in shooting town." Hereupon, the Tyrians, as if the god
and darting the javelin, or in mounting and had been a deserter taken in the fact, loaded
alighting from a chariot at full speed. Some- his statue with chains, and nailed the feet to
times also he diverted himself with fowling the pedestal; not scrupling to call him an Jtiex-
and fox-hunting, as we find by his journals. andrist. In another dream Alexander thought

On his return to his quarters, when he went he saw a satyr playing before him at some dis-
to be refreshed with the bath and with oil, he tance; and when he advanced to take him the
inquired of the stewards of his kitchen, wheth- savage eluded his grasp. However, at last, af-
er they had prepared every thing in a hand- ter much coaxing and taking many circuits
Bome manner for supper. It was not till late in round him, he prevailed with him to surrender
the evening, and when night was come on, himself. 7'he interpreters, plausibly enough,
that he took this meal, and then he cat in a re- divided the Greek term for satyr into two, Sa
cumbent posture. He was very attentive to Tyros, which signifies Tyre is thine.. They
his guests at table, that they might be served still shew us a fountain, near wlr.ch Alexander
equally, and none neglected. His entertain- is said to have seen that vision.
ments, as we have already observed, lasted About the middle of the siege he made an
many hours; but they were lengthened out excursion against the Arabians, who dwelt
"ather by conversation than drinking. His con- about Antilibanus. There he ran a great risk
versation, in many respects, was more agreea- of his life, on account of his preceptor Lysi-
ole than that of most princes, for he was not machus, who insisted on attending himj being,
deficient in the graces of society. His only as he alleged, neither older nor less valian
/ault was his retaining so much of the soldier* than Phomix. But when they came to the hills,
as to indulge a troublesome vanity. He would and quitted their horses, to march up on foo
jiot only boast of his own actions, but suffered the rest of the party got far before AJexand
himself to be cajoled by flatterers to an amaz- and Lysimachus. Night came on, and, as the
ing degree. These wretches were an intolera- enemy was at no great distance, the king would
ble burden to the rest of the company, who did not leave his preceptor borne down with fatigue
choose to contend with them in adulation, nor and the weight of years. Therefore, while he
vet to appear behind them in their opinion of was encouraging and helping him forward, he
their king's achievements. was insensibly separated from his troops, and

As to delicacies, he had so little regard for had a dark and very cold night to pass in an
hem, that when the choicest fruit and fish exposed and dismal situation. In this perplex
were brought him from distant countries and ity, he observed at adistanoe a number of scat
seas, he would send some to each of his friends, tered fires which the enemy had lighted; ana
and he very often left none for himself. Yet depending upon his swiftness and activity, at
there was always a magnificence at his table, well as accustomed to extricate the Macedo-
and the expense rose with his fortune, till it nians out of every difficulty, by taking a share
came to ten thousand drachmas for one enter- in the labour and danger, he ran to the neit
tainment. There it stood; and he did not suf- fire. After having killed two of the barbarians
fer those that invited him to exceed that sum. that sat watching it, he seized a lighted brand,

After the battle of Issus be sent to Damas- and hastened with it to his parly, who soon
cus, and seized the money and equipages of kindled a great fire. The sight of this so in
the Persians, together with their wives and timidated the enemy that many of them fled,
children. On that occasion the Thessalian and those who ventured to attack him were re-
cavalry enriched themselves most. They had, pulsed with considerable loss. By this means
indeed greatly distinguished themselves in the he passed the night in safety, according to the
action, and they were favoured with this com- account we have from Chares.
mission, that they might have the best share in As for the siege, it was brought to a termi-
the spoil. Not but the rest of the army found nation in this manner. Alexander had per-
sufficient booty; and the Macedonians having
ance tasted the treasures and the luxury of the
barbarians, hunted for the Persian wealth with » One of the Tyrians dreamed, he saw Apollo flying
all the ardour of hounds upon scent. from the city. Upon his reporting this to the people

they would nave stoned him, suppo5ing that he did it
to intimidate them. He wa» obliged, therefore, to

" The ancienU, in their comic pieces, user* always take refuge in the temple of Hercules. Dut the mag-
to pul the rodomontades in the character of a soldier. istrates, upon mature ckliheratici, rc«nlved to fit on«
At present, the army have as little vanity 35 any «t of end of a pold chain to the sUtuc of ipoUo, and the
people whatever. other to the altar of Herculct. Dtvior. Snc, lib. ni t
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mltteil his main body to repose themselves, his own name, by the advice o his architecU
"fler the long and severe fatigues they had un-he had marked out a piece of ground, ana was
dergone, and ordered only some small parties preparing to lay the foundation; but a wonder-
to keep the Tynans in play. In the mean-ful dream made him fix upon another situa-
time, Aristandcr, his principal soothsayer, of-tion. He thought a person with grey hair, and
fered sacrifices, and one day, upon inspecting a very venerable aspect, approached him, and
the entrails of the victim, he boldly asserted repeated the following lines:
among those about him that the city would High o'er a gulfy sea the Parthian isle
certainly be taken that month. As it happen- FronUthc deep roar of disemboguing Nilf.Pope.
ed then to be last day of the month his asser-
tion was received with ridicule and scorn. Alexander, upon this, immediately left his bed,
The king perceived he was disconcerted, and and went to Pharos, which at that time was an
making it a point to bring the prophecies of island lying a little above the Canobic mouth of
his ministers to completion, gave orders that the Nile, but now is joined to the continent by
the day should not be called the thirtieth, but a causeway. He no sooner cast his eyes upon
the twenty-eighth of the month. At the same the place, than he perceived the cornmodious-
time he called out his forces by sound of trum-ness of the situation. It is a tongue of laud.
pet, and made a much more vigorous assault not unlike an isthmus, whose breadth is pro-
than he at first intended. The attack was vio- portionable to its length. On one side it has a
lent, and those who were left behind in the great lake, and on the other the sea, which
camp, quitted it to have a share in it, and to there forms a capacious harbour. This led him
support their fellow-soldiers; insomuch that to declare, that "Homer, among his other ad-
the Tyrians were forced to give out, and the mirable qualifications, was an excellent archi-
city was taken that very day. tect," and he ordered a city to be planned

From thence he marched into Syria, and suitable to the ground, and its appendant conve-
laid seige to Gaza, the capital of that country. niences. For want of chalk, they made use of
While he was employed there, a bird, as it flour, which answered well enough upon a black
flew by, let fall a clod of earth upon his shoul-soil, and they drew a line with it about the
der, and then going to perch on the cross-cords semicircular bay. The arms of this semicircle
with which they turned the engines, was en- were terminated by straight lines, so that the
tangled and taken. The event answered Aris- whole was in the form of a Macedonian cloak.
tandcr's ir.terpreta.tion of this sign: Alexander While the king was enjoying the design, on
was wounded in the shoulder, but he took the a sudden an infinite number of large birds of
city. He sent most of its spoils to Olympias various kinds, rose, like a black cloud, out ot
and Cleopatra, and others of his friends. His the river and the lake, and, lighting upon the
tutor, Leonidas was not forgotten; and the place, ate up all the flour that was used in
present he made him had something particular marking out the lines. Alexander was disturb-
in it. It consisted of five hundred talents ed at the omen: but the diviners encouraged
weight of frankincense,* and a hundred of him to proceed, by assuring him it was a sign
myrrh, and was sent upon the recollection of the that the city he was going to build would be
hopes he had conceived when a boy. It seems blessed with such plenty as to furnish a supply to
Leonidas one day had observed Alexander at those that should repair to it from other nations.
a sacrifice throwing incense into the fire by The execution of the plan he left to his
handfuls; upon which he said, "Alexander, architects, and went to visit the temple of Ju-
when you have conquered the country where piter Ammon. It was a long and laborious
spices grow, you may be thus liberal of your journey;* and besides the fatigue, there were
incense; but, in the meantime, use what you two great dangers attending it. The one was.
have more sparingly." He, therefore, wrote that their water might fail, in a desert of many
thus- " I have sent you frankincense and myrrh days'journey which afforded no supply; ana
in abundance, that you may be no longer a the other, that they might be surprised by a
churl to the gods." violent south wind amidst the wastes of sand,

A casket being one day brought him, which as it happened long before to the army of Cam-
appeared one of the most curious and valuable byscs. The wind raised the sand, and rolled
things among the treasures and the whole it in such waves, that itdevouredfull fifty thous-
equipage of Darius, he asked his friends what and men. These difficulties were considered
they thought most worthy to be put in it? and represented to Alexander; but it was not
Different things were proposed, but he said, easy to divert him from any of his purposes.
" The Iliad most deserved such a case."- Fortune had supported him in such a manner,
This particular is mentioned by several wri- that his resolutions were become invincibly
ters of credit. And »f what the Alexandrians strong; and his courage inspired him with
gay upon the faith of Heraclides, be true, Ho- " As to his molives in this journey, historians disa-
mer was no bad auxiliary, or useless counsellor, gree. Arrian (I. iii. c. 3.) tells us, he look it in imi-
in the course of the war. They tell us, that tation of Peritus and Hercules, the former of which
when Alexander had conquered Egypt, and had consulted that oracle, wlun he was despatched
determined to build there a great city, which against the Gorgons; and the latter twice, viz. when
was to be peopled with Greeks, and called after ht went into-Libyaagainul Antaeus, and when he march

ed into Egypt against Busiris. Now, as Perseus and
Hercules gave themiclni out lo be the sons of the Ore

* The common Attic talent in Troy weight was cian Jupiler, so Alexander had a mind lo lake Jupiltf
S6U>. 1107. ITjrr. Thii talent consisted of 60 mfrur; Ammon for his father. Maiimus Tyrius (Serm IIY )
but Ihere was another AUic talent, by some said to con- informi us, that he went lo discover the fountains of
lilt of 80, brother!of 100mine. Thcmimt was llor. the PS He ; and Justin. (I. ij. c. 11.) says the intention of
"tint. I6gr. The talent of AJeiandria wa» 104(4. IMu*. this TISII was lo clear un his mother's character.ana to
"Her. get hinuwlf the reputation of a dirine orijia.
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"uch spirit of adventure, that he thought it ever, what he wrote to the Alhtnians concern-
not enough to be victorious in the field, but he ing Samoa. " It was not I who gave you that l're<J
must conquer both time and place. and famous city, but your then Lord, whowai

The livi.-ie assistance which Alexander ex- called my father," meaning Philip*
peTienctfl, in his march, met with more credit Yet long after ihis, when he was wounded
than the oracles delivered at the end at it; with an arrow, and experienced great tortura
though those ordinary assistances, in some from it he said, " My friends, tins is blood,
measure, confirmed the oracles. In the first and not the ichor
place Jupiter, sent such a copious and constant " Which blest immortals shed."
rain, as not only delivered them from all fear
of suffering by thirst, but, by moistening the One day it happened to thunder in such a
eand, and making it firm to the foot, made the dreadful manner, that it astonished all that
air clear, and fit for respiration. In the next heard it; upon which, Anaxarchus the sophist,
place when they found the marks which were being in company with him, said, " Sou of
to serve for guides to travellers removeo 01 de- Jupiter, could you do BO?" Alexander an-
faced, and in consequence wandered up and swered, with a smile, " I do not choose to be
down without any certain route, a flock of so terrible to my friends an you would have
crows made their appearance, and directed me, who despise my entertainments, because
them in the way. When they marched brisk-you see fish served up, and not the heads of
ly on, the crows flew with equal alacrity; when Persian grandees." It seems the king had
they lagged behind, or hailed, the crows also made Hephaestion a present of some small fish.
stopped. What is still stranger, Callisthenes and Anaxarchus observing it, said, "Why did
avers, that at night, when they happened to be he not rather send you the heads of princes.''^
gone wrong, these birds called them by their intimating, how truly despicable those glitter
croaking, and put them right again. ing things are which conquerers pursue with so

When he had passed the desert, and was much danger and fatigue; since, after all, their
arrived at the place, the minister of Ammon enjoyments are littJe or nothing superior to
received him with salutations from the god, as those of other men. It appears, then from
from a father. And when he inquired, "Wheth- what has been said, that Alexander neither be-
er any of the assassins of his father had es- lieved, nor was elated with, the notion of his
caped him?" the priest desired he would not divinity, but that he only made use of it as a
eipress himself in that manner, " for his father means to bring others into subjection.
was not a mortal," Then he asked, " Whether At his return from Egypt to Phoenicia, he
all the murderers of Philip were punished; honoured the gods with sacrifices and solemn
and whether it was given the proponent to be processions; on which occasion the people
the conquerer of the world?" Jupiter answer- were entertained with music and dancing, and
ed, " That he granted him that high distinc-tragedies were presented in the greatest per-
tion; and tiiat the death of Philip was suffi-fection, not only in respect of the magnificence
ciently avenged." Upon this Alexander made of the scenery, but the spirit of emulation in
his acknowledgments to the god by rich offer-those who exhibited them. In Athens per-
ings, and loaded the priests with presents of sons are chosen by lot out of the tribes to con-
great value. This is the account most histo-duct those exhibitions; but in this case the
rians give us of the affair of the oracJe; but princes of Cyprus vied with each other with
Alexander himself, in the letter he wrote to incredible ardour; particularly Nicocreon king
hie mother on that occasion, only says, " He ofSalamis, and Pasicrates, king of Soli. They
received certain private answers from the ora- chose the most celebrated actors that could
cle, which he would communicate to her, and be found; Pasicrates risked the victory upon
her only, at his return." Athenodorus, and Nicocreon upon Thessalus.

Some say, Ammon's prophet being desirous Alexander interested himself particularly in
to address him in an obliging manner in Greek, behalf of the latter; but did not discover hit
intended to say, O Pate/ion, which signifies, attachment, till Athenodorus was declared vic-
My Son; but in his barbarous pronunciation, tor by all the suffrages. Then, as he left the
made the word end with an s, instead of an n, theatre, he said, " I commend the judges for
and so said, Opai dios, which signifies, O Son what they have done; but I would have given
qf Jupiter. Alexander (they add) was de-half my kingdom rather than have seen Thes-
lighted with the mistake in the pronunciation, salus conquered."
and from that mistake was propogated a re- However, when Anthenodorus was fined by
port, that Jupiterhimself had called him his son. the Athenians for not making his appearance

He went to hear Psammo, an Egyptian phi-
losopher, and the saying of his that pleased 

* He knew the Athenians w«re sunk into such mean-

ness, that they would readily admit his pretensions tt>
him most was, " That all men are governed by divinity. So afterwards they deified Demetrius.
God, for in every thing that which rules and f Diogenes Imputes this saying of Anaiarchus to the
governs is divine." But Alexander's own maxim aversion he had for Nicocreon, tyrant of SaJamis. Ac-
was more agreeable to sound philosophy: he cording to him, Alexander having one day invited Anax-
said, " God is the common father of men, but archus to dinner, asked him how he liked his enter-tainment? "It is excellent,''replied the guest, " it
more particularly of the good and the virtuous." wants but one dish, and that a delicious one, the head

When among the barbanons, indeed, he af- of B tyrant." Not the heads of the Solrapit, or gov-
fected a lofty port, such as might suit a man ernor* of provinces, as it is in Plutarch. If the philos-
perfectly convinced of his divine original; hut opher really meant the head of Nicocreon, he paid
it was in a small degree, and with great cau- dear for his saying afterwards ; for after the death of

Alexander, he was forced, by contrary winds upon the
tion, that he assumed any thing uf divinity coast of Cyprus, where the tyrant seized him, and put
among the Greeks. Wo must except, how- him to death.
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"n their stage at the feasts of Bacchus, and en ourest the light of Mithra, and the right hand
treated Alexander to write to them in his fa of the king, is not the death of Statira the least
Tour; though he refused to comply with that re- of her misfortunes I have to lament? Did not
quest, he paid his fine for him. Another actor she suffer more dreadful things while she lived.*
named Lycon, a native of Scarphia, perform And, amidst all our calamities, would not our
ing with gre.it applause before Aleiander, dei disgrace have been less, had we met with a
terously inserted in one of the speeches of the more rigorous and savage enemy ? For what
comedy, a verse in which he asked him for ten engagement in the compass of virtue could
talents. Alexander laughed and gave him them bring a young man to do such honour to the

It was about this time that he received a let wife of his enemy?"
ter from Darius, in which the prince propos While the king was yet speaking, Tireus
ed, on condition of a pacification and future humbled his face to the earth, and entreated
friendship, to pay him ten thousand talents in him not to make use of expressions so unwor-
ransom of the prisoners, to cede to him all the thy of himself, so injurious to Alexander, and
countries on this side the Euphrates, and to so dishonourable to the memory of his deceas
give him his daughter in marriage. Upon his ed wife and sister; nor to deprive himself of
communicating these proposals to his friends the greatest of consolations in his misfortune,
Parmenio said, " If I were Alexander, I wouk the reflecting that he was not defeated but by
accept them." " So would I," said Alexander,' a person superior to human nature. He as-
"if I were Parmenio." The answer he gave sured him, that Aleiander was more to be ad-
Darius was, " That if he would come to him, mired for the decency of his behaviour to the
he should find the best of treatment; if not, he Persian women, than for the valour he exerted
must go and seek him." against the men. At the same time, be con-

In consequence of this declaration he began firmed all that he had said with the most awful
his march; but he repented that he had set out oaths, and expatiated still more on the regu-
so soon, "lion he received information that the larity of Alexander's conduct, and on his dig
wife of Darius was dead. That princess died nity of mind.
in childbed; and the concern of Alexander was Then Darius returned to his friends; and
great, because he lost an opportunity of exer- lifting up his hands to heaven, he said, " Ye
cising his clemency. All he could do was to jods, who are the guardians of our birth, and
return and bury her with the utmost magnifi- the protectors of kingdoms, grant that I may
cence. One of the eunuchs of the bed-cham- re-establish the fortunes of Persia, and leave
ber, named Tireus, who was taken prisoner them in the glory I found them; that victory
along with the princesses, at this time made may put it in my power to return Alexander
his escape out of the camp, and rode off to Da- the favours, which my dearest pledges expe-
rius, with news of the queen's death. rienced from him in my fall! but if the time

Darius smote upon his head, and shed a tor- determined by fate and the divine wrath, or
rent of tears. After which he cried out, " Ah! jrought by the vicissitude of things, is now
cruel destiny of the Persians! Was the wife come, and the glory of the Persians must fall,
and sister of the king, not only to be taken cap- may none but Alexander sit on the throne of
tive, but after her death to be deprived of the Cyrus!" In this manner were things conduct-
obsequies due to her high rank!" The eunuch ed, and such were the speeches uttered on this
answered, " As to her obsequies, O king, and occasion, according to the tenor of history.
ill the honours the queen had a right to claim, Alexander having subdued all on this side
there is no reason to blame the evil genius of he Euphrates, began his march against Darius,
the Persians. For neither my mistress, Stati- who had taken the field with a million of men.
ra, during her life, or your royal mother, or during this march, one of his friends men-
children, missed any of the advantages of their ioned to him, as a matter that might divert
former fortune, except the beholding the light lim, that the servants of the army had divided
of your countenance, which the great Oromas- hemselves into two bands, and that each had
desf will again cause to shine with as much hosen a chief, one of which they called Alex-
lustre as before. So far from being deprived ander, and the other Darius. They began to
of any of the solemnities of a funeral, the queen kirmish with clods, and afterwards, fought
was honoured with the tears of her very ene- with their fists; and, at last heated with a
mies. For Alexander is as mild in the use of lesire of victory, many of them came to stones
his victories, as he is terrible in battle." and sticks, insomuch that they could hardly be

On hearing this, Darius was greatly moved, larted. The king, upon this report ordered
and strange suspicions took possession of his he two chiefs to fight in single combat, and
soul. He took the eunuch into the most pri- armed Alexander with his own hands, while
vate apartment of his pavilion, and said, " If ""hilotas did the same for Darius. The whole
thou dost not revolt to the Macedonians, as the army stood and looked on, considering the
fortune of Persia has done, but still acknow-event of this combat, as a presage of the issue
ledges! in me thy lord; tell me, as thou hon- of the war. The two champions fought with

great fury; but he who bore the name of Alex-
ander, proved victorious. He was rewarded

* Longinui takes notice of this as an instance, that it with a present of twelve villages, and allowedii natural fur men of genius, even in their common dis-
course, to let fall something great and sublime. o wear a Persian robe, as Eratosthenes tells

he story.
f Oromasdcs was worshipped by the Persians as the

Author of all Good ; and Jtrimanitu deemed the Au- The great battle with Darius was not fought
thor of Evil; agreeably to the principles from which at Arbela,* as most historians will have it, but
they were believed to spring, Light and Darkness. The
Persian wr itcrs call them Vert/an and Jlbriman,

HH " But 01 Gaugunela wai ouly a Tillage, and ArbeU,
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at Gaugamela, which, in the Persian tongue, apartment, and standing by the bed, called him
u said to signify the house of the camel f BO two or three times by name. When he awaked,
called, because one of the ancient kings having that officer a«ked him, " Why he slept like a
escaped his enemies by the ewiftnesi of his man that had already conquered, and not rath-
camel, placed her there, and appointed the rev- er like one who had the greatest battle the
»nue of certain villages for her maintenance. world ever heard of to fight?" Alexander emil-

In the month of September there happened ed at the question, and said, " In what light
an eclipse of the moon,t about the beginning can you look upon us but as conquerors, when
of the festival of the great mysteries at Athens. we have not now to traverse desolate coun-
The eleventh night after that eclipse, the two tries in pursuit of Darius, and he no longer
armies being in view of each other, Darius declines the combat?" It was not, however,
kept his men under arms, and took a general only before the battle, but in the face of dan-
review of his troops by torch-light. Meantime ger, that Alexander shewed his intrepidity and
Alexander suffered his Macedonians to repose excellent judgment. For the battle was some
themselves, and with his soothsayer Aristan- time doubtful. The left wing, commanded by
der, performed some private ceremonies before Parmenio, was almost broken by the impetu-
his tent, and offered sacrifices to FEAR-! The osity with which theBactrian cavalry charged;
oldest of his friends, and Parmenio in particu-and Mazsus had, moreover, detached a party
lar, when they beheld the plain between Ni- of horse, with orders to wheel round and at-
phates and the Gordaean Mountains, all illu- tack the corps that was left to guard the Mace-
mined with the torches of the barbarians, and donian baggage. Parmenio, greatly disturbed
heard the tumultary and appalling noise from at these circumstances, sent messengers to ac-
their camp, like the bellowings of an immense quaint Alexander, that his camp and baggage
tea, were astonished at their numbers, and would be taken if he did not immediately des-
observed among themselves how arduous an patch a strong reinforcement from the front to
enterprise it would be to meet such a torrent tho rear: the moment that account was brought
of war in open day. They waited upon the him, he was giving his right wing, which he
king, therefore, when he had finished the sa- commanded in person, the signal to charge
crifice, and advised him to attack the enemy in He stopped, however, to tell the messenger,
the night, when darkness would hide what " Parmenio must have lost his senses, and in
was most dreadful in the combat. Upon which his disorder must have forgot, that the con-
he gave them that celebrated answer, I will querors are always masters of all that belonged
not steal a victory. to the enemy; and the conquered need not give

It is true, this answer has been thought by themselves any concern about their treasure*
some, to savour of the vanity of a young man, or prisoners, nor have any thing to think of, but
who derided the most obvious danger; yet oth- how to sell their lives dear, and die in the bed
ers have thought it not only weH calculated of honour.
to encourage his troops at the time, but politic As soon as he had returned Parmenio this
enough in respect to the future; because, if answer, he put on his helmet; for in other
Darius had happened to be beaten, it left him points he came ready armed out of his tent
no handle to proceed to another trial, under He had a short coat ofthe Sicilian fashion, girt
pretence that night and darkness had been his close about him, and over that a breast-plate
adversaries, as he had before laid the blame of linen strongly quilted, which was found
upon the mountains, the narrow passes, and among the spoils, at the battle of Issus. His
the sea. For, in such a vast empire, it could helmet, the workmanship of Theophilus, wai
never be the want of arms or men that would of iron, but so well polished, that it shone like
bring Darius to give up the dispute; but the the brightest silver. To this was fitted a gorget
ruin of his hopes and spirits, in consequence of the same metal set with precious stones.
of the loss of a battle, where he had the advan- His sword, the weapon he generally used in
tage of numbers and of daylight. battle, was a present from the king of the Ci-

When his friends were gone, Alexander re- tieans, and could not be excelled for lightness
tired to rest in his tent, and he is said to have or for temper. But the belt, which he wore
slept that night much sounder than usual; inso- in all engagements, was more superb than the
much, that when his officers came to attend him rest of his armour. It was given him by the
the next day, they could not but express their Rhodians as a mark of their respect, and old
surprise at it, while they were obliged them- Helicon had exerted all his art in it. In draw-
»elves to give out orders to the troops to take ing up his army and giving orders, as well ai
their morning refreshment. After this, as the exercising and reviewing it, he spared Buceph-
occasion was urgent, Parmenio entered his alus on account of his age, and rode another

horse; but he constantly charged upon him;
" considerable town, stood near it, the Macedonians and he had no sooner mounted him than the
chow to distinguish the battle by the name of (he lalier. signal was always given.

* Darius, Ihe son of Hj'staspcs, crossed the deserts The speech he made to the Thessalians and
of Sr jili MI upon lhat camel. the other Greeks, was of some length on thisf Astronomers assure us, this eclipse of the moon
happened the twentieth of September, according to occasion. When he found that they, » their
the Julian calendar; and, therefore, the battle of Ar- turn, strove to add to his confidence, and call
bela was fought the first of October. ed out to him to lead them against the barba-

} Fear was not wilhout her altars; Theseus sacri- rians, he shifted his javelin to his left hand:
ficed to her, as we have seen in his life ; and Plutarch and stretching his right hand towards heaven,tells us, in the life of Agis and Cleomenes, that the
LaceJxmonians built a temple to /Var, whom they according to Callisthenes, he entreated the
honoured, not as a pernicious daemon, but a* the bond jods " to defend and invigorate the Greeks, if
tf all good gOTernmeot be was really the son of Jupiter."
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A Asunder the soothsayer who rode by hii the Macedonians, and caughv nold of their
»de in a white robe, and with a crown of gold horses' legs as they lay upon the ground.
upon hi* head, then pointed out an eagle flying Darius had now the mo*t dreadful danger*
over him, and directing nis course against the before his eyes. His own forces, that were
evenly. The Bight of this so animated the placed in the front to defend him, were driven
troop*, that after mutual exhortation to br»- back upon him; the wheels of his chariot were,
Tery, the cavalry charged at full speed, and moreover, entangled among the dead bodies,
the plialatix rushed on Tike a torrent." Before so that it was almost impossible to turn it;
the'first rants were well engagfed, the barba-and the horses, plunging among heaps of the
rians gave way, and Alexander pressed hard s'ain, bounded up and down, and no longer
upon the fugitives, in order to penetrate into obeyed the hands of the charioteer. In this
the midst of the host, where Darius acted in extremity he quitted the chariot and his arms,
person. For he beheld him at a distance, over and fled, as they tell us, upon a mare which
the foremost ranks, amidst his royal squadron. had newly foaled. But, in all probability, he
Besides that he was mounted upon a Jofty cha-had not escaped so, if Pannenio had not again
riot, Darius was easily distinguished by his sent some horsemen to desire Alexander to
size and beauty. A numerous body of select come to his assistance, because great part of
cavalry stood in close order about the chariot, the enemy's forces still stood their ground, and
and seemed weU prepared to receive the ene-kept a good countenance. Upon the whole
my. But Alexander's approach appeared so Parmenio is accused of want of spirit and ac-
terrible, as he drove the fugitives upon those tivity in that battle; whether it was that age
who still maintained their ground, that they had damped his courage; or whether, as Cal-
»ere seized with consternation, and the great- listhenes tells us, he looked upon Alexander1;
est part of them dispersed. A few of the best power and the pompous behaviour he assumed
and bravest of them, indeed, met their death with an invidious eye, and considered it as
before the king's chariot, and falling in heaps an insupportable burden.* Alexander, though
one upon another, strove to stop the pursuit; vexed at being so stopped in his career, did
for in the very pangs of death they clung to not acquaint the troops about him with the pur-

port of the message; but under pretence of
being weary of such a carnage, and of its grow-

" Plutarch, a> a writer oflives, not of histories, does ing dark, sounded a retreat. However, as he
not pretend to give an exact description of battlei. But
as many of our readers, we believe, will be glad to see was riding up to that part of his army which
pome of the more remarkable in detail, we shaJl give had been represented in danger, he was in-
Arrran's account of this. formed that the enemy were totally defeated

Alexander's right wing charged first upon the Scy- and put to flight.
thian horse, who, as they were well armed and very The battle having such an issue, the Persian
robust, behaved at the beginning vrry well, and madeft vigorous resistance. That this might answer more empire appeared to be entirely destroyed, and
effectually, the chariots placed id the left wing bore Alexander was acknowledged king of all Asia.
down at the same time upon the Macedonians. Their The first thing he did was to make his ac-
appearance was very terrible, and threatened entire knowledgments to the gods by magnificent
destruction ; but Alexander's light-armed troops, by sacrifices; and then to his friends, by rich giftstheir darts, arrows, and stones, killed many of the
drivc«, and more of the horses, so that few reached of houses, estates, and governments. As ha
the Macedonian line ; which opening, as Alexander was particularly ambitious of recommending
had directed, they only passed through, and were then himself to the Greeks, he signified by letter,
either taken, or disabled by his bodies of reserve. The that all tyrannies should be abolished, and that
horse continued still engaged ; and, before any thing they should be governed by their own laws,decisive happened there, the Persian foot, near the leu
wing, began to m1ve?in hopes of falling upon the flank under the auspices of freedom. To the Platae-
of the Macedonian right wing, or of penetrating so far ans in particular he wrote, that their city should
as to divide it from 113 centre. Alexander, perceiving be rebuilt, because their ancestors had made
this, tent Aratas with a corps to charge them, and pre- a present of their territory to the Greeks, in
vent their intended manoeuvre. In the mean time, order that they might fight the cause of libertyprosecuting bis first design, he broke their cavalry in
the left wing, and entirely routed it. He then charged upon their own lands. He sent also a part of
the Fenian foot in flank, and they made but a feeble the spoils to the Crotonians in Italy, in honour
resistance. Darius, perceiving this, gave up all for of the spirit and courage of their countryman
lost, and Bed. Vide .irrian, 1. in. c. 13, seq. ubi Phaylus,t a champion of the wrestling-ring,plura.

Diodorus ascribes the success, which for a time at- who in the war with the Medes, when the rest
tended the Persian troops, entirely to the conduct and of the Greeks in Itaiy sent no assistance to the
valour of Darius. It unfortunately happened, that Greeks their brethren, fitted out a ship at his
Alexander, attacking his guards, threw a dart at Da- own expense, and repaired to Salamis, to take
rius, which, though it missed him, struck the chari-a share in the common danger. Such a pleasoteer, who sat at his feet, dead; and, as he fell for-
wards, some of the guards raised a loud cry, whence ure did Alexander take in every instance of
(hose behind them conjectured that the king was slain, virtue, and GO faithful a guardian was he of the
and thereupon fled. This obliged Darius to follow honour of all great actions!
their example, who, knowing the route he took could
not be discovered, on account of the dust and confusion, * The truth seems tobe,thatPanneniohad too much
"wheeled about, and got behind the Persian army, ana concern for Alexander. Philip of Macedon confessed
continued his flight that way. while Alexander pur- Parmenio to be the only general he knew: and. on this
sued right forwards. Dioci. Sic. 1. ivii. occasion, he probably considered, that if the wing un-
Justin tells us, that when those about Darius advised der his command had been beaten, that corps of Per-

him to break down the bridge of the Cydnus, to retard sians would have been able to keep the field, and the
the enemy's pursuit, he answered, " I will never nur- fugitives rallying, and joining it there, would have been
tnase safety to myself, at the expense of so many thou- a respectable forct, which might have regained theands of my subjects at must by this means be lost"

Just. 1. n. e. 14. } la Herodotus, PhoyUiu. 3c« I viii. 47.
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He j«/«rsed all the province of Babylon, adorn the royal palaces and walks with Grecian
which immediately made its submission; and trees and plants; and he succeeded in every
in the district of Ecbatana be was particularly thing except ivy. After all his attempts to
"truck with a gulf of fire, which streamed con- propagate that plant, it died; for it loves a cold
tinually, as from an inexhaustible source. He soil, and therefore it could not bear the temper
admired also a flood of naphtha, not far from of that mould. Such digressions as these the
the gulf, which flowed in such abundance that nicest readers may endure, provided they are
it formed a lake. The naphtha in many res- not too long.
pects resembles the bitumen, but it is much Alexander having made himself matter, of
more inflammable. Before any fire touches it, Su»a, found in the king's palace forty thousand
it catches light from a flame at some distance, talents in coined money,* and the royal furni-
and often kindles all the intermediate air. The ture and other riches were of inexpressible
barbarians, to shew the king its force and the value. Among other things, there was purple
eubtilty of its nature, scattered some drops of of Hermione, worth five thousand talents,!
it in the street which led to bis lodgings; and which, though it had been laid up a hundred
standing at one end, they applied their torches and ninety years, retained its first freshness and
to some of the first drops; for it was night. beanty. The reason they assign for this is,
The flame communicated itself swifter than that the purple wool was combed with honey,
thought, and the street was instantaneouly all and the white with white oil. And we are as-
on fire. sured, that specimens of the same kind and age

There was one Athenophanes, an Athenian, are still to be seen in all their pristine lustre.
who, among others, waited on Alexander when Dinon informs us, that the kings of Persia used
he bathed, and anointed him with oil. This to have water fetched from the Nile and the
man had the greatest success in his attempts Danube, and put among their treasures, as a
to divert him: and one day a boy, named Ste- proof of the extent of their dominions, and
phen, happening to attend at the bath, who was their being masters of the world.
homely in his person, but an excellent singer, The entrance in Persia was difficult, on
Athenophanea said to the king, " Shall we account of the roughness of the country in that
make an experiment of the naphtha upon Ste- part, and because the passes were guarded by
phen? If it takes fire upon him, and doea not the bravest of the Persians; for Darius had
presently die out, we must allow its force to be taken refuge there. But a man who spoke
extraordinary indeed." The boy readily con- both Greek and Persian, having a Lycian to
tented to undergo the trial; but as soon as he his father, and a Persian woman to his mother,
"was anointed with it, his whole body broke out offered himself as a guide to Alexander, and
into a flame, and Alexander was extremely con- shewed him how he might enter by taking a
cerned at his danger. Nothing could have circuit. This was the person the priestess of
prevented his being entirely consumed by it, if Apollo had in view, when, upon Alexander's
there had not been people at hand with many consulting her at a very early period of life,
vessels of water for the service of the bath. she foretold, " That a Lycian should conduct
As it was, they found it difficult to extinguish him into Persia." Those that first fell into his
the fire, and the poor boy felt the bad effects hands there were slaughtered in vast numbers.
of it as long as be lived. He tells us, he ordered that no quarter should

Those, therefore, who desire to reconcile be given, because he thought such an example,
the fable with truth, are not unsupported by would be of service to hig affairs. It is said,
probability, when they say, it was this drug he found as much gold and silver coin there as
with which Medea anointed the crown and veil he did at Susa, and that there was such a quan-
so well known upon the stage* For the flame tity of other treasures and rich moveables that
did not come from the crown or veil, nor did it loaded ten thousand pair of males and five
they take fire of themselves; but upon the thousand camels.f
approach of fire they Boon attracted it, and At Persepolis he cast his eyes upon a great
kindled imperceptibly. The emanations of fire statue of Xerxes, which had been thrown from
at some distance have no other effect upon its pedestal by the crowd that suddenly rushed
most bodies, than merely to give them light and in, and lay neglected on the ground. Upon
heat; but in those which are dry and porous, this be stopped, and addressed it as if it had
or saturated with oily particles, they collect been alive-" Shall we leave you," said he,
themselves into a point, and immediately prey " in this condition, on account of the war you
upon the matter so well filled to receive them. made upon Greece, or rear you again, for the
Still there remains a difficulty as to the gener-sake of your magnanimity and other virtues.*1
ation of this naphtha; whether it derives its After he had stood a long time considering in
inflammable quality from "»*»»*» *f, silence which he should do, he passed by and
or rather from the unctuous and sulphureous left it as it was. To give his troops time to
nature of the soil. For in the province of refresh themselves, he stayed there four months,
Babylon the ground is of so fiery a quality that for it was winter.
the grains of barley often leap up and are The first time he sat down on the throne of
thrown out, as if the violent heat gave a pulsa-
tion to the earth. And in the hot months the * Q.. Curtiui, who magnifies every tiling, Mys fi%
people are obliged to sleep upon skins filled thousand.
with water. Harpalus, whom Alexander left t Or ETC thousand talents weight. Daeier call) it
governor of the country, was ambitious to so many hundred weight; and the eastern talent was

nearly that weight. Pliny tells us. that a pound of the
" Hoc dclibutis ulta donu pellicem double-dipped Ty rian purple, in the time of Aujustui.

Serncnte fugit Alitc. Horact. was sold for a hundred crown*.
| Someuiju£ here if wanuog in the original ( Diodorus tl)i thrtc thousand.
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the kings of Persia, under a golden canopy with a golden cup." The king answered, with
Damaratus the Corinthian, who had the same a smile, "An empty one, I suppose; but I will
friendship and affection for Alexander as h give you one full of good wine; and here, my
had entertained for his father Philip, is said to boy, I drink to you." One day, as a Mace-
have wept like an old man, while he utterci donian of mean circumstances was driving a
this exclamation, " What a pleasure have those mule, laden with the king's money, the mnle
Greeks missed, who died without seeing Alex tired; the man then took the burden upon hi*
ander seated on the throne of Darius!" own shoulders, and carried it till he tottered

When he was on the point of marching under it, and was ready to give out. Alexan-
against Darius, he made a great entertainmen der happening to see him, and being informed
for his friends, at which they drank to a de what it was, said, " Hold on, friend, the rest
gree of intoxication; and the women had their of the way, and carry it to your own tent:
lhare in it, for they came in masquerade to for it is yours." Indeed, he was generally
seek their lovers. The most celebrated among more offended at those who refused his pres-
these women was Thais, a native of Attica ents, than at those who asked favours of him.
and mistress to Ptolemy, afterwards king of Hence he wrote to Pbocion, " That he could
Egypt. When she had gained Alexander's no longer number him among bis friends, if be
attention by her flattery and humorous vein, rejected the marks of his regard." He had
she addressed him over her cups in a manner given nothing to Serapion, one of the youths
agreeable to the spirit of her country, but far that played with him at ball, because he ask-
above a person of her stamp. " I have under-ed nothing. One day, when they were at their
gone great fatigues," said she, " in wandering diversion, Serapion took care always to throw
about Asia; but this day has brought me a the ball to others of the party: upon which
compensation, by putting it in my power to Alexander said, " Why do you not give it me?"
insult the proud courts of the Persian kings. " Because you did not ask for it," said the
Ah! how much greater pleasure would it be to youth. The repartee pleased the king much;
finish the carousal with burning the palaces of he laughed, and immediately made him very
Xerxes, who laid Athens in ashes, and set fire valuable presents. One Proteas, a man of
to it myself in the sight of Alexander!* Then humour, and a jester by profession, had hap-
shall it he said in times to come, that the pened to offend him. His friends interceded
women of his train have more signally aveng- for him, and he sued for pardon with tears;
ed the cause of Greece upon the Persians, which at last the king granted. " If you do
than all that the generals before him could do really pardon me," returned the wag, " I hope
by sea or land." you will give me at least some substantial

This speech was received with the loudest proof of it." And he condescended to do it
plaudits and most tumultuary acclamations. in a present of five talents.
All the company strove to persuade the king With what a free hand he showered his gifti
to comply with the proposal. At last, yielding upon his friends, and those who attended on
to their instances, he leaped from his geat, and, his person,' appears from one of the letters of
with his garland on his head, and a flambeau Dlympias. " You do well, said she, " in serv-
)n his hand, led the way. The rest followed ng your friends, and it is right to act nobly;
with shouts of joy, and dancing aa they went, )ut by making them all equal to kings, in pro-
spread themselves round the palace. The portion as you put it in their power to make
Macedonians, who got intelligence of this "riends, you deprive yourself of that privilege."
frolic, ran up with lighted torches, and joined Jlympias often wrote to him ia that manner;
(hem with great pleasure. For they conclud- >ut he kept all her letters secret, except one,
ed, from his destroying the royal palace, that which Hephsestion happened to cast his eye
the king's thoughts were turned towards home, upon, when he went, according to custom, to
and that he did not design to fix his seat among read over the king's shoulder; he did not hin-
the barbarians. Such is the account most wri- der him from reading on; only, when he had
ters give us of the motives of this transaction. done, he took his signet from his finger and
There are not, however, wanting those who as- >ut it to his mouth.f
sert, that it was in consequence of cool reflec- The son of Mazasus, who was the principal
tion. But all agree that the king soon repented, avourite of Darius, was already governor of a
and ordered the fire to be extinguished. irovi nee, and the conqueror added to it another

As he was naturally munificent, that incli- government still more considerable. But the
nation increased with his extraordinary acqui- roung man declined it in a handsome manner,
sitions; and he had also a gracious manner, and said, " Sir, we had but one Darius, and
which is the only thing that gives bounty an now you make many Alexanders." He be-
irresistible charm. To give a few instances: stowed on Parmenio the house of Bagaos, ia
Ariston, who commanded the Paxmians, hav- which were found such goods as were taken
ing killed one of the enemy and cut off his it Susa, to the value of a thousand talents.
head, laid it at Alexander's feet, and said, rle wrote to Antipater to acquaint him, that
" Among us, Sir, such a present is rewarded there was a design formed against his life, and

ordered him to keep guards about bam. Ai
' These domes were not reared solely for regal mag- "or his mother, he made her many magnificent

nificence and security, but to aid the appetites of power " He probably means in particular the fifty yoonr
and luiury, and to secrete the royal pleasure! from Jen brought him by AmynUi, who were of the nria
those that toiled to gratify them. Thus, as thii noble ipal families in Macedonia. Their office was to wait
structure was possibly raised, not only for vanity but in him at table, to attend with horses when V went to
for riot; so, probably, by vanity inflamed by riot, it fell. fight or hunt, and to keep guard day ana night at hjfA striking instance of the insignificancy of human la- namDcr door.
iouri, and the depravity of human nature. t To enjoin him lilence.
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presents; but he would not Buffer her busy " But now," says he, " let me know how yon
genius to exert itself in state affairs, or in the do, and whether any of your company deserted
least to controul the proceedings of govern you, that I may punish them if such there were."
mcnt. She complained of this as a hardship, When Hephacstion happened to be absent
and he bore her ill humour with great mild-upon business, he acquainted him in one of hi*
ness. Antipater once wrote him a long letter letters, that as they were diverting themselves
full of heavy complaints against her; and when with hunting the ichneumon,* Craterus had
he had read it, he said, "Antipater knows not the misfortune to be run through the thigh*
that one tear of a mother can blot out a thous- with Perdioca's lance. When Peucestas re-
and such complaints." covered of a dangerous illness, he wrote a let

He found that his great officers set no bounds ter with his own hand to Alexippus the phy-
to their luxury, that they were most extrava-sician, to thank him for his care. During the
gantly delicate in their diet, and profuse in sickness of Craterus, the king had a dream, in
other respects; insomuch that Agnon of Tecs consequence of which he offered sacrifices for
wore silver nails in his shoes; Leonatue had his recovery, and ordered him to do the same.
many camel loads of earth brought from Egypt Upon Pausanias the physician's design to give
to rub himself with when he went to the Craterus a dose of hellebore, he wrote to him,
wrestling-ring; Philotas had hunting-nets that expressing his great anxiety about it, and de-
would enclose the space of a hundred furlongs; siring him to be particularly cautions in the
more made use of rich essences than oil after use of that medicine. He imprisoned Ephial-
bathing, and had their grooms of the bath, as tes and Cissus, who brought him the first newi
well as chamberlains who excelled in bed-mak-of the flight and treasonable practices of Har
ing. This degeneracy he reproved with all palus, supposing their information false. Upon
the temper of a philosopher. He told them, his sending home the invalids and the super-
" It was very strange to him, that, after having annuated, Eurylochus, the Agzan, got him
undergone so many glorious conflicts, they did self enrolled ̂mong the former. Soon after, it
not remember that those who come from labour was discovered that he had no infirmity of body;
and exercise, always sleep more sweetly than and he confessed it was the love of Telesippa,
the inactive and effeminate; and that in com- who was going to return home, that put him
paring the Persian manners with the Mace- upon that expedient to follow her. Alexander
donian, they did not perceive that nothing was inquired who the woman was, and being in-
more servile than the love of pleasure, or more formed that though a courtesan, she was not
princely than a life of toil. How will that a slave, he said, "Eurylochus, I am willing
man," continued he, " take care of his own to assist you in this affair; but as the woman
horse, or furbish his lance and helmet, whose is free-bom, you must see if we can prevail
hands are too delicate to wait on his own dear upon her by presents and courtship."
person? Know you not that the end of con- It is surprising, that he had time or inclina
quest is, not to do what the conquered have tion to write letters about such unimportant
done, but something greatly superior?" After affairs of his friends, as to give orders for dili
this, he constantly took the exercise of war or gent search to be made in Cilicia for Seleu-
hunting, and exposed himself to danger and cas's runaway slave; to commend Peucestas
fatigue with less precaution than ever; so that for having seized Nicon, a slave that belonged
a Lacedemonian ambassador, who attended to Craterus; and to direct Megabyzus, if pos-
him one day, when he killed a fierce lion, said, sible, to draw another slave from nis asylum,
" Alexander, you have disputed the prize of and take him, but not touch him while he re-
royalty gloriously with the lion." Craterus mained in the temple.
got this hunting-piece represented in bronze, It is, said, that in the first years of his reign,
and consecrated it in the temple at Delphi. when capital causes were brought before him,
There were the lion, the dogs, the king fight- he used to stop one of his ears with his band,
ing with the lion, and Craterus making up to while the plaintiff was opening the indictment,
the king's assistance. Some of these statues that he might reserve it perfectly unprejudiced
were the workmanship of Lysippus, and othera for hearing the defendant. But the many false
of Leochares. informations which were afterwards lodged,

Thus Alexander hazarded his person, by and which, by means of some true circum-
way of exercise for himself, and example to stances, were so represented as to give an air
others. But his friends, in the pride of wealth, of truth to the whole, broke his temper. Par-
were so devoted to luxury and ease that they
considered long marches and campaigns as a
burden, and by degrees came to murmur and * The Egyptian repealled ichneumon, is of She size

of a cat, with Tery rough hair, spotted with white,
fpeak ill of the king At first he bore their yellow, and ash-colour; its nose like that of a hor,
censures with great moderation, and used to with which it dies up the earth. It has shoit black
"ay, " There was something noble in hearing legs, and a tail like a foi. It livts on lizards, serpents,
himself ill spoken of while he was doing well."* snails, chameleons^ &c. and is of great senrice in Egypt,by its natural instinct of hunting out and breaking theIndeed, in the least of the good offices he did egg§ of the crocodile, and thereby preventing too great
his friends, there were great marks of affection an increase of that destructire creature. The natural-
and respect. We will give an instance or two ists also say, that it is so greedy after the crocoduVf
ot it. He to wrote Peucestas, who had been liver, that, rolliue itself up in mud. it slips down hii
beat by a bear in hunting, to complain, that he throat, while he sleeps with his mouth open, and gnawiits way out again. Dtod. Sic. p. 32, 78. PUn. 1. nioad given an account of the accident, by let- c. 24,25.
.ers, to others of his friends, and not to him. The Egyptians worshipped the ichneumon for de-

* Voltaire says somewhere, that it is a noble thing to stroying the crocodiles. They worshipped the croco-
"aake ingrates. He seems to be indebted for the KB- dile too, probably as the Indian! do the deril, thai it
Uintut to Alexander. might do them DO hurt.
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Scularly in case of aspersions on his own char-punished his parricide in this manner. He
acter, his reason forsook him, and he became caused two straight trees to be bent, and one
extremely and inflexibly severe, as preferring of his legs to be made fast to each; tlirn suffer-
his reputation to life and empire. ing the trees to return to their former posture,

When he marched against Darius again, he hig body was torn asunder by the violence of
expected another battle. But upon intelligence the recoil.*
that Bessus had seized the person of that prince, As for the body of Datius, he ordered it
ne dismissed the Thessalians, and sent them should have all the honours of a royal funeral,
home, afler he had given them a gratuity of two and sent it embalmed to his mother. Oxathres,
thousand talents, over and above their pay. The that prince's brother, he admitted into the num-
pursuit was long and laborious, for he rode ber of his friends.
three thousand three bundled furlongs in His next movement was into Hyrcama,
eleven days." AB they often suffered more for which he entered with the flower of his army
want of water than by fatigue, many of the There he took a view of the Caspian sea,
cavalry were unable to hold out. While they which appeared to him not less than the Euxine,
were upon the march, some Macedonians had but its water was of a sweeter taste. He could
filled their bottles at a river, and were bringing get no certain information in what manner it
the water upon mules. These people, seeing was formed, but he conjectured that it came
Alexander greatly distressed with thirst (for it from an outlet of the Palus Maeotis. Yet the
was in the heat of the day,) immediately filled ancient naturalists were not ignorant of its
a helmet with water, and presented it to him. origin: for, many years before Alexander's ex-
He asked them to whom they were carrying it? pedition, they wrote, that there are four seas
and they said, " Their sons: but if our prince which stretch from the main ocean into the
does but live, we shall get other children, if we continent, the farthest north of which is the
lose them." Upon this, he took the helmet in H)> ican ran or the Caspian .f The barbarian*
his hands; but looking round, and seeing all the here fell suddenly upon a party who were lead-
horsemen bending their heads, and fixing their ing his horse Bucephalus, and took him. Thi»
eyes upon the water, he returned it without provoked him eo much, that he sent a herald
drinking. However, he praised the people that to threaten them, their wives and children,
offered it, and said, " If I alone drink, these with utter extermination, if they did not restore
good men will be dispirited."! The cavalry, him the horse. But, upon their bringing him
who were witnesses to this act of temperance back, and surrendering to him their cities, he
and magnanimity, cried out, "Let us march! treated them with great clemency, and paid a
We are neither weary nor thirsty, nor shall considerable sum, by way of ransom to those
we even think ourselves mortal, while under that took the horse.
the conduct of such a king." At the same time From thence he marched into Parthia; where,
they put spurs lo their horses. finding no employment for his arms he first put

They all had the same affection to the cause, on the robes of the barbarian kings; whether it
but only sixty were able to keep up with him tili was that he conformed a little to their customs,
he reached the enemy's camp. There they rode because he knew how much a similarity of
over the gold and silver that lay scattered manners tends to reconcile and gain men's
about, and passing by a number of carriages hearts; or whether it was by way of ex-
full of women and children, which were in mo- periment, to see if the Macedonians might be
tion, but without charioteers, they hastened to brought to pay him the greater deference, by ac-
the leading squadrons, not doubting that they customing them insensibly to the new barbaric
should find Darius among them. At last, after attire and port which he assumed. However,
much search, they found him extended on his he thought the Median habit made too stiff and
chariot, and pierced with many darts. Though exotic an appearance, and theiefore took not
he was near his last moments, he had strength the long breeches, or the sweeping train, or the
to ask for something to quench his thirst. A tiara; but adopting something between the
Macedonian, named Polystratus, brought him Median and Persian mode, contrived vest
come cold water, and when he had drank, he ments less pompous than the former, and more
said, " Friend, this fills up the measure of my majestic than the latter. At first he used this
misfortunes, to think I am not able to reward dress only before the barbarians, or his partic-
thee for this act of kindness. But Alexander ular friends within doors; but in time he came
will not let thee go without a recompense; and to wear it when he appeared in public, and sat
the gods will reward Alexander for his hu- for the despatch of business. This was a mor-
manity to my mother, to my wife, and children. tifying sight to the Macedonians; yet, as they
Tell him I gave him my hand, for I gave it thee admired his other virtues, they thought he
in his stead." So saying, he took the hand of might be suffered to please himself a little, and
Polystratus, and immediately expired. When enjoy his vanity. Some indulgence seemed due
Alexander came up, he shewed hie concern for to a prince, who, beside his other hardships,
that event by the strongest expressions, and had lately been wounded in the leg with an
covered the body with his own robe. arrow, which shattered the bone in such a

Bessus afterwards fell into his hands, and he manner, that splinters were taken out; who,
* Ai this was no more than forty mil?) a day. our * Q. Curtius tells us, Aletander delivered up the as-

£Tewmarket heroes would have beat Alexander hollow. sassin to Oxalhres, Ihe brother of Darius; in conse-
It is nothing, when compared to Charlet the Twelfth'* quence of which, he hftd hi» no*e and ears cut off, and
march from Bender through Germany, nothing to the was listened lo a cross, where he was despatched with
expedition of Hannibal along the African coast. darts and arrows.

t Lucan has embellished this story for Cato, and has \ This is an error which Pliny too has followed. The
pouibly introduced it merely upon imitation. Caspian sea has DO communication with the ocean.
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another time, had such a violent blow from a of his affairs. The barbarians placed greater
stone upon the nape of his neck, that an alarm- confidence in him on account of that t-lliance,
ing darkness covered his eyes, and continuet and his chastity gained their affection; it de-
for some time; and yet continued to expose his lighted them to think, he would not approach
person without the least precaution. On the the only woman he ever passionately loved
the contrary, when he had passed the Orexartes without the sanction of marriage.
which he supposed to be the Tanais, he no Hephzstion and Crateros were his two fa-
only attacked the Scythians and routed them vourites. The former praised the Persian fash-
but pursued them a hundred furlongs, in spite ions, and dressed SB he did; the latter adhered
of what he suffered at that time from a flux. to the customs of his own country. He there-

There the queen of the Amazons came to fore employed Hephxstion in his transactions
visit him, as Chtarchus, Polycritus, Onesicritus with the barbarians and Craterus to signify his
Antigencs, Ister, and many other historians, pleasure to the Greeks and Macedonians. The
report. But Aristobulus, Chares of TheangeJa, one had more of lug love, and the other more
Ptolemy, Anticlidee, Philo theTheban, Philip, of his esteem. He was persuaded indeed, and
who was also of Theangela, as well as Heca- he often said, " Hephststion loved Alexander,
taeus of Eretria, Philip of Chalcis, and Duris ol and Craterus the king." Hence arose private
Samoa, treat the story as a fiction. And indeed animosities, which did not fail to break out
Alexander himself seems to support their upon occasion. One day, in India, they drew
opinion. For in one of his letters to Antipater, their swords, and came to blows. The friends
to whom he gave an exact detail of ail that of each were joining in the quarrel, when
passed, he says, the king of Scythia offered him Alexander interposed. He told Hephiftion
his daughter in marriage, but he makes not the publicly, " He was a fool and a madman, not
least mention of the Amazon. IVay, when to be sensible, that without his master's favour
Onesicntus, many years after, read to Lysima- he would be nothing." He gave Craterus also
chus, then king, the fourth book oi his history, a severe reprimand in private; and after hav-
in which this story was introduced, he smiled ing brought them together again, and recon-
and said, " Where was I at that time?" But ciled them, he swore by Jupiter Ainmon,
whether we give credit to this particular, or and all the other gods, " That he loved them
not, is a matter that will neither add to nor more than all the men in the world; but, if
lessen our opinion of Alexander. he perceived them at variance again, he would

As he was afraid that many of the Macedo- put them both to death, or him at least, who
nians might dislike the remaining fatigues of began the quarrel." This is said to have had
the expedition, he left the greatest part of his such an effect upon them, that they never ex-
army in quarters, and entered Hyrcania with a pressed any dislike to each other, even in jest,
select body of twenty thousand foot and three afterwards.
thousand horse. The purport of his speech Among the Macedonians, Philotas, the son
upon the occasion was this: "Hitherto the bar- of Parmenio, had greater authority; for he was
barians have seen us only as in a dream. If you not only valiant and indefatigable in the field,
should think of returning, after having given but after Alexander, no man loved his friend
Asia the alarm only, they will fall upon you more, or had a greater spirit of generosity.
with contempt as unenterprising and effeminate. We are told, that a friend of his one day
Nevertheless, such as desire to depart have my requested a sum of money, and he ordered
consent for it: but, at the same time, I call the it to be given him. The steward said, he
gods to witness, that they desert their king iad it not to give. "What," says Philotas,
when he is conquering the world for the Ma- " hastthou not plate, or some other moveable."'
cedonians, and leave him to the kinder and However, he affected an ostentation of wealth,
more faithful attachment of those few friends and a magnificence in his dress and table, that
that will follow his fortune." This is almost was above the condition of a subject. Besides,
word for word the same with what he wrote to the loftiness of his port was altogether ex-
Antipater; and he adds, " That he had no travagant; not tempered with any natural
sooner done speaking, than they cried, he ;races, but formal and uncouth, it exposed him
might lead them to what part of the world he Doth to hatred and suspicion; insomuch that
pleased." Thus he tried the disposition of these Parmenio one day said to him, " My son, be
brave men; and there was no difficulty in bring- ess." He had long been represented in an
ing the whole body into their sentiments: they nvidious light to Alexander. When Damascus,
followed of course. with all its riches, was taken, upon the defeat

After this he accommodated himseJf more of Darius in Cilicia, among the number of
than ever to the manners of the Asiatics, and captives that were brought to the camp, ther*
at the same time persuaded them to adopt some was a beautiful young woman, called Antigone,
of the Macedonian fashions; for, by a mixture a native of Pydna, who fell to the share of
of both, he thought a union might be promoted Philotas. Like a young soldier with a fa-
much better than by force, and his authority vourite mistress, in his cups he indulged his
maintained when he was at a distance. For the vanity, and let many indiscreet things escape
same reason he elected thirty thousand boys, him; attributing all the great actions of the
and gave them masters to instruct them in the war to himself and to his father. Ae for
Grecian literature, as well as to train them to Alexander, he called him a boy, who by their
arms in the Macedonian manner. means enjoyed the title of a conqueror. The

As for his marriage with Roxana, it was en- woman told these things in confidence to one
tirely the effect of love. He saw her at an en- of her acquaintances, and he (as is common)
tertainment, and found her charms irresistible. mentioned them to another. At last, thej
ft'or wad (tic match unsuitable to the situation came to the ear of Craterus, who took the wo
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man privately before Alexander. When the weakness, embark in so great and hazardoni
king had heard the whole from her own mouth, an enterprise?"
be ordered her to go as usual to Philotas, but After the execution of Philotas, he immedi
to make her report to him of all that he said. ately sent orders into Media, that Parmenio
Philotas, ignorant of the snares that were laid should be put to death; a man who had a share
for him, conversed with the woman without the in most or Philip's conquests, and who was
least reserve, and either in his resentment or the principal, if not the only one, of the old
pride uttered many unbecoming things against counsellors, who put Alexander upon his expe-
Alexander. That prince, though he had suffi-dition into Asia. Of three sons whom he took
cient proof against Philotas, kept the matter over with him, he had seen two slain in battle,
orivate, and discovered no tokena of aversion; and with the third he fell a sacrifice himself
whether it was that he confided in Parmenio's These proceedings made Alexander terrible to
attachment to him, or whether he was afraid of his friends, particularly to Antipater. That re-
the power and interest of the family. gent, therefore, sent privately to the .SUoliana,

About this time, a Macedonian, named Lim- and entered into league with them. They had
nus,* a native of Chalxstra, conspired against something to fear from Alexander, as well as
Alexander's life, and communicated his design he, for they had sacked the city of the OEni-
to one Nicomachus, a youth that he was fond ades; and when the king was informed of it,
of; desiring him to take a part in the enter- he said, " The children of the CEniades need
prise. Nicomachus, instead of embracing the not revenge their cause, I will punish the JEto-
proposal, informed his brother Balinusf of the lians myself."
plot, who went immediately to Philotas, and Soon after this happened the affair of Clitusj
desired him to introduce them to Alexander; which, however simply related, is much more
assuring him it was upon business of great im- shocking than the execution of Philotas. Yet,
portance. Whatever might be his reason (for if we reflect on the occasion and circumstance*
it is not known), Philotas refused them admit- of the thing, we shall conclude it was a misfor-
tance, on pretence that Alexander had other tune, rather than a deliberate act, and that Alex-
great engagements then upon his hands. They ander's unhappy passion and intoxication only
applied again, and met with a denial. By this furnished the evil genius of Clitus with the
time, they entertained some suspicion of Phi- means of accomplishing his destruction. It hap-
Iotas, and addressed themselves to Metron, pened in the following manner. The king had
who introduced them to the king immediately. some Grecian fruit brought him from on board
They informed him first of the conspiracy of a vessel, and as he greatly admired its freshness
Limnus, and then hinted to him their suspi-and beauty, he desired Clitus to see it, and par
cions of Philotas, on account of his rejecting take of it. It happened that Clitns was offer
two several applications. ing sacrifice that day; but he left it to wait upon

Alexander was incensed at this negligence; the king. Three of the sheep on which the
and when he found that the person who was libation was already poured, followed him.
sent to arrest Limnus, had killed him} because The king informed of that accident, consulted
he stood upon his defence and refused to be his soothsayers, Aristander and Cleomantis,
taken, it disturbed him still more, to think he the Spartan, upon it; and they assured him it
bad lost the means of discovering his accom-was a very bad omen. He, therefore, ordered
plices. His resentment against Philotas gave the victims to be immediately offered for the
opportunity to those who had long hated that health of Clitus; the rather because three daya
officer to avow their dislike, and to declare, before he had a strange and alarming dream,
how much the king was to blame in suffering in which Clitus appeared in mouuiing, sitting
himself to be so easily imposed upon as to by the dead sons of Parmenio. However, be-
think that Limnus, an insignificant Chalzs- fore the sacrifice wag finished, Clitua went to
trean, durst engage of his own accord, in such sup with the king, who that day had been pay-
a bold design. " No doubt," said they, " he ing his homage to Castor and Pollux.
was the agent, or rather the instrument, of After they were warmed with drinking, some-
some superior hand; and the king should trace body began to sing the verses of one Pranicus,
out the source of the conspiracy among those or, as others will have it, of Pierio, written in
who have the most interest in having it con- ridicule of the Macedonian officers who bad
cealed." lately been beaten by the barbarians. The

As he began to listen to these discourses, and older part of the company were greatly offend-
to give way to his suspicions, it brought innu- ed at it, and condemned both the poet and the
merable accusations against Philotas, some of singer; but Alexander, and those about him,
them very groundless. He was apprehended listened with pleasure, and bade him go on.
and put to the torture, in presence of the great Clitus, who by this time had drank too much,
officers of the court. Alexander had placed and was naturally rough and froward, could
himself behind the tapestry to hear the exami-not bear their behaviour. He said, " It wag
nation ; and when he found that Philotas be- not well done to make a jest, and that among
moaned himself in such a lamentable manner, barbarians and enemies, of Macedonians that
and had recourse to such mean supplications were much better men than the laughers,
to Hephaestion, he is reported to have eaid, though they had met with a misfortune." Alex-
" O Philotas, durst thon, with all this unmanly ander made answer, " That Clitus was plead-

ing his own cause, when he gave cowardice
* It should, unoubtedlv, be read Dymnut, u Q, Cur- the soft name of misfortune." Then Clitus

tiui and Diodorus have iL started up, and said, " Yet it was this coward-
f Q. CurUiu calls him CtkaUnut, ice that saved you, son of Jupiter as you are,
I Other authori say he killed hiouelf. when you was turning your back to the swotl
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of Spithridates. It is by the blood of the Mace-now and then a groan. His friends, a/armed
donians and these wounds, that you are grown at this melancholy silence, forced themselves
BO great, that you disdain to acknowledge Philip into the room, and attempted to console him
for your father, and will needs pass yourself But he would listen to none of them, except
for the son of Jupiter Auimon. Aristander, who put him in mind of his dream

Irritated at this insolence, Alexander replied, and the ill omen of the sheep, and assured
" It is in this villanous manner thou talkest of him, that the whole was by the decree of fate
me in all companies, and stirrest up the Mace- As he seemed a little comforted, Callisthenes,
donians to mutiny; but dost thou think to en- the philosopher, Aristotle's near relation, and
joy it long?" "And what do we enjoy now?" Anaxarchus, the Abderite, were called in.*
.aid Clitus, " what reward have we for all our Callisthenes began in a soft and tender manner,
toils? Do we not envy those who did not live endeavouring to relieve him without searching
to see Macedonians bleed under Median rods, the wound. But Anaxarchus, who had a par-
or sue to Persians for access to their king?; ticular walk in philosophy, and looked upon
While Clitus went on in this rash manner, and his fellow-labourers in science with contempt,
the king retorted upon him with equal bitter- cried out, on entering the room, "Is this Alex-
ness, the old men interposed, and endeavoured ander upon whom the whole world have their
to allay the flame. Meantime Alexander turn- eyes? Can it be he who lies extended on the
ed to Xenodochus, the Cardian, and Artemius, ground, crying like a slave, in fear of the law
the Colophonian, and said, " Do not the Greeks and the tongues of men, to whom he should
appear to you among the Macedonians like himself be a law, and the measure of right and
demi-gods among so many wild beasts?" Cli- wrong? What did he conquer for but to rule
tus, far from giving up the dispute, called upon and to command, not servilely to submit to the
Alexander, " To speak out what he had to say, vain opinions of men? Know you not," con
or not to invite freemen to his table, who tinued he, that " Jupiter is represented with
would declare their sentiments without re- Themis and Justice by his side, to shew, that
serve. But perhaps," continued he, " it were whatever is done by supreme power is right?"
better IB pass your life with barbarians and By this, and other discourses of the same kind,
slaves, who will worship your Persian girdle he alleviated the king's grief, indeed, but made
and while robe without scruple." him, withal, more haughty and unjust. At the

Alexander, no longer able to restrain his an- same time he insinuated himself into his favour
ger, threw an apple at his face, and then look- in so extraordinary a manner, that he could no
ed about for his sword. But Aristophanes," one longer bear the conversation of Callisthenes,
of his guards, had taken it away in time, and who, before was not very agreeable, on ac
the company gathered about him, and entreat- count of his austerity.
ed him to he quiet. Their remonstrances, how- One day a dispute had arisen at table about
ever, were vain. He broke from them, and the seasons and the temperature of the climate.
called out, in the Macedonian language, for his Callisthenes held with those who asserted, that
guards, which was the signal for a great tu- the country they were then in was much cold-
mult. At the same time he ordered the trum- er, and the winters more severe than in Greece.
peter to sound, and struck him with his fist, Anaxarchus maintained the contrary with great
upon his discovering an unwillingness to obey. obstinacy. Upon which Callisthenes said,
This man was afterwards held in great esteem, "You must needs acknowledge, my friend,
because he prevented the whole army from that this is much the colder: for there you
being alarmed. went in winter in one cloak, and here you can.

As Clitus would not make the least submis- not sit at table without three housing cover-
sion, his friends with much ado, forced him lets one over another. This stroke went to
out of the room. But he soon returned by the heart of Anaxarchus.
another door, repeating, in a bold and disres- Callisthenes was disagreeable to all the oth-
pectful tone, those verses from the Andromache er sophists and flatterers at court; the more so
of Euripides: because he was followed by the young men on

Are these your customs ? Is it thus that Greece account of his eloquence, and no less accept-
Rewards her combatants!! Shall one man claim able to the old for his regular, grave, self-
The trophies won by thousands ? satisfied course of life. All which confirms
Then Alexander snatched a spear from one what was said to be the cause of his going to

of his guards, and meeting Clitus as he was Alexander, namely, an ambition to bring his
putting by the curtain, ran him through the fellow-citizens back, and to re-people the place
body. He fell immediately to the ground, and of his nativity .f His great reputation naturally
with a dismal groan expired. exposed him to envy; and he gave some room

Alexander's rage subsided in a moment; he for calumny himself, by often refusing the
came to himself; and seeing his friends stand- king's invitations, and when he did go to his
ing in silent astonishment by him, he hastily
drew the spear out of the dead body, and was " Callisthenes was of the city of Olynthus, and had
applying it to his own throat, when his guards been rrcommended to Alexander by Aristotle, whose
"eized his hands, and carried him by force into relation he was. He had two much of the spirit oflib-
bis chamber. He passed that night and the erty to be fit for a court. He did not show it, however,in this instance. Aristotle forewarned him, that if he
mext day in anguish inexpressible; and when went on to treat the kinc with the freedom which his
he had wasted himself with tears and lamenta-spirit prompted, it would one day be fatal to him.
tions, he lay in speechless grief, uttering only f Olynthuswasoneof the cities destroyed by Philip;

whether Alexander permitted (he philosopher to re-
establish it is uncertain ; but Cicero informs us, that,

1 *^. Curtius and Arrian call him Aristonus. in his time, it was a flourishing place. Vide Or. ui
This is the speech of Feleua to Menclatu. »n Verrem.
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entertainments, hy sitting solemn and silent; guests did the same in their order, except Cal-
which showed that he could neither commend, listhenes. When it came to his turn, he drank,
cor was satisfied with what passed; insomuch and then approached to give the king a kiss,
that Alexander said to him one day, who being engaged in some discourse with

I hate the sage, Hephaestion, happened not to mind him, But
Who reaps no fruit* vl wisdom to himself. Demetrius, surnamed Phidon, cried out. " Re-ceive not his kiss; for he alone has not adored

Once when he was at the kings table with a you." Upon which Alexander refused it, and
large company, and the cup came to him, he Callisthenes said aloud, " Then I return one
was desired to pronounce an eulogium upon kiss the poorer."
the Macedonians extempore, which he did with A coldness, of course, ensued; but many
so much eloquence, that the guests, beside their other things contributed to his fall. In the
plaudits, rose up and covered him with their first place, Hepbzstion's report was believed,
garlands. Upon this, Alexander, said, in the that Callisthenes had promised to adore the
words of Euripides, king, and broke his word. In the next place,

When great the theme, 'tis easy to excel. Lysimachus and Agnon attacked him and said,
" But shew us now, continued he," the power " The sopUist went about with as much pride
of your rhetoric, in speaking against the Ma-as if he had demolished a tyranny, and the
cedonians, that they may see their faults, and young men followed him, as the only freeman
amend." among so many thousands." These things,

Then the orator took the other side, and upon the discovery of Hermolaus's plot against
spoke with equal fluency against the encroach-Alexander, give an ait of probability to what
ments and other faults of the Macedonians, as was alleged against Callisthenes. His ene-
well as against the divisions among the Greeks, mies said, Hermolaus inquired of him, " By
which he shewed to be the only cause of the what means he might become the most famous
great increase of Philip's power j concluding man in the world?" and that be answered,
with these words, " By killing the most famous." They farther

Amidst sedition's waves, asserted, that by way of encouraging him to
The worst of mortal] may emerge to honour. the attempt, he bade him " not be afraid of the

By this he dfew upon' himself the implacable golden bed, but remember he had to do with a
hatred of the Macedonians, and Alexander man who had suffered both by sickness and by
said, " He gave not, in this case, a specimen of wounds."
his eloquence, but of his malevolence." Neither Hermolaus, however, nor any of his

Hermippus assures us, that Stroibus, a per-accomplices, made any mention of Callisthenea
son employed by Callisthenes to read to him, amidst the extremities of torture. Nay, Alex-
gave this account of the matter to Aristotle. ander himself, in the account he immediately
He adds, that Callisthenes, perceiving the gave of the plot to Craterus Attalus, and Alce-
king's aversion to him, repeated this verse two tas, writes, " That the young men, when put
or three times at parting: to the torture, declared, it was entirely their

own enterprise, and that no man besides, waa
Fatroclus, thy superior is no more. arivy to it." Yet afterwards, in a letter to

It was not, therefore, without reason, that Antipater, he affirms, that Callisthenes was as
Aristotle said of Callisthenes, "His eloquence, juilty as the rest. " The Macedonians," says
indeed, is great, but he wants common sense." le, "have stoned the young men to death. As
He not only refused, with all the firmness of a "or the sophist, I will punish him myself, and
philosopher, to pay his respects to Alexander hose that sent him too: nor shall the towni
by prostration, but stood forth singly, and ut- :hat harboured the conspirators escape." In
tered in public many grievances which the best which he plainly discovers his aversion to
and oldest of the Macedonians durst not re- Aristotle, by whom Callisthenes was brought
flect upon but in secret, though they were as up as a relation; for he was the son of Hero,
much displeased at them as he. By prevent- Vristotle's niece. His death is variously re-
ing the prostration, he saved the Greeks, in- ated. Some say, Alexander ordered him to be
deed, from a great dishonour, and Alexander langed; others, that he fell sick and died in
from a greater; but be ruined himself; because chains: and Chares writes, that he was kept
his manner was such, that he seemed rather seven months in prison; in order to be tried in
desirous to compel than to persuade. "all council in the presence of Aristotle; but

Chares of Mitylene tells us, that Alexander, :hat he died of excessive corpulency and the
at one of his entertainments, after he had ousy disease, at the time that Alexander was
drank, reached the cup to one of his friends. wounded by the Malli Oxydracz in India-
That friend had no sooner received it than he This happened, however, at a later period
lose up, and turning towards the hearth,* where than that we aie upon.
stood the domestic gods, to drink, he worship- In the meantime, Demaratusthe Corinthian,
ped, and then kissed Alexander. This done, though far advanced in years, was ambitious of
he took his plai e against the table. All the joing to see Alexander. Accordingly he took

;he voyage, and when he beheld him, he said,
* Dacier is of opinion, that, by this action, the flat-"The Greeks fell short of a great pleasure,

terer wanted to insinuate, that Alexander ought to be who did not live to see Alexander upon the
reckoned among the domestic gods. But, as the king hrone of Darius." But he did not live tc en-
"at in that part of the room where the Penates were,
we rather think it was a vile excuse to the man's own oy the king's friendship. He sickened and
conscience for this act of religious worship, because lied soon after. The king, however; perfoimed
their position made it dubious, whether it wu intended lis obsequies in the most magnificent manner:
for Alcxauder or for them. and the army threw up for him a monument of
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earth of great extent, and fourscore cubiu high. to shew that courage can triumph over fortune,
His ashes were carried to the sea-shore in a and magnanimity over force: he thought no-
chariot and four, with the richest ornaments. thing invincible to the brave, or impregnable

When Aleiander was upon the point of set- to the bold. Pursuant to this opinion, whe*
ting out for India, he saw his troops were so he beseiged Sisimethres* upon a rock extreme-
laden with spoils that they were unfit to march. ly steep and apparently inaccessible, and saw
Therefore, early in the morning that he was to his men greatly discouraged at the enterprise,
take his departure, after the carriages were as- he asked Oxyartes," Whether Sisimethres were
"embted, he first set fire to his iwn baggage a man of spirit?" And being answered, " That
and that of his friends; and then gave orders he was timorous and dastardly," he slid, " You
that the rest should be served in the same man- inform me the rock may be taken, since there
lier. The resolution appeared more difficult is no strength in its defender." In fact, he
to take than it was to execute. Few were found means to intimidate Sisimelhres, and
displeased at it, and numbers received it with made himself master of the fort.
acclammations of joy. They freely gave part In the seige of another fort, situated in a
of their equipage to such as were in need, and place equally steep, among the young Mace-
burned and destroyed whatever was superflu- donians that were to give the assault, there
ous. This greatly encouraged and fortified was one called Alexander; and the king took
Alexander in his design. Besides, by this time occasion to say to him, "You must behave gal-
be was become inflexibly severe in punishing lantly, my friend, to do justice to your name."
offences. Menander, though one of his friends, He was informed afterwards that the young
he put to death, for refusing to stay in a for- man fell as he was distinguishing himself in a
tress he had given him the charge of; and one glorious manner, and he laid it much to heart.
of the barbarians, named Ofodates, he shot When he sat down before Nysa,f the Mace
dead with an arrow, for the crime of rebellion. donians made some difficulty of advancing to

About this time a sheep yeaned a lamb the attack, on account of the depth of the river
with the perfect form and colour of a tiara that washed its walls, till Alexander said,
upon its head, on each side of which were " What a wretch am I, that I did not leam to
testicles. Looking upon the prodigy with hor- swim," and was going to ford it with a shield
ror, he employed the Chaldeans, who attended in his hand. After the first assault, while the
him for such purposes, to purify him by their troops were refreshing themselves, ambassa-
expiations. He told his friends, on this occa- dors came with an offer to capitulate; and
sion, " That he was more troubled on their along with them deputies from some other
account than his own; for he was afraid that places. They were surprised to see him in
after his death fortune would throw the empire armour without any pomp or ceremony; and
into the hands of some obscure and weak their astonishment increased when he bade
man." A better omen, however, soon dissipa- the oldest of the ambassadors, named Acupbis,
ted his fears. A Macedonian, named Proxe- take the sofa that was brought for himself.
nns, who had the charge of the king's equip- Acuphis struck with a benignity of reception
age, oa opening* the ground by the river Oxus, so far beyond his hopes, askedfcvhat they must
in order to pitch his masters tent, discovered a do to be admitted into his friendship? Alexan-
spring of a gross oily liquor; which after the der answered, "It must be on condition that
surface was taken off, came perfectly clear, and they appoint you their governor, and send me
neither in taste, nor smell differed from real a hundred of their best men for hostages."
oil, nor was inferior to it in smoothness and Acuphis smiled at this, and said, " 1 should
brightness, though there were noohves in that govern better if you would take the worst, in-
country. It is said, indeed, that the water of stead of the best."
the Oxus is of BO unctuous a quality, that it It is said the dominions of Taxiles, in India,}
makes the skins of those who bathe in it were as large as Egypt: they afforded excellent
emootli and shining.f pasturage too, and were the most fertile in all

It appears, from a letter of Alexander's to respects. As he was a man of great prudence,
Antipater, that he was greatly delighted with he waited on Aleiander, and after the first
this incident, and reckoned it one of the hap- compliments, thus addressed him: " What oc-
piest presages the gods had afforded him. The casion is there for wars between you and me,
soothsayers said, it betokened, that the expe- if you are not come to take from us our water
dition would prove a glorious one, but at the and other necessaries of life; the only things
"ame time laborious and difficult, because that reasonable men will take up arms for?
Heaven has given men oil to refresh them af- As to gold and silver, and other possessions, if
ter their labours. Accordingly, he met with I am richer than you, I am willing to oblige
great dangers in the battles that he fought; and you with part; if I am poorer, I have no ob1
received very considerable wounds. But his jection to sharing in your bounty." Charmed
army suffered most by want of necessaries and with his frankness, Alexander took his hand,
by the climate. For his part, he was ambitious and answered, " Think you, then, with all this

* Strabo (lib. ii.) ascribe! the lame propertiei to the
pound Dear the river Ochiu. Indeed, the Ochus and * Thi» strong hold was situated in Bactriana. St*ab»
the Oitu unite their stream!, and flow together into says, it was fifteen furlongs high, as many in compass,
the Caspian tea. and that the top Wis a fertile plain, capable of main-

f Pliny telli us, that the surface of these riven wa» taining fire hundred. It was ID Bactriana that Alex-
" commence of salt, and that the waters flowed under ander married Rovana, the daughter of Oirariei.
it as under a crust of ice. The tail continence he im- f Arrian calls it Nyssa : so indeed dou the Vulcob.
pute* to the dtfluiions from the neighbouring moun-MS. That historian places it Dear Mount Merie, uu*
tain!, but he says nothing of the uacluoui quality of adds, that it was built by DionysiusorBacchiu. Hence
theie waten, mentioned by Plutarch. Nat. Hut. lib. it had the name of Dionysiopolis. It it now called Nerg
fall, } Between the Jndiu and the HydiupM.
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Civility, to escape without a conflict? You are their cavalry, he should be greatly their «upe-
much deceived, if you do. I will dispute it rior, and that if they made a movement with
with you to the last; but it shall oe in favours their infantry, his would come up time enough
and benefits; for I will not Lave you exceed to receive them. Nor did he judge amiss.
me in generosity." Therefore, after having The enemy detached against him a thousand
received great presents from him, and made horse and sixty armed chariots, and he defei:
greater, he said to him one evening, " I drink ed them with ease. The chariots he took, and
to you, Taxiles, and as sure as you pledge me, killed four hundred of the cavalry upon the
you shall have a thousand talents." His friends "pot. By this, Porus understood that Alexan-
were offended at his giving away such immense der himself had passed the river, and therefore
sums, but it made many of the barbarians look brought up his whole army, except what ap-
upon him with a kinder eye. peared necessary to keep the rest of the Mace-

The most warlike of the Indiana Deed to donians from making good their passage. Alex-
fight for pay. Upon this invasion they defend-ander, considering the force of the elephants,
ed the cities that hired them with great rigour, and the enemy's superior numbers, did not
and Alexander suffered by them not a little. choose to engage them in front, but attacked
To one of the cities he granted an honourable the left wing himself, while Ccenus, according
capitulation, and yet seized the mercenaries, to his orders, fell upon the right. Both wings
as they were upon their march homewards, being broken, retired to the elephants in the
and put them all to the sword. This is the centre, and rallied there. The combat th«n
only blot in his military conduct; all his other was of a more mixed kind; but maintained with
proceedings were agreeable to the laws of war, such obstinacy, that it was not decided till the
and worthy of a king.* eighth hour of the day. This description of

The philosophers gave him no less trouble the battle we have from the conqueror himself,
than the mercenaries, by endeavouring to fix a in one of his epistles.
mark of infamy upon those princes that declared Most historians agree, that Porua was four
for him, and by exciting the free nations to cubits and a palm high, and that though the
take up arms; for which reason he hanged elephant he rode was one of the largest, hii
many of them. stature and bulk were such, that he appeared

As to his war with Porus, we have an ac- but proportionably mounted. This elephant,
count of it in his own letters. According to during the whole battle, gave extraordinary
them, the river Hydaspes was between the two proofs of his sagacity and care of the king's
armies, and Porus drew up his elephants on person. As long as that prince was able to
the banks opposite the enemy "with vheir heads fight, he defended him with great courage, and
towards the stream, to guard it. Alexander repulsed all assailants; and when he perceived
caused a great noise and bustle to be made him ready to sink under the multitude of darts
every day in his camp, that the barbarians, and the wounds with which he was covered,
being accustomed to it, might not be so ready to prevent his falling off, he .kneeled down in
to take the alarm. This done, be took the the softest manner, and with his proboscis
advantage of a dark and stormy night, with gently drew every dart out of his body.
part of his infantry, and a select body of cav- When Porus was taken prisoner, Alexander"
airy, to gain a little island in the river, at some asked him, " How he desired to be treated?"
distance from the Indians When he was He answered, "Like a king." "And have
there, he and his troops were attacked with a you nothing else to request?" replied Alexander,
most violent wind and rain, accompanied with " No," said he; " every thing is comprehended
dreadful thunder and lightning. But, notwith- in the word king." Alexander not only re*
standing this hurricane, in which he saw several stored him his own dominions immediately,
of his men perish by the lightning, he advanced which he was to govern as his lieutenant, but
from the island to the opposite bank. The added very extensive territories to them; for
Hydaspes, swelled \vith the nun, by its violence having subdued a free country, which contain-
and rapidity piade a breach on that side, which ed fifteen nations, five thousand considerable
received water enough to form a bay, so that cities,* and villages in proportion, he bestowed
when he came to land, he found the bank ex- it on Porus. Another country, three times ai
tremely slippery, and the ground broken and large, he gave to Philip, one of his friends, who
undermined by the current. On this occasion was also to act there as his lieutenant.
he is said to have uttered that celebrated say- In the battle with Porus, Bucephalus received
ing, " Will you believe, my Athenian friends, several wounds, of which he died some time
what dangers I undergo, to have you the heralds after. This is the account most writers give
of my fame?" The last particular we have us: but Onesicritus says, he died of age and
from Onesicritus; but Alexander himself only fatigue, for he was thirty years old. Alexander
jays, they quitted their boats, and, armed as shewed as much regret as if he had lost a
they were, waded up the breach breast high; faithful friend and companion. He esteemed
and that when they were landed, he advanced him, indeed, as such; and built a. city near
with the horse twenty furlongs before the foot, the Hydaspes, in the place where he was
concluding that if the enemy attacked him with buried, which he called, after him, Bucephalia.

* It was just and lawful, it seems, to go about * Some transcriber seems to ha»e giyen us the num-
harassing and destroying those nations that had never ber of inhabitants in one city for the number of cities.
Offended him, and upon which he had no claim, except Avrian'B account is this: " He took thirty-seven cities,
that avowed by the northern barbarians, when they the least of which contained 6ve thousand inhabitants,
entered Italy, namely, that the weak must submit to and several of them abore ten thousand. He took also
the strong ! Indeed, those barbarians were much hon- a great number of villages, not less populous than the
Mter men, Tor they had another and a belter plea; they cities, and ga»e the government of the country O
vent to seek bread. Porui."
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He ia also reported to have built a city, and the moet warlike people in India. He had
called it Peritas, in memory of a dog of that driven some of them from the wal. with his
name, which he had brought up and was very missive weapons, and was the first man that
fond of. This particular, Sotio says, he had ascended it. But presently after he was up,
from Potamo of Lesbos. the scaling ladder broke. Finding himself and

The combat with Porus abated the spirit of his small company much galled by the darts of
the Macedonians, and made them resolve to the barbarians from below, he poised himself,
proceed no farther in India. It was with diffi- and leaped dow.n into the midst of the enemy.
culty they had defeated an enemy who brought By good fortune he fell upon his feet; and the
only twenty thousand foot and two thousand barbarians were so astonished at the flashing of
horse into the field; and therefore they opposed his arms as he came down, that they thought
Alexander with great firmness when he insisted they beheld lightning, or some supernatural
that they should pass the Ganges,* which, they splendour issuing from his body. At first,
were informed, was thirty-two furlongs in therefore, they drew back and dispersed. But
breadth, and in depth a hundred fathom. The when they had recollected themselves, and saw
opposite shore, too, was covered with numbers him attended only by two of his guards, they
of squadrons, battalions, and elephants. For attacked him hand to hand, and wounded him
the kings of the Gandarites and Prasians were through his armour with their swords and
said to be waiting for them there, with eighty spears, notwithstanding the valour with which
thousand horse, two hundred thousand foot, he fought. One of them standing farther off,
eight thousand chariots, and BIX thousand ele- drew an arrow with such strength, that it made
phants trained to war. Nor is this number at its way through his cuirass, and entered the
all magnified: for Androcottus, who reigned ribs under the breast. Its force was so great,
not long after, made Seleucus a present of five that he gave back and was brought upon his
hundred elephants at one time,} and with an knees, and the barbarian ran up with his drawn
army of six hundred thousand men traversed scimitar to despatch him. Peucestas and Lim-
India, and conquered the whole. nsus* placed themselves before him, but one

Alexander's grief and indignation at this re- was wounded and the other killed. Peucestas,
fusal were such, that at first he shut himself who survived, was still making some resistance,
up in his tent, and lay prostrate on the ground, when Alexander recovered himself and laid the
declaring, " He did not thank the Macedonians barbarian at his feet The king, however, re-
in the least for whit they had done, if they ceived new wounds, and at last had such a blow
would not pass the Ganges; for he considered from a bludgeon upon his neck, that he was
i retreat no other than an acknowledgment forced to support himself by the wall, and there
that he was overcome." His friends omitted stood with his face to the enemy. The Mace-
nothing that might comfort him; and at last donians, who by this time had got in, gathered
their remonstrances, together with the cries about him, and carried him off to his tent.
and tears of the soldiers, who were suppliants His senses were gone, and il was the current
at his door, melted him, and prevailed on him report in the army that he was dead. When
to return. However, he first contrived many they had, with great difficulty, sawed off the
vain and sophistical things to serve the pur- shaft, which was of wood, and with equal trou-
poses of fame; among which were arms much ble had taken off the cuirass, they proceeded to
bigger than bis men could use, and higher man- extract the head, which was three fingers
gers, and heavier bits than his horses required, broad, and four long, and stuck fast in the bone.
left scattered up and down. He built also He fainted under the operation, and was very
great altars, for which the Prasians still re- near expiring; but when the head was got out,
tain much veneration, and their kings cross he came to himself. Yet, after the danger was
the Ganges every year to offer sacrifices in the over, he continued weak, and a long time con-
Grecian manner upon them. Androcottus, fined himself to a regular diet, attending solely
who was then very young, had a sight of Alex- to the cure of his wound. The Macedonians
ander, and he is reported to have often said could not bear to be so long deprived of tlie
afterwards, " That Alexander was within a lit- sight of their king; they assembled in a tumul-
tle of making himself master of all the country; tuous manner about his tent. When he per-
with such hatred and contempt was the reign- ceived this, he put on his robe, and made his
ing prince looked upon, on account of his pro- appearance; but as soon as he had sacrificed to
fligacy of manners, and meanness of birth." the gods, he retired again. As he was on his

Alexander, in his march from thence, formed way to the place of his destination, though car-
a design to see the ocean; for which purpose ried in a litter by the water side, he subdued a
he caused a number of row-boats and rafts to large track of land, and many respectable
be constructed, and, upon them, fell down the cities.
rivers at his leisure. Nor was this navigation In the course of this expedition, he took ten
unattended with hostilities. He made several of the Gymnosophistsfi who had been princi-
descents by the way, and attacked the adjacent
cities, which were all forced to submit to his " Q. Curlius calls him Timout.

victorious arms. However, he was very near t The philosophers, so called from thrir going naked,
were divided into two sects, the Brachmani and the

being cut in pieces by the Malli, who are called Gcrmani. The Brachmani were most esteemed, be-
cause there was a consistency in thtir principles. Apu-

" The Ganges is the largest of all the rivers in the leius tells us, that not only the scholars, but the younger
three comment;, the Indui the second, the Nile the pupils were assembled about dinner time, ana exam-
third, and the Danube the fourth. ined what good they had done that day; and such a*

t Dacicr says /ite (Aousand, but docs not mention his could not point out some act of humanity, or useful
Authority. Perhaps it was only a slip in the writing, pursuit that they had been engaged in, were not allow

thep-inting. ed any dinner.
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pally concerned in instigating Sabbas to revolt, of genius, but to have lived with too passive a
and had brought numberless other troubles regard to the laws."
upon the Macedonians. As these ten were Others say, Dandamis entered into no die-
reckoned the moat acute and- concise in their course with the messenger, but only asked,
answers, he put the most difficult questions to " Why Alexander had taken so long a jour
them that could be thought of, and at the same ney?" As to Calanus, it is certain Taxiles pre-
time declared, he would put the first person vailed with him to go to Alexander. His true
that answered wrong to death, and after him name was Sphines; but because he addressed
all the rest. The oldest man among them was them with the word Cale, which is the Indian
to be the judge. form of salutation, the Greeks call himCalanug.

He demanded of the first, " Which were This philosopher, we are told, presented Alex
most numerous, the living or the dead?" He ander with a good image of this empire. Ho
answered, " The living; for the dead no lon- laid a dry and shrivelled hide before him, and
ger exist."* first trod upon the edges of it. This he did all

The second was asked, " Whether the earth round; and as he trod on one side, it started
or the eea. produced the largest animals?" He up on the other. At last he fixed his feet on the
answered, " The earth; for the sea is part of it." middle, and then it lay still. By this emblem

The third, " Which is the craftiest of all he shewed him, that he should fix his residence,
animals?" " That," said he, "with which man and plant his principal force in the heart of his
is not yet acquainted."f empire, and not wander to the extremities.

The fourth, " What was his reason for per- Alexander spent seven months in falling
suading Sabbas to revolt?" " Because," said down the rivers to the ocean. When he ar-
he, " I wished him either to live with honour, rived there, he embarked, and sailed to an isl-
or to die as a coward deserves." and which he called Scilloustis,* but others

The fifth had this question put to him, call it Psiltoucis. There he landed, and sacri-
« Which do you think oldest, the day or the ficed to the gods. He likewise considered the
night?" He answered, "The day, by one nature of the sea and of the coast, as far as it
day." As the king appeared surprised at this was accessible. And after having besought
solution, the philosopher told him, " Abstruse Heaven, " That no man might ever reach be-
questions must have abstruse answers." yond the bounds of his expedition," he pre-

Then addressing himself to the sixth, be de- pared to set out on his way back. He appoint-
manded, " What are the best means for a man ed Neaichus admiral, and Onesicritus chief
to make himself loved?" He answered, "If pilot, and ordered his licet to sail round, keep-
possessed of great power, do not make your- ing India on the right. With the rest of hii
te!f feared." forces he returned by land, through the coun-

The seventh was asked, " How a man try of the Orites; in which he was reduced to
might become a god?" He answered, " By such extremities, and lost such numbers of
doing what is impossible for man to do." men, that he did not bring back from India

The eighth, " Which is strongest, life or above a fourth part of the army he entered it
death?" " Life," said he; " because it bears with, which was no less than a hundred and
BO many evils." twenty thousand foot, and fifteen thousand

The last question that he put was, " How horse. Violent distempers, ill diet, and exces
long is it good for a man to live?" " As long," sive heats, destroyed multitudes; but famine
eaid the philosopher, " as he does not prefer made still greater ravages. For it was a bar-
death to life." ren and uncultivated country; the natives lived

Then turning to the judge, he ordered him miserably, having nothing to subsist on but a
to give sentence. The old man said, " In my few bad sheep, which used to feed on the fish
opinion they have all answered one worse than thrown up by the sea; consequently they were
another." " If this is thy judgment," said poor, and their flesh of a bad flavour.
Alexander, " thou shall die first." " No," re- With much difficulty he traversed this coun-
plied the philosopher, "not except you choose try in sixty days, and then arrived in Gedrosia.
to break your word: for you declared the man There he found provisions in abundance; for
that answered worst should first suffer." besides that the land is fertile in itself, the

The king loaded them with presents, and neighbouring princes and grandees supplied
dismissed them. After which he sent Onesi- him. After he had given his army some time
critus, a disciple of Diogenes, to the other In- to refresh themselves, he marched in Carmania
dian gages who were of most reputation, and for seven days in a kind of Bacchanalian pro-
lived a retired life, to desire them to come cession. His chariot, which was very magnifi
to him. Onesicritus tells us, Calanus treat- cent, was drawn by eight horses. Upon it
ed him with great insolence and harshness, was placed a lofty platform, where he and his
bidding him to strip himself naked, if he principal friends revelled day and night. This
desired to hear any of his doctrine; "You should carriage was followed by many others, some
not hear me on any other condition," said he, covered with rich tapestry and paper hangings,
"though you came from Jupiter himself." and others shaded with branches of trees fresh
Dandamis behaved with more civility; and gathered and flourishing. In these were the
when Onesicritus had given him an account of rest of the king's friends and generals, crown-
Pythagoras, Socrates, and Diogenes, he said, ed with flowers, and exhilirated with wine.
"They appeared to him to have been men In this whole company there was not to

be seen a buckler, a helmet, or spear; but, in-
* They did nol hold the mortality, but lh« trammi-

grttiou of the soul.
t Thu we in ppose to meal man himself, ai not being * Arrian calls it CilutU. Here they fir»t observed

acquainted with himself. Ihe ebbing and flowing of the tea, which surprised Ifacm
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"lead of them, cups, flagons, and goblets. of them, we are told, made it a rule to return
Theee the soldiers di/jped in h«ge vessels of but seldom; and Ochug never did; he banished
trine, and drank to each other, some as they himself to save his money. Having f' und the
Inarched along, and others seated at tables, tomb of Cyrus broken open, he put tl-e author
Which were placed at proper distances on the of that sacrilege to death, though a native of
way. The whole country resounded with Pella, and a person of some distinction. Hi»
flutes, clarionets, and songs, and with the name wag Polymachus. After he bad read the
dances and riotous frolics of the women. This epitaph, which was in the Persian language,
disorderly and dissolute march was closed with he ordered it to be inscribed also in Greek. It
a very immodest figure, and with all the licen- was as follows: O MAN! WHOSOEVER THOU
tious ribaldry of the Bacchanals, as if Bacchus ART, AND WHENSOEVER THOD COMEST, (FOR
himself had been present to carry on the de- COME I KNOW THOU WILT,) I AM CYRUS, THg
bauch. POUNDER OP THE PERSIAN EMPIRE, ENVY MB

When Alexander arrived at the royal palace NOT THE UTTLE EARTH THAT COVERS MT
of Gedrosia, he gave his army time to refresh BODY. Alexander was much affected at these
themselves again, and entertained them with words, which placed before him in so strong a
feats and public spectacles. At one of these light the uncertainty and vicissitude of things.
in which the choruses disputed the prize of It was here that Calanus, after having been
dancing, he appeared inflamed with wine. His disordered a little while with the cholic, desir-
favourite Bagoas happening to win it, crossed ed to have his funeral pile erected. He ap-
the theatre in his habit of ceremony, and seat- proached it on horseback, offered up his prayert
ed himself by the king. The Macedonians to Heaven, poured the libations upon him
expressed their satisfaction w:th loud plaudits, self, cut off part of his hair,' and threw it on
and called out to the king to kiss him j with the fire; and, before he ascended the pile, took
which at last he complied. leave of the Macedonians, desiring them to

Nearchus joined htm again here, and he was spend the day .n jollity and driaki,,g with the
so much delighted with the account of his voy- king; "For I shall see him," said he, "in a
age, that he formed a design to sail in person little time at Babylon." So saying he stretched
from the Euphrates with a great fleet, circle himself upon the pile, and covered himself up.
the coast of Arabia and Africa, and enter the Nor did he move at the approach rf the flames,
Mediterranean by the Pillars of Hercules. For but remained in the same posture till he had
this purpose, he constructed, at Thapsacua, a finished his sacrifice, according to the custom
number of vessels of all sorts, and collected of the sages of his country. Many fears af-
mariners and pilots. But the report of the ter, another Indian did the same before Au
difficulties he had met with in his Indian ex- gustus Caesar at Athens, whose tomb is shewn
pedition, particularly in his attack of the Malli, to this day, and called the Indian's tomb.
his great loss of men in the country of the Alexander, as soon as he retired from the
Orites, and the supposition he would never re- funeral pile, invited his friends and officers to
turn alive from the voyage he now meditated, supper, and, to give life to the carousal, prom-
excited hia new subjects to revolt, and put his ised that the man who drank most should be
generals and governors of provinces upon dis- crowned for his victory. Promacbus drank four
playing their injustice, insolence, and avarice. measures of wine,t and carried off the crown,
In short, the whole empire ivas in commotion, which was worth a talent, but survived it only
and ripe for rebellion. Olympias and Cleo- three days. The rest of the guests, as Chares
patra, leaguing against Antipaler, had seized tells us, drank to such a deirree, that forty-one
his hereditary dominions, and divided them of them lost their lives, the weather coming
between them. Olympias took Epirus, and upon them extremely cold during their intoxi-
Cleopatra, Macedonia. The tidings of which cation.
being brought to Alexander, he said, "His mo- When he arrived at Susa, he married his
ther had considered right; for the Macedo- friends to Persian ladies. He set them the ex-
nians would never bear to be governed by a ample, by taking Statira the daughter of Da-
woman." rius, to wife, and then distributed among hii

In consequence of this unsettled state of principal officers the virgins of highest quality.
things, he sent Nearchus again to sea, having As for those Macedonians who had already
determined to carry the war into the maritime married in Persia, he made a general entertain
provinces. Meantime he marched in person to ment in commemoration of their nuptials. It is
chastise his lie utenants for their misdemeanours. said, that no less than nine thousand guests sat
Oxyartes, one of the sons of Abuhtes, he killed down, and yet he presented each with a golden
with his own hand, by a stroke of his javelin. cup for performing the libation. Every thing
Abilities had laid in no provisions for him; he else was conducted with the utmost magnifi-
had only collected three thousand talents in cence; he even paid off all their debts; inn.
money. Upon his presenting this, Alexander much that the whole expense amounted to m"'.<
bade him offer it to his horses; and, as they thousand eight hundred and seventy talents
did not touch it, he said, "Of what use will An olEcer, who had but one eye, named An
this provision now be to me?" and immediate-tigenes, put himself upon the list of debtors,
ly ordered Abulites to be taken into custody. and produced a person who declared he was so

The first thing he did after he entered Per- much in his books. Alexander paid the mon-
sia, was to give this money to the matrons, ac-ey; but afterwards discovering the fraud, in hii
cording to the ancient custom of the kings, 1 A» »ome of the hair used to be cut from the fort-
who, upon their return from any excursion to head of victims.
their Persian dominions, used to give every f About fourteen quarts. The china was liz
woman a piece of gold. For this reason, several uine-tcothi.
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anger forbade him the cout, and took away his from Greece, were very serviceable to him. But
commission. There was no fault to be found unfortunately Hephaestion fell sick of a fever in
with him as a soldier. He had distinguished the midst of this festivity. As a young man and
himself in his youth under Philip, at the siege a soldier, he could not bear to be kept to strict
of Perinthua, where he was wounded in the eye diet; and taking the opportunity to dine when his
with a dart shot from one of the engines; and physician Glaucus was gone to the theatre, ho
yet he would neither suffer it to be taken out, ate a roasted fowl, and drank a flagon of wina
nor quit tin1 Acid, till he had repulsed the ene-made as cold as possible; in consequence ot
my, and forced them to retire into the town. which he grew worse, and died a few days after.
The poor wretch could not bear the disgrace Alexander's gnef on this occasion exceeded
he had now brought upon himself; his grief and all bounds. He immediately ordered the horses
despair was so great that it was apprehended and mules to be shorn, that they might have
he would put an end to his own life. To pre- their share in the mourning, and with the same
vent such a catastrophe, the king forgave him, view pulled down the battlements of the neigh-
and ordered him to keep the money. bouring cities. The poor physician he crucified.

The thirty thousand boys, whom he left under He forbade the flute and all other music in hii
proper masters, were now grown so much, and camp for a long time. This continued till ho
made so handsome an appearance; and, what received an oracle from Jupiter Ammon, which
was of more importance, had gained such an enjoined him to revere Hephacstian, and sa-
activity and address in their exercises, that he crifice to him as a demi-god. After this he
was greatly delighted with them. But it was sought to relieve his sorrow by hunting, or
matter of uneasiness to the Macedonians; they rather by war; for his game were men. In thit
were apprehensive that the king would have less expedition he conquered the Cussaeans, and put
regard for them. Therefore, when he gave the all that were come to the years of puberty to
invalids their route to the sea, in order to their the sword. This he called a sacrifice to the
return, the whole army considered it as an inju- manes of Hepha:stion!
rious and oppressive measure: " He has availed He designed to Say out ten thousand talent*
himself,"said they, " beyond all reason, of their upon his tomb and the monumental ornaments,
services, and now he sends them back with dis- and that the workmanship, as well as design,
grace, and turns them upon the hands of their should exceed the expense, great as it was. He
country ind their parents, in a very different therefore desired to have Stasicrates for hia
condition from that in which he received them. architect, whose genius promised a happy
Why does he not dismiss us all! Why does he boldness and grandeur in every thing that he
not reckon all the Macedonians incapable of ser- planned. This was the man who had told him,
vice, now be has got this body of young dancers? some time before, that Mount Athos in Thrace
J-ethim go with them and conquer the world." was most capable of being cut into a human

Alexander, incensed at this mutinous behav- figure; and that, if he had but his orders, he
iour, loaded them with reproaches; and order- would convert it into a statue for him, the most
ing them off, took Persians for his guards, and lasting and conspicuous in the world; a statue
filled up other offices with them. When they which should have a city with ten thousand
saw their king with these new attendants, and inhabitants in his left hand, and a river that
themselves rejected and spurned with dishon- flowed to the sea with a strong current in its
our, they were greatly humblad. They lament- right. He did not, however, embrace that pro-
ed their fate to each other, and were almost posal, though at that time he busied himself
frantic with jealousy and anger. At last, com- with his architects in contriving and laying out
ing to themselves, they repaired to the king's even more absurd and expensive designs.
tent, without arms, in one thin garment onlv; As he was advancing towards Babylon,
and with tears and lamentationsdelivered them- \earchus, who was returned from his expedi-
selves up to his vengeance; desiring he would tion on the ocean, and came up the Euphrates,
treat them as ungrateful men deserved. declared, he had been applied to by some

He was Boftened with their complaints, but Chaldeans, who were strongly of opinion that
would not appear to hearken to them. They Alexander should not enter Babylon. But h»
itood two days and nights, bemoaning them- slighted the warning and continued his march,
selves in this manner, and calling for their dear Upon his approach to the walls, he sawagre«:
master. The third day he came out to them: number of crows fighting, some of which fell
and when he saw their forlorn condition, he down dead at his feet. Soon after this, being
wept a long time. After a gentle rebuke for nformed, that Apollodorus, governor of Baby-
their misbehaviour, he condescended to con- lon, had sacrificed, in order to consult thegodg
verse with them in a free manner; and such as concerning him, he sent for Pythagoras, the
were unfit for service, he sent over with mag-diviner; and, as he did not deny the fact, asked
nificent presents. At the same lime, he signi- lim how the entrails of the victim appeared.
fied his pleasure to Antipater, that at all pub- Pythagoras answered, the liver was without a
lic diversions they should have the most hon- bead. " A terrible presage, indeed!" said;
ourable seats in the theatres,and wear chaplets Alexander. He let Pythagoras go with impu-
of flowers there; and that the children of those nity: but by this time he was sorry he had not
who had lost their lives in his service, should listened to Nearchus. He lived mostly in huj
have their fathers's pay continued to them. pavilion without the walls, and diverted him.

When he came to Ecbatana in Media, and self with sailing up and down the Euphrates.
had despatched the most urgent affairs, he em- For there had happened several other ill omens
ployed himself again in the celebration of gamei that much disturbed him. One of the largesj
and other public solemnities; for which pur- and handsomest lions that were kept in Baby
jmse three thousand artificers, lately arrived Ion, was attacked and kicked to death by anI l
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MS. One day he stripped for the refreshment ed mind, and fills it with fear and folly
of oil, and to play at ball: after the diversion was entirely Alexanders case. However, opot
was over, the young men who played with him, the receipt of gome >racles concerning He-
going to fetch his clothes, beheld a man sitting phxstion, from the god he commonly con
in profound silence on his throne, dressed in suited, he gave a. truce to his sorrows,and em-
the royal robes, with the diadem upon his head. ployed himself in festive sacrifices and enter
They demanded who he was, and it was a long tainrnents.
time before he would answer. At last, coming One day, after he had given Nearchus
tohimself, hesaid, "MynameisDionysius, and sumptuous treat, he went, according to custom
I am a native of Messene. Upon a criminal to refresh himself in the bath, in order to retir
process against me, I left the pjace, and em- to rest. But in the meantime Medius came
barked for Babylon. There I have been kept ind invited him to take part in a carousal, and
a long time in chains. But this day the god tie could not deny him. There he drank al'
Serapis appeared to me, and broke my chains; that night and the next day, till at last he found
after which he conducted me hither, and or- a fever coming upon him. It did not, however
dered me to put on this robe and diadem, and seize him as he was drinking the cup of Her
sit here in silence." cules, nor did he find a sudden pain in his back,

After the man had thus explained himself, as if it had been pierced with a spear. These
Alexander, by the advice of his soothsayers, are circumstances invented by writers, who
put him to death. But the anguish of his mind thought the catastrophe of so nobJe a tragedy
increased; on one hand, he almost despaired of should be something affecting and extraordina-
the succours of Heaven, and on the other dis- ry. AristobuJus tells us, that in the rage of hit
trusted his friends. He was most afraid of fever, and the violence of his thirst, he took a
Antipater and his eons; one of which, named draught of wine, which threw him into a fren-
lolaua,* was his cup-bearer; the other, named zy, and that he died the thirtieth of the month
Cassander, was lately arrived from Macedonia; Daesius (June.)
and happening to see some baibarians prostrate But in his journals the account of his sick-
themselves before the king, like a man accus- ness is as follows: " On the eighteenth of the
tomed only to the Grecian manners, and a month Daesius, finding the fever upon him, he
stranger to such a sight, he burst out into a lay in his bath room. The next day, after he
loud Jaugh. Alexander, enraged at the affront, had bathed, he removed into his own chamber,
seized him by the hair, and with both hands and played many hours with Medius at dice.
dashed his bead against the wall. Cassander In the evening he bathed again, and after hav-
afterwards attempted to vindicate his father ing sacrificed to the gods, he ate his supper. In
against his accusers; which greatly irritated the night the fever returned. The twentieth
the king. "What is this talk of thine?" saidhe. tie also bathed, and, after the customary sacri-
" Dost thou think that men who had suffered fice, sat in the bath-room, and diverted himself
no injury, would come so far to bring a fiilse with hearing Nearchus tell the story of hia
charge?" " Their coming so far," replied voyage, and all that was most observable with
Cassander, " is an argument that the charge is respect to the ocean. The twenty-first waa
false, because they are at a distance from those spent in the same manner. The fever increas-
who are able to contradict them." At this ed, and he had a very bad night. The twenty-
Alexander smiled, and said, " These are some second, the fever was violent. He ordered hia
of Aristotle's sophisms, which make equally bed to be removed, and placed by the great
for either side of the question. But be assured bath. There he talked to his generals about
I will make you repent it, if these men have the vacancies in his army, and desired they
had the least injustice done them." might be filled up with experienced officer!.

This, and other menaces, left such a terror The twenty-fourth, he was much worse. He
upon Cassander, and made so lasting an im- choose, however, to be earned to assist at the
pression upon his mind, that many years after, sacrifice. He likewise gave orders, that the
when king of Macedon, and mast?/ of all principal officers of the army should wait with-
Greece, as he was walking about at Delphi, in the court, and the others keep watch all
and taki/ig a view of the statues, the sudden night without. The twenty-fifth, he was re-
eight of that of Alexander is said to have struck moved to his palace, on the other side of the
him with such horror, that he trembled all river, where he slept a little, but the fever did
over, and it was with difficulty he recovered of not abate ; and when his generals entered
the giddiness it caused in his brain. the room he was speechless. He continued

When Alexander had once given himself up so the day following. The Macedonians,
to superstition, his mind was so preyed upon by this time, thinking he was dead, tame to
by vam fears and anxieties, that he turned the the gates with great clamor, and threatened
least incident which was any thing strange and the great officers in such a manner, that they
out of the way, into a s.gn or a prodigy. The were forced to admit them, and suffer them a]'
court swarmed with sacrifices, purifiers, and to pass unarmed by the bed-side. The twenty
prognostications; they were aJ! to be seen exer-seventh, Python and Seleucus were sent to the
cising their talents there. So true it is, that temple of Serapis, to inquire whether they
though the disbelief of religion, and contempt should carry Alexander thither, and the deity
of things divine, is a great evil, yet superstition ordered that they should not lemove him. The
is a greater. For as water gains upon low twenty-eighth, in the evening, he died." These
grounds, so superstition prevails over a deject particulars are taken almost word for word

from his diary.
" Arrian and Curtiui call him lollot. Plutarch calls There wae no suspicion of poison at the

him Ju/oj below. time of hii death; but six years afwr (we are
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told) Olympias, upon some information, put a sign of any taint, but continued fresh and
number of people to death, and ordered the clear.
remains of lolas, who was supposed to have Roxana was now pregnant, and, therefore,
given him the draught, to be dug out of the had great attention paid her by the Macedo-
grave. Those who say Aristotle advised An- nians. But being extremely jealous of Statira,
tipater to such a horrid deed, and furnished she laid a snare for her by a forged letter, as
oim with the poison he sent to Babylon, allege from Alexander; and having, by this means,
one Agnothemis as their author, who is pre-got her under her power, she sacrificed both
tended to have had the information from king her and her sister, and threw their bodies into
Antigonus. They add, that the poison was a a well, which she filled up with earth. Per-
water of a cold and deadly quality,* which diccas was her accomplice in this murder. In-
distils from a rock in the territory of Nonacris; deed, he had now the principal power, which
and that they receive it as they would do so he exercised in the name of Aridsus, whom he
many dew-drops, and keep it in an ass's hoof; treated rather as a screen than as a king.
its extreme coldness and acrimony being such, Aridsus was the son of Philip, by a courte-
that it makes its way through all other vessels. san named Philinna, a woman of low birth.
The generality however, look upon the story His deficiency in understanding was the con-
of the poison as a mere fable; and they have sequence of a distemper, in which neither na-
this strong argument in their favour, that though, ture nor accident had any share. For it is said,
on account of the disputes which the great offi- there was something amiable and great in him
cers were engaged in for many days, the body when a boy;'which Olympias perceiving, gave
lay unembalmed in a. sultry place, it had no him potions that disturbed his brain,*

JULIUS C^SAR.

WHEN Sylla had made himself master of he fell sick, and on that account was forced lo
Rome,t he endeavoured to bring Czsar to re- be carried in a litter. The soldiers employed
pudiate Cornelia, daughter to Cinna, one of by Sylla to search those parts, and drag the
the late tyrants; and finding he could not effect proscribed persons from their retreats, one night
it, either by hopes or fears,| he confiscated her fell in with him; but Cornelius, who command-
dowry. Indeed, Caesar, as a relation to Marius, ed there, was prevailed on, by a bribe of two
was naturally an enemy to Sylla. Old Marius talents to let him go.
had married Julia, Cssar's aunt, and, there- He then hastened to sea, and sailed to Bi-
fore, young Marius, the son he had by her, was tbynia, where he sought protection of Nico-
Cajsar's cousin-german. At first, Sylla, amidst medes the king. His stay, however, with him
the vast number of proscriptions that engaged was not long. He re-embarked, and was taken
his attention, overlooked this enemy; but Cae-near the island of Pharmacusa, by pirates, who
sar, not content with escaping so, presented were masters of that sea, and blocked up all
himself to the people, as a candidate for the the passages with a number of galleys and
priesthood,§ though he was not yet come to other vessels. They asked him only twenty
years of maturity. Sylla exerted his influence talents for his ransom. He laughed at theii
against him, and he miscarried. The dictator demand, as the consequence of their not know-
afterwards thought of having him taken off, ing him, and promised them fifty talents. To
and when some said, there was no need to put raise the money, he despatched his people to
euch a, boy to death, he answered, " their saga- different cities, and in the mean time remained
city was small, if they did not in that boy see with only one friend and two attendants among
many Mariua's." these Cilicians, who considered murder as a

This saying being reported to Caesar, he trifle. Cssar, however, held them in great
concealed himself a long time, wandering up contempt, and used to send, whenever he
and down in the country of the Sabines. went to sleep, and order them to keep silence
Amidst his movements from house to house, Thus he lived among them thirty-eight days, as

* Hence it wu called tne Stygian water. Nonacrii * Portraits of the same person, taken at different
was a city of Arcadia. periods of life, though they difler greatly from each

t Some imagine that the beginning of this life ialoit; other, retain a resemblance upon the whole. And
but if they look back to the introduction to the life of so it is in general with the characters of men. But
Alexander, that notion will vanish. Alexander seetna to be an exception ; for nothing can

} Cxsar wourQ oot make such a sacrifice to the dic- admit of greater dissimilarity than that which entered
tator as Piso had done, who, at his command, divorced into his disposition at different times, and in different
his wife Annia. Pompey, too, Tor the sake of Sylla's circumstances. He wa» brave and pusillanimous,
alliance, repudiated Anlislia. merciful and cruel, modest and vain, abstemious (uid

Q Csesar had the priesthood before Sylla was dicta-luxurious, rational and superstitious, polite and over-
tor. ID the seventeenth year of his age, he broke his bearing, politic and imprudent. Nor were these
engagement to Consutia, though she was of a consular changes casual or temporal; the style of his character
and opulent family, and married Cornelia, the daugh-underwent a total revolution, and he passed from
ter of Cinna, by whose interest, and that of Marius, virtue to vice in a regular and progreuive manner
he was created Flamen Diata, or Priest of Jupiter. Munificence and pride were the only characteristics
8yUa, when absolute master of Rome, insisted OD his that never forsook him. If there were any vice ofdivorcing Cornelia, and, upon his re filial deprived him
of that office. Suetan, in Julio. which he was incapable, it wu avarice ; if any virtue.

it was humility,
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If they had been his guards, rather than hie plete orator, who had bestowed all his time
keepers. Perfectly fearless and secure, he upon such studies."
joined in their diversions, and took his ex- Upon hia return to Rome, he impeached
ercises among them. He wrote poems and Dolabella for misdemeanours ID his govern
Orations, and rehearsed them to these pirates; ment, and many cities of Greece supported the
and when they expressed no admiration, he charge by their evidence. Dolabella was ac-
called them dunces and barbarians. Nay, he quitted. Casar, however, in acknowledgment
often threatened to crucify them. They were of the readiness Greece had shewn to serve
delighted with these freedoms, which they im- him, assisted her in her prosecution of Pubiiua
puted to hia frank and facetious vein. But as Antonius for corruption The cause was brought
soon as the money was brought from Miletus, before Marcus Lucullus, prstor of Macedonia;
and he had recovered his liberty, he manned and Caesar pleaded it in so powerful a manner,
some vessels in the port of Miletus," in order that the defendant was forced to appeal to the
to attack these corsairs. He found them still tribunes of the people; alleging, that he was not
lying at anchor by the island, took most of upon equal terms with the Greeks in Greece.
them, together wiQi the money, and imprisoned The eloquence he shewed at Rome in de-
them at Pergamus. After which, he applied fending persons impeached, gained him a con-
to Junius who then commanded in Asia, be- siderable interest, and his engaging address and
cause to him, as prator, it belonged to punish conversation carried the hearts of the people.
them. Junius having an eye upon the money, For he had a condescension not to be expected
which was a considerable sum, demurred about from so young a man. At the same time, the
the matter; and Cisar, perceiving his inten- freedom of his table and the magnificence of
tion, returned to Pergamus, and crucified all his expense gradually increased his power, and
the prisoners, as he had often threatened to brought him into the administration. Those
do at Pharmacusa, when they took him to be who envied him, imagined that his resources
in jest would soon fail, and therefore, at first, made

When the power of Sylla came to be upon light of his popularity, considerable as it was.
the decline, Caesar's friends pressed him to But when it was grown to such a height that it
return to Rome. But first he went to Rhodes, was scarce possible to demolish it, and had a
to study under Apollonius, the son of Molo,f plain tendency to the ruin of the constitution,
who taught rhetoric there with great reputation, they fuund out, when it was too late, that no
and ivas a man of irreproachable manners. beginnings of things, hotvever small, are to be
Cicero also was one of his scholars. Cssar is neglected ; because continuance makes them
said to have had happy talents from nature for great; and the very contempt they are held in
a public speaker, and he did not want an am- gives them opportunity to gain that strength
bition to cultivate them; so that undoubtedly which cannot be resisted.
he was the second orator in Rome; and he Cicero seems to be the first who suspected
might have been the first, had he not rather something formidable from the flattering calm
chosen the pre-eminence in arms. Thus he of CoEsar's political conduct, and saIF deep and
never rose to that pitch of eloquence to which dangerous designs under the smiles of his be-
his power would have brought him, being en- nignity. " I perceive," said the orator, " an

gaged in those wars and political intrigues inclination for tyranny in all he projects and
which at last gained the empire. Hence it executes; but on the other hand, when I see
was, that afterwards in his Jlnticato, which he him adjusting his hair with so much exactness,
wrote in answer to a book of Cicero's, he de- and scratching his head with one finger, I can
sired his readers " Not to expect in the per- hardly think that such a man can conceive so
formance of a military man the style of a com- vast and fatal a design as the destruction of

the Roman commonwealth." This, however,
* Dacier reads Jtfetos, which was one of the Cyclades, was an observation made at a much later period

but doci not mention his authority. than that we are upon.t It should be ̂ pallanita Molo, not Apollooiut the
SOD of Molo. According to Suetonius, Cxsar had The first proof he had of the affection of the
studied under him at Ror *, before this adventure of people was when he obtained a tribuneship in
(he pirates. Thus far Dacier and Ruauld ; and other the army before his competitor Caius Popilius.
critics say the same. Yet Strabo (1. xiv. p. 655, 660, The second was more remarkable; it was on
661.) tells us, Molo and Apollonius were two different occasion of his pronouncing from the rostrummen. He affirms, that they were both natives of Ala-
banda, a city of Caria; that they were both scholars ol the funeral oration of his aunt Julia, the wife
Menacles the Alabandian; and that they both profess-of Marius, in which he failed not to do justice
ed the same art at Rhodes, though Molo went thither to her virtue. At the same lime he had the
later than Apollonius. Cicero, likewise, seems to dis- hardiness to produce the images of Marius,
tinguish them, calling the one Molo? and the other which had not been seen before during Sylla's
Apollonius the Alabandian, especially in his first bookDe Oroiore, where he introduces M. Antonius speak-administration; Marius and all his adherents
ing of him thus: " For this Ode thing I always liked having been declared enemies to the state.
Apollonius the Alabandian ; though he taught for mo- Upon this some began to raise a clamour
ney, he did not suffer any, whom ne thought incapable against Caesar; but they were soon silenced by
of making a figure as orators, to lose their time and the acclamations and plaudits of the people,
labour with him, but sent them home, eihorting them
to apply themselves to that art for which they were, expressing their admiration of his courage in
in his opinion, btat qualified." bringing the honours of Marius again to light,

To solve this difficulty, we are willing to suppose, after so long a suppression, and raising them,
with Ruauld, that ihere were two Molo'i colempora- as it were, from the shades below.
rics : for the testimonies of Suetonius, (in Caesare, c. It had long been the custom in Rome, for4.) and of Quiutilian, (Imlitut. 1. lii. c. 6.) that Caesar
and Cicero were pupil* to Apollonius Molo, can never the aged women to have funeral panegyrics,
be overruled. but not the young. C.Tsar first broke through
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it, by pronouncing one for hia own wife, wh< In his speech against him was this memorable
died in her prime. This contributed to fix him expression, " You no longer attack the com-
in the affections of the people; they sympathiz monwealth by mines, but by open battery."
cd with him, and considered him as a man ol Caesar, however, defended his cause so well
great good nature, and one who had the soda (hat the senate gave it for him; and his admir
duties at heart. ers, still more elated, desired him to keep up

After the funeral of his wife, he went ou a spirit of enterprise, for he might gain every
I quatstor into Spain with" Antistius Veter the thing with the consent of the people, and* 

praetor, whom he honoured all hia life after easily become the first man in Rome.
and when he came to the praetor himself, hi Amidst these transactions, died Metellus,
acknowledged the favour by taking Voters son the principal pontiff. The office was solicited
for his quaestor. When that commission was by Isauricus and Catulus, two of the most illus-
expired, he took Pompeia to his third wife trious men in Rome, and of the greatest inter-
having a daughter by his first wife Cornelia est in the senate. Nevertheless, Caesar did not
whom be afterwards married to Pompey the give place to them, but presented himself to
Great. the people as a candidate. The pretensions

Many people, who observed his prodigiou and prospects of the competitors seemed almost
expense, thought he was purchasing a short an< equal, and Catulus, more uneasy than the oth-
transient honour very dear, but, in fact, he was ers under the uncertainty of success, on account
gaining the greatest things he could aspire to of his superior dignity, sent privately to Caesar,
at a small price. He is said to have been a and offered him large sums, on condition that
thousand three hundred talents in debt before he would desist from his high pursuit. But he
he got any public employment. When he had answered, " He would rather borrow still larger
the superintendence of the Appian Road, he sums to carry his election."
laid out a great deal of his own money; and When the day of election came, Caesar'b
when aedile, he not only exhibited three hun- mother attending him to the door, with her eyes
dred and twenty pair of gladiators, but in the bathed in tears, he embraced her and said,
other diversions of the theatre, in the proces- " My dear mother, you will see me this day
sions and public tables, he far outshone the either chief pontiff or an exile." There never
most ambitious that had gone before him. was any thing more strongly contested; the suf-
These things attached the people to him so 'rages, however, gave it for Caesar. The senate,
strongly that every one sought for new honours and others of the principal citizens, were great-
and employments, to recompense his generosity. y alarmed at this success; they apprehended

There were two factions in the state, that of that he would now push the people into all
Sylla, which was the strongest; and that of manner of licentiousness and misrule. There-
Marius, which was in a broken and low condi- "ore, Piso and Catulus blamed Cicero much for
tion. Caesar's study was to raise and revive the sparing Caesar, when Cataline's conspiracy gave
latter. In pursuance of which intention, when lim an opportunity to take him off. Catiline,
his exhibitions, as sdile, were in the highest whose intention was not so much to make al-
reputation, he caused new images of Marius to :erations in the constitution, as entirely to sub-
be privately made, together with a representa- vert it, and throw all into confusion, upon some
tion of hia victories adorned with trophies, and slight suspicions appearing against him, quitted
one night placed them in the capitol. Next ilome before the whole was unravelled; but
morning these figures were seen glistering with le left behind him Lentulus and Cethegus to
gold, of the most exquisite workmanship, and conduct the conspiracy within the city
bearing inscriptions which declared them the Whether Caesar privately encouraged and
achievements of Marius against the Cimbri. iupported them, is uncertain; what is univer-
The spectators were astonished at the boldness ally agreed upon, is this; The guilt of those
of the man who erected them; nor was it diffi- wo conspirators clearly appearing, Cicero, as
cult to know who he was. The report spread consul, took the sense of the senators as to the
with the utmost rapidity, and the whole city as- mnishment that should be inflicted upon them;
sembled to see them. Some exclaimed, that ,nd they all gave it for death, till it came to
Caesar plainly affected the tyranny, by openly Caesar's turn, who, in a studied speech repre-
producing those honours which the laws had ented, "That it seemed neither agreeable to
condemned to darkness and oblivion. This, they ustice, nor to the customs of their country, to
eaid, was done to make a trial of the people, :>ut men of their birth and dignity to death,
whom he had prepared by his caresses, wheth- without an open trial, except in case of extreme
er they would suffer themselves to be entirely necessity. But that they should rather be kept
caught by his venal benefactions, and let him n prison, in any of the cities of Italy that Cicero
play upon them and make what innovations he might pitch upon, till Cataline was subdued)
pleased. On the other hand, the partizans of and then the senate might take cognizance of
Marius encouraging each other, ran to the he crimes of each conspirator in full peace,
capitol in vast numbers, and made it echo and at their leisure."
with their plaudits. Some of them even wept As there appeared something humane in this
for joy at the sight of Marius's countenance. ipinion, and it was powerfully enforced by the
They bestowed the highest encomiums upon rator, those who gave their voices afterwards,
Caesar, and declared he was the only relation ,nd even many who had declared for the other
worthy of that great man. ide of the question, came into it. But Cato

The senate was assembled on the occasion, nd Catulus carried it for death. Cato, in a
tnd Lutatius Catulus, a man of the greatest evere speech against the opinion of Caesar,
reputation in Rome, rose and accused Caesar. crupled not to declare his suspicions of him;

* See Veil. Piltrculm, ii. 43. nd this with other arguments, lad so much
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weight that the two conspirators were deliver-one of them it is kept), goes out, and not a
ed to the executioner. Nay, as Caesar was male is left in jt. The wife, now having the
going out of the senate house, several of the house to herself, decorates it in a proper man-
young men who guarded Cicero's person, ran ner; the mysteries are performed in the night;
upon him with their drawn swords; but we are and the whole is spent in music and play.
told that Curio covered him with his gown, Pompeia, this year, was the directress of the
and so carried him off; and that Cicero him- feast, Clodius, who was yet a beardless youth,
self, when the young men looked at him for a thought he might pass in women's apparel, un
nod of consent, refused it, either out of fear of discovered, and having taken the garb and in
the people, or because he thought the killing strumcnts of a female musician, perfectly re
him unjust and unlawful. If this was true, I Bcmbled one. He found the door open, ana wa«
know not why Cicero did not mention it in the safely introduced by a maid servant who knew
history of his consulship. He was blamed, the affair. She ran before to tell Pompeia;
however, afterwards, for not availing himself and as she stayed a considerable time, Clodiue
of so good an opportunity as he then had, and durst not remain where she left him, but wan
for being influenced by his fears of the people, dering about the great house, endeavoured to
who were indeed strongly attached to Caesar: avoid the lights. At last Aurelia's woman fell
for, a few days after, when Caesar entered the in with him, and supposing she spoke to a
senate, and endeavoured to clear himself of woman, challenged him to play. Upon his re-
the suspicions he lay under, his defence was fusing it, she drew him into the midst of the
received with indignation and loud reproach- room, and asked him who he was, and whence
es; and as they sat longer than usual, the peo- he came? He said he waited for Abra, Pom-
ple beset the house and with violent outcries peia's maid, for that was her name. His voice
demanded Caesar, absolutely insisting on his immediately detected him: Aurelia's woman
being dismissed. ran up to the lights and the company, crying

Cato, therefore, fearing an insurrection of out she had found a man in the house. The
the indigent populace, who were foremost in thing struck them all with terror and astonish-
all seditions, and who had fixed their hopes ment. Aurelia put a stop to the ceremonies,
upon Casar, persuaded the senate to order a and covered up the symbols of their myste-
distribution of bread-corn among them every rious worship. She ordered the doors to be
month, which added five million five hundred made fast, and with lighted torches hunted up
thousand drachmas to the yearly expense of and down for the man. At length Clodius waa
the state.* This expedient certainly obviated found lurking in the chamber of the maid-ser-
the present danger, by seasonably reducing the vant who had introduced him. The women
power of Caesar, who was now prator elect, knew him, and turned him out of the house;
and more formidable on that account. after which, they went home immediately,

Caesar's praetorship was not productive of though it was yet night, and informed their
any trouble to the commonwealth, but that husbands of what had happened.
year there happened a disagreeable event in Next morning the report of the sacrilegious
his own family. There was a young patrician, attempt spread through all Rome, and nothing
named Publius Clodius, of great fortune and was talked of but that Clodius ought to make
distinguished eloquence, but at the same time satisfaction with his life to the family he bad
one of the foremost among the vicious and the offended, as well as to the city and to the gods.
profligate. This man entertained a passion for One of the tribunes impeached him of impiety;
Pompeia, Caesar's wife, nor did she discounte- and the principal senators strengthened the
nance it. But the women's apartment was so charge, by accusing him, to his face, of many
narrow!)' observed, and all the steps of Pom- villainous debaucheries, and among the rest, of
peia so much attended to by Aurelia, Caesar's incest with his own sister, the wife of Lucullua.
mother, who was a woman of great virtue and On the other hand, the people exerted them-
prudence, that it was difficult and hazardous selves with equal vigour in his defence, and
for them to have an interview. the great influence the fear of them had upon

Among the goddesses the Romans worship, his judges was of much service to his cause.
there is one they call Bona Dea, the good god- Caesar immediately divorced Pompeia; yet,
dess, as the Greeks have one they call Gyn&- when called as an evidence on the trial, he de-
cea, the patroness of the women. The Phry clared he knew nothing of what was alleged
gians claim her as the mother of their king Mi against Clodius. As this declaration appeared
das; the Romans say, she was a Dryad, and somewhat strange, the accuser demanded, why,
wife of Faunusj and the Greeks assure us, she if that was the case, he had divorced his wife:
is that mother of Bacchus, whose name is not " Because," said he, " I would have the chas-
to be uttered. For this reason, the women, tity of my wife clear even of suspicion." Some
when they keep her festival, cover their tents say Caesar's evidence was according to his
with vine branches; and, according to the fable, conscience; others, that he gave it to oblige
t sacred dragon lies at the feet of the goddess. the people, who were set upon saving Clo-
No man is allowed to be present, nor even to dius. Be that as it might, Clodius came off
be in the house, at the celebration of her or- clear; most of the judges having confounded
gies. Many of the ceremonies the women then the letters upon the tablets, that they might
perform by themselves are said to be like those neither expose themselves to the resentment
in the feasts of Orpheus. of the plebeians, if they condemned him, nor

When the anniversary of the festival conies, lose their credit with the patricians, if they
the consul or prastor (for it is at the house of acquitted him.

" But this distribution did DO! continue long. 496 The government of Spain was allotted
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Cesar after bis prsetorship.* But his circum- to work upon an expedient which deceived all
atancc-3 were BO indifferent, and hia creditors the world except Cato. It was the reconciling
so clamorous and troublesome when he was pre-of Pompey and Crassus, two of the most pow-
paring for his departure, that he was forced to erful men in Rome. By making them Iriends,
apply to Crassus, the richest roan in Rome, who Czsar secured the interest of both to himself,
stood in need of Cesar's warmth and vigour to and while he seemed to be only doing an office
keep up the balance against Pompey. Crassus, of humanity, he was undermining the consti-
therefore, took upon him to answer the most tution. For it was not, what most people ima-
inexorable of his creditors, and engaged for gine, the disagreement between Caesar and
eight hundred and thirty talents; which pro-Pompey that produced the civil wars, but
cured him liberty to set out for his province. rather their union: they first combined to rum

It is said, that when he came tc a little town, the authority of the senate, and when that was
in passing the Alps, his friends, by way of effected, they parted lo pursue each his own
mirth, took occasion to say, "Can there here designs. Cato, who often prophesied what
be any dilutes for offices, any contentions for would be the consequence, was thrn looked
precedency, or such envy and ambition as we upon as a troublesome and overbusy man; af-
eee among the great?" To which Czsar an- terwards he was esteemed a wise, though not
swered, with great seriousness, "I assure you, a fortunate counsellor. .
I had rather be the first man here, than the Meantime Caesar walked to the place of
second man in Rome." election between Crassus and Pompey; and,

In like manner we are told, that when he under the auspices of their friendship, was de-
was in Spain, he bestowed some leisure hours clared consul, with distinguished honour, hav-
on reading part of the history of Alexander, and ing Calpurmus Bibulus given him for his col-
was so much affected with it, that be sat pen- league. He had no sooner entered upon hia
sive a long time, and at last burst out into tears. office than he proposed Jaws not so suitable to
As his friends were wondering what might be a consul as to a seditious tribune; I mean the
the reason, he said, "Do you think I have not bills for a division of lands and a distribution
sufficient cause for concern, when Alexander of corn, which were entirely calculated to
at my age reigned over so many conquered please the plebeians. As the virtuous and pat-
countries, and I have not one glorious achieve-riotic part of the senate opposed them, he was
ment to boast?" furnished with the pretext he had long wanted:

From this principle it was, that immediately he protested with great warmth, " That they
upon his arrival in Spain he applied to business threw him into the arms of the people against
with great diligence, and having added ten his will, and that the rigorous and disgraceful
new-raised cohorts to the twenty he received opposition of the senate, laid him under the
there, he marched against the Callxcians and disagreeable necessity of seeking protection
Lusitama.'is, defeated them, and penetrated to from the commons." Accordingly he immedi-
the ocean, reducing nations by the way that ately applied to them.
had not felt the Roman yoke. His conduct in Crassus planted himself on one side of him,
peace was not inferior to that in the war; he and Pompey on the other. He demanded of
restored harmony among the cities, and re- them aloud," whether they approved his laws?"
moved the occasions of quarrel between debt- and, as they answered in the affirmative, he de-
ors and creditors. For he ordered that the sired their assistance againt those who threat-
creditor should have two-thirds of the debtor's ened to oppose them with the sword. They
income, and the debtor the remaining third, declared they would assist him; and Pompey
till the whole was paid. By these means he added, "Against those who come with the
left the province with great reputation, though sword, I will bring both sword and buckler."
he had filled his own coffers, and enriched his This expression gave the patricians great pain:
soldiers with booty, who, upon one of his vic- it appeared not only unworthy of his character,
tories, saluted him Imperator. the respect the senate had for him, and the

At his return be found himself under a trou- reverence due to them, but even desperate and
blesome dilemma: those that solicit a triumph frantic. The people, however, were pleased
being obliged to remain without the walls, and with it.
luch as sue for the consulship, to make their Cssar was willing to avail himself still further
personal appearance in Rome. As these were of Pompey's interest. His daughter Julia wa»
things that he could not reconcile, and his ar- betrothed to Servilius Cavpio, but, notwith-
rival happened at the time of the election of standing that engagement, he gave her to Pom-
consuls, he applied to the senate for pei mis- pey; and told Servilius he should have Pom-
sion to stand candidate, though absent, and of- pey's daughter, whose hand was not properly
fer his service by his friends. Cato strongly at liberty, for she was promised to Faustus
opposed his request, insisting on the prohibi- the son of Sylla.-Soon after this, Czsar mar-
tion by law; and when he saw numbers influ- ried Calpurnia, the daughter of Piso, and pro-
enced by Caesar, he attempted to prevent his cured the consulship for Piso for the year en-
success by gaining time; with which view he suing. Meanwhile Cato exclaimed loudly
spun out the debate till it was too late to con- against these proceedings, and called both
clude upon any thing that day. Caesar then gods and men to witness how insupportable it
determined to give up the triumph, and solicit was, that the first dignities of the state should
the consulship. be prostituted by marriages, and that this traf-

As soon as he had entered the city, he went fic of women should gam them what govern-
* H vta» Wit government of the Farther Spain only ernments and forces they pleased.

(bat fell lo hi*Tot. This province comprehended Lu- As for Bibulus, Caesar's colleague, when b*
fitauia and fixtica: that is, Portugal and Andajurii. found his opposition to their new laws entirely
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^successful, and that hia life, as well as Cato's, Such, moreover, was the affection of nia
was often endangered in the public assemblies, soldiers, and their attachment to his person,
he >hut himself up in his own house during the that they who under other commanders wera
remainder of the year. nothing above the common rate of men, be-

Immediately after this marriage, Pompey came invincible where Caeaar's glory was con-
filled the forum with armed men, and got the cerned, and met the most dreadful danger*
laws enacted which Ca_>sar had proposed mere- with a courage that nothing could resist. To
ly to ingratiate himself with the people. At give three or four instances:
the same time the government of Gaul, both on Acilius, in a sea-fight near Marseilles, after
this and the other side the Alps, was decreed he had boarded one of the enemy's ships, had
lo Cxsar for five years; to which waa added his right hand cut off with a sword, yet he still
Illyricum, with four legions. As Cato spoke held his buckler in his left, and pushed it in
against these regulations, Caesar ordered him the enemy's faces, till he defeated them, and
to be taken into custody, imagining he would took the vessel.
appeal to the tribunes. But when he eaw him CassiusScaeva, in the battle of Dyrrhachium,
going to prison without speaking one word, and after he had an eye shot out with an arrow, hi§
observed that it not only gave the nobility great shoulder wounded with one javelin, his thigh
uneasiness, but that the people, out of rever- run through with another, and had received a
ence for Cato's virtue, followed him in melan- hundred and thirty darts upon his shield," call-
choly silence, he whispered one of the tribunes ed out to the enemy, as if he would surrender
to take him out of the actors' hands. himself. Upon this, two of them came up to

Very few of the body of senators followed him, and he gave one of them such a stroke
Caesar on this occasion to the house. The upon the shoulder with the sword, that the arm
greatest part, offended at such acts of tyranny, dropped off; the other he wounded in the face,
had withdrawn. Considius, one of the oldest and made him retire. His comrades then came
senators that attended, taking occasion to ob- up to his assistance, and he saved his life.
serve, " That it was the soldiers and naked In Britain, some of the vanguard happened
swords that kept the rest from assembling," to be entangled in a deep morass, and were
Caesar said, " Why does not fear keep you at there attacked by the enemy, when a private
home too?" Considius replied, "Old age is my soldier, in the sight of Caesar, threw himself
defence; the small remains of my life deserves into the midst of the assailants, and, after pro-
not much care or precaution." digious exertions of valour, beat off the bar-

The most disgraceful step, however, that barians, and rescued the men. After which,
Caesar took in his whole consulship, was the the soldier, with much difficulty, partly by
getting Clodius elected tribune of the people; swimming, partly by wading, passed the mo-
the same who had attempted to dishonour his rass, but in the passage lost his shield. Caesar,
oed, and had profaned the mysterious rites of and those about him, astonished at the action,
ihe Good Goddess. He pitched upon him to ran to meet him with acclamations of joy; but
ruin Cicero; nor would he set out for his gov- the soldier, in great distress, threw himself at
ernment before he had embroiled them, and pro- Caesar's feet, and, with tears in his eyes, beg-
cured Cicero's banishment. For history informs ged pardon for the loss of his shield.
us, that all these transactions preceded his wars In Africa, Scipio having taken one of Caesar's
in Gaul. The wars he conducted there, and ships, on board of which was Granius Petro-
the many glorious campaigns in which he re- nius, lately appointed quaestor, put the rest to
duced that country, represent him as another the sword, but told the quaestor," He gave him
man: we begin, as it were, with a new life, his life." Petronius answered, " It is not the
and have to follow nim in a quite different custom of Caesar's soldiers to take, but to give
track. As a warrior and a general, we behold quarter," and immediately plunged his swoid
him not in the least inferior to the greatest and in his breast.
most admired commanders the world ever pro- This courage, and this great ambition, were
duced. For whether we compare him with cultivated and cherished, in the first place, by
the Fabii, the Sc'.pios, and Metelli, with the the generous manner in which Caesar rewarded
generals of his own time, or those who flour- his troops, and the honours which he paid
ished a little before him, with Sylla, Marius, them: for his whole conduct shewed that bo
the two Luculli, or with Pompey himself, did not accumulate riches in the course of his
whose fame in every military excellence reach- wars, to minister to luxury, or to serve any
ed the skies, Caesar's achievements bear away pleasures of his own; but that he laid them up
the palm. One he surpassed in the difficulty in a common bank, as prizes to be obtained by
of the scene of action, another in the extent of distinguished valour, and that he considered
tne countries he subdued; this, in the number himself no farther rich than as he was in a con-
and strength of the enemies he overcame, that, dition to do justice to the merit of his soldiers
in the savage manners and treacherous dispo- Another thing that contributed to make them
sition of the people he humanized; one in mild- invincible was their seeing Caesar always take
ness and clemency to his prisoners, another, in his share in danger, and never desire any ef
bounty and munificence to his troops; and all, in cmption from labour and fatigue.
the number of battles that he won, and enemies
that he killed For in less than ten years' war " Czsar (Bell. Civ. 1. iii.) says, this brave soldier
in Gaul, he took eight hundred cities by assault, received two hundred and thirty darts upon hid shield
conquered three hundred nations, and fought and adds, that he rewarded his bravery with twohun-
pitched battles at different times with three dred thouiaod sesterces, and promoted him from the

.millions of men, one million of which he cut etghUi rank to the first. He likewise ordered the sot-
diers of that cohort double pay, beside olhir milit&r*

in pieces, and made another million prisoners. rewards.
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Ai for his exposing his person to danger, lieutenant, Labienus, against the Tigurini,
they were not surprised at it, because they who routed them near the river Arar." But
knew ,iis passion for glory, but they were as-the Helvetians suddenly attacked Cssar, as he
tonished at his patience under toil, so far in all was on the march to a confederate town.f He
appearance above his bodily powers. For he gained, a strong post for his troops, notwith-
was of a slender make, fair, of a delicate con- standing the surprise; and when he had drawn
stitution, and subject to violent headaches and them up, his horse was brought him. Upon
epileptic fits. He had the first attack of the which he said, " When I have won the battle
falling sickness at Corduba. He did not, how- I shall want my horse for the pursuit; at pre-
ever, make these disorders a pretence for in- sent, let us march as we are against the ene-
dulging himself. On the contrary, he sought my." Accordingly he charged them with great
in war a remedy for his infirmities, endeavour- vigour on foot.J
ing to strengthen his constitution by long It cost him a long and severe conflict to drive
marches, by simple diet, by seldom coming un- their army out of the field; but he found the
der covert. Thus he contended with his dis- greatest difficulty when he came to their ram
temper, and fortified himself against its attacks. part of carriages; for not only the men made

When he slept, it was commonly upon a a most obstinate stand there, but the very
march, either in a chariot or a litter, that rest women and children fought till they were cut
might be no hinderance to business. In the day- in pieces; insomuch that the battle did not end
time he visited the castles, cities, and fortified before midnight.
camps, with a servant at his side, whom he To this great action he added a still greater
employed, on such occasions, to write for him, He collected the barbarians who had escaped
and with a soldier behind, who carried his out of the battle, to the number of a hundred
eword. By these means he travelled so fast, thousand, and upwards, and obliged them to
and with so little interruption, as to reach the settle in the country they had relinquished, and
Rhone in eight days after his first setting out to rebuild the cities they had burned. This he
for those parts from Rome. did, in fear that if the country were left with-

He was a good horseman in his early years, out inhabitants, the Germans would pass tl.a
and brought that exercise to such perfection by Rhine, and seize it.
practice, that be could sit a horse at full speed His second war was in defence of the Gauls
with his hands behind him. In tt'J expedition against the Germans,§ though he had before
he also accustomed himself to dictate letters as honoured their king Ariovistus with the title of
he rode on horseback, and found sufficient em- an ally of Rome. They proved insupportable
ployment for two secretaries at once, or, ac- neighbours to those he had subdued, and it waa
oording to Oppius, for mote. It is also said, easy to see, that instead of being satisfied with
that Caesar was the first who contrived to com- their present acquisitions, if opportunity of-
municate his thoughts by letter to his friends fered they would extend their conquests over
who were in the same city with him, when all Gaul. He found, however, his officers,
any urgent affair required it, and the multitude particularly those of the young nobility, afraid
of business or great extent of the city did not of this expedition; for they had entered into
admit of an interview. Caesar's service only in the hopes of living

Of his indifference with respect to diet they luxuriously and making their fortunes. He
give us this remarkable proofs: Happening to therefore called them together, and told them,
sup with Valerius Leo, a friend of his at Milan, before the whole army, " That they were at
there was sweet ointment poured upon the as- liberty to retire, and needed not hazard their
paragus, instead of oil. Cxsar ate of it freely, persons against their inclinations, since they
notwithstanding, and afterwards rebuked his were so unmanly and spiritless. For his part,
friends for expressing their dislike of it. " It he would march with the tenth legion only
was enough," said he, " to forbear eating, if against these barbarians: for they were neither
it was disagreeable to you. He who finds fault better men than the Cimbrians, nor was he a
with any rusticity, is himself a rustic." worse general than Marius." Upon this, the

One day as he was upon an excursion, a vio- tenth legion deputed some of their corps to
lent storm forced him to seek, shelter in a poor thank him. The other legions laid the whole
man's hut, where there was only one room,
and that scarce big enough for a man to sleep
in Turning, therefore, to his triends, he said, * Cssar say» himself, that he left Labienus to guard

the worlu lie had raised from the lake of Genera to
" Honours for the great, and necessaries for mount Jura, and that he marched ID person, at the
the infirm," and immediately gave up the room head of three legions, to attack the Tigurini, in their
to Oppius, while himself and the rest of the passage over the Arar,nowthe Saone, aud killed great
company slept under a shed at the door. numbers of them.

His first expedition in Gaul was against the 1 Bibractt, now Autun.
Helvetians and theTigurini; who, after having } He sent back his horse, and the rest followed ha
burned twelve of their own towns and four example. This he did to prevent all hopes of a retreat
hundred villages, put themselves under march, as well at to show his troops that he would take hit
in order to penetrate into Italy, through that 

share in all the danger. Vide Bell. Gall. lib. i.

part of Gaul which was subject to the Romans, § The .Edui implored his protection against Ario-
as the Cimbri and Teutones would have done vistus, king of the Germans, who, taking advantage of

the differences which had long subsisted between them
before them. Nor were these new adventurers and the Ar?erni, had joined the latter, made himself
inferior to the other in courage; and in num- master of great part of the country of the Scnuani. and
bers they were equal; being in all three hun- obliged the jEdui to give him their children a> hos-
dred thousand, of which a hundred and ninety tages. The jEdui were the people of Autun; th»
thousand were fighting men. Caesar seat his Arverm of Auvcrgue; and the Sequani of Franco*

Comle. Cat. Bell Gall, Ub. i.
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Vlamc upou their officers, and all followed him of sixty il,,,usanJ; rind fell U|mn Caesar, as hi
with great spirit and alacrity. After a march was fortifying his camp, and had nut llie lea«t
of several days, they encamped within two lotion of such an attack.* They first routed
hundred furlongs of the enemy. lis cavalry, and then surrounded the twelfth

Caesar s arrival broke the confidence of Ario- arid seventh legions, and killed all the officer!.
vistus. Instead of expecting that the Romans Had not Caesar snatched a buckler from one of
would come and attack him, he had suppos-tiis men, forced his way through the combat-
ed they would not dare to stand the Ger- ants before him, and rushed upon the barba-
mans when they went in quest of them. He rians; or had not the tenth legion, seeing hii
was much surprised, therefore, at this bold danger, ran from the heights where they were
attempt of Caesar, and, what waa worse, posted, and moved down the enemy's ranks, in
he saw hia own troops were disheartened. all probability not one Roman would have sur-
They were dispirited still more by the prophe- vived the battle. But though encouraged by
cies of their matrons, who had the care of di- this bold act of Caesar, they fought with a spirit
vining, and used to do it by the eddies of rivers, above their strength, they were not able to
the windings, the murmurs, or other noise made make the Nervii turn their backs. Those brave
by the streiim. On this occasion, they charged men maintained their ground, and were hewed
the army not to give battle before the new to pieces upon the spot. It is said that out of
moon appeared. sixty thousand not above five hundred were

Caesar having got information of these mat- saved, and out of four hundred Nervian sena-
ters, and seeing the Germans lie close in their tors not above three.
camp, thought it better to engage them while Upon the news of this great victory, the
thus dejected, than to sit still and wait their senate of Rome decreed that sacrifices should
time. For this reason he attacked their en- offered, and all manner of festivities kept
trenchments and the hills upon which they were up, for fifteen days together, which was a longer
posted, which provoked them to such a degree lerm of rejoicing than had ever been known
that they descended in great fury to the plain. before. Indeed, the danger anpeared very
They fought, and were entirely routed. Caesar jreat, on account of so many nations rising at
pursued them to the Rhine, which was three once; and as Caesar was the man who sur-
hundred furlongs from the field of battle, cov- mounted it, the affection the people had for him
ering all the way with dead bodies and spoils. made the rejoicing more brilliant. After ho
Ariovistus reached the river time enough to had settled the affairs of Gaul, on the other side
get over with a few troops. The number of kil- the Alps, he crossed them again, and wintered
led is said to have amounted to eighty thousand. near the Po, in order to maintain his interest

After he had thus terminated the war, he in Rome; where the candidates for the great
left his army in winter quarters in the country offices of state were supplied with money out
in the Sequani, and repaired to Gaul, on this of his funds to corrupt the people, and after
side the Po, which was part of his province, in they had carried their election, did every thing
order to have an eye upon the transactions in to extend his power. Nay, the greatest and
Rome. For the river Rubicon parts the rest most illustrious personages went tq pay their
of Italy from Cisalpine Gaul. During his stay court to him at Lucca, among whom were
there he carried on a variety of state intrigues. Pompey, Crassus, Appius governor of Sardi-
Great numbers came from Rome to pay their nia and Nepos, pro-consul in Spain. So that
respects to him, and he sent them all away sat- there were a hundred and twenty lictors at-
isfied; some laden with presents, and others tending their masters, and above two hundred
happy in hope. In the same manner through- senators honoured him with their assiduities.
out all his wars, without Pompey's observing After they had fixed upon a plan of business,
"t, he was conquering his enemies by the arms they parted. Pompey and Crassus were to be
of the Roman citizens, and gaining the citizens consuls the year ensuing, and, to get Caesar's
by the money of his enemies.

As soon as he had intelligence that the * As this attack was unexpected, Cxsar had, in a
Belgae, who were the most powerful people in manner, every thing to do at the same in&tant. The
Gaul, and whose territories made up a third banner was to be creeled, the charge sounded. Ihe sol-
part of the whole country, had revolted and diers at a distance recalled, the army drawn up, and
assembled a great army, be marched to that the signal given. Ill this surprise, he ran from placeto place, exhorting his men to remember their former
quarter with incredible expedition. He found valour, and, having drawn them up in the best manner
them ravaging the lands of those Gauls who he could, caused the signal to be given. The legion
were allies of Rome, defeating the main body, aries made a vigourous resistance ; but, as the enemy
which made but a feeble resistance, and killed seemed determined either to conquer or die, the suc-
such numbers, that lakes and rivers were filled cess was different in different places. In the left wing,the ninth and the tenth legions did wonders, drove the
with the dead, and bridges were formed of their Atrebales into a neighbouring river, and made a great
bodies. Such of the insurgents as dwelt upon slaughter of them. In another place, the ejghtb and
the sea coast, surrendered without opposition eleventh legions repulsed the Vermandui, and drove

From thence he led his army against the them before them. But in the right wing, the seventh
Nervii," who live among thick woods. After and twelfth legions suffered extremely. They wereentirely surrounded by the Nervii, all the cenluriom
they had secured their families and most valua-of the fourth cohort being slain and most of the other
ble goods, in the best manner they could, in officers wounded. In this extremity, Caesar snatched
the heart of a 1-rge forest, at a great distance a buckler from one of Oie private men, put himself at
from the enemy, they marched, to the number the head of his broken wing, and, being joined by thetwo legions which he had left U> guard Ihe baggage,

* Their country is now called Hainault and Cam- fell upon the Nervii, already fatigued, with fresh vig-
trail. our, and made a dreadful havoc of them.
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government prolonged for five years more, with rapid, that it carried down with it trunks of
"upplies out of the treasury for his occasions. trees, and other timber, which much shocked
The last particular appeared extremely absurd and weakened the pillars of his bridge. 3ut
to all men of sense. They who received so he drove great piles of wood into the bottom
much of Cajsar'n money, persuaded the senate of the river above the bridge, both to resist
to give him money, as if he was in want of it; the impression of such bodies, and to break
or rather, they insisted it should be done, and the force of the torrent. By these means he
every honest man sighed inwardly while he exhibited a spectacle astonishing to thought,
"uffered the decree to pass. Cato, indeed, was so immense a bridge finished in ten days. Hig
absent, having been sent with a commission to army passed over it without opposition, the
Cyprus on purpose that he might be out of the Suevi and the Sicambri, the most warlike na-
ws,y. But Favonius, who trod in Cato's tions in Germany, having retired into the heart
steps, vigorously opposed those measures; and of their forests, and concealed themselves in
when he found that his opposition availed no- cavities overhung with wood. He (aid waste
thing, he left the house, and applied to the the enemy's country with fire, and confirmed
people, exclaiming against such pernicious the better disposed Germans in the interest of
counsels. No one, however, attended to him; Rome;* after which he returned into Gaul,
some being overawed by Pompey and Crassus, having spent no more than eighteen days in
and others influenced by regard for Cssar, in Germany.
whose smile alone they lived and all their But his exhibition into Britain discovered
hopes flourished. the most daring spirit of enterprise. For he

Caisar, at his return to his army in Gaul, was the first who entered the western ocean
found another furious war lighted up in the with a fleet, and embarking his troops on the
country; the Usipetes and the Teuchteri,* two Atlantic, carried war into an island whose very
great German nations, having crowed the existence was doubted. Some writers had re-
Rhine to make conquests. The account of the presented it so incredibly large, that other*.
affair with them we shall take from Caesar's contested its being, and considered both the
own Commentaries. These barbarians gent name and the thing as a fiction. Yet Ca:sat
deputies to him to propose a suspension of attempted to conquer it, and to extend the Ro-
arms, which was granted them. Nevertheless man empire beyond the bounds of the habita-
they attacked him as he was making an escur- ble world. He sailed hither twice from the
aion. With only eight hundred horse, how- opposite coast in Gaul, and fought many bat
ever, who were not prepared for an engage- ties, by which the Britons suffered more than
ment, he beat their cavalry, which consisted of the Romans gained; for there was nothing
five thousand. Next day they sent other de- worth taking from a people who were so poor,
puties to apologiie for what had happened, and lived in so much wretched ness ."{" He did
but without any other intention than that of not, however, terminate the war in the manner
deceiving him again. These agents of theirs he ctmld have wished: he only received hosta-
he detained, and marched immediately against ges of the kings, and appointed the tribute the
them; thinking it absurd to stand upon honour island was to pay, and then returned to Gaul.
with such perfidious men, who had not scrupled There he received letters, which were going
to violate the truce. Yet Canusius writes, to be gent over to him, and by which his friends
that when the senate were voting a public in Rome informed him, that his daughter, the
thanksgiving and processions on account of the wife of Pompey, had lately died in childbed.
victory, Cato proposed that Caesar should be This was a great affliction both to Pompey
delivered up to the barbarians, to expiate that and Ccesar. Their friends, too, -were very
breach of faith, and make the divine vengeance sensibly conceraed to see that alliance dissolv
fall upon its author rather than upon Rome. ed which kept up the peace and harmony of

Of the barbarians that had passed the Rhine, the state, otherwise in a very unsettled condi-
there were four hundred thousand killed. The tion. For the child survived the mother only
few who escaped, repassed the river, and were a few days. The people took the body of
sheltered by a people of Germany called Si- Julia and carried it, notwithstanding the pro-
cambri. Cavsar laid hold on this pretence hibition of the tribunes, to the Campus JVfar
against that people, but his true motive was an tins, where it was interred.
avidity of fame, to be the first Roman that As Cxsar's army was now very large,f he
ever crossed the Rhine in a hostile manner. was forced to divide it for the convenience of
In pursuance of his design, he threw a bridge winter-quarters; after which he took the road
over it, though it was remarkably wide in that to Italy, according to custom. But he had not
place, and at the same time so rough and been long gone, before the Gauls rising again,

" The people of the March and of Weitphajja, and traversed the country with considerable armies
(how of Minuter and Clerei.

This Ttar happened under the consulship of Crassus " The Ubii, the people of Cologne.
and Pompey, which was in the year of Rome 693. But t It does not appear that there waj much corn in
there were severs intermediate transactions, of great Britain in Caesar's time; for the inhabitants, he says
importance, which Plutarch hag omitted, viz. The lived chiefly on milk and fle»h. Lacte et earne vtvunt'.
reduction of the Aduaticj by Cae*ar; of seven other
nationg by P. Crassus, the eon of the triumvir ; offers { Thii army consisted of eight legions; and, as thero

was almost a famine in the country, the consequence
of submission from several nations beyond the Rhine ; of excessive drought, Caesar was obliged to separata
the attempt upon Galba, in Uit winter-quarters at Oc- hu troops for their better subsistence. He wu, Ihere.todurus, and his brave defence and victory ; the severe
chutisement of the Vcneti, who had revolted; and the fore, under the necessity of 6iing the quarters at such

a distance, which would otherwise have been impoli-complete reduction of Aquitaine. These particulars
are contained in p?j"t of the second and the whole third tic. He tells us, (lib. v.) that all the legions, eicepl
book of the War in Gaul. one, which was in a quiet country, were posted nitluij

the compass cf a hundred toilet.
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foil upon the Roman quarters with great fury, forces into several parts, and given them tB
and insulted their entrenchments. The most charge to his lieutenants, had the country at
numerous and the strongest body of the in- command as far as the Arar. His intention
surgents was that under Ambiorii, who at- was to raise all Gaul against Caesar, now when
tacked Cotta and Titurius in their camp, and his enemies were rising against him at Rome.
cut them off with their whole party. After But had he stayed a little longer till Caesar wa§
which he went and besieged the legion under actually engaged in the civil war, the terrors
the command of Q. Cicero, with sixty thousand of the Gauls would not have been less dread-
men; and though the spirit of those brave Ro- ful to Italy now, than those of the Cimbri were
mans made a resistance above their strength, formerly.
they were very near being taken, for they were Cajgar, who knew perfectly how to avail
all wounded. himself of every advantage in war, particularly

Cssar, who was at a great distance, at last of time, was no sooner informed of this grest
getting intelligence of their danger, returned defection, than he set out to chastise its authori:
with all expedition; and, having collected a and by the swiftness of his march, in spite of
body of men, which did not exceed seven all the difficulties of a severe winter, he shewed
thousand, hastened to the relief of Cicero. the barbarians that his troops could neither be
The Gauls, who were not ignorant of his mo- conquered nor resisted. For where a courier
tions, raised the siege and went to meet him; could scarce have been supposed to come in
for they despised the smallness of his force, many days, Cesar was seen with his whole
and were confident of victory. Caesar, to de- army, ravaging the country, destroying the cas-
ceive them, made a feint as if he fled, till he tles, storming the cities, and receiving the sub-
came to a place convenient for a small army mission of such as repented. Thus he went
to engage a great one, and there he fortified on, till the Edui* also revolted, who had styled
his camp. He gave his men strict orders not themselves brothers to the Romans, and bad
to fight, but to throw up a strong rampart, and been treated with particular regard. Their
to barricade their gates in the securest man- joining the insurgents spread uneasiness and
ner; contriving by all these manoeuvres to in- dismay throughout Caesar's army. He there-
crease the enemy's contempt of him. It suc- fore, decamped in all haste, and traversed the
ceeded as he wished; the Gauls came up with country of the Lingones,f in order to come
great insolence and disorder to attack his into that of the Sequani,J who were fast friends,
trenches. Then Caesar, making a sudden sally, and nearer to Italy than the rest of the Gauls.
defeated and destroyed the greatest part of The enemy followed him thither in prodigious
them. This success laid the spirit of revolt in numbers, and surrounded him. Cssar, without
those parts: and for farther security he remained being in the least disconcerted, sustained the
all the winter in Gaul, visiting all the quarters, conflict, and after a long and bloody action, in
and keeping a sharp eye upon every motion which the Germans were particularly service-
towards war. Besides, he received a rein- able to him, gave them a total defeat. But he
forcement of three legions in the room of those seems to have received some check at first, for
he had lost; two of which were lent him by the Arverni still shew a sword suspended in
Pompey, and one lately raised in Cisalpine one of their temples, which they declare was
Gaul. taken from Czsar. His friends pointed it out

After this,* the s^eds of hostilities, which to him afterwards, but he only laughed; and
had long before been privately scattered in the when they were for having it taken down, he
more distant parts of the country, by the chiefs would not suffer it, because he considered it
of the more warlike nations, shot up into one as a thing consecrated to the gods.
of the greatest and most dangerous wars that Most of those who escaped out of the battle,
was ever seen in Gaul; whether we consider retired into Alesia§ with their king. Cssar
the number of troops and store of arms, the immediately invested the town, though it ap-
treasures amassed for the war, or the strength peared impregnable, as well on account of the
of the towns and fastnesses they occupied. height of the walls as the number of troops
Besides, it was then the most severe season of there was to defend it. During the siege he
the year; the rivers were covered with ice, the found himself exposed to a danger from with-
forests with snow, and the fields overflowed in out, which makes imagination giddy to think
guch a manner that they looked like so many on. All the bravest men in Gaul assembled
ponds; the roads lay concealed in snow; or in from every quarter, and came armed to the re-
floods disembogued by the lakes and rivers. lief of the place, to the number of three hun-
So that it seemed impossible for Caesar to march, dred thousand; and there were not less than
or to pursue any other operations against them. seventy thousand combatants within the walls.

Many nations had entered into the league; Thus shut up between two armies, he was
the principal of which were the Arvernif and forced to draw two lines of circumvallation, the
Carnutes.j The chief direction of the war interior one against the town, and that without
was given to Vercingetorix, whose father the against the troops that came to its succour;
Gauls had put to death, for attempting at mon- for, could the two armies have joined, he had
archy. Vercingetorix, having divided his been absolutely lost. This dangerous action

" Plutarch passes over the whole siith book of Cz- at Alesia contributed to Cssar's renown on
tu'r Commentaries, as he had done the third. Many many accounts. Indeed, he exerted a more
considerable events happened beIwern the victory last adventurous courage and greater generalship
mentioned, and the aflair wiih Vercingetorii; »uch as
the defeat of the Treviri, Cresar's second passage over * The people of Aulun, Lyons, Macon, Chaloni upoo
the Rhine, and the pursuit of Ambiorii. Soanc, and Nevers.

f The people of Auvergne, particularly tho«t of t The district of Langrcs.
Ckrmont and St. Flcur. j The district of Besancon.

} The people of Chartrei and Orleani. \ Czsar call* it Alcua, son Ali«e, near FUriguy.
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than on any other occasion But what seems Pompey, in all his discourse, pretended to
»ery astonishing, is, that he could engage and decline the honour of a dictatorship, though at
conquer so many myriads without, and keep the same time every step he took was directed
the action a secret to the troops in the town." that way. Cato, understanding his drift, per-
It is still more wonderful that the Romans, suided the senate to declare him sole consul;
who were left before the walls, should not that, satisfied with a kind of monarchy more
know it, till the victory was announced by the agreeable to law, he might not adopt any vio
cries of the men in Alesia and the lamenta- lent measures to make himself dictator. The
tions of the women, who saw the Romans on senate not only agreed to this, but continued to
each side of the town bringing to their camp a him his governments of Spain and Africa, the
"umber of shields adorned with gold and silver, administration of which he committed to nig
helo>ets stained with blood, drinking vessels, lieutenants; keeping armies-there, for whose
and tents of the Gaulish fashion. Thus did maintenance he was allowed a thousand talents
this vast multitude vanish and disappear like a a year out of the public treasury.
phantom, or dream, the greatest part being Upon this, Cssar applied, by his friends,
killed on the spot. for another consulship, and for the continu-

The besieged, after having given both them- ance of his commission in Gaul, answerable to
selves and Caesar much trouble, at last surren- that of Pompey. As Pompey was at first silent,
dered. Their general, Vercingelorii, armed Marcellus and Lentulus, who bated Caesar on
himself and equipped his horse in the most other accounts, opposed it with great violence,
magnificent manner, and then sallied out at the omitting nothing, whether right or wrong, that
gate. After he had taken some circuits about might reflect dishonour upon him. For they dis-
Caesar as he sat upon the tribunal, he dismount-franchised the inhabitants of Novocomum in
ed, put off his armour, and placed himself at Gaul, which had lately been erected into acO'
Cassar's feet, where he remained in profound lony by Caesar; and Marcellus, then consul,
silence, till Cisar ordered a guard to take him caused one of their senators, who was come
away, and keep him for his triumph. with some complaints to Rome, to be beaten

Cassar had been some time resolved to ruin with rods, and telling him, " The marks on hi«
Pompey, and Pompoy to destroy Caesar. For back were so many additional proofs that he
Crassus, who alone could have taken up the was not a Roman citizen," bade him go shew
conqueror, being killed in the Parthian war, them to Cxsar
there remained nothing for Cssar to do, to But after the consulship of Marcellus, Czsar
make himself the greatest of mankind, but to opened the treasures he had amassed in Gaul,
annihilate him that was so; nor for Pompey to to all that were concerned in the administration,
prevent it, but to take off the man he feared. and satisfied their utmost wishes; he paid off
It is true, it was no long time that Pompey had the vast debts of Curio the tribune;he present
entertained any fear of him; he had rather ed the consul Paulus with fifteen hundred tal
looker! upon him with contempt, imagining he ents, which he employed in building the cele
could as easily pull him down as he had set him arated public hall near the forum, in the place
up: whereas Cssar, from the first, designing where that of Fulvius had stood. Pompey, now
to ruin his rivals, had retired at a distance, alarmed at the increase of Caesar's faction, open-
like a champion, for exercise. By long ser- y exerted his own interest, and that of his
vice, and great achievements in the wars of "riends, to procure an order for a successor to
Gaul, he had so improved his army, and his Caesar in Gaul. He also sent to demand the
own reputation too, that he was considered as troops he had lent him, for his wars in that coun
on a footing with Pompey; and he found pre- try, and Caesar returned them with a gratuity of
tences for carrying his enterprise into execu- two hundred and fifty drachmas to each man.
tion, in the times of the misgovernment at Those who conducted these troops back,
Rome. These were partly furnished by Pom- spread reports among the people which were
pey himself: and indeed all ranks of men were neither favourable nor fair with respect to
so corrupted that tables were publicly set out, Cassar, and which ruined Pompey with vain
upon which the candidates for offices were pro- hopes. They asserted that Pompey had the
fessedly ready to pay the people the price of hearts of all Caesar's army, and that if envy
their votes; and the people came not only to and a corrupt administration hindered him from
give their voices for the man who had bought gaining what he desired at Rome, the forces in
them, but with all manner of offensive weapons Gaul were at his service, and would declare
to fight for him. Hence it often happened for him immediately upon their entering Italy;
that they did not part without polluting the so obnonous was Caesar become, by hurrying
tribunal with blood and murder, and the city them perpetually from one expedition lo anoth-
was a perpetual scene of anarchy. In this dis- er, and by the suspicions they had of his aim
mal situation of things, in these storms of ing at absolute power.
epidemic madness, wise men thought it would Pompey was so much elated with these as
be happy if they ended in nothing worse than surances that he neglected to levy troops, as if
monarchy. Nay, there were m»ny who scrupled he had nothing to fear, and opposed his enemy
not to declare publicly, that monarchy was the only with speeches and decrees, which Cisir
only cure for the desperate disorders of the state, made no account of. Nay, we are toid, tnat a
and that the physician ought to be pitched upon, centurion whom Ca»sar had sent to Rome, wait-
who would apply that remedy with the gentlest ing at the door of the senate-house for the re-
hand: by which they hinted at Pompey. sult of the deliberations, and being informed

that the senate would not give Cassar a longer
" Czjar says, that thoic in the town had a ilittioct term in his commission, laid his hand upon h'f

liew of the battle. sword, and said. "But tins shall give it."
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Indeed. Cesar's requisitions had a great ap- rest of his forces were left on the other side ol
pearance of justice and honour. He proposed the Alps, and he haxl sent them orders to join
to lay down his arms, on condition Pompey him. But he saw the beginning of his enter
would do the same, and that they should both, prise, and the attack he meditated did not re-
as private citizens, leave it to their country to quire any great numbers: his enemies were
reward their services: for to deprive him of his rather to be struck with consternation by the
commission and troops, and continue Pom- boldness and expedition with which he began
pey's, was to give absolute power to the one, his operations; for an unexpected movement
to which the other was unjustly accused of as- would be more likely to make an impression
piring. Curio, who made these propositions to upon them then, than great preparations after-
the people in behalf of Caesar, was received wards. He, therefore, ordered hia lieutenant*
with the loudest pkudits: and there were some and other officers to take their swords, without
who even threw chaplctB of flowers upon him, any other armour, and make themselves mas-
as they would upon a champion victorious in ter of Ariminum, a great city in Gaul, but to
the ring. take all possible care that no blood should be

Antony, one of the tribunes of the people, ehed or disturbance raised. Hortensius was at
then produced a letter from Cxsar to the same the head of this party. As for himself, he
purport, and caused it to be read, notwith- spent the day at a public show of gladiators;
standing the opposition it met with from the and a little before evening bathed, and then
consuls. Hereupon, Scipio, Pompey'e father- went into the apartment, where he entertained
in-law, proposed in the senate, that if Caesar company. When it was growing dark, he left
did not lay down his arms by such a day, he the company, after having desired them to
should be declared an enemy to the state; and make merry till his return, which they would
the consuls putting it to the question, " Wheth- not have long to wait for. To some of his
er Pompey should dismiss his forces?" and friends he had given previous notice to follow
again, " Whether Cxsar should disband his?" him, not altogether, but by different ways.
few of the members were for the first, and al- Then taking a hired carriage, he set out a dif-
most all for the second.* After which Antony ferent way from that which led to Ariminum,
put the question, " Whether both should lay and turned into that road afterwards.
down their commissions?" and all with one When he arrived at the banks of the Rubi-
voice answered in the affirmative. But the con, which divides Cisalpine Gaul from the
violent rage of Scipio, and the clamours of the rest of Italy, his reflections became more in-
consul Lentulus, who cried out, that " Not teresting in proportion as the danger grew near.
decrees but arms should be employed against a Staggered by the greatness of his attempt, he
public robber," made the senate break up; and stopped to weigh within himself its inconve-
on account of the unhappy disscntions, all niences; and, as he stood revolving in silence
ranks of people put on black, as in a time of the arguments on both sides, he many times
public mourning. changed his opinion. After which, he deliber-

Snori after this, other letters arrived from ated upon it with such of his friends as were
Cx»*r with more moderate proposals. He of- by, among whom was Asinius Pollio; enumer-
fered to abandon all the rest, provided they ating the calamities which the passage of thut
would continue to him the government of Cis- river would bring upon the world, and the re-
alpine Gaul and Illyricum, with Uvo legions, till flections that might be made upon it by posteri-
he could apply for a second consulship. And ty. At last, upon some sudden impulse, bidding
Cicero, who was lately returned from Cilicia, adieu to his reasonings, and plunging into the
and very desirous of effecting a reconciliation, abyss of futurity, in the words of those who
used all possible means to soften Pompey. Pom- embark in doubtful and arduous enterprises,
pey agreed to ail but the article of the two he cried out, " The die is cast!" and immedi-
legions; and Cicero endeavoured to accommo-ately passed the river. He travelled so fast the
date the matter, by persuading Caesar's friends rest of the way, that he reached Ariminum be-
to be satisfied with the two provinces and six fore day-light, and took it. It is said that, the
thousand soldiers only. Pompey was on the preceding night he had a most abominable
point of accepting the compromise, when Len- dream; he thought he lay with his mother.
tullus the consul, rejecting it with disdain, After the taking of Ariminum, as if war had
treated Antony and Curio with great indignity, opened wide its gates both by sea and land,
and drove themoutof the senate-house. Thus and Cxsar, by going beyond the bounds of his
he furnished Cssar with the most plausible ar- province, had infringed the laws of his country;
gument imaginable, and he failed not to make not individuals were seen, as on other occa-
use of it to exasperate his troops, by shewing sions, wandering in distraction about Italy,
them persons of distinction, and magistrates, but whole cities broken up, and seeking refuge
obliged to fly in hired carriages, and in the by flight. Most of the turnuJtuous tide flowed
habit of slaves;! for their fears had made them into Rome, and it was so filled with the hasty
leave Rome in that disguise. conflux of the circling people, that amidst the

iaesar had not then with him above three violent agitation it would hardly either obey
hundred horse and five thousand foot. The the magistrate, or listen to the voice of reason,

but was in the utmost danger of falling by ita
* Dio says, there was not a man for the first ques-own violence; for the whole was a prey to

tion, wherras, the whole house was for the second, contrary passions and the most violent convul-
except Caelius and Curio. Nor i- this to be wondered sions. Those who favoured these disorders
at; Pompey was theu at the gates of Rome with bis were not satisfied with enjoying them in pri-army.

t Cauiui LouginiM went with them n the same Jit- vate, but reproached the other party, amidst
(lUMi their fears and sorrows and insulted them with
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Menaces of what was to come; which iathe But though CiEsar pardoned him, wid gave
necessary consequence of such troubles in a him his hand, he soon revolted, and repaired
great city. again to Pompey.

Pompey himself, who was already confound- The news of this transaction being brought
ed at the turn things had taken, was still more to Rome, gave great relief to the minds of the
disturbed by a variety of censures on his con-people, and many who had fled came back
duct. Some eaid he justly suffered for exalting again. In the mean time Cassar, having added
Caesar against himself and his country; others, to his own army the troops of Domitius, and
for permitting Lentulus to overrule him, when all others that Pompey had left in garrison, was
Caesar departed from his first demands, and of- strong enough to march against Pompey him
fered equitable terms of peace- Favonius went self. The latter, however, did not wait fcr
go far as to bid him "Stamp with hig foot;" al- him; but retired to Brundusium, from whence
luding to a vaunting speech he had made in he sent the consuls with part of the forces to
the senate, in which he bade them take no Dyrrhachium, and a little after, upon the ap-
preparations for the war; for, as soon as he proach of Ca;sar, sailed thither himself, as we
inarched out of Rome, if he did but stamp with have related at large in his life. Ca:sar would
his foot, he should fill Italy with his legions. have followed him immediately, but he wanted

Pompey, however, at that time was not in- ships. He therefore returned to Rome with
ferior in numbers to Cffisar, but his partisans the glory of having reduced Italy in sixty days
would not suffer him to proceed according to without spilling a drop of blood.
his own opinion. By false reports and ground- Finding the city in a more settled condition
less terrors, as if the enemy was at the gates, than he expected, and many senators there, he
and had carried all before him, they forced him addressed them in a mild and gracious manner,
along with the general torrent. He had it de- and desired them to send deputies to Pompey,
creed, therefore, that things were in a tumultu- to offer honourable terms of peace. But not
ous state, and nothing to be expected but hos- one of them would take upon him the com-
tilities; and then left Rome, having first order- mission: whether it was that they were afraid
ed the senate, and every man to follow him, of Pompey, whom they had deserted, or wheth-
who preferred his country and liberty to the er they thought Caesar not in earnest in the
rod of a tyrant. The consuls too fled with him, proposal, and that he only made it to save ap-
without offering the sacrifices which custom pearances. As Metellus the tribune opposed
required before they took their departure from his taking money out of the public treasury,
Rome. Most of the senators snatched up and alleged some laws against it, Caesar said,
those things in their houses that were nett at " Arms and laws do not flourish together. If
hand, as if the whole was not their own, and you are not pleaeed at what I am about, you
joined in the flight. Nay, there were some have nothing to do but to withdraw: indeed,
who before were well affected to Caesar, that war will not bear much liberty of speech.
in the present terror changed sides, and suffer- When I say this, I am departing from my own
ed themselves without necessity to be carried right: for you and all, whom I have found ex-
away by the torrent. What a miserable spec- citing a spirit of faction against me, are at my
tacle was the city then! In so dreadful a tem- disposal." Saying this, he approached the
pest, like a ship abandoned by its pilots, toss- doors of the treasury, and as the keys were
ed about at all adventures, and at the mercy not produced, he sent for workmen to break
of the winds and seas. But though flight was them open. Metellus opposed him again, and
so unpromising an alternative, such was the some praised his firmness; but Cssar, raising
love the Romans had for Pompey, that they his voice, threatened to put him to death, if
considered the place he retired to as their coun- he gave him any farther trouble. " And, young
try, and Rome as the camp of Cajsar. For even man," said he, " you are not ignorant that this
Labienus, one of Caesar's principal friends, is harder for me to say than to do." Metellus,
who, in quality of his lieutenant, had served un- terrified with his menace, retired, and after-
der him with the greatest alacrity in the wars of wards Caesar was easily and readily supplied
Gaul, now went over to Pompey. Neverthe- with every thing necessary for the war.
less Caesar sent him his money and his equi- His first movement was to Spain, from
page. whence he was resolved to drive Afranius

After this, Caesar infested Corfin um, where and Varro, Pompey's lieutenants, and after
Domitius, with thirty cohorts, com nanded for having made himself master of their troopg
Pompey. Domitius* in despair on ered a ser- and provinces, to march against Pompey, with-
vant of his, who was his physiciar, to give him out leaving any enemy behind him. In the
poison. He took the draught prepared for course of this expedition, his life was often in
him, as a sure means of death; sutsoon after danger from ambuscades, and his army had to
hearing of Csesar's extraordinary clemency to combat with famine; yet he continued his
his prisoners, he lamented his own case and operations against the enemy, either by pur-
the hasty resolution he had taken. Upon which suit, o,- offering them battle, or forming lines
the physician removed his fears, by assuring of circumvallation about them, till he forced
him that what he had drunk was a sleeping their camp, and added their troops to his own.
potion, not a deadly one. This gave him such The officers made their escape, and retired to
ipirits, that he rose up and went to Ca:sar. Pompey

Upon his return to Rome, his father-in-law
* Lucius Domitius JEnobarbus was nominated to

toccecil Csesar, pursuant to the decree of the senate, in Piso pressed him to send deputies to Pompej
the govern me lit of Transalpine Gaul; but he impru- to treat of an accommodation; but Isauncui
dently shut him.-tlf up ID Coruuium before he left to make his court to Caesar, opposed it. The
Italy, senate declared him dictator, and while he
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held that office, he recalled the exiles; he re- the river Anias for the sea, where the entrance
stored to their honours the children of those is generally easy, because the land-wind, rising
who had suffered under Sylla; and relieved in the morning, used to beat off the waves ol
debtors by cancelling part of the usury. These, the sea and smooth the mouth of Die river
and a few more, were his acts during his dic- But unluckily that night a strong sea-wind
tatorship, which he laid down in eleven days. sprung up, which overpowered that from the
After this, he caused himself to be declared land; so that by the rage of the sea and the
consul with Scrvilius Isauricus, and then went counteraction of the stream, the river became
to prosecute the war. He marched BO fast to extremely rough; the waves dashed against
Brundusium, that all his troops could not keep each other with a tumultuous noise, and form-
up with him. However, he embarked with ed such dangerous eddies, that the pilot des-
only six hundred select horse and five legions. paired of making good his passage, and order
It was at the time of the winter solstice, the ed the mariners to turn back. Caesar, perceiv
beginning of January, which answers to the ing this, rose up, and shewing himself to the
Athenian month, Poseideon, that he set sail. pilot, who was greatly astonished at tne sight
He crossed the Ionian, made himself master of him, said, " Go forward, my friend, and fear
of Oricum and Apollonia, and sent back" his nothing; thou earnest Cajsar and his fortune."
ships to Brundusium to bring over the forces The mariners then forgot the storm, and ply-
that were left behind. But those troops, ei- ing their oars with the utmost vigour and alac-
hausted with fatigue, and tired out with the rity, endeavoured to overcome the resistance
multitude of enemies they had to engage with, of the waves. But such was their violence at
broke out into complaints against Caesar, as the mouth of the river, and the water flowed
they were upon their march to the port. "Whith- so fast into the vessel, that Caiuar at last,
er will tins man lead us," said they, " and though with great reluctajice, permitted the
where will be the end of our labours? Will he pilot to turn back. Upon his return to hii
harass us fur ever, as if we had limbs of stone, camp, the soldiers met him in crowds, pouring
or bodies of iron? But iron itself yields to out their complaints, and expressing the great-
repeated blows; our very shields and cuirasses est concern that he did not assure himself of
call out Tor rest. Will not Caesar learn from conquering with them only, but, in distrust of
our wounds that we are mortal, that we have their support, gave himself so much uneasi-
the same feeJmgs, and are liable to the same ness and exposed his person to so much dan-
impressions with other men? The gods them- ger on account of the absent.
selves cannot force the seasons, or clear the Soon after, Antony arrived from Brundusium
winter seas of storms and tempests. And it with the troops.* Ceesar then, in the highest
is in this season that he would expose us, as if spirits, offered battle to Pompey, who was en-
be was flying from his enemies, rather than camped in an advantageous manner, and abun-
pursuing them." dantly supplied with provisions both from sea

Amidst such discourse as this, they moved and land; whereas Caesar at first had no great
on slowly to Brundusium Bat when they plenty, and afterwards was in extreme want
arrived there, and found that Caesar was gone, The soldiers, however, found great relief from
they changed their language, and reproached a rootf in the adjoining fields, which they pre
themselves as traitors to their general. They pared in milk. Sometimes they made it into
vented their anger upon their officers, too, for bread, and going up to the enemy's advanced
not hastening their march. And sitting upon guards, threw it among them, and declared,
the cliffs, they kept their eyes upon the sea "That as long as the earth produced such
towards Epirua, to see if they could discover roots, they would certainly besiege Pom
the transports that were to fetch them. pey."

Meantime Ca?sir, not having a sufficient Pompey would not suffer either such bread
force at Apollonia to make head against th" to be produced, or such speeches to be report-
enemy, and seeing the troops at Brundusium ed in his camp; for his men were already dis-
delayed to join him, to relieve himself from couraged, and ready to shudder at the thought
the anxiety and perplexity he was in, undertook of the impenetrable hardness of Caesar's troops,
a most astonishing enterprise. Though the sea who could bear as much as so many wild
was covered with the enemy's fleets, he resolv- beasts. There were frequent skirmishes about
ed to embark in a vessel of twelve oars, with- Pompey's intrenchmcnls,J and Cxsar had the
out aci)u;i mting any person with his intention,
and sail to Brundusium.f In the night, there- * An tony and Calenus embarlied on board the Teucli
fore, he took the habit of a slave, and throw- which had escaped Bibulus, eight hundred horse and
ing himself into the vessel like a man of no four legions, that is, three old ones, ai"t one that had
account, sat there in silence. They fell dotvn been newly raised; and when they wen landed, Antonysent back the ships for the rest of the forces.

f This root was called Clara. Some of Czsar's«oV
" He sent them back under the conduct of Calenus. diers, who had served in Sardinia, had there learned

That officer, losing the opportunity of the wind, fell to make bread of it.
ii. >\iiti Bibulus, who took thirty of his ships, and J Caesar observed an old camp, which he had occu
burned thinj all, tngelhcr with their pilots and mari- pied in the place where Pompey was enclosed, and af
ners, in order to intimidate the rest. terwards abandoned. Upon his quilting it, Fompe)

f Most historians blame this as a rash action; and had taken possession of it, and left a legion to guard K
Caesar him«tlf, in bis Commentaries, make] no men- This post Ca?sar attempted lo reduce, and it was IB
tion of this, or of another less dangerous attempt, which this attempt that he suffered to much loss. He Ion
is related by Suetonius. While he was making war nine hundred and silly foot, fr .f hundred horse,araone
in GauJ, upon rtjyicc that the Gauls had surrounded whom were several Roman linicI'Ls, fire tribunes, ano
his armv in his absence, he dressed himself like a na- thirty-two centurions. We mentioned just now thai
tive of tlic country, and in that disguise passed through Fompey was enclosed, as in fact he was on the land
tfie eutuij- * sentinel* aocl troops to hit own. camp. fide, by a line of circumrallaLioa d'aun by ' £*ar
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advantage in them all, except one, in which money and provisions, so that it seemed a* if
his party was forced to fly with «uch precipi-he must shortly fall of himself.
tation that he was in danger of having his camp These were Pompey's reasons for declining
taken. Pompey beaded the attack in person, a battle; but not a man, except Cato, was of
and not a man could aland before him. He his opinion ; and he, only, because he wai
drove them upon their own lines in the utmost willing to spare the blood of his countrymen.
confusion, and filled their trenches with the for when he saw the bodies of the enemy, wh«
dead. fell in the late action, to the number of a thou

Caesar ran to meet them, and would have sand, lie dead upon the field, he covered hi»
rallied the fugitives, but it was not in his power. face, and retired, weeping. All the rest cen-
He laid held on the ensign staves to stop them, sured Pompey for not deciding the affair im-
and some .eft them in his hands, and others mediately with the sword, calling him JlgOr
threw them upon the ground, insomuch that niemnon, and King qf kings, as if he was un-
no less than thirty-two standards were taken. willing to be deprived of the monarchy he wa»
Caesar himself was very near losing his life; for in possession of, and delighted to see so many
having laid hold of a tall and strong man, to generals waiting his orders, and attending to
stop him and make him face about, the soldier pay their court. Favonius, who affected to
in his terror and confusion lifted up his sword imitate Cato's bold manner of speaking, but
to strike him; but Cesar's armour-bearer pre- carried it much too far, lamented that Pom-
vented it by a blow which cut off his arm. pey's wanting to keep the kingly state he had

Caesar saw his affairs that day in so bad a got would prevent their eating figs that year atw
posture, that after Pompey, either through too Tusculum. And Afranius, lately come from
much caution, or the caprice of fortune, instead Spain, where he had succeeded so ill in bil
of giving the finishing stroke to so great an ac- command, that he was accused of having been
tion, stopped as soon as he had shut up the bribed to betray his army, asked Pompey,
enemy within their intrenchments, and sound-" Why he did not fight that merchant who
ed a retreat, he said to his friends as he with- trafficked in provinces?"
drew, " This day victory would have declared Piqued at these reproaches, Pompey, against
for the enemy, if they had had a general who his own judgment, marched after Caesar, who
knew how to conquer." He sought repose in proceeded on his route with great difficulty}
bis tent, but it proved the most melancholy for, on account of his late loss, all looked upon
night of his life; for he gave himself up to end- him with contempt, and refused to supply him
less reflections on his own misconduct in the with provisions- However, upon his taking
war. He considered how wrong it was, when Gomphi,* a town in Thessaly, his troops not
the wide countries and rich cities of Macedo- only found sufficient refreshment, but recovered
nia and Thessaly were before him, to confine surprisingly of the distemper: for, drinking
himself to so narrow a scene of action, and sit plentifully of the wine they found there, and
«till by the sea, while the enemy's fleets had afterwards marching on in a Bacchanalian
the superiority, and in a place where he suffered manner, the new turn their blood took threw
the inconveniences of a siege from want of pro- off the disorder, and gave them another habit
visions, rather than besiege the enemy by hie of body.
arms. Thus agitated and distressed by the When the two armies were encamped oppo-
perplexities and difficulties of his situation, he site each other on the plains of Pharsalia,
resolved to decamp, and march against Scipio Pompey returned to hin old opinion; in which
in Macedonia; concluding, that he should he was confirmed by some unlucky omens, and
either draw Pompey after him, and force him an alarming dream. He dreamed that the
to fight where he could not receive supplies, as people of Rome received him in the theatre
he had done, from the sea; or else that he with loud plaudits, and that he adorned the
should easily crush Scipio, if he found him un- chapel of Venus JVicephora, from whom Czsar
supported. derived his pedigree. But if Pompey was

Pompey's troops and officers were greatly alarmed, those about him were so absurdly
elated at this retreat of Caesar; they considered sanguine in their expectations of victory, that
it as a flight and an acknowledgment that he Domitiua, Spinther, and Scipio, quarrelled
was beaten, and therefore wanted to pursue. about Caesar's pontificate; and numbers sent
But Pompey himself was unwilling to hazard to Rome, to engage houses convenient for
a battle of such consequence. He was well consuls and prators, msK.ng themselves sure
provided with every thing requis:.'e for waiting of being soon raised to those high offices after
the advantages of time, and for that reason the war. But the cavalry testified the greatest
chose, by protracting the war, to wear out the impatience for a battle; so proud were they
little vigour the enemy bad left. The most of their fine arms, of the condition of their
valuable of Czsar's troops had, indeed, an horses, and the beauty and vigour of their per-.
experience and courage which were irresistible sons: besides, they were much more numeroui
in the field; but age had made them unfit for than Csaar's, being seven thousand to one
long mirches, for throwing up intrenchments, thousand. Nor were the numbers of infantry
for attacking walls, and passing whole nights equal; for Pompey had forty-five thousand, and
nnaer arms. They were too unwieldy to en- Cssar only twenty-two thousand.
dure much fatigue, and their inclination for Caesar called his soldiers together, and told
labour lessened with their strength. Besides
there was said to be a contagious distemper
among them, which arose from their strange
and bad diet : and what was a still more
'"nportant circumstance, Cxsar wanted both

Kt
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them, " That Comiticius was well advanced on were near enough to be roacncil by the javeiu>
his way with two more legions, and that be Cssar blamed this conduct. Hf said
had fifteen cohorta under the command of was not aware what weight tlie swift and tiurci
Calenus, in the environs of Mcgara and advance to the first charge gives to every blow,
Athens." He then asked them, " Whether nor how the courage of each soldier is inflamed
they chose to wait for those troops, or to risk by the rapid motion of the whole.*
a battle without them?" They answered aloud, He was now going to put his troops in mo-
"Let us not wait; but do you find out some tion, when he saw a trusty and experienced
stratagem to bring the enemy, as soon as possi-centurion encouraging his men to distinguish
ble, to an action." themselves that day. Casar called him by hi*

He began with offering sacrifices of purifi- name, and said, " What cheer, Caius Cras-
cation for his army, and upon opening the first Binus?t How, think you, do we stand?"
victim, the soothsayer cried out, " You will " Caesar," said the veteran, in a bold accent,
fight within three days." Caesar then asked and stretching out his hand, " the victory ii
him, if there appeared in the entrails any au- ours. It will be a glorious one; and this day
spicious presage? He answered, " It is you I shall have your praise either alive or dead."
who can best resolve that question. The gods So saying, he ran in upon the enemy, at the
announce a great change and revolution in head of hia company, which consisted of a
affairs. If you are happy at present, the alter- hundred and twenty men. He did great exe-
ation will be for the worse; if otherwise, ex- cution among the first ranks, and was pressing
feel better fortune." The night before the bat- on with equal fierceness, when one of his an-
tle, as he walked the rounds about midnight, tagonists pushed his sword with such force in
there appeared a luminous phenomenon in the his mouth, that the point came out at the nape
air, like a torch, which, as it passed over his of his neck.
camp, flamed out with great brightness, and While the infantry were thus warmly engaged
seemed to fall in that of Pompey. And, in the in the centre, the cavalry advanced from Pom-
morning, when the guards were relieved, a pey's left wing with great confidence, and ex-'
tumult was observed in the enemy's camp, not tended their squadrons, to surround Caesar's
unlike a panic terror. Cssar, however, so right wing. But before they could begin the
little expected an action that day, that he had attack,} the six cohorts which Cxsarbad placed
ordered hia troopa to decamp, and march to behind came up boldly to receive them. They
Scotusa.* did not, according to custom, attempt to annoy

But as they were striking their tents, his the enemy with their javelins at a distance, nor
scouts rode up, and told him, the enemy were strike at the legs and thighs when they came
coming down to give him battle. Happy in the nearer, but aimed at the eyes, and wounded
news, he made his prayers to the gods, and them in the face, agreeably to the orders they
then drew up his army, which he divided into had received. For Cesar hoped that these
three bodies. Domitius Calvinus was to com- young cavaliers who had not been used to wars
mand the centre, Antony the left wing, and and wounds, and who set a great value upon
himself the right, where he intended to charge their beauty, would avoid, above all things, a
at the head of the tenth legion. Struck with stroke in that part, and immediately give way,
the number and magnificent appearance of the as well on account of the present danger as
enemy's cavalry, who vcere posted over against the future deformity. The event answered his
him, he ordered six cohorts privately to advance expectation. They could not bear the spears

, from the rear. These he placed behind the pointed against their faces, or the steel gleam-
right wing, and gave them instructions what to ing upon their eyes, but turned away their
do when the enemy's horse came to charge.f faces, and covered them with their hands
Pompey's disposition was this: He command-This caused such confusion, that at Jast thej
ed the right wing himself, Domitius the left, fled in the most infamous manner, and ruined
and his father-in-law, Scipio, the main body. the whole cause. For the cohorts which had
The whole weight of the cavalry was in tlic been beaten off surrounded their infantry, and
left wing; for they designed to surround the charging them in the rear, aa well as in front,
right of the enemy, and to make a successful soon cut them to pieces.
effort where Clear fought in person; thinking Pompey, when from the other wing he sav»
that no body of foot could be deep enough to his cavalry put to the rout, was no longer hint'
bear such a shock, but they must necessarily self, nor did he remember that he was Pom-
be broken in pieces upon the first impression. pey the Great; but like a man deprived of hii

When the signal was ready to be given, senses by some superior power, or struck with
Pompey ordered his infantry to stand in close consternation at his defeat as the consequence
order, and wait the enemy's attack, till they of the divine decree, he retired to his camp

without speaking a word, and sat down jo his
* Caesar hoped, by his frequent decampings, to pro- tent to wait the issue. At last, after his wrote

vide betur l«r hia troops, and, perhaps, gain a favour- army was broken and dispersed, and the enemy
able opportunity of fighting.

11 '.i'-.ir and Appian agree, that Pompey posted him- hau got upon his ramparts, and were engaged
self in his left wing, not in the right. It is also highly
probable that ATranius, not Lucius Domitius jEnobar- * Cxsar was BO confident of success, tha' be ordered
Dus, commanded Pompey's right wing.-Caesar does his intrenchments to be filled up, assuring his troop)
not, indeed, expressly say who commanded there, but he they would be master of the enemy's camp before nigr}
"ays, " On (he right vra* posted (he legion of Cilicia, f Plutarch, in the Life of Poinpcy, caZJs him Crai
with the cohorU brought by Afranius out of Spain, sVanus. Cxsar calls him Orortt'nuj.
which Fompey eslccmrJ the flower of his arny." See i Cesar says, they did engage their right wing, and
<br antes on toe life of Pompey. obliged his cavalry to give ground. fieUT Civil, fib. in
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wi\h the troops appointed to defend them, he sight with great abhorrence. The signet of
seemed to come to himself, and cried out, that general was the only thing he took, and
"What! into my camp too?" Without utter- on taking it he wept. As often as any of Pom-
ing one word more, he laid aside the ensigns pey's friends and companions were taken by
of his dignity as general, and taking a habit Ptolemy, wandering about the country, and
that might favour his flight, he made his escape wrought to Cffisar, he loaded them with favours
privately. What misfortunes befel him after-and took them into his own service. He wrote
wards, how he put himself in the hands of the :o his friends at Rome, " That the chief en-
Egyptians, and was assassinated by the traitors, ioyment he had of his victory was, in saving
we have related at large in his life. :very day one or other of his fellow-citizens

When Ca;sar entered the camp, and saw who had borne arms against him."
what numbers of the enemy laid dead, and As for his Egyptian war, some assert, that it
those they were then despatching, he said with was undertaken without necessity, and that
a sigh, " This they would have; to this cruel lis passion for Cleopatra engaged him in a
necessity they reduced me: for had Caesar dis- quarrel which proved both prejudicial to his
missed his troops, after so many great and suc-reputation and dangerous to his person. Others
cessful wars, he would have been condemned as accuse the king's ministers, particularly the
a criminal." Asinius Pollio tells us, Cassar eunuch Photinus, who had the greatest influ-
spoke those words in Latin, and that he after- ence at court, and who, having taken off Pom-
wards expressed the sense of them in Greek. jey and removed Cleopatra, privately medi-
He adds, that most of those who were killed ated an attempt against Caesar. Hence it 19
at the taking of the camp were slaves, and that said, that Caesar began to pass the night in en-
there fell not in the battle above six thousand .ertainments among his friends, for the greater
soldiers.* Cssar incorporated with his own security of his person. The behaviour, in-
legions most of the infantry that were taken deed, of this eunuch in public, all he said and
prisoners, and pardoned many persons of dis- did with respect to Cssar, was intolerably in-
tinction. Brutus, who afterwards killed him, solent and invidious. The corn he supplied
was of the number. It is said, that when he did lia soldiers with was old and musty, and he
Dot make his appearance after the battle, Caesar told them, " They ought to be satisfied with it,
was very uneasy, and that upon his presenting since they lived at other people's coat." He
himself, unhurt, he expressed great joy. caused only wooden and earthen vessels to be

Among the many signs that announced this served up at the king's table, on pretence that
victory, that at Tralles was the most rcmark- Cisar had taken all the gold and silver ones
»b)e. There was a statue of Cassar in the tem- for debt. For the father of the reigning prince
ple of Victory, and though the ground about it owed Caesar seventeen million five hundred
was naturally hard, and paved with hard stone thousand drachmas, Ca;sar had formerly re-
besides, it is said that a palm tree sprung up mitted to his children the rest, but thought fit
"t the pedestal of the statue. At Padua, Caius to demand the ten millions at this time, for
Cornelius, a countryman and acquaintance of the maintenance of his army. Photinus, in-
Livy, and a celebrated diviner, was observing Blead of paying the money, advised him to go
the flight of birds the day the battle of Phar- and finish the great affairs he had upon his
salia was fought. By this observation, accord- hands, after which he should have his money
ing to Livy's account, he first discerned the with thanks. But Caesar told him, " He had "
time of action, and said to those that were by, no need of Egyptian counsellors," and private-
"The great affair now draws to a decision; ly sent for Cleopatra out of the country.
the two generals are engaged." Then he made This princess, taking only one friend, Apol-
another observation, and the signs appeared so lodorus, the Sicilian, with her, got into a small
clear to him, that he leaped up in the most en- boat, and in the dusk of the evening made for
thusiastic manner, and cried out, " Caesar, thou the palace. As she saw it difficult to enter it
art the conqueror." As the company stood in undiscovered, she rolled herself up in a carpet
great astonishment, he took the sacred fillet Apollodorus tied her up at full length, like a
from his head, and swore, " He would never bale of goods, and carried her in at the gates
put it on again till the event had put his art to Caesar. This stratagem of hers, which was
beyond question." Livy affirms this for a a strong proof of her wit and ingenuity, is said
truth. to have first opened her the way to Caesar's

Cajsar granted the whole nation of Thessaly heart; and the conquest advanced so fast, by
their liberty, for the sake of the victory he had the charms of her conversation, that he took
gained there, and then went in pursuit of upon him to reconcile her brother to her, and
Pompey. He bestowed the same privilege on insisted that she should reign with him.
the Cnidians, in compliment to Theopompus, An entertainment was given on account cf
to whom we are indebted for a collection of this reconciliation, and all met to rejoice on. the
fables, and he discharged the inhabitants of the occasion; when a servant of Caesar's, who
Asia from a third part of their imposts. was his barber, a timorous and suspicious man,

Upon his arrival at Alexandria, he found led by his natural caution to inquire into every
Pompey assassinated, and when Theodotus thing, and to listen every where about the
presented the head to him, he turned from the palace, found that Achillas the general, and

Photinus the eunuch, were plotting against
* Crwir tayt, there fell about fifteen thousand of the Caesar's life. Caesar, being informed of their

enemy, and that he took above twenty-Tour thouiauc design, planted bis guards about the hall and
prisoner*; and that on his side, the lots amounted onlj
to about two hundred pi-irate wldieri, and thirty ceo/- killed Photinus. But Achillas escaped to the
huiooi. army, and involved Caesar in a very difficult
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"nd dangerous war; for, with a few troops, hi he did not punish his troops, who, in a tumult,
bad to make head against a great city and a had killed Cosconius and Galba, men of Pr»-
powerful army. tonan dignity, in any severer manner than by

The first difficulty he met with* was the wan calling them citizens,* instead of fellow-sol-
4f water, the Egyptians having stopped up th diers. Nay, he gave each of them a thousand
aqueducts that supplied his quarter.f Th drachmas notwithstanding, and assigned them
second was, the loss of his ships in harbour large portions of land in Italy. Other com-
which he was forced to burn himself, to pro plaints against him arose from the madness of
vent their falling into the enemy's hands; when Dolabella, the avarice of Amintius, the drunk-
the flames unfortunately spreading from th< enness of Antony, and the insolence of Corni
dock to the palace, burned the great Alexan ficius,f who, having got possession of Pom
drian library. The thirdj was in the sea-fighi pey's house, pulled it down, and rebuilt it, be-
near the isle of Pharos, when, seeing his men cause he thought it not large enough for him.
bard pressed, he leaped from the mole into a These things were very disagreeable to the
little skiff, logo to their assistance. The Egyp Romans. Cssar knew it, and disapproved sucb
tians making up on all sides, he threw himself behaviour, but was obliged, through political
into the sea, and with much difficulty reachec views, to make use of such ministers.
nis galleys by swimming.§ Having several val- Cato and Scipio, after the battle of Pharsa-
uable papers, which he was not willing either lia, had escaped into Africa, where they raised
to lose or to wet, it is said he held them above a respectable army with the assistance of King
water with one hand, and swam with the other Juba. Casar now resolved to carry war into
The skiff sunk soon after he left it. At last their quarters, and in order to it, first crossed
the king joining the insurgents, Caesar attack- over to Sicily, though it was about the time of
ed and defeated him. Great numbers of the the winter solstice. To prevent his officers
Egyptians were slain, and the king was heard from entertaining any hopes of having the ex-
of no more. This gave Caesar opportunity to pedition delayed, he pitched his own tent al-
establish Cleopatra queen of Egypt. Soon af- most within the wash of the sea; and a favour
ter she had a son by him, whom the Alexan- able wind springing up, he re-embarked with
drians called Cisario. three thousand foot and a small body of horse.f

He then departed for Syria, and from thence After he had landed them safely and privately
marched into Asia Minor, where he had intel- on the African coast, he set sail again in quest
ligence that Domitius, whom he had left gov of the remaining part of his troops, whose
ernor, was defeated by Pharnacea, son of Mith- numbers were more considerable, and for
ridates, and forced to fly out of Pontus with whom he was under great concern. He found
the few troops that he had left; and that Phar- them, however, on their way at sea, and con-
naces, pursuing his advantage with great ar- ducted them all to his African camp.
dour, had made himself master of Bithynia He was there informed, that the enemy had
and Cappadocia, and was attempting Armenia ̂ reat dependence on an ancient oracle, the
the Less, having stirred up all the kings and nurport of which was, " That the race of

tetrarchs of Asia against the Romans. Cssar Scipio would be always victorious in Africa."
immediately marched against him with three And, as he happened to have in his army one
legions, and defeated him in a great battle near of the family of Africanus, named Scipio Sal-
Zela, which deprived him of the kingdom of ution, though in other respects a contemptible
Pontug, as well as ruined his whole army. In fellow, either in ridicule of Scipio, the enemy's
the account he gave Amintius, one of his ;eneral, or to turn the oracle on his side, in all
friends in Rome, of the rapidity and despatch ingagements he gave this Sallution the com-
with which he gained his victory, he made use mand, as if he had been really general. There
only of three words, "I came, I saw, I con- were frequent occasions of this kind; for be
quered." Their having all the same form and rvas often forced to fight for provisions, having
termination in the Roman language adds grace neither a sufficiency of bread for his men, nor
to their conciseness. brage for his horses. He was obliged to give

After this extraordinary success he returned lis horses the very sea-weed, only washing out
to Italy, and arrived at Rome, as the year of he salt, and mixing a little grass with it to
his second dictatorship, an office that had never make it go down. The thing that laid him
been annual before, was on the point of expir- under a necessity of having recourse to this
ing. He was declared consul for the year en- expedient was the number of Numidian cavalry,
suing. But it was a blot in his character that

" Bnt by this appellation they were cashiered. It wai
* He was in great danger before, when attacked in the tenth legion which had mutinied at Capua, and

the palace by Achillas, who had made himself master afterwards marched with great insolence to Rome,
of Alexandria. Caes. Bell. Lib. iii. sub finem. ?£sar readily gare them the discharge they demanded.

f They also contrived to raise the sea-water, by en- which so humbled them, that they begged to be taken
girts, and pour it into Caesar's reservoirs and cisterns; again into his service ; and he did not admit of it with
but Cxsar ordered wells to be dug, and, in a night's >ut much seeming reluctance, nor till after much en
time got a sufficient quantity of fresh water. Vide Cffis. reaty.
Bell. Alex. t It tra» Antony, not Corni/iciuj, who got the for

} Firs', there was a general naval engagement; after eiture of Pompcy's house, as appears from the life of
Which, Caesar attacked the island, and, last of all, the knlony, and Cicero's second Philippic. Therefore,
mole. It was in the last attack, he was under the dif- here :s, probably, a transposition in this place, owing
ficulty mentioned by Plutarch. o the carelessness of some transcriber.

§ Hii first intention was to gain the admiral galley; } He embarked six legions and two thousand horse;
out, finding it very hard pressed, he made for the olh- ul the number mentioned by Plutarch was all that ke
«n. And it was fortunate for him that he did; for anded with at first, many of the ships hating bcea
hu own jallef tooa went to the bottom, by a storm.
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"ho were extremely well mounted, and by of giving thee thy life." Nevertheless, by the
swift and sudden impressions commanded the book which he wrote against Cato after nil
whole coast. death, it does not seem as if he had any inten-

One day when Caesar's cavalry had nothing tions of favour to him before. For how can it
else to do, they diverted themselves with an be thought he would have spared the living
African, who danced, and played upon the flute enemy, when he poured so much venom after-
with great perfection. They had left their wards upon his grave? Yet, from his clemen-
horses to the care of boys, and sat attending to cy to Cicero, to Brutus, and others without
the entertainment with great delight, when the number, who had borne arms against him, it is
enemy, coming upon them at once, killed part, conjectured, that the book was not written
and entered the camp with others, who fled with a spirit of rancour", but of political ambi-
with great precipitation. Had not Cssar him- tion; for it was composed on such an occasion.
self, and Asinius Pollio come to their assist-Cicero, had written an encomium upon Cato,
ance, and stopped their flight, the war would and he gave the name of Cato to the book. It
have been at an end that hour. In another was highly esteemed by many of the Romans,
engagement the enemy had the advantage as might be expected, as well from the supe-
again; on which occasion it was that Caesar rior eloquence of the author as the dignity ol
took an ensign, who was running away, by the the subject. Caesar was piqued at the success
neck, and making him face about, said,"Look of a work, which, in praising a man who had
on this side for the enemy." killed himself to avoid falling into his hands, he

Scipio, flushed with these successful pre- thought insinuated something to the disadvan-
ludes, was desirous to come to a decisive ac- tage of his character. He therefore wrote an
tion. Therefore, leaving Afranius and Juba in answer to it, which he calleu *iuticato, and
their respective camps, which were at no great which contained a variety of charges against
distance he went in person to the camp above that great man. Both books have still their
the lake, in the neighbourhood of Thapsus, to friends, as a regard to the memory of Caesar or
raise a fortification for a place of arms and an of Cato predominates.
occasional retreat. While Scipio was con- Caesar, after his return from Africa to Rome,
structing his walls and ramparts, Caesar, with spoke in high terms of his victory to the peo-
incredible despatch, made his way through a ple. He told them, he had subdued a country
couutry almost impractible, by reason of its so extensive, that it would bring yearly into
woods and difficult passes, and coming sudden- the public stores two hundred thousand Attic*
ly upon him, attacked one part of his army in measures of wheat, and three millions of pound*
the rear, another in the front, and put the of oil. After this, he led up his several tri-
whole to flight. Then making the best use of umphs over Egypt, Pontus, and Africa. In the
his opportunity, and of the favour of fortune, title of the latter, mention was not made of
with one tide of success he took the camp of Scipio, but of Juba only. Juba, the son of that
Afranius, and destroyed that of the Numidians; prince, then very young, walked in the pro-
Juba, their king, being glad to save himself by cession. It proved a happy captivity for
flight. Thus, in a small part of one day, he him; for of a barbarous and unlettered Numi-
made himself master of three camps, and killed dian, he became a historian worthy to be num-
fifty thousand of the enemy, with the loss only bered among the most learned of Greece. The
of fifty men. triumph was followed by large donations to the

Such is the account some give us of the ac- soldiers, and feasts and public diversions for the
tion; others say, that as Caesar was drawing up people. He entertained them at twenty-two
his army and giving his orders, he had an at- thousand tables, and presented them with a
tack of his old distemper; and that upon its numerous show of gladiators and naval fights,
approach, before it had overpowered and de- in honour of his daughter Julia, who had been
prived him of his senses, as he felt the first long dead.
agitations, he directed his people to carry him When these exhibitions were over,f an ac-
to a neighbouring lower, where he lay in quiet
till the fie was over. * Medimiii. See the table of weights and measure!.

Many persons of consular and praetorian dig- f Ruauld takes notice of three great mistakes in thil
nity escaped out of the battle, Some of them, passage. The 6rst is. where it is said that Caesar took
being afterwards taken, despatched themselves, a census of the people. Suetonius does not mention it,

and Augustus himself, in the Marmora Ancyrana, says,
and a number were put to death by Caesar. that in his sixth consulate, that is. in the year of Rome
Having a strong desire to take Cato alive, the 725, he numbered the people, which had not been done
conquerer hastened to Utica,* which Cato had for forty-two years before. The second is, that, be-
the charge of, and for that reason was not in fore the civil war broke out between Czsar and Poro-

the battle. But by the way he was informed pey, the number of the people in Rome amounted tono more than three hundred and twenty thousand; for
that he had killed himself, and his uneasiness long before it was much greater, and had continued
at the news was very visible. As his officers upon the increase. The last is, where it is asserted
were wondering what might be the cause of that, in less than three years, those three hundred and
that uneasiness he cried out, " Cato, I envy twenty thousand were reduced, by that war, to a hun-
thee thy death, since thou enviedst me the glory dred and fifty thousand ; the falsity of which assertion

is erident from this, that a little while after, Caesar
made a draught of eighty thousand, lo be tent to for-

" Before Czsar left Utica, he g»Te orders for the eign colonies. But what is still stranger, eighteen
rebuilding of Carthage, as he did, soon after hia return years after, Augustus took an account of the people,
to Italy, for the rebuilding of Corinth; to that Ihese and found the number amount lo four million* and six
two cities were destroyed in the same year, and in the ty-three thousand, as Suetonius aiiures ui. From "
tame year railed out of their ruins, in which they had passage in the wme author, (Life of Cicsar, ctap. JT )
kin about a hundred years. Two years aAer, they thex miiUkei of Plutarch took their rue
were both re-peopled with Roman ealaniu.
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count was taken of the citizens, who, from probable enough, because in other respect*,
three hundred and twenty thousand, were re- after the civil wars were brought to an end, hi*
duced to a hundred and fifty thousand. So conduct was irreproachable. It seems an if there
fatal a calamity was the civil war, and such a was nothing unreasonable in their ordering a
Dumber of the people did it take off, to say temple to be built to CLEMENCY, in gratitude
nothing of the misfortunes it brought upon the for the mercy they had experienced in Caesar
rest of Italy, and all the provinces of the For he not only pardoned most of those who had
empire. appeared against him in the field, but on some

This business done, he was elected consul of them he bestowed honours and preferment!;
tho fourth time; and the first thing he under-on Brutus and Cassius for instance; for they
took was to inarch into Spain against the sons were both praetors. The statues of Pompey had
of Pompey, who, though young, had assembled been throwndown,but he did not suffer them to
a numerous armv, and shewed a courage wor- lie in that posture; he erected them again. On
thy the command they had undertaken. The which occasion Cicero said, " That Caesar, by
great battle which put a period to that war rearing Pompey's statues, had established his
was fought under the walls of Munda. Ci-sar own."
at first saw his men so hard pressed, and His friends pressed him to have a guard, and
making so feeble a resistance, that he ran many offered to serve in that capacity, but he
through the ranks, amidst the swords and would not suffer it. For, he said, " It was bet-
epears, crying, " Are you not ashamed to de- ter to die once, than to live always in fear of
liver your general into the hands of boys?" death." He esteemed the affection of the people
The great and vigorous efforts this reproach the most honourable and the safest guard, and
produced at last made the enemy turn their therefore endeavoured to gain them by feasts
backs, and there were more than thirty thou- and distributions of corn, as he did the soldiers,
sand of them slain, whereas Caesar lost only a by placing them in agreeable colonies. The
thousand, but those were some of the best men most noted places that he colonized were Car-
he had. As he retired after the battle, he told thage and Corinth; of which it is remarkable,
his friends, " He had often fought for victory, that as they were both taken and demolished at
but that was the first time he had fought for bis the same time, so they were at the same time
life." restored.

He won this battle on the day of the Li- The nobility he gained by promisingthem con
Jieralia, which was the same day that Pompey sulates and pnctorships, or, if they were engag-
the Great marched out, four years before. The ed, by giving them other places of honour and
younger of Pompey's sons made his escape; profit. To all he opened the prospects of hope;
the other was taken by Didius, a few days for he was desirous to reign over a willing peo-
after, who brought his head to Caesar. ple. For this reason he was so studious to ob-

This was the last of his wars; and his tri- lige, that when Fabius Maximus died suddenly
omph on account of it gave the Romans more towards the close of his consulship, he appoint-
pain than any other step he had taken. He did ed Caninus Rebiliuo* consul for the day that re-
not now mount the car for having conquered mained. Numbers went to pay their respects to
foreign generals or barbarian kings, but for him, according to custom, and to conduct him
ruining the children, and destroying the race to the senate-house; on which occasion Cicero
of one of the greatest men Rome had ever said, " Let us make haste and pay our compli-
produced, though he proved at last unfortunate. ments to the consul, before his office is expired."
All the world condemned his triumphing in the Caesar had such talents for great attempts,
calamities of his country, and rejoicing in and so vast an ambition, that the many actions
things which nothing could excuse, either be- he had performed by no means induced him to
fore the gods or men, but extreme necessity. sit down and enjoy the glory he had acquired;
And it was the more obvious to condemn it, they rather whetted his appetite for other con
because, before this, he had never sent any quests, produced new designs equally great, to-
messenger or letter to acquaint the public with gether with equal confidence of success, and
any victory he had gained in the civil wars, inspired him with a passion for fresh renown,
but was rather ashamed of such advantages. as if he had exhausted all the pleasures of the
The Romans, however bowing to hia power, old. This passion was nothing but a jealousy
and submitting to the bridle, because they saw of himself, a contest with himself (as eager as
no other respite from intestine wars and mise- if it had been with another man) to make his
ries, but the taking one man for their master, future achievements outshine the past. In this
created him dictator for life. This was a com- spirit he had formed a design and was making
plete tyranny; for to absolute power they added preparations for war against the Parthiana.
perpetuity. After he had subdued them, he intended to tra-

Cicero was the first who proposed that the verse Hyrcania, and marching along by the
"enate should confer great honours upon Caesar. Caspian Sea and Mount Caucasus, to enter
but honours within the measure of humanity. Scythia; to carry his conquering arms through
Those who followed contended with each other the countries adjoining to Germany, and
which should make him the most extraordina through Germany itself; and then to return by
ry compliments, and by the absurdity and ex- Gaul to Rome; thus finishing the circle of the
travagance of their decrees, rendered him Roman empire, as well as extending its bounds
odious sjid insupportable even to persons of to the ocean on every side.
candour. His enemies are supposed to vie with During the preparations for this expedition,
hn flatterers in these sacrifices, that they might he attempted to dig through the Isthmus of
have the better pretence, and the more cause,
to lift up their handi against him. Tins U Olacrobiiu caJU him Rttilut.
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Corinth, and committed the care of that work some extravagant honours, the consuls and
to Anieiuis. He designed also to convey the praetors, attended by the whole body of patri-
Tiber by a deep channel directly from Rome cians, went to inform him of what they had
to Circiz, and so into the sea near Tarracina, dons. When they came, he did not rise to
for Die convenience as well as security of mer-receive them, but kept his seat, as if they had
chants who traded to Rome. Another public been persons in a private station, and his an-
spirited work that he meditated, was to drain swer to their address, was, " That there wa»

all the marshes by Nomcntum and Setia, by more need to retrench his honours than to en-
Which ground enough would be gained from large them." This haughtiness gave pain not
the water to employ many thousands of hands only to the senate, but the people, who thought
jo tillage. He proposed further to raise banks the contempt of that body reflected dishonour
on the shore nearest Rome, to prevent the sea upon the whole commonwealth; for all who could
from breaking in upon the land; to clear the decently withdraw, went off greatly dejected.
Ostian shore of its secret and dangerous ob- Perceiving the false step he had taken, he
structions, and to build harbours fit to receive retired immediately to his own house; and lay-
the many vessels that came in there. These ing his neck bare, told his friends, " He wai
things were designed, but did not take effect. ready for the first hand that would strike." He

He completed, however, the regulation of then bethought himself of alleging his distem-
the calendar, and corrected the erroneous com- per as an excuse; and asserted, that those who
putation of time, agreeably to a plan which he are under its influence, are apt to find their
had ingeniously contrived, and which proved of faculties fail them, when they speak standing;
the greatest utility. For it was not only in an- a trembling and giddiness coming upon them,
cient times that the Roman months so ill agreed which bereaves them of their senses. This,
with the revolution of the year, that the festi- however, was not really the case; for it is
vals and days of sacrifice, by little and little, said, he was desirous to rise to the senate; but
fell back into seasons quite opposite to those Cornelius Balbus, one of his friends, or rather
of their institution; but even in the time of flatterers, held him, and had servility enough
Cssar, when the solar year was made use of, to say, " Will you not remember that you are
the generality lived in perfect ignorance of the Caesar, and suffer them to pay their court to
matter; and the priests, who were the only you as their superior?"
persons that knew any thing about it, used to These discontents were greatly increased by
add, all at once, and when nobody expected it, the indignity with which he treated the tri-
an intercalary month, called JUercidonttw, of bunes of the people. In the Isiipercalia, which,
which Numa was the inventor. That remedy, according to most writers, is an ancient pasto-
however, proved much too weak, and was far ral feast, and which answers in many respects
from operating extensively enough, to correct to the Lycsca amongst the Arcadians, young
the great miscomputations of time; as we have men of noble families, and indeed many of the
observed in that prince's life. magistrates, run about the streets naked, and,

Caesar, having proposed the question to the by way of diversion, strike all they meet with
most able philosophers and mathematicians, leathern thongs with the hair upon them. Num.
published, upon principles already verified, a bers of women of the first quality put them
new and more eiact regulation, which the Ro- selves in their way, and present their hands for
mans still go by, and by that means are nearer stripes, (as scholars do to a master,) being per-
the truth than other nations with respect to the suaded that the pregnant gain an easy delivery
difference between the sun's revolution and by it, and that the barren are enabled to con-
that of the twelve months. Yet this useful in- ceive. Cssar wore a triumphal robe that day,
vention furnished matter of ridicule to the en- and seated himself in a golden chair upon the
vious, and to those who could but ill brook his rostra, to see the ceremony.
power. For Cicero, (if I mistake not,) when Antony ran among the rest, in compliance
some one happened to say, " Lyra will rise to- with the rules of the festival, for he was con-
morrow," answered, " Undoubtedly; there is sul. When he came into the forum, and the
an edict for it:" as if the calendar was forced crowd had made way for him, he approached
upon them, as well as other things. Caesar, and offered him a diadem wreathed with

But the principal thing that exited the public laurel. Upon this some plaudits were heard,
hatred, and at last caused his death, was hie but very feeble, because they proceeded only
passion for the title of king. It was the first from persons placed there on purpose. Cssar
thing that gave offence to the multitude, and it refused it, and then the plaudits were loud and
afforded his inveterate enemies a very plausible general. Antony presented it once more, and
plea. Those who wanted to f-rocure him that few applauded his officiousness; but when Cse-
honour, gave it out among the people, that it aar rejected it again, the applause again wai
appeared from the Sibyline books, " The Ro- general. Czsar, undeceived by his second
mans could never conquer the Parthians, ex- trial, rose up, and ordered the diadem to b«
cept they went to war under the conduct of a consecrated in the capitol.
king." And one day, when Cssar returned A few daya after, his statues were seen
from Alba to Rome, some of his retainers ven- adorned with royal diadems; and Flavius and
tured to salute him by that title. Observing Marullus, two of the tribunes, went and tore
that the people were troubled at this strange them off. They also found out the persona who
compliment, he put on an air of resentment and first saluted Czsar king, and committed them
"aid, "He was not called king, but Ca;sar." to prison. The people followed with cheerful
Upon this, a deep silence ensued, and he pass-acclamations, and called them Briituses, be-
ed on in no good humour. cause Brutus was the man who expelled the

Another time the senate having decreed him kings, and put the government in the hands o/
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the senate and people. Caesar, highly incensed What ia still more extraordinary, many report,
at their behaviour, deposed the tribunes; and that a certain soothsayer forewarned him of a
by way of reprimand to them, as well as insult great danger which threatened him on the ides
to the people, called them several times Brutes of March, and that when the day was come,
and CumsKans. as he was going to the senate house, he called

Upon this, many applied to Marcus Brutus, to the soothsayer, and said, laughing, " The
who, by the father's side, was supposed to be ides of March are come;" to which he answer-
" descendant of that ancient Brutus, and whose ed softly, " Yes; but they are not gone."
mother was of the illustrious house of the Ser- The evening before, he supped with Marcus
villi. He was also nephew and son-in-law to Lepidus, and signed, according to custom, a
Cato. No man was more inclined than he to number of letters, as he sat at table. While he
lift his hand against monarchy, but he was with- was so employed, there arose a question.
held by the honours and favours he had receiv- " What kind of death was the best?" and
ed from Czsar, who had not only given him Ctcsar answering before them all, cried out,
his life after the defeat of Pompey at Pharsa- " A sudden one." The same night, as he waa
La, and pardoned many of his friends at his re- in bed with his wife, the doors and windows of
quest but continued to honour him with his the room flew open at once. Disturbed both
confidence. That very year he had procured with the noise and the light, he observed, by
him the most honourable praetorship, and he moonshine, Calpurnia in a deep sleep; uttering
had named him for the consulship four years broken words and inarticulate groans. She
after, in preference to Cassius, who was his dreamed that she was weeping over him, as
competitor. On which occasion Caesar is she held him, murdered, in her arms. Others
reported to have said, " Cassius assigns the say, she dreamed that the* pinnacle was fallen,
strongest reasons, bull cannot refuse Brutus." which, as Livy tells us, the senate had ordered

Some impeached Brutus, after the conspira- to be erected upon Czsar's house, by way of
cy was formed; but, instead of listening to ornament and distinction; and that it waa the
them, he laid his hand on his body, and said, fall of it which she lamented and wept for. Be
"Brutus will wait for this skin:" intimating, that as it may, the next morning she conjured
that though the virtue of Brutus rendered him Cssar not to go out that day, if he could possi
worthy of empire, he would not be guilty of bly avoid it, but to adjourn the senate; and, if
any ingratitude or baseness to obtain it. Those, he had no regard to her dreams, to have re-
however, who were desirous of a change, kept course to some other species of divination, or
their eyes upon him only, or principally at to sacrifices, for information as to his fate.
least; and as they durst not speak out plain, This gave him some suspicion and alarm; for
they put billets night after night in the tribunal he had never known before, in Calpurnia, any
and seat which he used as prxtor, mostly in thing of the weakness or superstition of her
those terms: "Thou sleepest, Brutus;" or, sex, though she was now so much affected.
" Thou art not Brutus." He therefore offered a number of sacrifices,

Cassius perceiving his friend's ambition a and, as the diviners found no suspicious tokens
little stimulated by these papers, began to ply in any of them, he sent Antony to dismiss the
him closer than before, and spur him on to the senate. In the meantime, Decius Brulus,f sur-
girat enterprise; for he had a particular en- named Albinus, came in. He was a person in
mity against Cssar, for the reasons which we whom Caesar placed such confidence that he
have mentioned in the life of Brutus. Cssar, had appointed him his second heir, yet he waa
too, had some suspicion of him, and he even engaged in the conspiracy with the other Brutus
said one day to his friends, " What think you and Cassius. This man, fearing that if Caesar
of Cassius? I do not like his pale looks." adjourned the senate to another day the affair
Another time, when Antony and Dolabella might be discovered, laughed at the diviners,
were accused of some designs against his per- and told Czsar he would be highly to blame,
son and government, he said, " I have no ap- if, by such a slight, he gave the senate an oc-
prehensions from those fat and sleek men ", I casion of complaint against him. " For they
rather fear the pale and lean ones;" meaning were met," he said, " at his summons, and
Cassius and Brutus. came prepared with one voice to honour him

It seems, from this instance, that fate is not with the title of king in the provinces, and to
BO secret as it is inevitable; for we are told, grant that he should wear the diadem both by
there were strong signs and presages of the sea and land every where out of Italy. But if
death of Cassar. As to the lights in the hea- any one go and tell them, now they have taken
vens, the strange noises heard in various quar- their places, they must go home again, and re-
ters by night, and the appearance of solitary turn when Calpurnia happens to have better
birds in the forum, perhaps they deserve not dreams, what room will your enemies have to
our notice in so great an event as this. But launch out against you! Or who will hear
Borne attention should be given to Strabo the your friends when they attempt to shew, tha.
philosopher. According to him, there were this is not an open servitude on the one hand,
eeen in the air men of fire encountering each and tyranny on the other? If you are ab-
other; such a flame appeared to issue from the solutely persuaded that this is an unlucky day,
hand of a soldier's servant, that all the specta- it is certainly better to go yourself, and tell
tor! thought it must be burned, yet, when it * The pinnacle was an ornament usually placed upon
was over, he found no harm, and one of the the top of their temples, and was commonly adorned
victims which Caesar offered, was found with- with some statues of their gods, figure! of victory, 01
out a heart. The latter was certainly a most other symbolical device.f Plutarch, finding a D prefixed to Brutal, took italarming prodigy; for, according to the rules of fur .Dectu*; but his name was Dccvmu* Brutuit Set
nature, AO creature can exist without a heart. Appian and Suetooius.
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Them you have strong reasons for putting off the neck with his sword, but the wound was
business till another time." So saying, he not dangerous; for in the beginning of so tre-
took Ciusar br the hand, and led him out. mendous an enterprise he was probably in

He was not gone far from the door, when a some disorder. Caesar therefore turned upon
slave, who belonged to some other person, at- him and laid hold of his sword. At the same
tempted to get up to speak to him, but finding time they both cried out, the one in Latin,
it impossible, by reason of the crowd that was "Villain! Casca! what dost thou mean."' and
about him, he made his way into the house, the other in Greek, to his brother, " Brother>
and putting himself into the hands of Calpur- help!"
nia, desired her to keep him safe till Caesar's After such a beginning, those who knew no-
return, because be had matters of great im- thing of the conspiracy were seized with con-
portance to communicate. sternation and horror, insomuch that they durst

Artemidorus the Cnidian, who, by teaching neither fly or assist, nor even utter a word.
the Greek eloquence, became acquainted with All the conspirators now drew their swords,
some of Brutus's friends, and had got intelli- and surrounded him in such a manner, that
gence of most of the transactions, approached whatever way he turned, he saw nothing but
Cesar with a paper, explaining what he had steel gleaming in, his face, and met nothing but
to discover Observing that he gave the pa- wounds. Like some savage beast attacked by
pers, as fast as he received them, to his officers, the hunters, he found every hand lifted against
he got up as close as possible,and said, ''Cae- him, for they all agreed to have a share in the
sar, read this to yourself, and quickly: for it sacrifice and a taste of his blood. Therefore
contains matters of great consequence, and of Brutus himself gave him a stroke in the groin.
the last concern to you." He took it and at- Some say, he opposed the rest, and continued
tempted several times to read it, but was al- struggling and crying out, till he perceived the
ways prevented by one application or other. sword of Brutus; then he drew his robe over
He therefore kept that paper; and that only in his face, and yielded to his fate. Either by-
bis hand, when he entered the house. Some accident, or pushed thither by the conspirators,
say, it was delivered to him by another man,* he expired on the pedestal of Pompey's statue,
Artemidorus being kept from approaching him and dyed it with his blood; so that Pompey
all the way by the crowd. seemed to preside over the work of vengeance,

These things might, indeed, fall out by to tread his enemy under his feet, and to enjoy
chance; but as in the place where the senate his agonies. Those agonies were great, for he
was that day assembled, and which proved the received no less than three and twenty wounds.
scene of that tragedy, there was a statue of And many of the conspirators wounded each
Pompey, and it was an edifice which Pompey other, as they were aiming their blows at him.
had consecrated for an ornament to his theatre, Caesar thus despatched, Brutus advanced to
nothing cm be clearer than that some deity speak to the senate, and to assign his reason*
conducted the whole business, and directed the for what he had done, but they could not bear
execution of it to that very spot. Even Cas- to hear him; they fled out of the house, and
sius himself, though inclined to the doctrines filled the people with inexpressible horror and
of Epicurus, turned his eye to the statue of dismay. Some shut up their houses; others
Pompey, and secretly invoked his aid, before left their shops and counters. All were in
the great attempt. The arduous occasion, it motion; one was running to see the spectacle;
seems, overruled his former sentiments, and another running back. Antony and Lepidus,
laid them open to all the influence of enthu- Czsar's principal friends, withdrew, and hid
siasm. Antony, who was a faithful friend to themselves in other people's houses. Mean-
Czsar, and a man of great strength, was held in time Brutus and his confederates, yet warm
discourse without, by Brutus Albinus, who had from the slaughter, inarched in a body with
contrived a long story to detain him. their bloody swords in their hands, from the

When Csesar entered the house, the senate senate-house to the Capitol, not like men that
rose to do him honour. Some of Brutus's ac- fled, but with an air of gaiety and confidence,
complices came up behind his chair, and others calling the people to liberty, and stopping to
before it, pretending to intercede, along with talk with every man of consequence whom
Metilliusf Cimber for the recal of his brother they met. There were some who even joined
from exile. They continued their instances them, and mingled with their train; desirous
till he came to his seat. When he was seated of appearing to have had a share in the action,
he gave them a positive denial; and as they and hoping for one in the glory. Of this num-
continued their importunities with an air of ber were Caius Octavius and Lentulus Spin-
Compulsion, he grew angry. Cimber,^ then, thcr, who afterwards paid dear for their van:ty;
with both hands, pulled his gown off his neck, being put to death by Antony and young Cz-
"which was the signal for the attack. Casca sar. So that they gained not even the honour
gave him the first blow. It was a stroke upon for which they lost their lives; for nobody be-

lieved that they had any part in the enterprise
* By Caius Trebonius. So Plutarch say«, in [he and they were punished, not for the deed, but

Life of Brutus; Appian says the same; and Cicero, for the will.
loo, in his second Philippic. Next day Brutus, and the rest of the con-

f Kctilhvs is plainly a corruption. Suetonius calls
him t'.n.Aer TulUus. In Appian, he ii named jint,l,ui spirators came down from the Capitol, and
Cimlier, and there 14 a oiecal which bears that name ; addressed the people, who mended to theii
but that medal 10 believed to be spurious. Some call discourse without expressing either dislike or
him Uetellius Cimber ; aid others suppose we should approbation of what was dons. But by their
read M. Tullius Cimber. silence it appeared that they pitied Czsar, at

t Here in tiie original it is Meuliui again. the same Urac that they revered Brutus TJ»«
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senate passed a general amnesty; and, to re- nights after Caesar's death, and then tlUap
concile all parties, they decreed Caesar divine peared. To which we may add the fading ol
honours, and confirmed all the acts of his dic- the sun's lustre; for his orb looked pale aL
tatorship; while on Brutus and his friends they that year; he rose not with a sparkling radi
bestowed governments, and such honours as ance, nor had the heat he afforded its usual
were suitable: so that it was generally imagin- strength. The air of course, was dark and
ed the commonwealth was firmly established heavy, for want of that vigorous heat which
again, and all brought into the best order. clears and rarifies it; and the fruits were so

But when, upon the opening of Cesar's will, crude and unconcocted. that they pined awajr
tt was found that he had left every Roman citi- and decayed, through the dullness of the at-
sen a considerable legacy, and they beheld the mosphere.
body, as it was carried through the%/brum, all We have a proof still more striking that the
mangled with wounds, the multitude could no assassination of Caesar was displeasing to the
longer be kept within bounds. They stopped gods, in the phantom that appeared to Brutus.
the procession, and tearing up the benches, The story of it is this: Brutus was on the point
with the doors and tables, heaped them into a of transporting his army from Abydos to tho
pile, and burned the corpse there. Then opposite continent; and the night before, he lay
snatching flaming brands from the pile, some in his tent, awake, according to custom, and in
ran to burn the houses of the assassins, while deep thought about what might be the event o
others ranged the city, to find the conspiratore the war; for it was natural for him to watcL
themselves, and tear them in pieces; but they great part of the night, and no general ever
had taken such care to secure themselves that required so little sleep. With all his senses
they coold not meet with one of them. about him, he heard a noise at the door of his

One Cinna, a friend of Cxsar's, had a strange tent, and looking towards the light, which was
dream the preceding night. He dreamed (as now burned very low, he saw a terrible ap
they tell us) that Casar invited him to supper, pearance in the human form, but of prodigious
and, upon his refusal to go, caught him by the stature and the most hideous aspect. At first
hand, and drew him after him, in spite of all he was struck with astonishment; but when he
the resistance he could make. Hearing, how- saw it neither did nor spoke any thing to him,
ever, that the body of Caesar was to be burned but stood in silence by his bed, he asked it,
hi the fonnn, he went to assist in doing him " Who it was?" The spectre answered, " I
the last honours, though he had a fever upon am thy evil genius, Brutus; thou shall see me
him, the consequence of his uneasiness about at Philippi." Brutus answered boldly, "I'll
his dream. On his coming up, one of the popu-meet thee there;" and the spectre immediately
lace asked, " Who that was?" add having vanished.
learned his name, told it to his next neighbour. Some time after, he engaged Antony and Oc-
A report immediately spread through the whole tavius Caesar at Philippi, and the first day wa-
fcompany, that it was one of Cssar's murder- victorious, carrying all before him where he
ers; and, indeed, one of the conspirators was fought in person, and even pillaging Caesar's
named Cinna. The multitude, taking this for camp. The night before he was to fight the
the man, fell upon him, and tore him to pieces second battle, the same spectre appeared to
upon the spot. Brutus and Cassius were so him again, but spoke n<4 a word. Brutus,
terrified at this rage of the populace, that, a however, understood that his last hour waa
few days after, they left the city. An account near, and courted danger with all the violence
of their subsequent actions, sufferings, and of despair. Yet he did not fall in the action;
death, may be found in the life of Brutus. but seeing all was lost, he retired to the top of

Caesar died at the age of fifty-six, and did a rock, where he presented his naked sword
not survive Pompey above four years. His ob- to his breast, and a friend, as they tell us, as-
ject was sovereign power and authority, which sisting the thrust, he died upon the spot.*
he pursued through innumerable dangers, and son, vie added a star to the head of his statue, couit-
by prodigious efforts he gained it at last. But cratcd soon after in the forujn."-Fragm. *rfu£. Cat.
he reaped no other fruit from it than an empty ap. Plin. 1. ii. c. 25.
and invidious title. It is true the Divine Pow- * Whatever Plutarch's motive may hare been, it if

certain that he has given us a very inadequate and im-er, which conducted him through life, attended perfect idea of the character of Caesar. The life he hii
him after his death as his avenger, pursued and written is a confused jumble of facts, snatched from
hunted out the assassins over sea and land, and different historians, without order, consistency, regu-
rested not till there was not a man left, either larity or accuracy. He has left us none of those finer
of those who dipped their bands in his blood, and minuter traits, which, as he elsewhere justly ob-serves, distinguish and characterise the man more thaior of those who gave their sanction to the deed. his most popular and splendid operations. He has

The most remarkable of natural events rela- written the life of Caesar like a man under restraint
tive to this affair was, that Cassius, after he has skimmed over his actions, and shewn a manifest
had lost the battle of Philippi, killed himself satisfaction when he could draw the attention of th«
with the same dagger which he had made use reader to other characters and circumstances, however

of against Caesar; and the most signal phe-insignificant, or how often soever repeated bj himself,in the narrative of other lives. Yet, from the litUe
nomenon in the heavens was that of a great light he has afforded us, and from the better acconnti
icomet,* which shone very bright for seven of other historians, we may easily discover, IhatCxiar

was a man of great and distinguished virtues. Had ht
* A comet made iu appearance in the north, while been as able in his political, as he was in his military

we were celebrating the games in honour of Caesar, capacity; had he been capable of hiding, or even of
and shone bright for (even days. It aroie about the managing that openness of mind, which was the con-
eleventh hour of the day, and was seen by all nations. nate attendant of his liberality and ambition, the la*
tt was commonly believed to be a sign that the soul of prevailing passion would not have blinded him so far
Ccnr was admitted among the ji/da; for which rca- as' to put so early a period to his race of glory.
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PHOCION.

Df.MATES the orator, by studying in his whole is with a state, in any series of ill-conducted
administration to please the Macedonians and and unprosperous measures; such is the feeble
AiHipater, had great authority in Athens. When and relaxed condition of its nerves, that it can-
ne found himself by that complaisance often not bear the least alarm; the voice of truth,
obliged to propose laws and make speeches in- "which brings its faults to its remembrance,
jurious to the dignity and virtue of his coun-gives it inexpressible pain, though not only
try, he used to say, " He was excusable, be- salutary, but necessary; and it will not be
cause he came to the helm when the common-heard, except its harshness is modified. It is
wealth was no more than a wreck." This as- a difficult task to govern such a people; for if
sertion, which in him was unwarrantable, was the man who tells them the truth falls the first
true enough when applied to the administra-sacrifice, he who flatters them, at last perishes
tion of Phocion. Demades was the very man with them.
who wrecked his country. He pursued such The mathematicians say, the sun does not
a vicious plan both in his private and public move in the same direction with the heavens,
conduct, that Antipater scrupled not to say of nor yet in a direction quite opposite; but cir-
him, when he was grown old, " That he was culating with a gentle and almost insensible
like a sacrificed beast, all consumed except his obliquity, gives the whole system such a tern
tongue and his paunch."* But the virtue of perature as tends to its preservation. So in a
Phocion found a strong and powerful adversa-system of government, if a statesman is deter
ry in the times, and its glory was obscured in mined to describe a straight line, and in all
the gloomy period of Greece's misfortunes. things to go against the inclinations of the peo-
For Virtue is not so weak as Sophocles would ple, such rigour must make his administration
make her, nor is the sentiment just which he odious; and, on the other hand, if he suf-
puts in the mouth ol one of the persons of his fers himself to be carried along with their
drama, most erroneous motions, the government will

--The firmest mind will fail soon be in a tottering and ruinous state. The
latter is the more common error of the two.Beneath misfortune's stroke, and, ituon'd, depart

From its sage plan of action, j But the politics which keep a middle course,
sometimes slackening the reins, and some-

All the advantage that Fortune can truly be times keeping a tighter hand, indulging the
affirmed to gain in her combats with the good people in one point to gain another that ig
and virtuous is, the bringing upon them un- more important, are the only measures that
just reproach and censure, instead of the hon- are formed upon rational principles: for a well-
oarand esteem which are their due, and by timed condescension and moderate treatment
that means lessening the confidence the world will bring men to concur in many useful
would have in their virtue. schemes, which they could not be brought into

It is imagined, indeed, that when affairs pros-by despotism and violence. It must be ac-
per, the people, elated with their strength and knowledged, that this medium is difficult to hit
success, behave with greater insolence to good Upon, because it requires a mixture of dignity
ministers; but it is the very reverse. Misfor-with gentleness; but when the just tempera-
tunes always sour their temper; !be least thing ture is gained, it presents the happiest and
will then disturb them; they taki»6re at trifles; most perfect harmony that can be conceived.
and they are impatient at the least severity of
expression. He who reprovw their faults, It is by this sublime harmony the Supreme

Being governs the world; for nature is not
seems to reproach them with their misfortunes, dragged into obedience to his commands, and
and every bold and free address is considered though his influence is irresistible, it is rational
as an insult. As honey makes a wounded or and mild.
ulcerated member smart, so it often happens, The effects of austerity were seen in the
that a remonstrance, though pregnant with younger Cato. There was nothing engagingtruth and sense, hurts and irritates the dis- or popular in his behaviour; he never studied to
tressed, if it is not gentle and mild in the appli-oblige the people, and therefore his weight in
cation. Hence Homer often expresses such
things aa are pleasant, by the word menoikcs, the administration was not great. Cicero says,

" He acted as if he had lived in the common-
which signifies what ig symphonious to tht
mind, what soothes its weakness, and bears wealth of Plato, not in the dregs of Romulus,

and by that means fell short of the consulate.""
not hard upon its inclinations. Inflamed eyes His case appears to me to have been the same
love to dwell upon dark brown colours and with that of fruit which comes out of season:
avoid such ai art bright and glaring. So it people look upon it with pleasure and admira-

tion, but they make no use of it. Thus the
" The tonerue tnd the paonch were not burned with old-fashioned virtue of Cato, making its ap-

the rest of (tie virtiin. The paunch used lo be stuffed
»nd serted up al table, and tne tongue was burned on
the altar, at the end of the entertainment, in honour « The passage here referred to is in the 6rst epistle

r Cicero's second book of Atlicus. But we find no-of Mercury, tnd had libations poured upon it. Of
thii thtre »re many eiatnples in Horaer'i Odyssey. thing there of the repulse Cato met with in his anpVS

t Soptwc. Antig. ]. 569 and 576. cation for the consulship. T'lat repulse, indeed, di«
not happen till eight yeari after the date of that episUt.
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pearance amidst the luxury and corruption he went always barefooted, and without his
which time had introduced, had all the splen- upper garment too, except it happened to be
dour of reputation which such a phenomenon intolerably cold; and then his soldiers used to
could claim, but it did not answer the exigen-laugh, and say " It is a sign of a sharp winter;
cies of the state; it was disproportioned to the Phocion haa got his clothep on."
times, and too ponderous and unwieldy for use He wag one of the most humane and best
Indeed, his circumstances were not altogether tempered men in the world, and yet he had so
like those of Phocion, who came not into the iJl-naturcd and forbidding a look, that stranger*
administration till the state was sinking;1 were afraid to address him without company
whereas Cato bad only to save the ship beatinj Therefore, when Chares, the orator, observed
about in the storm. At the same time we mus to the Athenians what terrible brows Phocioo
allow that he had not the principal direction of had, and they could not help making them-
her; he sat not at the helm; he could do no selves merry, he said, " This brow of mine
more than help to hand the sails and the tackle never gave one of you an hour of sorrow; bat
Yet he maintained a noble conflict with For- the laughter of these sneerers has cost their
tune, who having determined to ruin the com- country many a tear." In like manner, though
monwealth, effected it by a variety of hands, the measures he proposed were happy ones,
but with great difficulty, by slow steps and and his counsels of the most salutary kind, yet
gradual advances. So near was Rome being be used no flowers of rhetoric; his speeches
saved by Cato and Cato's virtue! With it we were concise, commanding, and severe. For,
would compare that of Phocion: not in a gen- as Zeno says, that a philosopher should never
eral manner, so as to say they were both per- let a word come out of his mouth that is not
sons of integrity and able statesmen; for there strongly tinctured with sense; so Phocion's
is a difference between valour and valour, for oratory contained the most sense in the feweit
instance, between that of AJcibiades and that words. And it seems that Poiyeuctus, the
of Epaminondas; the prudence of Themisto- Sphettian, had this view when he said, "De-
cles and that of Aristides were not the same; mosthenes was the better orator, and Phocion
justice was of one kind in Numa, and in Agesi- the more persuasive speaker." His speeches
Jaus of another: but the virtues of Phocion and were to be estimated like coins, not for the
Cato were the same in the most minute par- size, but for the intrinsic value. Agreeably to
ticular; their impression, form, and colour, are which, we are told, that one day when the
perfectly similar. Thus their severity of man- theatre was full of people, Phocion was ob-
ners was equally tempered with humanity, and served behind the scenes wrapped up in thought,
their valour with caution; they had the same when one of his friends took occasion to say,
Eolicitude for others, and disregard for them " What ! at your meditations, Phocion .""
selves: the same abhorrence of every thing " Yes," said he, " I am considering whether I
base and dishonourable, and the same firm at- cannot shorten what I have to say to the Athe-
tachment to justice on all occasions: so that it nians." And Demosthenes, who despised the
requires a very delicate expression, like the other orators, when Phocion got up, used to
finely discriminated sounds of the organ,f to say to his friends softly, " Here comes the
mark the difference in their characters. pruner of my periods." But perhaps this is to

It is universally agreed, that Cato was of an be ascribed to the excellence of his character
illustrious pedigree, which we shall give some since a word or a nod from a person revered
account of in his life; and we conjecture, that for his virtue is of more weight than the most
Phocion's was not mean or obscure; for had elaborate speeches of other men.
he been the son of a turner, it would certainly In his youth he served under Chabrias, then
have been mentioned by Glaucippus, the son commander of the Athenian armies; and, as
of Hyperides, among a thousand other things, tie paid him all proper attention, he gained
in the treatise which he wrote on purpose to much military knowledge by him. In some
disparage him. Nor, if his birth had been so degree too he helped to correct the temper of
low, would he have had so good an education, Chabrias, which was impetuous and uneven-
or such a liberal mind and manners. It is cer- For that general, though at other times scarce
tain that, when very young, he was in tuition any thing could move him, in time of action
with Plato, and afterwards with Xenocrates in was violent, and exposed his person with s.
the Academy; and from the very first, he dis- boldness ungoverncd by discretion. At last it
tinguished himself by his strong application to cost him his life, when he made it a point to
the most valuable studies. Duns tells us, get in before the other galleys to the isle of
the Athenians never saw him either laugh or Chios, and attempted to make good his landing
Cry, or make use of a public bath, or put his by dint of sword. Phocion, whose prudence
hand from under his cloak, when he was dress- was equal to his courage, animated him when
ed to appear in public. If he made an excur- he was too slow in his operations, and endeav
sion into the country, or marched out to war, cured to bring him to act coolly when he wu

unseasonably violent. This gained him the
affection of Chabrias, who was a man of can-* Our author meant, that uncommon and extraor-

dinary effort* were more necessary to save the poor dour and probity; and he assigned him com*
remains of a wreck, than to keep a ship, yet whole and missions and enterprises of great importance,
entire, from sinking. which raised him to the notice of the Greeks.

t The organ here mentioned was probably that in- Particularly in the sea-fight off Naxos, Pho-
rented by Ctcsibius, who, according to Alhenaeus, cion being appointed to head the squadron onplaced in the temple of Zephvrus, at Alexandria, a
tube, which, collecting air by (he appulsive motion of the left, where the action was hottest, bad
watt r. emitted musical sounds, either by their strength a fine opportunity to distinguish himself, and
fcdipled Ui war, or by their lightness to fesUtilv. ie made such use of it that victory
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ieclared Tor the Athenians; and as this was the should set such a value on Phocion, who gen
first victory they had gained at sea, in a dispute erally opposed their inclinations,and never said
with Greece, since the taking of their city, or did any thing with a view to recommend
they expressed the highest regard for Chabrias, himself. For, as princes divert themselves at
and began to consider Phocion as a person in their meals with buffoons and jesters, so the
whom they should one day find an able com-Athenians attended to the polite and agreeable
mander. This battle was won during the cele- address of their orators by way of entertain
bration of the great mysteries; and Chabhas, ment only; but when the question was concern
in commemoration of it, annually treated the ing so important a business as the command of
Athenians with wine on the sixteenth day of their forces, they returned to sober and serioui
September. thinking, and selected the wisest citizen, and

Some time after this, Chabrias sent PhocioB the man of the severest manners, who had
lo the islands, to demand their contributions, combated their capricious humours and desire*
and offered him a guard of twenty sail. But the most. This he scrupled not to avow; for
Phocion said, " If you send me against ene- one day, when an oracle from Delphi was read
mies, such a fleet is too small; if to friends, in the assembly, importing, " That the rest of
one ship is sufficient. He therefore went in his the Athenians were unanimous in their opm
own galley, and by addressing himself to the ions, and that there was only one man who
cities and magistrates in an open and humane dissented from them," Phocion stepped up, and
manner, he succeeded go well as to return with told them, " They need not give themselves
a number of ships which the allies fitted out, any trouble in inquiring for this refractory citi-
and at the same time put their respective quotas zen, for he was the man who liked not any
of money on board. thing they did." And another time in a public

Phocion not only honoured and paid his debate, when his opinion happened to be re-
court to Chabrias as long as he lived, but, after ceived with universal applause, he turned to hia
his death, continued his attentions to all that friends, and said, " Have I inadvertently let
belonged to him. With his son Cteeippus he some bad thing slip from me?"
took peculiar care to form him to virtue; and The Athenians were one day making a col-
though he found him very stupid and untracta- lection, to defray the charge of a public sacri-
ble, yet he still laboured to correct his errors, fice, and numbers gave liberally. Phocion wa*
as well as to conceal them. Once, indeed, his importuned to contribute among the rest: but
patience failed him. In one of his expeditions he bade them apply to the rich. " I should be
the young man was so troublesome with un- ashamed," said he, " to give you any thing, and
seasonable questions, and attempts to give ad- not to pay this man what I owe him;" pointing
vice, as if he knew how to direct the opera- to the usurer Callicles. And as they continued
tions better than the general, that at last he very clamorous and teasing, he told them this
cried out, " O Chabrias, Chabrias! what a re- tale: "A cowardly fellow once resolved to
turn do I make thee for thy favours, in bear- make a campaign; but when he was set out,
ing with the impertinencies of thy son.'" the ravens began to croak, and he laid down

He observed, that those who took upon them his arms and stopped. When the first alarm
the management of public affairs, made two was a little over, he marched again. The ra-
departments of them, the civil and the military, vens renewed their croaking, aad then he made
which they shared as it were by lot. Pursuant a full stop, and said, You may croak your
to this division, Eubulus, Aristophon, Demos- hearts out if you please, but you shall not taste
thenes, Lycurgus, and Hyperides, addressed my carcass."
the people from the rostrum, and proposed The Athenians once insisted on his leading
new edicts; while Diophites, Menestheua, Le- them against the enemy, and when he refused,
osthenes, and Chares, raised themselves by the they told him nothing could be more dastardly
honours and employments of the camp. But and spiritless than his behaviour. He answer-
Phocion chose rather to move in the walk of ed, " You can neither make me valiant, nor
Pericles, Aristides, and Solon, who excelled can I make you cowards: however, we know
not only as orators, but as generals: for he one another very well."
thought their fame more complete; each of Public affairs happening to be in a dangerous
these great men (to use the words of Archi- situation, the people were greatly exasperated
lochus) appearing justly to claim against him, and demanded an immediate ac-

The palms of Mart, and laurels of the muse: count of his conduct. Upon which, he only
said, " My good friends, first get out of your

wd he knew that the tutelar goddess of Athens difficulties."
was equally the patroness of arts and arms. During a war, however, they were generally

Formed upon these models, peace and tran- humble and submissive, and it was not till after
quillity were the great objects he had always in peace was made, that they began to talk in a
view; yet he was engaged in more wars than vaunting manner, and to find faull with their
any person, either of his own, or of the pre- general. As they were one time telling Pho-
ceding times. Not that he courted, or even cion, he had robbed them of the victory which
applied for the command; but he did not de- was in their hands, he said, " It is happy for you
cline it when called to that honour by his that you have a general who knows you; other-
countrymen. It is certain, he was elected wise you would have been ruined long ago."
general no less than five and forty times, with- Having a difference with the Boeotians, which
out once attending to the election ; being they refused to settle by treaty, and proposed to
always appointed in his absence, at the free decide by the sword, Phocion said, " Good peo-
motion of his countrymen. Men of shallow ple, keep to the metliod in which you have too
understanding were surprised that the people advantage: and that is talking, not fighting "
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One day, determined not to follow his advice, to the purposes of pride, envy, anger, or r«
they refused to give him the hearing. But he venge, did not make a man equally obnoxioui
Raid," Though you can make me act against my As to Phocion, he never exerted himself
judgment, you shaJJ never make me speak BO." against any man in his private capacity, o,

Demosthenes, one of the orators of the ad- considered him as an enemy, but he wai in
verse party, happening to say, " The Athenians flexibly severe against every man who opposed
will certainly kill thee, Phocion, some time or his motions and designs for the public good.
other:" he answered, " They may kill me, if His behaviour, in other respects, was liberal,
they are mad; but it will be you, if they are in benevolent, and humane; the unfortunate he
their senses." was always ready to assist, and he pleaded

When Polyeuetas, the Sphettian, advised even for hia enemy, if he happened to be in
the Athenians to make war upon Philip, the danger. His friends, one day, finding fault
weather being hot, and th£ orator a corpulent with him for appearing in behalf of a man
man, he ran himself out of breath, and per- whose conduct did not deserve it; he said,
spired so violently, that he was forced to take " The good have no need of an advocate."
several draughts of cold water, before he could Aristogiton, the informer, being condemned.
finish his speech. Phocion, seeing him in such and committed to prison, begged the favour of
a condition, thus addressed the assembly,- Phocion to go and speak to him, and he heark-
" You have great reason to pass an edict for ened to his application. His friends dissuaded
the war, upon this man's recommendation. For him from it, but he said, " Let me alone, good
what are you not to expect from him, when people. Where can one rather wish to speak,
loaded with a suit of armour he marches against to Aristogiton than in a prison.'"
the enemy, if in delivering to you (peaceable When the Athenians sent out their fleets
folks) a speech which he had composed at his under any other commander, the maritime
leisure, he is ready to be suffocated." towns and islands in alliance with that people,

Lycurgus, the orator, one day said many dis- looked upon every such commander as an ene-
paraging things of him in the general assem- my: they strengthened their walls, shut up their
bly, and, among the rest, observed, that when harbours, and conveyed the cattle, the slaves,
Alexander demanded ten of their orators, Pho- the women and children, out of the country
cion gave it as his opinion; that they should be into the cities. But when Phocion had the
delivered to him. " It is true," said Phocion, command, the same people went out to meet
-" I have given the people of Athens much him in their own ships, with chaplets on their
good counsel, but they do not follow it." heads and every expression of joy, and in that

There was then in Athens one Archibiades, manner conducted them into their cities.
who got the name of Laconistes, by letting his Philip endeavoured privately to get footing
beard grow long, in the Lacedemonian man- in Euboea, and for that purpose sent in forces
ner, wearing a thread-bare cloak, and keeping from Macedon, as wcli as practised upon the
a very grave countenance. Phocion finding towns by means of the petty princes. Here-
one of his assertions much contradicted in the upon, Plutarch of Eretria called in the Athe-
assembly, called upon this man to support the nians, and entreated them to rescue the island
truth and rectitude of what he had said. Ar- out of the hands of the Macedonians; in conse-
cbibiades, however, ranged himself on the peo- quence of which they sent Phocion at first with
ple's side, and advised what he thought agree- a small body of troops, expecting that the
able to them. Then Phocion, taking him by Euboeans would immediately rise and join him.
the beard, said, " What is all this heap of hair But when he came, be found nothing among
for? Cut it, cut it off." them but treasonable designs and disaffection

Aristogiton, a public informer, paraded with to their own country, for they were corrupted
his pretended valour before the people, and by Philip's money. For this reason, he seized
pressed them much to declare war. But when an eminence separated from the plains of
the lists came to be made out, of those that Tamyns by a deep defile, and in that post he
were to serve, this swaggerer had got his leg secured the best of his troops. As for the dis
bound up, and a crutch under his arm. Pho- orderly, the talkative, and cowardly part of the
cion, as he sat upon the business, seeing him at soldiers, if they attempted to desert and steal
some distance in this form, called out to his out of the camp, he ordered the officers to let
secretary, to put down Aristogiton " a cripple them go. " For," said he, " if they stay here,
and a coward." such is their want of discipline that, instead of

All these sayings have something so severe being serviceable, they will be prejudicial in
in them that it seems strange that a man of time of action; and, as they will be conscioui
such austere and unpopular manners should to themselves of flying from their colours, we
evei get the surname of the Good. It is indeed shall not have so much noise and calumny from
difficult, but I believe, not impossible, for the them in Athens."
lame man to be both rough and gentle, as some Upon the approach of the enemy, he ordered
wines are both sweet and sour: and on the his men to stand to their arms, but not attempt
other hand, some men who have a great ap- any thing till he had made an end of his sac-
pearance of gentleness in their temper, are rifice: and, whether it was that he wanted to
very harsh and vexatious to those who have to gain time, or could not easily find the auspi-
do with them. In this case, the saying of Hy- cious tokens, or was desirous of drawing the
pendes to the people of Athens deserves no- enemy nearer to him, he was long about it.
tice: " Examine not whether I am severe upon Meanwhile Plutarch, imagining that this delay
vou, but whether I am so for my own sake." was owing to his fear and irresolution, charged
As if it were avarice only that makes a minister at the head of the mercenaries; and the
odious to the people, and the abuse of power cavalry seeing him in motion, could wait no
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longer, but advanced against the enemy, though to the successor of the allies upon the He!
in a scattered and disorderly manner, as they lespont.
happened to issue out of the camp. The first This contributed mote than any thing to the
line being soon broken, all the rest dispersed, saving of Byzantium. Phocion's reputation
and Plutarch himself fled. A detachment from was already great: besides, Cleon, a man of
the enemy then attacked the entrenchments, eminence in Byzantium, who had formerly been
and endeavoured to make a breach in them, well acquainted with him at the academy,
supposing that the fate of the day was decided. pledged his honor to the city in his behalf.
But at that instant Phocion had finished his The Byzantians would then no longer let him
sacrifices, and the Athenians sallying out of encamp without, but opening their gates re-
the camp, fell upon the assailants, routed them, ceived him into their city, and mixed familiar-
and cut most 01" them in pieces in the trenches. ly with the Athenians; who, charmed with thi»
Phocion then gave the main body directions to confidence, were not only easy with respect to
keep their ground in order to receive and cover provisions, and regular in their behaviour, but
such as were dispersed in the first attack, while exerted themselves with great spirit in every
he, with a select party, went and charged the action. By these means Philip was forced to
enemy. A sharp conflict ensued, both sides retire from the Hellespont, and he suffered not
behaving with great spirit and intrepidity. a little in his military reputation; for till then
Among the Athenians, Thallus the son of Ci- he had been deemed invincible. Phocion took
neas, and Glaucus the son of Polymedes, who some of his ships, and recovered several cities
fought near the general's person, distinguished which he had garrisoned; and making de-
themselves the most. Cleophanes, too, did scents in various parts of his territories, he
great service in the action; for he rallied the harassed and ravaged the flat country. But at
cavalry, and brought them up again, by calling last, happening to be wounded by a party that
after them, and insisting that they should come made head against him, he weighed anchor and
to the assistance of their general, who was in returned home.
danger. They returned, therefore, to the Some time after this, the Megarensians ap-
charge; and by the assistance which they gave plied to him privately for assistance; and as he
the infantry, secured the victory. was afraid the matter would get air, and the

Phocion, after the battle, drove Plutarch out Boeotians would prevent him, he assembled the
of Eretria, and made himself master of Zare- people early in the morning, and gave them
tra, a fort, advantageously situated where the an account of the application. They had no
island draws to a point, and the neck of land sooner given their sanction to the proposal,
is defended on each side by the sea. He did than he ordered the trumpets to sound as a sig-
not choose, in pursuance of his victory, to take nal for them to arm; after which he marched
the Greeks prisoners, lest the Athenians, in- immediately to Megara, where he was receiv-
fluenced by their orators, should, in the first ed with great joy. The first thing he did was
motions of resentment, pass some unequitable to fortify Nisaea, and to build two good walls
sentence upon them. between the city and the port; by which means

After this great success, he sailed back to tne town had a safe communication with the
Athens. The allies soon found the want of sea, and having now little to fear from the en-
his goodness and justice, and the Athenians emy on the landside, was secured in the Athe-
saw his capacity and courage in a clear light. nian interest.
For Molossus, who succeeded him, conducted The Athenians being now clearly in a state
the war so ill as to fall himself into the enemy's of hostility with Philip, the conduct of the
hands. Philip, now rising in his designs and war was committed to other generals in the
hopes, marched to the Hellespont with all his absence of Phocion. But on his return from
forces, in order to seize at once on the Cher- the islands, he represented to the people, that
"onesus, Perinlhus and Byzantium. as Philip was peaceably disposed, and appre-

The Athenians determining to send succours lensive of the issue of the war, it was best to
to that quarter, the orators prevailed upon them accept the conditions he had offered. And
to give that commission to Chares. Accord- when one of those public barretera, who spend
ingly he sailed to those parts, but did nothing their whole time in the court of Heliaca, and
worthy of such a force as he was intrusted make it their business to form impeachments,
with. The cities would not receive his fleet opposed him, and said, " Dare you Phocion,
into their harbours; but, suspected by all, he jretend to dissuade the Athenians from war,
beat about, raising contributions where he now the sword is drawn?1' "Yes" said he, "I
could upon the allies, and, at the same time, dare; though I know thou wouldest be in my
was despised by the enemy. The orators, now Dower in time of war, and I shall be thine in
taking the other side, exasperated the people :ime of peace." Demosthenes, however, car-
to sucr a degree, that they repented of having ried it against him for war; which he advised
lent any succours to the Byzantians. Then :he Athenians to make at the greatest dis-
Phocion rose up, and told them, " They should tance they could from Attica. This gave
not be angry at the suspicions of the allies, but Phocion occasion to say, " My good friend,
at their own generals, who deserved not to :onsider not so much where we shall fight, at
have any confidence placed in them. For on low we shall conquer. For victory is the
their account," said he, " you are looked upon only thing that can keep the war at a distance:
with an eye of jealousy by the very people who If we are beaten, every danger will sooo be at
cannot be saved without your assistance." our gates."
This argument had such an effect on them that The Athenians did lose the day: after which
they changed their minds again, and bade the most factious and troublesome part of the
phocion go himself with another armament citizen* drew Charidemus to the hustings, and
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insisted that he snould have the command. without weeping for Athens too. The belt
This alarmed the real well-wishers to their measure, then, we can take is to intercede with
country BO much, that they called in the mem- the conqueror for both, and by no means to
bers of the Areopagus to their assistance; and it think of fighting."
was not without many tears and the most earnest The first decree drawn up in consequence of
entreaties, that they pret ailed upon the assembly these deliberations, Alexander is said to have
to put their concerns in the hands of Phocion. rejected, and to have turned his back upon the

He was of opinion, that the other proposals deputies: but the second he received, because
of Philip should be readily accepted, because it was brought by Phocion, who, as his old
they seemed to be dictated by humanity; but counsellors informed him, stood high in (he
when Demades moved that Athens should be esteem of his father Philip. He, therefore, not
comprehended in the general peace, and, as only gave him a favourable audience, and
one of the states of Greece, should have the granted his request, but even listened to hit
same terms with the othes cities, Phocion said, counsel. Phocion advised him, " If tranquility
" It ought not to be agreed to, till it was known was his object, to put an end to his wars; it
what conditions Philip required." The times glory, to leave the Greeks in quiet, and turn
were against him, however, and he was over his arms against the barbarians." In the course
ruled. And when he saw the Athenians re- of their conference he made many observation*
peated afterwards, because they found them- so agreeable to Alexander's disposition and
§elves obliged to furnish Philip both with ships sentiments, that his resentment against the
of war, and cavalry, he said, " This was the Athenians was perfectly appeased, and he wai
thing I feared; and my opposition was founded pleased to say, " The people of Athens must
upon it. But since you have signed the treaty, be very attentive to the affairs of Greece; for,
you must bear its inconveniences without mur- if any thing happens to me, the supreme direc-
muring or despondence; remembering that your tion will devolve upon them." With Phocion
ancestors sometimes gave law to their neigh- in particular, he entered into obligations of
bours, and sometimes were forced to submit, friendship and hospitality, and did him greater
but did both with honour; and by that means honours than most of his own courtiers were
saved themselves and all Greece." indulged with. Nay, Duria tells us, that after

When the news of Philip's death was brought that prince was risen to superior greatness, by
to Athens, he would not suffer any sacrifices the conquest of Darius, and had left out the
or rejoicings to be made on that account. word chairtin, the common form of salutation
" Nothing," said he, " could shew greater in his address to others, he still retained it in
meanness of spirit than expressions of joy on writing to Phocion, and to nobody besides, ex-
the death of an enemy. What great reason, in- cept Antipater. Chares asserts the same.
deed, is there for it, when the army you fought As to his munificence to Phocion, all agree
with at Cheronaea is lessened only by one man." that he sent him a hundred talents. When the

Demosthenes gave into invectives against money was brought to Athens, Phocion asked
Alexander, when he was marching against the persons employed in that commission,
Thebes; the ill policy of which Phocion easily " Why, among all the citizens of Athens, he
perceived, and said, should be singled out as the object of such

bounty?" "Because," said they, " Alexander
" What boots the godlike giant to proroke,Whose arm may sink us at a single stroke ?"* looks upon you as the only honest and good

Pope, OdyM. 9. man." " Then," said Phocion " let him per-
" When you see such a dreadful fire near you, mit me always to retain that character, as well
would you plunge Athena into it? For my part, as really to be that man." The envoys then
I will not surfer you to ruin yourselves, though went home with him, and when they saw the
your inclinations lie that way; and to prevent frugality that reigned there, his wife baking
every step of that kind is the end I proposed bread, himself drawing water, and afterward!
in taking the command." washing his own feet, they urged him the more

When Alexander had destroyed Thebes, he to receive the present. They told him, " It
"ent to the Athenians, and demanded that they jave them real uneasiness, and was indeed an
ehould deliver up to him Demosthenes, Lycur- intolerable thing, that the friend of so great a

gus, Hyperides, and Chandemus. The whole prince should live in such a wretched manner."
assembly cast their eyes upon Phocion, and At that instant a poor old man happening to
called upon him often by name. At last he pass by, in a mean garment, Phocion asked the
rose up; and placing him by one of his friends, envoys, " Whether they thought worse of him

who had the greatest share in his confidence than of that man?" As they begged of him not
and affection, he expressed himself as follows: to make such a comparison, he rejoined, " Yet
" The persons whom Alexander demands have that man lives upon less than I do, and is con-

brought the commonwealth into such miserable tented. In one word, it will be to no purpose

circumstances, that if he demanded even my for me to have so much money, if I do not use
friend Nicocles, I should vote for delivering it; and if I was to live up to it, I should bring
bun up. For my own part, I should think it the both myself, and the king, your master, under

the censure of the Athenians." Thus the moneygreatest happiness to die for you all. At the was carried back from Athens and, the whole
same tune, I am not without compassion for
the poor Thf;bans who have taken refuge here; transaction was a good lesson to the Greeks,

That the man who did not want such a sum of
but it is enough for Greece to weep for Thebes, money mas richer than he who could bestow it.

* These words are addressed to Ulyssei,byhis com- Displeased at the refusal of his present,
p*f.-mn*, to restrain hmi from provoking the giant, Alexander wrote to Phocion, " That he could
Polyphemus, after they were escaped out of his cafe,and nut ou board their ship. not number those among his friends who would

not receive bis favours." Yet Phocion even
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thin would not take the money. However, inclination to luxury, he carried him to Laca-
h« desired the king to set at liberty Eche- dzmon, and put him among the young men who
cratides the sophist, and Athenodorus the Ibc were brought up in all the rigour of the an-
riao, as also Demaratus and Sparto, two Rho- cient discipline. This gave the Athenians no
diaas, who were taken up for certain crimes, little offence, because it shewed in what con-
»nd ktpt in custody at Sardig. Alexander tempt he held the manners and customs of his
granted his request immediately; and after- own country. Demadas, one day, said to him,
wards, when he sent Craterus into Macedonia, " Why do not we, Phocion, persuade the peo-
ordered him to give Phocion his choice of' one ple to adopt the Spartan form of government?
of these four cities in Asia, Cios, Gergithus, If you choose it, I will propose a decree for it,
BIylwsa, or Elsea. At the same time ne was and support it in the best manner I am able."
to assure him, that the king would be much "Yes, indeed," said Phocion, "it would be-
more disobliged if he refused his second offer. come you much, with all those perfumes about
But Phocion was not to be prevailed upon, you, and that pride of dress, to launch out in
and Alexander died soon after. praise of Lycorgus and the Lacedzmonian

Phocion'a house is shewn to this day in the frugality."
borough of Melita, adorned with some plates Alexander wrote to the Athenians for a sup-
af copper, but otherwise plain and homely. ply of ships, and the orators opposing it, the

Of his first wife we have no account, except senate asked Phocion his opinion. " I am of
that she was sister to Cephisodotus the statuary. opinion," said he, " that you should either
The other was a matron, no less celebrated have the sharpest sword, or keep upon good
among the Athenians for her modesty, pru- term, with those who have."
dence, and simplicity of manners, than Pho- Pytheas the orator, when he first began to
cian himself was for his probity. It happened speak in public, had a torrent of words and
one day, when some new tragedians were to the most consummate assurance. Upon which
act before a full audience, one of the players, Phocion said, " Is it for thee to prate so who
who was to personate the queen, demanded a art but a novice amongst us?"
suitable mask (and attire,) together with a When Harpaulus had traitorously carried off
large train of attendants, richly dressed; and, Alexander's treasures from Babylon, and came
as all these things were not granted him, he with them from Asia to Attica, a number of the
was out of humour, and refused to make his mercenary orators flocked to him, in hopes of
appearance; by which means the whole busi- sharing in the spoil. He gave these lomo
ness of the theatre was at a stand. But Me- small taste of his wealth, but to Phocion he
lanthius, who was at the charge of the exhibi- sent no less than aeven hundred talents; assur-
tion, pushed him in, and said, " Thou seest ing him, at the same time, that he might com-
the wife of Phocion appear in public with one mand his whole fortune, if he would take him
maid-servant only, and dost thou come here to into his protection. But his messengers found
"hew thy pride, and to spoil our women f As a disagreeable reception: Phocion told them
Melantliius spoke loud enough to be heard, the that " Harpalus should repent it, if he con-
audience received whit he had said with a ihim- tinued thus to corrupt the city." And the
der of applause. When this second wife of Pho- traitor, dejected at his disappointment, stopped
cion entertained in her house an Ionian lady, his hand. A few days after, a general assem-
one of her friends, the lady shewed her her bly being held on this affair, he found that the
bracelets and necklaces, which had all the mag- men who had taken his money, in order to ex-
nificence that gold and jewels could give them. culpate themselves, accused him to the people,
Upon which the good matron said, "Phocion is while Phocion, who would accept of nothing,
my ornament, who is now called the twentieth was inclined to serve him, as far as might be
time to the command of the Athenian armies." consistent with the public good. Harpalus,

The son of Phocion was ambitious of trying therefore, paid his court to him again, and
his skill in the games of thepetnaCierue,' and took every method to thake his integrity, but
his father permitted him to make the trial, on he found the fortress on all sides impregnable.
condition that it was in the foot-races; not that Afterwards he applied to Charicles, Phocion'g
he set any value upon the victory, but he did son-in-law, and his success with him gave just
it that the preparations and previous exercise cause of offence; for all the world saw how
might be of service to him; for the young man intimate he was with him, and that all his bu
was of a disorderly turn, and addicted to drink- siness went through his hands. Upon the death
ing. Phocus, (that was his name) gained the of his mistress Pythionice, who had brought
victory, and a number of his acquaintance desir- him a daughter, he even employed Clundi-s
ed to celebrate it by entertainments at their to get a superb monument built for htr, and
houses; but that favour waa granted only to for that purpose furnisticd him with vast sums.
one. When Phocion came to the house, he This commission, dishonourable enough in it
saw every thing prepared in the most extrava- self, became more so by the manner in which
gant manner, and, among the rest, that wine he acquitted himself of it. For the monument
mingled with spices waa provided for washing is still to be seen at Hcrrnos, on the road be-
the feet of the guests. He therefore called tween Athens and Elcusis, and there appears
his son to him, and said, "Phocus, why do you nothing in it answerable to the charge of thirty
suffer your friends thus to sully the honour of talents, which was the account that Charicleg
vour victory ?'1)- brought in." After the death of Harpaliis,

In order to correct in his Bon entirely that Charicles and Phocion took his daughter under
* Set the life of Tlicscui. * Yet Pausanias says, it was one of the complclest
t Th« victory was gained by means of abstemiotu- and most curious performances of all the ancii lit worki

aeji and laborious tier cite, to which such indulgence in Grrece. According lo him, it ttoud ou tin other
*erc quite contrary. lide of the rivtr Cephuui.

Li
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their guardianship, and educated her with great if Phocion was elected general, he would be
care. At last, Charicles was called to account for putting an end to it, instructed a roan that
by the public for the money he had received of was little known, to make a motion in the as-
Harpalus; and he desired Phocion to support sembly, importing, " Tnat, as an old friend
him with his interest, and to appear with him and school-fellow of Phocion, he desired the
in the court. But Phocion answered, "I made people to spare him, and preserve him for the
you my eon-in-law only for just and honoura-most pressing occasions, because there was not
ble purposes." another man in their dominions to be compared

The first person that brought the news of to him." At the same time he was to recom-
AJexander's death was Asclepiadcs the son of mend Antiphilus for the command. The Athe-
Hipparchus. Demadcs desired the people to nians embracing the proposal, Phocion stood
give no credit to it: " For," said he, " if Alex- up and told them, " He never was that man's
ander were dead, the whole world would smell school-fellow, nor had he any acquaintance
the carcass." And Phocion, seeing the Athe- with him, but from this moment," said he,
nians elated, and inclined to raise new com- turning to him, I shall number thee amongst
motions, endeavoured to keep them quiet. my best friends, since thou hast advised what
Many of the orators, however, ascended the is most agreeable to me."
rostrum, and assured the people, that the ti- The Athenians were strongly inclined to
dings of Asclepiades, were true; "Well then," prosecute the war with the Boeotians; and
said Pnocion, "if Alexander is dead to-day, Phocion at first as strongly opposed to it. Hii
he will be so to-morrow, and the day following; friends represented to him, that this violent op-
so that we may deliberate on that event at our position of his would provoke them to put him
leisure, and take our measures with safety." to death. " They may do it, if they please,"

When Leosthenes, by his intrigues, had in- said he; " It will be unjustly, if I advise them
vo'ved Athens in the Lamian war, and saw for the best; but justly, if I should prevaricate."
how much Phocion was displeased at it, he However, when he saw that they were not to
asked him in a scoffing manner, "What good be persuaded, and that they continued to be-
he had done his country, during the many years siege him with clamour, he ordered a herald to
that he was general?" "And dost thou think make proclamation, " That all the Athenians,
it nothing, then," said Phocion, " for the Athe- who were not more than sixty years above the
nians to be buried in the sepulchres of their age of puberty, should take five days' pro-
ancestors?" As Leosthenes continued to ha- visions, and follow him immediately from the
rangue the people in the most arrogant and pom- assembly to the field."
pous manner, Phocion said, "Young man, your This raised a great tumult, and the old men.
speeches are like cypress trees, large and lofty, began to exclaim against the order and to walk
but without fruit." Hyperides rose up and said, off. Upon which Phocion said, " Does this
" Tell us, then, what will be the propectime for disturb you, when I, who am fourscore years
the Athenians to go to war." Phocion answered, old, shall be al the head of you?" That short
" I do not think it advisable till the young men remonstrance had its effect; it made them quiet
keep within the bounds of order and propriety, and tractable. When Micion marched a con-
the rich become liberal in their contributions, siderable corps of Macedonians and mercena-
and the orators forbear robbing the public." ries to Rhamnus, and ravaged the sea-coast

Most people admiped the forces raised by and the adjacent country, Phocion advanced
Leosthenes; and when they asked Phocion his against him with a body of Athenians. On thia
opinion of them, he said, " I like them very occasion a number of them were very imperti-
well for a short race,* but I dread the conse- nent in pretending to dictate or advise him how-
quence of a long one. The supplies, the ships, to proceed. One counselled him to secure
the soldiers, are all very good; but they are the such an eminence, another to send his cavalry
laut we can produce." The event justified his to such a post, and a third pointed out a place
observation. Leosthenes at first gained great fora camp. " Heavens!" said Phocion, " how
reputation by his achievements; for he defeat- many generals we have, and how few soldiers!"
ed the BoMtjzns in a pitched battle, and drove When he had drawn up his army,oneof the
Aiitipater into Lamia. On this occasion the infantry advanced before the ranks; but when
Athenians, borne upon the tide of hope, spent he saw an enemy stepping out to meet him, his
their time in mutual entertainments and in sac- heart failed him, and he drew back to his post.
rifices to the gods. Many of them thought, Whereupon Pbocion said, " Young man, are
too, they hud a fine opportunity to play upon not you ashamed to desert your station twice
Pnocio/i, and asked him, " Whether he should in one day; that in which I had placed you,
cot have wished to have done such great and that in which you had placed yourself?"
thingb?" " Certainly I should," said Phocion; Then he immediately attacked the enemy,
" but still I should advise not to have attempt- routed them, and killed great numbers, among
ed them." And when letters and messengers whom was their general, Micion. The con-
from the army came one after another, with an federate army of the Greeks in Thessaly like-
account of farther success, he said, a When wise defeated Antipater in a great battle,
"hall we have done conquering?" though Leonatus and the Macedonians from

Leosthenes died soon after; and the party Asia had joined him. In this action Antiphi
which was for continuing the war, fearing that lus commanded the foot, and Menon theThes

salian horse; Leonatus v.* among the slain
" Or rather, " I think they may run very well from Soon after this Craterus passed over from

lUrting-post to the extremity of the course : but 1 know Asia with a numerous army, and another battle
not how they will hold it back again." The Grccki was fought in which the Greeks were worsted.had two sort* of races; the itodium. in which they
ran only right out to the goal; and the rfo/itfria, ia The loss, indeed, was not great; and it wai
vbtch they ran right out and then back again. rwmg to the disobedience of the
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loldien, who had young officers f<at did not Phocion's discourse, however, he gave atten-
eiert a proper authority. But this, joined to tion; and answered, that he should grant the
the practice of Antipater upon the cities, made Athenians peace and consider them aa his friend*
the Greeks desert the league, and shamefully on the following conditions: "In the first place,"
betray the liberty of their country. As Anti- said he, " they must deliver up to me Demos-
pater marched directly towa ds Athens, De- thenes and Hyperi.les. In the next place, they
mosthenes and Hyperides fled out of the city. must put their government on the ancient foot-
As for Dcmades, he had not been able, in any ing, when none but the rich were advanced to
degree, to answer the fines that had been laid the great offices of state. A third article is,
upon him; for he had been amerced seven that they must receive a garrison into Muni-
times for proposing edicts contrary to law. chia; and a fourth, that they must pay the ex-
He had also been declared infamous, and in- penses of the war." All the new deputies, ex-
capable of speaking in the assembly. But now, cept Xenocrates, thought themselves happy in
finding himself at full liberty; he moved for an these conditions. That philosopher said, "An
order that ambassadors should be sent to An- tipater deals favourably with us, if he considers
tipater, with full powers to treat of peace. The us as his slaves; but hardly, if he looks upon
people, alarmed at their present situation, call- us aa freemen." Phocion begged for a remis-
ed for Phocion, declaring that he was the only sion of the article of the garrison; and Anti-
man they could trust. Upon which, he said, pater is said to have answered, " Phocion, we
" If you had followed the counsel I gave you, will grant thee every thing, except what would
we should not have had now to deliberate on be the ruin of both us and thee." Others say,
such an affair." Thus the decree passed, and that Antipater asked Phocion, " Whether, if
Phocion was despatched to Antipater, who then he excused the Athenians as to the garrison,
lay with his army in Cadmea,* and was pre- he would undertake for their observing the
paring to enter Attica. other articles, and raising no new commotions?"

His first requisition was, that Antipater Aa Phocion hesitated at this question, Calli
would finish the treaty before he left the camp medon,surnamed Carabua, a violent man, and
in which ne then lay Craterus said, it was an enemy to popular government, started up
an unreasonable demand, that they should re- and said, "Antipater, why do you suffer this
main there to be troublesome to their friends man to amuse you? If he should give you his
and allies, when they might subsist at the ex- word, would you depend upon it, and not abide
pense of their enemies: But Antipater took by your first resolutions.'"
him by the hand, and eaid, " Let us indulge Thus the Athenians were obliged to receive
Phocion so far." As to the conditions, he in- a Macedonian garrison, which was command-
sisted that the Athenians should leave them to ed by Menyllus, a man of great moderation,
him, as he had done at Lamia, to their general and the friend of Phocion. But that precau-
Leosthenes. tion appeared l» be dictated by a wanton van-

Phocion went and reported this preliminary ity; rather an abuse of power to the purpose*
to the Athenians, which they agreed to out of of insolence, than a measure necessary for the
necessity; and then returned to Thebes, with conqueror's T.flairs. It was more severely felt
other ambassadors; the principal of whom vvas by the Atnemsns, on account of the time the
Xenocrates the philosopher. For the virtue garrison entered; which was the twentieth of
and reputation ot the latter were so great and the month of September,* when they were
illusr'oufl. that the Athenians thought there celebrating the great mysteries, and the very
couii; oe nothing in human nature, so insolent, day that they carried the god Bacchus in pro-
sava6-. and ferocious, as not to feel some im- cession from the city to Eleusis. The disturb-
pressions of respect and reverence at the sight ances they saw in the ceremonies gave many
of him. It happened, however, otherwise with of the people occasion to reflect on the differ-
Antipater, through his extreme brutality and ence of the divine dispensations with respect
antinathy to virtue; for he -mbraced the rest to Athens in the.present and in ancient times.
with ?reat cordiality, but would not even speak " Formerly," said they, " mystic visions were
to Xenocrates; which gave him occasion to seen, and voices, heard, to the great happiness
"ay, " Antipater doe* veil in being ashamed of the republic, and the terror and astonish-
before me, and mt ^my, of his injurious de- ment of our enemies. But now, during the
cigns against Athens." same ceremonies, the gods look without con-

Xenocrates afterwards attempted to speak, cern upon the severest misfortunes that can
but Antipater, in great anger, interrupted him, happen to Greece, and suffer the holiest, and
and would not suffer him to proceed.f To what was once the most agreeable time in the

year, to be profaned, and rendered the date ot" Daeier, without any necessity, supposes that Plu-
tarch uses the word Cadmea for Boeoiia. In a poetical our greatest calamities.
way, it is, indeed, capable of being understood so; but A few days before, the Athenians had re-
It is plain from what follows, that Antipater then lay ceived an oracle from Dodona, which warned
at Thebes, and probably in the Cadmea or citadel. them to secure the promontories of Diana

t Yet he had behaved to him with great kindness
when he was scat to ransom the prisoner*. AntipaLcr, against strangers. And about this time, upon
on that occasion, took the first opportunity to invite washing the eacred fillets with which they bino
mm to supper, and Xenocrates answered, in those the mystic beds, instead of the lively purple
verses of Homer which Ulysses addressed to Circe, they used to have, they changed to a faint dead
who pressed him to partake of the delicacies the had colour. What added to the wonder was, thai
provided:-

111 fits it me, whose friends are sunk to beasts,
To quaff thy bowls, and Hot in thy feasts, Anlipater was so charmed with the happy applic*
Me wouldst Ihou please ? For them thy cares employ, tion of these verses, that he released all the prisoner*
And them to me restore, and me '^Joy. * Boedromion.
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all the linen belonging to private persons, which siderable sum of money. But he said, " Neith
was washed in the same water, retained its er is Menyllus a greater man, than Alexander.
former lustre. And as aprieat was washing a nor have I greater reason to receive a present
pig in that part of the port called Cantharua, now than 1 had then." The governor pressed
a large fish seized the hinder parts, and de- him to take it at least for hie son Phocus; but
voured them as far as the belly; by which the he answered, " If Phocus becomes sober, bu
gods plainly announced, that they would lose father's estate will be sufficient for him; and
the lower parts of the city neit the sea, and if he continues dissolute, nothing will be so."
keep the upper. He gave Antipater a more severe answer, when

The garrison commanded by Menyllus, did he wanted him to do something inconsistent
no sort of injury to the citizens. But the num- with hie probity. "Antipater," said he, " can

ber excluded, by another article of the treaty, not have me both for a friend and a flatterer."
on account of their poverty, from a share in And Antipater himself used to Bay, " I have

the government, was upwards of twelve thou- two friends in Athens, Phocion and Demades:
sand. Such of these as remained in Athens, it is impossible either to persuade the one to
appeared to be in a state of misery and dis- any thing, or to satisfy the other." Indeed,
grace; and such as migrated to a city and lands Phocion had his poverty to shew as a proof of
in Thrace, assigned them by Antipater, looked his virtue; for, though he BO often commanded
upon themselves as no better than a conquered the Athenian armies, and was honoured with
people transported into a foreign country. the friendship of so many kings, he grew old in

The death of Demosthenes in Calauna, and indigence; whereas Demades paraded with his
that of Hyperides at Cleonae, of which we have wealth, even in instances that were contrary
given an account in another place, made the to law: for there was a Jaw at Athens that no
Athenians remember Alexander and Philip foreigner should appear in the chorusses upon
"with a regret which seemed almost inspired by the stage, under the penalty of a thousand
affection.* The case was the same with them drachmas, to be paid by the person who gave
now, as it was with the countryman afterwards the entertainment. Yet Demades, in his ex-
upon the death of Antigonus. Those who kill- hibition, produced none but foreigners; and he
ed that prince, and reigned in his stead, were paid the thousand drachmas fine for each, though
"o oppressive and tyrannical, that a Phrygian their number was a hundred. And when his
peasant, who was digging the ground, being son Demea was married, he said, " When I
asked what he was seeking, said, with a sigh, married your mother, the next neighbour hardly
" I am seeking for Antigonus." Many of the knew it; but kings and princes contribute to
Athenians expressed equal concern, now, when the expense of your nuptials.
they remembered the great and generous turn The Athenians were continually importuning
of mind in those kings, and how easily their Phocion to persuade Antipater to withdraw the
aiger was appeased: whereas Antipater, who garrison; but whether it was that he despaired
endeavoured to conceal his power under the of success, or rather because he perceived that
mask of a private man, a mean habit, and a the people were more sober and submissive to
plain diet, was infinitely more rigorous to those government, under fear of that rod, he always
under his command} and, in fact, an oppressor declined the commission. The only thing that
and a tyrant. Yet, at the request of Phocion, he asked and obtained of Antipater was, that
he recalled many persons from exile: and to the money which the Athenians were to pay
such as he did not choose to restore to their for the charges of the war, should not be in-
own country, granted a commodious situation; sisted on immediately, but a longer term grant-
for, instead of being forced to reside, like other ed. The Athenians, finding that Phocion would
exiles, beyond the Ceraunian mountains, and not meddle with the affair of the garriaon, ap-
the promontory of Tsnarus, he suffered them plied to Demades, who readily undertook it
to remain in Greece, and settle in Peloponne-In consequence of this, he and his son took a
sus. Of this number was Agnonides, the in- journey to Macedonia. It should seem, his
former. evil genius led him thither; for he arrived just

In Borne other instances, he governed with at the time when Antipater was in his last ill-
equity. He directed the police of Athens in a ness; and when Cassander, now absolute mas-
just and candid manner; raising the modest ter of every thing, had intercepted a letter
and the good to the principal employments; written by Demades to Antigonus in Asia, in
and excluding the uneasy and the seditious viting him to come over and seize Greece and
from all offices; so that having no opportunity Macedonia, "which," he said, "hung only
to excite troubles, the spirit of faction died upon an old rotten stalls;" so he contemptu-
away; and he taught them, by little and little, ously called Antipater. Cassander no sooner
to love the country, and apply themselves to saw him, than he ordered him to be arrested;
agriculture. Observing, one day, that Xenoc- and first he killed his son before his eyes, and
rates paid a tax as a stranger, he offered to so near, that the blood spouted upon him, and
make him a present of his freedom ; but he re- filled his bosom; then, after having reproached
fused it, and assigned this reason:-" I will him with his ingratitude and perfidioueness, h«
never be a member of that government, to pre- slew him likewise.
vent the establishment of which I acted in a Antipater, a little before his death, had ap-
public character." pointed Polyperchon general, and given Cas-

Menyllus was pleased to offer Phocion a con- sandcr the command of a thousand men. But
Cassander, far from being satisfied with such

" The cruel diipoition of Antipater,-who had insist-
ed upon Demosthenes and Hvptrides being given up an appointment, hastened to seize the supreme
to his revenge, made the couduct of Philip and Alei- power, and immediately sent Nicanor to tak«
tbtlrr cotijamtm-Jr amiable. the command oljthe garrison from Meujllus, and
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to iecure Munychia before the news of his fa to any of those things. Nay, when Philo-
Iher's death got abroad. This scheme was car medes, of the borough of Lampra, got an edict
tied into execution; and, a few days after, the made, that all the Athenians should take up
Athenians being informed of the death of An- arms, and obey the orders of Phocion, he took
tipater, accused Phocion of being privy to that no care to act in pursuance of it, till Nicanor
event, and concealing it out of friendship to had brought his troops out of Munychia, and
Nicauor. Phocion, however, gave himself no carried his trenches round the Pirxus. Then,
pain about it; on the contrary, he conversed Phocion would have led the Athenians against
familiarly with Nicanor; and, by his assiduities, him; but by this time, they were become ma-
not onjy rendered him kind and obliging to tinous, and looked upon him with contempt.
the Athenians, but inspired him with an ambi At this juncture arrived Alexander, the son
tion to distinguish himself by exhibiting games of Polyperchon, with an army, under pretence
and shows to the people of assisting the city against Nicanor; but, in

Meantime Polyperchon, to whom the care of reality, to avail himself of his fatal divisions,
the king's person was committed,* in order to and to seize it, if possible, for himself. For
countermine Cassander, wrote letters to the the exiles who entered the town with him, the
Athenians, importing, " That the king restor- foreigners, and such citizens as had been stig-
ed them their ancient form of government;" matized as infamous, with other mean people,
according to which, all the people had a right resorted to him, and altogether made up a
to public employments. This was a snare he strange disorderly assembly, by whose suffrages
laid for Phocion. For, being desirous of mak- the command was taken from Phocion, aiid
ing himself master of Athens (as soon appear-other generals appointed. Had not Alexander
ed from bis actions,) he was sensible that be been seen alone near the walls in conference
could not effect any thing while Phocion was in with Nicanor, and by repeated interviews,
the way. He saw, too, that his expulsion would given the Athenians cause of suspicion, the
be no difficult task, when all who had been city could not have escaped the danger it wa»
excluded from a share in the administration in. Immediately the orator Agnonides singled
were restored; and the orators and public out Phocion, and accused him of treason;
informers were once more masters of the tri- which so much alarmed Callimedon and Peri-
bunals. cles,* that they fled out of the city. Phocion,

As these letters raised great commotions with such of his friends as did not forsake him,
among the people, Nicanor was desired to repaired to Polyperchon. Solon of Plata;, and
epeakf to them on that subject in the Piraeus; Dinarchua of Corinth, who passed for the
and, for that purpose entered their assembly, friends and confidants of Polyperchon, out of
trusting his person with Phocion. Dercyllus, regard to Phocion, desired to be of the party.
who commanded for the king in the adjacent But Dinarchus falling ill by the way, they were
country, laid a scheme to seize him; but Nica- obliged to stop many days at Elatea. In the
nor getting timely information of bis design, mean lime, Archestratus proposed a decree,
guarded against it, and soon shewed that he and Agnonides got it passed, that deputies
would wreak bis vengeance on the city. Pho- should be sent to Polyperchon, with an accu-
cion then was blamed for letting him go when sation against Phocion.
he had him in his hands; but he answered, The two parties came up to Polypercon at
" He could confide in Nicanor's promises, and the same time, as he was dpon his march with
"aw no reason to suspect him of any ill design." the king,f near Pharuges, a town of Phocis,
" However," said he, " be the issue what it sitruated at the foot of Mount Acroriam, now
may, I had rather be found suffering than doing called Galate. There Polyperchon placed the
what is unjust." ;ing under a golden canopy, and his friends on

This answer of his, if we examine it with each side of him; and, before he proceeded to
respect to himself only, will appear to be en- any other business, gave orders that Dinarchua
tirely the result of fortitude and honour; but, should be put to the torture, and afterwards
when we consider that he hazarded the safety despatched. This done, he gave the Athenians
of his country, and, what is more, that he was audience. But, as they filled the place with
general and first magistrate, I know not wheth- noise and tumult, interrupting each other with
er he did not violate a stronger and more re- mutual accusations to the council, Agnonides
spectable obligation. It is m vain to allege Dressed forward and said, " Put us all in one
that Phocion was afraid of involving Athens cage, and send us back to Athens, to give ac
in * war; and for that reason would not seize count of our conduct there." The king laugh-
the person of Nicanor; and that he only urged ed at the proposal; but the Macedonians who
tile obligations of justice and good faith, that attended on that occasion, and the strangers
Nicanor, by a grateful sense of euch behaviour, who were drawn thither by curiosity, were de-
night be prevailed upon to be quiet, and think sirous of hearing the cause; and therefore
of no injurious attempt against the Athenians. made signs to the deputies to argue the matter
For the truth is, he had such confidence in there. However it was far from being con-
Nicanor, that when hn had accounts brought ducted with impartiality. Polyperchon often io-
him from several hands of hia designs upon the
Piraus, of his ordering a body of mercenaries " Pericla here looks like in erroneous reading. \(-
to Salamis, and of his bribing some of the inhab- erwards we find, not Periclet, but Charities, men-
itants of the Pirx'us, he would give no credit tioned along with Callimedon. Charities was Pho-

cion'i son-in-law.

* The ion of Alexander, who was yet very young. t This was Aridzus, the natural son of Philip. After
i Nicanor kn«v» that Polyperchon's proposal lo re- some of Alexander1! general! had raised him to the

ttore the democracy was merely a snare, and be wanted hrone for their own purposes, he took the name of
ID make the Athenian nujiblc of it. Philip, and reigned t\t years and " few tnoutlu.
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terrupted Phocion, who at last was so provok before execution; and insisted, that the rack
ed, tnat he struck his staff upon the ground and its managers should be sent for immediate-
and would speak no more. Hegemon said ly. But Agnonides, observing that Clitus vra»
Polyperchon himself could bear witness to hi displeased at that proposal, and looking upon
affectionate regard for the people; and tha it himself as a barbarous and detestable thing,
general answered, " Do you come here t said, " When we take that villain Callimedon,
slander me before the king?" Upon this th< let us put him to the torture; but, indeed, ray
king started up, and was going to run Hegemon fellow-citizens, I cannot consent that Phocion
through with his spear; but Polyperchon pre- should have such hard measure." Upon this,
vented him; and the council broke up inline one of the better disposed Athenians cried out,
diately. "Thou art certainly right; for if we torture

The guards then surrounded Phocion am Phocion, what must we do to thee?" There
his party, except a few, who, being at some was, however, hardly one negative when the
distance, muffled themselves up, and fled. Clitus sentence of death was proposed; all the people
carried the prisoners lo Athens, under colou gave their voices standing; and some of them
of having them tried there, but, in reality, onli even crowned themselves with flowers, as if it
to have them put to death, as persons already had been a matter of festivity. With Phocion
condemned. The manner of conducting the there were Nicocles, Thudippus, Hegemon,
thing made it a more melancholy scene. The and Pythocles. As for Demetrius the Phale
prisoners were carried in carts through the rean, Callimedon, Charicles, and some others,
Ceramicus to the theatre, where Clitus shut who were absent, the same sentence was past-
them up till the Jlrchons had assembled the ed upon them.
people. From this assembly neither slaves, After the assembly was dismissed, the con-
nor foreigners, nor persons stigmatized as infa- victs were sent to prison The embraces of
mous, were excluded; the tribunal and the their friends and relations melted them into
theatre were open to all. Then the king's let- tears; and they all went on bewailing their
ter was read; the purport of which was " That fate, except Phocion. His countenance was
he had found the prisoners guilty of treason the same as when the people sent him out to
but that he left it to the Athenians, as free- command their armies; and the beholders could
men, who were to be governed by their own not but admire his invincible firmness and mag-
laws, to pass sentence upon them." nanimity. Some of his enemies, indeed, reviled

At the same time Clitus presented them to him as he went along; and one of them even
the people. The best of the citizens, when spit in his face: upon which, he turned to the
they saw Phocion, appeared greatly dejected, magistrates, and said, " Will nobody correct
and, covering their faces with their mantles, this fellow's rudeness?" Thudippus, when he
began to weep. One, however, had the cour- saw the executioner pounding the hemlock,
age to say, " Since the king leaves the deter- began to lament what hard fortune it was for
mination of so important a matter to the peo him to suffer unjustly on Phocion's account.
pie, it would be proper to command all slaves " What then!" said the venerable sage, " dost

and strangers to depart." But the populace, thou not think it an hononr to die with Pho-
instead of agreeing to that motion, cried out, cion?" One of his friends asking him whether
' It would be much more proper to stone all le had any commands to his son; " Yes," said
the favourers of oligarchy, all the enemies of le, " by all means, tell him from me, to forget
the people," After which, no one attempted the ill treatment I have had from the Athe-
to offer any thing in behalf of Phocion. It was nians." And when Nicocles, the most faithful
with much difficulty that he obtained permis- of his friends, begged that he would let him
sion to speak. At last, silence being made, he drink the poison before him; " This," said he,
Said, " Do you design to take away my life Nicocles, is a hard request; and the thing
justly or unjustly?" Some of them answering, must give me great uneasiness; but since I
"Justly;" he said, "How can you know wheth- lave obliged you in every instance through life,
er it will be justly, if you do not hear me first?" '. will do the same in this."
As he did not find them inclinable in the least When they came all to drink, the quantity
to hear him, he advanced some paces forward, >roved not sufficient; and the executioner re-
and said, " Citizens of Athens, I acknowledge used to prepare more, except he had twelve
I have done you injustice; and for my faults in drachmas paid him, which was the price of a
the administration, adjudge myself guilty of ull draught. As this occasioned a troublesome
death;* but why will you put these men to delay, Phocion called one of his friends, and
death, who have never injured you?" The pop- said, " Since one cannot die on free cost at
ulaco made answer, " Because they are friends Athens, give the man his money," This exe
to you." Upon which he drew back,- and cution was on the nineteenth day of JlprH,*
resigned himself quietly to his fate. when there was a procession of horsemen ia

Agnunides then read the decree he had pre- lonour of Jupiter. As the cavalcade passed
pared; according to which, the people were to >y, some took off their chaplets from their
declare by their suffrages whether the pris- leads; others shed tears, as they looked at the
oners appeared to be guilty or not; and if they mson doors; all who had not hearts entirely
appeared so, they were to suffer death. When avage, or were not corrupted by rage and
the decree was read, some called for an addi- jnvy, looked upon it as a most impious thing,
tional clause for putting Phocion to the torture not to have reprieved them at least for that

ay, and so to have kept the city unpolluted on
" Jt mi the custom for the person accused to lay the festival.

"ome penalty on himself. Phocion chooses the highest, However, the enemies of Phocion, as if
thinking it might be a means to reconcile the Atheni-
ans to hit frienJi; but it had not that effect " llunycnan.
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"omething had been wanting to their triumph, virtues of justice and sobrietj, they had lost.
got an order that his body should not be suf- The people erected his statue in brass, and
fered to remain within the bounds of Attica; buried his remains at the public expense.
nor that any Athenian should furnish fire for Agnonides, his principal accuser, they put to
the funeral pile. Therefore no friend durst death, in consequence of a decree for that pur-
touch it; but one Conopion, who lived by such pose. Epicurut and Demophilus, the other
services, for a sum of money, carried the two, fled from Athens; but afterwards fell into
corpse out of the territories of Eleusis, and got the hands of Phocion's son, who punished them
fire for the burning of it in those of Megara. A as they deserved. This son of his was, in other
woman of Megara; who happened to assist at respects, a worthless man. He was in love
me ceremony with, her maid-servants, raised a with a girl who waa in a state of servitude, and
cenotaph upon the spot, and performed the cus- belonged to a trader in such matters; and hap-
tomary libations. The bones she gathered up pening one day to hear Theodorug the atheist
carefully into her lap, carried them by night to maintain this argument in the Lyceum, "That
her own house, and interred them under the if it is no shame to ransom a friend, it is no
hearth. At the same time she thus addressed shame to redeem a mistress," the discourse
the domestic gods: " Ye guardians of this place, was so flattering to his passion, that he
to you I commit the remains of this good man. went immediately and released his female
Do you restore them to the sepulchre of his friend.*
ancestors, when the Athenians shall once more The proceedings against Phocion put the
listen to the dictates of wisdom." Greeks in mind of those against Socrates. The

The time was not long before the situation treatment of both was equally unjust, and the
of their affairs taught them how vigilant a ma- calamities thence entailed upon Athens were
gistrate, and how excellent a guardian of the perfectly similar.t

CATO THE YOUNGER.

THE family of Cato had its first lustre and di»- was but rarely that his countenance was soft-
tinction from his great grandfather, Cato the ened to a smile. He was not quickly or easily
Censor," a man whose virtue, as we have ob- moved to anger; but it was difficult to appease
served in his Life, ranked him with persons his resentment, when once excited.
of the greatest reputation and authority in His apprehension was slow, and his leam
Rome. The Utican Cato, of whom we are ing came with difficulty; but what he had once
now speaking, was left an orphan, together learned he long retained. It is, indeed, a
with his brother Cajpio, and his sister Porcia. common case for persons of quick parts to have
He had also another sister called Servilia, but weak memories, but what is gamed with labour
she was only sister by the mother's side.f The and application is always retained the longest:
orphans were brought up in the bouse of Livius for every hard-gained acquisition of science ia
Drusus, their mother's brother, who at that time a kind of annealing upon the mind. The in-
had great influence in the administration; to flexibility of his disposition seems also to have
which he waa entitled by his eloquence, his retarded hia progress in learning; for to learn
wisdom, and dignity of mind: excellencies that is to submit to a new impression; and those
put him on an equality with the best of the Ro- submit the moat easily -who have the least pow-
mans. er of resistance. Thus young men are more

Cato, we are told, from his infancy discov- persuasible than the old, and the sick than
ered in his voice, his look, and his very diver- such as are well; and, in general, assent ii
sions, a firmness and solidity, which neither most easily gained from those who are least
passion nor any thing else could move. He able to find doubts and difficulties. Yet Cato
pursued every object he had in view with a is said to have been very obedient to his pre-
vigour far above his years, and a resolution ceptor, and to have done whatever he was com-
that nothing could resist. Those who were manded; only he would always inquire the
inclined to flatter were sure to meet with a se- reason, and ask why such a thing was enjoin
vere repulse, and to those who attempted to ed. Indeed, his preceptor Sarpedon (for that
intimidate him, he waa still more untractable. was his name) was a man of engaging manners,
Scarce any thing could make him laugh, and it who chose rather to govern by reason than by

violence.

* Cato (he Cenior, at a very l»te period of life, mar- While Cato was yet a child, the Italian alried Salonia, daughter of his own steward. There nu
t family,however, from the second match, which flour- lies demanded to be admitted citizens of Rome.
ished when that which came from the first was extinct.

f Servilia was Dot his only «isler by the mother's " It appears, from the ancient comedy, that it wu
tide; there were three of them; one, the mother of no uncommon thing for the youug men of Athens to
Brutus, who killed Caesar: another, married to Lucul- take their mistresses out of such lbop«; and, after thn
lui; and a third to Juniuj Silanui. Ccpio, too, was had released them from servitude, to marry them.
ftii brother by the mother's tide. t Socrates wa» put lo death eighty-two years befor*
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Popedius Silo, a man of great name as a sol- Sylla and the father of Cato, indu .ed him some
dier, and powerful among hi» people, had a times to send for the young man and his bra
friendship with Drusus, and lodged a long time ther Cspio, and to Ulk familiarly with them,
in hi§ house during this application. As he a favour, which, by reason of his Jignity, ha
was familiar with Ihecluldren, he said to them conferred on very few. Sarpedou thinking
one day, " Come, my good children, desire such an intercourse a great advantage to hn
your uncle to assist us in our solicitation for scholar, both in point of honour and safety,
the freedom. Cxpio smiled, and readily gave often took Cato to pay his respects to the dic-
his promise; but Cato made no answer. And tator. Sylla's bouse at that time looked like
as he was observed to look with a fixed and nothing but a place of execution; such were
iinkim' eve upon the strangers, Popedius con- the numbers of people tortured and put to death
tinued, And you, my little man, what do you there. Cato, who was now in his fourteenth
eay? Will not you give your guests your inter- year, seeing the heads of many illustrious per-
est with your uncle, as well as your brother?" sonages carried out, and observing that the by-
Cato still refusing to answer, and appearing by slanders sighed in secret at these scenes of
bis silence and his looks inclined to deny the blood, asked his preceptor, " Why somebody
request, Popedius took him to the window and did not kill that man?" " Because," said he,
threatened, if he would not promise, to throw " they fear him more than they bale him."
him out. This he did in a harsh tone, and at " Why then," said Cato, " do not you give me
the same time gave him several shakes, as if a sword, that I may kill him, and deliver my
be was going to let him fall. But as the child country from slavery."' When Sarpedon heard
bore this a long time without any marks of such a speech from the boy, and saw with what
concern or fear, Popedius set him down, and a stern and angry look he uttered it, he wag
said softly to his friends, " This child is the greatly alarmed, and watched him narrowly
glory of Italy. I verily believe, if he were a afterwards, to prevent his attempting some rash
man, that we should not get one vote among action.
the people." When he was but a child, he was asked one

Another time, when a relation invited young day, " Whom he loved most?" and he answer
Cato, with other children, to celebrate his ed, " His brother." The person who put the
birth-day, most of the children went to play question, then asked him " Whom he loved
together in a corner of the house. Their play next?" and again he said "His brother:"
was to mimic a court of justice," where some " Whom in the third place?" and still it waa
were accused in form, and afterwards carried " His brother:" and so on till he put no more
to prison. One of them, a beautiful boy, being questions to him about it. This affection in-
condemned, and shut up by a bigger boy, who creased with his years, insomuch that when he
acted as olficer, in one of the apartments, call- was twenty years old, if he supped, if he went
ed out to Cato; who, as soon as he understood out into the counlry, if he appeared in the
what the matter was, ran to the door, and, forum, Cajpiomust be with him. But he would
pushing away those who stood there as guards not make use of perfumes as Czpio did; in-
and attempted to oppose him, carried off the deed, the whole course of his life was strict
child, and went home in great anger; most of and austere: so that when Czpio waa some-
the children marching oil with him. times commended for his temperance and so-

These things gained him great reputation, of briety, he would say, " I may have some claim
which the following is an extraordinary in- to these virtues, when compared with other,
stance: when Sylla chose to exhibit a tourna-men; but when I compare myself with Cato, I
ment of hioys, which goes by the name of seem a mere Sippius." Sippius was the namt
Troy,\ and is considered as a sacred exhibi-of a person remarkably effeminate and luxurious.
tion, he selected two bands of young gentle- After Cato had taken upon him the priest-
men, and assigned them two captains, one of hood of Apollo, he changed his dwelling, and
which they readily accepted, on account of his took his share of the paternal estate, which
being the son of Metella, the wife of Sylla; amounted to a hundred and twenty talents.
but the other, named Sextus, though he was But though his fortune was so considerable, his
nephew to Pompey the Great, they absolutely manner of living was more frugal and simple
rejected, and would not go out to exercise under than ever. He formed a particular connexion
him. Sylla then asking them, "Whom they with Antipater of Tyre, the Stoic plulosopher:
would have?" they unanimously cried " Cato;" and the knowledge he was the most studious
and Sextus himself readily yielded the honour of acquiring, was the moral and the political
to him, as a uoy of superior parts. He was carried to every virtue with an im-

The friendship which had subsisted between pulse like inspiration; but his greatesl attach-
ment was to justice, and justice of that se-

* Children's plays are often taken from what is most vere and inflexible kind which is not to be
familiar to them, lu other countries, they are com-
monly formed upon trilling subjects; but the Roman wrought upon by favour or compassion.' He
children acted trials IB the cuurLs of justice, the com- cultivated also that eloquence which is fit for
mand of armies, triumphal processions, and, in later popular assemblies; for as in a great city there
times, the state of emperors. Suetonius tells us, that should be an extraordinary supply for war, so
Nero commanded his son-in-law, Rusinus CrispiDUl, in the political philosophy he thought therethe son of Popaca, a child, to be thrown into the sea,
because he was said to delight in plays of the last-men-should be a provision for troublesome times.
tioned kind. Yet he did not declaim before company, not

f The invention of this game is generally ascribed to
JUcanius. It was celebrated in tne public ci'rcuc, by * Cicero, in his oration for Murena, gi«s us a fine
companies of boys, who were furnished with arms suit- satire upon those maxims of the Stoics which Cato made
able to their strength. They were taken, for the most the rule of his life, and which, as he obserrei, well
fr** gut of the noblest families in Rome, only fit to nourish within the portico.
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go to bear the eierciiej of other young men. but he did it by way of learning to be ashamed
^nd when one of his friend* said, " Cato, the of nothing but what was really shameful, and
world finck fault with your silence:" he an- not to regard what depended only on the esti-
"wered, " No matter, so long as it does not find mation of the world.
"ault with my life. I shall begin to speak when A great estate falling to him by the death of
have things to say that deserve to be known." a cousin-german of the same name, he turned
In the public hill called the Portion, which it into money, to the amount of a hundred tal-

was built by old Cato in his censorship, the tri- ents; and when any of his friends wanted to
ouncs of the people used to hold their court. borrow a sum, he lent it them without interest.
And, as there was a pillar which incommoded If he could not otherwise supply them, he suf
their benches, they resolved either to remove fered even his own land and slaves to be mort
it to a distance, or to take it entirely away. gaged for them to the treasury.
This was the first thing that drew Cato to the He knew no woman before his marriage,
rostra, and even then it was against his inclina- and when he thought himself of a proper age to
tion. However, he opposed the design effect- enter into that state, he set a treaty on foot with
ually, and gave an admirable specimen, both Lepida, who had before been contracted lo Me-
of his eloquence and spirit. For there was tellus Scipio, but, upon Scipio's breaking the
nothing of youthful sallies or finical affectation engagement, was then at liberty. However, be-
in his oratory; all was rough, sensible, and fore the marriage could take place, Scipio re-
strong. Nevertheless, amidst the short and pented; and by the assiduity of bis management
solid turn of the sentences there was a grace and address, succeeded with the lady. Pro-
that engaged the ear; and with the gravity voked at this ill treatment, Cato was desirous
which might be expected from his manners, to go to law for redress; and, as his friends
there was something of humour and raillery overruled him in that respect, youthful resent-
intermixed, which had an agreeable effect. ment put him upon writing some iambics
His voice was loud enough to be heard by such against Scipio, which had all the keenness of Ai-
a multitude of people, and his strength was chilochus, without his obscenity and scurrility.
such, that he often spoke a whole day without After this, he married Atilia the daughter of
being tired. Soranus, who was the first, but not the only

After he had gained his cause, he returned woman he ever knew. In this respect La:lius,
to his former studies and silence. To strengthen the friend of Scipio Africanua, was happier
his constitution, he used the most laborious ex- than he;* for in the course of a long life he had
ercise. He accustomed himself to go bare- only one wife, and no intercouse with any other
beaded in the hottest and coldest weather, and woman.
travelled on foot at all seasons of the year. In the servile warf (I mean that with Spar
His friends, who travelled with him, made use tacus) Gellms was general; and Cato served in
of horses, and he joined sometimes one, some- it as a volunteer, for the sake of his brother
times another, for conversation, as he went Caepio, who was tribune: but he could not dis-
along- In time of sickness, his patience and tinguish his vivacity and courage as he wished,
abstinence were extraordinary. If he happen- because the war was ill conducted. However,
ed to have a fever, he spent the whole day amidst the effeminacy and luxury which then
alone, suffering no person to approach him till prevailed in the army, he paid so much regard
he found a sensible change for the better. to discipline, and, when occasion served, be-

At entertainments they threw the dice for haved with so much spirit and valour as welj
the choice of the messes; and if Cato lost the as coolness and capacity, that he appeared not
first choice, his friends used to offer it to him; in the least inferior to Cato the Censor. Gel-
but he always refused it; " Venus"* said he, lias made him an offer of the best military re-
" forbids." At first he used to rise from table wards and honours; but he would not accept 01
after having drank once; but in process of time allow of them; " For," said he, " I have done
he came to love drinking, and would sometimes nothing that deserves such notice."
spend the whole night over the bottle. His These things made him pass for a man of a
friends excused him by saying, " That the busi- strange and singular turn. Besides, when a,
ness of the state employed him all day, and law was made, that no man who solicited any
left him no time for conversation, and therefore office should take nomenclators with him, he
be spent his evenings in discourse with the was the only one that obeyed it; for when b«
philosophers " And, when one Memmius said applied for a tribunes commission in the army,
in cooipany, " That Cato spent whole nights he had previously made himself master of the
in drinking;" Cicero retorted," But you cannot names of all the citizens. Yet for this he was,
»ay that he spends whole days at play." envied, even by those who praised him. The

Cato saw that a great reformation was want- more they considered the excellence of
ing in the manners and customs of his country, his conduct, the more pain it gave them to
and for that reason he determined to go con- think how hard it was to imitate.
trary to the corrupt fashions which then ob- With a tribune's, commission he was eent
tained. He observed (for instance) that the into Macedonia, where Rubrius the prator
richest and most lively purple was the thing commanded. His wife, \ipon his departure,
most worn, and therefore he went in black. was in great distress, and we are told that
Nay, he often appeared in public after dinner Manatius, a friend of Cato's, in order to com-
bare-footed and without his gown. Not that fort her, said, "Take courage, Atilia; I will
be affected to be talked of for that singularity; * Plutarch leemi to ui lo hare ipoken to feelingly of

the hgpineworthe conjugal connexion, long continue*
* The most favourable cast upon the dice wai called with one affectionate wife, from his own experience

Twui. Horace alludei to it, Ode Tii. lib. 2. t SeventF-oae jt«r» before 4he Chrutiao era
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eake care of your husband." " By all means," While he was with the army in Macedonia,
answered Cato. At the end of the first day's he had notice by letter that his brother Caepio
march, after they had supped, he said, " Come was fallen sick at JEn\u in Thrace. The sea
Munatius, that you may the better pcrforn was extremely rough, and no large vessel to be
your promise to Atilla, you shall not leave me had. He ventured, however, to sail from The«-
either day or night." In consequence of which salonica in a small passage-boat, with two
A'.- ordered two beds in his own tent, and made friends and three servants, and having very
a pleasant improvement upon the matter; for narrowly escaped drowning, arrived at ^Enm
as Munatius always slept by him, it was no just after Czpio expired. On this occasion
be that took care of Cato, but Cato that took Cato shewed the sensibility of a brother, rather
care of him. than the fortitude of a philosopher. He wept,

Cato had with him fifteen slaves, two freed- he groaned, he embraced the dead body; and,
men, and four of his friends. These rode on besides these and other tokens of the greatest
horseback, and he always went on foot; yet he sorrow, he spent vast sums upon his funeral.
kept up with them and conversed with them by The spices and rich robes that were burned with
turns. When he joined the army, which con- him were very expensive, and he erected a mon-
sisted of several legions, Rubriusgave him the ument for him of Thasian marble in the forum
command of one. In this post he thought it no- at .Sinus, which cost no less than tight talents.
thing great or extraordinary to be distinguished Some condemned these things as little agree-
by his own virtue only; it was bis ambition to able to the modesty and simplicity which Cato
make all the troops that were under his care professed in general: but they did not perceive,
like himself. With this view he lessened no- that with all his firmness and inflexibility to
thing of that authority which might inspire fear, the solicitations of pleasure, of terror, and im-
but he called in the support of reason to its as- portunity, he had great tenderness and sensi-
sistance. By instruction and persuasion, as bility in his nature. Many cities and princes
well as by rewards and punishments, he formed sent presents of great value, to do honour to
them so well, that it was hard to say whether the obsequies, but he would not accept any
his troops were more peaceable or more war- thing in money. All that he would receive
like, more valiant or more just. They were was spices and stuffs, and those too only on
dreadful to their enemies, and courteous to condition of paying for them.
their allies; afraid to do dishonourable things, He was left co-heir with Caepio's daughter,
and ambitious of honest praise. to his estate; but when they came to divide it,

Hence, though honour and fame were not he would not charge any part of the funeral
Cato's objects, they flowed in upon him; he expenses to her account. Yet, though he acted
was held in universal esteem, and had entirely so honourably in that affair, and continued ia
the hearts of his soldiers. For whatever he com- the same upright path, there was one» who
manded others to do, he was the first to do him- scrupled not to write, that he passed his bro-
self. In his dress, his manner of living, and ther's ashes through a seive, in search of the
marching, he resembled the private soldier gold that might be melted down. Surely that
more than the officer; and at the same time, in writer thought himself above being called to
virtue, in dignity of mind, and strength of elo-account for his pen, as n'eJl as for his sword!
quence, he far exceeded all that had the name Upon the expiration of his commission, Cato
of generals. By these means he insensibly gain-was honoured at his departure, not only with
ed the affections of his troops. And, indeed, vir- the common good wishes for his health and
tue does not attract imitation, except the per- ^raises of his conduct, but with tears and the
son who gives the pattern ia beloved as well as noat affectionate embraces; the solJierB spread
esteemed. Those who praise good men with-:heir garments in his way, and kissed his hand:
out loving them, only pay a respect to their nstances of esteem which few generals met
name, but do not sincerely admire their virtue, with from the Romans in those times.
nor have any inclination to follow their example. But before he returned to Rome, to apply

At that time there lived at Pergamus a stoic or a share in the administration, he resolved
philosopher, named Athenodorus, and sur- o visit Asia, and see with his own eyes the
named CordyJio, in great reputation for his manners, customs, and strength of every pro-
knowledge. He was now grown old, and had vince. At the same time he was willing to
long resisted the applications of princes and oblige Deiotarus king of Galatia, who, on ac-
other great men, who wanted to draw him to count of the engagement of hospitality that he
their courts, and offered him their friendship lad entered into with his father, had given him
and very considerable appointments. Cato a very pressing invitation.
thence concluded that it would be in vain to His manner of travelling was this. Early in

write, or send any messenger to him; and, as ,he morning he sent his baker and his cook to
the laws gave him leave of absence for two the place where he intended to lodge the next
months, he sailed to Asia, and applied to him night. These entered the town in a very mod-
in person, in confidence that his accomplish-est and civil manner, and if they found there
ments would carry his point with him. Ac-no friend or acquaintance of Cato or his fam-
cordingly, by his arguments and the charms of ly, they took up lodgings for him, and pre-
his conversation, he drew him from his pur- lared his supper, at an inn, without giving anf
pose, and brought him with him to the camp; jne the least trouble. If there happened to be
as happy and as proud of this success as if he no inn, they applied to the magistrates for
had made a more valuable capture, or perform-[uarters, and were always satisfied with those
ed a more glorious exploit, than those of Pom- ssigned them. Tery often they were not be
pey and Lucullus, who were then subduing the ievcd to be Cato's servants, but entirely dier»

provinces and kingdoms of the east. * Juljuf Caesar in bii "dn&ento.
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garden, oecanse they came not to the magis-he thought himself under some resttamt in his
trates in a clamorous and threatening manner; proceedings while he stayed, readily dismissed
insomuch that their master arrived before they him. However, amongst all the Romans that
could procure lodgings. It was worse still returned to Rome, to Cato only he recommend-
when Cato himself made his appearance, for ed his wife and children, who indeed were his
the townsmen seeing him sit down on the lug- relations.
gage without speaking a word, took him for a His fame now going before him, the citie*
man of a mean and dastardly spirit. Some- in his way strove which should do him most
times, however, he would send for the magis-honour, by invitations, entertainments, and
trates, and say, " Wretches, why do you not every other mark of regard. On these occa-
learn a proper hospitality? You will not find sions, Cato used to desire his friends to look
all that apply to you Catos. Do not then by well to him, lest he should make good the say-
your ill treatment give those occasion to exert ing of Curio. Curio, who was one of his
their authority, who only want a pretence to particular friends and companions, but dis-
take from you by violence what you give with approved his austerity, asked him one day,
10 much reluctance." " Whether he was inclined to visit Asia when

In Syria, we are told, he met with a humor- his time of service was expired?" Cato an-
ous adventure. When he came to Antioch, swered, " Yes, by all means." Upon which
he saw a number of people ranged in good Curio said, " It IB well; you will return a little
order without the gates. On one side the way more practicable:" using an expressive Latin
stood the young men in their mantles, and on word to that purpose.
the other the boys in their best attire. Some Deiotarus, king of Galatia, being far ad-
wore white robes, and had crowns on their vanced in years, sent for Cato, with a design to
beads; these were the priests and the magis- recommend his children, and all his family, to
trates. Cato imagining that this magnificent his protection. As soon as he came, he offered
reception was intended to do him honour, began him a variety of valuable presents, and urged
to be angry with his servants, who were sent him strongly to accept them; which importunity
before, for not preventing such a compliment. so much displeased him, that though he came
Nevertheless, he desired his friends to alight, in the evening, he stayed only that night, and
and walked with them towards these Antio- went away at the third hour the next morning
chians. When they were near enough to be After he had gone a day's journey, he found at
"poken to, the master of the ceremonies, an Pessinus a greater number of presents, with
elderly man, with a staff and a crown in his letters entreating him to receive them; "or if
hand, addressed himself first to Cato, and with- you will not accept them," said Deiotarus, " at
out so much as saluting him, asked "How far least permit your friends to take them, who de-
Demetrius was behind; and when he might be serve some reward for their services, and yet
eipected." Demetrius was Pompey's freed- cannot expect it out of your own estate." Cato,
man; and, as the eyes of all the world were however, would give them no such permis-
then fixed upon Pompey, they paid more res- sion, though he observed that some of his
pect to this favourite of his than he had any friends cast a longing eye that way, and were
right to claim. Cato's friends were seized visibly chagrined. " Corruption," said he,
with such a fit of laughter that they could not " will never want a pretence. But you shall
recover themselves as they passed through the be sure to share with me whatever I can get
crowd. Cato himself, in some confusion, cried with justice and honour." He therefore sent
out, "Alas', poor city," and said not a word Deiotarus his presents back.
more. Afterwards, however, he used always When he was taking ship for Brundusium,
to laugh when he told the story. his friends advised him to put Czpio's remains

But Pompey took care to prevent the peo- on board another vessel;* but he declared,
ple of Asia from making any more mistakes of " He would sooner part with his life than with
this kind for want of knowing Cato. For Cato. them;" and so he set sail. It is said, the ship
when he came to Ephesus, going to pay his he was in happened to be in great danger,
respects to Pompey, as his superior in point of though all the rest had a tolerable passage.
age and dignity, and as the commander of such After his return to Rome, he spent his lime
great armies; Pompey, seeing him at some either in conversation with Athenodorus at
distance, did not wait to receive him sitting, home, or in the fofuin in the service of his
but rose up to meet him, and gave him his hand friends. Though he was of a proper agef to
with great cordiality. He said much, too, in offer himself for the quEstorship, he would not
commendation of his virtue while he was pres- solicit it till he had qualified himself for that
ent, and spoke more freely in his praise when office, by studying all the laws relating to it,
he was gone. Every one, after this, paid by making inquiries of such as were expe-
great attention to Cato, and he was admired rienced in it; and thus gaining a thorough know
for what before had exposed him to contempt: ledge of its whole intention and process. Im-
for they could now see that his sedate and mediately upon his entering on it, he made a
subdued conduct was the effect of hie greatness great reformation among the secretaries and
of mind. Besides, it was visible that Pompey's other officers of the treasury. The public
behaviour to him was the consequence rather papers, and the rules of court, were what they
of respect than love: and that, though he ex-
pressed his admiration of him when present, he * From a superstition which commonly obtained.
was glad when he was gone. For the other they imagined that a dead body on board a'ship wouM
young Romans that came to see him, he press- raise a storm. Plutarch, by using the word hufpentt
ed much to stay and spend some time with him. just below, shews that he did not gite into that supet
To Cato he gave no luch invitation; but, as if ititiouj notion, though too apt to do those things.

t Twenty-four or twenty-fire years of age.
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were well versed in; and as young qnsstor* had given up as desperate His predecessor!
were continually coming into the direction, had often, through interest or persuasion, ac-
who were ignorant of the laws and records, the cepted false bills, and pretended order* of
under officers took upon them not only to in- senate; but nothing of that kind escaped Cato.
struct, but to dictate to them-, and were, in fact, There was one order in particular, which he
quaestors themselves. Cato corrected this suspected to be forged, and though it bad
abuse. He applied himself with great vigour many witnesses to support it, he would not
to the business, and had not only the name allow it till the consuls came and declared it
and honour, but thoroughly understood all that upon oath.
belonged to that department. Consequently There was a number of assassins employed
he made use of the secretaries only as servants, in the last proscription, to whom Sylla had
which they really were; sometimes correcting given twelve thousand drachmas for each head
wilful abuses, and sometimes the mistakes they brought him. These were looked upon by
which they made through ignorance. As the all the world as the most execrable villains;
"cense in which they had lived had made them yet no man had ventured to take vengence on

refractory, and they hoped to secure themselves them. Cato, however, summoned all who had
by flattering the other quaestors, they boldly received the public money for such unjust ser-
withstood Cato. He therefore dismissed the vices, and made them refund; inveighing, at
principal of them, whom he had detected in a the same time, with equal reason and severity
fraud in the division of an estate. Against an- against their impious and abominable deeds.
other he lodged an indictment for forgery. His These wretches, thus disgraced, and, as it
defence was undertaken by Lutatius Catulus, were, prejudged, were afterwards indicted for
then censor; a man whose authority was not murder before the judges, who punished them
only supported by his high office, but still more as they deserved. All ranks of people rejoiced
by his reputation; for, in justice and regularity at these executions; they thought they saw the
of life, he had distinguished himself above all tyranny rooted out with these men, and Sylla
the Romans of his time. He was also a friend himself capitally punished in the death of nil
and favourer of Cato, on account of his upright ministers.
conduct; yet he opposed him in this cause. The people were also delighted with his in-
Perceiving he had not right on his side, he had defatigable diligence; for he always came to
recourse to entreaties ; but Cato would not the treasury before his colleagues, and was the
"ufier him to proceed in that manner; and, ae last that left it. There was no assembly of the
be did not desist, took occasion to say, " It people, or meeting of the senate, which he did
would be a great disgrace for you, Catulus, who not attend, in order to keep a watchful eye
are censor and inspector of our lives and man- upon all partial remissions of ones and duties
ners, to be turned out of court by my lictors." and all unreasonable grants. Thus, having
Catulus gave him a look, as if he intended to cleared the exchequer of informers and all suck
make answer; however, he did not speak : vermin, and filled it with treasure, he shewed
either through anger or shame, he went off si- that it is possible for a government to be rich
lent, and greatly disconcerted. Nevertheless, without oppressing the subject. At first this
the man was not condemned. As the number conduct of his was very obnoxious to his col-
of voices agtinst him exceeded those for him leagues, but in time it came to be agreeable-
by one only, Catulus desired the assistance of because, by refusing to give away any of the
Marcus JLolliua, Cato's colleague, who was public money, or to make any partial deter-
prevented by sickness, from attending the trial; mination, he stood the rage of disappointed
but, upon his application, wag brought in a lit- avarice for them all; and, to the importunity of
ter into court, and gave the determining voice solicitation they would answer, that they could
in favour of the defendant. Yet Cato would do nothing without the consent of Calo.
not restore him to his employment, or pay him The last day of his office he was conducted
hie stipend; for he considered the partial suf- home by almost the whole body of citizens.
frage of Lollius as a thing of no account. But, by the way, he was informed that some

The secretaries thus humbled and subdued, of the principal men in Rome, who had grea*
he took the direction of the public papers and influence upon Marcellus, were besieging him
finances into his own hand. By these means, in the treasury, and pressing him to make out
in a little time he rendered the treasury more an order for sums which they pretended to be
respectable than the senate itself; and it was due to them. Marcellus, from his childhood,
commonly thought as well as said, that Cato was a friend of Cato's, and a good qusstor
bad given the quaestorehip all the dignity of the while he acted with him; but, when he acted
consulate. For, having made it his business to alone, he was too much influenced by personal
find out all the debts of long standing due to regards for petitioners, and by a natural in-
the public, and what the public was indebted clination to oblige. Cato, therefore, imme
to private persons, he settled these affairs in diately turned back, and finding Marcellui
such a manner that the commonwealth could already prevailed upon to make out the order,
DO longer either do or suffer any injury in that he called for the registers, and erased it; Mar-
respect; strictly demanding and insisting on cellus all the while standing by in silence.
the payment of whatever was owing to the Not content with this, he took him out of th«
state; and at the same time, readily and freely treasury, and led him to his own house. Mar-
satisfying all who had claims upon it. This cellus, however, did not complain, either then,
naturally gained him reverence among the or afterwards, but continued the same friend-
people, when they saw many obliged to pay, ship and intimacy with him to the last.
who hoped never to have been called to ac- After the time of his quaestorship was el
coint; and manv receiving debts which they pired, Cato kept a watchful eye upon the treat-
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017 He had his servants there daily minut-hooks and philosophers with him, and eel ou»
ing down the proceedings; and he spent much for Lucania, where he had lands, and an agree-
time himself m perusing the public accounts, able country retreat. By the way he met with
from the time of Sylla to his own; a copy 01 a number of horses, carnages, and servants,
which ne had purchased for five talents. which he found belonged to Metellus Nepos,

Whenever the senate was summoned to meet. who was going to Rome to apply for the tribune-
be was the first to give his attendance, and the ship, This put him to a stand: he remained
last to withdraw; and oftentimes, while the some time in deep thought, and then gave hif
test were slowlyassembling hewould sit down people orders to turn back. To his friends,
and read, holding his gown before his book who were surprised at this conduct, " Know
nor would he ever be out of town when a ye not," said he, " that Metellus is formidable
house was called. Pompey finding that, in al even in his stupidity? But remember, that he
his unwarrantable attempts, he must find a now follows the counsels o( Pompey; that the
severe and inexorable opponent in Cato, when state lies prostrate before him; and that he
he had a point of that kind to carry, threw in will fall upon and crush it with the force of»
his way either the cause of some friend to plead, thunderbolt. Is this then a time for the pur
or arbitration, or other business to attend to. suit of rural amusements? Let us rescue our
But Cato soon perceived the snare, and reject- liberties, or die in their defence!" Upon the
ed all the applications of hisfriends;declaring, remonstrance of his friends, however, he pro-
that, when the senate was to eit, he would ceeded to his farm; and after a short stay there,
never undertake any other business. For his returned to the city. He arrived in the evea-
attention to the concerns of government was ing, and early next morning went to \\iejbrumf
not like that of some others, guided by the as a candidate for the tribuneship, in opposition
views of honour or profit, nor left to chance or to Metellus; for to oppose, is the nature of that
humour;but he thought a good citizenought to office; and its power is chiefly negative: inso-
be as solicitous about t/ie public, as a bet it much, that the dissent of a single voice is suf-
about her hive. For this reason he desired his ficient to disannul a measure in which the
friends, and others with whom he had connec- whole assembly besides has concurred.
tions in the provinces, to give him an account Cato was at first attended only by a small
of the edicts, the important decisions, and all number of his friends; but, when his intentions
the principal business transacted there. were made known, he was immediately sur-

He made a point of it to oppose Clodius the rounded by men of honour and virtue, thereat
seditious demagogue, who was always pro- of hie acquaintance, who gave him the strong
posing some dangerous law, or some change in est encouragement, and solicited him to apply
the constitution, or accusing the priests and for the tribuneship, not as it might imply a fa-
vestals to the people. Fabia Terentia, sister vour conferred on himself, but as it would be an
to Cicero's wife, and one of the vestals, was honour and an advantage to his feUow-ciuiens:
impeached among the rest, and in danger of observing, at the same time, that though it had
being condemned. But Cato defended the been f.equently in his power to obtain this
cause of these injured people so well, that Clo- office without the trouble of opposition; yet he
dius was forced to withdraw in great confusion, now stepped forth, regardless, not only of that
and leave the city. When Cicero came to trouble, but even of personal danger, when the
thank him for this service, he said, " You must liberties of his country were at stake. Such
thank your country, whose utility is the spring was the zeal and eagerness of the people that
that guides all my actions." pressed around him, that it was with the ut-

His reputation came to be so great that a most difficulty he made his way to the Jorum.
certain orator, in a cause where only one wit- Being appointed tribune, with Metellus
ness was produced, said to the judges, "One amongst the rest, he observed that great cor-
man's evidence is not sufficient to go by, not ruption had. orept into the consular elections.
even if it was Cato's." It grew, indeed, into a On this suljj--et he gave a severe charge to the
kind of proverb, when people were speaking of people, wh.uh he concluded, by affipming on
strange and incredible tilings, to say, " I would oath, that he would prosecute every one that
not believe such a thing, though it were affirm- should offend in that way. He took care,
ed by Cato." liowever, that Silanus," who had married big

A man profuse in his expenses, and in all sister Servilia, should be excepted. But
respects of a worthless character, taking upon against Murena, who, by means of bri berj, had
him one day to speak in the senate in praise of carried the consulship at the same time with
temperance and sobriety, Amnxus rose up and Silanus, he laid an information. By the laws
laid, " Who can endure to hear a man who of Rome, the person accused has power to set
eats and drinks like Crassus, and builds like a guard upon him who lays the information,
Lucullus, pretend to talk here like Cato?" that he may have no opportunity of suppoiting
Hence others, who were dissolute and aban-a false accusation by private machinations be-
doned in their lives, but preserved a gravity rbre his trial. When the person that was ap-
and austerity in their discourse, came by way
of ridicule to be called Vatos. * From this passage, it should seem that PlutarcU

His friends advised him to offer himself for supposed Cato to be capable of sacrificing lo faniilj
connections. But the fault lies ralher in the historian,

the tribuneship; but he thought it was not yet han m the tribune. For, is it to be supposed thai the
time. He said, " He looked upon an office of rigid virtue of Calo should descend lo Ihe most obnoi-
such power and authority as a violent medicine,
which ought not to be used except in cases of
great necessity. As, at that time, he had no
public buBiueas to engage him, he took his equences to the state.
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pointed Mursna s officer on this occasion, ob- a humane conduct; of intimidating the senate,
served the liberal and candid conduct of Cato; by the same means, even in a case where he
that he sought only to support his information had to fear for himself, and wherein he might
by fair and open evidence; he was so struck think himself happy if he could be exempted
with the excellence and dignity of his character, from every imputation and suspicion of guilt:
that he would frequently wait upon him in the he, who had openly and daringly attempted to
fvrum, or at his house, and, after inquiring rescue from justice the enemies of the state,
whether he should proceed that day in the bu- and shewn, that so far from having any com
siness of the information, if Cato answered in passion for his country, when on the brink of
the negative, he made no scruple of leaving destruction, he could even pity and plead for
Vim. When the trial came on, Cicero, who the wretches, the unnatural wretches, that med-
was then consul, and Murxna's advocate, by itated its ruin, and grieve that their pun-
way of playing upon Cato, threw out many ishment should prevent their design. This, it
pleasant things against the stoics, and their par- is said, is the only oration of Cato that is ex-
adoxical philosophy. This occasioned no small tant. Cicero had selected a number of the swift-
mirth amongst the judges; upon which Cato est writers, whom he had taught the art of ab-
only observed with a smile, to those who stood breviating words by characters, and had placed
next him, that Rome had indeed a most laugh- ed them in different parts ofthe senate-house.
able consul. Murxna acted a very prudent part Before his consulate, they had no short-hand
with regard to Cato; for, though acquitted of writers. Cato carried his point; and it was
the charge he had brought against him, he decreed, agreeably to his opinion that the con-
nevertheless consulted him on all occasions of spirators should suffer capital punishment.
importance during his consulship, respected As it is our intention to exhibit an accurate
him for his sense and virtue, and made use of picture ofthe mind and manners of Cato, the
his counsels in the administration of govern- least circumstance that may contribute to mark
ment. For Cato, on the bench, was the most them should not escape our notice. While he
rigid dispenser of justice; though, in private was warmly contesting his point with Caesar,
fociety, he was affable and humane. and the eyes of the whole senate were upon

Before he was appointed tribune in the con- the disputants, it is said that a billet was
sulship of Cicero, he supported the supreme brought in and delivered to Csesar. Cato im-
magistrate in a very seasonable manner, by mediately suspected, and charged him with
many excellent measures during the turbulent some traitorous design; and it was moved in
times of Catiline. It is well known that this man the senate, that the billet should be read pub-
meditated nothing less than a total subversion licly. Czsar delivered it to Cato, who stood
of the Roman state; and that, by the spirited near him; and the latter had no sooner cast his
counsels and conduct of Cicero, he was obliged eye upon it than he perceived it to be the hand
to fly from Rome without effecting his purpose. of his own sister Servilia, who was passionate-
But Lentulus, Cethegus, and the rest of the ly in love with Ca;sar, by whom she had been
conspirators, after reproaching Catiline for his debauched. He therefore threw it back to
timidity, and the feebleness of his enterprises, Czsar, saying, " Take it, you sot," and went
resolved to distinguish themselves at least more on with his discourse. Cato was always unfor-
effectually. Their scheme was nothing less than tunate amongst the women. This Servilia
to burn the city, and destroy the empire, by the was infamous for her commerce with Caesarj
revolt of the colonies and foreign wars. Upon and his other sister, Servilia, was in still worse
the discovery of this conspiracy, Cicero, as we repute; for, though married to Lucullus, one
have observed in his life, called a council; and of the first men in Rome, by whom she also
the first that spoke was Silanus. He gave it as had a son, she was divorced for her insufferable
his opinion, that the conspirators should be irregularkies. But what was most distressing
punished with the utmost rigour. This opinion to Cato was, that the conduct of his own wife
was adopted by the rest till it came to Cssar. Atilia, was by no means unexceptionable; and
This eloquent man, consistent with whose am- that, after having brought him two children, he
bitious principles it was rather to encourage was obliged to part with her.
than to suppress any threatening innovations, Upon his divorce from Atilia, he married
urged, in his usual persuasive manner, the pro- Martia, the daughter of Philip, a woman of
priety of allowing the accused the privilege of good character; but this part ofCato's life, like
trial; and that the conspirators should only be the plots in the drama, is involved and intri-
taken into custody. The senate, who were cate. Thraseas, upon the authority of Muna-
under apprehensions from the people, thought tius, Cato's particular friend, who lived under
it prudent to come into this measure; and even the same roof with him, gives us this account
Silanus retracted, and declared he thought of ofthe matter. Amongst the friends and fol-
nothing more than imprisonment, that being lowers of Cato, some made a more open pro-
the most rigorous punishment a citizen of fession of their sentiments than others. Amongst
Rome could suffer. these was Quintus Hortensius, a man of great

This change of sentiments in those who dignity and politeness. Not contented merely
spoke first was followed by the rest, who all with the friendship of Cato he was desirous of
gave into milder measures. But Cato, who a family alliance with him; and for this pur-
was of a contrary opinion, defended that opin- pose, he scrupled not to request that hia
ion with the greatest vehemence, eloquence, daughter Portia, who was already married to
and energy. He reproach -d Silanus for hie Bibulus, by whom she had two children, migh
pusillanimity in changing his resolution. He be lent to him, as a fruitful soil for the purpose
attacked Cssar, and charged him with a secret of propagation. The thing itself, he owned,
design of subverting the government, under the was uncommon, but by no means unnatural or
plausible appearance r ('mitigating speeches and improper. For why should a woman in the
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flower of her age, either continue useless, till ligate madman, who had no other aim thaJi
"he is past chilli bearing, or overburden her that of general destruction and confusion. The
husband with too large a family? The mutual virtue of Cato they looked upon as a kind of
use of wmncn, he added, in virtuous families, enthusiasm, which would ever lead him to arm
would not only increase a virtuous offbpring, in the cause of justice and the laws.
but strengthen and extend the connexions of When the people came to vote for this edict,
society. Moreover, if Bibulus should be un- number of aliens, gladiators and slaves, armed
willing wholly to give up his wife, she should by Metellus, appeared in the forum. He was
be restored after she had done him the honour also followed by several of the commons, who
of an alliance to Cato by her pregnancy. Cato wanled to introduce Pompey,in hopes of a rev-
answered, that he had the greatest regard for olution ; and his hands were strengthened by
the friendship of Hortensius, but he could not the pratorial power of Caesar. Calo, on the
think of his application for another man's wife. other hand, had the principal citizens on hi»
Hortensius, however, would not give up the side; but they were rather sharers in the in-
point here ; but when he could not obtain Oslo's jury, than auxiliaries in the removal of it. The
daughter, he applied for his wife, saying, that danger to which he was exposed was now so
"he was yet a young woman, and Cato's family greal lhat his family was under Ihe utmost
already large enough. He could not possibly concern. The greatest part of his friends and
make this request upon a supposition that Calo relations came to his house in the evening, and
had no regard for his wife ; for she was at that passed the night without either eating or sleep-
very time pregnant. Notwithstanding, the lat- ing. His wife and sisters bewailed their mis-
ter, when he observed the violent inclination fortunes with tears, while he himself passed the
Hortensius had to be allied to him, did not ab- evening with the utmost confidence and tran-
»olutely refuse him ; but said it was necessary quillity, encouraging the rest to imitate his ex-
to consult Martia's father, Philip, on the occa- ample. He supped and went to rest as usual:
sion. Philip, therefore, was applied to, and his and slept eoundly till he was waked by his col-
daughter was espoused to Hortensius in the pre- league Minutius Thermus. He went to the
sence and with the consent of Cato. These cir- forum, accompanied by few, but met by many,
cumstances are not related in the proper order who advised him to take care of his person.
of time; but, speaking of Cato's connection When he saw the lerople of Castor surrounded
with the women, I was led to mention them. by armed men, the steps occupied by gladiators,

When the conspirators were executed, and and Metellus himself seated on an emi-
Caesar, who, on account of his calumnies in the nence with Czsar, turning to his friends,
senate, was obliged to throw himself on the " Which," said he, "is most contemptible, the
people, had infused a spirit of insurrection into savage disposition, or the cowardice, of him
the worst and lowest of the citizens, Cato, he- who brings such an army against a man who
ing apprehensive of the consequences, engaged is naked and unarmed!" Upon this, he pro-
the senate to appease the multitude by a free ceeded to the place with Thermus. Those
gift of corn- This cost twelve hundred and fifty that occupied the steps fell back to make way
talents a year ; but it had the desired effect.* for him; but would suffer no one else to pass

Metellus, upon entering on his office as tri- Munatius only, with some difficulty, he drew
bune, had several seditious meetings, and pub- along with him; and, as soon as he entered,
lished an edict, that Pompey should bring his he took hie seat between Cssar and Melellus,
troops into Italy, under the pretext of saving that he might, by that means, prevent their
the city from the attempts of Cataline. Such discourse. This embarrassed them nol a lit-
was the pretence; but his real design was to tle; and what added to their perplexity, was
give up the state into the hands of Pompey. the countenance and approbation that Catc

Upon the meeting of the senate, Cato, in- met with from all the honest men that were
stead of treating Metellus with his usual asper-present, who, while they admired his firm and
ity, expostulated with great mildness, and had steady spiril, so strongly marked in his aspect,
even recourse to entreaty, intimating, at the :ncouraged him to persevere in the cause of
same time, that his family had ever stood in the iberty, and mutually agreed lo support him.
interest of the nobility Metellus, who imputed Metellue, enraged at this, proposed to read
Cato's mildness to his fears, was the more in- :he edict. Cato put in his negative; and that
solent on that account and most audaciously having no effect, he wrested il out of his hand.
asserted that he would carry his purpose into Melellus then attempted to speak it from mem-
execution, whether the senate would or not. ory; but Thermus prevented him by putting
The voicii) the air, the attitude of Cato, were his hand upon his mouth. When he found this
changed in a moment; and, with all the force neffectual, and perceived thai the people were
of eloquence, he declared, "That while he jone over to the opposite party, he ordered
was living, Pompey should never enter armed his armed men to make a not, and ihrow the
into the city." The senate neither approved whole into confusion. Upon this the people
of the conduct of Cato, or of Metellus. The dispersed, and Cato was left alone, exposed to
.alter they considered as a desperate and prof- a storm of sticks and stones. But. Muraina,

though the former had so lately an information
* This u almost one-third more than the gum said against him, would not desert him. He de-

lo have been eipendcd in the same distribution in the fended him with his gown from the danger to
Life of Cxsar; and even there it is incredibly large. which he was exposed; entreated the mob to
But, whatever might be the expense, the policy was desisl from their violence, and at length car
bad i for nothing so effectually weakens the hands of ried him off in his arms into the trinple of
government, as this method of bribing the populace, Castor. When Metellus found the benches
and timing them u injudicious oursci do frowardchildren. deserted, and the adversary put to the pjute. he
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imagined he had gained his point, and again greatest obstacle to his designs, he eent for hii
very modestly proceeded to confirm the edict. friend Munatius, and commissioned him to de-
The adversary, however, quickly rallied, and mand two of Gate's nieces in marriage; the
advanced with shouts of the greatest courage elder for himself, and the younger fur his son.
and confidence. Metellus'a party, supposing Some say that they were not Cato's nieces, but
that, by some means, they had got arms, was his daughters. Be that aa it may, when Muna-
thrown into confusion, and immediately took tius opened his commission to Cato, in ths
to flight. Upon the dispersion of these, Cato presence of his wife and sisters, the women
came forward, and, by his encouragement and were not a little delighted with the splendour
applause, established a considerable party of the alliance. But Cato, without a mo-
against Metellus. The senate, too, voted that ment's hesitation, answered, " Go, Munatiui;
Cato should, at all events, be supported; and go, and tell Pompey, that Cato is not to be
that an edict, so pregnant with every thing that caught in a female snare. Tell him, at the
was pernicious to order and good government, same time, that I am sensible of the honour he
and had even a tendency to civil war, should does me; and whilst he continues to act as he
be opposed with the utmost rigour. ought to do, I shall hare that friendship for

Metellus still maintained his resolution; but him which is superior to affinity; but I will
rinding his friends intimidated by the uncon- never give hostages, against my country, to the
quered spirit of Cato, he came suddenly into glory of Pompey." The women, as it is natu-
the open court, assembled the people, said ral to suppose, were chagrined: and even the
every thing that he thought might render Cato friends of Cato blamed the severity of his an-
odious to them; and declared, that he would swer. But Pompey soon after gave him an op-
have nothing to do with the arbitrary princi- portunity of vindicating his conduct, by open
ples of that man, or his conspiracy against bribery in a consular election. " You see now,"
Pompey, whose disgrace Rome might one day said Cato to the women, " what would have
have severe occasion to repent. been the consequence of my alliance with Pom-

Upon this he immediately set off for Asia to pey. I should have had my share in all the as-
carry an account of these matters to Pompey. persions that are thrown upon him." And they
And Cato, by ridding the commonwealth of owned that he had acted right. However, if
tins troublesome tribune, and crushing, as it one ought to judge from the event, it is clear
were, in him, the growing power of Pompey, that Cato did wrong in rejecting the alliance of
obtained the highest reputation. But what Pompey. By suffering it to devolve to Caesar,
made him still more popular was his prevailing the united power of those two great men went
on the senate to desist from their purpose of near to overturn the Roman empire. The com-
voting Metellus infamous, and divesting him of monwealth it effectually destroyed. But this
the magistracy. His humanity and moderation would never have been the case, had not Cato,
in not insulting a vanquished enemy, were ad- to whom the slighter faults of Pompey were
mired by the people in general; whilst men of obnoxious, suffered him, by thus strengthening
political sagacity could see that he thought it his hands, to commit greater crimes. These
prudent not to provoke Pompey too much. consequences, however, were only impending

Soon afterwards, Lucullus returned from the at the period under our review. When Lu-
war, which being concluded by Pompey, gave cullus had a dispute with Pompey, concerning
that general, in some measure, the laurels; and their institutions in Pontus (for each wanted to
being rendered obnoxious to the people, through confirm his own,) as the former was evidently
the impeachment of Caius Memmius, who op- injured, he had the support of Cato; while
posed him more from a view of making his Pompey, his junior in the senate in order to
court to Pompey than any personal hatred, he increase his popularity, proposed the Agrarian
was in danger of losing his triumphs. Cato, law in favour of the army. Cato opposed it,
however, partly because Lucullus was allied and it was rejected; in consequence of which
to him by marrying his daughter Servilia, and Pompey attached himself to Clodius, the most
partly because he thought the proceedings un- violent and factions of the tribunes; and ranch
fair, opposed Memmius, and by that means ex- about the same time contracted his alliance
posed himself to great obloquy. But though with Cssar., to which Cato, in some measure
diveeted of his thbumtial office, as of a tyran- led the way. The thing was thus. Caesar, on
nical authority, he had full credit enough to his return from Spain, was at once a candidate
banish Memmius from the courts and from the for the consulship, and demanded a triumph.
lists. Lucullus, therefore, having obtained his But as the laws of Rome required that those
triumph, attached himself to Cato, as to the who sue for the supreme magistracy should sue
strongest bulwark against the power of Pom- in person, and those who triumph should be
ocy. When that great man returned from the without the walls; he petitioned the senate
war, confident of his interest at Rome, from that he might be allowed to sue for the consul-
the magnificent reception he every where met ship by proxy. The senate, in general, agreed
with, he scrupled not to send a requisition to to oblige Ca?sar; and when Cato, the only one
the senate, that they would defer the election that opposed it, found this to be the case, as
of consuls till his arrival, that he might support soon as it came to his turn, he spoke the
Piio. Whilst they were in doubt about the whole day long, and thus prevented the doir.g
matter, Cato, not because he was under any of any business. Caesar, therefore, gave up the
concern about deferring the election, but that affair of the triumph, entered the city, and ap-
he might intercept the hopes and attempts of plied at once for the consulship and the interest
Pompey, remonstrated against the measure, of Pompey. As soon as he was appoirted
and carried it in the negative. Pompey was consul, he married Julia; and as they had both
not a little disturbed at this; and concluding, entered into a league against the common-
that, if Cato were his enemy, he would be the wealth, one proposed the law for the dislribu-
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lion ot lands amongst, the poor, and the othei ings. The senate, with heavy hearts, and all
"econded the proposal. Lucullus and Cicero the virtuous part of the people, followed Cato,
in conjunction with Bibulus, the other consul with silent indignation Caesar was not inat
opposed it. But Cato in particular, who sus-tentive to the public djcontent that tnis pro-
pected the pernicious consequences of Cxsar's ceeding occasioned; but ambitiously expecting
connection with Pompey, was strenuous against some concessions on the part of Cato, he pro-
tne motion; and said it was not the distribution ceeded to conduct him to prison. At length,
of lands that ha feared so much as the re- however, when he found these expectations
wards which th» cajolera of the people might vain, unable any longer to support the shame
expect from their favours. to which this conduct exposed him, he instruct

In this not only the senate agreed with him, ed one of the tribunes to rescue him from his
but many of the people too, who were reason-officers. The people, notwithstanding, brought
ably offended by the unconstitutional conduct into his interest by these public distributions,
of Caesar. For whatever the maddest and the voted him the province of Illyricum and all
most violent of the tribunes proposed for the Gaul, together with four legions, for the spaco
pleasure of the mob, Ca:sar, to pay an abject of five years; though Ci-to foretold them, at
court to them, ratified by the consular authori- the same time, that they *ere voting a tyrant
ty. When he found his motion, therefore, like- into the citadel of Rome. They moreover
ly to be overruled, his party had recourse to vi- created Clodius, contrary to the laws (for he
olence, pelted Bibulus the consul with dirt, and was of the patrician order,) a tribune of the
broke the rods of his lictors. At length, when people, because they knew he would, in every
darts began to be thrown, and many were respect, accede to their wishes with regard to
wounded, the rest of the senate fled as fast as the banishment of Cicero. Calpurmus Piso,
possible out of the forum. Cato was the last the father of Caesar's wife, and Aulius Gabi-
that left it; and, as he walked slowly along, he mus,* a bosom friend of Pompey's, as we are
frequently looked back, and execrated the wick- told by those who knew him best, they created
edness and madness of the people. The Agra- consuls.
rian law, therefore, was not only passed, but Yet, though they had every thing in their
they obliged the whole senate to take an oath hands, and had gained one part of the people
that they would confirm and support it; and by favour and the other by fear, still they were
those that should refuse were sentenced to pay afraid of Cato. They remembered the pains it
a heavy fine. Necessity brought most of them cost them to overbear him, and that the violent
into the measure; for they remembered the and compulsive measures they had recourse to
example of Metellus,* who was banished for did them but little honour. Clodius, too, saw
refusing to comply, in a similar instance, with that he could not distress Cicero while sup-
the people. Cato was solicited by the tears of ported by Cato; yet this was his great object,
the female part of his family, and the entreaties ind, upon his entering on his tribunitial office,
of his friends, to yield and take the oath; but be had an interview with Cato; when, after
what principally induced him was the remon- paying him the compliment of being the most
strances and expostulations of Cicero; who rep- honest man in Rome, he proposed to him, as a
resented to him, that there might not be so testimony of his sincerity, the government of
much virtue as he imagined in one man's dis- Cyprus, an appointment which he said had
senting from a decree that was established by seen solicited by many. Cato answered, that,
the rest of the senate: that to expose himself ar from being a favour, it was a treacherous
to certain danger, without even the possibility scheme and a disgrace; upon which Clodiits
of producing any good effect, was perfect in- lercely replied, " If it is not your pleasure 10
sanity; and, what was still worse, to leave the jo, it is mine that you shall go." And saying
commonwealth, for which he had undergone this, he went immediately to the senate, and
so many toils, to the mercy of innovators and procured a decree for Cato's expedition Yjt
usurpers, would look as if he were weary, at le neither supplied him with a vessel, a soldier,
last, of his patriotic labours. Cato, he added, or a servant, two secretaries excepted, one of
might do without Rome; but Rome could not whom was a notorious thief, and the other a
do without Cato: his friends could not do with- cliect of his own. Besides, as if the charge of
out him; himself could not dispense with his Cyprus, and the opposition of Ptolemy weae
assistance and support, while the audacious not a sufficient task for him, he ordered him,
Clodius, by means of his tribunitial authority, ikewise to restore the Byzantine exiles. But
was forming the most dangerous machinations lis view in all this was to keep Cato as long as.
against him. By these, and the like remon- aossible out of Rome.
strances, solicited at home, and in the forum, Cato, thus obliged to go, exhorted Cicero, who
Cato, it is said, was with difficulty prevailed was at the same time closely hunted by Clo-
on lo take the oath; and that, his friend Fa- dius, by no means to involve his country in a
vonius excepted, he was the last that took it. civil war, but to yield to the necessity of the

Elated with this success, Caesar proposed 'imes.
another act for distributing almost the whole By means of hie friend Canidius, whom he
province of Campania amongst the poor. Cato sent before him to Cyprus, he hegociated with
alone opposed it. And though Czsar dragged Ptolemy in such a manner, that he yielded
him from the bench, and conveyed him to without coming to blows; for Cato gave him to
prison, he omitted not, nevertheless, to speak understand, that he should not live in a poor or
as he passed in defence of liberty, to enlarge
upon the consequences of the act, and to ex- * Plularch Joes not mean lo represent tlili friendship
hort the citizens to put a stop to such proceed- l any favourable light. The chiracler of Oabiuiiu

was despicable in every re»ptct, ar appear* from C»c*
* MeteLJus Numidiciu 'o'« oratiun for Sexu'uj.

MM
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"bjeet condition, but that he should be appoint-market. Nor would he trust to the common
ed high priest to the Paphian Venus.» While customs of sale-factors, auctioneers, bidders,
this was ncgociating, Cato stopped at Rhodes, or even his own friends; But had private con-
at once waiting for Ptolemy's answer, and mak-ferences with the purchasers, in which he urged
ing preparations for the reduction of the island. them to bid higher, so that every thing went off

In the meantime Piolemy, king of Egypt, at the greatest rate. By this means be gave
who had left Alexandria upon some quarrel offence to many of his friends, and almost im-
with his subjects, was on his way to Rome, in placably affronted his particular friend Muna-
order to solicit his re-establishment from Cxsar tius. Ca>sar, too, in his oration against him,
and Pompey, by means of the Roman arms. availed himself of this circumstance, and treat-
Being informed that Cato was at Rhodes, he ed him very severely. Munatius, however, telli
sent to him, in hopes that he would wait upon us thai this misunderstanding was not so much
him. When his messenger arrived, Cato, who occasioned by Cato's distrust, as by his neglect
then happened to have taken physic, told him, of him, and by his own jealousy of Canidius:
that if Ptolemy wanted to see him, he might for Munatius wrote memoirs of Cato, which
come himself. When he came, Cato neither Thraseas has chiefly followed. He tells us,
went forward to meet him, nor did he so much that he was amongst the last that arrived at
as rise from his seat, but saluted him as he Cyprus, and by that means found nothing but
would do a common person, and carelessly the refuse of the lodgings; that he went to
bade him sit down. Ptolemy was somewhat Cato's apartments, and was refused admittance,
hurt by it at first, and surprised to meet with because Cato was privately concerting some-
such a supercilious severity of manners in a thing with Canidius; and that when he modest
man of Cato's mean dress and appearance. ly complained of this conduct, he received a
However, when he entered into conversation severe answer from Cato; <vho observed, with
with him concerning his affairs, when he heard Theophrastus, that loom uuti love was frequent-
his free and norvous eloquence, he was easily ly the occasion of hatred; and that he, because
reconciled to him. Cato, it seems, blamed his of the strength of his attachment to him, was
impolitic application to Rome; represented lo angry at the slightest inattention. He told him,
him the happiness he had left, and that he was at the same time, that he made use of Canidius
about to expose himself to toils, the plagues of as a necessary agent, and because he had more
attendance, and, what was still worse, to the confidence in him than in the rest, having
tvarice of the Roman chiefs, which the whole found him honest, though he had been there
kingdom of Egypt, converted into money, from the first, and had opportunities of being
Could not satisfy. He advised him to return with otherwise. This conversation, which he had
ins fleet, and be reconciled to his people, offer-in private with Cato, the latter, he informs us,
ing him at the same time his attendance and related to Canidius; and when this came to)
mediation; and Piolemy, restored by his rep- his knowledge, he would neither attend a;
i esentations, is it were, from insanity to reason, Cato's entertainments, nor, though called upon.
admired the discretion and sincerity of Cato, assist at his councils. Cato threatened to pun
and determined to follow his advice. His ish him for disobedience, and, as is usual, to
friends, nevertheless, brought him back to his take a pledge from him ;* Munatius paid DO re-
former measures; but he was no sooner at the gard to it, but sailed for Rome, and long re-
door of one of the magistrates of Rome than he tained his resentment. Upon Cato's return, by
repented of his folly, and blamed himself for means of Marcia, who at that time lived with
rejecting the virtuous counsels of Cato, as for her husband, he and Munatius were both in-
disobeying the oracle of a god. vited to sup with Barca. Cato, who came in

Ptolemy of Cyprus, as Cato's good stars after the rest of the company had taken their
would have it, look himself off by poison. As places, asked where he should take his place?
he was said to have left a full treasury, Cato Barca answered, where he pleased. " Then,"
being determined to go himself to Byzantium, said he, " I will take my place by Munatius."
Bent his nephew Brutus to Cyprus, because he He therefore took his place next him, but he
had not sufficient confidence in Canidius: when shewed him no other marks of friendship during
the exiles were reconciled to the rest of the supper; afterwards however, at the request of
citizens, and all things quiet in Byzantium, he Marcia, Cato wrote to him, that he should be
proceeded to Cyprus. Here he found the royal glad to see him. He therefore waited on him
furniture very magnificent in the articles of at his own house, and being entertained by
vessels, tables, jewels, and purple, all which Marcia till the rest of the morning visitors
were to be converted into ready money. In were gone, Cato came in and embraced him
the management of this affair he was very ex- with great kindness. We have dwelt upon
act, attended at the sales, took the accounts these little circumstances the longer, as, in our
tumself, and brought every article to the best opinion, they contribute, no less than more

public and important actions, towards the cVai
* This appointment seems to be but a poor erchanf e delineation of manners and characters.

fora kingdom; but when it IB remembered, that, in Cato in his expedition had acquired nearthe Pagan theology, the priest* of the gods were not
inferior in dignity to princo, and that most of them seven thousand talents of silver, and being
were of rojal families; when it is eontiderc-d ID what under some apprehensions on account of the
high reputation the Paphian Venus stood amongst the length of his voyage, he provided a number of
tncienls, and what a lucrative as well as honourable
office that of her priest must have been, occasioned by
the offerings of the prodigious concourse of people who * When a magistrate refused a inmmoni lo the sen
came annually lo pay their devotions a( her temple ; it ate or public council, the penalty ww to lake samt
will be thought that Ptolemy made no bad bargain for piece of furniture out of his house, and to keep it til1
ku little iilaud. k« thouli attend. Tbii they called fignora captrt.
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would hold two talr-nts and five a tribune not legally appoinled, could not be
hundred drachmas a-picce. To each of these valid; that Clodius, though he was of a patri-
he tied a long cord, at the end of which was cian family, had not been chosen tribune con-
fastened a large piece of cork, so that if an; trary to law, because he had previously been
misfortune should happen to the ship that con- enrolled in the order of plebeians by an act
tained them, these buoys might mark the spot passed for that purpose; and that, if he had
where they lay. The whole treasure, however. acted unjustly in his office, he was liable to per
except a very little, was conveyed with safety sonal impeachments, while at the same time
Yet his two books of accounts, which he kept the office itself retained its proper force and
very accurate, were both lost; one by ship-authority." This occasioned a quarrel for
wreck with his freedman Philargyrus and the some time between Cicero and Cato, but af-
other by fire at Corcyra; for the sailors, on terwards they were reconciled.
account of the coldness of the weather, kept Csesar, upon his return out of Gaul, was met
fires in the tents by night, and thus the mis- by Pompey and Crassus, and it was agreed that
fortune happened. This troubled Cato, though the two last should again stand for the consul-
Ptolemy's servants, whom he had brought ship, that Caesar should retain his government
over with him, were sufficient vouchers for five years longer, and that the best provinces,
his conduct, against enemies and informers. revenues, and troops should be secured to
For he did not intend these accounts merely themselves. This was nothing less than a di
as a proof of his honesty, but to recommend vision of empire, and a plot against the liber-
the same kind of accuracy and- industry to ties of the commonwealth. This dangerous
others. junction deterred many men of distinguished

As soon as his arrival with the fleet was rank and integrity from their design of offer-
notified in Rome the magistrates, the priests, ing themselves candidates for the consulship.
the whole senate, and multitudes of the peo- Calo, however, prevailed on Lucius Domitius,
ple, went down to the river to meet him, and who married his sister, not to give up the
covered both its banks, so that his reception point, nor to resign his pretensions: for that
was something like a triumph. Yet there was the contest was not then for the consulship,
an ill-timed haughtiness in his conduct; for, but for the liberties of Rome. The sober part
though the consuls and praetors came to wait of the citizens agreed, loo, that the consular
upon him, he did not so much as attempt to power should not be suffered to grow so enor-
make the shore where they were, but rowed mous by the union of Crassus and Pompey;
carelessly along in a royal six-oared galley, but that, at all events, they were to be separ-
and did not land till he came into port with his ated, and Domitius encouraged and supported
whole fleet. The people, however, were struck in the competition. They assured him, at the
with admiration at the vast quantity of money same time, that he would have the voices of
that was carried along the streets, and the many of the people: wrho were at present only
senate, in full assembly, bestowed the high- silent through fear. Pompey's party, appre-
eat encomiums upon him, and voted him a hensive of this, lay in wait for Domitius, as he
pratorship extraordinary;* and the right of at- went before day, by torchlight, into the Cam-
tending at the public shows in a pratexta, or pus JWartius. The torchbearer was killed
purple-bordered gown. But these honours he at the first stroke; the rest were wounded and
thought proper to decline. At the same time led, Cato and Domitius alone excepted; for
he petitioned that they would grant his free- Cato, though he had received a wound in the
dom to Nicias, an officer of Ptolemy's in fa- arm, still kept Domitius on the spot, and con-
vour of whose diligence and fidelity be gave jured him not to desert the cause of liberty
his own testimony. Philip, the father of Mar- while he had life, but to oppose to the utmost
cia, was consul at that time, and his colleague these enemies of their country, who shewed
respected Cato no less for his virtue than what use they intended to make of that power
Philip might for his alliance, so that he had in which they sought by such execrable means.
some measure the whole consular interest in Domitius, however, unable to stand the
his hands. When Cicero returned from that shock, retired, and Pompey and Crassus were
exile to which he had been sentenced by Clo- elected consuls. Yet Cato gave up nothing
dius, his influence was considerable, and he "or lost, but solicited a pratorship for himself,
scrupled not, in the absence of Clodius, to pull :hat he might from thence, as from a kind of
down and destroy the tribunitial edicts which "ort, militate against the consuls, and not con-
the latter had put up in the Capitol. Upon ;end witv, them in the capacity of a private
this the senate was assembled, and Cicero, up- cituen. The consuls, apprehensive that the
on the accusation of Clodius, made his defence, jratorial power of Cato would not be inferior
by alleging that Clodius had not been legally even to the consular authority, suddenly as-
appointed tribune, and that, of course, every sembled a small senate, and obtained a decree,
act of his office was null and void. Cato in- :hat those who were elected praetors should
terrupted him, and said, " That he was indeed immediately enter upon their office,* without
sensible that the whole administration of Clo- waiting the usual time to stand the charge, if
dius had been wicked and absurd; but that if any such charge should be brought against
every act of his office were to be annulled, them, of bribery and corruption. By thuj
all that he had done in Cyprus would stand for means they brought in their own creatures and
nothing, because his commission, issuing from dependants, presided at the election, and gav«

* Cato waj then but thirty-eight yeari of age, and,
consequently, too young to be prielor in tht ordinary * There was always a lime allotted between nommi
way, in which a person could not enter on 4ial office ion and poueggion ; that if any undue means had l<e«
till he vrai forty. made use of in the caurau, it might be discovered.
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money to the populace. Yet still the virtue ol confidence, he did not then consider that he WM
Cato could not totally lose its weight. There taking Caesar upon his shoulders; but when be
were still those who had honesty enough to be began to find his weight, and could neither sup-
ashamed of selling his interest, and wisdom port it nor shake him off, they would both fall
enough to think that it would be of service to together, and crush the commonwealth in their
the state to elect him, even at the public ex- fall; and then he should find, too late, that the
pense. He therefore was nominated prator by counsels of Cato were no less salutary for him-
the votes of the first-called tribe; but Pompey self than intrinsically just. Yet Pompey, though
scandalously pretending that he heard it thun- he often heard these things, in the confidence
der, broke up the assembly; for it is not com- of his fortune and his power, despised them,
mon for the Romans to do any business if it and feared no reverse from the part of Crcsar
thunders. Afterwards, by means of bribery, Cato was the following year appointed pra-
and by the exclusion of the virtuous part of the tor; but he can hardly be said to have contrib-
citizens from the assembly, they procured Va- uted so much to the dignity of that high office
tinius to oe returned pranor instead of Cato. by the rectitude of his conduct, as to have der-
Those electors, it is said, who voted from such ogated from it by the meanness of his dress;
iniquitous motives, like so many culprits, im- for he would often go to the praetorial bench
mediately ran away. To the rest that assem- without his robe or his shoes, and sit in judg
bled and expressed their indignation, Cato was merit, even in capital cases, on some of the
empowered by one of the tribunes to address first personages in Rome. Some will have it,
himself in a speech; in the course of which he that he passed sentence when he had drani
foretold, as if inspired by some divine influ- after dinner, but that is not true. He was re-
ence, all those evils that then threatened the solved to extirpate that extreme corruption
commonwealth; and stirred up the people which then prevailed amongst the people in
against Pompey and Crassus, who, in the con- elections of every kind; and, in order to effect
sciousness of their guilty intentions, feared the this, he moved that a law should be passed in
controul of the pratorial power of Cato. In the senate, for every candidate, though no in-
his return home he was followed by a greater formation should be said, to declare upon oath
multitude than all that had been appointed in what manner he obtained his election. This
proctors united. gave offence to the candidates, and to the more

When Cams Trebonius moved for the dis- mercenary part of the people. So that, as Cato
tribution of the consular provinces, and pro- was going in the morning to the tribunal, he
posed giving Spain and Africa to one of the was so much insulted and pelted with stones
consuls, and Syria and Egypt to the other, to- by the mob, that the whole court fled, and he
gether with fleets and armies, and an unlimited with difficulty escaped into the rostrum. There
power of making war and extending dominion, he stood, and his tirm and steady aspect soon
the rest of the senate, thinking opposition vain, hushed the clamours and disorders of the pop-
forbore to speak against the motion. Cato, ulace; so that when he spoke upon the sub-
however, before it was put to the vote, as- ject, he was heard with a general silence.*
cended the rostrum, in order to speak, but he The senate publicly testified their approbation
was limited to the space of two hours; and of hia conduct; but he answered, that no com-
when he had spent this time in repetitions, in- pliment could be paid to them at least for de-
structions, and predictions, and was proceeding serting the prEtor, and declining to assist him
in his discourse, the lictor took him down from when in manifest danger. This measure dis-
the rostrum. Yet still, when below amongst tressed the candidates considerably; for, on
the people, he persisted to speak in behalf of the one hand; they were afraid of giving bribes,
liberty; and the people readily attended to him, and on the other, they were apprehensive of
and joined in his indignation, till the consul's losing their election, if it should be done by
beadle again laid hold of him, and turned him their opponents. They thought it best, there-
out of the forum. He attempted, notwith- fore, jointly to deposit five hundred sestertia
standing, to return to his place, and excited eachf then to canvass in a fair and legal man-
the people to assist him; which, being done ner, and if any one should be convicted of
more than once, Trebonius, in a violent rage, bribery, he should forfeit his deposit. Cato
ordered him to prison. Thither he was fol- was appointed guarantee of this agreement,
lowed by die populace, to whom he addressed and the money was to be lodged in his hand;
himself as he went, till, at last, Trebonius,
through fear, dismissed him. Thus Cato was * This circumstance in Calo's life affords a good coor

rescued that day. But afterwards, the people ment on the following passage in Virgil, and, at thesame time, the laboured dignity and weight of thai
being partly overawed, and partly corrupted, verse,-
the consular party prevented Aquilius, one of
the tribunes, by force of arms, from coming -Pietate gravcm ct mentis si forte rirum qurm,
out of the senate-house into the assembly, conveys a very strong and just idea of Cato.
wounded many, killed some, and thrust Cato,
who said it thundered, out of the forum; so Ac veluti magno in populo cum sscpe cooria e»i
that the law was passed by compulsion. This Seditio, axvitijuc anitntJ ignobilc rulguJ j
rendered Pompey so obnoxious, that the peo- Jamque faces ct saxa volant; furor arma minislrat,

Turn, pietate gravem et mentis si forte virum quell
ple were going to pull down his statues, but Conspexcrc, silent, arreclisque auribus adstant:
were prevented by Cato. Afterwards, when Ilk rtgit dictis, animos et ptclora mulceL
the law was proposed for the allotment of Fi'rg. £n. 1.
Caesar's provinces, Cato addressing himself f Cicero ipeakf of this agreement ia oat nthit cpn
particularly to Pompey, told him with great tks to Atticui.
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bat for this he accepted of sureties. When the and imitator of Cato, as Apollocorus Phale-
day of election came, Cato stood next to the reus* is said to have been of Socrates, whose
tribune who presided, and as he examined the discourses he was transported with even to
votes, one of the depositing candidates ap- madness or intoxication. This Favonius stood
peared to have made use of some fraud. He for the office ofxdile, and apparently lost it;
therefore ordered him to pay the money to the but Cato, upon examining the votes, and finding
rest. But, after complimenting the integrity them all to be written in the same hand, ap-
of Cato, they remitted the fine, and said that pealed against the fraud and the tribunes set
the guilt was a sufficient punishment. Cato, aside the election. Favonius, therefore, was
however rendered himself obnoxious to many elected, in the discharge of the several offices
by this conduct, who seemed displeased that he of his magistracy, he had the assistance of Ca-
affected both the legislative and judicial pow- to, particularly in the theatrical entertainments
ers. Indeed, there is hardly any authority so that were given to the people. In these Cato
much exposed to envy as the latter, and hardly gave another specimen of his economy, for he
any virtue so obnoxious as that of justice, did not allow the players and musicians crowns
owing to the popular weight and influence that of gold, but of wild olive, such as they use in
it always carries along with it. For though he the Olympic games. Instead of expensive
who administers justice in a virtuous manner, presents, he gave the Greeks beets and let-
may not be respected as a man of valour, nor tuces, and radishes and parsley; and the Ro-
admired as a man of parts, yet his integrity is mans he presented with juga of wine, pork,
always productive of love and confidence. figs, cucumbers, and faggots of wood. Some
Valour produces fear, and parts create suspic- ridiculed the meanness of his presents, while
ion; they are distinctions, moreover, which are others were delighted with this relaxation from
rather given than acquired. One arises from the usual severity of his manners. And Fa
a natural acuteness, the other from a natural vonius, who appeared only as a common per-
firmness of mind. However, as justice is a son amongst the spectators, and had given up
virtue so easily practicable and obtainable, the the management of the whole to Cato, declar-
opposite vice is proportionably odious. ed the same to the people, and publicly ap-

Thus Cato became obnoxious to the chiefs plauded his conduct, exhorting him to reward
of Rome in general. But Pompey in partic- merit of every kind. Curio, the colleague of
ular, whose glory was to rise out of the ruins Favonius, exhibited, at the same time, in the
of his power, laboured with unwearied assidu- other theatre, a very magnificent entertainment :
ity to procure impeachments against him. The but the people left him, and were much more
incendiary Clodius, who had again entered ths entertained with seeing Favonius act the pri-
lists of Pompey, accused Cato of embezzling a vate citizen, and Cato master of the ceremo-
quantity of the Cyprian treasure, and of raising nies. It is probable, however, that he took
an opposition to Pompey, because the latter this upon him only to shew the folly of trou-
had refused to accept of his daughter in mar- blesome and expensive preparations in matters
riage. Cato, on the other hand, maintained, of mere amusement, and that the benevolence
that, though he was not so much as supplied and good humour suitable to such occasions
with a horse, or a soldier, by the government, would have better effect.
yet he had brought more treasure to the com- When Scipio, Hypsaeus, and Milo, were
monwealth from Cyprus, than Pompey had candidates for the consulship, and, beside the
done from so many wars and triumphs over the usual infamous practices of bribery and corrup-
harassed world. He asserted, that he never tion, had recourse to violence and murder and
even wished for the alliance of Pompey, not civil war, it was proposed that Pompey should
because he thought him unworthy, but because be appointed protector of the election. But
of the difference of their political principles. Cato opposed this, and said that the laws should
" For my own part," said he, " I rejected the not derive their security from Pompey, but
province offered me as an appendage to my that Pompey should owe his to the laws.
prstorship ; but for Pompey, he arrogated However, when the consular power had
some provinces to himself, and some he be- been long suspended, and the forum was in
stowed on his friends. Nay, he has now, some measure besieged by three armies, Cato,
without even soliciting your consent, accom- that things might not come to the worst, re-
modated Cesar in Gaul with six thousand comended to the senate to confer that power
soldiers. Such forces, armaments, and horses, on Pompey as a favour, with which his own
are now, it seems at the disposal of private influence would otherwise invest him; and by
men: and Pompey retains the title of com- that means make a less evil the remedy for a
mander and general, while he delegates to greater. Bibulus, therefore, an agent of Ca-
others the legions and the provinces; and con- to's, moved in the senate that Pompey should
tinues within the walla to preside at elections, be created sole consul; adding, that his ad-
the arbiter of the mob, and the fabricator of ministration would either be of the greatest
sedition. From this conduct his principles are service to the state, or that, at least, if the
obvious He holds it but one step from anarchy commonwealth must have a master, it would
to absolute power."* Thus Cato maintained have the satisfaction of being under the aus-
AIB party against Pompey. pices of the greatest man in Rome. Cato,

Marcus Favonius was the intimate friend contrary to every ones's expectation, seconded

* This maxim has been verified in almost every state. went to the throne of Carthage, involved in a
When ambitious men aimed at absolute power, their cloud.
ir«t measure was to impede the n-gular movement* of * See Plato's Phzdo.and the beginning of the Sym-
the constitutional government, by throwing all ito tum. This Apollodorus was suruamed -Afantcuf,
toafmion, that they might ascend to monarchy, as from his passionate enthusiasm.
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the motion, intimating that any government tad himself derived great advantages from the
was preferable to anarchy, and that Pompey authority of Cato. On this account, he wu
promised fair for a constitutional administra censured as ungrateful: though Cato was not
tion, and for the preservation of the city. offended: "For what wonder," said he, "is it,

Pompey, being thus elected consul, invited that what a man esteems the greatest bappineu
Cato to hie house in the suburbs. He received he should not give up to another."' He pro-
him with the greatest caresses and acknow-cured an act in the senate, that no candidate
ledgments, and entreated him to assist in his should canvass by means of others. This ex-
administration, and to preside at his councils. asperated the people; because it cut off at once
Cato answered, that he had neither formerly the means of cultivating favour, and conveying
opposed Pompey out of private enmity, nor bribes; and thereby rendered the lower order
supported him of late out of personal favour; of citizens poor and insignificant. It was in
but that the welfare of the state had been his some measure owing to this act that he lost the
motive in both: that, in private, he would as consulship; for he consulted his dignity too
sist him with his counsel whenever he should much to canvass in a popular manner himself,
be called upon; but that, in public, he should and his friends could not then do it for him.
speak his sentiments, whether they might be A repulse, in this case, is for some time
in Pompey's favour or not. And he did not attended with shame and sorrow both to the
fail to do as he had said. For, soon after, candidate and his friends; but Cato was so
when Pompey proposed severe punishments little affected by it, that he anointed himself to
and penalties against those who had been guil- play at ball, and walked as usual after dinner
ty of bribery, Cato gave it as his opinion, that with his friends in ihe forum, without his shoes
the past should be overlooked, and the future or his tunic. Cicero, sensible how much Rome
only adverted to: for that if he should scruti- wanted such a consul, at once blamed his in-
nize into former offences of that kind, it would dolence, with regard to courting the people on
be difficult to say where it would end; and this occasion, and his inattention to future suc-
should he establish penal laws, ex post facto, cess: whereas, he had twice applied for the
it would be hard that those who were convict- praetorship. Cato answered, that his ill suc-
ed of former offences, should suffer for the cess in the latter case was not owing to the
breach of those laws which were then not in aversion of the people, but to the corrupt and
being. Afterwards, too, when impeachments compulsive measures used amongst them;
were brought against several persons of rank, whilst in an application for the consulship no
and some of Pompey's friends amongst the such measures could be used; and he was sen-
rest, Calo, when he observed that Pompey sible, therefore, that the citizens were offended
Toured the latter, reproved him with great free- by those manners, which it did not become a
dom, and urged him to the discharge of his wise man either to change for their sakes, or,
duty. Pompey had enacted, that encomiums by repeating his application, to expose himself
should no longer be spoken in favour of the to the same ill success.
prisoner at the bar; and yet, he gave into the Caesar had, at this time, obtained many dan-
court a written encomium on Munatius Plan- gerous victories over warlike nations; and had
cus,* when he was upon his trial; but Cato, fallen upon the Germans, though at peace with
when he observed this, as he was one of the the Romans, and slain three hundred thousand
judges, stopped his ears, and forbade the apol- of them. Many of the citizens, on this occa-
ogy to be read. Plancus, upon this, objected sion, voted a public thanksgiving; but Cato
to Cato's being one of the judges; yet he was was of a different opinion, and said, " That
condemned notwithstanding. Indeed, Cato Caesar should be given up to the nations he had
gave the criminals in general no small perplex- injured, that his conduct might not bring a
ity; for they were equally afraid of having him curse upon the city; yet the gods," he said,
for their judge, and of objecting to him; as in " ought to be thanked, notwithstanding, that
the latter case, it was generally understood the soldiers had not suffered for the madness
that they were unwilling to rely on their inno- and wickedness of their general, but that they
cence, and by the same means were condemn-had in mercy spared the state." Caesar, upon
ed. Nay, to object to the judgment of Cato, this, sent letters to the senate, full of invectives
became a common handle of accusation and against Cato. When they were read, Cato
reproach. rose with great calmness, and in a speech, so

Caesar, at the same time that he was prose- regular that it seemed premeditated, said, that,
cuting the war in Gaul, was cultivating his in- with regard to the letters, as they contained
terest in the city, by all that friendship and nothing but a little of Caesar's buffoonery, they
mu nficence could effect. Pompey saw this, deserved not to be answered; and then, laying
and waked, as from a dream, to the warnings open the whole plan of Caesar's conduct, more
of Cato: yet he remained indolent; and Cato, like a friend, who knew his bosom counsels,
who perceived the political necessity of oppos-than an enemy, he shewed the senate that it
ing Caesar, determined himself to stand for the was not the Britons or the Gauls they had to
consulship, that he might thereby oblige him fear, but Caesar himself. This alarmed them
either to Jay down his arms or discover his de- so much, that Cesar's friends were sorry they
ligns. Cato's competitors were both men of had produced the letters that occasioned it.
credit; but Sulpicius,f who was one of them, Nothing, however, was then resolved upon :

only it was debated concerning the propriety of
* Munaliua Plancus, who, in the Greek, is, by mis-

take, called Flaccus, was then tribune of the people.
He was accused by Cicero, and defeated by Fompej, Servius Sujpicius Ruftu. The latter, according to
but unanimously condemned. in, was chosen for his knowledge of the laws, ui

f The competitor! wer M. Claudius Marcellui and the farmer far hii eloquence.
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Appointing a successor to Csrsar; and when However, as soon as he had remarried Marcia,
Cesar's friends required, tliat, in case thereof, lie gave her the charge of his family, and fol-
Pompey too should relinquish his army, and lowed Pompey.
give up his provinces: " Now," cried Cato, "is From that time, it is said that he neither cut
coming to pass th.^ dvcn that I foretold.* It i» his hair, nor shaved his beard, nor wore a gar-
obvious, thai Caesar will have recourse to arms; land; but was uniform in his dress, as in hi»
and that the power which he has obtained by anguish for his country. On which sido
deceiving the people, he will make use of to soever victory might for a while decree, he
enslave them." However, Cato had but little changed not on that account his habits. Being
influence out of the senate, for the people were appointed to the government of Sicily, he
Dent on aggrandizing Czesir; and even the passed over to Syracuse; and finding that Asi-
.enate, while convinced by the arguments of nius Pollio was arrived at Messeniawith a de
Cato, was afraid of the people. tachment from the enemy, he sent to him to de-

When the news was brought that Caesar had mand the reason of his coming; but Pollio only
taken Arminium, and was advancing with his answered his question by another, and de-
army towards Rome, the people in general, and manded of Cato to know the cause of the revo-
even Pompey, cast their eyes upon Cato, as on lutions. When he was informed that Pompey
the only person who had foreseen the original had evacuated Italy, and was encamped at
designs of Caesar. " Had ye then," said Cato, Dyrrhachium. " How mysterious," said he,
"attended to my counsels, you would neither " are the ways of Providence.' When Pompey
now have feared the power of one man, nor neither acted upon the principles of wisdom
would it have been in one man that you should nor of justice, he was invincible; but now that
have placed your hopes." Pompey answered, he would save the liberties of his country, hi3
that " Cato had indeed been a belter prophet, good fortune seems to have forsaken him.
but that he had himself acted a more friendly Asinius, he said, he could easily drive out of
part." And Cato then advised the senate to Sicily; but aa greater supplies were at hand, he
put every thing into the hands of Pompey. was unwilling to involve the island in war.
"For the authors of great evils," he said, He therefore advised the Syracusans to consult
"know best how to remove them." As Pom- their safety by joining the stronger party; and
pey perceived that his forces were insufficient, soon after set sail. When he came to Pom-
and even the few that he had by no means pey, his constant sentiments were, that the war
hearty in his cause, he thought proper to leave should be procrastinated in hopes of peace; for
the cily. Cato, being determined to follow that, if they came to blows, which party soever
him, sent his youngest son to Munatius, who might be successful, the event would be deci-
was in the country of the Brutii, and took the sive against the liberties of the state. He also
eldest along with him. As his family, and par- prevailed on Pompey, and the council of war,
ticularly his daughters, wanted a proper super- that neither any city subject to the Romans
intendant, he took Marcia again, who was then should be sacked, nor any Human killed, ex-
a rich widow; for Hortensius was dead, and cept in the field of battle. By this he gained
had left her his whole estate. This circum- great glory, and brought over many, by his hu-
stance gave Caesar occasion to reproach Cato manity, to the interest of Pompey.
with his avarice, and to call him the merce- When he went into Asia for the purpose of
nary husband. " For why," said he, " did he raising men and ships, he took with him hia
part with her, if he had occasion for her him- sister Servilia, and a little boy that she had by
self:1 And, if he had not occasion for her, why Lucullus; for, since the death of her husband,
did he take her again? The reason is obvious. she had lived with him; and this circumstance
It was the wealth of Hortensius. He lent the of putting herself under the eye of Cato, and of
young man his wife, that he might make her a following him through the severe discipline of
rich widow." But, in answer to this, one need camps, greatly recovered her reputation: yet
only quote that passage of Euripides, Caesar did not fail to censSre Cato even on her

account.
Call Hercules a coward!

Though Pompey's officers in Asia did not
For it would be equally absurd to reproach think that they had much need of Cato's assist-
Cato with covetousness as it would be to ance, yet he brought over the Rhodians to theii
chaige Hercules with want of courage. Wheth- interest; and there leaving his sister Servilia
er the conduct of Cato was altogether unex-and her son, he joined Pompey's forces, which
ceptionable in this affair is another question. were now on a respectable footing, both by sea

and land. It was on this occasion that Pompey
"But was not this very impolitic in Cato? "Was it discovered his final views. At first, he intend-

notavain sacrifice to his ambition of prophecy? Caesar
could not long remain unacquainted with what had ed to have given Cato the supreme naval com-
pawed in the scnale : and Cato's observation, on this mand ; and he had then no fewer than five hun-
occasion, -was not much more discreet than it would be dred men of war, besides an infinite number of
to tell a madman, who had a flambeau in his hand, that open galleys and tenders. Reflecting, how-
he intended to burn a house. Cato, in ouropinioD. with ever, or reminded by his friends, that Cato'«all his virtue, contributed no les.i to the destruction of
the commonwealth than Cassar himself. Wherefore great principle was on all occasions to rescue
did he idly eiasperate that ambitious man, by object-the commonwealth from the government of an
ing against a public thanksgiving for his victories? individual; and that, if invested with so con
There was a prejudice in that part of Calo's conduct, siderable a power himself, the moment Ca;sar
which had but the shadow of virtue to support it. Nay, should be vanquished, he would oblige PompeyIt is more than probable, that it was out of spite to
Caesar, that Cato pave the whole consular power to too to lay down his arms, and submit to the
Pompey. It must oe remembered, that Cccsar had de- laws; he changed his intentione, though he had
kaucned Cato's sitter. alretdy mentioned them to Cato, and gave tb«
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command of the fleet to Bibulus. The zeal of country, took upon him the command. He
Cato, however, was not abated by this conduct, first made for Cyrcne, and was received by tho
When they were on the eve of battle at Dyr people, though they had before shut their gate*
rhachium, Pornpey himself addressed and en- against Labicnus. Here he understood that
couraged the army, and ordered his officers to Scipio, Pompey's father-in-law, was entertain-
do the same. Their addresses, notwithstand-ed by Juba; and that Appius Varus, to whom
ing, were coldly received. But when Cato rose Pompey had given the government of Africa,
and spoke, upon the principles of philosophy, had joined them with his forces. Cato, there-
concerning liberty, virtue, death, and glory: fore, resolved to march to them by land, as it
when, by his impassioned action, he shewed was now winter. He had got together a great
that he felt what he spoke, and that his elo- many asses to carry water; and furnished him-
quence took its glowing colours from his soul; self also with cattle and other victualling pro-
when he concluded with an invocation to the visions, aa well as with a number of carriages.
gods, as witnesses of their efforts for the pre- He had likewise in his train some of the people
servation of their country;-the plaudits of the called Psylli,* who obviate the bad effects of
army rent the skies, and the generals marched the bite of serpents, by sucking out the poison;
on in full confidence of victory. They fought, and deprive the serpents themselves of their
and were victorious ; though Caesar's good ferocity by their charms. During a continued
genius availed him of the frigid caution and march for seven days, he was always foremost,
diffidence of Pompey, and rendered the victory though he made use of neither horse nor char-
incomplete. But these things have been men- iot. Even after the unfortunate battle of Phar-
tioned in the life of Pompey. Amid the general salia, he ate sitting,f intending it as an addi-
joy that followed this success, Cato alone tional token of mourning, that be never lay
mourned over his country, and bewailed that down except to sleep.
fatal and cruel ambition which covered the By the end of winter he reached the place of
teld with bodies of citizens fallen by the hands his designation in Libya, with an army of near
of each other. When Pompey, in pursuit of ten thousand men. The affairs of Scipio and
Czsar, proceeded to Thessaly, and left in Varus were in a bad situation, by reason of the
Dyrrhachium a large quantity of arms and misunderstanding and distraction which pre-
treasure, together with some friends and rela- vailed between them, and which led them to
tions, he gave the whole in charge to Cato, with pay their court with great servility to Juba,
the command of fifteen cohorts only; for still whose wealth and power rendered him intoler-
he was afraid of his republican principles. If ably arrogant. For when he first gave Cato
he should be vanquished, indeed, he knew Cato audience, he took his place between Scipio and
would be faithful to him; but if he should be Cato. But Cato took up his chair and removed
victor, he knew, at the same time, that he would it to the other side of Scipio; thus giving him
not permit him to reap the reward of conquest the most honourable place, though he was hi«
in the sweets of absolute power. Cato, how- enemy, and had published a libel against him.
ever, had the satisfaction of being attended by Cato's adversaries have not paid proper re-
many illustrious persons in Dyrrhachium. gard to his spirit on this occasion, but they

After the fatal overthrow at Pharsalia, Cato have been ready enough to blame him for put-
determined, in caso of Pompey's death, to con- ting Philostratus in the middle, when he was
duct the people under his charge to Italy, and walking with him one day in Sicily, though he
then to retire into exile, far from the cognizance did it entirely out of regard to philosophy. In
of the power of tho tyrant; but if Pompey sur- r These people were 80 called from their king Psyl-
vived, he was resolved to keep his little forces [us, whose tomb was in the region of the Syrtes. Var-
together for him. With this design, he passed ro tells us, Ihat, to try the legitimacy of their children,
into Corcyra, where the fleet was stationed: :hey sufier them to be bitten by a venomous serpent;
and would there have resigned his command to and if they survive the wound, they conclude that they

are not spurious. Crates Pergamenus says, there were(/icero, because tie-had been consul and him- a people of this kmd at Faros, on the Hellespont, call-
self only prator. But Cicero declined it, and ed Ophiogenes, whose touch alone was a cure for the
"et sail for Italy. Pompey the Younger re- bite of a serpent. Celsus observes, that the Psylli suck
lented this defection, and was about to lay vio- out the poison from the wound, not by any superior
lent hands on Cicero and some others, but skill or quality, but because they have courage enoughto do it. Some writers have asserted, that the Psylli
Cato prevented him by private expostulation; have, an innate quality in their constitution, that is
and thus saved the lives both of Cicero and the poisonous to serpents; and that the smell of it throws
rest. them into a profound sleep. Pliny maintains, that

Cato, upon a supposition that Pompey the every man has in himself a natural poison for serpents;
Great would make his escape into Egypt or and that those creatures will shun the human saliva, as

they would boiling water. The fasting saliva, in par-
Libya, prepared to follow him, together with ticular, if it comes within their mouths, kills them im-
his little force, after having first given, to such mediately. If, therefore, we may believe that the hu-
as chose it, the liberty of staying behind. As man saliva is an antidoU to the poison of a serpent, we
soon as he had reached the African coast, he shall have no occasion to believe, at the same time, that
met with Sextus, Pompey's younger son, who the Psylli were endowed with any peculiar qualities ofthis kind, but that their succeu in these operations
acquainted him with the death of his father. arose, aa Celsus says, Ex audacia usa confirmula,
This greatly afflicted the little band; but as However, they made a considerable trade of it; and
Pompey was no more, they unanimously re- we are assured, that they have been known to impor*
"olved to have no other leader than Cato. the African serpents into Italy, and other countries, t»
Cato, out of compassion to the honest men that increase their gain. Pliny says, they brought scorpions into Sicily, but they would not live in that island
bad put their confidence in him, and because f The consul Varro did the same after the battle of
he would not leave them destitute in a foreign Canna. It was a ceremony of mourning
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thu manner he humbled Juba, who had consid-from the cruelty and inhumanity of Scipio, who
ered Scipio and Varus as little more than already threw out insolent menaces agamrt
his lieutenants; and he took care also to recon- many of the Romans,"
cile them to each other. The thing came to pass sooner than he e«-

The whole army then desired him to take pected. About midnight a person arrived from
the command upon him; and Scipio and Varus the army, whence he had been three days in
readily offered to resign it: but he said, " He coming, with news that a great battle had been
would not transgress the laws, for the sake of fought at Thaspus; that all was lost; that Cffisar
which he was waging war with the man who was master of both the camps; and that Scipio
trampled upon them; nor, when he was only and Juba were fled with a few troops, which
proprietor, take the command from a procon- had escaped the general slaughter.
sul." For Scipio had been appointed procon- On the receipt of such tidings, the people o(
cul; and his name inspired the generality with Utica, as might be expected amidst the appre-
hopes of success; for they thought a Scipio hensions of night and war, were in the utmoat
could not be beaten in Africa. distraction, and could scarce keep themselvti

Scipio being established Commander-in-chief, within the walls. But Cato making his ap
to gratify Juba, was inclined to put all the pearance among thecitizens, who were running
inhabitants of Utica to the sword, and to raze up and down the streets with great confusion
the city as a place engaged in the interest of and clamour, encouraged them in the best man-
Caesar. But Cato would not suffer it: he in- ner he could. To remove the violence of ter-
veighed loudly in council against that design, ror and astonishment, he told them the case
invoking Heaven and earth to oppose if, and, might not be so bad as it was represented, the
with much difficulty, rescued that people out misfortune being probably exaggerated by re-
of the hands of cruelly. After which, partly port; and thus he calmed the present tumult.
on their application, and partly at the request As soon as it was light, he summoned to the
of Scipio, he agreed to take the command of temple of Jupiter the three hundred whom he
the town, that it might neither willingly nor made use of as a council. These were the
unwillingly fall into the hands of Caesar. In- Romans who trafficked there in merchandise
deed, it was a place very convenient and advan- and exchange of money; and to them he added
tageous to those who were masters of it; and all the senators, and their sons. While they
Cato added much to its strength, as well as were assembling, he entered the house with
convenience. For he brought into it a vast great composure and firmness of look, as ii
quintity of bread-corn, repaired the walls, nothing extraordinary had happened; and read
erected towers, and fortified it with ditches and a book which he had in his hand. This con-
ramparts. Then he armed all the youth of tained an account of the stores, the corn, the
Utica, and posted them in the trenches under arms, and other implements of war, and the
his eye: as for the rest of the inhabitants, he musters.
kept them close within the walls; but, at the When they were met, he opened the matter
same time, took great care that they should suf- by commending the three hundred, for the ex-
fer no injury of any kind from the Romans. And traordinary alacnty and fidelity they had shewn
by the supply of arms, of money, and provisions, in serving the public cause with their purses,
which he sent in great quantities to the camp, their persons, and their counsels; and exhort-
Utica came to be considered as the principal ing them not to entertain different views, or to
magazine. endeavour to save themselves by flight;" for,"

The advice he had before given to Pompey, continued he, " if you keep in a body, Cssar
ne now gave to Scipio, " Not to risk a battle will not hold you in such contempt, '^you con-
with an able and experienced warrior, but to tinue the war; and you will be more likely to
take the advantage of time, which most effect- be spared, if you have recourse to submission.
ually blasts the growth of tyranny." Scipio, I desire you will consider the point thorough-
however, in his rashness, despised these coun- ly, and what resolution soever you may take, I
sels, and once even scrupled not to reproach will not blame you. If you are inclined logo
Cato with cowardice; asking, " Whether he with the stream of fortune, I shall impute the
could not be satisfied with sitting still himself change to the necessity of the times. If you bear
within the walls and bars, unless he hindered up against their threatening aspect, and con-
others from taking bolder measures upon occa-. tinue to face danger in the cause of liberty, I
riou?" Cato wrote back, " That he was ready will be your fellow-soldier, as well as captain,
to cross over into Italy with the horse and foot till our country has experienced the last issues
which he had brought into Africa, and, bv of her fate: our country, which is not in Utica,
bringing Cssar upon himself, to draw him from or Adrymettutn, but Rome; and she, in her vast
his design against Scipio." But Scipio only resources, has often recovered herself from
ridiculed the proposal; and it was plain that greater falls than this. Many resources we cer-
Cato now repented his giving up to him the tainly have at present; and the principal is,
command, since he saw that Scipio would take that we have to contend with a man whose oc-
no rational scheme for the conduct of the war; casions oblige him to attend to various objects
and that if he should, beyond all expectation, Spain is gone over to young Pompey, and
tucceed, he would behave with no kind of mod-Rome, as yet unaccustomed to the yoke, ia
eration to the citizens. It was therefore Cato's ready to spurn it from her, and to rvse on any
judgment, and he often declared it to his friends, prospect of change. Nor is danger to be de-
- That, by reason of the incapacity and rash-clined. In this you may take your enemy foi
ness of the generals, he could hope no good a pattern, who is prodigal of his blood in the
end of the war; and that, even if victory should most iniquitous cause; whereas, if you succeed,
declare for them, and CfEsar be destroyed, for you will live extremely happly; if you miscarry

rt, he would not stay at Rome, but fly the uncertainties of war will be terminated
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with a glorious death. However, deliberate keep at a distance from Utica, because the three
among yourselves as to the steps you should hundred were not to be depended upon.
take, first entreating Heaven to prosper your In the meantime a considerable body at
determinations in a manner worthy the cour- cavalry, who had escaped out of the battle, ap-
age and zeal you have already shown." proached Utica, and despatched three men to

This speech of Cato's inspired some with Cato, though they could come to no unanimous
confidence, and even with hope; and the gen- resolution. For some were for joining Juba,
erality were so much affected with his intrepid, some Cato, and others were afraid to enter
bis generous, and humane turn of mind, that Utica. This account being brought to Cato,
they almost forgot their present danger; and he ordered Marcus Rubrius to attend to the
looking upon him as the only general that was business of the three hundred, and quietly to >
invincible, and superior to all fortune, " They take down the names of such as offered to set
desired him to make what use he thought prop- free their slaves, without pretending to use the
er of their fortunes and their arms; for that it least compulsion. Then he went out of the
was better to die under his banner than to save town, taking the senators with him, to a con-
their lives at the expense of betraying so much ference with the principal officers of the caval-
virtue." One of the council observed the ex- ry. He entreated their officers not to aban-
pediency of a decree for enfranchising the don so many Roman senators; nor to choose
slaves, and many commended the motion: Juba, rather than Cato, for their general; but
Cato, however, said, " He would not do that, to join, and mutually contribute to each other's
because it was neither just nor lawful; but such safety by entering the city, which was im-
as their masters would voluntarily discharge, pregnable in point of strength, and had pro-
he would receive, provided they were of proper visions and every thing necessary for defence
age to bear arms." This many promised to for many years. The senators seconded this
do; and Cato withdrew, after having ordered application with prayers and tears. The of-
lists to be made out of all that should offer. ficers went to consult the troops under their

A little after this, letters were brought him command; and Cato, with the senators, set
from Juba and Scipio. Juba, who lay with a down upon one of the mounds to wait their
small corps concealed in the mountains, desir- answer.
ed to know Cato's intentions; proposing to wait At that moment Rubrius came up in great
for him if he left Utica, or to assist him if he fury, inveighing against the three hundred,
chose to stand a siege. Scipio also lay at who, he said, behaved in a very disorderly
anchor under a promontory near Utica, ex- manner, and were raising commotions in the
pecting an answer on the same account. city. Upon this, many of the senators thought

Cato thought itadvisable to keep the messen-their condition desperate, and gave into the
ger till he should know the final determination utmost expressions of grief. But Cato endeav-
of the three hundred. All of the patrician order oured to encourage them, and requested the
with great readiness enfranchised and armed three hundred to have patience,
their slaves; but as for the three hundred, who Nor was there any thing moderate in the
dealt in traffic and loans of money at high in- proposals of the cavalry. The answer from
terest, and whose slaves were a considerable them was " That they had no desire to be in
part of their fortune, the impression which the pay of Juba; nor did they fear Cresar,
Cato's speech had made upon them did not last while they should have Cato for their general;
long. As some bodies easily receive heat, and but to be shut up with Uticans, Phoenicians,
as easily grow cold again when the fire is re- who would change with the wind, was a cir-
moved, so the sight of Cato warmed and liber- cumstance which they could not bear to think
alized these traders; but when they came to of; for," said they, " if they are quiet now, yet
consider the matter among themselves, the when Caesar arrives, they will betray us and
dread of Caesar soon put to flight their rever- conspire our destruction. Whoever, therefore,
ence for Cato, and for virtue. For thus they desires us to range under his banners there,
talked-" What are we, and what is the man must first expel the Uticans, or put them to
whose orders we refuse to receive? Is it not the sword, and then call us into a place clear
Caesar into whose hands the whole power of the of enemies and barbarians." These proposals
Roman empire is fallen? And surely none of appeared to Cato extremely barbarous and
us is a Scipio, a Pompey, or a Cato. Shall we, savage: however, he mildly answered, " That
at a time when their fears make all men en- he would talk with the three hundred about
tertain sentiments beneath their dignity-shall them." Then, entering the city again, he
we, in Utica, fight for the liberty of Rome with applied to that set of men, who now no longer,
a man against whom Cato and Pompey the out of reverence to him, dissembled or pal-
Great durst not make a stand in Italy? Shall liated their designs. They openly expressed
we enfranchise our slaves to oppose Caesar, their resentment that any citizens should pre-
who have no more liberty ourselves than that sume to lead them against Caisar, with whom
conquerer is pleased to leave us? Ah! wretches all contest was beyond their power and theii
that we arc! Let us at last know ourselves and hopes. Nay, some went so far as to say,
send deputies to intercede with him for mercy." " That the senators ought to be detained in the
This was the language of the most moderate town till Caesar came." Cato let this pass aa
among the three hundred: but the greatest part if he heard it not; and, indeed, he was a little
of them lay in wait for the patricians, thinking, deaf.
if they could seize upon them, they should more But being informed that the cavalry were
easily make their peace with Caesar. Cato sus- marching off, he was afraid that the three
pected the change, but made no remonstrances hundred would lake some desperate step with
against it; he only wrote to Scipio and Juba, to respect to the senators; and he therefore went
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in pursuit of them with his friends. As he taviuB* approached the place with two legions;
found they were got under march, he rode after and, as soon as he had encamped, sent to de-
them. It'was with pleasure they saw him ap- sire Cato to settle with him the business of th«
proach; and they exhorted him to go with command. Cato gave the messenger no an
them, and save his life with theirs. On this swer, but turning to his friends, said, " Need
occasion, it is said that Cato shed tears, while we wonder that our cause has not prospered,
he interceded with extended hands in behalf when we retain our ambition on the very brink
of the senators. He even turned the heads of of ruin?"
some of their horses, and laid hold of their ar- In the meantime, having intelligence that the
mour, till he prevailed with him to stay, at cavalry at their departure, were taking the
least, that day, to secure the retreat of tho goods of the Uticans as a lawful prize, he has-
tenators. tened up to them, and snatched the plunder

When he came back with them, and had out of the hands of the foremost: upon which
committed the charge of the gates to some, and they all threw down what they had got, and
the citadel to others, the three hundred were retired in silence, dejected and ashamed. He
under great apprehensions of being punished then assembled the Uticans, and applied to
for their inconstancy, and sent to beg of Cato, them in behalf of the three hundred, desiring
by all means, to come and speak to them. But them not to exasperate Caesar against those
the senators would not suffer him to go. They Romans, but to act in concert with them, and
said they would never let their guardian and consult each other's safety. After which he
deliverer come into the hands of such perfid- returned to the sea-side to look upon the em-
ious and traitorous men. It was now, indeed, barkation; and such of his friends and ac-
that Cato's virtue appeared to all ranks of men quaintances as he could persuade to go, he em-
in Utica in the clearest light, and commanded braced and dismissed, with great marks of af-
the highest love and admiration. Nothing fection. His son was not willing to go with the
could be more evident than that the most per- rest, and he thought it was not right to insist
fect integrity was the guide of his actions. He on his leaving a father he was so fond of.
had long resolved to put an end to his being, There was one Statyllius,t a young man, who
aod yet he submitted to inexpressible labours, affected a firmness of resolution above his
cares, and conflicts, for others; that, after he years, and, in all respects, studied to appear
had secured their lives, he might relinquish his like Cato, superior to passion. As this young
own. For his intentions in that respect were man's enmity to Cssar was well known,.Cato
obvious enough, though he endeavoured to desired him by all means to take ship with tha
conceal them. rest; and when he found him bent upon stay-

Therefore, after having satisfied the senators ing, he turned to Apollonides the Stoic, and
as well as he could, he went alone to wait upon Demetrius the Peripatetic, and said, " It ia
the three hundred. " They thanked him for your business to reduce this man's extrava-
the favour, and entreated him to trust them and gance of mind, and to make him see what it
make use of their services; but as they were for his good." He now dismissed all except
not Catos, nor had Cato's dignity of mind, they such as had business of importance with him;
hoped he would pity their weakness. They and upon these he spent that night and great
told him they had resolved to send deputies to part of the day following.
Caesar, to intercede first and principally for Lucius Czsar, a relation of the conqueror,
Cato. If that request should not be granted, who intended to intercede for the three hun-
they would have no obligation to him for any dred, desired Cato to assist him in composing
favour to themselves; but as long as they had a suitable speech. "And for you," said he,
breath, would fight for Cato." Cato made his I shall think it an honour to become the most
acknowledgments for their regard, and advised humble suppliant, and even to throw myself at
them to send immediately to intercede for them- his feet." Cato, however, would not suffer it:
ielves. "For me," said he, "intercede not. " If I chose to be indebted," said he " to Cssar
It is for the conquered to turn suppliants, and for my life, I ought to go in person, and with-
for those who have done an injury to beg par- out any mediator; but I will not have any ob-
don. For my part, I have been unconquered ligation to a tyrant in a business by which he
through life, and superior in the things I wish- subverts the laws. And he docs subvert the
ed to be; for injustice and honour I am Caesar's laws, by saving, as a master, those over whom
superior. Caesar is the vanquished, the falling he hag no right of authority. Nevertheless, we
man, being now clearly convicted of those de- will consider, if you please, how to make your
signs against his country which he had long application most effectual in behalf of the three
denied." hundred."

After he had thus spoken to the three hun- After he had spent some time with Lucius
dred, he left them; and being informed that Caesar upon this affair, he recommended liia
Czsar was already on hig march to Utica, son and friends to his protection, conducted
" Strange!" said he, " it seems he takes us for him a little on his way, and then took his leave,
men." He then went to the senators, and de- and retired to his own house. His son and the
lired them to hasten their flight while the cav- rest of his friends being assembled there, he
alry remained. He likewise shut all the gates, discoursed with them a considerable time; and,
except that which leads to the sea; appointed among other things, charged the young man to
thips for those who were to depart; provided
for good order in the town; redressed griev- " The game who commanded Pompey's fleet
ances; composed disturbances, and furnished t This brave youn£ Roman was the same who, after
all who wanted with the necessary provisions Vie battle of Philippi, went through the enemy, to in

"or the -voyage. About this time Marcus Oc- quire into the condition of Brutus's camp, and wai
slain in bit return by Cxtar's soldiers.
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take no share in the administration. " For the in a louder tone demanded his sword. At hut
"tate of affairs," said he, " is such, that it is he struck one of them such a blow on the
impossible for you to fill any office in a manner mouth thathc hurt his own hand; z.nd growing
worthy of Cato; and to do it otherwise would more angry, and raising his voice still higher,
be unworthy of yourself." he cried, " I am betrayed and delivered naked

In the evening he went to the bath; where, to my enemy by my son and my servants." His
bethinking himself of Statyllius, he called oui son then ran in with his friends, and tenderly
aloud to Apollonides, and said, " Have you embracing him, had recourse to tears and en-
taken down the pride of that young man? and treaties. But Cato rose up, and, with a stern
is he gone without bidding us farewell?" "No, and awful look, thus expressed himself:-
indeed," answered the philosopher, " we have " When and where did I shew any signs of
taken a great deal of pains with him; but he distraction, that nobody offers to dissuade me
continues as lofty and resolute as ever; he says from any purpose that I may seem to be wrong
he will stay, and certainly follow your con- in, but I must be hindered from pursuing my
duct." Cato then smiled, and said, " That will resolutions, thus disarmed? And you, young
soon be seen." man, why do not you bind your father? bind

After bathing, he went to supper^ with a his hands behind bis back, that when Caesar
large company, at which he sat, as he had al- comes, he may find me utterly incapable of re-
ways done since the battle of Pharsalia; for, sistance? As to a sword, I have no need of it
(as we observed above) he never now lay to despatch myself; for if I do but hold my
down except to sleep. All his friends, and the breath awhile, or dash my head against the
magistrates of Utica, supped with him. After wall, it will answer the purpose as well."
supper, the wine was seasoned with much wit Upon his speaking in this manner, the young
and learning; and many questions in philoso- man went out of the chamber weeping, ana
phy were proposed and discussed. In the course with him all the rest, except Demetrios and
of the conversation, they came to the paradoxes Apollonides. To these philosophers he ad-
of the stoics (for so their maxims are common- dressed himself in a milder tone.-"Are you
ly called,) and to thia in particular, " That the also determined to make a man of my age lite
good man only is free, and all bad men are whether he will or no? And do you sit here
"laves."* The Peripatetic, in pursuance of his in silence to watch me? Or do you bring any
principles, took up the argument against it. aiguments to prove, that now Cato has no
Upan which Cato attacked him with great hopes from any other quarters, it is no dishon-
warmth, and in a louder and more vehement our to beg mercy of his enemy? Why do not
accent than usual, carried on a most spirited you begin a lecture to inform me better, that,
discourse to a considerable length. From the dismissing the opinions in which you and I have
tenor of it, the whole company perceived he lived, we may, through Caesar's means, grow
bad determined to put an end to his being, to wiser, and so have a still greater obligation to
extricate himself from the hard conditions on him? As yet I have determined nothing with
which he was to hold it. respect to myself; but I ought to have it in my

As he found a deep and melancholy silence power to put my purpose in execution, when I
the consequence of his discourse, he endeavour-have formed it. And, indeed, I shall, in some
ed to recover the spirits of his guests, and to measure, consult with you, for I shall proceed
remove their suspicions, by talking of their pres- in my deliberations upon the principles of your
ent affairs, and expressing his fears both for his philosophy. Be satisfied then, and go tell my
friends and partisans who were upon their voy- son, if persuasion will not do, not to have re-
age; and for those who had to make their way course to constraint."
through dry deserts, and a barbarous country. They made no answer, but went out; the

After the entertainment was over, he took tears falling from their eyes as they withdrew.
his usual evening walk with his friends and The sword was sent in by a little boy. He
gave the officers of the guards such orders as drew and examined it, and finding the point
the occasion required, and then retired to his and the edge good, " Now," said he, " I am
chamber. The extraordinary ardour with which master of myself." Then laying down the
he embraced his son and his friends at this sword, he took up the book again, and, it is
parting, recalled all their suspicions. He lay said, he perused the whole twice." After » hicb,
down and began to read Plato's book on the he slept so sound that he was heard by those
immortality of the soul: but before he had gone who were in waiting without. About midnight
through with it, he looked up, and took notice he called for two of his freedmen, CJeanthe*
that his sword was not at the head of his bed, the physician, and Butas, whom he generally
where it used to hang; for his son had taken employed about public business. The latter
it away while he was at supper. He, there-he Kent to the port, to see whether all the Ro-
fore, called his servant and asked him, who mans had put off to sea, and bring him word.
bad taken away his eword? As the servant In the meantime he ordered the physician to
made no answer, he returned to his book; and, dress his hand, which was inflamed by the
after a while, without any appearance of haste blow he had given his servant This was some
or hurry, as if it was only by accident that he consolation to the whole house, for now they
called for the sword, he ordered him to bring thought he had dropped his design against his
it The servant still delayed to bring it, and life. Soon after this Butas returned, and in-
he had patience till he had read out his book: formed him that they were all got off except
but then he called his servants one by one, and Crassus, who had been detained by some buii-

" Thif was not the sentiment »f the stoici only, but * Yet this very dialogue condemns suicids in tht
of Sotrmtes. strongest terns.
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ness, but that he intended to embark very soon, I that himself, w to his friends and hi« son lived
though the wind blew hard, and the sea wag 

' 
there without any appearance of fear or ap-

tempestuous. Cato, at this news, sighed in prehension. Upon these circumstances be
pity of his friends at sea, and sent Butas again, could form no probable conjecture. However,
that if any of them happened to have put as it was a great point with him to get Cato
back, and should be in want of any thing, he into his hands, he advanced to the place with
might acquaint him with it. his army with all possible expedition. And

By this time the birds began to sing, and when he had intelligence of Gate's death, he
Cato fell again into a little slumber. Butas, at is reported to have uttered this short sentence,
his return, told him, all was quiet in the har- " Cato, I envy thee thy death, since thou
bour; upon which Cato ordered him to shut couldst envy me the glory of saving thy life."
the door, having first stretched himself on the Indeed, if Cato had deigned to owe his life to
bed, as if he designed to sleep out the rest of Ci'sar, he would not so much have tarnish-
the night. But after Butas was gone, he drew ed his own honour as have added to that of
his sword, and stabbed himself under the the conqueror. What might have been the
breast. However, he could not strike hard event is uncertain; but, in all probability
enough on account of the inflammation in his ('ivsur would have inclined to the merciful
hand, and therefore did not presently expire, side.
but in the struggle with death fell from the bed, Cato died at the age of forty-eight. Hi*
and threw down a little geometrical table that son suffered nothing from Cxsar; but, it is
stood by said, he was rather immoral, and that he was

The noise alarming the servants, they cried censured for his conduct with respect to wo-
out, and his son and his friends immediately men. In Cappadocia he lodged at the house
entered the room. They found him weltering of Marphadates, one of the royal family, who
in his blood, and his bowels fallen out; and at had a very handsome wife; and as he staid
the same time he was alive and looked upon there a longer time than decency could war-
them. They were struck with inexpressible rant, such jokes as these were passed upon
horror. The physician approached to examine him:-" Cato goes the morrow after the thir-
the wound, and finding the bowels uninjured, tieth day of the month "-" Porciusand Mar-
he put them up, and began to sew up the wound. phadates are two friends who have but one
But as soon as Cato came a little to himself, soul;" for the wife of Marphadates was named
he thrust away the physician, tore open the Pacyche, which signifies soul.-" Cato is a
wound, plucked out his own bowels, and im- ?reat and generous man, and has a royal soul."
mediately expired. Nevertheless, he wiped off all aspersions by

In less time than one would think all the his death; for, fighting at Philippi against Oc-
family could be informed of this sad, event, the tavius Cssar and Antony, in the cause of liber-
three hundred were at the door; and a little ty, after his party gave way, he disdained
after, al) the people of Utica thronged about to fly. Instead of slipping out of the action,
it, with one voice calling him " their benefac- he challenged the enemy to try their strength
for, their saviour, the only free and unconquer- with Cato! he animated such of his troops as
ed man." This they did, though, at the same bad stood their ground, and fell acknowledg
time, they had intelligence that Czsar was ap- ed by his adversaries as a prodigy of valour.
proaching. Neither fear, nor the flattery of Cato's daughter was much more admired for
the conqueror, nor the factious disputes that her virtues. She was not inferior to her fa-
prevailed among themselves, could divert them ther either in prudence or in fortitude; for be-
from doing honour to Cato. They adorned ing married to Brutus, who killed Cssar, she
the body in a magnificent manner, and, after a was trusted with the secret of the conspiracy,
splendid procession, buried it near the sea; and put a period to her life in a manner wor-
where now stands bis statue, with a sword in thy of her birth and of her virtue, as we have
the right hand. related in the life of Brutus,

This great business over, they began to take As for Statyllius, who promised to imitate
measures for saving themselves and their city. the pattern of Cato, he would have despatched
Ciesar had been informed by persons who went aimself soon after him, but was prevented by
lo surrender themselves, that Cato remained the philosophers. He approved himself after
in Utica, without any thoughts of flight; that he wards to Brutus a faithful and able officer, and
"rovided for the escape of others, indeed, but fell in the battle of Pbilippi.

AGIS.

IT is not without appearance of probability all the different variety of passions, they pro-
that some think the fable of Iiion designed to duce nothing pure and genuine; the whole is.
represent the fate of ambitious men. Ixion sue ie of a preposterous kind. The shepherd*
took a cloud instead of Juno to his arms and in Sophocles say of their flocks,
the Centaurs were the offspring of their em-
brace' tlie ambitious embrace honour, which -These are our aubjecU, yet we »erTe them,

Aud listen lo ihtir mutt command.
is only tne jmage of vjrtue; and; governed by
different impulses, actuated by emulation and The same may be truly affirmed of those great
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statesmen who govern according to the capri- Spartan kings, Agia and Clcomenr*, who were
cious and violent inclinations of the people. not behind him in popularity. Like the Orac-
They become slaves, to gam the name of mag. chi, they strove to enlarge the privileges of the
istratcs and rulers. As in a ship those at the people, and by restoring the just and glorioui
oar can see what is before them better than the institutions which had long fallen into disuw
pilot, and yet are often looking back to him for they became equally obnoxious to the great,
orders; so they who take their measures of who could not think of parting with the supe-
administration only with a view to popular ap- riority which riches gave them, and to which
plause, are called governors indeed, but, jo they had long been accustomed. These Spar-
fact, are no mere than slaves of the people. tans were not, indeed, brothers; but their ac-

The complete, the honest statesman has no tions were of the same kindred and complex-
farther regard to the public opinion than as the ion; the source of which was this: -
confidence it gains him facilitates his designs, When the love of money made its way into
and crowns them with success. An ambitious Sparta, and brought avarice and meanness in
young man may be allowed, indeed, to value iU train on the one hand, on the other, profu
himself upon his great and good actions, and to sioo, effeminacy, and luxury, that state soon
expect his portion of fame. For virtues, as deviated from its original virtue, and sank into
Theophrastus says, when they first begin to contempt till the reign of Agis and Leonidas.
grow in persons of that age and disposition, Agis was of the family of Eurytion, the son of
are cherished and strengthened by praise, and Eudamidas, the sixth in descent from Agesi-
afterwards increase in proportion as the love laus, distinguished by his expedition into Asia,
of glory increases. But an immoderate pas- and for his eminence in Greece. Agesilaus
sion for fame, in all affairs, is dangerous, and was succeeded by his son Archidamus, who
in political matters destructive: for, joined to was slain by the Messapians at Mandomum in
great authority, this passion drives all that are Italy.* Agis was the eldest son of Archida-
possessed with it into folly and madness, while mus, and being slain at MegaJopolis by Antipa-
they no longer think that glorious which is ter, and leaving no issue, was succeeded by his
good, but account whatever is glorious to be brother Eudamidas. He was succeeded by
also good and honest. Therefore, as Phocion another Archidamus, his son, and that prince
said to Antipater, when he desired something by another Eudamidas, his son likewise, and
of him inconsistent with justice, " You cannot the father of that Agis of whom we are now
have Phocion for your friend and flatterer too;" speaking. Leonidas, the son of Cleonymui,
this, or something like it, should be said to the was of another branch of the family of the
multitude; " You cannot have the same man Agiads, the eighth in descent from that Pau-
both for your governor and your slave:" for sanias who conquered Mardonius at Plataea
that would be no more than exemplifying the Pausanias was succeeded by his son Plistonax,
fable of the servant. The tail, it seems, one and he by another Pausanias, who being ban-
day, quarrelled with the head, and, instead of ished to Tegea, left his kingdom to his eldest
being forced always to follow, insisted that it son Agesipolis. He, dying without issue, was
should lead in its turn. Accordingly, the tail succeeded by his brother Cleombrotus, who
undertook the charge, and, as it moved for- left two sons, Agesipolis and Cleomenes Age-
ward at all adventures, it tore itself in a terri- sipolis, after a short reign, died without issue,
ble manner: and the head, which was thus and Cleomenes, who succeeded him in the
obliged, against nature, to follow a guide that kingdom, after burying his eldest son Acro-
could neither see nor hear, suffered likewise tatus, left surviving another son Cleonymus,
in its turn. We see many under the same pre- who, however, did not succeed to the king-
dicament, whose object is popularity in all the dom, which fell to Areus the son of Acrotatus,
steps of their administration. Attached en- and grandson" of Cleomenes. Areus being slain
tirely to the capricious multitude, they produce at Corinth, the crown descended to his son
such disorders as they can neither redress nor Acrotatus, who was defeated and killed in the
restrain. battle of Megalopolis, by the tyrant Aristo-

These observations on popularity were sug- demus. He left, his wife pregnant; and as the
gested to us by considering the effects of it child proved to be a son, Leonidas, the son of
in the misfortunes of Tiberius and Caius Grac- Cleonymus, took the guardianship of him; and
chus. In point of disposition, of education, his charge dying in his minority, the crown
and political principles, none could exceed fell to him. This prince was not agreeable to
them; yet they were ruined, not so much by his people. For, though the corruption was
an immoderate love of glory as by a fear of dis- general, and they all grew daily more and more
grace, which, in its origin, was not wrong. depraved, yet Leonidas was more remarkable
They had been so much obliged to the people than the rest for his deviation from the customi
for their favour, that they were ashamed to be of his ancestors. He had long been conversant
behind-hand with them in inarKs of attention. in the courts of the Asiatic princes, particularly
On the contrary, by the most acceptable ser- in that of Seleucus, and he had the indiscretion
vices, they always studied to outdo the honours to introduce the pomp of those courts intos.
paid them; and being still more honoured on Grecian state, and into a kingdom where the
account of those services, the affection between laws were the rules 01" government.
them and the people became at last so violent, Agis far exceeded not only him, but almost
that it forced them into a situation wherein it all the kings who reigned before him since the
was in vain to say, " Since we are wrong, it * We know of DO such place as tfandonivm. Prob-
would be a shame to persist." In the course ably we nhould read Mandvrium, which U a city of
of the history these observations occur. Japrgia. mentioned by Ihe geographers. CeUoni*

With these two Romans let us compare two page 903.
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great Agesilaus, in goodness of disposition and as they would have changed Aeir apparel But
dignity of mind. For, though brought up in most of the old men, being far gone in corrup-
the greatest affluence, and in all the indulgence tion, were as much afraid of the name of Ly-
that might be expected from female tuition, curgus as a fugitive slave, when brought back,
under bis mother Agesistrata, and his grand- is of that of his master. They inveighed, there-
mother Arcbidamia, who were the richest per- fore, against Agis for lamenting the present state
ions in Lacedamonia, yet before he reached of things, and desiring to restore the ancient
the age of twenty, he declared war against dignity of Sparta. On the other hand, Lysan-
pleasure; and, to prevent any vanity which the der, the son of Libya, Mandroclidas the son of
beauty of his person might have suggested, he Ecphanes, and Agesilaus, not only came into
discarded all unnecessary ornament and ei- his glorious designs, but co-operated with them.
pense, and constantly appeared in a plain La- Lysander had great reputation and authority
cedaemonian cloak. In his diet, his bathing, among the Spartans. No man understood the
and in all his exercises, he kept close to the interests of Greece better than Mandroclidas,
Spartan simplicity, and he often used to say and with his shrewdness and capacity he had
that the crown was no farther an object of de- a proper mixture of spirit. As for Agesilaus,
gire to him, than ag it might enable him to res- he was uncle to the king, and a man of great
tore the laws and ancient discipline .of his eloquence, but at the same time effeminate and
country. avaricious. However, he was animated to this

The first symptoms of corruption and dis- enterprise by his son Hippomedon, who had
temper in their commonwealth appeared at the distinguished himself in many wars, and wag
.irne when the Spartans had entirely destroyed respectable on account of the attachment of the
the Athenian empire, and began to bring gold Spartan youth to his person. It must be ac-
and silver into Lacedjemon. Nevertheless, knowledged, indeed, that the thing which really
the Agrarian law established by Lycurgus still persuaded Agesilaus to embark in the design
lubsisting, and the lots of land descending un- was the greatness of his debts, which he hoped
diminished from father to son, order and equal- would be cleared off by a change in the con.
ity in some measure remained, which prevent-stitution.
ed other errors from being fatal. But Epitadeus, As soon as Agis had gained him, he endeav-
a man of great authority in Sparta, though at oured, with his assistance, to bring hie own
the same time factious and ill-natured, being mother into the scheme. She was sister to
appointed one of the ephori, and having a quar- Agesilaus, and by her extensive connexions,
rel with his son, procured a law that all men her wealth, and the number of people who
should have liberty to alienate* their estates in owed her money, had great influence in Sparta,
their lifetime, or to leave them to whom they and a considerable share in the management of
pleased at their death. It was to indulge his public affairs. Upon the first intimation of the
private resentment, that this man proposed the thing, she was quite astonished at it, and dis-
decree, which others accepted and confirmed suaded the young man as much as possible,
from a motive of avarice, and thus the best in- from measures which she looked upon as neith-
stitution in the world was abrogated. Men of er practicable nor salutary. But Agesilaus
fortune now extended their landed estates with- shewed her that they might easily be brought
out bounds, not scrupling to exclude the right to bear, and that they would prove of the
heirs; and property quickly coming into a few greatest utility to the state. The young prince,
bands, the n:st of the people were poor and too, entreated his mother to sacrifice her wealth
miserable. The latter found no time or oppor- to the advancement of his glory, and to indulge
tunity for liberal arts and exercises, being his laudable ambition. " It is impossible," said
obliged to drudge in mean and mechanic em- he, " for me ever to vie with other kings in
ployments for their bread, and consequently point of opulence. The domestics of an Asi-
looking with envy and hatred on the rich. There atic grandee, nay, the servants of the stewards
remained not above seven hundred of the old of Ptolemy and Seleucus were richer than all
Spartan families, of which, perhaps, one hun- the Spartan kings put together. But if by so-
dred had estates in land. The rest of the city briety, by simplicity of provision for the body,
was filled with an insignificant rabble without and by greatness of mind, I can do something
property or honour, who had neither heart nor which shall far exceed all their pomp and lux-
ipirit to defend their country against wars ury, I mean the making an equal partition of
abroad, and who were always watching an op- property among all the citizens, I shall really
portunity for changes and revolutions at home. become a great king, and have all the honour

For these reasons Agts thought it a noble that such actions demand."
undertaking, as in fact it was, to bring the citi- This address changed the opinions of the
len< again to an equality, and by that means women.-They entered into the young man's
to replenish Sparta with respectable inhabit- glorious views; they caught the flame of virtue,
ants. For this purpose he sounded the incli- ae it were, by inspiration, and, in their turn,
nations of his subjects The young men lis- hastened Agis to put his scheme in execu-
tened to him with a readiness far beyond his ex- tion. They sent for their friends, and recora
pectation: they adopted the cause of virtue mended the affair to them; and they did the
with him, and, for the sake of liberty, changed same to the other matrons; for they knew thai
their manner of living, with as little objection the Lacedemonians always hearken to their

wives, and that the women are permitted to* It MM good policy in the kings of England and France
to procure laws empowering the nobility to alienate intermeddle more with public business than
Intir eihjir.t, j^,), by that means, to reduce their power; the men are with the domestic. This, indeed,
for the nobility, in those times, were no better than so was the principal obstruction to Agis's enter-
n»ay petty tyraoU. prise. Great part of the wealth of Spa-to waj
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BOW in the hands of the women; consequently daughter of Priam, who died at that place, and
they opposed the reformation, not only because mighl have the name of Pasiphm, from her an
they knew they must forfeit those gratifica- swering the questions of all that consulted he>.
tions in which their deviation from the severer But Phylarchus says, she was no other than
paths of sobriety had brought them to place Daphne, the daughter of Amyclas, who flying
their happiness; but because they saw they from the solicitations of Apollo, was turned
must also lose that honour and power which into a laurel, and afterwards honoured by that
follow property. - They therefore applied to deity with the gift of prophecy.-Be this as it
Leonidas the other king, and desired him, as may, it was affirmed that her oracle had com-
the older man, to put a stop to the projects of manded all the Spartans to return to the equality
Agis. which the laws of Lycurgus originally en joined.

Leonidas was inclined to serve the rich; but Last of all, king Agis entered the assembly,
as he feared the people, who were desirous of and, after a short speech, declared, that he
the change, he did not oppose it openly. Pri- would contribute largely to the institution he
vately, however, he strove to blast the design, recommended. He would first give up to the
by applying to the magistrates, and invidiously community his own great estate, consisting of
represented, " That Agis offered the poor a ftrable and pasture land, and of six hundred
share in the estates of the rich, as the price of talents in money: then his mother, and grand*
absolute power; and that the distribution of mother, all his relations and friends, who were
lands, and cancelling of debts, were only means the richest persons in Sparta, would follow
to purchase guards for himself, not citizens for his example.
Sparta." The people were astonished at the magnifi-

Agis, however, having interest to get Lysan- cence of the young man's proposal, and rejoic-
der elected one of the epftori, took the oppor- ed that now, after the space of three hundred
tunity to propose his rhetra to the senate; ac- years, they had at last found a king worthy of
cording to which, " Debtors were to be releas- Sparta. Upon this, Leonidas began openly and
ed from their obligations; and lands to be di- vigorously to oppose the new regulations. He
vided in the following manner: - those that lay considered that he should be obliged to do the
between the valley of Pelleneand mount Tay- same with his colleague, without finding the
getus, as far as Malea and Sellasia, were to be same acknowledgements from the people; that
distributed in four thousand five hundred equal all would be equally under the necessity of
lots; fifteen thousand lots were to be made of giving up their fortunes, and that he who first
the remaining territory, which should be shared set the example would alone reap the honour
among the neighbouring inhabitants who were He therefore demanded of Agis, " Whether
able to bear arms: as to what lay within the he thought Lycurgus a just and good man?"
limits first mentioned, Spartans were to have Agis answering in the affirmative, Leomda«
tho preference; but if their number fell short, thus went on:-" But did Lycurgus ever order
it sl.ould be made up out of strangers who were just debts to be cancelled, or bestow the
unexceptionable in point of person, condition, freedom of Sparta upon strangers? Did he not
and education. These were to be divided into rather think his commonwealth could not be
fifteen companies, some of four hundred, some in a salutary state, except strangers were en-
of two hundred, who were to eat together, and tirely excluded?" Agis replied, " He did not
keep to the diet and discipline enjoined by the wonder that Leonidas, who was educated in
laws of Lycurgus." a foreign country, and had children by an in-

The decree thus proposed in the senate, and termarriage with a Persian family, should be
the members differing in their opinions upon it, ignorant that Lycurgus, in banishing money,
Lysander summoned an assembly of the peo-banished both debts and usury from Laceda>
ple; and he, with Mandroclidas and Agesilaus, mon. As for strangers, he excluded only those
in their discourse to the citizens, entreated who were not likely to conform to his institu-
them not to suffer the few to insult the many, tions, or fit to class with his people. For he
or to see with unconcern the majesty of Sparta did not dislike them merely as strangers; his
trodden under foot. They desired them to re- exceptions were to their manners and customs,
collect the ancient oracles which bade them and he was afraid that, by mixing with his
beware of the love of money, as a vice the Spartans, they would infect them with their
most ruinous to Sparta; as well as) the late luxury, effeminacy, and avarice. Terpander,
answer from the temple of Pasiphz, which gave Thales, and Pherecydes, were strangers, ye'
them the same warning. - For Pasiphz had a because their poetry and philosophy moved in
temple and oracle at Thalamiae.* Some say concert with the maxims of Lycurgus, they
this Pasipha? was one of the daughters of Atlas, were held in great honour at Sparta. Even
who had by Jupiter, a son named Ammon. you commend Ecprepes, who, when he was
Others suppose her to be Cassandra,f the one of the ephori, retrenched the two strings

which Phrynis, the musician, had added to the
* Those who consulted this oracle lay down to sleep seven of the harp; you commend those who

ID the temple and ihe goddess revealed to them the did the same by Timotheus;* and yet you
object of tlieii irii|uirks m a dream. Ci'c. de Div. I. 1.

f Fausanias would incline one to think that tVis was

the ifocMcss Jno. " On the road between Octylui so covered with garlands and fillets, that it is not to be"nd Thalamite." says he, " is the temple of Ino. It it seen ; but it is said to be of brass."
the cuslnrn of those who consult her to sleep in the tem- * Timotheus the Milesian,a celebrated Dithyrambie
ple, and what tiny want to know is revealed to them poet and musician. He added even a twelfth string to
in a dream. In the court of the temple are two stal- the harp, for which he was severely punished by the

of bras*, ODC of Pankia, fit ought , sagt Spartans, who concluded that luiury of win"
me other of the sun. That which is in the temple is would effeminate the people*
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complain of our intention to banish superfluity, when their sentiments are the same, the ep/wrt
oride, and luxury from Sparta. Do you think have no right to interpose."
that in retrenching the swelling and super- The kings, prevailed upon by this argument,
numerary graces of music they had no farther entered theplace of assembly with their friends,
view, and that they were not afraid the eicess where they removed the eplurri from their seats,
and disorder would reach the lives and man- and placed others in their room. Agesilaus
ners of the people, and destroy the harmony of was one of these new magistrates. They then
the state ?" armed a great number of the youth, and re-

From this time the common people followed leased many out of prison; upon which then1
Agis. But the rich entreated Lconidas not to adversaries were struck with terror, expecting
give up their cause; and they exerted their in- that many lives would be lost; however they
terest so effectually with the senate, whose put not one wan to the sword: on the con-
chief power lay in previously determining what trary, Agis understanding that Agesilaus de-
laws should be proposed to the people, that signed to kill Leonidas in his flight to Tegea^
they carried it against the rhetra by a majority and had planted assassins for that purpose on
of one. Lysander, however, being yet in of- the way, generously sent a party of men whom
fice, resolved to prosecute Leonidas upon an he could depend upon, to escort him, and they
ancient law, which forbids every descendant conducted him safely to Tegea.
of Hercules to have children by a woman that Thus the business went on with all the suc-
is a stranger, and makes it capital for a Spar- cess they could desire, and they had no farther
tan to settle in a foreign country. He instruct- opposition to encounter. But this excellent
ed others to allege these things against Leoni- regulation, so worthy of Lacedsmon, miscar-
das, while he, with his colleagues, watched for ried through the failure of one of its pretended
a sign from heaven. It was the custom for the advocates, the vile disease of avarice, in Age-
ephori every ninth year, on a clear star-light silaus. He was possessed of a large and fine
night, when there was no moon, to sit down, estate in land, but at the same time deeply in
ind in silence observe the heavens. If a star debt; and as he was neither able to pay hi»
happened to shoot from one part of them to debts, nor willing to part with his land, he re-
another, they pronounced the kings guilty of presented to Agis, that if both his intentions
some crime against the gods, and suspended were carried into execution at the same time,
them till they were re-established by an oracle it would probably raise great commotions in
from Delphi or Olympia. Lysander, affirming Sparta, but if he first obliged the rich by the
that the sign had appeared to him, summoned cancelling of debts, they would afterwards
Leonidas to his trial, and produced witnesses quietly and readily consent to the distribution
to prove that he had two children by an Asiatic of lands. Agesilaus drew Lysander too into
woman, whom one of Seleucus's lieutenants the same snare. An order, therefore, waa
had given him to wife; but that, on her con- issued for bringing in all bonds (the Lacedae-
ceiving a mortal aversion to him, he returned monians call them claria,) and they were piled
home against his will, and filled up the vacancy together in the market-place, and burned.
in the throne of Sparta. During this suit, he When the fire began to burn, the usurers and
persuaded Cleombrolas, son-in-law to Leoni- other creditors walked off in great distress
das, and a prince of the blood, to lay claim to But Agesilaus, in a scoffing way, said, " H«
the crown. Leonidas, greatly terrified, fled to never saw a brighter or more glorious flame."
the altar of Minerva in the Chalcixcus,* as a The common people demanded that the dig
tuppliant; and his daughter, leaving Cleombro- tnbution of lands should also be made imme-
tus, joined him in the intercession. He was diately, and the kings gave orders for it; but
resummoned to the court of judicature; and as Agesilaus found out some pretence or other for
be did not appear, he was deposed, and the delay, till it was time for Agis to lake the field
kingdom adjudged to Cleombrotus. in behalf of the Achsans, who were allies of

Soon after this revolution, LysandeHs time the Spartans, and had applied to them for sue
expired, and he quitted his office. The ephori cours. For they expected that the -flCtolians
of the ensuing year listened lo the supplication would take the route through the territory of
of Leonidas, and consented to restore him. Megara, and enter Peloponnesus. Aratus, gen-
They likewise began a prosecution against Ly- eral of the Achsans, assembled an army to pre-
"ander and JNI.indroclidas for the cancelling of vent it, and wrote to the ephoi"i for assistance
debts and distribution of lands, which those They immediately sent Agis upon that ser-
magistrates agreed to contrary to law. In tins vice; and that prince went out with the highest
danger they persuaded the two kings to unite hopes, on account of the spirit of his men and
their interest, and to despise the machinations their attachment to his person. They were
of the epnoi'i. " These magistrates," said they, most of them young men in very different cir-
"have no power but what they derive from cumstances, who being now released from their
"ome difference between the kings. In such a debts, and expecting a division of lands if th»f
ease they have a right to support with their returned from the war, strove to recommeno,
"offrage the prince whose measures are salu- themselves as much as possible to Agis. It
tary, against the other who consults not the was a most agreeable spectacle to the cities, to
public good; but when the kings are unani- see them march through Peloponnesus without
mous, nothing can overrule their determina- committing the least violence, and with such
tion!. To resist them is to fight against the discipline that they were scarce heard as they
laws. For, as we said, they can only decide passed. The Greeks said one to another
between the kings in case of disagreement; " With what excellent order and decency rn'Mt

the armies under Agesilaus, Lysandcr, or Ag«
* Minerva hid i temple it SparU, entirely of brail, ailaus of old, ha»e moved, when we find suck

N N
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exact obedience, sjch re\erence in these Spar-idaa was most incensed; and therefore passing
tans to a general who is, perhaps the youngest Agis by, he went with a party of soldiers to
man in the whole army." Indeed, this young seize Cleombrotus, whom he reproar.aed, in
prince's simplicity of diet, his love of labour, terms of resentment, with conspiring against
*nil his Affecting ho show either in his dross or him, though honoured with his alliance, depriv-
Arms above aprivate soldier, made all the com ing him of the crown, and banishing him hii
jnon people, as he passed, look upon him with country.
pleaeuro and admiration: hut his new regula- Cleombrotus had nothing to say, but sat in
tions at LacedEinon displeased the rich, and the deepest distress and silence, Chelonis, the
they were afraid that he might raise commo-daughter of Leonidas, had looked upon the in-
tions every where among the commonalty, and jury done her father as done to herself- whea
put them upon following the example. Cleombrotus robbed him of the crown, she left

After Agia had joined Aratus at Corinth, in him, to console her father in his misfortune.
the deliberations about meeting and fighting the While he was in the sanctuary, she stayed with
enemy he shewed a proper courage and spirit, him, and when he retired she attended him in
without any enthusiastic or irrational flights. his flight, sympathizing with his sorrow, and
He gave it as his opinion, " Thai they should full of resentment against Cleombrotus. But
give battle, and not suffer the war to enter the when the fortunes of her father changed, she
gates of Peloponnesus. He would do, how-changed too. She joined her husband as a sup-
ever, what Aratua thought most eipedient, be- pliant, and was found sitting by him with great
cause he was the older man, and general of marks of tenderness; and her two children, one
the Achxans, whom he came not to dictate to, on each side, at her feet. The whole company
but to assist in the war." were much struck at the sight, and they could

It must be acknowledged that Bato" of Sinope not refrain from tears when they considered
relates it in another manner. He says, Aratus her goodness of heart and such superior in-
was for fighting, and Agis declined it. But stances of affection.
Bato had never met with what Aratus writes Chelonis then pointing to her mourning habit
by way of apology for himself upon this point. and dishevelled hair, thus addressed Leomdai.
That general tells us, " That as the husband-" It was not, my dear father, compassion for
men had almost finished their harvest, he Cleombrotus which put me in this habit and
thought it better to let the enemy pass, than to gave me this look of misery. My sorrows took
hazard by a battle the loss of the whole coun- their date with your misfortunes and your ban-
try." Therefore, when Aratus determined not ishment, and have ever since remained my fa-
to fight, and dismissed his allies with compli- miliar companions. Now you have conquered
ments on their readiness to serve him, Agis, your enemies, and are again king of Sparta,
who had gained great honour by his behaviour, should I still retain these ensigns of affliction,
marched back to Sparta, where, by this time, or assume festival and roval ornaments while
internal troubles and changes demanded his the husband of my youth, whom you gave me,
presence. falls a victim to your vengeance. If his own

Agesilaus, still one of the tplwri, and deliver- submission, if the tears of his wife and children
ed from the pressure of debts which had weigh- cannot propitiate you, he must suffer a severer
ed down hia spirits, scrupled no act of injustice punishment for his offences than you require:-
that might bring money into his coffers. He he must see his beloved wife die before him:
even added to the year a thirteenth month, for how can I live and support the sight of my
though the proper period for that intercalation own sex, after both my husband and my father
was not come, and insisted on the people's have refused to hearken to my supplication-
paying supernumerary taxes for that month. when it appears that, both as a wife and a
Being afraid, however, of revenge from those daughter, I am born to be miserable with my
he had injured, and seeing himself hated by all family? If this poor man had any plausible
the world, he thought it necessary to maintain reasons for what he did, I obviated them all by
a guard, which always attended him to the forsaking him to follow you. But you furnish
senate-house. As to the kings, he expressed him with a sufficient apology for his misbe-
an utter contempt for one of them, and the haviour, by shewing that a crown is so greit
respect he paid the other he would have un- and desirable an object, that a son-in-law must
derstood to be, rather on account of his being be slain, and a daughter utterly disregarded,
his kinsman, than his wearing the crown. Be- where that is in the question."
lides, he propagated a report, that he should Chelonis, after this supplication, rested her
DC one of the ephori the year following. His cheek on her husband's head, and with an eye
enemies, therefore, determined to hazard an dim and languid with sorrow looked round on
immediate attempt against him, and openly the spectators. Leonidas consulted hisfrieodi
brought back Leomdas from Tegea, and placed upon the point, and then commanded Cleom-
him on the throne. The people saw it with brotus to rise and go into exile; but he desired
pleasure; for they were angry at finding them- Chelonis to stay, and not leave so affectionate
telves deceived with respect to the promised a father, who had been kind enough to grant her
distribution of lands. Agesilaus had hardly her husband's life Chelonis, however, would
etcaped their fury, had not his son Hippomedon, not be persuaded. When her husband wa»
who was held in great esteem by the whole city risen from the ground, she put one child in hii
on account of his vaiour, interceded for his life. arms, and took the other herself, and after

The kings both took sanctuary; Agia in having paid due homage at the altar where they
CbaJcuecus, and Cleombrottu in the temple of had taken sanctuary, she went with him into

eptuno. It was against the latter that Leon- banishment. So that, had not CleombrotLS
been corrupted with the love of false glory, he

Hi wrote the hntorj of Penis. must have thought exile, with such a
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> greater happiness than a kingdom without not touch him, and the lery mercenaries de.
her. clined it, for they thought it impious to lay vio-

After CleoTibrotus was thus expelled, the lent hands on a king. Demochares, seeing
ephori removed, and others put in their place, this, loaded them with reproaches, and threat-
Leonidas laid a scheme to get Agis into hia ened to punish them. At the same time b*
power. At first, he desired him to leave his laid hold on Agis himself, and thrust him into
sanctuary, and resume his share in the govern- the dungeon.
ment; " For the people," he said, " thought he By this time it was generally known that Agit
might well be pardoned, as a young man am- was taken into custody and there was a great
bitious of honour: and the rather, because they, concourse of people at the prison gites with
M well as he, had been deceived by the craft lanterns and torches. Among the numoers
of Agesilaus." But when he found that Agis who resented these proceedings were the
luspected him, and chose to slay where he was, mother and grandmother of Agis, crying out
he threw off the mask of kindness. Amphares, and begging that the king might be heard and
Demochares, and Arcestlaus, used to give judged by the people in full assembly. But
Agis their company, for they were his intimate this, instead of procuring him a respite, has-
friends. They likewise conducted him from tened his execution; for they were afraid he
the temple to the bath, and, after he had would be rescued in the night, if the tumult
bathed, brought him back to the sanctuary. should increase.
Amphares had lately borrowed a great deal of As Agis was going to execution, he perceived
plate and other rich furniture of Agesislrata, one of the officers lamenting his fate with tears;
and he hoped that if he could destroy the king upon which, he said, "My friend, dry up your
and the princesses of his family, he might keep tears; for, as I suffer innocently, I am in a bet-
those goods as his own. On this account he is ter condition than those who condemn me con-
laid to have first listened to the suggestions of trary to law and justice." So saying, he cheer-
Leonidas, and to have endeavoured to bring fully offered his neck to the executioner.
the cphori, his colleagues, to do the same. Amphares then going to the gate, Agesistrata

As Agis spent the rest of his time in the threw herself at his feet, on account of their
temple, and only went^ out to the bath, they re- long intimacy and friendship. He raised her
eolved to make use of that opportunity. There- from the ground, and told her, " No farther
fore, one day on his return, they met him with violence should be offered her son, nor should
a great appearance of friendship, as they con- he now have any hard treatment." He told
ducted him on his way, conversed With much her, too, she might go in and see her son, if
freedom and gaiety, which his youth and their she pleased. She desired that her mother
intimacy with him seemed to warrant. But might be admitted with her, and Amphares as-
when they came to the turning of a street sured her, there would be no objection. When
which led to the prison, Amphares, by virtue he had let them in, he commanded the gates
of his office, arrested him, "I take you, Agis," to be locked again, and Archidamia to be first
tavd he, " into custody, ia order to your giving introduced. She v»aa very old, and had lived
account to the cphori of your administration." in great honour and esteem among the Spar-
At the same time, Demochares, who was a tall tans. After she wag put to death, he ordered
strong man, wrapped his cloak about his head, Agesistrata to walk in. She did GO, and be-
and dragged him off. The rest, as they had pre- held her son extended on the ground, and her
viously concerted the thing, pushed him on be- mother hanging by the neck. She assisted the
hind, and no one coming to his rescue or as- officers in taking Archidamia down, placed the
sistance, he was committed to prison. body by that of Agis, and wrapped it decently

Leonidas presently came with a strong band up. Then embracing her son and kissing him,
of mercenaries, to secure the prison without: she said, " My son, thy too great moderation,
and the ephori entered it, with such senators lenity, and humanity, have ruined both thee
as were of their party. They began, as in a and us " Amphares, who from the door saw
judicial process, with demanding what he had and heard all that passed, went up in great
to say in defence of his proceedings; and as fury to Agesistrata, and said, " If you approved
the young prince only laughed at their dissim- your son's actions, you shall also have his re-
ulation, Amphares told him, "They would ward." She rose up to meet her fate, and said,
soon make him weep for presumption." An- with a sigh for her country, " May all this be
other of the ephori, seemed inclined to put for the good of Sparta!"
him in a way of excusing himself and getting When these events were reported in the city,
off, asked him, " Whether Lysander and Ages- and the three corpses carried out, the terror
ilaus had not forced him into the measures he the sad scene inspired was not so great but
took'" But Agis answered, " I was forced by that the people openly expressed their grief
BO man; it was my attachment to the institu- and indignation, and their hatred of Leomdi'«
tions of Lycurgus, and my desire to imitate and Amphares. For they were persuaded that
him, which made me adopt his form of gov- there had not been such a train of villamoui
ernment." Then the same magistrate demand-and impious actions at Sparta, since the Do-
ed, " Whether he repented of what he had rians first inhabited Peloponnesus. The mi
done?" and his answer was, " I shall never jesty of the kings of Sparta had been he-Id ii
repent of so glorious a design, though I see such veneration even by their enemies, thai
death before my eyes." Upon this they passed they had scrupled to strike them when they
sentence of death upon him, and commanded had opportunity for it in battle. Hence it was,
tie officers to carry him into the decade, which that in the many actions between the Lacedae-
is a small apartment in the prison where they monians and other Greeks, tne former had
strangle malefactors. But the officers durst lost only their king Cleombrotus, who fell by a
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javelin at the battle of Leuctra a little before suffered only for engaging in an enterprise that
the time of Philip of Macedon. As for Theo- was truly glorious and worthy of Sparta;
nompus, who, as the Mcssenians affirm, was though he was of an age at which even errors
slain by Arislomcnes, the Lacedaemonians deny are considered as pardonable. His friends had
It, and say he was only wounded. That, in- more reason to complain of him than his ene-
deed, is a matter of some dispute: but it is mies, for saving Leonidas, and trusting his a*
certain that Agis was the first king of Lace- sociates in the undesigning generosity und good
dxinon put to death by the tphori: and that he ness of his heart.

CLEOMENES.

AFTER Agis was put to death, Leonidas in- It is said too, that Cleomenes was instructs*
tended the same fate for his brother Archida- in philosophy, at a very early period of life, by
mus; but that prince saved himself by a timely Sphaerus the Borysthenile,* who came to Lace-
retreat. However, his wife Agiatis, who was dasmon, and taught the youth with great dili-
newly brought to bed, was forced by the tyrant gence and success. Sphaerus was one of the
from her own house, and given to his son Cleo- principal disciples of Zeno the Citean,f and
menes. Cleomenes was not quite come to it seems that he admired that strength of ge-
years of maturity, but his father was not wil- nius he found in Cleomeucs, and added fresh
ling that any other man should have the lady; incentives to his love of glory. We are in-
for she was daughter to Gylippus, and heiress formed, that when Leonidas of old was asked,
to his great estate; and in beauty, as well as " What he thought of the poetry of TyrtaEus?"
happiness of temper and conduct, superior to he said, " I think it well calculated to excite
all the women of Greece. She left nothing the courage of our youth; for the enthusiasm
unattempted, to prevent her being forced into with which it inspires them makes them fear
this match, but found all her efforts ineffectual. no danger in battle." So the stoic philosophy^
Therefore, when she was married to Cleo- may put persons of great and fiery spirits upon
menes, she made him a good and affectionate enterprises that are too desperate; but, in
wife, though she hated his father. Cloemenes those of a grave and mild disposition, it will
was passionately fond of her from the first, and produce all the good effects for which it wa»
bis attachment to his wife made him sympa-designed.
thise wjth her on the mournful remembrance When Leonidas died, and Cleomenes came
of Agis. He would often ask her for the his- to the crown, he observed that all ranks of
tory of that unfortunate prince, and listen with men were utterly corrupted. The rich had an
great attention to her account of his senti- eye only to private profit and pleasure, and
ment* and designs. utterly neglected the public interest. The

Cleomenes was ambitious of glory, and had common people, on account of the meanness
a na-tive greatness of mind. Nature had, more- of their circumstances, had no spirit for war, or
over, disposed him to temperance and simplici- ambition to instruct their children in the Spar-
ty of manners , as much as Agis; but he had tan exercises. Cleomenes himself had only the
not his calmness and moderation. His spirit name of king, while the power was in the hands
had an ardour in it; and there was an impetu- of the ephori. He, therefore, soon began to
osity in his pursuits of honour, or whatever ap- think of changing the present posture of affairs.
peared to him under that character. He thought He had a friend called Xenares, united to him
it most glorious to reign over a willing people; by such an affection as the Spartans called in-
"but, at the same time, he thought it not inglo- spiration. Him he first sounded; inquiring of
rious to subdue their reluctances, and bring him what kind of prince Agis was; by what
them against their inclinations into what was steps, and with what asssociates, he came into
good and salutary. the way he took. Xenares at first consented

He waa not satisfied with the prevailing man- readily enough to satisfy his curiosity, and gave
ners and customs of Sparta. He saw that ease him an exact narrative of the proceedings. But
and pleasure were the great objects with the peo- when he found that Cleomenes interested him-
ple; that the king paid but little regard to pub-self deeply in the affair, and took such an en-
lic concerns, and if nobody gave him any dis- thusiastic pleasure in the new schemes of Agis,
turbance, chose to spend his time in the enjoy- as to desire to bear them again and again, he
ments of affluence and luxury; that individuals,
entirely actuated by self-interest, paid no at- * This Sphaerus was bom toward the end of the reign
tention to the business of the state, any farther of Plotemy Philadelphia*, and flourished under thai of
than they could turn it to their own emolu-Euergctcs. Diocenes Lzrtius has given us a calalogutof hit works, which were considerable. He was tbt
ment. And what rendered the prospect still scholar of Zeno, and afterwards of Cleanlhui.
more melancholy, it appeared dangerous to t He was so called lo distinguish him from Zeno of
make any mention of training the youth to Elea, a cily of Laconia, who flourished jboul two nun,
"trong exercises and strict temperance, to per- dred years after the dra'Ji of Zeno Iht Citiean. CitiuB

of which Ihe tlder Zeno was a native, was a town ii
severing fortitude and universal equality, since Cyprus.
the proposing of these things cost Agis his j From its tendency to inspire a contempt of death
life. and a belief iu the agency ol Providence.
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his distempered inclinations, and at machue. Cleomenes met him at Palantium,
Ust entirely left his company. However, he and offered him battle. But Aratus, intimidat-
did not acquaint any one with the cause of ed by this instance of the young piince's soint
their misunderstanding; bul only said, " Cleo- dissuaded the general from engaging, anu re-
menes knew very well." As Xenares so treated. This retreat exposed Aratus to re-
itrongly opposed the king's project he thought proach among the Acheane, and to scorn and
others must be as little disposed to come into contempt among the Spartans, whose army
it; and therefore he concerted the whole matter consisted not of more than five thousand men.
by himself. In the persuasion that he could Cleomenes, elevated with his success, began
more easily effect his intended change in time to talk in a higher tone among the people, and
of war than of peace, he embroiled his country bade them remember an expression 11 one of
with the Achaeaus, who had indeed given suf- their ancient kings, who said, " The Lacedae-
ficient occasion of complaint; for Aratus, who monians seldom inquired the number of their
was the leading man among them, had laid it enemies, but the place where they could be
down as a principle, from the beginning of his found."
administration, to reduce all Peloponnesus to After this, he went to the assistance of the
one body This was the end he had in view Eleans, against whom the Ach.Tns had now
in his numerous expeditions, and in all the pro- turned their arms. He attacked the latter at
ceedings of government, during the many years Lyczcum, as they were upon, the retreat, and
he held the reins in Achaia. And, indeed, he put them entirely to the rout; not only spread-
was of opinion, that this was the only way to ing terror through their whole army, but killing
secure Peloponnesus against its enemies with- great numbers, and making many prisoners. It
out. He had succeeded with roost of the states was even reported among the Greeks, that
of that peninsula; the Lacedaemonians and Aratus was of the number of the slam. Aratus,
Eleans, and such of the Arcadians as were in availing himself in the best manner of the op-
the Lacedemonian interest, were all that stood portunity, with the troops that attended him in
out. Upon the death of Leonidas, he com- his flight, matched immediately to Mantmea,
menced hostilities against the Arcadians, par- and coming upon it by surprise, took it, and se-
ticularly those who bordered upon the Achaeans; cured it for the Achaeans.
by this means designing to try how the Lace- The Lacedaemonians, greatly dispirited at
daemonians stood inclined. As for Cleomenes, this loss, opposed Cleomenes in his inclination
he despised him as a young man without expe- for war. He therefore bethought himself of
rience. calling Archidamus, the brother of Agis, from

The ephori, however, sent Cleomenes to Messene, to whom, in the other family, the
seize Athenaeum* near Belbina. This place is crown belonged; for he imagined that the power
one of the keys of Laconia, and was then in of the ephori would not be so formidable when
dispute between the Spartans and Megalopoli- the kingly government, according to the Spar-
Uns. Cleomenes accordingly took it and for- tan constitution, was complete, and had its
tified it. Aratus made no remonstrance, but proper weight in the scale. The party that had
marched by night to surprise Tegea and Or- put Agia to death perceiving this, and dreading
cbomenus. However, the persons who had vengeance from Archidamus, if he should be
promised to betray those places to him found established on the throne, took this method to
their hearts fail tl,em when they came to the prevent it. They joined in inviting him to
point; and he retired, undiscovered as he come privately to Sparta, and even assisted him
thought. Upon this, Cleomenea wrote to him, in his return; but they assassinated him imme-
in a familiar way, desiring to know, " Whether diately after. Whether it was against the con-
he marched trie night before." Aratus answered, sent of Cleomenes, as Phylarchus thinks, or
" That, understanding his design to fortify Bel- whether his friends persuaded him to abandon
bina, the intent ofhig last motion was to pre- that unhappy prince, we cannot take upon us
sent that measure." Cleomenes humourously to say. The greatest part of the blame,
replied, "I am satisfied with the account of however, fell upon those friends who, if he
your march; but should be glad to know where gave his consent, were supposed to have teased
those torches and ladders were marching." him into it.

Aratus could not help laughing at the jest; By this time he was resolved to carry his
and he asked what kind of man this young intended changes into immediate execution,
prince was? Democrates, a Lacedaemonian and therefore he bribed the ephori to permit
enle, answered, " If you design doing any him to renew the war. He gained also many
thing against the Spartans, you must do it others by the assistance of his mother Cratcsi-
quickly, before the spurs of this cockrel be clea, who liberally supplied him with money,
grown. and joined in his schemes of glory. Nay, it if

Cleomenes, with a few horse and three hun- said, that, though disinclined to marry 'again,
dred foot, was now posted in Arcadia. The for her son's sake she accepted a man who
epftori, apprehensive of a war, commanded had great interest and authority among the
him home; and he obeyed. But finding that, people
in consequence of this retreat, Aratus had One of his first operations was, the going to
taken Caphys, they ordered him to take the eeixe Leuctra, which is a place within the de-
field again. Cleomenes made himself master pendencies of Megalopolis. The Achsans
of Methydrium, and ravaged the territories of hastened to its relief, under the Command of
Argos. Whereupon the Achaeans marched Aratus; and a battle was fought under the
tgamst him with twenty thousand foot and a walls, in which part of the Lacedaemonian
thousand horse, under the command of Aruto- army was beaten. But Aratus stopping the pur-

* A Umple of Muem. suit at a defile which wag in the way, Lyn»
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das,' theMcgalopoIitan, offended at the order, had been educated with Cleomones, and wnom
encouraged the cavalry under bis command to the Spartans calls Samothracians. These
pursue the ad vantage they had gained; by which were at the head of a small party. While Eu-
means he entangled them among vineyards, ryclidas was holding the ephori in discourse,
ditches, and other inclosurcs, where they were the others ran upon them with their drawn
forced to break their ranks, and fell into great swords. Thsy were all slain but Agesilaus,
disorder. Cleomenes, seeing his opportunity, and he was then thought to have shared the
commanded the Tarentines and Cretans to fall same fate; for he was the first man that fell; but
upon them; and Lysiadas, after great excr- in a little time he conveyed himself silently out
ons of valour, was defeated and slain. The of the room, and crept into a little budding,

T_!>cedtcmonians, thus encouraged, returned to which was the temple of FEAR. This temple
the action with shouts of joy, and routed the was generally shut up, but then happened to be
whole Achaean army. After a considerable open. When he was got in, he immediately
carnage, a truce was granted the survivors, barred the door. The other '"our were des-
and they were permitted to bury their dead; patched outright ; and so were above tea
but Cleomenes ordered the body of Lysiadas more who came to their assistance. Those
to be brought to him. He clothed it in robes who remained quiet received no harm; nor
of purple, and put a crown upon its head; and, were any hindered from departing the city.
in this attire, he sent it to the gates of Mega-Nay, Agesilaus himself was spared, when he
lopolis. This was that Lysiadas who restored came the next day out of the temple.
liberty to the city in which he was an absolute The Lacedaemonians have not only temples
prince, and united it to the Achzan league. dedicated to FEAR, but also to DEATH, to

Cleomenes, greatly elated with this victory, LAUGHTER, and many of the passions. Nor
thought, if matters were once entirely at his dis- do they pay homage to Fear, as one of the
posal in Sparta, the Achseans would no longer noxious and destroying demons, but they con-
be able to stand before him. For this reason Eider it as the best cement of society. Hence it
he endeavoured to convince his father-in-law, was that the ephori, (as Aristotle tells us,)
Megistoiius. that the yoke of the ephori ought when they entered upon their office, caused
to be broken, and an equal division of pro- proclamation to be made, that the people
perty to be made; by means of which equality, should shave the upper lip, and be obedient to
Sparta would resume her ancient valour, and the laws, that they might not be under the ne-
once more rise to the empire of Greece. Meg- cessity of having recourse to severity. As for
istonus complied, and the king then took two the shaving of the upper lip, in my opinion, all
or three other friends into the scheme. the design of that injunction is, to teach the

About that time, one of the ephori had a youth obedience to the smallest matters And
surprising dream, as he slept in the temple of it seems to me, that the ancients did not think
Pasiphs. He thought, that, in the court where that valour consists in the exemption from fear;
the ephori used to sit for the despatch of busi-but on the contrary, in the fear of reproach,
ness, four chairs were taken away, and only and the dread of infamy: for those who stand
one left. And as he was wondering at the most in fear of the law act with the greatest in-
change, he heard a voice from the sanctuary, trepidity against the enemy; and they who are
which said " This is best for Sparta." The most tender of their reputation look with the
magistrate related this vision of his to Cleo- least concern upon other dangers. Therefore,
menes, who at first was greatly disconcerted, one of the poets said well,
thinking that some suspicion had led him to
sound his intentions. But when he found that Ingenuous shame resides with fear.
there was no fiction in the case he was the Hence Homer mikes Helen say to her father
more confirmed in his purpose; and taking with in-law, Priamus,
Jnm such of the citizens as he thought most Before thy presence, father, I appear,
likely to oppose it, he marched against HenEa With conscious shame aod reverential fear.
and Alssa, two cities belonging to the Achaean Pope.
league, and took them. Alter this, he laid in And, in another place, he says, the Grecian
a store of provisions at Orchomenus, and then troops
besieged Mantmea. At last he so harassed the
Lacedaemonians by a variety of long marches, With fear and silence on their chiefs attend
that most of them desired to be left in Arcadia; For reverence, in vulgar minds, is generally
and he returned to Sparta with the mercenaries the concomitant of fear. And, therefore, the
only. By the way he communicated hia de- Lacedaemonians placed the temple of FEAB
sign to such of them as he believed most at- near the hall where the ephori used to eat, to
tached to his interest, and advanced slowly, shew that their authority was nearly equal to
tli.it he might come upon the ephori as they the regal.
"were at supper. Next day Cleomenes proscribed eighty of the

When he approached the town, he sent Eu- citizens, whom he thought it necessary to expel;
ryclidas before him, to the hall where those and he removed all the seats of the ephori ex-
magistrates used to sup, upon pretence of his cept one, in which he designed to sit himself,
being charged with some message relative to to hear causes and despatch other businesi.
the army. He was accompanied by Thencion Then he assembled the people, in order to ex-
and Phxbia) and two other young men who plain and defend what he had done. His

speech was to this effect: " The administration
In the tut it it LyKadai. But Polybius calli him was put by Lycurgus into the hands "f the

; and so does Plutarch iu another place. kings, and the senate and Sparta was governed
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by tlicn i .>rigtim«!, without an/ occasion for other friends, followed his example. The rest
other n^gistrates But, as the Messeman war of the citiiena did the same-, ami then the land
* is drawn out to a great length, and the kings, was divided. He even assigned lots for each
hiving the armies to command had not leisure of the persons whom he had driven into exile .
to attend to the decision of causes at home, and declared that they should all be recalled
they pitched upon some of their friends to be when tranquility had once more taken place.
left as their deputies for that purpose under the Having filled up the number of citizens out of
title of cphori or inspectors. At first they the best of the inhabitants of the neighbouring
behaved as substitutes and servants to the kings; countries, he raised a body of four thousand
but, by little and little, they got the power into foot, whom he taught to use the two-handed
their own hands, and insensibly erected their pike instead of the javelin, and to hold then
office into an independent magistracy.* A shields by a handle, and not by a ring aa be
proof of this is a custom which has obtained fore. Then he applied himself to the educa
till this time, that when the ephori sent for the tion of the youth, and formed them with all tho
king, he refused to hearken to the first and strictness of the Lacedaemonian discipline: in
lecond message, and did not attend them till the course of which he was much assisted by
they sent a third. Asteropus was the first of Sphair is. Their schools of exercise and their
the cplwri who raised their office to that refectories, were soon brought into that good
height of authority many ages after their crea- order which they had of old; some being re-
tion. While they kept within the bounds of duced to it by compulsion, but the greatest part
moderation, it was better to endure than to re- coming voluntarily into that noble training pe-
move them; but when, by their usurpations, culiar to Sparta. However, to prevent any of-
they destroyed the ancient form of government; fence that might be taken at the name of mon-
when they deposed some kings, put others to archy, he made his brother Euclidas hia part-
death without any form of trial, and threatened ner in the throne; and this was the only time
those princes who desire to see the divine con- that the Spartans hid two kings of the same
stitution of their country in its original lustre, family.
they became absolutely insupportable. Had it He observed that the Achxans, and Aratus,
been possible, without the shedding of blood, the principal men among them, were persuaded
to have exterminated those pests which they that the late change had brought the Spartan
had introduced into Laccdx'mon; such as lux- affairs into a doubtful and unsettled state; and
ury, superfluous expense, debts, usury, and that he would not quit the city while it was in
those more ancient evils, poverty and riches, I such a ferment. He therefore thought it would
should then have thought myself the htppiest have both its honour and utility to show the
of kings. In curing the distempers of my enemy how readily his troops would obey him.
country, I should have been considered as the In consequence of which he entered the Alega-
physician whose lenient hand heals without lopolitan territories, where he spread desolation
giving pain. But for what necessity has obliged and made a very considerable booty. In one
me to do I have the authority of Lycurgus, of his last marches he seized a company of co-
who, though neither king nor magistrate; but medians who were on the road from Messene;
only a private man, took upon him to act as a upon which, he built a stage in the enemy's
king,t and appeared publicly in arms. The country; proposed a prize of forty mime to the
consequence of which \vas, that Chanlaus, the best performer, and spent one day in seeing
reigning prince, in great consternation, fled to them. Not that he set any great value on such
the altar. But being a mild and patriotic king, diversions, but he did it by way of insult upon
he soon entered into the designs of Lycurgus, the enemy, to shew his superiority by this mark
and accepted his new form of government. of contempt. For, among the Grecian and roy-
Therefore the proceedings of Lycurgus are an al armies, his was the only one which had not
evidence that it is next to impossible to new a train of players, jugglers, singers, and dancers,
model a constitution without the terror of an of both sexes. No intemperance or buffoonery,
armed force. For my own part, I have applied no public shows or feasts, except on the late
that remedy with great moderation; only rid- occasion, were ever seen in his camp. The
ding myself of such/is opposed the true inter- young men passed the greatest part of theit
est of Lacedimon. Among the rest, I shall time in the exercises, and the t\d men in teach-
make a distribution of all the lands, and clear ing them. The hours of leisure were amused
the people of their debts. Among the strangers, with cheerful discourse, which had all the
I shall select some of the best and ablest, that smartness of Laconic repartee. This kind of
they may be admitted citizens of Sparta, and amusement had those advantages which we
protect her with their arms; and that we may have mentioned in the life of Lycurgus.
oo longer see Laconia a prey to the JEtohajis The king himself was the best teacher. Plain
»nd Illyrians for want of a sufficient number of and simple in his equipage and diet, assuming
inhabitants concerned for its defence." no manner of pomp above a common citizen,

When he had tlnished his speech, he was the he set a glorious example of sobriety. Thi«
first to surrender his own estate into the public was no small advantage to his affaire in Greece.
Itock. His father-in-law Mcgistonus, and his When the Greeks addressed themselves to

other kings, they did not so much admire theii
* When the authority of the kings was grown too

Enormous, Theoporripus found it necessary to curb it wealth and magnificence, as execrate theif
by the institution of the ep/wm. But they were not aa pride and spirit of ostentation, their difficulty
Cknmcnei says ; they were, in their first establishment, of access, and harshness of behavjour to all
JUiuiiteri lo the kings. who had business at their courts. But when

t Lycurgus never assumed nor aspired to regal au-thority : and Cleomenes meutioiu this uul> to 'eke off they applied to Cleomenes, who nut only bore
the odium from himself. the title, but had all the great qualities of a
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king, they saw ̂o purple or robes of etate, no challenged the Achacans, and indeed forced
rich carriages, no gauntlets of pages or door- them to battle, in which he entirely defeated
keepers to be run. Nor had they their answer, them, killed great numbers U|jou the spot,
»fler great difficulties, from the mouth of sec and took many prisoners. Lango was his next
retaries; but they found him in an ordinary object, from which he expelled an Ach;&an
habit, ready to meet them and offer them his garrison, and then put the town into the Kindt
nand. He received them with a cheerful coun- of the Eleans.
tenance, arid entered into their business with When the Achsan affairs were in this ruin-
the utmost ease and freedom. This engaging ous state, Aralus, who used to be general every
manner gained their hearts; and they declared other year, refused the command, though they
he was tlie only worthy descendant of Her pressed him strongly to accept it. But cer-
cules. tainly it was wrong, when such a storm wa»

His common supper was short and truly La raging, to quit the helm, and leave the direc-
conic. There were only couches for three tion to another. The first demands of Cleo-
people; but when he entertained ambassadors menes appeared to the Achsan deputies mod-
or strangers, two more couches were added, erate enough; afterwards he insisted on having
and the table was a little better furnished by the command himself. In other matters, ha
the servants. Not that any curious dessert was said, he should not differ with them, for he
added; only the dishes were larger, and the would restore them both their prisoners and
wine more generous: for he blamed one of his their lands. The Achxans agreed to a pacifi-
friends for setting nothing before strangers but cation on these conditions, and invited Clco-
the coarse cake and black broth which they menes to Lerna, where a general assembly of
ate in their common refectories. " When we their etate was lobe held. But Cleomenes has-
have strangers to entertain," he said, " we need tening his march too much, heated himself, and
not be such very exact I,acedamionians." After then very imprudently drank cold water; the
supper, a three-legged stand wis brought in, consequence of which was, that he threw up a
upon which were placed a brass bowl full of great quantity of blood, and lost the use of hi»
wine, two silver pots that held about a pint and speech. He therefore sent the Achxans the
a half a-piece, andafew cups of the same metal. most respectable of the prisoners, and putting
Such of the guests as were inclined to drink, off the meeting, retired to Lacedremon.
made use of these vessels, for the cup was not This ruined the affairs of Greece. Had it
pressed upon any man against his will. There not been for this, she might have recovered out
was no music or other extrinsic amusement; of her present distress, and have maintained
nor was any such thing wanted. He enter- herself against the insolence and rapaciousness
tained his company very agreeably with his of the Macedonians. Aratus either feared or
own conversation; sometimes asking questions, distrusted Cleomenes, or envied his unexpect-
and sometimes telling stories. His serious dis- ed success. He thought it intolerable that a
course was perfectly free from moroseness; young man, newly sprung up, should rob him
and his mirth from petulance and rusticity. at once of the honour and power which he had
The arts which other princes used of drawing been in possession of for three and thirty years,
men to their purpose by bribery and corrup- and come into a government which had been
tion he looked upon as both iniquitous and growing so long under his auspices. For this
impolitic. But to engage and fix people in his reason, he first tried what his interest and pow-
interest by the charms of conversation, with- ers of persuasion would do to keep the Achaeans
out fraud or guile, appeared to him an honour- from closing with Cleomenes; but they were
able method, and worthy of a king. For he prevented from attending to him, by their ad-
thought this the true difference between a hire- miration of the great spirit of Cleomenes, and
ling and a friend; that the one is gained by their opinion that the demands of the Spartans
money, and the other by an obliging behaviour. were not unreasonable, who only desired to

The Mantineans were the first who applied bring Peloponnesus back to its ancient model.
for his assistance. They admitted him into Aratus then undertook a thing which would
their city in the night, and having with his help not have become any man in Greece, but in
expelled the Achian garrison, put themselves him was particularly dishonourable, and un-
under his protection. He re-established their worthy of *11 his former conduct, both in tha
>aws and ancient form of government, and re- cabinet ana the field.- He called Antigonus in-
tired the same day to Tegea. From thence he to Greece and filled Peloponnesus with Mace-
fetched a compass through Arcadia, and march- donians, though in his youth he had expelled
ed down to Phcrffi in Achaia; intending by this them, and rescned the citadel of Corinth out of
movement either to bring the Achsans to a their hands. He was even an enemy to all
battle, or make them look upon Aratus in a kings, and was equally hated by them. Antigo-
mean light, for giving up the country, as it nus in particular, he loaded with a thousand
were, to his destroying sword. reproaches, as appears from the writings he hat

Hyperbates was indeed general at that time, left behind him.* He boasts that he had en-
bnt Aratus had all the authority. The Achaans countered and overcome innumerable difficul-
"Mcmbled their forces, and encamped, at Dy- ties in order to deliver Athens from a Macedo-
meae* near Hecatombceum; upon which Cle- nian garrison; and yet he brought those
omenes marched up to them, though it was very Macedonians, armed as they were, into
thought a rash step for him to take post be- his own country, into his own house, and
tween Dymea?, which belonged to the enemy, even into the women's apartment. At the
and the Acha:an camp. However, he boldly same time he could not bear that a Spartan

" Aratus wrote a history of the Achxans, and of hil
* Folj-biiu call] it Dvmx, own conduct.
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kinq 4 .'.<"« cndant of Hercules, who wanted omenes entered Achuia, where he first toob
only to restore the ancient polity of his country, Hellene by surprise, and dislodged the Achaian
to correct its broken harmony, and bring it garrison. Afterwards he made h'.mself master
back to the sober Doric tone which Lycurgus of Pheneum and Pentcleum. As the Achian*
tad given it;* he could not bear that such a were apprehensive of a revolt at Corinth and
prince should be declared general of the Sicy- Sicyon, they sent a body of cavalry and some
onians and Tricczans.f While he avoided mercenaries from Argos to guard against any
the coarse cake and short cloak, and, what he measures tending that way, and went them-
thought the greatest grievance in the whole selves to celebrate the Nemean games at Ar-
system of CleomcncB, the abolishing of riches gos. Upon this, Cleomenes hoping, what
and the making poverty a more supportable really proved the case, that, if he could come
thing, he made Achaia truckle to the diadem suddenly upon the city, while it was filled w.th
und purple of Macedonians, and of Asiatic multitudes assembled to partake of the diver-
grandees. To shun the appearance of sub- sions, he should throw all into the greatest con-
mission to Cleonicnes, he offered sacri6ces to fusion, marched up to the walls by night, and
the divinity of Antigonus, and, with a garland seized the quarter called Aspis, which lay above
on his head, sung pagans in honour of a rotten the theatre, notwithstanding its difficulty of ac-
Macedonian. These things we say not in accu- cess. This struck them with such terror, that
lation of Aratus (for in many respects he was not a man thought of making any resistance;
i great man and worthy of Greece;) we mean they agreed to receive a garrison, and gave
only to point out with compassion the weakness twenty of the citizens as hostages for their
of human nature, which, in dispositions the best acting as allies to Sparta, and following the
formed to virtue, can produce no excellence standard of Cleomenes as their general.
without some taint of imperfection. This action added greatly to the fame and

When the Achsans assembled again at Ar- authority of that prince. For the ancient kings
gos, and Cleomenes came down from Tegea of Sparta, with all their endeavours, could never
to meet them, the Greeks entertained great fix Argos in their interest; and Pyrrhus, one
hopes of peace. But Aratus, who had already of the ablest generals in the world, though he
settled the principal points with Antigonus, forced his way into the town, could not hold it,
fearing that Cleomenes; either by his obliging but lost his life in the attempt, and had great
manner of treating, or by force, would gain all part of his army cut in pieces. Hence the
he wanted of the people, proposed, " That he dispatch and keenness of Cleomenes were the
should lake three hundred hostages for the se- more admired: and they who before had laugh
curity of his person, and enter the town alone; ed at him for declaring he would tread in the
or, if he did not approve of that proposal, steps of Solon and Lycurgus; in the cancelling
should come to the place of exercise without of debts, and in an equal division of property,
the walls, called Cyllarabium^ and treat there were now fully persuaded that he was the sole
at the head of his army." Cleomenes rernon- cause of all the change in the spirit and suc-
itrated, that these proceedings were very un- cess of the Spartans. In both respects they
just. He said, " They should have made him "were so contemptible before, and so little able
these proposals at first, and not now, when he to heip themselves, that the jEtolians made an
was come to their gates, distrust and shut him inroad into Laconia, and carried off fifty thou-
out." He therefore wrote the Achsans a let- sand slaves. On which occasion, one of the
ter on this subject, almost filled with com- old Spartans said " the enemy had done them
plaints of Aratus; and the applications of Ara- a kindness, in taking such a heavy charge off
tus to the people were little more than invec- their hands." Yet they had no sooner return-
tives against the king of Sparta. The cor.se- ed to their primitive customs and discipline,
quence of this was, that the latter quickly than, as if Lycurgus himself had restored his
retired, and sent a herald to declare war polity, and invigorated it with his presence,
against the Acheeans. This herald, accord- they had given the most extraordinary in-
ing to Aiatus, was sent not to Argos, but to stances of valour and obedience to their ma-
JEgium,§ in order that the Achaeans might be gistrate, in raising Sparta to its ancipjit superi-
entirely unprepared. There was at this time ority in Greece, and recovering Peloponnesus
great commotions among the members of the Cleonaj and Phlius* came in the same tide of
AduMii league; and many towns were ready success with Argos, Aratus was then making
to fall off; for the common people hoped for an an inquisition at Corinth into the conduct of
equal distribution of lands, and to have their such as were reported to be in the Lacedsmo-
dehts cancelled; while the better sort in gen- nian interest. But when the news of their late
eral were displeased at Aratus, and some of losses reached him, and he found that the city
them highly provoked at his bringing the Mace- was falling off to Cleomenes, and wanted to
donians into Peloponnesus. get rid of the Acha?ans, he was not a little
Encouraged by these misunderstandings, Clc- alarmed. In this confusion he could think ot

no better expedient than that of calling the
* The music, like the architecture, of the Dorians, citizens to council, and, in the meantime, he

Wu remarkable for its simplicity. stole away to the gate. A horse being ready
t This nrobably should be Tritseans. Trileae was for him there, he mounted and fled to Sicyon

I city of Phocis, and comprehended in the league; but
Tricca, which was in Thessaly, could hardly be so. The Corinthians were in such haste to pay

their compliments to Cleomenes, that, Aratus1 From Cyllarbus, the son of Sthenelus.
$ This was a maritime town of Achaia, on the Co- tells us, they killed or spoiled all their horses.

rinthian Bay. The intention of Cleomeues was, to He acquaints us also, that Cleomenes highly
lake il by surprist, before the inhabitants could have
uUlligence of the war. * Towns between Argos and Corinth
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blamed the J/eople of Corinth for suffering him party of Achians from Sicyon, attacked the
to escape. Nevertheless, he mMs, that Megi citadel.
"tonus came to him on the part of that prince, Cleomenes getting intelligence of this about
and offered to give him large sums if he would the second watch of the night, sent Cor Megis-
deliver up the citadel of Corinth, where he had tonus, and, in an angry tone, ordered him to the
an Acha?an garrison. He answered, " That relief of Argos: for it was he who had principal-
affairs did not then depend upon him, but he ly undertaken for the obedience of the Argives.
must be governed by their circumstances." So and, by that means, prevented the expulsion of
Aratus himself writes. such as wen suspected. Having despatched

Cleomenes, in his march from Argos, added Megistonus upon this business, the Spartan
the Trcrzenians, the Epidaurians, and Hermi- prince watched the motions of Antigonus, and
onians, to the number of his friends and allies, endeavoured to dispel the fears of the Corin-
and then went to Corinth, and drew a line of thians assuring them it was no great thing that
circumvallation about the citadel, which the had happened at Argos, but only an inconsider-
Achzans refused to surrender. However, he able tumult. Megistonus got into Argos, and
sent for the friends and stewards of Aratus, and was slam in a skirmish there; the garnsoa
ordered them to take care of his house and ef- were hard pressed, and messenger after mes-
fects in that city. He likewise sent again to senger sent to Cleomenes. Upon this he was
that general by Tritymallus, the Messcman, afraid that the enemy, after they had made
and proposed that the citadel should be garri- themselves masters of Argos, would block up
soned half with Achxans and half with Lace- the passages against him, and then go and rav-
demonians, offering at the same time, to double age Laconia at their pleasure, and besiege
the pension he had from Ptolemy, king of Sparta itself, which was left without defence.
Egypt. As Aratus, instead of accepting these He therefore decamped from Corinth, the con-
conditions, sent his son and other hostages to sequence of which was the loss of that town;
Antigonus, and persuaded the Achaeans to give for Antigonus immediately entered it, and placed
orders that the citadel of Corinth should be put a garrison there. In the mean time, Cleomenes,
into the hands of that prince, Cleomenes im- having collected his forces which were scatter-
mediately ravaged the territories of Sicyon, and ed in their march, attempted to scale the walls
in pursuance of a decree of the Corinthians, of Argos; but failing in that enterprise, he
"eized on the whole estate of Aratus. After broke open the vaults under the quarter called
Antiponus had passed Gerania* with a great Aspis, gamed an entrance that way, and joined
army, Cleomenes thought it more advisable to his garrison, which still held out against the
fortify the Onaean mountains! than the Isthmus, Achseans. After this he took some other quar
and by the advantage of his post to tire out the ters of the city by assault; and ordering the
Macedonians, rather than hazard a pitched Cretan archers to ply their bows, cleared the
battle with a veteran phalanx. Antigonus was streets of the enemy. But when he saw Anti
greatly perplexed at this plan of operations. gonus descending with his infantry from the
For he had neither laid in a sufficient quantity heights into the plain, and his cavalry already
of provisions, nor could he easily force the pouring into the city, he thought it impossible
pass by which CJeomenes had sat down. He to maintain his post. He had now no other
attempted one night indeed, to get into Pelo- resource but to collect all his mtn, and retire
ponnesus by the port of Lachxum,J but was along the walls, which he accordingly did with-
repulsed with loss. out loss. Thus, after achieving the greatest

Cleomenes was much encouraged with this things in a short space of time, and making
success, and his troops went to their evening's himself master of almost all Peloponnesus in
refreshments with pleasure. Antigonus, on the one campaign, he lost all in less time than he
other hand, was extremely dispirited: for be gained it; some cities immediately withdraw-
saw himself in so troublesome a situation that ing from his alliance, and others surrendering
it was scarcely possible to find any resources themselves not long after to Antigonus.
which were not extremely difficult. At last he Such was the ill success of this expedition.
determined to move to the promontory of He- And what was no less a misfortune, as he was
rseum, and from thence to transport his troops marching home messengers from Lacedsmon,
to Sicyon; but that required a great deal of met him m the evening near Tegea, and in-
time and very considerable preparations. How- formed him of the death of his wife. His af
ever, the evening after, some of the friends of fection and esteem for Agiatis was so great
Aratus arrived from Argos by sea, being sent to that, amidst the current of his happiest suc-
acquaint him that the Argives were revolting cess, he could not stay from her a whole cam-
from Cleomenes, and purposed to invite him paign, but often repaired to Sparta. No won-
to that city. Aristotle was the author of the der, then, that a young man, deprived of so
defection; and he had found no great difficulty beautiful and virtuous a wife, was extremely
in persuading the people into it, because Cleo- affected with her loss. Yet his sorrow did not
menes had not cancelled their debts, as he had debase the dignity of his mind. He spoke in
given them room to hope. Upon this Aratus, the same apcent, he preserved the same dresi
with fifteen hundred men whom he had from and look; he gave his orders to his officers, ana
Antigonus, sailed to Epidaurus. But Aristotle, provided for the security of Tegea.
jiot waiting for him, assembled the townsmen, Next morning he entered Laccdaimon; and
and, with the assistance of Timoxenus and a after paying a proper tribute to grief at horn*

* A mountain betwctn Megarii and Corinth. with his mother and his children, he applied
f This range of mountains ettends from the Sciro- himself to the concerns of state. Ptolemy, king

ftun rocks, on the road to Attica, as Ur as mount Ci- of Egypt, agreed to furnish him with succours,
fctron. Slrab. 1. vii. jut it was on condition that he scat him hiiOne of the harbours at Corinth.
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mother and children da hostages. This cir- two companies of Lacedaemonians, to seize
cumstance he knew not how to communicate that part of the wall which was betwren I he
to his mother; ami he often attempted to men-two towers, and which he understood to be the
tion it to her, but could not go forward. She least guarded. He followed with the rest of
began to suspect that there was something his army at the common pace. Panteus, finding
which he was afraid to open to her, and she not only that quarter but great part of the waJl
uked his friends what it might be. At last he without defence, pulled it down in some places,
"ventured to tell her; upon which she laughed undermined it in others, and put all the senti-
Tery pleasantly, and said, "Was this the thing nels to the sword. While he was thus employ-
which you havo so long hesitated to express? ed, Cleomenes came up, and entered the city
Why do not you immediately put us on board with his forces, before the Megalopolitani
" ship, and send this carcase of mine where knew of his approach
you think it may be of most use to Sparta, be- They were co sooner apprised of the misfor-
fore age. renders it good for nothing, and sinks tune which had befallen them, than the great
it into the grave?" est part left the city, taking their money and

When every thing was prepared for the voy- most valuable effects with them. The rest
«ge, ihey went by land to Tsenarus; the army made a stand, and though they could not dia-
conducting them to that port. Cratesiclea being lodge the enemy, yet their resistance gave their
on the point of taking ship, took Cleomenes fellow-citizens opportunity to escape. There
alone into the temple of Neptune, where, see- remained not above a thousand men in the
ing him in great emotion and concern, she town, all the rest having retired to Messene,
threw her arms about him, and said, " King of with their wives and children, before there wa»
Sparta, take care that, when we go out, no one any possibility of pursuing them. A consider-
perceive us weeping, or doing any thing un- able part even of those who had armed and
worthy that glorious place. This alone is in fought in defence of the city got off, and very
our power; the event is in the hands of God." few were taken prisoners. Of this number
After she had given him this advice, and com- were Lysandridas and Thearidas, two persons
posed her countenance, she went on board, of great name and authority, in Megalopolis.
with her little grandson in her arms, and order- As they were such respectable men, the sol-
ed the pilot to put to sea as soon as possible. diers carried them before Cleomenes. Lysan-

Upon her arrival in Egypt, she understood dridas no sooner saw Cleomenes, than he thai
that Ptolemy had received ambassadors from addressed him : " Now," said he in a loud
Antigonus, and seemed to listen to his propo- voice, because it was at a distance, " now, king
lale; and, on the other hand, she was informed of Sparta, you have an opportunity to do an
that Cleomenes, though invited by the Achsans action much more glorious and princely than.
to a pacification, was afraid, on her account, the late one, and to acquire immortal honour."
to put an end to the war, without Ptolemy's Cleomenes, guessing at his aim, made answer,
consent. In this difficulty she wrote to her " You would not have me restore you the
eon, to desire him, " to do what he thought town?" " That is the very thing," said Lysan
most advantageous and honourable for Sparta, dridas, "1 would propose: I advise you, by
and not, for the sake of an old woman and a all means, not to destroy so fine a city, but to
child, to live always in fear of Ptolemy." So fill it with firm friends and faithful allies, by
great was the behaviour of Cratesiclea under restoring the Megalopolitans to their country,
adverse fortune. nnd becoming the saviour of so considerable a

After Antigonus had taken Tegea, and plun- people." Cleomenes paused awhile, and then
dered Orchomanus and Mantinea, Cleomenes, replied, "This is hard to believe; but be it as
now shut up within the bounds of Laconia, it will, let glory with us hive always greater
enfranchised such of the helots as could pay weight than interest." In consequence of this
five Attic minx for their liberty. By this ex- determination,he sent the two men to Messene,
pedient he raised fifty talents; and having, with a herald in his own name, to make the
moreover, armed and trained, in the Macedo- Megalopolitans an offer of their town, on con-
nian manner, two thousand of those helots, dition that they would renounce the Achacans,
whom he designed to oppose to the Leucaspides and declare themselves his friends and allies.
of Antigonug, he engaged in a great and unex- Though Cleomenes made so gracious and
pected enterprise. Megalopolis was at that humane a proposal, Philopoemen would not
time as great and powerful a city as Sparta. suffer the Megalopolitans to accept it, or to
It was supported, besides, by the Achx-ans quit the Achian league,* but assuring them
»nd Antigonus, whose troops lay on each side that the king of Sparta, instead of inclining to
of it. Indeed, the Megalopolitans were the restore them their city, wanted to get the citi-
foremost and most eager of all the Achsans in zens too into his power, he forced Thearidai
their application to Antigonus. This city, and Lysandndas to leave Messene. This ii
however, Cleomenes resolved to surprise; for that PhilopoEtnen who afterwards was the lead-
which purpose he ordered his men to take five ing man among the Achzans, and (as we have
days' provisions, and led them to Sellasia. as if related in his life) one of the most illustrious
he designed an inroad into the territories of personages among the Greeks.
Argos. But he turned short, and entered those Upon this news, Cleomenes, who hitherto
of Megalopolis; ond, after having refreshed his had kept the houses and goods of the Megalo-
troops at RhoHium, he marched, by Helicon," politaus with such care that not the least thing
directly to the ol ject he had in view. When was embezzled, was enraged to such a degree
he was near it, ae sent Panteus before with that he plundered the whole, sent the statues

* Lubinu! thinks U ought to be read He\ij»OD, there * Pol) bins bestows great and just encomium on lbj»
being no such place ai Helicon in Arcadia. conduct of (he MegaJopolilant, 1. 1)
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and pictures to Sparta, and levelled the great sacrifice under the walls of the temple, whicl
eet and best parts of the city with the ground. was fast shut up, he led his troops off to Phlius.
After Uiis he rnarcned home again, being under In his march from thence he dislodged the gar-
some apprehensions that Antigonus and the rison of Ologuntum, and then proceeded by
Achae.ifls would come upon him. T hey, how- Orchomenus; by which means he not only in
ever, made no motion towards it, for they were spired this people with fresh courage, but cama
then holding a council at jKgium. Aratus to be considered by the enemy as a most able
mounted the rostrum on that occasion, where general, and a man capable of the greatest un-
he wept a long time, with his robe before his dertakings: for, with the strength of the single
face. They were all greatly surprised, and city to oppose the whole power of the Mace-
desired him to speak. At last he said, "Me- donians and Peloponnesiana, and all the treaa
galopolis is destroyed by Cleomenes." The urcs of the king; and not only to keep Laconia
Achaean « were astonished at so great and sud untouched, but to carry devastation into the
den a strode, and the council immediately broke enemy's country, were indications of no com-
up. Antigtinus made great efforts to go to the mon genius and spirit.
relief of the place; but, as his troops assembled He who first called money the finews of
"lowly from their winter quarters, he ordered business seems principally to have had respect
them to remain where they were, and marched to that of war. And Demades, when the
to Argos with the forces he had with him. Athenians called upon him to equip their navy

This made the second enterprise of Cleo- and get it out, though their treasury was very
menes appear rash and desperate: but Poly- low, told them, " They must think of baking
bius,* on the contrary, informs us, that it was bread, before they thought of an embarkation.*
conducted with great prudence and foresight It is also said that the old Archidamus, at the
For knowing (as he tells us) that the Macedo- beginning of the Peloponnesian war, when the
nians were dispersed in winter quarters, and allies desired that the quota of each should be
that Antigonus lay in Argoa with only his determined, made answer, that, " war cannot

friends and a few mercenaries about him, he be kept at a set diet." And in this case we
entered the territories of that city; in the per- may justly Bay, that as wrestlers, strengthened
suasion that either the shame of suffering such by long exercise, do at last tire out those who
an inroad would provoke Antigonus to battle, have equal skill and agility, but not the exer-
and expose him to a defeat, or that if he de- cise; so Antigonus coming to the war with vast
clined the combat, it would bring him into dis- funds, in process of time tired out and over-
repute with the Argives. The event justified came Cleomenes, who could but in a very slen-
his expectation. When the people of Argos der manner pay hia mercenaries, and give hit
saw their country laid waste, every thing that Spartans bread.
was valuable destroyed or carried off, they ran In all other respects the times favoured Cleo-
in great displeasure to the king's gates, and be- menes, Antigonus being drawn home by the bad
sieged them with clamour, bidding him either posture of his affairs: for in his absence the
go out and fight, or else give place to his supe- barbarians invaded and ravaged all Macedonia.
riors. Antigonus, however, like a wise and The Illyrians in particular, descending with a
able general, thought the censures of strangers great army from the north, harassed the Mace-
no disgrace, in comparison of his quitting a donians so much that they were forced to send
place of security, and rashly hazarding a battle, for Antigonus. Had the letters been brought
and therefore he abode by his first resolutions. a little before the battle, that general would
Cleomenes, in the meantime, marched up to the have immediately departed, and bidden the
very walls, insulted his enemies, and, before he Achaeans a long farewell. But fortune, who
retired, spread desolation at his pleasure. loves to make the greatest affaire turn upon

Soon after his return, he was informed that some minute circumstance, shewed on this oc-
Antigonus was come to Tegea, with a design to casion of what consequence a moment of time
enter Laconia on that side. Upon this emer- may be.* As soon as the battle of Salla-
gency, he put his troops under march another siaf was <bught, and Cleomenes had lost his
way, and appeared again before Argos by break army and his city, messengers came to call
of day, ravaging all the adjacent fields. He did Antigonus home. This was a great aggrava
not now cut down the corn with scythes and tion of the Spartan king's misfortunes. Had
sickles, as people usually do, but beat it down he held off and avoided an action only a day
with wooden instruments in the form of scymi- or two longer, he would have been under no
tars, as if this destruction was only an amuse-necessity of fighting; and after the Mace-
ment to his soldiers in their march. Yet when donians were gone, he might have made peace
they would have set fire to Cyilarabis, the with the Achsans on what conditions he
school of exercise, he prevented it; reflecting pleased. But such, as we said, was his want
that the ruin of Megalopolis waa dictated rather * Plutarch had this reflection from Polybius.
by passion then by reason. f Polybius has giren a particular account of thiff

Antigonus immediately returned to Argos, battle. Antigonus had twenty-eight thousand foot
having taken care to place guards in all the and twelve hundred horse. The arm) ofCleomenel
passes of the mountains. But Cleomenes, as consisted only of twenty thousand ; but it was advan-

tageously posted. He was encamped on two moun
if he held him and his operations in the ut- tains, which were almost inaccessible, and separated
most contempt, sent heralds to demand the only by a narrow defile. These he had fortified with
keys of Juno's temple, that he might sacrifice strong ramparts and a deep fosse ; so that Anllgonut
to the goddess. After he had pleased himself after recounoiliog his situation, did DO! think propel
with this insult on his enemy, and offered his lo attack him, but encamped at a small distance on the

plain. At length, for want of money and provisions,
Cleomenes was forced to come to action, and wa* bcat-

i, lib. ii. «j. Pol. lib. 11.
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of money thathehadnoresource but the sword; ed his elbow against a pillar, and liis head
and, therefore, as Polybius informs us, with upon it; armed as he was; and having rested a
twenty thousand men was forced to challenge few moments, while he considered what course
thirty thousand. to take, he repaired loGythium with hisfrienda.

He shewed himself an excellent general in There they went on board vessels provided for
the whole course of the action; his Spartans that purpose, and immediately put out to sea.
behaved with great spirit, and his mercenaries Upon the arrival of Antigonus, Sparta sur-
fought not ill. His defeat was owing to the rendered. His behaviour to the inhabitants
"uperior advantage the Macedonians had in was mild and humane, and not unsuitable to
their armour, and to the weight and impetu- the dignity of their republic; for he offered
osity of their phalanx. them no kind of insult but restored to them

Phylarchus, indeed, assures us, it was the their laws and polity; and after having sacri-
treachery of one of his officers that ruined the ficed to the gods, retired the third day. He
affairs of Cleomenes. Antigonus had ordered was informed, indeed, that Macedonia was in-
the Illyrians and Acarnanians secretly to fetch volved in a dangerous war; and that the bar-
a compass, and surround that wing which was barians were ravaging the country. Beside*,
commanded by Euclydas, the brother of Cleo- he was in a deep consumption, and had a con
inenes while he was marshalling the rest of his tinual defluxion upon the lungs. However, he
ormy. Cleomenes, taking a view from an emi- bore up under his affliction, and wrestled with
nence of Ins adversary's disposition, could not domestic wars, until a great victory over, and
perceive where the Jllyrians and Acarnanians carnage of the barbarians, made him die more
were posted, and began to fear they were de- glorious. Phylarchus tells us (and it is not at
signed for some such manoeuvre. He therefore all improbable) that he burst a vessel in his
called Damotecles, whose business it was to lungs with shouting in the battle: though it
guard against any surprise, and ordered him to passed in the schools, that in eiprcssing hia
reconnoitre the enemy's rear with particular joy after the victory, and crying out, " O glo-
care, and form the best conjecture he could of rious day!" he brought up a great quantity of
the movements they intended. Damotecles, blood, and fell into a fever, of which he died
who is said lo be bribed hy Antigonous, assur- Thus much concerning Antigonus.
ed him that" he had nothing to fear from that From the isle of Cythea, where Clcomene*
quarter, for all was safe in the rear; nor was first touched, he sailed to another island called
there any thing more to be done but to bear JEgialia. There he had formed a design to
down upon the front." Cleomenes, satisfied pass over to Cyrene, when one of his friends,
with this report, attacked Antigonus. The named Therycion, a man of high and intrepid
Spartans charged with so much vigour, that spirit on all occasions, and one who alway*
they made the Macedonian phalanx give indulged himself in a lofty and haughty turn
ground, and eagerly pursued their advantage of expression, came privately to Cleomenes,
for about five furlongs. The king then seeing and thus addressed him: " We have lost, my
Euchdas in the other wing quite surrounded, prince, the most glorious death, which we
"topped, and cried out, " Thou art lost, my might have found in the battle; though the
dear brother, thou art lost! in spite of all thy world had heard us boast that Antigonua
valour! but great is thy example to our Spar- should never conquer the king of Sparta till
tan youth, and the songs of our matrons shall he had slain him. Yet there is another exit
for ever record thee !"* still offered us by glory and virtue. Whither

Euclidas, and the wing he commanded, thus then are we BO absurdly sailing? Flying a
being slain, the victors fell upon Cleomenes, death that is near, and seeking one that is re-
who, seeing his men in great confusion, and mote. If it is not dishonourable for the de-
unable to maintain the fight, provided as well scendants of Hercules to serve the successor!
as he could for his own safety. It is said that of Philip and Alexander, why do not we save
great numbers of the mercenaries were killed; ourselves a long voyage, by making our sub-
and that of six thousand Lacedsmonians no mission to Anligonus, who, in all probability,
more than two hundred were saved. as much excels Ptolemy as the Macedoniani

When he reached Sparta he advised the citi- do the Egyptians? But if we do not choose
lens to receive Antigonus. " For my part," to be governed by a man who beat us in the
(aid he, " I am willing either to live or to die, field, why do we take one who never conquer-
as the one or the other may be most for the in- ed us,for our master? Is it that we may shew
terest of my country." Seeing the women run our inferiority to two, instead of one. by flying
to meet the few brave men who had escaped before Antigonus, and then going to flatter
with him, help to take off their armour, and Ptolemy? Shall we say that you go into Egypt
present them with wine, he retired into his for the sake of your mother? It will be agio
own house. After the death of his wife, he rious and happy thing truly for her to shew
bad taken into his house a young woman who Ptolemy's wives her son, from a king becomes
was a native of Megalopolis, and freeborn, captive and an exile. No! while we are yet
and fell into his hands at the sack of the place. masters of our swords, and arc yet in sight of
She approached him, according to custom, with Laconia, let us deliver ourselves from this
* tender of her services on his return from the miserable fortune, and make our excuse for out
field. But though both thirsty and weary, he past behaviour to those brave men who fell for
would neither drink norsitdown; lie only lean' Sparta at Sellasia. Or shall we rather sit

* He acted like a bra\e soldier, but not a skilful down in Egypt, and enquire whom Antigonua
officer. Instead of pouring upon the enemy from the has left governor of Lacedcemon?"
Aright*, and retiring as fie found iV coineimnt, he
itnnd "till, auJ suffered the Macedonians to cut off his Thus Therycion spoke, and Cleomenes mad«
Mtont, this answer: " Dost thou think, then, wretch
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thai thou an. dost thou think, by running into admitted Cleomenes to a consultation in hii
the arms of death, than which nothing ia more cabinet; the subject of which was, whether he
easy to find, to shew thy courage and fortitude? should destroy his brother. All the rest voted
And dost thou not consider that this Right is for it, but Cleomenea opposed it strongly. He
more dastardly than the former? Better men said, " The king, if it were possible, should
than we have given way to their enemies, being have more brothers, for the greater security of
either overset by fortune, or oppressed by num- the crown, and the better management of af
bers. But he who gives out either for fear of faire." And when Sosibius, the king's princi-
labour and pain, or of the opinions and tongues pal favourite, replied, " That the mercenariei
of men, falls a victim to his own cowardice. could not be depended on while Magas wa»
A voluntary death ought to be an action, not a alive, Cleomenes desired them to give them-
etreat from action. For it is an ungenerous selves no pain about that: "for." said he,

thing cither to live or to die to ourselves. All " above three thousand of the mercenaries are
that thy expedient could possibly do, would be Peloponnesians, who, upon a nod from me,
only the extricating us from our present mis will be ready with their arms." Hence, Ptole-
fortunes, without answering any purpose either my, for the present, looked upon Cleomenes
of honour or utility. But J think neither thou not only as a fast friend, but a man of power;
nor I ought to give up all hopes for our coun- but his weakness afterwards increasing his ti-
try. If those hopes should desert us, death, midity, as is common with people of little un-
when we seek for him, wiil not be hard to derstanding, he began to place his security in
find." Therycion made no reply; but the first jealousy and suspicion. His ministers were of
opportunity he had to leave Cleomenes, he the same stamp, and they considered Cleo-
"walked down to the shore and stabbed him- menes as an object of fear, on account of hii
lelf. interest with the mercenaries; insomuch that

Cleomenes left jEgialia, and sailed to Afri- many were heard to say, " That he was a lioa
;a, where he was received by the king's offi- among a flock of sheep." Such, indeed, he
cers, and conducted to Alexandria. When he seemed to be in court, where, with a silent se-
was first introduced to Ptolemy," that prince verity of aspect, he observed all that passed.
>ehaved to him with sufficient kindness and In these circumstances, he made no more
^umanity; bul when, upon further trial of him, applications for ships or troops. But being
ic found what strength of understanding he informed that Antigonus was dead; that the
Uad, and that his laconic and simple way of Achaeans were engaged in war with the jEto-
conversing was mixed with a vein of wit and lians; and that affairs called strongly for hit
pleasantry: when he saw that he did not, in presence, in the troubles and distractions that
toy instance whatever, dishonour his royal then reigned in Peloponnesus, he desired onljr
birth, or crouch to fortune, he began to take a conveyance thither for himself and hisfnenda.
more pleasure in his discourse than in the Yet no man listened to him. The king, who
mean sacrifices of complaisance and flattery. spent his time in all kinds of Bacchanalian rev-
He greatly repented, too, and blushed at the els with women, could not possibly hear him.
thought of having neglected such a man, and Sosibius, the prime minister, thought Cleo-
given him up to Antigonus, who, by conquer- menea must prove a formidable and dangerous
ing him, had acquired so much power and glo- man, if he were kept in Egypt against hii
ry. He, therefore, encouraged him now with will; and that it was not safe to dismiss him,
every mark of attention and respect, and prom- because of his bold and enterprising spirit; and
ised to send him back to Greece with a fleet because he had been an eye-witness to the dis-
and a supply of money, to re-establish him tempered state of the kingdom; for it was not
in his kingdom. His present appointments in the power of money to mollify him. Aa
amounted to four-and-twenty talents by the the 01 Apis, though revelling, to all appear-
year. Out of this he maintained himself and ance, in every dehght that he can desire, yet
his friends in a sober and frugal manner, and longs after the liberty which nature gave him,
bestowed the rest in offices of humanity to wants to bound over the fields and pastures at
such Greeks as had left their country and re- his pleasure, and discovers a manifest uneasi
tired into Egypt. ness under the hands of the priest who feedg

But old Ptolemy died before lie could put him; so Cleomenes could not be satisfied with
his intentions in favour of Cleomenes into ex- a soft and effeminate life; but, like Achilles
ecution; and the court soon becoming a scene
of debauchery, where women had the sway, Consuming cares lay heavy on his mind :
the business of Cleomenes was neglected. For ID his black thoughts revenge and slaughter roll,
the kingf was so much corrupted with wine And scenes of blood rise dreadful in his soul.
and women, that in his more sober and serious Popt,
hours he would attend to nothing but the cele-
bration of mysteries, and the beating a drum While his affairs were in this posture, Nica
with his royal hands about the palace; while goras tne Messenian, a man who concealed
the great affairs of state were left to his the most rancorous haired of Cleomenes un-
mistress Agathoclea, and her mother, and der the pretence of friendship, came to Alex-
Oenanthes the infamous minister to his pleas-andria. It seems he had formerly sold him a
ures. It appears, however, that at first some handsome piece of ground; and the king, either
use was made of Cleomenes; for Ptolemy, be- through want of money or his continual engage-
ing afraid of his brother Magaa, who, through ment in war, had neglected to pay him for it.
bis mother's interest, etood well with the army, Cleomenes, who happened to be walking upon

the quay, saw this Nicagoras just landing from
" Ptolemy Eurgetci. * Ptolemy Philopater. » merchantman, and saluting him with greal
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kindness, asked " What business had brought menes was U r»e refeased; and as it was the
him to Egypt."' Nicagoras returned the com-custom of the kings of Egypt to send those to
pliment with equal appearance of friendship, whom they designed to extend such grace a
and answered; " I am bringing some fine war- supper, and other tokens of friendship, the
horses for the king." Cleomenes laughed, and friehds of Cleomenes made ample provision for
"aid, " I could rather have wished that you had the purpose, and sent it to the gate. By this
brought him some female musicians and pathics; stratagem the keepers were deceived; for they
for these are the cattle that the king at present imagined that the whole was sent by the king.
likes best."Nicaijora8, at that time, only smil- Cleomenes then offered sacrifice, with a chap-
ed; but a few days after he put Cleomenes in let of flowers on his head, and afterwards sat
mind of the field he had sold him, and desired down with his friends to the banquet, taking
he might now be paid; pretending that he care that the keepers should have large por-
would not have given him any trouble about it tions to regale them. It is said, that he set about
if lie had not found considerable loss in the dis- his enterprise sooner than he intended, because
posal of his merchandise." Cleomenes assured he found that one of his servants who was in
inn, "That he had nothing left of what the the secret had been out all night with his mis-
kings of Ejiypt had given him;" upon which tress. Fearing, therefore, a discovery might
Nicagoras, in his disappointment, acquainted be made about mid-day, while the intoxication
Sosibius with the joke upon the king. Sosibius of the preceding night still kept the guards fast
received the information with pleasure; but, asleep, he put on his military tunic, having
being desirous to have something against Cleo- first opened the seam of the left shoulder, and
jnenes that would exasperate Ptolemy still rushed out, sword in hand, accompanied by hia
more, he persuaded Nicagoras to leave a letter, friends, who were thirteen in number, and ac-
»aserting that, " If the Spartan prince had re- coutred in the same manner.
ceived a supply of ships and men from the One of them, named Hippotas, though lame,
king of Egypt's bounty, Ire would have made at first was enabled, by the spirit of enterprise,
use of them in seizing Cyrcne for himself." to keep pace with them; but afterwards per
Nicagorus accordingly left the letter, and set ceiving that they went slower on his account,
tail. Four days after, Sosibius carried it to he desired them to kill him, and not rum the
Ptolemy, as if just come to his hands; 
tnd having worked up the young prince to re- 

whole scheme by waiting for a man who could
do them no service. By good fortune rhey

»enge, it was resolved that Cleomenes should found an Alexandrian leading a horse in the
have a large apartment assigned him, and be street; they took it, and set Hippotas upon it,
served there as formerly, but not suffered to go and then moved swiftly through the streets, all
out. the way inviting the people to liberty. They

This was a great affliction to Cleomenes; and had just spirit enough left to praise and admire
the following accident made his prospects still the bold attempt of Cleomenes, but not a man
more miserable. Ptolemy, the son of Chryser- of them ventured to follow or assist him.
mus, who was an intimate friend of the king's Ptolemy, the son of Chrysermus, happening
bad all along behaved to Cleomenes with great to come out of the palace, three of them fell
civ ility; they seemed to like each other's com- upon him, and despatched him. Another
pany, and were upon some terms of confidence. Ptolemy, who was governor of the city, ad
Cleomenes, in this distress, desired the son of vanced to meet them in his chariot; they at-
Chrysermus to come and speak to him. He tacked and dispersed his officers and guards ;
came and talked to him plausibly enough, en- and, dragging him out of his chariot, put him
deavouring to dispel his suspicions and to apol- to the sword. Then they marched to the cita-
ogize for the king. But as he was going out of del, with a design to break open the prison and
the apartment, without observing that Cleome- join the prisoners, who were no small number,
nes followed him to the door, he gave the keep- to their party; but the keepers had prevented
ers a severe reprimand, " for looking so care- them by strongly barricading the gates. Cleo-
essly after a wild beast, who, if he escaped, in menes, thus disappointed again, roamed up

all probability could be taken no more." Cleo- and down the city; and he found that not &
jnenea having heard this, retired before Ptolemy single man would join him, but that all avoid-
perceived him, and acquainted his friends with ed him as they would avoid infection.
it. Upon this, they all dismissed their former He therefore stopped, and said to his friendi,
hopes, and taking the measures which anger " It is no wonder that women govern a people
dictated, they resolved to revenge themselves of who fly from liberty;" adding. " That he hoped
Ptolemy's injurious and insolent behaviour, and they would all die in a manner that would re-
then die as became Spartans, instead of wait- flect no dishonour upon him, or on their own
ing long for their doom in confinement, like vic- achievements." Hippotas desired one of th«
tims fatted for the altar. For they thought it young men to despatch him, and was the first
in insufferable thing that Cleomenes, after he that fell. Afterwards each of them, without
had disdained to come to terms with Antigonus, fear or delay, fell upon his own sword, except
a brave warrior, and a man of action, should sit Panteus, who was the first man that scaled't>e
eipecting his fate from a prince who assumed walls of Megalopolis, when it was taken ly
the character of a priest of Cybele; and who, surprise. He was in the flower of his age; re-
after he had laid aside his drum, and was tired markable for his beauty, and of a happier turn
of his dance, would find another kind of sport than the rest of the youth for the Spartan di«i-
in putting him to death. disciplme; which perfections had given him a

After they had taken their resolution, Ptole- great share in the king's regard; and he now
my happening to go to Canopus they propa-gave him orders not to despatch himself, till he
gated a report that, by the king's order, Cleo- saw his prince and all the teat breathless oa tht,
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ground. Pantcus tried one after another with no other favour than that she might die be-
his dagger, as they lay, lest some one should fore her children. But when they came to
happen to be left with life in him. On prick- the place of execution, the children sutfcred
ing Cieomenes in the foot, he perceived a con- before her eyes, and then Cratesiclea was dis-
tortion in his face. He therefore kissed him, patched, who, in this extreme distress, uttered
and sat down by him till the breath was out of on)/ these words, " O my children! whither
bis body; and then embracing the corpse, slew are you gone?"
himself upon it. The wife of Panteus, who was tall and

Thus fell Cieomenes, after he had been six- strong, girt her robe about her, and, in a silent
teen years king of Sparta, and shewed himself and composed manner, paid the last offices to
in all respects the great man. When the re- each woman that lay dead, winding up the
port of his death had spread over the city, Cra- bodies as well as her present circumstances
tesiclea, though a woman of superior fortitude, would admit. Last of all, she prepared her-
eunk under the weight of the calamity; she self for the poniard, by letting down her robe
embraced the children of Cieomenes, and wept about her, and adjusting it in such a manner as
over them. The eldest of them, disengaging to need no assistance after death; then calling
himself from her arms, got unsuspected to the the executioner to do his office, and permitting
top of the house, and threw himself down head- no other person to approach her, she fell like a
long. The child was not killed, but much heroine. In death she retained all the decorum
hurt; and, when they took him up, he loudly she had preserved in life; and the decency
expressed his grief and indignation that they which had been so sacred with this excellent
would not suffer him to destroy himself. woman still remained about her. Thus, in this

Ptolemy was no sooner informed of these bloody tragedy, wherein the women contended
things than he ordered the body of Cieomenes to the last for the prize of courage with the
10 be flayed, and nailed to a cross, and hischil- men, Lacedsmon shewed that if is impossible
den to be put to death, together with his mo- for fortune to conquer virtue.
ther, and Hie women her companions. Amongst A few days after, the soldiers who watched
these was the wife of Panteus, a woman of the body of Cieomenes on the cross* saw a
great beauty, and a most majestic presence. great snake winding about his head, and cov-
They had oeen but lately married, ,nd their ering all his face, so that no bird of prey durst
misfortunes overtook them amidst the first touch it. This struck the king with supersti-
transports of love. When her husband went tious terrors, and made way for the women to
with Cieomenes from Sparta, she was desirous try a variety of expiations; for Ptolemy was
of accompanying him; but was prevented by now persuaded that he had caused the death of
her parents, who kept her in close custody. a person who was a favourite of Heaven, and
But soon alter she provided herself a horse and something more than mortal. The Alexandrians
a little money, and, making her escape by crowded to the place, and called Cieomenes a
night, rode at lull speed toTmarus, and there hero, a son of the gods, till the philosophers
embarked on board a ship bound for Egypt. put a stop to their devotions, by assuring them
She was brought safe to Panteus, and she that, as dead oxen breed bees,f horses wasps,
cheerfully shared with him in all the inconve- and beetles rise out of the putrefaction of
niences they found in a foreign country. When asses; so human carcases, when some of the
the soldiers came to take out Cratesiclea to moisture of the marrow is evaporated, and it
execution, she led her by the hand, assisting in comes to a thicker consistence, produce ser
bearing her robe, and desired her to exert all pents. The ancients, knowing this doctrine,
the courage she was mistress of; though she appropriated the serpent, rather than any othei
Was far from being afraid of death, and desired animal, to heroes.

TIBERIUS AND CAIUS GRACCHUS.

TIBERIUS GRACCHUS.

II ivrwo thus presented you with the history great man, though he had not been upon any
ql Agis and Cieomenes, we have two Romans terms of friendship with him, but rather always
lo compare with them; and no less dreadful a at variance. It is said that he once caught a
ic«ne of calamities to open in the lives of pair of serpents upon his bed, and that the
Tiberius and Caius Cracchus. They were the soothsayers, after they had considered the pro-
sons of Tiberius Gracchus; who, though he digy, advised him neither to kill them both,
was once honoured with the censorship, twice nor le'. them both go. If he killed the male ser-
with the consulate, and led up two triumphs,
vet derived still greater dignity from his vir- " That the friends of the deceased might not lake ll
tues.* Hence, after the death of that Scipio away by nipht. Thus we find in Pelronius's EphesianMalron. Nile* ijui crucra aucnakat, nequis aa sejnd-
who conquered Hannibal, he was thought twttm corpora ttctrakei'et: And thus we find in an au-
worthy to marry Cornelia, the daughter of that thority we shall not mention at the same time with

" Cicero, iu his first book dc Divinationc, passes Petnmfns.
tnc highes! cuoomiums on his virlnc and wisdom. He t This was the rcccircd opinion of antiquitv, a> w«
wu grauilsjii to Publius Semproniuj. Cod in Varru, kc. he.
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sot, they told him his death would be the con- his voice above the regular pitch, give into
quence; if the female, that of Cornelia. Ti- abusive expressions, and disorder the whole
iriua, who loved his wife, and thought it more frame of Ins oration. To guard against these
.liable for him to die first, who wag much excesses, he ordered his servant Licinius, who
der than his wife, killed the male, and set the waa a sensible man, to stand with a pitchpipe*
male at liberty. Not long after this, he died, behind him when he spoke in. public, and
tving Cornelia with no fewer than twelve whenever he found him straining his voice or
lildren.* breaking out into anger, to give him a softer
The care of the house and the children now key; upon which, his violence both of tone
itirely devolved upon Cornelia; and she be- and passion immediately abated, and he wa»
ivedwilh such sobriety, so much parental af- easily recalled to a propriety of address.
ction and greatness of mind, that Tiberius Such -was the difference between the two
emed not to have judged ill, in choosing to brothers. But in the valour they exerted
e for so valuable a woman. For though against their enemies, in the justice they did
lolemy, king of Egypt; paid his addresses to their fellow-citizens, in attention to their duty
:r, and offered her a share in his throne, she as magistrates, and in self-government with
fused him. During her widowhood, ahe lost respect to pleasure, they were perfectly alike.
I her children except three, one daughter, who Tiberius was nine years older than his brother;
la married to Scipio the younger, aiid two consequently their political operations took
ns, Tiberius and Caius, whose lives we are place in different periods. This was a great
iw writing. Cornelia brought them up with disadvantage, and indeed the principal thing
much care, that though they were without that prevented their success. Had they flour-

ipute of the noblest family, and had the hap- ished together, and acted in concert, such an
est genius and disposition of all the Roman union would have added greatly to their force,
mth, yet education was allowed to have con- and perhaps might have rendered it irresisti
buted more to their perfections than nature. ble. We must, therefore, speak of each separ
Aa in the statues and pictures of Castor and ately; and we shall begin with the eldest.
jlluj, though there is a resemblance between Tiberius, as he grew towards manhood, gain
e brothers, yet there is also a difference in ed so extraordinary a reputation, that he was
e make of him who delighted in the ccstus, admitted into the college of the augurs, rather
d in the other whose province was horse- on account of his virtue than his high birth
inship: so while these young men strongly Of the excellence of his character the follow-
sembied each other in point of valour, of ing is also a proof: Appius Claudius, who had
mperance, of liberality, of eloquence, of been honoured both with the consulate and
eatness of mind, there appeared in their ac- censorship; whose merit had raised him to the
m and political conduct no small dissimilar- rank of president of the senate, and who in
f. It may not be amiss to explain the difler- sense and spirit was superior to all the Roman*
ice, before we proceed further. of Ins lime, supping one evening with the aw
In the first place, Tiberius had a mildness in gwrs at a public entertainment, addressed him,
& look; and a composure in his whole bchav- self to Tiberius with great kindness, zsid offer
ur: Caius as much vehemence and fire. So ed him his daughter in marriage. Tiberius ac
at, when tliey spoke in public, Tiberius had ceptcd the proposal with pleasure; and the con
great modesty of action; and shifted not his tract being agreed upon, Appius, when he went
ace: whereas Caius was the first of the Ro- home, had no sooner entered the house, than
ans that, in addressing the people, moved he called out aloud to his wife, and said,
DID one end of the rostra to the other, and " Antistia, I have contracted our daughlet
rew his gown off his shoulders. So it is re- Claudia." Antistia much surprised, answered,
tcdof Cleon of Athens that he was the first "Why, so suddenly? What need of such
aior who threw back his robe and smote upon haste, unless Tiberius Gracchus be the maq
i thigh. The oratory of Caius was strongly you have pitched upon?" I am not igoorant
ipassioncd, and calculated to excite terror: that someftell the same story of Tiberius, the
at of Tiberius waa of a more gentle kind, father of the Gracchi, and Scipio Africanus;
id pity was the emotion that it raised. but most historians give it in the manner we
The language of Tiberius waa chaste and have mentioned; and Polybius, in particular,
aborate: [hat of Caius splendid and persua- tells us that, after the death of Africanus, Cor
re. So, in their manner of living, Tiberius nelia's relations gave her to Tiberius, in pre
is plain and frugal: Caius, when compared to ferencc to all competitors; which is a proof
her young Romans, temperate and sober; but, that her father left her unengaged.
comparison with his brother, a friend to lux- The Tiberius of wVim we are writing served
y. Henoe, Drusas objected to him, that he in Africa under the younger* Scipio, who had
id bought Delphic tables,t of silver only, but married his sister; and, as he lived in the same
iry exquisite workmanship, at the rate of tent with the general, he became immediately
'elve hundred and fifty drachmas a pound. attentive to his genius and powers, which were
Their tempers were no less different than daily productive of such actions as might ani-
eir language. Tiberius was mild and gentle: mate a young man to virtue, and attract his
iius, high spirited and uncontrolled; inso- imitation. With these advantages Tihenus
uch, that in speaking he would often be car- soon excelled all of his age, both in point of
id away by the violence of his passion, exalt discipline and valour. At a siege of one of
* Cicero relates this slory in hi» first book de Divi-
lione, from the memoirs of Caius Gracchus, the suo Cicero, in hit third book de Oratore, call* tU*
Tiberius. "mall ivory pipe. Etnn-ntola Jututu.
| Tbete, wi suppose, wtrt a kind of tripods. Amongst HICK wu Livj, lib. »x>iii c. 37
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the enemy's towns, he was the first that scaled with them, where the first thing they did WM
the walls, as Fannius relates," who, according to provide a little collation, and to beg he
to his own account, mounted it with him, and would partake of it. Afterwards they return-
had a share in the honour. In short, Tiberius, ed him his books, and desired he would take
while he staid with the army, was greatly be whatever else he chose among the spoils. He
loved, and as much regretted when he left it. accepted, however, of nothing but some frank-

After this expedition he was appointed incense, to be used in the public sacrifices, and
quicstor, and it fell to his lot to attend the con- at his departure be embraced them with great
aul Caius Mancinus in the Numantian war.f cordiality.
Mancinus did not want courage; but he was On his return to Rome, he found that tha
one of the most unfortunate generals the Ro- whole business of the peace was considered in
mans ever h.id. Yet, amidst a train of severe an obnoxious and dishonourable light. In thil
accidents and desperate circumstances, Tibe- danger, the relations and friends of the soldiers
rius distinguished himself the more, not only he hid brought off, who made a very consider-
by his courage and capacity, but, what did him able part of the people, joined to support Tibe-
greater honour, by his respectful behaviour to rius; imputing all the disgrace of what was
bis general, whose misfortunes had made him done to the general, and insisting that the
forget even the authority that he bore. For, qu<estor had saved so many citizens. The gen-
after having lost several important battles, he erality of the citizens, however, could not suf-
attempted to decamp in the night: the Numan- fer the peace to stand, and they demanded
tians, perceiving this movement, seized the that, in this case, the example of their ances-
camp, and falling upon the fugitives, made tors should be followed. For when their gen-
great havoc of the rear. Not satisfied with erals thought themselves happy in getting out
this, they surrounded the whole army, and of the hands of the Samniles, by agreeing to
drove the Romans upon impracticable ground, such a league, they delivered them naked to
where there was no possibility of escape. Man- the enemy.* The qu?estors too, and the tri-
cinus, now despairing of making his way sword bunes, and all that had a. share in concluding
in hand, sent a herald to beg a truce and con- the peace, they sent back in the same condi-
ditions of peace. The Namantia/is, however, tion, and turned entirely upon them the breach
would trust no man but Tiberius, and they in- of the treaty and of the oath that should have
listed on his being sent to treat. This they confirmed it.
did, not only ou: of regard to the young man On this occasion the people shewed their af-
who had so great a character in the army, but fection for Tiberius in a remarkable manner;
to the memory of his father, who had formerly for they decreed that the consul should be de
made war in Spain, and after having subdued livered up to the Numantians, naked and in
several nations, granted the Numantians a chains; but that all the rest should be spared
peace, which through his interest was con- for the sake of Tiberius. Scipio, who had
firmed at Rome, and observed with good faith, then great authority and interest in Rome.
Tiberius was accordingly sent; and, in his ne- seems to have contributed to the procuring of
gociation, he thought proper to comply with this decree. He was blamed, notwithstanding,
some articles, by which means he gained for not saving Mancinus, nor using his best en-
others, and made a peace that undoubtedly deavours to get the peace with the Numan-
laved twenty thousand Roman citizens, be- tians ratified, which would not have been
"ides slaves and other retainers to the army. granted at all, had it not been on account of

But whatever was left in the camp the Nu- us friend and relation Tiberius. Great part
mantians took as legal plunder. Among the rest of these complaints, indeed, seems to ha/a
they carried off the books and papers which arisen from the ambition and excessive zeal of
contained the accounts of Tibenus's qujetor- Tiberius's friends, and the sophists he had about
elup. As it was a matter of importance to him; and the difference between him and
him to recover them, though the Roman army Scipio was far from terminating in irreconcile-
was already under march, he returned with a able enmity. Nay, I am persuaded that Tibe-
few friends to Numantia. Having called out rius would never have fallen into those misfor-
the magistrates of the place, he desired them to tunes that ruined him, had Scipio been at
restore him his books, that his enemies might home, to assist him in his political conduct.
not have an opportunity to accuse him, when He was engaged in war with Numantia, when
they saw he had lost the means of defending Tiberius ventured to propose his new Jaws
himself. The Numantians were much pleased It was on this occasion:-
that the accident had given them an opportuni- AVheu the Romans in their wars made an)
ty to oblige him, and they invited him to enter acquisitions of lands from their neighbours,
their city. As iia~was deliberating on this cir- they used formerly to sell part, to add part to
cumstance, they drew nearer, and taking him the public demesnes, and to distribute the rent
by the hand,earnostly entreated him no longer among the necessitous citizens; only reserving
to look upon them as enemies, but to rank a small rent to be paid into the treasury. But
them among his friends, and place a confidence when the rich began to carry it with a high
in them as such. Tiberius thought it best to hand over the- poor, and to exclude them en-
comply, both for the sike of his books, and for tirely, if they did act pay exorbitant rents, a
fear of offending them by the appearance of law was made that no man should be possessed
distrust. Accordingly he went into the town of more than five hundred acres of land. This

statute for awhile restrained the avarice of the
* This Fnnnltu was author of a history, and certain

tonal* which were abridged by Bruttn. * This was about one hundred and eighty-two y'»n
\ He was consul with Einilius Lepidus, in the year >eforc. The generals sent back were the consul* V "

«( Rome 616. Uriiu Cahinus and Foslhumius Albiniu.
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rich, and helped the poor, who, by virtue of ;t, were to be relieved. But though the reforma
remained upon their lands at the old rents. lion was conducted with so much tendernert-
But afterwards their wealthy neighbours took thc people were satisfied: they were willing W
their farms from them, and held them in other overlook what was passed, on condition that
names; though, in time, they scrupled not to they might guard against future usurpation.
claim them in their own. The poor thus ex- On the other hand, persons of great property
pelled, neither gave in their names readily to opposed the law out of avarice, and the law-
the levies, nor attended to the education of giver out of a spirit of resentment and malig-
their children. The consequence was, a want nity; endeavouring to prejudice the people
of freemen all over Italy, for it was filled with against the design, as if Tiberius intended by
(laves and barbarians, who, after the poor Ro- the Agrarian law to throw all into disorder,
man citizens were dispossessed, cultivated the and subvert the constitution. But their at-
ground for the rich. Caius Lzlius, the friend tempts were vain. For, in this just and glo-
of Scipio, attempted to correct this disorder; rious cause, Tiberius exerted an eloquence
but finding a formidable opposition from per- which might have adorned a worse subject,
sons in power, and fearing the matter could not and which nothing could resist. How great
be decided without the sword, he gave it up. was he, when the people were gathered about
This gained him the name of Lslius theteise.* the rostrum, and he pleaded for the poor in
But Tiberius was no sooner appointed tribune such language as this: "The wild beasts of
of the people, than he embarked in the same Italy have their caves to retire to; but the
enterprise. He was put upon it, according to brave mea who spill their blood in her cause
most authors, by Diophanes the rhetorician, and have nothing left but air and light. Without
Blossius the philosopher; the former of whom houses, without any settled habitations, they
was a Mityleniao exile, the latter a native of wander from place to place with their wives
Curoz in Italy, and a particular friend of An- and children; and their generals do but mock
tipater of Tarsus, with whom he became ac- them, when, at the head of their armies, they
quainted at Rome, and who did him the hon- exhort their men to fight for their sepulchres
our to address some of bis philosophical wri- and domestic gods: for, among such numbers,
tings to him. perhaps there is not a Roman who has an altar

Some blame his mother Cornelia, who used that belonged to hia ancestors, or a sepulchre
to reproach her sons, that she was still called in which their ashes rest. The private soldiers
the mother-in-law of Scipio, not the niolher of fight and die to advance the wealth and luxu-
the Gracchi. Others say, Tiberius took this ry of the great; and they are called masters
rash step from a jealousy of Spurius Posthu- of the world, while they have not a foot of
niius, who was of the same age with him, and ground in their possession."
hk rival in oratory. It seems, when he re- Such speeches as this, delivered by a man
turned from the wars, he found Posthumias so of such spirit, and flowing from a heart really
much before him in point of reputation and interested in the cause, filled the people with
interest with the people, that to recover his an enthusiastic fury; and none of his adversa-
ground, he undertook this hazardous affair, ries durst pretend to answer him. Forbear-
which so effectually drew the popular attention ing, therefore, the war of words, they address-
upon him. But his brother Caius writes, that as ed themselves to Marcus Octavius, one of the
Tiberius was passing through Tuscany on his tribunes, a grave and modest young man, and
way toNumantia, and found the country almost an intimate acquaintance of Tiberius. Out of
depopulated, there being scarce any husband-reverence for his friend, he declined the task
men or shepherds, except slaves from foreign at first; but upon a number of applications
aid barbarous nations, he then first formed the from men of the first rank, he was prevailed
project which plunged them into so many mis- upon to oppose Tiberius, and prevent the pass-
fortunes. It is certain, however that the people ing of the law: for the tribunes' power chiefly
inflamed his spirit of enterprise and ambition, lies in the negative voice, and if one of them
by putting up writings on the porticoes, walls, stands out, the rest can effect nothing.
and monuments, in which they begged of him Incensed by this behaviour, Tiberius dropped
to restore their share of the public lands to the his moderate bill, and proposed another more
poor. agreeable to the commonalty, and more severe

Yet he did not frame the law without con- against the usurpers. For by this they were
inlting some of the Romans that were most commanded immediately to quit the land*
distinguished for their virtue and authority. which they held contrary to former laws. On
Among these were Crassus the Chief pontiff, this subject there were daily disputes between
Mutius Scsvola the lawyer, who at that time him and Octavius on the rostra; yet not one
was also consul, and Appius Claudius, father- abusive or disparaging word is said to have
in-law to Tiberius. There never was a milder escaped either of them in all the heat of speak-
law made against so much, injustice and op- ing. Indeed, an ingenuous disposition and
pression. For they who deserved to have been liberal education will prevent or restrain the
punished for their infringement on the rights of sallies of passion, not only during the free en-
the community, and fined for holding the lands joyment of the bottle, bat in the ardour of con-
contrary to law, were to have a consideration tention about points of a superior nature.
for giving up their groundless claims, and re- Tiberius, observing that Octavius was liable
Itoring the estates to such of the citizens as to suffer by the bill, as having more land than

the laws could warrant, desired him to give ur* PJuta.-ch seems here to have followed some mis-

Uken authority. It was not this circumstance, but his opposition, and offered, at the same time,
the abilemiou «eu of hia hie, that gave Laliuj the to indemnify him out of his own fortune, though
Dame of mil. that was not great. A« this proposal tvae uo«
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accepted, Tiberius forbade all other magis- order it so. As Octavius rejected this proposal
trates to exercise their functions, till the Agra- too, Tiberius told him plainiy, that ho would
rian law waa passed. He likewise put his put the question to the people concerning him,
own seal upon the doors of the temple of Sat- if upon farther consideration he did not alter
urn, that the quxstors might neither bring nay his mind.
Jinig into the treasury, nor take any thing out. Upon this he dismissed the assembly. Nexf
And he threatened to fine euch of the prxtors day he convoked it again; and when he had
as should attempt to disobey his command. mounted the rostra, he made another trial to
This struck such a terror that all departments bring Octavius to compliance. But finding him
of government were at a stand. Persona of inflexible, he proposed a decree for depriving
great property put themselves into mourning, him of the tribuneship, and immediately put it
and appeared in public with all the circum- to the vote. When, of the five and thirty tnbe«,
stances that they thought might excite compas- seventeen had given their voices for it, and there
sion. Not satisfied with this, they conspired wanted only one more to make Octavius a pri-
the death of Tiberius, and suborned assassins vate man, Tiberius ordered them to slop, and
to destroy him: for which reason he appeared once more applied to his colleague. He em-
with a tuck, such as is used by robbers, which braced him with great tenderness in the sight
the Romans call a dolon.* of the people, and with the most pressing in

When the day appointed came, and Tibe- stances besought him, neither to bring such i
rius was summoning the people to give their mark of infamy upon himself, nor expose him
suffrages, a party of the people of property car- to the disreputation of being promoter of such
ried off the ballotting vessels,t which occa- severe and violent measures. It was not with-
sioned great confusion. Tiberius, however, out emotion that Octavius is said to have lis-
seemed strong enough to carry his point by tened to those entreaties. His eyes were filled
force, and his partizans were preparing to have with tears, and he stood a long time silent.
recourse to it, when Manlius and Fulvms, men But when he looked towards the persons of
of consular dignity, fell at Tiberius's feel, property, who were assembled in a body, shame
oathed his hands with tears, and conjured him And fear of losing himself in their opinion
not to put his purpose into execution. He now brought him back to his resolution to run all
perceived how dreadful the consequences of risks, and, with a noble firmness, he bade Ti
Dis attempt might be, and his reverence for berius do his pleasure. The bill, therefore, wai
those two great men had its effect upon him: passed; and Tiberius ordered one of his frecd-
;ie therefore asked them what they would have men to pull down Octavius from the tribunal,
lini do. They said, they were not capable of for he employed his own freedmen as lictors.
"Jvismg him in so important an affair, and This ignominious manner of expulsion made
earnestly entreated him to refer it to the sen- the case of Octavius more pitiable. The peo-
ate. The senate assembled to deliberate upon ple, notwithstanding, fell upon him;but by the
it, but the influence of the people of fortune assistance of those of the landed interest, who
on that body was such, that the debates ended came to his defence, and kept off the mob, he
in nothing. escaped with his life. However, a faithful

Tiberius then adopted a measure that was servant of his, who stood before him to wara
neither just nor moderate. He resolved to re- off the danger, had his eyes lorn out. This
move Octavius from the tribuneship, because, violence was much against the will of Tiberius,
there w,is no other means to get hia law passed. who no sooner saw the tumult rising, than he
He addressed him indeed in public first, in a hastened down to appease it.
mild and friendly manner} and taking him by The Agrarian law thea was confirmed, ari
the hand, conjured him to gratify the people, three commissioners appointed to take a sur
who asked nothing that was unjust, and would vey of the lands, and see them properly dis-
only receive a small recompence for the great tributed. Tiberius was one of the three; hii
labours and dangers they had experienced father-in-law, Appius Claudius, another; and
But Octavius absolutely refused to comply. his brother, Caius Gracchus, the third. The lat-
Tiberius then declared, " That as it was not ter was then making the campaign under Scipio
possible for two magistrates of equal authority, at Numantia. Tiberius having carried these
when they differed in such capital points, to go points without opposition, next filled up the
through the remainder of their office without vacant tribune's seat; into which he did not
coming to hostilities, he saw no other remedy put a man of any note, but Mutius, one of hid
but the deposing of them." He therefore de- own clients. These proceedings exasperated
sired OcUvius to take the sense of the people the patricians extremely, and as they dreaded the
first with respect to him; assuring him that he increase of his power, they took every oppor-
would immediately return to a private station, tunity to insult him in the senate. When he
if the suffrages of his fellow-citizens should desired, for instance, what was nothing more

* We find this word used by Virgil. than customary, a tent at the public charge,
Pib manu, sacvosque g(runt in bella dolonefl. for his use in dividing the lands, they refused

JEn. lit. 664. him one, though such things had been often
The dolon was a itafl* that had a poniard concealed granted on much less important occasions.

wiilm it, and had its name from dolust deceit. And, at the motion of Publius Nasica, he taqf The original signifies an urn. The Romans riftd
Iwo sorts ofvrsscls which they used in balloting. The only nine oboli a day allowed for his expenses.
first \\. r< (ipen vessels called < i-./</, or i ,'./.-/',», which Nasica, indeed, was become his avowed enemy,
eoiiUinid Ihe ballots before they were distributed to for he had a great estate in the public lands,
the (H.'inlc ; the others, with narrow necks, were call- and was of course unwilling to h« stripped of it.
ed liteHtf, ami into these the people cast their ballots. At the same time the people were more andThe laii>r were Ihe vessels which are here said to have
t*r,u earned *ff. more enraged. One of Tiberius's friend1- bip»
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pemng to die suddenly, and malignant spots your colleagues? And if he came to my assiat-
appearing upon the body, they loudly declarec ance, would you in your anger deprive him ot
that the man was poisoned. They asaeniblec his office?" It ia said, that this question so
"t his funeral, took the bier upon their shoul-puzzled Tiberius, that with all his readiness of
ders, and carried it to the pile. There they speech and propriety of assurance, he made no
were confirmed in their suspicions; for the manner of answer.
corpse burst, and emitted such a quantity of He therefore dismissed the assembly for the
corrupted humours, that it put out the fire. present. He perceived, however, that the step
Though more fire was brought, still the wood he bad taken in deposing a tribune had offend-
"would not burn till it was removed to another ed not only the patricians, but the people too;
place; and it was with much difficulty at last for by such a precedent he appeared to have
that the body was consumed. Hence, Tiberius robbed that high office of its dignity, which till
took occasion to incense the commonalty still then had been preserved in great security and
more against the other party. He put himself honour. In consequence of this reflection, he
in mourning; he led his children into the fo- called the commons together again, and made
rum, and recommended them and their mother a speech to them, from which it may not be
to the protection of the people, as giving up amiss to give an extract by way of specimen ot
bis own life for lost. the power and strength of his eloquence.

About this time died Attalus» Philopalor, " The person of a tribune, I acknowledge, a
and Eudemus of Pergamus, brought his will to sacred and inviolable, because he is consecrat-
Rome, by which it appeared, that he had left ed to the people, and takes their interest under
the Roman peoplehis heirs. Tiberius, endeav- his protection. But when he deserts those in-
ouring to avail himself of this incident imme- terests, and becomes an oppressor of the peo-
diately proposed a law, " That all the ready ple, when he retrenches their privileges, and
money the king had left should be distributed takes away their liberty of voting, by those acts
among the citizens, to enable them to provide lie deprives himself; for he no longer keeps to
working tools, and proceed in the cultivation the intention of his employment. Otherwise, if
of their newly assigned landg. As to the cities, a tnbune should demolish the capitol,and burn
too, in the territories of Attalus, the senate, he the docks and naval stores, his person could not
n.id, had not a right to dispose of them, but be touched. A man who should do suchthinga
the people, and he would refer the business as those might still be a tribune, though a vile
entirely to their judgment. one; bul he who diminishes the privileges of

This embroiled him still more with the sen- the people ceases to be a tribune of the peo-
ate; and one of their body, of the name of ple. Does it not shock you to think that a tri-
Pompey, stood up and said, " He was next bune should be able to imprison a consul, and
neighbour to Tiberius, and by that means had the people not have it in their power to deprive
opportunity to know that Kudemus the Perga- a tribune of his authority, when he uses it
mcnian had brought him a royal diadem and against those who gave it? For the tribunes, at
purple robe for his use when, he wag king of well as the consuls, are elected by the people.
Rome." Quintus Metellus said another severe Kingly governments seems to comprehend all
thing against him. " During the censorship of authority in itself, and kings are consecrated
your father, whenever he returned home after with the most awful ceremonies; yet the citi-
iupper,f the citizens put out their lights, that zens expelled Tarquin when his administration
they might not appear to indulge themselves >ecame iniquitous; and, for the offence of one
at unseasonable hours; but you, at a late hour, man, the ancient government, under whose aus-
have some of the meanest and most audacious >ices Rome was erected, was entirely abolish-
of the people about you with torches in their ed. What is there in Rome so sacred and
bands." And Titus Annius, a man of ni char- enerable as the vestal virgins who keep the
acter in point of morals, but an acute dispu- >erpetual fire? Yet if any of them transgresses)
tant, and remarkable for the subtlety both of he rules of her order, she is buried alive. For
bis questions and answers, one day challenged hey who are guilty of impiety against the god«
Tiberius and offered to prove him guilty of a ose that sacred character which they had only
great offence in deposing one of his colleagues, "or the sake of the gods. So a tribune who in-
whose person by tl.e laws was sacred and in- ures the people can be no longer sacred and
violable. This proposition raised a tumult in nviolable on the people's account. He des-
the audience, and Tiberius immediately went roys the power in which alone his strength
out and called an assembly of the people, de- ay. If it is just for him to be invested with the
signing to accuse Annius of the indignity he ribunitial authority by a majority of tribes, is
hid offered him. Annius appeared; and know- t not more just for him to be deposed by the
nig himself greatly infenorboth in eloquence iuffrages of them all? What is more sacred and
tnd reputation, he had recourse to his old art, nviolable than the offerings in the temples of
and begged leave only to ask him a question he gods? yet none pretends tohinderthe peo-
before the business came on. Tiberius con- >le from making use of them, or removing
sented, and silence being made, Annius said, hem wherever they please. And, indeed, that
"Would you fix a mark of disgrace and infa- he tribune's office is not inviolable or unre-
niy upon me, if I should appeal to one of movable, appears from hence, that several have

voluntarily laid it down, or been discharged
"This wii Attaint HI.. th« tan of Euaenct II. and at their own request." The«e were the hcad«

BtraUmice, and the last king of Perramui. He wu of Tiberius's defence.
not, however, mi-named Pkilofator but Pkilometor,
and to it stands in the manuscript of St. Germain. His friends, however, being sensible of the
f Probably from the public hall where he tupped menaces of his enemies, and the combination

with hu colleague. o destroy him, were of opinion that he ought
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to make interest to £et the tribuneship contin- At first, indeed, there was a most promising
ued to him another year. For this purpose he appearance. When the assembly saw him at
thought of other laws, to seccure the common-a distance, they expressed their joy in the loud-
alty on las side; that for shortening the time est acclamations; on his approach they receiv-
of military service, and that for grunting an ap- ed him with the utmost cordiality, and formed
peal from the judges to the people. The bench i circle about him to keep all strangers off.
of judges at that time consisted of senators Vlutiuu then began to call over the tribes, in
only, but he ordered an equal number of order to business; but nothing could be done
knights and senators; though it must be con- in the usual form, by reason of the disturbance
fessed, that his taking every possible method nade by the populace, who were still pressing
to reduce the power of the patricians savoured "brward. Meantime Fulvius* Flacchus,! sen-
more of obstinacy and resentment, than of a ator, got upon an eminence, and, knowing he
regard for justice and the public good. could not be heard, made a sign with his hand

When the day came for it to be put to the that he had something to say to Tiberius in
vote, whether these laws should be ratified, private. Tiberiua having ordered the people
Tiberius and his party, perceiving that their lo make way, Flacchus with much difficulty
adversaries were the strongest, (for all the peo- got to him, and informed him, " That those of
ple did not attend,) spun out the time in alter- the landed interest had applied to the consul,
cations with the other tribunes; and at last he while the senate was sitting, and, as they could
adjourned the assembly to the day following. not bring that magistrate into their views, they
In the meantime he entered the forum with all tiad resolved to despatch Tibenus themselves,
the ensigns of distress, and, with tears in his and for that purpose had armed a number of
eyes, humbly applied to the citizens, assuring their friends and slaves.
them, " He was afraid that his enemies would Tiberius no sooner communicated this intel
demolish his house, and take his life before the ligence to those about him, than they tucked
next morning." This affected them so much, up their gowns, seized the halberts with which
that numbers erected tents before his door, and the sergeants kept off the crowd, broke them,
guarded him all night. and took the pieces to ward against any as-

At daybreak the person who had the care of sault that might be made. Such as were at a
the chickens which they use in augury, brought distance, much surprised at this incident, asked
them and set meat before them; but they would what the reason might be; and Tiberius find-
Done of them come out of their pen, except ing they could not hear him, touched his head
one, though the man shook it very much; and with his hand, to signify the danger he was in.
that one would not eat;» it only raised up its His adversaries, seeing this, ran to the senate,
left wing, and stretched out its leg, and then and informed them that Tiberius demanded the
went in again. This put Tiberius in mind of a diadem; alleging that gesture as a proof of it.
former ill omen. He had a helmet that he wore This raised a great commotion. Nasica
in battle, finely ornamented, and remarkably called upon the consul to defend the common-
magnificent; two serpents that had crept into wealth, and destroy the tyrant. The consul
it privately, laid their eggs and hatched in it. mildly answered, "That he would not begin to
Such a bad presage made him more afraid of use violence, nor would he put any citizen to
the late one. Yet he net out for the Capitol death who was not legally condemned; but, if
as soon as he understood that the people were Tiberius should cither persuade or force the
assembled there. But in going out of his house people to decree any thing contrary to the con-
he stumbled upon the threshold, and struck it stitution, he would take care to annul it," Upon
with so much violence that the nail of his great which Nasica started, up, and said, " Since the
toe was broken, and the blood flowed from the consul gives up his country, let all who choose
v Giind. When he had got a little on his way, to support the laws follow me." So saying,
he saw on his left hand two ravens fighting on he covered his head with the skirt of his robe,
the top of a house, and though he was attend-and then advanced to the capitol. Those
ed, on account, of his dignity, by great numbers who followed him, wrapped each his gown
of people, a stone, which one of the ravens about his hand and made their way through the
threw down, fell close to his foot. This stag- crowd. Indeed, on account of their superior
gered (he boldest of Ins partisans. But Blos- quality, they met with no resistance; on the
ciusf of Cumae, one of hie train, said, "It would contrary, the people trampled on one another
be an insupportable disgrace, if Tiberius, the to get out of their way. Their attendants had
son of Gracchus, grandson of Scipio Africanus brought clubs and bludgeons with them from
and protector of the people of Rome, should home, and the patricians themselves seized Ihe
for feat of a raven disappoint that people when feet of the benches, which the populace had
they culled him to their assistance. His ene-broken in the flight. Thus armed, they made
mies, he assured him, would not be satisfiet towards Tiberius, knocking down such as stood
with laughing at this false step; they would before him. These being killed or dispersed,
represent him to the commons as already tak- Tiberius likewise fled. One of his cnemiei
ing all the insolence of a tyrant upon him." laid hold on his gown; but he let it go, and

At the same time several messengers from continued his flight in his under garment. H«
his t'ririnls in the Capitol came and desired him happened, however, to stumble and fall upon
to make haste, for (they told him) every thing some of the killed. As he was recovering
went there according to his wish. himself, Publius Satmeius, one of his col-

" Win i, the cliickeni ate greed/ly, they thought it a leagues, came up openly, and struck him on the
lieu of good lurtuiie. head with the foot of a stool. The second blow

" lu ttte printed tezt it is Blastus; but one of the was given him by Lucius Rufus, who afterwtrdi
nuiUM riptl givei ui Blauiun, and all the trauilatori
have followed it. " Not FUviuj, u it ii in the printed teit
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rallied himself upon it as a glorious exploit that prince's affairs entirely ruined, he laid vio
Above three hundred more lust their lives by lent hands on himself.
clubs and stones, but not a man by the sword The senate, now desirous to reconcile the

This is said to have been the first sedition in people to these acts of theirs, no longer op-
Rome, since the expulsion of the kings, in posed the Agrarian law; and they permitted
which the blood of any citizen was shed. All them to elect another commissioner, in the
the rest, though neither small in themselves, room of Tiberius, for dividing the lands. In
nor about matters of little consequence, were consequence of which, they chose Publiu*
appeased by mutual concessions ; the senate Crassus, a relation of the Gracchi; for Caius
giving up something on one side, for fear of Gracchus had married his daughter Licinia.
the people, and the people, on the other, out Cornelius Nepos, indeed, says, it was not the
of respect for the senate. Had Tiberius been daughter of Crassus, but of that Brutus who
moderately dealt with, it is probable that he was honoured with a triumph for his conquests
would have compromised matters in a much in Lusitama; but most historians give it for the
easier way; and certainly he might have been former.
reduced, without their depriving him of his life; Nevertheless, the people were still much con-
for he had not above threu thousand men aboui cerned at the loss of Tiberius, and it was plain
him. But it seems, the conspiracy was formed that they only waited for an opportunity of re-
against him, rathei to satisfy the resentment venge. Nasica was now threatened with an
and malignity of the rich, than for the reasons impeachment. The senate, therefore, dread-
tLey held out to the public. A strong proof of ing the consequence, sent him into Asia, though
this we have in their cruel and abominable there was no need of him there. For the peo-
treatment of his dead body. For notwithstand- ple, whenever they met him, did not suppress
ing the entreaties of his brother, they would not their resentment in the least: on the contrary,
permit him to take away the corpse, and bury with all the violence that hatred could suggest,
it in the night, but threw it into the river with they called him an execrable wretch, a tyrant
the other carcases. Nor was this all: they who had defiled the holiest and most awful
banished some of his friends without form of temple in Rome with the blood of a magis-
trial, and took others and put them to death. trate, whose person ought to have been sacred
Among the latter was Diophanes the rhetori- and inviolable.
cian. One Caius Billius they shut up in a cask For this reason Nasica privately quitted
with vipers and other serpents, and left him to Italy, though by his office he was obliged to
perish in that cruel manner. As for Blossius attend the principal sacrifices, for he was chief
of Cams, he was carried before the Consuls, pontiff. Thus he wandered from place to place
and being interrogated about the late proceed- in a foreign country, and after a while died at
ings, he declared, that he had never failed Pergamus. Nor is it to be wondered that the
to eiecute whatever Tiberius commanded.* people had so unconquerable an aversion to
« What then," said Nasica, " if Tiberius had Is'abica, since Scipio Africanus himself, who
ordered thee to burn the Capitol, wouldst thou seems to have been one of the greatest favour-
have done it? At first he turned it off, and ites of the Romans, as well as to have had
laid, " Tiberius would never have given him great right to their affection, was near forfeit-
such an order." But when a number repeated ing all the kind regards of the people, because
the same question several times, he said, " In when the news of Tibenus's death was brought
that case I should have thought it extremely to Numantia, he expressed himself in that
right; for Tiberius would never have laid such verse of Homer.
a command upon me, if it had not been for the So perish all that in such crimes engage !*
advantage of the people of Rome." He es-Afterwards Caius and Fulvius asked him, in
caped, however, with his life, and afterwards
repaired to Anstonicus,f in Asia; but finding an assembly of the people, what he thought of

the death of Tiberius, and by his answer he
jave them to understand that he was far from

" Lael i u«, in the treatise written by Cicero under that
name, gives a different account of the matter. " Blos- approving of his proceedings. Ever alter this,
aius," he says, "after the murder of Tiberius, came the commons interrupted him when he spoke
to Mm, whilst he was in conference with the consuls in public, though they had offered him no such
Popilivre Lacnas and Publivis Rupilius, and tarm-slU affront befoie ; and on the other hand, he
begged for a pardon, alleging, in his defence, thalaucn scrupled not to treat them with very severewad his veneration for Tiberius, he could nol refuse
to do any thing he desired." " If, then," said Laelius^ language. But these things we have related at
<( he had ordered you to set fire to the Capitol, would large in the life of Scipio.
TOU have done it?" "' That." replied Blossius " he
would never have ordered me ; but .('he had, 1 should Jy arms, and made himself master of several town*.
bmve obevd him." Blossius does not, upon this occa- The Romans sent Crassus the Consul against him the
sion, apjirar to have been under a judicial eiaminatioo, second year after the death of Tiberius. Crasius was
U Plutarch represents him. defeated and taken by Arislonicus. The year follow-

| Aristonicus was a bastard brother of Attalus; and ing, Aristonicus was defeated in his tuiu, and taker
being highly offended at him for bequeathing his king- prisoner by Perp»nua.
lorn to the Romans, attempted to get possession of it * In Minerva's speech to Jupiter. Od/u. lib. i.
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CAIUS GRACCHUS.

WHETHER it wai that CaiuB Gracchus was respectful and obliging behaviour to the gewml.
afraid c I'his enemies, or wanted to make them In temperance, in simplicity of diet, and lore
more obnoxious to the people, at first he left of labour, he excelled even the veterans.
the forum, and kept close in his own home; There followed a severe and sickly winter
like one who was either sensible how much his in Sardinia, and the general demanded of the
family was reduced, or who intended to make cities clothing for his men. But they sent a
public business no more his object. Insomuch deputation to Rome to solicit an exemption
that some scrupled not to affirm that he disap- from this burden. The senate listened to their
proved and even detested his brother's adminis- request, and ordered the general to take some
tration. He was, indeed, as ycl very young, other method. As he could not think of with-
not being so old as Tiberius by nine years; drawing his demands, and the soldiers suf-
and Tiberius at his death was not quite thirty. fered much in the meantime, Caius applied to
However, in n short time it appeared that he the towns in person, and prevailed with them
had an aversion, not only to idleness and effemi- to send the Romans a voluntary supply of
nacy, but to intemperance and avarice. And clothing. News of this being brought to
he improved his powers of oratory, as if he Rome, and the whole looking like a prelude to
considered them as the wings on which he must future attempts at popularity, the senate were
rise to the great offices of state. These cir- greatly disturbed at it. Another instance they
cumstances shewed that he would not long con- gave of their jealousy was in the ill reception
tinue inactive. which the ambassadors of Micipsa found, who

In the defence of one of his friends named came to acquaint them, that the king their
Vettius, he exerted so much eloquence, that master, out of regard to Caius Gracchus, had
the people were charmed beyond expression, sent their general, in Sardinia, a large quantity
and borne away with all the transports of en- of corn. The ambassadors were turned out of
thusiasm. On this occasion he shewed that the house ; and the senate proceeded to make
other orators were no more than children in a decree that the private men in Sardinia
comparison. The nobility had all their former should be relieved; but that Orestes should re-
apprehensions renewed, and they began to take main, in order that he might keep his qusstor
measures among themselves to prevent the ad- with him. An account of this being brought
vancement of Caius to the tnbunitial power. to Caius, his anger overcame him so far that ha

It happened to fall to his lot to attend Ores- embarked ; and as he made his appearance in
tes,* the consul in Sardinia in capacity of Rome when none expected him, he was not
qusstor. This gave his enemies great pleas-only censured by bis enemies, but the people
ure. Caius, however, was not uneasy on the in general thought it singular that the quxstor
event: for he was of a military turn, and had should return before his general. An informa
as good talents for the camp as for the bar. tion was laid against him before the censors
Besides, he was under some apprehension and he obtained permission to speak for him-
about taking a share in the administration, or self; which he did so effectually that the
of appearing upon the rostra, and at the same whole court changed their opinions, and were
time he knew that he could not resist the im- persuaded that he was very much injured. Foi
portunities of the people or his friends. For he told them, " He had served twelve cam-
these reasons he thought himself happy in the paigns, whereas he was not obliged to serve
opportunity of going abroad. more than ten ; and that in capacity of quaes

It is a common opinion, that of his own ac- tor, he had attended his general three years,"
cord he became a violent demagogue, and that though the laws did not require him to do it
he was much more studious than Tiberius to more than one." He added," That he wa«
make himself popular. But that is not the the only man who went out with a full purse,
truth. On the contrary, it seems to have been and returned with an empty one; while others
rather necessity than choice that brought him after having drank the wine they carried out,
upon the public stage. For Cicero the orator brought back the vessels filled with gold and
relates, that when Caius avoided all offices in silver."
tin: state, and had taken a resolution to live After this, they brought other charge»
quiet, his brother appeared to him in a dream, against him. They accused him of promoting
and thus addressed him, " Why hngcrest thou, disaffection among the allies, and of being con-
CdiuB? There is no alternative. The fates cerned in the conspiracy of Fregellc,f which

was detected about that time. He cleared
have decreed us both the same pursuit of life,
and the same death, in vindicating the rights of himself, however, of all suspicion ; and having
the people." fully proved his innocence, offered himself

In Sardinia, Caius gave a noble specimen to the people as a candidate for the tn
of every virtue, distinguishing himself greatly buneship. The patricians united their forces
among the other young Romans, not only in to oppose him ; but such a number of people
his operations against the enemy, and in acts " Great part of thii ipeech ii preserved by Auluj
of justice to such as submitted, but in his Gellius; but there Cains says he hail been quaestor

only two years. Biennium enim fui in provincia.
Aul. Cell. I. iii. <"" IS.* Lucius Aurelius Orestes was consul with Emilius

Ixpidus, in the year of Rome 627. So that Caiiu wmt f This place was destroyed bv Lucius Opimius tbt
"uestcr luto Sardinia at the age of 27. priclur, ill the yiar of Hume 629.
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came in (torn all parU of Italy to support hi* put thyself on a footing with Cornel a? Hart
election, that many of them could not get lodg- thou brought children as she has tlone? Yet
ing, and the Campus Martius not being Urge all Rome knows that she has iived longer than
enough to contain them, gave their voice* from thou hast without any commerce with men."
the tops of houses. Such was the keenness of his language: and

All that the nobility could gain of the people, many expressions equally severe might be col-
»nd all the mortification that Cams had, was lected out of hu writings.
this: instead of being returned first, as he had Among the laws which he procured, to in
flattered himself he should be, he was return- crease the authority of the people, and lessen
ed the fourth. But when he had entered upon that of the senate, one related to colonizing,
his office, he soon became the leading tribune, and dividing the public lands among the poor.
partly by means of his eloquence, in which he Another was in favour of the army, who were
was greatly superior to the rest, and partly on now to be clothed at the public charge, with-
account of the misfortunes of his family, which out diminution of their pay, and none were to
gave him an opportunity to bewail the cruel serve till they were full seventeen years old.
file of his brother. For whatever subject he A third \v»s for the benefit of the Italian alltei,
began upoir, before he had done, he led the who were to have the same right of voting at
people back to that idea, and at the same time elections as the citizens of Rome. By a. fourth
put them in mind of the different behaviour of the markets were regulated, and the poor ena-
their ancestors. " Your forefathers," said he, bled to buy bread-corn at a cheaper rate. A
"declared war against the K.ilisci; in order to fifth related to the courts of judicature, and in-
revenge the cause of Genucius, one of the tri- deed, contributed more than any thing to re-
bunes, to whom that people had given scurri- trench the power of the senate: for, before this,
lous language; and they thought capital pun- senators only were judges in all causes, and on
ishment little enough for Cams Veturius, be- that account their body was formidable both to
cause he alone did not break way for a tribune the equestrian order and to the people. But now
who was passing through thejbrum. But you he added three hundred knights to the three
suffered Tiberius to be despatched with blud- hundred senators, and decreed that a. judicial
geons before your eyes, and his dead body to authority should be equally invested in the six
be dragged from the Capitol through the mid- hundred.* In offering this bill, he exerted him-
dle of the city, in order to be thrown into the self greatly in all respects, but there was one
river. Such of his friends, too, as fell into thing very remarkable: whereas the orators

f their hands, were put to death without form of before him, in all addresses to the people, stood
Uial. Yet, by the custom of our country, if with their faces towards the senate-house and
any person under a prosecution for a capital the comitiwn, he then for the first time, turn-
crime did not appear, an officer was sent to ed the other way, that is to say, towards the
his door in the morning, to summon him by Jorum, and continued to speak in that position
"ound of trumpet, and the judges would never ever after. Thus by a small alteration in the
pass sentence before so public a citation. So posture of his body, he indicated something
tender were our ancestors in any matter where very great, and, as it were, turned the govern-
the life of a citizen was concerned." ment from an aristocracy into a democratic

Having prepared the people by such speeches form: for, by this action, he intimated, that all
is this (for hie voice was strong enough to be orators ought to address themselves to the peo-
beard by so great a multitude) he proposed two ple, and not to the senate.
laws. One was, " That if the people deposed As the people not only ratified this law, but
any magistrate, he should from that time be in- empowered him to select the three hundred out
capable of bearing aoy public office:" the other, of the equestrian order for judges, he found
"That if any magistrate should banish a citi- himself in a manner possessed of sovereign
ten without a legal trial, the people should be power. Even the senate in their deliberations
authorized to take cognizance of that offence." were willing to listen to his advice; and ha
The first of these laws plainly referred to Mar- never gave them any that was not suitable to
cus Octavius, whom Tiberius had deprived of their dignity. That wise and moderate decree,
the tribuneship; and the second to Popilius, for instance, was of his suggesting, concerning
who in his pranorship, had banished the friends the corn which Fabius, when proprxtor in
of Tiberius. In consequence of the latter, Spain, sent from that country. Caius per-
Popilius, afraid to stand a trial, fled out of suaded the senate to sell the corn,and send the
Italy. The other bill Caius dropped, to oblige, money to the Spanish states; and at the same
M he said, Ins mother Cornelia, who interpos- iiroe to censure Fabius for rendering the Ro-
ed in behalf of Octavius. The people were man government odious and insupportable to
perfectly satisfied; for they honoured Cornelia, the people of that country. This gained him
sot only on account of her children, but of her great respect and favour in the provinces.
father. They afterwards erected a statue to He procured other decrees for sending out
her with this inscription: colonies, for making roads, and for building
CORNELIA THE MOTHER OF THE GRACCHI. public granaries. In all these matters he wai

appointed supreme director, and yet was far
There are several extraordinary expressions

of Caius Gracchus handed down to us con- * The aulhoritiet of all antiquity are against Plu
cerning his mother. To one of her enemies he Urch JD this article. Caius did not associate (lie kui^liti
Mid, "Darest thou pretend to reflect on Cor- and the senators in the judicial power; bul vested lh»^
nelia, the mother of Tiberius?" And as that power in (he knights only, and they tmulttyrd it tilthe consulship of Serf iliuiCxpio, fur Uic -«rmcr el six
penon had spent his youth in an infamous man- teen or seventeen years, t'llleius, Asconim A | r.i»a
Mr, he said, "With what front canst ihou Lnv, and Cicero hiuutlf nj&cicntly prove: thu.
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from thinking so much business a fatigue. On there was one named Livius Drusus; a man
the contrary, he applied to the whole with as who in birth and education was not behind any
much activity, and despatched it with as much of the Romans, and who in point of eloquence
ease, as if there had been only one thing for and wealth might vie with the greatest and
him to attend to; insomuch that they who both most powerful men of his time. To hiui the
hated and feared the man, were struck with his nobility applied; exhorting him to set himself
amazing industry, and the celerity of his oper-up against Caius, and join them in opposing
ations. The people were charmed to see him him; not in the way of force, or in any thing
followed by such numbers of architects, arti- that might offend the commons, but in direct
ficers, ambassadors, magistrates, military men, ing all his measures to please them, arid grant-
and men of letters. These were all kindly re- ing them things which it would have been an
ceived; yet amidst his civilities he preserved a honour to refuse at the hazard of their utmost
dignity, addressing each according to hie ca- resentment.
pacity and station; by which he shewed how Drusus agreed to list in the service of the
unjust the censures of those people were who senate, and to apply all the power of his office
represented him as a violent and overbearing to their views. He therefore proposed lawg
roan. For he had even a more popular man- which had nothing in them either honourable or
ner in conversation and in business than in his advantageous to the community. His sole view
addresses from the rostrum. was to outdo Caius in flattering and pleasing

The work that he took most pains with, was the multitude, and for this purpose he coo-
that of the public roads; in which he paid a tended with him like a comedian upon a stage.
regard to beauty as well as use. They were Thus the senate plainly discovered, that it wai
drawn in a straight line through the country, not so much the measures of Caius, as the man,
and either paved with hewn stone, or made of they were offended with, and that they were
a binding sand, brought thither for that purpose. resolved to take every method to humble or
When he met with dells, or other deep holes destroy him. For when he procured a decree
made by land-floods, he either filled them up for sending out two colonies only, which were
with rubbish, or laid bridges over them; so that to consist of some of the most deserving citi-
Deing levelled and brought to a perfect paral- zens, .'they accused him of ingratiating himself
lel on both sides, they afforded a regular and by undue methods with the plebeians: but
elegant prospect through the whole. Besides, when Drusus sent out twelve, and selected
be divided all the road into miles, of near eight three hundred of the meanest of the people
furlongs each, and set up pillars of stone to for each, they patronized the whole scheme,
mark the divisions. He likewise erected other When Caius divided the public lands among
stones at proper distances on each side of the the poor citizens, on condition that they should
way, to assist travellers, who rode without ser- pay a small rent into the treasury, they in-
vants, to mount their horses. veighed against him as a flatterer of the popu-

The people extolled his performances, and lace; but Drusus had their praise for discharg-
there was no instance of their affection that he ing the lands even of that acknowledgment.
might not have expected. In one of his Caius procured the Latins the privilege of vot-
speeches he told them, "There was one thing ing as citizens of Rome, and the patricians,
in particular, which he should esteem as a were offended; Drusus, on the contrary, was
greater favour than all the rest, if they indulged supported by them in a Jaw for exempting the
him in it, and if they denied it, he would not Latin soldiers from being flogged, though upon
complain." By this it was imagined that he service, for any misdemeanour. Meantime,
meant the consulship; and the commons ex- Drusus asserted, in all his speeches, that the
pected that he would desire to be consul and senate, in their great regard for the commons,
tribune at the same time. When the day of jut him upon proposing such advantageous de-
election of consuls came, and all were waiting :rees. This was the only good thing in his
with anxiety to see what declaration he would manoeuvres; for by these arts the people be-
make, he conducted Caius Fannius into the came better affected to the senate. Before,
Campus Jilartius, and joined with his friends they had suspected and haled the leaders of
in the canvass. This greatly inclined the scale that body; but Drusus appeased thfcir resent-
on Fannius's side, and he was immediately cre- ment, and removed their aversion, by assuring
ated consul. Caius too, without the least appli- them, that the patricians were the tirst movers
cation, or even declaring himself a candidate, of all these popular laws.
merely through the zeal and affection of the What contributed most to satisfy the people
people, was appointed tribune the second time. as to the sincerity of his regard, and the purity

Finding, however, that the senate avowed of his intentions, was, that Drusus, in all his
their aversion to him, and that the regards of edicts, appeared not to have the least view to
Fannius grew cold, he thought of new laws, his own interest; for he employed others as
which might secure the people in his interest. commissioners for planting the new colonies;
Such were those for sending colonies to Taren- and if there was an affair of money, he would
tum and Capua, and for granting the Latins have no concern with it himself; whereas,
all the rights and privileges of citizens of Rome Caius chose to preside in the greatest and most
The senate now apprehending that his power important matters of that kind, llubrius, one
would soon become entirely uncontrollable, of his colleagues, having procured an order for
took a new and uiihearj-of method to draw the rebuilding and colonizing Carthage, which had
people from him, by gratifying them in every been destroyed by Scipio, it fell to the lot of
Ihing, however contrary to the true interests Caius to execute that commission, and in pur-
of rtic state suance thereof he sailed to Africa. Drusui

Among the colleagues of Caius Gracchus, took advantage of his absence to gain mori
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ground »pon him, and to establish himself in forwn: in which he had a view to popularity,
tiie tuvuur of the people. To lay an infortna- for many of the meanest and indigent of the
tion against Fulvius he thought would be very commonalty dwelt there. After this he pro-
conducive to this end. posed the rest of his laws, in order to their be

Fulvius was a particular friend of Caius, and ing ratified by the suffrages of the people. A«
his assistant in the distribution of the lands. At the populace came to him from all quarters,
the same time he was a factious man, and the senate persuaded the consul Fannius to
known to be upon ill terms with the senate. command ail persons to depart the city who
Others, besides the patricians, suspected him of were not Romans by birth. Upon this strange
railing commotions among the allies, and of and unusual proclamation, that none of the al-
prival .-ly exciting the Italians to a revolt. These lies or friends of the republic should remain in
things, indeed, were said without evidence or Rome, or, though citizens, be permitted to
proof; but Fulvius himself gave strength to the vote, Caius, in his turn, published articles of
report by his unpeaceable and unsalutary con- impeachment against tiie consul, and at the
duct. Cams, as his acquaintance, came in for same time declared he would protect the allies,
his share of the dislike, and this was one of if they would stay. He did not, however, per-
the principal things that brought on his ruin. form his promise. On the contrary, he suffer-

Besides, when Scipio African us died, without ed the consul's lictors to take away a person
»ny previous sickness, and (as we have observ- before his eyes, who was connected with him
ed in his life) there appeared marks of violence by the ties of hospitality, without giving him
upon his body, most people laid it to the charge the least assistance: whether it was "that he
of Fulvius who was his avowed enemy, and feared to shew how much his strength waa di-
had that very day abused him from the ros- minished, or whether (as he alleged) he did
trum. Nor was Caius himself unsuspected. not choose to give his enemies occasion to have
Yet so execrable a crime as this, committed recourse to the sword, who only sought a pre-
against the first and greatest man in Rome, tence for it.
escaped with impunity; nay, it was not even He happened, moreover, to be at variance
inqnred into ; for the people prevented any with his colleagues. The reason was thie.
cognizance of it from being taken, out of fear there was a show of gladiators to be exhibited
for Caius, lest upon a strict inquisition he to the people in the forum, and most of the
ihould be found accessary to the murder. But magistrates had caused scaffolds to be erected
this happened some time before. aro-jnd the place, in order to let them out for

While Caius was employed in Africa, in hire. Caius insisted that they should be taken
the re-establishment of Carthage, the name of down, that the poor might see the exhibition,
which he changed to Junonia,* he was inter- without paying for it. As none of the proprie-
rupted by several inauspicious omens. The tors regarded his orders, he waited till the night
"taff of the first standard was broken, between preceding the show, and then went with his
the violent efforts of the wind to tear it away, own workmen, and demolished the scaffolds.
and those of the ensign to hold it. Another Next day the populace saw the place quite
ctorm of wind blew the sacrifices from the clear of them, and of course they admired him
altars, and bore them beyond the bounds mark- as a man of superior spirit. But his colleagues
ed out for the city; and the wolves came and were greatly offended at his violent temper
"eized the marVs themselves, and carried them and measures. This seems to have been the
to a great distance. Caius, however, brought cause of his miscarriage in his application for
every thing under good regulations in the a third tribuneship; for, it seems, he had a ma-
"pace of seventy days, and then returned to jority of voices, but his colleagues are said to
Rome, where he understood that Fulvius was have procured a fraudulent and unjust return.
hard pressed by Drusus, and affairs demanded Be that as it may, (for it was a matter of some
his presence. For Lucius Opimius,t who was doubt,) it \e certain that he did not bear his
of the patrician party, and very powerful in disappointment with patience: but when he
the senate, had lately been unsuccessful in his saw his adversaries laugh, he told them with
application for the consulship, through the op- too much insolence, "Their laugh was of the

Cilion of Caius, and his support ot Fannius; Sardonic* kind, for they did not perceive hownow his interest was greatly strengthened, much their actions were eclipsed by his."
and it was thought he would be chosen the fol- After Opimius was elected consul, he pre-
lowing year. It was expected, too, that the pared to repeal many of Caius's laws, and to
consulship would enable him to ruin Caius, annul his establishment at Carthage, on pur-
whose interest was already upon the decline. pose to provoke him to some act of violence,
Indeed, by this time the people were cloyed and to gain an opportunity to destroy him. He
with indulgence; because there were many bore this treatment for some time; but after-
besides Caius who flattered them in all the wards, at the instigation of his friends, and of
measures of administration, anil the senate Fulvius in particular, he began to raise an oppo-
(aw them do it with pleasure. " It was not easy to s« the propriety of this eiprei-

At his return he removed his lodgings from sion, as il is used here. The Sardonic laugh was an
the PalatineMountto the neighbourhood of the involuntary distension of the muscles of the mouth

occasioned by a poisonous plant; and persons that died
"Quam Juno fertur lerris magia omnibus unam of this poison had a smile on their countenances.
Foslhubita coluiue samo. Pir;il. Hence il came to signify forced or affected laughter;

fin the printed n-n it n Hoitilius, but il ihould be but why the laughter of Gracchus', opponents should
Ppimi'u*. for lie was consul the year following with be called forced or Sardonic, because they did not per-
<i- Kvvbm \I-A\iniu», \\hich vitas vht year of Rome ceive his superiority, it does not apotar. It might
631. Pin'^rH, hiouelfcalli him O/nmna a little after. more properly have been called affected, if they did
H.)i/ii(u>, If'T'l'irt, must be a false reading; and, in- perceive it. Indeed, if every species of unreasonable
deed,Ode of liie oiaauscrinii givei us Opi'rm'u* here. laughing may be calltd. Sardonic it will uoititt.
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ution once more agains* the consul. Some say, they should be the mort dastardly of being! if
bis mother on this oc'ssion entered into the they abandoned such a man to his enemiei, re-
intrigues of the parly and having privately paired to his house to guard him, and passed
taken some strangers into pay, sent them into the night before his door. This they did in a
Home in the disguise of reapers; and they as- very different manner from the people who at-
"ert that these things are enigmatically hinted tended Fulvius on the same occasion. TheeB
at in her letters to her son. But others say, Cor passed their lime in noise and riot, in carousing
nelia was much displeased at these measures. and empty threats; Fulvius himself being the

When the day came un which Opimius was first man that was intoxicated, and giving into
to get those laws repealed, both parties early many expressions and actions unsuitable to hit
in the morning posted themselves in the Capi-years. But those about Caius were silent, ai
tol ; and after the consul had sacrificed, Quin- in a time of public calamity; and, with a thought-
tus Antyllius, one of his lictort, who was car- ful regard to what was yet to come, they kept
rying out the entrails of the victims, said to watch and took rest by turns.
Fulviusand his friends, "Stand off,ye factious Futvius slept so sound after his wine, that it
citizens, and make way for honest men." Some was with difficulty they awoke him at break of
add, that, along with this scurrilous language, day. Then he and his company armed them
he stretched his naked arm towards them in a selves with the Gallic spoils which he had
form that expressed the utmost contempt. They brought off in his consulship, upon his con-
immediately killed Antyllius tvith long styles, quering that people; and thus accoutred they
"aid to have been made for such a purpose. sallied out, with loud menaces, to seize the

The people were much chagrined at this act Aventine hill. As for Caius, he would not arm,
of violence. As for the two chiefs, they made but went out in his gown, as if he had been
very different reflections upon the event. Caius going upon business in theyorum; only he had
was concerned at it, and reproached his parti- a small dagger under it.
lans with having given their enemies the han- At the gate, his wife threw herself at his feet,
dle they long had wanted. Opimius rejoiced at and taking hold of him with one hand, and of
the opportunity, and eicited the people to re- her son with the other, she thus expressed her-
venge. But for the present they were parted self:-"You do not now leave me, my dear
by a heavy rain. Caius, as formerly, to go to the rostra, in ca-

At an early hour next day, the consul assem-pacity of tribune or lawgiver, nor do I send
bled the senate, and while he was addressing you out to a glorious war, where, if the com
them within, others exposed the corpse of An- mon lot fell to your share, my distress might
tyllius naked on a bier without, and, as it had at least have the consolation of honour. You
been previously concerted, carried it through expose yourself to the murderers of Tiberiue,
the forum to the senate-house, making loud unarmed, indeed, as a man should go, who had
acclamations all the way. Opimius knew the rather suffer than commit any violence; but it
whole farce; but pretended to be much sur- is throwing away your life without any advan-
prised. The senate went out, and planting tage to the community. Faction reigns; out-
themselves about the corpse, expressed their rage and the sword are the only measures of
grief and indignation, as if some dreadful mis- justice. Had your brother fallen before Numan-
fortune had befallen them. This scene, how- tia, the truce would have restored us his body;
ever, eicited only hatred and detestation in the nut now perhaps I shall have to go a suppliant
breasts of the people, who could not but re- to some river or the sea, to be shewn where
member that the nobility had killed Tiberiue vour remains may be found. For what confi-
Gracchus in the Capitol, though a tribune, and dence can we have either in the laws or in the
thrown his body into the river; and yet now, ;ods after the assassination of Tiberius?"
when Antyllius, a vile serjeant, who possibly When Licinia had poured out these lamen-
did not deserve quite so severe a punishment, .ations Caius disengaged himself as quietly as
but by his impertinence had brought it upon le could from her arms, and walked on with his
himself-when such a hireling lay exposed in Viends in deep silence. She catched at hii
iheforum, the senate of Rome stood weeping ;own; but in the attempt fell to the ground,
about him, and then attended the wretch to his and lay a long time speechless. At last her
funeral; with no other view than to procure the servants seeing her in that condition, look her
death of the only lemainmg protector of the up, and carried her to her brother Crassus.
people. Fulvius, when all the party was assembled,

On thei/ return to the house, they charged istened to the advice of Caius, and sent lui
Opimius the consul, by a forma) decree, to take younger son into the forum, equipped like
every possible method for the preservation of an herald.* He was a youth of most engag-
the commonwealth, and the destruction of the ng appearance, and he approached with great
tyrants. He therefore ordered the patricians modesty, and tears in his eyes, to propose
to arms, and each of the knights to attend with terms of accommodation to the consul and the
two servants well armed the next morning. senate. Many were disposed to hearken to the
Fulvius, on the other hand, prepared himself, proposal: but Opimius said, "The criminal*
and drew together » crowd of people. uught not to treat by heralds, but come in per-

Caius, as he returned from the forum, stood son to make their submission to the senate, and
a blip time looking upon his lather's statue, surrender themselves to justice, before they
and after having given vent to his sorrow in interceded for mercy." At the same time, he
lome sighs and tears, retired without uttering oade the young man return with an account
a word. Many of the plebeians, who saw this, " Literally, with »caduceu»,or herald't wend it *a
vere moved with compassion; and, declaring hand.
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lh»t these conditions were canplied with, or and filled the cavity with niohen lead. Thows
not return at all. who brought in the head of Fulvius, being per-

Cams was of opinion that they should go and sons of no note, nad no reward at all.
endeavour to reconcile themselves to the sen- The bodies of Caius and Futvius, and the
ate. But as none of the rest acceded lo that rest of the slain, who were no fewer than threa
opinion, Fulvius sent his son again with propo-thousand, were thrown into the river. Tiiei*
sitions much the same. Opimius, who was in goods were confiscated and sold, and their
liasie to begin hostilities, immediately took the wives forbidden to go into mourning. Licinia
young man into custody, and inarched against was, moreover, deprived of her dowry. The
J'ulvius with a numerous body of infantry, and most savage cruelty was exercised upon the
" comoanv of Cretan archers. The latter gall- younger son of Fulvius, who had never borne
ed their adversaries much, and put them in such arms against them, nor appeared among ttit
confusion that they took to flight. Fulvius hid combatants, but was imprisoned when became
himself in an old neglected bath, where he was with proposals of peace, and put to death after
joon found and put to the sword, together with the battle. But neither this, nor any other in-
bis eldest son. Caius wag not seen to h'.'t his stance of despotism, so sensibly touched the
hand in the fray. On the contrary, he express-people, as Opirmus's building a temple to COM*
ed the greatest uneasiness at their coming to CORD. For by that he appeared to claim honour
«uch extremities, and retired into the temple for what he had done, and in some sort to tri-
of Diana. There he would have dispatched umph in the destruction of so many citizens.
himself, but was hindered by Pompomus and Somebody, therefore, in the night, wrote thil
Licinius, the most faithful of his friends, who line under the inscription on the temple:
took away his poniard, and persuaded him to Madness and Discord rear the fane of Concord.
try the alternative of flight. On this occasion Opimius was the first consul who usurped
be u said to have kneeled down, and with up- the power of a dictator, and condemned three
lifted hands to have prayed to the deity of that thousand citizens, without any form of justice,
temple, "That the people of Rome, for their beside Caius Gracchus and Fulvius Flaccus;
ingratitude and base desertion of him, might though one of them had been honoured with
be slaves for ever." Indeed, most of them, on the consulship and a triumph, and the other,
promise of impunity by proclamation, openly both in, virtue and -«ou,Ution, was superior to
went over to the other party. all the men of hi ..me.

The enemy pursued Caius with great eager- Opimius was vile enough to suffer himself to
ness, and came up with him at the wooden be corrupted with money. Going afterwards
bridge. His two friends bidding him go for- ambassador to Jugurtha the Numidian, he took
ward, planted themselves before it, and suffer- a bribe; and being called to account for it at
ed no man to pass till they were overpowered his return, in a judicial way, he had the mortifi-
and slain. One of his servants, named Philo- cation to grow old with that infamy upon him.
crates, accompanied Caius in his flight. All At the same time he was hated and execrated
encouraged him to make the best of his way, by the commons, who through his means had
is they do a runner in the lists, but not one been reduced to an abject condition. In a little
assisted him, or offered him a horse, though he time those commons shewed how deeply they
desired it, for they saw the enemy now almost regretted the Gracchi. They erected their
upon him.* He got, however, a little before statues in one of the most public parts of the
them, into a grove sacred to the furies^ and city; they consecrated the places where thej
there closed the scene; Philocrates first dis- were killed, and offered to them all first-fruit*
patched him, and afterwards himself. Some, according to the season of the year. Nay, many
indeed, eay, that they both came alive into the offered daily sacrifices, and paid their devotion*
enemy's hands, and that the slave clung so there us in the temples of gods.
close to his master that they could not come to Cornelia is reported to have borne all these
the one till they had cut the other in pieces. misfortunes with a noble magnanimity, and to
We are told also, that after a person, whose have said of the consecrated places in particn
name is not mentioned, had cut oil'the head of Jar, where her sons lost their lives. " That they
Caius, and was bearing away his prize, Septi- were monuments worthy of them." She took
mulemsjj one of Opimius's t'riends, took it from up her residence at Misenum, and made no al
turn: for at the beginning of the action, the teration in her manner of living. As she had
weight in gold had been offered by proclama-many friends, her table was always open for
tion eilher for his head, or for that of Fulvius. the purposes of hospitality. Greeks and other
Septimuleius carried it to Opimius upon the men of letters she had always with her, and all
point of a pike; and when put in the scale, it the kings in alliance with Rome expressed their
was found to weigh seventeen pounds eight regard by sending her presents, and receiving
ounces: for Septimuleiug had added fraud to the like civilities in return. She made herself
bu other villanies; he had taken out the brain, very agreeable to her guests by acquainting

them with many particulars of her father Afn-* Aureliua Victor mention* two of Caius's friends,
who flopped the pursuit nf the enemy; Pomnoniui, at canus, and of his manner of living. But what
the Portu Trtfcmina, iiid Lstoruu, it the roiu SuA- they most admired in her was, that she could
twMtf. recount their actions and sufferings, as if she

t Tim grove WAS called Lucus Fttnruf, and was near spoke of her sons without a sigh or a tear, and
U« Pom Sutlieiia. The goddess had a high priest had been giving a narrative of some ancientcalled FLimin -Fun'na/ij, and annual sacrilicts. Vero
de Ling. 1. v. heroes. Some, therefore, imagined th.it age

! Pliny and Valerius Maiirou! lay, he vru an inti- and the greatness of her misfortunes had ue-
Mt* acquamlanct of Grwchiu'i. pnved her of tier uudernaminig and sensibility
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But those who were of that opinion seem rather itself against distress; and that though in tne
to have wanted understanding themselves; since pursuit of rectitude Fortune may often defeat
they knew not how much a noble mind may, the purposes of VIRTUE, yet VIRTUE, in bear-
by a liberal education, be enabled to support ing affliction, can never lose her prerogative

AGIS AND CLEOMENES

COMPARED WITH

TIBERIUS AND CAIUS GRACCHUS.

TFTIS we have given the history of these great Hydra's heads;" and therefore they introduced
men severally, and it remains that we take a a change that might remove all the distempers
view of them in comparison with each other. of the constitution at once. Perhaps we may
Those who hated the Gracchi, and endeavour-express ourselves with more propriety, if we
ed the most to disparage them, never durst de- say, that, by removing the changes that had
ny, that of all the Romans of their time, nature caused all their misfortunes, they brought
had disposed them most happily to virtue, or Sparta back to its first principles.
that this disposition was cultivated by the most Possibly it may not be amiss to add, that the
excellent education. But nature appears to measures the Gracchi adopted were offensive
had done still more for Agis and Cleomenes; to the greatest men in Romejf whereas, all that
for though they not only wanted the advantages Agis meditated, and Cleomenes brought to
of education, but were trained to such manners bear, had the best and most respectable author
and customs as had corrupted many before ities to support it, I mean the sanction either
them, yet they became examples of temperance of Lycurgus or Apollo.
aiid sobriety. What is still more considerable, by the po-

Besides, the Gracchi lived at a time when litical measures of the Gracchi, Rome made
Rome was in her greatest glory; a time that not the least acquisition of power or territory;
was distinguished by a virtuous emulation; and whereas, through those of Cleomenes, Greece
of course they must have had a natural aversion saw the Spartans in a little time become ma«
to give up the inheritance of virtue which they ters of Peloponnesus, and contending for supe-
had received from their ancestors. Whereas riority with the most powerful princes of that
Agis and Cleomenes had parents of very dif- age; and this without any other view than to
ferent principles, and found their country in deliver Greece from the incursions of the Illyr-
I very diseased and unhappy slate; and yet ians and Gauls, and put her once more under
.hese things did not in the least abate their ar- the protection of the race of Hercules.
dour in the pursuits of honour. The different manner of the deaths of these

We have a strong proof of the disinterested great men appears also to me to point out a
views of the Gracchi, and their aversion to av- difference in their characters. The Gracchi
arice, in their keeping themselves clear of all fought with their fellow-citizens, and being de-
iniquitous practices in the whole course of feated, perished in their flight. Agis, on the
their administration. But Agis might even have other hand, fell almost a voluntary sacrifice,
resented i(, if any one had commended him for rather than that any Spartan should lose his
not touching the property of others, since he life on his account. Cleomenes, when insulted
distributed his whole substance among the citi- and oppressed,had recourse to vengeance; and,
zens of Sparta, which, besides other considera-as circumstances did not favour him, had cour-
ble articles, consisted of sii hundred talents in age enough to give himself the fatal blow.
money. What a crime then must unjust gain If we view them in another light, Agis never
have appeared to him, who thought it nothing distinguished himself as a general; for he was
less than avarice to possess more than others, killed before he had an opportunity of that
though by the fairest tiller" kind: and with the many great and glorious vic-

If we consider them with respect to the tories of Cleomenes we may compare the mem-
hardiness of their enterprises, and the new reg- orable exploit of Tiberius, in being the first to
ulations they wanted to establish, we shall find scalethe wallsof Carthage, and his saving twen
the two Grecians greatly superior. One of the ty thousand Romans, who had no other hope ol
two Romans applied himself principally to life, by the peace which he happily concluded
making roads and colonizing towns. The bold- with the Numantians. As for Cams, there were
est attempt of Tiberius was the distribution many instances of his military talents both in
of the public lands; and Caius did nothing more the Numantian war, and in Sardinia. So that
extraordinary than the joining an equal number * In the fourth book of the commonwealth.
of the equestrian order in commission with the t Plularch seems to censure Ihe Agrarian law M ta
three hundred patrician judges. irrational one, and as the invention of the Gracchi.

The alterations which Agis and Cleomencs But, in fact, there wa» ao Agrarian Jaw among the in-
brought into the system of their commonwealth fctitutions of Lycurgus; and the Gracchi were Dot the6rst promoters of such a law among Ihe Romans. Spu-were of a different nature. They saw a small rius Cassius ottered a bill of the same kind above tw»

and partial amendment was no better, as Plato hundred years before, which Drored equally lilal la
expresses it, than the cutting oif one of the him.
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In* Iwo brothers would probably one day have atep in enfranchising all the slaves; and, in
been ranked with the greatest generals among reality, he reigned alone, though, to save ap-
the Romans, had they not come to an untimely pearances, he took in his brother Euclid" as a
death. partner in the throne, who was not of the other

As to their political abilities, Agis seems to family that claimed a right to give one of tho
h»ve wanted firmness and dispatch. Ho suf- kings to Sparta. Archidamus, who was of that
fered himself to be imposed upon by Agesilaus, family, and had as much right to the throne,
and performed not his promise to the citizens he persuaded to return from Messene. In con-
of making a distribution of lands. He was, sequence of this he was assassinated; and, at
indeed, extremely young; and, on that account, CJeomenes made no inquiry into the murder,
bad a timidity which prevented the completion it is probable that he was justly censured ae
of those schemes that had so much raised the the cause of it. Whereas, JLycurgus, whom
expectation of the public. Cleomenes, on the he pretended to take as his pattern, freely sur-
contrary, took, too bold and too violent a meth- rendered to his nephew Chanlaus the kingdom
od to eifectuate the changes he had resolved committed to his charge; and that he might not
on in the police of Sparta. It was an act of be blamed in case of his untimely death, he
injustice to put the ep/iori to death, whom he went abroad and wandered a long lime in for-
miglit either have brought over to his party by eign countries; nor did he return till Charilaua
force, because he was superior in arms, or else had a, son to succeed him in the throne. It M
have banished, as he did many others. For, true, Greece had not produced any other man
to have recourse to the knife, except in cases who can be compared to Lvcurgus.
of extreme necessity, indicates neither the We have shewn that Cleomenes, in the
good physician nor the able statesman, but un- course of his government, brought in greater
tkilfulness in both. Besides, in politics, that innovations, and committed more violent acta
ignorance is always attended with injustice and of injustice. And those that are inclined to
cruelty. But neither of the Gracchi began the censure the persons of whom we are writing,
civil w<r, or dipped his hands in the biood of represent Cleomenes as, from the first, of a
bis countrymen. Caiua, we are told, even tyran-nical disposition and a lover of war. The
when attacked, did not repel force with force; Gracchi they accuse of immoderate ambition,
and, though none behaved with greater courage malignity itself not being able to find any
and vigour than he in other wars, none was so flaw in them. At the same time they acknowr
slow to lift up his hand against a fellow-citiien. ledge that those tribunes might possibly ba
He went out unarmed to a scene of fury and carried beyond the dictates of their native dis-
"edition; when the fight began, he retired; position by anger, and the heat of contention,
and, through the whole, appeared more solicit- which, like so many hurricanes, drove them at
ous to avoid the doing of harm than the re- last upon some extremes in their administra-
ceiving it. The flight, therefore, of the Grac- tion. What could be more just or meritorious
chi must not be considered as an act of cow- than their first design, to which they would
ardice, but patriotic discretion. For they were have adhered, had not the rich and great, by
under a necessity either of taking the method the violent methods they took to abrogate their
they did, or of righting in their own defence law, involved them both in those fatal quarrels;
if they stayed. the one to defend himself, and the other to re-

The strongest charge against Tiberius is, venge his brother, who was taken orf without
that he deposed his colleague, and sued for a any form of law and justice.
second tnbuneship. Caius was blamed for the From these observations, you may easily
death of Antyllius; but against all reason and perceive the difference between.lhem; and, U
justice; for the fact was committed without you required me to characterize each of them
his approbation, and he looked upon it as a singly, I should say that the palm of virtue be-
most unhappy circumstance. On the other longs to Tiberius; young Agis had the fewest
band, Cleomenes, not to mention any more his faults; and Caius, in point of courage and spirit
destroying the ephori, took an unconstitutional of enterprize was little inferior to Cleomenei.

DEMOSTHEN7ES.

WHOEVER it was, my Sossius, that wrote the is not itself great, and .Egina, which an Athe-
encomium upon Alcibiades for his victory in nian " wanted to have taken away, as an eye-
the chariot-race at the Olympic games; wheth-sore to the Pyixus," should give birth to good
er Euripides (which is the common opinion,) poets and players,* and iiot be able to produce
or some other, he asserts, that "The first re- a man who might attain the virtues of justice,
quisite to happiness is, that a man be born in of contentment, and of magnanimity. Indeed,
I famous city." But, as to real happiness, those arts, which are to gain the master of
which consists principally in the disposition them considerable profit or honour, may prob-
and habit of the mind, for my part I think it ably not flourish in mean and insignificant
would make no difference, though a man should towns. But virtue, like a s.rong and hardy
be born in an inconsiderable town, or of a plant, will take root in any place where it can
Bother who had no advantages either of size
or beauty; for it \e ridiculous to suppose that " The poet Simonidei wu of Ceoi; and Puloj th«
Julia, a small town in the isle of Ceo>, which Mtor wu of JSjina.
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lind an ingenuous nature and a mind that has I other in their fortunes For I thin'* it is tm
no aversion to labour and discipline. There-I possible to find two ot ier orators who raised
fore, if our sentiments or conduct fall short of themselves from obscure beginnings to such
the point they ought to reach, we must not im- authority and power; who both opposed kingt
pute it to the obscurity of the place where we and tyrants; who both lost their daughters;
were born, but to our little selves. were banished their country, and returned

These reflections, however, extend not to an with honour; were forced to fly again; wero
author who would write a history of events taken by their enemies, and at last expired the
which happened in a foreign country, and can- same hour with the liberties of their country.
not be come at in his own. As he has mate- So that, if nature and fortune, like two artifi-
rials to collect from a variety of books dispers-cers, were to descend upon the scene, anddis*
ed in different libraries, his first care should be pute about their work, it would be difficult to
to take up his residence in some populous town decide whether the former had produced a
which has an ambition for literature. There greater resemblance in their dispositions, or
he will meet with many curious and valuable the latter in the circumstances of their lives.
books; and the particulars that are wanting in We shall begin with the more ancient.
writers, he may, upon inquiry, be supplied with Demosthenes, the father of Demosthenes),
by those who have laid them up in the faithful was one of the principal citizens of Athens.
repository of memory. This will prevent his Thcopompus tells us,he was called thetword-
work from being defective in any material cutler, because he employed a great number
point. As to myself, I live in a little town, of slaves in that business. As to what ̂ schinei
and I choose to live there, lest it should be- the orator relates concerning his mother.* that
come still leers. When I was in Rome, and she was the daughter of one Gylon,f who wa»
other par.s of Italy, I had not leisure to study forced to fly for treason against the common-
the Latin tongue, on account of the public wealth, and of a barbarian woman, we cannot
commissions with which I was charged, and take upon us to say whether it was dictated bjr
the number of people that came to be instruct- truth, or by falsehood and malignity. He bad
ed by me in philosophy. It was not, therefore, a large fortune left him by his father, who died
till a late period in life, that I began to read when he was only seven years of age; the
the Roman authors. The process may seem whole being estimated at little less than fif-
strange; and yet it is very true. I did not teen talents. Hut he was greatly wronged by
so much gain the knowledge of things by the his guardians,who converted part to theirown
word?, as wurds by the knowledge I bad of use, and suffered part to lie neglected. Naj',
things. I shall only add, that, to attain such they were vile enough to defraud his tutors of
a skill in the language as to be master of the their salaries. This was the chief reason that
beauty and fluency of its expressions, with its he had not those advantages of education to
figures, its harmony, and all the other graces which his quality entitled him. His mother
of its structure, would indeed be an elegant did not choose that he should be put to hard
and agreeable accomplishment. But the prac- and laborious exercises, on account of the
tice and pains it requires are more than I have weakness and delicacy of his frame; and his
a time for, and I must leave the ambition to preceptors, being ill paid, did not press him to
excel in that walk to younger men. attend them. Indeed, from the first, he wag

In this book, which is the fifth of our par- of a slender and sickly habit, insomuch that
allels, we intend to give the lives of Demos- the boys are said to have given him the con-
thenes and Cicero, and from their actions and temptuous name of Batalua\ for his natural
political conduct, we shall collect and com- defects. Some say, Batulus was an effeminate
pare their manners and dispositions; but, for musician, whom Antiphanes ridiculed in one of
the reason already assigned, we shall not pre- tiis farces; others, that he was a poet whose
tend to examine their orations, or to determine verses were of the most wanton and licentious
which of them was the more agreeable speak- kind. The Athenians, too, at that time, seem
er; for, as Ion says, to have called a part of the body Batolut,

which decency forbids us to name. We are
What't th« gay dolphin when he quits the wives, told, that Demosthenes had likewise the name
And bounds upon the shore ? of JlTgaa, either on account of the savage and

morose turn of his behaviour; for there is a
Czcilius,* a writer at all times much too pre- sort of a serpent which some of the poets call
"umptuous, paid little regard to that maxim of Jlrgos;\ or else for the severity of his expreo
the poet's, when he so boldly attempted a com- sions, which often gave las hearers pain; for
parison between Demosthenes and Cicero. there was a poet named Jlrgos, whose versea
But perhaps the precept, Know thyse\f, would
not be considered as divine, if every man
"tould easily reduce it to practice. * In his oration against Ctesiphon.

It seems to me that Demosthenes and Cicero f Gvlon was accused of betraying to the enemy I

were originally formed by nature in the same town in Pontus called Nymphajum ; upon which, h«
mould, so great is the resemblance in their fled into Scythia, where he married a native of tho

country, and had two daughters by her; one of whoa
disposition. The same ambition, the same w*s married to Philocares, and the other, named Cle-
love of liberty, appears in their whole admin- obiilc, to Demosthenes. Her fortune was fifty mi'ntf
istration, and the same timidity amidst wars and of this marriage came Demc>slhcues the orator.
mid dangers. Nor did they less resemble each \ Hesychius trives a different explanation to the word

ottdu*', but Plutarch must be allowed, though Da
" Cxcilius was a celebrated rhetorician, who lived cier will not here allow him, to understand the sent*

hi the tnnr of Augustus. He wrote a IreaLise tu tli*- of the Greek word as well as Htsychius.
vublime, which is mentioned by Longiuuj (Hippocrates, too, mentions a serpent of that uaoM.
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were very keen and satiri :al. But enough of hie guardians to account al law, and wrote
this article. orations against them. As they found man/

His ambition to speak in public is said to methods of chicane and delay, he had great
have taken its rise on this occasion. The opportunity, as Thucydides says, to exercise
orator Callistratus was to plead in the cause his talent for the bar.* It was not without
which the city of Oropus* had depending; and much pains and some risk that he gained hit
the expectation of the public was greatly raised cause; and, at last, it was but a very small
both by the powers of the orator, which were part of his patrimony that he could recover
then in the highest repute, and by the impor- By this means, however, he acquired a proper
tance of the trial. Demosthenes Hearing the assurance and some experience; and having
governors and tutors agree among themselves tasted the honour and power that go in the
to attend the trial, with much importunity pre- train of eloquence, he attempted to speak in
vailed on his master to take him to hear the the public debates, and take a share in the
pleadings. The master having some acquaint-administration. As it is said of Laomedon the
ance with the officers who opened the court, Orchomenian, that, by the advice of hia phy-
got his young pupil a seat where he could hear sicians, in some disorder of the spleen, he
the orators without being seen. Callistratus applied himself to running, and continued it
had great success, and his abilities were ex- constantly a great length of way, till he had
tremely adrmrud. Demosthenes was fired with gained such excellent health and breath, that
a spirit of emulation. When he saw with he tried for the crown at the public ganvcs,
what distinction the orator was conducted and distinguished himself in the long course:
home, and complimented by the people, he so it happened to Demosthenes, that he L'at
was struck still more with the power of that appeared at the bar for the recovery of hi»
commanding eloquence which could carry all own fortune, which bad been so much embez-
before it. From this time, therefore, he bade zl«d ; and having acquired in that cause a
adieu to the other studies and exercises in persuasive and powerful manner of speaking
which boys are engaged, and applied himself he contested the crown, as I may call it,
with great assiduity to declaiming, in hopes of with the other orators before the general «-
being one day numbered among the orators. scnibly.
ItKEiis was the man he made use of as his pre- However, in his first address to the people,
ceptor in eloquence, though Isocrates then he was laughed at and interrupted by their
taught it 5 whether it was that the loss of his clamours ; for the violence ot'his manner tfortvt
father incapacitated him to pay the euro of ten him into a confusion of periods, and a disuiT-
mirWEjt which was that rhetorician's usual Uon of his argument. Besides he had a weak-
price, or whether he preferred the keen and ness and a stammering in his voice, and a w»2t
lubtle manner of Is.tus, as more fit for public of breath, winch caused such a distraction in
use. his discourse, that it was dirlicult for the audi-

Herrpippus says he met with an account in ence to understand him. At last, upon his
certain anonymous memoirs that Demosthenes quitting the assembly, Eunoinus the Tbria-
likewise studied under Plato,| and received sian, a man now extremely old, found him
great assistance from him in preparing to speak wandering in a dejected condition in the Pi-
in public. He adds, that Ctesibius used to rzus, and took upon him to set him right.
"ay, that "Demosthenes was privately supplied " You," said lie, " have a manner of speaking
by Callias the Syracusan, and some others, very like that of Penclcs; and yet you lose
wilh the systems of rhetoric taught by Isocrates yourself out of mere timidity and cowardice
and Alcidamus, and made his advantage of You neither bear up against the tumults of a
them. popular assembly, nor prepare your boay bj

When his minority was expired, he called exercise for the labour of the rosiruui, but
suffer your parts to wither away in negligence
and indolence.9

" Oropus -was a town on the banks of Iht Euripuj,
on the frontiers of Allica. The Thebans, though Ihey Anolhertime, we are told, when his speeches
bad beeo relieved in their distress by Chabrias and the had been ill received, and he «as going home
Athenians, forgul their services, and luok Oropus from with Ins head covered, and in the greatest dii-
thtm. Cliabrlas vras suspected of Vrcachrry, and Cai- tress, Sat^rus the player, »ho was an acquaint-listratus, the orator, was retained to plead against him.
Demosthenes emotions this in his oration against Phi- ance of his, followed and went in with him:
dias. At the time of this trial, he was about suden. Demosthenes lamented tu him, u That, though

t This could not be the reason, if what is recorded he was the most laborious of all the orators,
fa the life of U%us be true, that he was reUitutd as and had almost sacrificed his health to that
tutor to Demosthenes, at the price of a hundred mi>ue. application, yet he could gam no favour w itb,t This is confirmed by Cicero 10 his Brutus. Lccti-
lotine Plojancm ttudiose, uwJiviuc eliam Demostte- the people; but drunken seameu and other un-
*" JcUur: ft/yuc ijjijmret tx ̂ enere el grtiTlcMufe L-er- lettered persons were heard, and kept the
"oruro. Again, in his book He Oratore: QuoJ idem rostrum, while he was entirely disregarded.**f
4e Demosthene exixtimitri potcst, cujtu ex epistol-u " You say true," answered Satyrus; " but I
mtettigi Hat quam /reyuens fuefit Plaionis auditor.
It u potable that Cicero, in this place, alludes to lhal will soon provide a remedy, if you will repeat
letter of Demosthrnes, addressed to Hcrricliodorai, in
which he thus speaks of Plato's philosophy. u Since * He lost his father at the are of seven, and he WAI
you have t:poii»ed Ihe doctrine of Plain, which is so ten years in the hands of guardians. He therefore be
duiaol from avarice, from artifice, and violence; a g*n to j)U ;\'l in his eighuenlh )'fcar, which, as it wal
doctrine whose objrct is the perfection of goodness and ouly in nil own private affairs, MM not forbidden by
)udice! Immortal gods! when once a man has adopt- the laws.
ed tin's doctrine, is it possible he should deviate from t This was the privilege of all democratic stale*.
touth. or entertain one iclliib or ungeueroui icuti- Some think, tViat by searneD he means Demadei,
ncQl?" prufcuiua wu that of a mariner
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to me sonic speech in Euripides or Sophocles." poured against the Athenians like a torrent?
Whnn Demosthenes had done, Satyrus pro- And when Lamachus the Myrrhenian* pro-
nounced the same speech; and he did it with nounced at the Olympic games an encomium
sucli propriety of action, and so much in char- which he had written upon Philip and Alexan-
acter, that it appeared to the orator quite a der, and in which he had asserted many severe
different passage. He now understood so well and reproachful things against the Thebans and
how much grace and dignity action adds to the Qlynthiann, how could Demosthenes rise up
best oration, that he thought it a small matter and prove, by a ready reduction of facts, the
to premeditate and compose, though with the many benefits for which Greece was indebted
utmost care, if the pronunciation aad propri- to the Thebans and Chalsidians, and the many
ety of gesture were not attended to. Upon evils that the flatterers of the Macedonians had
this he built himself a subterraneous study, brought upon their country? This, too, wrought
which remained to our times. Thither he re- such a change in the minds of the great au.
paired every day to form his action and exer- dience, that the sophist, his antagonist, appre-
cise his voice; and he would often stay there hending a tumult, stole out of the assembly.
for two or three months together, shaving one Upon the whole, it appears that Demosthenes
side of his head, that, if he should happen to be did not take Pericles entirely for his model.
ever so desirous of going abroad, the shame of He only adopted his action and delivery, and
appearing in that condition might keep him in. his prudent resolution not to make a practice

When he did go out upon a visit, or received of speaking from a sudden impulse, or on any
one, he would take something that passed in occasion that might present itself; being per-
conversation, some business or fact that was suaded, that it was to that conduct he owed his
reporled to him, for a subject to exercise him- greatness. Yet, while he choce not often to
self upon. As soon as he had parted from his trust the success of his powers to fortune, he
friends, he went to his study, where he repeat- did not absolutely neglect the reputation which
ed the matter in order as it passed, together may be acquired by speaking on a sudden occa-
with the arguments for and against it. The sion. And, if we believe Eratosthenes, De-
substance of the speeches which he heard he metrius the Phalerean, and the comic poets,
committed to memory, and afterwards reduced there was a greater spirit and boldness in hia
them to regular sentences and periods,* medi- unpremeditated orations than in those he had
tating a variety of corrections and new forms committed to writing. Eratosthenes, says that,
of expression, both for what others had said to in his extemporaneous harangues, he often
him, and he bad addressed to them. Hence, it spoke as from a supernatural impulse; and De-
was concluded that he was not a man of much metrius tells us, that, in nn address to the peo-
genius; and that all his eloquence was the ple, like a man inspired, he once uttered this
effect of labour. A strong proof of this seemed oath in verse,
to be, that he was seldom heard to speak any By earth, by all her fountains, streams, and floods.
thing extempore, and though the people often One of the comic writers calls him Rhopoptr-
called upon him by name, as he sat in the as- perethrasj and another, ridiculing his frequent
sembly, to speak to the point debated, he use of the antithesis, says, " As he took, so he
would not do it unless he came prepared. For retook." For Demosthenes affected to use that
this, many of the oratora ridiculed him; and expression. Possibly, Antiphanes played upon
Pythcas, in particular, told him, " That all that passage in the oration concerning the isle
his arguments smelled of the lamp." Demos-ofHalonesus, in which Demosthenes advised
thenes retorted sharply upon him, " Yea, in- the Athenians, " not to take, but to retake it
deed, but your lamp and mine, my friend, aie from Philip.}"
not conscious to Hie same labours." To othei-s It was agreed, however, on all hands, that
he did not pretend to deny his previous appli- Demades excelled all the orators when he
cation, but told them, " He neither wrote the trusted to nature only; and that his sudden
whole of his orations,.nor spoke without first
committing part to writing." He farther affirm- the life of Demosthenes. The fate of his country, in
ed, " That this shewed him a good member of a great measure, depended on his eloquence. After
a democratic slate; for the coming prepared to Plalae was lost, and Philip threatened to march against
the rostrum was a mark of respect for the peo- Athens, the Athenians applied for succours to the Boe-
ple. Whereas, to be regardless of what the otians. When the league was established, and the
people might think of a man's address, shew-troops assembled at Chceronea, Philip sent ambassadorsto the council of Beeotia, the chief of whom was Py-
ed his inclination for oligarchy, and that he had thon, one of the ablest orators of his time. When
rather gain his point by force than by persua-he had inveighed with all the powers of eloquence
sion." Another proof they give us of his want against the Athenians and their cause, Demosthenes.
of confidence on any sudden occasion, is, that answered him, and carried the point in their favour.He was so elevated wilh this viclory, that he mentions
when he happened to be put into disorder by it in one of his orations, in almost the same terms that
the tumultuary behaviour of the people, De- Plutarch has used here.
mades often rose up to support him in an ex- * If we suppose this Lamachus to have been of Atti
tempore address, but he never did the same for ca, the teil should be altered from ilyrrhenian to
Demades. Mifrrhinusian ; for Myrrhinus was a borough of Attica. But there was a town called Myrrhine in JEolia,

Wherefore, then, it may be said, did JEs- and another in Lemnos, and probably Lamachus wai
chines call him an orator of the most admirable one of these.
assurance.'' How could he stand up alone and t -J haberdasher of small wares, or something like it,
refute Python the Byzantian,f whose eloquence J There is an expression something like what Plu-

tarch haj ouoted, about the beginning of that oration,
* Ciorro did the same, as we find in his cpistlec to Libanius suspetU the whole of that oration to be spu-

Atticus. These arguments he calls Tficsei pofitic<t. rious ; but thi't raillery of (he poet on Dttootlheact
j Thjj was one of the most glorious circumstances in Ktua to prove that it was of his hand.
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effusions were superior to the laboured speech-so many robberies, when we have thieves of
es of Demosthenes. Arlsto of Chios gives us brass, and walls only of clay." Though more
the following account of the opinion of Theo- of his sayings might be produced, we shall paes
phrastus concerning these orators. Being asked them over, and go on to seek the rest of hi*
in what light he looked upon Demosthenes as manners and character in his actions and po-
an orator, he said, " I think him worthy of litical conduct.
Athens:" what of Demades, "I think him He tells us himself, that he entered upon
above it." The same philosopher relates of public business in the time of the Phocian war,*
Polyeuctus the Sphettian, who was one of the and the same may be collected from his 1'lulip-
principal persons in the Athenian administra-pics. For some of the last of them were de-
tion at that time, that he called " Demosthenes livered after that war was finished; and the
the greatest orator, and Phocion the most pow- former relate to the immediate transactions of
erful speaker;" because the latter comprised it. It appears also, that he was two and thirty
a great deal of sense in a few words. To the years old when he was preparing his oration
same purpose, we are told, that Demosthenes against Midias; and yet, at that time, he had
himself, whenever Phocion got up to oppose attained no name or power in the administra-
him, used to eay to his friends, " Here comes tion. This indeed, seems lo be the reason of hi*
the pruning-hook of my periods." It is uncer- dropping the prosecution for a sum of money.
tain, indeed, whether Demosthenes referred For,
to Phocion's manner of speaking, or to his life no prayer, no moving art
and character. The latter might be the case, E'er bent that fierce, inexorable heart. Pope.
because he knew that a word or a nod from a He was vindictive in his nature, and impla-
man of superior character, is more regarded cable in his resentments. He saw it a difficult
than the long discourses of another. thing, and out of the reach of his interest, to

As for his personal defects, Demetrius the pull down a man so well supported on all side*
Phalerean gives us an account of the remedies as Midias, by wealth and friends; and therefore
he applied to them; and he says he had it from he listened to the application in his behalf. Had
Demosthenes in his old age. The hesitation he seen any hopes or possibility of crushing his
and stammering of his tongue he corrected by enemy, I cannot think that three thousand
practising to speak with pebbles in his mouth; drachmas could have disarmed his anger.
and he strengthened his voice by running or He had a glorious subject for his political
walking up hill, and pronouncing some passage ambition, to defend the cause of Greece against
in an oration or poem, during the difficulty of Philip. He defended it like a champion wor-
breath which, that caused. He had, moreover, thy of such a charge, and soon gained great re-
a looking-glass in his house, before which he putation both for eloquence and for the bold
used to declaim and adjust all his motions. truths which he spoke. He was admired in.

It is said that a man came to him one day, Greece and courted by the king of Persia. Nay,
and desired him to be his advocate against a Philip himself had a much higher opinion of
person from whom he had suffered by assault. him than the other orators; and his enemies
"Not you, indeed," said Demosthenes, "you acknowledged tint they had to contend with a
have suffered no such thing." "What!" said great man. For ^Eschines and Hyperides, in
the man, raising his voice," have I not received their very accusations, give him such a char-
those blows."' "Ay, now," replied Demosthe- acter.
nes, " you do speak like a person that has been I wonder, therefore, how Theopompus could
injured." So much, in his opinion, do the tone say that he was a man of BO steadiness, who was
of voice and the action contribute to gain the never long pleased either with the same persona
ipeaker credit in what he affirms. or things. For, on the contrary, it appears, that

His action pleased the commonalty much; he abode by the party and the measures which
but people of taste (among whom was Deme- he first adopted; and was so far from quitting
trius the Phalerean) thought there was some- them during his life, that he forfeited his life
thing in it low, inelegant, and unmanly. Her- rather than he would forsake them. Demadeg,
mippus acquaints us, that JEsiun being asked to excuse the inconsistency of his public char-
his opinion of the ancient oralors and those of acter, used to say, " I may have asserted things
that time, said, " Whoever has heard the ora- contrary lo my former sentiments, but not any
tors of former times, must admire the decorum thing contrary to the true interest of the com-
and dignity with which they spoke. Yet when monwealth." Melanopus, who was of the oppo
we read the orations of Demosthenes, we must site party to Callistratus, often suffered himself
allow they have more art in the composition, to be bought off, and then said, by way of apol-
and greater force." It is needless to mention, ogy to the people, " It is true, the man is my
that, in his written orations, there was some- enemy, but the public good is an overruling
thing extremely cuttinc; and severe; but, in his consideration." And Nicodemus Vhc Messcm-
sudden repartees, there was also something of an, who first appeared strong in the interest of
ttumour.* When Demades said, " Demosthe-Cassander,and afterwards in that of Demetrius,
nes to me! a sow to Minerva!" our orator made said, " He did not contradict himself, for it was
answer, " This Minerva was found the other always the best way to listen to the strong." But
day playing the whore in Colyttus." When a we have nothing of that kind to allege against
rascal, surnamed ChalcusJ attempted to jest Demosthenes. He was never a time-server
upon his late studies and long watchings, he either in his word or actions. The key of politics
"aid, " I know my lamp offends thee. But you which he first touched, he kept to without va-
Deed not wonder, my countryman, that we have riation.

* Longinus will not allow liim the least excellence in * In the one hundred and sixth olympiad, fuehuo
atters of hunour or plevanlry. Cap. xxriii. dred and thirly-three years before the Christian acn,
t That it Brat*. Demoithenei wai Iheu in hi* Iwealy-ieTeulh jc»r.
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Panartius, the philosopher, asserts, that most weapons out of the same «hop to fight one an
of his orations are written upon this principle, other. He wrote some public orations (brother*
that virtue is to be chosen for her own sake, before he had any concern in the administralion
only; that, for instance, of the crotrn, that himself, namely, ihose against Androtion, Ti-
against Aristocrates, that j'or the immunities, mocrates, and Arislocrates. For it appears that
and the Philippics. In all these orations, he he was only twenty-seven or twenty-eight yeart
does not exhort his countrymen to that which of age when he published those ovations. That
is most agreeable or easy, or advantageous; but against Aristogiton, and that for the immunt-
points out honour and propriety as the first ob- ties, he delivered himself at the request, as he
jects, and leaves the safely of the state as a says, of Ctesippus the son of Chabnas; thougk
matter of inferior consideration. So that, if, be- others tell us, it was because he paid his ad-
sides that noble ambition which animated his dresses to the young man's mother. He did
measures, and the generous turn of his address- not, however, marry her; for his wife was a
es to the people, he had been blessed with the woman of Samos, as Demetrius the Magnesias
courage that war demands, and had kept his informs us, in his account of persons of tb«
hands clean of bribes, he would not have been same name. It is uncertain whether that againC
numbered with such orators as Mirocles, Poly- ./Eschines^or betraying his trust as Jimbas
euctus and Hyperides, but have deserved to be sador,* was ever spoken; though Idomenen/
placed in a higher sphere with Cimon, Thucy- affirms that .£schines was acquitted only b)
dides, and Pericles. thirty votes. This seeme not to be true, al

Among those who took the reigns of govern- least so far as may be conjectured from both
ment vitver him, Phocion, though not of the their orations concerning the croirn. Foi nei-
party in most esteem, (1 mean that which seem- ther of them expressly mentions it as a cause
ed to favour the Macedonians), yet, on account that ever came to trial. But this is a point
of his probity and valour, did not appear at all which we shall leave for others to decide.
inferior to Ephialtes, Anstides, and Cimon. Demoslhenes, through ihe whole course of
But Demosthenes had neither the courage lhat his political conduct, left none of the actionj
could be trusted in the field, nor was he (as of the king of Macedon undisparaged. Even
Demetrius eipresses il) sufficiently fortified in time of peace, he laid hold on every oppor-
against the impressions of money. Though tunity to raise suspicions against him among
h». bore up against the assaults of corruption the Athenians, and to excite their resentment.
from Philip and ihe Macedonians, yet he was Hence Philip looked upon him as a person of
taken by the gold of Susa and Ecbatana. So the greatest importance in Athens; and when
that he was much better qualified to recom- he went with nine other deputies to the court
mend, than to imitate the virtues of our ances- of thai prince, after having given them all au-
tors. It must be acknowledged, however, that dience, he answered the speech of Demosthene«
he excelled all the orators of his time, except wilh greater care than the rest. As to other
Phocion, in his life and conversation. And we marks of honour and respect, Demosthenes
find in his orations, that he told the people the had not an equal share in them; they were be-
boldest truths, that he opposed their inclina- stowed principally upon jEschines and Philo-
tions, and corrected their errors with the great- crates. They, therefore, were large in the
est spirit and freedom. Theopompus also ac- praise of Philip on all occasions; and they
quaints us, that, when the Athenians were for insisted, in particular, on his eloquence, his
having him manager of a certain impeachment, beauty, and even his being able to drink a
and insisted upon it in a tumultuary manner, great quantity of liquor. Demosthenes, who
he would not comply, but rose up and sail), could not bear to hear him praised, turned
"My friends, I will be yourcounselior whether these things off as trifles. " The first," he said,
you will or no; but a false accuser I will noi 

" 
was the property of a sophist, the second of

be, how much soever you may wish it." His> a woman, and the third of a sponge; and not
behaviour in the case of Antipho was of the one of them could do any credit to a king."
aristocratic cast.» The people had acquitted Afterwards, it appeared that nothing was to
him in the general assembly; and yet, he car- be expected but war; for, on the one hanil,
tied him before the areopagus; where, without Philip knew not how to sit down in tranquil-
regarding the offence it might give the people, lity; and, on the other, Demosthenes inflamed
he proved that he had promised Philip lo bum the Athenians. In this case, the first step the
the arsenal; upon which, he was condemned by orator took was to put the people upon send-
the council, and put to death. He likewise ac- ing an armament to Eubcea, which was brought
cused the priestess Theoris of several misde-under the yoke of Philip by its petty tyrants.
meanours; and, among the rest, of her teaching Accordingly he drew up an edict, in pursuance
the slav«s many arts of imposition. Such crimes, of which they passed over to that peninsula,
be insisted, were capital; and she was deliver-and drove oul the Macedonians. His second
ed over to the executioner. operation was the sending succours lo the

Demosthenes is said to have written the ora- Byzantians and Perinlhians, with whom Philip
tion of Apollodorus, by which he carried his was at war. He persuaded the people to drop
cause against the general Timotheus, in an ac-their resentment, to forget the faults whici
tion of debt to the public treasury; as also those both those nations had committed in the con
others against Phormio and Stephanus; which federate war, and to send a body of troops to
wasM just exception against his character. For
he composed the oration which Phormio had * In this oration, Demosthenes accused ^schines ofmany capita) crimes committed in the embassy on whichpronounced against Apollodorus. This, there- he «a> ftnt tuublige 1'liilip to swear to the articles ol
fore, was like furnishing two enemies wilh ptacc. Both dial oraUou, and the lunftr

" Ace bii oration de Corona. ues, are still exUuL
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their assistance. They did go, and it saved working a revolution, and drawing the liberties
them from ruin. After this, he went ambas-of Greece to a period at that time, opposed and
sador to the elates of Greece; and, by his baffled all the measures that could be taken.
animating address, brought them almost all to The deity discovered many tokens of the ap-
join in the league against Philip. Besides the proaching event. Among the rest, the pneatest
troops of the several cities, they took an army of Apollo delivered dreadful oracles; and an
of mercenaries, to the number of fifteen thou- old prophecy from the Sybillme books was then
sand foot and two thousand horse into pay, and much repeated.-
readily contributed lo the charge. Theophras- Far from Thermodou'i banlu, when, stainM with
tus tells us, that, when the allies desired their blood,
contributions might be settled, Crobylus the Bceotia trembles o'er the crimson flood,
orator answered, " That war could not be On eagle pinions let me pierce the sky,

And (tee Lnc vanqui»h'd weep, the VI..I.T die !
brought to any set diet."

The eyes of all Greece were now upon these This Thermodon, they say, is a small river
movements; and all were solicitous for the in our country near Charronea, which tails into

event. The cities of Eubcea, the Achaeans, the Cephisus. At present we know no river of
the Corinthians, the Megarensians, the Leuca- that name; but we conjecture that the Hasmon,
dians, the Corcyraans, had each severally en- which runs by the temple of Hercules, where

gaged for themselves against the Macedonians. the Greeks encamped, might then be called

Tet the greatest work remained for Demos-Thermodon; and the battle having filled it with
thenes to do; which was to bring the Thebans blood and the bodies of the slain, it might, on
over to the league. Their country bordered that account, change its appellalion. Durius,

upon .Attica; they had a great army on foot, indeed, says, thai Thermodon was not a river,
and we'6 then reckoned the best soldiers in but that some of the soldiers, as they were
Greece. But they had recent obligations to pitching their tents, and opejiing the trenches,
Philip in the Phocian war, and therefore it found a. small statue, with an inscription, which

was not easy to draw them from him; especially signified, that the person represented was
when they considered the frequent quarrels and Thermodon holding a wounded Amazon in his

acts of hostility in which their vicinity to Athens arms. He adds, that there was another oracle
engaged them. on the subject, much taken notice of at that

Meantime Philip, elated with his success at 
time.-

Arophissa, surprised Elatea, and possessed -Fell bird of prey,
himself of Phocis. The Athenians were struck Wait thpu the plenlcou« harrest which the sword

Will give thte ou Thermotlon.with astonishment, and not one of them durst
mount the rostrum: no one knew what advice But it is hard to say what truth there is in

these accounts.
to give; but a melancholy silence reigned in
the city. In this distress Demosthenes alone As to Demosthenes, he is said to have had

itood forth, and proposed, that application such confidence in the Grecian arms, and to
should be made to the Thebans. He likewise have been so much elated with the courage and
animated the people in his usual manner, and spirit of so many brave men calling for the
inspired them with fresh hopes; in conse-enemy, that he would not suffer them to regard
quence of which he was sent ambassador lo any oracles or prophecies. He told them, that
Thebes, some others being joined in commis- he suspected the prophetess herself of Ptiilip-
sion with him. Philip loo, on his part, as plzing. He put the Thebans in mind of Epa-
Mary .is informs us, sent Amyntus and Clear- minondas, and the Athenians of Pericles, how
chus, two Macedonians, Doachus the Thessa- they reckoned such things as mere preteits of
lian, and Thrasidaeus the" Elean, to answer the cowardice, and pursued the plan which Iheirreason had dictaied. Thus far Demosthenes
Athenian deputies. The Thebans were not
ignorant what way their true interest pointed; acquitted himself like a man of spirit and hon-
but each uf them had the evils of war before our. But in the battle, he performed nothing
his eyes; for their Phocian wounds were still worlhy of the glorious things he had spoken.
fresh upon them. However, the powers of the He quitted his posl; he threw away his arms;

oralor, as Theopompus tells us, rekindled their he fled in the most infamous manner; and was

courage and ambition so effectually that all not ashamed, as Pytheas says, to belie the in-
other objects were disregarded. They lost scription, which he had put upon his shield in
light of fear, of caution, of every prior attach-golden characters, TO GOOD FORTPKE.
ment, and, through the force of his eloquence, Immediately after the victory, Philip, in the
fell with enthusiastic transports into the path elation of his heart, committed a thousand ex-
of honour. cesses. He drank to intoxication, and danced

So powerful, indeed, were the efforts of the over the dead, making a kind of song of the
orator, that Philip immediately sent ambassa- first part of the decree which Demosthenes

don to Athens to apply for peace. Greece had procured, and beating time to it.-Demos-

recovered her spirits, whilst she stood waiting thenes the Pseanean, son of Demosthenes,
for the event; and not only the Athenian gen- has decreed. But when he came to be sober

erals, but the governors of Bceotia, were ready again, and considered the dangers wilh which
to execute the commands of Demosthenes. he had lalely been surrounded, he trembled to

All the assemblies, as well those of Thebes as think of the prodigious farce and power of that
those of Athens, were under his direclion: he orator, who had obliged him to put twlh empire
was equally beloved, equally powerful, in both and life on the cast of a day, on a few hours of

places; and, as Theopompus shows, it was no that day *

Inorc than his meril claimed. Bui the superior * Demand Uie nraur, eonlributtd to bring him la
Bower of fortune, which seems to have been the ngrv use ol ou r«uou, when he told him with
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Tliu fame of Demosthenes reached the Pcr- the hands of another, pot to keep their joy
"ian court; and the king wrote letters to his within any bounds, but to insult the dead, aud
lieutenants, commanding them to supply him sing triumphal songs, as if they had performed
with money, and lo attend to him more than some extraordinary act of valour.
to any oilier man in Greece; because he best I commend Demosthenes, indeed, for leay-
knew how to vnakc a diversion in his favour, ing the tears and other instances of mourning,
by raising froth troubles, and finding employ-which his domestic misfortunes might claim, to
ment for the Macedonian arms nearer home. the women, and going about such actions as he
This Alexander afterwards discovered by the thought conducive to the welfare of his country;
letters of Demosthenes which he found at Sar- for I think a man of such firmness and other
dis; and the papers of the Persian governors ex- abilities as a statesman ought to have, should
pressing the sums which had been given him. always have the common concern in view, and

When the Greeks had lost this great battle, look upon his private accidents or business as
those of the contrary faction attacked Demos-considerations much inferior to the public. In
thenes, and brought a variety of public accusa- consequence of which, he will be much more
tions against him. The people, however, not careful to maintain his dignity than actors who
only acquitted him, but treated him with the personate kings and tyrants; and yet these, we
Bame respect as before, and called him to the see, neither laugh nor weep according to the
helm again, as a person whom they knew to be dictates of their own passions, but as they are
a well-wisher to his country. So that, when directed by the subject of the drama. It la
the bones of those who fell at Chzronea were universally acknowledged that we are not to
brought home to be interred, they pitched upon abandon the unhappy to their sorrows, but to
Demosthenes to make the funeral oration. endeavour to console them by rational discourse,
They were, therefore, so far from bearing their or by turning their attention to more agreeable
misfortune in a mean and ungenerous manner, objects; in the same manner as we desire those
as Theopompus, in a tragical strain, represents who have weak eyes to turn them from bright
it; that by the great honour they did the coun- and dazzling colours, to green, or others of a
sellor, they shewed they did not repent of softer kind. And what better consolation can
having followed his advice. there be under domestic afflictions, than to at-

Demosthenes accordingly made the oration. temper and alleviate them with the public suc-
But, after this, he'did not prefix his own name cess; eo that, by such a mixture, the bad may
to his edicts, because he considered fortune as be corrected by the good. These reflection*
inauspicious to him; but sometimes that of one we thought proper to make, because we have
friend, sometimes that of another, till he re- observed that this discourse of j£schines haa
covered his spirits upon the death of Philip: weakened the minds of many persons, and put
for that prince did not long survive his victory them upon indulging all the effeminacy of
at Chceronea, and his fate seemed to be pre- sorrow.
signified in the last of the verses above quoted. Demosthenes now solicited the states of

And see the vanquish'd weep, the victor die! Greece again, and they entered once more into
the league. The Thebans, being furnished

Demosthenes had secret intelligence of the with arms by Demosthenes, attacked the gar-
death of Philip; and in order to prepossess the rison in their citadel, and killed great numbers;
people with hopes of some good success to and the Athenians prepared to join them in the
come, he entered the assembly with a gay war. Demosthenes mounted the rostrum
countenance, pretending he had seen a vision almost every day; and he wrote to the king of
"which announced something great for Athens. Persia's lieutenants in Asia, to invite them to
Soon after, messengers came with an account commence hostilities from that quarter against
of Philip's death. The Athenians immediately Alexander, whom he called a boy, a second
offered sacrifices of acknowledgment to the Margites.*
gods for so happy an event, and voted a crown But when Alexander had settled the affairs
for Pausanias, who killed him. Demosthenes, of his own country, and marched into BcEotia
on this occasion, made his appearance in mag- with all his forces, the pride of the Athenians
nificent attire, and with a garland on his head, was humbled, and the spirit of Demosthenes
though it was only the seventh day after his died away. They deserted the Thebans; and
daughter's death, as JEschines tells us, who, that unhappy people had to stand the whole fury
on that account, reproaches him as an unnatural of the war by themselves; in consequence of
father. But he must himself have been of an which they lost their city. The Athenians
ungenerous and effeminate disposition, if he were in great trouble and confusion: and they
considered tears and lamentations as marks of could think of no better measure than the send-
a kind and affectionate parent, and condemned ing Demosthenes, and some others, ambassa-
the man who bore such a loss with moderation. dors to Alexander. But Demosthenes, dread-

At the same time, I do not pretend to say ing the anger of that monarch, turned back at
the Athenians were right in crowning them- Mount Cithajron, and relinquished his com-
lelves with flowers, or in sacrificing, upon the mission. Alexander immediately sent deputies
death of a prince who had behaved to them to Athens, who (according to Idomeneus and
with so much gentleness am/ humanity in their Duris) demanded that they would deliver up
misfortunes : for it was a meanness, below ten of their orators. But the greatest part,
contempt, to honour him in his life, and admit and those the most reputable of the histerians,
him a citizen; and yet, after he was fallen by say, that he demanded only these eight, Dc-
such distinguished magnanimity, " That fortune had
platted lum in the character of Agamemnon, but tliat * Homer wrote a satire against thi« Margites, wb»
he chote to play the part of Thenitei." appears lo have been a very contemptible character,
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mosthenes, Polyeuclus, Ephialtes, Lycurgus, scious to himself of having falsified his trurt,
Myroclea, Damon, Calisthenes, and Charide- to minister to his pleasures, and because he
mus. On this occasion, Demosthenes address-dreaded his master, who now was become ter
ed the people in the fable of the sheep, who rible to his best friends. As he applied to the
were to give up their dogs to the wolves, before people of Athens for shelter, and desired pro-
they would grant them peace: by which he in- tection for his ships and treasures, most of the
linuated, that he and the other orators were orators had an eye upon the gold, and support-
the guards of the people, as the dogs were of ed his application with all their interest. De-
the flocks; and that Alexander was the great mosthenes at first advised them to order Har-
wolf they had to treat with. And again: " As palus off immediately, and to be particularly
we sec merchants carrying about a small sam- careful not to involve the city in war again,
ple in a dish, by which they sell large quanti- without any just or necessary cause.
ties of wheat: so you, in us, without knowing Yet a few days after, when they were taking
it, deliver up the whole body of citizens." an account of the treasure, Harpalue perceiv-
These particulars we have from Aristobulua of ing that Demosthenes was much pleased with
Cassandna. one of the king's cups, and stood admiring the

The Athenians deliberated upon the point workmanship and fashion, desired him to take
in full assembly ", and Demades seeing them in it in, his har.d, and feel the weight of the gold.
great perplexity, offered to go alone to the Demosthenes being surprised at the weight,
king of Macedon, and intercede for the ora- and asking Harpalus how much it might bring,
tors, on condition that each of them would give he smiled, and said, " It will bring you twenty
him five talents; whether it was that he de- talents." And as soon as it was night, he sent
pended upon the friendship that prince had for him the cup with that sum. Fur Hcrpalus
ram, or whether he hoped to find him, like a knew well enough how to distinguish a man's
.'jor., satiated with blood, he succeeded, how- passion for gold, by his pleasure at the sight
ever, in his application for the orators, and re- and the keen looks he cast upon it. Demos-
conciled Alexander to the city. thenes could not resist the temptation: it made

When Alexander returned to Macedon, the all the impression upon him that was expected;
reputation of Demades, and the other orators he received the money, like a garrison, into his
of his party, greatly increased; and that of house, and went over to the interest of Harpa-
Demosthenes gradually declined. It is true, lus. Next day he came into the assembly with
be raised his head a little when Agis, king of a quantity of wool and bandages about his neck;
Sparta took the field, but it soon fell again; and when the people called upon him to get up
for the Athenians refused to join him. Agis and speak, he made signs that he had lost hi8
was killed in battle, and the Lacedaemonians voice. Upon which some that were by said,
entirely routed. it was no common hoarseness that he got

About this time,* the affair concerning the in the night; it was a hoarseness occasioned by
crown, came again upon the carpet, The in- swallowing gold and silver." Afterwards, when
formation was first laid under the archonship all the people were apprized of his taking the
of Chsrondas; and the cause was not deter- bribe, and he wanted to speak in his own de-
mined till ten years after,f under Aristophon. fence, they would not suffer him, but raised
It was the most celebrated cause that ever was a clamour, and expressed their indignation. At
pleaded, as well on account of the reputation the same time, somebody or other stood up and
of the orators, as the generous behaviour of the said sneeringly, " Will you not listen to the
judges: for, though the prosecutors of Demos- man with the cup?"* The Athenians then im-
thenes were then in great power, as being en- mediately sent Harpalus off; and fearing they
tirely in the Macedonian interest, the judges might be called to account for the money with
would not give their voices against him; but, which the orators had been corrupted, they
on the contrary, acquitted him so honourably made a strict inquiry after it, and searched all
that .Eschines had not a Ifth part of the suf- their houses, except that of Callicles the son
frages^ JEschmes immediately quitted Athens, of Arcnides, whom they spared, as Theopom-
and spent the rest of his days in teaching rhet- pus says, because he was newly ma.ried, and
oric at Rhodes and in Ionia. his bride was in his house.

It was not long after this thatHarpalus came At the same time Demosthenes, seemingly
from Asia to Athens § He had fled from the with a design to prove his innocence, moved
service of Alexander, both because he was con- for an order that the affair should be brought

before the court of Areopagus, and all persons
* Demosthenes rebuilt the walls of Athena at his own punished who should be found guilty of taking

expense; for which the people, at the motion of Ctesi- bribes. la consequence of which, he appeared
phon, decreed him a crown of gold. This excited the before that court, and was one of the first that
envy and jealousy of jEschmes, who thereupon brought
that famous impeachment against Demosthenes, which were convicted. Being sentenced to pay a fine
occasioned his inimitable oration de Corona. of fifty talents, and to be imprisoned till it was

f Plutarch must be mistaken here. It does not ap- paid, the disgrace of his conviction, and the
pear, upon tbe eiactest calculation, to hare been more weakness of his constitution, which could not
than eight yean.

1 This was a very ignominious circumstance ; for if bear close confinement, determined him to fly;
the accuser had nol a fifth part of the suffrages, he was and this he did, undiscovered by some, and as-
fined a thousand drachma*.

§ Harpalus had the charge of Alexander's treasure proper to march off, with 5000 talents and 6000 me».
in Babylon , and, flattering himself that Vie would never into Attica.
return from his ludian expedition, he gave into all " This alludes to a custom of the ancients at their
Banner of crimes and excesses. At last, when he found feasts; wherein it was usual for the cup lo pas, from
that Alejande- was really returning, ainj that he took hand lo hand ; and the person who held it ViU« » ion*
" Mvcre account 01 such people ai bumclf, be thought to which the rest ga" attention.
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"iited by others. It ia said, that when he was enters but for curing the sick; so the Athenian*
not far from the city, he perceived some of his never appear but for remedying some disorder."
late adversaries following," and endeavoured The people of Athens were so much pleased
to hide himself. But they called to him by with this repartee, that they immediately voted
name; and when they came nearer, desired for the recal of Demosthenes. U was Damon
him to take some necessary supplies of money, the Psanean, cousin-german to Demosthenes,
which they had brought with them for that pur- who drew up the decree. A galley was sent
pose. They assured him, they had no other to fetch him from jEgina; and when he came
design in following: and exhorted him to take up from the Piraua to Athena, the whole body
courage. But Demosthenes gave into more of the citizens went to meet and congratulate
violent expressions of grief than ever, and said, him on his return; insomuch that there was
" What comfort can I have, when I leave en- neither a magistrate nor pried left in the town.
emies in this city more generous than it seems Demetrius of Magnesia acquaints us, that De-
possible to find friends in any other?" He bore mosthenes lifted up his hands towards heaven
his exile in a very weak and effeminate man-in thanks for that happy day. " Happier," said
ner. For the most part, he resided in .3£gina he, " is my return than that of Alcibiades. It
or Tr<j;zei\e; where, whenever he looked to- was through compassion that the Athenians re-
wards Attica, the tears fell from his eyes. In stored him, but me they have recalled from a
his expressions there was nothing of a rational motive of kindness."
firmness; nothing answerable to the bold things The fine, however, still remained due: for
he had said and done in hia administration. they could not extend their grace so fir as to
When he left Athens, we are told, he lifted up repeal his sentence. But they found out a
his hands towards the citadel, and said, " u method to evade the Taw, while they seemed to
Minerva! goddess of those towers, whence is comply with it. It was the custom, in the
it that thou, dehghtest in three such monsters sacrifices to Jupiter the preserver, to pay the
as an owl, a dragon, and the people?" The persons who prepared and adorned the altars.
young men who resorted to him for instruction They therefore appointed Demosthenes to this
he advised by no means to meddle with affairs charge; and ordered that he should have fifty
of state. He told them, "That, if two roads talents for his trouble, which was the sum hia
had been shewn him at first, the one leading to fine amounted to.
the rostrum and the business of the assembly, But he did not long enjoy his return to his
ind the other to certain destruction; and he country. The affairs of Greece soon went to
could have foreseen the evils that awaited him ruin. They lost the battle of Crano in the
\n the political walk, the fears, the envy, the month of August,* a Macedonian garrison en-
calumny, and contention; he would have tered Munychia in September,! and Demos-
chosen that road which led to immediate thenes lost his life in October.}
death." It happened in the following manner. When

During the exile of Demosthenes, Alexan- news was brought that Antipater and Cralerus
der died.f The Greek cities once more com- were coming to Athens, Demosthenes and
bining upon that event, Leosthenes performed those of his party hastened to get out privately
great tilings; and, among the rest, drew a line before their arrival. Hereupon, the people, at
of circumvallation around Antipater, whom he the motion of Demades, condemned them to
had shut up in Lamia. Pytheas the orator, death. As they fled different ways, Antipater
with Callimedon and Carabus, left Athens, and, sent a company of soldiers abuut the country to
going over to Antipater, accompanied his seize them. Archias, surnamed Ptiugadotht-
friends and ambassadors in their applications rasa the eftie hunter, was their captain. It 13
to the Greeks, and in persuading them not to said he was a native of Thurium, and had been
desert the Macedonian cause, nor listen to the some time a tragedian; they add, that Polus of
Athenians. Onlhe other hand, Demosthenes .5£gina, who excelled all the actors of his time,
joined the Athenian deputies, and exerted him- was his scholar. Hermippus reckons Archias
self greatly with them in exhorting the states among the disciples of Lacntus the rhetorician;
to fall with united efforts upon the Macedo-and Demetrius says he spent some time at the
nians, and drive them out of Greece. Phi- school of Anaximenes. This Archias, however,
larchus tells us, that, in one of the cities of drew Hyperides the orator, Anstonicus of
Arcadia, Pytheas and Demosthenes spoke with Marathon, and Himeraeus, the brother of De-
great acrimony; the one in pleading for the metrius the Phalerean out of the temple of
Macedonians, and the other for the Greeks. JEacus in JEgina, where they had taken re-
Pytheas is reported to have said, " As some fuge, and sent them to Antipater at Cleona.
"ickness is always supposed to be in the house There they were executed; and Hyperides ia
into which oss's milk ia brought; so the city said to have first had his tongue cutout.
which an Athenian embassy ever enters must Archias being informed that Demosthenes
necessarily be in a sick and decaying condi-had taken sanctuary in the temple of Neptune
tion." Demosthenes turned the comparison at Calauria, he and his Thracian soldiers pass-
against him, by saying, " As ass's milk never ed over to it in row boats. As soon as he wai

landed, he went to the orator, and endeavour-
ed to persuade him to quit the temple, and go" It it recorded by Phocius, that JEschines, when he with him to Antipater; assuring him that heleft Athene, was followed in like manner, and assisted

by Dtmoslheufs; and that, when he offered him con-had no hard measure to expect. But it hap
solations he made the same ans\ver. Flularrli, like- pened that Demosthenes had seen a strings
wise, mentions this circumstance in the lives of the ten vision the night before. He thought that he
orators.

) Olymp. cxiv. Demosthenes was then in his fifty-
tighth year. * MetagiUuon. \ Botdromj'on, 1 Pyinepsion.
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«rm« contending with Archias, which could play died on the sixteenth of October, which is tha
the tragedian the best; that he succeeded in most mournful day in the ceremonies of the
bis action; had the audience on Ins side, and Ttiesmophoria* The women keep it with
would certainly have obtained the prize, had fasting ia the temple of Certs.
Dot Archias outdone him in the dresses and It was not long before the people of Athenj
decorations of the theatre. Therefore, when paid hvm the honours that were due to him, by
Archias had addressed him with great appear-erecting Ins statue in brass, and decreeing
ance of humanity, he fixed his eyes on him, and lh.it Hie eldest of his family should be main-
laid, without rising from his seat, "Neither tained in the Prytaneum,M. the public charge.
your action moved me formerly, nor do your This celebrated inscription was put upon the
promises move me now." Archias then began pedestal of his statue:
to threaten him; upon which he said, "Before, Divine in speech, in judgment, too, divine,
you acted a part; now you speak as from the Had valuur's wreath. DeuUMthenei, been Ihine,
Macedonian tripod. Only wait awhile till I Fair Greece had still her freedom'* ensign borne,
have sent my last orders to my family." So And held the icourge of Macedon in scorn.'

faying, he retired into the inner part of the For no regard is to be paid to those who say
temple: and, taking some paper, as if he meant that Demosthenes himself uttered these lines
to write, he put the pen in his mouth, and bit in Calauria, just before he took the poisonf.
it a considerable time, as he ased to do when " A little before I visited Athens, the follow-
thoughtful about his composition: after which, ing adventure is said to have happened. A
be covered his head and put it in a reclining soldier being summoned to appear before the
posture. The soldiers who stood at the door, commanding officer upon some misdemeanour,
apprehending that he took these methods to put the little gold he had into the hands of the
put off the fatal stroke, laughed at him, and statue of Demosthenes, which were in some
called him a coward. Archias then approach-measure clenched. A small plane-tree grew
ing him, desired him to rise, and began to re- by it, and many leaves, either accidentally
peat the promises of making his peace with lodged there by the winds, or purposely so
Antipatcr, Demosthenes, who by this time placed by the soldier, covered the gold a con-
felt the operation of the poison he had taken siderable time. When he returned and found
tUong upon him, uncovered his face, and look- his money entire, the fame of this accident
ing upon Archias, "Now," said he, " you may was spread abroad, and many of the wits of
id the part of Creon* in the play as soon as you Athens strove which could write the best copy
please, and cast out this carcase of mine un- of verses to vindicate Demosthenes from the
buried. For my part, O gracious Neptune! I charge of corruption.
quit thy temple with my breath within me. As for Demades, he did not long enjoy the
But Antipater and the Macedonians would not new honours he had acquired. The Being, who
have scrupled to profane it with murder." By took it in charge to revenge Demosthenes, led
this time he could scarcely stand, and there-him into Macedonia, where he justly perished
fore desired them to support him. But, in at- bv the hands of those w horn he had bisely flat-
tempting to walk out, he fell by the altar, and tered. They had hated him for some time;
expired with a groan. but at list they caught him in a fact which

Aristo says he sucked the poison from a prn, could neither be excused nor pardoned. Let-
u we have related it. One Poppus, whose ters of his were intercepted, in which he ei-
memoirs were recovered by Hermippus, re- horted Perdiccas to seize Macedonia, and de-
ports, that, when he fell by the altar, there liver Greece, which, he said, " hung only by
was found on his paper the beginning of a let- an old rotten stalk," meaning Antipater. Din-
ter, "Demosthenes to Antipater," and nothing archus, the Corinthian, accusing him of this
more. He adds, that people being surprised treason, Cassander was so much provoked,
that he died so quickly, the Thracians who that he stabbed his son in his arms, and after
Itood at the door assured them that he took wards gave orders for his execution. Thus,
the poison in his hand out of a piece of cloth, by the most dreadful misfortunes, he learned
and put it to his mouth. To them it had the that traitors a/u?ays Jlrsl Jill themselves: a
appearance of gold. Upon inquiry made by truth which Demosthenes had often told him
Archia, a young maid who served Demosthe-before, but he would never believe it. Such,
nes, said, he had long wore that piece of cloth my Sossius, is the life of Demosthenes, which
by way of amulet. Eratosthenes tells us, that we have compiled in the best manner we could,
he kept the poison in the hollow of a bracelet from books and from tradition.
button which he wore upon his arm. Many
others have written upon the subject; but it * This was an annual frntjval in honour of Ceres. It

" not necessary to give all their different ac- began the fourtei-ulh of October, and ended the eigh-
teenth. The third day of the festival was a day of

counts. We shall only add, that Demochans, fasting and mortification; and this la the day lint Plu-
» senant of Demosthenes, asserts, that he did tarch speaks of.
Dot think hie death owing to poison, but to the t This inscription, so far from doing Demosthenei
favour of the gods, and a happy providence, honour, is ihe greatest disgrace thai the Athenian*
which snatched him from the cruelty of the could have fastened upon his memory. It rej>roachei
Macedonians by a speedj and easy death. He him with a weakness, which, when Ihe safety of hitcountry WAS al stake, was such a deplorable want of

"Alluding to that passac« in the Antigone of ?o- virtue and manhood as no Dirts ct uleul could \um«
pniclc, where Creon forbidi the body of Polynicei to for.
be bin-ted.
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CICERO.

THE account we have ofHenlia, the mother of posses«. He had both the capacity »nr] incli-
Cicero, is, that her family was noble,* and her nation to learn all the arts', nor was ihcie any
character excellent. Of his father there is branch of science that be despised; yet he wai
nothing said but in extremes. For some affirm most inclined to poetry; and there is still ex-
that he was the son of a fuller,! and educated tant a poem, entitled Pontius Glaucus,*
in that trade, while others deduce his origin which was written by him, when a i,oy, in te-
from Attius Tullus,J a prince who governed trameter verse. In process of time vtheo ha
the Volsci with great reputation. Be that as had studied this art, with greater application,
it may, I think the first of the family who bore he was looked upon as the best poet, as well
the name of Cicero must have been an extra- as the greatest orator, in Rome. His reputa-
ordinary man; and for that reason his posterity tion for oratory still remains, notwithstanding
did not reject the appellation, but rather took the considerable changes that have since been
to it with pleasure, though it was a common made in the language; but, as many ingeniom
subject of ridicule: for the Latins call a vetch poets have appeared since his time, his poetry
eicer, and he had a flat excrescence on the top has lost its credit, and is now nc-gJtcled.t
of his nose in resemblance of a vetch, from When he had finished those studies through
which he got that surnamc.§ As for the Cicero which boys commonly pass, he attended the
of whom we are writing, his friends advised lectures of Philp the academician, whom, of
him, on his first application to business and all the scholars of Chtomachus, the Humans
Eohciting one of the great offices of state, to most admired for his eloquence, and luved for
lay aside or change that name. But he an- his conduct. At the same time he made great
swered with great spirit, "That he would en- improvement in the knowledge of the law, un-
deavour to make the name of Cicero more der Mucius Scivola, an eminent lawyer, and
glorious than that of the Scauri and the Catuli." president of the senate. He likewise got a
When quiEstor in Sicily, he consecrated in one taste for military knowledge under Sylla, m
of the temples a vase or some other offering the Marsian war.J But afterwards, finding
in silver, upor which he inscribed his two first the commonwealth engaged in civil wars,
names Marciu Tullius, and, punning upon which were likely to end in nothing but abso-
the third, ordered the artificer to engrave a lute monarchy, he withdrew to a philosophic
vetch. Such is the account we have ofhis name. and contemplative life, conversing with men

He was born on the third of January,|) the of letters from Greece, and making farther
day on which the magistrates now sacrifice and advances in science. This method of life he
pay their devotions for the health of the em- pursued till Sylla had made himself master,
peror; and it is said that his mother was de- and there appeared to be some established
livered of him without pain. It is also report- government again.
ed, that a spectre appeared to his nurse, and About this time Sylla ordered the f state of
foretold, that the child she had the happiness one of the citizens to be sold by auction, in
to attend would one day prove a great benefit consequence of his being killed as a person
to the whole commonwealth of Rome. These proscribed; when it was struck off to Chrvso-
things might have passed Air idle dreams, had gonua, Sylla's freedman, at the small sum of
he not soon demonstrated the truth of the pre- two thousand drachmse. Roscius, the son and
diction. When he was of a proper age to go heir of the deceased, expressed his indigna-
to school, his genius broke out wjth so much tion, and declared that the estate was worth
lustre, and he gained so distinguished a repu- two hundred and fifty talents. Sylla, enraged
tation among the boys, that the fathers of some at having his conduct thus publicly called in
of them repaired to the school to see Cicero, question, brought an action against Roscius for
and to have specimens of his capacity for lit- the murder of his father, and appointed Chry-
erature; but the less civilized were angry with sogonus to be the manager. Such was the
their sons, when they saw them take Cicero dread of Sylla's cruelty, that no man offered
in the middle of them as he walked, and al- to appear in defence of Roscius, and nothing
ways give him the place of honour. He had seemed lefl for him but to fall a sacrifice. In
that turn of genius and disposition which Pla- this distress he applied to Cicero, and the
tolT would have a scholar and philosopher to friends of the young orator desired him to un

* Cinna was of this family.
f Dion (t-fls us (hat Q. Caleous was the author of * This Glaucut was a famous fisherman, who, a/l*r

this calumny. Cicero, iu his books DC LegiltK, has eating a certain herb, jumped into the sea, and becama
said enough to shew, thai both his father and grandfa- one of the cods of that element. jEichjIus wrote a
ther were persons of property aud ofalibcral education. tragedy on the subject. Cicero's poem is lo-'t.

| The same prince to whom Coriolapus retired four t Plutarch vas a very indifferent judge uf the Latia
hundred years before. poetry, and his speaking wilh so much (a\our of dec

$ Pliny's arccust of the origin of this name is more ro's, contrary to the opinion of Juvenal and many
probable. He supposes, that the person who first others, is a strong proof of it. He translated Aratul
bore it was reir.arkable for the cultivation of vetches. into verse at the age of seventeen, and writes noem in
60 Fabius, Lcntnlus, aud Ptso, had their names from praise of the actions of Marius, whieh, Scseraa laid,
beans, tares, and i> would live through innumerable ages. Bui he *as out

|j In the six hundred and forty-seventh year of Rome: in his prophecy. It has long been dead. And the poem
t hundred and four years before the Christian sera. which he wrote in three books, on his own cousulihipi
Tompey was born iu the same year has shared the same fate.

V rjato'f CominunweaJlb, Jjb i. ) In the eighteenth year of his age.
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Jertake the cause; thinking he could not have and admire you; but I am concerned for the
& more glorious opportunity to enter the lists fate of Greece. She had nothing left her but
of Tame. Accordingly he undertook his defence, the glory of eloquence and erudition, and you
succeeded, and gained great applause.* But, are carrying that too to Rome."
fearing Sylla's resentment, he travelled into Cicero now prepared to apply himself to
Greece, and gave out that the recovery of his public affairs with great hopes of success-, but
health was the motive. Indeed, he was of a lean his spirit received a check from the oracle at
and slender habit, and his stomach was so weak Delphi. For upon his inquiring by what means
that he was obliged to be very sparing in his he might rise to the greatest glory, the priestess
diet, and not to eat till a late hour in the day. bade him " follow nature, and not take the
His voice, however, had a variety of inflections, opinion of the multitude for the guide of his
but was at the same time harsh and unformed; life." Hence it was, that after his coming to
aud, as in the vehemence and enthusiasm of Rome he acted at first with great caution He
speaking he always rose into a loud key, there was timorous and backward in applying for
was reason to apprehend that it might injure public offices, and had the mortification to find
his health. himself neglected, and called a Greek, a scho-

When he came to Athens, he heard Antio- lastic; terms which the artizans, and others
chus the Ascalonite, and was charmed with the the meanest of the Romans, are very liberal ia
smoothness and grace of his elocution, though applying. But, as he was naturally ambitious
he did not approve his new doctrines in philo- of honour, and spurred on besides by his father
sophy. For Antiochus had left the new aca- and his friends, he betook himself to the bar.
demy, as it is called, and the sect of Carnea- Nor was it by slow and insensible degrees that
des, either from clear conviction and from the he gained the palm of eloquence; his fame
strength of the evidence of sense, or else from shot forth at once, and he was distinguished
a spirit of opposition to the schools of Clitoma- above all the orators of Rome. Yet it is said
chus and Philo, and had adopted roost of the that his turn for action was naturally as defec-
dostrines of the Stoics. But Cicero loved the tive as that of Demosthenes; and therefore ha
new academy, and entered more and more into took all the advantage he could from the in-
its opinions; having already taken his resolu- struction of Roscius, who excelled in comedy,
tion, if he failed in his design of rising in the and of jEsop, whose talents lay in tragedy.
Btate, to retire from the forum and all politi- This ^Esop, we are told, when he was one day
cal intrigues, to Athens, and spend his daya ia acting Atreus, in the part where he considers
peace in the bosom of philosophy. in what manner he should punish Thyestes,

But not long after he received the news of being worked up by his passion to a degree of
Sylla's death. His body by this time was insanity, withhia sceptre struck a servant who
strengthened by exercise, and brought to a happened suddenly to pass by, and laid him
good habit. His voice was formed; and at the dead at his feet. In consequence of ihese helps,
same time that it was full and sonorous, had Cicero found his powers of persuasion not a
gained a sufficient sweetness, and was brought little assisted by action and just pronunciation
to a key which his constitution could bear. Be- But as for those orators who gave into a bawl
sides, his friends at Rome solicited him by let- ing manner, he laughed at them, and said,
ters to return, and Antiochus exhorted him " Their weakness made them get up into cla
much to apply himself to public affairs. For mour, as lame men get on horseback." His ei-
which reasons he exercised his rhetorical pow- cellence at hitting off a jest or repartee ani-
ers afresh, as the best engines for business, and mated his pleadings, and therefore seemed not
called forth his political talents. In short, he foreign to the business of the Jorum: but by
suffered not a day to pass without either de- bringing it much into life, he offended numbers
claiming, or attending the most celebrated of people, and got the character of a malevolent
orators. In the prosecution of this design he man.
(ailed to Asia and the island of Rhodes. He was appointed quaestor at a time when
Amongst the rhetoricians of Asia, he availed there was a great scarcity of corn; and having
himself of the instructions of Xenoclcs of Ad- Sicily for his province, he gave the people a
rsmyttium, Dionysius of Magnesia, and Me- great deal of trouble at first, by compel ling them
nippus of Caria. At Rhodes he studied under to send their corn to Rome. But afterwards,
the rhetorician Apollonius the eon of Molo,f when they came to experience his diligence,
and the philosopher Posidonius. It is said, that his justice, and moderation, they honoured him
ApoJlomus, not understanding the Roman lan- more than any qusstor that Rome had ever
guage, desired Cicero to declaim in Greek; sent them. About that time a number of young
and he readily complied, because he thought Romans of noble families, who lay under the
by that means his faults might the belter be charge of having violated the rules of discipline,
corrected. When he had ended his declama-and not behaved with sufficient courage in time
tion, the rest were astonished at his perfor- of service, were sent back to the prator of
mance, and strove which should praise him Sicily. Cicero, undertook their defence, and
most; but Apollonius shewed no signs of pleas- acquitted himself of it with great ability and
ure while he was speaking; and when he had success. As he returned to Rome, much elated
done, he sat a long time thoughtful and silent. with these advantages, he tells us" he met with
At last, observing the uneasiness it gave his a pleasant adventure. As he was on the road
pupil, he said, " As for you, Cicero, I praise through Campania, meeting with a person of

some eminence with whom he was acquainted,* lo his twenty-Beyenrti year.
t Not "ApoUmiiut the ton of Mala, but Jlpollonius he asked him, "What they end and thought ot

Holo. Tlir name mutake i» inadt by our author in his actions in Rome.'" imagining that his name
tic life of Ciesar. * In hu oratioD for PUuciiu.
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and the glory of his achievements had filled the Verres, but he wa« prevailed on to appear fol
whole city. His acquaintance answered, "Why, him at the laying of the fine, and had receivedwhere have you been, then, Cicero, all tlna
time."' an ivory sphinx from him by way of conside-

ration. In this case Cicero threw out several
This anerver dispirited him extremely; for enigmatical hints against Hortensius; and when

he found that the accounts of his conduct had he said, " He knew not how to solve riddlei,"
been lost in Rome, as in an immense eea, and Cicero retorted, " That is somewhat strange,
had made no remarkable addition to his repu-when you have a sphinx in your house."
tation. By mature reflection upon this inci- Verres being thus condemned, Cicero set hi*
dent, he was brought to retrench h^s ambition, fine at seven hundred and fifty thousand
because he saw that contention for glory was drachma:; upon which, it was said by censo-
an endless thing, and had neither measure nor rious people, that he had been bribed to let
bounds to terminate it. Nevertheless, his im- him off so low.» The Sicilians, however, in ac-
moderate love of praise, and his passion for knowledgment of his assistance, brought him
glory, always remained with him, and often in- when he was aedile a number of things for hii
terrupted his best and wisest designs. games, and other very valuable presents; but

When he began to dedicate himself more he was so far from considering his private ad-
earnestly to public business, he thought that, vantage, that he made no other use of their gea-
while mechanics knew the name, the place, erosity than to lower the price of provisions.
the use of every tool and instrument they take He had a handsome country seat at Arpimim,
in their hands, though those things are inani-a farm near Naples, and another at Pompeii,
mate, it would be absurd fora statesman, whose but neither of them were very considerable.
functions cannot be performed but by means of His wife, Tercntia brought him a fortune of a
men, to be negligent in acquainting himself hundred and twenty thousand denarii, ard he
with the citizens. He therefore made it his fell heir to something that amounted to ninetyi
business to commit to memory, not only their thousand more. Upon this he lived in a gen-
names, but the place of abode of those of great-teel, and at the same time a frugal manner,
er note, what friends they made use of, and with men of letters, both Greeks and Romans,
what neighbours were in their circle. So that around him. He rarely took his meal before
whatever road in Italy Cicero travelled, he sunset; not that business or study prevented
could easily point out the estates and houses of his sitting down to table sooner, but the weak-
bis friends. ness of his stomach, he thought, required that

Though his own estate was sufficient for his regimen. Indeed, he was so exact in all res-
necessities, yet, as it was small, it seemed pects in the care of his health, that he had hit
itrar.ge that he would take neither fee nor pres-stated hours for rubbing and for the exercise of
ent for his services at the bar. This was most walking. By this management of his constitu-
remarkable in the case of Verres. Verres had tion, he gained a sufficient stock of health and
been praxtor in Sicily, and committed num-strength for the great labours and fatigues ha
berless acts of injustice and oppression. The afterwards underwent.
Sicilians prosecuted him, and Cicero gained He gave up the town house which belonged
the cause for them, not so much by pleading, to his family, to his brother, and took up his re-
as by forbearing to plead. The magistrates, in sidence on the Palatine hill, that those who
their partiality to Verres, put off the trial by came to pay their court to him might not have
several adjournments to the last day;* and as too far to go. For he had a levee every day, not
Cicero knew there was not time for the advo- less than Crassus had for his great wealth, or
cates to he heard, and the matter determined Pompey for his power and interest in the army;
in the usual method, he rose up, and said, though they were the most followed, and the
"There was no occasion for pleadings." He greatest men in Rome. Pompey himself paid
therefore brought up the witnesses, and after all due respect to Cicero, and found his politi
their depositions were taken, insisted that the cal assistance very useful to him, both ia res-
judges should give their verdict immediately. pect to power and reputation.

\ ct we have an account of several humorous When Cicero stood for the pnetorship, he
layings of Cicero's in this cause. When an had many competitors who were persons of
emancipated slave, Csciliua by name, who distinction, and yet he was returned first. Ai
was suspected of being a Jew, would have set a president in the courts of justice, he acted
aside the Sicilians, and taken the prosecution with great integrity and honour. Liciniui
of Verres, upon himself,t Cicero said, " What Macer, who had great interest of his own,
has a Jew to do with swine's flesh?" For the and was supported, besides, with that of Cras-
Romans call a boar-pig verres. And when sus, was accused before him of some default
Verres reproached Cicero with effeminacy, he with respect to money. He had so iruch
answered," Why do you not first reprove your confidence in his own influence and the activi-
own children?" For Verres had a young son ty of his friends, that, when the judges were
who was supposed to make an infamous use of going to decide the cause, it is said he went
bis advantages of person. Hortensius the orator home, cut his hair, and put on a white habit, as
did not venture directly to plead the cause of

* This fine, indeed, was very incorsiderable. Tli«
* Not till the last day: Cicero brought it on a/rw legal fine for extortion, in such case* as that of Verres,

days btfore Verres' friends were lo come inlo office ; was twice the sum eilorted. The Sicilians laid a
but of the seven orations which were composed oti the charge of 322.91fi/. acninsl Verrcsr the fine must there-
occasion, the two first only were delivered. A. U. 663. fore have been 64S.832i.; but 750,000 dmchma: was no

f Cicero knew that Caecilius was secretly a friend to more than 24,21 Si. Plutarch must, therefore, mod
Vcrrcj, and wanted, by thii nienns, to bring him ofT. probably have been mistaken.
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if he had gained the victory, and was about to by time and custom it came to an estao islnnent
return so equipped to the forum. But Crassus which many thought not a bad one. At present
met him in his court-yard, and told him that there were eorne who wanted to bring in another
all the judges had given a verdict against him; change, merely to gratify their own avarice, and
which atTected him in such a manner that he without the least view to the public good. Pom-
turned in again, took to his bed, and died.' pey was engaged with the kings of Pontus and
Cicero gaiued honour by this atfair, lor it ap Armenia, and there was no force in Rome suf-
peared that he kept strict watch against cor- ficient to suppress the authors of this intended
ruption in the court. innovation. They had a chief of a bold and

There was another person, named Vatinius, enterprising spirit, and the most remarkable
an insolent orator, who paid very little respect versatility of manners; his name Lucius Cati-
to the judges in his pleadings. It happened line. Besides a variety of other crimes, he was
that he had his neck full of scrophulous swel- accused of debauching his own daughter, and
lings. This man applied to Cicero about some killing his own brother. To screen himself
business or other; and as that magistrate did from prosecution for the latter, he persuaded
not immediately comply with his request, but Sylla to put his brother among the proscribed,
sat some time deliberating, he said, "I could as if he had been still alive. These profligates,
easily swallow such a thing, if I was prsctor;" with such a leader, among other engagements
upon which Cicero turned towards him, and of secrecy and fidelity, sacrificed a man, and
made answer, ''But I have not so large a ate of his flesh. Catalme had corrupted great
neck," part of the Koman youth by indulging their

When there were only two or three days of desires in every form of pleasure, provid»ig
bis office unexpired, an information was laid them wine and women, and setting no bounds
against Mamlius for embezzling the public to his expenses for these purposes. All Tus-
money. This Manilius was a favourite of the cany was prepared for the revolt, and most of
people, and they thought he was only prose- Cisalpine Gaul. The vast inequality of the
cuted on Pompey's account, being his par- citizens in point of property prepared Rome,
ticular friend. He desired to have a day fixed too, for a change. Men of spirit amongst the
for his trial; and, as Cjcero appointed the next nobility had impoverished themselves by their
day, the people were much otfended, because, great expenses on public exhibitions and en
it had been customary for the praUors to allow tertainments, on bribing for offices, and erect-
the accused ten days at the least. The tri- ing magnificent buildings; by which means the
bunes, therefore, cited Cicero to appear before riches of the city were fallen into the hands of
the commons, and give an account of this pro- mean people: in this tottering state of the com-
ceeding. He desired to be heard in hie own monwealth there needed no great force to over-
defence, which was to this effect.-"As I have set it, and it was in the power of any bold ad
always behaved to persons impeached with all venturer to accomplish its ruin.
the moderation and humanity that the laws Catiline, however, before he began his oper-
will allow, I thought it wrong to lose the op- ations, wanted a strong fort to sally out from,
portunity of treating Manillas with the same and with that view, Blood for the consulship.
candour. I was master only of one day more His prospect seemed very promising, because
in my office of praetor, and consequently must tie hoped to have Caius Antonius for his col-
appoint that; for to leave the decision of the league; a man who had no firm principles,
cause to another magistrate was not the method either good or bad, nor any resolution of hia
for those who were inclined to serve Mamlius.'1 own, but would make a considerable addition.
This made a wonderful change in the minds of to the power of him that led him. Many per-
the people; they were lavish in their praises, sons of virtue and honour, perceiving tins dan-
and desired him to undertake the defence him- ;er, put up Cicero for the consulship, and the
self. This he readily complied with, his re- Deople accepted him with pleasure. Thus Cati
gard for Pompey, who was absent, not being me was balfled, and Cicero" and Caius Anlo-
his least inducement. In consequence hereof, nius appointed consuls; though Cicero's father
he presented himself before tlie commons ag.iin, was only of the equestrian Older, and his com-
Ind giving an account of the whole affair, took petitors of patrician families.
opportunity to make severe reflections on those Catiline's designs were not yet discovered to
who favoured oligarchy, and envied the glory the people. Cicero, however, at his entrance
of Pompey. upon his office, had great affairs on his hands,

Vet, for the sake of tr.eir country, the pa- the preludes of what was to follow. On the
tricians joined the plebeians in raising iiim to one hand, those who had been incapacitated
the consulship. The occasion was tins. The by the laws of Sylla to bear offices, being neith-
change which Sylla introduced into the r.on- er inconsiderable in power nor in number, be
ititution at first seemed harsh and uneasy, but jan now to solicit them, and make all possible

.nterest with the people. It is true; they al-
" The ilory is related differently by Valerius Mai- leged many just and good arguments against

Bnus. He says that Macer was ID ccJurl, waiting the the tyranny of Sylla, but it was an unseason-
issue, and, perceiving (hat Cicero was proceeding to able time to give the administration so much
give lenience against him, he scut to inform him lhat trouble. On the other hand, the tribunes ofDC wn dead, and, at the same time, suffocated him-
ielf wilh his handkerchief. Cicero, therefure, did not the people proposed laws which had the same
pronounce sentence agaiust him, b> which means, hii> tendency to distress the government; for they
tsta-e was saved 10 his son Liciniiu CB\TUJ. Nui»iih- wanted to appoint decemvirs, and invest them
itanding this, Cicero himself, in one of his epistles to with an unlimited power. This was to extendAUicus, says, lhat he actually condemned him ; and in
Another of his epistles, he speaks of ttir popular esteem
tLii »ffiir procured him. Oc. Ep. ad All. \. i. c. 3,4. * In h-j forty-third yow.
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all over Itaty, over Syria, and all the late con-and strove with the knights which should d*
quests of Pompey. They were to be commis- him the most honour.
iioned to sell the public lands in these coun- Cataline's conspiracy, which at first had been
tries; to judge or banish whom they pleased; intimidated and discouraged, began to recover
to plant culonics; to take money out of the its spirits. The accomplices assembled, and
public treasury; to levy and keep on foot what exhorted each other to begin their operations
troops they thought necessary. Many Ro- with vigour, before the return of Pompey, who
mans of high distinction were pleased with was said to be already marching homewarda
the bill, and in particular Antony, Cicero's col- with his forces. But Cataline's chief motive
Irauuf, for he hoped to be one of the ten. It for action was the dependence he had on Syl-
w is thought, too, that he was no stranger to la's veterans. Though these were scattered all
C:iv!m' 's designs, and that he did not disrelish over Italy, the greatest and most warlike part
them on account of his great debts. This was resided in the cities of Etruria, and in idea were
an alarming circumstance to all who had the plundering and sharing the wealth of Italy
good of their country at heart. again. They had Manlius for their leader, a

This danger, too, was the first that Cicero man who had served with great distinction
guarded against; which he did by getting the under Sylla; and now entering into Catiline's
province of Macedonia decreed to Antony, and views, they came to Rome to assist in the ap-
not taking that of Giul which was allotted to proaching election; for he solicited the consul-
himself. Antony was so much affected with ship again, and had resolved to kill Cicero in
this favour, that he was ready, like an hired the tumult of that assembly.
player, to act a subordinate part under Cicero The gods seemed to presignify the machina-
for the benefit of his country. Cicero having tions of these incendiaries by earthquakes,
thus managed his colleague, began with greater thunders, and apparitions. There were also in-
courage to take his measures against the sedi- timations from men, true enough in themselves,
tious party. He alleged his objections against but not sufficient for the conviction of a person
the law in the senate, and effectually silenced of Cataline's quality and power. Cicero, there-
the proposers.* They took another opportu-fore, adjourned the day of election; and having
nity, however, and coming prepared, insisted summoned Catalme before the senate, exam-
that the consuls should appear before the peo- ined him upon the informations he had receiv-
ple. Cicero, not in the least intimidated, com- ed. Cataline, believing there were many in the
manded the senate to follow him. He address-senate who wanted a change, and at the same
ed the commons with such success, that they time being desirous to shew his resolution to
threw out the bill; and his victorious eloquence his accomplices who were present, answered
had such an effect upon the tribunes, that they with a calm firmness:-"As there are two
gave up other things which they had been medi- bodies, one of which is feeble and decayed, but
tating. has a head; the other strong and robust, but

He was indeed the man who most effectually is without a head; what harm am I doing, if I
showed the Romans what charms eloquence give a head to the body that wants it?" By
can add to truth, and that justice is invincible these enigmatical expressions he meant the
when properly supported. He showed also, senate and the people. Consequently Cicero
that a magistrate who watches for the good of was still more alarmed. On the day of election
the community should in his actions always he put on a coat of mail; the principal persons
prefer right to popular measures, and in hiD in Rome conducted him from his house, and
speeches know how to make those right meas- great numbers of the youth attended him to
ures agreeable, by separating from them what- the Campus Martins. There he threw back
ever may offend. Of the grace and power with his robe, and shewed part of the coat of mail,
which he spoke, we have a proof in a theatrical on purpose to point out his danger. The peo-
regulation that took place in his consulship. ple were incensed, and immediately gathered
Before, those of the equestrian order sat mixed about him; the consequence of which was,
with the commonalty. Marcus Otho, in his that Cataline was thrown out again, and Sila-
pratorship, was the first who separated the nus and Murena chosen consuls.
knights from the other citizens, and appointed Not long after this, when the veterans were
them seats which they stillf enjoy. The people assembling for Catiline in Etruria, and the day
looked upon this a mark of dishonour, and hiss- appointed for carrying the plot into execution
ed and insulted Otho when he appeared at the approached, three of the first and greatest per-
theatre. The knights, on the other hand, re- sonages in Rome, Marcus Crassus, Marcus
ceived him with loud plaudits. The people Marcellus, and Metellus Scipio, went and
repeated their hissing, and the knights their knocked at Cicero's door about midnight: and
applause; till at last they came to mutual re- having called the porter, bade him awake his
proaches, and threw the whole theatre into the master, and tell him who attended. Their
utmost disorder. Cicero being informed of the business was this: Crassus's porter brought
disturbance, came and called the people to the him in a packet of letters after supper, which
temple of Bellona; where, partly by reproof, he had received from a person unknown. They
partly by lenient applications, he so corrected were directed to different persons, and there
them, that they returned to the theatre, loudly was one for Crassus himself, but without »
testified their approbation of Otho's conduct, name. This only, Crassus read; and when he

found that it informed him of a great massacre
* This was the first of his three orations de Lege intended by Catiline, and warned him to re-

Jlgraria. tire out of the city, he did not open the rest,t Abnttt four years before, under the consulship of
Piso ;i'nl Glabrio. But Otho wu not thea praetor ; he but immediately ivenl to wait on fJicero: for
wai tribune. he was not only terrified at the impending
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danger, bin he had some suspicions to remove time; for that was a customary qualification
which had arisen from his acquaintance with when ejected persons were to be restored to
Catiline. Cicero having consulted with them their places in the senate.* As to the surname
what was proper to be done, assembled the of Sura, it is said to have been given him on
senate at break of day, and delivered the let- this occasion. When he was qusstor in the
ters according to the directions, desiring at time of Sylla, he had lavished away vast sums
the same time that they might be rend in pub-of the public money. Sylla, incensed at his
lic. They all gave the same account of the brhaviuur, demanded an account of him in
conspiracy. full senate. Lentulus came up in a very earn-

Q'iintus Arriua, a man of prxtorian dignity, less and disrespectful manner, and said, " I
morever, informed the senate of the levies have no account to give, but I present you
that had been made in Etruria, and assured with the calf of my leg;" which was a com-
them that Manlius, with a considerable force, mon expression among the boys, when they
was hovering about those parts, and only wait- missed their stroke at tennis. Hence he had
ing for news of an insurrection in Rome. On the surname of Sura, which is the Roman
these informations, the senate made a decree, word lor the calf of the leg. Another time, being
by which all affairs were committed to the con- prosecuted for some great offence, he corrupt
suls, and they were empowered to act in the ed the judges. When they had given their
manner they should think best for the preser- verdict, though he was acquitted only by a ma-
vation of the commonwealth. This is an jority of two, he said, " He had put himself
edict which the senate seldom issue, and never to a needless expense in bribing one of those
but in some great and imminent danger. judges, for it would have been sufficient to

When Cicero was invested with thia power, have had a majority of one."
he committed the care of things without the Such was the disposition of this man, who
city to Quintus Metellus, and took the direc- had not only been solicited by Catiline, but
tion of all within to himself. He made his ap- was morever infatuated by vain hopes, which
pearance every day attended and guarded by prognosticates and other impostors held up to
such a multitude of people, that they filled him. They forged verses in an oracular form,
great part of the forum. Catiline, unable to and brought him them as from the books uf
bear any longer delay, determined to repair to the Sibyls. These lying prophecies signified
Manlius nnd his army; and ordered Marcius the decree of fate, "That three of the Corneli1
and Celhegu.9 to take their swords and go to would be monarchs of Rome." They added,
Cicero's house early in the morning, where, "That two had already fulfilled their destiny
under pretence of paying their compliments, Cirina and Sylla; that he was the third Cor-
they were lo fall upon him and kill him. But nelius to whom the gods now offered the mon
Fulvia, a woman of quality, went to Cicero in archy; and that he ought by all means to em
the night to inform him of his danger, and brace his high fortune, and not ruin it by de-
charged him to be on his guard in particular lays, as Catiline had done."
against Cethegus. As soon as it was light, the Nothing little or trivial now entered intc
assassins came, and being denied entrance, the schemes of Lenlulus. He resolved to kill
they grew very insolent and clamorous, which the whole senate, and as many of the othei
made them the more suspected. citizens as he possibly could; to burn the city,

Cicero went out afterwards, and assembled and to spare none but the sons of Pompey,
the senate in the temple of Jupiter Stator, whom he intended to seize and keep as
which stands at the entrance of the Via. Sacra, pledges of his peace with that general; for by
in the way to the Palatine hill. Catiline came this time it was strongly reported that he was
among the rest, as with a design to make his on his return from his great expedition. The
defence; but there was not a senator who conspirators had fixed on a night during the
"would sit by him; they all left the bench he east of the Saturnalia forthe execution of their
had taken; and when he began to speak they enterprise. They had lodged arms and combus-
interrupted him in such a manner that he :ible matter in the house of Cethegus. They
could not be heard. bad divided Rome into a hundred parts, and

At length Cicero rose up, and commanded pitched upon the same number of men, each
him todepnrt the city. " for," said he, "while of whom was allotted his quarter to set fire
I employ only words, and you weapons, there to. As this was to be done by them all at the
ihould at least be walls between us." Cati- same moment, they hoped that the conflagra-
line, upon this, immediately marched out with tion would be general; others were to intercept
three hundred men well armed, and with the the water, and kill all that went to seek it.
"mires and other engines of authority, as if he While these things were preparing, there
had been a lawful magistrate. In this form he happened to be at Rome two ambassadors
went to Manlius, and having assembled an army from the Allobroges, a nation that had been
of twenty thousand men, he marched to the much oppressed by the Romans, and was very
cities, in order to persuade them to revolt. impatient under their yoke. Lentulus and
Hostilities having thus openly commenced, An- tiis party thought these ambassadors proper
tony, Cicero's colleague, was sent against Cati- persons to raise commotions in Gaul, and
line. bring that country to their interest, and there-

Such as Catiline had corrupted, and thought fore made them partners in the conspiracy.
proper to leave in Rome, were kept together They likewise charged them with letters to
and encouraged by Cornelius Lentulus, sur- their magistrates and tn Catiline. To the
n»med Sura, a man of noble birth, but bad life. * When a Roman senator was eipcllccl, an appoint-
He had been expelled the senate for his de- ment lo praetorial office viv. » tulhcitnt qualllxrdUO
kaucheiies, but was then prater the second for him to resume hii teat. Dion. 1. xxxrii.
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Gauls they promised liberty, and they desired out into the most desperate villanics, whea
Catiline to enfranchise the slaves, and march their former wickedness was sharpened with
immediately to Koine. Along with theambas anger and resentment. Besides, he might him
sadors they sent one Titus of Crotona to carr self be braced with the marks of timidity and
the letters to Catiline. But the measures oi weakness, and the rathei because he wai
these inconsiderate men, who generally con generally supposed not to have much courage.
suite* upon their affairs over their wine and in Before Cicero could come to a resolution,
company with women, were soon discovert^ the women who were sacrificing observed an
by the indefatigable diligence, the sober ad extraordinary presage. When the fire on the
dress, and great capacity of Cicero. He hax altar seemed to be extinguished, a strong and
his emissaries in all parts of the city, to bright flame suddenly broke out of the embers.
trace every step they took; and had, besides, a The other women were terrified at the prodi
secret correspondence with many who pre-gy, but the vestal virgins ordered Terentia,
tended to join in the conspiracy; by which Cicero's wife, to go to him immediately, and
means he got intelligence of their treating command him, from them, "Boldly to follow
with those strangers. his best judgment in the servicr of his c (un-

In conRequence hereof, he laid in ambush try; because the goddess, by the brightness of
for the Crotonian in the night, and seized him this flame, promised him not only safety but
and the letters; the ambassadors themselves glorv in his enterprise." Terentia was by no
privately lending him their assistance.* Early mean: of a meek and timid disposition, but
in the morning he assembled the senate in the .iad her ambition, and (as Cicero himself says)
temple of Concord, where he read tiie letters, took a greater share with him in politics than
and took the depositions of the witnesses she permitted him to have in dcaiestic busi-
Julius Silanus deposed, that several persons ness. She now informed him of the prodigy,
had heard Cethegus say, that three consuls and and exasperated him against the criminals.
four praetors would very soon be killed. The His brother Quintus, and Puhlius Nigidius,
evidence of Piso, a man of consular dignity, one of his philosophical friends, whom he
contained circumstances of the like nature. made great use of in the administration,
And Cams Sulpitius, one of the praitors who strengthened him in the same purpose.
was sent to Cethegus's house, found there a Next day the senate met to deliberate on
great quantity of javelins, swords, pomards, the punishment of the conspirators, and Sila-
and other arms, all new furbished. At last nus, being first asked his opinion, gave it
the senate giving the Crotonian a promise of for sending them to prison, and punishing them
indemnity, Lentulus saw himself entirely de-n the severest manner that was possible. The
tected, and laid down his otfice (for he was rest in their order agreed with him, till it came
then prztor:) he put ofl his purple robe in the to Caius Caesar, who was afterwards dictator.
hou»e, and took another more suitable to his Cssar, then a young man, and just in the dawn
prefient distress. Upon which, both he and his of power, both in his measures and his hopes,
accomplices were delivered to the prators, to was taking that road which he continued in,
be kept in custody, but not in chains. till he turned the Roman commonwealth into

By this time it grew late, and as the people a monarchy. This was not observed by others,
were waiting without in great numbers for the >ut Cicero had strong suspicions of him. He
event of the day, Cicero went out and gave ook care, however, not to give him a sufficient
them an account of it. After which, they con- tandle against him. Some say the consul haJ
ducted him to the house of a friend who lived almost got the necessary proofs, and that Cae-
in his neighbourhood; his own being taken up sar had a narrow escape. Others assert, that
with the women, who were then employed in Hicero purposely neglected the informations
the mysterious rites of the goddess whom the hat might have been had against him, for fear
Romans call Boua or the Good and the Greeks of his friends and his great interest. For, had
Gynecea. An annual sacrifice is offered her zsar been brought under the same predica-
ui the consul's house by his wife and mother, ment with the conspirators, it would rather
and the vestal virgins give their iltendance. lave contributed to save than to destroy them.
When Cicero was retired to the apartments When it came to his turn to give judgment,
assigned for him, with only a few friends, he le rose and declared, " Not for punishing them
began to consider what punishment he should capitally, but for confiscating their estates, and
inflict upon the criminals. He was extremely edging them in any of the towns of Italy that
loath to proceed to a capital one, which the Cicero should pitch upon, where they might be
nature of their offence seemed to demand, as tept in chains till Catiline was conquered."*
well by reason of the mildness of his disposi- To this opinion, which was on the merciful
tion, as Tor fear of incurring the censure of ide, and supported with great eloquence b/
making an extravagant and severe use of his lim w*io gave it, Cicero himself added no
power against men who were of the first small weight: for in his speech he gave the ar-
families, and had powerful connexions in guments at large for both opinions, first for the
Rome. On the other side, if he gave them a ormer, and afterwards for that of Cssar. And
more gentle chastisement, he thought he should all Cicero's friends, thinking it would be lesf
"till have something to fear from them. He nvidious for him to avoid putting the criminals
knew that they would never rest with any o death, were for the latter sentence: inso-
thing less than death; but would rather break

* These ambassadors had been solicited by Umbre- * Plularch teems here to intimate, that after the de
nui to juiii his party. Upon mature deliberation, they rat of Calaline, they might be put upon their trial;
thought it safrst to abide by (.lit stale, and discovered but it appears from Sallust, that Cxsar had no tuck
the plot to Fabiun Saiiga, the patron of Ihcir nation. intention.
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much that even Silanus changed sides; and ex delinquents,appeared so extraordinary a thing;
cuaed himself by saying tli.it he did not mean but the wonder was, that he could suppret*
capital punishment, for that imprisonment \va the greatest conspiracy that ever existed, with
the severest which a Roman senator coulc so little inconvenience to the state without the
suffer. least sedition or tumult. For many who join-

The matter thus went on till it came to Lu ed Catiline left him on receiving intelligence
Utius Catulus He declared for capita] pun of the fate of Lcntulus and Cethegus; and that
ishment: and Cato supported him, expressing traitor, giving Antony battle with the troops that
in strong terms his suspicions of Csepar; whicl remained,wasdestroyed with his whole army.
BO roused the spirit and indignation of th Yet some were displeased with this conduct
senate, that they made a decree for sending and success of Cicero, and inclined to do him
the conspirators to execution. Caesar then op- all possible injury. At the head of this faction
posed the confiscating their goods; for he saic were some of the magistrates for the ensuing
it was unreasonable, when they rejected the year; Caesar, who was to be praetor, and Me-
mild part of his sentence, to adopt the severe t'jllus and Bestia, tribunes.* These last, en-
As the majority still insisted upon it, he ap- tering upon their office a few days before that
pealed to the tribunes. The tribunes, indeed, of Cicero's expired, would not suffer him to
did not put in their prohibition, but Cicero address the people. They placed their own
himself gave up the point, and agreed that the benches on the rostra, and only gave him per-
goods should not be forfeited. mission to take the oath upon laying down hi«

After this Cicero went at the head of the officc,t after which he was to descend imme-
tenate to the criminals, who were not all diately. Accordingly, when Cicero went up,
lodged in one house, but iti those of the sev- it waa expected that he would take the cu«-
eral praters. First he took Lentulus from the tomary oath; but silence being made, instead
Palatine hill, and led him down the Via Sacra, of the usual form, he adopted one that wa§
and through the middle of the forum. The new and singular. The purport of it was, that
principal persons in Rome attended the consul "He had saved his country, and preserved the
on all sides, like a guard; the people stood si- empire;" and a41 the people joined in it.
lent at the horror of the scene; and the youth This exasperated Caesar and the tribunes still
looked on with fear and astonishment, as if more, and they endeavoured to create him new
they were initiated that day in some awful cer- troubles. Among other things they proposed a
emonies of aristocratic power. When he had decree for calling Pompey home with his army
passed the forum, and was come to the prison, to suppress the despotic power of Cicero. It
he delivered Lentulus to the executioner. Af- was happy for him, and for the whole com-
terwards he brought Cethegus, and all the rest monwealth, that Cato was then one of the tri-
in their order, and they were put to death. In bunes; for he opposed them with an authority
his return he saw others who were in the con- equal to theirs, und a reputation that was much
spiracy standing thick in the forum. As these jreater, and consequently broke their measure*
knew not the fate of their ring-leaders, they with ease. He made a set speech upon Ci-
were waiting for night, in order to go to their cero's consulship, and represented it in so glo-
fescue, for they supposed them yet alive. Ci- rious a light that the highest honours were de-
cero, therefore, called out to them aloud, They creed him, and he was called thf father of hit
did live. The Romans, who choose to avoid country; a mark of distinction which none ever
all inauspicious words, in this manner express fained before. Cato bestowed that title on him
death. jefore the people, and they confirmed it.J

By this time it grew late, and as he passed His authority in Rome at that time was un
through the forum to go to his own house, the doubtedly great but he rendered himself ob-
people now did not conduct him in a silent and noxious and burdensome to many, not l>y any
orderly manner, but crowded to hail him with II action, but by continually praising and mag-
loud acclamations and plaudits, calling him the nifying himself. He never entered the senate,
loinour and second founder of Rome. The he assembly of the people, or the courts of
streets were illuminated* with a multitude of udicature, but Catiline and .Lentulus were the
lamps and torches placed by the doors. The >urden of his song. Not satisfied with tins,
women held out lights from the tops of the lis writings were so interlarded with enco-
bouses, that they might behold, and pay a pro- miums on himself, that though his style waa
per compliment to the man who was followed elegant and delightful, his discourses weredis-
with solemnity by a train of the greatest men justing and nauseous to the reader; for the
in Rome, most of whom had distinguished ilemish stuck to him like an incurable disease.
themselves by successful wars, led up triumphs, But though he had such an insatiable avidity
ind etlarged the empire both by eea and land. "or honour, he was never unwilling that others
All these, in their discourse with each other as hould have their share. For he was entirely
the) "went along, acknowledged that Rome was Vee from envy, and it appears from his workj
indebted to many generals and great men of hat he was most liberal in his praises, not
that age for pecuniary acquisitions, for rich only of the ancients, but of those of his own
"poils, for pomr; but for preservation and
tafety, to Cicero alone, who had rescued her
from so great and dreadful a danger. Ps'ot that * Beitia -went out of office on the eighth of Dectm-

jer. Melellus and Seiliu' were tribunes.
his quashing the enterprise, and punishing the \ The consuls took Iwo oaths: one, on entering into

heir office, that Ihry would act according to the laws;
* Illumination* Are of high antiquity. They came nd the other, on quitting it, that they had not acted.

originally from the nocturnal celebration of religious ontrary to the laws.
fnyiteriej; and, on that account, carried the idea of { Q. Caius was the first who gave him the UU«.
nutrition and reipect with them. '"oto, u tribune, confirmed it before the [wapk.

CU
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time. Many of his remarkable sayings, too, of ia always rich."* " I imagine," said Cicero,
this nature, are preserved. Thus ol" Aristotle " there is another more agreeable to you, ,/JJI
be wiii), " That he ivasa river of flowing gold:" things belong to the firudent." For Crassui
»nd of Plato's Dialogues, "That if Jupiter was notoriously covetous. Crassus had two
were to speak, he would speak as he did." sons, one of which resembled a man called
Theophrastus he used to cali his particular fa-Accius so much that his mother waa suspected
vourite; and being asked which of Demos- of an intrigue with him. This young man
thenes's orations he thought the best, he an- spoke in the senate with great applause; and
swereii, " The longest." Some who affect to Cicero being asked what he thought of him,
be zr.iluiih admirers of that orator, complain, answered in Greek, arias Craasou.f When
indeed, of Cicero's saying in one of his epis-Crassua was going to set out for Syria, he
tles, " That Demosthenes sometimes nodded in thought it better to leave Cicero his friend than
his orations:" but they forget the many great his enemy: and therefore addressed him one
encomiums he bestowed on him in other parts day in an obliging manner, and told him he
of his works; and do not consider that he gave would come and sup with him. Cicero ac-
the title of Philippics to his orations against cepted the offer with equal politeness. A few
Mark Antony, which were the most elaborate days after, Vatinius likewise applied to b<<Q
he ever wrote. There was not one of his con- by his friends, and desired a reconciliation.
temporaries celebrated either for his eloquence "What!" said Cicero, "does Vatinius too
or philosophy, whose fame he did not promote, want to sup with me."' Such were his jest«
either by speaking or writing of him in an ad- upon Crassus. Vatinius had scrofulous tu-
vantageous manner. He persuaded Caesar; mours in his neck; and one day when he was
when dictator, to grant Cratippus the Peripa- pleading, Cicero called him " a tumid orator."

tetic, the freedom of Rome. He likewise pre- An account was once brought Cicero that
vailed upon the council of Areopagus to make Vatinius was dead, which being afterwards
out an order for desiring him to remain at contradicted, he said, " May vengeance seize
Athens to instruct the youth, and not deprive the tongue that told the lie!" When Casar
their city of such an ornament. There are, proposed a decree for distributing the lands in
moreover, letters of Cicero's to Herodes, and Campania among the soldiers, many of the
others to his son, in which he directs them to senators were displeased at it; and Lucius
"ludy philosophy under Cratippus. But he ac- Gellius, in particular, who was one of the
cuses Gorgias the rhetorician of accustoming oldest of them, said, "That shall never be
his son to a life of pleasure and intemperance, while I live." " Let us wait awhile, then,"
and therefore forbids the young man his soci- said Cicero; " for Gellius requires no very long
ety. Amongst his Greek letters, this, and an- credit." There was one Octavius, who had it
other to Pelops the Byzantine, are all that dis- objected to him that he was an African. One
cover any thing of resentment. His reprimand day when Cicero was pleading, this man said
to Gorgias certainly was right and proper, if he could not hear him. " That is somewhat
be was the dissolute man that he passed for; strange," said Cicero; for you are not without
but he betrays an excessive meanness in his ex- a hole in your ear."{ When Metellus Nepos
postulations with Pelops, for neglecting iopru- told him, " That he had ruined more as an
cure him certain honours from the city of By- evidence than he had saved as an advocate:"
zantium. " I grant it," said Cicero, " for I have more

These were the effects of his vanity. Supe- truth than eloquence." A young man, who lay
rior keenness of expression, too, which he had underthe imputation of having given his father a
at command, led him into many violations of poisoned cake, talking in an insolent manner,
decorum. He pleaded for Munatius in a cer- and threatening that Cicero should feel the
lain cause; and his client was acquitted in weight of his reproaches, Cicero answered,
consequence of his defence. Afterwards Mu- "I had much rather have them than your cake."
nUius prosecuted Sabinus, one of Cicero's Publius Sestius had taken Cicero, among
friends; upon which he was so much trans-others, for his advocate, in a cause of some
ported with anger as to say, " Thmkest thou it importance; and yet he wouM suffer no man
was the merit of thy cause that saved thee, and to speak but himself. When it appeared that
not rather the cloud which I threw over thy he would be acquitted, and the judges were
crimes, and which kept them from the sight of giving their verdict, Cicero called to him, and
the court?" He had succeeded in an enco- said, "Sestius, make the best use of your time
mium on Marcus Crassus from the rostrum: to-day, for to-morrow you will be out of office."!
and a few days after as publicly reproached
him. "What!" said Crassus, "did you not T»VTI nvii rev Teen. The Greek meet signifies
lately praise me in the the place where you now cunning, shrewd, prudent, u well u wise; »»d, in
stand.'" "True:" answered Cicero, "bull any of the former acceptations, the stoic maum was
did it by way of experiment, to see what 1 applicable lo Crassus. Thus frugi, in Latin, u used
could make of a bad subject." Crassus had indifferently either for saving prudence, cr for lober
once affirmed, that none of his family ever wisdom.f An ill mannered pun, which signifies either uallived above threescore years: but afterwards the young man was worthy of Crassus, or that he wa»
wanted to contradict it, and said, " What the son of Accius-
could 1 have been thinking of when I asserted I A mark of slavery amongst some nations ; but th«
tuch a thing!" " You knew," said Cicero, Africans wore pendanU in their ears by way of onur
"that such an assertion would be very agreea- ment.

§ Probably Sestius, not beine » professed adTocatt
ble to the people of Rome." Crassus hap-would not be employed to spcafc for any bodf eljr; and
pened one day to profess himself much pleased therefore, Cicero meant that he should isdulge hit
with that maxim of the stoics, " The good man ranity in speaking for himself
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Publius Cotta, who affected to be thought an for Pompeia, the wife of Csesar. This induced
»ble lawyer, though he had neither learning him to get privately into the house, which he
nor capacity, being called in as a witness in a did in the habit of a female musician. The
certain cause, declared, " He knew nothing of women were offering in Cssar's house that
the matter." " Perhaps," said Cicero, " you mysterious sacrifice which is kept from the eight
think I am asking you some question in law." and knowledge of men. But, though no man
Metellus Nepos, in some difference with Cice- is suffered to assist in it, Clodius, who wai
ro often asking him, "Who is your father?" very young, and had his face yet smooth, hoped
be replied, " Your mother has made it much to pass through the women to Pompeia undis-
more difficult fur you to answer that question." covered. As he entered a great house in the
For his mother had not the most unsullied rep- night, he was puzzled to find hia way; and one
utation. This Metellus was himself a man of of the women belonging to Aurelia, Caesar's
" light unbalanced mind. He suddenly quitted mother seeing him wandering up afld down,
the tribunitial office, and sailed to Pompcy in asked him his name. Being now forced to
Syrii; and when he was there, he returned in speak, he said he was seeking Abra, one of
a manner still more absurd. When his pre- Pompeia'a maids. The woman, perceiving it
ceptor Philagrus died, he buried him in a pom-was not a female voice, shrieked out, and call-
pous manner, and placed the 6gure of a crow ed the matrons together. They immediately
in marble on his monument.* " This," said made fast the doors, and, searching the whole
Cicero, " was one of the wisest things you house, found Clodius skulking in the apartment
ever did: for your preceptor has taught you of the maid who introduced him.
rather to fly than to speak."t Marcus Appius Ag the affair made a great noise, Cresar di-
having mentioned, in the introduction to one vorced Pompeia, and prosecuted Clodius for
of his pleadings, that his friend had desired that act of impiety. Cicero was at that time
him to try every source of care, eloquence, and his friend; for during the conspiracy of Cat:-
fidelity in his cause, Cicero said, " What a line, he had been ready to give him all the as-
hard-hearted man you are, not to do any one sistance in his power; and even attended a»
thing that your friend has desired of you?" one of his guards. Clodius insisted, in his de-

It seems not foreign to the business of an fence, that he was not then at Rome, but at a
orator to use this cutting raillery against ene- considerable distance in the country. But Cice-
mies or opponents; but his employing it indis- ro attested that he came that very day to hii
criminately, merely to raise a laugh, rendered house, and talked with him about some partic-
him extremely obnoxious. To give a few in- ular business. This was, indeed, matter of fact;
itances: He used to call Marcus Aquilius, yet probably it was not so much the influence
Jldrastus, because he had two sons-in-law who of truth, as the necessity of satisfying his wife
were both in exile.} Lucius Cotta, a great Terentia, that induced him to declare it. Sho
lover of wine, was censor when Cicero solicit- hated Clodius on account of his sister Clodia;
ed the consulship. Cicero, in the course of for she was persuaded that that lady wanted to
his canvass, happening to be thirsty, called for get Cicero for her husband; and that ehe man-
water, and said to his friends who stood round aged the design by one Tullus. As Tullus was
him as he drank, " You do well to conceal me, an intimate friend of Cicero's, and likewise
for you are afraid that the censor will call me constantly paid his court to Clodia, who was
to account for drinking water." Meeting Voco- his neighbour, that circumstance strengthened
Dius one day with three daughters, who were her suspicions. Besides, Terentia was a wo-
Tery plain women, he cried out: man of an imperious temper, and, having an

On Ihis conception Phojbus nerer smiled.} ascendant over her husband, she put him upon
giving evidence against Clodius. Many otherMarcus Gellius who wag supposed to be of

iervile extraction, happened to read gome let-persona of honour alleged against him th&
ters in the senate with a loud and strong voice, crimes of perjury, of fraud, of bribing the peo-

ple, and corrupting the women. Nay, Lucul-
" Do not be surprised at it," said Cicero, " for
there have been public criers in hia family." lus brought his maid-servants to prove that Clo-

diua had a criminal commerce with his own sis-
Faustus, the son of Sylla the dictator, who had ter, who waa the wife of that nobleman. TMi
proscribed great numbers of Romans, having was the youngest of the sisters. And it wasrun deep in debt, and wasted great part of his generally believed that he had connexions of
estate, was obliged to put up public bills for the same kind with his other sisters; one ofthe sale of it. Upon which Cicero said, " Ilike these bills much better than his father's." which, named Tertia, was married to Martini

Rex; and the other, Clodia, to Metellus CelerMany haled him for those keen sarcasms;
which encouraged Clodms and his faction to The latter was called Quadrantaria, because
form their schemes against him. The occasion one of her lovers palmed upon her a purge of
was this: Clodms, who was of a noble family, small brass money, instead of silver; the small'

young and adventurous, entertained a passion est brass coin being called a quadrans- It wa«
on, this sister's account, that Clodius was most

* It wu usual among the ancients to place emblema- censured. As the people set themselves both
tic figure* on the monuments of the dead; and these against the witnesses and the prosecutors, the
were either such instruments as represented the pro- judges were so terrified that they thought it
Jeision of the deceased, or such animals as resembled necessary to place a guard about the court; and
them in disposition.

I Alluding to the celerity of his expeditions. most of them confounded the letters upon the
\ Because Adraslus had married his daughters to tablets.* He seemed, however, to be acquittea

Eteoclei and Polynices, who were exiled. by the majority; but it was said to be through
Q A verse of Sophocles, jpeakipg of Ijaius, the father " See the note on the parallel passage in the lib ut

"fGCdimu. CMU,
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pecuniary applications. Hence Catulus, when thousand young men, of the best families, at-
be mul the judges, said, " You were right in tended him with their hair dishevelled, and in-
desiring a guard for your defence; for you were treated the people for him. Afterwards the sen-
afraid that somebody would take the money ate met, with an intent to decree that the peo-
from you." And when Clodiustold Cicero that ple should change their habits, as in times of
the judges did not give credit to his deposition, public mourning. But, as the consuls opposed
<: Yes," said he, " five and twenty of them be- it, and Clodius beset the house with his armed
lieved me, for so many condemned you; nor band of ruffians, many of the senators ran out,
did the other thirty believe you, for they did rending their garments, and exclaiming againit
Dot acquit you till they had received your mo- the outrage.
ney." As to Cxsar, when he was called upon, But this spectacle excited neither compassion
he gave no testimony against Clodius; nor did nor shame; and it appeared that Cicero must
he aliirm that he was certain of any injury done either go into exile, or decide the dispute with
to his bed. He only eaid, " He had divorced the sword. In this extremity he applied to
Pompeia, because the wife of Caesar ought cot Pompey for assistance; but he had purposely
only to be clear of such a crime, but of the very absented himself, and remained at his Alban
"uspicn.ui of it." villa. Cicero first sent his son-in-law Piso to

After Clodius had escaped this danger, and him, and afterwards went himself. AVIien
was elected tribune of the people, he immedi- Pompey was informed of his arrival, he could
ately attacked Cicero, and left neither circum- not bear to look him in the face. He was con-
Btance nor person untried to ruin him. He founded at the thought of an interview with hn
gained the people by laws that flattered their injured friend, who had fought such battles for
inclinations, and the consuls by decreeing them him, and rendered him so many services in the
large and wealthy provinces; for Piso was to course of his administration. But being now
have Macedonia, and Gabjnius Syria. He re- son-in-law to Cxsar, he sacrificed his former
gistered many mean and indigent persons as obligations to that connexion, and went out at
citizens; and armed a number of slaves for his a back door, to avoid his presence.
constant attendants. Of the great triumvirate, Cicero, thus betrayed and deserted, had re-
Crassus was an avowed enemy to Cicero. course to the consuls. Gabinius always treat-
Pompey indifferently caressed both parties, and ed him rudely; but Piso behaved with some ci-
Caesar was going to set out upon his expedition vility. He advised him to withdraw from the
to Gaul. Though the latter was not his friend, torrent of Clodius's rage; to bear this change
but rather suspected of enmity since the affair of the times with patience; and to be once more
of Catiline, it was to him that he applied. The the saviour of his country, which, for his sake,
favour he asked of him was, that he would take was in all this trouble and commotion.
him as his lieutenant; and Cxsar granted it.* After this answer, Cicero consulted with hit
Clodius perceiving Lhat Cicero would, by this friends. Lucullus advised him to stay, and as
means, get out of the reach of the tribunitial sured him he would be victorious. Others were
power, pretended to be inclined to a reconcil- of opinion that it was best to fly, because the
iation. He threw most of the blame of the people would soon be desirous of his return,
late difference on Terentia; and spoke always when they were weary of the extravagance and
of Cicero in terms of candour, not like an ad- madness of Clodius. He approved of this last
versary vindictively inclined, but as one friend advice; and taking a statue of Minerva, which
might complain of another. This removed tie had long kept in his house with great devo-
Cicero's fears so entirelyt that he gave up the tion, he carried it to the Capitol, and dedicated
lieutenancy which Caesar had indulged him it there, with this inscription: TO MINKRVA THE
with, and began to attend to business as before. PROTECTRESS OF ROME. About midnight he

Caesar was so much piqued at this proceed-privately quitted the city; and, with some
ing, that he encouraged Clodius against him, friends who attended to conduct him, took hit
and drew olf Pompey entirely from his interest. route on foot through Lucania, intending to pas)
He declared, too, before the people, that Cice- from thence to Sicily.
ro, in his opinion, had been guilty of a flagrant It was no sooner known that he was fled than
violation of all justice and law, in putting Clodius procured a decree of banishment against
Lentulus and Cethegus to death, without any him, which prohibited him fire and water, and
form of trial. This was the charge which he admission into any house within five hundred
was summoned to answer. Cicero then put on miles of Italy. But such was the veneration the
mourning, let his hair grow, and, with overy people had for Cicero, that in general there
token of distress, went about to supplicate the was no regard paid to the decree. They shew-
people. Clodius took care to meet him every ed him every sort of civility, and conducted
where in the streets, with his audacious and in- him on his way with the most cordial atten-
"olent crew, who intmlted him on his change tion. Only at Hipponium, a city of Lucania,
of drees, and often disturbed his applications now called Vibo, one Vibius, a native of Sici-
by pelting him with dirt and stones. However, ly, who had particular obligations to him, and,
almost all the equestrian order went into among other things, had an appointment un-
mourning with him; and uo fewer than twenty der him, when consul, as surveyor of the

works, now refused to admit him into hij
house; but at the same One acquainted him

" Cicero says that this lieutenancy was a voluntary that he would appoint a place in the country
offer of Caesar's. Ep. ad Alt. for his reception. And Caius Virginius,* th«

f It dues not .i['|" .«r that Cicrro waft influenced by praetor of Sicily, though indebted to Cicero fintin* conduct of Cloiliu: He had aJwaye expreMed an
inilill' " in - to the lieutenancy thai wai ofltrtd lu linn
Ay Cznar Eu. y All. 1. » <"- !*" " Some copie« hate it fifgiliuf.
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"ODiidcrable services, wrote to forbid him en- and that his town and country houses, which
trance into that island. Clodius had demolished, should be rebuilt at

Discouraged at these instances of ingrati- the public charge.*
tude, he repaired to Brundusium, where he etu- Cicero returned sixteen months after hii ban-
bftrkec '" r Dyrrhachium. At first he had a ishment; and «uch joy was expressed by the
ft'ounble gale, but the neit day the wind cities, so much eagerness to meet him by all
tamed about, and drove him back to port. He ranks of people, that his own account of it
tet Bill, however, again, as soon as the wind is less than the truth, though he said, "That
was fair. It is reported, that when he was Italy had brought him on her shoulders to
going to laml at Dyrrhachium there happened Rome." Crassus, who was his enemy before
to be an earthquake, and the sea retired to a his exile, now readily went to meet him, and
great distance from the shore. The diviners was reconciled. In this, he said, he was willing
inferred that his exile would be of no long con- to oblige his son Publius, who was a great ad-
tinuance, for these were token? of a sudden mirer of Cicero.
change. Great numbers of people came to pay Not long after his return, Cicero, taking
their respects to him; and the cities of Greece his opportunity when Clodius was absent,!
itrove which should shew him the greatest went up with a great company to the Capitol,
civilities; yet he continued dejected and dis- and destroyed the trlbunitial tables, in which
consolate. Like a passionate lover, be often were recorded all the acts in Clodius's time.
cist a longing look towards Italy, and behaved Clodius loudly complained of this proceeding;
with a littleness of spirit which could not have but Cicero answered, " That his appointment
been expected from a man that had enjoyed as tribune was irregular, because he was of a
iuch opportunities of cultivation from letters patrician family, and consequently all hia nets
and philosophy. Nay, he had often desired his were invalid." Cato was displeased, and op-
friends not to call him an orator, but a philos- posed Cicero in this assertion. Not that he
opher, because he had made philosophy his praised Clodius; on the contrary, he was ex-
business, and rhetoric only the instrument of tremely offended at his administration; hut he
his political operations. But opinion has great reprcsentea, " That it would be a violent
power to efface the tincture* of philosophy, and Btreto.h of prerogative for the senate to annul
infuse the passions of the vulgar into the minds so many decrees and acts, among which wa»
of statesmen, who have a necessary connexion his own commission and his regulations at Cy-
and commerce with the multitude; unless they prus and Byzantium." The difference which
take care so to engage in every thing extrinsic this produced between Cato and Cicero did
as to attend to the business only, without im- not come to an absolute rupture; it only les-
bibing the passions that are the common con- sened the warmth of their friendship.
sequences of that business. After this, Milo killed Clodius; and being

After Clodius had banished Cicero, he burn- arraigned for the fact, he chose Cicero for his
ed his villas, and his house in Rome; and on advocate. The senate, fearing that the prose-
the place where the latter stood, erected a cution of a man of Milo's spirit and reputation
temple to Liberty. His goods he put up to might produce some tumult in the city ap-
auction, and the crier gave notice of it every pointed Pompey to preside at this and the
day, but no buyer appeared. By these means, other trials; and to provide both for the peace
lie became formidable to the patricians; and of the city and the courts of justice. In con-
having drawn the people with him into the sequence of which, he posted a body of sol-
most audacious insolence and effrontery, he at- diers in the forum before day, and secured
tacked Pompey, and called in question some of every part of it. This made Milo apprehensive
his acts and ordinances in the ware. As this that Cicero would be disconcerted at so unu-
exposed Pompey to some reflections, he blamed sual a sight, and less able to plea«l. He there-
himself greatly for abandoning Cicero; and, fore persuaded him to come in i 'itter to the
entirely changing his plan, took every means brton; and to repose him»ri? "tift till the
for effecting his return. As Clodius constantly judges were assembled, and th.- stivf. filled:
opposed them, the senate decreed that no pub- for he was not only timid in wir. but he had
lic business of any kind should be despatched his fears when he spoke in public; and in
by their body till Cicero was recalled. many causes he scarce left trembling even in

In the consulship of Lentulus, the sedition the height and vehemence of his eloquence.
increased; some of the tribunes were wounded When he undertook to assist in the defence of
in the forum; and Quintus, the brother of Licinius Murana,t against the prosecution of
Cicero, was left for dead among the slain. The Cato, he was ambitious to outdo Hortensius,
people began now to change their opinion; who had already spoken with great applause;
and Annius Milo, one of the tribunes, was the for which reason he sat up all night to prepare
first who ventured to call Clodius to answer himself. But that watching and application
for his violation of the public peace. Many of hurt him so much that he appeared inferior to
the people of Rome, and of Uie neighbouring his rival.
cities, joined Pompey; with whose assistance
te drove Clodiua out of the forum; and then " The consuls decreed, for rebuilding his nouse in

be summoned the citizens to vote. It is said Rome, near 11,000!.; for his Tuscan villa, ne»r 3000J.;
and for his Formian villa, about half that nun, which

lhat nothing was ever carried among the com-CiciTp called a tery Bcantj utinuAe.
mons with so great unanimity: and the senate, f Cicero had attempted this once before, when CIo
endeavouring to give still higher proofs of their dius was present; but Gaius, the brother of Clodiut.
attachment to Cicero, decreed that their thanks being praetor, by his means, they were rescued out oYthe hands of Cicero.

thould be given the cities which had treated J Murana bad retained three advocates, Horttnnu,
him with kindness and respect during hia exile: Marcus Crauus, and Cicero.
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When he came out of the litter to open the Athens; which he did with great pleasure, in
causa ofMilo, and saw Pompey seated on high, remembrance of the conversations be had for-
u in a camp, and weapons glistering all around merly had there. He had now the company
the forum, he was so confounded that he could of all that were most famed for erudition;
"carcu begin his oration. For he shook, and and vieited bin former friends and acquaint-
his tongue faltered; though Milo attended the ance. After he had received all due honour*
trial v. ith great courage, and had disdained to and marki of esteem from Greece, he pasted
let lua liair grow, or to put on mourning. These on to Rome, where he found the tire of di«-
circumstances contributed not a little to his sention kindled, and every thing tending to a
condemnation. As for Cicero, bis trembling civil war.
was imputed rather to his anxietv for his friend When the senate decreed him a triumph, he
tban to any particular timidity said, " He had rather follow Cssar's chariot-

Cicero was appointed one of the priests, wheels in his triumph, if a reconciliation could
called Augurs, in the room of young Crassus, be effected between him and Pompey." And
who was killed in the Parthian war. After- in private he tried every healing and concili-
wards the province of Cilicia was allotted to ating method, by writing to Cssar, and en-
him; and he sailed thither with an army of treating Pompey. After it came to an open
twelve thousand foot, and two thousand six rupture, and Czsar was on his march to Rome,
hundred horse. He had it in charge to bring Pompey did not choose to wait for him, but
Cappadocia to submit to king Anobarzanes: retired, with numbers of the principal citizeni
which he performed to the satisfaction of all in his train. Cicero did not attend him in his
partien, without having recourse to arms. And flight; and therefore it was believed that he
finding the Cilicians elated on the miscarriage would join Cresar. It ia certain that he fluctu-
of the Romans in Parthia, and the commo- ated greatly in his opinion, and was in the ut-
tions in Syria, he brought them to order by most anxiety. For, he says in hJa epislles,
the gentleness of his government. He refused " Whither shall I turn? Pompey has the more
the presents which the neighbouring princes honourable cause; but Caesar manages his af-
offered him. He excused the province from fairs with the greatest address, and is most able
finding him a public table, and daily enter- to save himself and his friends. In short, I
tained at his own charge persons of honour and know whom to avoid, but not whom to seek.'
learning, not with magnificence indeed, but At last, one Trebatius, a friend of Czsar's, sig-
with elegance and propriety. He had no por- nified to him by letter, that Cssar thought he
ter at his gate, nor did any man ever find him had reason to reckon him of his side, and to
in bed; for he rose early in the morning, and consider him as partner of his hopes. But if
kindly received those who came to pay their his age would not permit it, he might retire
court to him, either standing or walking before into Greece, and live there in tranquillity, with-
his door. We are told, that he never caused out any connection with either party. Cicero
any man to be beaten with rods, or to have was surprised that Cssar did not write him-
his garments rent;* never gave opprobious lan- self, and answered angrily, " That he would
guage in his anger, nor added insult to pun- do nothing unworthy of bis political charac-
ishment. He recovered the public money ter." Such is the account we have of the mat
which had been embezzled; and enriched the tcrin his epistles.
cities with it. At the same time he was satis- However, upon Cssar's marching from
fied, if those who had been guilty of such frauds Spain, he crossed the sea, and repaired to
made restitution, and fixed no mark of infamy Pompey. His arrival was agreeable to the
upon them. generality; but Cato blamed him privately for

He had also a taste of war; for he routed the taking this measure. " As for me," said he,
bands of robbers, that had possessed them- " it would have been wrong to leave that party
selves of Mount Amanus, and was saluted by which I embraced from the beginning; but
his army Imperator on that account.! Caeci- you might have been much more serviceable
Iiu8,{ the orator, having desired him to send to your country and your friends, if you had
him some panthers from Cilicia for his games staid at Rome, and accommodated yourself to
at Rome, in his answer he could not forbear events; whereas now, without any reason or
boasting ofhisachievements. He said, "There necessity, you have declared yourself an enemy
were no panthers left in Cilicia. Those ani- to Caesar, and are come to share in the danger
mals, in their veiition to find that they we'e with which you had nothing to do."
the only objects of war, while every thing else These arguments made Cicero change hit
was at peace, were fled into Caria." opinion; especially when he found that Pom-

In his return from his province he stopped pey did not employ him upon any considerable
»t Rhodes, and afterwards made some stay at service. It ia true, no one was to be hlatned

for this but himself; for he made no secret of
" Thii mark of ignominy was of great antiquity. his repenting. He disparaged Pompey's prep-

u Wherefore Hanun look David'e servants, and shared arations; he insinuated his dislike ofhis coun-
off one half of their beards, and cut off their garments sels, and never spared his jests upon his al-to the middle, even to their buttocks, and sent them
away." 2 Sam. x. 4. lies. He was not, indeed, inclined to laugh

f He not only received this mark of distinction, but himself; on the contrary, he walked about the
public thanksgmngs were ordered at Rome ful his camp with a very solemn countenance; but he
wcress; and the people wer*t near to dc/ree him a often made others laugh, though they were little
triumph. His services, therefore, must have been con- inclined to it. Perhaps it may not be amiss to
siderable, and Plutarch seems to mcntioo them too give a few instances. When Domitius ad-
"lightly. vanced a man who had no turn for war to the

j Not Csciliu!, but Cxlius. He was then edile, ana
wanted the panther* for his public thorn. rank of captain, and assigned for his reason
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but he wai an honest and prudent man; "Why, variety of pathos, so irresistible a charm, that
then," said Cicero, "do you not keep him for his colour often changed, and it v,u.« evident
governor to your children?" When some were that his mind was torn with conflicting patsiong
commending Theophanea the Lesbian, who At last, when the orator touched on the battle
was director of the board of works, for consol-of Pharsalia, he was so extremely affected, that
ing tlie Khodians on the loss of their fleet, his whole frame trembled, and he let drop some
" See," said Cicero, ''" what it is to have a Gre papers out of his hand. Thus, conquered bj
cian director!'' When Cisar was successful the force of eloquence, he acquitted Ligarius.
in almost every instance, and held Poinpey as The commonwealth being changed into a
it were besieged, Lentulus said, " He was in monarchy, Cicero withdrew from the scene of
formed that Cesar's friends looked very sour." public business, and bestowed his leisure on
" You mean, I suppose," said Cicero, " that the youn» men who were desirous to be in
they are out of humour with him." One Mar- structed in philosophy. As these were of the
tius, newly arrived from Italy, told them a best families, by his interest with them he once
report prevailed at Rome that Pompey was more obtained great authority in Rome. He
blockeu up in his camp: "Then," said Cicero, made it his business to compose and translate
"ycu took a voyage on purpose to see it" After philosophical dialogues, Mid to render the
Pompey's defeat, Nonnius said, " there was Greek terms of logic and natural philosophy in
room yet for hope, for there were seven eagles the Roman language. For it is said that he
left in the camp." Cicero answered, " That first, or principally, at least, gave Latin terms
would be good encouragement, if we were to for these Greek words, phantafia [imagina-
6ght with jackdaws." When Labienus, on the tion], syncatathesis [assent], epoche [doubt],
itrength of some oracles, insisted that Pompey catalepsis [comprehension], atomos [atom],
must be conqueror at last: " By this oracular ameres [indivisible], kenon [void], and many
generalship," said Cicero, " we have lost our other such terms in science; conlming either
camp." by metaphorical expression, or strict transla-

After the battle of Pharsalia (in which he was tion, to make them intelligible and familiar to
not present, on account of his ill health), and the Romans. His ready turn for poetry afforded
after the flight of Pompey, Cato, who had con- him amusement; for, we are told, when he wai
siderable forces, and a great fleet at Dyrrha- intent upon it, he could make five hundred
chium, desired Cicero to take the command, verses in one night. As in this period he spent
because his consular dignity gave him a legal most of his time at his Tusculan villa, he wrote
title to it. Cicero, however, not only declined to his friends, " That he led the lite of Laer-
it, but absolutely refused taking any further tes;" either by way of raillery, as his custom
share in the war. Upon which, young Pompey was, or from an ambitious desire of public em-
and his friends called him traitor, drew their ployment, and discontent in his present situa-
swords, arid would certainly have dispatched tion. Be that as it may, he rarely went to Rome,
him, had not Cato interposed, and conveyed and then only to pay his court to Cttsar. He
him out of the camp. was always one of the first to vote him addi-

He got safe to Brundusium, and stayed there tional honours, and forward to say something
some time in expectation of Czsar, who was new of him and Ins actions. Thus, when Cesar
detained by his affairs in Asia and Egypt. ordered Pompey's statues, which had been pull-
When he heard that the conqueror was arrived ed down, to be erected again, Cicero said,
at Tarentum, and designed to proceed from "That by this act of humanity in setting up
thence by land to Brundusium, he set out to Pompey's statues, he had established his own."
meet him; not without hope, nor yet without It is reported that he had formed a design to
some shame and reluctance at the thought of write the history of his own country, in which
trying how he stood in the opinion of a victo- lie would have interwoven many of the Grecian
rious enemy before so many witnesses. He affairs, and inserted not only their speeches,
had no occasion, however, either to do or to t>ut fables. But he was prevented by many
say any thing beneath his dignity. Cssar no disagreeable circumstances, both public and
sooner beheld him, at some considerable dis- private, into most of which he brought himself
tance, advancing before the rest, than be dis- oy his own indiscretion. For, in the first place,
mounted, and ran to embrace him; after which he divorced his wife Terentia. The reasons
he went on discoursing with him alone for many he assigned were, that she had neglected him
furlongs. He continued to treat him with great during the war, and even sent him out without
kindness and respect; insomuch, that when he necessaries. Besides, after his return to Italy,
had written an encomium on Cato, which bore she behaved to him with little regard, and did
the name of that great man, Caesar, in his an- not wail on him during his long stay at Rrundu-
swer, entitled Jlnticato, praised both the elo- sium. Nay, when his daughter, at that time
quence and conduct of Cicero; and said he very young, took so long a journey to see him,
greatly resembled Pericles and Theramenes. she allowed her but an indifferent equipage, and

When Quintus Ligarius was prosecuted for insufficient supplies. Indeed, according to his
bearing arms against Caesar, and Cicero had account, his house was become naked and
undertaken to plead his cause, Caesar is re- empty through the many debts which she had
ported to have said, " What may we not give contracted. These were the most specious pre-
ourselves a pleasure which we have not enjoyed tences for the divorce. Terentia, however,
io long, that of hearing Cicero speak; since I denied all these charges; and Cicero himself
have already taken my resolution as to Ligarius, made a full apology for her, by marrying a
who is clearly a bad man, as well as my enemy?" younger woman not long after. Terentia said,
But he was greatly moved when Cicero began; he took her merely foi her beauty; but his
sjjd hia sp*ech, as it proceeded, had such c. freedman Tyro affirms that he married her for
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her wealth, that it might enable him to pay his destroy Antony. Cicero, without depending
debts. She was, indeed, very rich, and her for- much on their scheme, gave up that of going
tune was in the hands of Cicero, who was lefl with Dolabella, and agreed with the consuls
her guardian. As his debts were great, his elect to pass the summer in Athens, and return
friends and relations persuaded him to marry when they entered upon their office.
the young lady, notwithstanding the disparity Accordingly he embarked for that place
of years, and satisfy h«« creditors out of her without taking any principal Roman along with
fortune. him. But his voyage being accidentally re-

Antony, in his answer to the Philippics, tarded, news was brought from Rome (for he
taies him with " repudiating a wife with whom did not choose to be without news,) that there
he was grown old ;* and rallies him on account was a wonderful change in Antony; that he
of his perpetually keeping at home, like a man took all his steps agreeably to the sense of
unfit either for business or war. Not long after the senate; and that nothing but his presence
this match, his daughter Tullia, who, after the was wanting to bring matters to the best estab-
death of Piso, had married Lentulus, died in lishment. He therefore condemned his excei-
childbed. The Philosophers came from all sive caution, and returned to Rome.
parts to comfort him; for his loss affected him His first hopes were not disappointed. Such
extremely; and he even put away his new bride, crowds came out to meet him, that almost a
because she seemed to rejoice at the death of whole day was spent at the gates, and on his
Tullia. In this posture were Cicero's domes-way home, in compliments and congratulations.
tic affairs. Next day Antony convened the senate, and

As to those of the public, he had no share in sent for Cicero; but he kept his bed, pretend-
\he conspiracy against Czsar, though he was ing thai he was indisposed wiih his journey. In
_>ne of Brutus's particular friends; and no man reality he seems to have been afraid of assas-
was more uneasy under the new establishment, sination, in consequence of come hints he re-
or more desirous of having the commonwealth ceived by the way. Antony was extremely in-
restored. Possibly they feared his natural de- censed at these suggestions, and ordered a
ficiency of courage, as well as his time of life, party of soldiers either to bring him, or to burn
at which the boldest begin to droop. After the his house in case of refusal. However, at the
work was done by Brutus and Cassius, the request of numbers who interposed, he revoked
friends of Cxsar assembled to revenge his that order, and bade them only bring a pledge
death ; and it was apprehended that Rome from his house.
would again be plunged in civil wars. Antony, After this, when they happened to meet, they
who was consul, ordered a meeting of the passed each other in silence, and lived in mu-
senate, and made a short speech on the neces- tual distrust. Meantime young Czear, arriving
sity of union. But Cicero expatiated in a man- from Apollonia, put in hie claim as heir to hn
ner suitable to the occasion; and persuaded the uncle, and sued Antony for twenty-five million
senate, in imitation of the Athenians, to pass a drachmas,* which he detained of the estate.
general amnesty as to all that had been done Hereupon Philip, who had married the
against Caesar, and to decree provinces to mother, and Marcellus, who was husband to
Brutus and Cassius. the sister of Octavius, brought him to Cicero.

None of these things, however, took effect: It was agreed between them, that Cicero should
for the people were inclined to pity on this assist Caesar with bis eloquence and interest,
event; and when they beheld the dead body of both with the senate and the people; and that
Cssar carried into the forum, where Antony Cssar should give Cicero all the protection
shewed them his robe stained with blood, and that bis wealth and military influence could af-
pierced on all sides with swords, they broke ford: for the young man had already collected
out into a transport of rage. They sought all a considerable number of the veterans who had
over the forum for the actors in that tragedy, served under his uncle.
and ran with lighted torches to burn their Cicero received the offer of his friendship
houses. By their precaution they escaped this with pleasure. For while Pompey and Caisar
danger; but as they saw others, no less con- were living, Cicero, it seems, had a dream, in
"iderable, impending, they left the city. which he thought he called some boys, the

Antony, elated with this advantage, became sons of senators, up to the Capitol, because
formidable to all the opposite party, wlio sup-Jupiter designed to pitch upon one of them for
posed that he would aim at nothing less than sovereign of Rome. The citizens ran with all
absolute power; but Cicero had particular rea- the eagerness of expectation, and placed them-
son to dread him. For being sensible that, selves about the temple; and the boys in their
Cicero's weight in the administration was es- pratexta; sat silent. The doors suddenly open-
tablished again, and of his strong attachment to ing, the boys rose up one by one, and, in their
Rrutus, Antony could hardly bear his presence. order, passing round the god, who reviewed
Besides, there had long been some jealousy and them all, and sent them away disappointed:
dislike between them on account of the dis- but when Octavius approached, he stretched
similarity of their lives. Cicero, fearing the out his hand to him, and said, " Romans,
event, was inclined to go with Dolabella into this is the person who, when he comes to
Syria, as his lieutenant. But afterwards Hir- be your prince, will put an end to your civil
tius and Pansa, who were to be consuls after wars." This vision, they tell us, made such an
Antony, persons of great merit, and good impression upon Cicero, that he perfectly re-
friends 1o Cicero, desired him not to leave tained the figure and countenance of the boy,
them; and promised, with his assistance, to though he did not yet know him. Next day he

* Plutarch It mistaken in the sum. It appears, from
" Cicero wa» Ihen liity-two. Fatercitlui and other:, lhat it vru icven time* u much.
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went down to the Campus Martius, when the was not long before he was sensible that ho
boys were just returning from their exercises; had ruined himself, and given up the libertieg of
anil the first who struck his eye was the lad in his country: for Caesar was no sooner strength-
the very form that he had seen in his dream. ened with the consular authority, than he gava
Aitonished at the discovery, Cicero, asked him up Cicero;" and reconciling himself to Antony
who were his parents; and he proved to be the and Lepidus, he united his power with theirs,
ion of Octavius, a person not much distinguish-and divided the empire among them, as il'it had
ed in lite, and of Attia, sister to Csstir. As he been a private estate. At the same time they
was eo near a relation, and Cxsar had no chil- proscribed about two hundred persons whom
dren of his own, he adopted him, and, by will, they had pitched upon fora sacrifice. The great
left him his estate. Cicero, after his dream, est difficulty and dispute was about the proscrip-
whenever he met young Octavius, is said to tion of Cicero; for Antony would come to no
have treated him with particular regard, and he terms till he was first taken oft'. Lepidus agreed
received those marks of his friendship with with Antony in this preliminary, but Cassar op-
great satisfaction. Besides, he happened to be posed them both. They had a private congresa
born the same year that Cicero was consul. for these purposes near the city of Bononn,

These were pretended to be the causes of which lasted three days. The place where the/
their present connexion. But the leading mo- met was over against their camps, a little island
tive with Cicernwas his hatred of Antony; and in the river. Cesar is said to have contended
the next his natural avidity for glory. For he for Cicero the two first days; but the third he
hoped to throw the weight of Octavius into the gave him up. The sacrifices on each part were
"caleof tl/e commonwealth j and the latter be- these: Cxsar was to abandon Cicero to his
haved to him with such a puerile deference, fate; Lepidus, his brother Paulus; and A-ntony,
that he even called him father. Hence, Brutus, Lucius Caesar, his uncle by the molher's side.
in his letters to Atticus, expressed his indigna-Thus rage and rancour entirely stifled in them
tion against Cicero, and said, " That, as all sentiments of humanity; or more properly
through fear of Antony, he paid his court to speaking, they shewed that no beast is more
young Cu-sar, it was plain that he took not his savage than man, when he is possessed of
measures for the liberty of his country, but only power equal to his passion.
to obtain a gentle master for himself. Never- While his enemies were thus employed,
theless, Brutus finding the son of Cicero at Cicero was at his Tusculan villa, and his bro-
Athens, where he was studying under the phi- ther Quintus with him. When they were in-
losophers, gave him a command, and employed formed of the proscription, they determined
him upon many services which proved suc- to remove to Astyra, a country-house of
cessful. Cicero's near the sea; where they intended to

Cicero's power at this time was at its great- take a ship, and repair to Brutus in Macedonia;
est height; lie carried every point that he de- for it was reported, that he was already very
lired; insomuch that he expelled Antony, and powerful in those parts. They were carried in
raised such a spirit against him, that the con- their separate litters, oppressed with sorrow
suls Hirtius and Pansa were sent to give him and despair; and often joining their litters on
battle; and Cicero likewise prevailed upon the the road. Quintus was the more dejected, be-
senate to grant Cxsar the fasces, with the digni- cause he waa in want of necessaries; for, as he
ty of pro.-K.ir, as one that was fighting for his said, he had brought notlung from home with
country. him. Cicero, too, had but a slender provision.

Antony, indeed, was beaten; but both the They concluded, therefore, that it would be
consuls falling in the action, the troops ranged best for Cicero to hasten his flight, and for
themselves under the banners of Czsar. The Quintus to return to his house, and get some
lenate now fearing the views of a young man supplies. This resolution being fixed upon,
who was so much favoured by fortune, endeav-they embraced eacli other with every expres-
oured by honours and gifts to draw Ins forces sion of sorrow, and then parted.
from him and to diminish his power. They A few days after, Quintus and his son were
alleged, that, as Antony was put to flight, betrayed by his servants to the assassins who
there was no need to keep such an army on came in quest of them, and lost their lives. Aa
foot. Caesar alarmed at these vigorous meas-for Cicero, he was carried to Astyra; where,
ures, privately sent some friends to entreat and finding a vessel,he immediately went on board,
persuade Cicero to procure the consulship for and coasted along to Circaeum with a favoura-
them both;promising, at the same time, that he ble wind. The pilots were preparing imme-
ihould direct all affairs according to his better diately to sail from thence; but whether it wat
judgment, and find him perfectly tractable, who that he feared the sea, or had not yet given up
was but a youth, and had no ambition for any all his hopes in Cusar, he disembarked, and
thing but the title and the honour. Czsar him- travelled a hundred furlongs on foot, as if
telf acknowledged afterwards, that, in his ap- Rome had been the place of his destination.
prehension of being entirely ruined and desert-Repenting, however, afterwards, he left that
ed, he seasonably availed himself of Cicero's road, and made again for the sea. He passed
ambition, persuaded him to stand for the con* the night in the most perplexing and hoirid
mlship, and undertook to support his applica-thoughts; insomuch that he was sometimes in-
tion with his whole interest. clined to go privately into Caesar's house, and

In this case particularly, Cicero, old aa he stab himself upon the altar of his domestic
was, suffered himself to be imposed upon by gods, to bring the divine vengeance upon hit
this young man, solicited the people for him, betrayer. But he was deterred from this by
tnd brought the senate into his interest. His " liiNtrarl of taking him for hu colleague, he choM
(heads blamed him for it at the time; and it Quintuj i'cdivu.
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the fear of torture. Other alternatives, equally his murderers. Such an appearance of misery
distressful, presented themselves. At last, he in his face, overgrown with hair, and waited
put himself in the hands of his servants, and with anxiety, so much affected the attendant! of
ordered them to carr/ him by sea to Cajeta,* Herennius that they covered their faces during
where he had a delightful retreat in the sum- the melancholy scene. That officer despatched
mer, when the Etesian winds set in.f There him, while he stretched his neck out of the lit-
was a temple of Apollo on that coast, from ter to receive the blow. Thus fell Cicero, in the
which a flight of crows came, with great noise, sixty-fourth year of his age. Herennius, cut off
towards Cicero's vessel, as it was making land. his head, and by Antony's command, his handa
They perched on both sides the sail-yard, too, with which he had written the Pliilippict.
where some sat croaking and others pecking Such was the title he gave his orations againit
the ends of the ropes. All looked upon this Antony, and they retain it to this day.
as an ill omen; yet Cicero went on shore, When these parts of Cicero's body were
and, entering his house, lay down to repose brought to Rome, Antony happened to be hold-
himself. In the meantime a number of the ing an assembly for the election of magistrates.
crows settled in the chamber-window, and He no sooner beheld them, than he cried out.
croaked in the most doleful manner. One of " Now let there be an end of all proscriptions."
them even entered in, and alighting on the bed, He ordered the head and hands to be fastened
attempted with Us beak to draw off the clothes up over the rostra, a dreadful spectacle to the
with which he had covered his face. On sight Roman people, who thought they did not so
of this, the servants began to reproach them- much see the face of Cicero, as a picture of
selves. " Shall we," said they, " remain to be Antony's soul. Yet he did one act of justice
spectators of our master's murder? Shall we on this occasion, which was the delivering up
not protect him, so innocent and so great a Philologus to Pomponia the wife of Quintus.
sufferer as he is, when the brute creatures give When she was mistress of his fate, beside other
him marks of their care and attention?" Then, horrid punishments, she made him cut off his
partly by entreaty, and partly by force, they got own flesh by piecemeal, and roast and eat it
him into his litter, and carried bun towards the This is the account some historians give us; but
lea. Tyro, Cicero's freedman, makes no mention of

Meantime the assassins came up. They the treachery of Philologus.
were commanded by Herennius, a centurion, I am informed, that a longtime after, Caesar
and Pompihus, a tribune, whom Cicero had going to see one of his grandsons, found him
formerly defended when under a prosecution with a book of Cicero's in his hands. The boy,
for parricide. The doors of the house being alarmed at the accident, endeavoured to hide
made fast, they broke them opec. Still Cicero the book under his robe; which Caesar per-
did not appear, and the servants who were left ceived, and took it from him; and after having
behind, said they knew nothing of him. But run most of it over as he stood, he returned it
a young man, named Philologus, his brother and said, " My dear child, this « as an eloquent
Quintus'e freedman, whom Cicero had instruct- man, and a lover of his country."
ed in the liberal arts and sciences, informed the Being consul at the time when he conquer-
tribune that they were carrying the litter through ed Antony, he took the son of Cicero for hJ3
deep shades to the seaside. The tribune, taking colleague; under whose auspices the senato
a few soldiers with him, ran to the end of the took down the statues of Antony, defaced all
walk where he was to come out. But Cicero the monuments of his honour, and decreed,
perceiving that Herenniua was hastening after that for the future, none of his family should
him, ordered his servants to set the litter down; bear the name of Marcus. Thus the divine
and putting his left hand to hie chin, as it was justice reserved the completion of Antony's
his custom to do, he looked steadfastly upon punishments for the house of Cicero.

DEMOSTHENES AND CICERO COMPARED.

THESE are the most memorable circumstances eminent for the sublime of declamation; and,
in the lives of Demosthenes and Cicero that in accuracy and art, the most able profenora
could be collected from the historians which of rhetoric. Cicero's studies were more gen-
have come to our knowledge. Though I shall eral; and, in his treasures of knowledge, he
not pretend to compare their talents for speak-had a great variety. He has left us a number
ing; yet this, I think, I ought to observe, that of philosophical tracts, which he composed
Demosthenes, by the exertion of all his powers, upon the principles of the academy; and we see
both natural and acquired, upon that object something of an ostentation of learning in the
only, came to exceed in energy and strength, very orations which he wrote for titeforum and
the most celebrated pleaders of his time: in gran- the bar.
deur and magnificence of style, all that were Their different tempers are discernible in

their way of writing. That of Demosthenes,
" According to Appian, Cicero wu killed near Ca- without any embellishments of wit .inu humour,pua; but Valerius Maimiuj says, tiic scene of thattragedy was at Cajeta. is always grave and serious. Nor does it smell
" The oerlh eait windi. of the lamp, as Pytheai taunting!) said, but of
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the water-drinker, of the man of thought, of Pompey and young Caesar, of Cicero; as Ce-
one who was characterized by the austerities of sar himself acknowledges, in his Commenta-
life. But Cicero, who loved to indulge his vein ries addressed to Agrippa and Maecenas.
of pleasantry, so much affected the wit, that he It is an observation no less just than com-
"ometimes sunk into the buffoon; and by affect-mon, that nothing makes so thorough a trial of
ing gaiety in the most serious things, to serve a man's disposition, as power and authority,
his client, he has offended against the rules of for they awake every passion, and discover
propriety and decorum. Thus, in his oration every latent vice. Demosthenes never had an
for Cxlius, he says, " Where is the absurdity, opportunity for a trial of this kind. He never
if a man, with an affluent fortune at command, obtained any eminent charge; nor did he lead
(ball indulge himself in pleasure? It would be those armies against Philip, which bis elo-
madness not to enjoy what is in his power; quence had raised. But Cicero went quaestor
particularly when some of the greatest philoso-into Sicily, and proconsul into Cilicia and Cap-
phers place man's chief good in pleasure."'* padocia; at a time, too, when avarice reigned

When Cato impeached Murena, Cicero who without control; when the governors of pro-
was then consul, undertook his defence; and, vinces, thinking it beneath them to take a clan-
in his pleading, took occasion to ridicule sev- destine advantage, fell open to plunder; v ien
eral paradoies of the stoics, because Cato was to take another's property was thought n< 5ieat
of that sect. He succeeded so far as to raise crime, and he who took moderately parsed for
a laugh in the assembly; and even among the a man of cha racier. Yet, at such a ti me as this,
judges. Upon which Cato smiled, and said to Cicero gave many proofs of his contempt of
those who sat by him, " What a pleasant con- money; many of his humanity and goodness.
iulwehave!" Cicero, indeed, was naturally At Rome, with the title only of consul, he had
facetious; and he not only loved his jest, but his an absolute and dictatorial power against Cati-
countenance was gay and smiling. Whereas line and his accomplices. On which occasion
Demosthenes had a care and thoughtfulness in he verified the prediction of Plato, " That every
his aspect, which he seldom or never put off. state will be delivered from its calamities,
Hence his enemies, as he confesses, called him when, by the favour of fortune, great power
a morose ill natured man. unites with wisdom and justice in one person."

It appears also from their writings, that De- It is mentioned, to the disgrace of Demos-
mosthenes, when he touches upon his own thenes, that his eloquence was mercenary; that
praise, does it with an inoffensive delicacy. In- he privately composed orations both Tor Phor-
deed he never gives into it at all, but when he mio and Apollodorus, though adversaries in
has some great point in view; and on all other the same cause. To which we may add that
occasions is eitremcly modest. But Cicero, he was suspected of receiving money from the
in his orations, speaks in such high terms of king of Persia, and condemned for taking bribes
himself, that it is plain he had a most intem-of Harpalus. Supposing some of these the ca-
perate vanity. Thus he cries out, lumnies of those who wrote against him (and

Let arms mere the robe, the warrior's laurel they are not a few;) yet it is impossible to af-
Yield to the palm of eloquence. firm that he was proof against the presents

At length he came to commend not only his which were sent him by princes, as marks of

own actions and operations in the common- honour and respect. This was too much to be
wealth, but his orations too, as well those expected from a man who vested his money at
which he had only pronounced as those he had interest upon ships. Cicero, on the other hand,
committed to writing, as if, with a juvenile had magnificent presents sent him by the Sici-
vanity, he were vying with the rhetoricians lians, when he was a;dile; by the king of Cap-
Isocrates and Ananmcnce, instead of being padocia, when proconsul; and his. friends press-
inspired with the great ambition of guiding the ed him to receive their benefactions, when in
Roman people, exile; yet, as we have already observed, he re-fused them all.

Fierce I'D the field, and dreadful to the foe. The banishment of Demosthenes reflected
It is necessary, indeed, for a statesman to infamy upon him: for he was convicted of

have the advantage of eloquence; but it is taking bribes: that of Cicero, great honour;
mean and illiberal to rest in such a qualifica-because he suffered for destroying traitors, who
tion, or to hunt after praise in that quarter. had vowed the ruin of their country. The for-
In this respect Demosthenes behaved with mer, therefore, departed without exciting pity
more dignity, with a superior elevation of soul. or regret: for the latter, the senate changed
He said, "His ability to explain himself was their habit, continued in mourning, and could
a mere acquisition; and not so perfect, but that not be persuaded to pass any act till the people
it required great candour and indulgence in had recalled him. Cicero, indeed, spent the
the audience." He thought it must be, as in- time of exile in an inactive manner in Mace-
deed it is, only a low and little mind, that can donia; but with Demosthenes it was a busy pe-
value itself upon such attainments. riod in his political character. Then it was (a«

They both, undoubtedly, had political abili-we have mentioned above) that he went to the
ties, as well as powers to persuade. They had several cities of Greece, strengthened the com-
them in such a degree, that men who had ar-mon interest, and defeated the designs of the
mies at their devotion, stood in need of their Macedonian ambassadors. In which respect he
support. Thus Chares, Diopithcs, and Leos- discovered a much greater regard for his coun-
thenes availed themselves of Demosthenes; try than Themistocles and Alcibades, when un-

* Plutarch has not quoted this passage with accura- der the same misfortune. After his return, lie
cy. Cicero apologizes for the excesses of voulh ; but pursued his former plan of goTcrnmenl, and
¬OM not defend or approve the pursuit of pleasure. continued the war with Antipater and tlie Ma
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cedonians. Whereas Laelius reproached Cicero ing to hide himself from der.th. which was "
in full senate with sitting silent, when Cresar, messenger that nature would soon have sent
who was nnt yet come to years of maturity, him, and overtaken notwithstanding and slaugh-
applied for the consulship contrary to law. And tered by his enemies! The other, though he
Brutus, in one of his letters, charged him with did discover some fear, by taking sanctuary, it,
"having reared a greater and more insupporta-nevertheless, to be admired for the provision he
ble tyranny than that which they had destroyed." had made of poison, for the care with which he

As to the manner of their death, we cannot had preserved it, and his noble manner of using
think of Cicero's without a contemptuous kind it. So that, when Neptune did not afford him ao
of pity. How deplorahle to see an old man, asylum, he had recourse to a more inviolable
for want of proper resolution, suffering himself altar, rescued himself from the weapons of
to be carried about by bis servants, endeavour-the guards, and eluded the cruelty of Actipater.

DEMETRIUS.

THOSE who first thought that the arts might be motive with Ismenias the Theban musician,
compared to the senses, in the perception of who presented his scholars both with good and
their respective objects, appear to me to have bad performers on the flute; and used to say,
well understood the power by which that per- " Thus you must play, and, Thus you must
ception was to he formed, the power of dis- not play." And Anligenidas observed, " That
tinguishing contrary qualities; for this they have young men would hear able performers with
in common. But in the mode of distinguish-much greater pleasure, after they had heard
ing, as well as in the end of what is distinguish-bad ones." In like manner, according to my
ed, they evidently differ. The senses, for in opinion, we shall behold and imitate the vir
stance, have no connate power of perceiving tuous with greater attention, if we be not en
a white object more than a black one; what is tirely unacquainted with the characters of the
iweet more than what is bitter; or what is soft vicious and infamous.
and yielding, more than what is hard and solid. In this book, therefore, we shall give the
Their office is to receive impressions from lives of Demetrius surnamed Poliorcetes, and
«uch objects as strike upon them, and to con of Antony the triumvir: men who have most
vey those impressions to the mind. But the remarkably verified that observation of Plato,
operation of the arts is more rational. They " That great parts produce great vices, as well
are not, like the senses, passive in their per- as virtues." They were equally addicted to
ceptions. They choose or reject what is pro- wine and women; both excellent soldiers, and
per or improper. What is good they attend persons of great munificence; but, at the same
to primarily and intentionally; and what is time, prodigal and insolent. There was the
evil, only accidentally, in order to avoid it. same resemblance in their fortune; for in the
Thus, the art of medicine considers the nature course of their lives, they met both with great
of diseases; and music that of discordant success, and great disappointments; now. ex-
sounds, in order to produce their contraries. tending their conquests with the utmost rapidity,
And the most excellent of all arts, temperance, and now losing all; now falling beyond all ex-
justice, and prudence, teach us to judge not pectation ; and now recovering themselves when
only of what is honourable, just, and useful, .here was as little prospect of such a change
but also of what is pernicious, disgraceful, and This sim.'arity there was in their lives; ana
unjust. These arts bestow no praise on that n the concluding scene there was not much
innocence which boasts of an entire ignorance difference; for the one was taken by his ene-
of vice; in their reckoning, it is rather an ab- mies, and died in captivity, and the other wai
iurd simplicity to be ignorant of those things, near sharing the same fate.
which every man that is disposed to live vir- Antigonus having two sons by Stratonice,
tuously should make it his particular care to the daughter of Corraeus, called the one after
know. Accordingly the ancient Spartans, at us brother Demetrius, and the other after his
their feasts, used to compel the helots to drink ather, Philip. So most historians say. But
an excessive quantity of wine, and then bring some affirm that Demetrius was lot the son of
them into the public halls where they dined, Antigonus, but his nephew; and that his father
to shew the young men what drunkenness dying and leaving him an infant, and hid
was. mother soon after marrying Antigonus, he

VVedo not; indeed, think it agreeable, either was, on that account, considered as his son.
(n humanity or good policy, to corrupt some of Philip who was not many years younger than
tlie species, in order not to corrupt others. Demetrius, died at an early period. Demelrius,
TEet, perhaps, it may not be amiss to insert though tall, was not equal in size to his father
among the rest of the lives, a few examples of Anligonus. But his beauty and mein were so
those wij<> *ve abused their power to the pur- nimitable that no statuary or painter could hit
poses " licentiousness, and whose elevation off a likeness. His countenance had a mixture
has onlv made their vices greater and more con- of grace and dignity; and was at once amiable
spicuous. Not that we adduce them to give and awful; and the unsubdued and eager air
pleasure, or to adorn our paintings with the if youth was blended with the majesty of the
graces of variety; but we do it from the same lero and the king. There was the same happy
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mixture in big behaviour, which inspired, at the were alone, he wrote on the ground, with tbo
"me time, both pleasure and awe. In his bottom of his spear, "Fly, Mithridates.'' The
hours of leisure a most agreeable companion; young man understanding his danger, fled that
it his table, and every specie! of entertainment, night into Cappadocia; and fate soon accom-
of all princes the most delicate; and yet, when plished the dream of Antigonus. For Mithri-
business called, nothing could equal his activ- dates conquered a rich and extensive country,
ity, his diligence, and despatch. In which res- and founded the family of the Pontic kings.
pect he imitated Bacchus most of all the gods; which continued through eight successions, and
iince he was not only terrible in war, but knew was at last destroyed by the Komans. This ii
how to terminate war with peace, and turn a sufficient evidence that Demetrius was natu-
with the happiest address to the joys and pleas- rally well inclined to justice and humanity.
ures which that inspires. But as, according to Einpedocles, love and

His affection for his father was remarkably hatred are the sources of perpetual wars be
great; and in the respect he paid his mother, his tween the elements, particularly such as touch
love for his other parent was very discernible. or approach each other; so among the succes-
His duty was genuine, and not in the least in- sors of Alexander there were continual wars;
fluenced by the considerations of high station or and the contentions were always the most vio-
power. Demetrius, happening to come from lent when inflamed by the opposition of inter-
hunting, when his father was giving audience est, or vicinity of place. This was the case of
to some ambassadors, went up and saluted him, Antignnus and Ptolemy. Antigonus, while he
and then sat down by him with his javelins in resided in Phrygia, received information that
his hand. After they had received their an- Ptolemy was gone from Cyprus into Syria,
Bwer, and were going away, Antigonus called where he was ravaging the country, and re-
out to them, and said, "You may mention, too, ducing the cities either by solicitation or force.
the happy terms upon which I am with my son." Upon this he sent his son Demetrius against
By which he gave them to understand, that the him, though he was only twenty-two years of
harmony and confidence in which they lived, age; and in tins first command had the greatest
added strength to the kingdom, and security to and mosldifftcult affairs to manage. But a young
his power. So incapable is regal authority of and unexperienced man was unequally match-
admitting a partner, so liable to jealousy and ed with a general from the school of Alexan-
hatred, that the greatest and oldest of Alexan- der, who had distinguished himself in many im-
der's successors rejoiced that he had no occa- portant combats under that prince. According-
uon to fear his own son, but could freely let ly, he w'aa defeated near Gaza; five thousand
him approach him with his weapons in his hand. of his men were killed, and eight thousand taken
Indeed, we may venture to say, that his family prisoners. He lost also his tents, his military
alone, in the course of many successions, was ches*, and his whote equipage. But Ptolemy
free from these evils. Of all the descendants of sent them back to him, together with his friends,
Antigonus, Philip was the only prince who put adding this generous and obliging message,
his son to dpath: whereas, in the families of "That they ought only to^ontend for glory
other kings, nothing is more common than the and empire." When Demetrius received it,
sunders of sons, mothers and wives. As for the he begged of tVie gods, " That he might not
killing of brothers, like a postnlatum in geom- long be Ptolemy's debtor, but soon have it in
etry, it was considered as indisputably neces- his power to return the favour." Nor was he
"ary to the safely of the reigning prince. disconcerted, as most young men would be,

That Demetrius was originally well disposed with such a miscarriage in his first essay. On
by nature to the offices of humanity and friend- the contrary, like a complete general, accus-
"hip, the following is a proof. Mithridates, tomed to the vicissitudes of fortune, he em-
the son of Ariobarzanes, was of the same age, ployed himself in making new levies and pro-
and his constant companion. He was likewise viding arms; he kept the cities to their duty,
one of the attendants of Antigonus, and bore and exercised the troops he had raised.
an unblemished character. Yet Antigoaus con- As goon as Antigouua was apprised how the
ceived some suspicion of him from a dream. battle %vent, he said, " Ptolemy has, indeed,
He thougut he entered a large and beautiful beaten boys, but he shall soon have to do with
field, and sowed it with filings of gold. This men." However, as he did not choose to re-
produced a crop of the same precious metal; press the spirit of his son, on his request, h«
but coming a little after to visit it, he found it gave him permission to try his fortune again by
was cut, and nothing left but the stalks. As he himself. Not long after this, Giles, Ptolemy^
was in great distress about his loss, he heard general, undertook to drive Demetrius entire-
tome people say, that. Mithridates had reaped ly out of Syria: for which purpose he brought
the golden harvest, and was gone with it to- with him a numerous army, though he held
wards the Euxmc sea. him in contempt on account of his late defeat.

Disturbed at thia dream, he communicated But Demetrius, by a sudden attack, struck hia
it to his son, having first made him swear to adversaries with such a panic that both the
keep it secret, and, at the same time, informed camp and the general fell into his hands, to-
him of his absolute determination to destroy gether with very considerable treasures. Yet
Mithridates. Demetrius was exceedingly con- he did not consider the gain, but the ability to
cerned at the affair; but tnough his friend wait- give: nor so much valued the glory and riches
ed on him as usual, that they might pursue which this advantage brought him, as its ena
their diversions togcthti, ne durst not speak bling him to requite the generosity of Ptolemy.
to him on the subject, cti.iusi.- of his oath. He was not, however, for proceeding upon nil
By degrees, however, he drew him aside from own judgment; he consulted his father; and,
(he real of his companions; and when tliev on his free permission to act as he thought
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proper, loaded Cilles and his friends with his confusion followed, which was natural whea
favours, and sent them back to their master. an enemy came unexpected, and wan already
By this turn of affairs, Ptolemy lost his foot- landing. For Demetrius finding the moulh o?
ing in Syria; and Antigonus marched down the harbour open, ran in with ease; and the
from Colons, rejoicing in his son's success, people could plainly distinguish him on the
and impatient to embrace him. deck of his ship, whence hn made signs to them

Demetrius, after this, being gent to subdue to compose themselves and keep silence. They
the Nabathxan Arabs, found himself in great complied with his demand; and a herald was
danger, by falling into a desert country, which ordered to proclaim, " That his father Antigo-
afforded no water. But the barbarians, aston- nus, in a happy hour, he hoped, for Athens, had
ished at his uncommon intrepidity, did not ven- sent him to reinstate them in their liberties,
ture to attack him, and he retired with a con- by expelling the garrison, and to restore their
siderable booty; amongst which were seven laws and ancieflt form of government."
hundred camels. Upon this proclamation, the people threw

Antigonus had formerly taken Babylon from down their arms, and receiving the proposal
Seleucus; but he had recovered it by hia own with loud acclamations, desired Demetrius to
arms; and was now marching with his main land, and called him their benefactor and
army, to reduce the nations which bordered deliverer. Demetrius, the Phalerian, and bis
upon India, and the provinces about Mount partisans, thought it necessary to receive a man
Caucasus. Meantime Demetrius, hoping to find who came with such a superior force, though
Mesopotamia unguarded, suddenly passed the he should perform none of his promises, and
Euphrates, and fell upon Babylon. There were accordingly sent deputies to make their sub-
two strong castles in that city; but by this man- mission. Demetrius received them in an oblig-
oeuvre in the ibsence of Seleucua, he seized ing manner, and sent back wit> them Aristo-
one of them, dislodged the garrison, and placed demus, the Milesian, a friend of his father's-
there seven thousand of his own men. After At the same time, he was not unmindful of
this, he ordered the rest of his soldiers to plun- Demetrius, the Phalerian, who, in this revo-
der the country for their own use, and then re- lution, was more afraid of the citizens than of
turned to the sea coast. By these proceedings, the enemy; but out of regard to his charac-
oe left Seleucus better established in his do- ter and virtue, sent him with a strong convoy
minions than ever; for his laying waste the coun- to Thebes, agreeably to his request. He like-
try, seemed as if he had no farther claim to it. wise assured the Athenians, that however de-

In his return through Syria, he was inform- sirous he might be to see their city, he would
ed that Ptolemy was besieging Hulicarnassus; deny himself that pleasure till he had set it en-
upon winch he hastened to its relief, and oblig- tirely free, by expelling the garrison. He there-
ed him to retire. As this ambition to succour fore surrounded the fortress of Munycbia with
the distressed gained AnUgonus and Demetrius a ditch and rampart, to cut off its communi-
great reputation, they conceived a strong de- cation with the rest of the city, and then sail-
sire to rescue all Greece from the slavery it ed to Megara, where Cassander had another
was held in by Cassander and Ptolemy. No garrison.
prince ever engaged in a more just and hon- On his arrival, he was informed, that Crate-
ourable war. For they employed the wealth sipolis, the wife of Alexander the son of Poly-
which they had gained by the conquest of the perchon, a celebrated beauty, was at Patra,
barbarians, for the advantage of the Greeks; and had a desire to see him. In consequence
solely with a view to the honour that such an of which he left his forces in the territory of
enterprise promised. Megara, and with a few light horse took the

When they had resolved to begin their oper-road to Patra. When he was near the place,
ations with Athens, one of his friends advised he drew off from his men, and pitched his tent
Antigonus, if he took the city, to keep it, as apart, that Cratesipolis might not be perceiv
the key of Greece; but that prince would not ed when she came to pay her visit. But a
listen to him. He said, "The best and secur- party of the enemy getting intelligence of this,
est of all keys was the friendship of the peo-fell suddenly upon him. In his alarm, he had
ple; and that Athens was the watch-tower of only time to throw over him a mean cloak;
the world, from whence the torch of his glory and, in that disguise, saved himself by flight.
would blaze over the earth." So near an infamous captivity had his intem-

In consequence of these resolutions, Deme-perate love of beauty brought him. As for his
trius sailed to Athens with five thousand tal- tent, the enemy took it, with all the riches it
ents of silver, and a fleet of two hundred and contained.
fifty ships. Demetrius, the Phalenan, govern- After Megara wss taken, the soldiers pre-
ed the city for Cassander, and had a good gar-pared to plunder it; but the Athenians inter-
rison in the fort of Munychia. His adversary, ceded strongly for that people, and prevailed.
who managed the affair, both with prudence Demetrius was satisfied with expelling the
and good fortune, made his appearance before garrison, and declared the city free. Amidst
the Piraus on the twenty-fifth of May.* The these transactions, he bethought himself of
town had no information of his approach; and Stilpo, a philosopher of great reputation, who
when they saw his fleet coming in, they con-sought only the retirement and tranquillity of
cluded that it belonged to Ptolemy, and pre-a studious life. He sent for him, and asked
pared to receive it as such. But at last the him, " Whether they had taken any thing from
officers who commanded in the city, being un-him?" "No," said Stilpo, "I found none
deceived, ran to oppose it. All the tumult and that wanted to steal any knowledge." The

soldiers, however, had clandestinely carried
off almost all the slaves. Therefore, when" ThaTgeKan.
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Demetrius paid hie respects to him again, on This Stratoclce was, in all respects, a person
leaving the place, he said, " Stilpo, I leave of the most daring effrontery and the most de-
jou entirely f-ee." " True," answered Stilpo, bauched life, insomuch that he seemed to imi-
" for you have not left a slave among us." tate the ancient Cleon in his scurrilous and

Demetrius then returned to the siege of licentious behaviour to the people. He kept a
Munychia, dislodged the garrison, and demol- mistress called Phylacium; and one dny, when
ished tlie fortress. After wlrch the Athenians she brought from the market some heads for
pressed him to enter the city, and he complied. supper, he said, "Why how now! you have
Having assembled the people, he re-established provided us just such things to eat, as we
the commonwealth in its ancient form; and, statesmen use for tennis-balls."
moreover, promised them, in the name of his When the Athenians were defeated in the
father, a hundred and fifty thousand measures* sea-fight near Amorgos, he arrived at Athena
of wheat, and timber enough to build a hundred before any account of the misfortune had been
galleys. Thus they recovered the democracy received, and passing through the Ceramicus
fifteen years after it was dissolved. During with a chaplet on his head, told the people
the interval, after the Lamian war, and the bat- that they were victorious. He then moved that
tle of Cranon, the government was called an sacrifices of thanksgiving should be offered,
oligarchy, but in fact, was monarchical; for the and meat distributed among the tribes for a
power of Demetrius, the Pbalerean, met with public entertainment. Two days after, the
no control. poor remains of the fleet were brought home;

Their deliverer appeared glorious in his ser- and the people, in great anger, calling him to
vices to Athens; but they rendered him ob- answer for the imposition; he made his ap-
noiious by the extravagant honours they de- pearance in the height of the tumult, with the
creed him. For they were the first who gave most consummate assurance, and said, " What
him and his father Antigonus the title of kings, harm have I done you, in making you merry
which they had hitherto religiously avoided; for two days?" Such was the impudence of
and which was, indeed, the only tiling left the Stratocles.
descendants of Philip and Alexander, unin- But there were other extravagances hotter
vaded by their generals. In the next place, than fire itself, as Aristophanes expresses it.
they alonef honoured them with the appella- One flatterer outdid even Stratocles in servility,
tion of the gods-protectors; and, instead of by procuring a decree that Demetrius, when-
denominating the year as formerly, from the ever he visited Athens, should be received with
arc/ion, they abolished his office, created an- the same honours that were paid to Ceres and
nually in his room a priest of those gods-pro-Bacchus; and that whoever exceeded the rest
tectors, and prefixed his name to all their pub- in the splendour and magnificence of the re-
lic acts. They likewise ordered that their por- ception he gave that prince, should have money
traits should be wrought in the holy veil with out of the treasury, to enable him to set up some
those of the other gods.J They consecrated the pious memorial of his success. These instance*
place where their patron first alighted from his of adulation concluded with their changing the
chariot, and erected an altar there to DEME- name of the month J\Iunychion to Demetrion,
TRIUS Catabates. They added two to the with calling the last day of every month Deme
number of their tribes, and called them De- trias; and the Dionysia, or feasts of Bacchus,
metrius and Jlntigonia; in consequence of Demetria.
which the senate, which before consisted of The gods soon shewed how much they were
five hundred members, was to consist of six offended at these things. For the veil in which
hundred; for each tribe supplied fifty. were wrought the figures of Demetrius and Au-

Stratocles, of whose invention these wise tigonus, along with those of Jupiter and Miner-
compliments were, thought of a stroke still va, as they carried it through the Cermricut,
higher. He procured a decree, that those who was rent asunder by a sudden storm of wind.
should be sent upon public business from the Hemlock grew up in great quantities round the
commonwealth of Athens to Antigonus and altars of those princes, though it is a plantsel-
Demetrius, should not be called ambassadors, dom found in that country. On the day when
but Theuri, a title which had been appropri- the Dionysia w ere to be celebrated, they wei*
ated to those who, on the solemn festivals, forced to put a stop to the procession by the
carried the customary sacrifices to Delphi and excessive cold, which came entirely out of sea
Olympia, in the name of the Grecian states. "on; and there fell so strong a hoar frost, that

it blasted not only the vines and fig-trees, but
* MedimDi. great part of the corn in the blade. Hence,
t No other people were found capable of such Tile Philippidas, who was an enemy to Stratocles,

adulation. Their servility shewed how litlle they dc- thus attacked him in one of his comedies:-"ened Ihe liberty tint was restored them.
1 Every fifth year the Athenians celebrated the Pan- " Who was the wicked cause of our vines be-

atnerurtL, or festival of Minerva, and carried in pro- ing blasted by the frost, and of the sacred veil's
Cewion the Peplwm, or holy veil, in which the defeat being rent asunder? He who transferred the
of the Titans, and the actions of Minerva, were in- honours of the gods to men: it is he, not com-
wrought. In this veil, too, they placed the figures of
those commanders who had distinguished themselves by edy,* that is the ruin of the people." Phi-
their rictories; and from thence came the expression, lippides, enjoyod the friendship of Lysimachus,
that sjch a one was worthy of t'ne Peplum; meaning arid the Athenians received many favours from
fhat he was a brave soldier. As to the form of the

Peyj/um, it was a large robe, wilhout sleeves. It was " It is probable that Siratocles, and the other per.
drawn by land, in a machine like a ship, alone the sons of his character, inveighed against the dramatic
Cer«mciu», as far as the the temple of Ceres at Eieu- writers, on account of the liberties they look wilh their
""",' from whence it was brought back, and cooac- vices. Though this was after the time that the middlt
trmted in the citadel comtdy prevailed at Allieaj.
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that prince on his account. Nay, whenever and defealed him. Ptolemy himself soon aftei
Lyeimachus was waited on by thie poet, or made his appearance with a great number of
happened to meet him, he considered il as a land forces, and a considerable fleet On which
good omen,and a happy time to enter upon any occasion, several menacing and haughty mes-
great business or important expedition. Besides, sages passed between them. Ptolemy bade De-
he was a man of excellent character, never im- nictriu: depart, before he collected all hii
portunate, intriguing,orover officious, like those forces and trod him underfoot; and Demethui
who are bred in a court. One day, Lysimachue said, he would lei Ptolemy go, if he would pro-
Called to him in the most obliging manner, and raise lo evacuate Sicyon and Corinth.
"aid, " What is there of mine that you would The approaching battle awaked Ihe attcntioi
"hare in?" "Anything," said he, " but your nol only of the parties concerned, but of all
secrets." I have purposely contrasted these other princes; for, besides the uncertainty of
characters, that the difference may be obvious the event, so much depended upon it that the
between the comic writer and the demagogue. conqueror would nol be masler of Cyprus and

What exceeded all the rage of flattery we Cyria alone, bul superior to all his rivals 10
have mentioned, was the decree proposed by power. Plolemy advanced with a hundred and
Dromochdes the Spheltian; according to which fifty ships, and he had ordered Menelaus, wilh
they were to consult the oracle of Demetrius, sixty more, to come out of the harbour of Sala-
as to the manner in which they were to dedi-mis, in the heat of the battle, and put the enemy
cate certain shields at Delphi. It was con in disorder, by falling on his rear. Against
ceived in these terms: "In a fortunate hour ihcse sixly ships, Demetrius appointed a gut d
be il decreed by the people, that a citizen of often, for thai number was sulhricnl to bl /ok
Athens be appointed to go to the god protector, up the mouth of the harbour His land fo.cei
and, after due sacrifices offered, demand of De- he ranged on the adjoining proniontoriei and
metrius, the god protector, what will be the then bore down upon his adversary with < hun-
most pious, the most honourable and expedi- dred and eighty ships. This he did w.th so
tious method of consecrating the intended offer- much impetuosity thai Ptolemy could not stand
ings. And it is hereby enacted, that the people the shock, but was defealed, and fled with eight
of Athens will follow the method dictated by ships only, which were all lhal he saved. For
his oracle." Bv this mockery of incense to his seventy were taken with their crews, and the
vanity, who was scarcely in his senses before, rest were sunk in the engagement. His numer-
they rendered him perfectly insane. ous train, his servants, friends, wives, arms,

During his stay at Athens, be married Eury- money, and machines, lhat were stationed near
dice, a descendant of the ancient Miltiadcs, the (leet in transports, all fell into the hands of
who was the widow of Ophelias king of Cyrene, Demetrius, and he carried them to his camp.
and had returned to Athens after his death. The Among these was the celebrated Lamia, who
Athenians reckoned this a particular favour and al first was only taken notice of for her per-
honour lo iheir city; though Demetrius made forming on Ihe flute, which was by no meani
no sort of difficulty of marrying, and had many contemptible, but afterwards became famcus as
wives at the same time. Of all bis wives, he a courtesan. By ihis time her beauty was "a
paid most respect to Phila, because she was the the wane, yet she captivated Demetrius, though
daughter of A ntipater, and had been married lo not near her age, and so effectually enslaved
Craterus, who, of all Ihe successors of Alexan- him by the peculiar power of her address, that,
der, was most regretted by the Macedonians. though other women had a passion for him, he
Demetrius was very young when his father could only think of her.
persuaded him to marry her, though she was After the sea-fight, Menelaus made no further
advanced in life, and on that account unfit for resistance, but surrendered Salamis with all the
him. As he was disinclined to the match, An- ships, and the land forces, which consisted of
tigonus is said to have repeated to him that twelve hundred horse, and twelve thousand foot.
verse of Euripides, with a happy parody: This victory, so great in itself, Demetrius
WhcD fortune spreads her stores, we yield to marriage rendered still more glorious by generosity and
Agaiutl tlie bent of nature. humanily, in giving the enemy's dead an hon
Only putting marriage instead of bondage. Durable interment, and selling the prisoners
However, the respect which Demetrius paid ree. He selected twelve hundred complete
Phila and his other wives was nol of such a na- suits of armour from Ihe spoils, and bestow-
ture but lhat he publicly entertained many mis-ed them on the Athenians. Aiistodemus, t.he
tresses, as well slaves as free-born women, and Milesian, was Ihe person he senl to his father
was more infamous for his excesses of that sort, with an account of Ihe viclory. Of all the
lhan any other prince of his time. courtiers, ihis man was ibe boldesl flatterer,

Meantime his father called him to take the and, on the present occasion, he designed
conduct of the war againsl Plolemy; and he to outdo himself. When he arrived on th«
found il necessary lo obey him. Bui as il gave coasl of Syria from Cyprus, he would nol suf-
him pain to leave the war he had undertaken for er the ship to make land; bul ordering it to
the liberties of Greece, which was so much more anchor at a distance, and all the company lo
advantageous in point of glory, he sent to Clco- remain in it, he took the boat, and wenl on
nidcs, who commanded for Pumpey in Sicyon shore alone. He advanced lowards the palace
and Corinth, and offered him a pecuniary con-of Antigonus, who was watching for lhs>
sideration, on condition thai he would set ihose evenl of ihis bailie, wiih all Ihe sohcilude
cities free. Cleonides not accepting the pro- natural to a man who has so great a concern
posal, Demetrius immediately embarked his at stake. As soon as he was informed that
troops, and sailed to Cyprus. There he had an he messenger was coming his anxiety in-
engagement with Menelaus, brother lo Ptolemy, creased to such a degree lhal he could scare*
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keep within his palace. He sent his officers and his great size and weight disqualified him
and friends, one after another, to Aristodcmus, for war, still more than his age. He therefore,
to demand what intelligence he brought. But, left the military department to his son, who by
instead of giving any of them an answer, he his good fortune, as well as ability, managed
walked on with great eilence and solemnity. it in the happiest manner. Nor was Anligonui
The king by this time much alarmed, and hav- hurt by hk son's debaucheries, his expensive
ing no longer patience, went to the door to appearance, or his long carousals: for these
meet him. A great crowd was gathered about were the things in which Demetrius employed
Aristodcmus, and the people were running himself in time of peace with the utmost licen-
from all quarters to the palace to hear the tiousness and most unbounded avidity. But in
news. When he was near enough to be heard, war, no man, however naturally temperate,
he stretched out his band, and cried aloud, exceeded him in sobriety.
"Hail to king Antigonus! we have totally When the power that Lamia had over him
beaten Ptolemy at sea; we are masters of Cy- was evident to all the world, Demetrius came,
prus, and have made sixteen thousand eight after some expedition or other, to salute his
hundred prisoners." Antigonus answered, "Hail father, and kissed him so cordially, thnt he
to you too, my good friend; but I will punish laughed and said, " Surely, my son, you think
you for torturing us so long; you shall wait you are kissing Lamia." Once when he had
long for your reward." been spending many days with his friends over

The people now, for the first time, proclaim- the bottle, he excused himself at his return to
ed Antigonus and Demetrius kings. Antigonus court by saying, " That he had been hindered
had the diadem immediately put on by his by a defluxion." " So I heard," said Antigonus,
friends. He sent one to Demetrius; and in the "but whether was the defluxion from Thasos
letter that accompanied it, addressed him un- or from Chios?" Another time, being informed
der the style of king. The Egyptians, when that he was indisposed, he went to see him;
they were apprized of this circumstance, gave and when he came to the door, he met one of
Ptolemy likewise the title of king, that they his favourites going out. He went in, however,
might not appear to be dispirited with their late and sitting down by him, took hold of his hand,
defeat. The other successors of Alexander Demetrius said, his fever had now left him.
caught eagerly at the opportunity to aggrandize " I know it," said Antigonus, " for I met it this
themselves. Lysimachus took the diadem; and moment ,at the door." With such mildness he
Seleucus did the same in his transactions with treated his son's faults, out of regard to his ex-
the Greeks. The latter had worn it some time, cellent performances. It is the custom of the
when he gave audience to the barbarians. Scythians in the midst of their carousals to
Cassander alone, while others wrote to him, strike the strings of their bows, to recal, as it
»nd saluted him as king, prefixed hia name to were, their courage which is melting away in
the letters in the same manner as formerly. pleasure. But Demetrius one while gave him-

This title proved not a mere addition to their self up entirely to pleasure, and another whila
name and figure. It gave them higher notions. to business; he did not intermix them. Hii
It introduced a pompousness into their man- military talents, therefore, did not suffer by his
ners, and self-importance into their discourse. attentions of a gayer kind.
Just as tragedians, when they take the habit of Nay, he seemed to shew greater abilities in
tings, change their gait, their voice, their his preparations for war than in the use of them.
whole deportment, and manner of address. He was not content unless he had stores that
After this they became more severe in their were more than sufficient. There was some
judicial capacity; for they laid aside that dis- thing peculiarly great in the construction of his
simulation with which they had concealed their ships and engines, and he took an unwearied
power, and which had made them much milder pleasure in the inventing of new ones. For he
and more favourable to their subjects. So much was ingenious in the speculative part of me-
could one word of a flatterer do! such a change chanics; and he did not, like other princes,
did it effect in the whole face of the world! apply his taste and knowledge of those arts to

Antigonus, elated with his son's achieve- the purposes of diversion, or to pursuits of no,
ments at Cyprus, immediately marched against utility, such as playing on the flute, painting,
Ptolemy; commanding his land forces in per- or turning.
"on, while Demetriiii, with a powerful fleet at- -Eropus, king of Macedon, spent his hours
tended him along the coast. One of Antigo- of leisure in making little tables and lamps.
nus'e friends, named Medius, had the event of Attalus,* suroamed Philometer,t amused him-
this expedition communicated to him in a self with planting poisonous herbs, not only
dream. He thought that Antigonus and his henbane and hellebore, but hemlock, aconite,
whole army were running a race. At first he and dorycnium.f These he cultivated in the
"ecmed to run with great swiftness and force; royal gardens, and besides gathering them a
but afterwards his strength gradually abated; their proper seasons, made it his business to
"nd, on turning, he became very weak, and
drew his breath with such pain, that he could * Plutarch doei not do that honour to Attalus which
"carce recover himself. Accordingly, Antigo- he deserves, when he mcntiov his employments a« un-
nua met with many difficulties at land, and De- worthy of a prince. He made many ciperimenU n
metrius encountered such a storm at sea, that natural philosophy, and wrott a treatise on agricul-
he was in danger of being driven upon an im- ture. Other kings, particularly Hicro and Archelauj,

did the same.
practicable shore. In this storm he lost many t This is a mistake in Plutarch. Philomcter WM
of his ships, and returned without effecting any another prince who made agriculture his amusement,
thing. t Dorycnium was a common poitonous plant, which;

Antigorus was now little short of eighty; was 10 called from the poiuti of cpcari being tingedwith lU juices.
RB
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know the qualities of their juices and fruit. As the Rhodians defended themselves wito
And the kings of Parthia took a pride in forg-great spirit, Demetrius was not able to do any
ing and sharpening heads for arrows. But the thing considerable. There was one thing in
mechanics of Demetrius were of a princely their conduct which he particularly resented,
kind; there was always something great in the and for that reason he persisted in the siege.
fabric. Together with a spirit of curiosity and They had taken the vessel in which were let-
love of the arts, there appeared in all his works ter* from his wife Phila, together with some
a grandeur of design and dignity of invention, robes and pieces of tapestry, and they sent it,
10 that they were not only worthy of the ge- as it was, to Ptolemy. In which they were fal
nius and wealth but of the hand of a king. His from imitating the politeness of the Athenians,
friends were astonished at their greatness, and who, when they were at war with Philip, hap-
bis very enemies were pleased with their beau-pening to take his couriers, read all the other
ty. Nor Is this description of him at all exag-letters, but sent him that of Olympias with th«
gerated. His enemies used to stand upon the seal entire.
shore, looking with admiration upon his galleys But Demetrius, though much incensed, did
of fifteen or sixteen banks of oars, as they sail- not retaliate upon the Rhodians, though he soon
ed along; and his engines called helepoles, had an opportunity. Protogenes of Caunoi
were a pleasing spectacle to the very towns was at that time painting for them the history
which he besieged. This is evident from facts. of Jalysus,* and had almost finished it when
Lysimachus, who of all the princes of his time Demetrius seized it in one of the suburbs. The
was the bitterest enemy to Demetrius, when Rhodians sent a herald to entreat him to spare
he came to compel him to raise the siege of the work, and not suffer it to be destroyed.
Soli in Silicia, deeired he would shew him his Upon which he said, " He would rather bum
engines of war, and his manner of navigating the pictures of his father than hurt so laborious
the galleys; and he was so struck with the a piece of art." For Protogenes is said to have
light that he immediately retired. And the been seven years in finishing it. Apelles tells
Rhodians, after they had stood a long siege, us, that when he first saw it, he was so much
and at last compromised the affair, requested astonished that he could not speak; and at last,
him to leave some of his engines, as monu- when he recovered himself, he said, " A mas-
ments both of his power and of their valour. ter-piece of labour! A wonderful performance!

His war with the Rhodians was occasioned But it wants those graces which raise the
by their alliance with Ptolemy; and in the fame of my paintings to the skies." This piece
course of it he brought the largest of his hele- was afterwards carried to Rome: and, being
poles up to their walls. Its base was square; added to the number of those collected there,
each of ita sides at the bottom forty-eight cubits was destroyed by fire. The Rhodians now
wide; and it was sixty-six cubits high. The began to grow weary of the war. Demetriui
sides of the several divisions gradually lessened, too wanted only a pretence to put an end to
so that the top was much narrower than the it, and he found one. The Athenians came
bottom. The inside was divided into several and reconciled them on this condition, that the
itorics or rooms, one above another. The front Rhodians should assist Antigonus and Demet-
which was turned towards the enemy had a rius as allies, in all their wars except those
window in each story, through which missive with Ptolemy.
weapons of various kinds were thrown: for it At the same time the Athenians called him
was filled with men who practised every meth- to their succour against Cassander, who was
od of fighting. It neither shook nor veered the besieging their city. In consequence of which
least in its motion, but rolled on in a steady he sailed thither with a fleet of three hundred
upright position. And as it moved with a hor- and thirty ships, and a numerous body of land
rible noise, it at once pleased and terrified the forces. With these he not only drove Gas
spectators.* sander out of Attica, but followed him to

He had two coats of mail brought from Cy- Thermopylae, and entirely defeated him there.
prus,! l°r 'lls use m tn'a war> eacn of which
weighed forty minx. Zolius, the maker, to
chew the excellence of their temper, ordered a 1 We have not met with the particular subject of
dart to be shot at them from an engine at ihe this famous painting. Jatysus was one of the fabulouj
distance of twenty-six paces; and it stood so heroes, the eon of Uchimus, and grandson of Apollo;and there is a town in Rhodes called Jalysuj, which
firm that there was no more mark upon it than probably had its name from him. It was in this pic-
what ,jnight be made with such a style as is ture that Protogenes, when he had long laboured in
used in writing. This he took for himself, and vain to paint the form of a dog, happily hit it off, by
gave the other to Alcimus the Epirot, a man throwing the brush in anger at the dog's mouth. -Eli-
of the greatest bravery and strength of any in an, as well as Plutarch, says, that he was seven ycarlin finishing it. Pliny tells us, that he gave it four coati
bis army. The Epirot's whole suit of armour of colours, that when one was eflaced oy time, another
weighed two talents, whereas that of others might supply its place. He tells us, too, that while
weighed no more than one. He fell in the Protogenes was at work, he was visited by Demetriuj,
liege of Rhodes, in an action near the theatre. and wnen the latter asked him how he could prosecutehis work with so much calmness under the rage of

" war, he answered, that " Though Demetrius wa» at
* Diodorus Siculua says, this machine had nine slo- war with Rhodes, he did not suppose he was at war

ri»; and that it rolled on four large wheels, each of with the Arts." He is said to nave lived on lupines
which was sixteen feet high. during the time he was employed on this painting, that

f Plu.j says, that the Cyprian Adamant was impreg-his judgment might not be clouded by luiurious diet.
nable. Cypr'Js was famous for the metal of whicn ar- The picture was brought to Rome by Cauius, icd
mour was made, even in the time of the Trojan war ; placed in the Temple of peace, where it remaia 1 tiL
and Agamemnon had a cuirass sent him from Cyniras, the time of Commodus; when, together with th tem-
king of Cvpriu. Horn. 11. «i ple, it was consumed by fire.
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Heraclea then voluntarily submitted, and he re- solved, that whatsoever thing Demetrius might
ceived into his army six thousand Macedonians command, should be accounted holy in respect
who came over to him In his return he restor- of the gods, and just in respect of men." Som4
ed liberty to the Greeks within the straits of person of better principle on this occasion hap-
Thermopylae, took the Boeotians, into his alli- pening to say, that Stratocles was mad in pro-
ance, and made himself master of CenchreiE. posing such decress, Demochares the Leuco-
He likewise reduced Phyle and Panactus, the nian* answered: " He would be mad, if ha
bulwarks of Attica, which had been garrisoned were not mad." Stratocles found bis advantage
by Cassander, and put them in the hands of the in his servility; and for this saying, Demochares
Athenians again. The Athenians, though they was prosecuted and banished the city. To such
had lavished honours upon him before in the meannesses were the Athenians brought, when
most extravagant manner, yet contrived on this the garrison seemed to be removed out of their
occasion to appear new in their flattery. They city, and they pretended to be a free people!
gave orders that he should lodge in the back Demetrius afterwards passed into Pelopon-
part of the Parthenon; which accordingly he nesus, where he found no resistance, for all hia
did, and Minerva was said to have received enemies fled before him, or surrendered their
him as her guest; a guest not very fit to come cities. He therefore reduced with ease that
under her roof, or suitable to her virgin purity. part of the country called Jlcte, and all Arca-

In one of their expeditions his brother Philip dia, except Mantinea. Argos, Sicyon, and Co-
took up his quarters in a house where there rinth, he set free from their garrisons, by giving
were three young women. His father Antigo- the commanding officers a hundred talents to
nus said nothing to Philip, but called the quar- evacuate them. About that time the tasts of
ter-master, and said to him in his presence, Juno came on at Argos, and Demetrius presid-
* Why do not you remove my son out of this ed in the games and other exhibitions. During
Judging, where he is so much straitened for these solemnities he married Deidamia, the
room?" And Demetrius, who ought to have daughter of ^Ecides, king of the Molossians,
reverenced Minerva, if on no other account, and sister of Pyrrhus. He told the Sicyonians
jet as his eldest sister, (for so he affected to that they lived out of their city, and shewing
call her), behaved in such a manner to persons them a more advantageous situation, persuad-
of both sexes who were above the condition of ed them to build one where the town now
slaves, and the citadel was so polluted with his stands. Along with the situation he likewise
debaucheries, that it appeared to be kept sa- changed the name, calling the town Demetnas,
cred in some degree, when he indulged himself instead of Sicyon.
only with such prostitutes as Chrysis, Lamia, The states being assembled at the Isthmus,
Demo, and Anticyra. and a prodigious number of people attending,

Some things we choose to pass over, out of he was proclaimed general of all Greece, aa
regard to the character of the city of Athens; Philip and Alexander had been before; and in
but the virtue and chastity of Democles ought the elation of power and success, he thought
not to be left under the veil of silence. Demo- himself a much greater man. Alexander robbed
cles was very young; and his beauty was no no other prince of his title, nor did he ever de-
lecret to Demetrius. Indeed; his surname un- clare himself king of kings, though he raised
happily declared it, for he was called Democles many both to the style and authority of kings.
the handsome. Demetrius, through his emis- But Demetrius thought no man worthy of tiat
saries, left nothing unatlempted to gain him by title, except his father and himself. He eveo
great offers, or to intimidate hirn by threats; ridiculed those who made use of it, and it was
but neither could prevail. He left the wrestling with pleasure he heard the sycophants at tu«
ring and all public exercises, and made uscor.ly table drinking king Demetrius, Seleucua com-
of a private bath. Demetrius watched hie op- mander of the elephants, Ptolemy admiral, Ly-
portunity, and surprised him there alone. The simachus treasurer, and Agathocles the Sicili-
boy seeing nobody near to assist him, and the an, governor of the islands. The rest of them
impossibility of resisting with any effect, took only laughed at such extravagant instances of
off the cover of the caldron, and jumped into vanity. Lyeimachus alone was angry, because
the boiling water. It is true, he came to an Demetrius seemed to think him no better than
unworthy end, but his sentiments were worthy an eunuch. For the princes of the east had gen-
of his country and of his personal merit. erally eunuchs for their treasurers. Lysima-

Very different were those of Cleametus the chus, indeed, was the most violent enemy that
ton of Cleomedon. That youth having pro- he had; ind now taking an opportunity to dis-
cured his father the remission of a fine of fifty parage him on account of his passion for La-
talents, brought letters from Deme'.rius to the mia, he said, " This was the first time he had
people, signifying his pleasure in that respect. seen a whore act in a tragedy."! Demetrius
By which he not only dishonoured himself, but said in answer, "My whore is an honcsler
brought great trouble upon the city. The peo- woman than his Penelope."
ple took off the fine, but at the same time they When he was preparing to return to Athens,
made a decree, that no citizen should for the he wrote to the republic, that en his arrival he
future bring any letter from Demetrius. Yet intended to be initiated, and to be immediately
when they found that Demetrius was disoblig- admitted, not only to the less mysteries, but
ed at it, and expressed his resentment in strong even to those called intuitive. This was un-
terms, they not only repealed the act, but pun-
ished the persons who proposed and supported " The nephew of Demosthenes.
it, some with death, and some with banish- t The modern stage need nol be put to the blush, bythis assertion in favour of Die ancient; the reason of ilment. They likewise pissed a new edict, im- was, that there were no women aciuri. Men, in ("
porting; "That the people of Athens had re- male dresses, performed their parts.
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fa wful and unprecedented; for the leas myste-them an account of his being shut np with thlt
ries were celebrated in February* and the wild beast by Alexander the Great, and of the
greater in September ;t and none were admit-battle he had with it.* Upon which they
ted to the intuitive till a year at least after laughed, and said, " The king our master, too.
they had attended the greater mysteries.^ bears on his neck the marks of a dreadful wild
When the letters were read, Pythodonjs, the beast called a. Lamia." Indeed, it was strange
torch-bearer, was the only person who ventur-that he should at first have so great an objec-
ed to oppose the demand; and his opposition tion against the disparity of years between him
was entirely ineffectual. Stratocles procured and Phila, and afterwards fall into such a last-
a decree that the month of Murtychion should ing captivity to Lamia, though she had passed
be called and reputed the month of Jinthcste- her prime at their first acquaintance. One
rton, to give Demetrius an opportunity for his evening when Lamia bad been playing on the
first initiation, which was to be performed in flute at supper, Demetrius asked Demo, sur-
the ward of Agra. After which, Munychion named JWo7H<z,t what she thought of her. "I
was changed again into Boedromion. By these think her an old woman, Sir," said Demo.
means Demetrius was admitted to the greater Another time, when there was an extraordina-
mysteries, and to immediate inspection. Hence ry dessert on the table, he said to her, « You
those strokes of satire upon Stiatocles, from see what fine things Lamia sends me:" "My
the poet Philippides-" The man who can con- mother will send you finer," answered Demo,
tract the whole year in to one month;" and with "if you will but lie with her."
respect to Demetrius's being lodged in the Par- We shall mention only one story more of
thenon-"The man who turns the temples into Lamia, which relates to her censure of the
inns, and brings prostitutes into the company celebrated judgment of Bocchoris. Jn Egypt
of the virgin goddess." there was a young man extremely desirous of

But amongst the many abuses and enormi- the favours of a courtesan named Thonis, but
ties committed in their city, no one seems to she set too high a price upon them. Afterwards
have given the Athenians greater uneasiness he fancied that he enjoyed her in a dream, and
than his. He ordered them to raise two hun- hia desire was satisfied. Thonis, upon this,
dred and fifty talents in a very short time, and commenced an action against him for the mo-
the sum was exacted with the greatest rigour. ney; and Bocchoris having heard both parties,
When the money was brought in, and he SPW ordered the man to tell the gold that she de-
it all together, he ordered it to be given to manded into a basin, and shake it about before
Lamia and his other mistresses, to buy soap. her, that she might enjoy the sight of it. " For
Thus the disgrace hurt them more than the loss, fancy," said he, " is no more than the sha-
and the application more than the impost. dow of truth." Lamia did not think this a
Some, however say, that it was not to the just sentence; because the woman's desire of
Athenians he behaved in this manner, but to the gold was not removed by the appearance of
the people of Thessaly. Besides this disagree- it; whereas the dream cured the passion of her
able tax, Lamia extorted money from many lover.
persons on her own authority, to enable her to The change in the fortunes and actions of
provide an entertainment for the king. And the subject of our narrative now turns the comic
the expense of that supper was so remarkable, scene into tragedy: all the other kings having
that Lynceus the Samian took pains to give a united their forces against Antigonus, Deme-
description of it. For the same reason, a comic trius left Greece in order to join him; and was
poet of those times, with equal wit and truth, greatly animated to find his father preparing
called Lamia an Helepolis. And Demochares, for war with a spirit above bis years. Had Anti-
the Solian, called Demetrius Muthos, that is, goaus abated a little of his pretensions, and
faiilc, because he too had his Lamia\ restrained his ambition to govern the world, he

The great interest that Lamia had with De- might have kept the pre-eminence among the
metrius, in consequence of his passion for her, successors of Alexander, not only for himself,
excited a spirit of envy and aversion to her, not but for his son after him. But being naturally
only in the breasts of his wives, but of his arrogant, imperious, and no less insolent in
friends. Demetrius having sent ambassadors his expressions than in his actions, he exas-
to Lysimachus, on some occasion or other, that perated many young and powerful prince*
prince amused himself one day with shewing against him. He boasted, that "be could
them the deep wounds he had received from a break the present league, and disperse tna
Lou's claws in his arms and thighs, and gave united armies with as much ease as a boy does

a flock of birds, by throwing a stone, or mak-
" JlnUasterion. ing a slight noise."
| Boedromion. He had an army of more than seventy thou
\ Plutarch in this place teem* to make a difference sand foot, ten thousand horse, and seventy-five

between the intuitive and the greater mysteries, though elephants. The enemy's infantry consisted of
they arc commonly understood to be the same. Ca- sixty-four thousand men, their cavalry of ten
taubou and Meursius think the text corrupt: but the thousand five hundred; they had four hun-
manner in -which they -would restore it, does not rea-
der it less perplexed. dred elephants, and a hundred and twenty arm-

ed chariots. When the two armies were in
Ij Fabulous history mentions a queen of Libya, who,CMt of rage for the loss of her own children, ordered sight, there was a visible change in the mind

those of other women to be brought to her, and de-
voured them. From whence she was called Ltimia, " Justin and Pausanras mention this; but Q. Cur
from the Phrenician word liittuma, to devour. Upon tius doubts the truth of it; and he probably ii in lb»this account, Diodoru* lells us, thai Lamia became a
bugbear to children. And this satisfies M. Dacicr with right.
regard to the explanation of this passage in Plutarch. f lo English, Mis) Madcap.
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of Antigonus, but rather with respect to his horse. And as he reached Ep\ esus in a short
hopes than big resolution. In other engage- time, and was in want of money, it was expect*
ments, hia spirits used to be high, his port lofty, ed that he would not spare the temple. How-
his voice loud, and his expressions vaunting; ever, he not only spared it himself,* but fear-
insomuch, that he would sometimes, in the heat ing that hia soldiers might be tempted to violata
of the action, let fall some jocular expression, it, he immediately left the place, and embarked
to shew bis unconcern and his contempt of hia for Greece. His principal dependence wa«
adversary. But at this time, he was observed upon the Athenians; for with them he had left
for the most part to be thoughtful and silent; his ships, his money, and his wife Deidamia,
and one day he presented his son to the army, and, in this distress, he thought he could have
and recommended him aa bis successor. What no safer asylum than their affection. He there-
appeared still more extraordinary, was, that fore pursued his voyage with all possible expe-
be took him aside into his tent, and discoursed dition; but ambassadors from Athens met him
with him there: for he never used to communi- near tbe Cyclades, and entreated him not to
catf his intentions to him in private, or to con- think of going thither, because the people had
sult Kim in the least, but to rely entirely on his declared by an edict that they would receive
own judgment, and to give orders for the exe- no king into their city. As for Dcidaroia, they
cution of what he had resolved on by himself. had conducted her to Megara with a proper
It is reported that Demetrius, when very young, retinue, and all the respect due to her rank.
once asked him when they should decamp, and This so enraged Demetrius, that he was no
that he answered angrily, "Are you afraid that longer master of himself; though he had hith-
you only shall not hear the trumpet?" erto borne his misfortune with sufficient calm-

On this occasion, it is true, their spirits were ness, and discovered no mean or ungcneroul
depressed by ill omens. Demetrius dreamed ecstiment in the great change of his affairs
that Alexander came to him in a magnificent But to be deceived, beyond all his expectation,
suit of armour, and asked him what was to be by the Athenians; to find, by facts, that their
the word in the ensuing battler1 Demetrius affection, so great in appearance, was only false
answered, Jupiter and victory; upon which, and counterfeit, was a thing that cut him to
Alexander said, " I go then to your adversaries, the heart Indeed, excessive honours are a
for they are ready to receive me." When the very indifferent proof of the regard of the peo-
army was put in order of battle, Antigonus ple for kings and princes. For all the value
"tumbled as he went out of his tent, and falling of those honours rests in their being freely
on his face, received a considerable hurt. After given; and there can be no certainty of that,
he had recovered himself, he stretched out his because the givers may be under the influence
bands towards heaven, and prayed either for of fear. And fear and love often produce the
fictory, or that he might die before he was sen- same public declarations. For the same rea-
lible that the day was lost. son wise princes will not look upon statues,

When the battle was begun, Demetrius, at pictures, or divine honours, but rather consider
the head of his best cavalry, fell upon Anti- their own actions and behaviour, and in conse-
ochus the son of Seleucus, and fought with so quence thereof, cither believe those honours
much bravery that he put the enemy to flight; real, or disregard them as the dictates of neces-
but by a vain and unseasonable ambition to go sity. Nothing more frequently happens than
upon the pursuit, he lost the victory. For he that the people hate their sovereign the most,
went so far that he could not get back to join at the time that he is receiving the most immod-
his infantry, the enemy's elephants having erate honours, the tribute of unwilling minds.
taken up the intermediate space. Seleucus, Demetrius, though he severely felt this il]
now seeing his adversary's foot deprived of treatment, was not in a condition to revenge it;
their horse, did not attack them, but rode he therefore, by his envoys, expostulated with
about them, as if he was going every moment the Athenians in moderate terms, and only
to charge; intending, by this manoeuvre, both desired them to send him his galleys, among
to terrify them, and to give them opportunity which there was one of thirteen banks of oars.
to change sides. The event answered his ex- As soon as he had received them, he steered
pectation. Great part separated from the main for the Isthmus, but found his affairs there in
body, and voluntarily came over to him; the a very bad situation. The cities expelled hit
rest were put to the rout. When great num- garrisons, and were all revolting to his enemies.
bers were bearing down upon Antigonus, one Leaving Pyrrhus in Greece, he then sailed to
of those that were about him, said, " They are the Chersonesus, and by the ravages he com-
coming against you, Sir." He answered, mitted in the country, distressed Lysimachus,
" What other object can they have? But De- as well as enriched and secured the fidelity of
metrius will come to my assistance." In this his own forces, which now began to gather
hope he continued to the last, still looking about strength, and improve into a respectable army.
for his son, till he fell under a shower of darts. The other kings paid no regard to Lysimachus,
Hia servants and his very friends forsook him: who, at the same time that he was much more
only Thorax of Larissa remained by the dead formidable in his power than Demetrius, was
body. not in tbe least more moderate in his conduct.

The battle being thus decided, the kings who Soon after this, Seleucus sent proposals of
were victorious, dismembered the kingdom of marriage to Stratonice, the daughter of Deme-
Antigonus and Demetrius, like some great body, trius by Phila. He aad, indeed, already a son
»nd each took a limb; thus adding to their own named Antiochus, by Apama, a Persian lady;
dominions the provinces which, these two
princes were possessed of before. Demetrius * A striking proof that advenilv a tht .-arent of
fled with five thousand foot and four thousand virtue!
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but he thought that his dominions were suffi-suddenly before it. Accordingly, he set out wiA
cient for more heirs, and that he stood in need a considerable fleet, and crossed the sea with-
of this new alliance, because he saw Lysima- out danger; but on the coast of Attica, he met
chua marrying one of Ptolemy's daughters him- with a storm, in which he lost many ships and
"elf, and taking the other for his son Agatho- great numbers of his men. He escaped, how
cles. A connection with Seleucus was a happy ever, himself, and began hostilities against Ath-
tnd unexpected turn of fortune for Demetrius. ens, though with no great vigour. As his opera

He took his daughter, and sailed with his tions answered no end, he sent his lieutenant*
whole fleet to Syria. In the course of the to collect another fleet, and, in the mean time,
Toyage, he was several times under the neces- entered Peloponnesus, and laid siege to Mcg-
"ity of making land, and he touched in particu-sene. In one of the assaults, he was ia grea
lar upon the coast of Cilicia, which had been danger; for a dart which came from an engine,
given to Plistarchus, the brother of Cassander, pierced through his jaw, and entered his mouth.
as his share, after the defeat of Antigonus. But he recovered, and reduced some cities that
Plistarchus, thinking himself injured by the had revolted. After this, be invaded Attica
descent which Demetrius made upon his coun-again, took Elensis and Rhamnus, and ravaged
try, went immediately to Cassander, to com- the country. Happening to take a ship loaded
plain of Seleucus for having reconciled himself with wheat, which was bound for Athens, he
to the common enemy, without the concurrence hanged both the merchant and the pilot. Thij
of the other kings. Demetrius being informed alarmed other merchants so much, that they
of his departure, left the sea, and marched up forbore attempting any thing of that kind, so
to Quinda; where, finding twelve hundred tal- that a famine ensued; and, together with the
ents, the remains of his father's treasures, he want of bread com, the people were in want
arried them off, embarked again without inter- of every thing else. A bushel of salt was sold

ruption, and set sail with the utmost eipedition, for forty drachmas,* and a peckf of wheat for
bis wife Phila having joined him by the way. three hundred. A fleet of a hundred and fifty

Seleucus met him at Orossus. Their inter- ships, which Ptolemy sent to their relief, ap-
view was conducted in a sincere and princely peared before ̂ Egina; but the encouragement
manner, without any marks of design or suspi- it afforded them was of short continuance. A
cion. Seleucus invited Demetrius first to his great reinforcement of ships came to Demetriuf
pavilion; and then Demetrius entertained him from Peloponnesus and Cyprus, so that he had
in his galley of thirteen banks of oars. They not in all fewer than three hundred. Ptolemy's
conversed at their ease, and passed the time fleet, therefore, weighed anchor and steered off.
together without guards or arms; till Seleucus The tyrant Lachares, at the same time, made
took Stratonice, and carried her with great his escape privately, and abandoned the city.
pomp to Antioch. The Athenians, though they had made *

Demetrius seized the province of Cilicia, and decree, that no man, under pain of death,
sent Phila to her brother Cassander, to answer should mention peace or reconciliation with
the accusations brought against him by Plistar- Demetrius; now opened the gates nearest him,
chus. Meantime, Deidamia came to him from and sent ambassadors to his camp. Not that
Greece, but she had not spent any long time they expected any favour from him, but they
with him, before she sickened and died; and were forced to take that step by the extremity
Demetrius having accommodated matters with of famine. In the course of it, many dreadful
Ptolemy through Seleucus, it was agreed that things happened, and this is related among the
he should marry Ptolemais the daughter of that rest. A father and his son were sitting in the
prince. same room, in the last despair; when a dead

Hitherto Seleucus had behaved with honour mouse happening to fall from the roof of the
"nd propriety; but afterwards he demanded house, they both started up and fought for it.
that Demetrius should surrender Cilicia to him Epicurus the philosopher is said at that time
for a sum of money, and on his refusal to do to have supported his friends and disciples with
that, angrily insisted on having Tyre and Sidon. beans, which he shared with them, and count-
This behaviour appeared unjustifiable and cruel. ed out to them daily.
When he already commanded Asia, from the In such a miserable condition was the city,
Indies to the Syrian sea, how sordid was it to when Demetrius entered it. He ordered all
quarrel for two cities, with a prince who was the Athenians to assemble in the theatre,
his father-in-law, and who laboured under so which he surrounded with his troops; and hav-
painful a reverse of fortune. A strong proof how ing planted his guards on each side the stage,
true the maxim of Plato is, That the man who he came down through the passage by which
would be truly happy, should not study to the tragedians enter. The fears of the people,
enlarge his estate, but to contract his desires. on his appearance, increased, but they were
For he who does not restrain his avarice, must entirely dissipated when he began to speakj
for ever be poor. for neither the accent of his voice was loud,

However, Demetrius, far from being intimi-nor his expressions severe. He complained of
dated, said, " Though I had lost a thousand them in soft and easy terms, and taking them
battles as great as that of Ipsus, nothing should again into favour, made them a present of s
bring me to buy the alliance of Seleucus;" and, hundred thousand measures of wheat,} and re-
upon this principle, he garrisoned these cities established such an administration as was mort
in the strongest manner. About this time, hav- areeable to them.
ing intelligence that Athens was divided into
(actions, and that Lachares, taking advantage 'f Modiia. These meuurei were lomelhmg more,
of these, had seized the government, he ex- but we girt only the rouad quantity, See the Title.
pecteil to take the city with case, if he appeared
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The orator Dromoclidca observed the varie- in the least disconcerted; he only slackened hi3
ty of acclamations amongst the people, and that pace, and gave orders to his generals to keep
in the joy of their hearts they endeavoured to the troops under arms; after which he look hit
outdo the encomiums of those that spoke from guards and the officers of his household, who
the rostrum. He therefore proposed a decree were much more numerous than those of Alex-
that the Piraus and the fort of Munychia ander, and commanded them to enter the ban-
"hould be delivered up to king Demetrius. Af- queting room with him, and to remain there till
ter this bill was passed, Demetrius, on his own he arose from the table. Alexander's people, in-
authority, put a garrison in the museum; lest, timidated by his train, durst not attack Demet-
if there should be another defection amongst rius: and he, for his part, pretending that he
the people, it might keep them from other en- was not disposed to drink that evening, soon
terprises- withdrew. Next day, he prepared to decamp;

The Athenians thus reduced, Demetrius im- and, alleging that he was called off by some
mediately formed a design upon Lacedaemon. new emergency, desired Alexander to excuse
King Archidamus met him at Mantinea, where him if he left them soon this time; and assured
Demetrius defeated him in a pitched battle; him that at some other opportunity he would
and, after he had put him to flight, he entered make a longer stay. Alexander rejoiced that he
laconia. There was another action almost in was going away voluntarily, and without any
Bight of Sparta, in which he killed two hundred hostile intentions, and accompanied him as far
of the enemy, and made five hundred prisoners; as Thessaly. When they came to Larissa, they
BO that he seemed almost master of a town renewed their invitations, but both with ma-
which hitherto had never been taken. But lignity in their hearts. In consequence of these
lurely fortune never displayed such sudden and polite manoeuvres, Alexander fell into the snare
extraordinary vicissitudes in the life of any of Demetrius. He would not go with a guard,
other prince; in no other scene of things did lest he should teach the other to do the same.
she so often change from low to high, from a He therefore suffered that which he was pre-
glorious to an abject condition, or again repair paring for his enemy, and which he only defer-
the ruins she had made. Hence he is said, in red for the surer and more convenient execu-
his greatest adversity, to have addressed her tion. He went to sup with Demetrius; and aa
in the words of JEschylus- his host rose up in the midst of the feast, Alex-

Thou gareit me lire anil honour, and thy hand ander was terrified, and rose up with him. De-
Kow strikes me to the heart. metrius, when he was at the door, said no more

to his guards than this, " Kill the man that fol-
When his affairs seemed to be in so promis-lows me;" and then went out. Upon which, they

ing a train for power and empire, news was cut Alexander in pieces, and his friends who at-
brought that Lysimachus, in the first place, had tempted to assist him. One of them is reported
taken the cities he had in Asia, that Ptolemy to have said, as he was dying, " Demetriui is
had dispossessed him of all Cyprus, except the but one day before-hand with us."
city of Salamis, in which he had left his chil- The night was, as might be expected, full of
dren and his mother, and that this town was terror and confusion. In the morning the Ma-
now actually besieged. Fortune, however, like cedonians were greatly disturbed with the ap-
the woman in Archilochus, prehension that Demetrius would fall upon them

Whose right hand offered water, while the left with all his forces; but when, instead of an ap-
Bore hostile Ore 

Though she drew him from Lacedacmon by 
pearance of hostilities, he sent a message de-
siring to speak with them, and vindicate what

these alarming tidings, yet soon raised him a was done, they recovered their spirits, and re-
new scene of light and hope. She availed her- solved to receive him with civility: when he
"elf of these circumstances. came, he found it unnecessary to make long

After the death of Cassandcr, his eldest son speeches. They hated Antipater for the murder
Philip had but a short reign over the Macedo- of his mother, and as they had no belter prince
nians, for he died soon after his father. The at hand, they declared Demetrius king, and
two remaining brothers were perpetually at conducted him into Macedonia. The Macedo-
variance, One of them, named Antipater, nians who were at home, proved not averse to
having killed his mother Thessalonica, Alex- the change: for they always remembered with
ander, the other brother called in the Greek horror Cassander's base behaviour to Alexan-
princes to his assistance. Pyrrhus from Epirus, der the Great; and if they had any regard left
and Demetrius from Peloponnesus. Pyrrhus ar- for the moderation of old Antipater, it turned
rived first, and seized a considerable part of Ma- all in favour of Demetrius, who had married
cedonia, which he kept for his reward, and by his daughter Phila, and had a son by her to
that means became a formidable neighbour to succeed him in the throne, a youth who was
Alexander. Demetrius no oooner received the already grown up, and at this very time bore
letters than he marched his forces thither like- arms under his father

wise, and the young prince was still more afraid Immediately after this glorious turn of fortune,
of him on account of his great name and dig- Demetrius received news that Ptolemy had set
nity. He met him, however, at Dium, and re- his wife and children at liberty, and dismissed
ceived him in the most respectful manner, but them with presents and other tokens of honour.
told him at the same time that his affairs did not He was informed too, that his daughter, who
now require his presence. Hence mutual jeal- had been married to Seleucus, was now wife
ousies arose, and Demetrius, as he was going to Antiochus, the son of that prince, and de-
to sup with Alexander upon his invitation, was clared queen of the barbarous nations in Upper
informed that there was a design against his Asia. Antiochus was violently enamoured of
life, which was to be put in execution in the the young Stratonice, though she had a son by
midst of the entertainment. Demetrius was not his father. His condition was extremely un-
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happy He made the greatest efforts to con-loponnesus too, and the cities of Megara an4
quer hia passion, but they were of no avail. Athens on the other side of the Isthmus, he
At last, considering that his desires were of the wanted to reduce the Boeotians, and threaten-
most eitravagant kind, that there wag no pros-ed them with hostilities. At first, they propos-
pect of satisfaction for them, and that the suc- ed to come to an accommodation with him on
cours of reason entirely failed, he resolved in reasonable conditions; but CIconymus, the
his deepair to rid himself of life, and bring it Spartan, having thrown himself in the mean-
gradually to a. period, by neglecting all care of time into Thebes with his aimy, the Boeotian*
bis person, and abstaining from food; for this were so much elated, that, at the instigation of
purpose he made sickness his pretence. His Pisie the Thespian, who was a leading mai
physician, Erasistratus, easily discovered that among them, they broke off the treaty. Deme-
his distemper was love; but it was difficult to trius then drew up bis machine* to the walla,
conjecture who was the object. In order to and laid siege to Thebes; upon which Cleony-
find it out, he spent whole days in his chamber; mus apprehending the consequence, stole out:
and whenever any beautiful person of either and the Thebans were so much intimidated,
sex entered it, he observed with great attention, that they immediately surrendered. Demetrius
Dot only his looks, but every part and motion placed garrisons in their cities, exacted large
of the body which corresponds the most with contributions, and left Hieronymus, the histo-
the passions of the soul. When others entered rian, governor of Boeotia. He appeared, how-
he was entirely unaffected, but when Stratonice ever, to make a merciful use of hi» -victory,
came in, as she often did, either alone or with particularly in the case of Pieis; for though he
Seleucus, he shewed all the symptoms describ-took him prisoner, he did not offer him any in-
ed by Sappho, the faltering voice, the burning jury, on the contrary, he treated him with
blush, the languid eye, the sudden sweat, the great civility and politeness, and appointed him
tomuhuous pulse; and at length, the passion polemarch of Thegpiie.
overcoming his spirits, a dtliquiwn and mor- Not long after this, Lysimachue being taken
tal paleness. prisoner by Dromichstes, Demetrius marched

Erasistratus concluded from these tokens that towards Thrace with all possible expedition,
the prince was in love with Stratonice, and per- hoping to find it in a defenceless state. But,
ceived that he intended to carry the secret with while he was gone, the Boeotians revolted
him to the grave. He saw the difficulty of break- again, and he had the mortification to hear on
ing the matter to Seleucus; yet he depending the road, that Lysimachus was set at liberty.
upon the affection which the king had for his He, therefore, immediately turned back in
son, he ventured one day to tell him, " That the great anger; and finding, on his return, that
young man's disorder was love; but love for the Bosolians were already driven out of the
which there was no remedy." The king, quite field by his son Antigonus, he laid siege again
astonished, said, " How! love for which there to Thebes. However, as Pyrrbus had overrun
is no remedy!" " It is certainly so," answered all Thessaly, and was advanced as far as Ther-
Erasistratus, " for he is in love with my wife," mopylae, Demetrius left the conduct of the
« What". Erasistratus!" said the king, " would aiege to his son Antigonus, and marched against
you, who are my friend, refuse to give up your the warrior.
wife to my son, when you see us in danger of Pyrrhus immediately retiring, Demetrius
losing our only hope."' "Nay, would you do placed a guard of ten thousand foot, and a
such a thing, answered the physician, " though thousand horse in Thessaly, and then relumed
you are his father, if he were in love with Stra- to the siege. His first operation was to bring
tonice?" "O my friend," replied Seleucus, up his machine called helepoles; but he pro-
" bow happy should 1 be, if either God or man ceeded in it with great labour, and by slow de-
could remove his affections thither! I would grees, by reason of its size and weight; he
give up my kingdom, so I could but keep An- could scarce move it two furlongs in two
liochos." He pronounced these words with, so motitha.* As the Boeotians made a vigorous
much emotion, and such a profusion of tears, resistance, and Demetrius often obliged his
that Erasistratus took him by the hand, and said, men to leTiew the assault, rather out of a spirit
" Then there is no need of Erasistratus. You, of animosity, than the hope of any advantage,
Sir, who are a father, a husband, and a king, young Antigonus was greatly concerned at see-
will be the best physician too for your family." ing such numbers fall, and said, " Why, sir,

Upon this, Seleucus summoned the people do we let these brave fellows lose their lives
to meet in full assembly, and told them, " It without any necessity?" Demetrius, offend-
was his will and pleasure that Antiochus should ed at the liberty he took, made answer, " Why
intermarry with Stratonice, and that they do you trouble yourself about it? Have yon
should be declared king and queen of the Up- any provisions to find for the dead?" To shew,
per Provinces. " He believed," he said, " that however, that he was not prodigal of the
Antiochus, who was such an obedient eon, lives of hia troops only, he took his share in
would not oppose his desire; and if the princess the danger, and received a wound from a lance,
"hould oppose the marriage, as an unprecedent-that pierced through his neck. This gave
ed thing, he hoped his friends would persuade him excessive pain, yet he continued the siege
her to think, that what was agreeable to the till he once more made himself master of
king, and advantageous to the kingdom, was Thebes- He entered the city with such an air
both just and honourable." Such is said to of resentment and severity, that the inhabi-
nave been the cause of the marriage between tants expected to suffer the most dreadful
Antiochus and Stratonice. punishments; yet he contented himself with

Demetrius was now master of Macedonia * A wonderful kind of motion this for a machine thlt
and Thessal) j and as he had great part of Pe- ran upon wheela; about tutthe mcUts »n an Wur1
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putting thirteen of them to death, and banishing said the Spartan, acutely in his laconic way,
" few more. All the rest he pardoned. Thai "one ambassador to one king."
Thebes was taken twice within ten years after One day, when he seemed to come out in a
U being rebuilt. more obliging temper, and to be something lew

The Pythian games now approached, and inaccessible, he was presented with severa,
Demetrius on this occasion took a very extraor- petitions, all which he received, and put them
dinary step. As the JEtolians were in pos- in the skirt of his robe. The people of course
session of the passes to Delphi, he ordered the followed him with great joy: but no sooner
games to be solemnized at Athens; alleging, was he come to the bridge over the Jioius than
that they could not pay their homage to Apollo he opened his robe, and shook them all into
in a more proper place than that where the the river. This stung the Macedonians to tho
people considered him ai their patron and heart; when, looking for the protection of a
progenitor. king, they found the insolence of a tyrant.

From thence he returned to Macedonia: but And this treatment appeared the harder to such
at he was naturally indisposed for a life of as had seen, or heard from those who had
quiet and inaction, and observed besides that seen, how kind the behaviour of Philip was on
the Macedonians were attentive and obedient such occasions. An old woman was one day
|o him in time of war, though turbulent and very troublesome to him in the street, and
seditious io peace, he undertook an expedition begged with great importunity to be heard: He
against the JEtolians. After he had ravaged said, "He was not at leisure." "Then,"
the country, he left Pantaucbus there with a cried the old woman, " you should not be a
respectable army, and with the rest of his king." The king was struck with these words;
forces marched against Pyrrhue. Pyrrhus was and having considered the thing a moment, he
coming to seek him; but as they happened to returned to his palace; where, postponing all
take different roads, and missed each other, other affairs, he gave audience for several day§
Demetrius laid waste Epirus, and Pyrrhus fall- to all who chose to apply to him, beginning
ing upon Pantauchus, obliged him to stand on with the old woman. Indeed, nothing become!
his defence. The two generals met in the ac- a king so much as the distribution of justice.
tion, and both gave and received wounds. For " Mars is a tyrant," as Timotheus ejpress-
Pyrrhus, however, defeated his adversary, kill- es it; but justice, according to Pindar, " Is the
ed great numbers of his men, and made five rightful sovereign of the world." The things,
thousand prisoners. which Homer tells us, kings receive from Jove,

This battle was the principal cause of Deme- are not machines for taking towns, or ships
trius's ruin; for Pyrrhus was not so much hated with brazen beaks, but law and justice* thece
by the Macedonians for the mischief he had they are to guard and to cultivate. And it is
done them, as admired for his personal bra- not the most warlike, the most violent and
very; and the late battle in particular gained sanguinary, but the justest of princes, whom be
him great honour: insomuch, that many of the calls the disciple of Jupiter.f But Demetrius
Macedonians said, " That of all the kings, it was pleased with an appellation quite opposite
was in Pyrrhus only that they saw a lively to that which is given the king of the gods.
image of Alexander's valour; whereas, the For Jupiter is called Pulicito and Poliuchus,
other princes, especially Demetrius, imitated the patron and guardian of cities; Demetrius
him only in a theatrical manner, by affecting a is surnamed Poliorcttes, the destroyer of
lofty port and majestic air." cities. Thus, in consequence of the union of

Indeed, Demetrius did always appear like a power and folly, vice is substituted in the place
theatrical king. For he not only affected a of virtue, and the ideas of glory and injustice
superfluity of ornament in wearing a double are united too.
diadem, and a robe of purple, interwoven with When Demetrius lay dangerously ill at
gold, but he had his shoes made of cloth of gold, Pella, he was very near losing Macedonia;
with soles of fine purple. There was a robe a for Pyrrhus, by a sudden inroad, penetrated at
long time in weaving for him, of most sumptu- far as Edessa: but as soon as he recovered, ha
ous magnificence. The figure of the world and repulsed him with ease, and afterwards he
all the heavenly bodies were to be represented came to terms with him; for he was not willing
upon it; but it was left unfinished, on account to be hindered, by skirmishing for posts with
of his change of fortune. Nor did any of bis Pyrrhus, from the pursuit of greater and more
successors ever presume to wear it, though arduous enterprises. His scheme was to re-
Macedon had many pompous kings after him. cover all his father's dominions; and his pre-

This ostentation of dress offended a people parations were suitable to the greatness of the
who were unaccustomed to such sights: but object. For he had raised an army of ninety-
his luxurious and dissolute manner of life waa eight thousand foot, and near twelve thousand
a more obnoxious circumstance : and what horse; and he was building five hundred galleyi
disobliged them most of all was hia difficulty in the ports of Piraeus, Corinth, Chalcis, and
of access. For he either refused to see those Pella. He went himself to all these places to
who applied to him, or behaved to them in a give directions to the workmen, and assist in
hush and haughty manner. Though be fa- the construction. All the world was surprised,
Toured the Athenians more than the rest of the not only at the number, but at the greatness of
Greeks, their ambassadors waited two years at his works. For no man, before his time, ever
his court for an answer. The Lacedaemonians saw a galley of fifteen or sixteen banks of oars
happening to send only one ambassador to Afterwards, indeed, Ptolemy Philopater built
him, he considered it an affront, and said in one of forty banks; its length was two hundred
great anger, "What! have the Lacedemonians and eighty cubits, and its height to the top of
"ent no more than one ambassador?" "No," « Iliad, 1. i. 231. f OdyM«Y, rii. 178.
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the prow forty-eight cubits. Four hundred Demetrius, and bid him provide for himself by
mariners belonged to it, exclusive of the row- flight, for " The Macedonians (they told him)
ere who were no fewer than four thousand; and were tired of fighting to maintain his luxury."
the decks and the several interstices were ca- These expressions appeared modest in compari-
pable of containing near three thousand sol- son of the rude behaviour of others. He there-
diers. This, however, was mere matter of fore entered his tent not like a real king, but a
curiosity; for it differed very little from an im- theatrical one, and having quitted his royal robe
moveable building, and was calculated more for a black one, privately withdrew. As mul-
for show than for use, as it could not be put titudes were pillaging his tent, who not only
in motion without great difficulty and danger. tore it in pieces, but fought for the plunder,
But the ships of Demetrius had their use as Pyrrhus made his appearance; upon which, the
\vell as beauty; with all their magnificence of tumult instantly ceased, and the whole army
construction, they were equally fit for fighting; submitted to him. Lysimachus and he then di-
and though they were admirable for their size, vided Macedonia between them, which Deme-
they were still more so for the swiftness of trius had held without disturbance for seven
their motion. years.

Demetrius having provided such an armament Demetrius, thus fallen from the pinnacle of
for the invasion of Asia as no man ever had power, fled to Cassandria, where his wife Phila
before him, except Alexander the Great, Se- was. Nothing could equal her sorrow on this
leucus, Ptolemy, and Lysimachus, united occasion. She could not bear to see the unfor-
against him. They likewise joined in an ap- tunate Demetrius once more a private man and
plication to Pyrrhus; desiring him to fall upon an exile; in her despair, therefore, and detes-
Macedonia; and not to look to himself as tation of foitune, who was always more con-
bound by the treaty with Demetrius, since that stant to him in her visits of adversity than
prnce had entered into it, not with any regard prosperity, she took poison.
to the advantage of Pyrrhus, or in order to Demetrius, however, resolved to gather np
avoid future hostilities, but merely for his own the remains of his wreck; for which purpose
lake, that he might at present be at liberty to he repaired to Greece, and collected such of
turn his arms against whom he pleased. As his friends and officers as he found there. Me-
Pyrrhus accepted the propoaal, Demetrius, nelaus, in one of the tragedies of Sophocles,
while he was preparing for his voyage, found gives this picture of his own fortune:
himself surrounded with war at home. For, at I move on Fortune's rapid wheel: my lot
one instant of time, Ptolemy, came with a great For ever chant-ing like the changeful moon,
fleet to draw Greece off from its present master: That each night varies; hardly now perceived;
Lysimachus invaded Macedonia from Thrace; And now she shews her bright horn ; by degrees
and Pyrrhus entering it from a nearer quarter, She fills her orb with light; but when she reigu
joined in ravaging the country. Demetrius, on In all her pride, she then begins once more

To wa»If her glories, till dissolved and lost,
this occasion, left his son in Greece, and went
himself to the relief of Macedonia. His first
operations were intended against Lysimachus, 

She ginks again to darkness. 

But this picture is more applicable to Demetrius,
but as he was upon his march he received an in his increase and wane, his splendour and ob-

account that Pyrrhus had taken Boroea; and scurity. His glory seemed now entirely eclipsed
the news soon spreading among his Macedo-and extinguished, and yet it broke out again, and
nians, he could do nothing in an orderly man- shone with new splendour. Fresh forces came

ner: for nothing was to be found in the whole in, and gradually filled up the measure of his
army but lamentations, tears, and expressions hopes. This was the first time he addressed the
of resentment and reproach against their king. cities aa a private man, and without any of the
They were even ready to march off, under pre-ensigns of royalty. Somebody seeing him at
tence of attending to their domestic affairs, but Thebes in this condition, applied to him, with
in fact to join Lysimachus. propriety enough, those verses of Euripides,

In this case Demetrius thought proper to get To Dirce's fountain, and Ismenus' shore,
at the greatest distance he could from Lysima- In mortal form he moves, a God no more.
chus, and turn hia arms against Pyrrhus. Ly- When he had got into the high road of hope
snnachus was of their own nation, and many of again, and had once more a respectable force
them knew him in the service of Alexander ; and form of royalty about him, he restored the
whereas Pyrrhus was an entire stranger, and Thebans their ancient government and laws.
therefore he thought the Macedonians would At the same time the Athenians abandoned hie
never give him the preference. But he was interests, and razing out of their registers the
tadly mistaken in his conjecture; and he soon name of Diphilus, who was then priest of the
found it upon encamping near Pyrrhus. The gods protectors, ordered Archons to be ap-
Macedonians always admired his distinguished pointed again, according to ancient custom.
valour, and had of old been accustomed to They likewise sent for Pyrrhus from Macedo-
think the bent man in the field the most worthy nia, because they saw Demetrius grow strong-
of a crown. Besides, they received daily ac er than they expected; Demetrius, greatly en-
counts of the clemency with which he behaved raged, marched immediately to attack them,
to his prisoners. Indeed, they were inclined and laid strong siege to the city. But Cratei
to desert to him or any other, so they could the philosopher, a man of great reputation and
out get rid of Demetrius. They therefore be-authority, being sent out to him by the people,
gan to go off privately, and in small parties at partly by his entreaties for the Athenians, and
first, but afterwards there was nothing but partly by representing to him that his interest
open disorder and mutiny in the camp. At [ay another way, prevailed on Demetrius to
last, some of them had the assurance to go to raise the Bie»e. After this, he collected all hit
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ships, embarked his arraj, which consisted of Upon these representations Seleucus marched
eleven thousand foot, besides cavalry, and sail- into Cilicia with a great army. Demetrius, as-
ed to Asia, in hopes of drawing Caria and Lydia tonished and terrified at the sudden change of
over from Lysimachus. Eurydice, the sister Seleucus, withdrew to the strongest posts he
of Phila, received him at Miletus, having could find upon Mount Taurus, and sent a
brought with her Ptolemais, a daughter she had message to him, begging, " That he might be
by Ptolemy who had formerly been promised suffered to make a conquest of some free na
hjn upon the application of Scleucus. Demet- tions of barbarians, and by settling amongst
rius married her with the free consent of Eury- them as their king put a period to his wan-
dice, and soon after attempted the cities in derings. If this could not be granted, he
that quarter; many of them opened their gates hoped Seleucus would at least permit him to
to him, and many others he took by force. winter in that country, and not by driving him
Among the latter was Sardis. Some of the offi- out naked and in want of every thing, expose
cers of Lysimachus likewise deserted to him, him in that condition to his enemies."
and brought sufficient appointments of money AH these proposals had a suspicious appear-
and troops with them. But, as Agathocles the ance to Seleucus, he made answer, "That he
son of Lysimachus came against him with a might, if he pleased, spend two months of the
great army, he marched to Phyrgia, with an in- winter in Cataonia, if he sent him his principal
tention to seize Armenia, and then to try Me- friends as hostages." But at the same time he
dia and the Upper Provinces, which might af- secured the passes into Syria. Demetrius, thus
ford him many places of retreat upon occasion. surrounded like a wild beast in the toils, was
Agathocles followed him close, and as he found under a necessity of having recourse to vio-
Demetrius superior in all the skirmishes that lence. He therefore ravaged the country, and
ne ventured upon, he betook himself to cutting had the advantage of Seleucus whenever he
off hie convoys. This distressed him not a attacked him. Seleucus once beset him with
jttle; and, what was another disagreeable cir- his armed chariots, and yet he broke through
cumstance, his soldiers suspected that he de- them, and put his enemy to the route. After
signed to lead them into Armenia and Media. this he dislodged the corps that was to defend

The famine increased everyday; and, by the heights on the side of Syria, and made
mistaking the fords of the river Lycus, he had himself master of the passages.
a great number of men swept away with the Elevated with this success, and finding tha cou-
stream. Yet, amidst all their distress, his rage of his men restored, he prepared to fight a
troops were capable of jesting. One of them decisive battle with Seleucus. That prince was
wrote upon the door of his tent the beginning of now in great perplexity. He had rejected the
the tragedy of CEdipus with a small alteration, succours offered him by Lysimachus, for want

Thou offspring of the blind old king Antigoniu, of confidence in his honour, and from an appre-
Where dost thou lead us ? hension of his designs; and he was loath to try
Pestilence, at last followed the famine, as it his strength with Demetrius, because he dread-

commonly happens when people are under a ed his desperate courage, as well as his usual
necessity of eating any thing, however unwhole- change of fortune, which often raised him from
some, so that finding he bad lost in all not less great misery to the summit of power. In tlit
than eight thousand men, he turned back with meantime, Demetrius was seized with a fit of
the 'est. When he came down to Tarsus, he sickness, which greatly impaired his personal
wa» desirous of sparing the country, because vigour, and entirely ruined his affairs: for part
it belonged to Seleucus; and he did not think of his men went over to the enemy, and part left
proper to give him any pretence to declare their colours and dispersed. In forty days he
against him. But perceiving that it was impos- recovered with great difficulty; and getting un-
sible for his troopg to avoid taking something, der march with the remains of his army, made
when they were reduced to such extremities, a feint of moving towards Cilicia. But after-
and that Agathocles had fortified the passes of wards in the night he decamped without sound
Mount Taurus, hs wrote a letter to Seleucus of trumpet, and taking the contrary way,
containing a long and moving detail of his mis- crossed Mount Amanus, and ravaged the coun-
fortune, and concluding with strong entreaties try on the other side as far as Cyrrhestica.
that he would take compassion on a prince who Seleucus followed, and encamped very near
was allied to him, and whose sufferings were him. Demetrius then put his army in motion
such as even an enemy might be affected with. in the night, in hopes of surprising him. Seleu-

Seleucus was touched with pity, and sent or- cus was retired to real; and in all probability
ders to his lieutenants in those parts to supply his enemy would have succeeded, bad not
Demetrius with every thing suitable to the state some deserters informed him of his danger, just
of a king, and his army with sufficient provi- time enough for him to put himself in a posture
lions. But Patrocles, who was a man of un- of defence Upon this he started up in great
derstanding, and a faithful friend to Seleucus, consternation, and ordered the trumpets to
went to that prince and represented to him, sound analarmjand as he puton hie sandals, he
'That the expense of furnishing the troops of said to his friends, " What a terrible wild beast
Demetrius with provisions was a thing of small are weengaged with!" Demetrius perceiving by
importance, in comparison of suffering Demet-the tumult in the enemy's camp that his scheme
rius himself to remain in the country, who was was discovered, retired as fast as possible.
always one of the most violent and enterprising At break of day Scleucus offered him battle,
princes in the world, and now was in such des- when Demetrius ordering one of his officers to
perate circumstances as might put even those take care of one wing, put himself at the head
of the mildest dispositions on bold and unjust of the other, and made some impression upon
IttempU." the enemy. Meantime Seleucus quittmg tu»
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horse, and laying aside his helmet, presented at his aversion to that step. Such confidence
himself to Demetrius's hired troops with only had he in the hopes they held out to him, when
bis buckler in his hand, exhorting them to come Pausanias coming with a party of horse and
over to him, and to be convinced at last that it foot, to the number of a thousand, suddenly
was to spare them not Demetrius, that he had surrounded him, and drove away sucn as he
been BO long about the war. Upon which they found inclined to favour his cause. Alter ha
all saluted him king, and ranged themselves had thus seized his person, instead of conduct-
under his banner. ing him to the presence of Seleucus. he earned

Demetrius, though of all the changes he had him to the Syrian Chersonesus. There he wa«
experienced, he thought this the most terrible, kept, indeed, under a strong guard, but Peleu
yet imagining that he might extricate himself cus sent him a sufficient equipage, and suppl -
from this distress as well as the rest, fled to the ed him with money and a table suitable to his
passes of Mount Amanus, and gaining a thick rank. He had also places of exercise and
wood, waited there for the night, with a few walks worthy of a king; his parks were weil
friends and attendants who followed his fortune. stored with game; and such of his friends as
His intention was, if possible, to take the way had accompanied him in his flight, were per-
to Caunus, where he hoped to find his fleet, and mitted to attend him. Scleucus, too, had the
from thence to make his escape by sea: but complaisance often to send some of his people
knowing he had not provisions even for that with kind and encouraging messages, intima-
day, he sought for some other expedient. After- ting, that as soon as Antiochus and Stratonice
wards one of his friends, named Sosigenes, ar- should arrive, terms of accommodation would
rived with four hundred pieces of gold in his be hit upon, and he would obtain his liberty.
purse; with the assistance of which money they Under this misfortune, Demetrius wrote to
hoped to reach the sea. Accordingly when night his son, and to his officers and friends in Athens <
came, they attempted to pass the heights; but and Corinth, desiring them to trust neither hii
finding a number of fires lighted there by the hand writing nor his seal, but to act as if he
enemy, they despaired of succeeding that way, were dead, and to keep the cities and all his
and returned to their former retreat, but neith- remaining estates for Antigonus. When the
er with their whole company (for some had young prince was informed of his father's con-
gone off,) nor with the same spirits. One of finement, he was extremely concerned at it; he
them venturing to tell him, that he thought it put on mourning, and wrote not only to the
was beat for him to surrender himself to Seleu- other kings, but to Seleucus himself; offering,
cus, Demetrius drew his sword to kill himself; on condition that his father were set free, to
but his friends interposed, and consoling him cede all the possessions they had left, and de-
In the best manner they could, persuaded him liver himself up as a hostage. Many cities and
to follow his advice: in consequence of which princes joined in the request; but Lysimacbuj
he sent to Seleucus, and yielded himself to his was not of that number. On the contrary,
discretion. he offered Seleucus a large sum of money to

Upon this news, Seleucus said to those about induce him to put Demetrius to death. Seleu-
him, " It is not the good fortune of Demetrius, cus, who looked upon him in an indifferent light
but mine, that now saves him; and that adds before, abhorred him as a villain for his pro-
to other favours this opportunity of testifying posal; and only waited foi me arrival of Anti-
my humanity." Then, calling the officers of ochus and Stratonice, to make them the com-
his household he ordered them to pitch a royal pliment of restoring Demetrius to his liberty.
tent, and to provide every thing else for his Demetrius, who at first supported his mis-
reception and entertainment in the most mag-fortune with patience, by custom learned to
nificent manner. Aa there happened to be in submit to it with a still better grace. For some
the service of Seleucus one Appollonides, who time he took the exercises of hunting and run-
was an old acquaintance of Demetrius, he im- ning; but he left them by degrees, and sank
mediately sent that person to him, that he into indolence and inactivity. Afterwards he
might be more at ease, and come with the great-took to drinking and play, and spent most of his
er confidence, as to a son-in-law and a friend. time in that kind of dissipation. Whether it was

On the discovery of this favourable dispo-to put off the thoughts of his present condition,
sition of Seleucus towards him, at a first view, which he could not bear in his scber hours, and
and afterwards a great number of the courtiers to drown reflection in the bowl, or whether he
waited on Demetrius, and strove which should was sensible at last that this was the sort of
pay him the most respect; for it was expected life, which, though originally the object of his
that his interest with Seleucus would soon be desires, he had idly wandered from, to follow
the best in the kingdom. But these compli-the dictates of an absurd ambition. Perhaps he
ments turned the compassion which his distress considered that he had given himself and others
had excited into jealousy, and gave occasion infinite trouble, by seeking with fleets and ar-
;o the envious and malevolent to divert the mies that happiness which he found when he
stream of the king's humanity from him, by least expected it, in ease, indulgejce, and re-
alarming him with apprehensions of no insen-pose. For wnat other ends does the wretched
sible change, but of the greatest commotions vanity of kings propose to itself in all their wars
in his army on the sight of Demetrius. and dangers, but to quit the paths of virtue and

Appollonides was now come to Demetrius honour for those of luxury and pleasure; the
with great satisfaction; and others who fol-sure consequence of their not knowing what
lowed to pay their court, brought extraordinary real pleasure and true enjoyment are. ^
accounts of the kindness of Seleucus; inso- Demetrius, after three years' confinement in
much that Demetrius, though in the first shock the Chersonesus, fell into a distemper occa-
of his misfortune, he had thought it agreatdis- sioned by idleness and excess, which carried
grace to surrender himself, was now displeased him off at the age of fifty-four Seleucus was
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"everely censured, and indeed was much con- funeral procession, beating their breasts in
cerned himself, for his unjust suspicions of De- concert with the music. But it was the mourn-
metrius, whereas he should have followed the ful appearance and the tears of Antigonue that
example of Dromichztes, who, though a Thra- excited the greatest compassion among tho
cian and barbarian, had treated Lysimachus, people aa they passed. After the Corinthi-
when his prisoner, with all the generosity that ans had bestowed crowns and all due honour*
become a king. upon the remains, Antigonous carried them

There was something of a theatrical pomp to Demetrius and deposited them there. This
even in the funeral of Demetrius. For Antigonus was a city called after the deceased, which
being informed that they were bringing his fa- he had peopled from the little towns about
ther's ashes to Greece, went to meet them with Jolcoe.
his whole fleet; and finding them near the Isles Demetrius left behind him several children]
of the JEgcan sea, he took the urn, which was Antigonus and Stratonice, whom he had by hie
of solid gold, on board the admiral galley. The wife Phila; two sons of the name of Deme-
cities at which they touched sent crowns to trius, one sumamed The Slender, by an Illynan
adorn the urn, and persons in mourning to as- woman; the other was by Ptolemais, and came
sist at the funeral solemnity. to be king of Cyrene. By Deidamia he had

When the fleet approached Corinth, the urn Alexander, who took up his residence in
"was seen in a conspicuous position upon the Egypt; and by his last wife Eurydice he is said
stern of the vessel, adorned with a purple robe to have bad a son named Corrhaebus. His pos-
and a diadem, and attended by a company of terity enjoyed the throne in continued euceea
young men well armed. XenophantuSj a most sion down to Perseus* the last king of Mace
celebrated performer on the flute, sat by the don, in whose time the Romans subdued that
urn, and played a solemn air. The oars kept time country. Thus having gone through the Mace
with the notes, and accompanied them with a donian drama, it is time that we bring the Ho
melancholy sound, like that of mourners in a man upon the stage.

ANTONY.

THE grandfather of Mark Antony waa Antony mity which subsisted between Cicero and An-
the orator, who followed the faction of Sylla, tony. The latter affirmed, that his mother Julia
and was put to death by Marius.* His father was even otliged to beg the body of Cicero5!
was Antony, surnamed the Cretan, a man of no wife for interment. But this is not true; for
figure or consequence in the political world,! none of those who suffered on the same occa-
out distinguished for his integrity, benevolence, sion, under Cicero, were refused this privilege.
sad liberality; of which the following little cir- Antony was engaging in his person, and was
cumstance is a sufficient proof. His fortune unfortunate enough to fall into the good graces
was not large; and his wife, therefore, very and friendship of Curio, a man who was devot-
prndently laid some restraint on his munificent ed to every species of licentiousness, and who,
disposition. An acquaintance of his, who was to render Antony the more dependent on him,
under some pecuniary difficulties, applied to led him into all the excesses of indulging in
him for assistance. Antony, having no money at wine and woman, and all the expenses that
command, ordered his boy to bring him a sil- such indulgences are attended with. Of course,
ver bason full of water, under a pretence of he was soon deeply involved in debt, and owed
shaving. After the boy was dismissed, he gave at last two hundred and fifty talents, while he
the basin to his friend, and bade him make was a very young man. Curio was bound for
what use of it be thought proper. The disap- the payment of this money; and his father be-
pearance of the basin occasioned no small com- ing informed of it, banished Antony from his
motion in the family; and Antony finding his house. Thus dismissed, he attached himsdf
wife prepared to take a severe account of the to Clodms, that pestilent and audacious tri-
servants, begged her pardon, and told her the bune, who threwthe state into such dreadful
truth. disorder; till weary of his mad measures, and

His wife's name was Julia; she was of the fearful of his opponents, he passed into Greece,
family of the Cssars, and a woman of distin- where he employed himself in military exer-
guished merit and modesty. Under her aus- cises, and the study of eloquence. The Asia-
pices Mark Antony received hia education; tic stylef was then much in vogue, and Antony
when, after the death of his father, she marri- fell naturally into it; for it was correspondent
ed Cornelius Lentulus, whom Cicero put to with his manners, which were vain pompous,
death for engaging in the conspiracy of Cati- insolent, and assuming.
line. This was the origin of that lasting eo-

" About one hundred and sixteen years.
f Cicero, in his Brutus mentions two «orU of style

" Valerius Maiimus says, that Antony the orator called the Asiatic. Unum tenttntiofum el argutum
"» put to death by Ihe joint order of Cinna and M&- sententiis non tarn gruntna et sereris ijwim concmnis
rius. But Cicero mentions Cinna as the immediate et venustit. Mud autem genus at non tarn sententtii
caiue. Cic. Philip I. frc/juentatum yuam verba valuers, atyue incttatum

t NerertheleM, he conducted the war in Crete, and quali nunc eat .ltia tola, nee flumine iolumoralu>na.
from hence was called Oreteniii. ltd ttiam exornata ttfuceto genore vcrlxmm.
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In Greece he received an invitation from Ga- aquiline nose; and, upon the whole, the gama
biniue the proconsul, to make a campaign with manly aspect that we see in 'he pictures and
him in Syria.* This invitation he refused to statues of Hercules. There was, indeed, an
accept, as a private man; but being appointee ancient tradition; that his family was descend-
to the command of the cavalry, he attendee ed from Hercules, by a BOD of his called Ao-
him. His first operation was against Aristobu leon; and it was no wonder if Antony sought
lus, who bad excited the Jews to revolt. He to confirm this opinion, by affecting to resemble
was the first who scaled the wall; and this he him in his air and his dress. Thus, when he
did in the highest part. He drove Aristobulus appeared in public, he wore his vest girt on the
froir. all his torts; and afterwards with a hand-hips, a large sword, and over all a coarse man-
ful of men, defeated his numerous army in a tle. That kind of conduct which would seem
pitched battle. Most of the enemy were slain disagreeable to others, rendered him the dar-
and Anstobulus and his son were taken prison ling of the army. He talked with the coldiera
ers. Upon the conclusion of this war, Gabi- in their own swaggering and ribbald strain-
nius was solicited by Ptolemy to carry his arms eat and drank with them in public, and would
into Egypt, and restore him to his kingdom.! stand to take his victuals at their common ta-
The reward of this service was to be ten thous- ble. He was pleasant on the subject of hii
and talents. Most of the officers disapproved amours, ready in assisting the Intrigues of
of the expedition; andGabinius himself did not others, and easy under the raillery to which lie
readily enter into it, though the money pleaded was subjected by his own. His liberality to the
strongly ia his behalf. Antony, however, am- soldiers and to his friends was the first founda-
bitious of great enterprises, and vain of grati tion of his advancement, and continued to sup-
fying a suppliant king, used every means to port him in that power which he was otherwise
draw Gabinius into the service, and prevailed. weakening by a thousand irregularites. One
It was the general opinion, that the march to instance of his liberality I must mention: he
Pelusium was more dangerous than the war had ordered two hundred and fifty thousand
that was to follow. For they were to pass over drachmas (which the Romans call deries) to be
a sandy and unwatered country, by the filthy given to one of his friends; his steward, who
marsh of Serbonis, whose stagnant ooze the was startled at the extravagance of the sum,
Egyptians call the exhalations of Typhon ; laid the silver in a heap, that he might see it as
though it is probably no more than the drain- he passed. He saw it, and inquired what it wai
ings of the Red Sea, which is there separated for; " It is the sum," answered the steward,
from the Mediterranean only by a small neck " that you ordered for a present." Antony per-
ofland. ceived his envious design, and, to mortify him

Antony being ordered thither with the caval- still more, said coolly "I really thought the
ry, not only seized the straits, but took the large sum would have made a better figure. It is too
city of Pelusium, and made the garrison prison- little; let it be doubled."* This, however, was
era. By this operation he at once opened a se- in the latter part of his life.
cure passage for the army, and a fair prospect Home was divided into two parties. Pompev
of victory for their general. The same love of was with the senate. The people were for
glory which was so serviceable to his own bringing Czsar with his army out of Gaul.
party, was, on this occasion, advantageous to Curio, the friend of Antony, who had changed
the enemy. For when Ptolemy entered Pelu- sides, and joined Caesar, brought Antony like-
sium, in the rage of revenge, he would have wise over to his interest The influence he
put the citizens to death, but Antony resolutely lad obtained by his eloquence, and by that pro
opposed it, and prevented him from executing usion of money in which he was supported by
his horrid purpose. In the several actions where Dasar, enabled him to make Antony tribune
he was concerned, he gave distinguished proofs of the people, and afterwards augur. Antony
of his conduct and valour, but especially in that was no sooner in power than Cesar found the
manoeuvre where, by wheeling about and at- advantage of his services. In the first place he
tacking the enemy in the rear, he enabled those opposed the consul Marcellus, whose design
who charged in front to gain a complete victo- was to give Pompey the command of the ola
ry. For this action he received suitable hon- egions, and at the same time to empower him
ours and rewards. to raise new ones. On this occasion he ob-

His humane care of the body of Arcbelaua, tained a decree, that the forces then on foot
who fell in the battle, was taken notice of even should be sent into Syria, and join Bibulus in
by the common men. He had been his intimate carrying on the war against the Parthians;
friend, and connected with him in the rights of and that none should give in their names to
hospitality; and though he was obliged, by his serve under Pompey. On another occasion,
duty, to oppose him in the field, he no sooner when the senate would neither receive Cssan
heard that he was fallen, than he ordered letters, nor suffer them to be read, he read
search to be made for his body, and interred it them by virtue of his tribunitial authority; and
with regal magnificence. This conduct made the requests of Caesar appearing moderate and
him respected in Alexandria, and admired by reasonable, by this means he brought over many
the Romans. :o his interest. Two questions were at length put

Antony had a noble dignity of countenance, n the senate; one, " Whether Pompey should
& graceful length of beard, a large forehead, an dismiss his army;" the other, "Whether

CsDsar should give up his." There were but a
* Aultn Gabimus waa consul in the year of Rome ew votes for the former, a large majority foi

135; and the ye»r full'.>wiug kt went into Syria.
f Dion 1. inn. * The same story is told of Alexander.
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the latter. Then Antony stood up, and put the him, he nad not judged improperly; for An
question, " Whether both Cssar and Pompey tony was a brave, skilful and active general.
ibould not dismiss their armies." This motion Caesar embarked at Brundusiurn, sailed ove
was received with great acclamations, and An- the Ionian sea with a small number of troop*
tony was applauded, and desired to put it to and sent back the fleet, with orders that An-
the vote. This being opposed by the cousuls, tony and Gabinius, should put the army on
the friends of Caesar made other proposals, board, and proceed as fast as possible to Ma-
which seemed by no means unreasonable: But cedonia. Gabinius was afraid of the sea, for
they were overruled by Cato,* and Antony, was it was winter, and the passage was dangerous.
commanded by Lentulus, the consul, to leave He therefore marched his forces a long way
the house. He left them with bitter execra-round by land. Antony, on the other band,
tions; and disguising himself like a servant, ac- being apprehensive that Caesar might be sur-
companied only by Quintus Caseius, he hired a rounded and overcome by his enemies, beat off
carriage, and went immediately to Cxsar. As Libo, who lay at anchor in the mouth of the
"oon as they arrived, they exclaimed that no- haven of Brundusium. By sending out several
thing was conducted at Rome according to small vessels, he encompassed LIDO'S galleys
order or law, that even the tribunes were re- separately, and obliged them to retire. By this
fused the privilege of speaking, and whoever means he found an opportunity to embark about
would rise in defence of the right, must be ex- twenty thousand foot and eight hundred horse;
pelled, and exposed to personal danger. and with these he set sail. The enemy discov-

Czsar, upon this, marched his army into ered and made up to him; but be escaped by
Italy, and hence it was observed by Cicero, in favour of a strong gale from the south, which
his Philippics, that Antony was po less the made the sea so rough that the pursuers could
cause of the civil war in Rome, than Helen not reach him. The same wind, however, at
had been of the Trojan war.f There is, first drove him upon a rocky shore on which
however, but little truth in this assertion. the sea bore so bard that there appeared no
Cssar was not so much a slave to the impulse hope of escaping shipwreck; but after a little,
of resentment, as to enter on so desperate a it turned to the south-west, and, blowing from
measure, if it had not been premeditated. Nor land to the main sea, Antony sailed in safety,
would he have carried war into the bowels of with the satisfaction of seeing the wrecks of
his country, merely because he saw Antony the enemy's fleet scattered along the coast.
and Cassius flying to him in a mean dress and The storm had driven their ships upon tha
a hired carriage. At the same time, these things rocks and many of them went to pieces. An-
might give some colour to the commencement tony made bis advantage of this disaster; foi
of those hostilities which had been long deter- he took several prisoners, and a considerable
mined. Czsar'g motive was the same which booty. He likewise made himself master o.
bad before driven Alexander and Cyrus over the town of Lissus; and, by the seasonable ar
the rums of human kind, the insatiable lust of rival of his reinforcement, the affairs of Cssai
empire, the frantic ambition of being the first wore a more promising aspect.
man upon earth, which he knew he could not Antony distinguished himself in every battle
be while Pompey was yet alive. that was fought. Twice he stopped the army

As soon as he was arrived at Rome, and bad in its flight, brought them back to the charge,
driven Pompey out of Italy, his first design was and gained the victory; so that, in point of mili-
to attack his legions in Spain, and having a fleet tary reputation, he was inferior only to CasaT.
in readiness, to go afterwards in pursuit of What opinion Caesar had of his abilities, ap-
Pompey himself, while, in the meantime, Rome peared in the last decisive battle at Pharsalia:
was left to the government of Lepidus, the he led the right wing himself, and gave the left
prator, and Italy and the army to the command to Antony as to the ablest of his officers. Af-
of Antony the tribune. Antony, by the socia- ter this battle, Cssar being appointed dictator,
bility of his disposition, soon made himself went in pursuit of Pompey, and sent Antony
agreeable to the soldiers; for he eat and drank to Rome in character of general of the horse.
with them, and made them presents to the ut- This officer is next in power to the dictator,
most of his ability. To others, his conduct and in his absence he commands alone. For,
was less acceptable. He was too indolent to after the election of a dictator, all other magis-
attend to the cause of the injured, too violent trates, the tribunes only excepted, are divested
and too impatient when he was applied to on of their authority.
business, and infamous for his adulteries. In Dolabella, one of the tribunes, a young man
short, though there was nothing tyrannical in who was fond of innovations, proposed a law
the government of CtEsar, it was rendered for abolishing debts, and solicited his friend
odious by the ill conduct of his friends; and Antony, who was ever ready to gratify the
as Antony had the greatest share of the power, people, to join him in this measure. On the
"o he bore the greatest part of the blame. other hand, Asinius and Trebellius dissuaded
Caesar, notwithstanding, on his return from him from it. Antony, happened at this time,
Spain, connived at his irregularities; and in- to suspect a criminal connection between Dol-
deed, in the military appointment he had given abella and his wife, whom, on that account, he

dismissed, though she was his first cousin, and
* Cicero asserts, that Antony was the immediate daughter to Cams Antonius, who had been col

S»ose of the civil war ; but if he could have laid down league with Cicero. In consequence of this,
bis prejudice, he might have discovered a more imme-he joined Asinius, and opposed Dolobella. Thediate cause in the impolitic resentment of Cato.

t In 'he second Philippic. Ut Helena Trojan is, tic latter had taken possession of the forum, with
iltf huic reiputlica causa belK; causa yexti* aJtyie KI- a design to pass his Jaw by force: and Antony
tufuit. being ordered ">y the senate tc repel force with
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force, attacked him, killed several of hit men, that the enemy was marching into Italy, here.
and lost some of his own. turned immediately to Rome, and in the dis-

By this action he forfeited the favour of the guise of a slave, went to bis house by night,
people: but this was not the only thing that pretending that he had letters from Antony to
rendered him obnoxious; for men of sense and Fulvia. He wa» introduced to her with bit
virtue, as Cicero observes, could not but con- head muffled op; and before she received the
demn his nocturnal revels, his enormous extrav-letter, she asked, with impatience, if Antony
agance, his scandalous lewdness, his sleeping were well? He presented the letter to her in
in the day, his walks to carry off the qualms of silence; and, while she was opening it, he
debauchery, and his entertainments on the threw his arms around her neck and kissed
marriages of players and buffoons. It is said, her. We, mention this as one instance out of
that after drinking all night at the wedding of many of his pleasantries.
Hippias, the player, he was summoned in the When CEsar returned from Spain, most of
morning upon business to the forum, when, the principal citizens went some days journey
through a little too much repletion, he was un- to meet him; but Antony met with the most
fortunate enough, in the presence of the people, distinguished reception, and had the honour to
to return part of his evening fare by the way ride with Cxsar in the same chariot. After
it had entered; and one of his friends received them came Brutus Albinius, and OcUvius, the
it in his gown. Sergius, the player, had the son of Caesar's niece, who was afterwards
greatest interest with him; and Cytheris,* a called Augustus Caesar, and' for many yean
lady of the same profession, had the manage-was emperor of Rome. Caesar being created
ment of his heart. She attended him in his consul for the fifth time, chose Antony for his
excursions; and her equipage was by no means colleague;.but as he intended to quit the con
inferior to his mother's. The people were of- sulship in favour of Dolabella, he acquainted
fended at the pomp of his travelling plate, the senate with his resolution. Antony, not-
which was more fit for the ornament of a withstanding, opposed this measure, and load-
triumph; at his erecting tents on the road by ed DolabeJla with the most flagrant reproach-
groves and rivers, for the most luxurious din- es. Dolabella did not fail to return the abuse;
ners; at his chariots drawn by lions; and at and Caesar, offended at their indecent beha
bis lodging his ladies of pleasure, and female viour, put off the affair till another time.
musicians, in the houses of modest and sober When it was again proposed, Antony insisted
people. This dissatisfaction at the conduct of that the omens from the flight of birds were
Antony could not but be increased by the com- against the measure.* Thus Caesar was oblig-
parative view of Caesar. While the latter was ed to give up Dolabella, who was not a little
supporting the fatigues of a military life, the mortified at his disappointment. It appears,
former was indulging himself in all the dissi- however, that Caesar had as little regard for
pation of luxury; and, by means of his dele- Dolabella as he had for Antony, for when
gated power, insulting the citizens. both were accused of designs against him, he

This conduct occasioned a variety of disturb- said, contemptuously enough, " It is not these
ances in Rome, and gave the soldiers an oppor- flat sleek fellows I am afraid of, but the pale
tunity to abuse and plunder the people. There- and the lean;" by which he meant Brutus and
foie, when Cssar returned to Rome, he par- Cassius, who, afterwards put him to death.
doned Dolabella; and being created consul, the Antony, without intending it, gave them a pre-
third time, he took Lepidus, and not Antony, tence for that undertaking. When the Romans
for his colleague. Antony purchased Pompey's were celebrating the Lupercalia, Cassar, in a
house, but, when he was required to make the triumphal habit, sat on the rostrum to see the
payment, he expressed himself in very angry race. On this occasion, many of the young
terms; and this he tells us was the reason why nobility and the magistracy, anointed with oil,
he would not go with Cassar into Africa. His and having white thongs in their hands, run
former services he thought insufficiently repaid. about and strike, as in sport, every one they
Czsar, however, by his disapprobation of An- meet: Antony was of the number, but re-
lonv's conduct, seems to have thrown some re- ardless of the ceremonies of the institution,
straint on his dissolute manner of life. He e took a garland of laurel, and wreathing it in
now took it into his head to marry, and made a diadem, ran to the rostrum, where, being
choice of Fulvia, the widow of the seditious lifted up by his companions, he would have
Clodius, a woman by no means adapted to do- placed it on the head of Czsar, intimating,
jiestic employments, nor even contented with ihereby, the conveyance of regal power. Cs-
ruling her husband as a private man. Fulvia's sar, however, seemed to decline the offer, and
ambition was to govern those that governed, was, therefore, applauded by the people. An
and to command the leaders of armies. It was tony persisted in his design; and for some time
to Fulvia, therefore, that Cleopatra was obliged there was a contest between them, while he
for teaching Antony due submission to female that offered the diadem had the applause of
authority. He had gone through such a course liis friends, and he that refused it, the acclama
of discipline, as made him perfectly tractable tions of the multitude. Thus, what is smgula
when he came into her hands. enough, while the Romans endured every thing

He endeavoured, however, to amuse the that regal power could impose, they dreaded
violent spirit of Fulvia by many whimsical and the name of king, as destructive of their liberty.
pleasant follies, When Caesar, after his suc-Caesar was much concerned at this transaction;
cess in Spain, was on his return to Rome, An- and, uncovering his neck, he offered his life to
tony, amongst others, went to meet him; but a any one that would take it. At length the dia
report prevailing that Cssar was killed, and

" Cic. Ep. »d Alt. 1. x. ep. 10 * He had this power by virtue of Uu office as incur
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tern was placed on one of his statues, but the charged the funeral rites, they snatched th«
tribunes took it off;* upon which the people burning brands from the pile, and went to at-
followed them home with great acclamations tack the houses of the conspirators.
Afterwards, however, Czsar shewed that hi Brutus and his party now left the city, and
resented this, by turning those tribunes out ol Caesar's friends joined Antony. Calphurnia,
office. The enterprise of Brutus and Cassiu the relict of Czsar, entrusted him with her
derived strength and encouragement from these treasure, which amounted to four thousand
circumstances. To the rest of their friends talents. All Cigar's papers, which contained
whom they had selected for the purpose, the' a particular account of his designs, were like-
wanted to draw over Antony. Treboniua onl; wise delivered up to him. Of these he made a
objected to him; he informed them that in very ingenious use; for, by inserting in them
their journey to meet Caesar, he had been gen what names he thought proper, he made some
erally with him; that he had sounded him on of his friends magistrates, and others senators
this business by hints, which, though cautious some he recalled from exile, and others he dis-
were intelligible; and that he always expressec missed from prison, on pretence that all these
bis disapprobation, though he never betrayet things were so ordered by Caesar. The peo-
the secret. Upon this, it was proposed, that ple that were thus favoured, the Romans call
Antony should fall at the same time with Cl- ed Charonitesj* because, to support their title,
ear; but Brutus opposed it. An action, under- they had recourse to the registers of the dead.
taken in support of justice and the laws, he The power of Antony, in short, was absolute:
very properly thought, should have nothing un- he was consul himself, his brother Caius was
just attending it. Of Antony, however, the) praetor, and his brother Lucius tribune of the
were afraid, both in respect of his persona] people.
valour, and the influence of his office, and it Such was the state of affairs when Octavius-
was agreed, that when Cajear was in the house who was the son of Caesar's niece, and appoint-
and they were on the point of executing their ed his heir by will, arrived at Rome from Ap-
purpose, Antony should be amused without by pollonia, where he resided when hia uncle
"ome pretended discourse of business. was killed. He first visited Antony, as the

When, in consequence of these measures, friend of his uncle, and spoke to him concern-
Caesar was slain, Antony absconded in the ing the money in his hands, and the legacy
disguise of a slave; but after he found that the of seventy-five drachmas left to every Roman
conspirators were assembled in the Capitol, citizen. Antony paid little regard to him at
and had no further designs of massacre, he in- first; and told him, it would be madness for an
vited them to come down, and sent his son to unexperienced young man, without friends, to
them as a hostage. That night Cassius supped take upon him so important an office as that of
with him, and Brutus with Lepidus. The day being executor to Caesar.
following, he assembled the senate, when he Octavius, however, was not thus repulsed:
proposed that an act of amnesty should be pass- he still insisted on the money; and Antony,
ed; and that provinces should be assigned to on the other hand, did every thing to mortify
Brutus and Cassius. The senate confirmed this, and affront him. He opposed him in his ap-
and, at the same time, ratified the acts of Cae- plication for the tribuneship; and when he
sar. Thus Antony acquitted himself in this made use of the golden chair, which had been
difficult affair with the highest reputation; and, granted by the senate to his uncle,f he threat-
by saving Rome from a civil war, he proved ened, that, unless he desisted to solicit the
himself a very able and valuable politician. But Deople, he would commit him to prison. But
the intoxication of glory drew him off from these when Octavius joined Cicero and the rest
wise and moderate counsels; and, from his in- of Antony's enemies, and, by their means,
fluence with the people, he felt that if Brutus obtained an interest in the senate: when he
were borne down, he should be the first man continued to pay his court to the people, and
in Rome. With this view, when Caesar's body drew the veteran soldiers from their quarters,
was exposed in the forum,, he undertook the Antony thought it was time to accommodate:
customary funeral oration; and when he found ind for this purpose gave him a meeting in the
the people affected with his encomiums on the Capitol.
deceased, he endeavoured still more to excite An accommodation took place, but it was
their compassion, by all that was pitiable or icon destroyed; for that night Antony dream-
aggravating in the massacre. For this purpose, ed that bis right hand was thunderstruck:
in the close of his oration, he took the robe and, in a few days after, he was informed,
from the dead body, and held it up to them, hat Octavius had a design on his life.-
bloody as it was, and pierced through with The latter would have justified himself, but
weapons; nor did he hesitate, at the same time, was not believed; so that, of course, the
to call the perpetrators of the deed villains and >reach became as wide as ever. They now
murderers. This had such an effect upon the went immediately over Italy, and endeavour-
people, that they immediately tore up the ed to be beforehand with each other, in se-
benches and the tables in the forum, to make curing, by rewards and promises, the old
I pile for the body. After they had duly dis- roops that were in different quarters, and

uch legious as were still on foot.
* Trihtni ptekii, Epilkut Marcelltu, cfsetiwjue

Flava* cororuK fasciam dctraki, Aor/uncmyue duct in * The slaves, who were enfranchised by the lut will
vinculajussitfent, dolcns seu parum prosyere motam f their masters, were likewise calltd Charonites.
rr%ni mentioncm, si're, utfeTcbat,CTCpt<imsil)i gloriam t The »enale had decreed to Caesar the privilege of
reaaandi tril/unot graviter incrcpttoi potestute pri- sing a golden chair, adorned with a crown jf gold
"ant Suet. nd prcciotu itonci, in all the theatres. Dior I. tlii
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Cice*t>, who had then considerable influence he left six legions as a garrison in Gaul, under
In the city, incensed the people against Antony, the command of Varius, one of his convivial
and prevailed on the senate to declare him a companions, whom they called Cotylon.*
public enemy; to send the rode and the rest of Octavius, when he found that Cicero's ob-
the pratorial ensigns to young Catsar, and to ject was to restore the liberties of the com-
commission Hirtius and Pansa, the consuls, to monwealth, soon abandoned him, and ca-ne to
drive Antony out of Italy. The two armies an accommodation with Antony. They met
engaged nearModena; and Cxsarwas present together with Lepidus, in a small river-island,t
at the battle. Both the consuls were slain; where the conference lasted three days. The
but Antony was defeated; in his flight he was empire of the world was divided amongst them
reduced to great extremities, particularly by like a paternal inheritance; and this they found
famine. Distress, however, was te him a school no difficulty in settling. But whom they should
of moral improvement; and Antony, in adver-kill, and whom they should spare, it was not
sity, was almost a man of virtue. Indeed, it is so easy to adjust, while each was for saving his
common for men under misfortunes, to have a respective friends, and putting to death his en-
clear idea of their duty; but a change of con-emies. At length their resentment against the
duct is not always the consequence. On such latter overcame their kindness for the former.
occasions, they too often fall back into their Octavius gave up Cicero to Antony; and An-
former manners, through the inactivity of rea- tony sacrificed his uncle Lucius Cssar to Oc-
son, and infirmity of mind. But Antony was tavius; while Lepidus had the privilege of put-
even a pattern for hia soldiers. From all the ting to death his own brother Paulus. Though
varieties of luxurious living, he came with others say, that Lepidus gave up Paulus to
readiness to drink a little stinking water, and them,f though they had required him to put
to feed on the wild fruits and roots of the him to death himself. I believe there never
desert. Nay, it is said that they ate the very was any thing so atrocious, or so execrably
bark of the trees; and that, in passing the Alps, savage as this commerce of murder; for while
they led on creatures that had never been ac- a friend was given up for an enemy received,
counted human food. the same action murdered at once the friend

Antony's design was to join Lepidus, who and the enemy; and the destruction of the for-
commanded the army on the other side of the mer was still more horrible, because it had not
Alps; and he had, a. reasonable prospect of his even resentment for its apology.
friendship, from the good offices he had done When this confederacy had taken place, the
him with Julius Csesar. When he came with- army desired it might be confirmed by some
in a small distance of him, he encamped; but alliance: and Cssar, therefore, was to marry
receiving no encouragement, he resolved to Claudia, the daughter of Fulvia, Antony's wife.
hazard all upon a single cast. His hair was As soon as this was determined, they marked
uncombed, and his beard, which he had not down such as they intended to put to death)
shaven since his defeat, was long. In this the number of which amounted to three hun-
forlorn figure, with a mourning mantle thrown dred. When Cicero was slam, Antony ordered
over him, he came to the camp of Lepidus, his head, and the hand with which he wrote his
and addressed himself to the soldiers. While Philippics, to be cut off; and when they were
some were affected with his appearance, and presented him, he laughed, and exulted at the
others with his eloquence, Lepidus, afraid of sight. After he was satiated with looking upon
the consequence, ordered the trumpets to sound, them, he ordered them to be placed on the
that he might no longer be heard. This, how- rostra in the forum. But this insult on the
ever, contributed to heighten the compassion dead was, i" fact, an abuse of his own good
of the soldiers; so that they sent La?!ius and fortune, and of the power it had placed in his
Clodius in the dress of those ladies who hired hands.§ When his uncle Lucius Caesar was
out their favours to the army, to assure Antony pursued by his murderers, he fled for refuge to
that if he had resolution enough to attack the his sister; and when the pursuers had broken
camp of Lcpidus, he would meet with many, into the house, and were forcing their way into
who were not only ready to receive him, but, h;s chamber, she placed herself at the door,
if he should desire it, to kill Lepidus. Antony and, stretching forth her hands, she cried, "You
would not suffer any violence to be offered to shall not kill Lucius Caesar till you have first
Lepidus; but the day following, at the head killed me, the mother of your general. By this
of his troops, he crossed the river which lay means, she saved her brother.
between the two camps, and had the satisfac- This triumvirate was very odious to the
tion to see Lepidus's soldiers all the while Romans; but Antony bore the greater blame;
stretching out their hands to him, and making for he was not only older than Ca?sar, and
way through the entrenchments. more powerful than Lepidus, but, when he

When he had possessed himself of the camp
of Lepidus, he treated him with great human- * From a half pint bumper ; a Gnek morale M
ity. He saluted him by the name of father; called.
and though, in reality, every thing was in his f In the Rhine, not {31 from Bologna.
own power, he secured to him the title and the t The former English translator ought not to hut
honours of general. This conduct brought over omitted this, because it lomewhat softens at least lh«
Munatius Plancus, who was at the head of a character of Lepidus. who was certainly the leajt exe-

crable villain of the three.
considerable force at no great distance. Thus § Were there any circumstance in Antony's life thai
Antony was once more very powerful, and re- could be esteemed an instance of true magnanimity,
turned into Italy with seventeen entire legions Ihc total want of that virtue in this c««e would prort
of foot and ten thousand horse. Besides these, that such a circumstance was merely accidental.
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was no longer under difficulties, he fell back were absolutely necessary, when a gratuity ot
nto the former irregularities of his life. His five thousand drachmas had bsen promised tc
abandoned and dissolute manners were the every private man.
more obnoxious to the people by his living in Antony's behaviour was at first very accept
the house of Pompcy the Great, a man no less able to the Grecians. He attended the dis-
distinguished by his temperance and modesty, putes of their logicians, their public diversions,
than by the honour of three triumphs. They and religious ceremonies. He was mild in the
were mortified to see these doors shut with in- administration of justice, and affecfced to be
"olence against magistrates, generals, and am- called the friend of Gredce; but particularly
bassadors; while they were open to players, the friend of Athens, to which ne made consid-
jugglers, and sottish sycophants, on whom he erable presents. The Megarensians, vying with
spent tne greatest part of those treasures he had the Athenians in exhibiting something curious.
amassed by rapine. Indeed, the triumvirate invited him to see their senate-house; and
were by no means scrupulous about the manner when they asked him how he liked it, he told
in which they procured their wealth. They them it was little and ruinous. He took the
seized and sold the estates of those who had dimensions of the temple of Apollo Pythius, aa
been proscribed, and, by false accusations, de- if he had intended to repair it; and, indeed, he
frauded their widows and orphans. They bur- promised as much to the senate.
dened the people with insupportable imposi- But when, leaving Lucius Censorinus in
tions; and being informed that large sums of Greece, he once more passed into Asia; when
money, the property both of strangers and cit- he had enriched himself with the wealth of the
izens, were deposited in the hands of the ves- country; when hia house was the resort of ob-
tals, they took them away by violence. When sequious kings, and queens contended for his
Caesar found that Antony's covetousness was as favour by their beauty and munificence; then,
boundless as his prodigality, he demanded a di- whilst Czsar was harassed with seditions at
vision of the treasure. The army too was di- Rome, Antony once more gave up his soul to
vided. Antony and Cssar went into Macedo- luxury, and fell into all the dissipations of his
nia against Brutus and Cassius; and the gov- former life. The Anaxenors and the Zuthi
ernment of Rome was left to Lepidus. the harpers and pipers, Metrodorus the dancer

When they had encamped in sight of the the whole corps of the Asiatic drama, who fa.'
enemy, Antony opposite to Cassius, and Cssar outdid in buffoonery the poor wretches orltaly;
to Brutus, Cssar effected nothing extraordina-these were the people of the court, the folks
ry, but Antony's efforts were still successful. that carried all before them. In short, all was
In the first engagement Cssar was defeated by riot and disorder. And Asia, in some measure,
Brutus; his camp was taken; and he narrowly resembled the city mentioned by Sophocles,"
escaped by flight, though, in his Commenta-that was once filled with the perfumes of sa-
ries, he tells us, that, on account of a dream crifices, songs, and groans.
which happened to one of his friends, he had When Antony entered Ephesus, the women
withdrawn before the battle.* Cassius was de- in the dress of Bacchanals, and men and boys
feated by Antony; and yet there are those, too, habited like Pan and the satyrs, marched be-
who say, that Antony was not present at the fore him. Nothing was to be seen through the
battle, but only joined in the pursuit after- whole city but ivy crowns, and spears wreathed
wards. As Cassius knew nothing of the suc- with ivy, harps, flutes, and pipes, while Anto-
cess of Brutus, he was killed at hie own earnest
entreaty, by bis freedman Pindarus. Another 

ny was hailed by the name of Bacchus. 
" Bacchus! ever kind and free !"

battle waa fought soon after, in which Brutus And such, indeed, he was to some; but to
was defeated; and, in consequence of that slew others he was savage and severe. He deprived
himself. Czsar happened, at that time, to be many noble families of their fortunes, and be-
sick, and the honour of this victory, likewise, stowed them on sycophants and parasites.
of course fell to Antony. As he stood over the Many were represented to be dead, who were
body of Brutus, he slightly reproached him for still living; and commissions were given to his
the death of his brother Caius, whom, in re- knaves for seizing their estates. He gave hia
venge for the death of Cicero, Brutus had slain cook the estate of a Magnesian citizen, the
in Macedonia. It appeared, however, that dressing one supper to his taste: but when he
Antony did not impute the death of Caius so laid a double impost on Asia, Hybrias, the
much to Brutus as to Hortensius; for he or- agent for the people, told him, with a pleasant-
dered the latter to be slain upon his brother's ry that was agreeable to his humour, that " If
tomb. He threw his purple robe over the body he doubled the taxes, he ought to double the
of Brutus, and ordered one of his freedmen to seasons too, and supply the people with two
do the honours of his funeral. When he was summers and two winters." He added, at tb«
afterwards informed, that he had not burned same time, with a little asperity, that, " A*
the robe with the body, and that he had retain-Asia had already raised two hundred thousand
ed part of the money which was to be expend-talents, if he had not received it, he should de-
ed on the ceremony, he commanded him to be mand it of those who had; but," said he, " if
slain. After this victory Cssar was conveyed you received it and yet have it not, we are un
to Rome; and it was expected that his distem-done." This touched him sensibly; for he -was
per would put an end to his life. Antony hav-ignorant of many things that were transacted
ing traversed some of the provinces of Asia for under his authority; not that he was indolent,
the purpose of raising money, passed with a but unsuspecting. He had a simplicity in his
large army into Greece. Contrihutions, indeed, nature without much penetration. But when

" Sec the life of Brutuj « Sopaocles, (Ed. Sc. 1.
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he found that faults had been committed, he most distinguished beauty, anrt, habited like the
expressed the greatest concern and acknow-Nereids and the Graces, assisted in the steer-
ledgment to the sufferers. He was prodigal in age and conduct of the vessel. The fragrance
his rewards, and severe in his punishments; of burning incense was diffused along the
but the excesa was rather in the former than in shores, which were covered with multitudes of
the latter. The insulting raillery of hii con- people. Some followed the procession, and
versation carried its remedy along with it; for such numbers went down from the city to see
he was perfectly liberal in allowing the retort, it, that Antony was at last left alone on the tri-
and give and took with the same good humour. bunal. A rumour was soon spread, that Venui
This, however, had a bad effect on his affairs. was come to feast with Bacchus, for the bene-
He imagined that those who treated him with fit of Asia. Antony sent to invite her to supper j
freedom in conversation would not be insincere but she thought it his duty to wait upon her,
in business. He did not perceive that his eye and to shew his politeness on her arrival he
ophants were artful in their freedom; that they complied. He was astonished at the magnifi-
used it as a kind of poignant sauce to prevent cence of the preparations; but particularly at
the satiety of flattery; and that, by taking these that multitude of lights, which were raised or
liberties with him at table, they knew well, that let down together, and disposed in such a va-
when they complied with his opinions in busi-riety of square and circular figures, that they
ness, he would not think it the effect of com- afforded one of the most pleasing spectacles that
plaisance, but a conviction of his superior has been recorded in history. The day follow-
judgment. ing Antony invited her to sup with him, and

Such was the frail, the flexible Antony, when was ambitious to outdo her in the elegance and
the love of Cleopatra came in to the completion magnificence of the entertainment. But he wai
of his ruin. This awakened every dormantvice, soon convinced that he came short of her in
inflamed every guilty passion, and totally ex- both, and was the first to ridicule the mean-
tinguished the gleams of remaining virtue. It ness end vulgarity of his treat. As she found
began in this manner: when he first set out on that Antony's humour savoured more of the
his expedition against the Parthians, he sent camp than of the court, she fell into the same
orders to Cleopatra to meet him in Cilicia, that coarse vein, and played upon him without the
she might answer some accusations which had least reserve. Such was the variety of her pow-
t»een laid against her of assisting Cassius in the ers in conversation: her beauty, it is said, was
war. Delhus, who went on this message, no neither astonishing nor inimitable; but it de-
sooner observed the beauty and address of Cle- rived a force from her wit, and her fascinating
opatra, than he concluded that such a woman, manner, which was absolutely irresistible. Her
far from having any thing to apprehend from voice was delightfully melodious, and had the
the resentment of Antony, would certainly same variety of modulation as an instrument of
have great influence over him. He therefore many strings. She spoke most languages; and
paid his court to the amiable Egyptian, and so- there were but few of the foreign ambassadors
licited her to go, as Homer says, " in her best whom she answered by an interpreter. She
attire,"* into Cilicia; assuring her, that she had gave audience herself to the Ethiopians, the
nothing to feat from Antony, who was the most Troglodites, the Hebrews, Arabs, Syrians,
courtly general in the world. Induced by this Medes, and Parthians. Nor were these all the
invitation, and in the confidence of that beauty languages she understood, though the kings of
which had before touched the hearts of Cssar Egypt, her predecessors, could hardly ever at-
and young Ppmpey, she entertained no doubt tain to the Egyptian; and some of them forgot
of the conquest of Antony. When Caesar and even their original Macedonian.
Pompey had her favours, she was young and Antony was so wholly engrossed with her
unexperienced; but she waa to meet Antony at charms that while his wife Fulvia was main-
an age when beauty, in its full perfection, called taining his interest at Rome against Csesar, and
in the maturity of the understanding to its aid. the Parthian forces, assembled under the con-
Prepared, therefore, with such treasures, orna- duct of Labienus in Mesopotamia, were ready
ments, and presents, as were suitable to the dig- to enter Syria, she led her amorous captive in
nity and affluence of her kingdom, but chiefly triumph to Alexandria. There the veteran
relying on her personal charms, she set off for warrior fell into every idle excess of puerile
Cilicia. amusement, and offered at the shrine ofhixu-

Though she had received many pressing let- ry, what Antipho calls the greatest of all sacri-
ters of invitation from Antony and his friends, fices, the sacrifice of time. This mode of life
"he held him in such contempt that she by no they called the inimitable. They visited each
means took the most expeditious method of trav- other alternately every day; and the profusion
elling. She sailed along the river Cydnus in a of their entertainments is almost incredible.
most magnificent galley. The stern was cov- Philotas, a physician of Amphissa, who was
ered with gold, the sails were of purple, and at that time pursuing his studies in Alexandria,
the oars were silver. These, in their motion, told my grandfather Lamprias, that being ac-
kept time to the music of flutes, and pipes, and quainted with one of Antony's cooks, he was
harps. The queen, in the dress and character invited to see the preparations for supper.
of Venus, lay under a canopy embroidered with When he came into the kitchen, beside an infi-
gold, of the most exquisite workmanship, while nite variety of other provisions, he observed
boys, like painted Cupids, stood fanning her on ight wild boars roasting whole; and expressed
each side of the sofa. Her maids were of the is surprise at the number of the company for

whom th'n enormous provision muat have been* Horn. II- iiv. 1. 162. It is thus that Juno proposes
to meet Jupiter, when she has a particular design of made. The cook laughed, and said, that the
uuniring Inn with love. company did not exceed twelve: but lhat.
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u every dish was to be roasted to a single turn, put a salt fish on his hook. When Antony
and as Antony was uncertain as to the time found he had caught his fish, he drew up hi»
when he would sup, particularly if an extraor- line; and this, as may be supposed, occasioned
dinary bottle, or an extraordinary vein of con- no small mirth amongst the spectators. " Go,
versation was going round, it was necessary to general1." said Cleopatra, " leave fishing to u»
nave a succession of suppers. Philotas added, petty princes of Pharos and Canopus; your
that being afterwards in the service of Antony's game is cities, kingdoms, and provinces."*
eldest son by Fulvia, he \vaa admitted to sup In the midst of these scenes of festivity and
with him, when he did not sup with his father; dissipation, Antony received two unfavourable
and it once happened that, when another phy- messages: one from Rome, that his wife Ful-
sician at table had tired the company with his via, and his brother Lucius, after long dissen-
noise and impertinence, he silenced him with tions between themselves, had joined to op-
the following sophism: There are some de- pose Cisar, but were overpowered, and oblig-
grees of a fever in which cold water is good ed to fly out of Italy. The other informed
for a man: every man, who has a fever, has him, that Labienus and the Parthians had re-
it in some degree; and, therefore, cold water duced Asia from Syria and the Euphrates to
is good for every man in a fever. The im- Lydia and Ionia. It was with difficulty that
pertinent was struck dumb with this syllogism; even this roused him from his lethargy: but
and Antony's son, who laughed at his distress, waking at length, and literally waking from a
to reward Pjilotas for his good offices, point- fit of intoxication, he set out against the Par-
ing to a magnificent sideboard of plate, said, thians, and proceeded as far as Phoenicia.
"All that, Philotas, is yours!" Philotas ac- However, upon the receipt of some very mov-
knowledged the kind offer; but thought it too ing letters from Fulvia, he turned his course
much for such a boy to give. And, afterwards, towards Italy with two hundred ships. Such
when a servant brought the plate to him in a of his friends as had fled from thence, he re-
chest, that he might put his seal upon it, he ceived; and from these he learned, that Fulvia
refused, and, indeed, was afraid to accept it; had been the principal cause of the disturbances
upon which the servant said, " What are you in Rome. Her disposition had a natural ten-
afraid of? Do not you consider that this is a dency to violence and discord; and, on this
present from the son of Antony, who could occasion, it was abetted by jealousy; for she
easily give you its weight in gold? However, expected that the disorders of Italy would call
I would recommend it to you to take the value Antony from the arms of Cleopatra. That
of it in money. In this plate there may be unhappy woman died at Sycion, in her pro-
gome curious pieces of ancient workmanship gress to meet her husband.
that Antony may set a value on." Such are This event opened an opportunity for a re-
the anecdotes which my grandfather told me conciliation with Cssar. For when Antony
he had from Philotas. came to Italy, and Czsar expressed no resent-

Cleopatra was not limited to Plato's four ment against him, but threw the whole blame
kinds of flattery.* She had an infinite variety on Fulvia; their respective friends interfered,
of it. Whether Antony were in the gay, or and brought them to an accommodation. The
the serious humour, still she had something east, within the boundaries of the Ionian sea,
ready for his amusement. She was with him was given to Antony; the western provinces
night and day; she gamed, she drank, she to Cassar; and Lepidus had Africa. When
hunted, she reviewed with him. In his night they did not accept of the consulship them-
rambles, when he was reconnoitering the doors selves, they were to dispose of it aa they
ard windows of the citizens, and throwing out thought proper, in their turns.
his jests upon them, she attended him in the After these matters were settled, they
habit of a servant, which he also on such oc- thought of means to secure this union which
casions, affected to wear. From these expedi- fortune had set on foot. Cssar had a sister
tions he frequently returned a sufferer both in older than himself, named Octavia, but they
person and character. But though some of the had different mothers. The mother of Octavia
Alexandrians were displeased with this whim- was Ancaria. Caisar's mother was Attia. Ha
sical humour, others enjoyed it, and said, had a great affection for this sister; for she
" That Antony presented his comic parts in was a woman of extraordinary merit. She had
Alexandria, and reserved the tragic for Rome." been already married to Caius Marcellus; but
To mention all his follies would be too trifling; a little before this had buried her husband:
but his fishing story must not be omitted. He and as Antony had lost his wife, there was an
was a fishing one day with Cleopatra, and had opening for a fresh union. His connection
ill success, which, in the presence of his mis- with Cleopatra he did not affect to deny; but
tress, be looked upon as a disgrace; he, there- he absolutely denied that he was married to
fort, ordered one of his assistants to dive and her; and, in this s.rcumstance, indeed, hia
put on his hook such as had been taken before. prudence prevailed over his love. His mar-
This scheme he put in practice three or four riage with Octavia was universally wished. It
limes, and Cleopatra perceived it. She affect- was the general hope, that a woman of her
td, however, to be surprised at his success; beauty and distinguished virtues would acquire
expressed her wonder to the people about her; such an influence over Antony, as might, in
and, the day following, invited them to see the end, be salutary to the state. Conditions
fresh proofs of it. When the day following being mutually agreed upon, they proceeded Vo
came, the vessel was crowded with people; * Thii expression of Cleopatra's has something of
ind as soon as Antony had let down his line, the «mc turn with that pajiage in Virgil-
ihe oidered one of her divers immediately to Eicudcnt ilii (pinmtia moHiui ar»!

" Plato Oorgiui. Tu 'eyete imperio populoi, Romanf, memcnU.
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solemnize the nuptials at Rome: and the law t was still Caesar's cock and Cxsar's quail.
which permits no widow to marry till the ex- These things co-operating with the conjuror3*
piration of ten months after the decease of her observations, had euch an effect on Antony,
husband, was dispensed with by the senate. :hat he gave up the management of hie domes-

Sextus, the son of Poropev, who was then tic affaire to Casar, and left Italy. Octavia,
in possession of Sicily, had not only made who had by this time brought him a daughter,
great ravages in Italy, but had covered the sea he took with him into Greece. He wintered
with such a number of piratical vessels, under in Athens, and there he learned that his affairg
the command of Menas and Menecrates, that in Asia, under Ventidius, were successful; that
it was no longer safe for other ships to pass. the Parthians were routed, and that Labienoi
He had been favourable, notwithstanding, to and Pharnapates, the ablest generals of Orodes,
Antony; for he had given a kind reception to Tell in the battle. In honour of this victory he
his mother and his wile Fulvia, when they were ;ave an entertainment to the Greeks, and
obliged to fly from Rome. It was judged pro- treated the Athenians with an exhibition of the
per, therefore, to accommodate matters with jymnastic games, in which he took the mas-
him; and, for this purpose, a meeting was held ter's part himself. The robes and ensigns of
at the promontory of Misenuro by the mole the general were laid aside; the rods, the cloak,
that runs into the sea. Pompey was attended and the slippers of the Gymnasiarch were as-
by his fleet; Antony and Caesar by an army of sumed; and when the combatants had fought
foot. At this interview it was settled, that sufficiently, he parted them himself.
Pompey should keep Sicily and Sardinia, on When he went to the war, he took with him
condition that he should clear the sea of pirates, a crown of the sacred olive; and by the direc-
and send a certain quantity of corn to Rome. ;ion of some oracle or other, a vessel of water
When these things were determined, they mu- illed out of the Clepsydra.* In the meantime,
tually invited each other to supper; but it fell Pacoras, son of the king of Parthia, made an
to the lot of Pompey to give the first enter- incursion into Syria, but was routed by Veoti-
tainment. When Antony asked him where dius in Cyrrhestica, and with the greatest part
they should sup: " There," said he, pointing of his army, fell in the battle. This celebrated
to the admiral-galley of six oars, " that is the victory made ample amends for the defeat of
only patrimonial mansion-house that is left to Crassus. The Farthians had now been thrice
Pompey: and it implied, at the game time, a conquered, and were confined within the
sarcasm on Antony, who was then in posses- bounds of Media and Mesopotamia. Venti-
sion of his father's house. However, he en- dius would not pursue the Parthians any far-
tertained them very politely, after conducting ther, for fear of exciting the envy of Antony;
them over a bridge from the promontory to the he, therefore, turned his arms against the re-
ship that rode at anchor. During the enter- voiters, and brought them back to their duty.
tainment, while the raillery ran briskly on An- Amongst these was Antiochus, the king of Com-
tony and Cleopatra, Menas came to Pompey, magene, whom he beaieged in the city of Sa-
and told him secretly, that, if he would permit mosata. That prince, at first offered to pay a
him to cut the cable/he would not only make thousand talents, and to submit himself to the
him master of Sicily and Sardinia, but of the Roman empire; upon which Ventidius told
whole Roman Empire. Pompey, after a mo- him, that he must send proposals to Antony
ment's deliberation, answered, that he should for tie was then at no great distance, and hs
have done it without consulting him. " We bad not commissioned Ventidius to make peace
must now let it alone," said he, " for I cannot with Antiochus, that something at leaat might
break my oath of treaty." The compliment of be done by himself. But while the siege was
the entertainment was returned by his guests, thus prolonged and the people of Samosata
and he then retired to Sicily. despaired of obtaining terms, that despair pro-

Antony, after the accommodation, sent Ven- duced a degree of courage which defeated
tidius into Asia, to stop the progress of the every effort of the besiegers; and Antony was
Parthians. All matters of public administra-at last reduced to the disgraceful necessity of
tion were conducted with the greatest harmony accepting three hundred talents.
between him and Octavius; and, in compli- After he had done some little towards set-
ment to the latter, he took upon himself the tling the affairs of Syria, he returned to Athens,
office of bigh-priest to Caesar the dictator. But, and sent Ventidius to Rome, to enjoy the re-
alas! in their contests at play, Coesar wa§ gen-ward of his merit in a triumph. He was tbe
erally superior, and Antony was mortified. He only general that ever triumphed over the Par-
bad in his house a fortune-telling gipsy, who thians. His birth was obscure, but his connec-
was skilled in the calculation of nativities. This tions with Antony brought him into great ap-
man, either to oblige Cleopatra, or following pointments: and, by making the best use of
the investigation of truth, told Antony that the them, he confirmed what was said of Antony
star of his fortune, however glorious in itself, and Octavius Cxsar, that they were more suc-
was eclipsed and obscured by Caesar's, and ad- cessful by their lieutenants, than when they
vised him, by all means, to keep at the great commanded in person. This observation, with
eet distance from that young man. " The ge- regard to Antony in particular, might be justi-
nius of your life," said he, " is afraid of his: fied by the success of Sossius and Canidius.
when it is alone, its port is erect and fearless; The former had done great things in Syria;
when his approaches, it is dejected and de- and the latter, whom he left in Armenia, re-
pressed." Indeed, there were many circum- duced the whole country-; and, after defeating
ftances that seemed to justify the conjuror's
doctrine: for in every kind of play, whether " The Clepsydra was a fountain belonging In the
they cast lots, or cast the die, Antony was still ciladf 1 at Athens; »o called, because it wa* somttmni
the loser. la their cock-fights and quail-fights, full of water and "ometioici empty.
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the kings of Iberia and Albania, penetrated as dominions, and beheaded Antiponus of Judaea,
far as Mount Caucasus, and spread the terror the first king that ever suffered in such a man
of Antony's name and power through those ner;* yet nothing so much disturbed the Ro-
barbarous nations. mans as his enormous profusion in favour of

Soon after this, upon hearing some disagree-that woman. Nor were they less offended at
able reports concerning the designs or the con- his giving the surnames of the sun and moon
duct of Cesar, he sailed for Italy with a fleet to the twins he had by her.
of three hundred ships; and, being refused the But Antony knew well how to give a fair ap
harbour of Brundasium, he made forTarenfim. pearance to the most disreputable actions. The
There he was prevailed on by his wife Octa- greatness of the Roman empire, he said, ap-
via, who accompanied him, and was then preg- peared more in giving than in receiving king-
nant a third time, to send her to her brother; doms; and that it was proper for persons of high
and she was fortunate enough to meet him on birth and station to extend and secure their no
her journey, attended by his two friends, Mar- bility, by leaving children and successors born
cenas and Agrippa. In conference with him, of different princes; that his ancestor Hercules
she entreated him to consider the peculiarity trusted not to the fertility of one woman, as L
of her situation, and not to make the happiest he had feared the penalties annexed to the lav
woman in the world the most unfortunate. of Solon; but, by various connections with the
"The eyes of all," said she, " are necessarily sex, became the founder of many families.
timed oa me, who am the wife of Antony, and After Orodes was slain by his son Phraates,t
the sister of Caesar; and should these chiefs of who took possession of the kingdom, many of
the empire, misled by hasty counsels, involve the Parthian chiefs fled to Antony; and amongst
the whole in war, whatever may be the event, the rest, Monesus, a man of great dignity and
it will be unhappy for me." Caesar was soft- power. Antony thinking that Monesus, in his
ened by the entreaties of big sister, and pro- fortune, resembled Themistocles, and compar-
ceeded with peaceable views to Tarentum. ing his own wealth and magnificence to that of
His arrival afforded a general satisfaction to the kings of Persia, gave him three cities,
the people. They were pleased to see such an Larissa, Arethusa, and Hierampolis, which was
army on the shore, and such a fleet in the har- before called Bombyce. But when Phraates
bour, in the mutual disposition for peace; and sent Monesus assurances of his safety, he rea-
nothing but compliments and expressions of dily dismissed him. On this occasion he form-
kindness passing between the generals. Ac- ed a scheme to deceive Phraates'. he pretended
tony first invited Caesar to sup with him, and, a disposition for peace, and required only that
in compliment to Octavia, he accepted the in- the Roman standards and ensigns which had
vitation. At length it was agreed, that Caesar been taken at the death of Crassus, and such
should give up to Antony two legions for the of the prisoners as still survived, might be re-
Parthian service; and that Antony, in return, stored. He sent Cleopatra into Egypt; after
should leave a hundred armed galleys with which he marched through Arabia and Arme-
Caesar. Octavia, moreover, engaged Antony nia, where, as toon as his own troops were
to give up twenty light ships to Caesar, and joined by the allies, he reviewed his army
procured from her brother a thousand foot for He had several princes in alliance with him, but
her husband. Matters being thus accommo- Artavasdes, king of Armenia, was the most
dated, Caesar went to war with Pompey for the powerful; for he furnished six thousand horse,
recovery of Sicily; and Antony, leaving under and seven thousand foot. At this review there
his protection bis wife and his children, both appeared sixty thousand Roman foot, and ten
by tbe present and the former marriage, sailed thousand horse, who, though chiefly Gauls and
for Asia. Spaniards, were reckoned as Romans. The

Upon his approach to Syria, the love of number of the allies, including the light armed
Cleopatra, which had so long been dormant in and the cavalry, amounted to thirty thousand.
his heart, and which better counsels seemed This formidable armament, which struck
totally to have suppressed, revived again, and terror into the Indians beyond Bactria, and
took possession of his soul. The unruly steed, alarmed all Asia, his attachment to Cleopatra
to which Plato* compares certain passions, rendered perfectly useless. His impatience to
once more broke loose, and in spite of honour, return and spend the winter in her arms, made
interest, and prudence, Antony sent Fonteius him take the field too early in the season, and
Capito to conduct Cleopatra into Syria. precipitated all his measures. As a man who

Upon her arrival he made her the most mag- is under the power of enchantment, can only
nificent presents. He gave her the provinces act as the impulse of the magic directs him, his
of Phoenicia, Cslosyria, Cyprus, great part of eye was continually drawn to Cleopatra, and to
Cilicia, that district of Juda»a which produces return to her was a greater object than to oon-
the balm, and that part of Arabia Nabatbea quer the world. He ought certainly to have
which lies upon the ocean. These extravagant wintered in Armenia, that he might give a pro-
gifts were disagreeable to the Romans: for, per respite and refreshment to his men, after
though he had often conferred on private per- a march of a thousand miles. In the early part
sons considerable governments and kingdoms; of the spring, he should have made himself
though he had deprived many princes of their master of Media, before the Parthian troops

* Plutarch here alludes to that passage in Plato, where were drawn out of garrison; but his impatience
he compares the soul to a winged chariot, with two
horses and a charioteer. One of these horses is mis- * Dion UH» us, that Antigonus was first tied to
chievous and unruly : the other gentle and tractable. stake and whipped ; and that afterwards his thro*
Fhe charioteer is Reason: the unruly horse denotes was cut.
Ihe concupiscent, and the tractable horse the irascible t The same Phraates that Horace mentions.
<arU Plato, Fhaed. turn C'vri tolio Phraattm. Lib. iii. ode 3.
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put him upon the march, and leaving Armenia found that he had not slain abtre eighty of tin
on the left, he passed through the province of enemy, and that thirty only were taken prison
Atropatene, and laid waste the country. In ers. Thus, the little advantage of their victoriei,
bis haste, he left behind him the battering en- and the heavy loss of their defeats, as in the
gines, amongst which waa a ram eighty feel recent instance of the carriages, was a fresh
long, and these followed the camp on three discouragement to the Romans.
hundred carriages; had any damage happenec The day following they returned with theii
to these, it would have been impossible to re baggage to the camp before Phraata. In theii
pair them in this upper part of Asia, where march they met with some straggling troops of
there is no timber of height or strength suffi- the enemy, afterwards with greater parties, and
cient for the purpose. However, they were at last with the whole body, which having
brought after him under the conduct of Statia- easily rallied, appeared like a fresh army, and
nus; and, in the mean time, he laid siege to the harassed them in such a manner, that it wa§
large city of Phraata, the residence of the king with difficulty they reached their camp.
of Media's wives and children. Here he per- The Median garrison, in the absence of An
ceived his error in leaving the engines behind; tony, had made a sally; and those who were
for want of which he was obliged to throw up left to defend the mount, had quitted their post,
a mount against the wall, and that required and fled. Antony, at his return, punished the
considerable time and labour. fugitives by decimation. That is, he divided

In the mean time, Phraates came up with a them into tens; and, in each division, put one
numerous army, and being informed that An- to death, on whom the lot happened to falL
tony had left behind him his machines, he sent Those that escaped ha^ theirjallowance in bar-
a large detachment to intercept them. This ley instead of wheat.
party fell upon Statianus, who, with ten thou Both parties now found their difficulties in
sand of his men, was slain upon the spot. the war. Antony had the dread of famine be-
Many were taken prisoners, among whom was fore him, for he could not forage without a ter-
king Polemo; and the machines were seized by rible slaughter of his men; and Phraates, who
the enemy and destroyed. knew the temper of the Parthians, waa appre-

This miscarriage greatly discouraged the hensive, that, if the Romans persisted in carry-
army; and Artavasdes, though he had been the ing on the siege, as soon as the autumnal equi-
promoter of the war, withdrew his forces in nox was passed, and the winter set in, he should
despair. The Parthians, on the other hand, be deserted by his army, which would not at that
encouraged by their success, came up with the time endure the open field. To prevent this, he
Romans while they were employed in the siege, had recourse to stratagem. He ordered his of-
and treated them with the most insolent men- ficers not to pursue the Romans too close when
aces and contempt. Antony, who knew that they were foraging, but to permit them to carry
despair and timidity would be the consequence off provisions. He commanded them, at the
of inaction, led out ten legions, three pnEtorian same time, to ccmpliment them on their valour:
cohorts heavy-armed, and the whole body of and to express his high opinion of the Roman
cavalry, on the business of foraging. He was bravery. They were instructed, likewise, aa
persuaded, at the same time, that this was the opportunity might offer, to blame the obstinacy
only method of drawing the enemy after him, of Antony, which exposed many brave men to
and bringing them to a battle. After one day's the severities of famine and a winter campaign,
progress, he observed the enemy in motion, and who must suffer of course, notwithstanding all
watched an opportunity to fall upon him in his the Parthians could do for them, while Phraatea
march. Hereupon he put up in his camp the sought for nothing more than peace, though he
signal for battle: but, at the same time, struck was still defeated in his benevolent intentions.
his tents, a.3 if his intention was not to fight, Antony, on these reports, began to conceive
but to retire. Accordingly he passed the army lopes; but he would not offer any terms before he
of the barbarians, which was drawn up in form was satisfied whether they came originally from
of a crescent: but he had previously given the king. The enemy assured him that such
orders to the horse to charge the enemy, full were the sentiments of Phraates; and, being in
ipeed, as soon as their ranks were within reach duced to believe them, he sent some of his fnenda
of the legionary troops. The Parthians were to demand the standards and the prisoners that
struck with astonishment at the order of the came into their hands on the defeat of Crassua;
Roman army, when they observed them pass for he thought, if he demanded nothing, it
at regular intervals without confusion, and might appear that he was pleased with the priv-
brandish their pikes in silence. lege of retreating. The Parthian answered,

When the signal was given for battle, the that the standards and prisoners could not be
horse turned short, and fell with loud shouts on restored; but that Antony, if he thought proper,
the enemy. The Parthians received the attack was at liberty to retreat in safety.
with firmness, though they were too close in After some few days had been spent in
with them for the use of their bows. But when making up the baggage, he began his march
the infantry came to the charge, their shouts, On this occasion, though he had the happiest
and the clashing of their arms, so frightened eloquence in addressing his soldiers, and re-
the enemy's horses, that they were no longer conciling them to every situation and event;
manageable; and the Parthians fled without ?et, whether it was through shame, or sorrow,
once engaging. Antony pursued them closely, or both, he left that office to Domitius JEno-
in hopes that this action would, in a great larbus. Some of them were offended at thil
measure, terminate the war. But when the as an act of contempt; but the greater part un-
infantry had followed them fifty furlongs, and derstood the cause, and, pitying their general,
the cavalry at least a hundred and fifty, he aid him atill greater attention.
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Antony had determined to take his route leading so many brave men to destruction. Gal-
through ii plain and open country; but a certain lus, on the other hand, returned his reproaches,
Mardian, who was well acquainted with the and commanding those who were about him to
practices of the Parthians, and had approved stand, he made his retreat alone. Gallus had
his faith to the Romans at the battle when the no sooner made an impression on the enemy's
machines were lost, advised him to take the front than he was surrounded. In this distress
mountains on his right, ard not to expose his he sent for assistance; and here the general
heavy-armed troops in an open country to the officers, and Canidiua, the favourite of Antony;
attacks of the Parthian bowmen and cavalry. amongst the rest, committed a most capital
Phraates, he said, amused him with fair prom error. Instead of leading the whole army against
ises, merely to draw him off from the siege; but the Parthians, as soon as one detachment waa
if he would take him for his guide, he would overpowered, they sent another to its support,
conduct him by a way that was nearer and bet- and thus, by degrees, they would have sacri-
ter furnished with necessaries. Antony delib- ficed great part of the troops, had not Antony
erated some time upon this. He would not come hastily from the front with the heavy-
appear to doubt the honour of the Parthians, armed, and urging on the third legion through
after the truce they had agreed to: and yet, he the midst of the fugitives, stopped the enemy'8
could not but approve of a way which was near- pursuit.
er, and which lay through an inhabited coun- In this action no fewer than three thousand
try. At last, he required the necessary pledges were slain, and five thousand brought back
of the Mardian's faith, which he gave in euffer- wounded to the camp. Amongst the last was
ing himself to be bound till he should have con- Gallus, who had four arrows shot through hia
ducted the army into Armenia. In this condi- body, and soon after died of his wounds. An-
tion he led the Romans peaceably along for tony visited all that had suffered on this un-
two days: but on the third, when Antony, ex- happy occasion, and consoled them with tears
pecting nothing less than the Parthians, was of real grief and affection: while the wounded
marching forward in disorderly security, the soldiers, embracing the hand of their general,
Mardian, observing the mounds of a river bro- entreated him not to attend to their sufferings,
ken down, and the waters let out into the plain but to his own health and quiet: " While our
where they were to pass, concluded that the general is safe, all," said they, " is well." It is
Parthians had done this to retard their march, certain that there was not in those days a bra-
and advised Antony to be on his guard; for the ver or a finer army. The men were tall, stout,
enemy, he said, was at no great distance. able, and willing to endure the greatest toils.
Whilst Antony was drawing up his men, and Their respect and ready obedience to their gen-
preparing such of them as were armed with eral was wonderful. Not a man in the army,
darts and slings to make a sally against the ene- from the first officer to the meanest soldier, but
my, the Parthians1 came upon him, and by sur- would have preferred the favour of Antony to
rounding his army, harassed it on every part. his own life and safety. In all these respects
The light armed Romans, indeed, made an in- they were at least equal to the armies of ancient
cursion upon them, and galling them with their Rome. A variety of causes, as we have observ-
missive weapons, obliged them to retreat; but ed, concurred to produce this: Antony's noble
they soon returned to the charge, till a band of birth, his eloquence, his candour, his liberality
the Gaulish cavalry attacked and dispersed and magnificence, and the familiar pleasan-
them; so that they appeared no more that day. try of his conversation. These were the gen-

Antony, upon this, found what measures he eral causes of the affection he found in hie
was to take; and, covering both wings and the army; and, on this particular occasion, his sym-
rear with such troops as were armed with mis- pathising with the wounded, and attending to
sive weapons, his army marched in the form :heir wants, made them totally forget their suf-
of a square. The cavalry had orders to repel ferings.
the attacks of the enemy, but not to pursue The Parthians, who had before began to lan-
them to any great distance. The Parthians, of uish in their operations, were so much elevat-
course, when in four successive days they could ed with this advantage, and held the Romans
make no considerable impression, and found n such contempt, that they even spent the
themselves equally annoyed in their turn, grew light by their camp, in hopes of seizing the
more remiss, and, finding an excuse in the win- jaggage while they deserted their tents. At
ter season, began to think of a retreat. On the areak of day numbers more came up, to the
fifth day, Flavius Gallus, a general officer of amount, as it is said, of forty thousand horse;
great courage and valour, requested Antony, "or the Parthian king had sent even his body-
that he would indulge him with a number of ;uard, so confident was he of absolute victory j
light-armed troops from the rear, together with as to himself, he never was present at any en-
a few horse from the front; and with these he gagement.
proposed to perform some considerable exploit. Antony, being now to address his soldiers.
These he obtained, and in repelling the attacks called for mourning apparel, that his speech
of the Parthians, he did not, like the rest, re- might be more affecting; but as his friends
treat by degrees towards the body of the army, would not permit this, he appeared in his gene-
but maintained his ground, and fought rather ral's robe. Those that had been victorious he
on the offensive than on the defensive. When araised; those who had fled he reproached; the
the officers of the rear observed that he was "ormer encouraged him hy every testimony of
separated from the rest, they tent to recal him, their zeal; the latter, offering themselves either
but he did not obey the summons. It is said, .o decimation or any other kind of punishment
however, that Titius the qusstor turned back that he might think proper to inflict upon them,
the standard, and inveighed against Gallus for entreated him to forego his sorrow and con
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cern. Upon this he raised his hands to heaven, throw them into disorder, but were frequently
and prayed to the gods, " That if his happier beaten in their attacks, began once more t»
fortune was to be followed by future evil, it treat their foragers in a peaceable manner.
might effect only himself, and that his army They shewed them their bows unstrung, and
might be safe and victorious." informed them that they had given up the pur-

The day following they marched out in bet- suit, and were going to depart. A few Mede*,
ter order, and the Parthians, who thought they they said, might continue the route a day or two
had nothing to do but to plunder, when they longer, but they would give the Romans no
saw their enemy in fresh spirits and in a trouble, as their only purpose was to protect
capacity for renewing the engagement, were some of the remoter villages. These profession!
extremely disconcerted. However, they fell were accompanied with many kind salutations;
upon the Romans from the adjacent declivities insomuch that the Romans conceived fresh
and galled them with their arrows as they were hopes and spirits; and, because the way over
marching slowly forward. Against these at- the mountains was said to be destitute of wa-
tacks the light-armed troops were covered by ter, Antony once more was desirous of taking
tbe legionaries, who placing one knee upon the his route through the plains. When he was go-
ground, received the arrows on their shields. ing to put this scheme in execution, one Mith-
The rank that was behind covered that which ridates, cousin to that Monesus who had for-
was before in a regular gradation; so that this merly sought his protection; and being present-
curious fortification, which defended them from ed by him with three cities, came from the
the arrows of the enemy, resembled the roof of enemy's camp, and desired he might be permit-
a house. ted to speak with some person that understood

The Parthiang, who thought that the Ro- the Syrian or the Parthian language. Alexan-
mans rested on their knees only through "wea-der of Antioch, a friend of Antony's, went out
riness and fatigue, threw away their bows, and to him, and after the Parthian had informed him
came to close engagement with their spears. who he was, and attributing his coming to the
"Upon this the Romans leaped up with a loud kindness of Monesus, he asked him, whether
«hout, cut to pieces those who came first to the he did not see at a. great distance before him a
attack, and put all the rest to flight. This me- range of high hills. " Under those hills," said
thod of attack and defence being repeated every he, "the whole Parthian army lies in ambuscade
day, they made but little progress in their for you: for at the foot of the mountains there ii
march, and were, besides, distressed for want a spacious plain, and there, when deluded by
of provisions; they could not forage without their artifices, you have left the way over tbe
fighting; the corn they could get was but little, heights, they expect to find you. In the mountain
and even that they had not instruments to roads, indeed, you have thirst and toil to con-
grind. The greatest part of them had been left tend with as usual; but, should Antony take tbe
behind; for many of their beasts of burden were plains, he must expect the fate of Crassus."
dead, and many were employed in carrying the After he had given this information he de-
lick and wounded. It is said that a bushel of parted, and Antony on the occasion assembled
wheat, Attic measure, was sold for fifty a council, and amongst the rest his Mardian
drachmas, and a barley loaf for its weight in guide, who concurred with the directions of the
silver. Those who sought for roots and pot Parthian. The way over the plains, he said,
herbs found few that they" had been accustomed was hardly practicable, were there no enemy
to eat, and in tasting unknown herbs, they met to contend with, the windings were long and
with one that brought on madness and death. tedious, and difficult to be made out. The rug-
He that had eaten of it immediately lost all ged way over the mountains, on the contrary,
memory and knowledge; but, at the same time, had no other difficult; in it than to endure
would busy himself in turning and moving every thirst for one day. Antony, therefore, changed
Btone he met with, as if he was upon some very his mind, and ordering each man to take water
important pursuit. The camp was full of un- along with him, took the mountain road by
happy men bending to the ground, and thus night. As there was not a sufficient number of
digging up and removing stones, till at last they vessels, some conveyed their water in helmets,
were carried off by a bilious vomiting; when and others in bladders.
wine,* the only remedy,t was not to be had. The Parthians were informed of Antony'*
Thus, while numbers perished, and the Parthi- motions, and, contrary to custom, pursued him
aiia still continued to harass them, Antony is in the night. About sunrise they came up with
said frequently to have cried out, " O the ten the rear, weary as it was with toil and watch-
thousand " alluding to the army that Xcnophon ing; for that night they had travelled thirty
led from Babylon both a longer way,f and miles. In this condition they had to contend
through more numerous conflicts, and yet led with an unexpected enemy, and, being at once
in safety. obliged to fight and continue their march, their

The Parthians, when they found that they thirst became still more insupportable. At last
could not break through the Roman ranks, nor the front came up to a river, the water of which

was cool and clear, but being salt and acrimo-
* The ancients held wine to be a principal remedy nious, it occasioned a pain in the stomach and

"rainsl vomiting. Pniterca vomitionei tistit.-Plin. bowels that had been heated and inflamed with
Nat. Hist. 1. "MI- c. 1. thirst. The Mardian guide had, indeed, fore

f It was likewise esteemed good against many kinds of warned them of this, hut the poor fellows re
poison. Merum at contra cirutum, acoflita et omniaqua refrigerant remedtum. Ibid. jecting the information that was brought them,drank eagerly of the stream. Antony, running{ When Plutarch says that Xenophon led his ten
thousand a longer way, he must mean to terminate amongst the ranks, entreated them to for-
Antony's march with Armenia. bear but a little. He told them that there wai
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mother river at no great distance, the water o; combat was now over, and the thirsty could
which might be drank with safety; ami that the enjoy their water in quiet. At sight of th«
way was so eitremely rocky and uneven, that river the Parthians unstrung their bows, and,
it was impossible for the enemy's cavalry to with the highest encomiums on their bravery,
pursue. At the same time he sounded a retreat bade their enemies pass over in peace. They
to call off such as were engaged with the ene- did so, and after the necessary refreshments,
my, and gave the signal for pitching their tents, proceeded on their march, without much con-
that they might at least have the convenience fidence ia the Parthian praise or professions.
of shade. Within six days from the last battle rhey ar-

While their tents were filing, and the Par rived at the river Araxes, which divides Me-
tbians, as usual, retiring from the pursuit, dia from Armenia. This river, on account of
Mithridates came again, and Alexander being the depth and strength of its current, seemed
sent out to him, he advised that the Romans, difficult to pass, and a rumour, moreover, ran
after a little rest, should rise and make for the through the army that the enemy was there in
liver, because the Parthians did not propose to ambuscade, to attack them as they forded it.
carry their pursuit beyond it. Alexander re- However they passed over in safety, and when
ported this to Antony, and Mithridates being they set foot in Armenia, with the avidity of
presented with as many phials and cups of gold mariners when they first come on shore, they
is he could conceal in his garments, once mote kissed the ground in adoration, and embraced
left the camp. Antony, while it was yet day, each other with a pleasure that could only ex-
struck his tents, and marched, unmolested by press itself in tears. The ill consequences of
the enemy. But so dreadful a night as follow- their former extremities, however, discovered
ed he had never passed. Those who were known themselves even here; for as they now passed
to be possessed of gold or silver were slain and through a country of plenty and profusion, their
plundered, and the money that was conveyed too great indulgencies threw them into the
in the baggage was made a prey of. Last of dropsy and the colic. Antony, on reviewing
all, Antony's baggage was seized, and the rich- bis army, found that be had lost twenty thou-
est bowls and tables were cut asunder and di- sand foot and four thousand horse, more than
vided amongst the plunderers. The greatest ialf of which had not died in battle, but by
terror and distraction ran through the whole sickness. They had been twenty-seven days in
army, for it was concluded that the inroads of :heir return from Phraatx, and had beaten the
the enemy had occasioned this flight and con' Parthians in eighteen engagements; but these
fusion. Antony sent for one of his freedmen victories were by no means complete, because
called Rhamnus, and made him swear that he they could not prosecute their advantages by
would stab him and cut off his head, whenever Dursuit.
he should command him, that he might neither Hence it is evident that Artavasdes deprived
fall alive into the hands of the enemy, nor be Antony of the fruits of his Parthian expedition;
known when dead. While his friends were "or had be been assisted by the sixteen thousand
weeping around him, the Mardian guide gave lorse which he took with him out of Media,
him some encouragement, by telling him that who were armed like the Parthians, and ac-
the river was at hand, as he could perceive by customed to fight with them, after the Romans
the cool freshness of the air that issued from lad beaten them in set battles, this cavalry
it, and that, of course, the troubles of his jour- might have taken up the pursuit, and harassed
ney would soon be at an end, as the night near- them in such a manner, that they could not so
ly was. At the same time he was informed often have rallied and returned to the charge.
that all these disorders had been occasioned by All, therefore, were exciting Antony to revenge
the avarice of the soldiers, and he therefore or- limself on Artavasdes. But he followed better
dered the signal for encamping, that be might counsels, and in his present weak and indigent
rectify his disordered army." condition, he did not think proper to withhold

It was now daylight, and as soon as the he usual respect and honours he had paid him.
troops were brought to a little order, the Par- 3ut when he came into Armenia on another oc-
thians once more began to harass the rear. The casion, after having drawn him to a meeting by
signal was therefore given to the light troops air promises and invitations, he seized and car-
to engage, and the heavy armed received the ried him bound to Alexandria, where he led
arrows under a roof of shields as before. The lim in triumphal procession. The Romans
Parthians, however, durst not come any more were offended at this triumph and at Antony
to close engagement, and when the front had who had thus transferred the principal honours
advanced a little farther, the river was in eight. of their country to Egypt, for the gratification
Antony first drew up the cavalry on the bank of Cleopatra. These things, however, happen-
to carry over the weak and wounded. The ed in a later period of Antony's life.
* Plutarch does not in this place appear to be suffi- The severity of the winter and perpetualciently informed. The cause of this tumult in the snows were so destructive to the troops, that

army could not be the avarice of the soldier* only, since n his-march, he lost eight thousand men. Ac-
that might have operated long before, and at a time companied by a small party he went down to
when they were capable of enjoying money. Their ob-
ject now was the preservation of life; and it was not the sea-coast, and in a fort between Berytus
wealth but water that they wanted. We roust look and Sidon, called the White Hair, he waited
for the cause of this disorder, then, in some other cir- or Cleopatra. To divert his impatience on her
cumstance; and that probably was the report of their delay, he had recourse to festivity and intoxi
general's despair, or possibly of his death ; for other-cation; and he would frequently,over his cups,wise, they would hardly have plundered his baggage.
The fidelity and affection they had shewn him in all start up from his seat, and run leaping and
their dutressei, afford a sufficient argument on thi* be- lancing to look out for her approach. At

length she came, and brought with her a largo
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quantity of money and clothing for the army. mer, though at that time the Parthian affairi
Some, however,have asserted, that she brought were said to be in a seditious and disorderly
nothing but the clothes, and that Antony suppli- situation. At length, however, he went into AT
ed the money, though he gave her the credit of it. menia, and after entering into an alliance with

There happened at this time a quarrel be- the Mede, and betrothing one of Cleopitra'i
tween Phraates and the king of the Modes, sons to a daughter of his who was very young,
occasioned, as it is said, by the division of the returned, that he might attend to the civil war.
Roman spoils, and the latter was apprehensive When Octavia returned from Athens, Czsar
of losing his kingdom. He therefore sent to looked upon the treatment she had met with
Antony an offer of his assistance against the as a mark of the greatest contempt, and he
Parthians. Antony, who concluded that he had therefore ordered her to retire and live alone
failed of conquering the Parthians only through However, she refused to quit her husband's
want of cavalry and bowmen, and would here house, and moreover entreated Czsar by no
leem rather to confer than to receive a favour, means, to have recourse to arms merely on her
determined once more to return to Armenia, account. It would be infamous, she said, for
and, after joining the king of the Medes at the the two chiefs of the Roman empire to involve
river Araiares, to renew the war. the people in a civil war, one for the love of a

Octavia, who was still at Rome, now ex- woman, and the other out of jealousy. By her
pressed a desire of visiting Antony, and Caesar own conduct she added weight to her expostu-
gave her his permission, not according to the lations. She kept up the dignity of Antony'i
general opinion, merely to oblige her, but that house, and took the same care of his children,
the ill treatment and neglect which he conclud- as well those that he had by Fulvia. as her
ed she would meet might give him a pretence own, that she could possibly have taken, had
for renewing the war. When she arrived at he been present. Antony's friends, who were
Athens, she received letters from Antony, com- sent to Rome to solicit honours or transact bu-
manding her to continue there, and acquaint-siness, she kindly entertained, and used her
ing her with his new expedition. These let- best offices with Caesar to obtain what they re-
ters mortified her, for she suspected the expe- quested. Yet even by this conduct she was
dition to be nothing more than a pretence; hurting Antony, contrary to her inclination.
however, she wrote to him, and desired he His injurious treatment of such a woman ex-
would send his commands where she should cited a general indignation; and the distribu-
leave the presents she had brought. These tion he had made to his children in Alexandria
presents consisted of clothing for the army, carried with it something so imperious and so
beasts of burden, money, and gifts for his offi- disparaging to the Romans, that it increased
cers and friends. Besides these, she had that indignation not a little. The manner of do-
brought two thousand picked men, fully equip- ing it was extremely obnoxious. He summon-
ped and armed for the general's cohort. Oc- ed the people to the place of public exercise,
tavia sent this letter by Niger, a friend of An-and ordering two golden chairs to be placed
tony's, who did not fail to pay her the compli-on a tribunal of silver, one for himself, and
ments she deserved, but represented her to the other for Cltiopatra, beside lower seats for
Antony in the most agreeable light. the children, he announced her queen of Egypt,

Cleopatra dreaded her rival. She wan ap- Cyprus, Africa, and Cfflosyria, and nominated
prehensive that if she came to Antony, the re- Caesario, her son by Caesar the dictator, her
spectable gravity of her manners, added to the colleague. The sons she had by him he enti-
authority and interest of Caesar, would carry tled kings of kings, and to Alexander he gave
off her husband. She therefore pretended to Armenia and Media, together with Parthia,
be dying for the love of Antony, and to give a when it should be conquered. To Ptolemy he
colour to her pretence, she emaciated herself gave Phoenicia, Syria, and Cilicia. At the
by abstinence. At his approach she taught her same time the children made their appearance,
eye to express an agreeable surprise, and when Alexander in a Median dress, with the turban
he left her, she put on the look of languish- and tiara; and Ptolemy in the long cloak and
ment and dejection. Sometimes she would en-slippers, with a bonnet encircled by a diadem.
deavour to weep, and then, as if she wished to The latter was dressed like the successors of
hide the tears from her tender Antony, she af- Alexander; the former like the Median and
fected to wipe them off unseen. Armenian kings. When the children saluted

Antony, was all this while, preparing for his their parents, one was attended by Armenian,
Median expedition, and Cleopatra's creatures the other by Macedonian guards. Cleopatra
and dependents did not fail to reproach his un-on this, and on other public occasions, wore
feeling heart, which could suffer the woman the sacred robe of Isis,* and affected to give
whose life was wrapped up in his, to die for his audience to the people in the character and
"ake. Octavia's marriage, they said, was a name of the New /si*.
mere political convenience, and it was enough Oxsar expatiated on these things in the sen-
for her that she had the honour of being called ate, and by frequent accusations, incensed the
his wife. Poor Cleopatra, though queen of a people against Antony. Antony did not fail
mighty nation, was called nothing more than to recriminate by his deputies. In the first
his mistress: yet even with this, for the sake place he charged Czsar with wresting Sicily
of his society, she could be content: but of out of the hands of Pompey, and not dividing
that society, whenever she should be deprived, it with him. His next charge was, that Casar
it would deprive her of life. These insinuations had never returned the ships he had borrowed
so totally unmanned him, that, through fear of * This robe was of all coloun, to signify the uniter-
Cleopatra's putting an end to her life, he re-"ality of the goddess's influence. The robe of Oiiru
turned to Egypt, and put off the Mede till sum-waa of one colour only.
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of him; a third, that after reducing his col mark of favour. The people il return decreed
league, Lepidus, to the condition of a private her public honours, and sent a deputation to
man, he had taken to himself his army, his wait on her with the decree. At the head of
province, and his tributes; lastly, that he hat this deputation was Antony himself, in charac-
distributed almost all the lands in Italy among ter of a citizen of Athens, and he -was prolocu-
hi] own soldiers, and had left nothing for his tor on the occasion.
To these Coesar made answer, that Lepidus In the meantime, he sent some of his people
was reduced, from an incapacity of sustaining to turn Octavia out of his house at Rome.
his government; that what he had acquired bj When she left it, it ia said she took with hel
war, he was ready to divide with Antony, am all his children, (except the eldest by Fulvia,
at the same time he expected to share Armenia who attended him,) and deplored the severity
with him; that his soldiers had no right to lands of her fate with tears, under the apprehension
in Italy, because Media and Armenia, which that she would be looked upon as one of the
by their bravery they had added to the Roman causes of the civil war. The Romans pitied
empire, had been allotted to them. her sufferings, but still more the folly of Anto-

Antony being informed of these things in Ar- ny, particularly such as had seen Cleopatra;
menia, immediately sent Canidius to the sea- for she was by no means preferable to Octavia,
coast with sixteen legions. In the meantime, either on account of her youth or beauty.
he went to Ephesus, attended by Cleopatra. When Caesar was informed of the celerity
There he assembled his fleet, which consisted and magnificence of Antony's preparations, hs
of eight hundred ships of burden, whereof Cle- was afraid of being forced into the war that
opatra furnished (wo hundred, besides twenty summer. This would have been very incon-
thousand talents, and provisions for the whole venient for him, as he was in want of almost
army. Antony, by the advice of Domitius and every thing, and the levies of money occasioned
«ome other friends, ordered Cleopatra to return a general dissatisfaction. The whole body of
to Egypt, and there to wait the event of the the people were taxed one-fourth of their in-
war. But the queen apprehensive that a re- come, and the sons of freedom one-eighth.
conciliation might take place, through the me- This occasioned the greatest clamour and con-
diation of Octavia, by means of large bribes, fusion in Italy, and Antony certainly commit-
drew over Canidius to ber interest. She pre- ted a very great oversight in neglecting the
vailed on him to represent to Antony, that it advantage. By his unaccountable delays he
was unreasonable to refuse so powerful an aux- gave Czsar an opportunity both to complete his
iliary the privilege of being present at the war; preparations, and appease the minds of the
thit her presence was even necessary to ani- people. When the money was demanded, they
mate and encourage the Egyptians, who made murmured and mutinied; but after it was once
10 considerable a part of his naval force; nor paid, they thought of it no longer.
was Cleopatra, in point of abilities, inferior to Titius and Plancus, men of consular dignity,
any of the princes his allies; since she had not and Antony's principal friends, being ill-used
only been a long time at the head of a consid- by Cleopatra, on account of their opposing her
erable kingdom, but by her intercourse with stay in the army, abandoned him and went
him had learned the administration of the great- over to Caesar. As they knew the contents of
est affairs. These remonstrances, as the Fates Antony's will, they presently made him ac-
had decreed every thing for Cssar, had the de- quainted with them. This will was lodged in
sired effect, and they sailed together for Samos, the hands of the vestals; and when Cssar de-
where they indulged in every species of luxury. manded it, they refused to send it; adding,
For at the same time that the kings, governors, that if he was determined to have it, he must
states and provinces, between Syria, the Moeo- come and take it himself. Accordingly he went
tia, Armenia and Lauria,* were commanded to and took it. First of all he read it over to
send their contributions to the war, the whole limself, and remarked such passages as were
tribe of players and musicians were ordered to most liable to censure. Afterwards he read it
repair to Samos; and while almost the whole n the senate, and this gave a general offence.*
world beside was venting its anguish in groans tt seemed to the greatest part an absurd and
and tears, that island alone was piping and unprecedented thing that a man should suffer
dancing. The several cities sent oxen for sacri- n his life, for what he had ordered to be done
fice, and kings contended in the magnificence after his death. Cffisar dwelt particularly on
of their presents and entertainments; so that it he orders he had given concerning his funeral;
was natural to say, what kind of figure will 'or in case he died at Rome, he had directed
these people make m their triumph, when their lis body to be carried in procession through
Yery preparations for war are so splendid!" he forwn, and afterwards conveyed to Alex

When these things were over, he gave Priene andria, to Cleopatra. Calvisius, a retainer ol
for the residence of the players and musicians, ̂xsar's, also accused him of having given to
and sailed for Athens, where he once more re- 'leopatra, the Pergamenian library, which con-
newed the farce of public entertainments. The isted of two hundred thousand volumes; and
Athenians had treated Octavia, when she was idded that once, when they supped in public,
at Athens, with the highest respect; and Cle- Antony rose and trod on Cleopatra's foot by
opatra, jealous of the honours she had receiv- way of signal for some rendezvous. He assert-
ed, endeavoured to court, the people by every ed, moreover, that he suffered the Epheaians

n his presence to call Cleopatra sovereign; an<i
* As a mfruntain of no note in Attica does not seem hat when he was presiding at the administration

proper to be mentioned with great kingdom] and pro-
rinces, u ii supposed that we ought to read Illyria, " This was an act of most injurious violence. No-
instead fjfLfiuriiL. Illyria is afterwards mentioned as hinc could be more sacred than a will deposited in la«
tic boundary of Antony'i dominion* on that fide. aods of the TestaJ*.
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of public affairs, attended by several tetrarchs called the younger Bacchus. The same wind
»nd kings, he received love-letters from her threw down the Colossal statues of Eumentt
enclosed in onyx and crystal, and there perus-and Attalus, called the Antonii, while the re«
ed them. Besides, when Furnius, a man of were unmoved. And in Cleopatra's royal gal-
great dignity, and one of the ablest of the Ro- ley, which was called Jlntonias, a terrible
man orators, was speaking in public, Cleopatra phenomenon appeared. Some swallows had
was carried through the Jorum in a litter; upon built their nestl in the stern, and others drove
which Antony immediately started up, and no them away, and destroyed their young.
longer paying his attention to the cause, accom- Upon the commencement of the war, Antony
oanied her, leaning on the litter as he walked. had no fewer than five hundred armed vessels,

The veracity of Calvisius, in these accusa-magnificently adorned, and furnished with eight
tions, was, nevertheless, suspected. The friends or ten banks of oars. He had, however, a
of Antony solicited the people in his behalf, and hundred thousand foot, and twelve thousand
despatched Geminius, one of their number, to horse. The auxiliary kings, who fought under
put him on his guard against the abrogation of his banners, were Bocchus, of Africa, Tarcon-
his power, and his being declared an enemy demus, of the upper Cilicia, Archclaus, of Cap-
to the Roman people. Geminius sailed into padocia, Philadelphus, of Paphlagonia, Mith-
Greece, and, on bis arrival, was suspected by ridates, of Commagene, and Ad alias, of Thrace.
Cleopatra, as an agent of Octavius's. On this Those who did not attend in person, but sent
account, he was contemptuously treated, and supplies, were Polemo of Pontus, Malchua,
the lowest seats assigned him at the public of Arabia, Herod, of Judea, and Amyntas,
suppers. This, however, he bore for some king of Lycaonia and Galatia. Beside these
time with patience, in hopes of obtaining an he had supplies also from the king of the
interview with Antony: but being pubGciy Medes. Caesar had two hundred and fifty
called upon to declare the cause of his coming, men of war, eighty thousand foot, and an equal
he answered, " That one part of the cause number of horse with the enemy. Antony'i
would require to be communicated at a sober dominions lay from the Euphrates and Arme-
hour, but the other part could not be mistaken, nia, to the Ionian sea and Illyria: Caesar's ex-
whether a man were drunk or sober; for it was tended from Illyria to the western ocean, and
clear that all things would go well, if Cleo- from that again to the Tuscan and Sicilian
patra retired into Egypt." Antony was ex- sea. He had likewise all that part of Africt
tremely chagrined; and Cleopatra said, " You which lies opposite to Italy, Gaul and Spain,
have done very well, Geminius, to confess as far as the pillars of Hercules. The rest of
without being put to the torture." Geminius that country from Cyrene to Ethiopia, was in
soon after withdrew, and returned to Rome. the possession of Antony.
Many more of Antony's friends were driven off But such a slave was he to the will of a wo-
by the creatures of Cleopatra when they could man, that though much superior at land, to
no longer endure their insolence and scurrility. gratify her, he put his whole confidence in the
Amongst the rest were Marcus Silanus, and navy: notwithstanding that the ships had not
Delius, the historian. The latter informs us, half their compliment of men, and the officers
that Cleopatra had a design upon his life, as were obliged to press and pick up in Greece,
be was told by Glaucus, the physician; because vagrants, ass drivers, reapers and boys. Nor
he had once affronted her at supper, by saying, could they make up their numbers even with
that while Sarmentus was drinking Falernian these, but many of the ships were still almost
at Rome, they were obliged to take up with empty. Czsar's, ships which were not high-
vinegar. Sarmentus was a boy of Caesar's, one juilt or splendidly set off for show, but tight
of those creatures whom the Romans call ;ood sailers, well manned and equipped, con-
DeUcim. :inued in the harbours of Tarentum and Brun-

When Cssar had made his preparations, it dusium. From thence he sent to Antony, de-
was decreed that war should be declared against siring he would meet him with his forces, that
Cleopatra; for that Antony could not be said no time might be lost: offering at the same
to possess that power which he had already :ime to leave the ports and harbours free for
given up to a woman. Czsar observed, that iis landing, and to withdraw his army a day'i
nc was like a man under enchantment, who journey on horseback, that he might make
has no longer any power over himself. It was ;ood his encampment. To this Antony return-
not he, with whom they were going to war, but ed a haughty answer, and though he was the
Mardion, the eunuch, and Pothinus; Iris, Cle- older man, challenged Czsar to single com-
opatra's woman, and Charmion; for these had bat; or if he should decline this, he mightmeet
the principal direction of affairs. Several prod- Ilim at Pharsalia, and decide it where Ca;sa»
igies are said to have happened previous to this and Pompey had done before. Czsar prevent-
war. Pisaurum, a colony of Antony's on the ed this: for while Antony made fcr Actium,
Adriatic, was swallowed up by an earthquake. which is now called Nicopolis, he crossed the
Antony's statue in Alba, was covered with Ionian, and seized on Toryne, a place in Epi-
iweat for many days, which returned, though rus. Antony was distressed on finding thii,
it was frequently wiped off. While he was at Because he was without his infantry; but Cleo-
Patn, the temple of Hercules was set on fire aatra made a jest of it, and asked him if it wa»
by lightning, and at Athens, the statue of Bac- so very dreadful a thing that Cisar was go*
chus was carried by a whirlwind from the into the Ladle?1
Gigantomachia into the theatre. These things Antony, as soon as it was day-light, per-
concerned Antony the more nearly, as he af- ceived the enemy making up to him; and few
fected to be a descendant of Hercules, and an
imitator ol Baccnue, insomuch that he was " In Greek Tan/nt.
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ing that his Ill-manned vessels would be unable trust these honest wounds, and rest your hopei
to stand the attack, he armed the rowers, and on those villanous wooden bottoms? Let the
placed them on the decks to make a show: Egyptians and the Phoenicians skirmish at sea
with the oars suspended on each side of the but give us at least the land; for there it is we
rwsels, he proceeded in this mock form of bat- have learned to conquer or to die." Antony
tle towards Actium. Caesar was deceived by made no answer, but seemed to encourage him
the stratagem, and retired. The water about by the motions of his hand and head; though,
CisaHs camp was both scarce and bad, and at the same time, be had no great confidence
Antony had the address to cut off the Uule that himself; for when the pilots would have left tb«
thiy had. sails behind, he ordered them to take them all

It was much about this time, that, contrary on board, pretending, indeed, that it should be
to the inclinatioa of Cleopatra, he acted so done to pursue the enemy's flight, Dot to facil-
generous a part by Domitius. The latter, even itate his own.
when he had a fever upon him, took a small On that and the three following days, the sea
boat and went over to Cxsar: Antony, though ran too high for an engagement; but on the
he could not but resent this, sent after him his fifth, the weather was fine and the sea calm.
baggage, his friends, and servants; and Domi- Antony and Poplicola led the right wing, Co3-
tius, as if it had been for grief that his treach- lius the left, and Marcus Octavius and Marcui
ery was discovered, died very soon after.* Justeius commanded the centre. Casar had
Amyntas and Deiotarus likewise went over to given his left, wing to Agrippa, and led the
CcEsar. right himself. Antony's land forces were com-

Antony's fleet was so very unsuccessful, and manded by Canidius, and Caesar's remained
10 unfit lor service, that he was obliged at last quiet on the shore, under the command of Tau
to think of his land forces; and Canidius, who rus. As to the generals themselves, Antony
Had been retained in the interest of Cleopatra, was rowed about in a light vessel, ordering hi*
now changing his mind, thought it necessary men, on account of the weight of their vessels,
that she should be sent away, and that Antony to keep their ground and fight as steadily as if
"hould retire into Thrace and Macedonia to they were at land. He ordered his pilots to
decide it in the field. These places were thought stand as firm as if they were at anchor, in that
of the rather, because Dicomes, king of the position to receive the attacks of the enemy,
Gets, had offered to assist Antony with a large and, by all means, to avoid the disadvantage o"
army. To give up the sea to Caesar, who, in the straits. Cassar, when he left his tent be-
his Sicilian wars, had acquired to much expe- fore day, to review his fleet, met a man who
rience upon it, he said, would be no disgrace; was driving an ass. Upon asking his name,
but to give up the advantage which so able a the man answered, my name is Eutychus, acd
general as himself might make of his land the name of my ass is Nicon.* The place
forces, and waste the strength of so many le- where he met him was afterwards adorned
gions in useless draughts for the sea service, with trophies of the beaks of ships, and there
would be infinitely absurd. Cleopatra, how- he placed the statue of the ass and his driver
ever, prevailed for the decision by sea; though in brass. After having reviewed the whole
her motive was not the superior chance of vic- fleet, and taken his post in the right wing, he
tory, but, in case of being vanquished, the bet- attended to the fleet of the enemy, which he
ter opportunity to escape. was surprised to find steady and motionless aa

There was a neck of land that lay between if it lay at anchor. For some time he was of
Antony's csmp and his fleet, along which he opinion that it was so, and for that reason he
"Jsed to go frequently from one to the other. kept back his fleet at the distance of eight fur-
Cssar was informed, by a domestic, how easy longs. About noon, there was a brisk gale
it might be to seize Antony in this passage, and trom the sea, and Antony's forces being impa-
he sent a party to lie in wait for that purpose. tient for the combat, and trusting to the height
They were so near carrying their point, that and bulk of their vessels, which they thought
they seixed the person who went before Antony, would render them invincible, put the left wing
and had they not been too hasty, lie must have in motion. Caesar rejoiced at the sight of this,
fallen into their hands, for it was with the great- and kept back his right wing, that he might
eat difficulty that he made his escape by flight. the more effectually draw them out to the open

After it was determined to decide the affair sea, where his light galleys could easily surround
by sea, they set fire to all the Egyptian vessels the heavy half-manned vessels of the enemy.
except sixty. The best and largest ships, from The attack was not made with any violence)
three ranks of oars to ten, were selected, and or impetuosity: for Antony's ships were too
th' se had their proper compliment of men, for heavy for that kind of rapid impression, which,
they were supplied with twenty thousand foot however is very necessary for the breach of
»nd tw o thousand archers. Upon this, a veteran the enemy's vessel. On the other hand, Caesar's
warrior, an experienced officer in the infantry, ships durst neither encounter head to head
who had often fought under Antony, and whose with Antony's on account of the strength and
body was covered with scars, cried, pointing roughness of their beaks, nor yet attack them
to those scars, " Why will you, general, dis- on their sides, since, by means of their weight,

they would easily have broken their beaks,
" Plutarch leemi to be ill informed about this mat-which were made of large square pieces of

er. It ii most probable that Domitius, one of the timber, fastened to each other with iron cramrm
firmest friends of Antony, was delirious when lie went The engagement, therefore, was like a battle ato»er to Cssar, and that Antony was sensible of this
when he sent his attendants after him. It it possible, land, rather than a sea-fight, or, more properly,
»t the came time, that when he returned to himself,
*e tense of his desertioa might occasion hit death. " Good Fortune and Victory.
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like the storming of a town: for there were of his transports, and some of his friende who
generally three or more ships of Cesar's about had escaped from the defeat, came up with him,
one of Antony's, assaulting it with pikes, jave-and informed him that his fleet was totally de-
lins, and fire-brands, while Antony's men, stroyed, but that hu land forces were yet un-
out of their wooden towers,* threw weapons hurt. Hereupon he sent orders to Canidius im-
of various kinds from engines. Agrippa open-mediately to march his army through Macedo-
ed his left wing with a design to surround the nia into Asia. As for himself he determined
enemy, and PopJicola, in his endeavour to pre- to sail from Tsnarus into Africa, and dividing
vent him, was separated from the main body, one ship load of treasure amongst Ins friends,
which threw it into disorder, while at the same he desired them to provide for their own safety.
time it was attacked with great vigour by Ar- They refuged the treasure, and expressed their
runtiua.f When things were in this situation, sorrow in tears; while Antony, with the kind
and nothing decisive was yet effected, Cleo- est and most humane consolations, entreated
patra's sixty ships on a sudden hoisted their them to accept it, and dismissed them with let-
sails, and fairly took to flight through the midst ters of recommendation to his agent at Corinth,
of the combatants; for they were placed in whom he ordered to give them refuge till they
the rear of the large vessels, and, by breaking could be reconciled to Czsar. This agent
their way through them, they occasioned no was Theophilus the father of Hipparchus, who
"mall confusion. The enemy saw them with had great interest with Antony; but was ihe
astonishment making their way with a fair first of his frecdmen that went over to C&sir.
wind for the Peloponnesus. Antony, on this He afterwards settled at Corinth.
occasion, forgot both the general and the man; In this posture were the affairs of Antony.
and as some author has pleasantly observed, After his fleet at Actium had Jong struggled
that a lover's soul lives in the body of his with Czsar's, a hard gale, which blew right
mistress, so, as if he had been absolutely incor- a-head of the ships, obliged them to give out
porated with her, he suffered her to carry him about four in the afternoon. About five thous-
soul and body away. No sooner did he see and men were slain in the action, and Czsar,
her vessel hoisting sail, than forgetting every according to his own account, took three hun-
other object, forgetting those brave friends that dred ships. Antony's flight was observed by
were shedding their blood in hi§ cause, he few, and to those who had not seen it, it was
took a five-oared galley, and accompanied only at first incredible. They could not possibly be-
by Alexander the Syrian, and Scellius, follow- lieve that a general, who had nineteen legions
ed her who was the first cause, and now the and twelve thousand horse, a general to whom
accomplisher of his ruin. Her own destruc- vicissitude of fortune was nothing new, would
tion was certain, and he voluntarily involved so basely desert them. His soldiers had an
himself in her (ate. inexpressible desire to see him, and still ex-

When she saw him coming, she put up a pecting that he would appear in some part or
signal in her vessel, on which he soon went other, gave the strongest testimony of their
aboard: neither of them could look each other courage and fidelity. Nay, when they were
in the face, and Antony sat down at the head even convinced that he was irrecoverably fled,
of the ship, where he remained in sombre si- they continued embodied for seven days, and
lence, holding his head between his hands. In would not listen to the ambasssadors of Caair.
the meantime Caesar's light ships that were in At last, however, when Canidius, who com-
pursuit of Antony, came in sight. Upon this manded them, fled from the camp by night,
be ordered his pilot to tack about and meet and when they were abandoned by their prin-
them; but they all declined the engagement cipal officers, they surrendered to Caesar.
and made off, except Eurycles the Lacedaemo-After this great success, Czsar sailed for
nian, who shook his lance at a him in a mena- Athens. The cities of Greece he found in ex-
cing manner on the deck. Antony standing treme poverty; for they had been plundered of
\t the head of his galley, cried, " Who art their cattle and every thing else before the war.
thou that thus pursuest Antony?" He answer-He, therefore, not only admitted them to fa-
ed, " I am Eurycles the son of Lachares, and vour, but made a distribution amongst them of
follow the fortunes of Cassar to revenge my the remainder of the corn which had been pro-
father's death." This Lachares Antony had vided for the war. My great grandfather, Ni-
beheaded for a robbery. Eurycles, however, carchus, used to relate, that, as the inhabit-
did not attack Antony's vessel, but fell upon ants of Chaeronea had no horses, they were
'.he other admiral galley (for there were two compelled to carry a certain quantity of corn
of that rank) and by the shock turned her on their shoulders to the sea-coast as far as An-
round. He took that vessel and another which ticyra, and were driven by soldiers with stripes,
contained Antony's most valuable plate and like so many beasts of burden. This, however,
furniture. When Eurycles was gone, Antony was done but once: for when the corn was
returned to the same pensive posture; and con- measured a second time, and they were prepar-
tinuing thus for three days, during which, ing to carry it, news came of Antony's defeat,
either through shame or resentment, he refus-and this saved the city from further hardships;
ed to see Cleopatra, he arrived at Txnarua. for the commissaries and soldiers immediately
There the women who attended them, first took to flight, and left the poor inhabitants to
brought them to speak to each other, then to share the corn amongst themselves.
dine together, and not long after, as it may be When Antony arrived at Libya, he sent
I upposed, to sleep together. At last, several Cleopatra from Parsetomum into Egypt, andretired to a melancholy desert, where ho

" His ship) are so called on account of their talloeas.
( Arruntius must have commanded Cxsar's centre, wandered up and down, with only two at-

(bnueh ^at circumstance it not mentioned. tendants. One of these was Aristocrates the
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Greek rhetorician; the other was Lucilius The following epitaph is inscribed on his moo
concerning whom, it hag been mentioned ir ument:-
another place, that, to favour the escape of At list, I've bid the knaves farewell j
Brutus at the battle of Philippi, he aseumec Aik not my name but go-to hell.
his name, and suffered himself to be taken.
Antony saved him, and he was so grateful that It is said that he wrote this epitaph himseli
he attended him to the last. That which is commonly repeated, was writ-

When Antony was informed that he who ten by Callimachus.
commanded his troops in Lybia waa gone over My name is Timon: knaves, begone !
to the enemy, he attempted to lay violent Curse me, but come not near my stone!
kinds on himself-, but he was presented by his These are some of the many anecdotes wa
fnends, who conveyed him to Alexandria, have concerning Timon.
where he found Cleopatra engaged in a very Canidius himself brought Antony news of
bold enterprise. the defection of his army. Soon after he heard

Between the Red Sea and the Egyptian, that Herod of Judea was gone over to Cesar
there is an isthmus which divides Asia from with some legions and cohorts, that several
Africa, and which, in the narrowest part, is other powers had deserted his interest, and, in
about three hundred furlongs in breadth. Cle- short, that he had no foreign assistance to de
opatra had formed a design of drawing her gal- pend upon. None of these things, however, dis-
leys over this part into the Red Sea, and pur- turbed him; for at once abandoning his hope*
posed with all her wealth and forces to seek and bis cares, he left his Timonian retreat,
"ome remote country, where she might neither and returned to Alexandria; where, in the
be reduced to slavery, nor involved in war. palace of Cleopatra, he once more entertained
However, the first galleys that were carried the citizens with his usual festivity and munifi-
over, being burned by the Arabians of Petra,» cence. He gave the toga virills to Antyllus,
and Antony not knowing that his land forces his son by Fulvia, and admitted Cleopatra's
were dispersed, she gave up this enterprise, son by Cxsar into the order of young men.
and began to fortify the avenues of her king- The entertainments on this occasion were in-
dom. Antony in the meantime forsook the finitely pompous and magnificent, and lasted
city and the society of his friends, and retired many days.
to a small house which he had built himself near Antony and Cleopatra had before established
Pharos, on a mound he had cast up in the sea. a society called the Inimitable Livers, of
la this place, sequestered from all commerce which they were members: but they now insti-
with mankind, he affected to live like Timon, tuted another by no means inferior in splendour
because there was a resemblance in their for- or luxury, called The Companions in Death.
tunes. He had been deserted by his friends, Their friends were admitted into this, and the
and their ingratitude had put him out of hu- time passed in mutual treats and diversions.
mour with his own species. Cleopatra at the game time, was making a

This Timon was a. citizen of Athens, and collection of poisonous drugs, and being de-
lived about the time of the Peloponnesian war, sirous to know which was the least painful in
as appears from the comedies of Aristophanes the operation, she tried them on the capital
and Plato in which he is exposed as the hater convicts. Such poisons as were quick in their
of mankind. Yet, though he hated mankind operation she found to be attended with violent
in general, he caressed the bold and impu- lain and convulsions; such as were milder
dent boy Alcibiades, and being asked the rea- were slow in their effect: she, therefore; appli-
son of this by Apemantus, who expressed some ed herself to the examination of venemout
surprise at. it, he answered, it was because he creatures, and caused different kinds of them
foresaw that he would plague the people of :o be applied to different persons under her own
Athens. Apemantus was thu only one he ad- nspection. These -experiments she repeated
mitted to his society, and he was his friend in daily, and at length she found that the bite of
point of principle. At the feast of sacrifices the asp was the most eligible kind of death; for
for the dead, these two dined by themselves, t brought on a gradual kind of lethargy, in
and when Apemantus observed that the feast which the face was covered with a gentle sweat,
was excellent, Timon answered, " It would be and the senses sunk easily into stupefaction:
to if you were not here." Once in an assem-and those who were thus affected shewed the
bly of the people, he mounted the rostrum, and game uneasiness at being disturbed or awaked,
the novelty of the thing occasioned a univer-hat people do in the profoundest natural sleep.*
sal silence and expectation; at length he said, They both sent ambassadors to Caesar in
'' People of Athens, there ia a fig tree in my Asia. Cleopatra requested Egypt for her chil-
yard, on which many worthy citizens have dren, and Antony only petitioned that he might
hanged themselves; and as I have determined >e permitted to live as a private man in Egypt,
to build upon the spot, I thought it necessary or if that were too much, that he might retire
to give this public notice, that such as choose o Athens. Deserted as they were by almost all
to have recourse to this tree for the \foresaid .heir friends, and hardly knowing in whom to
purpose may repair to it before it is cut down." confide, they were forced to send Euphroniui,
He was buried at Halse near the sea, and the their children's tutor, on this embassy. Alexi*water surrounded his tomb in such a manner,
that be was even then inaccessible to mankind. of Laodicea, who, by means of Timogenes,

became acquainted with Antony at Rome, a
man of great skill in the Greek learning, anij

* Dion tells as, that the vessels which frere burned one of Cleopatra's chief agents in ketpiif
were not those which were drawn over the Isthmus,
bat some that nad been built on Ibat tide. Lib. 51. mnutihia. Sisen.

TT
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Antony from Octavia, he had brfore despatched sudden emergency, she should Bet fire to itM
to Judea to detain Herod in his interest. This whole. For this reason he was continual!?
man gave up Antony, and, relying on Herod's sending messengers to her with assurances of
interest, had the confidence to appear before gentle and honourable treatment, while in the
Cresar. The interest of Herod, however, did meantime he hastened to the city with his army
not save him, for he was immediately carried When he arrived he encamped near the
in chains into his own country, and there put Hippodrome;upon which Antony made a 6ri«k
to death. Thus Antony had, at least, the satis-saliy, routed the cavalry, drove them back into
faction of seeing him punished for his perfidy. their trenches, and returned to the city with the

Casar absolutely rejected Antony's petition; complacency of a conquerer. As he was going
but he answered Cleopatra, that she might ex- to the palace he met Cleopatra, whom, armed
pect every favour from him, provided she either as he was, he kissed without ceremony, and at
took off Antony, or banished him her domin- the same time he recommended to her favour
ions. At the same time he sent Thyreus" to a brave soldier, who had distinguished himself
her, who was one of his freedmen, and whose in the engagement. She presented the soldier
address was not unlikely to carry his point, par- with a cuirass and helmet of gold, which he
ticularly as he came from a young conqueror to took, and the same night went over to Czsar.
the court of a vain and ambitious queen, who After this, Antony, challenged Czsar to fight
had still the highest opinion of her personal him in single combat, but Czsar only answered,
charms.f As this ambassador was indulged that Jlntony might think of many other ways
with audiences longer and more frequent than to end his life. Antony, therefore, concluding
usual, Ajitony grew jealous, and having first that he could not die more honourably than in
ordered him to be whipped, he sent him back battle, determined to attack Czsar at the same
to Caesar with letters, wherein he informed him, lime both by sea and land. The night prece-
that he had been provoked by the insolence of ding the execution of this design, he ordered
his freedman at a time when his misfortunes his servants at supper to render him their best
made him but too prone to anger. " How- services that evening, and fill the wine round
ever," added he, " you have a freedman of plentifully; for the day following they might
mine, Hipparchus, in your power, and if it will belong to another master, whilst he lay ex
be any satisfaction to you, use him in the same tended on the ground, no longer of conse-
manner." Cleopatra, that she might make some quence either to them or to himself. His
amends for hei indiscretion, behaved to him friends were affected, and wept to hear him
afterwards with great tenderness and respect. talk thus; which when he perceived he en-
She kept her birth-day in a manner suitable to couraged them by assurances, that his expec-
their unhappy circumstances; but his was cele- tations of a glorious victory were at least equal
brated with such magnificence, that many of to those of an honourable death. At the dead
the guests who came poor, returned wealthy. of night, when universal silence reigned through

After Antony's overthrow, Agrippa wrote the city, a silence that was deepened by the
several letters to Cssar, to inform him that his awful thought of the ensuing day, on a sudden
presence was necessary at Rome. This put was heard the sound of musical instruments,
off the war for some time; but as soon as the and a noise which resembled the acclamations
winter was over, Cssar marched against An- of Bacchanals. This tumultuous procession
tony by the route of Syria, and sent his lieu- seemed to pass through the whole city, and go
tenants on the same business into Africa. out at the gate which led to the enemy's camp.
When Pelusium was taken, it was rumoured Those who reflected on this prodigy, conclud-
that Seleucus had delivered up the place with :d that Bacchus, the god whom Antony affect
the connivance or consent of Cleopatra: where- ed to imitate, had then forsaken him.
upon the queen, in order to justify herself, gave As soon as it was light, he led his infantry
up the wife and children of Seleucus into the out of the city, and posted them on a rising
hands of Antony. Cleopatra had erected near ground, from whence he saw bis fleet advance
the temple of Isis some monuments of extraor- towards the enemy. There he stood waiting for
dinary size and magnificence. To these she re- the event; but as soon as the two fleets met,
moved her treasure, her gold, silver, emeralds, they hailed each other with their oars in a very
pcara, ebony, ivory, and cinnamon, together friendly manner (Antony's fleet making the
with a large quantity of flax, and a number of first advances,) and sailed together peaceabl*
torches. Caesar was under some apprehensions towards the city. This was no sooner done than
about this immense wealth, lest, upon some the cavalry deserted him in the same manner,

and surrendered to Cssar: His infantry were
* Dion callj him Thrysus. Antony and Cleopatra"cot other ambassadors to Caesar with offers of consid-routed; and as he retired to the city, he exclaim-

erable treasures, and last of all, Antony sent his son ed that Cleopatra had betrayed him to those
Antyllus with large sums of cold. Cieear, with that with whom he was fighting only for her sake.
meanness which made a part of his character, took the The unhappy queen, dreading the effects of
rold, but granted him none of his requests. Fearing, his anger, fled to her monument, and havinghowever, that despair might put Antony upon the res-
olution of carrying the war into Spain or Gaul, or secured it as much as possible with bars and
provoke him to burn the wealth that Cleopatra had bolts, she gave orders that Antony should be
been amassing, he sent this Thyrcus to Alexandria. informed she was dead. Believing the infor-

fDion says, that Thyrtus was instructed to make mation to be true, be cried," Antony, why dost
use of the softest address, and to insinuate that Caesar thou delay? What is life to thee, when it ii
was captivated with her btautv. The object of this taken from her, for whom alone thou couldstmeasure was to prevail on her to take off* Antony, while
she was flattered with the orospect of obtaining the wish to live?" He then went to bis chamber

and opening his coat of mail, he said, " I am
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BOX distressed, Cleopatra, that thou art gone Csair: for after Antony had stabbed himself,
before me, for I shall soon be with tliee: but I and was conveyed to Cleopatra, IJercetaEua,
grieve to think that I, who have been so distin-one of his guards, privately carried off hit
guished a general, should be inferior in magna-bloody sword, and shewed it to Caesar. When
nimity to a woman." He was then attended by Cssar beheld this token of Aniony's death, he
a faithful servant, whose name was Eros. He retired to the inner part of b>* tent, and shed
had engaged this servant to kill him whenever some tears in remembrance of a man who had
ha should think it necessary, and he now de* been his relation, his colleague in government,
mantled that service. Eros drew his sword, and his associate in so many battles and im-
ts if he designed to kill him; but, suddenly portant affairs.* He then called his friendi
fuming about, he slew himself, and fell at his together, and read the letters which had passed
master's feet! " This, Eros, was greatly done," between him and Antony, wherein it appeared
laid Antony; " thy heart would not permit that, though Caesar had still written in a ra-
thte to kill thy master, but thou hast taught tional and equitable manner, the answers of
him what to do by thy eiample." He then Antony were insolent and contemptuous. Af-
plunged hia sword into his bowels, and threw ter this he despatched Proculeius with orders
himself on a couch that stood by. The wound, to take Cleopatra alive, if it were possible,
however, was not so deep as to cause imme- for he was extremely solicitous to save the
diate death; and the blood stopping as he lay treasures in the monument, which would so
on the couch, he came to himself, and entreat- greatly add to the glory of his triumph. How-
ed those who slood by to put him out of his ever, she refused to admit him into the monu-
pain. They all fled, nevertheless, and left him ment, and would, only epeak to him through
to his cries and torments, till Diomedes, sec- the bolted gate. The substance uf this con-
retary to Cleopatra, came with her request, ference was, that Cleopatra made a requisition
that he would come to her in the monument. of the kingdom for he* children, while Procu-
When Antony found that she was still living, leius, on the other hand, encouraged her to
it gave him fresh spirits, and he ordered his trust every thing to Caesar.
servants to lake him up. Accordingly they After he had reconnoitered the place, he
carried him in their arms to the door of the sent an account of it to Ca»ar; upon which
monument Cleopatra would not suffer the Callus was despatched to confer with Cleo-
door to be opened, but a cord being let down patra. The thing was thus concerted. Gallui
from a window, Antony was fastened to it, and went up to the gate of the monument, and
she, with her two women, all that were admit- drew Cleopatra into conversation, while, in
ted into the monument, drew him up. No- the mean time, Proculeius applied a ladder to
thing, as they who were present observed, could the window, where the women had taken in
possibly be more affecting than tkit spectacle. Antony; and having got in with two servants,
Antony, covered with blood, and in the ago- he immediately made for the place where Cleo-
nies of death, hoisted up by the rope, and patra was in conference with Gallus. One of
stretching out his hands to Cleopatra, while her women discovered him, and immediately
he was suspended, for a considerable time, in screamed aloud, " Wretched Cleopatra, you
the air! For it was with the greatest difficulty are taken alive." She turned about, and, see-
they drew him up, though Cleopatra herself ing Proculeius, the same instant attempted to
eierted all her strength, straining every nerve stab herself; -for to this intent she always
and distorting every feature with the violence carried a dagger about with her. Proculevue,
of the effort; while those who stood below however, prevented her, and, expostulating
endeavored to animate and encourage her, and with her, as he held her in his arms, he en
seemed to partake in all the toil, and all the treated her not to be so injurious to herself or
emotions that she felt. When she had drawn to Caesar; that she would not deprive so hu-
him up and laid him on a bed, as she stood mane a prince of the glory of his clemency, or
over him, she rent her clothes, beat and expose him by her distrust to the imputation of
wounded her breast, and wiping the blood treachery or cruelty. At the same time he
from his disfigured countenance, she calkd took the dagger from her, and shook her
him her lord, her emperor, her husband! Her clothes, lest she should have poison concealed
soul was absorbed in bis misfortunes; and she about her. Caesar also sent his freedman Epa-
seemed totally to have forgotten that she had phroditus with orders to treat her with the
any miseries of her own. Antony endeavour-greatest politeness, but, by all means, to bring
ed to tooth her as well as he was able, and her alive.
called for wine: either because he was thirsty, Casar entered Alexandria conversing with
or because he thought it might sooner put him Arms the philosopher; and that he might do
out of his pain. When he had drank, he ad- him honour before the people, be led him by
vised her to consult her own affairs and her the hand. When he entered the Gymnasium,
tafety, so far as might be consistent with hon- he ascended a tribunal which bad been erected
our, and to place her confidence in Froculeius for him, and gave assurances to the citizens,
rather than in the other friends of Cxsar. who prostrated themselves before him, that
" As to himself," he said, " that she ought ra- the city should not be hurt. He told them he
ther to rejoice in the remembrance of his past had different motives for this. In the first place,
happiness than to bewail his present misfor- * This retirement of Cxrar was certainly an affecta-
tunes; since in his life he had been illustrious, tion of concern. The death of Antony bad beeo an
ind was not inglorious in his death. He had invariable object with him. He was too cowardly to
conquered like a Roman, and it was only by think himself safe while he lived ; and to expose hii

weakness by readine his letters the moment he wat
i Roman that he was conquered." A little informed of his death was certainly no proof that h«
before he expired, Proculeius arrived ."torn felt even then any tenderness for hii memory.
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ft was built by Alexander: in the next place, A few days after, Caesar himself made her*
he admired it for its beauty and magnitude visit of condolence and consolation. She ww
and, lastly, he would spare it, were it but foi then in an undress, and lying negligently on a
the sake of his friend Arius, who was born couch; but when the conqueror entered the
there. Caesar gave him the high honour 01 apartment, though she had nothing on, but a
this appellation, and pardoned many at his re- single bedgown, she arose and threw herself
quest. Amongst these was Philoslratus, one ol at his feet. Her face was out of figure, her
the most acute and eloquent sophists of his hair in disorder, her voice trembling, her eye*
time. This roan, without any right, pretend-sunk, and her bosom bore the marks of the in-
ed to be a follower of the academics; and Cav-juries she had done it. In short, her person
iar, from a bad opinion of his morals, rejected gave one the image of her mind; yet, in this
his petition: upon which the sophist followed deplorable condition, there were some remaint
Arius up and down in a mourning cloak, with of that grace, that spirit and vivacity which
a long white beard, crying constantly, had so peculiarly animated her former charms,

" The wise, if really such, will save the wise." and still some gleams of her native elegance
CKsar heard and pardoned him, not so much might be seen to wander over her melancholy
out of favour, as to save Arms from the imper-countenance.*
tinence and envy he might incur on his ac- When Caesar had replaced heron her couch,
count. and seated himself by her, she endeavoured to

Antyllus, the eldest son of Antony by Fui- justify the part she took against him in the war,
via, was betrayed by his tutor Theodorus and alleging the necessity she was under, and her
put to death. While the soldiers were behead-fear of Antony. But when she found that these
ing him, the tutor stole a jewel of considerable apologies had no weight with Caesar, she had
value, which he wore about his neck, and con- recourse to prayers and entreaties, as if she
cealed it in his girdle. When he was charged had been really desirous of life; and, at the
with it, he denied the fact; but the jewel was same time, she put into his hands an inventory
found upon him, and he was crucified. Carsar of her treasure. Seleucus, one of her treas-
appointed a guard over Cleopatra's children urers, who was present, accused her of sup-
and their governor's, and allowed them an hon-pressing some articles in the account; upon
ourable support. Czsario, the reputed son of which she started up from her couch, caught
Caesar, the dictator, had been sent by his mo- him by the hair, and gave him several blows
ther, with a considerable sum of money, through on the face. Caesar smiled at this spirited re-
./Ethiopia into India. Bat, Rhoden, his gov-sentment, and endeavoured to pacify her:
ernor, a man of the same principles with Theo- " But how is it to be borne," said she," Caesar,
dorus, persuadjDg him that Czesar would cer- if, while even you honour me with a visit in
tainly make him king of Egypt, prevailed on my wretched situation, I must be affronted by
him to turn back. While Cssar was deliber- one of my own servants? Supposing that 1
ating how he should dispose of him, Anus is have reserved a few trinkets, they were by no
said to have observed, that there ought not, by means intended as ornaments for my own per-
any means, to be too many Caesar's. How-son in these miserable fortunes, but as little
ever, soon after the death of Cleopatra, he presents for Octavia and Livia, by whose good
was slain. offices I might hope to find favour with you."

Many considerable princes begged the body Caesar was not displeased to bear this, because
of Antony, that they might have the honour of tie flattered himself that she was willing to
giving it burial; but Caisar would not take it live. He, therefore, assured her, that, what-
from Cleopatra, who interred it with her own ever, she had reserved she might dispose of t
hands, and performed the funeral rites with ]er pleasure; and that she might, in every re;)-
great magnificence; for she was allowed to et- sect, depend on the most honourable treat-
pend what she thought proper oa the occasion. uent. After this, he took his leave, in confi-
The excess of her affliction, and the inflamma-dence that he had brought her to his purpose;
tion of her breast, which was wounded by the Jut she deceived him.
blowa she had given it in her anguish, threw There was in Caesar's train a young noble-
her into a fever. She was pleased to find an man, whose name was Cornelius Dolabella
excuse in this for abstaining from food, and He was smitten with the charms of Cleopatra,
hoped, by this means, to die without interrup-and having engaged to communicate to hei
tion. The physician, in whom she placed her every thing that passed, he sent her privaMnotice that Caesar was about to return into Syprincipal confidence, was Olympus; and, ac-
cording to his short account of these transac-ria, and that, within three days, she would b«
tions, she made use of his advice in the accom-sent away with her children. When she wa»

informed of this, she requested of Caesar per-plishment of her design. Caesar, however, sus- mission to make her last oblations to Antonr.
pected it; and that he might prevail on her to
take the necessary food and physic, he threat- This being granted, she was conveyed to

ened to treat her children with severity. Thie the place where he was buried; and kneel-
bad the desired effect, and her resolution was ing at his tomb, with her women, she thin
overborne.*

* Cleopatra certainly possessed the virtues of fidel-
ity and natural affection in a very eminent degree. She lucent apanmepi, lying on a spientna oe a, in a mouru-
had several opportunities of betraying Antony, could ig habit, which peculiarly became her; (hat she h:id
ihe hare been induced to it either by fear or ambition. ;v«?ral pictures of Julius Caesar placed near her ; and
Her tenderness for her children is alwayi luperior to some letters she had received from him in her bosoia.
her iclf-luve ; and she had a greatness of soul which The conversation turoed on the same subject; and hei
Caesar never knew. speech OD the occasion is recorded. Dion. 1. 54.
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addressed the manes of the dead:-" It ia not said, " This is what I wanted." Upon which
Jong, my Antony, since with these hands I bu- she immediately held oat her arm to it. Others
ried tbee. Alas! they then were free; but thy say, that the asp was kept in a water vessel, and
Cleopatra is now a prisoner, attended by a that she vexed and pricked it with a golden
guard, lest in the transports of her grief, she spindle till it seized her arm. Nothing of this,
should disfigure this captive body, which is re- however, could be ascertained; for it was re
served to adorn the triumph over thee. These ported likewise that she carried about with her
arc the last offerings, the last honours she can a certain poison in a hollow bodkin that she
pay thee: for she is now to be conveyed to a wore in her hair; yet there was neither any
distant country. Nothing could part us while mark of poison on her body, nor was there any
we lived: but in death we are to be divided. serpent found in the monument, though the
Thou, though a Roman, liest buried in Egypt; track of a reptile was said to have been discov-
and I, an Egyptian, must be interred in Italy, ered on the sea sands opposite the windows of
the only favour I shall receive from thy coun- Cleopatra's apartment. Others, again, have
try. Yet, if the gods of Rome have power or affirmed that she had two small punctures on
mercy left (for surely those of Egypt have for- her arm, apparently occasioned by the sting of
saken us,*) let them not suffer me to be led in the asp; and it is clear that Caesar gave credit
living triumph to thy disgrace! No!-hide roe, to this; for her effigy, which he carried in tri-
bide me with thee in the grave; for life, since umph, had an asp on the arm.*
thou hast left it, has been misery to me." Such are the accounts we have of the death

Thus the unhappy queen bewailed her mis- of Cleopatra; and though Caesar was much dig-
fortunes; and, after she had crowned the tomb appointed by it, he admired her fortitude,
with flowers, and kissed it, she ordered her bath and ordered her to be buried in the tomb of
to be prepared. When she had bathed, she sat Antony, with all the magnificence due to her
down to a magnificent supper; soon after which, quality. Her women, too, were, by his orders,
a peasant came to the gate with a small basket. interred with great funeral pomp. Cleopatra
The guards inquired what it contained; and the died at the age of thirty-nine, after having
man who brought it, putting by the leaves reigned twenty-two years, the fourteen last in
which lay uppermost, shewed them a parcel of conjunction with Antony. Antony was fifty-
figs. As they admired their size and beauty, he three, some say fifty-six, when he died. His
smiled and bade them take some; but they re- statues were all demolished, but Cleopatra's
fused, and not suspecting that the basket con- remain untouched; for Arc hi bi us, a friend of
tained any thing else, it was carried in. After hers, gave Caesar a thousand talents for their
supper, Cleopatra sent a letter to Caesar, and, redemption.
ordering every body out of the monument, ex- Antony left by his three wives seven chil-
cept her two women, she made fast the door. dren,! whereof Antyllus, the eldest, only was
When Cffisar opened the letter, the plaintive put to death. Octavia took the rest, and edu-
style in which it was written, and the strong cated them as her own. Cleopatra, his daughter
request that she might be buried in the same by Cleopatra, was married to Juba, one of the
tomb with Antony, made him suspect her de- politest princes of his time; and Octavia made
sign. At first he was for hastening to her him- Antony, his son by Fulvia, so considerable with
self, but he changed his mind and despatched Caecar, that, after Agrippa and the sons of
others.f Her death, however, was so sudden, Livia, he was generally allowed to hold the
that though they who were sent ran the whole Srst place in his favour. Octavia, by her first
way, alarmed the guards with their apprehen- husband Marcellus, had two daughters and a
sions, and immediately broke open the doors, sou named Marcellua. One of these daughters
they found her quite dead,} lying on her golden she married to Agrippa; and the son married a
bed, and dressed in all her royal ornaments. daughter of Cassar's. But as he died soon after,
Iras, one of her women, lay dead at her feet, and Octavia. observing that her brother was at
and Charmion, hardly able to support herself, a loss whom he should adopt in his place, she
was adjusting her mistress's diadem. One of prevailed on him to give his daughter Julia to
Cesar's messengers said angrily, " Charmion, Agrippa, though her own daughter must neces-
waa this well done?" " Perfectly well," said sarily be divorced to make way for her. Caesar
she, " and worthy a descendant of the kings and Agrippa having agreed on this point, she
of Egypt." She had no sooner said this, than took back her daughter and married her to Aft
she fell down dead. tony. Of the two daughters that Octavia had

It is related by some that an asp was brought by Antony, one wag married to Domitius jEno-
in amongst the figs, and hid under the leaves', barbus, and the other, Antonii, so much cele-
and that Cleopatra had ordered it so that she brated for her beauty and virtue, married Dru-
might be bit without seeing it; that, however, sus, the son of Livia, and son-in-law to Caesar
upon removing the leaves, she perceived it, and Of this line came Geimamcus and Claudius.

Claudius was afterwards emperor; and so like-
* It was the opinion of the ancients, that the godj wise was Caius the soa of Germanicus, who,

forsook the vanquished. Thus Virgil:- after a short but infamous reign, was put to
Eicessere omncs, adytis arioque relictii, death, together with his wife and daughter
Oii, quibiu imperium hoc steterat JEn. U.

And Tacitta,- * This may be a matter of doubt. There would, of
course, be an a«p on the diadein of the effigy, because

Alieni jam imperil decs. it was peculiar to the kings of Egypt; and thu migh
t This ii another instance of his penonal cowardice. jive rise to the report of an asp being on the arm.
j Dion says, that Caeiar ordered her to be sucked f By Fulvia, he had Antyllus and Antony ; by Cl»

ky the Ptylli, that the poison might be drawn out; but opatra, he had Cleopatra, Ptolemy, and Alexander
it wai too lit*. aad by Oclavia, Antoni»mqi'or tud Antoaia minor.
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Agrippina, who had Lucius Domitius by j£nc- peror in our times, put his own mother to death,
barbus,was afterwards married to Claudiua de. and, by the madness of his conduct, went near
"ar. He adopted Domitius, whom he named to ruin the Roman empire. He was the fifth
Nero Germanicus. This Nero, who was em-in descent from Antony.

DEMETRIUS AND ANTONY COMPARED.

Aa Demetrius and Antony both passed through fairs for his pleasures. In his hours of leisure,
a variety of fortune, we shall consider, in the indeed, he had his Lamia, whose office it wat,
first place, their respective power and celebri-like the fairy in the fable, to lull him to sleep
ty. These were hereditary to Demetrius; for or amuse him in his play. When he went to
Antigonus, the most powerful of Alexander's war, his spear was not bound about with ivy;
successors, had reduced all Asia daring his his helmet did not smell of perfume; he did not
son's minority. On the other hand, the father come in the foppery of dress out of the cham-
of Antony was, indeed, a man of character, but bers of the women: the riots of Bacchus and
not of a military character; yet though he had his train were hushed; and he became, as Eu-
no public influence or reputation to bequeath to ripides says, the minister of Mars. In short,
his son, that son did not hesitate to aspire to he never lost a battle through the indulgence of
the empire of Cxsar; and, without any title luxury. This could not be said of Antony: as in
either from consanguinity or alliance, he effec- the pictures of Hercules we see Omphale steal-
tually invested himself with all that he had ac- ing his club and his lion's skin, so Cleopatra
quired: at least, by his own peculiar weight, frequently disarmed Antony, and, while he
after he had divided the world into two parts, should have been prosecuting the most neces-
he took the better for himself. By his lieuten- sary expeditions, led him to dancing and dalli-
ants he conquered the Parthians, and drove back ance on the shores of Canopus and Taphosiris.*
the barbarous nations about Caucasus, as far So, likewise, as Paris came from battle to the
as the Caspian sea. Even the less reputable bosom of Helen, and even from the loss of vic-
parts of his conduct are so many testimonies of tory to her bed, Antony threw victory itself out
his greatness. The father of Demetrius thought of his hands to follow Cleopatra.
it an honour to marry him to Phila the daugh- Demetrius being under no prohibition of the
ter of Antipater, though there was a disparity laws, but following the example of Philip and
in their years; while Antony's connection with Alexander, Lysimachus, and Ptolemy, married
Cleopatra was considered as a degrading cir- several wives, and treated them all with the
cumstance; though Cleopatra, in wealth and greatest honour. Antony, though it was a thing
magnificence, was superior to all the princes of unheard of amongst the Romans, had two
her time, Arsaces excepted. Thus he had rais- wives at the same time. Besides, he banished her
ed himself to such a pitch of grandeur, that the who was properly his wife, and a citizen, from
"world in general thought him entitled even to his house, to indulge a foreigner with whom he
more than he wished. could have no legal connection. From their

In Demetrius's acquisition of empire there marriages, of course, one of them found no incon-
was nothing reprehensible. He extended it venience; the other suffered the greatest evils.
only to nations inured to slavery, and desirous In respect to their amours, Antony was com-
of being governed. But the arbitrary power paratively pardonable and modest. Historiani
of Antony grew on the execrable policy of a ty- tell us, that the Athenians turned the dogs out
rant, who once more reduced to slavery a peo- of the citadel, because they had their procrea-
ple that had shaken off the yoke. Consequently tive intercourse in public. But Demetrius had
the greatest of his actions, his conquest of Bru- his courtesans, and dishonoured the matrons of
tus and Cassius, is darkened with the inglo- Athens even in the temple of Minerva. Nay,
rious motive of wresting its liberty from Rome. though cruelty seems to be inconsistent with
Demetrius, during his better fortunes, consult- sensual gratifications, he scrupled not to drive
ed the liberties of Greece, and removed the the most beautiful and virtuous youth in the
garrisons from the cities: while Antony made city to the extremity of death, to avoid hii
rt his boast, that he had destroyed the assertors brutal designs. In short, Antony, by his amor-
of his country's freedom in Macedonia- ous indulgences, hurt only himself: Demetriui

Antony is praised for his liberality and mu- iujured others.
nificence; in which, however, Demetrius is so With regard to their behaviour to their
far his superior, that he gave more to his ene- parents and relations, that of Demetrius is irre-
mies than the former did to his friends. Antony proachable; but Antony sacrificed his uncle to
was honoured for allowing a magnificent fune- the sword of Cisar, that he might be empow-
ral to Brutus; but Demetrius buried every ene- ed in his turn to cut off Cicero. A crime the
my he had slain, and sent back his prisoners to latter was, which never could be made pardon-
Ptolemy, not only with their own property, but able, had Antony even saved and not sacrificed
with presents.

Both were insolent in prosperity, and fell Strabo mention! this as a romantic place near Ibi
with too much ease into luxury and indulgence. tea, lull of rocks, where the young treat to amux
But we never find Demetrius neglecting his af- Uienuelrej. Lib. ITU.
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Hi uncle by the means. They ate bo'J\ accused doned by his people: the latter deserted KM,
of perfidy, in that one of them threw Artabazus even whilst they were fighting for him. The
in prison; and the other killed Aleiandcr. An- fault of Demetrius was, that, by his conduct
tony, however, has some apology in this case; he lost the affection of his army: the fault of
for he had been abandoned and betrayed by Antony, his desertion and neglect of that affec-
Artabazus in Media. But Demetrius was sus- tion. Neither of them can be approved in
pected of laying a false accusation against their death; but Demetrius much lees than An-
Alexander, and of punishing, not the offender, tony; for he suffered himself to fall into the
but the injured. hands of the enemy, and, with a spirit that wa*

There is this difference, too, in their military truly bestial, endured an imprisonment of three
operations, that Demetrius gained every victory years for nothing but the low indulgences of
himself, and many of Antony's laurels were appetite. There was a deplorable weakness,
von by his lieutenants. and many disgraceful circumstances attending

Both lost their empire by their own fault, the death of Antony; but he effected it at hut
but by different means. The former was aban- without falling into the enemy's bauds.

DION.

As we leam from Simonides, my dear Senecio, than themselves.* These things, however,
that the Trojans were by no means offended at must refer to another occasion, and in thii
the Corinthians for joining the confederates in twelfth book of parallel lives, of which Dion
the Grecian war, because the family of Glaucus, and Brutus are the subjects, I shall begin with
their own ally, was originally of Corinth, so the more ancient.
neither the Greeks nor the Romans have rea- After Dionysius the elder had seized tbo
lon to complain of the academy, which has been government of Sicily, he married the daughter
equally favourable to both. This will appear of Hermocrates, a Syracusan. But, as the mo-
from the lives of Brutus and Dion; for, as one narchic power was yet but ill established, she
was the scholar of Plato, and the other edu- had the misfortune to be so much abused in her
cated in his principles, they came like wrest- person by an outrageous faction that she put
lers from the same Palistra, to engage in the an end to her life. When Dionysius was con-
greatest conflicts. Both by their conduct, in firmed in his government, he married two wives
which there was a great similarity, confirmed at the same time. One was Doris, a native
that observation of their master, that " Power of Locris, the other Aristomache, the daughter
and fortune must concur with prudence and of Hipparlnus, who was a principal person in.
justice, to effect any thing great in a political Syracuse, and colleague with Dionysius, when
capacity:" but as Hippomachus, the wrestler he was first appointed general of the Sicilian
said, that he could distinguish his scholars at a forces. It is said that he married these wivet
distance, though they were only carrying meat on the same day. It is not certain which he
from the market; so the sentiments of those enjoyed first, but he was impartial in his kind-
who have had a polite education, must have a ness to them; for both attended him at his table,
similar influence on their manners, and give a and alternately partook of his bed. As Doris
peculiar grace and propriety to their conduct. had the disadvantage of being a foreigner, the

Accident, however, rather than design, gave Syracusans sought every means of obtaining the
a similarity to the lives of these two men; and preference for their countrywoman; but it wag
both were cut off by an untimely death, before more than equivalent to this disadvantage, that
they could carry the purposes, which they had she had the honour of giving Dionysius his
pursued with so much labour, into execution. eldest son. Aristomache, on the contrary, was
The most singular circumstance attending their a long time barren, though the king was ei
death was, that both had a divine warning of tremely desirous of having children by her, and
It, in the appearance of a frightful spectre. put to death the mother of Dons, upon a sup-
There arc those, indeed, who say, that no man position that she had prevented her conception*
in his senses ever saw a spectre; that these are by potions.
the delusive visions of women and children; or Dion, the brother of Aristomache, was well
of men whose intellects are affected by some received at court; not only on her account, but
infirmity of the body: and who believe that from the regard which Dionysius had for hij
their absurd imaginations arc of divine inspira- merit and abilities; and that prince gave hi*
tion. But of D'MM and Brutus, men of firm and treasurer an ordei to supply h'm with whatever
philosophic minds, whose understandings were money he wanted; but, at the same time, to
not affected by any constitutional infirmity;-if keep an account of what he received.
luch men could pay so much credit to the ap- But whatever the talents and virtues of
pearance of spectres, as to give an account of Dion might be originally, it is certain that they
them to their friends, 1 see no reason why we received the happiest improvement under the
should depart from the opinion of the ancients,
that men had their evil genii, who disturbed " This it perfectly agreeable to the Platonic doctrin*
ihem with fears, and distressed their virtue, of (lie different orders anil dispositions of the seiui.
Jest by a steady and uniform pursuit of it, they And. as Dion and Brutus were bolh great tnlhusmU

iu Flattmijm, the sfroigM of their fadk brought Ihtir
ibould hereafter obtain a happier allotment >|nclrci before them.
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auspices of Plato. Surely the gods, in mercy account, who rei(*ned with great humanity, but
to mankind, sent that divine philosopher from you have reigned in such a manner, that, fot
Italy to Syracuse, that through the humane in- your Bake, no man will be trusted hereafter.
fluence of his doctrine, the spirit of liberty Gelo made monarchy appear the best of govern
night once more revive, and the inhabitants of ments; but you have convinced us that it irthe
that country be rescued from tyranny." worst." Dionyeius had three children by

Dion soon became the most distinguished of Doris, and four by Aristomache, whereof two
his scholars. To the fertility of his genius, and were daughters, Sophrosync and Arete. The
(he excellence of hie disposition, Plato himself former of these was married to his eldest son,
has given testimony,! and he did the greatest Dionysius; the latter to hia brother Thearides;
honour to that testimony in his life. For and after his death, to her uncle Dion. In the
though he had been educated in servile prin- last illness of Dionysius, Dion would have ap-
ciples under a tyrant; though he had been plied to him in behalf of the children of Ariato-
familiarized to dependence on the one hand, mache, but the physicians were beforehand with
ind to the indulgence of pomp and luxury, as him. They wanted to ingratiate themselves
the greatest happiness, on the other; yet he was with his successor; and when he asked for a
no sooner acquainted with that philosophy sleeping dose, Tipizus tells us, they gave him
which points out the road to virtue, than his so effectual a one that he waked no more.
whole soul caught the enthusiasm; and, with When his son Dionysius came to the throne,
the simplicity of a young man, who judges of in the first counsel that he held, Dion spoke
the dispositions of others by his own, he con- with so much propriety on the present state of
cluded that Plato's lectures would have the affairs, and on the measures which ought to
same effect on Diorjysius: for this reason he be taken, that the rest appeared to be mere
"olicited, and at length persuaded, the tyrant children in understanding. By the freedom of
to hear him. "When Plato was admitted, the his counsels, he exposed in a strong light, the
discourse turned on virtue in general. After- slavish principles of those, who, through a
wards they came to fortitude in particular; timorous disingenuity, advised such measures
and Plato made it appear, that tyrants have, as they thought would please their prince,
of all men, the least pretence to that virtue. rather than such as might advance his interest
Justice was the next topic: and when Plato But what alarmed them most, was the steps he
asserted the happiness of the just, and the proposed to take with regard to the impending
wretched condition of the unjust, the tyrant war with Carthage; for he offered either to go
was stung; and being unable to answer his ar- in person to Carthage, and settle an honourable
guments, he expressed his resentment against peace with the Carthaginians, or, if the king
those who seemed to listen to him with pleas- were rather inclined for war, to fit out and
ure. At last he was extremely exasperated, maintain fifty galleys at his own expense.
and asked the philosopher what business he had Dionysius was pleased with the magnificence
in Sicily. Plato answered, " That he carae to of his spirit; but the courtiers felt that it made
seek an honest man." " And so, then," replied them appear little. They agreed that, at all
the tyrant, " it seems you have lost your la- event?, Dion was to be crushed, and they
bour." Dion was in hopes that his anger spared no calumny that malice could suggest
would have ended here: but while Plato was They represented to the king, that he certainly
hasting to be gone, he conveyed him on board meant to make himself master by sea, and by
& galley, in which Pollb, the Lacedemonian, that means to obtain the kingdom tor his sister's
was returning to Greece. Dionysius urged children. There was, moreover, another and
Pollis either to put Plato to death in his pas- an obvious cause of their hatred to him, in the
gage, or, at least, to sell him as a slave: " for, reserve of his manners, and of the sobriety of
according to his own maxim," said he, " this his life. They led the young and ill educated
man cannot be unhappy; a just man, he says, king through every species ol" debauchery, the
must be happy in a state of slavery, as well as shameless panders to his wrong-directed pas-
in a state of freedom." Pollis, therefore car- sions. Yet while folly rioted, tyranny slept;
ried him to jEgina, and sold him there.} For its rage was dissolved in the ardour of youth-
the people of that place, being at war with the ful indulgences, as iron is softened in the fire;
Athenians, had made a decree, that whatever and that lenity which the Sicilians could not
Athenian was taken on their coast, he should expect from the virtue of their prince, they
be sold. Dion, notwithstanding, retained his found in hia weakness. Thus the reins of that
interest with Dionysius, had considerable em- monarchy, which Dionysius vainly called ada-
ployments, and waa sent ambassador to Car- mantine, fell gradually from the loose and dis-
thage. Dionysius had a high esteem for him, solute hand that held them. This young prince,
and he, therefore, permitted him to speak his it is said, would continue the scene of intoxi-
sentiments with freedom. An instance of this cation for ninety days without intermission;
we have in the retort he made in the tyrant's during which time no sober person was admit
ridiculing the government of Gelo, " Gelo," ted to his court, where all was drunkenness and
"aid Dionysius, " is (Gelos) the laughing-stock buffoonery, revelry, and riot.
of Sicily." While others admired and ap- Their enmity to Dion, who had no taste for
plauded this witticism, Dion answered, " You these enjoyments, was a thing of course. And,
obtained the crown by being trusted on Gelo's as he refused to partake with them in their

vices, they resolved to strip him of his virtue*.
* Plato, in hii lerenth letter, says, " When I ei- To these they gave the names of such vices ai

pUined the principle! of philoiophy and humanity to
l)ion, I little thought that I was instnaibty opening a are supposed in some degree to resemble them
way to the subversion of tyranny !" His gravity of manners, they called pride; hit

f Plato, ibid. } For twenty pound*. freedom of speech, insolence; hi* declining U
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join in their licentiousness, contempt It ii nysius were chiefly owing to his want of edu-
true, there was a natural haughtiness in his de- cation, he exhorted him earnestly to apply
portment; and an asperity that was unsociable himself to study; and by all means to send for
and difficult of access: so that it is not to be Plato, the prince of philosophers, into Sicily.
wondered if he found no ready admission to the " When he comes," said he, " apply to him
ears of a young king, already spoiled by flat- without loss of time. Conformed by his pre-
tery Many, even of his own particular friends, cepts to that divine exemplar of beauty and
who admired the integrity and generosity of perfection, which called the universe from con-
oil heart, could not but condemn those forbid- fusion into order, you will at once secure your
ding manners, which were so ill adapted to so- own happiness, and the happiness of your peo-
cial and political intercourse: and Plato him- ple. The obedience they now render you
iclf, when ho wrote to him some time after, through feat, by your justice and moderation,
warned him, as it were by the spirit of prophe-you will improve to a principle of filial duty;
cy, To guard against that austerity which is and of a tyrant, you will become a king. Fear
the companion of solitude .* However, the ne- and force, and fleets and armies, are not, aa
cessity of the times, and the feeble state of the your father called them, the adamantine chain*
monarchy, rendered it necessary for the king, of government; but that attention, that affec-
though contrary to his inclination, to retain tion, that respect, which justice and goodness
him in the highest appointments: and this Dion for ever draw after them. These are the milder,
himself very well knew. but the stronger bonds of empire. Besides, it ii

As he was willing to impute the irregulari- surely a disgrace for a prince, who in all the
ties of Dionysius to ignorance and a bad edu- circumstances of figure and appearance is dis-
cation, he endeavoured to engage him in a tinguished from the people, not to rise above
course of liberal studies, and to give him a taste them at the same time, in the superiority of hia
for those sciences which have a tendency to conversation, and the cultivation of his mind."
moral improvement. By this means he hoped As Dion frequently solicited the king on thii
that he should induce him to think of virtue subject, and occasionally repeated some of
without disgust, and at length to embrace its Plato's arguments, he conceived at length a vi-
precepts with pleasure. The young Dionysius olent inclination to hear him discourse. He
was not naturally the worst of princes; but his therefore sent several letters of invitation to
father being apprehensive that if his mind were him at Athens, which were seconded by the
improved by science and the conversation of entreaties of Dion. The Pythagorean philoso-
wise and virtuous men, he might sometime or phers in Italy requested at the same time, that
other, think of depriving him of his kingdom, he would undertake the direction of this young
kept him in close confinement; where, through prince, whose mind was misguided by power,
ignorance and want of other employment, he and reclaim him by the solid counsels of philos-
amused himself with making little chariots, ophy. Plato, as he owns himself, was ashamed
candlesticks, Wooden chairs, and tables. His to be a philosopher in theory, and not in prac-
father, indeed, was so suspicious of all man- tice ; and flattering himself that if he could rec-
kind, and BO wretchedly timorous, that he would tify the mind of the prince, he might by the
Dot suffer a barber to shave him; but had his same means remedy the disorders of the king-
hair singed off with a live coal by one of his dom, he yielded to their request.
own attendants. Neither his brother nor his The enemies of Dion, now fearing an alter-
son were admitted into his chamber in their ation in Dionysius, advised him to recal from
own clothes, but were first stripped and exam- exile one Philistus, who was indeed a man of
ined by the sentinels, and after that were oblig- learning,* but employed hig talents in defence
ed to put on such clothes as were provided for of the despotic policy; and this man they in-
them. When his brother Leptines was once tended to set in opposition to Plato and his
describing the situation of a place, he took a philosophy. Philustus, from the beginning, had
spear from one of the guards to trace the plan, been a principal instrument in promoting the
upon which Dionysius was extremely offended, monarchic government, and kept the citadel,
and caused the soldier who had given up his of which he was governor, a long time for that
spear, to be put to death. He was afraid, he party. It is said that he had a private com-
said, of the sense and sagacity of his friends; merce with the mother of the elder Dionysius,
because be knew they must think it more eli- and that the tyrant himself was not ignorant of
gible to govern than »o obey. He slew Marsy- it. Be this as it may, Leptines who had two
as, whom he had advanced to a considerable daughters by a married womon whom he had
military command, merely because Marsyas debauched, gave one of them in marriage to
dreamed that he killed him; for he concluded, Philistus; but this being done without consult-
that this dream by night was occasioned by some ing Dionysius, he was offended, imprisoned
similar suggestion of the day. Yet even this Leptines's mistress, and banished Philistus.
timorous and suspicious wretch was offended The latter fled to his friends at Adria, where,
with Plato, because he would not allow him to it is probable, he composed the greatest part of
be the most valiant man in the world! his history; for he did not return to Sicily dur-

When Dion, as we have before observed, ing the reign of that Dionysus. After his death,
considered that tho irregularities of young Dio- as we have observed, Dion's enemies occasion-

ed him to be recalled. His arbitrary principle!* 
ti Xi «w9«Jt«a» optf/ci* guvoiitoc. Literally* Haugf^ were suitable for their purpose, and he began

tinea Uca under the tame roof with solituae. This
u towards the end of Plato's fourth letter. It ii pre- to exercise them immediately on his return.
ceded bv a fine political precept, viz. that the complai- * He wrote the histories of Egypt, Sicily, and th«
sance which produces popularity, ii the prurce of 'iie reign of Dionysius. Cicero calls him the pettvThucy
greatest operations in go didei: futillvt Thut&dtt,
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At the same time calumnies and impeach-the king. It wa« addreaied to the Cartha-
ments against Dion were, as usual, brought to ginian agents, and directed them not to hive
the king. He was accused of holding a pri- their audience of the king concerning the con-
vate correspondence with Theodoses and He- clusion of the peace, unless he were present,
raclidcB, for the subversion of the monarchy; and then every thing should be settled as they
and indeed it is probable that he entertained wished. Timxus informs us, that after Diony-
lome hopes from the arrival of Plato, of less-sius aad shewed this letter to Philistus, and
ening the excessive power of Dionysius, or, consulted him upon it, he over-reached Dion
at least, of making him moderate and equita-by a pretence of reconciliation, and told him,
ble in the use of it. Besides, if he continued that he was desirous their good understanding
obstinate, and were not to be reclaimed, he might be renewed. After this, as he was one
was determined to depose him, and restore the day walking alone with him by the walls of the
commonwealth to the Syracusans; for he pre- castle, near the sea, he shewed him the letter,
ferred even the popular form of government and accused him of conspiring with the Car-
to an absolute monarchy, where a well irgu- thaginians against him. When Dion attempt-
lated aristocracy could not be procured. ed to speak in his own defence, Dionysius re-

Such was the state of affairs when Plato fused to hear him: and having forced him on
came into Sicily. At first he was received with board a vessel which lay there for the purpose,
the greatest appearance of kindness, and was commanded the sailors to set him ashore in
conveyed from the coast in one of the king's Italy.
«no«t splendid chariots. Even Dionysius him- When this was publicly known, it was gen-
eelf sacrificed to the gods in acknowledgment erally condemned as tyrannical and cruel. The
of his safe arrival, and of the honour and hap- court was in distress for the ladies of Dion's
piness they had by that means conferred on family; but the citizens received fresh courage
his kingdom. The people hid the greatest from the e\ent; for they were in hopes that
hopes of a speedy reformation. They ob- the odium which it would bring upon Diony-
ierved an unusual decorum in the entertain-sius, and the general discontent that his gov-
ments at court, and a sobriety in the conduct ernment occasioned, might contribute to bring
of the courtiers; while the king answered all about a revolution. Dionysius perceived this
to whom he gave audience in a very obliging with some anxiety, and thinking it necessary
manner. The desire of learning, and the study to pacify the women and the rest of Dion's
of philosophy were become general; and the friends, he told them that he was not gone into
several apartments of the royal palace were exile, but only sent out of the way for a time,
like so many schools of geometricians, full of that his obstinacy might not draw upon him a
the duet in which the students describe their heavier punishment. He also allowed hia
mathematical figures. Not long after this, at friends two ships, that they might convey to
a solemn sacrifice in the citadel, when the him, in Peloponnesas, as much of his treasure,
herald prayed as usual for the long continuance and as many of his servants as they should
of the government, Dionysius is said to have think fit: for Dion was a man of considerable
cried, " How long will you continue to curse property, and little inferior to the king in
me?" This was an inexpressible mortification wealth or magnificence. The most valuable
Jo Fhilistus and his party: if Plato, said part of his effects, together with presents from
they, has already made such a change in the ladies and others of his acquaintance, his
the king, his influence in time will be ir- friends conveyed to him; and the splendour of
resistible. his fortune gained him great respect among the

They now no longer made their attacks on Greeks. At the same time they conceived a
Dion separately, or in private. They united high idea of the power of the tyrant, when an
in exclaiming against him, that he had fasci- exile from his kingdom could make such an
nated the king with the delusions of eloquence appearance.
and philosophy, in order to obtain the kingdom Dionysius now removed Plato into the cita
for his sister's children. They represented it del, under colour of kindness; but in reality to
as a matter of the greatest indignity, that after set a guard upon him, lest he should follow
the whole force of the Athenians had vainly Dion, and proclaim to the world how injuri-
invaded Sicily, and were vanquished and de- ously he had been treated. *
ttroyed, without so much as being able to take As wild beasta become tame and t,ractable
Syracuse, they should now, by means of one by use, so the tyrant, by frequent conversation
sophist, overturn the empire of Dionysius. It with the philosopher, began at last to conceive
was wilh indignation they beheld the deluded an affection for him; yet even that affection had
monarch prevailed on by his insinuations to something of the tyrant in it; for he required
part with his guard of ten thousand spearmen, of Plato, in return, that he should exclusively
to give up a navy of four hundred galleys, to confine his regard and admiration to him. On
disband an army of ten thousand horse, and condition that he would prefer his friendship to
many t.mes that number of foot, in order that that of Dion, he was willing to give up thi
he might pursue an ideal happiness in the whole administration inlo his hands. This ex-
academy, and amuse himself with theorems of travagant affection gave Plato no small trouble;
geometry, while the substantial enjoyments of for it was accompanied with petulance and
wealth and power were left to Dion and the jealousy, as the love which subsists between
children of Aristomache. the different sexes has its quarrels and recon-

By means of these suggestions Dion first in- ciliations. He expressed the strongest desire
curred the suspicion, and soon after the open to become Plato's scholar and to proceed in
displeasure of Dionysius. A letter of his was the study of philosophy; but he expressed it
likewise intercepted, and privately carried to "with reluctance in the presence of those
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wanted to divert him from his purpose, and ed that he had so ill availed himself of his
"eemed aa if he was in pursuit of something instructions. Like a tyrant, therefore, whose
ne ought to be ashamed of. desires, however extravagant, are immediately

As a war broke out about this time, he found to be complied with, he was violently bent on.
it necessary to dismiss Plato; but he promised recalling him. To effect this, he thought of
him, before his departure, to recal Dion the every expedient, and at length prevailed on
ensuing summer; however, he did Dot keep his Archytas, and the rest of the Pythagorean
promise, but made the war he was engaged in philosophers, to pledge themselves for the per-
his apology, and remitted to him the produce formance of his promises, and to persuaa*
of his estate. At the same time he desired him to return to Sicily; for it was Plato that
Plato to acquiesce in his apology, assuring him first introduced those philosophers to Diony-
that he would send for Dion on the commence- sius.

ment of the peace; and he entreated, in the On their part, they sent Archidamns to Pla-
meantime, that Dion would be peaceable, and to ; and Dionysius, at the same time, sent some
not say or do any thing that might hurt his galleys, with several of hig friends, to join in
character among the Greeks. This Plato en- their request. The tyrant likewise wrote to
deavoured to effect, by keeping Dion in the him, and told him, in plain terms, that Dion
academy in pursuit of philosophy. must expect DO favour from him, if Plato

At Athens Dion lived with an acquaintance should not come into Sicily, but, upon hia ar
whose name was Callippus. But a piece of rival, he might depend on every thing he de-
pleasure-ground which he purchased, he gave, sired. Dion was also solicited by his sistei
on his departure, to Speusippus, with whom and wife to prevail with Plato to gratify the
he had most usually conversed. Speusippus, tyrant, that he might no longer have an apolo-
as Timon, in his poems, called Syllis, informs gy for the severity of his treatment Plato,
us, was a facetious companion, and had a turn therefore, aa he says himself, set sail the third
for raillery, and Plato wag desirous that Dion's time for Sicily.-
severity of manners might be softened by the To brave Charybdit'dreadful gulf (race more.*
pleasantry of his conversation. When Plato
eihibited a chorus of boys at Athens,* Dion His arrival was not only a satisfaction to
took upon himself the management, and de- Dionysius, but to all Sicily; the inhabitants of
frayed the expense. Plato was desirous that which did not fail to implore the gods, that
this munificence might procure him popularity, Plato might overcome Philistus, and that the
and on that account he readily gave up the tyranny might expire under the influence of
honour of conducting the affair himself. hia philosophy. Plato was in high favour with

Dion likewise visited other cities, and con- the women in particular, and with Dionysiui
versed with the principal statesmen, by whom he had such credit as no other person could
he was publicly entertained. In his manners boast; for he was allowed to come to him
there was now no longer any thing pompous without being Benched. When Aristippus,
or affected; there was nothing that savoured the Cyrenean, observed, that the king fre-
of the dissolute luxury of a tyrant's court; his quently offered Plato money, and that Plato
behaviour was modest, discreet, and manly; as constantly refused it: he said, "That Dio
and his philosophical discourses were learned nysius was liberal without danger of exhaust-
and ingenious. This procured him popular ing his treasury; for to those who wanted, and
favour, and public honours; and the Lacedae-would take money, he was sparing in his of-
monians, without regard to the resentment of fers; but profuse where he knew it would be
DionsyuB, though at the very time they had refused."
received succours from him against the The- After the first civilities were over, Plato
bans, made him free of their city. We are took an opportunity to mention Dion; bat the
told that Dion accepted an invitation from tyrant put him off, till at last, expostulations
Ptoeodorus the Megarensian, who was a roan of and animosities took place. These, however,
considerable power and fortune; and when he Dionysius was industrious to conceal, and en
found his door crowded with people on busi-deavoured to bring over Plato from the inter
ness, and that it was difficult to have access to est of Dion by repeated favours and studied
him, he said to his friends, who expressed their civilities. The philosopher, on the other
dissatisfaction on the occasion, " Why should hand, did not immediately publish his perfidy,
this affront us? We .did this, and more than but dissembled his resentment. While thingi
this, at Syracuse." were thus circumstanced, Helicon of Cyzicus,

Dion's popularity in Greece goon eicited one of Plato's followera, foretold an eclipse of
the jealousy of Dionysius, who therefore stop-the sun; and aa it happened, according to his
ped his remittances, and put his estate in the prediction, the king, in admiration of hit
Lands of his own stewards. However, that learning, rewarded him with a talent of sil
his reputation might not suffer, through Plato's ver. Upon thia Aristippue, jesting arno*ng th»
means, amongst the philosophers, he retained best of the philosophers, told them, he had
a number of learned men in his court; and be- something extraordinary likewise to prognosti-
ing desirous to outshine them all in disputation, cate. Being entreated to make it known, "I
he frequently was under a necessity of intro- foresee," said he, " that in a short time there
ducing, without the least propriety, the argu- will be a quarrel between Dionysiua and Pla-
ments he had learned from Plato. He now to." Soon after this, Dionysius sold Dion's
wished for that philosopher again, and repent- estate, and converted the money to bis own

use. Plato was removed from his apartment
* Thi> im a dramatic entertainment, exhibited with in the palace-gardens, and placed within th«

great tiftuic aad magnificence oo the fea»t of Btcchuj. * Odywey, 1. xii.
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purlieus of the guards, who had long hated, friends, on the other hand, encouraged him to
and even sought to kill him, on a supposition rescue from slavery his native Sicily, that
that he advised the tyrant to lay down his gov-stretched forth her hands towards him, and
ernment and disband his army. would certainly receive him with every ei-

Archytas, who had engaged for Plato's safe-p-ession of joy. Speusippus, when he attend-
ty, when he understood his danger, sent a gal- ed Plato into Sicily, had mixed more with the
ley to demand him-, and the tyrant, to palliate pecple, and learned their sentiments with re
his enmity, previous to his departure, made gard to the government. At, first indeed, they
pompous entertainments. At one of them, were reserved, and suspected him for an emis-
however, he could not help saying, " I suppose, sary of the tyrant's: but by degrees, he ob-
Plato, when you return to your companions in tained their confidence. In short, it was the
the academy, my faults will often be the sub-voice, the prayer of the people, that Dion
ject of your conversation." " I hope," an- would come, though without either army or
swered Plato, " we shall never be so much at navy, to their relief, and lend them only his
a loss for subjects in the academy, as to talk name and his presence against the tyrant
of you." Such are the circumstances which Dion was encouraged by these representa-
have been mentioned concerning Plato's de- tions; and, the more effectual!;' to conceal his
parture, but they are not perfectly consistent intentions, he raised what forces he was able
with Plato's own account. by means of his friends. He was assisted in

Dion being offended, not only with these this by many statesmen and philosophers, a-
things, but at some intelligence he had before mongst whom was Endemus, the Cyprian, (on
received concerning his wife, which is alluded occasion of whose death Aristotle wrote hit
to in Plato's letter to Dionysius, openly declar-dialogue on the soul,) and Tiraonides, the
ed himself his enemy. The affair was this: Leucadion. These engaged in his interest
Plato, on his return to Greece, was desired by Miltas the Thessalian, who was Skilled in
Dionysius privately to consult Dion, whether divination, and had been bis fellow academi-
he would be averse to his wife's marrying cian. But of all those whom the tyrant had
another man; for there was a report, whether banished, which were no fewer than a thous-
true, or the invention of his enemies, that his and, no more than twenty-five gave in their
matrimonial state was not agreeable to him, names for the service. The rest, for want of
and that there was a coolness betwixt him and spirit, would not engage in the cause. The
Arete. After Plato had consulted Dion on general rendezvous was in the island of Zacyn-
the affair, he wrote to Dionysius, and though thus; and here, when the little army was as-
he spoke in plain terms of other matters, he sembled, it did not amount to eight hundred
mentioned this in a manner that could only be men.* But they were men who had signalized
intelligible to the king. He told him, that he themselves in the greatest engagements; they
talked with Dion on the business, and that he were in perfect discipline, and inured to hard-
would certainly resent it if any such attempt ship; in courage and conduct they had no su-
"were made. periors in the army: in short, they were such

While any prospect of an accommodation men as ware likely to serve the cause of Dion,
remained, Dionysius took no further steps in in animating, by their example, those who
the affair; but when that prospect was gone, came to his standard in Sicily.
and Plato once more had left Sicily in dis- Yet these men, when they understood that
pleasure, he compelled Arete to marry Timo- they were to be led against Dionysius, were
crates; and, in this instance, he fell short even disheartened, and condemned the rash resent-
of the justice and lenity of his father. When ment of Dion; the consequence of which they
Philoxenus, who had married his sister Theste, looked upon as certain ruin. Nor were they
was declared his enemy, and fled through fear less offended with their commanders, and those
out of Sicily, Dionysius sent for his sister, who enlisted them, because they had conceal-
and reproached her with being privy to her ed the design of the service. But when Dion
Husband's escape, without letting him know it. in a public speech, after shewing them the
Theste answered, without fear or hesitation, feeble state of Dionysius's government, told
** Do you think me, Dionysius, so bad a wife, them, that he considered them rather as so
or so weak a woman, that if I had known of many officers whom he carried to head the
my husband's flight, I would not have accom-people of Sicily, already prepared to revolt,
panied him, and shared in the worst of his for- than as private men:-and when Alcimenes,
tunes? Indeed I was ignorant of it. And I as- who, in birth and reputation, was the princi-
sure you, that I should esteem it a higher hon- pal man in Achaia, had concurred in the ad-
our to be called the wife of Philoienus the ex- dress of Dion, and joined in the expedition,
ile, than the sister of Dionysius the tyrant." they then were satisfied.
The king, it is said, admired her spirited an- It was now about midsummer, the Etesian
"wer: and the Syracusans honoured her BO windsf prevailed at sea, and the moon was at
much^hat she retained her princely retinue af- the full, when Dion preparedamagnificentsa-
ter the dissolution of the tyranny; and the orifice to Apollo, and marched in procession to
citizens, by public decree, attended the solem-
nity of her funeral. This is a digression, but * Diodorus enlarge* with great propriety on the »
may have its use. traordiuary spirit and success of this enterprise. Lib.

Dion now thought of nothing but war. Pla-
to, however, was against it: partly on account t These wiodi blew regularly at a certain leaion of
of the hospitable favours he had received from the year. Strabo sometimes caul them east, and some*times north winds; but lo convey Dion from Zacyn
Dionysiua, and partly because of the advanced thus to Pachynus, they must have blown from the eatt,
age of Dion. Speusippus, and the rest of his Plio* makes the Etesian windi the same at the north.
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the temple, with his men under armi. After safe to coast it along, being informed that Pb.il-
the sacrifice, he gave them a feast in the race istus was stationed off Japygia, to watch their
ground of the Zacynthians. They were aston- motions. Having sailed with a gentle wind
iihed at the quantity of gold and silver plate about twelve days, on the thirteenth they ar-
that was exhibited on this occasion, BO far rived at Pachynus, a promontory in Sicily.
above the ordinary fortunes of a private man; There the pilot advised Fion to land his men
and they concluded that a person of such opu- immediately; for, if they once doubled the
lence would not, at a late period of life, eipose cape, they might continue at sea a long time
himself to dangers, without a fair prospect of before they could have a gale from the south at
success, and the certain support of friends. that season of the year. But Dion, who wai
After the usual prayers and libations, the moon afraid of making a descent too near the enemy,
was eclipsed. This was nothing strange to and chose rather to make good his landing in
Dion, wno knew the variations of the ecliptic, some remoter part of the island, doubled the
and that this defection of the moon's light was cape notwithstanding. They had not sailed far
caused by the interposition of the earth be- before a strong gale from the north and a high
tween her and the sun. But as the soldiers sea, drove them quite off Sicily. At the same
were troubled about it, Miltas, the diviner, time there was a violent storm of thunder and
took upon him to give it a proper turn, and as- lightning: for it was about the rising of Arc-
lured them, that it portended the sudden obscu- turus; and it was accompanied with such dread-
rity of something that was at present glorious; ful rains, and the weather was, in every res-
that this glorious object could be no other than pect, so tempestuous, that the affrighted sailor*
Dionysius, whose lustre would be extinguished knew not where they were, till they found
on their arrival in Sicily. This interpretation themselves driven by the violence of the storm
he communicated in as public a manner as pos- toCercina, on the coast of Africa. This craggy
sible: but from the prodigy of bees," a swarm island was surrounded with such dangeroui
of which settled on the stern of Dion's ship, he rocks, that they narrowly escaped being dashed
intimated to his friends his apprehensions that to pieces; but by working hard with their pole*
the great affairs which Dion was then prose- they kept clear with much difficulty, till the
cuting, after flourishing a while, would come storm abated. They were then informed by a
to nothing. Dionysius too, they said, had many vessel, which accidentally came up with them,
prodigies on this occasion. An eagle snatched that they were at the head of what is called the
a javelin from one of his guards, and after fly- Great Syrtis." In this horrible situation they
ing aloft with it, dropped it in the sea. The were further disheartened by finding themselves
waters of the sea at the foot of the citadel, becalmed; but, after beating about for some
were fresh for one whole day, as plainly ap- time, a gale sprung up suddenly from the south.
peared to every one that tasted them. He had On this unexpected change, as the wind in-
pigg farrowed perfect in all their other parts, creased upon them, they made all their sail,
but without ears. The diviners interpreted this and, imploring the assistance of the gods, once
as an omen of rebellion and revolt: the peo- more put off to sea in quest of Sicily. After an
ple, they sa-id, would no longer give ear to the easy passage of five days, they arrived at Minoa,
mandates of the tyrant. The freshness of the a small town in Sicily,f belonging to the Car-
sea water imported, that the Syracusans, after thaginians. Synalus,| a friend of Dion's waa
their harsh and severe treatment, would enjoy then governor of the place, and as he knew
milder and better times. The eagle was the not that this little fleet belonged to Dion, he
minister of Jove, and the javelin an ensign of attempted to prevent the landing of his men.
power and government: thus the father of the The soldiers leaped out of the vessels in arms,
gods had destined the overthrow and abolition but killed none that opposed them; for Dion,
of the tyranny. These things we have from on account of his friendship with Synalus, had
Theopompus. forbidden them. However, they ran in one

Dion's soldiers were conveyed in two trans- body with the fugitives into the town, and thus
ports. These were accompanied by another made themselves masters of it. When Dion
imaller vessel, and two more of thirty oars. and the governor met, mutual salutations passed
Beside the arms of those who attended him, ho between them, and the former restored him to
took with him two thousand shields, a large his town unhurt. Synalus, in return, entertained
quantity of darts and javelins, and a consider-his soldiers, and supplied him with necessaries.
able supply of provisions, that nothing might It happened that Dionysius, a little before
be wanting in the eipedition; for they put off this, had sailed with eighty ships for Italy, and
to the main sea, because they did not think it this absence of his gave them no small en-

couragement. Insomuch, that when Dion in
e»st wind. A(pulo in astute media mutat nomen, et vited his men to refresh themselves for some
Etesias i-ocatur. Hist. Nat. 1. iviii. cat). 34. He tells time after their fatigues at sea, they thought of
as, when the winds bcgm, xviii. Calend. .AuguJti, nothing but making a proper use of the present
Egypto aquilo occiAit matulino, Etesiarumque J*ro-
rfromt Flatus incipiunt, ibid. 1. xviii. cap. 2&. And moment, and called upon him, with one voice,
"hen they end : Decimo Sexto Calend. Octob. JEsypto to lead them to Syracuse: he, therefore, left hie
Spica, yuam tenet virgo, ezoritur matutino, Etetia useless arms and baggage with Synalus, and,
ftede:inunt. Ibid, ]. iviii. cap. 31. Thus it teems, having engaged him to transmit them to him al
that (hey last about two months, (Pliny, in another a proper opportunity, marched for Syracuse.
place, lays forty days, 1. ii. chap. 47,) and the reliefof
lucli gales in thai season is plainly providential. Aris- Two hundred of the Agrigentine cavalry, who
Imlt iiccounts for them from the convexity of the earth. inhabited the country about Ecnomus, mirne-

*Thi3 superstition prevailed no less among*! Ihe
Romans t an amongst the Greeks. See the Life of * Not far from Tripoli. f On the loulh coast.
Brutus. i Diodorui calls him Fyralui.
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diatcly revolted, and joined him in his inarch, of the city, and spread a general terror and dis-
and these were followed by the inhabitants of may where he passed: magnifying all the while
Cell. the forces of Dion, that it might not appear a

The news of his arrival soon reaching Syra- slight effort, against which he was unable to de-
cuse, Timocrates, who had married Dion's wife, fend the place.
and was appointed regent in the absence of Di- Dion now made his public entry into the
onysius, immediately dispatched letters to ac- town: he was dressed in a magnificent suit of
quaint him with the event. In the meanwhile armour, his brother Megacle* marching on the
he applied himself to prevent all tumults in the right hand, and Calippus, the Athenian, on the
city, for the people were greatly animated on left, with garlands on their heads. He was
the report of Dion's arrival, though the uncer-followed by a hundred foreign soldiers, who
tainty they were under as yet kept them quiet. were his body guard; and after these marched
A singular accident happened to the courier the rest of (he army in proper order, under the
who was despatched with letters for Dionysius. conduct of their respective officers. The Syra-
As he was passing through the territory of cusans looked upon this procession as sacred.
Rhcgium to Caulonia, where the tyrant then They considered it as the triumphal entry of
was, he met an acquaintance of his returning Liberty, which would once more establish the
home with a newly offered sacrifice, and having popular government, after a suppression of for-
taken a little of the flesh for his own use,* he ty-eight years.
made the best of his way. At night, however, When Dion entered at the Menitidian gate,
he found it necessary to take a little rest, and silence was commanded by sound of trumpet,
retired to sleep in a wood by the side of the and he ordered freedom to be proclaimed to
road. A wolf, allured by the smell of the the Syracusans and the rest of the Sicilians, in
fosh, came up while he was asleep, and ear- the name of Dion and Megacles, who came to
ned it off, together with the bag of letters to abolish tyranny. Being desirous to address the
which it was fastened. When the courier people in a speech, he marched up to the Acra-
awaked, he sought a long lime to no purpose dina. As he passed through the streets, the
for his despatches, and being determined not people prepared their victims on tables placed
lo face Dionysius without them, he absconded. before their doors, scattered flowers on his head,
Thus it was a considerable time after, and and offered up their prayers to him, as to their
from other hands, that Dionysius was inform- tutelar deity. At the foot of the citadel, under
ed of Dion's arrival in Sicily. the pentapyla?, there was a lofty sundial,*

Dion, in his march, was joined by the Cam- which had been placed there by Dionyaius.
Minsans, and many revolters from the terri- From the eminence of this building he address-
tory of Syracuse. The Leontines and Cam- ed the citizens, and exhorted them earnestly to
panians, who, with Timocrates, guarded the assert their liberties. The people, in their
Epipote, being misled by a report designedly turn, nominated Dion and his brother praters,
propagated by Dion, that he intended to attack of the city, and, at their request, appointed
their cities first, quitted their present station, them twenty colleagues, half of whom were of
and went to take care of their own concerns. those who returned with Dion from exile.
Dion being informed of this, while he lay near At first it was considered by the soothsayers
Acrae, decamped in the night, and came to the as a good omen, that Dion, when he addressed
river Anapus, which is at the distance of ten the people, had under his feet the stately edi-
furlongs from the city. There he halted, and fice which Dionysius had erected; but upon
sacrificed by the river, addressing his prayers reflection that this edifice, on which he had
to the rising sun. The diviners informed him been declared general, was a sundial, they were
that the gods gave a promise of victory, and as apprehensive that his present power and gran-
he had himself assumed a garland at the sacri- deur might be subject lo decline.
fice, all that were present immediately did the Dion, in the next place, took the castle of
same. He was now joined by about five thou- Epipola;, released the prisoners who were con-
sand, who were, indeed, ill furnished with fined there, and invested it with a strong wall.
arms; but their courage supplied that deficien-Seven days after this event, Dionisyus arrived
cy .f When he gave orders to march, Liberty from Italy, and entered the citadel from the
was the word, and they rushed forward with sea. Dion, at the same time, recieved from
the highest acclamations of joy. The most Synalus, the arms and ammunition he had left
considerable citizens of Syracuse, dressed all in with him. These, he distributed amongst the
white, met him at the gates. The populace fell citizens, an far as they would go; the reel
with great fury on Dionysius's party; but in armed themselves as well as they were able;
particular they seized his spies, a set of wretch-and all expressed the utmost alacrity for the
es hated by gods and men, who went about the service. Dionysius, at first, sent agents in a
city to collect the sentiments of the inhabitants, private manner to Dion, to try what terms
in order to communicate them to the tyrant. might be made with him. Dion refused to
These were the first that suffered, being knock- hear any overtures in private. The Syracusana,
ed down wherever they were met. When Ti- he told them, were now a free people; and
mocrates found that he could not join the gar- what they had to offer must be addressed to
rison in the citadel, he fled on horseback out them in public. Upon this they made specious

proposals to the citizens, promised them an
" To carry home part of the victm, and to give part

d* it lo any person iliat the bearer met, were acts of * Phcrecydes wa» the first who invented dials to
religion. mark the hour of the day, about three hundred year»
t Diodorui says he was won joined by 50,000, and after the time of Homer. But before Viii time, Iht

that, when »« reached Syrsc je, he bad not fewer Plircnicians had contrived a dial in the isle if Scyrou
than 50,000. which described the lolslicci.
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abatement of their taxei, and an exemption Soon after this, messengers came from Dio-
from serving in the wara, even though those nysius, with letters to Dion from the women
wars should be undertaken by their own ap- of his family. Besides these, there was one
probation. The Syracusans held these propo- inscribed "Hipparinus to his father Dion."
sals in derision; and Dion answered, that it For this was the name of Dion's son. Ti
would be in vain for Dionysius to speak of terms mams says, indeed, that he was called Are
without resigning, in the first place, the regal teus, from his mother Arete; but I think credit
government; and that if he took this measure, is rather to be given to Timonides, who was
he might depend on all the good offices so near his friend and fellow-soldier. The rest of the
a relation might be inclined to do him; at least in letters, which were read openly before the
every thing that was just and reasonable. Dio- Syracusans, contained various solicitations and
nysius seemed to consent to these terms; and entreaties from the women. The letter which
again sent his agenta to desire that a deputa- appeared to come from Hipparinus, the peo-
tion of the Syracusans would attend him in the ple, out of respect to the father, would not
citadel, in order to settle articles for the public have suffered to be opened in public; but Dion
tranquillity. He assured them that he had such insisted that it should be GO. It proved to be
to offer them as they could not but accept; and a letter from Dionysius himself, directed, in-
that on the other hand, he was equally willing deed, to Dion, but in reality addressed to the
to come into such as they had to offer him. people of Syracuse; for though it carried the
Dion, therefore, selected a number of the citi- air of request and apology, it had an obvious
zens for this deputation; and the general report tendency to render Dion obnoxious to the
from the citadel was, that Dionysius would re- citizens. He reminded him of the zeal he
sign his authority in a voluntary manner. had formerly shewn of his service; he threat-

This, however, was no more than a strata- ened him through his dearest connections, his
gem to amuse the Syracusans. The deputies no sister, his son, and his wife; and his menaces
sooner arrived than they were imprisoned; and were followed by the most passionate entreat-
early next morning, after he had plied the mer- ies, and the most abject lamentations. But
cenaries with wine, he ordered them to sally the most trying part of his address was that
out and attack the wall which had been built where he eatreated Dion not to destroy the
by Dion. This unexpected assault waa carried government, and give that freedom to his invet-
on with great vigour by the barbarians. They erate enemies by means of which they would
broke through the works, and falling with great prosecute him to death, but to retain the regal
impetuosity, and loud shouts, on the Syracu- power himself, for the protection of his family
sans, soon put them to flight. Dion's foreign and friends.
troops took the alarm, and hastened to their This letter did not produce those sentiments
relief; but the precipitate flight of the citizens in the people which it should naturally have
disordered their ranks, and rendered it difficult done. Instead of exciting admiration of that
for them to give any effectual assistance. Dion noble firmness and magnanimity, which could
perceiving that in this tumult, his orders could prefer the public utility to the tenderest private
not be heard, instructed them by his example, connections, it occasioned jealousies and fears.
and charged the thickest of the enemy. The The people saw, or thought they saw, that Dion
battle, where he fought in person, was fierce was under an absolute necessity of being fav-
and bloody. He was known to the enemy as ourable to Dionysius. They already began to
well as to his own party; and they rushed with wish for another general, and it was with pe-
the utmost violence to the quarter where he culiar satisfaction they heard of the arrival of
fought. His age, indeed, rendered him unfit Heraclides. This Heraclides who had been
for such an engagement, but he maintained the banished by the tyrant, had once a distinguish-
fight with great vigor, and cut in pieces many ed command in the army, and was a man of
of the enemy that attacked him. At length he considerable military abilities, but irresolute,
was wounded in the head with a lance; the inconstant, and particularly unsteady when he
shield was pierced through in many places with bad a colleague in command. He had, some
the darts and spears that were levelled against time before, had a difference with Dion in Pe-
him; and hia armour no longer resisting the loponnesus, and therefore resolved on his own
blows he received in this close engagement, he strength to make war on Dyonysius. When he
fell to the ground. He was immediately ear- arrived at Syracuse, he found the tyrant close
ned off by his soldiers, and leaving the com- besieged, and the Syracusans elated with theit
mand to Timonides, he rode about the city to success. His first object, therefore, was to court
rally the fugitives. Soon after he brought a the people, and for this purpose he had all the
detachment of foreign soldiers, which he had necessary talents; aa insinuating address, and
left to guard the Acradma, as a fresh reserve that kind of flattery which is so grateful to the
against the enemy. This, however, was unne- multitude. This business was the more easy
cessary. They had placed their whole hopes of to him, as the forbidding gravity of Dion waa
retaking the city in their first sally, and finding thought too haughty for a popular state: be-
"o powerful a resistance, fatigued with the ac- sides, the Syracusans, already insolent with
tion, they retreated into the citadel. As soon success, assumed the spirit of a free people,
as they begun to fall back, the Greek soldiers though they had not, in reality, their freedom
bore hard upon them, and pursued them to the Thus they convened themselves without any
walla. Dion lost seventy-lour men, and a very summons, and appointed Heraclides their ad-
great number of the enemy fell in this action. miral: indeed, when Dion remonstrated against
The victory was so important that the Syracu- that proceeding, and shewed them that by thus
"ans rewarded each of the foreign soldiers with constituting Heraclides admiral, they supersed-
a hundred minae, and Dion was presented by ed the office of general which they had before
to tray with a crown of gold. conferred on him, with some reluctance they
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deprived Heraclides of the commission they had ple, by a general vote, condemned Sosii to die,
given him. When this affair was settled, Dion and were once more reconciled to Dion.
invited Heraclidca to his house, and gently ex- Nevertheless their jealousy of his soldien
postulated with him on the impropriety of at- remained. And as the war was now principal-
tending to a punctilio of honour, at a time ly carried on by sea, Philistus being come to
when the least inattention to the common the support of Dionysius, with a considerable
cause might be the ruin of the whole. He then fleet from Japygia, they did not see the neces-
colled an assembly, appointed Heraclides ad- sity of retaining in their service those Greeki
miral, and prevailed with the citizens to allow who were no seamen, and must depend for pro-
him such a guard as they had before granted to tection on the naval force. Their confidence
himself. Heraclides treated Dion with all the in their own strength was likewise greatly in-
appearance of respect, acknowledged his obli- creased by an advantage they had gained at
gations to him, and seemed attentive to his sea against Philistus, whom they used in a very
commands; but in private he corrupted the barbarous manner. Ephorus relates, that, after
people, and encouraged a spirit of mutiny and his ship was taken, he slew himself. But Ti-
dissatisfaction; so that Dion was involved in monides, who attended Dion from the begin-
continual disturbances and disquiet. If he ad ning of the war, writing to Speusippus, the
vised that Dionysius should be permitted to philosopher, gives the story thus. Phil lotus's
make his retreat in safety, he was censured as galley having run aground, he was taken pris-
designing to favour and protect him; if, to avoid oner alive; and after being disarmed and strip-
those suspicions, he was for continuing the ped, was exposed naked, though an old man,
siege, he was accused of protracting the war, to every kind of insult. They afterwards cut
that he might the longer retain his command, off his head, and ordered their children to drag
and keep the citizens in subjection. his body through the Acradina, and throw it

There was in the city one Sosis, infamous into the quarry. Timaeus represents the in-
for his insolence and villany, who thought the dignity offered his remains to be still greater.
perfection of liberty was the licentiousness of The boys, he says, tied a rope about his lame
speech. This fellow openly attacked Dion, leg, and so dragged him through the city, the
and told the people in public assembly, that Syracusans, in the meanwhile, exulting over his
they had only changed the inattention of a drun-carcass, when they saw ftim tied by the leg who
ken and dissolute tyrant, for the crafty vigilance had said, It would ill become Dionysius to
of a sober master. Immediately after this, he fly from his throne by the. swiftness of hit
left the assembly, and next day was seen running horse, which he ought never to quit till he
naked through the streets, as if from somebody was dragged from it by the heels. Philistus,
that pursued him, with his head and face cov- however, tells us, that this was not said to Di-
ered with blood. In this condition he ran into onysius by himself, but by another. It is plain,
the market-place, and told the people that he at the same time, that Timzus takes every oc-
had been assaulted by Dion's foreign soldiers; casion, from Philistus's known adherence to
at the same time shewing them a wound in his arbitrary power, to load him with the keenest
head, which, he said, they had given him. Dion, reproaches. Those whom he injured are in
upon this, was generally condemned, and ac- some degree excusable, if, in their resentment,
cused of silencing the people by sanguinary they treated him with indignities after death.
methods; he came, however, before this irreg- But wherefore should his biographers, whom
ular and tumultuous assembly in his own vin- he never injured, and who have had the benefit
dication, and made it appear, that this Sosis of his works; wherefore should they exhibit him
was brother to one of Dionysius's guards, and with all the exaggerations of scurrility, in those
he had been engaged by him to raise a tumult scenes of distress to which fortune sometime*
in the city; the only resource the tyrant had reduces the best of men? On the other hand,
now left, being that of exciting dissensions Ephorus is no less extravagant in his encomi-
amongst the people. The surgeons also, who ums on Philistus. He knows well how to
examined the wound, found that it was not oc- throw into shades the foibles of the human
casioned by any violent blow. The wounds character, and to give an air of plausibility to
made by weapons are generally deepest in the :he most indefensible conduct; but, with all
middle; but his was both superficial, and of an lis eloquence, with all his art, he cannot res-
equal depth from one end to the other; besides, cue Philistus from the imputation of being the
being discontinuous, it did not appear to be the most strenuous assertor of arbitrary power, ol
effect of one incision, but to have been made at neing the fondest follower and admirer of the
different times, probably as he was best able to uxury, the magnificence, the alliance of ty-
endure the pain. At the same time, there were rants. Upon the whole, he who neither de-
tome who deposed, that having seen Sosis run- fends the principles of Philistus, nor exults over
ning naked and wounded, and being informed ais misfortunes, will best discharge the duty of
by him, that he was flying from the pursuit of the historian.
Dion's foreign soldiers who had just then After the death of Philistus, Dionysius of-
wounded him, they hasted to take the pursuers; "ered to surrender the citadel to Dion, together
that, however, they could meet with no such with the arms, provisions, and soldiers, and
persons, but found a razor lying under a hollow an advance of five months pay, on condition
stone near tbe place from whence they had ob- that he might be permitted to retire into
served him come. All these circumstances Italy, and there enjoy the revenue of Gyata, a
made strongly against him: but when his own fruitful tract of country in the territory of Sy-
servants gave evidence, that he went out of his racuse, reaching from the sea to the middle
hnunc alonn before day-light, with a razor in of the country. Dion refusing to negociale on
(111 Land, Dion's accusers withdrew. The peo- lis own account, referred the ambassadors U<
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ft>» Ryncusans; and aa they expected that Di happy in being spectators of these dissensions
enysius would shortly come alive into theii amongst their enemies. But the torrent of the
binds, they were dismissed without audience populace, agitated and driven forwards by the
Upon this, the tyrant, leaving his eldest son seditious breath of the orators, was not to be
Apollocrates to defend the citadel, embarket" stopped by persuasion. He, therefore, com-
with his most valuable treasures and a few sc manded his men to advance with shouts and
lect friends, and sailing with a fair wind, es clashing of arms, but not to attack them. The
caped Heraclides the admiral. Syracusans, upon this, (led immediately through

The tyrant's escape greatly exasperated the the streets, though no one pursued them, lor
people against Heraclides; and, in order to Dion retreated with his men into the territo-
appease them, he proposed by Hippo, one of ries of Lcontines.
the orators, that there should be an equal divi- The very women laughed at the new officers
tion of lands; alleging, that equality was the for this cowardly flight; and the latter, to re-
first foundation of civil liberty, and that poverty cover their reputation, ordered the citizens to
and slavery were synonymous terms. At the arms, pursued Dion, and came up with him as he
same time that he supported Hippo in the pro- was passing a river. A skirmish began between
motion of this scheme, he encouraged the fac- the cavalry; but when they found Dion no
tion against Dion, who opposed it. At length longer disposed to bear these indignities with
he prevailed with the people not only to piss his usual paternal patience; when they observed
this law, but to make a decree, that the pay of him drawing up his men for battle, with all the
the foreign soldiers should be stopped, and new, eagerness of strong resentment, they once more
commanders chosen, that they might no longer turned their backs, and, with the loss of some
be subject to the severe discipline of Dion. few men, fled to the city in a more disgraceful
Thus, like the patient, who, after a lingering and more cowardly manner than before.
"ickness, makes too rash a use of the first returns The Leontmes received Dion in a very hon-
of he ilth, and rejects the sober and gradual reg- ourable manner, gave money to his soldiers,
imen ofhis physician, the citizens, who had long and made them free of their city. They also
laboured under the yoke of slavery, took too sent messengers to Syracuse with requisitions,
precipitate steps to freedom, and refused the sal- that his men might have justice done them, and
utary counsels and conduct of their deliverer. receive their pay. The Syracusans, in return,

It was about the midst of summer when the sent other messengers, with impeachment!
assembly was summoned for the election of against Dion: but when the matter was de-
new officers; and, for the space of fifteen days, bated at Leontium, in full assembly of the
there were the most dreadful thunders, and allies, they evidently appeared to be in fault
the most alarming prodigies. The religious They refused, nevertheless, to stand to tb*
fears that these prodigies excited, made these award of this assembly; for the recent recov-
people decline the choosing of officers. When ery of their liberties had made them insolent,
the weather grew more serene, the orators and the popular power was without controul;
again exhorted them to proceed to the busi- their very commanders being no more than
ness; but no sooner had they begun, than a servile dependents on the multitude.
draught-ox, which had neither received any About this time, Dionysius sent a fleet un-
provocation froni tlie driver, nor could be ter- der Nypsius, the Neapolitan, with provisions
ri6ed by the crowds and noise to which he had and pay for the garrison in the citadel. The
been accustomed, suddenly broke from his Syracusans overcame him, and took four of
yoke, and running furiously into the assembly, his ships; but they made an ill use of their sue-
drove the people in great disorder before him: :ess. Destitute of all discipline, they cele-
from thence, throwing down all that stood in irated the victory with the most riotous extrav-
his way, he ran over that part of the city which igance; and at & time when they thought
afterwards fell into the enemy's hands. The hemsclves secure of taking the citadel, they
Syracusans, however, regardlees of these ost the city. Nypsius observing their disor-
things, elected five-and-twenty officers, among der, their night revels and debauches, in which
whom was Heraclides. At the same time .heir commanders, either from inclination, or
they privately endeavoured to draw off Dion's hrough fear of offending them, were as deeply
men; promising, if they would desert him, to mgaged as themselves, took advantage of this
make them citizens of Syracuse. But the ipportunity, broke through their walls, and
soldiers were faithful to their general, and ixposed the city to the violence and depreda
placing him in the middle of a battalion, ion of his soldiers.
marched out of the city. They did not, on The Syracusans at once perceived their fol-
this occasion, QfTcr any violence to the inhabi- y and rtieir misfortune: but the latter, in their
tants, but they severely reproached them for ircsent confusion, was not easy to be redresa-
their baseness and ingratitude. The smallness d. -The soldiers made dreadful havoc in the
of their number, and their declining to act of- ty: they demolished the fortifications, put
fensively, put the citizens on the view of cut- he men to the sword, and dragged the women
ting them off before they escaped out of the nd children shrieking to the citadel. Tha
city; and with this design they fell upon their iyracusan officers being unable to separate the
rear. Dion was here in a great dilemma: he itizens from the enemy, or to draw them i/p
was under the necessity either of fighting n any order, gave up all for lost. In this sit-
against bis countrymen, or of suffering himself "ation, while the Acradina itself was in danger
and his faithful soldiers to be cut in pieces. f being taken, they naturally turned their
He therefore entreate* the Syracusans to de- noughts on Dion: but none had the courage to
list: he stretched forth his hands to them, and mention a man whom all had injured. In tuui
pointed to the citadel full of soldiers, who were :mergency a voice was heard from the cavalry

U n
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of the allies, crying, " Send for Dion and his This small respite once more encouraged the
Peloponnesnas from Leonliuiu." His name demagogues of the city, who, presuming that
was no sooner mentioned than the people the enemy would not repeat their hostilities,
shouted for joy. With teara they implored dissuaded the people from admitting Dion and
that he might once more be at their head: they Ins I'uri'iL'ii soldiers. They advised him not to
remembered his intrepidity in the most trying give up the honour of saving the city to stran-
dangers: they remembered the courage that gers, but to defend their liberty thetnselvel
he shewed himself, and the confidence with Upon this the generals sent other messengers
which he inspired then), when he led them to Dion to countermand his march; while, on
against the enemy. Archonides and Telesulea the other hand, the cavalry and many of the
from the auxiliaries, and Hellanicus, with four principal citizens sent their requests that he
more from the cavalry, were immediately des- would hasten it. Thus invited by one party, and
patched to JLeontium, where, making the best rejected by another, he came forward but slow-
of their way, they arrived in the close of the ly; and, at night, the faction that opposed him
evening. They instantly threw themselves at set a guard upon the gates to prevent hie enter-
the feet of Dion, and related, with tears, the ing.
deplorable condition of the Syracusans. The Nypsius now made a fresh sally from the cit-
Lcontines and Peloponuesiane soon gathered adel, with still greater numlicraand greater fury
about them, conjecturing from their haste, and than before. After totally demolishing the re-
the manner of their address, that their busi- maining part of the fortification, he fell to rav-
ness had something extraordinary in it. aging the city The slaughter was dreadful;

Dion immediately summoned an assembly, men, women,and children, fell indiscriminately
and the people being soon collected, Archon- by the sword; for the object of the enemy was
ides and Hellanicus briefly related the distress not so much plunder as destruction. Dionyeius
of the Syracusans, entreated the foreign sol- despaired of regaining bis lost empire, and, in
diers to forget the injuries they had done them, his mortal hatred of the Syracusans, he deter-
and once more to assist that unfortunate peo- mined to bury it in the ruins of their city I*
ple, who had already suffered more for their was resolved, therefore,that, before Dion's sue
ingratitude than even they whom they had in- cours could arrive, they should destroy it the
jured would have inflicted upon them. When quickest way by laying it in ashes. Accord-
they had thus spoken, a profound silence en- ingly they set fire to those parts that were at
sued; upon which Dion arose, and attempted hand by brands and torches; and to the remoter
to speak, but was prevented by his tears. His parts by shooting flaming arrows. The citi
soldiers who were greatly affected wixh their zens, in the utmost consternation fled every
general's sorrow, entreated him to moderate where before them. Those who, to avoid the
his grief, and proceed. After he had recovered fire, had fled from their houses, were put to the
himself a Uule, he spoke to the following pur- sword in the streets; and they who sought for
pose:-" Peloponnesians and confederates, I refuge in their houses, were again driven out
have called you together, that you may consult by the flames; many were burned to death,
on your respective affairs. My measures are and many perished beneath the ruins of the
taken: I cannot hesitate what to do when Sy- houses.
racuse is perishing. If I cannot save it, I will This terrible distress, by universal consent,
at least hasten thither, and fall beneath the opened the gates for Dion. After being in-
ruins of my country. For you, if you can yet formed that the enemy had retreated into the
persuade yourselves to assist the most unfortu- citadel he made no great haste. But early it
nate and inconsiderate of men, it may be in the morning some horsemen carried him the
your power to save from destruction a city news of a fresh assault. These were followed
which was the work of your own hands." But by some, even of those who had recently op-
if your pity for the Syracusans be sacrificed to posed his coming, but who now implored him
your resentment, may the gods reward your to fly to their relief. As the conflagration and
fidelity, your kindness to Dion! and remember, destruction increased, Heraclides dispatched
that aa he would not desert you, when you his brother, and after him his uncle Theodoteg,
were injured, so neither could he abandon his to entreat the assistance of Dion-, for they
tilling country!" were now no longer in a capacity of opposing

He had hardly ended, when the soldiers sig- the enemy; he was wounded himself, and great
nified their readiness for the service by loud part of the city was laid in ashes.
acclamations, and called upon him to march When Dion received this news he was about
directly to the relief of Syracuse. The mes-sixty furlongs from the city. After he had ac-
sengers embraced them, and entreated the gods quainted his soldiers with the dreadful exigen-
to shower their blessings on Dion and the Pe- cy, and exhorted them to behave with resolu-
loponnesians. When the noise subsided, Dion tion, they no longer marched, but ran; and in
gave orders that the men should repair to their their way they were met by numbers, who en
quarters, and, after the necessary refreshments, treated them if possible, to go still faster. By
assemble in the same place completely armed; the eager and vigorous speed of the soldiers,
for he intended to inarch that very night. Dion quickly arrived at the city; and, entering

The soldiers of Dionysius, after ravaging by the part called Hccatompedon, he ordered
the city during the whole day, retired at night his light troops immediately to charge the ene-
with the loss of a few men, into the citadel. my, that the Syracusans might take courage at

the sight of them. In the meanwhile he drew uy
* Strabo says, that Syracuse was buill in the second his heavy-armed men, with euch of tne citi-

year of Ihc eleventh Olympiad, by Archias of the Hc- zens as had joined him, and divided them into
ndidtc, who <-»n>t from f.oriath to Syracuse. several small bodies, of greater depth thin



breadth, that he might intimidate the enemy virtue, but to be indulgent and reconcileable tc
by attacking them in several quarters at once. the injurious. If I have excelled Heraclides in
He advanced to the engagement at the head of military and political abilities, I am resolved not
his men, amidet a confused noise of shouts, to be inferior to him in justice and clemency;
plaudits, prayers, and vows, which the Syra- since to have the advantage in those is the first
cusans offered up for their deliverer, their tute- degree of excellence. The honours of con
lary deity, for so they termed him now; and quest are never wholly our own; for though tha
his foreign soldiers they called their brethren conqueror may stand unrivalled, fortune will
and fellow-citizens. At thia time, perhaps, claim her share in the success. Heraclideg
there was not one wretch eo selfishly fond of may be treacherous, invidious, and malicious;
life that he did not hold Dion's safety dearer but must Dion, therefore, sully his glories by
than his own, or that of his fellow-citizens, the indulgence of resentment? The laws, in-
while they saw him advancing first in the front deed, allow the revenge of an injury to be more
of danger, through blood and. fire, and over justifiable than the commission of it; but both
heaps of the slain. proceed originally from the infirmity of human

There was, indeed, something terrible in the nature. Besides, there is hardly any malignity
appearance of the enemy, who, animated by so inveterate, that it may not be overcome by
rage and despair, had posted themselves in the kindness, and softened by repeated favours."
-urns of the ramparts, so that it was extremely Agreeably to these sentiments, Dion pardoned
oangerous and difficult to approach them. Herachdes and dismissed him.
But the apprehensions of. fire discouraged His first object was to repair the wall, which
Dion's men the most, and distressed them in he had formerly erected around the citadel; and
their march. They were surrounded by flames for this purpose, he ordered each of the citizens
that raged on every side, and while they walk- to furnish a palisacio, and bring it to the works
ed over burning ruins, through clouds of ashes When they had done this, he sent them to
and smoke, they were every moment in danger their repose, and employed his own men the
of being burned beneath the fall of half-con- whole night in drawing a line of circumvaila-
lumed buildings. In all these difficulties they tion around the citadel, which both the enemy
took infinite pains to keep close together, and and the citizens were astonished to find com-
maintain their ranks. When they came up to pleted in the morning.
the enemy, a few only could engage at a time, After the dead were buried, and the pris-
on account of the narrowness and inequality oners, to the amount of two thousand, ran-
of the ground. They fought, however, with somed, he summoned an assembly. Heraclidea
great bravery, and, encouraged by the acclama- moved, that Dion should be declared com-
tions of the citizens, at length they routed mander-in-chief both at sea and land. This
Nypsius, and most of his men escaped into the motion was approved by the nobility, and the
citadel, which was near at hand. Such of commons were desired to confirm it; but the
them as were dispersed and could not get in, sailors and artificers opposed it io a tumultuous
were pursued and put to the sword. The pres- manner. They were unwilling that Heraclide3
ent deplorable state of the city afforded neith- should lose his command at sea; for though
er time nor propriety for that joy and those they had no good opinion of his principles, they
congratulations which usually follow victory. knew that he would be more indulgent than
All were busy in saving the remains of the Dion, and more ready to gratify their inclina-
conflagrations; and though they laboured hard tions. Dion, therefore, gave up his point, and
during the whole night, it was with great diffi- agreed that Heraclides should continue admi-
culty the fire was extinguished. ral. But when the equal distribution of lands

Not one orator of the popular faction durst was moved for, he opposed it, and repealed all
any longer remain in the city. By their flight the decrees which had formerly passed on the
they at once confessed their guilt and avoided measure, by which means he once more in-
punishment. Herachdes, however, and Theo- curred the displeasure of the people. Hera-
dotes, surrendered themselves to Dion. They clides again made his advantage of this, and
acknowledged their error, and entreated that harangued the soldiers and sailors at Messana,
be would not imitate them io the cruel treat- accusing Dion of a design to make himself ab-
ment they had shewn him. They forgot not solute. At the same time he privately corres-
to add how much it would be for his honour, ponded with Dionysius, by means of Pbarax, a
who was unequalled in other virtues, to restrain Spartan. When the nobility got intelligence
his resentments; and, by forgiving the ungrate- of this, there was a sedition in the army, and
ful, to testify that superiority of spirit for which the cily was greatly distressed by want of pro-
they had contended with him. His friends, visions. Dion was now at a loss what meas-
however, advised him by no means to pardon ures to pursue; and all his friends condemned
these factious and invidious men, but to give him for strengthening the hands of so perverse
them up to his soldiers, and to rid the common- and invidious a wretch as Heraclides.
wealth of the ambition of demagogues, no less Pharai was encamped at Neopoli», in the
dcirtsictive than that of tyrants. Dion, on the territory of Agrigentum; and Dion drew out
ofcer hand, endeavoured to mitigate their re- the Syracusans, but not with an intent to en-
icntments. " Other generals," said he, " em- gage him till he found a convenient opportunity.
ploy themselves chiefly in military studies; but, This gave Heraclides and his seamen an oc-
by be.ng long conversant in the academy, I have cas.on of exclaiming, that he delayed fighting
learned to subdue my passions, and to restrain only that he might the longer continue in com-
the impulses of enmity and anger. To prove that mand. He was forced to action, therefou,
I have really gained sucn a victory over myself, contrary to his inclination, and was beaten-
it is Dot sufficient merely to be kind to men of His loss, indeed, vae email, and his defeat wai
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owing more to a misunderstanding in his own ing her husband, after she had been so long in
army, than to the superior courage of the ene<ny; the possession of another. Dion first embraced
he therefore resolved to renew the engagement, his sister, then his son; after which Aristo-
and, after animating and encouraging his men mache presented Arete to him, with this ad-
to redeem their lost credit, he drew them up in dress: "Your banishment, Dion, made ui all
fjrm of battle. In the evening, however, he re- equally miserable. Your return and your suc-
ceived intelligence, that Heraclidcs was sailing cess have made us all happy, except her whom
for Syracuse, with intent to possess himself of I had the misfortune to see, by cruel compul-
the city, and to shut him out. Upon this he sion, given to another, while you were yet
made a draught of the bravest and most active alive. We are now entirely in your disposal;
of the cavalry, and rode with such expedition but how will you determine concerning this
that he reached the city by nine iu the morn- unhappy woman? And how must she salute
ing, after a march of seven hundred furlongs. you? As her uncle, or as her husband.'" Dion
Heraclides, though he made all the sail he was affected by this tender intercession, ana
could, was too late, and he therefore tacked wept. He embraced Arete with great affec-
about, and stood out to sea. While he was un- tion, put his son into her hands, and desired
determined what course to steer, he met Ga:si- her to retire to his own house, where he pur-
lus, the Spartan, who informed him, that he posed to reside; for the city he immediately
was sent to command in chief in Sicily, as Gy- delivered up to the Syracusans.
lippus had done before. Heraclidee immediate- All things had now succeeded to his wish:
ly accepted him, and boasted to his allies that but he, by no means, sought to reap the first
he had found in this Spartan an antidote to the advantages of his good fortune. His first ob-
power of Dion. At the same time he sent a ject was to gratify his friends, to reward hit
herald to Syracuse, ordering the citizens to re- allies, and to give his fellow-citizens and for-
ceive GiDsilua for their general. Dion answer-eign soldiers proper marks of his favour, in
ed, that the Syracusans had already a sufficient which his munificence even exceeded his abil-
number of generals; and that, if it were neces-ities. As to himself, he lived in a plain and
sary for them to have a Spartan, he was him- frugal manner, which, on this occasion, in
self a citizen of Sparta. particular, was universally admired. For, while

Gssilus having now no hopes of the com- the fame of his actions and the reputation of
mand, waited upon Dion, and,by his mediation, his valour was spread through Sicily and
reconciled him to Heraclides. This reconcilia- Greece, he seemed rather to live with Plato
tion was confirmed by the most solemn oaths, on the sparing simplicity of the academic life,
and Gisilus himself was guarantee of the treaty, than among soldiers who look upon every
and undertook to punish Heraclides, in case of species of luxury as a compensation for the
any future breach of faith. The Syracusans toils and dangers of war. Though Plato him-
upon this discharged their navy, as they found self wrote to him, that the eyes of the whole
not advantage from it equal to the expense of world were upon him, he seems not to have
keeping it on foot, and to those inconveniences carried his attentions beyond one particular
K brought upon them, by being a continual part of one city, the academy. His judges in
source of seditions. At the same time they con- that society, he knew, would not so much regard
tinued the siege, and invested the city with an- the greatness of his performances, his courage,
other wall As the besieged were cut off from or his victories, as that temper of mind with
further supplies, when provisions failed, the sol- which he bore prosperity, and that moderation
diers began to mutiny, so that Apollocrates with which he sustained his happier fortunes.
found himself under a necessity of coming to He did not in the least relax the severity of
terms with Dion, and offered to deliver up the his manners: he kept the same reserve to the
citadel to him, with all the arms and stores, on people, though condescension was, at this time,
condition that he might have five galleys, and politically necessary; and though Plato, as
be permitted to retire in safety with his mother we have already observed, had expostulated
and sisters. Dion granted his request, and with with him on this account, and told him, that
these he sailed to Dionysius. He was no sooner austerity was the companion of solitude. He
under sail, than the whole city of Syracuse as- had certainly a natural antipathy to complai-
sembled to behold the joyful sight. Their sance; and he had moreover a design, by his
hearts were so ."jil of this interesting event, own example, to reform the manners of the
that they even expressed vheir anger against Syracusans, which were become vain, dissolute
those who were absent, and could not be wit- and immodest. Heraclides once more began
nesses with what glory the sun that day rose to oppose him. Dion sent for him to attend
upon Syracuse, delivered at last from the chains at the council; and he made answer that he
of slavery. As this flight of Dionysius was one would not attend in any other capacity than as
of the most memorable vicissitudes of fortune a private citizen, at a public assembly. Soon
that is recorded in history, and as no tyranny after this, he impeached Dion of declining
was ever more effectually established than his, to demolish the citadel, and of preventing tl e
how great must their joy and their self-compla-people from opening the tomb of Dionysius,
cency have been, after they had destroyed it and dragging out the body. He accused him
by such inconsiderable means! likewise of sending for counsellors and min-

When Apollocrates was gone, and Dion isters to Corinth, in contempt of his fellow-
went to take possession of the citadel, the citizens. And it is true that he had engaged
women could not wait till he entered, but ran some Corinthians to assist him in settling his
to meet him at the gate. Aristomache came plan of government. His intention was to
first, leading Dion's son, and Arete followed restrain the unlimited power of the popular ad
Uer in tears, fearful and apprehensive of meet-ministration (which canrot properly be called
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a government, but, aa Plato terms it, a ware- tre would appear again; but he saw it no more.
bouse of governments,") and to establish the Soon after this, his only son, who was now aj-
constitution on the Lacedaemonian and Cretan most grown up to manhood, upon some child-
plan. This was a mixture of the regal and ish displeasure, or frivolous affront, threw him-
popular governments, or rather an aristocracy. self from the top of the house, and was killed
Dion knew that the Corinthians were governed upon the spot.
chiefly by the nobility, and that the influence While Dion was in this distress, Callippua
of the people rather interfered. He foresaw was ripening the conspiracy; and, for this pur-
that Heraclides would be no inconsiderable pose, he propagated a report in Syracuse, that
impediment to his scheme. He knew him to Dion, being now childless, had determined to
be factious, turbulent, and inconstant; and be adopt Apollocrates, the son of Dionysius, who
therefore gave him up to those who advised to was nephew to his wife, and grandson to hii
kill him, though he had before saved him out sister. The plot, however, was now suspected
of their hands. Accordingly they broke into both by Dion, his wife, and sister. Dion, who
his house and murdered him. His death was had stained his honour, and tarnished hie glo-
at first resented by the citizens; but when Dion ries, by the murder of Heraclides, had, as we
have him a magnificent funeral, attended the may suppose, his anxieties on that account;
dead body with his soldiers, and pronounced an and he would frequently declare, that rather
oration to the people, their resentment went than live, not only in fear of his enemies, but
off. Indeed, they were sensible that the city in suspicion of his friends, he would die a thou-
would never be at peace whilst the competi- sand deaths, and freely open his bosom to the
tions of Dion and Heraclides subsisted. assassin.

Dion had a friend named Callippus, an Athe- When Callippus found the women inquisi-
nian, with whom be first became acquainted, tive and suspicious, he was afraid of the conse-
not on account of his literary merit, but, ac- quence, and asserted, with tears, his own in-
cording to Plato, because he happened to be tegrity, offering to give them any pledge of his
introduced by him to some religious mysteries. fidelity they might desire. They required that
He had always attended him in the army, and he would take the great oath; the form of
wag in great esteem. He was the first of his which i« as follows: the person who takes rt
friends who marched along with him into Sy- goes down into the temple of the Thesmophori,
racuse with a garland on his head, and he had where, after the performance of some religious
distinguished himself in every action. This ceremonies, he puts on the purple robe of
man, finding that Dion's chief friends had Proserpine, and, holding a flaming torch in hn
fallen in the war; that, since the death of hand, proceeds on the oath. All this Callip
Heraclides the popular party was without a pus did without hesitation; and to shew in what
leader, and that he himself stood in great fa- contempt he held the goddess, he appointed
vour with the army, formed an execrable de- the execution of his conspiracy on the day of
sign against the life of his benefactor. His ob- her festival. Indeed, he could hardly think,
ject was certainly the supreme command in Si- that even this would enhance his guilt, or ren
cily, though some say he was bribed to it with der him more obnoxious to the goddess, when
twenty talents. For this purpose he drew he was the very person who had before initiated
several of the soldiers into a conspiracy Dion in her sacred mysteries.
against Dion, and his plot was conducted in a The conspiracy was now supported by num
must artful manner. He constantly informed bers; and as Dion waa surrounded by his
Dion of what he heard, or pretended to hear, friends, in the apartment where he usually en-
said against him in the army. By this means tertained them, the conspirators invested the
he obtained such confidence, that he was allow- house, some securing the doors, and others the
ed to converse privately with whom he thought windows. The assassins, who were Zacyn-
proper; and to speak with the utmost freedom thians, came in unarmed, in their ordinary
against Dion, that he might discover his secret dress. Those who remained without made
enemies. Thus, in a short time, he drew about fast the doors. The Zacynthians fell upon
him all the seditious and discontented citizens; Dion, and endeavoured to strangle him; but
and if any one of different principles informed not succeeding in this, they called for a sword
Dion that his integrity had been tried, he gave £fo one, however, durst open the door, for
himself no concern about it, as that point had Dion had many friends about him: yet they had,
already been settled with Callippus. in effect, nothing to fear from these; for each

While this conspiracy was on foot, Dion had concluded, that, by giving up Dion, he should
a monstrous and dreadful apparition. As he consult his own safety. When they had waited
was meditating one evening alone in the portico some time, Lycon, a Syracusan, put a short
before his house, he heard a sudden noise, and, sword through the window into the hands of a
turning about, perceived (for it was not yet Zacynthian, who fell upon Dion, already stun
dark) a woman of gigantic size at the end of ned and senseless, and cut his throat like a vic-
the portico, in the form of one of the furies, as tim at the altar. His sister, and his wife, who
they are represented on the theatre, sweeping was pregnant, they imprisoned. In this unhap-
the floor with a broom. In his terror and py situation she fell in labour, and was delivered
amazement he gent for some of his friends, and of a son, whom they ventured to preserve: for
informing them of this prodigy, desired they Callippus was too much embroiled by his own
would stay with him during the night. His affairs to attend to them, and the keepers of tho
mind was in the utmost disorder, and he was prison were prevailed on to connive at it.
apprehensive, that, if they left him, the spec- After Dion was cut off, and Callippus had

the whole government of Syracuse in his hand*,
* Repub. 1. TUI. he bad the presumption to write to the Atbe-
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nians, whom, after the gods, he ought of all sword with which Dioi had been assassinated:
others to have dreaded, polluted as he was with for it was known by the size (being short, like
the murder of his benefactor. But it has been the Spartan swords) and by the curious work-
observed, with great truth, of that state, that manship. Thus Callippus received the punish-
its good men are the best, and its bad men the ment due to his crimes.
worst in the world: as the soil of Attica pro- When Aristomache and Arete were released
duces the finest honey and the most fatal poi- out of prison, they were received by Icetea, a
sons. The sucoess of Callippus did not long Syracusan, a friend of Dion's, who, for some
reproach the indulgence of the gods. He soon time, entertained them with hospitality and
received the punishment he deserved; for, in good faith. Afterwards, however, being pre-
attempting to take Catana, he lost Syracuse; vailed on by the enemies of Dion, he put them
upon which occasion he said, that he had lost on board a vessel, under pretence of sending
a city, and got a cheese-grater." Afterwards, them to the Peloponnesus; but privately or-
at the siege of Messana, most of his men were dered the sailors to kill them in the passage,
cut off, and, amongst the rest, the murderers and throw the bodies overboard. Others say,
of Dion. As he was refused admission by every that they and the infant were thrown alive into
city in Sicily, and universally hated and des- the sea. This wretch too, paid the forfeit of his
pised, he passed into Italy, and made himself villany: for he was put to death by Timoleon:
master of Rhegium; but being no longer able and the Syracusans, to revenge Dion, slew his
to maintain his soldiers, he was slain by Lep- two daughters: of which I have made more
»ines and Polyperchon with the very same particular mention in the life of Timoleon

MARCUS BRUTUS.

THE great ancestor of Marcus Brutus was that his two sons.* Marcus Brntua, according to
Junius Brutus, to whom the ancient Romans them was a plebeian, descended from one Bru-
erected a statue of brass, and placed it in the tus, a steward, of mean extraction; and that
Capitol amongst their kings. He was repre- the family had but lately risen to any dignity in
sented with a drawn sword in his hand, to gig the state. On the contrary, Posidomus the phi-
nify the spirit and firmness with which he van- losopher, agrees with those historians, who say,
quished the Tarquins: but, hard tempered like that Junius Brutus had a third son, who was an
the steel of which that sword was composed, infant when his brothers were put to death, and
and in no degree humanized by education, the that Marcus Brutus was descended from him.
same obdurate severity which impelled him He further tells us, that there were several il-
against the tyrant, shut up his natural affection lustrious persons of that family in his time,
from his children, when he found those chil- with whom he was well acquainted, and who
dren conspiring for the support of tyranny. On very much resembled the statue of Junius Bru-
the contrary, that Brutus, whose life we are tus.f
now writing, had all the advantages that arise Cato, the philosopher, was brother to Ser-
from the cultivation of philosophy. To hie vilia, the mother of Brutus, who greatly ad-
spirit, which was naturally sedate and mild, he mired and imitated the virtues of his uncle, and
gave vigour and activity by constant applica- married his daughter Porcia.
tion. Upon the whole, he was happily formed Brutus was acquainted with all the sects of
to virtue, both by nature and education. Even the Greek philosophers, and understood their
the partizans of Caesar ascribed to him every doctrines; but the Flatonists stood highest ID
thing that had the appearance of honour or gen- his esteem. He had no great opinion either of
erosity in the conspiracy, and all that was of a the new or of the middle academy; but applied
contrary completion they laid to the charge of himself wholly to the studies of the ancient
Cassius; who was, indeed, the friend and rela- Antiochus, of Ascalon, was, therefore, his fa-
tion of Brutus, but by no means resembled him vourite, and he entertained his brother Ariston
in the simplicity of his manners. It is univer- in his own house; a man, who, though inferior
sally allowed, that his mother, Servilia, was to some of the philosophers in learning, was
descended from Servilius Ahala, who, when equal to the first of them in modesty, prudence,
Mxhus seditiously aspired to the monarchy, and gentleness of manners. Empylus, who
went up to him in the forum, under a pretence likewise lived with Brutus, as we end in his
of business, and, as Mxlius inclined his head own epistles, and in those of his friends, was an
to hear what he would say, stabbed him with a an orator, and left a short, but a well written
dagger, which he had concealed for the pur- narrative of the death of Cisar, entitled
pose.! But the partizans of Caesar would not Brutus.
allow that he was descended from Junius Bru- Brutus spoke with great ability in J>atin,
tus, whose family, they said, was eitinct with both in the field and at the bar. In Greek be

* But the word which signifies a cheese-grater in * Of this number is Diony:ius of Halicarnajiui.
Greek is not Catane, but Putane. | There were several distinguished persons of this

f Livy, and other historians relate this affair differ- family, in the year of Rome 558: some of whom op-
ently. Some of them say confidently, that Servilius, posed the abrogation ofthe Oppian law, and were be-
who was then general of the horse, put Maeliui to sieged by the Roman women in their houses. Livy
4e»lh, by order of Cincinnatui the dictator. 1. «iiT. Val. Mai. 1. ix
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affected the sententious and laconic way. till noon: and then, taking a morsel of bread,
There are several instances of this in his epis- while others were at rest, or musing on tha
tles. Thus, in the beginning of the war, he event of the ensuing day, he employed himself
wrote to the Parmagenians. " I hear you have till the evening in writing an epitome of Poly-
liven money to Oolabella. If you gave it wil- bius.
lingly, you must own you injured roe; if un- CaBsai, it is said, had so high an esteem for
willingly, shew it by giving willingly to me." him, that he ordered his officers by all means to
Thus, on another occasion, to the Samians. save him, if he would surrender himself; and,
" If our deliberations are tedious; your actions if he refused, to let him escape with his life.
slow; what think you,will be the consequence'"' Some have placed this kindness to the account
Of the Patarcans thus: "The Xanthians re- of Servilia, the mother of Brutus, with whom
jected my kindness, and desperately made their Caesar had connections of a tender nature in
country their grave. The Patareana confided the early part of his life.* Besides, as this amour
in me, and retained their liberty. It is in your was in full bloom about the time when Brutuj
own choice to imitate the prudence of the Pa- "was born, Csesar had some reason to believe
tareans, or to suffer the fate of the Xanthians." he might be his son. The intrigue was noto
And such is the style of bis most remarkable rious. When the senate was debating on the
letters. dangerous conspiracy of Catiline, Cato and

While he was yet very young, he accompa- Caesar, who took different sides of the question,
nied Cato to Cyprus, in the expedition against happened to sit near each other. In the midst
Ptolemy. After Ptolemy had killed himself, of the business, a note was brought to Caesar
Cato, being detained by business in the isle of from without, which he read silently to himself.
Rhodes, sent Caninius to secure the king's Cato, hereupon, loudly accused Caesar of re-
treasure; but suspecting his fidelity, he wrote ceiving letters from the enemies of the com-
to Brutus to sail immediately to Cyprus from monwealth: and Osar, finding that it had oc-
Pamphylia; where, after a fit of sickness, he casioned a disturbance in the senate, delivered
itaid for the re-establishment of his health. He the note to Cato as he had received it. Cato,
obeyed the order with reluctance, both out of when he found it to be nothing but a lewd let-
respect to Caninius, who was superseded with ter from his own sister Servilia, threw it back
disgrace, and because he thought the employ- again to Caesar. " Take it, you sot," said he,
ment illiberal, and by no means proper for a and went on with the public business.
young man who was in pursuit of philosophy. After the battle of Pharsalia, when Pornpey
Nevertheless he executed the commission with was fled towards the sea, and Cajsar was storm-
"uch diligence that he had the approbation of ing the camp, Brutus escaped through one of
Cato; and having turned the effects of Ptolemy the gales, and fled into a watery marsh, where
into ready money, he brought the greatest part he hid himself amongst the reeds. From thence
of it to Rome. he ventured out in the night, and got safe to

When Rome was divided into two factions, Larissa. From Larissa he wrote to Caesar,
and Pompey and Cccsar were in arms against who expressed the greatest pleasure in bearing
each other, it was generally believed that Bru- of his safety, sent for him, and entertained him
tus would join Cccsar, because his father had amongst the first of his friends. When no one
been put to death by Pompey. However, he could give account which way Pompey wag
thought it his duty to sacrifice his resentments fled, Caesar walked for some time alone with
to the interest of his country; and judging Pom- Brutus, to consult his opinion; and finding that
pey's to be the better cause, he joined his par- it was for Egypt, he rejected the opinions of
ty; though before, he would not even salute the rest, and directed his march for that coun-
Pompey when he met him; esteeming it a crime try. Pompey had, indeed, taken the route of
to have any conversation with the murderer of Egypt, as Brutus conjectured; but he had al
his father. He now looked upon him as the ready met his fate.
head of the commonwealth-, and, therefore, Brutus had BO much influence with Casar
listing under his banner, he sailed for Sicily in that he reconciled him to his friend Cassius;
quality of lieutenant to Sestius, who was gov- and when he spoke in behalf of the king of Af-
ernor of the island. There, however, he found rica, though there were many impeachments
no opportunity to distinguish himself; and be- against him, he obtained for him a great part of
ing informed that Pompey and Caesar were en- his kingdom.f When he first began to speak
camped near each other, and preparing for that on this occasion, Caesar said, " I know not
battle on which the whole empire depended, what this young man intends, but whatever it
he went voluntarily into Macedonia to have is, he intends it strongly." His mind was
his share in the danger. Fompey, it ia said, steady, and not easily moved by entreaties.
was so much surprised and pleased with his His principles were reason and honour, and
coming, tnat he rose to embrace him in the virtue; and the ends to which these directed
presence of his guards, and treated him with as him he prosecuted with so much vigour that he
much respect as if he had been his superior.
During the time that he was in camp, those * These connection* were well known. Caeiar mad*
hours that he did not spend with Pompey he ber a present, on a certain occasion, of a pearl which
employed in reading and study; and thus he cost him near 50,000i. In the civil wai*, he assigned
passed the oi_' before the battle of Pharsalia. to her a confiscated estate for a mere trifle; aud when
It was the middle of summer, the heats were the people expressed tlieir surprise at its cheapness,
intense, the marshy situation of the camp disa- Cicero said humourously, Quo melivs cmptam sciata.

tertui deduct* at. Tertia was A daughter of ServiuVi,
greeable, and his tent-bearers were long in and deducts, was a term in the ̂.-tcuring business.
Coming. Nevertheless, though extremely ha- t Plutarch mutt here be mistaken. It was DroUrui.
rmed and fatigued, he did not anoint himself "nd not the king of Africa, lh»t Brulu» pleaded for.
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"eldom failed of success. No flattery could in- only proper person to succeed him in hii im-
duce him to attend to unjust petitions; and mense power. Indeed it is extremely probable
though that ductility of mind which may be that Brutus would have been the first man in
wrought upon by the impudence of importuni- Rome, could he have had patience awhile to be
ty is by some called good-nature, he consider-the second, and have waited till time had wa»t-
ed it aa the greatest disgrace. He used to say, ed the power of Cssar, and dimned the lustra
that he suspected those who could refuse no of his great actions. But Cassius, a man of
favours, had not very honestly employed the violent passions and an enemy to Cxsar, ra-
flower of their youth. ther from personal than political hatred, still

Caesar, previously to his eipedition into Af- urged him against the dictator. It was univer-
rica against Cato and Scipio, appointed Brutus sally said, that Brutus hated the imperial
to the government of Gallic Cisalpina. And power, and that Cassius hated the emperor.
this was very fortunate for that particular pro- Cassius, indeed, pretended that Caesar had in-
vince. For while the inhabitants of other pro- jured him. He complained that the lions wJiich
vinces were oppressed, and treated like slaves, he had procured when he was nominated
by the violence and rapacity of their govern-avdilp, and which he had sent to Megara, Cs-
ors. Brutus behaved with so much kindness sar had taken and converted to his own u»e,
to the people under his jurisdiction, that they having found them there when that city was
were In some measure indemnified for their taken by Calanus. Those lions, it is said, were
former sufferings. Yet he ascribed every very fatal to the inhabitants; for as soon 11
thing to the goodness of Cxsar; and it was no their city was taken, they opened their dens,
small gratification to the latter to find, on hia and unchained them in the streets, that they
return through Italy, not only Brutus himself, might stop the irruption of the enemy; but in-
but all the cities under his command, ready to stead of that they fell upon the citizens, and
Ittend his progress, and industrious to do him tore them in such a manner that their very ene-
lonour. mies were struck with horror. Some say that

As there were several pratorships vacant, it this was the principal motive with Cassius for
was the general opinion, that the chief of them, conspiring against Cxsar; but they are strange-
which is the pratorship of the city, would be ly mistaken. Cassius had a natural aversion to
conferred either on Brutus or on Cassius. the whole race of tyrants, which he shewed
Some say, that this competition heightened the even when he was at school with Faustus the
variance that had already taken place between son of Sylla. When Faustus was boasting
Brutus and Cassius; for there was a misunder-amongst the boys of the unlimited power of hia
standing between them, though Cassius was father, Cassius rose and attuck him on the face.
allied to Brutus by marrying his sister Junia. The friends and tutors of Faustus would have
Others say, that this competion was a political taken upon themselves to punish the insult;
manoeuvre of Cxsar'e, who had encouraged it but Pompey prevented it, and, sending for the
by favouring both their hopes in private. Be boys, examined them himself. Upon which
that as it may, Brutus had little more than the Cassius said, " Come along, Faustus! repeat,
reputation of his virtue to set against the gal- if you dare, before Pompey, the expression!
lant actions performed by Caserns in the Par- which provoked me, that I may punish you in
thian war. Caesar weighed the merits of each; the same manner." Such was the disposition
and after consulting with his friends, " Cas- of Cassius.
eins," he said, " has the better title to it, not- But Brutus was animated to this undertak-
withstanding Brutus must have the first prator- ing by the persuasion of his friends, by private
ihip." Another praelorship was, therefore giv- intimations and anonymous letters. Under the
en to Cassius: but he was not so much obliged statue of bis ancestor, who destroyed the Tar-
by this as offended by the loss of the first. Bru- quins, was placed a paper with these words:
tus had, or at least might have had, equal in- O that we had a Brutus now 7 O that Bru-
fluence with Caesar in every thing elset he tus toere now alive.'. His own tribunal on
might have stood the first in authority and in- which he sat as praetor, was continually filled
terest, but he was drawn off by Cassius's party. with such inscriptions as these: Brutus, thou
Not that he was perfectly reconciled to Cas- sleepest! Thou art not a true Brutus! The
«ius since the competition for the prstorial ap- sycophants of Caesar were the occasion of thisj
pointments; but he listened to his friends, who for, amongst other invidious distinctions which
were perpetually advising him not to be sooth- they paid him, they crowned bis statues by
ed or cajoled by Casar; but to reject the civili- night, that the people might salute him king,
ties of a tyrant, whose object was not to re- instead of dictator. However, it had a contra-
ward, but to disarm his virtue. On the other ry effect, as I have shewn more at large in the
hand, Caesar had his suspicions, and Brutua his hie of Caesar.
accusers; yet the former thought he had lew to When Cassius solicited his friends to engage
fear from his spirit, his authority, and his con- in the conspiracy, they all consented, on con-
nections, than he had to hope from his honesty. dition that Brutus would take the lead. They
When he was told that Antony and Dolabella concluded that it was not strength of hands, or
had eome dangerous conspiracy on foot, " It is resolution, that they wanted, but the counte-
not," said he, " the sleek and fat men that I nance of a man of reputation, to preside at thi*
fear, but the pale and the lean;" meaning Bru- sacrifice, and to justify the deed. They were
tus and Caserns. Afterwards, when he was ad- sensible that, without him, they should neither
vised to beware of Brutus, he laid his hand proceed with spirit, nor escape suspicion when
upon his breast, and said, " Do not you think, they had effected their purpose. The world,
then, that Brutus will wail till I have done with they knew, would conclude, that if the action
this poor body?" As if he thought Brutus the had been honourable, Brutus would not hav«
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refined to engage in it. Cassius having consid-citations of Cassius and Labeo he made no an-
ered these things, determined to pay Brutus the swer; but when he came privately to Brutus,
first visit after the quarrel that had been be- and found that he was at the head of the con- (
tween them; and as soon as the compliments spiracy, he made no scruple of joining them.
of reconciliation were over, he asked him, The name of Brutus drew in many more of the
"Whether he intended to be in the senate on most considerable persons of the state; and
the calends of March; for it was reported," he though they had entered into an oath of secre-
said, " that Caesar's friends designed to move cy, they kept the design so close, that, not-
that he should be declared king." Brutus an- withstanding the gods themselves denounced
swered, " He should not be there;" and Cas- the event by a variety of prodigies, no one
siua replied, "But what if they should send for would give credit to the conspiracy.
us?" " It would then," said Brutus, " be my Brutus now felt his consequence lie heavy
duty, not only to speak against it, but to sacri- upon him. The safety of some of the greatest
fice my life for the liberties of Rome." Cas- men in Rome depended on his conduct, and be
sius, encouraged by this, proceeded:-"But could not think of the danger they were to en-
what Roman will bear to see you die? Do not counter without anxiety. In public, indeed, he
you know yourself, Brutus? Think you that suppressed his uneasiness: but at home, and
those inscriptions you found on your tribunal especially by night, he was not the same man.
were placed there by weavers and victuallers, Sometimes he would start from his sleep; at
and not by the first men in Rome? From other others, he was totally immersed in thought.
prstors they look for presents, and shows, and From which, and the like circumstances, it
gladiators; but from you they eipect the aboli- was obvious to his wife, that he was revolving
tion of tyranny, as a debt which your family in his mind some difficult and dangerous enter-
has entailed upon you. They are ready to suf- prise. Porcia, as we before observed, was the
fer every thing on your account, if you are daughter of Cato. She was married to he?
really what you ought, and what they eipect cousin Brutus very young, though she was a
you to be." After this he embraced Brutus, widow, and had a son, named Bibulus, after his
and being perfectly reconciled, they retired to father. There is a small tract of his still ex
their respective friends. tant, called Memoirs of Brutus. Porcia add-

In Pompey's party there was one Quintus ed to the affection of a wife the prudence of a
Ligarius, whom Cssar had pardoned, though woman who was not unacquainted with phi
he had borne arms against him. This man, less losophy; and she resolved not to inquire into
grateful for the pardon he had received, than of- her husband's secrets before she had made the
fended with the powers which made him stand following trial of her own firmness. She or-
in need of it, hated Cesar, but was the intimate dered all her attendants out of her apartment,
friend of Brutus. The latter one day visited and, with a small knife, gave herself a deep
him, and finding him not well, said, " O Liga- wound in the thigh. This occasioned a great
rius! what a time is this to be sick?" Upon effusion of blood, extreme pain, and a fever in
which he raised himself on his elbow, and tak- consequence of that pain. Brutus was extreme-
ing Brutus by the hand, answered, " If Brutus ly afflicted for her, and as he attended her, in
has any design worthy of himself, Ligarius is the height of her pain, she thus spoke to him:
well." They now tried the inclination of all " Brutus, when you married the daughter of
they could trust, and took into the conspiracy, Cato, you did not, I presume, consider her
not only theii familiar friends, but such as they merely as a female companion, but as the part-
knew to be brave, and above the fear of death. ner of your fortunes. You, indeed, have given
For this reason, though they had the greatest me no reason to repent my marriage; but what
regard for Cicero, and the utmost confidence proof, either of affection or fidelity, can you re-
in his principles as a republican, they conceal-ceive from me, if I may neither share in your
ed the conspiracy from him, lest bis natural secret griefs nor in your secret councils! I am
timidity, and the weariness of age, should re- sensible that secrecy is not the characteristic
tard those measures which required the most virtue of my sex, but surely our natural weak-
resolute despatch. ness may be strengthened by a virtuous educa-

Brutus likewise thought proper to leave his tion, and by honourable connections; and For
friends, Statilius and Favonius, the followers of cia can boast that she is the daughter of Cato,
Cato, out of the conspiracy. He had tried their and the wife of Brutus. Yet eveo in these dig
sentiments, under the colour of a philosophical tinctiona I placed no absolute confidence, till I
dispute; in which Favonius observed, that the tried, and found that I was proof against pain."
worst absolute government was preferable to a When she said this, she shewed him her wound,
civil war: and Statilius added, that it became and informed him of her motives: upon which
no wise man to eipose himself to fear and dan- Brutus was so struck with her magnanimity,
ger, on account of the faults and follies of oth- that with lifted hands, he entreated the gods to
ers. But Labeo, who was present, contradict- favour his enterprise, and enable him to ap-
ed both. And Brutus, though he was then prove himself worthy of Porcia. He then took
silent, as if the dispute had been difficult to de- every means to cure her wound, and restore
termine, afterwards communicated the design her health.
to Labeo, who readily concurred in it. It was A meeting of the senate being appointed, at
Ihen agreed to gain over the other Brutus, Bur- which Caesar was expected to attend, that wai
named Albinus, who, though not distinguished thought a proper time for tlie execution of their
by his personal courage, was of consequence, on design. For then they could not only appear
account of the great number of gladiators he together without suspicion, but as some of the
bred for the public shows, and the entire confi- most considerable persons in the common-
dence, that Caesar placed in him. To the soli' wealth would be present, they flattered then
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aelres that, as soon as the deed was done, they were about her, she recovered in a little tun*
would join in asserting the common liberty. Brutus was greatly distressed with the new*,

, The place, too, where the senate was to meet, and not wr* joat reason; but his private grief
seemed providentially favourable for their pur- 3*re way to the public concern; for it was now
pose. It was a portico adjoining to the the- reported Lilt Caesar was coming in a litter.
atre, and in the midst of a saloon, furnished The ill omen of his sacrifices had deterred him
with benches, stood a statue of Pompey, which from entering on business of importance, and
had been erected to him by the commonwealth, be proposed to defer it under a pretence of in-
when he adorned that part of the city with disposition. As soon as he came out of tha
those buildings. Here the senate was conven-litter, Popilius Laena, who a little before had
ed on the ides of March; and it seemed as if wished Brutus success, went up, and spoke to
eome god should bring Cxsar to this place to him for a considerable time, Caesar all the
revenge upon him the death of Pompey while standing, and seeming very attentive.

When the day came, Brutus went out, and The conspirators not being able to hear what
took with himadagger, which last circumstance he said, suspected from what passed between
wis known only to his wife. The rest met at him and Brutus, that he was now making a
the house of Cassius, and conducted his son, discovery of their design. This disconcerted
who was that day to put on the toga virilis, to them eitremely, and looking upon each other
the forum: from whence they proceeded to they agreed, by the silent language of the coun-
Pompey's portico, and waited for Caesar. Any tenance, that they should not stay to be taken,
one that had been privy to the design of the but dispatch themselves. With this intent, Ca»-
conspirators, would here have been astonished sius and some others were just about to draw
at their calm and consistent firmness. Many of their daggers from under their robes, when Bru
them were praetors, and obliged by their office IUB, observing from the looks and gestures of
to hear and determine causes. These they Laena, that he was petitioning and not accuc
heard with so much calmness, and decided with ing, encouraged Cassius by the cheerfulness of
10 much accuracy, that one could not have sup- his countenance. This was the only way by
posed there had been any thing else npon their which he could communicate bis sentiment*,
minds; and when a certain person appealed being surrounded by many who were stranger*
from the judgment of Brutus to Caesar, Brutus to the conspiracy. Lsna, after a little while
looking round on the assembly, said, Cxsar kissed Caesar's hand, and left him; and it plain-
neither does, nor shall hinder me from acting ly appeared, upon the whole, that he had been
agreeably to the laws. Nevertheless they were speaking about his own affairs.
disturbed by many accidents. Though the day The senate was already seated, and the con-
was far spent, still Caesar did not come, being spirators got close about Caesar's chair, under
detained by his wife and the soothsayers, on a pretence of preferring a suit to him. Cas-
account of defects in the sacrifices. In the sius turned his face to Pompey's statue, and
meantime a person came up to Casca, one of invoked it, as if it had been sensible of hi*
the conspirators, and taking him by the hand, prayers. Trebonius kept Antony in conversa-
" You concealed the thing from me," said he, tion without the court. And now Caesar en-
" but Brutus has told me all." Caaca express-tered, and the whole senate rose to salute him.
ed his surprise; upon which the other said, The conspirators crowded around him, and
laughing, " How came you to be so rich on a set Tullius Cimber, one of their number, to
sudden, as to stand for the sedileship; so near solicit the recal of his brother, who was banish-
was the great secret being blown by the ambi- ed. They all united in the solicitation, took
guity of this man's discourse! at the same time hold of Caesar's hand, and kissed his head and
Popilius Lsna, a senator, after saluting Bru- his breast. He rejected their applications, and
tus and Cassius in a very obliging manner, said, finding that they would not desist, at length
in a whisper, " My best wishes are with you;- rose from his seat in anger. Tullius, upon
but make no delay, for it is now no secret." this, laid hold of his robe, and pulled it from
After saying this, he immediately went away, his shoulders. Casca, who stood behind, gave
and left them in a great consternation; for they him the first, though but a slight wound with
concluded that every thing waa discovered. his dagger near the shoulder. Caesar caught
Soon after this, a messenger came running from the handle of the dagger, and said in Latin,
Brutus's house, and told him that his wife was "Villain! Casca! What dost thou mean?"
dying. Porcia had been under eitreme am- Caeca, iu Greek, called his brother to his as-
iety, and in great agitations about the event. sistance. Caesar was wounded by numbers al-
At every little noise or voice she heard, she most at the same instant, and looked round
started up, and ran to the door, like one of the him for some way to escape; but when he saw
frantic priestesses of Bacchus, inquiring of the dagger of Brutus pointed against him, ;.e
every one that came from the forum, what let go Casca's hand, and covering his head
Brutus was doing. She sent messenger after "with his robe, resigned himself to their swords.
messenger to make the same inquiries; and be- The conspirators pressed so eagerly to stab
ing unable any longer to support the agitations him, that they wounded each other. Brutus,
of her mind, she at length fainted away. She in attempting to hive his share in the sacrifice,
had not time to retire to her chamber. As she received a wound in his hand, and all of them
sat in the middle of the house, her spirits fail- were covered with blood.
ed, her colour changed, and she lost her senses Caesar thus slain, Brutus stepped forward
and her speech. Her women shrieked, the into the middle of the senate-house, and pro-
neighbours ran to their assistance, and a report posing to make a speech, desired the senatora
was soon spread through the city, that Porcia to stay. They fled, however, with theutmort
wag dead. However, by the care of those that precipitation, though no one pursued; for tha
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conspirators had no design on any life bu Caesar's will, and his funeral came neit in
Cssar's; and, that taken away, they invitee question. Antony proposed that the will should
the rest to liberty. Indeed, all but Brutus were be read in public; and that the funeral should
of opinion that Antony should fall with Cssar not be private, or without proper magnificence,
They considered him as an insolent man, who, lert such treatment should exasperate the peo-
in his principles, favoured monarchy; and who ple. Cassius strongly opposed this; but Brutus
had made himself popular in the army. More- agreed to it, and here he fell into a second er
over, beside his natural disposition lo despot-ror. His preservation of so formidable an
ism, he had at this time the consular power, enemy as Antony, was a mistaken thing; but
and was the colleague of Cssar. Brutus, on his giving up the management of Czsart fu-
the other band, alledged the injustice of such neral to him was an irreparable fault. The
a measure, and suggested the possibility of publication of the will had an immediate ten-
Antony's change of principle. He thought it dency lo inspire the people with a passionate
far from being improbable, that, after the de- regret for the death of Caesar; for he had left to
struction of Caesar, a man so passionately fond each Roman citizen seventy-five drachmas, be-
of glory, should be inspired by an emulation side the public use of his gardens beyond the
to join in reeloring the commonwealth. Thus Tyber, where now the temple of Fortune
Antony was saved; though, in the general con- stands. When the body was brought into the
sternation, he fled in the disguise of a plebeian. forum, and Antony spoke the usual funeral
Brutus and his party betook themselves to the eulogium, as he perceived the people affected
Capitol; and shewing their bloody hands and by his speech, he endeavoured still more to
naked swords, proclaimed liberty to the peo- work upon their passions, by unfolding the
ple as they passed. At first all was lamenta-bloody garment of Cssar, shewing them in how
tion, distraction and tumult: but as no further many places it waa pierced, and pointing out
violence was committed, the senators and the the number of his wounds. This threw every
people recovered their apprehensions, and thing into confusion. Some called aloud to kill
went in a body to the conspirators in the Cap- the murderers; others, as was formerly done in
itol. Brutus made a popular speech adapted the case of that seditious demagogue Clodius,
to the occasion; and this being well received, snatched the benches and tables from the neigh-
the conspirators were encouraged to come bouring shops, and erected a pile for the body
down into the forum. The rest were undis- of Cssar, in the midst of consecrated places
tinguished; but persons of the first quality at- and surrounding temples. As soon as the pile
tended Brutus, conducted him with great hon- was in flames, the people, crowding from all
our from the Capitol, and placed him in the pans, snatched the half-burned brands, and ran
rostrum. At the sight of Brutus, the popu- round the city to fire the houses of the con-
lace, though disposed to tumuli, were struck spirators; but they were on their guard against
with reverence: and when he began to speak, such an assault, and prevented the effects.
they attended with silence. It soon appeared, There was a poet named Cinna, who had no
however, that it was not the action, but the concern in the conspiracy, but was rather a
man, they respected; for when Cinna spoke, friend of Caesar's. This man dreamed that
and accused Cssar, they loaded him with the S.-ir invited him to sapper, and that, when
most opprobrious language; and became so he declined the invitation, he took him by the
outrageous that the conspirators thought pro- band, and constrained him to follow him into
per once more to retire into the Capitol. Bru- a dark and deep place, which he entered with
tus now eipected to be besieged, and there- the utmost horror. The agitation of his spirits
fore dismissed the principal people that at- threw him into a fever, which lasted the re-
tended him; because he thought it unreason- maining part of the night. In the morning,
able that they who had no concern in the ac- however, when Cssar was to be interred, he
tion should be exposed to the danger that fol- was ashamed of absenting himself from the
lowed it. Next day the senate assembled in solemnity: he therefore, mingled with the mul-
the temple of Tellus, and Antony, Plancus, titude that had just been enraged by the speech
and Cicero, in their respective speeches, per- of Antony; and being unfortunately mistaken
suaded and prevailed on the people to forget for that Cinna, who had before inveighed
what was passed. Accordingly the conspirators against Caesar, he was torn to pieces. This,
were not only pardoned, but it was decreed that more than any thing, except Antony's change
the consuls should take into consideration what of conduct, alarmed Brutus and his party.
honours and dignities were proper to be con- They now thought it necessary to consult their
ferred upon them. After this the senate broke safety, and retired to Antium. Here they sat
op; and Antony, having sent his eon as an down, with an intent to return as soon as the
hostage to the Capitol, Brutus and his party popular fury should subside; and for this, con-
came down, and mutual compliments passed sidering the inconstancy of the multitude, they
between them. Cassias was invited to sup yith concluded that they should not have long to
Antony, Brutus with Lepidue, and the rest wait. The senate, moreover, was in their in-
were entertained by their respective friends. terest; and though they did not puaish the

Early next morning the senate assembled murderers of Cinna, they caused strict inquiry
igain, and voted thanks to Antony for prevent- to be made after those who attempted to burn
ing a civil war, as well as to Brutus and his the houses of the conspirators. Antony too
party for their services to the commonwealth. became obnoxious to the people; for they sus-
The latter had also provinces distributed pected him of erecting another kind of mon
imongst them. Crete was allotted to Brutus, archy. The return of Brutus was, conse-
Africa to Cassius, Asia to Trebonius, Bithy- quently, wished for; and, as he was to exhibit
nia. to Cimber, and the other Brutus had that shows and games in his capacity as praetor
part of Gaul which lies upon the Po- it was eipected. Brutus, however, had r«
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ceived intelligence, that several of Caesar's old several limes she visited the melancholy em-
soldiers, to whom he had distributed lands and blem, to gaze upon it, and weep before it. On
colonies, had stolen, by small parties, into this occasion Acilius one of Brutus's friendl,
Rome, and that they lay in wait for him: he, repeated that passage in Homer, where An-
therefore, did not think proper to come himself; dromache says,
notwithstanding which, the shows that were
exhibited on his account were extremely mag- Yet while my Hector still nirmes, I we

My father, mother, brethren all in tlite. Popt.nificent: for he had bought a considerable
number of wild beasts, and ordered that they To which Brutus replied, with a smile, " But
should all be reserved for that purpose. He I must not answer Porcia as Hector did An-
went himself as far as Naples to collect a dromache:-

number of comedians; and being informed of Hasten to thy tasks at home,
one Canutius, who was much admired upon There guide the spindle and direct the loom.
the stage, he desired his friends to use all their Pope.
interest to bring him to Rome. Canutius was She has not personal strength, indeed, to sus-
a Grecian; and Brutus, therefore, thought that tain the toils we undergo, but her spirit is not
no compulsion should be used. He wrote like-not less active in the cause of her country."
wise to Cicero, and begged that he would, by This anecdote we have from Bibulus, the son
all means, be present at the public shows. of Porcia.

Such was the situation of his affairs, when, From Elea, Brutus sailed for Athens, where
on the arrival of Octavius at Rome, things took he was received with high applause, and invest-
inotherturn. He was son to the sister of Cs- ed with public honours. There he took up
tar, who had adopted and appointed him his his residence with a particular friend, and at-
Heir. He was pursuing his studies at Apollo- tended the lectures of Theomnestus the aca*
nia, and in expectation of meeting Cassar there demic, and Cratippus the peripatetic, devoting
on his intended expedition against the Par- himself wholly to literary pursuits. Yet in this
thians, at the time when Caesar was slain. unsuspected state he was privately preparing
Upon hearing of this event, he immediately for war. He despatched Herostratus into
came to Rome, and, to ingratiate himself with Macedonia to gain the principal officers in that
the people, assumed the name of Cisar. By province; and he secured, by his kindness, all
punctually distributing amongst the citizens the young Romans who were students then
the money that was left them by his uncle, he at Athens. Amongst these was the son of
soon took the lead of Antony; and, by his lib- Cicero, on whom he bestowed the highest en-
erality to the soldiers, he brought over to his comiums; and said, that he could never cease
party the greatest number of those who had admiring the spirit of that young man, who
served under Caesar. Cicero, likewise, who bore such a mortal hatred to tyrants.
hated Antony, joined his interest. And this At length he began to act more publicly;
was so much resented by Brutus, that, in his and being informed that some of the Roman
letters he reproached him in the severest terms. ships laden with money, were returning from
" He perceived," he said, " that Cicero was Asia, under the command of a man of honour,
tame enough to bear a tyrant, and was only a friend of his, he met him at Carystus, a city
afraid of the tyrant that hated him;-that his of Eubffia. There he had a conference with
compliments to Octaviua were meant to pur- him, and requested that he would give up the
chase an easy slavery: but our ancestors," said ships. By the bye, it happened to be Brutus'a
Brutus, " scorned to bear even a gentle mas-birth-day, on which occasion he gave a splen
ter." He added, that, " AB to the measures did entertainment, and while they were drink-
of peace, or war, he was undetermined; but in ing Victory to Brutus, and Liberty to Rome,
one thing he was resolved, which was, never to encourage the cause, he called for a larger
to be a slave!" He expressed his surprise, bowl. While he held it in his hand, without
" That Cicero should prefer an infamous ac- any visible relation to the subject they were
commodation even to the dangers of civil war; upon, he pronounced this verse:
and that the only fruits he expected from de-
stroying the tyranny of Antony should be the My fall was doom'd by Phoebus and by Fate.
establishment of a new tyrant in Octavius." Some historians say, that Apollo was the
Such wag the spirit of his first letters. word he gave his soldiers in the last battle at

The city was now divided into two factions; Philippi; and, of course conclude, that this ex-
come joined Caesar, others remained with An- clamation was a presage of his defeat. Antistius,
tony., and the army was sold to the best bidder. the commander of the ships, gave him five hun
Brutus, of course, despaired of any desirable dred thousand drachmas of the money he wai
event; and, being resolved to leave Italy, he carrying to Italy. The remains of Pompey'g
wee' by land to Lucania, and came to the army that were scattered about Thessaly,
maritime town of Elea. Porcia, being to re- readily joined his standard; and, besides these,
turn from thence to Rome, endeavoured, as he took five hundred horse, whom Cinna wai
well as possible, to conceal the sorrow that conducting to Dolabella in Asia. He then
oppressed her; but, notwithstanding her mag- sailed to Demetrias, and seized a large quan-
nanimity, a picture which she found there be- tity of arms, which Julius Czsar had pr«
trayed her distress. The subject was the vided for the Parthian war, and which were
parting of Hector and Andromache. He was now to be sent to Antony. Macedonia was
represented delivering his son Astyanax itto delivered up to him by Hortensius the pre-
her arms, and the eyes of Andromache were tor; and all the neighbouring princes read-
fixed upon him. The resemblance that this ily offered their assistance. When news
picture bore to her own distress, made her was received that Cams, the brother of
burst into tears the moment »he beheld it; and ^ hod marched through Italy, to join
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the forces under Gabinius in Dyrrhachium he was informed of a change in affain at Rome,
and Apollonia, Brutus determined to seize them Young Cfcsar, supported by the senate, had
before he arrived, and made a forced march got the bt-ttcr of Antony, and had driven him
with such troops as were at hand. The way out of Italy ; but at the same time, he begaa
was rugged, and the snows were deep; but he to be no less formidable himself; lor he solicit-
moved with such expedition that his sutlers ed the consulship contrary to law, and kept in
were left a long way behind. When he had pay an unnecessary army. Consequently the
almost reached Dyrrhachium, he was seized senate, though they at first supported, were
with the disorder called Bulimia, or violent now dissatisfied with his measures. And a»
hunger, occasioned by cold and fatigue. This they began to cast their eyes on Brutus, and
disorder affects both men and cattle, after fa- decreed or confirmed several provinces to him,
tigues in the snow. Whether it is, that perspi- Caesar was under some apprehensions. He
ation being prevented by the extreme cold, therefore despatched messengers to Antony,

.he vital heat is confined, and more immediate- and desired that a reconciliation might take

.y consumes the aliment; or, that a keen and place. After this he drew up his army around
iubtile vapour rising from the melted snow, the city, and carried the consulship, though
penetrates the body, and destroys the heat by but a boyj in his twentieth year, as he tells ua
expelling it through the pores; for the sweatings in his Commentaries. He was no sooner con-
seem to arise from the heat contending with sul than he ordered a judicial process to issue
the cold, which being repelled by the latter, against Brutus and his accomplices, for mur-
the vapoury steam is diffused over the surface dering the first magistrate in Rome, without
of the body. But of this I have treated more trial or condemnation. Lucius Cornihcius was
argely in another place. Brutusgrowing very appointed to accuse Brutus, and Marcus Agrip-
faint, and no provisions being at hand, his ser- pa accused Cassius; neither of whom appear-
vants were forced to go to the gates of the ing, the judges were obliged to pass sentence
enemy, and beg bread of the sentinels. When against both. It is said, that when the crier,
they were informed of the distress of Brutus, as usual, cited Brutus to appear, the people
they brought him meat and drink with their could not suppress their sighs; and persons of
own hands; and in return for their humanity, the first distinction heard it in silent dejection.
when he had taken the city, he shewed kindness Publius Siliciua was observed to burst into
both to them and to the rest of the inhabitants. tears, and this was the cause why he was af-

When Caius arrived in Appollonia, he sum- terwards proscribed. The triumviri, CEBIT,
moned the soldiers that were quartered near Antony, and Lepidas, being now reconciled,
the city to join him; but finding that they were divided the provinces amongst them, and set*
all with Brutus, and suspecting that those in tied that list of murder, in which two hun-
Apollonia favoured the same party, he went to dred citizens, and Cicero amongst the rest,
Buthrotus. Brutus, however, found means to were proscribed.
destroy three of his cohorts in their march. When the report of these proceedings wag
Cams, after this, attempted to seize some posts brought into Macedonia, Brutus found him
near Byllis, but was routed in a set battle by self undera necessity of sending orders to Hor-
young Cicero, to whom Brutus had given the tensius to k.U Caius, the brother of Antony, in
command of the army on that occasion, and revenge of the death of Cicero, his friend, and
whose conduct he made use of frequently and Brutus, Albinus, his kinsman, who was slain.
"with success. Caius was soon afterwards sur- This waa the reason why Antony, when he had
prised in a marsh, from whence he had no taken Hortensius at the battle of Philippi,
means to escape; and Brutus, finding him in slew him upon his brother's tomb. Brutus
his power, surrounded him with his cavalry, says, that he was more ashamed of the cause
and gave orders that none of his men should of Cicero's death than grieved at the event:
be killed; for he expected that they would while he saw Rome enslaved more by her own
quickly join him of their own accord. As he fault than by the fault of her tyrants, and con-
expected, it came to pass. They surrendered tinue a tame spectator of such scenes as ought
both themselves and their general, so that Bru- not to have been heard of without horror.
tus had now a very respectable army. Ho The army of Brutus was now considerable,
treated Caius for a long lime with all possible and he ordered its route into Asia, while a
respect; nor did he divest him of any ensigns fleet was preparing in Bithynia and Cyzicum.
»f dignity that he bore, though, it is said, that As he marched by land, he settled the affairs
be received letters from several persons at of the cities, and gave audience to the princes
Rome, and particularly from Cicero, advising of those countries through which he passed.
him to put him to death. At length, however, He gent orders to Cassius, who was in Syria,
when he found that he was secretly practising to give up his intended journey into Egypt, and
with his officers, and exciting seditions amongst join him. On this occasion he tells him, that
the soldiers, he put him on board a ship, and their collecting forces to destroy the tyrants
kept him close prisoner. The soldiers that he was not to secure an empire to themselves;
had corrupted retired into Apollonia, from but to deliver their fellow-citizens; that they
whence they sent to Brutus, that if he would should never forget this great object of theii
come to them there, they would return to their understanding, but, adhering to their first in
duty. Brutus answered, " That this was not tentions, keep Italy within their eye, and hast-
the custom of the Romans, but that those who en to rescue their country from oppression
had offended should come in person to their Cassius, accordingly, set out to join him, and
general, and solicit his forgiveness." This they Brutus at the same time making some progress
did, and were accordingly pardoned. to meet him, their interview was at Smyrna

He was now preparing to go into Asia, when Till this meeting they had not seen each othef
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"Ince they parted at the Piraua of Athens, superiority a :«ea. But the friends of Caaiiut
when Cassius set out for Syria, and Brutus for advised hirr against this; alleging, that it would
Macedonia. The forces they had respectively be absurd to give Brutus that money which he
collected gave them great joy, and made them had saved with so much frugality, and ac-
confident of success. From Italy they had fled, quired with so much envy, merely that Brutus
like solitary exiles, without money, without might increase his popularity, by distributing
arms, without a ship, a soldier, or a town to it amongst the soldiers. Cassius, however,
fly to. Yet now, in so short a time, they found gave him a third of what he had, and then they
themselves supplied with shipping and money, parted for their respective commands. Ca«-
with an army of horse and foot, and in a condi- sius behaved with great severity on the taking
tion of contending for the empire of Rome. of Rhodes; though, when he first entered
Cassius was no less respectful to Bratus than the city, and was saluted with the title of king
Brutus was to him; but the latter would gener-and mister, he answered, "That he wa«
ally wait upon him, as he was the older man, neither their king nor their master, but the
and of a feeble constitution. Cassius was es- destroyer of him who would have been both."
teemed an able soldier, bat of a fiery disposi-Brutus demanded supplies of men and money
tion, and ambitious to command rather by fear from the Lycians; but Naucrates, an orator,
than affection: though, at the same time, with persuaded the cities to rebel, and some of the
his familiar acquaintance, he was easy in his inhabitants posted themselves on the hills with
manners, and fond of raillery to excess. Bru- an intent to oppose the passage of Brutus.
tus, on account of his virtue, was respected Brutus at first despatched a party of horse,
by the people, beloved by his friends, admired which surprised them at dinner, and killed
by men of principle, and not hated even by his six hundred of them. But afterwards, when
eneunes. He was mild in his temper, and had he had taken the adjacent towns and villages,
a greatness of mind that was superior to anger, he gave up the prisoners without ransom, and
avarice, and the love of pleasure. He was firm hoped to gain them to bis party by clemency.
and inflexible in his opinions, and zealous in Their former sufferings, however, made them
every pursuit where justice or honour were reject his humanity, and those that still re-
concerned. The people had the highest opin- sisted being driven into the city of Xanthus,
ion of his integrity and sincerity in every un- were there besieged. As a river ran close by
dertaking, and this naturally inspired them the town, several attempted to escape by
with confidence and affection. Even Pompey swimming and diving; but they were prevented
the Great had hardly ever so much credit with by nets let down for that purpose, which had
them; for who ever imagined, that, if he had little bells at the top, to give notice when any
conquered Csesar, he would have submitted to one was taken. The Xanthians afterward)
the laws, and would not have retained his made a sally in the night, and set fire to several
power under the title of consul or dictator, or of the battering engines; but they were per-
some more specious and popular name? Cas- ceived and driven back by the Romans; at the
sius, on the contrary, a man of violent passions same time the violence of the winds drove the
and rapacious avarice, was suspected of ex- flames on the city, so that several houses
posing himself to toil and danger, rather from near the battlements took fire. Brutus, being
a thirst of power than an attachment to the apprehensive that the whole city would be
liberties of his country. The former disturbers destroyed, sent his own soldiers to assist the
of the commonwealth, Cinna, and Marius, inhabitants in quenching the fire. But the
and Carbo, evidently set their country as a Lycians were seized with an incredible des-
stake for the winner, and hardly scrupled to pair, a kind of frenzy, which can no other-
own that they fought for empire. But the very wise be described than by calling it a pas-
enemies of Brutus never charge him with this. sionate desire of death. Women and chil-
Even Antony has been heard to say, that Bru- dren, free-men and slaves, people of aU age*
tus was the only conspirator who had the sense and conditions, strove to repulse the soldiers
of honour and justice for his motive; and that as they came to their assistance from the walls.
the rest were wholly actuated by malice or With their own hands they collected wood and
envy. It is clear, too, from what Brutus him-reeds, and all manner of combustibles, to spread
self saye, that he finally and principally relied the fire over the city, and encouraged its pro-
on his own virtue. Thus he writes to Atticus gress by every means in their power. Thus
immediately before an engagement, "That his assisted, the flames flew over the whole with
affairs were in the most desirable situation dreadful rapidity; whilst Brutus, extremely
imaginable; for that either he should conquer, shocked at this calamity, rode round the walls,
and restore liberty to Rome, or die, and be and stretching forth his hands to the inhabi-
free from slavery; and that this only remained tants, entreated them to spare themselves
a question. Whether they should live or die and their city. Regardless of his entreaties,
free men? He adds, that Mark Antony was they sought by every means to put an end to
properly punished for his folly; who, when their lives. Men, women, and even children,
he might have ranked with the Bruti, the Cas- with hideous cries, leaped into the flames. Some
»ii, and Catos, chose rather to bo the under-threw themselves headlong from the walls, and
ling of Octavius; and that if he did not fall in others fell upon the swords of their parents,
the approaching battle, they would very soon opening their breasts, and begging to be slain.
be at variance with each other." In which When the city was in a great measure re-
be seems to have been a true prophet. duced to ashes, a woman was found who had

Whilst they were at Smyrna, Brutus desired hanged herself, with her young child fastened
Cassius to let him have part of the vast treasure to her neck, and the torch in her hand, -with
he had collected, because his own was chiefly which she had fired her bouse. This deplorable
upended in equipping a fleet, to gain the object so much affected Brutus that he wept
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«rh«n he was told of it, and proclaimed a re- as it usually happens in great affairs, where
ward to any soldier who could save a Xanthian. many friends and many officers are engaged,
It is said that no more than a hundred and fif- mutual complaints and suspicions arose be<
ty were preserved, and those against their will. tween Brutus and Cassius. To settle the«6
Thus the Xanthians, as if fate had appointed more properly, they retired into an apartment
certain periods for their destruction, after a long by themselves. Expostulations, debates, and
course of years, sunk into that deplorable ruin, accusations followed; and these were BO vio-
in which the same rash despair had involved lent that they burst into tears. Their friends
their ancestors in the Persian war: for they too, without were surprised at the loudness and a»-
burned their city, and destroyed themselves. perity of the conference; but though they were

After this, when the Patareana likewise made apprehensive of the consequence, they durit
resistance, Brutus was under great aniiety not interfere, because they had been express!/
whether he should besiege them; for he was forbidden to enter. Favonius, however, an
afraid they should follow the desperate meas-imitator of Cato, but rather an enthusiast lhan
ures of the Xanthians. However, having some rational in his philosophy, attempted to enter.
of their women, whom he had taken prisoners, The servants in waiting endeavoured to prevent
he dismissed them without ransom; and those him, but it was not easy to stop the impetuouc
returning to their husbands and parents, who Favonius. He was violent in his whole con-
happened to be people of the first distinction, duct, and valued himself less on his dignity ai
"o much extolled the justice and moderation of a senator than on a kind of cynical freedom on
Brutus, that they prevailed on them to submit, saying every thing he pleased; nor was this un-
and put their city in hia hands. The adjacent entertaining to those who could bear with hi*
cities followed their example, and found that impertinence. However, he broke through the
his humanity eiceeded their hopes. Cassius door and entered the apartment, pronouncing,
compelled every Rhodian to give up all the gold in a theatrical tone, what Nestor says in
and silver in his possession, by which he amass- Homer,
ed eight thousand talents; and yet he laid the Youug men, be ruled-I'm older than you both.
public under a fine of five hundred talents Cassius laughed: but Brutus thrust him out,
more; but Brutus took only a hundred and fif- telling him that he pretended to be a cynic, but
ty talents of the Lycians, and, without doing was in reality a dog. This, however, put an
them any other injury, led his army into Ionia. end to the dispute; and for that time they

Brutus, in the course of this expedition, did parted. Cassius gave an entertainment in the
many acts of justice, and was vigilant in the evening, to which Brutus invited his friendi.
dispensation of rewards and punishments. An When they were seated, Favonius came in
instance of this I shall relate, because both he from bathing. Brutus called aloud to him,
himself, and every honest Roman, was partic- telling him that he was not invited, and bade
ularly pleased with it. When Pompey the him go to the lower end of the table. Favo-
Great, after his overthrow at Pharsalia, fled nius, notwithstanding, thrust himself in, and sat
into Egypt, and landed near Pelusium, the tu- down in the middle. On that occasion there
tors and ministers of young Ptolemy consulted was much learning and good humour ia the
whit measures they should take on the occa- conversation.
eion. But they were of different opinions. Some The day following, one Lucius Fella, who
were for receiving him, others for excluding had been prauor, and employed in offices of
him out of Egypt. Theodotus, a Chian by trust, being impeached by the Sardians of em-
birth, and a teacher of rhetoric by profession, bezzling the public money, was disgraced and
"who then attended the king in that capacity, condemned by Brutus. This was very morti-
was, for want of abler ministers, admitted to fying to Cassius; for, a little before, two of his
the council. This man insisted that both were own friends had been accused of the aame

in the wrong; those who were for receiving, crime: but he had absolved them in public,
and those who were for expelling Pompey. and contenting himself with giving them a pri-
The best measure they could take, he said, vate reproof, continued them in office. Of
would be to put him to death, and concluded course, he charged Brutus with too rigid an
his speech with the proverb, that dead men exertion of the laws at a time when lenity was
Ga not bite. The council entered into his much more politic. Brutus, on the other hand,
opinion; and Pompey the Great, an exam- reminded him of the ides of March, the time
ple of the incredible mutability of fortune, fell when they had killed Caesar; who was not,
a sacrifice to the arguments of a sophist, as personally speaking, the scourge of mankind,
that sophist lived afterwards to boast. Not but only abetted and supported those that were
long after, upon Caesar's arrival in Egypt, some within his power. He bade him consider, that
of the murderers received their proper reward, if the neglect of justice were in any case to be
and were put to death: but Theodotus made connived at, it should have been done before;
ois escape.-Yet, though for a while he gained and that they had better have borne with the
from fortune the poor privilege of a wandering oppressions of Caesar's friends lhan suffered tha
and despicable life, he fell at last into the mal-practices of their own to pass with impu-
hands of Brutus, as he was passing through nity: "For then," continued he, " we could

Asia; and, by paying the forfeit of his base-have been blamed only for cowardice, but now,
ness, became more memorable from hia death after all we have undergone, we shall lie under
than from any thing in hia life. the imputation of injustice." Such were tha

About this time Brutus sent for Cassius to principles of Brutus.
Sardis, and went with his friends to meet him. When they were about to leave Asia, Bru-
The whole party being drawn up saluted both tus, it is said, had an extraordinary apparition
the leaders with the title of Intpcrator. But Naturally watchful, sparing in bis diet, and
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tMiduoug in business, he allowed himself but near Symbolum, they surrounded in tuck a
little time for sleep. In the day he never slept, manner that they obliged him to quit the place.
nor in the night, till all business was over, and, Indeed, he narrowly escaped losing his whole
the rest being retired, he had nobody to con-army, which had certainly been the case, had
verse with. But at this time, involved as he not Antony corne to his relief with such amaz-
was in the operations of war, and solicitous for ing expedition that Brutus could not believe it
the event, he only slumbered a little after sup- to be possible. Caesar, who had been kept be-
per, and spent the rest of the night in ordering hind by sickness, joined his army about tea
his most urgent affairs. When these were days after. Brutus was encamped over against
despatched, he employed himself in reading till him. Cassius was opposite to Antony. The
the third watch, when the tribunes and centu- space between the two armies the Romans
rions came to him for orders. Thus, a little call the plains of Philippi. Two armies of Ro-
before he left Asia, he was sitting alone in his mans, equal in numbers to these, had neve'
tent, 6y a dim light, and at a late hour. The before met to engage each other. Caesar's
whole army lay in sleep and silence, while the was something superior in numbers; but in
general, wrapped in meditation, thought he the splendour of arms and equipage was far
perceived something enter his tent: turning exceeded by that of Brutus; for most of their
towards the door, he saw a horrible and mon-arms were of gold and silver, which their
strous spectre standing silently by his side general had liberally bestowed upon them.
" What art thou?" said he boldly, " Art thou Brutus, in other things, had accustomed hii
god or man? And what is thy business with officers to frugality; but the riches which hii
me?" The spectre answered, " I am thy evil soldiers carried about with them, would at
genius, Brutus! Thou wilt see me at Philip- once, he thought, add to the spirit of the am-
pi." To which he calmly replied, " I'll meet bitious, and make the covetous valiant in the
thee there." When the apparition was gone, defence of those arms, which were their prin-
he called his servants, who told him they had cipal wealth.
neither heard any noise, nor had seen any vision. Ca;sar made a lustration of his army within
That night he did not go to rest, but went the camp, and gave each private man a little
early in the morning to Cassius, and told him corn, and five drachmas only for the sacrifice.
what had happened. Caesius, who was of the But Brutus, to shew his contempt of the pov-
cchool of Epicurus, and used frequently to dis- erty or the avarice of Caesar, made a public
pute with Brutus on these subjects, answered lustration of his army in the field, and not only
him thus: " It is the opinion of our sect, that distributed cattle to each cohort for the sacri-
not every thing we see is real; for matter is fice, but gave fifty drachmas on the occasion to
evasive, and sense deceitful. Besides, the im- each private man. Of course he was more be.
pressions it receives are, by the quick and loved by his soldiers, and they were more
subtle influence of imagination, thrown into a ready to fight for him. It is reported, that,
variety of forms, many of which have no arche- during the lustration, an unlucky omen hap-
types in nature: and this the imagination ef- pened to Cassius. The garland he was to
fects as easily as we may make an impression wear at the sacrifice was presented to Lim the
on wax. The mind of man, having in itself wrong side outwards. It is said too, that at a
the plastic powers, and the component parts, solemn procession, some time before, the per-
can fashion and vary its objects at pleasure. son who bore the golden image of victory be-
Phis is clear from the sudden transition of fore Cassius, happened to stumble, and the im
dreams, in which the imagination can educe, age fell to the ground. Several birds of prey
from the slightest principles, such an amazing hovered daily about the camp, and swarms of
variety of forms, and call into exercise all the bees were seen within the trenches. Upon
passions of the soul. The mind is perpetually which the soothsayers ordered the part where
in motion, and that motion is imagination, or they appeared, to be shut up: for Cassius, with
thought. But when the body, as in your case, all his Epicurean philosophy, began to be su-
is fatigued with labour, it naturally suspends, perstitious, and the soHiers were extremely
or perverts the regular functions of the mind. disheartened by these omens.
Upon the whole, it is highly improbable that For this reason Cassius was inclined to pro-
there should be any such beings as daemons, or tract the war, and unwilling to hazard the whole
spirits; or that if there were such, they should of the event on a present engagement. What
assume a human shape or voice, or have any made him for this measure too, was, that ii>ey
power to affect us. At the same time, I own I were stronger in money and provisions, but in-
could wish there were euch beings, that we ferior in numbers. Brutus; on the other hind,
might not rely on fleets and armies, but find was, as usual, for an immediate decision; that
the concurrence of the gods in this our sacred he might either give liberty to his country, or
and glorious enterprise." Such were the argu- rescue his fellow-citizens from the toils and ex-
ments he made use of to satisfy Brutus. penses of war. He was encouraged likewise

When the army began to march, two eagles by the success his cavalry met with in several
perched on. the two first standards, and accom- skirmishes; and some instances of desertion
panied them as far as Philippi, being constant-and mutiny in the camp, brought over many
ly fed by the soldiers; but the day before the of the friends of Cassius to his opinion. But
battle they flew away. Brutus had already there was one Attellius, who still opposed an
reduced most of the nations in these parts; immediate decision, and advised to put it off
nevertheless he traversed the sea-coast over till the next winter. When Brutus asked him
"gainst Thasu«, that, if any hostile power re- what advantages he expected from that, he an-
mained, he might bring it into subjection. swered " If I gain nothing else, I shall at
Norbanus, who was encamped in the straits least live so much '.he longer." Both Cassiu»
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ud the real of the officers were displeased perceiving that they were pouring in close upon
with thii answer; and it was determined to them, they were astonished at the outcry they
give battle the day following. heard from the trenches. Brutus, in the mean-

Brutus, that eight, expressed great confi-time, sent tickets to the several officer* with
dence and cheerfulness; and having passed the the word of battle, and rode through the ranki
time of supper in philosophical conversation, to encourage his men. There were few who
he went to rest Messala says, that Cassiuo, had patience to wait for the word. The great
«upped in private with some of his most inti- eat part, before it could reach them, fell with
mate friends; and that, contrary to his usual loud shouts upon the enemy. This precipitate
manner, he was pensive and silent. He adds, onset threw the army into confusion, and sepa-
that, after supper, he took him by the hand, rated the legiong. Messala'a legion first got
and pressing it close, as he commonly did, in beyond the left wing of Ca;sar, and was follow-
token of his friendship, he said in Greek,- ed by those that were stationed near him. In
" Bear witness, Messala, that I am reduced to their way they did nothing more than throw
the same necessity with Porapey the Great, of some of the outmost ranks into disorder, and
hazarding the liberty of my country on one killed few of the enemy; their great object was
battle. Yet I have confidence in our good to fall upon Caesar's camp, and they made di-
fortune, on which we ought still to rely, though rectly up to it. Caesar himself, as he tells us in
the measures we have resolved upon are indis- his Commentaries, had but just before beel
creet" These, Messala lolls us, were the conveyed out of his tent; in consequence of a
ladt words that Cassius spoke, before he bade vision of his friend Artorius, which command-
him farewell; and that the next day, being his ed that he should be carried out of the camp.
birthday, he invited Cassius to sup with him. This made it believed that he was slain; for the

Next morning, as soon as it was light, the soldiers had pierced his empty Utter in many
tcarlet robe, which was the signal for battle, places with darts. Those who were taken in
was hung out in the tents of Brutus and Cas- the camp were put to the sword, amongst whom
sias; and they themselves met on the plain be- were two thousand Lacedaemonian auxiliaries.
tween the two armies. On this occasion, Cas- Those who attacked Caesar's legions in front
sius thus addressed himself to Brutus: " May easily put them to the rout, and cut three le-
the goda, Brutus, make this day successful, that gions in pieces. After this, borne along with
we may pass the rest of our days together in the impetuosity of victory, they rushed into the
prosperity. But as the most important of hu- camp at the same time with the fugitives, and
man events are the most uncertain; and as we Brutus was in the midst of them. The flank
may never see each other any more, if we are of Brutus's army was now left unguarded, by
unfortunate on this occasion, tell me what is the separation of the right w'ing, which wag
your resolution concerning flight and death?" gone off too far in the pursuit; and the enemy

Brutus answered: "In the younger and less perceiving this, endeavoured to take advantage
experienced part of my life, I was led, upon of it. They accordingly attacked it with great
philosophical principles, to condemn the con- fury, but could make no impression on the
duct of Cato, in killing himself. I thought it at main body, which received them with firmnesa
once impious and unmanly to sink beneath the and unshaken resolution. The left wing, how-
stroke of fortune, and to refuse the lot that ever, which was under the command of Cassius,
had befallen us. In my present situation, how- was soon put to the rout; for the men were in
ever, I am of a different opinion. So that if great disorder, and knew nothing of what had
Heaven should now be unfavourable to our passed in the right wing. The enemy pursued
wishes, I will no longer solicit my hopes or my him into the camp, which they plundered and
fortune, but die contented with it, such as it is. destroyed, though neither of their generals
On the ides of March I devoted iny life to my were present, Antony, it is said, to avoid the
country; and since that time I hane lived in lib- fury of the first onset, had retired into the ad
erty and glory." At these words Cassius smiled, joining marsh; and Cssar, who had been car-
and embracing Brutus,*eaid, "Lei us march ried Hick out of the camp, was no where to be
then against the enemy; for with these reso- found. Nay, some of the soldiers would have
lutions, though we should not conquer, we persuaded Brutus that they had killed Caesat,
have nothing to fear?" They then consulted describing his age and person, and shewing
with their friends concerning the order of bat- him their bloody swords.
tle. Brutus desired that he might command The maiu body of Brutus'a army had now
the right wing, though the post was thought made prodigious havoc of the enemy; and Bru
more proper for Cassius on account of his tus, in his department, was no less absolutely
experience: Caseius, however, gave it up conqueror, than Cassms was conquered. The
to him, and placed Messala, with the best of want of knowing this was the ruin of their af-
his legions, in the same wing. Brutus immedi- fairs. Brutus neglected to relieve Cassius, be
ately drew out his cavalry, which were equip- cause he knew not that he wanted relief.
ped with great magnificence, and the foot fol- When Brutus bad destroyed the camp of
lowed close upon them. Caesar, and was returning from the pursuit, he

Antony's soldiers were at this time employed was surprised that he could neither perceive
in making a trench from the marsh where they the tent of Cassius above the rest, as usual, nor
were encamped, to cut off Cassius's nommu- any of those that were about it: for they had
aication with the sea. Caesar lay still in his been demolished by the enemy, on their first
tent, confined by sickness. His soldiers were entering the camp. Some who were of quick
Tar from expecting that the enemy would come er sight than the rest, told him that they could
M a pitched battle. They supposed that they perceive a motion of shining helmets and
were only making excursions to harass the silver targets in the camp of t'.assius, and sup-
trench-diggers with their light arms; and not posed, from their numbers and therr armour,

V V
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that they could not be those who were left to funeral to be celebrated at Thasus, that it migbl
guard the camp; though at the same time, not occasion any disorder in the camp. Hit
there was not so great an appearance of dead dispersed and dejected soldiers he collected
bodies as there must have been after the defeat and encouraged; and as they had been stripped
of eo many legions. This gave Brutus the of every thing by the enemy, he promised them
first suspicion of Cassius's misfortune; and, two thousand drachmas a hian. This munifi-
leaving a sufficient guard in the enemy's camp, cence at once encouraged and surprised them:
he called off the rest from the pursuit and led they attended him at his departure with great
them, in order, to the relief of Cassius. acclamations, and complimented him as th«

The case of that general was this:-He was only general of the four who had not heen beat-
chagrined, at first, by the irregular conduct of en. Brutus was confident of victory, and the
Brutus's soldiers, who began the attack without event justified that confidence: for, with ifew
waiting for the command; and, afterwards, by legions, he overcame all that opposed him: and
their attention to plunder, whereby they ne- if most of his soldiers had not passed the ene-
glected to surround and cut off the enemy. my in pursuit of plunder, the battle must have
Thus dissatisfied, he trifled with his command, been decisive in his favour. He lost eight
and, for want of vigilance, suffered himself to thousand men, including the servants, whom
be surrounded by the enemy's right wing; he calls Briges. Messala says, he suppose!
upon which his cavalry quitted their post, and the enemy lost more than twice that number;
fled towards the sea. The foot, likewise, be- and, of course, they were more discouraged
gan to give way; and though he had labour- than Brutus, till Demetrius, a servant of Cas-
ed as much as possible to stop their flight, and sius, went over to Antony in the evening, and
snatching an ensign from the hand of one of the carried him his master's robe and sword, which
fugitives, fixed it at his feet, yet he was hardly he had taken from the dead body. This so ef-
able to keep his own prcutorian band together: fectually encouraged the enemy, that they were
so that, at length, he was obliged to retire, with drawn up in form of battle by break of day.
a very small number, to a hill that overlooked Both camps, in the occupation of Brutus, in-
the plain. Yet here he could dircover nothing; volved him in difficulties. His own, full of
for he was short-sighted, and it was with some prisoners, required a strong guard. At th«
difficulty that he could perceive his own camp same time many of the soldiers of Cassius mur-
plundered. His companions, however, saw a mured at their change of master, and the van
large detachment of horse, which Brutus had quished were naturally envious and jealous of
lent to their relief, making up to them. These the victors. He, therefore, thought proper tft
Cassius concluded to be the enemy that were draw up his army, but not to fight.
in pursuit of him; notwithstanding which, he Ail the slaves he had taken prisoners, being
dispatched Titinius to reconnoitre them. When found practising with his soldiers, were put tb
the cavalry of Brutus saw this faithful friend the sword: but most of the freedmen and citi
of Cassius approach, they shouted for joy. His zens were dismissed; and he told them at the
acquaintance leaped from their horses to em- same time, that they were more truly prisoner?
brace him, and the rest rode round him with in the hands of the enemy than in his; with
clashing of arms, and all the clamorous ex- them, he said, they were slaves indeed; but
pressions of gladness. This circumstance had with him, freedmen and citizens of Rome. He
a fatal effect. Cassius took it for granted, was obliged, however, to dismiss them private-
that Titinius was seized by the enemy, and re- ly; for they had implacable enemies amongst
gretted, that, through a weak desire of life, he his own- friends and officers. Amongst the
bad suffered his friend to fall into their hands. prisoners were Volumnius, a mimic, and Sacu-
When he had expressed himself to this effect, ho, a buffoon, of whom Brutus took no notice
he retired into an empty tent, accompanied till they were brought before him, and accus-
only by his freedman Pindarus, whom, ever ed of continuing, even in their captivity, their
since the defeat of Crassus, he had retained scurrilous jests and abusive language. Yet,
for a particular purpose. In that defeat, he still taken up with more important concerns,
escaped out of the hands of the Parthians; but he paid no regard to the accusation: but Mes-
now, wrapping his robe about his face, he laid sala Corvinus was of opinion, that they should
bare his neck, and commanded Pindarus to be publicly whipped, and sent naked to the
cut off his head. This was done; for his head enemy, as proper associates and convivial com-
was found severed from his body: but whether panions for such generals. Some were enter
Pindarus did it by his master's command, has tained with the idea, and laughed; but Pubhui
been suspected; because he never afterwards Casca, the first that wounded Caesar, observ-
appeared. It was soon discovered who the ed, that it was indecent to celebrate the obse-
cavalry were, and Titinius, crowned with gar-quies of Cassius with jesting and laughter.
lands, came to the place where he left Cassius. " As for you, Brutus," said he, " it will be seenWhen the lamentations of his friends informed what esteem you have for the memory of that
kirn of the unhappy fate of his general, he se- general, when you have either punished or
»erely reproached himself for the tardiness pardoned those who ridicule and revile him."
which had occasioned it, and fell upon his Brutus resented this expostulation, and said.
"word. " Why is this business thrown upon me, Cas-

Brutus, when he was assured of the defeat ca? Why do not you do what you think pro-
of Cassius, made all possible haste to his re- per?" This answer was considered as an as-
lief; but he knew nothing of his death till he sent to their death; so the poor wretches were
came up to his camp. There he lamented over carried off and slain.
his body, and called him the last of Romans: He now gave the promised rewards to hil
intimating, that Rome would never produce soldiers; and after gently rebuking tiictu mr
another man of equal spirit. He ordered his beginning the assault without wailing for '''"
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word of battle, he promised, that if they ac- And yet, how near was he to receiving the in-
quitted themselves to his satisfaction in the next telligence! The very evening before the ea-
engagement, he would five them up the citieg gagement, a deserter, named Clodius, camo
of Lacedsmou and Thessalonica, to plunder. over from the enemy to tell him, that Cssar
This is the only circumstance in his life for was informed of the loss of his fleet, and that
which no apology can be made. For though this was the reason of his hastening the battle.
Antony and Cxsar afterwards acted with more The deserter, however, was considered either
unbounded cruelty in rewarding their soldiers; as designing or ill-informed: his intelligence
(hough they deprived most of the ancient in- was disregarded, and he was not even admit-
habitant! of Italy of their lands, and gave them ted into the presence of Brutus.
to those who had no title to them; yet they That night, they say, the spectre appeared
acted consistently with their first principle, again to Brutus, and assumed its former figure,
which was the acquisition of empire and arbi- but vanished without speaking. Yet Publius
trary power. But Brutus maintained such a rep- Volumnius, a philosophical man, who had
utation for virtue, that he was neither allowed borne arms with Brutus during the whole war,
to conquer, nor even to save himself, except on makes no mention of this prodigy; though he
the ftnctfst principles of honour and justice; says, that the first standard was covered with
more particularly since the death of Cassius, to a swarm of bees; and that the arm of one of
whom, if any act of violence were committed, the officers sweated oil of roses, which would
't was generally imputed. However, as sailors, not cease though they often wiped it off'. He
when their rudder is broken in a storm, substi- says, too, that immediately before the battle,
tute some other piece of wood in its place; and two eagles fought in the space between the
though they cannot steer 30 well as before, do two armies; and that there w»s an incredible
the best they can in their necessity; so Brutus, silence and attention in the fieid, till that on
at the head of so vast an army, and such im- the side of Brutus was beaten and flew away.
portant affairs, unassisted by any officer that The story of the Ethiopian is well known, who,
was equal to the charge, was obliged to make meeting the standard bearer opening the gate
use of such advisers as he had; and he gen- of the camp, was cut in pieces by the soldiers;
erally followed the counsel of those who pro- fort/tat they interpreted as an ill omen.
posed any thing that might bring Cassius's sol- When Brutus had drawn up his army in form
diers to order; for these were extremely un- of battle, he paused some time before he gave
tractable; insolent in the camp, for want of the word. While he was visiting the ranks, he
their general, though cowardly in the field, had suspicions of some, and heard accusation*
frem the remembrance of their defeat. of others. The cavalry, he found, had no ar-

The affairs of Caesar and Antony were not dour for the attack, but seemed waiting to see
in a much better condition. Provisions were what the foot would do. Besides, Camulatus,
scarce, and the marshy situation of their camp a soldier in the highest estimation for valour,
made them dread the winter. They alreadj rode close by Brutus, and went over to the
oegio to fear the inconveniences of it; for the enemy in his sight. This hurt him inexpres-
autumnal rains had fallen heavy after the battle, sibly; and partly out of anger, partly from fear
and their tents were filled with mire and water, of further desertion and treachery, he led his
which, from the coldness of the weather, im- forces against the enemy, about three in the
mediately froze. In this situation they received afternoon. Where he fought in person, he was
intelligence of their loss at sea.-Their fleet, still successful. He charged the enemy's left
which was coming from Italy with a large sup- wing, and, the cavalry following the impres-
ply of soldiers, was met by that of Brutus, and sion which the foot had made, it was put to
so totally defeated, that the few who escaped the rout. But when the other wing of Brutus
were reduced by famine to eat the sails and was ordered to advance, the inferiority of their
tackle of the ships. It was now determined, on numbers made them apprehensive that they
Cesar's side, that they should come to battle, should be surrounded by the enemy. For thw
before Brutus was made acquainted with his reason they extended their ranks in order to
success. It appears that the fight, both by sea cover more ground; by which means the centre
and land, was on the same day; but, by some of the left wing was so much weakened that it
accident, rather than the fault of their officers, could not sustain the shock of the enemy, but
Brutus knew nothing of his victory till twenty fled at the first onset. After their dispersion,
days after. Had he been informed of it, he the enemy surrounded Brutus, who did every
would never, certainly, have hazarded a second thing that the bravest and most expert general
battle: for he had provisions for a considerable could do in his situation, and whose conduct at
length of time, and his army was so advanta- least entitled him to victory. But what seemed
geously posted, that it was safe both from the an advantage in the first engagement, proved*
iajwics of the weather, and the incursions of disadvantage in the second. In the former
ti» enemy. Besides, knowing thai he was battle, that wing of the enemy which was con-
wholly master at sea, and partly victorious by quered was totally cut off; but most of the men
land, he would have had every thing imagina- in the conquered wing of Cassias was saved
ble to encourage him; and could not have been This, at the time, might appear as an advan-
urged to any dangerous measures by despair. tage, but it proved a prejudice. The remero

But it seems that the republican form of gov» brance of their former defeat filled them witfc
eminent was no longer to subsist in Rome; that terror and confusion, which they spread through
it necessarily required a monarchy; and that the greatest part of the army.
Providence, to remove the only man who could Marcus, the son of Calo, was slain fighting
oppose itg destined master, kept the knowledge amidst the bravest of the young nobility. He
« that victory from him till it waa too late. scorned alike either to fly or to yteld; but,
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avowing who he was, and assuming his father's for the water: «It is all drank up," said Bra-
name, still used his sword, till he fell upon the tus, with a smile; " but another helmet-full
heaps of the slaughtered enemy. Many other shall be fetched." The man who had brought
brave men, who exposed themselves for the the first water, was therefore sent again; but
preservation of Brutus, fell at the same time. he was wounded by the enemy; and made hii

Lucilius, a man of great worth, and his in- escape with difficulty.
timate friend, observed some barbarian horse As Brutua supposed that he had not lort
riding full speed against Brutus in particular, many men in the battle, Statilius undertook to
and was determined to stop them, though at make his way through the enemy (for there
liaiard of his own life. He, therefore, told them was no other way) and see in what condition
that he was Brutus; and they believed him, be- their camp was. If things were safe there, he
cause he pretended to be afraid of Caesar, and was to hold up a torch for a signal, and return.
desired to be conveyed to Antony. Exulting in He got safe to the camp; for the torch wai
their capture, and thinking themselves peculiar-held up. But a long time elapsed, and he did
ly fortunate, they carried him along with them not return. " If Statilius were alive," said
by night, having previously sent an account to Brutus, " he would be here." In his return,
Antony of their success, who was infinitely he fell into the enemy's hands and was slain.
pleased with it, and came out to them. Many The night was now far spent; when Brutus,
others, likewise, when they heard that Brutus leaning his head towards his servant Clitui,
was brought alive, assembled to see him. And whispered something in his ear. Clitus made
tome pitied his misfortunes, while others accus-no answer, but burst into tears. After that he
ed him of an inglorious meanness, in suffering took his armour-bearer, Dardanus, aside, and
the love of life to betray him into the hands of said something to him in private. At last, ad-
barbarians. When he approached, and Antony dressing himself to Volumnuu, in Greek, he
was deliberating in what manner he should re- entreated him, in memory of their common
ceive Brutus, Lucilius first addressed him, and, studies and exercises, to put his hand to hii
with great intrepidity, said, "Antony, be as- sword, and help him to give the thrust. Vo-
sured that Brutua neither is, nor will be taken lumnius, as well as several others, refused: ana
by an enemy. Forbid it, Heaven, that fortune one of them observing that they must necessa-
should have such a triumph over virtue! Wheth- rily fly; " We must fly, indeed," said Brutus,
er he shall be found alive or dead, he will be rising hastily," but not with our feet, but with
found in a state becoming Brutus. I imposed our hands." He then took each of them by the
on your soldiers, and am prepared to surfer the hand, and spoke with great appearance of cheer-
worst you can inflict upon me." Thus spoke fulness, to the following purpose. " It is an

Lucilius, to the no small astonishment of those infinite satisfaction to me, that all my friendj
that wer« present. When Antony, addressing have been faithful. If I am angry with fortune,
himself to those that brought him, said, " I per- it is for the sake of my country. Myself I es-
ceive, fellow-soldiers, that you are angry at this teem more happy than the conquerors; not onlj
imposition of Lucilius. But you have really in respect of the past; but in my present situa-
got a better booty than you intended. You tion. I shall leave behind me that reputation
sought an enemy; but you have brought me a for virtue, which they, with all their wealth
friend. I know not how I should have treated and power, will never acquire. For posterity
Brutus, had you brought him alive: but I am will not scruple to believe and declare, that
eure that it is better to have such a man as Lu- they were an abandoned set of men, who d«.-
cilius for a friend than for an enemy." When he stroyed the virtuous for the sake of that empire
said this, he embraced Lucilius, recommending to which they had no right." After this he es-
him to the care of one of his friends; and he treated them severally to provide for their own
ever after found him faithful to his interest. safety; and withdrew with only two or three of

Brntus, attended by a few of his officers and his most intimate friends. One of these wai
friends, having passed a brook that was over-Strato, with whom he first became acquainted
hung with cliffs, and shaded with trees, and when he studied rhetoric. This friend he
being overtake* by night, stopped in a cavity placed next to himself, and laying hold of the
under a largo rock .There, casting his eyes on hilt of his sword with both his hanUs, he fell
the heavens, which were covered with stars, he upon the point and died. Some say that Stra-
repeated two versos, one of which, Volumnius to, at the earnest request of Brutus, turned
lells us, was this:- aside his head, and held the sword; upon which

Forgive not, Jove, the cause of this distress.* he threw himself with such violence, that, en-
The other, he says, had escaped his memory. tering at his breast, it passed quite through nil
Upon enumerating the several friends that had body, and he immediately expired.Messala, the friend of Brutus, after he wa«
fallen before his eyes in the battle, he sighed reconciled to Cssar, took occasion to recom-deeply at the mention of Flavius and Labeo; mend Strato to his favour. " This," said he,
the latter of whom was his lieutenant, and the with tears, " is the man who did the tost kind
former, master of the band of artificers. In
the meanwhile, one of his attendants being office for my dear Brutus." Caesar received

him with kindness; and he was one of thosethirsty, and observing Brutire in the same con- brave Greeks who afterwards attended him at
dition, took his helmet, and went to the brook the battle of Actium. Of Messala, it is said,for water. At the same time a noise was heard that when Caesar observed he had been no IBM
on the opposite bank, and Volumnius and Dar- zealous in his service at Actium than he had
danus, the armour-bearer, went to see what it
was In a short time they retured, and asked been against him at Philippi, he answered, " Ihave always taken the best and justest side."

" Euripides, Medea, When Antony found the body of Brutus, bt
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ordered it to be covered with the richest robe she was suffocated. Notwithstanding, there it
he had; and that being stolen, he put the tlnef a letter from Brutus to his friends still extant,
to death. The ashes of Brutus ho sent to his in which he laments the death of Porcia; and
mother Servilia. complains that their neglect of her must have

With regard to Porcia, his wife, Nicolaus made her prefer death to the continuance of
the philosopher, and Valerius Maximus,* tell her illness. So that Nicolaus appears to have
us, thai being prevented from that death she been mistaken in the time, at least, if thisepis-
wished for, by the constant vigilance of her tie be authentic; for it describes Porcia's dis-
(rietvdi, she snatched some burning coals from temper, her conjugal affection, and the manner
the fire, and shut them close in her mouth till of her death.

DION AND BRUTUS COMPARED.

WHAT is principally to be admired in the lives mented his death, and were implacably enrag-
of Dion and Brutus, is their rising to such im- ed against his assassins. Dion, on the contra-
portance from inconsiderable beginnings. But ry, was reproached by the Syracusans for suf-
here Dion has the advantage; for, in the pro- fering Dionysius to escape, and not digging up
gress of glory, he had no coadjutor: whereas the former tyrant's grave.
Cassius went hand in hand with Brutus; and With regard to their military conduct, Dion,
uiough in the reputation of virtue and honour as a general, was without a fault: he not only
ne was by no means his equal, in military ex- made the most of his own instructions, but,
perience, resolution, and activity be was not in- where others failed, he happily repaired the
ferior. Some have imputed to bun the origin error. But it was wrong in Brutus to hazard a
of the whole enterprise, and have asserted, that second battle, where all was at stake.* And
Brutus, would never, otherwise, have engaged when that battle was lost, he had neither saga-
in it. But Dion, at the same time that he city enough to think of new resources, nor
made the whole military preparations himself, spirit, like Pompey, to contend with fortune,
engaged the friends and associates of his de- though he had still reason to rely on his troops,
sign. He did not, like Brutua, gain power and and was absolute master at sea.
riches from the war: he employed that wealth But what Brutus is chiefly blamed for was
on which he was to subsist as an exile in a for- his ingratitude to Czsar. He owed his life to
eign country, in restoring the liberties of his his favour, as well as the lives of those prison-
own. When Brutus and Cassius fled from ers for whom he interceded. He was treated

Rome, and found no asylum from the pursuit as his friend, and distinguished with particular
of their enemies, their only resource was war; marks of honour; and yet he imbrued his hands
and they took up arm; as much in their own in the blood of his benefactor. Dion stands
defence as in that of the common liberty. Dion, clear of any charge like this. As a relation of
on the contrary, was happier in his banishment Dionysius, he assisted and was useful to him in
than the tyrant that banished him; and yet he the administration; in which case his services
voluntarily eiposed himself to danger tor the were equal to his honours. When he was
freedom of Sicily. Besides, to deliver the Ro- driven into exile, and deprived of his wife and
mans from Caesar, and the Syracusans from his fortune, he had every motive that was
Dionysius, were enterprises of a very different just and honourable to take up arms against
kind. Dionysius was an avowed and establish- him.
ed tyrant; and Sicily, with reason, groaned be- Yet if this circumstance is considered in
neath hie yoke. But with respect to Csear, another light, Brutus will have the advantage.
though, whilst his imperial power was in its The greatest glory of both consists in their ab-
infancy, he treated its opponents with severity; horrence of tyrants, and their criminal mea-
jet, as soon as that power was confirmed, the sures. This, in Brutus, was not blended with
tyranny was rather a nominal than a real thing: any other motive. He had no quarrel with
(or no tyrannical action could be laid to his Caesar; but eiposed his life for the liberty of
charge. Nay, euch was the condition of Rome, hia country. Had not Dion been injured, he
that it evidently required a master; and Caesar had not fought. This ia clear from Plato's epis-
waa no more than a tender and skilful physi- tles; where it appears, that he was banished
cian appointed by Providence to heal the die- from the court of Dionysius, and in conse-
tempers of the state. Of course the people la- quence of that banishment made war upon him.

For the good of the community, Brutus, though
* Vakriuj Maximus speaks of her fortitude on this an enemy to Pompey, became his friend; and

occuion, in the highest terms. Toot quoipif cattisn- though a friend to Cssar, he became his ene-
mos Ignei. Portia, M. Calonis fiUa cuncta. secufa de- my. His enmity and his friendship arose from
btta admtratoHie proteyucntur; Qua cum apud Phi-
lippos victum et interempturr. virum tuum Sntwm the same principle, which was justice. But
cognoscere, quiaferrum non dabatur, ardentes ore Car- Dion, whilst ia favour, employed bis service*
tonei, Aounre nan Joint osti, muliebri spiritu virilem
faint ex&um imitata. Sed netciv an hoc fortiui <juad, * This ceo sure leeou very unjust. The watering
Me taitato, tu nova generc mortis atsumpta est. Val. disposition of Cassiuj'g troops obliged him to come t9
Mix, I. IT. c. 6. a second engagement.
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for Diony«ias; and it was not till he was dis- mjnicated to many associates, of whom not
graced thut he armed against him. Of coarse, one deceived the leader; for either he had th» ,
his friendu were not quite satisfied with his en- power of distinguishing honest men at the fust
terprise. They were apprehensive that when view, or such as he chose he made honest, by
he had destroyed the tyrant, he might seize the the confidence he reposed in them. But Dion
government himself, and amuse the people with confided in men of bad principles; BO that hi*
some softer title than that of tyranny. On the must either have been injudicious in bis choice;
other hand, the very enemies of Brutus ac- or, if his people grew worse after their ap-
knowledge that he was the only conspirator pointments, unskilful in his management
who had no other -view than that of restoring Neither of these can be consistent with lh«
the ancient form of government. talents and conduct of a wise man; and Plato

Besides, the enterprise against Dionysius accordingly, blames him in his letters, for mak
cannot be placed in competition with that ing choice of such friends as, in the end, were
against Caesar. The former had rendered him- his ruin.
self contemptible by his low manners, his drun- Dion found no friend to revenge his death'
kenness, and debauchery. But to meditate the but Brutus received an honourable intermen'
fall of Osesar, and not tremble at his dignity, even from his enemy Antony; and Czsar al
his fortune, or his power,-nor shrink at that lowed of that public respect which was paid
name which shook the kings of India and Par- to his memory, as will appear from the fol-
thia on their thrones, and disturbed their slum- lowing circumstance. A statue of brass had
bers;-this shewed a superiority of soul, on been erected to him at Milan, in Gallia Cisal-
which fear could have no influence. Dion was pina, which was a fine performance, and a
no sooner seen in Sicily than he was joined by striking likeness. Caesar, as he passed through
thousands; but the authority of Caesar was so the town, took notice of it, and summoning the
formidable in Rome, that it supported his magistrates, in the presence of his attendants,
friends even after he was dead. And a simple he told them, that they had broken the league,
boy rose to the first eminence of power by by harbouring one of his enemies. The ma-
adopting his name; which served as a charm gistrates, as may well be supposed, denied it;
against the envy and the influence of Antony. and stared at each other, profoundly ignorant
Should it be objected that Dion had the sharp- what enemy he could mean. He then turned
est conflicts in expelling the tyrant, but that towards the statue, and, knitting his brows.
Cisar fell naked and unguarded beneath the said, " Is not this my enemy that stands here?*
"word of Brutus, it will argue at least a con- The poor Milanese were struck dumb with
aummate management and prudence to be astonishment: but Cisar told them, with a
able to come at a man of his power, naked and smile, that he was pleased to find them faith-
unguarded. Particularly when it is considered ful to their friends in adversity, and order-
that the blow was not sudden, nor the work of ed that the statue should continue where it
one, or of a few men, but meditated, and coin' was.

ARTAXERXES.

THE first Artaierxes, who of all the Persian Cyrus from his infancy was of a violent and
kings was most distinguished for his modera-impetuous temper", but Artaxerxes had a native
tion and greatness of mind, was surnamed mildness, something gentle and moderate in
Longimanus, because his right hand was lon- his whole disposition. The latter married a
ger than his left. He was the son of Xenes. beautiful and virtuous lady, by order of mi
The second Artaxerxes, surnamed JkTnemon,* parents, and he kept her when they wanted
whose life we are going to write, was son to him to put her away. For the king having put
the daughter of the first For Darius, by his her brother to death,* designed that «he should
wife Parysatis, had four sons: Artaxerxes th«
eldest, Cyrus the second, and Ostanes and * Teritevdnan, the brother of SVfttir*, Had bee»
Oxathres the two younger. Cyrus was called guilty of the complicated Crimea of adultery, incest,and murder; which raised great disturbances in the
after the ancient king of that name, as he is royal family, and ended in the ruin of all who were
(aid to have been after the sun; for the Per- concerned in them. Statira was daughter to Hydarnes,
sians call the sun, Cyrus. Artaxerxes at first was governor of one of the chief provinces of the empire.
named Ardcas,t though Dinon asserts that his Artaienes, then called Arsaces, was charmed with her
original name was Oartes4 But though Ctes- beauty, aid married her. At the same time TeriUuchmes. her brother, married Hameitrii, one of theias has filled his books with a number of incred-
ible and extravagant fables, it is not probable
that he should be ignorant of the name of a king ther's demise, to get nimsell appointed
at whose court he lived, in quality of physician menL But in the mean time he conceived a passioa
*3 him, hia wife, his mother, and his children. for his own suter Roziu, no ways inferior in beautyto Statical and- that he might enjoy her without con

" So called on account of his extraordinary memory. strain!, resolvfd to despatch his wife Hamestris, and
\ Or Arsacet light up the flame* of rebellion in the kingdom. Darini1 Or Oarici. being apprized of bi» designingaged Udiastrei, u
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"bare his fate. But Areicas applied to his mo- he remembered only the indignity of chains
ther with many tears and entreaties, and, with and, in his resentment, aspired more than ever

* much difficulty, prevailed upon her not only to after the sovereignty.
"pare her life, but to excuse him from divorc- Some, indeed, say, that he thought the al-
ing her. Yet hie mother had the greater affec- lowance for his table insufficient, and there-
tion for Cyrus, and was desirous of raising him fore revolted from his king. But this is a fool-
to the throne; therefore, when he was called ish pretext: for if he had no other resource,
from his residence on the coast, in the sickness his mother would have supplied him with what-
of Darius, he returned full of hopes that the ever he wanted out of her revenues. Besides,
queen's interest had established him successor. there needs no greater proof of his riches than
Parysatis had, indeed, a specious pretence, the number of foreign troops that he enter-
which the ancient Xerxes had made use of at tained in his service, which were kept for him
the suggestion of Demaralus, that she had in various parts by his friends and retainers:
brought Darius his son Arsicas when be was for, the better to conceal his preparations, he
in a private station, but Cyrus when he was a did not keep his forces in a body, but had bis
king. However, she could not prevail. Darius emissaries in different places, who enlisted
appointed his eldest sou his successor; on foreigners on various pretences. Meanwhile
which occasion his name was changed to Ar- his mother, who lived at court, made it her
taxeries. Cyrus had the government of Lydia, business to remove the king's suspicions, and
and was to be commander-in-chief on the coast. Cyrus himself always wrote in a lenient style;

Soon after the death of Darius, the king, his sometimes begging a candid interpretation, and
successor, went to Pasargada.', in order to be sometimes recriminating upon Tissaphernes,
consecrated, according to custom, by the priests as if his contention had been solely with that
of Persia. In that city there is the temple of grandee. Add to this, that the king had a dila-
a goddess who has the affairs of war under her tory turn of mind, which was natural lo him,
patronage, and therefore, may be supposed to and which many look for moderation. At first,
be Minerva. The prince to be consecrated indeed, he seemed entirely to imitate the mild-
must enter that temple, put off bis own robe ness of the first Artaxerxes, whose name he
there, and take that which was worn by the bore, by behaving with great affability to all
Great Cyrus before he was king. He must eat that addressed him, and distributing honour!
a cake of figs, chew some turpentine, and drink and rewards to persons of merit with a lavish
a cup of acidulated milk. Whether there are hand. He look care that punishments should
any olber ceremonies is unknown, except to never be embittered with insult. If he receiv-
the persons concerned. As Artaxerxes was on ed presents, he appeared as well pleased as
the point of going to be consecrated, Tissa- those who offered them, or rather as those who
phernea brought to him a priest, who had been received favours from him; and in conferring
chief inspector of Cyrus's education in his in- favours, he always kept a countenance of be-
fancy, and had instructed him in the learning nignity and pleasure. There was not any thing,
of the Magi; and therefore might be supposed however trifling, brought him by way of pre»-
to be as much concerned as any man in Persia, enl, which he did not receive kindly. Even
at his pupil's not being appointed king. For when Omisus brought him a pomegranate of
that reason his accusation against Cyrus could uncommon size, he said, "By the light of Mitb-
not but gain credit. He accused him of a de- ra, this man, if he were made governor of a
«ign to lie in wait for the king in the temple, small city, would soon make it a great one."
and, after he had put off his garment, to fall When he was once upon a journey, and people
upon him and destroy him. Some affirm that presented him with a variety of things by ihe
Cyrus was immediately seized upon this infor- way, a labouring man, having nothing else to
mation; others, that he got into the temple, give him, ran to the river, and brought him
mid concealed himself there, but was pointed some water in his hands. Artaxerxes was so

' out by the priest, in consequence of which he much pleased that he sent the man a gold cup
Was put to death; but his mother, at that mo- and a thousand darics. When Kuclides, the
ment, took him in her arms, bound the tresses Lacedicmoiuan, said many insolent things to
of her bair about him, held his neck to her him, he contented himself with ordering the
own, and by her tears and entreaties prevailed captain of his guard to give him this answer,
to have him pardoced, and remanded to the " You may say what you please to the king;
lea-coast. Nevertheless, he was far from being but the king would have you to know, that he
satisfied with his government. Instead of can not only say, but do." One day, as he was
thinking of his brother's favour with gratitude, bunting, Tinbazus shewed him a rent in hi*

robe; upon which the king said, " What shallintimate friend of Teritcuchmeg, to kill him, and was
rewarded by the king with the government of his pro- I do with it?" "Put on another, and give that
vince. Upon this some commotions were raised by the to me," said Tiribazus. " It shall be so," said
Mo of Teriteuchmes; but the king'» forces having the the king: "I give it thee, bul I charge thee
superiority, all the family of Hydarocs were appre-not to wear it." Tiribazus, who, though not
hended, and delivered to Parysalis, thatshe mighteit- a bad man, was giddy and vain, disregardingeute her revenge upon them for the injury done, or in-
tended, to her daughter. That cruel princesa put them the restriction, soon put on the robe, and at
til to death, except Siatira, whom »ne spared, at the the same time tricked himself out with some
earnest entreaties of her husband Arsaces, contrary to golden ornaments, fit only for queens. The
the opinion of Darius. But Arsaces was no souner court expressed great indignation; because it
"ettled upon the throne, than Slalira prevailed upon was a thing contrary to their laws and customs:
him to leave Uriaslres to her correction; and she put
him to a death too ci uel to be described. PansaU-s, but the king only laughed, and said to him,
«J return, poisoutd the sna of Tcriteuchme*; and, Dot " I allosv thee to wear the trinkets as a womaa,
ong after, Siatira heritlf. Cta. in I'cri. and the robe as a madman."
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None had been admitted to the king of Per- " that faith which you pledged? Where y: it
sia's table but his mother and his wife; the for- intercessions, by which you saved the man that
mer of which sat above him, and the latter be- was conspiring against his brother? Have
low him: Artaxerxes, nevertheless, did that they not brought war and all its calamities
honour to Ostanes and Oxathres, two of his upon us?" These expostulations fixed in the
younger brothers. But what afforded the Per- heart of Parysatit, who was naturally vin-
sians the most pleasing spectacle was the queen dictive and barbarous in her resentment and
Statira always riding in her chariot with the revenge, such a hatred of Statira that jha
curtains open, and admitting the women ofthe contrived to take her off. Dinon writes,
country to approach and salute her. These that this cruel purpose was put in execu-
things made his administration popular. Yet tion during the war; but Ctesias assures us,
there were some turbulent and factious men, it was after it. And it is not probable that he,
"who represented that the affairs of Persia re- who was an eye-witness to the transactions of
quired a king of such a magnificent spirit, so that court, could either be ignorant ofthe time
able a warrior, and so generous a master as when the assassination took place, or could
Cyrus was; and that the dignity of so great an have any reason to misrepresent the date of it;
empire could not be supported without a prince though he often deviates into fictitious taltj.
of high thoughts and noble ambition. It was and loves to give us invention instead of truth
not, therefore, without a confidence in some We shall therefore leave this story to the or
of the Persians, as well as in the maritime pro- der of time in which he has placed it.
vinces, that Cyrus undertook the war. While Cyrus was upon his march, he had

He wrote also to the Lacedaemonians for as- accounts brought him that the king did not de-
sistance; promising, that to the foot he would sign to try the fortune of the field by giving
give horses, and to the horsemen chariots; that battle immediately, but to wait in Persia till
on those who had farms he would bestow vil- his forces were assembled there from all parti
lages, ami on those who had villages, cities. of his kingdom. And though he had drawn a
As for their pay, he assured them it should not trench across the plain ten fathoms wide, as
be counted, but measured out to them. At the many deep,* and four hundred furlongs in
same time he spoke in very high terms of him- length, yet he suffered Cyrus to pass him, and
self, telling them he had a greater and more to march almost to Babylon.f Tiribazus, we
princely heart than his brother; that he was are told, was the first who ventured to remon
the better philosopher, being instructed in the strate to the king, that he ought not any long-
doctrines ofthe Magi, and that he could drink er to avoid an action, nor to abandon Media,
and bear more wine than his brother. Arta- Babylon, and even Susa to the enemy, and
lerxes, he said, was so timorous and effemi- hide himself in Persia; since he had an army
nate a man that he could not sit a horse in infinitely greater than theirs, and ten thousand
hunting, nor a chariot in time of war. The Satrapae and other officers, all of them supe-
Lacedaemonians, therefore, sent the scytale to rior to those of Cyrus, both in courage and
Clearchus, with orders to serve Cyrus in every conduct.
thing he demanded." Upon this he took a resolution to come to

Cyrus began his march against the kingwith action as soon as possible. His sudden ap-
a numerous army of barbarians,f and almost pearance with an army of nine hundred thous-
thirteen thousand Greek mercenaries.^ He and men, well prepared and accoutred, ex-
found one pretence after another for having tremely surprised the rebels, who, through tho
such an armament on foot; but his real de- confidence they had in themselves, and con
signs did not remain long undiscovered. For tempt of their enemy, were marching in great
Tissaphernes went in person to inform the confusion, and even without their arms. So "
king of them. that it was with great difficulty that Cyrus re-

This news put the court in great disorder. duced them to any order; and he could not do
Parysatis was censured as Vhe principal cause it at last without much noise and tumult. As
of this war, and her friends were suspected of the king advanced in silence, and at a slow
a private intelligence with Cyrus. Statira, in pace, the good discipline of his troops affordr.d
her distress about the war, gave Parysatis the an astonishing spectacle to the Greeks, who
most trouble. "Where is now," she cried, expected amongst such a multitude nothing but

disorderly shouts and motions, and every other
instance of distraction and confusion. He

" They took care not to mention Artaienes, pre- shewed his judgment, too, in placing the strong-
tending not to be privy to the designs that were carry-est of his armed chariots before that part of
ing on against htoi. This precaution they used, thatin case Artaienej should gel the better of his brother. his phalanx which was opposite to the Greeks,
they might justify themselves to him in what they had that by the impetuosity of their motion they
done. Xenofh. de Expedit. Cyri. 1. i. might break the enemy's ranks before they

f A hundred thousand barbarians. came to close combat.
t Clearchus, the Lacedaemonian, commanded »!! the Many historians have described this battle:

Peloponnesian troops, except th* Achaeans, T?ho were but Xenophon has done it with such life and
led by Socratts of Acnaia. The Boeotians were under energy that we do not read an account of it;-
Proxenes, a Tin ban ; and the Thessalians under Me- we see it;-and feel all the danger. It wouldnon. The other nations vserc commanded by Persian
generals, of whom Ariacus was the chief. The fleet be very absurd, therefore, to attempt any thing
consisted of thirty-five ships, under Pythagoras, a La-
cedaemonian; and twenty-five commanded by Tamos, * Xnophon Bays, this trench was only five fathom*
An Egyptian, who was admiral of the whole fleet. On wide, «RJ three deep.
this occasion Proiencs presented Xeuophou to Cyrus, t There was 8 passage twenty feet wide left betweea
who gave him a commission amongst the Greek mer- the trench and the Euphrate*, and Artaienes neglect
cenaries. I <d to defend it.
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after him, except the mentioning some material nhalt lose thy head, before thou canst see the
circumstances which he has omitted. face of the king." So saying, he threw hit

The place where the battle was fought is javelin at him with all his force; but his cui-
called Cunaxa, and is five hundred furlongs rass was of such excellent temper that he was
from Babylon. A little before the action, not wounded, though the violence of the blow
Clearchus advised Cyrus to post himself be- shook him in his scat. Then as Artagerses wai
hind the Macedonians,* and not risk his per- turning his horse, Cyrus aimed a stroke at him
son; upon which he is reported to have said, with his spear, and the point of it entered at
"What advice ia this, Clearchus? Would you his collar-bone, and pierced through hia nee*
have me, at the very time I am aiming at a That Artagerses fell by the hand of Cyrus, al-
crown to shew myself unworthy of one?" Cy- most all historians agree. As to the death of
rus, indeed, committed an error in rushing into Cyrus himself, since Xenophon has given a
the midst of the greatest danger without care very short account of it, because he was not
or caution; but Clearchus was guilty of anoth-on the spot when it happened, perhaps it may
er aa greal, if not greater, in not consenting to not be amiss to give the manner of it in detail,
place his Greeks opposite to the king, and in as Dinon and Ctesias have represented it.
getting the river on hia right to prevent his be- Dinon tells us, that Cyrus, after he had slain
ing surrounded. For if safety waa his princi- Artagerses, charged the vanguard of Artaxeries
pal object, and he waa by all means to avoid with great fury, wounded the king's horse and
loss, he ought to have staid at home. But to dismounted him. Tiribazus immediately mount-
carry hia arms ten thousand furlongs from the ed him on another horse, and said, " Sir, re-
Bea, without necessity or constraint, and solely member this day, for it deserves not to be for-
with a view to place Cyrua on the throne of gotten." At the second attack, Cyrus spurred
Persia, and then not to be solicitous for a post his horse against the king, and gave him a
where he might best defend his prince whose wound;* at the third, Artaierxes in great in-
pay he received, but for one in which he might dignation, said to those that were by, " It is
act most at ease and in the greatest safety, was better to die than to suffer all this." At the
lo behave like a man who, on the sight of pres-same time be advanced against Cyrus, who was
ent danger, abandons the whole enterprise, and rashly advancing to meet a shower of darts.
forgets the purpose of his expedition. For it The king wounded him with his javelin, and
appears, from the course of the action, that if others did the same. Thus fell Cyrus, as some
the Greeks had charged those that were post- say, by the blow which the king gave him, but,
ed about the king's person, they would not according to others, it was a Carian soldier
have stood the shock; and after Artaxenes had who dispatched him, and who afterwards, for
been slain, or put to fi>ght, the conqueror must his exploit, had the honour of carrying a gold-
have gained the crown without further inter- en coek at the head of the army, on the point of
ruption. Therefore, the ruin of Cyrus's af- his spear. For the Persians called the Cariana
fairs and his death is much rather to be ascrib-cocks, on account of the crests with which
ed to the caution of Clearchus, than to his own they adorned their helmets.
rashness; for, if the king himself had been to Ctesias' story is very long, but the purport of
choose a post for the Greeks, where they might it is this. When Cyrus had slain Artagerses,
do him the least prejudice, he could not have he pushed his horse up towards the king, and
pitched upon a belter than that which was the king advanced against him; both in silence.
most remote from himself and the troops about Ariacus, one of the friends of Cyrus, first aimed
him. At the distance he was from Clearchus, a blow at the king, but did not wound him.
he knew not of the defeat of that part of his Then the king threw his javelin at Cyrus, but
army which was near the river, and Cyrus was missed him; the weapon, however, did execu-
out off before he could avail himself of the ad- tion upon Tisaphernes,t a man of approved
vantages gained by the Greeks. Cyrus, indeed, valour, and a faithful servant to Cyrus. It waa
was sensible what disposition would have been now Cyrus's turn to drive his javelin; it pierced
of most service to him, and for that reason or- the king's cuirass, and going two fingers deep
dered Clearchus to charge in the centre; but into his breast, brought him from his horse.
Clearchus ruined all, notwithstanding his as- This caused such disorder in his troops that
surances of doing every thing for the best : for they fled. But the king recovering, retired
the Greeks beat the barbarians with ease, and with a few of his men, among whom was Cte-
pursued them a considerable way. sias, to an eminence not far off, and there re-

In the mean time, Cyrus being mounted on posed himself. In the mean time, Cyrus'a
Pasacas, a horse of great spirit, but at the same horse, grown more furious by the action, car-
time headstrong and unruly, fell in, as Ctesias ried him deep amongst the enemy; and as night
tells us, with Artagerses, general of the Cadu- was coming on, they did not know him, and hi3
cians, who met him upon the gallop, and called own men sought for him in vain. Elated,
out to him in these terms: "Most unjust and however, with victory, and naturally daring
most stupid of men, who disgraces! the name and impetuous, he kept on, crying out in the
of Cyrus, the most august of all names among Persian language as he went, " Make way, yo
the Persians; thou leadest these brave Greeks slaves, make way." They humbled themselves,
a vile way to plunder thy native country, and and opened their ranks; but his tiara happened
to destroy thy brother and thy king, who has
many millions of servants that are better men * Or, vitk the violence of the encounter, beat the
than thou. Try if he has not, and here thou king from his Horse.

f Tissapherfics is probably ftn erroneous reading.
We know of no Tisiaphernes but the grandee of that

* This is undoubtedly the error of iome transcriber; name, who was a faithful serrant to Artaurie*. On*
and for Macedonians we s of the minuKripU girts u* SatifAwa.
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to fall from his head, and a young Persian, king had drank it all up, the eunuch asked
named Mithridates, in passing, wounded him him, " If he did not find it a disagreeable bev-
with his lance in the temple near his eye, erage?" Upon which he swore by all the godi,
without knowing who he was. Such a quan- " That he had never drank the most delicioui
tity of blood issued from the wound that he wine, nor the lightest and clearest water, with
was seized with a giddiness, and fell senseless so much pleasure. I wish only,1' continued
from his horse. The horse, having lost his he, " that I could find the man who gave it
rider, wandered about the field; the furniture thee, that I might make him a recompence.
too, was fallen off, and the servant of Mithri- In the meantime I entreat the gods to make
dates, who had given him the wound, took it him happy and rich."
up, all stained with blood. While he was speaking, the thirty men

At last, Cyrus, with much difficulty, began whom he had sent out returned in great exul-
to recover from his swoon; and a few eunuchs, tation, and confirmed the news of his unex-
who attended him, endeavoured to mount him pected good fortune. Now, likewise, num-
on another horse, and so to carry him out of bers of his troops repaired to him again, and
danger. But as he was too weak to sit a horse, he dismissing his tears, he descended from the
thought it better to walk, and the eunuchs sup- eminence, with many torches carried befora
ported him as he went. His head was still heavy, him. When he came to the dead body, ac-
and he tottered at every step; yet he imagined cording to the law of the Persians, the right
himself victorious, because he heard the fugi- hand and the head were cut off: and having
tives calling Cyrus king, and imploring mercy. ordered the head to be brought to him, he took

At that instant some Caunians of mean con- it by the hair, which was long and thick, and
dition, who performed the most servile offices shewed it to the fugitives, and to such as were
for the royal army, happened to mix with the still doubtful ot the fortune of the day. They
company of Cyrus as friends. They perceiveds were astonished at the sight, and prostrated
however, though not without difficulty, that the themselves before him. Seventy thousand
clothing of his people was red, whereas that men soon assembled about him, and with them
given by the king their master was white. One he returned to his camp. Ctesias tells us, he
of these then ventured to give Cyrus a stroke had led four hundred thousand men that day
with his spear behind, without knowing him to into the field; but Djnon and Xenophon make
be the prince. The weapon hit his ham, and that number much greater. As to the number
cut the sinew; upon which he fell, and in fall- of the killed, Ctesias says, an account only of
ing dashed his wounded temple against a stone, nine thousand was brought to Artaieriea
and died upon the spot. Such is Ctesias story whereas there appeared to Ctesias himself
of the death of Cyrus, which, like a blunt wea- be no fewer than twenty thousand. That arti
pon, backs and hews him a long time, and can cle, therefore, must be left dubious. But no-
hardly kill him at last. thing can be a more palpable falsity than what

Soon after Cyrus expired, an officer, who Ctesias adds, that he was sent ambassador to
was called the King's Eye, passed that way. the Greeks in conjunction with Phayllus, the
Artasyras, (for that was hia name) knowing Zacyiitluan, and some others; for Xenophon
the eunuchs who were mourning over the knew that Ctesias was at the Persian court;
corpse, addressed him who appeared to be most he mentions him in his works, and it is plain
faithful to his master, and said, " Pariscas, who that he had met with his books. Therefore,
is that whom thou art lamenting so much?" if he had been joined in commission to settle
" O Artasyras," answered the eunuch, " see such important affairs, he would not have pass-
you not Prince Cyrus dead?" Artasyras was ed him by unnoticed, but would have mention-
astonished at the event; however, he desired ed him with PhavlJus. Ctesias, indeed, was
the eunuch to compose himself, and take care a man of unbounded vanity, as well as strong
of the corpse; and then rode at full speed to attachment to Clearchua; and for that reason
Artaienes, who had given up all for lost, and always leaves a corner in the story for him-
was ready to faint, both with thirst and with self, when he is dressing out the praises of
the anguish of his wound. In these circum-Clearchus and the Lacedemonians.
stances the officer found him, and with a joyful After the battle, the king sent great and val-
accent hailed him in these words, "I have uable presents to the son of Artagcrses, who
seen Cyrus dead." The kipg at first was im- was slain by Cyrus. He rewarded also Ctesi-
patient to see the dead body himself, and com-as and others in, a, distinguished manner; and
manded Artasyras immediately to conduct him having found the Caunian who gave him the
to it. But finding all the field full of terror bottle of water, he raised him, from indigence
and dismay, upon a report that the Greeks, and obscurity, to riches and honours There
victorious in their quarter, were pursuing the was something of an analogy between hi*
fugitives and putting all to the sword, he punishments and the crime. One Arbaces, a
thought prooer to send out a greater number Mede, in the battle deserted to Cyrus, and af-
to reconnoitre the place which Artaeyras had ter that prince was killed, came back to hia
told him of. Accordingly thirty men went with colours. As be perceived that the man had
flambeau* in their hands. Still the king was done it rather out of cowardice than any trea-
almost dying with thirst, and the eunuch Sati- sonable design, all the penalty he laid upon
barzanes sought every place for water; for the him was, to carry about him a naked courteun
field afforded none, and they were at a great upon his shoulders a whole day in the market-
distance from the camp. After much search, place. Another, besides deserting, had given
be found one of those poor Caunians had about it out that he bad killed two of the enemy; and
two quarts of bad water in a mean bottle, and for his punishment, he only ordered his tongue
a« took it and carried it to the king. After the to be pierced through with three needles.
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He supposed, and he was desirous of having and looked with dejected eyes upon the ground;
it passed upon the world, that Cyrus fell by his but he who gave the entertainment said, "Let
hand. This induced him to send valuable pres- us now attend to our eating and drinking; and,
ents to Mithridates, who gave him the first adoring the fortune of the king, let such mat-
wound, and to instruct the messengers to say, ters alone as are too high for us."
"The king does you this honour, because you Immediately after the company broke up,
found the furniture of Cyrus's horse, and the euouch told Parysatis what had been said,
brought it to him." And when the Carian, and she informed the king, Artaxerxes, like
who gave Cyrus the stroke in his ham that a person detected, and one who had lost a vic-
caused his death, asked for his reward, he or- tory out of his hands, was enraged at this dis-
dered those who gave it him to say, " The covery. For he was desirous of making all
king bestows this upon you, because you were the barbarians and Greeks believe, that in the
the second person that brought him good tid- several encounters he both gave and received
ings. For Artasyras was the first, and you blows; and that though he was wounded him-
the next that brought him an account of the self, he killed hia adversary. He therefore
death of Cyrus." Mithridates went away in condemned Mithridates to the punishment of
uleiicc, though not without concern. But the the Boat. The manner of it is this. They
unhappy Carian could not conquer the com- take two boats, which are made to fit each
mon disease of vanity. Elated with what he other, and extend the criminal in one of them
thought his good fortune, and aspiring to things in a supine posture. Then they turn the other
above his walk in life, he would not receive upon it, so that the poor wretch's body is cov-
his reward for tidings, but angrily insisted, ered, and only the head and hands are out at
and called the gods and men to witness, that one end, and the feet at the other. They give
he, and no other man, killed Cyrus: and that him victuals dully, and if he refuses to eat,
it was not just to rob him of the glory. they compel him by pricking him in the eye*.

The king was so much incensed at this that After he has eaten, they make him drink a
he ordered the man's head to be cut off. But mixture of honey and milk, which they pour
his mother Parysatis being present said, " Let into his mouth. They spread the same, too,
not this villanous Carian go off so: leave him over hiu face, and always turn him so as to
to me and he shall have the reward which his have the sun full in his eyes; the consequence
audacious tongue deserves." Accordingly the of which is, that his face is covered with
king gave him up to bet, and she delivered him swarms of flies. As all the necessary evacu-
to the executioners, with orders to torture him ations of a man who eats and drinks are within
for ten days, and then to tearout his eyes, and the boat, the filthiness and corruption engender
poor molten brass into his ears, till he expired. a quantity of worms, which consume nis flesh,

Mithridates also came to a miserable end and penetrate to his entrails. When they find
won after, through his own folly. Being in- that the man is dead, they take off the upper
vited one evening to supper, where both the boat, and have the spectacle of a carcass
eunuchs of the king, and those of his mother whose flesh is eaten away, and of numberless.
were present, he went in a robe embroidered vermin clinging to and gnawing the bowels,
with gold, which he had received from the Mithridates with much difficulty found death,
king. During the entertainment, Parysatis's after he had been consumed in this manner
principal eunuch took occasion to say, " What for seventeen days.
a beautiful garment is this, Mithridates, which There remained now no other mark for the
the king has given you! how handsome are vengeance of Parysatis but Mesabates, one of
those bracelets and that chain! how valuable the king's eunuchs, who cut off Cyrus's head
your scimitar! he has certainly made you not and hand. As he took care to give her no
only a great, but a happy man." Mithridates, handle against bJxi, she laid this scheme for
who by this time was flushed with wine, made his destruction, bhe was a woman of keea
answer, " What are these things, Sparamixes? parts in all respects, and in particular she
I deserve much greater marks of honour than played well at dice. The king often played
these for the services I rendered the king that with her before the war, and being reconciled
day." Then Sparamixes replied, with a smile, to her after it, took the same diversion with
<* I speak not in the least out of envy; but her. She was even the confidant of his pleas-
rince, according to the Greek proverb, there ures, and scrupled not to assist in any thing
is truth ia wine, let me tell you my mind freely, of gallantry.
and ask you what great matter it is to find a Statira indeed was the object of her hatred,
horse's furniture fallen off, and bring it to the and she let her have a email share of the king's
king. This he said, not that he was igncrant company; for she was determined to have the
of the real state of the case; but because be principal interest with him herself. One day,
wanted to lay him open, and saw that the wine finding Artaxerxea wanted something to pass
had made him talkative, and taken him off his away the time, she challenged him to play for
guard, he studied to pique his vanity. Mith- a thousand darios, and purposely managed her
ridates, no longer master of himself, said, dice so ill, that she lost. She paid the money
"You may talk of what furniture and what immediately, but pretended to be much chag
trifles you please-, but I tell you plainly, it was lined, and called on him to play again for an
by this hand that Cyrus was slain. For I did eunuch. He consented to the proposal, and
not, like Artagerses, throw my javelin in vain, they agreed each of them to except five of their
but pierced his temples near the eye, and most faithful eunuch's; the winner was to have
brought him to the ground; and of that wound his choice out of the rest. On these condition!
he died." The rest of the company saw the they played. The queen, who had the affair at
dreadful fate that would befal Mithridates, heart, exerted all her skill, and being favoured
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besides, by the dice, won the eunuch, and poisoning the king's lawful wife, by whom ne
pitched upon Mesabates, who was not of the had children and an heir to his crown? It ii
number of the eicepted. He was immediately clear enough that be tells this fabulous tale to
delivered to her and before the king suspected do honour to the memory of Clearchus. FM
a>ny thing of her intentions, she put him in the he adds, that the carcasses of the other officer!
hands of the executioners, with orders to flay were torn in pieces by dogs and birds; but that
him alive, and fix his body on three stakes, a storm of wind brought a great heap of Band,
and to stretch out bis skin by itself. The king and provided a tomb for Clearchus. Around
was highly incensed, and expressed his resent-this heap there sprung up a number of palm
ment in strong terms: but she only said in a trees, which soon grew into an admirable
laughing ironical way, "This is pleasant in- grove, and spread their protecting shade over the
deed, that you must be so angry about an old place; so that the king repented greatly of what
useless eunuch, while I say not a word of my he had done, believing that he had destroyed
loss of a thousand dories." The king, though a man who was a favourite of the gods.
much concerned at the imposition, held his It was, therefore, only from the hatred and
peace. But Slatira, who on other occasions jealousy which Parysatis had entertained of
openly censured the practice of the queen- Statira from the first, that she embarked in so
mother, complained now of the injustice and cruel a design. She saw that her own power
cruelty, in sacrificing to Cyrus the eunuchs, with the king depended only on his reverence
and other faithful servants of the king. for her as his mother; whereas that of Statira

After Tissaphernes* had deceived Clearchus was founded in love, and confirmed by the
and the other Grecian officers, ana, contrary to greatest confidence in her fidelity. The point
the treaty and his oaths, put them in chains, she had to carry was great, and she resolved
Ctesias tells us, that Clearchus made interest to make one desperate effort. She had a faith-
with him for the recovery of a comb. When ful and favourite attendant, named Gigis, who
be had obtained it, it seems, he was so much as Dion tells us, assisted in the affair of the
pleased with the use of it, that he took his ring poison; but, according to Ctesias, she was only
from his finger, and gave it Ctesias, that it conscious of it, and that against her will.
might appear as a token of his regard for him The former calls the person, who provided the
to his friends and relations in Lacedzmon. poison, Melantas; the latter, Belitaras.
The device was a dance of the Caryatides.^ These two princesses had, in appearance,
He adds, that whenever provisions were sent forgot their old suspicions and animosities,
to Clearchus, his fellow prisoners took most of and began to visit and eat at each otbei*j
Ihem for themselves, and left him a very small table. Bat tbey did it with BO much distrust
share; but that he corrected this abuse, by pro- and caution as to make it a rule to eat of the
curing a larger quantity to be sent to Clear- same dish, and even of the same slices. There
chus, and separating the allowance of the is a small bird in Persia, which has no excre-
others from his. All this (according to our ments, the intestines being only filled with
author) wag done with the consent, and by the fat; on which account it is supposed to live
favour of Parysatis. As he sent every day a upon airand dew: the name of it is rhyntaco.
gammon of bacon among the provisions, Cle- Ctesias writes, that Parysatis divided one of
archus suggested to him, that he might easily these birds with a small knife that was poi-
conceal a small dagger in the fleshy part, and soned on one side, and taking the whole-
begged earnestly that he would do it, that his somer part herself, gave the other to Statira.
fate might not be left to the cruel disposition Dion, however, affirms, that it was not Pary-
of Artaxerxes; but, through fear of the king's satis, but Melantas, who cut the bird in two,
displeasure, he refused it. The king, how-and presented the poisoned part to Statira.
ever, at the request of his mother, promised Be that as it may, she died in dreadful agoniei
upon oath, not to put Clearcbus to death; but and convulsions; and was not only sensible
afterwards he was persuaded, by Statira, to herself of the cause, but intimated her suspi-
destroy all the prisoners, except Menon. On cions to the king, who knew too well the sav
this account he tells us Parysatis plotted against age and implacable temper of his mother: he,
Statira, and resolved to take her oft' by poison. therefore, immediately made an inquisition
But it is a great absurdity in Ctesias to assign into the affair. He took her officers and ser
BO disproportionate a cause. Would Pary- vants that attended at her table, and put them
eatis, for the sake of Clearchus, undertake so to the torture. But she kept Gigis in her own
horrid and dangerous an enterprise as that of apartment: and when the king demanded her,

refused to give her up. At last Gigis begged
* Tis_=aphernes, by promises which he did not in-of the queen-mother to let her go in the night

tend to keep, drew Clcarchus to an interview in his to her own house; and the king being informed
tent. He went with four principal officers and twenty of it, ordered some of his guards to inter-
captains to wait on the Persian, who put Clearchus and cept her. Accordingly she was seized and
the four officers under arrest, and ordered the twenty condemned to die. The laws of Persia hav«
captains to be cut in pieces. Some litre after the king
commanded Clearchus, and all the four officers, except provided this punishment for poisoners: their
Menon, to be beheaded. Xcnopk. de Eiped. Cyri. heads are placed on a broad stone, and then
1. ii. crushed with another, till nothing of the

f Carya was a town in Laconia, where there was a figure remains. In that manner was Gigif
temple of Diana. Indeed the whole town was dedi-executed. As for Parysatis, the king did notcated to Diana and her nymphs. In the court before
(he temple stood a statue of Diana Canfotvt, and the reproach her with her crime, nor punish her
Spartan virgins kept a yearly festiral on which they any farther than by sending: her to Babylon
fenced round it* (which waa the place she desired to retire toy
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ind declaring that he would never visit that measures he had concerted. The mewenger
"ity while she lived. Such waa the state of was ordered to get the letter delivered into hil
hii domestic affairs. hands by Zeno the Cretan, who danced In the

He wag no less solicitous to get the Greeks revels, or by Polycritus tha Mendaean, who
into his hands, who had followed Cyrus into was his physician; and in case ot' their absence,
Asia, than he had been to conquer Cyrus him- by Ctesias, another physician. The letter, we
self, and to keep the crown. But he could not are told, was given to Ctesias, and he added
succeed.* For though they had lost Cyrus to it this paiagraph, "I desire you, sir, to send
their general, and their own officers, yet they Ctesias to me, for he will be very serviceable
orced their way, as it were, out of the very in the business of the navy." But Ctesias af-
oalace of Artaicrxcs, and made it appear to all firms, that the king, without any kind of solici-
the world that the Persians and their king had tation, put him upon this service.
nothing to value themselves upon but wealth, After Artaxerxes had gained, by Conon an!
luiury, and women; and that the rest was Pharnabazus, the battle of Cnidus, which strip-
mere parade and ostentation. This gave fresh ped the Laceilccmonians of the empire of the
spirits to the Greeks, and taught them to des- sea, he drew almost all Greece into his inter
pise the barbarians. The Lacedaemonians, in est; insomuch that the celebrated peace, called
particular, thought it would be a great dishon- the Peace of Antalcidas, waa entirely of hii
our, if they did not now deliver the Asiatic modelling. Antalcidas, was a Spartan, the son
Greeks from servitude, and put an end to the of Leon, and so strongly attached to the king,
insults of the Persians. Their first attempt that he prevailed with the Lacedxmoniaas to
was under the direction of Thimbro, and the give up to him all the Greek cities in Asia, and
next under that of Dercyllidas; hut as those the islands, which are reckoned amongst iti
generals effecting nothing of importance, the dependencies, to be held as his tributaries, in
conduct of the war was given to Agesilaus. virtue of the peace; if we can call that a peace
That prince immediately passed into Asia with by which Greece was dishonoured and betray-
his fleet, and soon distinguished himself by his ed; which was indeed so vile a bargain that
vigorous operations: for he defeated Tissa- the most unsuccessful war could have termi-
phernes in a pitched battle, and brought over nated in nothing more inglorious.
several cities. Hence it was that Artaxerxes, though, ac-

By these losses Artaxentes understood what cording to Dinon's account, he always detested
was his best method of making war. He the other Spartans as the most impudent of
therefore sent Hermocrates, the Rhodian, into men, yet expressed a great regard for Antal-
Greece, with a great quantity of gold, having cidas, when he came to his court. One eve-
instructed him to corrupt with it the leading ning he took a chaplet of flowers from his head,
men amongst the states, and to stir up a Gre- dipped it in the richest essences, and sent it
cian war against Lacedimon. from his table to Antalcidas. All the court

Hermocrates acqitted himself so well in his was astonished at such a mark of favour. But
:ommission that the most considerable cities there seems to have been a propriety in making
leagued against Sparta, and there w"re such him so ridiculous a compliment;* and he was a
commotions in Peloponnesus that the magis- fit man to wear such a crown, who could take
trates were forced to recal Agesilaus from Asia. off Leonidas and Callicratides ia a dance be-
On leaving that country he is reported to have fore the Persians. Somebody happening to say
aaid to his friends, " The king drives me out of in the hearing of Agesilaus, " Alas, for Greece',
Asia with thirty thousand archers." For the when the Lacedemonians are turning Per-
Persian money bore the impression of an archer. sians," he corrected him and said, "No; the

Artaxerxcs deprived the Lacedaemonians of Medes are rather turning Lacedaemonians."
the dominion of the sea, by means of Conon, But the wit of the expression did not remove
the Athenian, who acted ia conjunction with the disgrace of the thing. They lost their su-
Pharnabazus. For Conon, after he had lost periority in Greece by the ill-fought battle of
the sea-fight at 2Egoa Potamos, took up his Leuctra, as they had lost their honour by the
abode in Cyprus; not merely to provide for his vile conditions of this peace.
own safety, but to wait for a change of affairs, So long as Sparta kept the lead, the king
as mariners wait for the turn of the tide. As admitted Antalcidas to the privileges of hospi-
he saw that his own plan wanted a respectable tality, and called him his friend. But when,
power to carry it into execution, and that the upon their defeat at Leuctra, the Spartans sent
Persian power required a person of ability ta Agesilaus into Egypt, to get a supply of moniy,
conduct it, he wrote the king an account of the and Antalcidas went upon the same business to

the Persian court, Artaxerxes treated him with
* The Greeks were at a rut distance from their own so much neglect and contempt, that between

country, in the very heart of the Persian empire, sur- the ridicule he suffered from his enemies, androunded by a numerous army Hushed with victory ; and
had no way to return again into Greece, but by forcing his fear of the resentment of the ephori, he re
their retreat through an immense tract of the enemy's solved, on his return, to starve himself to death.
country. But their valour and resolution mastered all Ismemas the Theban, and Pelopidas, who had
these difficulties, and, in spite of a powerful army lately won the battle of Leuctra, went also to
which pursued and harassed them all the way, they
made a retreat of two thousand three hundred and the court of Artaxerxes. Pelopidas submitted
twenty-Are miles, through the provinces belonging to to nothing unworthy of his country or character;
the Persians, and got safe to the Greek cities on the but Ismenias being commanded to adore tho
Euxine sea. Clearchu* had the conduct of ttxia m^rcii

at first; but he being cut off by the treachery of Tisia- * It was a compliment entirely out of character to "
phernes, Xenophon was chosen in his room ; and to his Lacedaemonian, who, as such, was supposed to value
talour and wisdom it was chiefly owing that at length himself upon the simplicity of his manners, ana ui
they got safe into Greece. avoiding all approaches to luiury.
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king,purposely let his ring fall from hie finger, He sent Pharnabazus and Iphicrates to mak
and then, by stooping to tabe it up, appeared war upon the ̂ Egyptians; but the expeditio
in a posture of adoration. Timagoras the Athe-miscarried through the difference which hap
nian, having given the king some secret intel- pened between the generals he employed. Af-
ligence in a letter which he sent by a secretary ter this he went in person against the Cadu-
named Kcluris, he was BO much pleased that he sians, with three hundred thousand foot, and
made him a present of ten Ihoasind darics. ten thousand horse. Their country ie rough
The same Timagoras wanted a supply of cows- and uneven, and covered with perpetual fogs.
milk, on account of a languishing disorder, and As it produces no corn or fruits by cultivation,
Artaierxes ordered eighty cows for his use, the inhabitants, a fierce and warlike race of
which were to follow him wherever he went. men, live upon wild pears, apples, and other
He likewise sent him a bed with the necessary things of that kind. He, therefore, insensibly,
coverlets, and Persian servants to make it, be- fell into great danger and distress; for hie
cause he thought the Greeks not skilled in that troops could find no provision there, nor could
art; and he ordered him to be carried to the they be supplied from any other place. They
sea-side in a litter, on account of his indisposi-were forced to kill their beasts of burden, and
tion. To this we may add the allowance for eat them; and those became so scarce that an
his table while he was at court, which was so ass's head was sold for siity drachmas. The
magnificent that Ostanes, the king's brother, king's table itself was ill supplied; and there
one day said to him, "Timagoras, remember remained only a few horses, all the rest having
this table, for it is not so sumptuous for no- been used for food.
thing." This was rather reproaching him with In this extremity, Tiribazus, who often was
his treason than calling for hie acknowledg-in high favour on account of his valour, and
ments: and, indeed, Timagoras, on his return, often degraded for his levity, and who, at this
was capitally condemned by the Athenians for very time, was in the greatest disgrace, saved
taking bribes. the king and his whole army by the following

Artaxerxes, in some measure, atoned for the stratagem. The Cadusians having two kings,
causes of sorrow he gave the Greeks, by doing each had his separate camp. Upon this Tiri
one thing that afforded them great pleasure: he bazus formed his scheme; and, after he had
put Tissaphernes, their most implacable ene- communicated it to Artaxerxes, went himself
my, to death. This he did partly at the insti- to one of those princes, and sent bis son to the
gation of Parysatis, who added other charges other. Each imposed upon the king he applied
to those alleged against him; for he did not to, by pretending that the other was going to
long retain his anger, but was reconciled to his send a private embassy to Artaxerxes, to nego-
mother, and sent for her to court; because he ciate a separate alliance. " But if you are
saw she had understanding and spirit enough wise," said they, " you will be beforehand with
to assist in governing the kingdom, and there your rival, and we will assist you in the whole
now remained no farther cause of suspicions affair." This argument had its effect; and
and uneasiness between them. From this time each, persuaded that the other was undermin-
slie made it a rule to please the king in all her ing him out of envy, sent his ambassadors; the
measures, and not to oppose any of his inclina- one with Tiribarus, and the other with his«on.
tions, by which she gained an absolute ascend-As some time passed before they returned, Ar-
ant over him. She perceived that he had a taxerxes began to suspect; and there were
strong passion for one of his own daughters, those who suggested that Tiribazus had some
named Atossa. He endeavoured, indeed, to traitorous design. The king was extremely
conceal it on his mother's account, and re- dejected, and repenting of the confidence he
strained it in public; though, according to some had reposed in him, gave ear to all the calum-
authors, he had already a private commerce nies of his enemies. But at last Tiribazus ar-
with the princess. Parysatis no sooner sus-rived, as did also bis son, with the Cadusian
pected the intrigue, than she caressed her ambassadors, and peace was made with both
grind-daughter more than ever; and was con- parlies; in consequence of -which Tiiibazus re-
tinually praising to Arlaxerxes both her beau-turned with the king in greater esteem and au-
ty and her behaviour, in which she assured hrm thority than ever. During this expedition, Ar-
there was something great and worthy of a taxerxes shewed that timidity and effeminacy
crown. At last, she persuaded him to make ought not to be ascribed, as they generally are,
her his wife, without regarding the laws and to the pomp and luxuries of life, but to a na-
opinions of the Greeks: " God," said she, "has tive meanness and a depraved judgment: for
made you a law to the Persians, and a rule of neither the gold, the purple, nor the jewels,
right and wrong." Some historians, amongst which the king always wore, and which were
whom is Heraclides of Cuma;, affirm, that Ar- worth no less than twelve thousand talents,
taxcrxes married not only Atossa, but another hindered him from bearing the same fatigues
of his daughters, named Amestris, of whom we and hardships with the meanest soldier in his
shall speak by and by. His affection for Atossa army. He took his quiver on his back, and
was so strong, that though she had a leprosy, his buckler upon his arm, and quitting his
which spread itself over her body, he was not horse, would often march foremost up the most
disgusted at it; but he was daily imploring Juno craggy and difficult places; insomuch that
for her, and grasping the dust of her temple; others found their task much lighter, when
for he paid his homage to no other goddess. they saw the strength and alacrity with which
At the same time, by his order, his great offi- he proceeded: for he marched above two hun-
cers sent so many offerings to her shrine that dred furlongs a day.
the whole space between the palace and the At last he arrived at one of his own palaces,
temple, which was sixteen furlongs, was filled where there were gardens and parks of great
with gold, silver, purple, and fine horses. extent and beauty, though the country around
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was naked and batten. As the weather-was When Cyrus fell in battle, she was taken
exceedingly cold, he permitted his men to cut amongst the plunder of his camp.
wood out of his own parka, without sparing Artaxerxes was much concerned at his son'*
either pine or cypress: and when the soldiers request. For the barbarians are so extremely
were loath to touch trees of such size and jealous of their women, that capital punishment
beauty, he took an axe in his own hand, and is inflicted, not only on the man who speaks to,
laid it to the 6nest tree amongst them. After or touches one of the king's concubines, but oil
which they cut them down without scruple, him who approaches or passes their charioti
and having made a number of Urea, passed the on the road. And though, in compliance with
night with great satisfaction. the dictates of his passion, he had made Atossa

He found, however, on his arrival at his his wife contrary to law, he kept three hundred
capital, that he had lost many brave men, and and sixty concubines, all women of the greatest
almost all his horses; and, imagining that he beauty. However, when Darius demanded
was despised for his losses, and the ill success Aspasia, he declared her free, and said, " She
of the expedition, he became suspicious of hia might go with him if she pleased; but he would
grandees. Many of them he put to death in do no violence to her inclinations." Accord
anger, and more out of fear; for fear is the ingly Aspasia was sent for, and, contrary to the
most sanguinary principle a tyrant can act from; king's expectation, made choice of Darius.
courage, on the contrary, is merciful, mild, and He gave her up to him, indeed, because he wai
unsuspicious. Thus the most timorous animals obliged to it by the law; but he soon took her
are the hardest to be tamed; but the more away, and made her a priestess of Diana of
generous, having less suspicion, because they Ecbatana, whom they called rfnitis,* that she
nave less fear, fly not the caresses and society might pass the remainder of her life in chastity.
of men. This he thought no severe revenge upon his

Artaxerxes being now far advanced in yeaia, son, but a pleasant way of chastising his pre-
observed his sons making parties for the crown sumption. But Darius highly resented the af-
amongst his friends and the rest of the nobility. front; whether it was that the charms of As-
The more equitable part were for his leaving pasia had made a deep impression upon him,
U to his eldest son Darius, as he had received or whether he thought himself insulted and
it from his father in the same right. But his ridiculed by this proceeding.
younger son Ochus, who was an active man, Tiribazus seeing how much he was offended,
and of a violent spirit, had also a considerable endeavoured to exasperate him still more.
interest among the grandees. Besides, he hop- This he did from a fellow feeling; for he had
ed to gain his father through Atossa; for he suffered an injury much of the same kind. The
paid his court to her, and promised to make king, having several daughters, promised to
her the partner of his throne upon the death give Apama to Pharnabazus, Rhodogune to
of Artaxerxes. Nay, it was said that he had Orontes, and Amestris to Tiribazus. He kept
already private familiarities with her. Arta- his word with the two first, but deceived Tiri-
xerxes, though he was ignorant of this circum- bazus; for, instead of giving Amestris to him.
Btance, resolved to cut off the hopes of Ochus he married her himself; promising at the same
at once; lest, following the daring steps of his time that he should have his youngest daugh-
uncle Cyrus, he should involve the kingdom ter Atossa. But he became enamoured of her
again in civil wars. He therefore declared too, and married her, as we have already men-
Darius his successor, who was now twenty- tioned. This treatment extremely incensed
five* years old, and permitted him to wear the Tiribazus, who had, indeed, nothing steady in
point of his turbanf erect, as a mark of royalty. his disposition; but was wild and irregular.

As it is customary in Persia for the heir to One while successful, and upon a footing with
ask a favour of him that declared him such, the greatest men in the court, another while
which, if possible, is always granted, Darius unacceptable to the king, and sinking into dis-
asked for Aspasia, who had been the favourite race, he bore no change of fortune with pro-
mistress cf Cy rus, and was now one of the king's priety. If he was in favour, his vanity was in-
concubines. She was a native of Phocea in supportable; if in disgrace, instead of being
Ionia, and her parents, who were above the humble and quiet, he had recourse to violence
condition of slaves, had given her a good edu- and ferocity.
cation. One evening she was introduced to Cy- His conversing with the young prince was,
rus at supper with the other women. They ap- therefore, adding flame to fire. " What avails
proached him without scruple, and received his it," said he, " to have the point of your turban
jokes and caresses with pleasure: but Aspasia advanced, if you seek not to advance your au-
"tood by in silence; and when Cyrus called her, thority? Nothing can be more absurd than
«he refused to go. Perceiving that the cham- your thinking yourself secure of the succes
berlains were about to compel her, she said, »ion, while your brother is privately forwarding
"Whoever lays hands upon me shall repent it." Sis interest by means of the women, and your
Uoon which the company looked upon her as ?ather is so very foolish and unsteady. He who
»n unpolished creature; but Cyrus was pleased, could break one of the most sacred laws of the
and said, with a smile, to the person who Persians, for the sake of an insignificant Gre-
brought the women, " Do not you sec that of cian woman, is certainly not to be depended
ill you have provided, this only has generous upon in more important engagements. The
and virtuous sentiments!" From this moment case is quite different between you and Ochus,
be attached himself to her, loved her most of all as the event of the competition: if Ochu»
his concubines, and called her Aspasia the wise.

* Pausanias says, there was a temple of Diana Jinai-
* ID the printed text it ia fifty. iCiin Lylia. But Justin tells us, that Artucries madl
f Citarit. Aspuia one of the prieateues of Iht IUA.
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does not obtain the crown, none will hinder and that Darius, after he was convicted by in-
him from living happily in a private station; dubitable proofs, fell on his face and begged
but you, who have been declared king, must for mercy, but Artaxcrxes, rising in great an
either reign or die." On this occasion wai ger, drew his scimitar, and pursued his stroke
Termed that observation of Sophocles: till he laid him dead at his feet. They add,

-Swift in its march- that after this, he returned to his palace, and
Is rviV counsel 

The road which leads us to what we desire 
having paid his devotions to the sun, said to
those who assisted at the ceremony, "My

is indeed smooth, and of an easy descent; and Persians, you may now return in triumph, and
tire desires of most men arc vicious, because tell your fellow-subjects, that the great Oro-
they have never known or tried the enjoyments mazes^ has taken vengeance on those who
of virtue. The lustre of such an imperial crown, formed the most impious and execrable designs
and Darius's fear of his brother, furnished against their sovereign." Such was the end
Tiribazus with other arguments; but the god- of the conspiracy.
dess of beauty contributed her share towards Ochus now entertained very agreeable hopes,
persuading him, by putting him in mind of the and was encouraged besides by Atossa. But
loss of Aspasia. he had still some fear of his remaining legiti-

He gave himself up, therefore, entirely to mate brother, Ariaspes, and of his natural
Tiribazus, and many others soon entered into brother Arsames. Not that Ochus had so much
the conspiracy. But before it could be carried to aprehend from Ariaspes, merely because he
into execution, an eunuch gave the king infor- was older, but the Persians were desirous of
mation of it, and of all the measures that were having him succeed to the throne on account
taken; for he had got perfect intelligence that of his mildness, his sincerity, and bis humane
they designed to enter his chamber in the night, disposition. As for Arsames, he had the char-
and kill him in his bed. acter of a wise prince, and was the particular

Artaierxes thought it would be great impru-favourite of his father. This was no secret to
dence either to slight the information, and lay Ochus. However, he planned the destruction
himself open to such danger, or to credit it of both these brothers of his; and being of an
without farther proof. The method he took artful, as well as sanguinary turn, he employed
was this: he ordered the eunuch to join Darius his cruelty against Arsames, and his art against
and his adherents, and assist at all their coun- Ariaspes. To the latter he privately sent some
cils; and in the mean time broke a door through of the king's eunuchs and friends with fre-
the wall behind his bed, which he concealed quent accounts of severe and menacing expres-
with the tapestry. When the time came, which sions of his father's, as if he had resolved to
the eunuch informed him of, he placed himself put him to a cruel and ignominious death. As
upon his bed, and remained there till he had a these persons came daily to tell him in confi-
sight of the faces of the conspirators, and could dence, that some of these threats were upon
perfectly distinguish each of them. But when the point of being put in execution, and the
he saw them draw their swords, and advance others would not be long delayed, he was so
towards him, he pulled back the tapestry, re- terrified, and fell into such a melancholy and
treated into the inner room, and, after he had desponding way, that he prepared a poisonous
bolted the door, alarmed the palace. The as-draught, and drank it, to deliver himself from
sassins seeing themselves discovered,and their the burden of life.
designs disappointed, immediately took to The king being informed of the manner of
flight, and desired Tiribazus to do the same, Ins death, sincerely lamented him, and had
because he must certainly have been observed. some suspicion of the cause, but could not ex-
While he lingered, the guards came and laid amine into it thoroughly on account of hia
hold of him; but he killed many of them, and ;reat age.
it was with difficulty that he was despatched However, Arsames now became dearer to
at last by a javelin thrown at a distance. lim than ever, and it was easy to see that the

Darius was taken, together with his chil- iing placed an entire confidence in him, and
dren, and brought to answer for his crime be- communicated to him his most secret thoughts
fore the judges which the king appointed. The Ochus, therefore, would not defer his enter
king did not think proper to assist at the trial prise longer, but employed Harpates, the son
in person, but directed others to lay the charge of Tiribazus, to kill Arsames. Artaxenes,
against his son, and his notaries were to take whom time had brought to the very verge of
down separately the opinion of each judge. life, when he had this additional stroke in the
As they all gave it unanimously for death, the fate of Arsames, could not make much more
officers took Darius, and led him into an adja- struggle; his sorrow and regret soon brought
cent prison. But when the executioner came, him to the grave. He lived ninety-four years,
with the instrument in his hand which is used and reigned sixty-two.f He had the character
in beheading the capital convicts, he was seiz-of a prince who governed with lenity: and lov-
ed with horror at the sight of Darius, and drew ed his people. But perhaps the behaviour of
back towards the door, aa having neither ability tiis successor might contribute cot a little to
nor courage to lay violent hands upon his king. tiis reputation; for Ochus was the most cruel
But the judges, who stood at the door, u.'ging and sanguinary of princes.
him to do his office, with menaces of instant
punishment if he did not comply, he returned, * The Persians worshipped Oromaza as the author
and seizing Darius by the hair, threw him on of Good, and .tfrtmamus as the author of Evil.
the ground, and cut off his head. Some say f Diodorus Siculus says, that he reigned <mlf foi
the cause was tried in presence of the king, three yearf.
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1 HE philosopher, Chrysippus, my dear Poly- generous sentiments, and persuaded beside*
crates, seems to have thought the ancient prov- that it was by the direction of some deity that
erb not quite justifiable, and therefore he de- the child had taken refuge with her, she con-
livered it, not as it really is, but what he cealed him in one of her apartments till night,
thought it should be- and then sent him privately to Argos.

\Vho but a happy SOD will praise his sire ? Aratus, having thus escaped so imminent a
DionvsidoruB, the Trcezenian, however, cor-danger, immediately conceived a violent and
rects him, and gives it right, implacable hatred for tyrants, which increasedas he grew up. He was educated by the friendsWho but unhappy sons will praise their sires? of his family, at Argos, in a liberal manner;
He saye, the proverb was made to silence those and as he was vigorous and robust, he took to
who, having no merit of their own, dress them- gymnastic exercises, and succeeded so well ai
selves up in the virtues of their ancestors, and to gain the prize in the five several sorts.* In-
are lavish in their praises. And those in whom deed, in his statues there is an athletic look;
the virtues of their sires shine in congenial and amidst the strong sense and majesty ex-
beauty, to make use of Pindar's expression; pressed in his countenance, we may discover
who, like you, form their conduct after the something inconsistent with the voracity and
brightest patterns in their families, may think it mattock of the wrestlers.f Hence, perhaps, it
a great happiness to remember the most excel- was that he cultivated his powers of eloquence
lent of their ancestors, and often to hear or less than became a statesman. He might in
"peak of them: for they assume not the honour deed be a better speaker than some suppose;
of other men's virtues for want of merit in their and there are those who judge, from his Com-
own, but uniting their great actions to those of mentaries, that he certainly was so, though
their progenitors, they praise them as the au-they were hastily written, and attempted no-
thors of their descent, and the models of their thing beyond common language.
lives. For which reason, when I have written Some time after the escape of Aratus, Dinias
the life of Aratus, your countryman, and one of and Aristotle, the logician, formed a design
your ancestors, I shall send it to you, who re- against Abantidaa, and they easily found an
flect no dishonour upon him either in point of opportunity to kill him, when he attended, anu
reputation or power. Not that I doubt your sometimes joined in their disputations in the
having informed yourself of his actions from public halls, which they hid insensibly drawn
the first, with all possible care and exactness; him into for that very purpose. Paseas, the
but I do it, that your sons, Polycrates and father of Abantidas, then seized the supreme
Pythocles, may form themselves upon the great power, but he was assassinated by Nicocles.
examplars in their own family, sometimes hear-who took his place, and was the next tyrant.
ing and sometimes reading what it becomes We are told that there was a perfect likenes*
them well to imitate; for it is the self admirer, between this Nicocles ano Periander, the son
not the admirer of virtue, that thinks himself of Cypselus; as Orontes, the Persian, resem
juperior to others. bled Alcmson, the son of Amphiaraus, and ?

After the harmony of the pure Doric,* I mean Lacedzmonian youth, the great Hector. Myr-
the aristocracy, was broken in Sicyon, and se-tilas informs us, that the young man was crowd
ditions took place through the ambition of the ed to death by the multitudes who came to see
demagogues, the city continued a long time in him, when that resemblance was known.
a distempered state. It only changed one tyrant Nicocles reigned four months, during which
for another, till Cleon was slam, and the ad-time he did a thousand injuries to the people,
ministration committed toTimoclldas and Cli- and was near losing the city to the JEiolians,
mas, persons of the greatest reputation and au- who formed a scheme to surprise it. Aratug,
thority amongst the citizens. The common- was by this time approaching to manhood, and
wealth seemed to be in some degree re-estab- great attention was paid him on account of hia
lished, when Timoclidas died. Abantidaa, the high birth, and his spirit, in which there was
BOD of Paseas, taking that opportunity to set nothing little or unenterprising, and yet it was
himself up tyrant, killed Clinias, and either ban-under the correction of a gravity and solidity
ished or put to death his friends and relations. of judgment much beyond his years. The
He sought also for his son Aratus, who was only exiles, therefore, considered him as their prin-
"even years old, with a design to despatch him. cipal resource; and Nicocles was not regard-
But, in the confusion that was in his house less of his motions, but by his private agents,
when his father was slain, the boy escaped observed the measures he was ta,king, Nol
among those that fled, and wandered about the that he expected he would embark in so bold
city, in fear and destitute of help, till he hap-and dangerous an enterprise as he did, but he
pened to enter, unobserved, the house of a suspected his applications to the princes, whowoman named Soso, who was sister to Abanti- were the friends of his father. Indeed, Aratus
das, and had been married to Prophantus, the * The five eiercises of the Pfnlathlum (as we hare
brother of Clinias. As she was a person of already observed) were running, leaping, throwing th«

dart, boiing, anJ wrestling.
" There was a gravity, but, at the same time, great f They used to break up the ground with the mat

perfection in the Dorian music. lock, by v»»y of eiercise, to improve their strength.
Xx
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began in that channel; but when he found and pretending to be traveller*, get a lodging
that Antigonus, notwithstanding his promisee, there; after which, they were to confine both
put him off from time to time, and that hi» him and hia dogs: for that part of the wall wai
hopes from Egypt and Ptolemy were loo re-not accessible any other way. The ladder!
mote, he resolved to destroy the tyrant without being made to take in pieces, were packed up
My foreign assistance. in corn chests, and sent before in waggoni

The first persons to whomhe communicated prepared for that purpose.
bis intentions were Ariatomachus and Ecdelus. In the meantime some of the tyrant's apiei
Aristomachus was an exile from Sicyon, and arrived at Argos, and it was reported that they
Ecdelus, an Arcadian, banished from Megalo-were skulking about to watch the motions of
polis. The latter was a philosopher, who in Aratus. Next morning, therefore, Aratui ap-
speculation never lost sight of practice, for he peared early with his friends in the market
had studied at Athena, under Arcesilaus, the place, and talked with them for some time. He
academician.* As these readily accepted his then went to the gymnasium, and after he had
proposal, he applied to the other exiles; a few anointed himself, took with him some young
of whom joined him, because they were asham-men from the wrestling ring who used to be of
ed to give up so promising a hope; but the his parties of pleasure, and returned home. In
greatest part believed it was only Aratus's in- a little time his servants were seen in the mar-
eiperiencef that made him think of so bold an ket-place, gome carrying chapleta of flowers,
attempt, and endeavoured to prevent hi* pro- some buying flambeaux, and some in discourse
ceeding. with the women who used to sing and play at

While he was considering how to seize some entertainments. Those manoeuvres deceived
post in the territories of Sicyon, from whence the spiea. They laughed and said to each other,
be might prosecute hostilities against the tyrant, " Certainly nothing can be more dastardly than
a man of Sicyon arrived at Argos, who had es- a tyrant, since Nicocles, who is master of so
caped out of prison. He was brother to Xeno- strong a city, and armed with so much power,
cles, one of the exiles; and being introduced by lives in fear of a young man, who wastes the
him to Aratus, he informed him, that the part pittance he has to subsist on in exile, in drink-
of the wall which he had got over, ivas almost ing and revelling even in the day time."-After
level with the ground on the inside, as it join- these false reasonings they retired.
ed upon a high rocky part of the city, and that Aratus, immediately after he had made his
nil the outside it was not so high but that it meal, set out for the tower of Polygnotus, and
might be scaled. Upon this intelligence, Ara- when he had joined the soldiers there, pro-
tus sent two of his servants, Sceuthas and ceeded to Nemea, where he disclosed hia real
Technon, along with Xenocles, to reconnoitre intentions to his whole company. Having ei-
the wall; for he was resolved, if he could do horted them to behave like brave men, and
it secretly, to hazard all upon one great effort, promised them great rewards, he gave 'propi-
rather than lengthen out the war, and publicly tious Jlpollo'for the word, and then led them
engage with a tyrant, when he had DO re- fonvards towards Sicyon, governing his march
sources but those of a private man. according to the motion of the moon, sometimes

Xenocles and his companions, after they had quickening, and sometimes slackening his pace,
taken the height of the wall, reported, at their so as to have the benefit of her light by the
return, that it was neither impracticable nor way, and to come to the garden by the wall
difficult, but that it was dangerous to attempt just after she was set. There Capbesias met
it on account of some dogs kept by a gardener, him, and informed him that the dogs were let
which were little, indeed, but at the same time out before he arrived, but that he had secured
eitremely fierce and furious. Aratus, however, the gardener. Most of the company were
immediately set about thework. It was easy to greatly dispirited at this account, and desired
provide arms without suspicion; for almost Aratus to quit his enterprise; but be encour-
every body went armed, by reason of the fre- aged them by promising to desist, if the dogs
quent robberies, and the incursions of one peo- should prove very troublesome. Then he or-
ple into the territories of another. And as to dered those who carried the ladders to march
the scaling ladders, Euphranor, who was one before, under the conduct of Ecdelus and
of the e*iles, and a carpenter by trade, made Mnasitheus, and himself followed softly. The
them publicly ;hi» business screening him fiom dogs now began to run about and bark violently
suspicion. Each of his friends in Argos, who at Ecdelus and his men; nevertheless they ap-
had no great number of men that he could proached the wall, and planted their ladderi
Command, furnished him with ten; he armed safe. But as the foremost of them were mount-
thirty of his own servants, and hired some few ing, the officer who was to be relieved by the
soldiers of Xenophilus, who was chief captain morning guard passed by that way at the sound
of a band of robbera. To the latter it was of the bell, with many torches and much noise.
given out that the design of their march to Si- Upon this, the men laid themselves close to
cyon, was to carry off the king's stud; and sev-their ladders, and escaped the notice of this
eral of them were sent before by different ways watch without much difficulty; but when the
to the tower of Polygnotus, with orders to wait other which was to relieve it, came up, they
for him there. Caphesias was likewise sent were in the utmost danger. However, that
with four others in a travelling dresa. These too passed by without observing them; after
were to go in the evening to the gardener's, which, Mnasitheus and Ecdelus mounted the

wall first, and having secured the way both to
the right and left, they sent Technon to Aratui" Arcciilaui was the diiciplc of Grantor, aud had

C'tabliihed the middle academy. to desire him to advance as fast as possible.
f He wo. out ye' twenty ytari old. It waa no great distance from the garden U
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Hie wall, and to a tower in which was placed They were now, indeed, restored to their an-
a great hunting dog to alarm the guard. But cient possessions; but their going into houses and
whether he was naturally drowsy, or had lands which had found new masters, laid Aj»-
wearied himself the day before, he did not per- tu« under great difficulties. Without, he saw
ceive their entrance. But the gardener's dogs Antigonus envying the liberty which the city
awaking him by barking below, he began to had recovered, and laying schemes to enslave
growl; am! when Aratus's men passed by the it again; and within, he found nothing but fac-
tower, he barked out, so that the whole place tion and disorder. He therefore judged it best
resounded with the noise. Then the sentinel, in this critical situation to join it to the Achx-
who kept watch opposite to the tower, called an league. As the people of Sicyon were Do-
aloud to the huntsman, and asked him, rians, they had no objection to being called a
" Whom the dog barked at so angrily, or part of the AchEan community, or to their
whether any thing new had happened?" The form of government.4 It must be acknowledg-
huntsman answered from the tower, " That ed, indeed, that the Achxans at that lime were
there was nothing extraordinary, and that the no very great or powerful people. Their towns
dog was only disturbed at the torches of the were generally small, their lands neither ex-
guards and the noise of the bell." This en- tensive nor fertile; and they had no harbours
couraged Aratus's soldiers more than any on their coasts, the sea for the most part en-
thing; for they imagined that the huntsman con- tering the land in rocky and impracticable
cealed the truth because he had a secret un- creeks. Yet none gave a better proof than this
derstanding with their leader, and that there people, that the power of Greece is invincible
"were many others in the town who would pro- while good order and harmony prevail amongst
mote the design. But when the rest of their her members, and she has an able general to
companions came to scale the wall, the danger lead her armies. In fact, these very Achsans,
increased. It appeared to be a long affair, be- though but inconsiderable in comparison of the
cause the ladders shook and swung extremely Greeks in their flourishing times, or, to apeak,
if they did not mount them softly and one by more properly, not equalling in their whole com-
one; and the time pressed, for the cocks began munity the strength of one respectable city in
to crow. The country people, too, who kept the period we are upon, yet by good counsel*
the market, were expected to arrive every mo- and unanimity, and by hearkening to any man
ment. Aratus, therefore, hastened up himself of superior virtue, instead of envying his merit,
when only forty ofhis company were upon the not only kept themselves free amidst so many
"wall; and when a few more had joined him powerful states and tyrants, but saved great
from below, he put himself at the head of his part of Greece, or rescued it from chains.
men, and marched immediately to the tyrant's As to his character, Aratus had something
palace, where the main guard was kept, and very popular in his behaviour; he had a native
where the mercenaries passed the night under greatness of mind, and was more attentive to
arms. Coming suddenly upon them, he took the public interest than to his own. He wag
them prisoners without killing one man; and an implacable enemy to tyrants; but with re-
then sent to his friends in the town to invite them spect to others, he made the good of his coun
to come and join him. They ran to him from all try the sole rule of his friendship or opposition.
quarters; and day now appearing, the theatre So that he seems rather to have been a mild
was filled with a crowd of people who stood in and moderate enemy than a zealous friend; his
inspense; for they had only heard a rumor, and regards or aversions to particular men varying
had no certainty of what was doing, till a herald
came and proclaimed it in these words," Aratus * The Dutch republic much resembles it. The
the son of Clinias calls the citizens to liberty." Achzans, indeed, at first had two Prators whose of-

Then, persuaded that the day they had long fice it was both to preside in the diet, and to command,
expected was come, they rushed in multitudes io the army; but it was eoun thought advisable to re-
to the palace of the tyrant, and set fire to it. duce them to one. There is this difference, too, be-

tween the Dutch Stadtholderand the Achinri Praetor,
The flame was so strong that it was seen as far that the latter did not conliuue two years successively
as Corinth, and the Corinthians wondering in his employment, But in other respects there it a
what might be the cause, were upon the point striking similarity between the states of Holland and
of going to their assistance. Nicocles escaped those of the Achaean league; and if the Achaeans could
out of the city by some subterranean conduits; have become a maritime power like the Dutch, theirpower would probably have beea^nuch more extensive
and the soldiers having helped the Sicyonians and lasting than it -was.
to extinguish the fire, plundered his palace. All the cities subject to the Achzan league were gov-
Nor did Aratus hinder them from taking this erned by the great council, or general assembly of the
booty; but the rest of the wealth which the sev- whole nation, which, was assembled twice a year, io the
eral tyrants had amassed, he bestowed upon the spring and autumn. To this assembly, or diet, eachof the confederate cities had a right to send a number
citizens. of deputies, who were elected in their respective citicj

There was not so much as one man killed or by a plurality of voices. In thrse meetings they enact-
"wounded in this action, either of Aratus's party ed laws, disposed of the vacant employments, declared
or the enemy; fortune so conducting the enter- war, made peace, concluded alliances, and, in short,
prise as not to sully it with the blood of one provided for all the principal occasions of the commonwealth.

citizen. Aratus recalled eighty persons who Beside the Prtctor, they had ten great officers called
had been banighed by Nicoclee, and of those Demmrgi, chosen by the general assembly out of th«
that had been expelled by the former tyrants most eminent and experienced persons amongst th«
lot less than five hundred. The latter had long stales. It was their office to assist the praetor -witr
JCen forced to wauder from place to place, their advice. He was to propose nothing to the gen-
tome of them full fifty years; consequently eral assembly but what had been previously approver

by their body, and in his absence the whole manage
of them returned in a destitute condition. ment of civil ifiiirs devolved upon them.
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M the occasions of the commonwealth dictat-with only one friend named Timanthes, mak
ed. In short, nations and great communities ing his way as far as possible from the sea,
with one voice re-echoed the declaration of the sought for shelter in a place well covered with
assemblies and theatres, that Aratus loved none wood, in which he and his companion spent a
but good, men. With regard to open wars and very disagreeable night. Soon after he had left
pitched battles, he was indeed diffident and the ship, the governor of the fort came and in-
timorous; but in gaining a point by stratagem, quired for him; but he was deceived by Aratus'g
in surprising cities and tyrants, there could noi servants, who were instructed to say he had
be an abler man. made off in another vessel to Eubcea. How

To this cause we must assign it, that, after ever, he detained the ship and servant as a law-
he had exerted great courage and succeeded in ful prize. Aratus spent some days in this dis-
enterprises that were looked upon as desperate, tressful situation, where one while he looked
through too much fear and caution he gave up out to reconnoitre the coast, and another while
others that were more practicable, and not of he kept himself concealed; but at last, by good
less importance. For, as amongst animals there fortune, a Roman ship happened to put in near
are some that can see very clearly in the night, the place of his retreat. The ship was bound
and yet are next to blind in the day-time, the for Syria, and Aratus prevailed upon the master
dryness of the eye, and the subtilty of its hu- to land him in Caria. But he had equal dan-
mours, not suffering them to bear the light; so gers to combat at sea in this as in his former
there is in man a kind of courage and under-passages. And when he was in Caria, he bad
standing, which is easily disconcerted in open a voyage to take to Egypt, which he found a
dangers and encounters, and yet resumes a very long one. Upon his arrival, however, he
happy boldness in secret enterprises. The rea- was immediately admitted to audience by the
son of this inequality in men of parts, otherwise king, who had long been inclined to serve him
e.Tcellent, is their wanting the advantages of on account of the paintings which he used to
philosophy. Virtue is in them the product of compliment him with from Greece: for Aratus,
nature, unassisted by science, like the fruits of who had a taste for these things, was always
the forest, which come without the least culti- collecting for him the pieces of the best mas-
vation.* Of this there are many examples to ters, particularly those of Pamphilus and Me-
be found. lanthus:*for Sicyon was famed for the cultiva-

After Aratus had engaged himself and his tion of the arts, particularly the art of painting;
city in the Achaean league, he served in the and it was believed that there only the ancient
cavalry, and the generals highly esteemed him elegance was preserved without the least cor-
for his ready obedience: for though he had con- ruption. Hence it was, that the great Apelles,
tributed so much to the common cause by his at a time when he was much admired, went to
name and by the forces of Sicyon, yet the Ach- Sicyon, and gave the painters a talent, not eo
jean commander, whether of Dima, or Tritta, much for any improvement he expected, as
or some more inconsiderable town, found him for the reputation of having been of their
always as tractable as the meanest soldier. school. In consequence of which, Aratus,

When the king of Egypt made him a pre- when he restored Cicyon to liberty, and de-
sent of twenty-five talents, he received it in- stroyed the portraits of the tyrants, hesitated a
deed, but laid out the whole upon his fellow- long time on coming to that of Aristratus; for
citizens; relieving the necessitous with part of it was the united work of the disciples of Me-
it. and ransoming such as were prisoners with lanthus, who had represented him standing
the rest. n a chariot of victory, and the pencil of

But the exiles whom Aratus had recalled Apelles had contributed to the performance,
would not be satisfied with any thing less than as we are informed by Poleaio the geogra-
the restitution of their estates, and gave the pher.
present possessors so much trouble that the The piece was so admirable that Aratus
city was in danger of being ruined by sedition. could not avoid feeling the art that was dis-
In this extremity he saw no resource except in >layed in it; but his hatred of tyrants soon
the generosity of Ptolemy, and therefore deter- jverruled that feeling, and he ordered it to be
mined to take a voyage to Egypt, and apply to defaced. Nealcca, the painter,f who was
him for as much money as would reconcile all lonoured with his friendship, is said to have
parties. Accordingly he set sail for Methone. implored him with tears to spare that piece
above the promontory of Malea, in hopes of and when he found him inflexible, said,
taking the shortest passage. But a contrary " Aratus, continue your war with tyrants, but
wind sprang up, and the seas ran so high that
the pilot, unable to bear up against them, * Two of the most celebrated painters of all anti-
changed his course, and with much difficulty quity. Pamphilus had been brought up under Eupom-
got into Adria,f a town which was in the ene- )us, and was the master of Apelles and Melanthut
my's hands; for Antigonushad a garrison there. The capital pieces of Pamphilus were, a Brotherhood,
To avoid this imminent danger he landed, and, a Battle, the Victory oj the jitheniara, and Ulystu inhis vestcl taking leave of Calypso. Pliny tells us, that

* This character of Aratus is perfectly agreeable to 
he whole wealth of a city could scarce purchase one

what Polybius has given us io his fourth book. Two of the pieces of Melaathus.
great mailers will draw wilh equal excellence, though Nealces was a painter of great reputation. One
their manner must be different. . of his pieces was the naval fight between the Egyptian!

f Palmerius conjectures that we should read -flndna, md the Persians. As the action was upon the ?»ile,
which he supposes to be a town in the island of *dn- whose colour is like that of the sea, he distinguished it
dro». He confirms it with this argument, that Aralui >y a symbol. He drew an ass drinking on the shore,
11 wid to have pasted from hence to Euboea, which is and a crocodile in the ac'. >-> spring upon him. FUn
»ppositc to that island. HIT. c. ii.
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not with every thing that belongs to them. malevolent took occasion fiom this speecnto
Spare at least the chariot and the victory, and lay heavy charges against Aralus in their let-
I shall soon make Aristratus vanish." Aratus ters to Ptolemy, insomuch that the king sent
gave his consent, and Neacles defaced the one of his agents to tax him with his infidelity.
figure of Aristratus, but did not venture to put Thus, like passionate lovers, the candidates for
any thing in its place except a palm-tree. We the first favours of kings dispute them with
are told, however, that there was still a dim the utmost envy and malignity.
appearance of the feet of Aristratus at the bot- After Aratus was first chosen general of the
tom of the chariot. Achxan league, he ravaged Locris, which lies

This taste for painting had already recom- on the other side of the gulf of Corinth; and
mended Aratus to Ptolemy, and his conversa-committed the same spoil in the territories of
tion gained so much farther upon him, that he Calydon. It was his intention to assist the
made him a present of a hundred and fifty ta- Boeotians with ten thousand men, but he came
lents for the city; forty of which he sent with too late; they were already defeated by the
biro on his return to Peloponnesus, and he re- ^Etolians in an action near Chaeronea,* in
mitted the rest in the several portions and at which Aboeocritus their general, and a thous-
the times that he had fixed. It was a glorious and of their men, were slain.
thing to apply so much money to the use of The year following,! Aratus, being elected
his fellow-citizens, at a time when it was com- general again, undertook that celebrated en
mon to see generals and demagogues, for much terprise of recovering the citadel of Corinth;
smaller sums which they received of the kings, in which he consulted not only the benefit of
to oppress, enslave, and betray to them, the Sicyon and Achaia, but of Greece in general;
cities where they were born. But it was still for such would be the expulsion of the Mace-
more glorious, by this money to reconcile the donian garrison, which was nothing better than
poor to the rich, to secure the commonwealth, a tyrant's yoke. As Chares, the Athenian
and establish harmony amongst all ranks of general, upon a battle which he won of the
people. king of Persia's lieutenants, wrote to the peo-

His moderation in the exercise of the great ple, that he had gained a victory which was
power he was vested with, was truly admirable. sister to that of Marathon; eo we may justly
For, being appointed sole arbitrator of the call this exploit of Aratus, sister to that of Pe-
claims of the exiles, he refused to act alone, lopidas the Theban, and Thrasybulus the Athe-
and joined fifteen of the citizens in the com- nian, when they killed the tyrants. There \»,
mission; with whose assistance, after much la- indeed, this difference, that Aratus's enterprise
hour and attention, he established peace and was not against Greeks, but against a foreign
friendship amongst the people. Beside the power, which is a difference much to his hon-
honours which the whole community confer- our. For the Isthmus of Corinth, which sepa-
red on him for these services, the exiles in rates the two seas, joins our continent to that
particular erected his statue in brass, and put of Peloponnesus; and when there is a good
upon it this inscription: garrison in the citadel of Corinth, which stands

on a high hill in the middle, at an equal dis-
Far aj the pillars which Alrides rear'd, tance from the two continents, it cuts off theThy counsels and thy deeds in arms for Greece
The tongue of Fame has lold. But we, Aratus, communication with those within the Isthmus,
We, wanderers whom thou hast restored to Sic; on, so that there can be no passage for troops, nor
"Will sin^ thy justice; place thy pleasing form, any kind of commerce, either by sea or land.
As a benignant power with gods that save. In short, he that is possessed of it, is master
For thou nast given that dear equality, of all Greece. The younger Philip of Mace-And all the laws which favouring Heaven might give. 

don, therefore, was not jesting, but spoke a
Aratus, after such important services, was serious truth, when he called the city of Co-

placed above envy amongst his people. But rinth the fetters of Greece. Hence the place
king Antigonus, uneasy at the progress be was always much contended for, particularly
made, was determined either to gain him, or by kings and princes.
to make him obnoxious to Ptolemy. He there- Anligonus's passion, for it was not less than
fore gave him extraordinary marks of his re- that of love in its greatest madness; and it was
gard, though he wanted no such advances. the chief object of his cares to find a method
Amongst others this was one. On occasion of of taking it by surprise when the hopes of suc-
a sacrifice which he offered at Corinth, he sent ceeding by open force failed. When Alexan-
portions of it to Aratus a,t Sicyon: and at the der, who was master of the citadel, died of
feast which ensued, he said in full assembly, poison, that is said to have been given him
" I at first looked upon this young Sicyonian through Antigonus's means, his wife Nicsa,
only as a man of a. liberal and patriotic spirit, into whose hands it then fell, guarded it with
but now I find that he is also a good judge of great care. But Antigonus, hoping to gain it
the characters and affairs of princes. At first by means of his son Demetrius, sent him to
he overlooked us for the sake of foreign hopes, make her an offer of his hand. It was a flat-
and the admiration he had conceived from sto- tering prospect to a woman somewhat advanc-
"ies of the wealth, the elephants, fleets, and ed in years, to have such a young prince for
the splendid court of Egypt; but since he has * We must take care to distinguish this battle of
been upon the spot, and seen that all this pomp Chaeronea from that great action in which Philip of
is merely a theatrical thing, he is come over Macedon beat the Thcbans and Athenians, and ivhtcn
entirely to us. I have received him to my bo- happened tiity-sii yearj before Aratus wa» born.
«om, and am determined to employ him in all f Folybius, who wrote from Aratus's Commentaries,

tells us, there were eight years between Aralus's firrt
my affairs. I desire, therefore, you will all pnetonhip and hii second, in which he
to&aider him as a friend." The envioun and Tinlh.
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her husband. Accordingly Antigonus caught an interview with Aratus, at which it WM
her by this bait However, she did not give agreed that he should conduct him to a part of
up the citadel, but guarded it with the eame the wall that was not above fifteen feet high,
attention aa before. Antigonus, pretending to and that both he and his brother Diocles should
take no notice, celebrated the marriage with assist him in the rest of the enterprise. Aratut,
sacrifices and shows, and spent whole days in on his part, prou.ised to give them sixty talents,
feasting the people, as if his mind had been if he succeeded; and in case they failed, am.
entirely taken up with mirth and pleasure. One yet returned all safe to Sicyon, he engaged tha.
day, when AmtEbeus was to sing in the thea- each of them should have a house and one ta-
tre, he conducted Nicxa in person on her way lent. As it was necessary that the sixty talents
to the entertainment in a litter set out with should be deposited in the hands of JEgias, for
royal ornaments. She was elated wilh the the satisfaction of Erginus, and Aralus neither
honour, and had not the least thought of what had such a snm, nor chose to borrow it, be-
was to ensue. But when they came to the cause that might create some suspicion of his in-
point which bore towards the citadel, he order-tentions, he took most of his plate and his wife's
ed the men that bore the litter to proceed to jewels, and pledged them with JEgias for the
the theotre; and bidding farewell to Amoebeus money. Such was the greatness of his soul,
and the wedding, he walked up to the fort, such his passion for high achievements, that
much faster than could have been expected knowing that Phocion and Epaminondas were
from a man of his years. Finding the gate accounted the justest and most excellent of all
barred, he knocked with his staff, and com-the Greeks, for refusing great presents, and
manded the guard to open it. Surprised at the not sacrificing virtue to money, he ascended a
sight of him, they complied, and thus he be- step higher. He privately gave money, he em-
came master of the place. He was not able barked his estate in an enterprise, where he
to contain his joy on that occasion: he drank alone was to expose himself for the many
and revelled in the open streets and in the mar- who were not even apprised of his intentions
ket-place, attended with female musicians, and in their favour. Who then can sufficiently ad-
crowned with flowers. When we see a man mire his magnanimity? Who is there, even
of his age, who had experienced such changes in our days, that is not fired with an ambition
of fortune, carouse and indulge his transports, to imitate the man who purchased so much
embracing and saluting every one he meets, danger at so great an expense, who pledged the
"we must acknowledge that unexpected joy most valuable of his goods for the sake of being
raises greater tumults in an unbalanced mind, introduced by night amongst enemies, where
and oversets it sooner than either fear or sorrow. he was to fight for his life, without any other

Antigonus having in this manner made him- equivalent than the hope of performing a great
self master of the citadel, garrisoned it with action?
men in whom he placed the greatest confidence, This undertaking, which wag dangerous
and made the philosopher Perszus governor. enough in itself, became more so by a mistake
Whilst Alexander was living, Aratus had cast which they committed in the beginning. Tech-
his eye upon it, as an excellent acquisition for non, one of Aratus's servants, of whom we
his country; but the Achaans admitting Alei- have already spoken, was sent before to Dio-
ander into the league, he did not prosecute his cles, that they might reconnoitre the wall to-
design. Afterwards, however, a new occasion gether. He had never seen Diocles, but he
presented itself. There were in Corinth four thought he should easily know him by the
brothers, natives of Syria, one of which, nam- marks which Erginus had given, which were
ed Diocles, served as a soldier in the garrison. curled hair, a swarthy complexion, and want of
The other three having stolen some of the beard. He went, therefore, to the place ap-
king's money, retired to Sicyon, where they pointed, and sal down before the city at a point
applied to one jEgias, a banker, whom Aratus called Ornis, to wait for Erginus and his bro-
Bsed to employ. Part of this gold they imme- ther Diocles. In the meantime Dionysius, their
diately disposed of to him, and Erginue, one eldest brother, who knew nothing of the affair,
of the three, at several visits, privately changed happened to con-e up. He greatly resembled
the rest. Thus an acquaintance " was formed Diocles; and Technon, struck with his appear
between him and ̂ Egias, who one day drew ance, which answered the description, asked
him into discourse about the garrison. Erginus him if he had any connection with Erginus.
told him, that as he often went up to visit his He said he was his brother: upon which, Tech-
brother, he had observed, on the steepest side, non, thoroughly persuaded that he was speaking
a smil winding path cut in the rock, and lead-to Diocles, without asking his name, or waiting
ing to a part of the wall much lower than the for any token, gave him his hand, mentioned
rest. Upon this ^gias said, with an air of to him the circumstances of the appointment
raillery, " Why will you, my good friend, pur- with Erginus, and asked him many question*
loin the king's treasures for so inconsiderable about it. Dionysius availed himself very artful-
a sum, when you might raise yourselves to opu- ly of the mistake, agreed to every point, and re-
lence by one hour's service? Do not you know turning towards the city, held him in discourse
that if you are taken, you will aa certainly without giving him the least cause of suspicion
be put to death for this trifling theft, as if you They were now near the town, and he was on
had betrayed the citadel? Erginus laughed the point of seixing Technon, when by good
at the hint, and promised to sound his bro- fortune Erginus met them, and perceiving how
ther Diocles upon the subject; for he could much his friend was imposed upon, and the
not, he said, place much confidence in the great danger he was in, beckoned to him to
other two. make his escape. Accordingly they both fled,

A few days after this he returned, and had and got safe to Aratus. However, Aratus did
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not give up his hopas, out immediately sent there in great perplexity and distress fly this
Rrg'Qus to Dionysius, to offer him money, and time Aratus was engaged with the. ecemy on
eatreathim to be silent, in which he succeeded the ramparts of the citadel, and they could
10 well, that he brought Dionysius along with distinguish the cries of combatants; but 33 the
him to Aratus. When they had him in their noise was echoed by the neighbouring moun-
hands, they did not think it safe to part with tains, it was uncertain from whence it first
biro; they bound and set a guard on him in a came. Whilst they were in doubt what way
Email apartment, and then prepared for Uieir to turn, Archelaus, who commanded the king's
principal design. forces, took a considerable corps, and began

When every thing was ready, Aratus ordered to ascend the hill with loud shouts, and trum-
bis troops to pass the night under arms; and pets sounding, in order to attack Aratus's
taking with him four hundred picked men, few rear. He passed the party of the three bun
of whom knew the business they were going dred without perceiving them; but he was no
about, he led them to the gates of the city near sooner gone by, than they rose as from an am-
the temple of Juno. It was then about the buscade, fell upon him, and killing the first
middle of summer, the moon at the full, and the they attacked, so terrified the rest, and even
Dight without the least cloud. As their arms Archelaus himself, that they turned their backs,
glittered with the reflection of the moon, they and were pursued till they entirely dispersed.
were afraid that circumstance would discover When the party was thus victorious, Er-
them to the watch. The foremost of them were ginus came to them from their friends above,
now near the walls, when clouds arose from to inform them that Aratus was engaged with
the sea, and covered the city and its environs. the enemy, who defended themselves with
The men sat down and took off their shoes, great vigour, that the wall itself was disputed,
that they might make the less noise, and mount and that their general wanted immediate as-
the ladders without danger of slipping. But sistance. They bade him lead them to the
Erginus took with him seven young men in the place that moment; and as they ascended, they
babit of travellers, and getting unobserved to discovered themselves by their shouts. Thui
the gate, killed the keeper and the guard that their friends were encouraged, and the reflec-
were with him. At the same time, the ladders tion of the full moon upon their arms, made
were applied to the walls, and Aratus, with a their numbers appear greater to their enemies,
hundred men, got over with the utmost expedi-on account of the length of the path. In the
tion. The rest he commanded to follow in the echoes of the night, too, the shouts seemed to
best manner they could, and having immedi-come from a much larger party. At last they
ately drawn up his ladders, he marched at the joined Aratus, and with a united effort beat off
head of his party through the town towards the the enemy, and took post upon the wall. At
Citadel, confident of success, because he was break of day, the citadel waa their own, and
lot discovered. the first rays of the sun did honour to their

As they advanced, they met four of the victory. At the same time the rest of Aratus's
watch, with a light, which gave Aratus a full forces arrived from Sicyon: the Corinthians
and timely view of them, while he and his readily opened their gates to them, and assist-
company could not be seen by them, because ed in taking the kings soldiers prisoners.
the moon was still over-clouded. He therefore When he thought his victory complete, he
retired under some ruined walls, and lay in am- went down from the citadel to the theatre; an
bush for them. Three out of the four were innumerable multitude crowding to see him,
killed; but the other, after he had received a and to hear the speech that he would make to
cut upon his head, ran off, crying, " That the the Corinthians. After he had disposed the
enemy was in the city." A little alter the trum- Achaeans on each side of the avenues to the
pets sonnded, and the whole towa was in mo- theatre, he came from behind the scenes, and
tion on the alarm. The streets were filled with made his appearance in his armour. But he
people running up and down, and so many was so much changed by labour and watching,
lights were brought out, both in the lower town that the joy and elevation which his success
and the citadel, that the whole was illuminated, might have inspired, were weighed down by
and a confused noise was heard from every the extreme fatigue of his spirits. On his ap-
quarter. Aratus went on, notwithstanding, and pearance, the people immediately began to ex-
attempted the way ap the rock. He proceeded press their high sense of his services: upon,
in a slow and difficult manner at first, because which he took his spear in his right hand, and
he had lost the path, which lay deep beneath leaning his body and one knee a little against
the craggy parts of the rock, and led to the wall it, remained a long time in that posture silent,
by a great variety of windings and turnings. to receive their plaudits and acclamations,
But at that moment, the moon, as it were by their praises of his virtue, and compliments on
miracle, is said to have dispersed the clouds, his good fortune.
"ad thrown a light on the most obscure part of After their first transports were over, and he
the path, which continued till he reached the perceived that he could be heard, he summoned
wall at the place he wanted. Then the clouds the strength he had left, and made a speech in
gathered afresh, and she hid her face again. the name of the Achasans suitable to the great

In the meantime, the three hundred men event, persuaded the Corinthians to join the
Whom Aratus had left by the temple of Juno, league, and delivered to them the keys of their
"ad entered the city, which they found all in city, which they had not been masters of since
alarm and full of lights. As they could not the times of Philip. As to the generals of An-
find the way Aratus had taken, nor trace him tigonus, he set Archelaus, who was his prison-
in the least, they screened themselves under er free: but he put Theophrastus to death,
tb* shady side of a high, rock, and waited because he refused to leave Cormth. Perszui,
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on the taking of the citadel, made hia escape people in his neighbourhood lived according to
to Cenchreae. Some time after, when he was their own laws, it gave him pain to see the Ai-
amusing himself with disputations in philoso-gives in slavery, and he took measures for de-
phy, and some person advanced this position, stroying their tyrant, Aristomachus." Besides,
" None but the wise man is fit to be a gen-he was ambitious of restoring Argos to its lib*
eral:" "It is true," said he, " and the gods erty, as a reward for tho education it had af-
know it, that this maxim of Zeno's once pleas-forded bird, and to unite it to the Achaean
ed me more than all the rest; but I have league. Without much difficulty, he found
changed my opinion, since I was better taught them hardy enough to undertake the commis-
by the young Sicyonian." This circumstance sion, at the head of whom was -Eschylus and
concerning Perssus, we have from many his- Charimenes, the diviner; but they had no
torians. swords, for they were forbidden to keep arms,

Aratus immediately seized the Herseum, or and the tyrant had laid great penalties on such
temple of Juno, and the harbour of Lechaeum, as should be found to have any in their posses-
in which he took twenty-five of the king's ships. sion. To supply this defect, Aratus provided
He took also five hundred horses, and four hun- several daggers for them at Corinth, and hav-
dred Syrians, whom he sold. The Achaeans ing sewed them upin the packsaddles of horses
put a garrison of four hundred men in the cita- that were to carry some ordinary wares, they
del of Corinth, which was strengthened with were by that stratagem conveyed to Argos.f
fifty dogs, and as many men to keep them. In the meantime, Charimenes, taking in anoth

The Romans were great admirers of Philo- er of his friends as a partner, -iEscbylus and
pcemen, and called him the last of the Greeks; his associates were so much provoked that they
not allowing that there was any great man cast him off, and determined to do the business
amongst that people after him. But, in my by themselves. But Charimenes, perceiving
opinion, this exploit of Aratus is the last which their intention, in resentment of tl.e slight, in-
the Greeks have to boast o£ Indeed, whether formed the tyrant of their purpose, when they
we consider the boldness of the enterprise, or were set out to put it ID execution. Upon
the good fortune which attended it; it equals which they fled with precipitation, and most
the greatest upon record. The same appears of them escaped to Corinth.
from its immediate consequences; the Mega- It was not Jong, however, before Aristoma-
rensians revolted from Antigonus, and joined chus was despatched by one of his own serv-
Aratus; the Trazenians and Epidaurians, too, ants j but before any measures could be take
ranged themselves on the side of the Achsans. to guard against tyranny, Aristippus took the

In his first expedition beyond the bounds of reins, and proved a worse tyrant than the for-
Peloponnesus, Aratus overran Attica, and pass-mer. Aratus, indeed, marched immediately to
ing into Salamis, ravaged that island; so that Argos with all the Aclixans that were able to
the Achaean forces thought themselves escaped, bear arms, in order to support the citizens,
as it were, out of prison, and followed him whom he doubted not to find ready toaasei4
wherever he pleased. On this occasion, he set their liberty. But they had been long accustom
the Athenian prisoners free without ransom, ed to the yoke, and were willing to be slaves;
by which he sowed amongst them the first insomuch that not one of them joined him, and
seeds of defection from the Macedonians. He he returned with the inconvenience of bring
brought Ptolemy likewise into the Achxan ing a charge upon the Achzans, that they had
league, by procuring him the direction of the committed acts of hostility in lime of full peace)
war, both by sea and land. Such was his in- for they were summoned to answer for this in-
fluence over the Achaeans, that, as the laws justice before the Mantineans.
did not allow him to be general two years to- Aratus did not appear at the trial, and Aria
gether, they appointed him every other year; tippus being the prosecutor, got a fine of thirty
»nd in action, as well as counsel, he had always mins laid upon the Achaeans. As that tyrant
in effect, the chief command: for they saw it both hated and feared Aratus, he meditated his
was not wealth, or glory, or the friendship of death, and Antigonus entered into the scheme
kings, or the advantage of his own country, or They had their emissaries in almost every
any thing else that he preferred to the promo-quarter, watching their opportunity. But
tion of the Achian power. He thought that the surest guard for a prince or other chief,
cities in their single capacity were weak, and is the sincere affection of his people: for when
that they could not provide for their defence the commons and the nobility, instead of fzar-
without uniting and binding themselves togeth- ing their chief magistrate, fear for him, he sees
er for the common good. As the members of with many eyes and hears with many ears.
the body cannot be nourished, or live, but by And here I cannot but leave a little the thread
their connection with each other, and when of my story, to describe that manner of life
separated, pine and decay; so cities perish subject of their embassy. 2. No city, subject to the
when they break off from the community to league, was to send any embassy to'a foreign prince or
which they belonged: and, on the contrary, state, without the consent aud approbation of the gen-
gather strength and power by becoming parts eral diet. 3. No member of the assembly was to ac-
of some great body, and enjoying the fruits of cept of presents from foreign princes, under any pre-
the wisdom of the whole.* tence whatjoerer. 4. No prince, stale, or city, w«ito be admitted into the league, without the consent of

Observing, therefore, that all the bravest the whole alliance. 5. The general assembly wa» not
to ait above three days.

* We shall here give the reader an account of some * This Aristomachus must not be confounded with
laws, by which the Achiean states were governed. 1. him who was thrown into the sea at Ctnchreae. Be-
An extraordinary assembly was not to be summoned at tween them reigned Aristippuf.
the request of foreign ambassadors, unless they first t Polybius places this attempt for the relief of Argoi
notified, in writing, to the Pr&tor and Demiurfft, the under the second Arislomachiu. Vid. "olyb. lib. 11.
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which Aristippus was unuer a necessity of lead and diffidence, retired in great disorder to hit
ing, if he chose to keep in hie hands that dcs camp. His men, on their return from the pur-
potism, that state of an arbitrary sovereign suit, expressed their indignation at being pre-
which is commonly so much envied and admir vented from erecting the trophy, after t.iey had
cd as the highest pitch of happiness. put the enemy to flight, and killed many more

This tyrant, who had Antigonus for his ally; men than they had lost. Aratus, wounded with
who kept so large a body-guard, and had noi these reproaches, determined to risk a second
left one of his enemies alive in the city, woulc battle for the trophy. Accordingly, after his
not suffer his guards to do duty in the palace, men had rested one day, he drew them out the
but only in the vestibule and porticoes about it. next. But finding that the enemy's numbers
When supper was over he sent away all his were increased, and that their troops were in
servants, barred the door of the hall himself, much higher spirits than before, he durst not
and with his mistress crept through a trap-door venture upon an action, but retreated after
into a small chamber above. Upon that door having obtained a truce to carry off the dead.
he placed his bed, and slept there as a person However, by his engaging manners, and his
in his anxious state of mind may be supposed abilities in the administration, he obviated the
to sleep. The ladder by which he went up, his consequences of this error, and added the city
mistress's mother took away, and secured in of Cleons to the Achzan league. In Cleoaac
"nother room till morning, when she brought he caused the Nemean games to be celebrated;
it again, and called up this wonderful prince, for he thought that city had the best and most
who crept like a reptile out of his hole. ancient claim to them. The people of Argos
Whereas Aratus, who acquired a lasting com- likewise exhibited them; and on this occasion,
mand, not by force of arms, but by virtue, and the freedom and security which had been tho
in a way agreeable to the laws; who made his privilege of the champions were first violated.
appearance without fear, in a plain vest and The Achxans considered as enemies all that
cloak, and always shewed himself an enemy to had repaired to the games at Argos, and hav-
tyrants, left an illustrious posterity among the ing seized them as they passed through their
Greeks, which flourishes at this day. But of territories, sold them for slaves. So violent
those who have seized castles, who have main- and implacable was their general's hatred of
tained guards, who have fenced themselves tyrants.
with arms, and gates, and barricadoes, how Not long after, Aratus had intelligence that
few can we reckon up that have not, like Aristippus had a design upon Cleonae, but that
timorous hares, died a violent death; and not lie was afraid of him, because he then resided
one of them has left a family, or even a monu- at Corinth, which was very near Cleona;. In
ment, to preserve his memory with honour. this case he assembled his forces by proclama-

Aratus made many attempts, both private and tion, and having ordered them to take provi
open, to pull down Aristippus, and rescue Ar- sions for several days, marched to Cenchreae
gos out of his hands, but he always miscarried. By this manoeuvre he hoped to bring Aristip-
Once he applied his scaling ladders, and as- pus against Cleonae, as supposing him at a dis-
cended the wail with a small party, in spite of tance; and it had its effect. The tyrant im-
the extreme danger that threatened him. He mediately set out from Argos with his army.
even succeeded so far as to kill the guards that But it was no sooner dark, than Aratus re-
canie to oppose him; but when day appeared, turned from Cenchreae to Corinth, and having
and the tyrant attacked him on all sides, the ulaced guards in all the roads, led on the
people of Argos, as if he had not been fighting Achxans, who followed him in such good or-
for their liberty, and they were only presiding der, and with so much celerity and pleasure,
at the Nemean games, sat very impartial spec- that they not only made their march, but en-
tators of the action, without making the least tered Cleona; that night, and put themselves in
motion to assist. Aratus defended himself with order of battle, nor did Aristippus gain the
great courage, and though he had his thigh run east knowledge of this movement.
through with a spear, maintained his post all Next morning, by break of day, the gates
day against such superior numbers. Would were opened, the trumpet Bounded, and Aratus
his strength have permitted him to continue the advancing at full speed, and with all the alarm
combat in the night, too, he must have carried of war, fell upon the enemy, and soon routed
hia point; for the tyrant now thought of nothing them. Then he went upon the pursuit, par-
but making his escape, and had already sent ticularly that way which he imagined Aristip-
most of his treasure on board of his ships. >us might take; for the country had several
However, as no one gave Aratus intelligence of >utlets. The pursuit was continued as far as
this circumstance, as his water failed, and his Mycenae, and the tyrant, as Dinias tells us,
wound disqualified him from any further ef- was overtaken and killed by a Cretan named
forts, he called off his men and retired. Fragiscus; and of his army there were above

He now despaired of succeeding by way of ifteen hundred slain. Aratus, though he had
surprise, and therefore openly entered the ter- gained this important victory without the loss
ritories of Argos with his army, and committed of one man, could not make himself master of
great devastations. He fought a pitched bat- Argoe, nor deliver it from slavery; for Agias
tle with Aristippus, near the river Chares, and and young Aristomachus entered it with the king
on that occasion he was censured for deserting of Macedon's troops, and held it in subjection.
the action, and letting the victory slip out of This action silenced, in a great measure,
his hands; for one part of lus army had clearly he calumny of the enemy, and put a stop to
the advantage, and was advancing fast in the he insolent scoffs of these who, to flatter the
pursuit, when he, without being overpowered yrants, had not scrupled to say, that whenever
where he acted in person, merely out of fear ha Achaean general prepared for battle, hi!
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bowels lost their retentive faculty; that when engage them on the confines of Megara; and*
the trumpet sounded, his eyes grew dim, and Agia, king of the Lacedemonian*, w Uo attend-
bis head giddy; and that when he had given the ed with an army, joined his instances to theirs,
word, he used to aek his lieutenants, and other but he would not consent. They reproached
officers, what farther need there could be of him with want of spirit, with cowardice; they
him, since the die was cast, and whether be tried what the weapons of ridicule jould do;
might not retire, and wait the event of the day but he bore all their attacks with patience, and
lit some distance. These reports had prevailed would not sacrifice the real good of the com-
to much, that the philosophers, in their inqui- munity to the fear of seeming disgrace. Upon
ries in the schools, whether the palpitation of this principle he suffered the JEtolians to pasg
the heart and change of colour on the appear- mount Gerania, and to enter Peloponnesui
Bnca of danger, were arguments of cowardice, without the least resistance. But when he
or only of some natural defect, somo coldness found that in their march they had seized Pel-
in the constitution ? used always to quote Ara- lene, he was no longer the same man. With-
tus as an excellent general, who yet was al- out the least delay, without waiting till all hii
ways subject to these emotions on occasion of forces were assembled, he advanced with those
a battle. he had at hand, against the enemy, who were

After he had destroyed Aristippus, he sought much weakened by their late acquisition, for it
means to depose Lysiades the Megalopolitan, had occasioned the utmost disorder and misrule.
who had assumed the supreme power in his They had no sooner entered the city than the
native city. This man had something generous private men dispersed themselves in the houses,
in his nature, and was not insensible to true and began to scramble and fight for the booty,
honour. He had not, like most other tyrants, while the generals and other officers seized the
committed this injustice out of a love of licen- wives and daughters of the inhabitants, and
tious pleasure, or from a motive of avarice; each put his helmet on the head of his prize,
but incited when very young, by a passion for as a mark to whom she belonged, and to pre-
glory, and unadvisedly believing the false and vent her coming into the hands of another.
vain accounts of the Wonderous happiness of While they were thus employed, news was
arbitrary power, he had made it his business brought that Aratus was at hand, and ready to
to usurp it. However, he soon felt it a heavy fall upon them. The consternation was such
burden; and being at once desirous to gain the as might be expected amongst men in extreme
happiness which Aratus enjoyed, and to deliver disorder. Before they were all apprized of
himself from the fear of his intriguing spirit, their danger, those that were about the gatel
he formed the noblest resolution that can be and in the suburbs, had skirmished a few mo-
conceived, which was first to deliver himself ments with the Achzans, and were put to flight.
from the hatred the fears, and the guards that And the precipitation with which they fled
encompassed him, and then to bestow the great- greatly distressed those who had assembled to
est blessings on his country. In consequence support them. During this confusion, one of
hereof, he sent for Aratus, laid down the au- the captives, daughter to Epigethes, a person
thority he had assumed, and joined the city to of great eminence in Pellene, who was re-
the Achaean league. The Achsans, charmed markable for her beauty and majestic mien,
"with his noble spirit, thought it not too great was seated in the temple of Diana, where the
a compliment to elect him general. He was no officer, whose prize she was, had placed her,
tooner appointed than he discovered an ambi- after having put his helmet, which was adorn
tion to raise his name above that of Aratus, ed with three plumes of feathers, on her head.
»nd was by that means led to several unneces- This lady, hearing the noise and tumult, ran
gary attempts, particularly to declare war out suddenly to see what was the cause. As
Against the Lacedemonians. Aratus endea-she stood at the door of the temple, and look-
voured to prevent it, but his opposition was ed down upon the combatants, with the helmet
thought to proceed from envy. Lysiades was still upon her head, she appeared to the citi-
chosen general a second time, though Aratus zens a figure more than human, and the enemy
exerted all his interest to get that appointment took her for a deity; which struck the latter
for another: for, as we have already observed, with such terror and astonishment that they
he had the command himself only every other were no longer able to use their arms.
year. Lysiades was fortunate enough to gain The Pellenians tell as, that the statue of the
that commission a third time, enjoying it alter- goddess stands commonly untouched, and that
nately with Aratus. But, at last avowing him- when the priestess moves it out of the temple,
§elf his enemy, and often accusing him to the in order to carry it in procession, none dare
Achaeans in full council, that people cast him look it in the face, but. on the contrary, they
off-, for he appeared with only an assumed cha- turn away their eyes with great care; for it is
racter to contend against real and sincere vir- not only a terrible and dangerous sight to man-
tue. JEsop tells us, " That the cuckoo one day kind, but its look renders the trees barren, and
asked the little birds why they avoided her.' blasts the fruit where it passes. They add,
»nd they answered, it was because they feared that the priestess carried it out on this oc-
the would at last prove a hawk." In like man-casion, and always turning the face directly
ner it happened to Lysiades. It was suspect- towards the jEtolians, filled them with horror,
rid that, as he had been once a tyrant, his lay- and deprived them of their senses. But Aratus,
ing down his power was not quite a voluntary in his Commentaries, makes no mention of any
thing, and that he would be glad to take the "uch circumstance; he only says, that he put
6r«t opportunity to resume it. the JElolians to flight, and entering the towi

Aralos acquired new glory in the war with with the fugitives, dislodged them by dint of
the JEtoliani. The Achaeans pressed him to sword, and killed seven hundred. This actiok
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wu one of the most celebrated in history: to their assistance. Though he was not gen-
Timarithes, the painter, gave a very lively and eral of the Achxans that year, and was so
eicellent representation of it. much indisposed besides, by long sickness, ai

However, us many powerful elates were lo be forced lo keep his bed, yel he caused
combining against the Achaearis, Aratus hasten-himself lo be carried in a litter, to render them
ed to make peace with the .Silolians, which he his besl services. Accordingly he prevailed
Dot only effected with the assistance of Panta- upon Diogenes, who commanded Ihe garrison,
leon, one of the most powerful men amongst to give up the Piraus, Munychia, Salamis, and
them, but likewise entered into an alliance of- Sunium, to the Athenians, for the considera
fensive and defensive. He had a strong desire tion of a hundred and fifty talents, Iwenly of
to restore Athens to its liberty, and eiposed which Aratus himself furnished. Upon this the
himself to the severest censures of the Achx- -Egineta; and Hermionians joined Ihe Achceans,
ans, by attempting to surprise the Pirxus, while and greal parl of Arcadia paid contributions to
there was a truce subsisting between them and the league. The Macedonians now found cmr
the Macedonians. Aratus, indeed, in his Com- ploymcnt enough for iheir arms nearer home,
mentaries, denies the fact, and lays the blame and the Achacans numbering the JEtolians
upon Erginus, with whom he took the citadel amongst their allies, found a great addition to
of Corinth. He says, it was the peculiar scheme their power.
of Erginus to attempt that port; that, his lad- Aratus still proceeded upon his old princi-
der breaking, he miscarried, and was pursued; ples, and in his uneasiness to see tyranny es-
and that to save himself, he often called upon tablished in a city so near him as that of Argos,
Aratus, as if present; by which artifice he de- sent his agenls lo Aristomachus, lo represent
ceived the enemy, and escaped. But this de- " How advantageous a thing it would be for
fence of his, wants probability to support it. It him to restore that city to liberty, and join it to
is not likely that Erginus, a private man, a Sy- Ihe Achsan league; how noble to follow the
rian, would have formed a design of such con- examples of Lysiades, and command so great
sequence, without having Aratus at the head of a people with reputation and honour, as the
it, to supply him with troops, and to point out general of their choice, rather lhan one city an
the opportunity for the attack. Nay, Aratus a tyrant, exposed to perpelual danger and ha-
proved the same against himself, by making not tred." Aristomachus listened to their sugges-
only two or three, but many more attempts upon tions, and desired Aratus to send him filly tal-
the Piraeus. Like a person violently in love, his ents to pay off bis troops. The money was
miscarriages did not prevail upon him to desist; granted agreeably to his request; but Lysiades,
for, as his hopes were disappointed only by the whose commission as general was not expired,
failure, perhaps, of a single circumstance, and and who was ambitious to have this negotia-
ne was always within a little of succeeding, he tion pass with the Achteans for his work, took
(till encouraged himself to go on. In one re- an opportunity, while the money was provid-
pulse, as he fled over the fields of Thirasinm, ing, to accuse Aratos to Aristomachus, as a
he broke his leg; and the cure could not be ef- person that had an implacable aversion lo ty-
fected without several incisions; so that, for rants, and to advise him rather to put Ihe busi
some time after, when he was called to action, ness into his hands. Aristomachus believed
he was carried into the field in a littler. these suggestions, and Lysiades bad the hon-

After the death of Antigonus, and Deme- our of introducing him to the league. But on
trius's accession lo Ihe throne, Aratus was more this occasion, especially, the Achaean council
intent than ever on delivering Athens from the shewed their affection and fidelily to Aratus;
yoke, and conceived an utter contempt for the for, upon his speaking against Aristomachus,
Macedonians. He was, however, defeated in a they rejected him with marks of resentmenl.
battle near Phylacia, by Bithys, the new king's Afterwards, when Aratus was prevailed upon
general; and a strong report being spread on to manage the affair, they readily accepted the
One side that he was taken prisoner, and on proposal, and passed a decree, by which Ihe
another, that he was dead, Diogenes, who Argives and Philasians were admitted into the
Commanded in the Pirarus, wrote a letter to league. The year following, too, Aristoma-
Corinth, insisting " That the Achzans should chus was appointed general.
evacuate the place, since Aratus was no more." Aristomachus finding himself esteemed by
Aratus happened to be in Corinth, when the the Achzans, was desirous of carrying his arm*
letter arrived, and the messengers finding that into Laconia, for which purpose he sent for
their business occasioned much laughter and Aratus from Athens. Aratus made answer, that
"atirical discourse, retired in great confusion. he utterly disapproved the expedition, not
The king of Macedon himself, too, sent a ship choosing thai the Achxans should engage with
with orders " That Aratus should be brought Cleomenes," whose spirit and power kept
to him in chains." growing in proportion to the dangers he had to

The Athenians exceeding themselves in flat- encounter. Aristomachus, however, was bent
tery to the Macedonians, wore chaplets of upon the enterprise, and Aratus yielding to hi*
flowers upon the first report of Aratus's death. solicitations, returned to assist him in the war-
Incensed at this treatment, he immediately Cleomenes offered him bailie al Palantium,
marched out against them; and proceeded as but Aratus prevented him from accepting the
far as the Academy. But they implored him
to spare them, and he returned without doing " Some authors writ*, th»t Cleomenes at the ioitj
them the least injury. This made the Athe- gation of the .ffiloliaiw, had built a fortress in the tor
nians sensible of his virtue; and, as upon the ritory of the Megalopolitam, called JHIurneum; vrV,ica
death of Demetriue, they were determined to the Achotani cooiidered as an open rupture, and there-

fore declared, in a general assembly, that the Lacedji.make an attempt for liberty, they called him should be considered as enemies.
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challenge. Hereupon Lyaiades accused Ara maintained; and that if he would go to war, ha
tiis to the Achasans, and the year following de must find resources for it himself. Thus igno-
clared himself his competitor for the command miniously treated, he was inclined to give up
but Aratug had the majority of votes, and was the seal, and resign his command immediately:
for the twelfth time, declared general. but upon more mature consideration, he thought

This year he was defeated by Cleomenei al it better to bear the affront with patience. Soon
mount Lyceum; and, in his flight, being forcet after this he led the Achsane to Orchomenus,
to wander about in the night, he was supposec where he gave battle to Megistonus, father-in,
to be killed. This was the second time that a law to Cleomenes, killed three hundred of hit
report of hia death spread over Greece. He men, and took him prisoner.
saved himself, however; and having collectec It had been customary with him to take the
the scattered remains of his forces, waa not command every other year, but when his turn
Batisfied with retiring unmolested: on the con-came, and he was called upon to resume it, he
trary, he availed himself in the best manner 01 absolutely refused, and Timoxenus was ap-
hia opportunity, and when none expected, or pointed general. The reason commonly gin en
even thought of such a manoeuvre, fell sudden-for his rejecting that commission was his re-
ly upon the Mantineans, who were allies to sentment against the people for the late dis-
Cleomer.es, took their city, secured it with a honour they had done him; but the real cause
garrison, and declared all the strangers he was the bad posture of the Achaean affairs.
found there, free of the city. In short, he ac- Cleomenes no longer advanced by insensible
quired that for the Achaeans, when beaten, steps; he had DO measures now to keep with
which they could not easily have gained when the magistrates at home, nor any thing to fear
victorious. from their opposition; for he had put the Epho-

The Lacedemonians again entering the ter- ri to death, distributed the knds in equal por-
ritories of Megalopolis, he marched to relieve tions, and admitted many strangers citizens
that city. Cleomenes endeavoured to bring him of Sparta. After he had made himself ab-
to an engagement, but be declined it, though solute master by these means at home, he
the Megalopolitans pressed him much to leave marched into Achaia, and insisted upon be-
the matter to the decision of the sword: for, ing appointed general of the league. Aratus,
besides that he was never -very fit for disputes therefore is highly blamed, when affairs were
'"U the open field, he waa now inferior in num- in such a tempestuous state, for giving up the
bers; and, at a time of life when his apirita be- helm to another pilot, when he ought rather
gan to fail, and his ambition was subdued, he to have taken it by force, to save the com-
would have had to do with a young man of the munity from sinking: or, if he thought the
most adventurous courage. He thought, too, Achaean power beyond the possibility of be-
that, if Cleomenes, by his boldness, sought to ing retrieved, he should have yielded to Cle-
acquire glory, it became him, by his caution, omenes, and not have brought Peloponnesus
to keep that which he had. into a state of barbarism again with Macedo-

One day the light infantry skirmished with nian garrisons, nor filled the citadel of Cor-
the Spartans, and having driven them to their inth with Illyrian and Gaulish arms. For this
camp, entered it with them, and began to was making those men to whom he had shewn
plunder. Aratus, even then would not lead bimself superior, both in his military and polit-
oa the main body, but kept his men on the ical capacity, and whom he vilified so much in
other side of a defile that lay between, and lis Commentaries, masters of his cities, under
would not suffer them to pass. Lysiades, in- :he softer, but false name of allies. It may
censed at this order, and reproaching him with >e said perhaps, that Cleomenes wanted jus-
cowardice, called upon the cavalry to support lice, and was tyrannically inclined; let us grant
the party which was in pursuit of the enemy, t for a moment; yet he was a descendant of
and not to betray the victory, nor to desert a the Heraclids, and his country was Sparta,
man who was going to hazard all for his coun- the meanest citizen of which should have been
try. Many of the best men in the army fol- )referred as general of the league to the first
lowed him to the charge, which was so vig- of the Macedonians, at least by those who
orous, that he put the right wing of the Lace- set any value on the dignity of Greece. Be-
daemonians to flight. But, in the ardour of sides, Cleomenes asked for the command among
his courage, and his ambition for honour, he the Achffians,* only to make their cities happy
went inconsiderately upon the pursuit, till he n his services, in return for the honour of
fell into an intricate way, obstructed with ;he title: whereas Antigonus, though declared
trees, and intersected with large ditches. Cle- commander-in-chief, both by sea and land,
omenes attacked him in this ground, and slew would not accept the commission till he was
him, after he had maintained the most glorious >aid with the citadel of Corinth; in which he
of all combats, the combat for his people, al- )erfectly resembled JEsop'a hunterjf for he
most at their own doors. The rest of the cav- would not ride the Achxans, though they
alry fled, and turning back upon the main body,
put the infantry in disorder, so that the rout * Perhaps Aratus was apprehensive that Cleomenet
became general. would endeavour to make himself absolute amongst the

This loss was principally ascribed to Ara- Achaeans, us he wa» already in Laccdxmon. There
las, for he was thought to have abandoned wasapossibility,however,of his behaving with honouras general of the Achaeans; whereas, from Antigonu*
Lysiadea to hia fate. The Achsans, therefore, nothing could be expected but chains.
retired in great anger, and obliged him to fol-
low them to JEgium. There it waa decreed f Horace gives us this fable of J5sop's; but; before!Eiop. the poet Stesichorus is said to have applied it to
in full council, that he ahould be supplied with he Hioeriun, when they were going to raise a guard
no more money, nor have any mercenaries Tor Phalaru.
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offered tneir backs, and though by embassiei people already sick of tnc same distemper, and
and decrees they courted him to do it, till he weary of the Achaean government.* On thii
had first bridled them by his garrison, and by occasion they assembled in the temple of
the hostages which they were obliged to deliv- Apollo, and sent for Aratus, being determined
er to him. either to kill him, or to take him prisoner, be-

It is true, Aratus labours to justify himself fore they proceeded to an open revolt. He came
by the necessity of affairs. But Polybius as- leading his horse, as if he hai1 «ot «ie least
"ures us, that long before that necessity eiist- mistrust or suspicion. When lucy saw him at
ed, he had been afraid of the daring spirit of the gate, a number of them rose up, and load-
Cleomenes, and had not only treated with An- ed him with reproaches. But he, with a com-
tigonus in private, but drawn in the Megalopo- posed countenance And mild address, bade
litane to propose it to the general assembly of them sit down again, and not, by standing in
the Achaaans, that Antigonus should be invited the way and making such a disorderly noise,
to their assistance: for, whenever Cleomenes prevent other citizens who were at the door
renewed his depredations, the Megalopolitans I'rom entering. At the same time that he said
were the first that suffered by them. Phylar- this, he drew back step by step, as if he was
chus gives the same account; but we should not seeking somebody to take his horse. Thus
have afforded him much credit, if he had not he got out of the crowd, and continued to
been supported by the testimony of Polybius: talk, without the least appearance of confu-
for such is his fondness for Cleomenes that he sion, to such of the Corinthians as he met, and
cannot speak of him but in an enthusiastic desired them to go to the temple, till he insen-
mariner; and, as if he was pleading a cause sibly approached the citadel. He then mount-
rather than writing a history, he perpetually ed his horse, and without stopping any longer
disparages the one, and vindicates the other. at the fort, than to give his orders to Cleopater

The Achzans having lost Mantinea, which the governor to keep a strict guard upon it, he
Cleomenes now took a second time, and be- rode off to Sicyon, followed by no more than
ing, moreover, defeated in a great battle at He- thirty soldiers, for the rest bad left him and
catomb«uni, were struck with such terror that dispersed.
they immediately invited Cleomenes to Argos, The Corinthians, soon apprised of his flight,
with a promise of making him general. But went in pursuit of him; but failing in their de-
Aratus no sooner perceived that he was on his sign, they sent for Cleomenes, and put the city
inarch, and had brought his army as far as Ler- into his hinds. He did not, however, think thia
ma, than his fears prevailed, and he sent am- advantage equal to his loss in their suffering
bassadors to desire him to come to the Acha- Aratus to escape. As soon as the inhabitants
ans as friends and allies, with three hundred of that district on the coast called -Acte had
men only. They were to add, that if he had any surrendered their towns, he shut up the cita-
distrust of the Achaeans, they would give him del with a wall of tircumvallation, and a palli-
hostages. Cleomenes told them, they did but sadoed entrenchment.
insult and mock him with such a message, In the mean time many of the Achaeans re-
and returning immediately, wrote a letter paired to Aratus at Sicyon, and a general as-
to the Achaean council, full of complaints sembly was held, in which he was chosen com-
and invectives against Aratus. Aratus wrote mander-in-chief, with an unlimited commis-
another against Cleomenes in the same style; sion. He now first took a guard, and it was
and they proceeded to such gross abuse as not composed of his fellow-citizens. He had con-
to spare even the characters of their wives and ducted the Achaean administration three-and-
families. thirty years; he had been the first man in Greece,

Upon this Cleomenes eent a herald to declare both in power and reputation; but he now found
war against the Achxans; and in the meantime himself abandoned, indigent, persecuted, with-
the city of Sicyon was near being betrayed to out any thing but one plank to trust to in the
him. Disappointed of his expectation there, he storm that had shipwrecked his country. For
turned against Pellene, dislodged the Achaean the ./Eloljans had refused the assistance which
garrison, and secured the town for himself. A he requested, and the city of Athens, though
little after tins, he took Pheneum and Pentele- well inclined to serve him, was prevented by
um; and it was not long before the people of Euclides and Micion.
Argos adopted his interest, and the Phliasians Aratus had a house and valuable effects at
received his garrison: so that scarce any thing Corinth. Cleomenes would not touch any thing
remained firm to the Achaeans of the dominions that belonged to him, but sent for his friends
they had acquired. Aratus saw nothing but and agents, and charged them to take the ut-
confusion about him; all Peloponnesus was, in most care of his affairs, as remembering that
" tottering condition; and the cities every where they must give an account to Aratus. To Ara-
excited by innovators to revolt. Indeed none tus himself he privately sent Tripylis, and af
were quiet or satisfied with their present cir- terwards his father-in-law Megistonus, witb
cumstances. Even amongst the Sicyonians and great offers, and among the rest a pension ot
Corinthians many were found to have a corres-twelve talents, which was double the yearly
pondence with Cleomenes, having been long allowance he had from Ptolemy. For this, he
disaffected to the administration and the pub- desired to be appointed general of the Achffi-
lic utility, because they wanted to get the ans, and to be joined with him in the care of
power into their own hands. Aratus was in- the citadel of Corinth Aratus answered,
vrsted with full authority to punish the delin-
quents. The corrupt members of Sicyon he
cut off; but, by seeking for such in Corinth, in * What wonder, when they saw Aralus unfaithful

lo hu firrt principles, and going to bring th«in afraui
order to put th«ra to death, he exasperated the under the Macedonian yoke:
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" That ho did not now govern affairs, but they tu« then took little notice of the saying, for he
governed him." As there appeared an insin-never put much faith in victims, nor indeed in
cerity in this answer, Cleomeaes entered the predictions from any thing else, but used to
territories of Sicyon, and committed great de- depend upon his reason. Some time after, how-
vastations. He likewise blocked up the city ever, when the war went on successfully, An-
for three months together; all which time Ara- tigonua made an entertainment at Corinth, at
tus was debating with himself whether he which, though there was a numerous company,
should surrender the citadel to Antigonus; for he placed Aratus next above him. They had
he would not send him succours on any other not sat long before Antigonus called for a cloak
condition. At the same time he asked Aratus, " Whether

Before he could take his resolution; the Ach- he did not think it very cold," and he answer-
acans met in council at ̂ gium, and called him ed, " It was extremely cold." The king then
to attend it. As the town was invested by Cleo- desired him to sit nearer, and the servants who
menes, it was dangerous to pass. The citizens brought the cloak, put it over the shoulders of
entreated him not to go, and declared they both. This putting Aratus in mind of the vic-
would not suffer him to expose himself to an tim, he informed the king both of the sign and
enemy who was watching for his prey. The the prediction. But this happened long after the
matrons and their children, too, hung upon time that we are upon.
him, and wept for him as for a common parent While they were at Pegs, they took oaths of
and protector. He consoled them, however, mutual fidelity, and then marched against the
as well as he could, and rode down to the sea, enemy. There were several actions under the
taking with him ten of his friends, and his son, walls of Corinth, in which Cleomenes had for-
who was now approaching to manhood. Find- tified himself strongly, and the Corinthians de-
ing some vessels at anchor, he went on board, fended the place with great vigour.
and arrived safe at JEgium. There he held an In the meantime, Aristotle a citizen of Ar-
assembly, in which it was decreed that Antigo- gos, and friend of Aratus, sent an agent to him
nus should be called in, and the citadel surren- privately, with an offer of bringing that city to
ed to him. Aratus sent his own son amongst declare for him, if he would go thither in per-
the other hostages; which the Corinthians eo son with some troops. Aratus having ac-
much resented, that they plundered his goods, quainted Antigonus with this scheme, em-
and made a present of his house to Cleomenes. barked fifteen hundred men and sailed imme

As Antigonus was now approaching with his diately with them from the Isthmus to Epi
army, which consisted of twenty thousand foot, daurus. But the people of Argos, without wait
all Macedonians, and of fourteen hundred ing for his arrival, had attacked the troops of
horse. Aratus went with the Achzan magis-Cleomenes, and shut them up in the citadel.
trates oy sea," and without being discovered by Cleomenes having notice of this, and fearing
the enemy, met him at Pegs; though he plac- that the enemy, if they were in possession of
ed no great confidence in Antigonus, and dis- Argos might cut off his retreat to Lacedaemon,
trusted the Macedonians. For he knew that left his post before the citadel of Corinth the
his greatness had been owing to the mischiefs same night, and marched to the succour of his
he had done them, and that he had first risen men. He reached it before Aratus, and gained
to the direction of affairs in consequence of his some advantage over the enemy; but Aratus
hatred to old Antigonus. But seeing an indis- arriving soon after, and the king appearing
pensable necessity before him, such an occa- with his army, Cleomenes retired to Man
sion as those who seemed to command are tinea.

forced to obey, he faced the danger. When Upon this all the cities joined the Achsang
Antigonus was told that Aratus was come in again. Anligonus made himself master of the
person, he gave the rest a common welcome, citadel of Corinth; and the Argives having ap-
but received him in the most honourable man- pointed Aratus their general, he persuaded
ner; and finding him upon trial to be a man of them to give Antigonus the estates of the late
probity and prudence, took him into his most tyrants and all the traitors. That people put
intimate friendship: for Aratus was not only Aristomachus to the torture at Cenchreie,*
serviceable to the king in great affairs, but in and afterwards drowned him in the sea.
the hours of leisure his most agreeable compa-Aratus was much censured on this occasion,
nion. Antigonus, therefore, though young, for permitting a man to suffer unjustly, who was
perceiving in him such a temper, and such not of a bad character, with whom he formerly
other qualities as fitted him for a prince's had connections, and who, at his persuasion,
friendship, preferred him not only to the rest had abdicated the supreme power, and brought
of the Achians, but even to the Macedonians Argos to unite itself to the Achaean league.
that were about him, and continued to employ There were other charges against Aratus,
him in every affair of consequence. Thus the namely, that at his instigation, the Achsans
thing which the gods announced by the entrails had given the city of Corinth to Antigonus, as
of one of the victims, was accomplished: for it if it had been no more than an ordinary vil-
is said, that when Aratus was sacrificing not lage; that they had suffered him to pillage
long before, there appeared in the liver two Orchomenue, and place in it a Macedonian
gall-bladders, enclosed in the same caul; upon
which the diviner declared, that two enemies,
who appeared the most irreconcileable, would Plutarch seems here to have followed Phylarchui,Polybius tells us that Aristomachus deserved greatersoon be united in the strictest friendship. Ara- punishment than he suffered, not only for hit eilreme

:ruilty when tyrant of Argos, but also for his aban
* Thrmagi«w«te« called Z>«i7«'«rgi. See an account dotting the Achxans in their distress, and declaring fa

"fthfjn before. their enemies.
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garrison; that they had made a decree that Sparta, and sailed to Egypt. As for Ann-
their community should not send a letter or an gonue, after the kindest and most honourable
embassy to anj other king, without the consent behaviour to Aralus, he returned to Macedo-
of Antigonus; that they were forced to main nia. In his sickness there, which happened
tain and pay the Macedonians; and that they soon after his arrival, he sent Philip, then very
had sacrifices, libations, and games, in honour young, but already declared his successor, into
of Antigonus,-the fellow-citizens of Aratus Peloponnesus; having first instructed him above
setting the example, and receiving Antigonus all things to give attention to Aratug, and
into their city, on which occasion Aratus en- through him to treat with the cities, and make
tertained him in his house. For all these things himself known to the Achaeans. Aratus re-
they blamed Aratus, not considering that when ceived him with great honour, and managed
he had once put the reins in the hand of that him so well, that he returned to Macedonia
prince, he was necessarily carried along with full of sentiments of respect for his friend, and
the tide of regal power: no longer master of in the most favourable disposition for the in-
any thing but his tongue, and it was dangerous terests of Greece.
to use that with freedom. For he was visibly After the death of Antigonus, the JEtolians
concerned at many circumstances of the king's despised the inactivity of the Achaeans: for,
conduct, particularly with respect to the sta- accustomed to the protection of foreign arms,
tues. Antigonus erected anew those of the and sheltering themselves under the Macedo-
tyrants which Aratus had pulled down, and nian power, they sunk into a state of idleness
demolished those he had set up in memory of and disorder. This gave the JEtolians room
the brave men that surprised the citadel of to attempt a footing in Peloponnesus. Bj
Corinth. That of Aratus only was spared, the way they made some booty in the court
notwithstanding his intercession for the rest. try about Patrz and Dyme, and then proceed-
In the affair of Mantinea,* too, the behaviour ed to Messene, and laid waste its territories.
of the Achsane was not suitable to the Grecian Aratus was incensed at this insolence, but he
humanity; for having conquered it by means perceived that Timoxenus, who was then gen-
of Antigonus, they put the principal of the m- eral, took slow and dilatory measures, because
habrtants to the sword; some of the rest they his year was almost expired. Therefore, as
told, or sent in fetters to Macedonia; and they he was to succeed to the command, he antici-
made slaves of the women and children. Of pated his commission by five days, for the sake
the money thus raised they divided a third of assisting the Messemans. He assembled
part amongst themselves, and gave the rest to the Achians, but they had now neither exer
the Macedonians. But this had its excuse in cise nor courage to enable them to maintain
the law of reprisals; for, however shocking it the combat, and consequently he was beaten
may appear for men to sacrifice to their anger in a battle which he fought at Caphyz. Being
those of their own nation and kindred, yet in accused of having ventured too much on this
necessity, as Simonides says, it seems rather occasion,* he became afterwards so cold, and
a proper alleviation than a hardship, to give so far abandoned his hopes for the public, as
relief to a mind inflamed and aching with re- to neglect the opportunities which the JEto-
sentment. But as to what Aratus did after- lians gave him, and suffered them to roam
wards with respect to Mantinea, it is impossi- about Peloponnesus, in a bacchanalian man-
ble to justify him upon a plea either of pro- ner, committing all the excesses that insolence
priety or necessity. For Antigonus having could suggest.
made a present of that city to the Argives, they
resolved to re-people it, and appointed Aratus
to see it done; in virtue of which commission,
as well as that of general, he decreed that it
should no more be called Mantinea, but Anti- which was to decide the fate of Lacedaemon ? Polybiuj,

indeed, seems to insinuate the cause of his proceedings j
gonea, which name it still bears. Thus, by for he tells us, that Ptolemy, king of Egypt, who had
his means, Mantinea, the amiable Mmtinea, promised to assist him in lYnswar, acquainted him that
as Home' calls it, was no more; and in the place he was not in a condition to make good his engage
of it we have a city which took its name from ments. And as Cleomenes did not choose to try the
the man who ruined its inhabitants. other alternative, that of suing to Antigonus for a

peace, he risked all upon the event of that day.
Some time after this, Cleomenes being over- * Aratus was accused in this assembly, first of having

thrown in a great battle near Sellasia,t quitted taken the command upon him before his time. In the
neit place, he was blamed for having dismissed the

* The Mantineans had applied to the Achaeans for a Achxan troops, while the .£tolians were still in the
nrnson to defend them against the Lacedaemonians. heart of Peloponnesus. The third article against him
In compliance with their request, the Achaeans sent was, his venturing a battle with so few troops, when
them three hundred of their own citizen*, and two he might have made, with great ease, a safe retreat to
huiidreu mercenaries. But the Mantinrans soon after the neighbouring towns, and there reinforced his army.
changing tneir minds, in the most perfidious manner The last and heaviest charge against him was, that
massacred that garrison. They deserved, therefore, after he had resolved to give the enemy battle, he did
»H that they are here said to have suffered; but Po- not, in the whole action, lake one step that became a
lybius makes no mention of the principal inhabitants general of any experience: for he sent the cavalry and
being put to death; he only says, their goods were light-armed foot to attack the enemy's rear, nfter their
plundered, and some of the people sold for (lares. front had gained the advantage ; whereas he ought to

f Cleomenes had entrenched himself so strongly near have encountered the front at first with the adiantag«
fl*!lasia, in a narrow pats between the mountains Era of hating them on the declivity; in which caje hit
and Olympus, that Antigonus did Dot think proper to heavy-armed infantry would h»« done him gr«M sir
"tUek him there. It ii not easy to comprehend what vice. However, he endeavoured to prove that the losi
cauld induce Cleomenes to come out of these intrench- of the battle was not his dull; adding, that if he had
aents, UK! risk a pitched battle. Hutroopi were oat been wanting in any of the duties of an able general.
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The Achxans v»ere now obliged to stretch were under that form of government. It wa»
out their hands again towards Macedonia, am easy to be seen, too, that he wanted to shake
brought Philip to nterfere in the affairs o off Aratus. The first suspicions of hia inten-
Greece. They knew the regard he had for tions arose from his behaviour with respect to
Aratus, and the confidence he placed in him the Messenians. There were too faction*
and hoped on that account to find him tract amongst them which had raised a sedition in
able and easy in all their affaire. But the kirn the city. Aratus went to reconcile them: but
now first began to listen to Apellea, Mega Philip getting to the place a day before him,
lacus, and other courtiers, who endeavouret added stings to their mutual resentments. On
to darken the character of Aratus, and pre-the one hand, he called the magistrates pri-
vailed upon him to support the contrary party, vately, and asked them whether they had not
by which means Eperatus was elected gene- laws to restrain the rabble? And on the
ral of the Achaeans. Eperatus, however, soon other, he asked the demagogues whether they
fell into the greatest contempt amongst them, had not handa to defend them against tyrants'
and as Aratus would not give any attention to The magistrates, thus encouraged, attacked
their concerns, nothing went well. Philip, the chiefs of the people, and they in their turn,
finding that he had committed a capital error, came with superior numbers, and killed the
turned again to Aratus, and gave himself up magistrates, with Bear two hundred more of
entirely to his direction. As his affairs now their party.
prospered, and his power and reputation grew After Philip had engaged in these detestable
under the culture of Aratus, he depended en- practices, which exasperated the Messenians
tirely on him for the farther increase of both. still more against each other, Aratus, when
Indeed, it was evident to all the world, that he arrived, made no secret of his resentment,
Aratus had excellent talents, not only for guid- nor did he restrain his son in the severe and
ing a commonwealth, but a kingdom too; for disparaging things he said to Philip. The
the.e appeared a tincture of his principles young man had once a particular attach-
and manners in all the conduct of this young ment to Philip, which in those days they dis-
prince. Thus the moderation with which he tinguished by the name of love; but, on thia
treated the Spartans,* after they had offended occasion, he scrupled not to tell him, "That
him, his engaging behaviour to the Cretans, by after such a base action, instead of appearing
which he gained the whole island in a few agreeable, he was the most deformed of hu-
days, and the glorious success of his expedi- mankind."
tion against the JEtoKans, gained Philip the Philip made no answer, though anger evi-
honour of knowing how to follow good dently was working in his bosom, and he
counsel, and Aratus that of being able to ofton muttered to himself while the other was
give it. speaking. However, he pretended to bear it

On this account the courtiers envied him with great calmness, and affecting to appear
etill more; and as they found that their pri- the man of aubdued temper and refined man-
vate engines of calumny availed nothing, they ners, gave the elder Aratus his hand, and took
began to try open battery, reviling and insult- him from the theatre to the castle of Ithome,*
ing him at table with the utmost effrontery and under pretence of sacrificing to Jupiter and
lowest abuse. Nay, once they threw stones at visiting the place. This fort, which is aa
him, ae he was retiring from supper to his tent. strong as the citadel of Corinth, were it gai-
Philip, incensed at such outrage, fined them risoned, would greatly annoy the neighboui-
twenty talents, and, upon their proceeding to ing country, and be almost impregnable. Af-
disturb and embroil his affairs, put them to ter Philip had offered his sacrifice there, and
death. the diviner came to shew him the entrails cf

But afterwards he was carried so high, by the ox, he took them in both hands, and
the flow of prosperity, as to discover many shewed them to Aralus and Demetrius of Pha-
disorderly passions. The native badness of ris, sometimes turning them to one, and some-
his disposition broke through the veil he had times to the other, and asking them, " What
put over it, and by degrees his real character they saw in the entrails of the victim; whether
appeared. In the first place, he greatly injured they warned him to keep this citadel, or to
voung Aratus by corrupting his wife; and the restore it to the Messenians?" Demetriug
commerce was a long time secret, because he smiled and said, "If you have the soul of a
lived under his roof, where he had been re- diviner, you will restore it; but, if that of a
ceived under the sanction of hospitality. In ting, you will hold the bull by both his horns."
ihe next place, he discovered a strong aver-By which he hinted that he must have Pelo-
sion to commonwealths, and to the cities that ponnesus entirely in subjection, if he added

Ithome to the citadel of Corinth. Aratus was

he asked pardon, and hoped that, in regard of his past _ long time silent, but upon Philip's pressing
services, they would not censure him with rigour. lim to declare his opinion, he said, " There
This submission of his changed the minds of the whole are many mountains of great strength in Crete.
assembly, and Ihe people began to ?cnt their rage upon many castles in Bosotia and Phocis in loftycus accusers.
" The Spartans had killed one of their Kphon, and situations, and many impregnable places in,

tome others of their citizens who were in the interest Acarnania, both on the coast and within
of Hiilip; and sony of his counsellors advised him lo ,and. You have seized none of these, and
revenge the affront with rigour. But he said, that, as yet they all pay you a voluntary obedience
the Spartans now belonged to the Achaean league, they
were accountable to it; and that it ill became him to * In Iht printed l«t it is KAomote, which agreei
trrat them wilh severity, who were his allies, when with the name this fort has in Polybius; but one of tht
his predecessor had extended hit clemency to them, manuicripU gives us Ithome, which is the name Stub*
though enemies. cm " it.
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Robbers, indeed, take to rocks and precipicct But the Sicyonians considered it ns a misfor-
for security; but for a king there is no such fc tune to ha-ve him interred any where, but
tress as honour and humanity. These are the amongst them, and, therefore, persuaded the
things that have opened to you the Cretan sea Achzans to leave the disposal of his body en-
these have unbarred the gates of Peloponne tirely to them. As there was an ancient law
lus. In short, by these it is that, at so early a that had been observed with religious care,
period in life, you are become general of the against burying any person within their walk,
one, and sovereign of the other." Whilst he and they were afraid to transgress it on this oc
was yet speaking, Philip returned the entrails casion, they sent to inquire of the priestess of
to the diviner, and taking Aratus by the hand, Apollo, at Delphi, and she returned this answer:
drew him along, and said, " Come on then,
let us go as we came;" intimating that he had Seek you -what fumral honour* you shall payTo your departed prince, the small reward
overruled him, and deprived him of such an ac- For liberty restored, and glory won?
quisition as the city would have been. Bid Sicyon, fearless, rear the sacred tomb.

From this time, Aratus began to withdraw For the vile tonpue that dares with impious breath
from court, and by degrees to give up all cor- Offend Aratus, blasts the face of Nature,
respondence with Philip. He refused also to Pours horror on the earth, and seas, and skici.

acoompany him in his expedition into Epirus, This oracle gave great joy to all the Achaeans,
though applied to for that purpose; choosing to particularly the people of Sicyon. They chang
etay at home, lest he should share in the disre-ed the day of mourning into a festival, and
pute of his actions. But, after Philip had lost adorning themselves with garlands and white
his fleet with great disgrace in the Roman war, robes, brought the corpse with songs and
and nothing succeeded to his wish, he returned dances from ̂Egiutn to Sicyon. There they
to Peloponnesus, and tried once more what art selected the most conspicuous ground, and in
could do to impose upon the Messenians. terred him as the founder and deliverer of their
When he found that his designs were discov-city. The place is slill called Aratium: and
ered, he had recourse to open hostilities, and there they offer two yearly sacrifices; the one
ravaged their country. Aratus then saw all on the fifth of the month Dccsius, (the Athe-
his meanness, and broke with him entirely. nians call it Anthesterion") which was the day
By this time, too, he perceived that he had dis- tie delivered the city from the yoke of tyrants,
honoured his son's bed; but though the injury and on which account they call the festival,
lay heavy on him, he concealed it from his son; Soteria: the other on his birth-day. The first
because he could only inform him that he was sacrifice was offered by the priest of Jupiter,
abused, without being able to help him to the the Preserver, and the second by the son of
means of revenge. There seemed to be a Aratus, who, on that occasion, wore a girdle,
great and unnatural change in Philip, who, of not entirely white, but half purple. The music
a mild and sober young prince, became a libid-was sung to the harp by the choir that belong-
inous and cruel tyrant: but in fact it was not ed to the theatre. The procession was led up
4 change of disposition, it was only discover- jy the master of the Gymnasium, at the heid
ing, in a time of full security, the vices which of the boys and young men; the senate fol
his fears had long concealed. That his regard owed, crowned with flowers, and such of the
for Aratus had originally a great mixture of other citizens as chose to attend. Some small
fear and reverence, appeared even in the meth- marks of the ceremonies observed on those
od he took to destroy him. For though he days still remain, but the greatest partis worn
was very desirous of effecting that cruel pur- out by time and other circumstances.
pose, because he neither looked upon himself Such was the life and character that history
as an absolute prince, or a king, or even a las given us of the elder Aratus. And as ta
freeman, while Aratus lived, yet he would not he younger, Philip, who was naturally wicked,
attempt any thing against him in the way of and delighted to add insolence to cruelty,
open force, but desired Phaurion, one of his ;ave him potions, not of the deadly kind, but
friends and generals, to take him off in a pri- such as deprived him of his reason; insomuch
vate manner, in his absence. At the same time hat he took up inclinations that were shock
he recommended poison. That officer, accord- ng and monstrous, and delighted in things thai
ingly, having formed an acquaintance with him, not only dishonoured butdestroyed him. Death,
gave him a dose, not of a sharp or violent kind, herefore, which took him in the flower of hit
but such a one as causes lingering heats and a age, was considered, not as a misfortune, but a
"light cough, and gradually brings the body to deliverance. The vengeance, however, of Ju-
decay. Aratus was not ignorant of the cause >iter, the patron of hospitality and friendship,
of his disorder, but knowing that it availed visited Philip for his breach of both, and pur-
nothing to discover it to the world, he bore it sued him through life; for he was beat&.i by
quietly and in silence, as if it had been an or- :he Romans, and forced to yield himserf to
dinary distemper. Indeed, when one of his heir discretion. In consequence of which, he
friends came to visit him in his chamber, and was stripped of all the provinces he had con
expressed his surprise at seeing him spit blood, qucred, gave up all his ships, except five,
he said, " Such, Cephalon, are the fruits of obliged himself to pay a thousand talents, and
royal friendship." lehvcr his son as a hostage. He even held

Thus died Aratus at -lEgium, after he had Macedonia and its dependencies only at thf
been seventeen times general of the Achxans. mercy of the conquerors. Amidst all thew
That people were desirous of having him bu-misfortunes, he was possessed only of one blesi
ried there, and would have thought it an hon-iing. a son of superior virtue, and him he ou.i
our to give him a magnificent funeral, and a
monument worthy of his life and character " February.

YY
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lo death, in his envy and jealousv of the hon-1 over him that Paulus .Kmilius triumphed, and
ours the Romans paid him. He left his crown, 

._ il_ _ T1 ' I 1 " . TT _ I _ rt. 1 "
in mm. ended the royal race of Antigonus,

to his other son, Perseus, who was believed wnereas the posterity of Aratus remained to
not to be his, but a supposititious child, born of our daya, and still continues in Sicyon, in*
a iempstres», named Gnalhxnium. It was Pellcne.

GALBA.

IPHICRATES, the Athenian general, thought corrupted the army, and taught them to ei-
that a soldier of fortune should have an attach- pect so much upon the change of emperor,
ment both to money and pleasure, that his pas- thus dishonouring a glorious action by mer-
sions might put him upon fighting with more cenary considerations, and turning the revolt
boldness for a supply. But most others are of from Nero into treason. For Nymphidius Sa-
opinion, that the main body of an army, like binus, who, as we observed before,* was join-
the healthy natural body, should have no mo- ed in commission with Tigellinus, as captain
tion of its own, but be entirely guided by the of the prztorian cohorts, after Nero's affairs
head. Hence Paulus jEmilius, when he found were in a desperate state, and it was plain that
his army in Macedonia talkative, busy, and he intended to retire into Egypt, persuaded the
ready to direct their general, is said to have army, as if Nero had already abdicated, to de-
given orders, " That each should keep his hand clare Galba emperor, promising every soldier
fit for action, and his sword sharp, and leave of the praetorian cohorts, seven thousand five
the rest to him." And Plato, perceiving that hundred drachmas, and the troops that were
the best general cannot undertake any thing quartered in the provinces, twelve hundred and
with success, unless his troops are sober, and sixty drachmas a man: a sum which it was im-
perfectly united to support him, concluded, possible to collect, without doing infinitely
that to know how lo obey, required as gener- more mischief to the empire than Nero had
ous a disposition, and as rational an education, done in his whole reign.
as to know how to command; for these advan- This proved the immediate ruin of Nero;
tages would connect the violence and impetu- and soon after destroyed Galba himself. They
osity of the soldier with the mildness and hu- deserted Nero in hopes of receiving the money,
manity of the philosopher. Amongst other fatal and despatched Galba because they did not
examples, what happened amongst the Ro- receive it. Afterwards, they sought for an-
mans after the death of Nero, is sufficient to other, who might pay them that sum, but they
shew, that nothing is more dreadful than an ruined themselves by their rebellions and trea-
undisciplined army, actuated only by the im- sons, without gaining what they had been
pulse of their own ferocity. Demadcs, seeing made to expect. To give a complete and ex-
the wild and violent motions of the Macedo- act account of the affairs of those times, be
nian army, after the death of Alexander, com- longs to the professed historian. It is, how-
pared it to the Cyclops,* after his eye was put ever, in my province, to lay before the reader
out. But the Roman empire more resembled the most remarkable circumstances in the lives
the extravagant passions and ravings of the of the Cssars.
Titans, which the poets tell us of, when it was It is an acknowledged truth, that Sulpitius
torn in pieces by rebellion, and turned its arms Galba was the richest private man that ever
against itself; not so much through the ambi- rose to the imperial dignity. But though his
tion of the emperors, as the avarice and licen- extraction was of the noblest, from the family
tiousness of the soldiers, who drove out one of the Scrvii, yet he thought it a greater hon-
emperor by another/)- our to be related to Quinlus Catulus Capitoli-

Dionysius, the Sicilian, speaking of Alex- nus, who was the first man in his time for vir-
ander, of Pherae, who reigned in Thessaly only tue and reputation, though he voluntarily left
ten months, and then was slain, called him, in to othera the pre-eminence in power. He wa»
derision of the sudden change, a theatrical also related to Livia, the wife of Augustus,
djrant. But the palace of the Cceaare received and it was by her interest that he was raised
four emperors in a less space of time, one from the office he had in the palace, to the dig
entering, and another making his exit, as if nity of consul. It is said that he acquitted
.nj' had only been acting a part upon the himself in his commission in Germany with
"tage The Romans, indeed, had one consola-honour; and that he gained more reputation
tion amidst their misfortunes, that they needed than most commanders, during his pro-consul-
no other revenge upon the authors of them, ate in Africa. But his simple parsimonious
than to see them destroy each other; and with way of living, passed for avarice in an emper
the greatest justice of all fell the first, who or; and the pride he took in economy and

strict temperance, was out of chancier.
" Polyphemui. lie was sent governor inlo Spam by Nero
* In the original it is, as one nail it driven out by

another " In th(! life of Nero, which IE lort.
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Mfore that emperor had learned to fear such That it was a just and rational scheme which
of the citiiens as had great authority in Rome. Vindei adopted in calling Galba to the empire,
Besides, the mildness of his temper, and his there needs no better proof than Nero himself.
advanced time of life, promised a cautious and For though he pretended to look upcn the
prudent conduct. The emperor's receivers,* commotions in Gaul as nothing, yel when ha
a most abandoned set of men, harassed the received the news of Galba's revolt, which he
provinces in the most cruel manner. Galba happened to do just after he had bathed, and
could not assist them against their persecutors, was sat down to supper, in his madness he or
but his concern for their misfortunes, which erturned the table. However, when the senate
appeared not less than if he had been a sufferer had declared Galba an enemy to his country,
himself, afforded them some consolation, even he affected to despise the danger, and, attempt-
while they were condemned and sold for slaves. ing to be merry upon it, said to his friends,
Many songs were made upon Nero, and sung "I have long waited a pretence to raise money,
every where; and as Galba did not endeavour and this will furnish me with an excellent one.
to suppress them, or join the receivers of the The Gauls, when I have conquered them, will
revenues in their resentment, that was a cir- be a fine booty, and, in the meantime, I will
cumstance which endeared him still more to seize the estate of Galba, since he is a declar-
the natives. For by this time he had contract- ed enemy, and dispose of it as I think fit."
ed a friendship with them, having long been Accordingly he gave directions that Galba's
their governor. He had borne that commission estate should be sold; which Galba no sooner
eight years, when Junius Vindex, who com- heard of, than he exposed to sale all that be-
manded in Gaul, revolted against Nero. It is longed to Nero in Spam, and more readily
eaid that before this rebellion broke out, Galba found purchasers.
had intimations of it in letters from Vmdex: The revolt from Nero soon became general;
but he neither countenanced nor discovered it, and the governors of provinces declared for
as the governors of other provinces did, who Galba: only Clodius Macer in Africa, and
lent the letters they had received to Nero, and Virginius Kufus in Germany, stood out and
oy that means ruined the project, as far as was acted for themselves, but upon different mo-
in their power. Yet those same governors af- tives. Clodius being conscious to himself of
terwards joining in the conspiracy against their much rapine and many murders, to which his
prince, shewed that they could betray not only avarice and cruelty had prompted him, was in
Vindei, but themselves. a fluctuating state, and could not take his reso-

But after Vmdex had openly commenced lution either to assume or reject the imperial
hostilities, he wrote to Galba, desiring him title. And Virginius, who commanded some
" To accept the imperial dignity, and give a of the best legions in the empire, and had been
head to the strong Gallic body which so much often pressed by them to take the title of em-
wanted one; which had no less than a hundred peror, declared, " That he would neither take
thousand men in arms, and was able to raise a it himself, nor suffer it to be given to any other
much greater number." but the person whom the senate should name."

Galba then called a council of his friends. Galba was not a little alarmed at this at

Some of them advised them to wait and see first. But after the forces of Virginius and Vin-
what motions there might be in Rome, or in- dex had overpowered them, like charioteers
clinations for a change. But Titus Vinius, no longer able to manage the reigns, and forc-
captain of one of the praetorian cohorts, said, ed them to fight, Vindei lost twenty thousand
" What room is there, Galba, for deliberation? Gauls in the battle, and then despatched him-
To inquire whether we shall continue faithful self. A report was then current, that the vic-
to Nero, is to have revolted already. There torious army, in consequence of so great an.
is no medium. We must either accept the advantage, would insist that Virginius should
friendship of Vindex, as if Nero was our de- accept the imperial dignity, and that, if he re-
clared enemy, or accuse and fight Vindei, be- fused it, they would turn again to Nero. This
cause he desires that the Romans should have put Galba in a great consternation, and he
Galba for their emperor, rather than Nero for wrote letters to Virginius, exhorting him to act
their tyrant." Upon this, Gaiba, by an edict, in concert with him, for preserving the empire
filed a day for enfranchising all who should and liberty of the Romans. After which he
present themselves. The report of this soon retired with his friends to Colonia, a city in
drew together a multitude of people who were Spain, and there spent some time, rather ia
desirous of a change, and he had no sooner repenting what he had done, and wishing for
mounted the tribunal, than, with one voice, the life of ease and leisure, to which he had
they declared him emperor. He did not im- been so long accustomed, than taking any of
mediately accept the title, but accused Nero the necessary steps for his promotion,.
of great crimes, and lamented the fate of many It was now the beginning of summer, when
Romans of great distinction, whom he had one evening, a little before night, one of
barbarously slain: after which he declared, Galba's freedmen, a native of Sicily, arrived
" That he would serve his country with his in seven days from Home. Being told that
best abilities, not ae Cssar or emperor, but as Galba was retired to rest, he ran up to his
lieutenant to the senate and people of Rome."t chamber, and having opened it, in spite of the

resistance of the chamberlains, informed him,
* ProcuTdlorej: thev had full powers to collect the " That as Nero did not appear, though he

revenuec, and scrupled no acts of oppression in the
course ol their proceedings. was living at that time, the army first, and

{ Dio Cassius inform* u», that thu declaration was

made nine months and thirteen days before Galba's was assassinated on the fifteenth of January in the (b>
4eith, and consequently on the third of April; kr be lowing year.
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then the people and senate of Rome, had de-into their hands. A gladiator, named Spicilliu,
clared Galha emperor: and, not long after, was put under the statutes of Nero, and dragl
news was brought that Nero was dead. He ged about with them in the/orum till he died:
added, that he was not satisfied with the re- Aponius, one of the informers, was extended
port, but went and saw the dead body of the on the ground, and waggons, loaded with
tyrant, before he would set out." Galba was stones, driven over him. They tore many
greatly elevated by this intelligence; and he others in pieces, and some who were entirely
encouraged the multitudes that soon attended innocent. So that Mauriscus, who had not
at the door by communicating it to them, though only the character of one of the best men in
the expedition with which it was brought, ap- Rome, but really deserved it, said one day to
peared incredible. But, two days after, Titus the senate, " He was afraid they should soon
Vinius, with many others, arrived from the regret the loss of Nero."
camp, and brought an account of a)] the pro- Nymphidiits, thus advancing in his hopes,
ceedings of the senate. Vinius* was promot-was not at all displeased at being called the
ed to an honourable employment; while the son of Caius Caesar, who reigned after Tibe-
freedman had his name changed from Icelus to rius. It seems that prince, in his youth, had
Marcianus, was honoured with the privilege some commerce with his mother, who was
of wearing the gold ring, and had more atten-daughter of Calista, one of Czsar's freedmen,
tion paid him than a-iy other of the freedmen. by a sempstress, and who was not wanting in

Meantime, at Rome, Nymphidius Sabinus personal charms. But it is evident that the
got the administration into his hands, not by connection Caius had with her, was after the
slow and insensible steps, but with the greatest birth of Nymphidius; and it was believed that
celerity. He knew that Galba, on account of he was the son of Martianus the gladiator,
his great age, being now seventy-three, was whom Nymphidia fell in love with, on account
scarce able to make the journey to Rome, of his reputation in his way; besides hie re-
though carried in a litter. Besides, the forces semblance to the gladiator gave a sanction to
there had been long inclined to serve him, and that opinion. Be that as it may, he acknow-
now they depended upon him only, consider-ledged himself the son of Nymphidia, and yet
ing him as their benefactor on account of the insisted that he was the only person who de
large gratuity he had promised, and Galba as posed Nero. Not content with the honours
their debtor. He therefore immediately com- and emolument she enjoyed on that account,
manded his colleague Tigellinus to give up his
sword. He made great entertainments, at
which he received persons of consular dignity, he aspired to the imperial seat, and had his en-
and such as had commanded armies and prov- gines privately at work in Rome, in which
inces; yet he gave the invitation in the name he employed his friends, with some intriguing
of Gajba. He likewise instructed many of the women, and some men of consular rank. He
soldiers to suggest it to the prstorian cohorts sent also Gellianus, one of his friends, into
that they should send a message to Galba, de- Spain, to act as a spy upon Galba.
manding that Nymphidius should be always After the death of Nero, all things went for
their captain, and without a colleague. The Galba according to his wish; only the uncer
readiness the senate expressed to add to his tainty what part Virginius Rufus would act,
honour and authority, in calling him their bene- gave him some uneasiness. Virginius com-
factor, in going daily to pay their respects at manded a powerful army, which had already
his gate, and desiring that he would take upon conquered Vindex; and he held in subjection
him to propose and confirm every decree, a very considerable part of the Roman empire:
brought him to a much higher pitch of inso- for he was master, not only of Germany, but
lence; insomuch that, in a little time he be- Gaul, whi'-1 was in great agitation and ripe
came not only obnoxious, but formidable to for a revolt. Galba, therefore, was apprehen-
the very persons that paid their court to him. sive that he would listen to those who offered
When the consuls had charged the public mes- him the imperial purple. Indeed, there was
sengers with the decrees to be carried to the not an officer of greater name or reputation
emperor, and had sealed the instruments with than Virginius, nor one who had more weight
their seal, in order that the magistrates of the in the affairs of those times; for he had deliv-
towns through which they were to pass, seeing ered the empire both from tyranny and a Gal-
their authority, might furnish them with car- lic war- He abode, however, by his first reso-
riages at every different stage for the greater lution, and reserved the appointment of empe-
expedition, he resented it, that they had not ror for the senate. After Nero's death was
made use of his seal, and employed hn men certainly known, the troops again pressed hard
to carry the despatches. It is said that he even upon Virginius, and one of the tribunes drew
had it under consideration whether he should his sword in the pavilion, and bade him re-
not punish the consuls; but upon their apolo- ceive either sovereign power or the steel; but
gizing and begging pardon for the affront, he the menace had no effect. At last, after Fabius
was appeased. To ingratiate himself with the Valens, who commanded one legion, had ta-
people, he did not hinder them from despatch-ken the oath of fidelity to Galba, and letters
ing, by torture, such of Nero's creatures as lell arrived from Rome with an account of the

" Vinim was of a pratorian family, and had behawd senate's decree, he persuaded his army, though
with honour as governor of Gallia Narbonensis; but with great difficulty, to acknowledge Galba.
when he became the favourite and first minister of tuc The new emperor having sent Flaccus Hor-
emperor of Rum*1, he soon made hia master obnnxinut deonius as his successor, he received him
to the people, and ruined himself. The truth is, ho
was naturally of a bad disposition, and a man of DO in that quality, and delivered up his forces
principle. to him. He then went to meet Galba, who
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was on his journey to Rome, and attended him and moderate sentiments; but that, instead of
thither, without finding any marks either of using his own judgment, he was entirely di-
nis favour or resentment. The reason of this rected by Vinius and Laco, who made a bad
wae, that Galba, on the one hand, considered use of their power. It is our business, there-
him in too respectable a light to offer him any fore," continued he, "before they insensibly
injury; and, on the other hand, the emperor's establish themselves, and become sole masters,
friends, particularly Titus Vinius, were jealous as Tigellinus was, to send ambassadors to the
of the progress he might make in his favour. emperor in the name of all the troops, and to
But that officer was not aware, that, while he represent to him, that if he removes those two
was preventing his promotion, he was co-oper-counsellors from his person, he will find a,
ating with his good genius, in withdrawing him much more agreeable reception amongst the
from the wars and calamities in which other Romans." Nymphidius perceiving that his of-
generals were engaged, and bringing him to a ficers did not approve the proposal, but thought
Lfe of tranquillity full ofdays and peace. it absurd and preposterous to dictate the choice

The ambassadors, which the senate sent to of friends to an emperor of his age, as they
Galba, met him at Narbon, a city of Gaul. might have done to a boy who now first tasted
Therf they made their compliments, and ad- power, he adopted another scheme. In hopes
vised him to shew himself as soon as possible of intimidating Galba, he pretended sometimes,
to the people of Rome, who were very desirous in his letters, that there were discontents, and
to see him. He gave them a kind reception, dangers of an insurrection in Rome; sometimes,
and entertained them in an agreeable manner. that Clodius Macer had laid an embargo in
But though Nymphidius had sent him rich ves- Africa on the corn ships. One while he said,
sels, and other furniture suitable to a great the German legions were in motion, and an-
prince, which he had taken out of Nero's palace, other while, that there was the same rebellious
he made use of none of it: every thing was disposition amongst those in Syria and Judaea.
served up in dishes of his own. This was a cir- But as Galba did not give much attention or
cumstance that did him honour, for it shewed credit to his advices, he resolved to usurp the
him a man of superior sentiments, and entirely imperial title himself, before he arrived; though
above vanity. Titus Vinius, however, soon Clodius Celsus, the Antiochian, a sensible man,
endeavoured to convince him, that these supe- and one of his best friends, did all in his power
rior sentiments, this modesty and simplicity of to dissuade him; and told him plainly, he did
manners, betrayed an ambition for popular ap- not believe there was one family in Rome that
plause, which real greatness of mind disdains; would give him the title of Caesar. Many
by which argument he prevailed with him to others, however, made a jest of Galba; and
use Nero's riches, and shew all the imperial Mithridates of Pontus, in particular, making
magnificence at his entertainments. Thus the merry with his bald head and wrinkled face,
old man made it appear that in time he would said, " The Romans think him something extra-
be entirely governed by Vinius. ordinary while he is at a distance, but as soon

No man had a greater passion for money as he arrives, they will consider it a disgrace
than Vinius; nor was any man more addicted to the tiroes to have ever called him Caesar."
to women. While he was yet very young, and It was resolved, therefore, that Nymphidius
making his first campaign under Calvisius should be conducted to the camp at midnight,
Sabmus, he brought the wife of his general, an and proclaimed emperor. But Antonius Hono-
abandoned prostitute, one night into the camp ratus, the first tribune, assembled in the even-
in a soldier's habit, and lay with her in that ing the troops under his command, and blamed
part of it which the Romans call the Principia. both himself and them, for changing so often
For this, Cams Cxsar put him in prison; but in so short a time, not in pursuance of the
he was released upon the death of that prince. dictates of reason, or for making a better
Afterwards, happening to sup with Claudius choice, but because some demon pushed them
Caesar, he stole a silver cup. The emperor on from one treason to another. " The crimes
being informed of it, invited him the following of Nero, indeed," said he, " may justify our
evening, but ordered the attendants to serve first measures. But hns Galba murdered his
him with nothing but earthen vessels. This own mother, or his wife? Or has he made you
moderation of the emperor seemed to shew ashamed of your emperor, by appearing as a
that the theft was deserving only of ridicule, fiddler or an actor on a stage? Yet not even
and not serious resentment: but what he did these things brought us to abandon Nero; but
afterwards, when he had Galba and his reve- Nymphidius first persuaded us that he had
nues at command, served partly as the cause, abandoned us, and was fled into Egypt. Shall
and partly as the pretence, for many events of we then sacrifice Galba after Nero; and when
the most tragical kind. we have destroyed the relation of Livia, as

Nyrophidius, upon the return of Gellianus, well as the son of Agrippina, set the son of
whom he had sent as a spy upon Galba, was Nymphidia on the imperial throne? Or rather,
informed that Cornelius Laco was appointed after having taken vengeance on a detestable
to the command of the guards and of the palace, tyrant in Nero, shall we not shew ourselves
ind that all the power would be in the hands good and faithful guards to Galba?"
of Vinius. This distressed him exceedingly, Upon this speech of the tribune, all his men
as he had no opportunity to attend the empe- acceded to the proposal. They applied also
ror, or speak to him in private; for his inten- to their fellow-soldiers, and prevailed upon
tions were suspected, and all were on their most of them to return to their allegiance. At
guard. In this perplexity, he assembled the the same time a loud shout was heard in the
officers of the praetorian cohorts, and told them, camp; and Nymphidius either believing (which
that " Galba was indeed an old man of mild is the account that some give us} that the troops
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were calling him in order to proclaim nim em- their sworde: upon which he ordered the caval-
peror, or else hastening to appease the insur- ry to fall upon them. They made no resist-
rection, and fix such as he found wavering, tance but fled with the utmost precipitation,
Went with lights to the camp; having in hie and many of them were killed in their flight,
nand a speech composed for him by Cingonius It was considered as an inauspicious circum-
Varro, which he had committed to memory, stance for Galba to enter the city amidst so
in order to pronounce it to the army. But see- much blood and slaughter. And those who
ing the gates shut, and a number of men in despised him before as weak and inactive
arms, upon the wall, his confidence abated. through age, now looked upon him as an ob-
However, advancing nearer, he asked them, ject of fear and horror.
" What they intended to do, and by whose Besides, while he endeavoured to reform
command they were under arms?" They an- the extravagance and profusion with which
swered, one and all, " That they acknow- money used to be given away by Nero, he
ledged no other emperor but Galba." Then missed the mark of propriety. When Canus,
pretending to enter into their opinion, he ap- a celebrated performer on the flute, played to
plauded their fidelity, and ordered those that him one evening at court, after eipressing the
accompanied him to follow his example. The highest satisfaction at the excellence of big
guard opening the gate, and suffering him to music, he ordered his purse to be brought, and
enter with a few of his people, a javelin was taking out a few pieces of gold,* gave them to
thrown at him, which Septimius, who went Canus, telling him at the same time, that this
before, received upon his shield. But, others was a gratuity out of his own, not the public
drawing their swords, he fled, and was pur- money. As for the money which Nero had
sued into a soldier's hut, where they despatch-given to persona that pleased him on the stage,
ed him. His body was dragged to the middle or in thepalsestra, he insisted with great rigour
of the camp, where they enclosed it with pales, that it should be all returned, except a tenth
and exposed it to public view the next day. part. And as persons of such dissolute lives,

Nymphidius being thus taken off, Galba was who mind nothing but provision for the day,
no sooner informed of it than he ordered such could produce very little, he caused inquiry to
of his accomplices as had not already des- be made foe all who had bought any thing
patched themselves, to be put to death. Amongst from them, or received presents, and obliged
these was Cingonius who composed the ora- them to refund. This affair extending to great
tion, and Mithridates of Pontus. In this the numbers of people, and seeming to have no
emperor did not proceed occording to the laws end, it reflected disgrace upon the emperor,
and customs of the Romans; nor was it indeed and brought the public envy and hatred on.
a. popular measure to inflict capital punishment Vinius, because he made the emperor sordid
upon persons of eminence, without any form and mean to others, while he pillaged the trea-
of trial, though thev might deserve death. For sury himself in the most insatiable manner, and
the Romans, decened, as it usually happens, took and sold whatever he thought proper. In
by the first report, now expected another kind short, as Hesiod says,
of government. But what afflicted them most
was the order he sent for the execution of Pe- Spare not the full cask, cor, when shallow stream*
tronius Turpilianus, a man of consular dignity, Declare the bottom near, withdraw your hand.
merely because he had been faithful to Nero.
There was some pretence for taking offMacer So Vinius seeing Galba old and infirm, drank
in Africa, by means of Trebonianus, and Fon- freely of the favours of fortune, as only begin.
teius in Germany by Valens, because they were ning, and yet, at the same time drawing to an
in arms, and had forces that he might be afraid end.f
of. But there was no reason why Turpilianus, But the aged emperor was greatly injured
a defenceless old man, should not have a hear-by Vinius, not only through his neglect or mis-
ing, at least under a prince who should have application of things committed to his trust,
preserved in his actions the moderation he so but by his condemning or defeating the most
much affected. Such complaints there were salutary intentions of his roaster. This waa
against Galba on the subject. the case with respect to punishing Nero's min-

When he was about five-and-twenty furlongs isters, gome bad ones, it is true, were put
from the city, he foind the way stopped by to death, amongst "whom were Elius, Polycle-
a disorderly parcel of seamen, who gathered tus, Petmus, and Patrobius. The people ex-
about him on all sides.* These were persons pressed their joy by loud plaudits, when these
"whom Nero had formed into a legion, that were led through the./orum to the place of
they might act as soldiers. They now met him execution, and called it a glorious and holy
on the road to have their establishment con-

firmed, and crowded the emperor so much, that » Suetonius says, Galba gave him five denarii. Bui
at that lime there were denarii of gold. That writer

he could neither be seen nor heard by those adds, that when his table, upon any eitraordmary oc-
who came to wait on him; for they insisted, in casion, was more splendidly served than usual, he could
a clamorous manner, on having legionary co- not forbear sighing, and eipressing his dissatisfaction
jours and quarters assigned them. Galba put in a manner inconsistent with common decency.
them off to another time; but they considered f Thus, in the court of Galba appeared all the n-tortioDS of Nero's reign. They were equally grievous.
that as a denial; and some of them even drew (says Tacitus) but not equally eicused in a prince of

Galba's years and experience. He had himself the
* Dio Cassius tells us, (lib. liiv.) that seven thou- greatejt integrity of heart; but as the rapacity and

sand of the disarmed multitude were cut to pieces on other eicesses of his ministers were imputed to him
the »pol; and others were committed lo prison, where he -mi DO 1«» hated tl an if he had committed tb*a
they lay till the death of Galba. hunjell.
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procession. But bo h gods and men, they gaid, measure, partly because some retjaining rev-
demanded the punishment of Tigellinus, who erence for the presence of the emperor pro
tuggcsted the very worst measures, and taught vented the flame of sedition from breaking out,
Nero all his tyranny. That worthy minister, and partly for want of an open occasion to at-
however, had secured himsell by great presents tempt a change. But the troops which had served
lo Viniua, which were only earnests of still under Virgmius, and were now commanded by
greater. Turpilianus, though obnoxious only Flaccus in Germany, thinking they deserved
because he had not betrayed or hated his mas- great things for the battle which they fought
ter, on account of his bad qualities, and though with Vindex, and finding that they obtained
guilty of no remarkable crime, was, notwith- nothing, began to behave in a very refractory
standing, put to death; while the man who had manner, and could not be appeased by their
made Nero unfit to live, and, after he had made officers. Their general himself, they utterly
him such, deserted and betrayed him, lived despised, as well on account of his inactivrty
and flourished: a proof that there was nothing (for he had the gout in a violent manner) aa
which Vinius would not sell, and that no man his want of experience in military affairs. One
had reason to despair who had money. For day, at some public games, when the tribunes
there was no sight which the people of Rome and centurions, according to custom, made
so passionately longed for, as that of Tigelli- vows for the happiness of the emperor, the
DUS carried to execution; and in the theatre common soldiers murmured; and when the offi-
and the circus they continually demanded it, cers repeated their good wishes, they answer
till at last the emperor checked them by an ed, "If he is worthy."
edict, importing that Tigellinus was in a deep The legions that were under the command
consumption; which would destroy him ere of Tigellmua behaved with equal insolence;
long, and that their sovereign entreated them of which Galba's agents wrote him an account.
not to turn his government into a tyranny by He was now apprehensive, that it was not only
needless acts of severity. his age, but his want of children, that brought

The people were highly displeased; but the him into contempt; and therefore he formed a
miscreants only laughed at them. Tigellinus design to adopt some young man of noble
offered lacrifice in acknowledgment lo the birth, and declare him his successor. Marcus
|od« for his recovery, and provided a great en- Otho was of a family by no means obscure;
tertainment; and Vinius rose from the empe- but at the same time, he was more remarkable
icr's table, to go and carouse with Tigellinus, from his infancy for luiury and love of pleasure
iccompanied by his daughter, who was a than most of the Roman youth. And, as Ho-
r»idow. Tigellinus drank to her, and said, " I mer often calls Paris, the husband of the beau-
rill make this cup worth two hundred and fifty teous Helen, beca-jse he had nothing else to
thousand drachmas to you." At the same distinguish him, so Otho was noted in Rome
,ime he ordered his chief mistress to take off as the husband of Poppaea. This was the lady
fcer own necklace and give it her. This Was whom Nero fell in love with while she was
said to be worth a. hundred and fifty thousand wife to Crispinus; but retaining as yet some
more. respect for his own wife, and some reverence

From this lime, the most moderate of Galba's for his mother, he privately employed Otho to
proceedings was misrepresented.* For in- solicit her. For Otho's debauchery had re-
itance, his lenity to the Gauls, who had con- commended him to Nero as a friend and com-
spired with Vindei, did not escape censure. panion, and he had an agreeable way of rally-
For it was believed that they had not gained ing him upon what he called his avarice and
a remission of tribute and the freedom of Rome sordid manner of living.
from the emperor's indulgence, but that they We are told, that one day when Nero was
purchased them of Vinius. Hence the people perfuming himself with a very rich essence, he
had a general aversion to Galba's administra-sprinkled a little of it upon Otho. Otho in-
tion. As for the soldiers, though they did not vited the emperor the day following, when
receive what had been promised them, they suddenly gold and silver pipes opened on all
let it pass, hoping that, if they had not that sides of the apartment, and poured out es-
gratuity, they should certainly have as much sences for them in as much plenty as if it had
as Nero had given them. But when they be- been water. He applied lo PoppEa, accord-
gan to murmur, and their complaints were ing to Nero's desire, and first stduced her foi
brought to Galba, he said, what well became a him, with the flattering idea of having an em
prince, " That it was his custom to choose, not peror for a lover; after which he persuaded her
to buy his soldiers." This saying, however, be- to leave her husband. But when he took her
ing reported to the troops, filled them with the home as his own wife, he was not so happy to.
most deadly and irreconcileable hatred to Gal- having her, as miserable in the thoughl of
oa. For it seemed to them that he not only sharing her with another. And Poppsa ii
Wanted to deprive them of the gratuity himself, said not to have been displeased with this jeal-
out to set a precedent for future emperors. ousy; for it seems she refused to admit Nero

The disaffection to the government that pre- when Otho was absent; whether it was that
vailed in Rome was as yet kept secret in some she studied to keep Nero's appetite from cloy-

ing, or whether (as some say) she did not" Though the rest of Galba's conduct was not blame-
ten, yet (according lo Suetonius and Zotiaras) he kept choose to receive the emperor as a husbnnd,
tht soldiers to their duty he punished with the ul- but in her wanton way, took more pleasure in
moit severity those who, by their false accusations, had having him approach her as a gallant. Otho's
occasioned the death of innocent persons; he delivered life, therefore, was in great danger on account
up to punishnwnl such slaves as had borne witness of that marriage; and it is astonishing, that the
"gainst their masters ; and he recalled those who had man who could sacrifice his wife and sister
\<xa banished by Nero under pretence of treuon.
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for the sake of Popptca, shiuld afterward* Germany had a particular apology for then?
"pare Otho. aversion. They alleged, " That Virginius

But Otho had a friend in Seneca; and it Rufus, their general, had been removed with
was he who persuaded Nero to send him out ignominy, and that the Gauls who had fought
governor of Lusitama, upon the borders of the against them, were the only people that were
ocean. Otho made himself agreeable to the rewarded; whilst all who had not joined Vindex
inhabitants by his lenity; for he knew that were punished, and Galba, as if he had obliga-
this command was given him only as a more tions to none but him for the imperial diadem,
honourable exile.* Upon Galba's revolt, he was honoured his memory with sacrifices and pub
the first governor of a province that came over lie libations."
lo him, and he carried with him all the gold Such speeches as this were common in the
and silver vessels he had, to be melted down camp, when the calends of January were at
and coined for his use. He likewise presented hand, and Flaccus assembled the soldiers, that
him with such* of his servants aa knew best they might take the customary oath of fealty
how to wait upon an emperor. He behaved to the emperor. But, instead of that, they
to him, indeed, in all respects with great fidel- overturned and broke to pieces the statues of
ity ; and it appeared from the specimen he gave, Galba, and having taken an oath of allegiance
that there was no department in the govern- to the senate and people of Rome, they retired
ment for which he had not talents. He ac- to their tents. Their officers were now as ap-
companied him in his whole journey, and was prehensive of anarchy as rebellion, and the
inany days in the same carriage with him; dur- following speech is said to have been made on
ing all which time he lost no opportunity to the occasion: " What are we doing, my fellow-
pay his court to Vinius, either by assiduities or soldiers? We neither appoint another em
presents; and as he always took care to leave peror nor keep our allegiance to the present,
him the first place, he was secure by his means as if we had renounced not only Galba, but
of having the second. Besides that there was every other sovereign, and all manner of obe-
nothing invidious in this station, he recom- dience. It is true, Hardconius Flaccua is no
mended himself by granting his favours and more than the shadow of Galba. Let us qui
services without reward, and by his general him. But at the distance of one day's march
affability and politeness. He took most pleas- only, there is Vitellius, who commandg in the
ure in serving the officers of the army, and Lower Germany, whose father was censor and
obtained governments for many of them, partly thrice consul, and in a manner colleague to the
by applications to the emperor, and partly to emperor Claudius. And though his poverty
Vinius and his frecdmen, Icelus and Asiaticus, may be a circumstance for which some people
for these had the chief influence at court. may despise him, it is a strong proof of his

AVhenever Galba visited him, he compli-probity and greatness of mind. Let us go and
mented the company of guards that was upon declare him emperor, and shew the world that
duty, with a piece of gold for each man; thus we know how to choose a person for that high
practising upon and gaming the soldiers, while dignity better than the Spaniards and Lusita-
he seemed only to be doing honour to their nians."
mastei. When Galba was deliberating on the Some approved and others rejected this mo
choice of a successor, Vinius proposed Otho. tion. One of the standard-bearers, however,
Nor was this a disinterested overture, for marched off privately and carried the news to
Otho had promised to marry Vinius's daugh-Vitellius that night. He found him at table,
ter, after Galba had adopted him, and appoint-for he was giving a great entertainment to his
ed him his successor. But Galba always officers. The news soon spread through the
shewed that he preferred the good of the pub-army, and Fabius Valen? who commanded one
lic to any private considerations: and in this of the legions, went nest day at the head of a
case he sought not for the man who might be considerable party of hone, and saluted Vi-
most agreeable to himself, but one who prom- tellius emperor. For some days before, he
ised to be the greatest blessing to the Romans. seemed to dread the weight of sovereign power,
Indeed it can hardly be supposed that he would and totally to decline it: but now, being forti-
have appointed Otho heir even to his private fied with the indulgences of the table, to
patrimony, when he kne»v how expensive and which he had sat down at mid-day, he went
profuse he was, and that he was loaded with a out and accepted the title of Germanicus, which
debt of five millions of drachmas. He there- the army conferred upon him, though he re-
fore gave Vinius a patient hearing, without re- fused that of Caesar. Soon after, Flaccus's
turning him any answer, and put off the affair to troops forgot the republican oaths they had
another time. However, as he declared him- taken to the senate and the people, and sw ore
self consul, and choose Vinius fur his colleague, allegiance to Vitellius. Thus Vitellius was
it was supposed that he would appoint a suc-proclaimed emperor in Germany.
cessor at the beginning of the next year, and As soon as Galba was informed of the in
the soldiers wished that Otho might be the man. surrection there, he resolved without further

But while Galba delayed the appointment, delay, lo proceed to the adoption. He knew
and continued deliberating, the army mutincd some of hU friends were for Dolabella, and a
in Germany. All the troops throughout the still greater number for Otho; but without
empire hated Galba because they had not re- being guided by the judgment of eitner party,
ceived the promised donations; but those in or making the least mention of his design, he

sent suddenly for Piso the son of Crassua and
" On thii occasion the following dijtich was made : Scnbonia, who were pu; to death by Nero; a

Cor Otho mcntito sit quieritiB exul huiiure; young man formed by nature for every virtue,
Uiorii msehus caeptrat ewe sua:. and distinguished for his modes v and sobiiety
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ol manners. In pursuance of his intentions, he not have been prepared for a revolt in so short
went down with him to 'he camp, to give him a space of time as that of four days, which was
the title of Caesar, and declare him his succes-all that passed between the adoption and the
sor But he was no sooner out of his palace, assassination; for Piso and Galba were both
than very inauspicious presages appeared. And slain the sixth day after, which was the fif-
in the camp, when he delivered a speech to teenth of January. Early in the morning Gal-
the army, reading some parts and pronouncing ba sacrificed in the palace in presence of his
others from memory, the many clape of thun- friends. Urnbricius, the diviner, no sooner
der and flashes of lighting, the violent rain took the entrails in his hands than he declared,
that fell, and the darkness that covered both not in enigmatical expressions, but plainly, that
the camp and the city, plainly announced that there were signs of great troubles and of trea-
the gods did not admit of the adoption, and son that threatened immediate danger to the
that the issue would be unfortunate. The emperor. Thus Otho was almost delivered up
countenance of the soldiers too, were black and to Galba by the hand of the gods; for he stood
louring, because there was no donation even behind the emperor, listening with great atten-
on that occasion.* tion to the observations made by Umbricius.

As to Piso, all that were present could not These put him in great confusion, his fears
but wonder, that so far as they could conjec- were discovered by his change of colour, when
ture from his voice and look, he was not dis- his freedman Onomastus came and told him
concerted with so great an honour, though he that the architects were come, and waited for
lid not receive it without sensibility .f On the him at his house This was the signal for
contrary, in Otho'a countenance there appear- Otho's meeting the soldiers. He pretended,
ed strong marks of resentment, and of'the im- therefore, that he had bought an old house,
patience with which he bore the disappoint- which these architects were to examine, and
ment of his hopes. For his failing of that hon- going down by what is called Tiberius's palace,
our, which he had been thought worthy to went to that part of the forum where standi
aspire to, and which he lately believed himself the gilded pillar which terminates all the great
very near attaining, seemed a proof of Galba's roads in Italy.*
hatred and ill-intentions to him. He was not, The soldiers who received him, and saluted
therefore, without apprehensions of what might him emperor, are said not to have been more
befal him afterwards; and dreading Galba, ex- than twenty-three. So that, though he had
ecrating Piso, and full of indignation against nothing of that dastardly spirit which the deli-
Vinius, he retired with this confusion of pas- cacy of his constitution and the effeminacy of
sions in his heart. But the Chaldeans and his life seemed to declare; but on the contra-
other diviners, whom he had always about ry, was firm and resolute in time of danger;
him, would not suffer him entirely to give up yet, on this occasion, he was intimidated and
his hopes, or zSandon his design. In particular wanted to retire. But the soldiers would not
he relied on Ptolemy, because he had former- suffer it. They surrounded the chairf with
ly predicted that he should not fall by the hand drawn swords, and insisted on his proceeding
of Nero, but survive him, and live to ascend to the camp. Meantime Otho desired the
the imperial throne. For, as the former part be rers to make haste, often declaring that he
of the prophecy proved true, he thought he wad a lost man. There were some who over-
had no reason to despair of the latter. None, heard him, and they rather wondered at the
however, exasperated him more against Galba hardiness of the attempt with so small a party,
than those who condoled with him in private, than disturbed themselves about the conse-
and pretended that he had been treated with quences. As he was carried through the forum,
great ingratitude. Besides, there was a num- about the same number as the first, joined him,
ber of people that had flourished under Tigel- and others afterward, by three or four at a
linus and Nymphidius, and now lived in pov- time. The whole party then saluted him
erty and disgrace, who, to recommend them- Csesar, and conducted him to the camp, flour-
selves to Otho, expressed great indignation at ishing their swords before him. Martialis,
the slight he had suffered, and urged him to the tribune who kept guard that day, knowing
revenge it. Amongst these were Veturius, nothing (as they tell us) of the conspiracy, was
who was optio, or centurion's deputy, and surprised and terrified at so unexpected a
Barbius, who was tesserarius, or one of those sight, and suffered them to eater. When Otho
that carry the word from the tribunes to the was within the camp, he met with no resist-
centurions.f Onomastus, one of Otho'a freed- ance, for the conspirators gathered about such
men, joined them, and went from troop to as were strangers to the design, and made it
troop, corrupting some with money, and others their business to explain it to them; upon
with promises. Indeed, they were corrupt which they joined them by one or two at a
enough already, and wanted only an opportu- time, first out of fear, and afterwards out ot
nity to put their designs in execution. If they choice.
had not been extremely disaffected, they could The news was immediately carried to Gal-

ba, while the diviner yet attended, and had the
* Tacitus lells us, (hat a little eicrlion of liberality entrails in his hands; so that they who had

Would have gained the army; and that Galba suffered been most incredulous in matters of divination,
oy an unseasonable attention to the purity of ancient
timei. and even held it in contempt before, wero

f Sec an excellent speech which Tacitui ascribes to astonished at the divine interposition in tho
Galba on this occasion. * This pillar was set up by Augustus, when he took

\ The way of setting the nightly guard was by a the highways under his inspection, and had the dii
fe»sera, or tally, with a particular inscription, given tancts of places from Rome marked upon it.
from one centurion to another, quite through the army, t Suetonius says, he got into a Tvoaitn's
till it came again to the tribune whu first delivered it. order to be the better concealed.
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accomplishment of this presage. People of many strokes upon his anna and legs, for La
all sorts now crowding from the forum to the had a coat of mail upon his body. According
palace, Vinius and Laco, with tome of the to most accounts, it was Camurius, a eoldie
emperor's freedmen, stood before him with of the fifteenth legion that despatched him
drawn swords to defend him. Piso went out though some say it was Terentius, some Area
to epeak to the life-guards, and Marius Celsus, dius," and others Fabius Fabulus. They add,
a man of great courage and honour, was sent that when Fabius had cut off his head, he
to secure the lllyrian legion, which lay in Vip- wrapped it up in the skirt of his garment, be-
lanius's portico. cause it wag so bald that he could take no ho'd

Galba was inclined to go out to the people. of it. His associates, however, would not
Vinius endeavoured to dissuade him from it; suffer him to conceal it, but insisted that be
but Celsus and Laco encouraged him to go on, should let the world see what an exploit he
and expressed themselves with some sharp-had performed; he therefore fixed it upon the
ness against Vinius. Meantime a strong re- point of his spear, and swinging about the
port prevailed that Otho was slain in the camp; head of a venerable old man, and a mild
soon after which, Julius Atticus, a soldier of prince, who was both Pontifex Muximits and
some note amongst the guards, came up, and consul, he ran on, (like the Bacchanals with
crying that he was the man that had killed the head of Pentheus) brandishing his spear
Caesar's enemy, made his way through the that was dyed with the blood that had trickled
crowd, and shewed his bloody eword to Galba. from it.
The emperor, fixing his eye upon him, said, When the head was presented to Otho, he
" Who gave you orders?" He answered, " My cried out, "This is nothing, my fellow-soldiers;
allegiance and the oath I had taken;" and the shew me the head of Piso." It was brought
people expressed their approbation in loud not long after; for that young prince being
olaudits. Galba then went out in a sedan wounded, and pursued by one Marcus, was
chair, with a design to sacrifice to Jupiter, and killed by him at the gates of the temple of
shew himself to the people. But he no sooner Vesta. Vinius also was put to the sword,
entered the forum than the rumour changed though he declared himself an accomplice in
like the wind, and news met him, that Olho the conspiracy, and protested that it was against
was master of the camp. On this occasion, as Otho's orders that he suffered. However, they
it was natural amongst a multitude of people, cut off his head, and that of Laco, and carry-
Borne called out to him to advance, and some ing them to Otho, demanded their reward'
to retire; some to take courage, and some to For, as Archilochus says:
be cautious. His chair was tossed backward "We bring seven warriors only to your tent,
and forward, as in a tempest, and ready to be Yet thousands of us killed them.
overset, when there appeared first a party of So in this case many who had no share in the
horse, and then another of foot, issuing from action, bathed their hands and swords in the
the Basilica ofPaulus, and crying out, "Away blood, and shewing them to Otho, petitioned
with this private man!" Numbers were then for their reward. It appeared afterwards, from
running about, not to separate by flight, but the petitions given in, that the number of them
to possess themselves of the porticoes and emi- was a hundred and twenty; and VitelJiue, hav-
nences about the forum, as it were to enjoy ing searched them out, put them all to death.
eome public spectacle. Atilius Virgilio beat Marius Celsus also coming to the camp, many
down one of Galba's statues, which served as accused him of having exhorted the soldiers to
signal for hostilities, and they attacked the stand by Galba, and the bulk of the army in-
chair on all sides with javelins. As those did sisted that he should suffer. But Otho being
not despatch him, they advanced sword in desirous to save him, and yet afraid of contra-
hand. In this time of trial none stood up in dicting them, told them, " He did not choose
his defence but one man, who, indeed, amongst to have him executed so soon, because he had
so many millions, was the only one that did several important questions to put to him."
honour to the Roman empire. This was Sem- He ordered him, therefore, to be kept in
pronius Census,* a centurion, who, without chains, and delivered him to persons in whom
any particular obligations to Galba, and only he could best confide.
from a regard to honour and the law, stood The senate was immediately assembled; and,
forth to defend the chair. First of all he lifted as if they were become different men, or had
up the vine-branch, with which the centurions other gods to swear by, they took the oath to
chastise such as deserve stripes, and then call- Otho, which he had before taken to Galba,
ed out to the soldiers who were pressing on, but had not kept; and they gave him the title*
and commanded them to spare the emperor. of CiEsar and Augustus, while the bodies
They fell upon him, notwithstanding, and he of those that bad been beheaded, lay in their
drew his sword and fought a long time, till he consular robes in the forum. As for the
received a stroke m the ham, which brought heads, the soldiers, after they had no far-
him to the ground. ther use for them, sold that of Vinius to

The chair was overturned, at what is called hia daughter for two thousand five hundred
the Curtian lake, and Galba tumbling out of it, drachmas. Piso's was given to his wife Ve-
they ran to despatch him. At the same time rania, at her request ;t and Galba's to the
he presented his throat, and said, "Strike, if servants of Patrobius and Vitellius,} who,
it be for the good of Rome." He received * In Tacitus, Leccnv.va. That historian makej oo

mention of Fabiui.
" In the Greek teit it i» InJlstrus; but that tcit (as f Tacitus (lib. i.) says, she purchased it.

T?e observed before) in the life of Galba, i» extremely } Galba had put Patrobius to death ; but we know
eorrupt. We have therefore given Deiata from Taci- not why the servants of Vitellius should <Ze»ire to trea;
tui; at f'irgilto, instead of Serccllo, above. ' remains with any indignity.
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"tier t.ier had treated it w!th the utmost 'nso- dignity. Nay, wnen he gave the sanction of
lence and outrage, threw it into a place called his name to Vindex, that which before was
Sestertium,* where the bodies of those are called rebellion was considered only as a civil
cast that are put to death by the emperors. war, because a man of princely talents was
Galba's corpse was carried away by Helvidius then at the head of it. So that he did not «o
Priscug, wuh Otho's permission, and buried much want the empire as the empire wanted
in the night by his freedman Argius. him: and with these principles he attempted

Such is the history of Galba; a man who, in to govern a people corrupted by Tigellinu*
the points of family and fortune, distinctly con- and Nymphidius, as Scipio, Fabricius, and
sidered, was exceeded by few of the Romans, Camillus governed the Romans of their times.
and who, in the union of both, was superior to Notwithstanding his great age, he shewed
all. He had lived, too, in great honour, and himself a chief worthy of ancient Rome
with the best reputation, under five emperors; through all the military department: but, in
and it was rather by his character than by the civil administration, be delivered himself
force of arms that he deposed Nero. As to up to Vmius, to L.3CO, and to his enfranchised
the rest, who conspired against the tyrant, slaves, who sold every thing, in the same man-
some of them were thought unworthy of the ner as Nero had left all to his insatiable ver
imperial diadem by the people, and others min. The consequence of this was, that no
thought themselves unworthy. But Galba was man regretted him aa an emperor, though al-
invited to accept it, and only followed the most all were moved with pity at his mise-able
sense of those who called him to that high fate.

OTHO.

THE new emperor went early in the morning gain him their affections, as his punishing Ti-
to the Capitol, and sacrificed; after which he gellinus. It is true, he had long suffered un-
ordered Marius Celsus to be brought before der the fear of punishment, which the Romans
him. He received that officer with great marks demanded as a public debt, and under a com
of his regard, and desired him rather to forget plication of incurable distempers. These, to
the cause of his confinement than to remember gether with his infamous connections with the
his release. Celsus neither shewed any mean- worst of prostitutes, into which his passions
ness ia ha acknowledgments, nor any want of drew him, though almost in the arms of death,
gratitude. He said, " The very charge brought were considered by the thinking part of man-
against him bore witness to his character; since kind as the greatest of punishments, and worse
he was accused only of having been faithful to than many deaths. Yet it was a pain to the
Galba, from whom he had never received any common people, that he should see the light of
personal obligations." All who were present the sun, after so many excellent men had been
at the audience admired both the emperor and deprived of it through his means. He was then
Celsus, and the soldiers in particular testified at his country house near Sinuessa, and had
their approbation.! vessels at anchor, ready to carry him on occa-

Otho made a mild and gracious speech to the sion to some distant country. Otho sent to him
senate. The remaining time of his consulship there; and he first attempted to bribe the mes-
he divided with Virgimus Rufus, and he left senger with large sums to suffer him to escape
those who had been appointed to that dignity When he found that did not take effect, he
by Nero and Galba, to enjoy it in their course. gave him the money notwithstanding; and de-
Such as were respectable for their age and siring only to be indulged a few moments till
character, he promoted to the priesthood: and he had shaved himself, he took the razor and
to those senators who had been banished by cut his own throat.
Nero, and recalled by Galba, he restored all Besides this just satisfaction that Otho gave
their goods and estates that be found unsold. the people, it was a most agreeable circum-
So that the first and best of the citizens, who stance that he remembered none of his private
bad before not considered him as a man, but quarrels. To gratify the populace, ne suffered
dreaded him as a fury or destroying demon them also at first to give him in the theatres the
that had suddenly seized the seat of govern- name of Nero, and he made no opposition to
ment, now entertained more pleasing hopes those who erected publicly the statues of that
from co promising a beginning. emperor. Nay, Claudius* Rufus tells u« that

But nothing gave the people in general so in the letters with which the couriers were
high a pleasure,^ or contributed so much to sent to Spain, he joined the name of Nero to

* Lipiiut says, it waj so called quasi semitfrtium, u that of Otho. But perceiving that the no-
being two miles and a half from the city. bility were offended, he made use of it nt

f Otho exempted the soldiers from the fees -which more.
they had paid Ihe centurions for furloughs and other
immunities; but at the same time promised to satisfy After his government was th-iE established,
the centurions,pa all reasonable occasions, out of his the pratorian cohorts gave him n« small trou
own revenue. In consequence ol these furloughs, the ble, by exhorting him to bews.ro of many per-
fourth part of a legion was often absent, and the troops
pccame daily more and more corrupted. t This writer, who was a man ft consular dignity,

f ID the close of the day on which he was inaugu-and succeeded Galba in the government of Spain, w«
rated, he put Lico and Icelus to death. not called Ciaiuimt bit Cfc-v.ua llufui.
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sons of rank, and to forbid them the court; the forces in Pannonia, Dalmatia, and Mysia.
whether it was their affection made them really with their generals, had declared for Otho
apprehensive for him, or whether it was only a And a few days after, he received obliging let-
colour for raising commotions and wars. One ters from Mucianus and Vespasian, who both
day the emperor himself had sent C rispinus or- commanded numerous armies, the one in Sy
ders to bring the seventeenth cohort from Ostia, ria, and the other in Juda?a.
and in order to do it without interruption, that Elated with this intelligence, he wrote to
officer began to prepare for it as soon as it Vitellius, advising him not to aspire to things
grew dark, and to pack up the arms in wagons. above his rank, and promised, in case he de-
Upon which, some of the most turbulent cried sisted, to supply him liberally with money, and
out, that Cnspinus was come with no good in- gave him a city in which he might spend his
tention, that the senate had some design against days in pleasure and repose. Vitelius at first
the government, and that the arms he was going gave him an answer, in whicn ridicule was
to carry were to be made use of against Caesar, tempered with civility. But afterwards, being
oot for him. This notion soon spread, and both thoroughly exasperated, they wrote to
exasperated numbers; »ome laid hold on the each other in a style of the bitterest invective.
wagons, while others killed two centurions Not that their mutual reproaches were ground-
who endeavoured to quell the mutiny, and less, but it was absurd for the one to insult the
Crispinus himself. Then the whole party arm- other with what might with equal justice be
ed, and exhorting each other to go to the em- objected to both. For their charges consisted
peror's assistance, they marched straight to of prodigality, effeminacy, incapacity for war,
Rome. Being informed there that eighty sen- their former poverty and immense debts: such
ators supped with him that evening, they hast- articles that it is hard to say which of them
ened to the palace saying, Then was the time had the advantage.
to crush all Caesar's enemies at once. The As to the stories of prodigies and apparitions
city was greatly alarmed, expecting to be plun- at that time, many of them were founded upon
dered immediately. The palace, too, was in vague reports that could not be traced to their
the utmost confusion, and Otho himself in un- author. But in the capitol there was a Victory
speakable distress. For he was under fear and mounted upon a chiriot, and numbers of peo-
concern for the senators, while they were afraid ple saw her let the reins fall out of her hands,
of him; and he saw they kept their eyes fixed as if she had lost the power to hold them.
upon him in silence and extreme consternation; And in the island of the Tyber, the statue of
some having even brought their wives with Julius Caesar turned from west to east, withou*
them to supper. He therefore ordered the either earthquake or whirlwind to move it. A
principal officers of the guards to go and speak circumstance which is said likewise to have
to the soldiers and endeavour to appease them, happened when Vespasian openly took upon
*nd at the same time sent out his guests at him the direction of affairs. The inundation
another door. They had scarce made their of the Tyber, too, was considered by the popu
escape when the soldiers rushed into the room, lace as a bad omen. It was at a time, indeed,
and asked what was become of the enemies of when rivers usually overflow their banks; bu'
Czsar. The emperor then, rising from his the flood never rose so high before, nor was so
couch, used many arguments to satisfy them, ruinous in its effects; for now it laid great part
and by entreaties and tears at last prevailed of the city under water, particularly the corn
apon them with much difficulty to desist. market, and caused a famine which continued

Next day, having presented the soldiers for some days.
with twelve hundred and fifty drachmas a man, About this time news was brought that Ce
he entered the camp. On this occasion he cina and Valens, who acted for Vitellius, had
commended the troops as, in general, well seized the passes of the Alps. And in Rome,
affected to his government; but at the same Dolabella, who was of an illustrious family,
time he told them, there were some designing was suspected by the guards of some disloyal
men amongst them, who by their cabals brought design. Otho, either fearing him, or some
his moderation and their fidelity, both into other whom he could influence, sent him to
question: these, be said, deserved their re- Aquinum, with assurances of friendly treat-
sentment, and he hoped they would assist him ment. When the emperor came to select the
in punishing them. They applauded his speech, officers that were to attend him on his march,
and desired him to chastise whatever persons he appointed Lucius, the brother of Vitellius,
he thought proper; but he pitched upon two to be of the number, without either promoting
only for capital punishment, whom no man or lowering him in point of rank. He took
could possibly regret, and then returned to his also particular care of the mother and wife of
palace. Vitellius, and endeavoured to put them in a

Those who had conceived an affection for situation where they had nothing to fear. The
Otho, and placed a confidence in him, admired government of Rome he gave to Flavius Sabi-
this change in his conduct. But others thought nus, the brother of Vespasian; cither with an
it was no more than a piece of policy which intention to do honour to Nero (for he had for-
the times necessarily required, and that he merly given him that appointment, and Galba
assumed a popular behaviour on account of the had deprived him of it,) or else to show his
impending war. For now he had undoubted affection to Vespasian by promoting his bro
intelligence that Vitellius had taken the title ther.
of emperor and all the ensigns of supreme Otho himself stopped at Brixillum, a towei
power, and couriers daily arrived with news in Italy, near the Po, and ordered the army to
of continual additions to his party. Other march on under the conduct of his lieutenants,
messengers also arrived, with accounts that Marius Celsus, Suetonius Pauluuis,GalJuiand
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Bpurina, officers of great reputation. But they gold as he went, and therefore wag not up at
could not pursue the plan of operations they the first action. Some, indeed, accuse Cecma
had formed, by reason of the obstinacy and of hastening to give battle before the arrival
disorderly behaviour of the soldiers, who de- of Valens, in order that the victory might be
clared that they had made the emperor, and all his own; and, beside other less faults, they
they would be commanded by him only. The charged him not only with attacking at an nn-
enemy's troops were not under much better seasonable time, but with not maintaining the
discipline: they, too, were refractory and dis- combat so gallantly as he ought to have done;
obedient to their officers, and on the same ac- all which errors nearly ruined the affairs of
count. Yet they had seen service, and were his party.
accustomed to fatigue: whereas Otho's men Cecina, after his repulse at Placentia, march-
had been used to idleness, and their manner of ed against Cremona, another rich and great
living was quite different from that in the field. city. In the meantime, Annius Callus, who
Indeed, they had spent most of their time at was going to join Spurina at Placentia, had in-
public spectacles, and the entertainments of telligence by the way that he was victorious,
the theatre, and were come to that degree of and that the seige was raised. But being in-
insolence, that they did not pretend to be una- formed at the same time, that Cremona was in
ble to perform the services they were ordered danger, he led his forces thither, and encamped
npon, but affected to be above them. Spurina, very near the enemy. Afterwards other offi-
who attempted to use compulsion, was in dan- cers brought in reinforcements. Cecina post-
ger of being killed by them. They spared no ed a strong body of infantry under cover of
manner of abuse, calling him traitor, and tell- some trees and thickets; after which, he or-
ing-him that it was he who ruined the affairs dered his cavalry to advance, and if the enemy
of Caesar, and purposely missed the fairest op- attacked them, to give way by degrees, and re-
portunities. Some of them came in the night tire, till they had drawn them into the ambus-
"ctoiicated with liquor to his tent, and demand-cade. But Celsus being informed of his in
ed their discharge. " For they had to go," they tention by some deserters, advanced with hia
uxid, " to Caesar, to accuse him." best cavalry against Cecina'a troops; and, npon

The cause, however, and Spurina with it, their retreating, he pursued with so much cau-
ieceived some benefit from the insult which tion, that he surrounded the corps that lay in
uiese troops met with at PJacentia. Those of ambush. Having thus put them in confusion,
Vitellius came up to the walls, and ridiculed he called the legions from the camp: and it ap-
Dtho's men who were appointed to defend pears, that if they had come up in time to sup-
them; calling them players and dancers, fit port the horse, Cecina's whole army would
only to attend the Pythian and Olympic games; have been cut in pieces. But, as Paulinus ad-
fellows who knew nothing of war, who had vanced very slowly,* he was censured for hav-
not even made one campaign, who wereswoln ing used more precaution than became a gen-
up with pride, merely because they had cut off eral of his character. Nay, the soldiers accus-
the head of a poor unarmed old man (meaning ed him of treachery, and endeavoured to in-
Galba;) wretches that durst not look men in cense Otho against him, insisting that the vic-
the face, or stand any thing like a fair and tory was in their hands, and that if it was not
open battle. They were so cut with these re- complete, it was owing entirely to the misman-
proaches, and so desirous of revenge, that they agement of their generals. Otho did not so
threw themselves at Spurina's feet, and begged much believe these representations, as he waa
of him to command and employ them on what- willing to appear not to disbelieve them. He
ever service he thought proper, assuring him therefore sent hia brother Titianus to the
that there was neither danger nor labour which army, with Proculus, the captain of hia guard;
they would decline. After this, the enemy Titianus had the command in appearance, and
made a vigorous attack upon the town, and Proculus in reality. Celsus and Paulinua had
plied their battering engines with all their the title of friends and counsellors, but not the
force; but Spurina's men repulsed them with least authority in the direction of affairs.
great slaughter, and by that means kept pos- The enemy, too, were not without their dis-
session of one of the most respectable and satisfactions and disorder, particularly amongst
most flourishing towns in Italy. the forces of Valens. For when they were in-

It must be observed of Otho's officers in formed of what happened at the ambuscade,
general, that they were more obliging in their they expressed their indignation that their gen-
behaviour, both to cities and private persons, eral did not put it in their power to be there,
than those of Vitellius. Cecina, one of the that they might have used their endeavours to
latter, had nothing popular either in his address save so many brave men who perished in that
or his figure. He was of a gigantic size and action. They were even inclined to despatch
most uncouth appearance; for he wore breeches him; but having pacified them with much dif-
and long sleeves in the manner of the Gauls, ficulty, he decamped and joined Cecina.
even while his standard waa Roman, and In the meantime Otho came to the camp at
whilst he gave his instructions to Roman offi- Bedriacum, a small town near Cremona, and
cers. His wife followed him on horseback, there held a council of war. Proculus and
in a rich dress, and was attended by a select
party of cavalry. Fabius Valens, the other " Tacitus tells us, that Panlinus was naturally slow
general, had a passion for money, which was and irresolute. On this occasion he charge* him wilh
not to be satisfied by any plunder from the ene- two errors. The first was, that, instead of advancing
my, or exactions and contributions from the immediately to the charge, and supporting his cavalry
allies. Insomuch that he was believed to pro- he trifltd away the time in filling up the trenches; th«

second, lhat he did not arail himself of the disorder o/
ceed more slowly for the sake of collecting the eneoup. but sounded much too early a retrial.
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Titiauus were of opinion, "That h« onght to sword; while Otho. out of fear, of such an
give battle while the army retained those high agreement, hastened the battle.
spirits with which the late victory had inspired In the meantime he returned to Brixillum,'
them, and not suffer that ardour to cool, nor which certainly was an additional error; for by
wait till Vitellius came in person from Gaul," that step he deprived the combatants of the
But Paulinus was against it. " The enemy," reverence and emulation which his presence
said he, " have received all their troops, and might have inspired, and took a considerable
nave no farther preparations to make lot the limb from the body of the army, I mean some
combat; whereas Otho will have from Mysia of the best and most active men, both horse
and Pannonia, forces as numerous as those he and foot, for his body-guard. There happened
has already, if he will wait his own opportunity, about that time a rencontre upon the Po, while
instead of giving one to the enemy. And cer- Cecina's troops endeavoured to lay a bridge
tainly the army he now has, if with their small over that river, and Otho's to prevent it. The
numbers, they have 90 much ardour, will not latter finding their efforts ineffectual, put a
fight with less, but greater spirit when they see quantity of torches, well covered with brim
their numbers so much increased. Besides, stone and pitch, into some boats, which werp
the gaining of time makes for us, because we carried by the wind and current upon the ene
have every thing in abundance, but delays my's work. First smoke, and afterwards a
must greatly distress Cecina and his colleague bright flame arose; upon which Cecina's men
for necessaries, because they lie in an enemy's were so terrified, that they leaped into the
country." river, overset their boats, and were entirely

Marius Celsus supported the opinion of Pau- eiposed to their enemies, who laughed at their
linus. Annius Gallus could not attend, because awkward distress.
he had received some hurt by a fall from hia The German troops, however, beat Otho'g
norse, and was under cure. Otho, therefore, gladiators in a little island of the Po, and kill-
wrote to him, and Gallus advised him not to ed a considerable number of them. Otho's army
precipitate matters, but to wait for the army that was in Bedriacum, resenting this affront,
from Mysia, which was already on the way. insisted on being led out to battle. Accord-
Otho, however, would not be guided by these ingly Proculus marched, and pitched his camp
counsels, and the opinion of those prevailed at the distance of fifty furlongs from Bedria-
who were for hazarding a battle immediately. cum. But he chose his ground in a very un-
Different reasons are, indeed, alleged for this skilful manner; for, though it was in the spring
resolution. The most probable is, that the season, and the country afforded many springs
praetorian cohorts, which composed the empe- and rivulets, his army was distressed for water.
ror's guards, now coming to taste what real Next day, Proculus was for marching against
war was, longed to be once more at a distance the enemy, who lay not less than a hundred
from it, to return to the ease, the company, and furlongs off: but Paulinus would not agree to
public diversions of Rome; and therefore they it. He said, they ought to keep the post they
could not be restrained in their eagerness fora had taken, rather than fatigue themselves first,
battle, for they imagined that they could over- and then immediately engage an enemy, who
power the enemy at the first charge. Besides, could arm and put themselves in order of bat-
Otho seems to have been no longer able to sup- tle at their leisure, while they were making
port himself in a state of suspense; such an such a march with all the encumbrance of bag-
aversion to the thoughts of danger had his dis- gage and servants. The generals disputed the
sipation and effeminacy given him! Overbur- point, till a Numldian horseman came with let-
dened then, by his cares, he hastened to free ters from Otho, ordering them to make no
himself from their weight; he covered his eyes, longer delay, but proceed to the attack without
and leaped down the precipice; he committed losing a moment's time. They then decamped
all at once to fortune. Such is the account of course, and went to seek the enemy. The
given of the matter by the orator Secundus, news of their approach threw Cecina into great
who was Otho's secretary. confusion; and immediately quitting his works

Others say, that the two parties were much and post upon the river, he repaired to the
inclined to lay down their arms, and unite in camp, where he found most of the soldiers
choosing an emperor out of the best generals armed, and the word already given by Valens.
they had; or, if they could not agree upon it, During the time when the infantry were
to leave the election to the senate. Nor is it forming, the best of the cavalry were directed to
improbable, as the two who were called empe- skirmiah. At that moment a report was spread,
rors, were neither of them men of reputation, from what cause we cannot tell, amongst
that the experienced and prudent part of the Otho's van, that Vitellius's officers were com-
soldiers should form such a design: for they ing over to their party. Aa soon, therefore,
could not but reflect how unhappy and dreadful as they approached, they saluted them in a
a thing it would be to plunge themselves into friendly manner, calling them their fellow-
the same calamities, which the Romans could soldiers. But instead of receiving the ap-
not bring upon each other without aching pellation, they answered with a furious and
hearts, in the quarrels of Sylla and Minus, of hostile shout. The consequence was, that the
C^sar and Pompey: and for what? but to pro- persons who made the complaint were die*
vide an empire to minister to the insatiable ap-
petite and the drunkenness of Vitellius, or to * It was debated in council, whether the empeixa
the luxury and debaucheries of Otho. These thould be present in the action, or not. Marius Cel-sus and Paulinus durst not vote for it, left they should
considerations are supposed to have induced seem inclined to etpose his person. He therefore rfr
Celsus to endeavour to gain time, in hopes tired to Briiillum, which wi» a circumstance that col
Aat matters might be compromised without the tnbutcd not a little to hit ruin.
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pinted, and the rest suspected them of trea- himsel! vias of opinidn that they ought to
son. This was the first thing that disconcert-send ambassadors to treat for a coalition. In
ed Otho's troops, for by this time the enemy pursuance of which, Celsus and Callus were
had charged. Besides, they could preserve no charged with a commission to Cecina and
order; the intermixture of the baggage, and Valens. As they were upon the road, they
the nature of the ground, preventing any regu- met some centurions, who informed them tha
lar movement. For the ground was so full of Vitellius's army was advancing to Bedriacum.
ditches and other inequalities, that they were and that they were sent before by their gea
forced to break their ranks and wheel about erals with proposals lor an accommodation
to avoid them, and could only fight in small Celsus and Gallua commended their design,
parties. There were but two legions, one of and desired them to go back with them to meet
Vitellius's called the devourer, and one of Cecina.
Otho's called the fuccourer, which could dis- When they approached that general's army,
entangle themselves from the defiles and gain Celsus was in great danger: for the cavalry
the open plain. These engaged in a regular that were beaten in the affair of the ambus-
battle, and fought a long time. Otho's men cade, happened to be in the van, and they no
were vigorous and brave, but they had not sooner saw Celsus, than they advanced with
seen so much us one action before this; on the loud shouts against him. The centurions,
other hand, those of Vilellius had much expe- however, put themselves before him, and the
rience in the field, but they were old, and their other officers called out to them to do him no
strength decaying. violence. Cecina himself, when he was in-

Otho's legion coming on with great fury, formed of the tumult, rode up and quelled it,
mowed down the first ranks, and took the and after he had made his compliments to
eagle. The enemy, filled with shame and re- Celsus in a very obliging manner, accompanied
sentment, advanced to chastise them, slew him to Bedriacum.
Orphidius, who commanded the legion, and In the meantime, Titianus repenting that he
took several standards. Amongst the gladia- had seat the ambassadors, placed the most re
tors, who had the reputation of being brave solute of the soldiers again upon the walls,
fellows, and excellent at close fighting, Al- and exhorted the rest to be assisting. But when
phenus Varus brought up the Batavians, who Cecina rode up and offered his hand, not a
come from an island formed by the Rhine, and man of them could resist him. Some saluted
are the best cavalry in Germany. A few of his men from the walls, and others opened the
the gladiators made head against them, but the gates; after which they went out and mixed
greatest part fled to the river, and falling in with the troops that were coming up. Instead
with some of the enemy's infantry that was of acts of hostility, there was nothing but mu-
posted there, were all cut in pieces. But none tual caresses and other demonstrations ol
behaved so ill that day as the praetorian bands. friendship; in consequence of which they al)
They did not even wait to receive the enemy's took the oath to Vilellius, and ranged them-
charge, and in their flight they broke through selves under his banner,
the troops that as yet stood their ground, and This is the account which most of those tha.
put them in disorder. Nevertheless, many of were in the battle give of it, but at the sam<
Otho's men were irresistible in the quarter time they confess that they did not know al
where they fought, and opened a way through the particulars, because of the confused man
the victorious enemy to their camp. But Pro- ner in which they fought, and the inequality of
culus and Paulinus took another way; for they the ground. Long after, when I was passing
dreaded the soldiers, who already blamed their over the field of battle, Mestrius Floras, a
generals for the loss of the day person of consular dignity, shewed me an old

Annius Oallus received into the city all the man, who in his youth had served under Otho
scattered parties, and endeavoured to encour- with others of the same age with himself, not
age them by assurances that the advantage from inclination but by constraint-* He told
upon the whole was equal, and that their me also, that on visiting the field after the
troops had the superiority in many parts of the
field. But Marius Celsus assembled the prin- * From this passage Bacier -would infer, that iVi*
cipal officers, and desired them to consider of life of Otho was not written by Plutarch. He sayi, a
measures that might save their country. "Af- person who served a young man under Otho, could Dotbe old at the time when Plutarch can be supposed o
ter ^uch an expense of Roman blood," said hare visited that field of battle. His argument is this*
he, " Otho himself, if he has a patriotic prin- -That battle was fought in the year ol Christ siity-
ciple, would not tempt fortune any more; since nine: Plutarch returned from Italy to Chaeronea about
Cato and Scipio in refusing to submit to Caesar the end of Domitiao's reign, in the year of Christ
after the battle of Pharsalia, are accused of ninety-three or ninety-four, and never left his nativecity any more. As this retreat of Plutarch's was only
having unnecessarily sacrificed the lives of so twenty-four or twenty-five years after the battle o
many brave men in Africa, notwithstanding Bedriacum, he concludes that a person who fought in
that they fought for the liberties of their coun- that battle, a young man, coula not possibly be old
try. Fortune, indeed, ia capricious, and all when Plutarch made the tour of Italy; fcnd therefor*
men are liable to suffer by her inconstancy; conjectures that this, as well as the life of Galba, mushave been written by a son of PluUrch.
yet good men have one advantage which she But we think no argument, in a matter of such im-
cannot deprive them of, and that is, to avail portance, ought to be adduced from a passage manl
themselves of their reason in whatever may ftstly corrupt. For instead of ov-r* TJ-*KI*O»', we xnuftl
befal them." These arguments prevailed with either read n-* ovrtt 5r*A.«iov, or voi* Si ?r«\*ii,v, i**
the officers, and on sounding the private men 

to make either Greek or seme of it

they found them desirous of peace. Titianus Lampriaj, in the catalogue, ascribes these two live*to his father. Nor do we see su-li a dissimilarity to
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battle he saw a large pile ol dead bodies as my friends, that I can die with greater glory
high as the head of a man; and upon inquir- than reign: for I know no beneht that Rome
ing into the reason, he could neither discover can reap from my victory, equal to what 1 shal
it himself, nor get any information about it. confer upon her by sacrificing myself for peaoe
It was no wonder that there was a great carn- and unanimity, and to prevent Italy from be-
age in case of a general rout, because in a holding such another day as this!"
civil war they make no prisoners; for such After he had made this speech, and shewed
captives would be of no advantage to the himself immoveable to those who attempted
conquorors; but it is difficult to assign a reason to alter the resolution, he desired his friends
why the carcasses should be piled up in that and such senators as were present, to leave
manner, him, and provide for their own safety. To

An uncertain rumour (as it commonly hap- those that were absent he sent the same com-
pens) was first brought to Otho, and after- mands and signified his pleasure to the cities
wards some of the wounded came and assured by letters, that they should receive them hon-
him that the battle was lost. On this occasion ourably, and supply them with good convoys
it was nothing eitraordinary that his friends He then called his nephew Cocceius,* who
strove to encourage him and keep him from was yet very young, and bade him compose
desponding; but the attachment of the soldiers himself, and not fear Vitelhus. " I have taken
to him exceeds all belief. None of them left the same care," said he, " of bis mother, hu
him, or went over to the enemy, or consulted wife, and children, as if they had been my own
his own safety, even when their chief despair And for the same reason, I mean for your sake,
ed of hi?. On the contrary, they crowded his I deferred the adoption wjiich I intended you:
^ates; they called him emperor; they left no for I thought proper to wait the issue of this
form of application untried; they kissed his war, that you might reign with me if I con-
hands, they fell at his feet, and with groans quered, and not fall with me if I was over-
and tears entreated him not to forsake them, come. The last thing, my son I have to re-
nor give them up to their enemies, but to em- commend to you is, neither entirely to forget,
ploy their hearts and hands to the last moment nor yet to remember too well, .that you had
of their lives. They all joined in this request; an emperor for your uncle."
and one of the private men, drawing his sword, A moment after he heard a great noise and
thus addressed himself to Otho: " Know, tumult at his gate. The soldiers seeing the
Caesar, what your soldiers are ready to do for senators retiring, threatened to kill them if
you," and immediately plunged the steel into they moved a step farther or abandoned the
hie heart. emperor. Otho, in great concern for them,

Otho was not moved at this affecting scene; shewed himself again at the door, but no longer
but, with a cheerful and steady countenance, with a mild and supplicating air; on the con-
looking round upon the company, spoke as trary he cast such a stern and angry look upon
follows: "This day, my fellow-soldiers, I the most turbulent part of them, that they
consider as a more happy one than that on withdrew in great fear and confusion.
which you made me emperor, when I see you In the evening he was thirsty, and drank a
thus disposed, and am so great in your opin- little water. Then he had two swords brought
ion. But deprive me not of a still greater him, and having examined the points of both a
happiness, that of laying down my life with long time, he sent away the one and put the
honour for so many generous Romans. If I other under his arm. After this he called his
am worthy of the Roman empire, I ought to servants, and with many expressions of kind-
shed my blood for my country. I know the ness gave them money. Not that he chose to
victory my adversaries have gained is by no be lavish of what would soon be another's; for
deans decisive. I have intelligence that my he gave to some more, and to some less, pro-
army from Mysia is at the distance of but a portioning his bounty to their merit, and pay-
few days march; Asia, Syria, and Egypt, are ing a strict regard to propriety.
pouring their legions upon the Adriatic; the When he had dismissed them, he dedicated
forces in Judaea declare for us; the senate is the remainder of the night to repose, and slept
with us; and the very wives and children so sound that his chamberlains heard him at
of our enemies are so many pledges in our the door. Early in the morning he called his
hands. But we are not fighting for Italy with freedman, who assisted him in the care of the
Hannibal, or Pyrrhus, or the Cimbnans; our senators, and ordered him to make the proper
dispute is with the Romans; and whatever inquiries about them. The answer he brought
party prevails, whether we conquer or are was, that they were gone and had been pro-
conquered, our country must suffer. Under vided with every thing they desired. Upon
ihe victor's joy she bleeds. Believe, then, which he said, " Go you, then, and shew your-

self to the soldiers, that they may not imagine
Plutarch's other writings, either in the style or man-you have assisted me in despatching myselt
ner, as warrants us to conclude that they arc not of his and put you to some cruel death for it."
hind. As soon as the freedman was gone out, h*Henry Stevens did not, indeed, take them into his
edition, because he found thetn among the opiisculti; fixed the hilt of his sword upon the ground,
ind, as Borne of the ojtuseula were supposed to be spu-and holding it with both hands, fell upon it
rious, he believed too hastily that these were of the with so much force that he expired with ono
jumber. groan. The servants, who waited without,

We think the loss of Plutarch's other lircs of the
emperors a real loss to the world, and should Tiave been heard the groan, and burst into a loud lamea
glad if they had come down to us, even in the fcame tation, which was echoed through the camp
imperfect condition, as to the teit, u those of Gdlba
and Olho. * Tacitus and Suetonius call him Covnonus.
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and the city. The soldiers ran to the gate* To the Memorf <j/"
with the tno«r. pitiable waitings and moat un- MARCUS OTHO.feigned grief, reproaching themselves for not
guarding their emperor, and preventing bis Otho died at the age of thirty-seven, having
dying for them. Not one of them would leave reigned only three months. Those who find
him to provide for himself, though the enemy fault with his life, are not more respectable,
tras approaching. They attired the body in a either for their numbers or for their rank,
magnificent manner, and prepared a funeral than those who applaud hia death: for, though
pile; after which they attended the procession his life was not much better than that of Nero,
in their armour, and happy was the man that yet his death was nobler.
could come to support his bier. Some kneeled The soldiers were extremely incensed against
ind kissed his wound, some grasped his hand, Pollio, one of the principal officers of the
and others prostrated themselves on the guards, for persuading them to take the oath
ground, and adored him at a distance. Nay, immediately to Vitellms; and being informed,
there were some who threw their torches upon that there were still some senators on the spot,
the pile, and then slew themselves. Not that they let the others pass, but solicited Yirginiuf
they had received any extraordinary favours Rufus in a very troublesome manner. They
from the deceased, or were afraid of suffering went in arms to his house, and insisted that
under the hands of the co&querer; but it seems he should take the imperial title, or at least be
that no king or tyrant was ever so passionately their mediator with the conqueror. But he who
food of governing, as they were of being gov- had refused to accept that title from them when
erned by Otho. Nor did their affection cease they were victorious, thought it would be the
with his death; it survived the grave, and ter- greatest madness to embrace it after they were
minated in the hatred and destruction of Vi- beaten. And he was afraid of applying to the
tcllius. Of that we shall give an account in Germans in their behalf, because he had obliged
Its proper place. that people to do many things contrary to their

After they had interred the remains of Otho, inclinations. He therefore went out privately
they erected a monument over them, which at another door, "When the soldiera found
neither by its size nor by any pomp of epitaph, that he had left them, they took the oath to
could eicite the least envy. I have seen it at Vitellms, and having obtained their pardon,
Bruellum; it waa very modest, and the inicrip- were enrolled amongst the troops of Cecina.
Dca only thus:

Zz
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ACCOUNT OF WEIGHTS, MEASURES
AMD

DENOMINATIONS OF MONEY,

MENTIONED BY PLDTARCH.

From the Table* of J)r. drbuthnot.

Ib. or. p.wt. p.
The Roman libra or pound .. 00 10 18 131
The Attic mina or pound 00 11 7 161
The Attic talent equal to siity mine 56 11 0 17

CRT MEASURES OF CAPACITY.

peck. gal. pin (j.
The Roman modius 1 0 OJ
The Attic chcrnii, one pint, 15,705| solid inches 0 0 U nearly
The Attic medimnua 4 0 6ft

LIQUID MEASURES OF CAPACITY
pint, solid mch.

Thecotyle A 2,141*
The cyathua lj 0,356fi
ThechuB 6 25,698

MKAST7RC3 OF LENGTH.
Eng. paces, ft. in.

The Roman foot ° ° U|
The Roman cubit 

The Roman pace 
The Roman furlong 120
The Roman mile 967 0
The Grecian cubit 
The Grecian furlong 100 4 4;
The Grecian mile 805 6 0

N". B. la this computation the English pace is five feet.

MOMEY $ C, m.
The quadrang, about ........ " "
The as " U
The Sestertius " " " *"»"«{
The sestertium equal to 1000 eeetertii i ,«'o =
The denarius 
The Attic obolus 

The drachma 14,-,'«The mina = 100 drachma "
The talent = 60 minae V«Vq
The etater-aureus of the Greeks weighing two Attic drachmi .... � ^cc
The staler-daricus . " 7-lb.b.b

The Roman aureus was of different value at different periods. According to^
the proportion mentioned by Tacitus, when it exchanged for 25 denarii, it >
wu of the game value as the Grecian stater '



A CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE.

FROM DACIER AND OTHER WRITERS.

Yean
lean Years before before Yean
of the the Grit the before

world. Olympiad^ build- Christ,
iogof
Rome.

2437 737 761 151J
2547 627 651 140]
2698 4S6 500 1250

THESEUS.

2720 454 The eipedition of the Argonauts. Theseus attended Jason 473 1228
in it.

2768 406 Troy taken. Demophoon, the son of Theseus, was al the 430 1180
siege.

2847 327 The return of the Heraclidone to Peloponnesus . . . 351 1101
2880 294 The first war of the Athenians against Sparta .... 318 1063

Codrus devotes himself.
2894 288 304 1055

2908 966 290 1040
3045 129 153 904

Olympiad!.
3174 THE FIRST OLYMPUB. 25 774

ROMULUS. Yean
of

Rome.
3198 yii. 1. 750
3201 vii. 4. 747

3235 xvi. 1 33 71 3

NUMA.

3236 ivi. 3. 34 712

3279 A\\ll. 2. 09 fifil

SOLON.

3350 xlv. 1. 153 fiQfl
3350

3354 zlvi. 1. Epimenides goes to Athens, and eipiates the city. He 157 594
dies soon after at the age of 154. The seven wise men:
-3Esop and Anacharsis flourish.

3356 xlvi. 3. 15Q Wl
Croesus, king of Lydia.

3370 1 i 3/9 17fl
Pisistratus sets up his tyranny.

3391 Iv. 2. D3/ 157
3401 904 SLA*oil

PUBLICOLA

3443 Is chosen consul in the room of Collatinus 
Brutus fights Aruns, the eldest son of Tarquin. Both are 

QAZ cru?

killed.

3444 liviu. 3. Publicola, consul the third time. His colleague Horatius 247 504
Pulvillus dedicates the temple of Jupiter Capitolmus.

Horatius Codes defends the Sublician bridge against the
Tuscans.

3848 kii. 3 951

2459 ITIH. 1. The battle of Marathon .... 262 4KB
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Yeari
Years Yean

.-I ill. Olympiadi. of beforeworld.
Borne. Cbrift.

CORIOLANUS

3461 Ixxii. 2. 263 488
3462 Ixiiii. 1. 265 486
3463 Ixxiii. 2. 

Is banished and retires to the Yolsci 
Herodotus is born 

Coriolanus besieges Rome: but being prevailed upon by 266 485
his mother to retire, is stoned to death by the Volsci.

ARISTIDES

3467 Ixiiv. 2. Is banished for ten years, but recalled at the expiration of 270 481
three.

THEMISTOCLES.

3470 lixv. 1. The battle of Salamis 273 478
3471 Ixxv. 2. The battle of PlatEa 274 477
3474 lixvi. 1. Thucydides is born 277 474
3479 Ixxvii. 2. Themistocles is banished by the Ostracism 282 469

CIMON

$480 lixvii. 3. Beats the Persians both at sea and land 283 468

3481 Ixxvii. 4. Socrates is born. He lived 71 years 284 467
3500 liiiu. 3. Cimon dies. Alcibiades born the same year. Herodotus 303 448

and Thucydides flourish; the latter is twelve or thirteen
years younger than the former.

Pindar dies, eighty years old -"- 440

PERICLES

3519 lixxvii. 2. Stirs up the Peloponnesian war, which lasts 27 years. He 322 429
was very young when the Romans sent the Decemviri
to Athena for Solon's laws.

3521 Ixxxvii. 4. Pericles dies 324 427
3522 Ixxxviii. 1. Plato born 325 426

Xerxes killed by Artabanus.

NICIAS.

3535 xci. 2. The Athenians undertake the Sicilian war 338 413
3537 ici. 4. Nicias beaten and put to death in Sicily 340 411

ALCIBIADES

3538 icii. 1. Takes refuge at Sparta, and afterwards amongst the Per-

5539 acii. 2. Dionysius, the elder, now tyrant of Sicily 342 409
Sophocles dies, aged 91 . 
Euripides dies, aged 75 ....."""""" 

~

LYSANDER

3545 xciii. 4 Puts an end to the Peloponnesian war, and establishes the 348 403
thirty tyrants at Athens.

Thrasybulus expels them ~TIo~ Ana
3546 xciv. 1. Alcibiades put to death by order of PharnabazuB . . .

ARTAXERXES MNEMON

3549 xciv. 4. Overthrows his brother Cyrus in a great battle. The retreat 352
of the ten thousand Greeks, conducted by Xenophon.

S550 XCT. 1. Socrateediee 

AGESILAUS

3553 xcv. 4. Ascends the Spartan throne 
3554 xcvi. 1. Lysander sent to the Hellespont .
3555 xcvi. 2. Agesilaus defeats the Persian cavalry. Lyeande- die«.
3561 xcvii. 4. The Romans lose the battle of Allia.
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Tun Tear.
Olympiadi. of before

Borne. Ctrut.

CAMH-LUS

icviii. 1. Retires to Ardoa ............ 365 386
xcii. 1. 369 382
xcix. 4. 372 379
cut. 

Aristotle born 
Demosthenes born 

Chabrias defeats the Lacedaemonians .... 377 374
cii. 2. Peace between the Athenians and Lacedemonians " 382 369

The important battle of Leuctra.

PELOPIDAS,

cii. 3. General of the Thebans. He headed the sacred band the 383 368
year before at Leuctra, where Epammondaa command-
ed in chief.

ciii. 4. Dionysius the elder, tyrant of Sicily, dies, and is succeed- 385 366
ed by his eon.

ciii. 3. Isocrates flourishes 

TIMOLEON 

387 364

ciii. 1. Kills his brother Timophanes, who was getting himself up 368 363
tyrant in Corinth.

civ. 1. Pelopidas defeats Alexander the tyrant of Pherae, but falls
in the battle.

civ. 2. The famous battle of Mantinea, in which Epaminondas, 390 361
though victorious, is killed by the son of Xenophon.

civ. 3. Camillas dies 391 360
civ. 4. Artaxerxea dies. So does Agesil&na ....... 392 359

DION

cv. 4. Expels Dionygius the younger 396 355
cvi. 1. Alexander the Great born 397 354
cri. 3. Dion is killed by Callippus 399 352

DEMOSTHENES

cvii. 1. Begins to thunder against Philip .... ... 401 350
Xenophon dies, aged 90.

cviii. 1. Plaio dies, aged 80 or 81 405 346
cviii. 4. Timoleon sent to assist the Syracasana 40S 343
cU. 2. Dionysius the younger sent off to Corinth ..... 410 341
cix. 4. Epicurus born 412 339
ex. 3. The battle of Chsronea, in which Philip beats the Athe- 415 336

niang and Thebans.

ex, 4. Timoleon dies 416 335

ALEXANDER THE GREAT

cii. 1. Is declared general of all Greece against the Persians, 417 334
upon the death of his father Philip.

cxi. 3. The battle of the Granicua 419 332
cxii. 2. The battle of Arbela ............ 422 325
cuii. 2. Porus beaten 426 325
exit. 1. Alexander dies, aged 33 430 321

Diogenes dies, aged 90.
Aristotle dies, aged 63 " 319

PHOCION

civ. 3. Retires to Polyperchon,but it delivered op by him to the 435 318
Athenians, who put him to death.

EUMENES,

C1V>. 1. Who had attained to a considerable rank a-mongst the 437 314
successors of Alexander the Great, ii betrayed to Anti-
goaus and pot to death.
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DEMETRIUS,

3636 Civi. 4. Surnamed Poliorcetes, permitted by his father Antigonua 439* 312
to command the army in Syria, when only twenty-two

3643 Civiii. 2. years of age. He restores the Athenians to their liber- 446 305
ty, but they choose to remain in the worst chains, those
of servility and meanness.

Dionysius, the tyrant, dies at Heraclea, aged 55.
In the year before Christ 288, died Theophrastus, aged 85.
And in the year before Christ 285, Theocritus flourished.

PYRRHUS,

3670 cnv. 1. King of Epirua, passes over into Italy, -where he is defeat- 473 272
ed by Lsvinus.

3695 cixviii. 4. The first Punic war, which lasted 24 years . . 488 263
3696 ciiii. 3. 499 252

ARATUS,

3699 ciiiii. 1. Of Sicyon, delivered his native city from the tyranny of 502 249
Nicocles.

AGIS AND CLEOMENES,

3723" cuiviii. 2. Cotemporaries with Aratus, for Aratus being beaten by 526 225
Cleomenes, calls in Antigonus from Macedonia, which
proves the ruin of Greece.

PHILOPO3MEN

3727 cixxis. 2. Thirty years old when Cleomenes took Megalopolis. 530 221
About this time lived Hannibal, Marcellus, Fabius
Maximus, and Scipio Africanus.

3731 Ml. 2. The second Punic war, which lasted eighteen years . . 534 217
3733 cxl. 4. Hannibal beats the consul Flaminius at the Thrasyme- 536 215

nean lake;
3734 Ml. 1. And the consuls Varro and JEmilius at Canns . . . 537 214
3736 cxli. 3. 539 212
3733 cxlii. 1. 541 210
3741 ciln. 4. 544 207
3747 cxliv. 2. 550 201
3749 cxliv. 4. 552 199

TITUS QUINCTIUS FLAMINIUS

3752 cilv. 3. 555 196

CATO THE CENSOR

Was 21 or 22 years old when Fabins Maximus took Ta-
rentum. See above.

3754 cxlvi. 1. All Greece restored to her liberty, by T. Q. Flaminius . 557 194
Flaminius triumphs; Demetrius the son of Philip, and

Nabis, tyrant of Lacedxmon, follow his chariot.
3755 cxlvi. 2. 558 193
3766 cxlix 1 569 182
3767 VI VI cxlii. 2. 570 181

The same year

PAULUS -EMHJU9,

Then first consul, was beaten by Hannibal at Canute.
9782 cliii. 1. When consul the second time, he conquered Pereius, and 585 166

brought him in chains to Rome.
NbwT"erence flourished.

37Qf> rlv 1 593 158O / <7 V L-1V. X.
3794 rlvi. f. 597 154
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3801 clvii. 4. The third Panic war, which continued four years . . 604 147
Cato the Censor dies.

3804 clviii. 3 Scipio-Kmilianus destroys Carthage j and Mummius Backs 607 144
and burns Corinth.

Carneades dies, aged 85 _- 129
PoJybius dies, aged 81 123

TIBERIUS AND CAIUS GRACCHUS.

3827 cliiv. 2. The laws of Caius Gracchus 630 121

MARIUS

3343 clxviii. 2. Marches against Jugurtha 646 105
Cicero born.

3S44 cliviii. 3. Pompey born 647 104
3346 clxix. 1. Marms, now consul the second time, marches against the 649 102

Cimbri.

3350 clui. 2. Julius Czsar is born in the sixth consulship of Marius . 653 98
Lucretius born 94

SYLLA,

3655 clxxi. 2. After his pratorship, sent into Cappadocia. ..... 658 93
3862 clxxiii. 1. Makes himself master of Rome 665 86
3S68 clxxiii. 2. Takes Athens 666 85

Marius dies the same year.

SERTORIUS

3867 chuuv. 2. Sent into Spain 670 81
$868 clxxiT. 3. The younger Marius beaten by SyJla; yet soon after he 671 80

defeats Pontius Telesmus at the gates of Rome. Sylla
enters the city, and being created dictator, exercises all
manner of cruelties.

CRASSUS

Enriches himself with buying the estates of persons pro-
scribed.

POMPEY,

3869 clxxiv. 4 At the age of 25, ia sent into Africa against Domitios, and 672
beats him.

CATO OF UTICA

Was younger than Pompey; for he was but 14 years old
when Sylla's proscriptions were in their utmost rage.

CICERO

5870 clzzr. 1. Defends Roscius against the practices of Sylla. This 673 78
was his first public pleading. After this he retires to
Athens to finish his studies.

3871 clxxv. 2. Sylla, after having destroyed above 100,000 Roman citi- 674 77
zens, proscribed 90 senators, and 2,600 knights, resigns
his dictatorship, and dies the year following.

3874 clxxvi. 1. Pompey manages the war in Spain against Sertoriua . 677 74

LUCULLUS,

3877 clxxvi. 4 After bis consulship, is eent against Mithridates. . . . 680 71
3879 clxxvii. 2. Sertorius assassinated in Spain. Crassus consul with 682 69

3881 clxxvii. 4,
3887 clxxix. 2. 

Pompey 
Tigranes conquered by Lucullus 
Mithridates dies. Pompey forces the temple of Jerusalem. 

684 67
690 61

I Augustus Caesar born . ...
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JULIUS C£SAR

3891 elm. 2. Appointed consul with Bibulus, obtains Illyria, and the 694 57
two Gauls, with four legions. He marries his daughter
Julia to Pompey.

3897 cluxi. 4 Craesus is taken by the Parthians and slain . . . 700 51
3902 clxuiii. 1. Caesar defeats Pompey at Pharsalia 

Pompey flies into Egypt, and is assassinated there 
705 46

3903 cliiiui. 2. Caesar makes himself master of Alexandria, and subdues 706 45
Egypt; after which he marches into Syria, and soon re-
duces Pliarnaces.

3904 cliiiiii. 3. He conquers Juba, Scipio, and Petreius, in Africa, and 707 44
leads up four triumphs. Previous to which, Cato kills
himself.

3905 clxxxiii. 4. Caesar defeats the sons of Pompey at Munda. Cneius 708 43
falls in the action, and Seitus flies into Sicily. Caesar
triumphs the fifth time.

BRUTUS.

3906 clixiiv. 1. 709 42
3907 clxxxiv. 8. 710 41

MARK ANTONY

Beaten the same year by Augustus at Modena. He re-
tires to Lepidus. The triumvirate of Augustus, Lepi-
dus, and Antony, who divide the empire amongst them.

390S clzxziv. 3. The battle of Philippi, in which Brutus and Cassius being 711 40
overthrown by Augustus and Antony, lay violent hands
on themselves.

3909 clxxxiv. 4. Antony leagues with Seitus the son of Pompey against 712 39
Augustus.

3910 clxxiv. 1. Augustus and Antony renew their friendship after the 713 38
death of Fnlvia, and Antony marries Octavia.

3918 clmvii. 1. 721 30
3919 cliiivn. 3. The battle of Actium. Antony ia beaten, and flies into 111 29

Egypt with Cleopatra.
3920 clixivii. 4. Augustus makes himself master of Alexandria, Antony 723 28

and Cleopatra destroy themselves JEraof the
Incar-

GALBA nation.

Born.
QQ47 750Oa^/ ciciv. 2.
QQQ1 784 34"K7DJ ecu. 4.
oqoo90DJ1 CCLli> 1» 785 35
Aftlft 820WI1O ccxii 4« 70

OTHO

4019 cciii. 1. Revolts, and persuades the soldiers to despatch Galba; 821 n
upon which he is proclaimed emperor; and three months
after, being defeated by Vitellius, despatches himielf.
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, their noble method of testifying Porus, 489; canons conference with tb«
their gratitude to the Romans, 270. Gymnosophists, 490; marries Statira, the

"town's, feast of, 148. daughter of Darius, 492; his death, 494,
Adultery unknown at Sparta, 36. and character, 495.
JEdiles, office of, its nature, 291. Jlmmonius, preceptor to Plutarch, anecdote
JEmtiian Family, its antiquity, 187. of, xiii.
JEmilius Paulus is made icdile, ib.; his disci- Jlinulius dispossesses Numitor of the kingdom

pline, 1S8; subdues Spain, ib.; and the Li- of Alba, 13; orders the destruction of hii
guriana, 189; ig appointed to conduct the nephews, ib.
war against Perseus, 190; whom he defeats, Jlnarchy, the precursor of tyranny, 545.
195; his disinterestedness, 198; hia death, vlnafagoras, his praise, 114; is accused, and
and public funeral, 202. flies from Athens, 126; first taught the

JEsop meets Solon at the court of Croesus, 70, Athenians how the moon becomes eclipsed,
Jlgesilau-s declared king of Sparta, by the in- 376.

fluence of Lysander, 315; appointed to com- Jlncilia, bucklers, why so called, 51.
mand the Lacedaemonian expedition into Jlntiochus marries Stratonice, 628.
Asia, 418; from which he ia recalled, 421; "Antony, his generosity, 633, 634; his humans
to conduct the expedition against the The- conduct to Arcbelaus, ib.; connects himself
bans, whom he defeats, 423; but is subse- with the fortunes of Cssar, 635; to whom he
quently defeated by them, 427; they attack carries assistance, ib.; his vicious conduct,
JLacedaemon itself, but retire without taking ib.; pronounces the funeral oration over
it, 429; his treachery towards Tachos, king Caesar's body, 637; unites with Octaviiu
of Egypt, 431; his death, 432. Cicsar and Lepidus, 638; his brutal exul-

Jtgis, hia general character, 554; his efforts to tation over Cicero, ib.; defeats Cassius, 639;
reform his country, 555, 556; commands the his luxury, 640; connects himself with Cleo-
Spartan army, 557; is seized by Leonidas, patra, ib.; is defeated by the Parthians, 645;
imprisoned, 559; and murdered, together withdraws from their country, 647; treati
with his mother and grandmother, ib. his wife Octavia with great neglect, 648-

Jtgriculture, advantages of, 258. his difference with Caesar, to.; gives himself
jUi-an Lake, prophecy respecting, 98. up entirely to Cleopatra, 649; his force*
JRlnnus, piety of, 104. 650; engages with CaeeaHs fleet, 651; ana
JVcander assaults Lycurgus, 34; is won upon is defeated, 652; his army goes over to

by the kindness of Lycurgus, ib. Caesar, ib.; he returns to Cleopatra, 653;
"fflcibiades contracts a friendship with Socra- they both offer to submit to Ca-sar, who re-

tes, 142; his kindness to a stranger, 143; jects their proposal, 654; he stabs himself,
gains the prizes at the Olympic games, 145; 655; is buried by Cleopatra, 656.
stratagem of, 146; his dissoluteness and ex- Jlquilii conspire with the Vitellii to reinstate
travagance, ib.; is accused of impiety, 149; Tarquin, 73; and are discovered and pun-
returns to Athens, where he is joyfully re- ished, 74.
"teived, 154; his death, 157. Jlrat-ua raises the Acheans to dignity and pow-

JBexander the Great receives the Persian am- er, 260; takes Corinth by stratagem, 707; ia
bassadors, when a youth, in the absence of deserted by the Acheana, 712; his various
Bis father, 466; his courage, ib.; quarrels fortune, 713; his death, 71?.
with his father, 468; whom he soon suc- Jfrchidamia, heroic conduct of, 286.
ceeds, t&.j he takes Thebes, 469; his noble Archimedes, hia skill in mechanics, 221: be
conduct to Timoclea, ii.; defeats the Per- defends Syracuse, 222; is killed, 224. 

'

tians, 470; his illness, 472; defeats Darius, "flrcAon, ofBce of, 66.
ib.; hia honourable conduct to the mother, Areopagus, council of, instituted, 16.
wife, and daughter of Darius, 473-477; his Jlriadne instructs Theseus to pass through the
temperance, 478; defeats Darius a second Labyrinth, 5.
time, 479; orders funeral honours to be paid rfriamnea, an artful Arabian chief, decoite*
to the body of Darius, 483; marries Rox- Crassus, 388, 389.
ana, 484; puts his old counsellor. Parmcnio, Jlristides opposes Themistoclcs, 84; is banish-
to death, 485; kills Clitus, 486; conquers ed, 85; recalled, 88; his sense of justice.
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why called " THE JUST," 233; big voluntary line's conspiracy, ib.; occasion of bii diTore-
poverty, 242; death, 243. ing Pompeia, 498; reconciles Pompey and

"fti'istion, his vices and profligacies, 325. Crassus, 499; with whom he unites, 451; and
Aristotle the philosopher, preceptor to Alex- by their interest is appointed consul, 499;

ander, 467. his success as a general, 500; affection of
Jlrtaicrxes succeeds his father, 691; becomes his soldiers, ii.; various traits of his charac-

popular, 692; his brother Cyrus revolts, ii.; ter, 501; defeats the Germans, 502; and the
whom he engages, 693; and defeats, 694; Ncrvii, ii.; his expedition into Britain, 503:
loses his wife Statira, by poison, administered defeats the Gauls, 505; beginning of his dis-
by Parysatis, whom he banishes to Babylon, sensions with Pompey, ii.; passes the Rubi-
696; his weakness and vice, 698; his cruel- con on his way to Rome, 506; which ha
ties, 699; conspiracy of his eldest son and enters, 507; his heroic conduct during a
several nobles, 700. storm at sea, 508; defeats Pompey at the

tftrts, the fine, unknown at Rome before the battle of Pharsalia, 510; puts Achillas and
capture of Syracuse by Marcellus, 225. Photius, the assassins of Pompey, to death,

Jlruns, the son of Tarquin, killed by Brutus, 75. 462; his connection with Cleopatra, 511; his
JLs, Roman coin, value of, 101. sententious mode of announcing a victory,
Ispasia, her talents, 122; captivates Pericles, 512; defeats Juba king of Numidia, 513; is

ii.; accused and acquitted through the in- elected consul a fourth time, 514; and as-
fluence of Pericles, 125. sumes absolute power at Rome, ii.; cor

tflteius opposes the departure of Crassus from reels the errors of the calender, 515; is
Rome, 386. assassinated in the senate-house, 517; his

"Athens, settlement of. by Theseus, 7; forsaken character, 518.
by its inhabitants, 87; rebuilt by Themisto- Calendar reformed by Numa, 53.
cles, 88; adorned by Pericles, 117; taken by Callias, his treachery, 233.
Lysanaer, 312; and by Sylla, after suffering Callisthenes becomes disagreeable to the court
famine and distress, 324. of Alexander, 486; his death, 487.

Bandius, his bravery, 219; espouses the cause Camillus, fortitude of, 97; various regulations
of Hannibal, 220; from which he is detached of, ii.; takes the city of Veii, 98; honour-
by the kindness of Marcellus, ib. able conduct of, towards the city of Felerii,

Barathrum, a place of punishment, 232. 100; exiles himself from Rome, 101; de-
Barley, the substitution of, for wheat, a punish- livers Rome from Brennus, 107; made mili-

ment, 227. tary tribune a sixth time, 110; defeats the
Bastards excused by the laws of Solon from Volsci, ib.; appointed dictator the fifth time,

relieving their fathers, 68; who were deemed 112; defeats the Gauls a second time, ii.
such at Athens, 83; laws of Pericles con- Candidates to appear ungirt and in loose gar-

cerning, 127. ments, 162.
Bastarnse, a people of Gaul, 191. Cannsc, battle of, 135.Capitol, how saved from Brennus, 106.Bessus seizes the person of Darius, 483; his

Cassander, Alexander's treatment of him, 494.punishment by Aleiander for his perfidy, ii.
Boat, punishment of the, its dreadful nature, Cassius joins Brutus in assassinating Caesar,

695. 676; unites in opposing Antony and Octavius,
681; is killed at the battle of Philippi, 686.Bona Dea, ceremonies observed at her festi-

Catiline's conspiracy, 537; is detected by-val, 498.
Brennus, king of the Gauls, 102; defeats the Cicero, 601; his punishment and overthrow,605.

Romans, 103; takes Rome, 104. Cato the Censor, his manner of life, 245; his
Broth, a favourite dish among the Lacedaemo- ungenerous sentiments as to the bonds be-nians, 35. tween man and man, 246; his temperance,Brutus, the first Roman consul, 73; condemns ii.; conducts the war in Spain prosperously,

his own sons to death, 74; engages Aruns, 248: is honoured with a triumph, ii.; his
and is killed, 75. vain glory, 219; severity against 'luxury, 251,

, Marcus, accompanies Cato to Cyprus, domestic management, ii.; his enmity to
675; joins Pompey's party against Cssar, ii.; philosophy and physicians, 253; marries ais reconciled to Caesar, ii.; but, offended at young woman, 254; his opposition to Car-Caesar's usurpation, he joins Cassius in con- thage, ii.; his death, 513.
spiring his death, 676; assassinates Caesar, Cato the Younger, bis general character, 531;
673; kills Theodotus,the author of Pompey's his early promise of future honour, 532; hisdeath, 683; his dream, ii.; is defeated at affection for his brother, ii.; first attempt
Philippi, 680; his death, 688. at oratory, 533; his mode of life, 534; his in-

Bucephalus, the horse, its value and proper-fluence on the army, ii.; his manner of tra-ties, 466; its death, 489. velling, ib.; is greatly honoured by Pompey,Bull, Marathonian, taken by Theseus, 4. 535; as quaestor, he reforms many abuses,Burials, regulations concerning, by Lycurgus,
41. ii.; likewise as tribune also, 537; his familytrials, 538; opposes Metellus, 539; refuse!

Cabiri, mysteries of, 350. the alliance of Pompey, 540; opposes Caesar
Cellar leaves Rome through fear of Sylla, and and Pompey, 541; his scrupulous and just

is taken by the pirates, 495; from whom he conduct in reference to the treasures taken
obtains his freedom by ransom, 496; his elo- at Cyprus, 542; remonstrates with Pompey
quence, ii.; the tendency of his conduct to 544; whom he afterwards supports, 545; it
tyranny foretold by C.cero, ii.; is elected refused the consulship, 546; joins the forces
pontiff, 497; suspected of supporting Cati- of Pompey, 547; at whose death be goes into
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Africa, 548; his conduct at Utica, 549; his Clitus, the friend of Alexander, pat (o death
heroic death by suicide, 553j is deeply la- by the king, when intoxicated, 607.
mented at Utica, ib. C/oii»us, his infamous character, 378; is killed

Celeres, etymology of, 24. by Milo, 609.
Celibacy, deemed disgraceful at Sparta, 36. Publius, exhorts the troops of LucuJ-
Censors, authority of, 250; their duties, 201. lus to mutiny, 74.
Ceremonies, religious, why so called, 107. Clxlia, anecdote of, 79.
Cethe^us detected by Cicero, as one of the Codes, Horatms, saves Rome by bis valour,

accomplices of Catiline, 603. 181.
Chabrias initiates Phocion in the art of war, Collatinus, one of the first consuls, 73; is sur-

620. pected and banished from Rome, 379.
Chance and fortune, difference of, 185. Comparison of Romulus with Theseus, 27;
Chariot with fine white horses, sacred to the Numa with Lycurgus, 56; Solon with Pub-

Gods, 99. licola, 81; Pericles with Fabius Maximus,
Charon the Tbeban unites with Pelopidas to 140; Alcibiadeg with Coriolanus, 172; Ti-

deliver his country from tyranny, 205; intre- moleon with .iEmilius, 202; Pelopidas with
pidity, ib Murcellus, 229; Aristides with Cato, 255;

Chelonis, daughter of Leonidaa, 559; her vir- Flaminius with Philoposmen, 274; Lyean-
tuous attachment to her husband in his mis- der with Sylla, 335; Cimon with Lucullus,
fortunes, ib. 364; Nicias with Crassus, 395; Serloriua

Cheronca, a town of Bceotia, the birth place of with Eumenes, 415; Agesilaus with Pom-
Plutarch, 13; character of its inhabitants, ib. pey, 463; Agis and Cleomenes with Tibe

Children, deformed and weakly ones put to lius and Caius Gracchus, 586; Demosthe-
death at Sparla, 36; propagation of children nes and Cicero, 614; Demetrius and Antony,
the only end of marriage among the Spar- 658; Dion with Brutus, 689.
tans, 58. Concord, temple of, occasion of its being built,

Cicero, hia early promise of future greatness, 113. »
598 ; undertakes the defence of Roscius Conscience, no distinction between a private
against Sylla, ib.; receives the commenda- and a political one, 342.
tion of Apollonius for his oratory, 259; pro- Consuls, why so called, 18; Brutus and Colla-
secutes Verres, 600; his integrity as a judge, tinus the first, 73; Lucius Sextus the firit
601; detects Catiline's conspiracy, ib.; and plebeian consul, 113.
is invested with absolute power, 603; pun- Cornelia, the mother of the Gracchi, her mag
ishes the conspirators, 605 ; he first per- nanimity, 585.
ceives Cssar's aim at arbitrary power, 496; Crassus, his general character, 379-394; be-
but refuses to take any part in the war be- comes the possessor of great part of Rome,
tween him and Pompey, 611; divorces his 380; leaves Rome in consequence of Ma-
wife Terentia, ib.; takes part with Octavius rius's cruelties, 381; is protected by Vibius,
Caesar, 613; by whom he is abandoned, ib.; ib.; unites with Pcmpey and Ca;sar, 385;
his assassination, 614; his commendation by his ambition, 386; is grievously defeated by
Octavius Caesar, ib. Surena, 392; betrayed by Andromacbus,393;

Cimbri, whence they came, 293; their charac- and treacherously slain, 394.
ter, 294; defeat Catulus, the Roman consul, Cratesiclea, her heroic and patriotic conduct
298; are defeated by Mariue, 299. 567; death, 572.

Cimon is accused and banished by Pericles, Cressus, Solon's interview with, 70.
116; his general character, 338; liberality Curio, his profligacy, 633.
341; defeats the Persians by land and sea Curtian Lake, why so called, 21.
in one day, 342; his death, 117. Cyrus, tomb of, 492; inscription on, id.

Cineas, his prudent advice and useless remon- Cyrus, brother of Artaxerxes, revolts against
strance with Pyrrhus, 280. him, and is slain in battle, 694.

Cinna seeks Pompey's life, and is put to death,
433. Damon, banishment of, 114.

Cususa, the fountain of, the bathing place of Dance, eacred, 6.
Bacchus, 318. Darius, defeated by Alexander, 472; his deaJb

Claudius, Appius, his patriotic and noble ad- 483.
vice to the Romans, 292. Days, distinction o^ into lucky and unlucky,

Cleomenes marries Agiatis, widow of Agis, considered, 103.
560; kills all the ephori, 562; excuses him- Dead, speaking i!l of, forbidden, 67: their
self, ib.; his general conduct, 563; defeats burial a duty, 368.
the Achacans, 564; but becomes unsuccess-Debtors and creditors at Athens appeal te
ful in turn, 566; death of his wife, ib.; is Solon, 63.
defeated by the Achxans at the battle of Delphi, 324.
Sellasia, 569; seeks protection from Pto- Demades the orator, his character, 519.
lemy, king of Egypt, 570; is betrayed, and Demagogue, Menestheus the first, 11.
makes his escape, 571; is pursued, and kills Demetrius, his ostentation, 446; big general
himself, 572. character, 616; sails to Athens, and liberate!

Clean, the rival of Nicias, 369. the citizens, 618; their adulation, 619; hi«
Cleopatra, her blandishments, 640; her mag- vices, 620; defeats Ptolemy, ib.; his hu-

nificence, ib.; her wit and learning, ib.; her manity, ib,; his pride, 623; is grievously de-
influence over Antony, 648; their total ruin, feated, 625; forsaken by the Athenians, ii.,
654; her interview with Casar, 656; her rnarries his daughter to Seleucus, 626; re-
death, 657; and burial, ib. takes Athens, ib.; and treacherously slaji
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Alexander, 627; takes Thebes, 628; his prudent manner of conducting the war, 131 j
pomp, 629 is forsaken by the Macedonians, the last hope of the Romans after their
630; and his other troops, 631; surrenders dreadful defeat at Cannae, 136; his mild con-
himself to Seleucus, 632; his death and duct towards one who had endeavoured to
funeral, ib. seduce his army, 137; recovers Tarentnm

Demode >, his virtue and chastity, 623. by stratagem, ib.; his death, 140.
Demosthenes is left an orphan at seven years Fable of the body and its members, 159.

of age, 588; is fired by the example of Cal- Fabricius, his probity and magnanimity, 283-,
istratus to become an orator, 589; calls his and honour, ib.
guardians to account, id.; studies oratory, Faith, swearing by, the greatest of oaths, 5'2.
590; overcomes, by diligence, the disadvan-Falerii, city of, taken by Camillus, 100; anec-
tages of nature, 591; opposes Philip, 592; dote of a schoolmaster of, ib.
but fails to act honourably in battle, 593; Fame, how far to be regarded, 554.
death of Philip, 594; his contest with Ma- Famine in the army of Mithridates, 350.
chines concerning the crown, 595; is cor- Fear, worshiped as a deity, 478.
rupted by Harpalus, to.; is punished for his Fenales. duty of, 50, 102.
misconduct, ib.; and becomes an exile, 596; Feretrius, a surname of Jupiter, whence de-
is recalled, ib.; poisons himself, 597; in- rived, 218.
scription on his pedestal, ib. Fire, sacred, introduced by Romulus, 23; ever-

Dictator, by whom named, 226; etymology of living, 104; an emblem of purity, ii.
the title, U>. Fireplace, sacred, 165.

Diogenes the philosopher, his reply to Alex- Flaminius, the consul, his rashness and death,
ander, 469. 130.

Dion, the disciple of Plato, 659; is calumniated , Lucius, his cruelty, 272.
to the king, 662; and falls under his dis- , Titus Quinctius, his general cha-
pleasure, ib.; is banished, and retires to racter, 265; defeats Philip, 267; with whom
Athens, 663; undertakes the liberation of he concludes a peace, 268; restores liberty
Sicily, 664; and succeeds, 666; moots with to Greece, 269; is appointed censor, 272;
a great want of confidence in the Syracusans, improperly interferes on behalf of his bro-
667; who drive him to Leontium, 669; the ther, ib.
return of Dionysius and his severe slaughter Flute, playing on, objected to by Alcibiades,
of the Syracusaaa induce them to solicit 142.
Dion's return, ib.; he defeats the troops of Fortunate Isles, now the Canaries, supposed
Dionysius, 671; his magnanimity, ib.; is op- to be the Elysian fields, 400.
posed by Heraclides and his party, 672; a Fortune and Chance, difference of, 185; mu-
conspiracy being formed against him by one tability of, 290.
Callippus, he is murdered, 674. Fortune of Women, temple of, occasion of ita

Dionysius the tyrant, after ten years' exile, re- erection, 170.
turns to Syracuse, and restores his affairs, Friendship of Theseus and Pirithous, origin
173; is conquered by Timoleon, 177; retires of, 10; of Epaminondas and Pelopidas, 204
to Corinth, 178; where, through poverty, he Fulvius, the friend of Caius Gracchus, 583.
opens a school, ib j his education, 661; his
conduct to Plato, 662. Gallta, the richest private man that ever rose

Divorce, law of, 23. to the imperial dignity, 718; is solicited to
Dolopes, or pirates, eipell«d by Cimon from lake the command of the Gauls, 719; ii

Scyros, 340. nominated by the senate and the army, ib.; is
Draco, severity of the laws of, 65; repealed by influenced by the counsels of Vinius, 721;

Soloo, ib. his avarice, 722; gives himself up to be
governed by corrupt ministers, ib.; adopts

Earthquake at Athens, 343. Piso as his son, 725; but the soldiers revolt-
Eclipse of the moon, variously regarded as a ing, they are both slain, 726; his character,

good or bad omen, 193. 727.
Elysianjields, where situated, 400. Gauls, origin of the, 101; take Rome, 105.
Envy, malicious stratagems of, 211. Genii, existence of, believed by Plutarch, xxii;
Epaminondos, his friendship for Pelopidas, their offices, 659.

204; commands the Theban army, which Gordian knot, account of, 471.
defeats Cleombrotus, king of Sparta, 210; Gracchus, Tiberius, his character, and that of
attacks Lacedaemon, 428; his death, 430. his brother, compared, 573; bis good fame,

Ephesus prospers under Lysander, 308. ib.; concludes a peace with the Numantians,
Ephori, their office, 417. 574; as tribune he proposes the Agrarian
Epimenides contracts friendship with Solon, law, 575; which after mu*h opposition is

63; instructs the Athenians, ib. passed, 576; and followed by great commo-
Eumenes, his birth, 407; is made secretary to tions, 577; during a violent tumult Gracchus

Alexander, ib.; kills Neoptolemua in single is slain, 579; he is greatly lamented by the
combat, 409 ; is besieged by Antigonus in people, ii.
Nora, 4lO; receives succours from the Ma- , Caius, his early eloquence, 580;
cedonians, 412; is betrayed by his own troops goes out as quaestor to Sardini, ii.; his popu-
to Antigonus, 414; by whose order he is larity and the consequent jealousy of the
murdered, 415 senate, ii.; several laws proposed by him,

581; is opposed by the senate and nobles*
Fobii, family of the, why «o called, 129. 582; and ultimately killed, 585.
*Yziiw« Maxiinus, created dictator, 130; his Gracchi, their disinterestedness, 586.
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(Jratitude, instance of, 257; in the Acheans Luxury, laws of Lycurgus against it, 35.
towards Flaminius, 270. Lycurgus, uncertainty of the history of, 29;

Gylippus, embezzles the money *«nt by Ly- saves the life of his nephew, 30; collects the
sander to Lacedamon, 3] 3. writings of Homer, 31; consults the Delphi-

Gymnosophists, or Indian Philosophers, their an Oracle about altering the laws of Sparta,
conference with Alexander, 490. ib.; his new laws, 33, 8*c. 8tc. Sic.; exact*

an oath for their observance, 42; starve*
Hair, offering of, to Apollo, 2; cutting it off a himself at Delphi, ii>.; and is deified at

token of mourning, 315. Sparta, 43.
Hannibal defeats Minucius, 133; and the con- Lysander makes Ephesus a naval depot, 308;

suls .Emilius and Varro at Canna:, 135j en- defeats the Athenians at sea, ii.; his subtle-
deavours to entrap Fabius, 137} kills himself ty, 309; disregards the sanction of an oath,
in Bithynia, 273. 310; gains a decisive victory over the Athe-

Helen, rape of, 10. nians, 311; his treachery and want of faith,
Helotes, cruel treatment of, at Sparta, 42. 314; is killed by the Thebans, at the siege of
Hcphitstion, is attached to Alexander, his Haliartus, 318; his probity, 319; and general

death, 492; 13 lamented by Alexander, 493. depravity, id.
JJind, the favourite one of Sertorius, 400.
Jftpparcfe, wife of Alcibiades, 144. .Macedonia conquered by the Romans, 198,
Hipponicus, conductof Alcibiades towards, io. JUomercus defeated by Timoleon,184; endeav-
Homer, hi» writings made generally known to ours to destroy himself, 185; but tailing so

Lycurgus, 30. to do, is taken and punished as a thief and
robber, to.

Janus, temple of, shut io peace, open in war, Manipuli, origin of the term, 15.
54. Jllanlius, why eurnamed Capitolinus, 110; u

/cetes, ia opposed by Timoleon, seized and condemned to death, 16.
condemned, 184; lua wife and daughter are JWarceHiiS, his general character, 216; de-
executed, ii>. feats Viridomarus, king of the Gesatz, whom

Ichneumon, description of the, 482. he slays ia battle, 218; his triumph, ib.; at-
fineness punished by the laws of Solon, 67. tacks and takes Syracuse, 223; is accused of
Jealousy of the Persians, 94. cruelty and oppression by the Syracusans,
Iliad, Homer's, valued by Aristotle, 467- and honourably acquitted by the senate, 226;
Images of the gods, worn in the bosom, 332. is killed in reconnoitring Hannibal's camp.
Interreges, Roman magistrates, their duty, 217- 229.
Iren, office and duties of, 37. Martins Coriolanus, his early love for every
Iron Jllaney, introduced by Lycurgus into kind of combat, 158; takes Corioli, 160; hi*

Sparta, 33. disinterestedness, 161; obtains the name of
Jugurtha betrayed by his father-in-law into Coriolanus, ib.; is refused the consulship,

the hands of Sylla, 293; is led in triumph by 162; accused by the tribunes, 163; condem-
Marius, 294; his wretched end, ii>. ned by them to death, and rescued by the pa-

Juno, statue of, converses with Camillas, 99. tricians, 164; is banished, 165; and goes
over to the Volscians, ib.; ravages the Ro-

Lamia the courtesan, 620; various anecdotes man territory, 166, Etc. Etc.; rejects repeat-
of, 624. ed entreaties and embassies, 168; but is, at

Lamprias, grandfather of Plutarch, character last, won upon by the prayers of his mother
of, xiv. and wife, 170; ia murdered by the Volscians,

Laurentia, the nurse of Romulus, 14. 171: and mourned for by the Romans, ib.
Lavinium, the depository of the gods, besieg- Mardoniia, the Persian general, sends ambas-

ed, 167. sadors to Athens, to detach them from the
Laws ofLycurgus, not to be written, 35. cause of Greece, by promises of future peace
Lawsuits unknown at Lacedxmon, 40. and power, 235.
Leucothca, rites of the goddess, 98. Marius, his obscure birth, 291; is appointed
Leuctra, battle of, fatal to the Lacedemonian consul, 293; and afterwards a second, third,

supremacy in Greece, 427. and fourth time, 295; defeats the Cimbri,
Licinia, wife of Caius Gracchus, beg* him to 297; quarrels with Sylla, 302; by whom he

avoid the public dissension, 584 is driven from Rome, ib.j he is taken, but set
L\fer love of, not reprehensible, 203; not to be at liberty, 304; joins Cinna, and marches to

needlessly eipose'd by the general, 204. Rome, 306; massacres the citizens, ib,; ter-
Lucanian Lake, its peculiar nature, 384. rified at the approach of Sylla, he become*
Lucullus, his general character, 345, 346; is sick and dies, 307.

entertained by Ptolemy, king of Egypt, ii.; Marriage, regulations of, at Sparta, 36; law*
permits Mithridates to escape, 347; whom of Solon concerning, 67.
be afterwards most signally defeats, 350; Martha, a prophetess, attends Marius, 296
providentially escapes assassination, 352; Matronalia, feast of, 22.
gains an important victory over Tigranes, Menestheus, the first demagogue, 11.
358; his troops mutiny, 360, for want of at- Merchandise, honourableness of, 59.
tachment to his person, ib.; he obtains the Meton, the Tarentine, dissuades his country-
honour of a triumph, 362; his domestic trials, men from war with the Romans, and alli-
ii.; his luxury, pomp, and magnificence, ib.; ance with Pyrrhus, 280.
his patronage of literature, 363; his death, Jftetellus refuses to take an oath required by
364. the Agrarian law, and leaves Rome, 301 j is

Lupei-calia, feast of, 32. recalled, it.
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Minotaur killed by Theseus, 5. 731; and kille himself, 732; is lamented by
Minncius upbraids Fabius, 131; his rash con- his troops, 733.

duct, 132; is invested with power equal to Ovation) the lesser triumph, the nature of it,
that of Fabius, 133; engaging with Hanni- SSdi
bal, is rescued by Fabiua from defeat and dis-
grace, 134; noble conduct of, towards Fa- Panat/ienxa, feast of, 7.
bius, ib. Panteus, interesting account of the death of

Misfortunes, effect of, on the minds of men, his wife, 572.
519. Parmenio, the friend and counsellor of Alei-

Mithridates, defeated by Sylla, 328; who ander, 477; put to death, ib.
grants him peace, 329; routed by Lucullus, Parsley, wreaths of, considered sacred, 182.
350; sends Bacchides to see his wives and Parthenon, built by Pericles 118.
sisters put to death, 353; his death, 447 Parthians, their mode of commencing an ac-

Modesty, the praise of, 257. tion, 339.
Money, of gold and silver, first introduced at Parysatis, mother of Artaxerxes, her cruel.

Sparta, by Lysander, 313. ties, 695; is banished to Babylon, 696; is re-
Moon, eclipses of, unknown to the Athenians, called, 693.

376. Patricians, etymology of the word, 170.
Mountains, their greatest height, as known to Patrons and clients, ib.

the Romans, 192. Pausanius kills Cleonice, 339; his haughty
Mourning, regulations of Numa concerning, conduct, 371.

50; tokens of, among the ancients, 215. PelopidaSj his birth and early virtues, 203; his
Mucianus, heroic conduct of, 79. friendship for Epaminondas, 204; encour-
Muses, the sacrifices offered to, before battle, ages the exiled Thebans to regain their lib-

39. erties, 205; defeats the Spartans, 210; is
Music, cultivated at Sparta, ib.; united with seized by the tyrant Alexander, 212; and re-

valour, ib.; used before battle, 40. covered by Epaminondas, 213; undertakes a
successful embassy to the king of Persia,

Names, the three in use amonz the Romans, 214; is killed in a battle against Alexander
290. the tyrant, 215; is honoured and lamented

Ncarchus, the philosopher, his doctrines, 244. by the Thessahans, 216.
Neutrality, in times of danger, infamous, 66. Pericles, his parentage, 113; conduct, 115;
Nicagoras, duplicity, and treachery of, 570. eloquence, 116; banishes Cimon, 117; his
Nicias opposes Alcibiades, 145; his regula- prudence, 121; military conduct, ib.; falls

tions respecting Delos, 366; his veneration into disgrace, 127; is recalled, ib.; his praise,
for the gods, 367; opposes the proposed ex- 123.
pedition to Sicily, of which he is appointed Perpenna conspires against Sertorius, whom
commander, 372; his timidity, 373; is defeat- he murders, 406; and is himself taken and
ed by the Syracusans, 377; by whom he is put to death by Pompey, 407-
taken prisoner, 378; and stoned to death, 379. Perseus, king of Macedonia, defeats the Ro-

Nichomams, the painter, anecdote of, 185. mans, 190; his avarice, and its ill effects, 191;
Auma, character of, 45; is solicited to become deceives Gentius, ib.; defeated by JEmilius,

king of Rome, 46; affects a veneration for 195; surrenders himself to the Romans, 197;
religion, 48; reforms the calendar, 53; dies, and is led in triumph by .Emilius, 199; his
55; and is honoured by the neighbouring na- death, 201.
tions, as well as his own people, ib.; is com- Pharnabazus, duplicity of, towards Lysander,
pared with Lycurgus, 56. 314.

\\imitor, dispossessed of his kingdom by his Phidias, the statuary, 125.
brother Amulius, 13; recognises his grand- Philip, the Acarnaman, his regard for Aleian
children, Romulus and Remus, 15. der, 472.

Nurses, Spartan preferred, 36. , king of Macedon, dies of a broken
Nymphsmm, account of, 330. heart, for having unjustly put to death De-

metrius, his more worthy son, in tfonse-
Oath, the great, its nature, 673. quence of an accusation preferred by his
Oaths, what were deemed the most sacred, 196. other son Perseus, 190.
Olthacus, fails in his attempt to assassinate Philopcemen, his general character, 258; is in-

Lucullus, 352. vested with the command of the Acheans,
Omens regarded by Alexander, 493;et passim. and defeats Machanidas, 261; is defeated in
Opima, spoils, why so called, 20. a naval battle, 262; his contempt of money,
Opiinius, the consul, opposes CaiusGracchus, 263; is taken prisoner and put to death, 264;

583; his corruption and disgrace, 585. is worthily lamented by the Acheans, 265.
Oplacus, his valour, 281. Phocion, his general character, 520; his obliga-
OrcFwmenus, plain of, both large and beauti- tions and gratitude to Chabrias, 521; differs

ful, 328. in opinion with Demosthenes, 524; success-
Orodes sends ambassadors to Crassus, 387. fully pleads with Alexander on behalf of the
Oromasdcs, the author of all good, 477- Athenians, ib.; whose gifts he refuses to ac-
Oschophoria, feast of, 7- cept, ib.; the excellent character of his wife,
Ostracism, its nature, 85; object, 92. 525; refuses to be corrupted by Harpalus, ib.;
Otho commences his reign with mildness, and defeats the Macedonian forces, 526; his in-

in a manner calculated to conciliate the af- tegrity, 528; and justice, 529; is unjustly ac-
fections of his new subjects, 727; is opposed cused and put to death, 530; but is honoured
bv Vitellius 728; by whom he is defeated, after death, 531.
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Pirates, their depredations and audacity, 440 Salii, an order of priesthood, establish meet at,
subdued by Pompty, 441. 51.

Pirit/ious and Theseus, friendship of, 10. Samian war, carried on and terminated by Po
Pisistratut, ostentatious conduct'of, 59. ricles, 123.
Plague, at Athens, 126. Sardonic laugh, what so called, 583.
Platxa, battle of, most fatal to the Parian Saturninus proposes an Agrarian law, 300.

arms, 240. Scipio, Africanus, his humane conduct to H*o-
Plato, seized by Dionyeiug, and sold as a slave mbal, 273.

660} is invited by Dion to Sicily, 661; his re Scytale, its nature and uses, 314.
turn, 664. Senate, Roman, institution of, 7; increased by

Ptynterio, ceremonies of, 155. Romulus, 21,
Pomaxiethres kills Crassus by treachery, 393 , Spartan, introduced by Lycurgui, 31
JPompey, his general character, 432, 433; is mode of filling up vacancies in, 40.

honoured by Sylla, 434} his domestic mis Sertorius, his general character, 397; servei
conduct, it.; his inhumanity, 435; subdues under Manns, and is wounded, ib.; loses an
Africa, 436; conducts the war in Spain eye, 398; visits the Canary Isles, 399; ha-
against Sertorius, 437; and obtains a seconc rasses the Roman armies, 401; subdues the
triumph, 439; appointed with unlimited pow- Characitani by stratagem, 403; rejects the
er to subdue the pirates, 440; his success, offers of Mithridates, 406; is murdered by
441; quarrels with Lucullus, 443; conquer! Perpenna, one of his generals, ib.
numerous nations and armies, ib.-446; his Servtiim, Marcus, his speech in defence ol
splendid triumphs, 448; is appointed sole Paulus .aSmiliuB, 199.
consul, 452; leaves Home to oppose Caisar, Sicinius, one of the Roman tribunes, accuse!
455; by whqpi he is conquered, 459} his Marcus Coriolanus, 163.
death, 462; and funeral, ib. Sicinus, a spy, employed by Themistoclug, 89.

Porsenna, his greatness of mind, 79. Silenus, the pretended son of Apollo, 3V3.
Portia, wife of Brutus, her heroic conduct,677- Sitting1, a posture of mourning, 54S.
Poms, defeated and taken prisoner by Alexan- Solon converses with Anacharsis and i ui.et,

der, 489. 60; writes a poem to persuade the Atheni-
Prsecia, her character and influence, 348. ans to rescind a foolish law, 61; takes Sala-
Procrustes, slain by Theseus, 3. mis, 62; settles disputes between the rich
Psylli, a. people who obviate the bite of ser- and the poor, 64; repeals the laws of Draco,

pents, 543. 65; various regulations, 69; sails to Egypt,
Ptolemy, son of Pyrrhus, his death, 288. Cyprus, and Sardis; has an interview with
Fublicola assists Bruttis in expelling Tarquin, Crasus, 70.

73; is made consul, 75; defeats the Tuscans, Sophocles gains the prize as a tragic writer, at
and triumphs, 7/6; his magnanimity, ib.; Athens, 340.
makes many salutary laws, 77; death and Sparta becomes corrupted by the introduction
character of, 81; compared with Solon, ifi. of money, 43.

Pyrrhus, is rescued from the Molossians,275; Spartants, war of, its origin and success, 382;
and protected by Glaucias, by whose aid he and termination, 384.
regains his kingdom, ib.; kills Neoptolemus, Stars, opinion of the Peloponnesians concern-
who conspires against him, 276; his great ing them, 311.
military skill, 277; is declared king of Ma- StosicratfS, the architect, employed by Alex-
cedon, 279; defeats the Roman army, fcS2; ander, 493.
offers peace, which the senate refuse, ib.; Stratocles, his impudence and effrontery, 619.
invades Sicily, 284; is defeated by the Ro- Sucro, battle of, 404.
mans, 235} is killed by an old woman, 289. Sulpitius. his great depravity, 322} and death,

323.

Quirinus, a surname of Romulus, 26. Surcna, his dignity and honour, 386; defeats
Quirites, an appellation of the Romans, Crassus, 392.

whence derived, 45. Sylla receives Jugurtha as a prisoner from
Rats, squeaking of, an unlucky omen, 217- Bocchus, king of Numidia, 293; etymology
Remus, brother of Romulus, 13; discovered by of his name, 319; his character, ib.; enter*

Numitor, 14; death of, 16. Rome, and indiscriminately massacres the
Riiea Sylvia, mother of Romulus and Remus, innocent and the guilty, 323; defeats the ar-

my of Archelaus, 328; his cruelties, CJJ2,
Riches, true use of, 161. 333; depravity, 334; and death, ib.
Rome, origin of, uncertain, 12; disputes about Syracuse, the nature of the town of, 179} it

its site, 16; taken by the Gauls, 112; retaken attacked and taken. See Marcellus.
by Camillus, ib.

Romulus, brother of Remus, and grandson of Tarentum taken by Fabius,by stiatagem. See
Numitor, 14; builds Rome, 16; steals the Fabius.
Sabine women, 18; kills Acron, king of the Tarpt'.t, treachery and punishment of, 20.
Cecinensians, 19; makes peace with Tatius, Thais persuades Alexander to destroy the pa-
21} becomes arrogant,24} dies suddenly, 25. laces of the Macedonian king, 481.

The.be., wife of the tyrant Alexander, con»oire«
Sabine woman, rape of, 18; mediate between against her husband, 216.

their countrymen and the Romans, 21. Themistocles is opposed by Aristides. 84; his
Sacred b \ttalion a part of the Theban army, ambition, 85; defeats Xerxes, 90; is greatly

209. honoured, 91; is banished, 92; seeks protec-
Sulaminian galley, uses of, 115 tion from Admctus, king of the Alolossians,
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93; throws himself on the generosity of Tutula, her prudent consul, 109.
Xerxes, 94; escapes assassination, 95; his
death, 96. Valeria intercedes with the mother and

Tteseus, life of, 1; and Romulus compared,27. of Coriolanus on behalf of their country, 169.
Thucydides opposes Pericles, 317. Varro, is completely defeated at Cannae, by
Tigranes, his pride, 354; is completely defeat- Hannibal, 135.

ed byLucullus, 358. Veintes, defeated by Romulus, 24.
TiniKus the historian, character of, 366. Venus, Papnian,ni£n nonourot her priesthood,
Timoleon, his parentage and character, 174; 387.

prefers his country to his family, and slavs Vindicius discover* the conspiracy of tho
ins brother, 175; conquers Dionysius, 177; is Aouilii and Vitellii to Valerius, 74-, tnd is
attempted to be assassinated, 17i* ;defeats the made free, 75
Carthaginians, and sends immense spoils to Vmius, Titus urges Ga.oa to accept toe im
Corinth, 183; extirpates tyranny, 185; his rial purple, 719j his character, 721.
death and magnificent burial, 186. Vitellii conspire with the Aquilii in favor of

Timon the misanthropist, 653. Tarquin, 74; are discovered and punished,
Tolmides, imprudence of, 120. 75
Tribes, etymology of the word, 22.
Tribunes of the people, occasion of their elec War, not to be often made against the sama

tion, 159. enemy, 35.
Troy, the name of a Roman game, 532. Water, springs of, how formed, 192.
Tuiftus ^tyidttM receives Coriolanns, 165. Woman, various lawa of Solon's concerning,097.Turpilius is put to death falsely, 292.

, artful conduct of 111 Jierxea it defeated by Themistoclet.
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